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'Qua best conpliilentB to Mitu Gire (w}& pleasantly assuiles the character of

Tom T^g) fmr her poetical ad^ss. She Is nt^ aware that tha stem attitude of her

tan fpotiwfln delivering tlm Tolumeeeof Irer “Opera” tJfibser, oiir worthy
publi^ier, nearly intimidated him to the dcifli. llo lins since, liowever, happily

recovered. \ •*
.We promise to give the woric our minnmst attt'iilion, and then^to have it

bound in the costliest manner, and thus presorviid, in memory of fce luniuhlo feelings

wliich prompted llio address. We are sure thatf ifder the lovely exterior of the

Woman, Mrs. Gore roust possess the heart and generosity df ilreuhilda, who was
first van(|iiished, and then forgave the knight that wrought her hurt ; and with the

noble feelings of Count Paris, we wish to he better neijuaintei^vith Mrs. Gore.

People deiicrihn iisNs the blackguard— but we are a gentleman h>^birth, education,

and breeding, and not— altogotlicr ungainly in Hpifcuruncc ;• nor nto the lively

emotions wholly dead within us. • • ^
^ Meanwhile we ari^riglit glad to have become, by our intrepid crii ic^ins, the muse
of lioncur'tu oiirsolves, and of the sale ofTllrs. Coro’s wo<ks. This only shews how
widely we are j‘oad,^ud what intense curiosity is awakened in the public mind by
our lucubrations. Until the preliminaries for oiir ibnoil introducTion linvo been
settled, we sny to Mrs. Gore, Go on imd prosper! — and let her and our motto be,

• Take heedmf th!s->betiile whatever inay~
Drive hard the Ix^ksellers, and—make tliem pay.

OnS , o|# move. Wo have no edhnexion with cither Mr. Jlayly nr the Oinmhus

;

alTtfiougli we*4«ubstribe to the latter, and admire tbn*former. Now for the lines :
—

3Vj»i Tug, ^uthor of “ ^ofiiers and Daugh tors,'* fo the Vra&erUius,

Scribes ! who under Fraser ply.

Glorious, Toryous company.
To the field, sirs I — what care 1 ?

** Thnmten’d men live long I*

C^all me blockheail, donkey, —
while iny books sell, fret and raWfL-*
^Vliat makes jM>i/ mad, makes inc^Kvc—

*Tis a glorious quanfl I

Ve, Who like a tuibap'd Turk
Cut and slash my handy-work—
Bishop nil my prose, and Burke ^

My tendd infant song

!

By the pricking of your thumbs
Soinethuig wlcKed t/onr way comes—
Baylcy I M>und your thundering; drums

!

Fraser ! spring your rattle!

Cut, and wclconft !— romc again !—
Deathless palms your martyrs gain,
Bimam coined to DuminanV'.

Like a woo<l of laurel

!

OnmibuB or magazine—
Lo

!
your victlnVi* name is seen,

From Pcnxanre to AlK'rdeen
BlazoiiM black and blue!

Do your worst 1 — a charmotl life

I bear, defying pen and knife—^11, then, to the critic strife

—

On, then, to the battle!

Quote me, scorn me, scoffme, rail
I n Cauibyscs’ vein— all hall

!

Friendly foe*. !— my bcx)k m/»V fail—
Written down by you

!

The following muting missive has come to hand. 'Hie uritcr soenis, with great

self-complacency, to forget that the playqr’s culling is infamous in the eye of the
law. The fe1low’s*blustor we laugh at, and liis abuse we despise : his falsehoods,

however, wo must point out. Our pages will shew that IIkctva was the very first

to expose the charlatanism of '* poor hloutgomery.” Tlis foolish and ignorant ad.
mirers were liis worst enemies—wo his best friends, in openly and honestly speak-
ing the trutli. Ou^ first notice of Montgomery was about jVfarch, 1829; and the
(Quarterlies” were pleased lo adopt our tone at a much later date. Here is a

portion of the decent document —we have not room for all :

“ To the Author of the rlegat^t Dramatic Critique in the last Number of Fraser,

** Sir,—Thfre Is an article in your Magaxine for last month, which, for easy conceit and impudent
coxcombry, lK‘ats every thing that has ever lx>forc .'tppeared in that praiseworthy imblicatlon.

** The attackson Mr. Bulwcr were fair enough— Greek against Greek, coxcomb againstcoxannb—
the aimsc of Mr. Monlfpimery inCan enough ; /or he was first knocked down by the Quarterlies, and
then stepped in the doughty cliainplon of Rkoina, kicking and pummelling, and lielabouring a poor
devil who had no chance of returning a blow. But this ntta«'k ou theatres, major and minor, is as
arrant an exhibition of bullying cowardice as ever adorned the pages of your Magazine—and this is

making rather a bold assertion. ^
•• Now, sir, 1 happen to be one of those unfortunate persons whom you liavc a.ssalled so unmer-

rirdly in your last Number— whether at the large or the small theatres, it matters not. My namo
may bo Shegog or Tett, nr Wallagk or Macreody { but whether 1 be a star or a candlc-snulTer, it really
strikes me that my condition Is not quite so degraded as you suppose it to be.

•* I make ray money (ftnd little ^ough) by speakingother persons* opinions—you by writing them.
We are both ready to praise or abulef according to the will of our managers. Should we refuse, 1
should lose niy guinea a-wcuk, and you. gentlegentlemen of the press, your iicnny a-line. I don’t know
whether 1 have the honour of writing to the warlike O’Doherty or the classical Mac-Gin, nr any other of
Mr. Fraser's^oeft^s; but really, whoever yoa Boay be, 1 can't conceive bow you are a whit better than
we poor devils whom you abused so in your January Number, dec. &c.

*• Ever, my dear Friend, sincerely yours,
** ScnAVSPlKLKR.”

Alfred Dumonla^, tho Secretary of “ the Marais ChamjiiigTic Club,” must excuse
tho non-insertion of his soirees. The members appear to us,.at present, to bo a set

of dull fellows
;
but, at any rate, the writer must ^ve us a key to enable us to uu.

derstaud the value of their opinions.
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OMVril YORKIi’s EriSTLK TO THE UKADINf; PUBLIC

Most courteous Headers, gentle and benign,

Who in our monthly pages take delight,

Infirm and aged, conning line by line,

With pale pinchM noses spccUele-bedight—
Or young and Iiale, disdaining to repine,

At anns’-lcngth holding care and sorrow's blight;

J listen, () listen, while Fame tells the earth

IIegi ?fA (0 Tome Fifth is giving birth

!

Two years have pass’d since we became accpiainted,

Yet scarcely knew vve time hath been on wing,

As, month by month, have on our sheet been painted

The varied hues of mule and living thing.

Yet all with personality untainted

Hath been our critic pen ; (’ustalia’s spring

Affords our poets’ beverage, and ramas.sus

Been rescued from a herd of long-ear’d asses.

Yet, though our triumphs have been great and many,
Oft hath it grieved our hearts of sensibility

To see man’s folly, and to think that any
{Should be so wrapp’d in premature senility

' As to be gull’d by every canting zany

—

From the Court Journal study their gentility,

Learn economics from the Benthamite, '

And by Macculloch swear that black ia,wl}itc.

But a fico for blue devils I— all such themes
We leave to St. John Long and Rowland Hill,

And such-like high ones, whose Utopian schemes
Tlic stomachs of the wiud-devourers fill

;

For us, we slick to practice, not to di-eams,

Being fond of fact as fiiieves are of a tdl.

Yet, after all our hoiies and thoiiehts Eiysian,

We say (with Solomon) tliat lifers a vision.

VOL. V. NO. XXV. u



. Qlivef Yorke*$ Epistle to tfi^ Reading Pit&jic.. [Febti^aTy,

*
' t
What was the lottery but an intake?—^what

lTorse-r%;ing but a thing as fle^t win/f

What a good dinner but a prospect, that,

: Evanishing, leaves nought save scraps behind ?

What is rich wine but vapour?— an Gld|;hat

But of some empty skull the cast-olf rind :— "

All is deception— save lir.ciNA’s pages

—

And deeds of tliose she calleth England's sajjes.

There is a time for all things,’* saith wise Soloimm, v

(V^ide Kcclrftiastes,*)r the Pitacher);

• And surel^^none that knowledge lack can follow*man

Who is more giftf?d, or experienced teacher.

Tut-tut, such themes we leave to surpliced jglly man,
Fed on his tithes and tenths— His he can reach her,

The*loY jade Wisdom^lhough, as erst befell,

She domiciles far down in Qjebblcd well.

•^he*l30ttom of a well! then much I fear

1^0 paijjSon dives not ; had it been a barrel

Of aiiciei4 vintage --#n}^, of sparkling l^ier,

There had been, to be sure, less cause for c|uarrel.”
^

Thus scandal chatters; but we shalfnot hear,

Thoi>gh sometimes wears the wolf the lamb's ap])arel

;

And hauditioii, fond of fat and fun.

Dwells nf a carcass weighing half a ton.

Sweet Public ! O, you’re a delicious creature 1

’Pon honour, now, we couldn’t live without you ;

You’re so delectable in form and feature,

And such a fascination breathes about you,

That, though our death would leave a blank in nature,

We’re so in lov(?, gave you hut cause to doubt you,

We would rather, clearest angel! we would rather

Ah, grief would make us grey as our own father!

But, hafk ye, sweeting ! tell us, if you please.

Do tell us why you come to tell us so ?

Once cvc?n at Colburn’s Cad you did not sneeze.

And Maevey, the long-nosed, was once the go;

Nought IX3W but‘Sve go down with you ; hard pease.

Dry hermit’s food, are J^ondon’s monthly show;

And all your wooers daily, weekly, cpiarterly.

You strike with your derision cold quite martyrly.

You say we are improving— we believe it;

’Twere sin ire us experienced to grow worse

;

Nay, offer not more cash— we can’t receive it;

Be a kind creature now, put by your purse—
There are lads from Grub Street would be fain to thieve it;

There’s many an orphan of the press to nurse

;

But as for us say no more words about it

—

We liveHmt for Public— who can doubt it?

We live but for our country !— O, ye Whigs I

Well do ye know that truth is firm and sure

;

Fain had ye given our vineyard to the pigs,

And thought us “ old and miserably poor.”

We have shaken ye till fell both hats and wigs,

W’e have beat with judgment from your coats ‘‘.the stoure”

(See Dr. Jamieson), and we have brought

Your lordly gallop to a sober trot.



3
0/ive!|

Yorke’s JEpisj/^ to the Ridding PuStic.

Where is your wisdom?— Ex-Sheriff Parkins

;

Where is yodr^resigjjkt r— see Hume’s combiijations

;

\yhere your theology?—Jo ! Taylor hearkens,

Fortblspluttering atheistic speculations

;

O’er your high donj Derision’s spittle barkens

With leifTOUs crust; save deaths and desolations.

Nought waits your schemes ; and Wonderment grows paler

Than parsnep ts see <Jtey with Place the tailor.

Pooh for such trash !— bring towel liere and water

—

Who handleth ])itcli, and cbmes off^udetiliSd ?

W’e-have iiiark’d the modem Cains, both son aii^ daughter,

Morgan's and'mate’s, each maid and mother’s ch^ld

—

(Thi<> stanza is O/Doherty’s) ; and slaughter

Through their black mtiks have made in ruin wild

;

Till now wo have nought to do hut ho^ocose,

Or willi a pin impale our pigmy ;foes.

»

Our friends their name is Legion
; and our foes

Some fifteen, eight('en, or at most a score,
,

Who, had they pilh^ would tread on Tiyis nil’s toe?4

And, at tea-parties, vote old Noll a bore

;

T/ms, Ooinery, and AttilJi, are of those,

Besides blaek Broom, a thing which we deplore,-'*

As he may shut the avenues of knowledge.
By sweeping sense from Cockueydoin’s own College.

Whigs are the boys for rectors,— tlie old Major,
*

Had he not died, had been the best alive

;

But Gerald’s friend is a most famous stager.

Than Brougham no neater hand could art contrive,

Even by whose sainted nose the students wager,

Chanting his hiuds like drones within a hive

;

And liume Montrose’s body, Dr. Joe,

Claps his bit wings o’er Aberdeen to crow.

O, dine them all,— oh, give the lads a dinner,

For feed they must,— tliey’ll pay ye in a speech,

Where shreds of common sense beat thin and thinner,

Like leaf-gold, more than fifty miles can reach ;

The price, too, is most moderate
;
you’re a 'dinner »

l‘>eii by your fifteen shillings worth, for which
You have your beef and greens, your cheese and bisky,

Two pots of porter, and a glass ofwhisky.

Jiiit, come, we’re getting too sedate and solemn,

The subject is so stupid ; better fai* '

It were to tell you, that this opening volume—
Our fifth one— will be found above all par

;

We’ve had some blades in training, and enroll ’em
The first time now for literary war

:

They’ve been at grass among the Blues and Y,snows,

And, since their combs have grown, are ejev^r fellov^s.

We dare not name them ; else might prove a martyr

To our good nature, so we rather spare ’em

;

But, since ^is not forbidden in our charter,

Five Paddies and two Celts, we now declare ’em

;

The eighth’s a Turk ; the ninth one is a Tartar,

(liis mother was duenna in.the haram ;)

An African descended straight from Hannibal

;

Besides two Zealanders, the one a cannibal.



4 OUvh Yorke't Epistle to Reading Putlic.

• ^ P I
Yet, thouffli the^Vhi^s so powerfol are and mighty

Spoute^ of spindrift, measurAe^
Who wiUi their cannonade of wo^s can fight ye

As if cast-inelal carronades they fiung, t
And with their bothering blarney they (|>uld fright ye,

" Dowre” fozzy-headed cattle, anl" and yopng
It must be owned, even by tlie Buff and Blue,

That we poor Tories have some pritfle one»too.

Have we not lUdon, patriarch of the law ? •

Him, whom each^jassing year a harvest due
Of hohotipi rich hath brought, whom nought citn draMI

Fi-ory rectitude’s straight path,— nor dri'tiiken crew

Of knaves, whose slanders move him not ^ straw ; •

Nor traitor’s cat-call, nor blasphemer’s maw

;

N^i there he stands^—“ Justitia” by his side—
The biid man’s bugbear, jyid the good man’s pride

!

«
^lave we not Scott, the great, the gloyous bard f

^Vhose muse hath shed a halo round our shores,

Whose giant-mind ^o*obstacles reUird,^

As time’s dim labyrinth its search explores ;

—

He of his toils hath reap’d the high reward,

Anil of a new creation oped the doors,

Where, to futurity’s remotest day,

Adinirifig pilgrims shall delight to stray !

*

• .

And thcfiigh old age hath o’er his reverend head
Been scattering snows, and human strength is frail

To put aside the cup that all men dread.
Seldom hatii one sojourned this earthly vale

With equal honour
;
glory hath been shed,

I’rom poem, history, high romance, and talc.

Unfading, o’er our land by him : life’s urn
May cool, but fame’s will never cease to burn.

Ilave'we not Wellington ?— have we not him
Who rescued liurope from op])rcssion’.s thrall

;

Before whose star Napoleon’s star waned <lim.

Exalting Britain o’er the heads of all

The ruMtions refimd, high filling to the brim
Tlie goblet of her gloiy ? We may fall,

As (.Greece, as Borne have fallen ; but ne’er shall die

Of Waterloo the glorious memory I

Greece in her grandest and her proudest hour

—

Borne in her pomp and plenitude of pride.

With CsEsars on her throne, ne’er wielded power
Such as w'e wield : the realms by Ganges’ side.

Back to tlie rising sun, arc our rich dower

;

And the far western isles our sway - abide

;

Our flag unfiarls triumphant o’er the sea

;

And, blessing^of^all blessings, we are free I

Free in the noblest sense,— no tyrant king

Shakes o’er our shrinking heads the iron rod ;

Free in the lofiiest sense,— our spirits bring.

As conscience wills, tlieir sacrifice to God

;

Free in the genuine sense,— bright learning’s wing
O'erspreads the land, and justice makes abode

Alike witli all ; the lofty and the low
From crime must keep them, or to law must bow.



.1^ OZivei Yorke's Epis^tj^ to thi Reading Public*

Then chclr up, Readers Ihoil^h the elements

Of anarchy at\[^ruir^olk around .

With dire forebomng, l^iie will heal the rents,

• And Freedom rise untrampled from the ground;

Never forsaken shall he Britain’s tents

By spirits high sfio pure ; her every wound
Shall heiil and cicatrise ; and far away
Shall Jhclt the jtorms^vhich now o’ercloud her day.

And throi^h her gloom shall not a star shine bright ?

Nb beam of hope the rolliiig clourlsibetwe^ ?

Yes ! %vcr jn the ranks that for the right
^

Contend, Resina’s pennon shall he seen
'

Wide-waving through the hottest of tlje fight,

—

Tfie rose and thistle on a field of green ;

Fame listening to a shout which must amaze her.

As rush her scribes on to the war-cry Fraser ! !
!”

Sue makes (all bold as Zaragossa’s^maid,)
^

With lying critics,^nd poor scribes, sad slaughter;—^

In Truth’s great cause, full many a gaitilf laid, •

Proves her as feaS-less as Jove’s valoft)ns daughter

;

Aiid while most other jtgimals have been paid

With Pi’i’i'ERs' coin,*— their gold hatii never bougjit her

:

And, as she laughs at C’olburu’s puny wratli,

She thwacks*both humbug Bulwer— and llun-Gotli.

And many another .sinnph shall yet be thwack’d •
With puissant cudgel, laid on with good will;

Many a vVliig pretender's heatl be crack’d,

And slaughter’d many a scoundrel of the quill;

But while these foes of us and ours are back’d,

We keep our kind and gentle nature still.

So ill the bowl o])posiTig flavours meet,

Sour are its lemons, but its sugar sweet.

For who shall stop her in her bold career?

Or thwart her falchion in its lightning speed ?

The craven crouches ’neatli her quivering spear,

And Worth and Virtue in their desperate need
I’roclaim licr saving prow-ess ; and base Fe»r

In panic flight the routed foe doth lead ;

—

Thus WILL She ever,— in it.hpetual youth,

—

Wage ceaseless warfare for immortal Truth.

Farewhile, then, for a while ! the best of friends

Must part,— so says the adage,— and this sheet

Is rhymed full ; though matter much perpenas

Of weightiest import; but when next we meet
Again we may cpistolise : here ends.

Meanwhile, this present chit-chat, incomplete.

Believe us, Readers, till our ink runs dry,
^

Most tmly and for ever yours,

O.Y!

5

A^o. S15, Regent Street,

Jan. !i28, 1832.



tllSTOKlCAL ttl>a^trc£4f

No. I '

SIR WALTER SCOTT AND IirS^llilTATORS.
• •

Much has been said of the self- ampl^ that it was n^uch more likely

sufficiency of genius and the force of that me stred^th of tl)fi labourer should
nature ; and it is clear that without he exhausted than that materials should
these a work of art must be deficient fail.’* * •

offervour and anipiT^tioiif Nevertheless, * The mind that has not subjected

none /if the assistants to bo deriveii itself to thig disl'ipliiief or waited for

from the accumula^*a treasures of time, this development, may exhibit strong

of song and tradition— from example, genius, strong feeling, )^rc;it power of

and the facilities ac(][uired by study all kintls^ but must be, nevertheless,

and c^periend?, may be with in\imTiity as barren of associations as it is dcli-

despised. We are afraid that of tlie cient of culture. Through the wild
imitaHh^s ofour great novelist too miiiy scenes of nncultivaled nature the

oll\hcir own unassisted ener- slocivng stream walks with slow and
gies, and refer too seldom to the measured lapse his round of ages,”
sources of authoriiy and pr^oeflenf, unconse^rated with a single reminis-

to which it is evident their master was rence capabht of revival from “ cen-

not ashamed to resort. “ Old and turibs of death.’’ No sacred ^groves,

odd books,” say:. Sir Waller Scott, no solemn temples, no haunts of love,

speaking of his own sources in this no theatres of wisdom, are left to be
kind, “ and a coii^iderable collection traced by learned retrospection. The
of family legends, formed a quariyao

Duisou that sounds
I'ljrough every branch and trembles in eacli leaf,->

The voice of (iod conversing in tho culm,
And preaching of his inmost works himself,

Till nil the sc^iaph glows in all his fires.

And melts the high society in one
Enraptured diupasoirs holy sound—**

IS uttered in vain to the deaf car of so among the cultivated .scenes of

solitude, or to luiAwakcned man. Not civilised luimanity.

Ciroves sacreil once to love, w here once w'ore Iienrd,

bow ninniiuriiig through the muny-turtled shades

y.f peace,'irespoiident sighs or liveliest notes

Of placid and accordant love that mixed
Airs with the zephyr, whispers with the grove

—

Long hushed to solemn silence, groves no mure.—
\ ot echo human loves ; the loves retiiied

lly ancient minstrels sang of dryad or

Of nai'ad, or perchance of human maid
From cottage or from palace ; or of gods.

From hulls of light descending to the plain,

iliiconscious of a change.”

About such scenes the shades author of The Hurricane, concerning

of memory perpetually# wander, and the liarbarian in his native, uiiculti-

shapes of burning thought hover to vated wilds,—** He knows where he is

;

hallow them.” The mind. We confe.ss, his speculations do not oiitfly his prao-

is no barren soil, yet we should pause tice, for he thinks he knows nothing

before we indulged in extravagaiit anti- but what he views. The va.st pride of

cipations, and exclaimed, with the discovering experimental knowledge

* Tales of My Landlord. Fourth and last Series, collected and arranged by
Jedediah Cleishbolham, Schoolmaster and Parish ('lerk of Gandercleuch. In 4 vols.

Printed for Robert Cadell, Edinburgh ; and Whitlakei and Co. T^oiidoii. 183:2.



Rtmance,w
catinl^, indeed, fbjjiiis; /or discovir^

is precluded by incessant knowleijge^*

The intellectual soil majb

naturally futile ; the utmost, howeler,

that it can do, is tib indicate a capacity

for the reception of knowledge—the

forms of experience, rthough aching to

be tilled, are ye^empty. The measures

of abstract intelligence exist, But all

thought must have an object ; and the

instinctive craving, the yearning appe-

tite, only speak* more plainly of the *

unsatisfied void withm. Nature asto-

nishes with her grandeur* and over-

whelms with her might, tl^e mind that

looks on the greatness of her majesty

without being able to interpret her

mysteries, or identify any single spot

with the endearing recognition of indi-

vidual consciousness. Certaii^i how-
ever, it is, that the waste and the

waters teem spontaneously— produce

spontaneously a numerous progeny;

and t)|U$, ^Iso, the inward sources of

thought and feeling may put forth bud
and blossom with equal readiness and
vigour. Add to whiefi, even the most
savage tribes have probably a tale to

tell, where the gleaming warrior

thinned the shade, and harshly grated

human discords.'' Hut the sources of

tfiought lie deep—they are fountains

scaled, and where the occasions are

few and uncertain, can but seldom

flow abroad. Solitary sensations are

obscure, and the combinations of an
untutored mind few and feeble. The
memory, also, of the doer of violence

is but brief: “ He passes unheeded
when the storm is over, and leaves

no measured ravage.” The cultivated

mind, on the other hand, has, in its

native land, many precious stores of

memory ; and even in foreign regions,

or traversing uninhabited deserts, has,

in the resources of philosophy and
science, a magic influence, to compel

the spirits of the spot into companion-

able association.

Such power possesses the genius of

Sir Waltef Scott, rich in treasures of

all kinds as it is, whatever region of

fancy it enters, or whatever period of

time it traces. The appearance of a

new scries ofthe Tales ofMy Landlord,

and announced not only as the last of

them, but perhaps also of the Waverley

Novels, induces us to devote a paper

to his new work, which, after some
brief notice of the same, shall pass on
to a general dissertation concerning

historical romance, and the maiiuer iif

which it has been lately illustrated by
the Ariosto ofthe North ”— for which
only, in fact, theSubject is undertaken
at all. It will extend, we find, to

more than one article.

The date of the tale, entitled Cotoif
Robert (f Paris, is laid in the reign of
Alexius, emperor of ConsUmtinople,
and founder ofthe Comnenian dynasty,
whose daughter, the IMncess Anne, is

celebrated as the historian of her father,

whose* exploits she immortalised in a.

style too ohvio1u^o*^ribho1ls c^msure

of beingaffected-^a fault, however, from
which this great wmer himself was not
quite free. Roth of the characters just

meiitiyned perform prominent pjrb in

§ir Walters new novel. “The three

gre^t nations of the world,” s^iS Gib-
bon, “ the (irreeks, tive Sarteens. jand
the Franks, encountered each otUOT on
the tliejitrc of Itafy.” And it is into

tiiis state of things that the descendant
of Mictmel Scott has transported the

unrcluctant reader. ,»ln the character

of Alexius (\)mnenus mingled “ a
mixture of sense *and weakness, of
na^iimiess and dignity, of prudent
discretion and y)0\%rty of spirit—wliich

last, in the Kuropean mode of view-

ing things, approaclied to cowardice.”

Such was the KnqTeror of Byzantium,
“ at a period when the fate of Greece,
and all that was left, in that country of
art and civilisation, was trembling
file balance, and likely to he saved or

lost, according to the abilities of the

empcTOr for playinj? the very difficult

game whicii was put into his hands.”

No wonder that, at such a crisis,

conspiracies, ainl between the nearest

connexions^ were al|utidant. To such,

Alexius was exposed. Agelastes, a
pscudo-]>hilosopl)cr and buffoon of the

court, arifl Achilles Talius, tlie com-
mander of the Wangian guard, with
Nicephorus Rriennius, the emperor's
son-in-law, engaged in treasonable

confederacy against the emperor, and,
at the same time, each sidy circum-
venting the other, alike aiming at the

imperial purple. “ There,” says Age-
lastes, ofAclqlles Tatius, “ goes a fool,

whose lack of sen^ prevents his eyes

from beitigedazzled by the torch which
cannot fail to consume him. A half-

bred, half-acting, half-thinking, half-

daring caitiff, whose poorest thoughts

— and those which deserve that name
must be poor indeed—are not the

produce of his own understanding.

He expects to circumvent the fiery.
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haughty,nod proud Nioephorus Brien- ^

nius I If he does so, it will not be by

his own policy, andt still less by his

valour, rior shall Anna Comnena, the

soul of wit and genius, be cliaineil to

such an unimaginative log as yonder

half barbarian. No, she shall have a
husband of pure Grecian extraction,

and well stored with that learning

which was studied when Home was
great and Greece illustrious. Nor will

Jit be the least charm of the iihperial

* throng, that it is j^aA^en by a partner

whose personal stuefies have taught

her to esteem and*^value those of the

emperor.’’

Su^ is th^state of parties y^hen a
new descent of the western nations ijt

[FelAr,

li^d to invade t|jp iacred tcrritoriies

of the emmrp, is out of the question,,

as iHb imp^ial forces upon the western

sidi of the Bosphorus cojild not be
counted at more thiili twenty-five thou-

sand fneh, or thirty at most. The
only hojTO, therefore, is in so nego-

tiating with the cru^ders, that they

shall pass through the country by ar-

mies of fifty thousand at once, which
the emperor will •causec to be succes-

‘ sively transported into Asia ; and by
using fair Y^ord^lr to aSte, threats to

another, gold to the avaricious, power
to the ambitions, and reasons to those

who are capable of listening to them,
prevail upon the Franks, met as they

were from a thousand points, and
feareck in Constantinople. All |Jiat

wide ij^urepe possessed of what was
wise^and worthy, brave and noble,

were united by the ^ost religiojis tows
in the same purpose. Various inde-

pendent armies, by different routes,

were approaching, the vicinity of the

empire, headed by independent chiefs,

and announcing the conquest of Pales-

cnemies of each other, to acknowledge
him asttheir common superior.

These and other—no very creditable

—arrangpments being so far made to

the imperial satisfaction, the business

of the novel commences. Thea^c^usa-

ders were, as Alexius* policy dictated,

occasionally unc] individually received

with extreme honour, and their leaders

tine from the infidels as their comni^i
object. Of these, Clugh of X’erman-

dois, called from his dignity Hugh the

Great, who had set sail from the

shores of Italy, attended by the flower

of the French nobility, bearing the

blessed banner of St. Peter; Bohernond
Uf Antioch, son of the celebrated

loaded with respect and favour; while,

from time to time, such bodies of them
as sought distant or circuitous routes

to the capital, were intercepted and
cut to pieces by light-armed iroopti,

who easily passed upon their ignorant
opponciils for Turks, Scytliians, or
other infidels, and sometimes were

Robert of Apulia, so renowned among
his countrymen, who raised bim.sclf to

the rank of grandduke from a simple

cavalier, and became sovereign of those

actually such, but in ihe absence of
the Grecian monarch. Often, too, it

happened that while the more power-
ful chiefs of the crusade were feasted

of his warlike nation, both in Sicily and
Italy ; Godfrey, duke of Bouillon, a

^
name which requyj*s no OBlargement

;

* and Robert, duke of Normandy,

—

principally demand the reader’s atten-

tion.

Alexius takes counsel how to treat

with these enormous and dreaded hosts.

Five officers alone, the ^ghest in the

state, had the privilege m entering the

sacr^ recess where the emperor held

council. Tliese were, the grand do-

mestic, who might be termed of rank

with a modern prime piinister— the

logothete, or chancellor— the proto-

spathaire, or commander (K the guards

—the acolyte, or follower, and leader

ofthe Varangians, the aforesaid Achilles

Tatius—and the patriarch. An attempt

to chastise tlie audacity and unheard-of

boldneas of the millions of Franks,

who, under the pretence of wresting

Palestine from the infidels, had ven-

by the emperor and his ministers with
the richest delicacies, and their thirst

slaked with iced wines, their followers

were left at a distance, where, iri-

teiitionally supplied with adulterated

flour, tainted provisions, and bad
water, they contracted diseases, and
died in great numbers, without having
once seen a foot of the Holy Land,
for the recovery of which they had
abandoned their peace, their com-
petence, and their native country.

Alexius, nevertheless, kept his ground,
and made peace with the most power-
ful chiefs, under one pretence or other.

All accident, too, which the emperor
might have termed providential, re-

duced the high-spirited Count of Ver-
mandois to the situation ofa suppliant.

By a fierce tempest driven on the

coast of Greece, many ships destroyed,
and the troops who got ashore obliged
to surrender themselves to the lieute-
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nftiits of Alexius^ llh'e Count of ^er««
mandois was sent to ^e codrt » of

Constantinople, not as a*princ^ but
as a priioner. In this case, tlie

emperor instant^ set the soldiers at

liberty, and loaded them wijh presents.

Others, such as Godfrey, ana Raymond
of Toulouse, were determined^by bet-

ter principles, . and cdhsidered willi

what scandal their whole journey must
be stained if^the iits.t of tlieir expluitg

should be a war upon the Grecian

empire, whitft migITt justly be called

the barrier of Christendom. The chiefs

of the crusadfirs, accordingly, had come
to the famous resolution, that, before

crossing the nosphoms, to go in quest

of tliat i’alestine which they had vowed
to regain, each chief ofcrusaders would
acknowledge individually the* Grecian
cmpei-or, originally lord paramount of
all these regions, as tbetr liege lord and
suzerain. Such were, then, the politic.^

of tic time and place, and oT the

expedition referred to by the novelist.

Tills acknowledgnverit the emperor
determines shall be made publicly,

and with all suitahle* dis])hiy. An
extensive terrace, one of tlie numerous
spaces which extend along the coast of
the Propontis, uns chosen fur the site

of the inagiiitlceiit ceremony, which,

however, v\c have no space to describe,

and with which all parties were not

equally contented : for, of the gi*cat

iiumhcr of counts, lords, and knights,

under whose variety of banners the

crusaders were led to the walls of

Constantinople, many were too iiisig-

nilicaiit to lx* bribed to this distasteful

measure of homage. The emjieror,

therefore, had to struggle with his

feelings of otiended pride, tempered
by a prudent degree of apprehension,

in his endeavour to receive with

complacence a homage tendered in

mockery.

** An incident shortly took place, of a
character highly descriptive of the na-

tions brought togetherin so extraordinary

a manner; and with such ditferent feel-

ings and sentiments. Several bands of

French hud imssed, in a sort of proces-

sion, the throne ofthe emperor, and ren-

dered, with some appearance of gravity,

tho usual homage. On this occasion

they bent their kn(3es to Aloxius, placed

their bauds within his, and in tliat pos-

ture paid the ceremonies offeudal fealty.

But w'lien it came to the turn of Bohe-
mond of Antioch, already mentioned, to

render this fealty, the emperor, desirous

to shew every species of honour to this

wily person, his former enemy, end now
npparnntly his ally, advanced two or

three paces towalrds the sea-side, where
the boats lay as if iti readiness for‘‘bis
use.

** The distance to which tlie emperor
moved was very small, and 'it was assa-
med as a piece of deference to^ Bohe-
mond

; but it became the means of ex-
posing Alexius himself to a cutting
aifront, which his guards and subjects
felt 4(*eply, as an intentional humilii^-

tion. A haft^-score* of horsemen, at-*'*

teiidants of tlie^rankisli count Who was
next to perform tl|e homage, with their
lord at their head, set ofi‘at full gallop
from file right Hank of the French squad-
rons,, and arriving hefllre tho ^hroae,
iWliicn was yet empty, they at once
liq|ted. The rider at the h^d* of the
hand was a strong l^r^iileairtjgimjusffith
a decided and stern comatcnaiice^iongh
extremely hundsflme, looking out from
thick ^lack curls.* fits head was sur-
mounted with u barret cap, while his
hands, limbs, and feet were covered
with garments of cihimois leather, over
which ho in general wore the ponderous
and romploto armour of liis country,
f’liis, however, ho had laid a.side for

personal coiiveniAre, though in doing
so ho evinced a total neglect of the core-
moiital which marked so important a
meeiing. IIo waited not a moment for
tlio emperor’s return, nor regarded the
impropriety of obliging Alexius to hui^
his steps back to his throne, but surfing
from his gigantic horse, and threw the
reins loose, which were instantly seized
by one of the attendant ])ages. Without
u juomeni’s hesitation, the Frank seated
liiniselfiii the vacant throne of the em-
jieror, and extending his hulf-iirinod and
robust figure on tlie golden cushions
which wer» destine*^ for Alexius, ho in-»

dolontly began to caress a large wmlf.
bound witich bad followed him, and
which, feeling it.self as nuie.li at ease as
its master, re]iosed its grim form on the
carpets of silk and gold damask, which
tapestried the imperial footstool. 'J'ho

very hound Stretched itself with a bold,
ferocious insolence, and seemed to regard
no one with res]iect, save the stem
knight whom it called master.

“ I’lie emperor, turning hack from the
short space t^diich, ns a special mark of
favour, ho had acoipmpanied Boheuioud,
beheld if it9l astonishment his scat occu-
pied by this insolent Frank. I'he bands
of the half savage Varangians who were
stationed around, would not have hesita-

ted an instant in avenging the insult, by
prostrating the violator of their master’s
throne even in this act of his contempt,
had they not been restrained byAchilles
Tatius and other officers, who wero un-
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certain what the emperor would do, and
Bomewhat timorous of taking a resolu-

tion for themselyes.
" Meanwhile, the unceremonious

knight spoke aloud, in a speech which,
thoiwh provincial, might be understood
by aU to whom tlie French language was
known, while even those who understood
it not, gathered its Interpretation front

hia tone and manner. * What churl is

this,* he said, ‘who has remained sitting

stationaiy like a block of wood, %r the

^jTl'agment of a roc1c,«w\ien<fSh many noble
knightat tin* flower of cj^vulry and mus-
ter ofgallantry, stan^imcovered around,
among the thrice-conquered Varan-
gians!*

*‘A deep, clflbr accent replied, as if

from to^e bottom of the earth, so like it^

was toajthe accents of some being from
tli<y^er*»i'<erld,--‘ If the Nonnaus
sireSSl^Jc of the *Vhrarigians, they will

meet them in the lists man to npin,

without the poor bosfst of insulti^ig the
emperor of Greece, w'lio is well known
to fight only by the battle-axes of his

guard.* «
** Tlie astonishment was so great

when tills answer w'uh hoard, as to ufiect

eyoii the knight, whose insult upon thb
emperor had occa8ioi.ed it; and amid
the eflbrts of Achilles to retain his
soldiers within the bounds ofsubordina-
tion and silence, a loud murmur seemed
to intimate that they wrould not long re-

main so. Bohemond returned through
press with a celerity wiiich did not

so well suit tlie dignity of Alexius, and
catching the crusader by tlie ami, he,

something between fliir means and a
gentle degree of force, obliged him to

leave the chair of the emperor in which
be had placed liiiiiself so boldly.

“ ‘ Ilow is it,* said Bohemond, * iiohlo

Riktmee. [Februatf,

I'i.
• "The emperor heard what pass-

ed hud h^rd it with indignation,

mizev with •fear ; for he imagined the

whoft) scheme of hia policy w|s about to

be overturned at once ky a premeditated

scheme of personal affront, and probably
an assaultfupon li^ person. He was
about to call to arms, when, casting his

eyes onrthe ri^ht flank flf the crusaders,

he saw that all remained quiet after the

Frank Baron had transferred himself

from thence. He tlferefore instantly re-

solved to let the insult* pass, as one of

the rough plfpisaiifries ofr the Franks,

since the advance of more troops did

not give au^^ symptom «of an actual

onset.
" Resolving on his line of conduct

with the quickness of thought, he glided

back to his canopy, and stood beside

his til rone, of w'hicb, however, he chose
not iiistdhtly to take possession, lest he
should give the insolent stranger some
ground foi renewing and persisting in a
compctitiuii for it.

** ‘‘What bold Vavasour is* this/ said

he to Count Baldwin, ‘ w'lioin, as is ap-

parent from his dignity, I ought to have
received seated upon my throne, and
w'ho thinks protg*r thus to vindicate his

rank?*
‘‘ ‘ He is reckoned one of the bravest

men in our host,* answered Baldwin,
‘ tljough the brave are ns numerous there

as the sands ofthe sen. He will himself

tell you his name and rank.*
** Alexius looked at the Vavasour. He

saw' nothing in Ids large, wcll-foraied

features, lighted by a w'ild touch of eii-

tlnisiosm which spoke in his quick eye,

that intimated premeditated insult, and
was induced to siqipose that whut had
occurred, so contniry to tlie fonn and
ceremonial of the Grecian court, was

Count of Paris! Is there piie in this

'great assembly wllTi can see witlj -pa-

tieuco, that 3'our name, so widely re-

nowned for valour, is now to be (quoted

in an idle brand with hirelings, wdiose

utmost boast it is to bear a mercenary
battle-axe in the ranks of tlie nmperur^s
guards! For shame— fo^ shame— do
not, for the discredit of Nonnan chi-

valr}', let it bo so !*

‘‘ ‘ 1 know not,* said tlio crusader,

rising reluctantly—.* 1 am not nice of
choosing the degree of my adversary,

when he bears himself lilfe one wdio is

willing and fbrwnnf in ba^Uv, 1 am
good-natured, 1 tell thee. Count Bohe-
mozid

;
and Turk or Tartar, or wonder-

ing Anglo-Saxon, who only escapes

from tlie chain of the Normans to be-
come the slave of the Greek, is equally
welcome to wbet his blade clean against

my annour, if he desires to achieve
such an honourable office.*

neither an intentional ailront, nor de-

signed as the means of introducing a
quarrel. He therefore spoke with com-
panitive ease, w’lion he addressed the
stranger thus :

—
* We know not by what

dignified name to salute you
;
but we

are aware, from Count Baldwin's inform-
ation, tliat we are honoured in having
in our presence one of the bravest

knights whom a sense of the wrongs
done to the Holy Land has brought thus
far on his way to Palestine, to free it

from its bondage.*
** * If you mean to ask my name,*

onsw'ered the European knight, * any
one of these pilgrims cun readily satis^
you, and more gracefully than 1 can my-
self

; since we used to say in our coun-
try, that many a fierce quarrel is pre-

vented from being fought out by an un-
timely disclosure of names, when men,
who might have fought w*ith the fear of

God before their eyes, roust, wlien their
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names are manifrllted, recognise eacli^

other as spiritual allies f bmtisin,

gossipred, or some such irrSsistibl&bond

of friendsliip
j

indicroas, had theyfiught

first, and told tneir names afterwards,

they coulfi have had some assurance of

each other's valour,sand have been able

to view their relationship as an honour
to both.’ •

•
“ ' Still,’ said the emperor, * metbinks

I would know if yoji, who, in this extra-

ordinary press of knights, seem to assent

a precedence t% yoyself, claim the dig-

nity due to Aing or priiicel’
“ * Ifow speak you thatV said tho

Frank, with* a brow boniewhat over-

clouded
;

‘ do you feel that 1 have not

loft you unjostled by my advance to

tliese squadrons of yours?
“ Alexius hastened to answer, that

he felt no particular desire tjj connect

the count with an aflront or oflence
;

observing, that in tho tjxtreine necessity

of tho empire, it was no tiifto for him,

who was at the helm, to engage jn idle

or ufinecessury (piarrels.

“ Tho Frankish knight heard him,
and answered drily-^* Since such are

your sentiments, I wonder that you have
ever resided long eno^igh w'ithin the

hearing of llin French language to learn

to S])cak it as you do. J woidd havo
thought some ot* the sentiments of the

chivalry of the nation, since yoii are

neither a monk nor a woman, would, at

the same time u ith the W'ords of the dia-

lect, hav«> fouud their way into your
heart,’

“ * Hush, Sir Count,* said Uohemond,
who remaineil hy the emperor to avert

tho threatening quarred. ‘ It is surely

requisite to ansn’er the emperor with ci-

vility
;
and thoso who are impatient for

warfare will have infidels enough to

wage it with. He only demanded your
name and lineage, w’hicli you of all men
can have least objection to disclose.’

*• * I know not if it will interest this

prince, or emperor as you term him,’

answered tho Frank count
;

* but all the

account 1 can give of myself is this : in

the midst ofone of tho vast forests whicli

occupy the centre of France, my native

country, there stands a chapel, sunk so

low into .the ground, that it seems as if

it w^ero become decrejiid by its own
great age. The image of tho Holy Vir-

g
in who jiresides over its altar, is called

y all men our Lady of the Broken
Lances, and is accounted through the

whole kingdom the most celebrated for

military adventures. Four beaten roads,

each leading from an opposite point in

the compass, meet before the principal

door of the chapel
;
and ever and anon,

as a good knight arrives at this place,

lie passes in to tlic performance of his

devotions in the chapel, baying first

sounded his horn three tinies, till ash
and oak-tree quiver and ring. Having
then kneeled down to his devotionSi he
seldom arises from the mass of Her of
tlie Broken Lances, but there is attend-
ing on his leisure some adventurous
knight ready to satisfy the new comer’s
desire of battle. This station have I
held for a month and more against all

comers, and all give me fair thanks for
tho dcnightlv manner of quitting myself
towards thcAwe^iccipt one, who had the
evil hap to ii^from his hdrsof and did
break his neck ;iand another, who was
struck through the bod}', so that the
lance came out behind his back about a
cloth-yard, all drijip'fiig wittv blood.

f Allowing for such accidents, which can-
ig)t be easily avoided, iny oJ!()oiicnts

parted with mo with fair ^iflcnfujitedg-

ment of the grace 1 bad done timin,*
‘ I conceive^ sir knight,’ said tho

empifi*or, ‘ that a* form like yours, ani-
mated by the courage you "display, is

likely to find few equals even among
your ndventurous t^oiintrymen

;
far loss

among men w ho are tauglit that to cast
away their lives lu a senseless quarrel
^amorig themselves, is to throw away, like

a boy, tho gift oi^l’rovidence.’
“

* You are welcome to your opinion,’
said tho Frank, somewhat contemptuous-
ly

; ‘yet 1 assure you, if you doubt that
our gallant strife was unmixed with sul-
leiuicss and anger, and that wre hunt not
the hart or the boar with merrier h^ms
in the evening, than we discharge our
task ofchivalry hy the morn had arisen,

before the portal of the old chapel, you
do us foul injustice*.’
“ * With the Turks you will not enjoy

this aminhle exchange of courtesies,*

answrered Alexius. ‘ Wherefore 1 W’ould
advise yoa neitherjo stray far into thp
vain or into the rear, but to" abide by tho
standard w'here tho best infidels make
their efibrts, and tho best knights are re-

fjuired to repel them.’
“ * By our Lady ofthe Broken Lances,’

said the crusader, * 1 would not that tho
Turks wer^ more courteous than they
are Christian, and am well pleased tliat

unbeliever and heathen hound are a
proper description for the best of them,
as being traitor alike to their God and to

the laws of^hivulry ; and devoutly do I

trust tliat 1 shall^eot with them in the
front rffiil>ofour army, beside our stand-

ard, or elsewhere, and have an open
field to do my devoir against them, both
as the enemies of Our Lady and tlie holy
saints, and as, by their evil customs,
more expresslymy own. Moanw'hile you
have time to seat yourself aud receive

my homage, and I will be bound to you
for despatching this foolish ceremony
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with ns little vraste nud delay of time as

the ocrnsion will permit/
'J'ho emperor hastily seated himself,

and received into his tlie sinewy Imnds
of the cruBader, who made the acknow-
ledgment of bis homage, and was then
guided ofl‘byCount ilnldwin,who walked
with tlie stranger to the shi])s, and then,

apparently well pleased at seeing him in

the course of going on hoard, returned

back to the aide of the emperor."
•

• The name of this iituffilar and as-

suming^niah is Hobert^ount of Paris,

the hero of the tale. His conduct in-

duces Alexius to discontinue the cere-

monial of the 4)ay. Already on his

road t(f embarkation on the strait, the

sound ^ recall which was blown from *

the^uin}:^t4of the various leaders e^-

citethff Count Ifoberl the deteniiina-

Rorl^nce. [February

^Lady pf the Brolf^en^lLances, where it

himt to be wedded. Two
[nights, who*were wailing to do battle,

as was the custom o^the plhce, were
rather dijjappointed at the nature of the

cavalcade, |.vhich syeined to interrupt

their purpose. But greatly were they

surprised* wherj they received a cartel

from the betrothed couple, offering to

substitute Uicir own persons in the

ri>om of other antagonists,*and congra-

tulating tliemselv^ in commencing
their married «life in a manner so con-
sistent with that which thej had liither-

to led . They tvere victorious, as usual

;

and the only persons having oociision

to rue the complaisance of the count
and his bride, were the two strangers,

one of whom broke an arm in the ren-

contre, aftd the other dislocated a coi-

tion to return to CoMstantinoplc, l^ulf

animated by curiosity and haltbj' love

of mischief. This resolution he effects

in the company of his wife, Breiihihla,

an Amazon, the rivSl ofher husband as

well in the front ofbattle as at the dan-
cing-room or banquet, and of the wil}^

Agelastcs, with whon^the reader is al-

ready acquainted.

Cngallant would it be to pass over,

with such slight notice, the stalwart

dame, Brenhilda, countess of Paris.

lar-bone. Such is the story of the loves

of Count Uobert of Paris and Brenhil-

da, thg lady ofAspramonte.
Agelastcs amuses them with a* tale

on their way to the city, and at length

proposes tliat tht^y simiild sojourn at

tlie small kiosk, or hermitage, where

the philosopher*^somctimes received his

friends, who, he ventured to say, were
among the most respectable persons in

tlie empire. They consent to become
his guests, and are introduced to the

The novelist appears to have derived

iMMB'Chamcter from that of Cuitu, the

wife of Uobert Huiscard, who is painted

by the Greeks as a warlike Amazon, a
second Pallas ; less^ skilful in arts, but
not less terrible in arms, than the Athe-
nian goddess. From a girl had Breii-

hilda despised the ]jursuits of licr sex

;

and they who ventured tp become
Suitors for the hailff of the young lady

of Aspramonte, to which warlike fief

she had succeeded, and which perhaps

encouraged her in her fancy, received

for answer, that they must first merit it

by their good behaviour in the lists,

where she herself claimed to mingle in

the games of chivalry. The knights

who encountered the fair Brenhilda

lunpress Irene and Anna Comnena,
with her husband the Cccsar, Nicepho-
rus Bricniiius. The Amazon and her

husband arc desirous of seeing the im-
lerial menagerie, of which mention
lad been made in the conversation ; in

which wisli it is promised they shall be
gratified. They all set out for the ca-

pital together. A dispute, on the way,
between the learned Anna and the

honest count, as to the antipathy exist-

ing between the V^arangians and the

Normans, rtniders it necessary here to

digress.

TheVaningians, in which the strength

of the Greek army consisted, were the

Scandinavian guards, whose original

numbers had been from time to time

were one by one stretched on the

sands ; but at the fated hour she en-

countered Count Robert, ^as unhorsed

and unhelmed, lie'was ofethi* blood

of Charlemagne, and, what was still of
more consequence in the young lady’s

eyes, one of the most renowned of Nor-
man knights in thatjousting day. After

a residence of ten days in the castle of
Aspramonte, the bride and bridegroom
set out, for such was Count Robert’s

will, with a competent train, to Our

augmented by a colony of elites and
volunteers from the British island of
Thule. Under ihc yoke of the Norman
conqueror, the Danes and English were

oppressed and united. A band of ad-

venturous youths resolved to desert a
land of slavery : the sea was open to

their escape ; and in their long pilgrim-

age, they visited every coast that afford-

ed any hope of liberty and revenge.

They were entertained in the service of

ihe Greek emperor, and their first sla-
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tion was ia a olty ou the

shore ; but Alexius soon fj^allea them
to the de^nce ofhis person and palace,

and bequeathed*to nis successors the

inheritance of their faith and valour.

The name ofa Norman inva%er revived

the memory pf their wrongs; they

marched with alacrity againsrthe na-

tional foe, and panted to reo^ain, upon
the occiision^set furth in the romance,
as they had ^rmerly in Epirus, tht

glory which jjicy had last in the battle

of Hastings.
*

One of tliese Varangj^ins, by name
Ilereward, is an important jJcrsonage

in this novel. It is with him that the

tale commences. At the golden gate

of Constantinople, Ilereward is pre-

sented to the reader, gaping i^out him
at sunset, and anon as fast asleep on
one of tlie benches of stone jvhieh were
placed under sha<low of the triumphal

arch^of Theodosius. There lie is ob-

served by Lysimachus, by j>rofossion a
sketcher, and Stephanos the wrestler,

who admires the proportion and ap[)a-

rent strength of his limbs. At length

he attracts the notice of llarpar the

centurion, Ismael soTilinel of the gate,

and Sebastes of Mitylene, a compa-
nion of their watch, lately enlisted in

their corps. The cupidity of these

men is excited by his goodly br(.*iist-

plate and hebncl of silver, and Sebastes

descends to slab the Anglo-Saxon. The
sleeper, however, awakes at bis ap-

proach, and, after dashing him off,

pursues him in rapid tlight round the

arch of Theodosius. From this pur-

suit, however, lleniward is called by
Achilles Tatius, who had just then

entered on the scene, and who conducts

the islander, by many cunning passages,

into the apartment of the I’alace of the

Blaquernal, which was dedicated to the

special service of the beloved daughter

of the Emperor Alexius, the princess

Anna Comnena. She was seated, the

queen and sovereign of a literary cir-

cle, such as an imperial princess, por-

phyrogenita, or born in the sacred pur-

ple chamber itself, could assemble in

those days. It was composed of the

Empress Irene, the Emperor Alexius,

and the Patriarch Zosimus. One of

the usual auditory only was absent

—

her husband, Nicepborus. Attendants

also were present— Astento the calli-

grapher, and Violanto the muse, as

mistress of the vocal and instrumental

art of music, with five or six courtiers,
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besides the philosopher Michael Age-
lastes.

The soldier has been sent for to hear
read the princess's history, so far as it

relates to the battle of Laodicea, in
which Hereward had been an actor,

that its statemertits may he corrected

and enlarged where necessary, by the

information which the Varangian was

cap^le of giving. In tbe midst of
this 1busines;kNicej)borus enters witl^

information the approach^, of the

Franks.

It was upon this occasion that Ilere-

ward had uttered his bitter antipathy

agai^t the Normans,* on which the

f princess had grounded the opinion

w^icli she expressed in ^v'Srsation
with Hobort of Paris, ^ippgjyiflely

for the princess's disembarrassment, she

saw .;^t that moiytmt tbe V^arangian at

a distance, marching by the side of
Achilles Tatius, the leader of his corps.

She summoneil hiej accordingly, and
demanded from him whether he had
not informed her,Nearly a month ago,

lhat the Normans and the Flunks were
the same peoplt#, and enemies to the

race from which he sprung.^ Ho re-

plies that the Normans were the mor-
tal enemies of his race. High words
occur between tbe count and the

islander, the latter of whom challenge
the I'rank to combat, which the haughty
Robert disdains, at first, accepting from
a churl, but afterwards determines to

answer. •

This purpose, however, he finds it

more difficult to effect than he naturally

expected. Agelastes has been em-
ployed b}* Alexiusji^ decoy the count

ami his Amazonian lady into the power
of the emperor, for llie purpose of being

detiiined as hostages. Accordingly,

they are invited, witli others of the

crusaders, to a splendid banquet, at

whicli 13oh^nond advises him to ab-

stain from pledging his host, but in

vain— for Robert of Paris scorns sus-

picion. He had already given a proof

of the simplicity of his character on his

entrance the state-room. As part

of the ceremoniaLof the grand recep-

tion, the Mions of Solomon, as they

were called, which had been newly
furbished, raised their heads, erected

their manes, and brandished their tails.

The imagination of the Frank was
excited: striding to the nearest lion,

which was in the act of springing upon
him, after an exclamation, ne struck
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the figure with his' clenched fist and
steel gauntlet with , so much force that

its hW burst, and the steps and carpet

of the throne were covered with wheels,
springs, and other machinery, which p

had be^ the means of producing its

mimic terrors. Well ^if his unsuspect-
ing simplicity in this other instance

him been followed by no worse conse-
quences. The Count of Paris and his

lad^ were that night iodge^ in th^m-
perial j^lace of BTaAi^ual. Their
apartments were coij^ifuous, but tlie

communication betw^n them was* cut
off for the night by the central door
being Iqpked aiM barred— a pr^au-
tion for which, however, the festival of ^

the chufth then celebrated was no iiip

natusg^xdllRIie. It.was long before tlie

count ^oke (for the wine, sacred to

imperial lips, of whicl\*hc had Uikenc a
single but a deep draught, was of un-
accustomed potency), yet daylight was
not broad, as it ou^it to have been in

his chamber. From the darkness, how-
ever, he perceives th^ brilliant eyes of
a wild tiger glaring upon liini as its^

prey, and presently diP..covers it to be
chained at a little distance from him,
near enough for its breathing to be
heard and the heat of its respiration

felt on his defenceless limbs. In ex-

treroc agony, he calls upon his wife

Hfihhilda, and is answered by the

voice of Ursel,once the rival of Alexius

for the purple, but who, submitting

upon capitulation for life, limb, and
liberty, was confined in a dunj^on of

the Blacquernal, deprived of his eye-

sight ; and it is the one adjoining that

i|} which this unfoijpnate vi<y.im of the

changes of fortune was suffering whefe-
into die Count Robert ofParis has been
betrayed. But the brave man is never

without resources. The knight be-

thought him ofa flint and match which
he usually carried about him, and,

widi as little noise as possible, lighted

the torch at his bedside.

This he instantly applied to the cur-

tains of the bed, wnioh, being of thin

mnslin, were in a moment^ in flames.

The knight sprung, alTdie same Jnstant,

from his bed. 1 ne tiger, for such it

was, terrified at the flames, leaped back-

wards, as far as bis chain would permit,

heedless of any thing aiiVe this new ob-

jeot of terror. Count Robert, upon this,

seised upon a massive wooden stool,

whi^ was the only offensiye weapon on
which he could lay his hand, and, mark-
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tng atlthose eyes evhlbh now reflected

the nl&e of^e, and which a .litde ago
seemill so appalling, he discharged
against them this fragnqpnt of ponderous
ouk, with a force which loss resembled
human strength than the impetus with
which an en^ne hurts a stone. lie had
omployoi^ liis instant oft time so well,

and his aim was^o true, that the missile
went right to the murk, and with incre-

dible force. The skull the tiger,

n^ich might ho, perhaps, somewhat ex-

aggerated if described as^eing of the
very largest silo, was fractured hy tlie

blow; and witli the assiii^^uce of his
dagger, which *tiad fortunately been left

with him, tlie French count despatched

the monster, and had the satisfaction to

SCO him grin his last, and roll, in the

agony of death, those eyes which were
lately so formidable.”

IJis deliverance is nigh at hand. By
an entraned'in the roof, a warder sends

down /in ourang-outang to administer

food to Urscl ; and with this Sylvanus,

as the poor animal is named, the count

has a contest, whifrh brings down into

tlie dungeon nope other than his chal-

lenger Ilereward. It should, however,
be mentioned, that the Varangian has
been preceded in his descent by Se-
bastes, whom tlie Frank despatched,

with little ceremony. The Anglo-
Saxon, seeing how the case stands,

generously offers to effect his deliver-

ance, upon condition that the count
will in due season meet him in fair

fight, upon the quarrel of which men-
tion has already been made. To this

the Frank accedes, upon condition that

Uic release of Ursel is also effected.
** So be it, then,'' said the Varangian

;

‘*we will proceed in ciuest of the

Countess Brenhilda ; and if, on reco-

vering her, we find ourselves strong

enough to procure the freedom of the

dark old man^ my cowardice or want
of compassion shall never stop the

attempt.^'

The reader is already acquainted

with the existence of a conspiracy

against the emperor. The Csetor, how-
ever, has conceived a strong liking to-

ward the Amazon, which is likdy to

injure the plot. The lady is secured

in the gardens of the philosopher.

Hither the Varangian, by secret ways,

conveys her husband, who, unseen by
her and the Csesar, is witness to a
conversation between his wife and the

aspirant for her good-will, whom, in

true heroic faidiion, she challenges to
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the lists to coidbat* forfher wour,
secure herself of conquest. C^nt
Robert is^ induced to wait until the

time appointed rer the duel before he
declares himself, when he ^ay come
forward to his wtfe's prAection, if

necessary. lie is accordingly provided

with board and lodging*by the Varan-
gian.

Hereward%has been made by the

conspirators participant of their plot*

which, boweser, he fleter|aines to frus-

trate. The philosopher had endea-
voured to prevail on nia ignorance, by
pretending supernatural knowledge of

nis love for one Bertha, whom he had
left behind in Britain, but of whom
Agelastes had gained knowledge by
her being actually in the train of the

crusaders. As he was retiring from
tlie gardens^ llcreward wa% attracted

to the defence of a lady flying from the

pursuit of Sylvan, the ourang-oiAang.

She proves to be Bertha, and to be in

the service of the Cquntess of Paris.

Her he sends after the crusaders, to

ask for aid, that fair play may be ob-
served in the approaching duel— con-
scious of its necessity, from his know-
ledge of the Greek character. The
crusaders had taken a vow not to return

wrongs; and it costs some pains to
convince her of the sinoem " repentance
of the Ciesar. As to Ursel, by the ap-
plication of medical stimulants, he ia

^stored to sight, a deception having
been practised upon him to make him
seem as if he had. been blinded; and
soon all is in readiness, Alexius having
generously forgiven, after much fright-

ening his son-in-law, upon being
aware of hisiunc^r^ repentance. The,
philosopher ha^een disposed of ano-
ther way : while\|ideavouring to instil

infidel notions into the mind of Bren-
hilda, Sylvan enters, and, being out-

ragedbby the sophist, strangles hsm. •

§ Now, then, comes on the important

mirrow. The proclamatioi^iaS chal-

lenged Count Robert'of Pans,
tile countess, Nicephorus havingpleased
hiirf^cj^with the i^a tliat he should by
such device walk over the course.

Upon the morning of the combat, the

conspirators And all their arrangements
anticipated and guarded against ; and
into the bargain, Nicephorus Briennius
ii not forthcoming. But instead of
him the emperor produces Ursel, who
resigns, in the presence of the people,
all his claims in favour ofAlexius, who
then announces to the multitude that

until the object of their enterprise was
attained ; but Godfrey yields to a de-
vice of Tancred, to despa^h a body of

about Ave hundred men, including

officers, on the business, on condition

of their riding their horses backward to

the ships.

Meanwhile, the emperor is putting

his wits to work to frustrate the con-
spiracy, with which he is not unac-
quainted, and the accomplishment of
which is appointed for the day of the

duel. He consults the patriarch upon
the subject, who holds that the greatest

danjrer is apprehensible from the popu-
lar reelings, on account of Ursel. To
this point, now, Alexius directs his

attention. He proceeds to bis daugh-

ter, whom.he requires to follow him to

the dungeon of Ursel, insisting upon
her divorcing a bui^band who had con-

spired against his ftither-in-law, and
vMding upon the instant with the

apparently blind prisoner. She makes
her escape ftom the vault, leaving her

ftither with the Varangian, to whose
agency the emperor has been much in-

debted. Ihe prinbess Ands her mother
and her husband (a prisoner) in th&
alace. Slie feels, however much her

islike to Ursel as a lord, forher feather’s

rebellion had been intended, but that

the justice of Heaven had fallen up(>^
Agelastes. The crowd, however, cla-

mour for the expected combat, as a
spectacle which for the Greeks had the
cWm of novelty. ' Robert Count of
Paris is accordingly challenged to ap-
pear, and, to the surprise of the empe-
ror, stands forth at one end of the lists,

read^ for tlfe Aght. .sXhe shame of the*
imperial presence, on account of the
absence of Nicephorus, however, is

somewhat spared by the ajmearance,
as the antagonist of the Frank, of
Ilereward, in the name and place of
the Csesar, Nicephorus Briennius, and
for the honour of the empire. Thus
the challenge between these two stout-

hearted generous men is realised, and
their combat is made interesting by
their affectio^^ feelings in fevour of
each other. lr4s^fnagnanimously ter-

minatedViftiout injury. Alexius offers

any recompense to tire Varangian for

his important semces : none, however,
will he accept, but permission to fol-

low the fortunes of Count Robert of
Paris to the crusades. He afterwards

becomes comfortably domiciliated,with
his wife Bertha, in Britain.

Such is the tale of Count Robert of
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3^1(4 Itofcmtiio omighte in it.

Um cum Ae tocch in tbe dungton,
by 'vvliicfau Count Robert was enabled

to eibct hie escape ? and how was it

that the emperor did not detect that*

escape wfaei he went througli his dun-*

geon to reach that oC Uisel f With the

exoepdoD of thesQ two blunders, the

tale is carefully written; and we think

that we can detect a more tluuitfsual

,anxiety in the aod^iwidf rej^ardto the

Style and -gfammatic^correctness of

file language. Its ^mief merit is the

graphical manner in which it presents

the outward ^ visible signs of tbe

more secret causes of the decline and
fam of the Roman empire^ and die exk
cellenFti^ which » made of Ana

narrative of iier father's

reign, in which she has recorded die

bold usurpation of the emperoa's %eat

by this haughty chieftain. This inci-

dent 18 the gem of the story, and we
have accordingly* extracted it. The
characters of the novel are exceedingly

well drawn ; that df Alexius was the

most difficult, but with its difficulties

Sir Walter has succd&sfuUy grappled-

The other tale, Caatle Daiigeroith^

relates to Douglas Castle, ifs spectre,

and prophetic MS. conmectra with the

fortune of its proprietors. * Sir John de
jyalton undertakes to keep it for a
year and a day against the outraged

spirit of the Scotch, to emn the hand
of Lady de Berkley. This lady’s cha-

racter is well susthined. Tiie grudge

entertained towards each other by De
Walton and Sir Avmer de Valence, at

the beginning of the tale, is well con-

c ceived and kepWp ; andMie coniduct

of the minstrel is unexceptionable.

Michael Turnbull, and Gilb^t Green-
leaf the archer, are sketches of consi-

derable value. And now farewell to

the Taka ofmy lamUord. of which the

fourth and V»l senes Jias be^n, in

manner aforesaid, evulnted, or, in

common parlance, pubbsned*-*-

Farewell 1 a word that must be, and
hath been-—

A sound which makoBKa linger
;
yet

•^ihrewell!***^ ii *

Such sound, such word, hath been

uttered by me auf|{pr whose works

have delighted, instructed, and moral-

ised so many. He hath departed t^

other climates to obtain ** soch a resto-

iMton of hts health as may serve him
tb spin his thread to an^ena in his own
lioiiDtry. Had be continued to prose-

cme fail ustit^ MUfm^ 1alicftits,H seems
indM pmable, aX die term of

yearn he has alre^y mtaineds thp bowl,
to use the pathetic language of Scrip-

ture, woum have been broken at the

fountain; find litU^can one,” continues

Sir W^cott, ^^who has enjoyed, on
the whole, an Uncommon share of the

most inestimable of worldly blessings,

be entitled to con]plain,«that life, ad-
\anoing to its porioa, should be attend-

ed with its ustal pfbportifns ofshadows
and sforms. ^ey have affected him, at

least in no more painfoP manner than
is inseparable from tbe discharge of
this part of tbe debt of humanity. Of
those whose relations to him in the

ranks of life might have insured him
tlieir sympathy under indisposition,

many are now no more; and tliose

who mayiyet follow in his wake arc

entitled to expect, in bearing inevitable

evi1s$ an example of ftinitiess airl pa-

tience, more especially on the ixirt of

one who has emoyed no smalt good
fortune during the course of his pil-

grimage.” «

On the occasion of such a forewell,

it Seems but right tliat the valediction

of so great a man should be received

with peculiar marks of attention by ^

Regisha, and the higli-priest of her

mysteries, the all-honoured Oliver
Yorke. dierefore resume the dis-

sertation ofwhich we have before sug-
gosyted'somewhat. 1 1 will, however, be
out ofourpower,and beyond our Iun ited

space, to give even a tolerable reviewof
the whole of the Waverley novels,

—

and, indeed, we shall not attempt it.

Tbe early works in this kind have been
more than enough written about al-

ready, while the latter have been too

much neglected. We hold, however,
that no sulyiKst can be exhausted ; and
when the complete edition now in

course ofj^blication shaW be made up
and ftnffity eollected, we promise a set

article upon tbe old fovourites of the

public. At present, we shall devote
our endeavours to the general question,

and to some works connected with his-

torical romance, by way of illustrgtion,

which reouire to bie brought before the

notice or the critical reader. Of the

value and importance of this task we
are deeply sensible, and believe that

its accomplishment will be of much
service to the industrious author and
the aspiring student. We anticipate

that we smiU receive the thanks of
bo^h, or, at leas^ we shall deserve it

;
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fbr, ki oar
teAder the dignity Wbi& is^>oiflcw#d
by one AndOought^y the other. ' tbe
one rules, and the other is destined to

rule, the worldj— fbr what ve kings

and ministers but ^e executors of
those who promulged opinionesome
halfcentury ago. Alexander the Great
was but the tipstaif, or beadie, to put
in act and pnufece life precepts or de-
crees of Aristotfe, hu tutor. And
what man is ndb greu endhgh to des^

pise the humblest axiom fiom the

plm of Shakespeare ? •

To resume our argument. A man of

geniuswho comes to the execution ofa
work ofart without competent stores of
knowledra, can hope to do but little

:

he must be deficient in all the associa-

tions which ace calculated to adorn
and give effect to his designs It is

not enough that he has acquired some
fiausility In the use of the instrument of
language, but he must accumulate a
stock of ideas by extensive reading,

and improve his style by the sedulous

study of the best models.* Let it not

be supposed that too much acquaint-

ance with the previous works of gdnius

will preclude invention— it will rather

enable a man to decide when he is

really original, and prevent him from
vrasting nis powers in anticipated

efforts. Neither let him despise the

rules and principles proper to the na-

ture of the works in which he is en-
gaged, as exemplified in the production

of his predecessors. We do not say,

vrith a great painter, You must have
no dependence on your own genius.

Ifyou have great talents, industry will

improve them ; ifyou have but mode-
rate abilities, industiy will supply
their deficiency.’’ W'e, on the con-
traiy, hold, that the rules offart are of
no use but to a man of ability,—^they

are only fetters on the incof^eteiit f
but witn such writers as Milton, for

instance, they are the ornaments and
defences ofdieir genius. We grant that

the kind, and not the degree, of excel-

lence constitutes genius, which, as it

originates in nature, is independent of
the rules of art. But it is only in tAe

degree of excellence that genius can
expect to be recognised; and no de-
gree of excellence was ever attained

without diligence and the observance

of priticipleB, not, indeed, always ex-
preased or expressible, or always de- '

rived from example,—yet, at any rate,

discovered by a sort of scientific sense,
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evolved by experience,

perfect by practice. Hewlto,
study of rife Ifest models of oginpoirie

tira, or taught by eritieism, ascertains

bmbrehand the rules upw which be
should proceed, is placed in advance of
himwho is compelteil to detect them in

the course of experiment, and by the

necessities ofhis own mind during tbe

procesfe^of its exertion. Upon this

vantage grottiidl(jkliB8»been ourendea>

vour to place nm growing* raft of
novelists m former^pers. We have
had occasion to shew, that the know'-
ledge of rules, without^athat genius

which c^mpell^ their necessity Cfi be
*

fcft—and works like instinct—^wpuld-

avaif nothing towards the piisduct^
of a living w^ork. The composhSmis
which we have nowato examine make it

expedierfl to enforce; on the other hand,
the doctrine, that genius also may work
in vain, unsupported by the practice of
scientific principles ana the precepts of
enlightened criticism. In every suc-

ces^lful effort of genius, the most vi-

gorous nature, with the most refined

art,must bA reconciled and harmonised
in reciprocal interchanges of form and
essence. The materials of art, without
the Frqmetheau spark ofanimation, are
inert; but that'fire must be soon spent
that is not fi^uently invigorated with
fresh acquisitions, ana fostered with
attentive skill and judicious care; for,

as it is well observe^, in an old book,
" Nature is dull and idle ; art is tiie

soul of nature ; and sedulity ihe spirit

or mind that unites them. It is mo-
tion that keqps all things celestial and
sublupaTy in order ; sh^ld that cease,

it is thought the upper world would be
in a flame, and our lower world a rude
chaos. That which we call quiet is

only the result of a lazy mind,— true

quiet is only our contentment in all

orderly and alibwable motions, to the

improving and preserving nature in her
best form, Wbetner considered aslo in-

dividuals or generals. Nature is of
herself more in exuberance; so that if

art do not^poUtg^ even the winds,
frosts, bir4s^ ind bSBb, do supply their

pruningi. The eagle, with her art,

oreaks off her overgrown beak, and
renews her age man himself

would be scarce discerned from a
beast, if art and care did not prevent

his excrescences fiom defecing nim,’*

Sir Walter Scott had not all those

aids ofwhich his successors and imita-

tors may take advantf^. The Ins-
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toxical romance ^as aa much a distinct

ries of prose narrative fiction as

historiod play was of dramatic

poetry. He, however, had sufficient

taot to detect at ouce the way in whith

it should be conducted, and continued

to work upon the same principle, not-

withstanding the warnings and opposi-

tions of critics not submissive to the

audiority of contemporary gei^s, nor
^

finding their giiV^nyOf rules in the

natwe of the prodi^ions themselves,

but reasoning froidr analogy, if not de-

ciding on the grounds ofhereditary pre-

judices. Allan Cunningham, in his

FmilJones theoppositt course

;

and. in imitation ofMiss Jane PortSr’s

SaSti^l^C/iitfsy made the bistirical

flNyinages the principal actors of his

romance, and thcrehy subjected himself

to all' the disadvantages ofthc^iifiorical

fhble. We suspect, however, that this

sort offable roayhave been improperly

named. Miss Porter herself denomi-
nated it the ** Biographical Romance
and this is, in fact, the character oQlhis

sort of works: they bear a resemblance

to the Jchilkid orStatius rather than
to the Iliad and Odymy of ilomer.

Homer’s great epic does not seek to

describe all the events of the hero’s

life, or all the circumstances of the

^IVojan war, but is content widi an epi-

sode in its history, and finds it possible

to introduce, within the limits afforded

by the developement of a single fact,

descriptions of all the varieties of

battle, and all the historical persons

that he was acquainted with. The
contrary practice, whether in prose or

verse, leads fspKuumbertess inconve-

niences,—it destroys the, simplicity of
construction, and makes a work, how-
ever brief, unwieldy and unremember-
able. It is also observable, that all the

persons of the ancient poem strike the

reader, on the perusal) to have been
real, and not imaginary. The prose

epic condescends to introduce fictitious

cnaiacters and action. Of this, more
hereafter.

With respect toth^storical drama,
the case has beefP^Sme^h^ different.

The Italian tales, which supplied ma-
erials even ibr the inexhaustible ima-
gination of Shakespeare, gave birth, to

that peculiar turn of comic interest

with which the most numerous and
noble race of our dramatic poets have

enliyefted die sotemn scenes of gor-

geous tragedy, aikd, ih consequence,

increased gremy their effect by con?

^
[Febroafy^*

trs^t. Itlis t4 tlfts that we owe the

infrodnet^n C| Falstaff and his com^
pany, male and female, and a fund of
character drawn rrom femtliar life.

Other npets have taken advantage of

the piwilege t8 introduce fictitious

chan^pters of a serious cast ; and when
they are of so beautiful a kind as

Schiller's TkMa^ in WaUensteifij we
have no very stmng desire to quarrel

with them for the license, which is

rather of r^nianhe thA dramatic pro-

priety. But to make ideal characters

the principal agents df such dramas,
would be as improper as it is compa-
ratively unpreceaented.

The drama is a concise poem, and
has only room sufficient to develop a
few historical characters and events;

and the introduction ofmuch legendary

or fictitious action would occupy the

station that might be filled with more
prdpriety by the former. ThO novel,

on the other hand, is a diffuse form of
composition ;

^md there is danger, not
imaginary, but sufficiently exemplified

in all historical novels constructed on
the old principle, that, from the extent

of ground to be covered, the writer

will be inclined to ascribe incidents

and relations to the historical hero'" in-

consistent with all our previous asso-

ciations, and destroy that degree of
nascent beliefwhich is indispensable to

the enjoyment of fictitious composi-
tion. msides which, it will be found
to militate against the best interests of
this kind of writing, and deprive it of
those advantages which it has, in some
measure, over history and even poetry

itself. It has-been well observed, that

in history there is too little individu-

ality, and in poetry there is too much
effort, to permit the poet and htstorian

to portray: the living manners as they

rise. Poetry and history have more
elevated claims,— they deal with laige

masses — with prominent outlines,

and permanent forms; it is reserved

for prose fiction, and other popular
media of instruction or amusement, to

catch the evAesceut shades— the
lighter detail—^dnd the temporary traits.

Ihe historical romance is not so. de-
nominated, because it develops an
historical event, or introduces charac-

ters whose names arc enrolled in the

annals of antiquity, but because it pro-

fesses to delineate the distinctive pecu-
liarities and costume of the times , to

which it is understood to relate, iniie

historical event is referred to for the pur^
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pose of giving conAstency |nd
bility to the plot, and the persons are

intr^uced las theAlanfemarks of ttie

age whereof the manners are represen-

tative. Opportunity is thus afforded

to instruct as well asito amusA, and to

make an effort of a higher kind |Jian is

necessary to the description of tlie

other characters, in the careful elabora-

tion of a vigorous sketch or full-length

portrait of the sColossus who then
“ bestrode ouriittle v^rld.]f If, how-
ever, he had all the stage to himself,

this opportunity would be« eflectually

precluded. The greater portion of it

nc must have, if the plot relate prin-

cipally to his fortunes and characters,

and the denouement would, nioreover,

have the disadvantage ofbeing foreseen
from the beginning ; so that no curiosity

could be possibly excited for tlj^ result.

The course adopted by our modern
novelisi suspends the interest iil a
twofold way. The inferior appetite

of curiosity is quickened for the up-
shot of the fictitious narrative, while
a higher expectation is* kept athirst

respecting the mode in which the
prose poet will accomplish the more
arduous part of his labour— the

ultimate dramatic development of the

history,— which, as it can derive no-

thing from the satisfaction of that

lower feeling, must depend for its

cflect upon excellence of execution,

and upon that alone. Tliis is an ad-

vantage derived to the historical novel

from the practice and on the authority

of a master, the loss of which it is not

extremely well calculated to sustain

:

it is an advantage which enables it to

take its stand as a distinct class of lite-

rary production, and removes all ob-

jection against it— an objection not

felt on account of any inherent defect

in the thing itself, but from the constant

fiiilure of all previous attempts, which
now, we think we are enabled to say,

with some confidence, arose from the

principles of its construction not being

Romance.

properly understood. These, indeed,

could not be understood until they were
illustrated, as they have been, by the

practical evolution ofthem in the efforts

of a writer of indisputable power. The

Clitic must wait until tKe experiment

is successfully made by the force of

productive genius ; then, compelled

inward upon the laws by which he

judgesj^he decides according to the

conformity of tl|£ raojjuction with the

invariable rules\f his understanding.

But it js absolutely requisite, that he
should have the materials given upon
wliich he is to arbitrate, before the ap-

plicable#principles can be ascertained «

01#developed. Even then, he is in-

clincad to decide hastily in th^faSe of

precedent ; and it is* not uutijL.^

reality of individual genius has been

ackndWlfdged generally, that he feels

himself justified in recognising its

claims and yielding to its authority.

Witli regard to Paul Jones and Mr.
Cunningham, our well-beloved Allan

must permit us to express regret, that

a ifriter possessing so much fancy and
feeling should so ^ve mistaken the

principles best adapted to the exe-

cution of his design. In order to set

the disadvantages, to which such writers

of historical romance have voluntarily

subjected themselves, in a more striking
^

point of view, we shall briefly recapi-

tulate the real events of the life of

Paul Jones, before proceeding to any
remarks on the romanbe.

This, however, is too important a
task to be undertaken at the fag-end

of an article. Mr. Cunningham’s work
deserves beAer at ouxphands. Wliat

we have, therefore, to say on him, and
on Sir Walter Scott, and on the cha-

racters of the baronet’s novels, and on
historical romance in general, and on
whatever in prose and verse, in drama
and epic, ma3s be connected with this

interesting argument, must be reserved

for another paper.
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THE TWA BVilDIES:

BY THE ETTEICK SHEPHERD.

When the winter day had past an’^[ane,

Tw& wee buidies came inter our kesurth-ftane ;

An’ th^ looldt a’ round them wi’ little din.

As if they had living souls within.

or, ijbn^ burdies, come tell to me j
Ifware twa burdies o’ this countiyef
Anywhere ye were gaun when ye tint jour gate, •

A-winging the winter shower sae late r’

• a

We are cauld, we areScauld—ye maun let us bide.

For our fiither’s gaise, an* our mother’s a bride

:

But in her bride’s bed though shcbbe,

We ;Brould rather cour on the hearth wi’ thee
!”

o
*

Of bonny burdies, my heart is sair

To see twa motherless broods sae &ir.

But flee away, burdies I flee away I

Fot 1 darenae bide wi* you till day.” »

c

Ye f^aun let us bide till our feadiers dry,

For the time of our trial’s drawing nigh.

A voice will call at the hour eleven,

An’ a naked sword appear in heaven I

There’s an ofiering to make, but not by men.
On altar as white as the snow of the glen-—*

There’s a choice to be made, and a vow to pay.
And blood to spill ere the break of day.”

•

O, tell me, beings of marvellous birth.

If ye are twa creatures of heaven or e^i?
For ye look an’ ye speak, I watnae how

—

d9ut I’m fe&r'd, I’m fear’d, Utile burdies for you !”

Ye needna be fear’d, for it’s no our part

Toinjure the kind and the humble heart

;

And those whose trust is in heaven high,

'Ihe Angel of God will aye be nigh.
c

We were twa sisters bred in a bower.
As gay as the lark, an’ as foir as the flower

;

But few of the ilLs of this world we proved.

Till we were slain by the hands we loved.

Our bodie& idto the brake were flung.

To feed the hawks and the ravens young

;

And there our little bones reclined.

And white they bleach’d in the winter wind.

Onr youngest sister found them there,

And wiped them cfoan wi’her yellow hair;

And eveiy.day she sits and grieve^

'

And covers them o’er wi’ the wabron leaves.
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Tben|ouA twi^ fouls Ih^ wnght Ae sky.

And werA welcome gt|e8t8 in the heavens high

;

^
AndjFe our choiM tiirou^ all the spheres

’

Whal lives to lead for a thousand years.

Then bumble, did matron, lend us thine aid,

For this night therhoic^is to be made

;

And we hai^ sou^t thy lowly hearth

For the last advice thou giv’st on earth.

• • • •
.

SaT, shall we skim o’er this earth below,
Btiioldihg itl scenes ofjoy and wo

;

And try to reward tlie virtuous heait,
^

And make tbe unjust and the sinner smart?

Or shall we choose the star o^ove/
In a holy twilight still to move:
Or fly to frolic, light and boon,^

On the silver mountains of the moon?

^
O, tell us, for we hae nane beside 1

*

Our daddy's gane, and our mammy's a bride

:

She is blithely laid in her bridal sheet.

But a spirit stands at her bed feet.

Av, though -she be laid in her bridal-bed.

There is guiltless blood upon her head ;

And on her soul the hue of a crime.

That will never wash out till tlie end of time.

Advise, advise 1 dear matron, advise I

For you are humble, devout, and wise.

We ask a last advice from you

—

Our hour is come—what shall we do?”

** Of wondrous creatures, ye maun allow

I naething can ken of beings like you

;

But ere the voice calls at eleven.

Go ask your Father who is in h^ven.” ,

Away, away the burdies flew

Aye singing, " Adieu, kind heart, adieu

!

They that hae blood on their hands may rue

Afore the day-beam kiss die dew.

•

There's nought sae heinous in human life

As taking a helpless baby's life

;

. There's naething sae kind aneath the uVj
As cheering the heart that soon maun die.’'

Hhe morning came wi' drift an' snaw^
t

And with it news ftae the bridal-ha',

Tliat death had ton busy, and blood was spilt*

May Heaven preserve us adi from guilti

They tell ofa deed—Believe't who can ?

Such tale vras never ttdd 1^ man

:

The bridegroom is gtme id fire and flood,

And the biidal-bed is steep'd with blood 1

21
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i
The poor, auld matron diedterl day, w

And was (bund as life was parsing away ; i

And twa bonny burdies sang in the bed, '

The one at the feet, the other the head.

Now 1 have heard tales, and told tl4m too,
*

But 'this is beyond what I cpuld >

And far hae 1 ridden, and far hae I gan6,

But burdies like these I never saw nane.

I
•

OLIVER YOUKE AT HOME.

No. 111.
V

A liIAI.Or.ur. WITH JO]i\\N WOI.I-CANO von OOETlir..

YOKKE.
To the CJerman M&stcr, Oliver Yorke would rather listen than utter sentences,

however wise.
*

GOETHE.
, ^

The state of Europe presents at this time precisely that phasis which to the

poet and philosopher is tlie most interesting. A divine influence, a cosmo-
political soul, has^breathed into aggregate humanity that'spontaneous uureflected

inspiration which reveals to all of ul, wherever we dwell, and whatever the insti-

tutions under whic^ we live, and has always ravealed to self-conscious man, in

eveiy ago and countiy of the. world, in some form or other, accoiding with the

conditions ofeach and both, those manifoldly-generated ideas which, though they

never make up the sura of universal truth, yet are its only proper exponents in

this state of our being, wherein alone by working we can know. There aro men
who are possessed of these ideas, and there are men who boast of possessing

them ; but it is questionably with me, whether there is so great a diflerence

between man and man as this distinction would imply. True, indeed, it is, that

every artist has attained a power over certain truths, and modes of expression, by
which he subjects them, as materials, t6wai*ds developing the design whereof his

imagination has been creative. But how few are artists 1 and such artists are

fewer still 1 Well, then, excepting these rarely-gifted minds, the masses ofmen,
whether rich or poor, are but as it were conduit-pipes ofinspiration—conductors

of ideas, which too often ,by their means, instead of being communicated as by
an electric chsu!i, are directed downwards in order to their burial in the earth, as

the lightning, by a similar mechanism in the material world, is arrested in its

approach to sacred and public buildings, and carried to the ground, where it

passes off innoxious. National and time-hallowed institutions may by such

means be preserved ; and such a regulative engine of great utility, where pro-

duced and exercised Iw reason, but not when imposed by unspiritual circum-

stances, and acquiescedrin from blind habit. But not always is the lightning of
thought thus quenched : sometime, whether the channel of diversion grow old,

and the steps of its descent want repair, or tlid mind resume its legislative power,

and for awhile remove tlie safety-rod from its elevated position—the living Power
ofan Idea will strike the heart and soul of avrakened multitudes, and the general

Will blaze up,
« • as when a spark

Lights on a heap of uitreus powder, laid

Fit for the tun some magazine to store

Afpiinst a rumour’d war, tbo smutty grain.

With sudden blaze difliised, inflames die air.’*

a

At such seasons,.! fear, we discover but little of that aristocracy of the race which
consists in philosophic self-possession—and even tlie little discovered is found
to be manifested in a state m imperfection calculated to excite less of pride tlian

sorrow.
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- , f YORKE.
All aristocracielintiame^ notsiristocracies by nature. Our English House

of Lords, oi} the ]ttfor|i Question,*^owever, fully justified the title—and who
acknowledges not me superiority of its discussion over the Debate in the House
of Commons ? It overtopped, by immeasurable degrees, the ability and talent

of the Lower House.
« ^

OOETOE.

I wish not to confinebmy rAnarkff to local politics; I wohld rather compre-

hend in my inquiries the general state of things, and find an answer to the ques-

tions which |jqpplcs ^re putting to governments, and for which tlic latter have as

yet found no sblytion. • * ^

# • J
YOUKK.

^
Governments! where are they to question? Where is tj^ man, or order of

men, who nov# can rule the masses, even for fheir good, against their will ?

W'hen such is the general ^omplcxion of affairs, there is government no longer.

Fa'cii supposing, for the sake of argument, that government yet oxiats, what arq^

the questions, or, rather, what is the question i for there is but one. Is it, w*ie-

ther peoples shall bo well governed, and as tlj,ey ought to bo, or ill, and asilhcy

would be? Peoples want to govern themselves, and think it matt^f ofj^j

moment whether what they do be for evil or for good, so they do their own
pleasure. They would be indenenclent of autlw^ity, and cxenfpt from regulation.

Would not this doctrine, if once established, enaftle flic criminal at the bar to

plead ggainst his judge, that it wj^i not his pleasure he should receive punisli-

inent ; and that, since government was but the rcllection of the will of every man,

his consent being wanting, it was virtually, and ought to be actually, powerless

with respect to him ?
* •

OOETIlE.t

Man feels all law to be tyranny which is not at one with^his disposition and

desires. Society judges it for its interest that certain acts should be prohibited,

and combines against tlie doer. Tlie parties are unequally matched -— one indi-

vidual would in vain contend against all. His single weakness yields to the

united strength of many.
YORKE.

With society^ then, power constitutes right ; but this is a pole of the argu-
’

ment with which I like not to begin. Every postulate is an act of the will, and

it is in the election of the will to commence at the Platonic or Aristotelian end

of the stick. 1 prefer Plato’s method, because of its antiquity: it is older than

Aristotle’s, and seems to have been the primitive mode.
OOETIIK.

This power assuredly mu.st have right as its ground and condition; for it

grows out of an idea— that of the general interest -r and it is mily in virtue of
.

•this idea that the power is exercised. Eight is of itself a I*owcr—an Idea

is of itself potential. It is therefore not only because society is many and

the offender is but one, that the individual is overpowered— but that in the

bosom of each of the many there is a conviction, dim or less dim, that for

the good of all, individual license ought to be restrained. Each of the many
confesses the propriety of restraining it in himself, and imposes no other sacrifice

on another than what he submits to himself, and, accordingly, decides it to be

unjust that any one should be relieved from*tlie burden of this duty. He who
relieves himself from it, is pronounced to have committed an act of injustice, and

taken advantage of his fellow-men, while resting in security. The many therefore

judge it to be fit that he should be prevented from escaping the responsibility

under which every other man finds himself living. Wifl^g| the energy of this

idea of right in the bosom of each of the many, tli* power of society would be

withoutform, and void of inspiration; and when the opinion becomes general,

that a certain constitution of things is not for the general interest, then it is that

individuals deem themselves wiser than the laws, and become stronger than

institutions.

Y'ORKE.

Society, well as the individual, derives form and sliape from the influence

of opinion; and equally in both it is* this same influence, this same opinion,

wliich is the fruitful matrix of all monstrous, all forbidden things— and of tliose
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deeds at which the conscience shudd^n ui |ie aftea time, a|d for which nations

righteously suffer judgment as well as famflies. Bofii f

tread the path ^

In which Opinion savs they follow good.

Or fly evil ;
and Opinion gires

Hepoit of good or evil, ns the se<gie «

Was drawn by Vanoy, pleasing or deform'd.

Thus her report can never thero be tr«t».

Where Fancy cheats the intellectual eye-

With glaniig colours and distorted lines."
« •

• * ^ / COETIIE. . •

\ oiir remark i^but too true, and yet none oUict foundation can any man
hiy tli;ui that is laia. Man is Imperfect, and society must be as unperfoct as the

human materials of which it is composed. Fancy will cheat the intellectual eye

^
of states aiidsiiidividuals ; but^)etter to be so cheated than not to see at all, or
by some grosser delusion. The influence is, at any rate, an intellectual one, and
spe^s of the finer faculties, by which we are as gods knowing good and evil,

(^inionomay lie false— but an erroneous opinion is better than none, as action

is always better than inaction. It is by exercise', and not by rest, that the mind
gathers strength. * ,

^ TORRE.
^

Sometimes, however, it is oiir strength to,sit still— neither is it good^for the

mind to be always in action. It is my opiraon, that much of our purer humanity
is sacrificod to the perpetual engagement which keeps men of the world in con-

tinual activity. Jk'cvcr was there a busier age than this.^ It has been well saidt,

that there is in this day no tloaS^ng at ease upon the agitated waters of our

society : they who parinot stniggle and swim, and buflet the waves that huflet

iliem, must sink.*’ 13ut this ncc'cssity for continual exertion is an evil, and a
greater, inasmuch as it diNinclines towards even such repose as leisure, though
brief, may be found for. Is the day passed in offices, chambers, and counting-

houses? the evening is spent in parties, theatres, and assemblies. By such
incessant occupation the mind is desolated, and not nurtured. Strong it maybe,
but not in moral strength—knowing it may be, but not of itself— and although

always exerci.scd, it is never productive. For only in the season of its rest is the

mind creative— only while it reposes doth it breed ; only then can it purpose

and resolve, andr conceive motives and' aims w'hich the wise would delight to

know and execute. Kven so is it better for the mind to brood and suspend
opinion, than, by hastily taking up a wrong one, proceed to press it forward into

public act, or even speech. Let it wait until truth is revealed to it ; and when
revealed, let it take a practical form, but not till then. For who would be a
Fersoual Lie,^even an Incarnate Error?

CiOETITE.

Mucli of what you have said, might and ought to have been uttered by me.
The ancient Greeks had a fine feeling of the correctness of the principle you
advocate. It is evident,” says Muller, that public economy must have been
of greater simplicity in the Doric states, as it was the object of their constitution

to remove every thing Accidental and arbitrary ; and, by preventii^ property

from being an object of free choice and individual exertion, to make it a matter

of indifference to persons who were to be trained only in moral excellence

;

hence the dominant class, the genuine Spartans, were almost entirely interdicted

from the labour of trade or agriculture, and excluded both from the cares and
pleasures of such oqf^pj^tions.” The effect of this discipline, which was general,

was to produce a unifontiity of character among the privileged orders,— there

was little individuality among those fevoured members of the social body.
Individuality, indeed, is lessened in proportion as character approximates to the

standard of moral and intellectual symmetry.
YORKE.

In proportion also to the symmetry of the character under observation,

a nicer discrimination and a higher analysis of phenomena are required to make
the elementary distinctions which constitute individuality. Nor do 1 know fuiy

dramatist or poet wlio has shewn more of the fine perception, and practised
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fkiculty of abstraction-;—miqfe of tfe susfcptibiUty to whatcTcr is jiist and noble
in sentiment—mcle df the sympathjr with all that is good and hind and pjm in

feeling—than thjself* O vbnerabll Goethe! I never think of your drauna of
Torquato ^asso, without feeling you, in this respect, even superior to Shake-
speare, whose high-life chai-acters are all too distinctly drawn, and retain too
broad marks of dif^rence, ifdiich the polish of elevated station would certainly

have elaborated away. To luch power of philosophical observation to inspect

the fair side of human ngture, Is manifested in your Torquato Tatso^ what is the

glaring faculty of caricature possessed by the hesi of satirists ?— what, but mere
meretricious talent^ prone of attitude, and incapable of ascertaining accurately

any object that rises above the level of«the mostordina^ moral sense?
*

, . GOETHE. \ • #

In that pld^ I wished*to bring into contrast the aristocr^ies offbrtune^nd of
genius. A pget in the court of a prince necessarily presen^claims in opposition

to the rights and privileges with which artificial greatness is in general hedged.

The natural and the spiritual are thereby at^nce brought injp antagonism.

Nobility of birth may have had its four^ation originally laid in nobility IfT

character,—doubtless it had. Strength ot mind or strength of body comnjjenced

the sincesUal line, but the children degenerafb. The hereditary, for ^ sake of
expediency, is preferable to the elective succession

;
yet there is no latf of

nature, that the best and wisest should generate tlie best and wisest. Tlie

wind bloweth where it listetfTJ^ and oftentiineSHhe noble man is the fruit of the
peasapfs loins. But the lordly -born will not recognise the right of the peasant-

born,— the latter wants just orie-tialf of the condition requisite for such acknow-
ledgment, namely, that his accidental destiny in society should correspond with
his essential dispositicfti. •

YORKE»
You have shewn this want in your play, by the relation in which you have

exhibited the poet, Torquato Tasso, to the secretai^' of state, Antonio
Montecatino

!

GOETHE.
Yes,— they are the two halves of one man. Tire two united in one person

would present a character combining the gifts of nature and of spirit,— the ad-
vantages to be. derived perhaps from a union (if it were possible) of the here m

ditary and elective inodes of succession.

YORKE.
It is quite clear, that neither separately is satisfactory to^society, though the

hereditary is preferable to the elective.

GOETHE.
The advantages of both might be united, by rendering all peerages elective

in the hereditary line. Your new creations of peep must, in time, make the

order so numerous, that you will begin to seethe propriety ofljblecting the best

and wisest only of the eldest sons to succeed to the honours of their fatliers.

By this means, all those would be excluded who might be likely to bring the

Older into disgrace, while their ranks would be supplied by the usual admission

of aspirants to the dignity.

YORKE.
The aristocracy of England are anxious to unite^in their own persons the

honours of birth and of genius. One poet has illustrated their order ; and every

peer, now-a-days, seems to think it necessary to his character that he should

become a* writer of some sort, in verse or prose. Nay, to insure the periodical

publication of their essays in both kinds, they have an Annual to themselves.

GOETHE.
The Keepsake ?

YORKE.
The same*

DOETBE.
But genius runs neither in &milies nor in ranks. If a lord has been a poet,

it was only to shew that tlie highest were no more excluded from the spirit’s gift

than the loiyest.

fORKE.
The last Keepsake is an illustration of that truth—>its attempts at wit am)
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poeiy aie ludicrous fai the extreme, are the queerest imd most ridiculous

abortions I ever recollect to have read. Thlv &r exceed {he nreams of the sick

cut in stone (as the youn;^ Stolbcrg calls thebi), which tlie libian traveller wit-

nesses in the palace of Prince Palogouia, the lunatic patron w the an of sculp-

ture, in barrenness of invention, and depravity of taste. But of all these, the

worst bad eminence is attained by tlie production of Lorjil John Russell, the

poet, forsooth, of Don Carto— the rival of your own friend Schiller.

* GOETUE.
Ha! ha ! ha! May I hear it?

Certainly.

YOKKB.
c e

* LONDON IN SEPTKMUEll,*

in 1831,)

BY I.ORD JOHN RUSSELL.
-

Remote, unfriended, melslhcholy, slow,

A single horseman pac^s Rotten Row
;

In Brookes*s sits one quUInunc, to peruse
The broad, dull sheet, which tells tbe*lnck of news ;

At W hito's a lonely RrummoU lifts his glass,

To see two empty Kacicney coaches
The timid housemaid, issuing forth, can dare

To take her lover's arm in Grosvenor Square

;

Erom shop deserted hastes the prentice dandy.
And seeks— oh, bliss!— the lCluUif-—.a lemi)or<rfundi! !

!

Meandmo the batter'd pavement is at rest.

And waiters wait in vaiif^o spy a guest

;

Thomasdiimself, Cook, Farren, Fenton, Cong,
Have all left town to join the Margate tliroug

j

The wealthy tailor on the Sussex shore,

Displays and drives his blue barouche and four

;

The peer, who made him rich, with dog and gun
Toils o'er a Scottish moor, and braves a scorching sun ! I

!

"

GOETHE.
Is there any other contribution of his lordship ?

,
YORKE.

Heaven forbid ! The editor was probably satisfied with this specimen. Wliat

is there in the thing ? To what tends it? What poetical sentiment, thought, or

moral, lies at the bottom of it? An idiot might have made just tlie same
remarks.
• GOETHE.

The allusion seems to be to die fact, that the September described was not

in 1831.
YORKE.

O precious vanity ! Not in the September in which his lordship’s equally

abortive Reform Bill was keeping all the world in town f Excellent, i'&idi !

—

excellent! It is really luJ'good. Hal ha! ha!
GOETHE.

Ha! hat ha!
YORKE.

There must be something truly ludicrous in the idea which could make die

grave Goethe thus laugjt/''

S f GOETHE.

Tliere is a time to laugh.

YORKE.
The Kemake is nearly the worst of all our Annuals this year. It is almost

as bad as AI^c Attila Watts’s Literarjf Souvenir

;

and would be quite, but that

it bears no malice.

GOETHE.
Yoi^English writers have borrowed the idea of year-books from us—but

have piinued it with a fiir inferior aim. Our literary almanacs have been fre-
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qviehtlv made up uf works t>ff9ie nighest^nerit—such as Schiller’s Thirty Years*
Wary for instancel Yours ffte but|Lf best a collection of trifles.

ttJkofc
YORKE.

O let us not tllk of our literature in the present day—we have none. It is

true, we have a writing and a reading public ; but the production of a work of
art is neither expect^ by thc^one, nor attempted by the other. Time was, when a
poem or a play nad Uiat in itVhich was effective, whether for good or evil

j
but

now the heart is not sought fo be moved, and the depths* of the spirit remain
unbroken up. Their fountains arc not unsealed, and the windows of heaven
disdain to beLopcne^.

^ GcmTUE. • ^
Hie sourc^of Ginoti<» seem to be shunned by your iUttniteurs ; your young

-

men seem to be little disturbed with those awakening thoughts and feelings

which agitated me to the very centre and inmdSt recesses of my being, when I

compost the Leiden desjun^en Werthers.

Yoa&E.
They were “ strange times,” and produikive of strange men, strange changes,

and strange lays,” in which began your literary career. Fearful days, whey,—to

adopt the language of the poet of the Village Patriarch, whose •Cor/t-Law
Phymes are as good as his politics are mistaken,

—

“ toiiipest-di^tHin, and tosse(foi» troubled seus,

I'hought, like the petrel, loved the whirlwind best.

And o’er llio waves, bnd through the foam, with ease

Hose up into the black cloud’s thund’rous breast.

To rouse,the lighluing from his gloomy rest.”

Tlic spirit of such times passes into the sdul of Genius ; and thine was not uii>

possessed with its changes. i
GOETHE.

Tndiffereiit as I may now appear to what men esteem as good and evil in this

world of shadows, my mind then took a high and passionate interest in its

goings oil. In youth the mind desires excitement, for it is when warmest Uiat it

is most receptive. Thus it learns, and hence it knows. The influences of occa-
sion then penetrate into its susceptive embrace, and become identified witli its

^

being. The mind must love before it can learn ; but afterwards learning sup-
plies the place of love in literature, as it substitutes that of ancient inspiration in

the modem church. The calm of possession succeeds to the vehemence of hope.
Irony, accordingly, is found to be the utmost apex attained by supreme Genius,
as it was attained by Shakespeare ; and there reigns most intensely where lie

seems to rave most passionately. It was tliis concealed element in his self-

possessed power of creation, which made it possible •for him tcb^iitermpt, for hi$

own high purposes, the progress of sublime emotion with some witty proverb,

or humorous pun. Dad critics are they who rebuke him for his occasional dal-

liance with these Clcopatras of his tragic poetry, for which he seemed willing to

lose the world of high hope, and thought, and feeling, whereto he was being
hurried as on a whirlwind’s wing. No; he preferred, an^l-like, to ride the

whirlwind and to control the storm ; to shew, in tliEse sudden checks, that he
exerted mastery over the wild, passionate, strange, and dreamy flights, which an
inferior genius would have taken pride in encouraging. He, au contrairc, was
proud to xestraiii them. Conscious of supreme dominion,

*' Half'his might be put not foxtli, but checked
Hia thunder in mid-voUey.” ^

YORKE. • t

Beautiful 1 Such criticism is ** beautiful exceedingly.”

GOETHE.
1 am old enough to say, without immodesty, that it is of the right sort. It

was not in this ironical spirit that 1 wrote’ Werthcr, but as one impatient, not
only of all the oppressions which are done under the sun, hut even of those

duties which are imposed by just laws, if they interfered with the current of

individual interest. Werther was ttie fruit of that dissatisfaction with the world
and all worldly things— that restless opposition to all physical conditions—
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wKich testifies of a sometliin|( that pas^s (he thews qfa phenomenal world, and
which every man wears widiin him, or rafter which he dwcHs within,— sottfi-

thing that the laws of man cannot bind,-ito which eyenl|he laws of God
are irksome, unless consistent with its own perfect libcSrty, wnd at one with

its own unpurchasable love. Wertker was the ciy of an uniegenerate spirit, of
its pain and its miseiy. Nor was it uttered alone ; all Europe was vo^ with
the same wail of lamentation. Whether my redefiiption has anticipated hers,

I know not. I sometimes fear it has.
^

YORXE.
Assuredly it has. Genius, though it may receive its first impi^Ise from the

spirit of the time, soon outstrijM iis progress, and forestalls afi age tl come.
• ft ^ GOETHE. , ,

*

Gk'/s von Berlichingen mit der eisemen Hand was a proSuction of the

same period. In the character oftLuther, as I have introduced the great reformer

in that drama, 1 have shadowed forth my own. In k weak body sloth excites

desires ; and ^^artin found an^mirable miracle of industry in the garden of

ilede, where the monks had raisedibeans, excellent salad, cabbages to a wish,

and cauliflowers and artichokes incomparable in Europe, contrasted with the idle

life to wluch he had felt himself Condemned. So it was with me. With
studies and taste, derived from and partaking of the earnest melancholy peculiar

to English literaturet. harassed by unsatisfied desires, uncalled to action in the

external world, witli the sole piospect of draggiOg^on a languid, ^iritless, mere
civic life, 1 was prepared to sympathise with the struggling aspirations ofLuther,

at a time when he had no expectation but a return to the prison of his convent,

after the business was done on which he had come abroad.

, YORKE. •

Yet, though the action of your plgy is placed in the same historical epoch as

Schiller*! Robhen^ you have delighted to paint the chivalrous simplicity of the

middle ages rather than that modem spirit of resistance to time-hallowed

institutions which Schiller has shadowed forth in Charles Moor.
GOETHE.

That it is not in die access of passion the poetical faculty produces, you
may learn from your own Collins, who, in his Ude on the PoetKal Character^

^escribing the mysterious work ofhuman creative power, finely exclaims

—

** The dangerous passions kept aloof

Far from the sacred growing woof,”

The calm, which Succeeds the storm, had returned upon my soul, ere she
engaged in the tasks to the accomplishment ofwhich I am indebted for whatever
I have since become. Schiller wrote his Robbers in the fervour and heat of
excited emotion, and while the sense of life’s weariness sate heavy upon his heart,

and goaded him^ madness.*

YORKE.
After all, it was a fine madness. The perusal of the Robbers is an epoch in

the life of any man. There is a fearful divinity about the work— a strange life— a spirit and a spell with which the blood in the veins and the hair on the

head chill and stiffen. It is all a terrible dream:— that dark tower,— that

paternal groan,— that beast, Amelia’s heart, pierced by her robber-lover. After

a feverish vision like this,who might retumgto tne cold correctness (if it be correct,

which is more than 1 know, in its rhymes it certainly was not^ of the

school of Pope? Such a work was calculated to effect a revolution in

the monarchy of letters. Tliat it was, in feet, the index of another in that

of morals, is evident, from the circumstance that it was but one among such
works. The mind oT geqjus, in England had been equally excited. Ori-

ginality was sought, and rewarded,— imagination was kindled, fency capti-

vated, understanding awakened. Glorious elements were these ; and why
not of them work out a new state of society— a republic of poets and phi-

losophers? The experiment was tried; but the times were not ripe for (he
change,—the season of the harvest bad not yet come, and (he com was cat.ia

fiiegiemear.

GOETHE.
It had not been sown in the proper soil. The fields of superstition, when
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broken wp bonootMUie ploug^shaie tf revolution, bore not good fruit,— at anjr

fate, it uvaa mixeJwith thtf tares (>f infidelity sown by the enemy in the long-

piecingted stpl-ielurring night, which choked the kindly seed in its growth,

and poisoned the bread of life. But error endures not for aye. 1 discovered

mine. I have mastered the demon which has mastered so many. Great was
the agony, manifbld'were th^^perplexities, out of which I have been delivered in

the course ofmy spiritu^ progress. Have 1 doubted, it was in order at last to

believe; and I still inquire, in order that my faith may still receive greater

oonfirmatioic I have learned to entertain reverence for what is above me

—

reverence fonwhat w around me— rei^rence fir what is under me« I look up
to God in heavbn, and behold him im^d and revealecP in parents, teachers, and
superiors. I rsfiognise thiJ ethnic religion in that of the nations, and the creeds of

heathen mysticism. I stand also in the midcUe of a certain circle, and draw
down to myi^lf all that as higher, and up to me all that is lower ; and thus, in

this medium condition, gather wisdom, and feel^M^self a philoso^ier, living in

the light of truth, in which light I clearly percmve my relation to my eqaUtS!

and therefore to the whole human race, as* also to all earthly circumstances and
arrangements whatever, whether necessary <9r accidental. But it is^n the re-

verence for what is under us that I have derived peculiar satisfoction. Witli

down-turned smiling look, I have regarded the groeii, the bountiful, smd joy-

giving earth, with attention am^^shcerfulncss. * What though it teem with sorrow

also! 1 appeal to a higher birth-place— 1 have learned even to recognise

faumiHty ana poverty, mockery add despite, disgrace and wretchedness, sufiering

and death, as things divine. Verily, 1 look not on sin and crime as hinderances,

but honour and love them as furtherances, ofwhat is holy. ^
YOBKE p

Bedemption, however, has not come to all. Our literature bears yet tlie

marks of the contest. Southey, indeed, emancipated himstfif from those bonds,

of which IVuth only can set free a man. Coleridge, moreover, has penetrated

into the holiest places of her sanctuary, and stood in the presence of her myste-

ries behind the veil unblastcd. Wordsworth, whose thoughts acquaint us with

our own,” has read, with no vague apprehension, the symbols inscribed on its

external folds, and in the lowliest beheld the loftiest sanctifying the same by an
indwelling union. But in Godwin we still sec a mind in the dark ; the husband
of Mary WoUestonecroft is still isolated from his fellows in society— still un-

corobined, in frankness and in boldness, with his equals in the world. While in

Byron, though
** Thrice a Ford, twice an Euripides,

And half a Schiller,'*

the fountain of his heart yet welled with waters swe^t and bittsr. Poor Shel-«

ley, too, walked in the ways of vanity. For the rest, they may be classed as a

poet, already quoted, has grouped them in the following lines:—
•• Scott, whose invention is a magic loom

;

Baillie, artificer of deathless dreams

;

Moore, the Montgomery of the drawing-room

;

Montgomery, the Moore of solemn themes ;

Crabhe, whose dark gold U richer than it aeems

;

Keats, that sad name, whnh time shall write in tears

;

Poor Bums, the Scotsman, who was not a slave

;

Campbell, whom Freedom’s deathless Hope endears;

White, sail remembered in his cruel grave.”

The spiritual development of these has been cu|^ sljprt Ify death, or stopped at

the half-way house of party or prejudice ; or else, asm generis, is unconnected,

in any remarkable manner, with that of the age, and proceeds in a course of its

own. With respect to Scott, his genius is like that of Homer and Shakspeare,

for any, or for all time.

GOETHE.
The poet has in his own power the means of his salvation : it is an attribute

ofhis gift. ^What other men hunt after, the poet already possesses as his birth-

right. His IS the happiness, if be will, rightly to enjoy the world ; he may make
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realities correspond with his conceptions —«for he is exalted, jf he will be, above
the conflict of passions, the purp^eless coibrnotiono of famlies and kingdoms,

nay, the ^igma of life itself.

TORKE.
Such sentiments you have put forth in your WilAelm MeUter's Apprenticesh^.

Here is the passage. You see I have got the fojfy volumes of your collected

works. Happy man I to whom it has been gr^ Ued to give the last finishing

touches to the character of his mind. *

GOETHE. ^
WiUiehn Mmter's Wanderj(^e and Faust yet remain uafmishjfa.

Itfegret this. I prefer the Wanderjahre to the lAUrjahH, 'She Chapel of
Saint Joseph*' has matter in it \\hicli finds an echo in my heart ; and that Oc-
tagonal Hall'*and Gallery,*' with its paintings and fic^wer>garden,*shall live here
forever and for ever. I am astonisWd that our friend Thomas Carlyle should
^.!,.;3kndignanrat the manner ii^wliicl| Thomas Taylor, of Norwich, lias dared to

write in this day of your works.
• * GOETHE.
That 'thomas Carlyle has a deep critical souU—his life of Schiller is worth

reading— 1 considcj^d it, indeed,worth translating too— and it is now done into

German. ^
•

YORKE.
He has well characterised Taylor, as simply what the Germans call a Philis-

ter. Every fibre of him,'* says he, is Philistine. With us, such men usually

take into politics, and become code-makers and utilitariai^s. It was only in Ger-
many that they ever meddled muc]j with litemture ; and there worthy Nicolai

has long since terminated his Jesuit-hunt: no Adclung now writes books,

Ueber die NutzlichAeit dcr Fmpjindunsy (on the Utility of Feeling.) Singular

enough, now, when that old species had been quite extinct for almost half a cen-

tury in their own land, appears a native-born English Philistine, made in all

points as they were. With wondering welcome we hail the strong-boned, almost

as we might a resuscitated Mammoth. Let no David choose smooth stones from

,
the brook to sling at him : is he not our own Goliath, whose limbs were made
in England, whose thousand sinews any soil might be proud of? Is he not, as

we said, a man that can stand on his own legs without collapsing when left by
himself? in these days one of the greatest rarities, almost prodigies.”

• GOETHE.

Then take care of him, now you have got him.
YORKE.

Ay, marry, will we ! and, moreover, we will do more for German poetiy than

• ever he could 4ream of doling. We have it in design, O Goethe 1 to perpetrate

a most glorious crituiue on your writings— a glorious critique, a most magnifi-

cent piece ofwork, we assure you ! Have we not measured the depths of Byron’s

Cain ?— turned out the “ silver lining on the night'* of Godwin's cloudy philo-

sophy?— put to shame the ghost of 11100103 Hope, by our animadversions on his

Orisin and Prospects of Man ?— and feared not the abysses, nor trembled at the

heists, which man might descend, or mortal scale? Wfaiat man may dare,

Yorke has dared. Regina, though she has not disdained the humble but

necessary task of sweeping the literary ways clean of certain mean obstructions,

has been nevertheless ambitious of engaging in high argument and themes of

concerning import.

GOETHE.
Your Magazine remits me of her ornithological namesake, the Mexican

Cozeacoantitliy but called ny Kieremberg Regina. The bird obtained its name
from its ability to fly against the strongest winds.

YORKE.
A power in which we have not been deficient.

GOETHE.
It is of the bigness of an eagle

—

YORKE.
Just our size

*
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GOETHE.

Its whole bod;| being ofia blackish purple, variegated with a brownish yellow
K and deep Uack

;
^d jts wings diversined with black, yellow, and grey—

•

YOEKE.
No, no—we have nothing of Gasv in our complexion; but in all other

colours we are rich, and look^magnificently beautiful.

^ GOETHE.
Its legs are red; its dlaws very strong—

YORKE.
Ours ar^— very, strong-r

^ GOkTHE.
And sharper-

YORKE.
And sharp

—

GOETHE.
Its beak is like that of a parrot, having abodt it some rugosiT skin, asichs;;*

also its forehead.

YORKE.*
Yes, our forehead is wrinkled with grave thought.

GOETHE.
Its tail is black above, aiKl..v;^y beneath —

»

Y'ORKE.

Na Grey !

GOETHE.
It feeds on snakes,^rats, and other vennin—

YORKE.
Robert Montgomery— Edward Lytton ftulwer— Alaric Attila Watts—

-

GOETHE.
Flies very high, and breeds in spring—

YORKE.
Our season is always vernal— our spring is eternal.

GOETHE.
Its feaUiers are said to be a remedy for many diseases.

YORKE.
Hie Numbers of Regina are speciiics against tlie blue devils and ennui.

GOEIUE.
I grant that all this (being interpreted) is as true of your truly Engli^ rara

avisy as of the native of Mexico.
YORKE.

Our Solis avis. Our bird is a pheenix, and appeared when, from the fallen

estate of literature, even good men and true feared tnftt there was ^liout to be no*
vision in the laud. She shall, as she deserves, be immortal, eitlier in fact or in

reputation ; and, as is most likely— nay, certain— in botli.

GOETHE.
** So Virtue given for lost,

Depress’d and overthrown as seem’d,
lake that self-begotten bird •

In the Arabian woocl^imbost.
That no second knows, nor third.

And lay crewhile a holocaust,

From out her ashy womb new teem’d.

Revives, reflourishes—then vigorous most
When most inactive deem’d

;

And though her body die, her fam9 survives,

A secular bird, ages of lives.”

YORKE.
True, everyword of it—and written by Milton in his prophetic mood, when

** He, though blind of sight.

Despised, and thought extinguish’d quite.

With inward eyes i&sminated.
His fiery virtue rouKd,
From under ashes into sudden flame
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and ttw, in tba ftr fiitun, the origin and^^ptospects of FVufr'f MugatmeM
Town aid Cotm^iy. ^ *

GOETHE.
Tlie prospects of Fra$er*$ Magazine^ of course, will be identified with those

of the human race. A glorious destiny remains for you to accomplish by a
wise ordering of your conduct ; and this will b^most wisely ordered by your

looking abroad into>the real movements of the vghrld, wd gathering thereby an
accession of knowledge. You must understand othera as well as yourselves

;

you must consider Uie actual relations oif society— the good an^ evil in our

nature mixed-'’ • * •

, * YORKE. •

Our desims are now pretty well manifest to the mrld.
*'

Wc^ave nothing at

heart so mura as the real interests of truth and literature. In relinon and poli-

tics we desire nothing but the eternal and temporal welfare of our fellow-crea-

tures. *lVe I^ve no private k^ition to gratify— no sinister regard to our own
*fntiAt ; nay, we have no part;^o sesve : if we advocate the cause of the Tories

now, it is because we believe them to bo in the right. We feel too much for the

poor man^the labourer, and the artisan, to trust them in the hands ofthe Radicals

or Whigs. Shakespeare’s Menenita has well described them both.

GOETHE.
As how ?

*

YORKE.
As ambitious for poor knaves* caps and 1^; as wearing out a good^rholo-

some forenoon in hearing a cause between an orange-wife and a fosset-seller

;

and then returning the controversy of three-pence to a second day of audience.

All the peacS thc^ make in their c^use, is calling both the parties knaves : they

are a pair of strange ones.
a GOETHE.

See that the inferior classes be libemted from the gripe of such. Above
all things, see to the moral culture of die poor and the middle classes.

Be assured that that party will gain the ultimate ascendency both in church 'and

state, which most sedulously and sincerely engages in the education ofthe people.
yoRke.

I feel the truth of that axiom in my heart of hearts. I know tlie power of

ideas and of knowledge, and that as both in great part accord with the order and
guise ip which they may have been brought out in the educational process, it

behoves govemmhnt to pay peculiar attention to tlie-vfldiools of popular in-

struction.

GOETHE.
Whatever may be the case with individuals, certai^t is that with societies

and bodies o^men it is the idea that possesses them,' and not they the idea.

The one idea which now seems to possess society is that of progress. The
public leaders of the political world seem all to be St. Simonists. There is much
truth in the conception, that progress is the purpose of all existence— thattlie

sorrows and the cares, nay, the very sins of man are subservient to this one end.

That popular tumults and national contests— as also alternations of bar-

barism and civilisation, wrhether apnarently retrograding or advancing, have all

bad reference to this great aim. r or this, men have forsaken the land of their

lathers, and hordes of adventurers have gained them foreign settlements—-for
this, ^^rdigkms have had their turn*’-— and the same men have adopted new
habits of Moiation. These are doubtless truths— but there maybe error in

their application.

, ^
YORKE.

St. Simon, 1 believe, confesses bis obligations to the philosophers of your
country.

GOETHE.
He discovered, however, that this progress had not gone on at an equal rate

in all time and place ; that it was more rapid in its advances on the first pro-

mulgation of Chnstianity than it has been since. He has, accordingly, divided
the different stages of this progress into dptinct epochs, organic and critical. In
organic epochs men sail, as it were, dom ** the mighty stream ofTendency,” as

your great poet, Wordsworth, writes ; while, in critical ones, men have lost the
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quvent, and aocfaL activity enrs^ without object, into indeterminate wanderings.

Christianity deliv^od thd world frlm the critical epoch into which it hdd ad-
ipvanced froti the iatiO(}uction of Greek philosophy. The organic period, thus
begun, concluded with Luther, and another critical epoch ensued, to which
St. Simon is about to put an end.

YORKE.
Clear it is, without givingm to the notions of any visionary, that somewhat
this has been the cou&e of the world. But haslike this has been the coui&e of 3ie world. But has not St. Simon left some plan

of orgauisatimi ?

^ , GOETRE.
^

O yes I Im would separate mankind into three clstBses^ having^refeience to

art, science, and msdiufacwie ; he would deprive parents of their children, as

soon as they are capable of education) and place them at a public school, after

the Spartan fashion. Iler^ the first indispensabfe rudiments of knowledge will

be taught, and the symptoms of the child’s genius^JaServed, according to which
he will be destined for one or other of ijjie cliisses 1 mentionetf before,

devoted either to science, to art, or to general industry; in order to which, he will

be sent to one of the three schools especially intended for instruction in the eftreer

of his choice. .
*

VORKE.
^

This must produce a change.Ji)} the distributioi^ of property.

GOETHE.

Society is to be the grand inharitor of property, and is charged to lend the

requisite and appropriate means to each individual for the adequate discharge of

his duties in his elected^ condition of life, according to the extent of his natural

gifts and tlie advantage he ts capable ofderivmg; society also iSto be one family,

and marriage is to be rendered subject to, and regulated by, the purpose of its

institution— the increase and multiplication of mankind, g
YORKE.

Thank God, St. Simon was not a Malthusian, at any rate

!

GORTUE.
So far from it, that he would dissolve every unfruitful* marriage, and compel

the parties to contract a new one.

YOKKE.
There is nothing new in all this : ideas such as tliese hover, like spiritual

influences, over all generations of men, and seem to find nests iu the mind of

genius and the heart of.enthusiasm. Such an idea once had its»abode in the soul

of Milton, and is a sublime, but in this state fruitless, endeavour to set free the

spirit from physical impediments. Anticipations of the soul’s immortality, they

are perhaps the consequfijfiipes of it. We would all, both individuals and socie-

ties, be free of the evils iiriiich flesh is heir to ; but we*must not bejiurj^ied away •

with this desire, but control it as a master by the stronger effort of a wise will—
made wise by a knowledge of the necessary conditions of material existence.

GOETHE.
Truly.

YORKE.
Hie people of England are inspired with this idea ^qf unattainable perfection,

and, in their forgetfulness of existing good, and tlieir ignorance of the evil of

pressed, but unexaqdned, innovations, deem every change a step nearer to the

accomplishment and realisation oftheir dim notions— the lights shining into the

dark places of their understanding. Institutions of all kinds are susceptible

of amendment; but I am afraid that the people of England have not patience to

await the long process which must succeed any measure of reform, however

good, as necessary to its full completion. NatioftaP distress must for awhile

succeed ; for the usual channels of commerce must be changed, and individual

suffering will be multiplied to a fearful extent. In such a crisis, it is to be

appteh^ed that the temporary disappointment of the people will break out

into revolution, and counteract the good which might in time have ensued

even fimm tiie worst of measures.

OO^THE.
All change, even for the better, rousfbe attended with evil. It is the eternal

condition of all transition.

VOt. V. NO. XXV. D
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YORKEc
But may not good, in the end, be educed^from cril?

GOETHE.

Yes,—if it may.
lORKE.

He has gone!—having, as usual, left his stu^nt puzzled with an enigma,

for which, perhaps, .he himself had no solution, ^^ut let me consider. Good is

not educ^ from evil necessarily, but according to circumstances, and by the

will of an overruling Providence. Do we not think it just that good should

follow good ? Then why not ev^l, evil ? Nay, we know t]iat in is
** propa-

gation too.” ' ‘ * /

Scarcely had we uttered these sage remarks, than our eye was again attracted

to the pam|)hlet on our table, by*the well-known Edward Gibbon Wakefield,
under the title of Houiehoil::^^^in Dangerfrom the PopulacCf in which the truth

of ?'ir observiftions was timeously illy^trateid.

**,A great political change,*’ says he, ** necessarily affects many interests. The
prospect Qf it, and still more its progress, create uncertainty, besides violently

exciting tlio passions of hope, fear, jealousy, hatrad, and auger. With these new
feelings—now, at least, in object and degree—comes a derangement of the ordinary

coarse of business. A derangemeiit of the onihiory course of business, resulting

from uncertainty and excitement, aggravates itself by augmenting the force of its

causes. Thus, at length, painful circumstaiicer: arise, which, though the origin of

them might be traced by a calm observer, the vulgar deem accidents, because they

were unusual and unexpoctod. Circumstances of an unusual, more especially if

they be of a paiurul, nature, disposu men to doubt aiiff hesitation. Thus the

accidents attending a political ciiangt^ tend to interrupt and disturb tho progress

of that change, and, by Uirowiug every thing into confusion, to convert the change

into a revolution.”

This gentleman has also suggested the accidents that may attend the results of

that change, if made ; and his pamphlet gives us the elements ofevil out ofwhich

those accidents may be generated. He tells us that there are certain classes of

people, whose disposition is to produce a state of anarchy. Into these classes

It is that the populace, as distinguished from the householders, is divided—
they are three: 1. Common thieves; 2. The rabble; 3. The desperadoes:

some of whom, however, arc ho'tseliolders. The author obtained his knowledge

of these classes in Newgate. Of the first class, there are 30,000 at large in

London. Whenever there is a prospect of political disturbance, these ruffians,

made, by the habitual witnessing of tlie execution of their fellows and of women,
as pitiless and ferocious as the tiger, are prepared to sack the town. They wish

..for a disorgati^isation of society, which should enable them to pluck sensual

enjoyments in the midst of blood and fire. The second class, consisting of

costermongers, drovers, slaughterers of cattle, knackers, dealers in dead belies

and dogs’ meat, cads, brickmakers, chimney-sweepers, nightmen, scavengers,

&c. &c., is in continual connexion witli the first. These helots of society are in

number 50,000 ; to which must be added 10,000 prostitutes. The language of

the former teems with destruction ; and the unfortunate women just mentioned

are so connected with the soldiery, as, in case of insurrection, to be a shield to

their other friends, the thieves and the rabble, against the fire of their military

lovers. Of the third class, many frequent the Rotunda ; and of these most are

distinguishable from working and married men. The ministerial measure, if

carried, would not satisfy this unconnected, unrelated brood of villainy and
ignorance. These, though not amounting to more than a thousand, are not the

less dangerous bemuse tbey^aie few. Iliey aim at democratic tyranny, under

tbe^name of a republic.

«\8uch are the elements which are held, we contend, in restraint so long as the

nlbrm measure remains unpassed, but which would certainly rise into opemtion

so soon as it should become (which Heaven avert 1) successful.
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REtVCONl^ES ON THE ROAD.

No. II.

MARRIAGK IMPROMPTU.

1 WAS describing, or Attempting to the idle joyousness of youth, but wept

describe (when beguiled from my own with me in griefs under which even

reniiiiisceiic^ of Ox/ord into .'i foreign youth itself refused to be comforted,

and less sclfiHtriiin ofthought, by thtf URlike his bereaved* and solitary

long-forgotten jnci(hiiits cf the rowing- companion, Harry Sliilon was a man
match at Henley), what it is to revisit, of ties and duties— the honoured pas-

at tlie distanoe of a quarter of a ceu- tor oPari attached ilock, and the happy
tury, the seat of our early* education— father of,** promising faini^. liis

to haunt, when ambition is dead within eldest *Sbn— a creature^but too,8,tu-

us, the scenes where it woke to appa- 3ious for his early age and rapid growth

reutly inextinguishable energy— to -^was now at Oxford ; and it was to

tread, when the torch of hope itself is share Ins college triumphs^and escort

quenched beneath the *‘pale gfimpses’' him in safety to his parental home, that

of life’s waning moon, the courts and a li\pky chance seTit his father thither;

halls last bathed in all the sunny‘splen- while one he scarce knew to be in the

dourstof its cloudless dawn
! , land of the living was visiting (on,

It is a species of moral martyrdom, alas! less pleasing duty) the scene of

but, like all such, when braved at the their boyish acquaintance,

call of duty, and endu*red, in the spirit Our fortunate iflceling took place

of philanthropy, not uiiniiiigicd with a bdt a day or two before piufesvsioual

reilceming touch of feelings elsewhere avocations obliged my early friend to

wooed in vain. Jafe, in its freshness, quit Oxford ; ana as to |)art thus sud-

will steal once more over the soul, witli deiily we both felt to be impossible,

the iierennial verdure of the turf our my retiiriiiug with him into Kent was
ball seems but yesterday to have nither taken for granted than proposed,

skimmed over; and the consciousness 1 was not so familiar with happiness as

of our own decline and decay is lost to start an objection. A week or two
in the venerable antiquity of the elms, of domestic felicity was too rare in my
which, like the giant revivers of litera- calendar not to be hailed with trans-

ture whose musings they fu-st sheltered, port; mid as for mji time— who, alas I

make us feel children still. We forget, was there to quarrel with its allotment f

too, the world’s disappointments, where So I was seated in the chaise with my
its ** busy hum” and ** dread laugh” friend of thirty years" standing and his

come not ; aii<l end by wishing to dream younger avl graver second self, befor^

out the remainder of a tranquil exist- J had well asked myself why I was un-
ence lulled by the chiine.s whose mo- dertaking a journey of some couple of
notony our youthful impatience could hundred miles,

ill brook. The sliade of gravity which age had
I left Oxford with a heart soothed failed to shed over my elder friend’s

and renovated by early recollections brow, I could perceive, however, to

and mature kindness. Two of my flit across if occasionally during our
chosen associates still flourished there journey, and, strange to say, the more
in perennial vigour of mind and body, frequently as he drew near to a lovely

filling the high places of their tranquil and well-beloved home. When I spoke
commonwealth with ^ual dignity and of his fine family with a sigh of solita-

urbanity, and cherishing towards their riness, he echoed it with one of solicit-

less fortunate class fellow-feelings un- ude, and vitis evidently anxious to reach

chilled by time and distance. home from deeper motives than pareu-

But perhaps the sunniest spot in tal impatience,

that wreck of sunshine, which revived This home was just the beau ideal,

as a latter summer the ** green places” or raster the beautiful reality of an
of a long-desolate soul, was the acci- English parsonage. Spacious as its

dental meeting with one dearer than owner’s liberal heart, yet unostenta-

the herd of college comrades— one tious as his hospitality, it was equally

who had not only laughed with me in removed from castle and cottage, nold-
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ing precisely that middle character 1^4/’ and began calculating how for
which the priesthood of England occu^ hefoight then be 014 his way to India

;

pies as a blessed link between the ex« and when a little smiling plattler of a
tremes of society, it neither stood in girl added, ‘‘ ll^ar Captain Dareii 1

1

a park nor a pasture, and never, could wish he was here now r’ I could per-
by possibility have l^n mistaken for ceive by the quiver on her elder sister's

a villa. Itwas just p parsonage, placed lip, tha^e bad not gone unregretted
in an ample, rambling, old-fashioned by older bdhrts than little Liucy’s.

garden, whose gigantic h^ges defied Mrs. Sefton, with maternal instinct,

the sea-breezes of the adjacent ^coast, soon chang^ thp conv^ation; and
and gave thh sheltej' mushroom thou- "even Louisa insensibly^shared in its

sandj cannot always purchase. So cheerfulness!ere tHe ladies withdrew,
tenacious the rector of infringing When my friend and I joined them
on the antique chuacter of the'build- in the drawing-room, after the most
ing, that he steadily Tesisla;d^he pro- cordial glass I bad for many years
pOggl to coffoert into a gl:^ door a partaken, they were sitting in the old-
cermin low parlour-window, thruu^i fashioned bow-window, in that deli-

which man, woman, and child, hadcfor cious twilight which sheds its holy
generations untold, with more ofagility calm oj all around ; and to which the
than convenience, adjourned to the moon, just rising over the softly curling
garden. * * waves, promised to lend a yet tenderer
At the gate of this garden we were charm. “ What an hour and what a

met by a wife, whose looks bespoke light for music!*’ exclaimed Mr. ^fiou

;

her ns^ to listen for a husband’s foot- " luouisa, my love, I hope your harp is

steps, and by a whole troop of gay yet in order.”
decorous young people. One, I Ilis daughter, who had been sitting

sumed, was absent ; for, after an allix- in a dark corner, with her eyes fixed in
ious look around, apd as soon as Uie evident unconsciousness on the wide
storm of {nutulatioDs had subsided, I expanse of sea which glittered under
heard my friend say to his wife, And the rising moon-beam, replied only by
bow has Louisa been since I left you V* drawing the harp gently towards her,
"Better,” was the reply; "the dear and ginning— rather as if the ex-
girl struggles nobly, and such efforts pression of her own sentiments than
are not long without their reward, the mere echo of another’s— Bayly’s
But you must not expect too much beautiful ballad, “ Oh, no, we never
either in looks or spirits.” mention her !’*

I had the invalid's plea for retiring During the performance of this
awhile to my chamber, and the privi- touching melody, every note of which,
lege of a friend to do exactly as T as it came forth, went straight to the
pleased ; so it was not till dinner-time heart, 1 had observed, from the posi-

,that I met tjjp object of«ray friend’s tion which I occupied, near the half-
anxious queries— a sweet, interesting open window,a figure concealed among
girl of about eighteen— not b<*autiful the shrubs by which it was skirted. At
enough for a picture or a novel, but the conclusion ofthe song, I thought it

quite sufficiently so to win the heart of right to mention the circumstance,
a man of taste and feeling. She was though in a playful manner, to avoid
better than beautiful: modest, graceful, alarming the ladies. " You have lovers
and retiring, she grew upon the fanc^ of music in your parish, I perceive, Mr.
as one gazed \ and every fresh look Sefton,” said I, carelessly ;

" there has
enhanced the impression made by the been a moon-struck amateur enjoying

Miss Louisa’s, behind that huge arbu-
Of course my interest gathered tus, for the last quarter of an hour.”

strength and intensity from the hints Just then a privileg^ old NeW-
I had overheard of a meiftab conflict, foundland d(^, who vras in the room,
the traces of which were legibly writ- caught the stealthy step of the intruder
ten on a foce too ingenuous for con- without ; and giving a short angry
c^lment. The flush of coid^ joy growl, jumped out at the low vrindow
which had brightened her chiek on after him. 1 felt half sorry for the
her father's return, faded into paleness harmless listener; but in a few mo-
ss one of the boys casually remarked ments the dog’s stifled bark gave place
of sosne trifling occumnee-*." Ahl 'to a whine of joyful recognition, and
tnsi was when Captain Darell was he again leaped into the apartment.
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mgging his huge tail, and closely Ic/-

lowed by a young^maui wlv>, widlmt
speaking So, or inde^ seeming to
notice any otlier member of the asto-

nished group,Wked straight up to one
who sat clasping for support the liarp

before her, and said, Louisdjkl could
nof live without you 1 •You will not
be crueller than the winds and waves,
which have jent back to tell you
so/' X .

Reply there i^^itlicv was {or could be.
Die falling girl slid from the sustain-

ing instrument like a ^now-wreath
from tlie mountain, and found more
efficient support on the young man s

shoiiIder. \Vhile her father and mother
rushed forward, the children exclaimed,
“ Captain Darell 1” and 1, who could
not with impunity brave the night air

to escape, had no resource but to creep
more closely into my comer, to avoid
being •ill the way at such a critical

moment.
“ Philip Darell!" said my friend,

witli more of sternness’ than I thought
he could have felt or assumed, was
it for this 1 reared and loved you,
and bore with the waywardness of
youth, but to have the bitter fruits of
a yet more erring manhood poured
into my unsuspecting bosom ! Not
content with well-nigh breaking the

heart of my darling child, are you
come back to mar, in very wanton-
ness. the charitable office of time and
absence ?"

Judge me not so harshly, dear
Mr. Sefton," said Philip, as he bent
with the intense anxiety of genuine
affection over the partially reviving girl.

“ Of my past conduct you can say
nothing which a penitent heart refuses

to echo—but otil believe me now,
when Providence itself has sent the
returning prodigal to his father’s door

!

Ills confession is soon made, and to

one no stranger to the besetting sin of
me and mine. We are a proud as
well as ancient race, and pride drove
me forth in cowardly silence from the
roof beneath which my heart and trea-

sure lay. I embarked for India with
the barb of conscience and the pang
of parting alike rankling in my soul

;

ana when a storm overtook us almost
ere we left our port, I felt as if a
doomed victim to my own pride and
prejudice. Thanks to that salutary

tempest which drove me back upon
the shores of Britain, I am here once
more to lay myself and my repentance

at your gentle daughter's feet. AU 1
ask is, that you will let her decide my
fate. Be her decision what it may,
I promise to submit to it without
repining."

Mv daughter shaU decide, sir,"

stud Mr. Sefton, parental indignation
still struggling with early partiality;

it is to her the decision belongs

:

but it shall be upon my plain, unvar-
nishca statement ofthe qu^tion. Look
up, my darling liOuSe, and tell, me,
as in the sight ofGod and your earthly
protectors, are you prepa^ to risk

your fale.^ ftr time and eternity, with
one wh^^could win your^most heart,

trifle with, and leave you perhaps for
eve/?"

Diere was a pause. The hardy
soldier frame of Darell quivered like

an aspen-leaf.
*

“ But he is Aerc, father !" whispered
Louisa, raising for the first time her
swimming eyes to tiiose of her agitated

supporter; and the parent felt that his

appeal was answer^, and the lover
tlim his error was forgiven.

“ Had I krioiyi, had I only sus-
pected, that I was thus beloved,"
exclaimed the young man, worlds
should not have severed us for a
moment! Oh, .Louisa! why was not
tiiis sweet avowal made weeks ago

Would it have been half so pre-
cious, Philip," asked Mr. Sefton,
relaxing into his own mild manner,
** then as now, when uttered in the
face of neglect and desertion? Sum-
mer loves are like summer foliage,

tarnished by the first untimely blast

;

but that which wint^’s fuiy only,
serves to deepen is your genuine
evergreen! God bless you together,

children of my love and my adoption

!

If I sowed the seeds of virtue in your
infant bosom, Philip, may He ripen
tliem to blejs my child ! She nas
been tlie joy and pride of many hearts
at a British fireside— let her not
regret it in the far land, where one
alone must be to her as father and
mother, and brother and sister I"

There was not, it may be believed,

a dry eye Ih the family group at this

affecting adjuration ; and as tne bright

moonlight now poured a tide of un-
heeded radiance on their countenances,
the nfingled emotions legible diere

might have defied the painter's art.

On Darell*s manly features successful

love, and the pride of returning in-

tegrity, were subdued by conscious
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shame and recollection of error. The
children^ bewildered between grief,

and joy, and wonder, scarce knew

whether to laugh or cry, and alter-

nately did both. Mr. Seflon’s mild

brow partook, like his language and

feelings, of lingering severity and con-

stitutional indulgence.

Two of the group alone seemed

absorbed by. one single, overwhejming

sentiment. VliQinoJherdelt only that

she hgd, perhaps for ever, lost herchild

;

and I^uisa, for the moment, only that

she had regained her lover. Ilis fetiim

had beea so unexpected ,
Si^{^pelcss,

so utterly b^Ond the wildes^drean^

of romance, that she could only satisfy

herself of its reality by lifting now igid

then her Soft blue eyes from the mild

bosom of her mother to the beaming
countenance of het betrothed. *But
even this delightful “ certanity of

waking bliss ” was not selfishly proof

against long-cherished filial feelings.

The warm tears that rained from her

mother's eyes on ffir departing treasure

soon met an answering flow
;
and tfty

retired to pour t|^m unconirulled

together.

When they were gone, Darell— to

whom I was now for the first time

introduced as his future father’s early

friend, and wlio, I flatter myself, was
happily unconscious of my previous

presence— proceeded to impart to us
a cireumsUince connected with his

sudden return, which he had not
courage to communicate without pre-

paration to cither Louisa or her mother,
viz. that though he had, without a

•.moment’s hesj^tion, forfeited his pas-

sage in the vessel in which he origin-

ally embarked, to fulfil his honourable
errand, a delay of three days was all

he had thereby purchased, as the last

ship of the season, of which, consist-

ently with liis lionour ^nd duty, he
could not avoid availing himself, was
to sail within that period.

** Are you prepared, Mr. Sefton,’’

asked the young man, “ to crown your
generous forgiveness, by giving me
your daughter’s hand to-morrow, and
parting with her, alas ! the^mnent the

ceremony is over?”—“ This is sud-
den,” said the father, meekly, after a
short pause—“To-morrow ! What will

my poor wife sav to it?”

Would to fleaven I could spare

hei the blow, sir! But the rules of
OUT service admit of no compromise,
and DO ship will sail during the next

months for ray destination. It is

not* to as superseded deserter you
would wish to unite your Idaughter’s

fortunes?"—” no, no, ray dear son,”

said Mr. Sefton'; **you are but doing
your dntv, and Cocf will enable me to

do min^-ay, and even strengthen

i

ioor IVfary ter say. His will be ddhe.
t would be, in the words of Holy Writ,

to * strain at a gnaj after swallowing a
bamel,* to gyulge you a^w short days,

after resigm% the*delight of our eyes
to you for life. But there are minor
matters to considered. A voyage
cannot be undertaken, and by a female,

without necessary preparations.”

My dear sir,” said Darell, blush-

ing as he spoke at iiis own inference,
‘‘ 1 feat you will call me a sad puppy,
if I tell you that I ventured, on the

strength of a sanguine character and
knowledge of your daughter’s angelic

swcQincss, to write, on leaving tig} ship

at J3eal, to a friend of my mother’s in

l^ndon, to have in readiness all that

could possibly be recpiircd for a lady’s

comfort and accommodation. ^ If I am
the happy man I scarce deserve to be,'

added I,
* you shall have notice to

despatch them by express to the out

port. If not, as you value my friend-

ship, let me never hear of them
more.’

”

“ If 1 tell this to Louisa,” said her
father, forcing a smile, “ she will draw
back still. To bespeak the parapher-
nalia of an unwooed bride was indeed
a boh} stroke for a wife. But the

exigency of the case must, I suppose,
be admitted as an excuse. Tliere was
forethought in it, Philip, and that

augurs well for the future. And now
good night, iny dear soul I must
have leisure calmly to review the

w’onderful events of this evening, ere

I can remember them aright either in

iny petitions or my praises.”

1 am sure,” said I, and most sin-

cerely, " it will ever be numbered
among my sources of thanksgiving
that I have been present on an occa-
sion of such deep and tincommon in-

terest. 1 am an old man, (’aptaln
Darell, and have lived to lose the
angel object of an attachment, to
which yours—excuse me for saying
it— is as yet but as the willow twig
to the oak of centuries. But, believe

me, my feelings when I laid her in the

dust were blissful, compared to what
yours must have been had not Provi-

dence saved you the agony of fruitless
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lenione.. All's well that ends welll-4

and so 1 trust will you^ marri|^

The worn and hai%8sed aspect of

the good pastor, as ou the Mowing
morning he alone joined Darell and
myself at the break&st-tablej|attested

the conflict he had had to susmn with

nature, in reconciling hisp)or wife to

so sudden a separation. But ilte con-

ouest had, ir^mighlier strength thaiii

their own, beej achieved] and when
Mrs. SeftoD, enarcled by her remain-
ing children, looked in for a moment
on us, there was a serenity of resigna-

tion on her countenance which seemed
to oppress Darell more than clamorous
grief.

Louisa did not appear. There were
paternal and maternal counsels to be
received, too sacred for even the ear

ofaflection—and hlial tears to be shed
and ^iped, too bitter for the eye of
affection to witness— and mitriy a fer-

vent prayer to be poured out, that

a step so hastily thcAigh irresistibly

adopted might not prove a rash one.

All this was done, and in heartfelt

sincerity; yet Louisa wondered and
was half ashamed to feel so happy.
To leave fill, save one, whom she had
ever loved, and yet not be entirely

miserable !— to see, even through her

tears, tlie image of Philip Darell pros-

trate in penitence and passion at her

feet! It was strange, unaccountable,

inconsistent, and tliercfore—human
nature

!

Tlicre may be, and there have been,

such things as a merry wedding ; but
it must be when those whom it unites

have never had cause to dread separa-

tion, and those whom it se])arates look

forward to speedy reunion. It was
not so with the struggling and subdued
group around the altar of , when
its venerable pastor pronounced, with

a faltering voice and moistened eye,

the words which made over to another
the only one among his household
treasures, as yet endeared to him by
the hallowing touch of sorrow.

It was mine to give, with the feeling

ofone to whom the veiy word marriage
bad long been sadly ominous, the

trembling hand of the hardly conscious

bride to him on whose usually animat-

ed features the flush of triumph was
^enched in the tears of a household.

The mother stood rooted to the spot on
which chance had placed her, pale and
motionless as the rudely sculptured

^mourner on an adjoining tomb ; while
the usually blooming brothers and sis-

ters, with their white dresses and whiter
countenances, might have passed for

cherubs of monumental alabaster.

The ceremony was over, and at the
door stood the carriage which was to
convey away the dizzy object of such
a sudden revolution from her bewil-

dered relations. To part at such a
moment and ipider suchcMumstances,
seemed ominous.^ AsStmden tliought

struck me; and while the da.fghter

hastily exchanged her bridal garb for

travelling a}(ire, I said to her father,

Why Cse a few precigys Hburs, or

I^rhaps days, which the winds may
yet lend you of one so dear ? Let me
seifd for another carriage, and we will

all accompany the dear couple, and see

them safely on bo«ud.”

Thesproposal seemed an inspired

one, and was carried by acclamation.

An old sociable which tlie village

afforded gave room for a party of
younkers only to b^qualled by Mrs.
Gilpin’s famous one

—

“ My sister and my sister’s child,

Alysclf and cuildren three”—

to which the rector and myself served

as ballast; while his gentle wife sat,

like a guardian 'genius, smiling on the

new-born happiness of her children.

W'hut mutable, as well as perilous

stuff,” we arc made of I Faces lately

bathed in tears were now all radiant

will) smiles ;
and id the joy of having

Louisa a little longer, even parents
lialf forgot that they must resign her at

all!

Three precious days-^ere spent air

P—

,

in that intensity of mutual affec-

tion which springs from impending
separation; but they borrowed cheer-

fulness from hopes of future reunion.

Even Mrs. Sefton could survey with
satisfaction Darell’s liberal and judi-

cious arrangements for her daughter's

comfort, to which one circumstance

alone seemed wanting.

Time had not permitted the friend

who provided all inanimate reqpsites

for the %pygge, to secure the services of
a respectable European female; and
Darell was inquiring of the captain,

without much hope of success, for one
among his humbler passengers tb sup-
ply the deficiency.

** You could not have been in better

luck, sir,” answered the captain, if

you had sailed as often as I have.
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Xbieie’s 9, little Scote|t laasie put und^ vfi not afraid of the voyage,AxumP
W. baie hy. my mother in die *|lo: we are all in Hia hand ; and d
noi^, whom l lhave been somewhat cam fraeM!roma^ in a no hatf

ppzzm to stisw awav safely, as X don’t sae muckle.” f* The dimaue, Annie, is

think the black ayahs ofmy fine-lady none of the b^, and many die tbere.^.

passengerSf or $he soldiers’ wives in tiie What’s ordered, maun just happen t

steerage, h^ ofcompany for her. folk di^w gait.”

She seems tidy and good-humoured. It nwld have been cruel to shake
god will make up by her lively rustic a confidence so consistent and well

prattle fer her want ofexperience. She founded. When questioned on the

le goingouW the request and eicpense • subject of her capabilito, she quietly

of a faithfuHScottish fbechanic, and answered, ^ 1 cap just do ony thing,

haswbout as much notion of India as I*ve been at the reading schule ever

of the moon. All she knows js, that since I can remember, qnd got a year’s

Saiidie is there, and that is enough, writing sinee Sandie sent hame the

ril seiti h^to the inn to her siller. I can wash, and bake, and
new mistress.” » spin, and work stockings, and ony

Annie came— and a purer bit of thing else I’m learned. I’m no ill at

unsophisticated nationality never cSme the nptak.”

from Nafurc’s mint. On being asked Tlii»> closing testimony (albeit a
if she was not afrqkl to 'trust the con- friend’s) proved correct. Annie turned
stancy of a lover she had not %''«e(!n for out invaluable. Captain Darell, on
seven years, she stared, as if not aware their arrival, gave her away to Sandie

;

of the possibility that absence could and*when both their moderate fortunes

impair aflection :— lie’ll surely be are made, Annie is to sail home with

os blithe to see as I am to gang sae his bonnie, • discreet, kind-hearted

far to see him, puir fellow!” was «her leddy.”

simple and touching answer. ^^Are Selwyn.

LIVES OP THE STATESMEN OP FRANCE.

' M AZARIN. •

[Continuedfrom page 484, vol. iv,]

In enumerating the elements of dis- among his brethren. Gk>ndy had la-

cord ai the commencement of the Ma- boured with much assiduity and suc-
zarin administratifin, the parliament of cess in forming connexions in the par-

Paris must not be lost sight of. This liament, foreseeing the importance into

body had been restrained with an iron which that body must rise, in the event
hand by Richelieu ;

but though tlieir of a collision between the people and
^discontents hsHl been smothered under the crown.
his tyranny,theywere not extinguished; Such was the state of things when
and many oftlie memberswere disposed Anne of Austria commenced her re-

lo retaliate on the royal authority tlie gency, and Mazarin the administration

.long oppression it had made them en- of the afiairs of France. It has been
dure. Tliere were also some—and seen that he regarded Chateauneufwith
these the most distinguished for talent distrust, and had obtained his removal
and integrity— who, with a loyal at- from Paris. The long services, suffer-

tachment to tlie royal person and au- ings, and unquestioned ability of this

thority, were still solicitous for the nobleman, were well calculated to give
restoration of the parliament to that him an influence with the queen wnich
due consideration of which Richelieu might have proved fatal to the ambi-
had deprived it. Belon^ng to this tious views of Mazarin. From the same
lait^ class were Mole and lalon, tlie fear, he prevailed on her to dismiss the

Ibriner chief president, and the latter Bishops of Beauvais and Lisieux,

advocate-general. Mole was a man of though in their cases there was nothing

a truQr noble and generous character, to apprehend on the score of ability,

fearless in danger, and inflexible in By the exile of Chateauneuf he in-

principle. Talon’s patriotism was no curred the enmity of Madame de
lesM pure, and his commanding elo- Chevreuse, who, finding herself less

.quence g^c him a great ascendency cordially greeted by the. queen than
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formed a connexi Wravai
'a4a» Madam(

ivated character, Maasarhi ettted

de Montbaaon to- Touilv;

>8».l

she had mmeeted,
with the bouse of Vendcgne,
through th^ means of the brautifiil

Madame de MontbaM, inspired the

Duke of Beaufprt witif an inveterate

hatred against Masaiin. This young
nobleman was distinguished^y the

fovouT of the regent, wbei was^indeed
suspected of. something r&ore than

matronly attachment ibr him. He was
iherefore regarded a*^ the leader of the
party to which Ijp beloagec{ consisting

chiefly of young men who had founded
expectations oit the queen’s regency, as

an event sure to yield fliem a rich

reward for their devotion to her inte-

rests in die late reign. These expecta-
tions were now likely to be thwarted by
the growing influence of Mazarin, and
the demands and disappointmeift ofthe
party were so extravagantly expressed

that its members obtained the sobri^

quel ofJen importans,
^A circumstance, trivial in itself,

divided the court into two factions,

those of Condc and Vendome, and
finally caused the annihilation of the

importans, Madame de Montbazon
had given a fete, at which some very

amorous hilteti were found on the floor

ofhersri/cin. These she stated to be
in the handwriting of Madame de
Lougueville; an insinuation of which
the Princess de Cond6 strongly com-
plained to the queen, and insisted on
a public apology. This was accordingly

required of Madame de Montbazon;
and Mazarin, after many unsuccessful

attempts, at length contrived a form of
words which might satisfy the honour
of one lady without deeply wounding
the vanity of tlie other. The queen’s

apartment was crowded with courtiers

anxious to witness the delivery, vriiich

was given by Madame de Montbazon
in a way little calculated to satisfy her

rival. She read from a paper attached

within her fan, in a tone of insulting

irony, particularly observable when she

had to speak of the virtue of Madame
de Longueville. Of course this cere-

mony only served to increase the exas-

peration of the house of Cond^, and
die princess obtained a royal order

psohibiting Madame de Montbazon
from appearing at any public place

where the Duchess de Longueville

was present. This order having been
vkflated under circumstances of a very

-—a measure highly gratifying to
the Cotid4 fltmily, and ebnsequen^
much resented by that of Vendome,
who had openly espoused die cause of
the Duke of B^ulbrt’s mistress. The
rage of the duke *himself knew no
bounds. He openly insulted Mazarin
more than once; but the cardinal,

wishij% to avoid a persu^ collision

with so powenul sf lasAfiy, affected to

bear these outrages with roeekifess.

But wken the duke carried his impra^

dence so fac -^s in public to ^roach
the quecii with ingratitude (o those

w&o had shared her reverses under
Richelieu, and, as they boasted, had
made her unconditional regent, Maza-
rin took advantage of the circumstance,

and, coupling it with a reiM)rt which he
himself-bi supposed to have originated,

of the duke*s design to assassinate him,
he caused that nobleman to be arrested

and imprisoned in the chateau of Vin-
cennes. All the importans were at the

sanffe time banished from Paris; and
Madame de Chevreuse was ordered to

repair to her estaft, whence she soon
after proceeded to Brussels.

In order to extend his influence, he
at tills period wgjs lavish of largesses of
all kinds to the nobles ; while in his

own person the extreme simplicity and
frugality of his habits were the more
favourably noticed, from their marked
contrast to the ostenmtious arrogance

of Richelieu. The French arms were
proceeding favourably, and the plea-

sures and gaieties of a court recently

emancipated from the yoke of a feeble

king and tyrannical minister, contri-'

buted in a great degree to a temporary
appearance of tranquillity and content.

1644. The profusion by which the

minister thus endeavoured to secure his

newly-established influence soon pro-

duced embar^sment in the finances.

To meet tliis difficulty, d’Emery, super-

intendent of finances, and a creature

of Mazarin, proposed the renewal of
one kind of impost. As early as the

reign of Henjy ll. apprehensions had
been entenained that Paris was out-

growing its due dimensions; in con-
sequence of which, an edict of that

monarch prohibited the construction of
any more houses in the capital, lliis

edict had fallen into desuetude,* and

* Louis XIV. in the plenitude ofhis power restored this edict. In the preamlile

this piunage occurs :
'* It is to be feared, that the city of Paris having grown to this

excessive size, may have a fate similar to that ofthe most powerful, cities ofantiquity,
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die superintendent adopted the daring
expedient of enforcing a tax on all the

buildings erected in yiolation of this

edict. This order of council was
strongly resisted by the people, and
g^re rise to the first popular commo-
tion under Mazarin. Meanwhile the

disorder of the fihances went on in-

creasing : fiurmers of revenue and
receivers-general were requested to

malm enonqpus advances, for'which
lam interest^ras* given. To con-
traeloTS a third of what was due was
remitted, on condition that the re-

mainder should be immediately psdd.

Every elfiffbevas made by tliSS^bolition

of pensions and reductions in the

penditure of the royal household,^nd
oy the sale of titles and distinctions.

Still, the intrigues of those who hoped
to gain by Mazaria’s fall increasea so

as to alarm his friends ; but h^ Inmself

was under little apprehension. Time
and 1 will settle it,” was his reply to

all expressions of comx3laint or appre-
hension. ' ^

1645. The parliament, how(9irer,

soon became loud in their demand for

an assembly of ihd chambers, with a
view to a rigid inquiry into the state of
the finances. Among those most eager

for this measure was Uarillon, who had
during the reign of l..ouis rcn<lered im-

E
orlant service to the queen, for which
e had suffered imprisonment in the

chfiteau of Pignovol. This man Ma-
zarin had the inji^stice to arrest for his

somewhat earnest and free expression

of opinion, and by a gratuitous act of
barbarity had him confined in the same
prison wherein he had forng^rly suffered

"for the queSh. Uarillon, unable to

support tliis ingratitude, sank under it;

the enemies of Mazarin attributing his

death to {loison adiiiiiiistercd by the

agents of the cardinal: but there ap-

pears not to be any ground for entertain-

ing this charge again^ him. The
death of Uarillon may be easily ac-

counted for by the impetuosity of his

nature, which, unable either to brook
or oppose the hard return made for his

services, fell a victim to it. Yet it

cannot be questioned that diis treat-

ment tovrairis one of their body deeply

exasperated the parliament against

Maz^^; and if they for some time

longer maintained an appearance of

moderation, it was because the suo-

18 of the French arms, under the

.ke ofOrleans in Flanders, of Tu-
renne in Germany, and of d’Enghien
in Flanders, vAre too glorious to leave

a hope of tunjjm^ the popular feeling

against the minister &r the present.

After te victo^ of Nortlinghen, ob-
tained^y the fest-mentioned general

on the 3d of August, 1645, the regent

went in person to the parKament, ac-

companied, by the yopng Louis. A
supply wasigranted ; though Talon, the

advocate-general, maae a forcible ap-
peal to the queen on behalf of her

over-taxed Subjects, and boldly de-

nounced the injurious effect of favouri-

tism ifi the administration of public

affairs. In effect, the popularity of the

queen was already considerably weak-
ened by her unbounded confidence in

her minister. Even those who admitted
his talents and industry, and approved
of leaving him unfettered by vexatious

restraints, were still of opinion that the

regent would do well to adopt the wise
maxim of IlcnVy IV^., who said to the

great Sully, ‘‘My friend, I will ad-
vance you, but not so far as that you
can find yourself in a situation to do
wrong.” A comment on the fatal con-
sequence of losing sight of this saga-

cious principle was furnished by the

conduct of Mazarin, who, though un-
able to meet the exigencies even of the
royal establishment, and knowing that

tlie whole population was sufiering

from the effects of a x)rotracted war,
sent an expedition into Italy merely to

gratify a private pique. The minister

had, during the pontificate of Ur-
ban VI 11., endeavoured in vain to

i

>rocure a card inaFs hat for his brother,

I’eter Mazarin. In this refusal the

pontiffhad been guided by his nephews
the Barberini, who had also lent their

influence to the election ofhis successor

Innocent X., in direct opposition to

the wish of the minister and the inte-

rests of France. Among the first acts

of the new x>ope was to prosecute the

Barberini, to whom he was indebted
for his elevation; alleging that they
had, in the pontificate of their uncle,

abused their power and influence. He
also inflexibly refused Mazarin's re-

quest concerning the promotion of
Pietro Mazarin to the cardinalate.

Enraged at this, the French minister,

who it may be supposed could have

who have found in themselves the principle of their downfal, it being very difficult

that order and police should be oonveniently distributed through all the parts of so

great a body.*' «c. &c.
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no strong partiality for the fiarberiMi^

oifeKd them an asylum, an)} open^
espoused thlir cause. An army was
accordingly sent into ftaly to take

possession of Orbitello, amlace belong-

ing, indeed, to the Spanitrds, but bor-

dering on the papal states, prince
Thomas of Savoy was laying silge to

it, while the Duke de Brez^, Riche-

lieu’s nephew, and brother-in-law to

the Duke d’Enghien,*attac1ud it from <

the sea. This gxp^ition ifailed, the

Duke de Brezd was killed, and Prince

Thomas forced to raise the siege. But
Mazarin was resolved on humbling
the Pope : he sent a new force, under
Milleiuye and Du Plessis Praslin,

against Piombino and Porto Lougone,

Spanish dependencies, but in actual

possession of Prince Ludovico, nhphew
to Innocent X. These places were

taken, and tiie Pope was constraineil

to coin^ to terms with France. T}ms
the blood and treasure of the country

were lavished, and the life of a brave

and distinguished admiral sacriticed,

for the gratification of Mazarin, on a

point which in no degree concerned

the interests or dignity of France.

The death of the Duke de Breze left

vacant the office of high adinitul

—

a distinction to which the houses of

Conde and Venclomc both laid claim.

The queen, by the advice of Mazarin,

retained it in her own hands ;
in

consequence of which resolution, the

Prince de Conde left the court, and
wrote to his son, the victorious Duke
d’Enghicn, to declare himself against

the mini.ster. This young prince was,

however, at the period in question,

intimately connected with the Duke
d’Orleans, who, guided by the Abbe
de la Rivibre, was not disposed to

offer any molestation to the cardinal.

The Prince de CJonde shortly after re-

turned to court; aii<l on the 26th of

December he died, leaving immense
wealth and dignities to the inheriiance

of a young prince, whose military

genius and unvarying success were of

themselves sufficient to justify uneasi-

ness on the part of the minister.

1647. In order to occupy the

Prince de Cond£ at a distance from

the court, Mazarin gave him the vice-

royalty ofCatalonia, with an injunction

to retake Lerida. The prince, flattered

by being intrusted with the consum-
mation of a difficult enteq)rise, set out

immediately and inve.sted Lerida. But
at the end of a twenty days’ siege, he

was constrained to retire, owing to a
want of supplies. Tliis reverse, the
first in his military career, left a deep
resentment in his mind against the
minister who had occasioned it. He
hastened to Paris, where the malcon-
tents received him with transport, and
encouraged his indignation a^inst
Mazarin, which he was at no pains to

conceal. At the same time, his absence
from tile army«in Fland^'^ felt in

the divisions and co1[ifii!Kon ebnseq^nt
on the want of an acknowledged
generalrin-chief. These circumstances,

added to thp«still increasing cgpfusion

of the finances, gave the*4lfiemies of
Mazarin ample means of molesting

him^ by referring all the popular
sufferings and privations to the policy

of a foreigner, who, they contended,
could^ not understand the national

intercstsf or, understanding them, was
not likely to feel any patriotic interest

in the prosperity of Fnince. Great
fermentation in the popular feeling was
caused by these representations, which,
ho\Aver great may have been the assi-

duity and zeal of Mazarin in the dis-

charge of his diifies, were still not
wanting in verisimilitude. This fer-

mentation was not a little increased by
the disorders prevalent in the neigh-
bouring slates. In England, Charles
the First, after a six years’ struggle

against his subjects, was delivered by
the Scotch irito the power of the

Fmglisii insurgents,
, and held close

prisoner in the Isle ofW ight. IJ is con-
sort lleiirietla,adaughter ofHenry IV\

of France, had almost miraculously
escaped frugi the same fiite, flying to

Paris, where she had bel?n kindly re-
*

ceived by the quceii-regeiil. The Nea-
politans had revolted against the Spa-
nish dominion, and on the death of
Masaniello, had chosen another chief
from tlie lowest rank. The Duke de
Guise, who Ifappencd to be then at

Home, for the purpose of procuring a
papal dispensation, authorising h in to

betray one lady in order to marry ano-
ther, at the same time busily engaged in

betraying him,was seized with what the

French writers justly call the Roman-
esque notion, that he might profit by the

disturbances at Naples, and give the
countiy to France. Accordingly he ef-

fected his entry into tlie city^ where he
was received with transport, appointed
generalissimo, and appeared to have
good prospect of success. But Ma-
zarine feeling that in his present posi-
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tion, surrounded by all the element
of popular commotion at home, it

would be unwise in him to support

rebellion, lent no succour to De Uuise,

who soon after was betrayed by his

party to Spain, and had a long impri-

sonment, as a counterpoise to the

passing importance which his rash

enterprise had given him. In Holland,

also, the authority ofa despot had been

successfult^^sisted. ^^nd though the

Parisians weil^ot tit this period want-

inf^ii respect for the royal person and

authority, still it was manifest ^at the

turbulent spirit ofthe timc^iad extended

to ihetll’, directed their vehement
reclamations against a minister wii&m

it would probably have been dangerous

to displace.
*

About this time, Monsieur, the

brother of the king, fell dangerously

ill. Ills death would place the X)uke

of Orleans in the situation of heir

presumptive to the crown. ,Xlic duke,

as well as his favourite, De la Ri-
vihre, beginningW;o lose confidence in

Mazarin, lent an ear to the intrigisers,

who wished him to support the parlia-

ment, and thus embUrrass the minister.

The queen, more solicitous for the

health of her son than for any stale

affairs, consented that the magistrates

should come to the Palais Royal and
hold a conference with the minister.

Tlie discussion was long and stormy.

Mazarin, impatient at the opposition

shewn to him, said, peevishly, that he
wondered so respectable a body as the

parliament should amuse itself with

such trifles—an expression which gave

rise to the most malicioujj comments,
*his enemies spreading among the peo-

ple a report that their interests were
regarded as trifles by the minister.

However, the danger of the young
prince being over, the court took

courage ; and some modifications hav-

ing been made in th^ tariff which
Mazarin had proposed, the king, on
the 7th of September, proceeded to

the parliament, where the edict was
enregistered, though not without great

and tumultuous opposition.

Two months later, a^ a(ill more
alarming storm arose against the re-

gency. Louis XIV. was attacked by
die small-pox, and declared to be in

imminent danger. The queen con-

fined herself to the care of her child,

while cabals were forming both, in the

couit and in the parliament for the

purpose of giving the regency to the

^mke d’Orleans, should the young king
W. By^sneh a change, the Abb£ de
la Rivihre must of necessity have sup-
planted Mazarin. The latter, accord-

ingly, imploild his good offices, pro-

mising him a^ardinal’s hat and a seat

in the^ouncil with the least possible

delay.' La Riviere protested his zeal

with, of course, as much sincerity as

Mazarin made his promises. So
r desperate was the minister’s situation

believed ts be, /.hat the abb4 enter-

tained his patron, thc^Duke d’Orleans,

to supper, at which the^ party delivered

themselves * up to excess, and the

Duke d’Klboeuf had the grossness to

pr^ose the health of the new regent.

The queen, justly indignant at such
disgraceful orgies, never forgave the

Duke^l*Orleans for having sanctioned
tliem with his presence. She applied
to the Prince de Conde, but he was
displeased with Mazarin, and pffected

neutrality. Her next application was
to the parliament— a measure of ne-
cessity, but which only served to swell

the pretensions of that discontented

body. In the midst of her perplexity

and fear, the king recovered ; but this

event, however joyful, was insufficient

to allay the ferment caused by the ex-
pectations of change. Chavigny, who,
as we have seen, had good reason to

resent the treatment he had experienced
at the hand of Mazarin, and whose
recollections of the sweets of power
under his patron Richelieu, must have
been of the most regretful nature, now
openly joined Chateauncuf, of whom
he had long been the rival. Both in-

trigued in the parliament against the
cardinal. In this assembly there was
no lack of restless spirits, clamorous
for change, all for some interest oftheir
own, and all protesting that the public
good was their only care, 'fhe co-
adjutor, like the Prince de Cond^,
had not yet declared himself; but he
was not the less careful to strengthen
his connexion witliin and without tiie

parliament, determined that if he op-
posed the minister, his opposition
should be a formidable one.

1648. The last financial measure,
modified as it had been, produced
but little. Mazarin then proposed to

create twelve additional offices of
maltret des reqtdta. But the holders

of the actual offices, encouraged by Uie

prevailing discontent, assembled and
swore not to allow of any new crea-

tion ; declaring, moreover, that slwuld
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one among them be removed fh]W
his office, <ming to opposition to the

royal will, mey would make good his

loss by subscription. Vhey also sent

a deputation to parlianmnt, claiming

its protection, which waslpromised.

These cautious and proOTessit^ steps

of the parliament and tl3 magistracy

by no means contented the impatient

spirit which had been excited among
the people, and whibh le^ them to

regara all measures*short of the re-

moval of Mazarin as inadequate to

their relief. They accused^tlie magis-

trates of lukewarmness and indiffer-

ence, and became so riotous in their

complaints, that the troops were, after

some days, ordered to occupy the Rue
de St. Denis, the centre ofthe sedition.

But the rebels possessed themsefves of
the churches in that street, sounded
the tocsin, and barricadoed themselves.

Mazariri, alarmed at the thought qfa
civil war in the centre of Paris, would
not attack them; but, to conceal his

feebleness, he circulated* a report, that

the troops were ranged only for the

purpose of forming an escort for the

king, who intended to go in solemn
procession to Notre Dame, to return

thanks for liis recovery, which was
done accordingly, with great pomp,
on the 13th of January.

Tranquillity being in appearance

established, the queen, on the 15th,

went in state to the parliament, ac-

companied by the young king, to re-

quire die registering of some new
bursal edicts, rendered necessary by
the nullity of the modified tariff above
mentioned. On this occasion the ad-

vocate-general, Talon, pleaded the

popular cause with gr^t honesty

and eloquence. The speech of the

chancellor had inculcated the divine

returning to the palace, Maaarin de-
stroyed the impression, by saying, that
the advocate-general had publicly sent
her to her prayer-book. Slie sum-
moned the maitrei <ks requites to her
presence, and upbraided them for their

metious resistance tq the royal autho-
rity. They, however, shewed no dis-

position to yield ; and the attention of
the regent and her minister,was soon
claimed by arniorq iny^l^riant oppo-
sition. ^

Failing in every attempt to recruit

the finances, Mazarin sought to take

advantage of if circumstancej^emingly
favourable to his views. hOhe reign

of Henry IV., Charles Paulet, secre-

tary^to that monarch, had invented a
tax on all the judicial offices. Since
that time, each magistrate was required

1® pay* yearly into tlfe treasury the six-

tieth paft of the amount of the pur-

chase ; on wliicli condition his family

inherited the charge. If a magistrate

failed in this payment, and died during
the year, his chargedevolved to the

crovfn. Tliis tax, thus securing the

heritability of ofl^es, was not per-

petual, but was renewed by the king

every nine years : it was named after

its inventor, la Paulette.

Nine years having elapsed since the

last renewal, Mazarin required of the

superior courts, with the exception of
the parliament, that they should fur-

nish four years of their salaries by
way of loan ; and on this condition he
offered to insure that their offices

should be hereditary. By this means
he hoped, not only to supply the pre-

sent exigency, but also to^sow dissen-

sion between the parliament and the

other courts. He was mistaken.

Murmurs the most general arose

against this kind of forced loan. Tlie

right of kings, and the necessity of

defraying the charges of those troops

to which France was indebted for her

national glory. Talon touched upon
topics more unpleasant to a royal ear.

Nothing is left to your unfortunate

8ubjects,’"said he, addressing the queen,

^^but their wuls; for these could not

possibly be brought to salel” He
coloured her to remember at night, in

her oratory, that she ruled oyer a nation

of freemen, and not of slaves; and
that die laurels which they bdhght so'

dearly could not serve for fo^ or

clolfaing. This appeal, made with

great fervour and manifest sincerity,

deeply moved the queen; but, on

Chamhre des Comptes^ the Cour des

Aidesy and Grand Conseil, coa-

lesced, and sent a deputation to the

parliament, which, refusing to take

advantage of the exception granted in

its favour, issued, on the 13th of May,
the arrit d'unim. It was decided
that two counsellors from each cham-
ber shouldm^t in the hallof St. Louis,

and confer on the reform of the state

with deputies from the other courts.

The queen, exasperated at the oppo-
sition of these and other refractory

functionaries, constrained Mazsqrin to

a vigorous assertion of authority,which
he was unprepared to suppkHrf. In
the last days of May, he arrested one
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president and three counsellors of the

Cour des Aides, and five treasurers,

who were confined in different prisons.

On the 12th of June he issued a de-

cree of the royal council, by which
the arrit d^mion was annulled. Hie
parliament, unintimidated by this mea-
sure, declared it to be illegal, and
decided that the conferences should

continiie.^They were then suigmoncd
in a bod^<4i4for^ tin# queoii. They
obeyed ; and the chief president,

MoU, whose firmness and integrity

never forsook him, assured Her, that

it wasw^l^ssiblo longe'f to temporise

with the whnts and wishes of the Jteo-

ple. She loaded the members with

reproaches, and threatened a chas-

tisement so exemjilary, that it should

astonish posterity/* But they whom
she addressed, well knew^tlvit the

minister was intimidated by their for-

midable position, and therefore the

menaces of her majesty had no other

effect than to ^iifirin them in an ob-

stinate opposition to her will^ At
length Ma/ariti [irevailed on her to

adopt his measure.^ and he requested

the Duke of Orleans to net as mediator

between the court and parliament, by
holding conferences with that body at

the palace of the Luxembourg. This

the duke was willing to assent to, for

in these first indications of disturbance

he was wishful to uphold the roy.^!

authority; the more so, as his all-ruling

fiivourite, seeing no chance of a change
in the regency, thought it prudent to

conciliate tlie ministry, through wliom
alone he could hope to attain the

highest ecclesiastical prelhrmcnt.

The conferences were accowJingly

held at the Luxembourg, and Mazarin
assisted at them ; but by his evident

alarm, and continual vacillations, he
injured the cause which it was his vital

interest to seive. Tlu^ gravity of his

discourse suffered much by his Italian

accent ; the arrit union he called the

orrH tfognion— a mispronunciation

which gave rise to great merriment at

his expense. D’Orleans, who was
really anxious for an arrangement
of the differences betw^n*the court

and parliament, proposed that the

pauUUe should be fixed on its ancient

footing;, and 6iat the imprisoned

councillors should be set at liberty,

on condition that the arrit tTunion

were cancelled, and the conferences in

the hall of St. Louis discontinued.

These terms Were rejected by the par-

mment; even Mold and Talon joining

tneir breShren in a resolution, that the
chambers should continue to assemble
and hold d^berations for the well-

being of the ftate. A decision to this

effect was carried to the queen by the

parlia]^ent jn a body, on the 27th of
June. The first president, exasperated

by the subterfuges of Mazarin, de-
clared that the ^chambers would meet,
in spite <|f any order of the council.

Surprised at thiH language firom such
a quarter, the queen replied, that she

would seq/j to let them know her
pleasure; and two days afterwards

she authorised what she vras not in a
condition to refuse.

The parliament sat throughout July,

and tlieir debates were very stormy.
The Duke of Orleans assisted at their

deliberations on the filh, and harangued
the memhers on the importuice of their
divesting tlieir proceedings « of any
character or indications wliich might
give the ciie^iics of France a hope of
fomenting divisions amongst her sub-
jects. They assured him of the up-
rightness of tlieir views, and w^ero loud
in praise of his gentleness and conde-
scension. Mazarin also attended their

meeting; and the very men whom,
some days before, the queen had re-

proached as rebels, were now called

by him restorers of France, and fathers

of their country,— an inconsistency
which served to render him contemp-
tible in the eyes of those who were the
objects of it. The result of the deli-

berations was, that the parliament
claimed the suppression of the intend-
ants of provinces—a kind of royal

commissaries established by Uichelieu
—that the collection and administration
of the revenue should be altered—and
that a judicial court should be esta-

blished for punishing those found guilty

of peculation under the previous sys-
tem; that no office or impost should
be established without being registered

in the sovereign courts; and, finally,

that inasmuch as several magistrates
had arbitrarily arrested and imprisoned
persons, it was demanded that, in con-
formity with the ancient customs of
France, no one should be kept ia

prison more than twenty-four hours
without being tried and heard before
his natural judges.

In these discussions, D*£meiy,whom
Mazarin had, on coming into power,
charged with the supenntendence of
finances, was roughly handled. At
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Iiist the minister had intended to sujv^

port him ; but having cause to susp^t
that a proposal for punishing all those

who should be convictnd of sending

money out of the kingdom was levelled

at himself^ and had co-fperated with

D'Emery, he resolved on abai^oning
that functionary. By this'seeming ac-

quiescence in the wishes of parliament,

he hoped in some degree to disarm the

fury of bis enemies. Ilut h|re, again,

he overreached l^im^lf; for the dis-

missal of D’Emery being followed by

the immediate* appointment of the

Marshal de la Millerage, a soldier,

and perfectly ignorant of financial

matters, two parties in parliament,

who had each a candidate, joined in

denouncing Mazarin for abandoning
the administration of this -important

department to incompetent hands.

Ill the royal council, the delibera-

tions o( the hall of St. Louis w^re
discussed, and it was resolved to con-

cede nearly all that was demanded.
In consideration of which the court

required that the magistrates slioiild

relinquish their debates on public

affairs. On the 31st of July, the king

in person placed a decree to this effect

before the parliament.

No applause greeted the young
monarch on his route to the assembly,

and the magistrates received the decree

in sullen silence. On the following day
they addressed the most violent remon-
strances 10 the queen, who was reduced

to extremity for want of pecuniary

supplies.

Gondy, the coadjutor, though he
had not yet declared himself, was
still the soul of all these intrigues.

Indulging an unlimited ambition, he
knew that the primary step to its

accomplishment must be the removal
of Mazarin; but at the same lime he
felt that, in his present situation, he

was not of sufficient importance, un-
less supported by a powerful fiiction,

to adopt overt measures against the

minister. He kept up a constant cor-

respondence with Mad. de Cbevreuse,

who was intriguing with Spain through

the means of one of her lovers. He
bad intimate relations with the chiefi

of opposition in parliament; and these

persons, wholly ignorant of court in-

trigue, placed themselves blindly under
his direction. His flagitious immo-
rality did not prevent his being popular

with the clergy ; and as he knew die

Jansenists, who had suffered much

rsecutiqn under Richelieu, regarded
azariii as the inheritor of that mi-

nister’s policy, he flattered their pre-
judices, and found in them at length
his most zealous partisans. Mean-
while he continuea to frequent the
court; and knowing the timid nature
of Mazarin, he practissed on his fears

by exaggerated accounts of danger,

always under the semblant^c of the

most ansolute devo^edne^s. It was at

this time that the name oifrondejtn
was given to the enemies of Mazarin.

It originated in the following circum-
stance : The hoys of Paris often^mused
thei^selves with slinging stoH^ at the
passers-by. The lieutenant of police

woujd sometimes go to punish this

disorder, and immediately on his ap-
pearance the frondeunty or slingers,

dispersed, but geneAilly recommenced
tlieir sport on his departure. One of
the young counsellors took occasion
to compare the parliament to these

frondeurs ; since, on the appearance of
the Due d’Orlcans, li^uteiiaiit-gcneral

of tite kingdom, they moderated their

tone of turbulence, but as soon as he
retired they were ^norc violent tlian

ever.

An event now took place which gave
the court a inomcuitary triumph. This
was a glorious victory obtained by the
Prince de Cund4, who had returned to

his army for the purpose of checking
the successes of tlie Aididukc Leopold.
He gave him battle .near Lens; and
after gaining a brilliant action on the
20th of August, he followed it up by
taking Fumes. The news of this vic-

tory restoredeconfidence to the queen.
.

She had, before the departure of the

prince, held out to him expectations

of aggrandisement which she thought
could not fail to win him to her cause;
and these recent successes served to

heighten his importance, already so
weighty from his rank, wealth, and
character. She could not conceal her
joy. Mazarin, on the contrary, pre-
served perfect equanimity in his exte-

rior, and evinced nothing but a wish
to conciliate. Thus he assured Gondy,
who camcbtc# court to observe appear-
ances, that in a few days he would
shew with what moderation he used a
victory. But under this seeming calm
he concealed the bitterest feelings of
vengeance. The 26th of Au^t was
fixed for the solemn thanksgiving at

N6tre Dame for the victory. Accord-
ing to custom, the Frencn and Swiss

'
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guard formed themselves in line from \liat they can rebel.’’ Alter

the Palais Royal to the church. At Mazarin ironically excusedi^e coadju-

the conclusion of the ceremony, Com- tor, eulogising the great rolicitude he
minges, lieutenant of the body-guard, evinced for hisp flock,

a man of resolute character, continued Still there 4as more cause for alarm

at his post, together with the other than the quee^ was willing to believe,

troops stationed iw the church. The Sensible of tj^is, Ouitam, captain of the

queen was observed to whisper some guards, proposed that Broussel should

words to him, which were her final be restored, dead or alive. ^^The for-

orders foaJhe arrest of Blancqiesnil, mer,*' said Gondy, would become
Charton, ah<^ro«isseh on the spot. ' neither iha piety nor the prudedce of

Ihia the continuance of the troops in the queen ; the Ihttea might allay the

the cathedral had already alarm^ the tumult.” understand you, Mon-
magistrates, and theyhad succeeded in sieur le Cpadjuteur,”* exclaimed the

gaininflfcjfae street befofb the officer queen, indignantly
;

you wish that I

could puHlis commands in executivn. should restore Broussel to liberty. I

Comminges immediately despatched would rather strangle him with my own
some of his men, with orders to secure hands, and all those who— In pro-

Blancmesnil and Charton, reserving for nounc|ng these last words, she thrust

himself the arrest of Broussel, as the her hands towards the face of Gondy,
most hazaidous, he being idqlised by but Mazarin pacified her by a whisper,

the populace. Tliis magistrate had Another officer now entering, assured

been detained from the ceremony by the, queen that there was every reason

illness. The street in which he resided for the most serious apprehension,

was inhabited cl^efly by artisans. Thi- Mazarin, the^, yielding to circum-

ther Comminges proceeded, and Jook stances, declared that Broussel should

Broussel from the midst of his family, be liberated, providing the people

not even allowing jiim time to dress would first separate ; and in order to

himself. He hurried him into bis car- compromise Gondy, he proposed that

riage, and drove on in spite of the re- he, with Marshal Milleraye, should be
sistance ofthe infuriated mob, till, after the bearer of the message to tlie mob.
sundry impediments, 4ie succeeded in The coadjutor sought to excuse himself,

getting free ofthe crowd and depositing but pressed by a throng of terrified

his charge at St. Germain, where he courtiers, all imploring him to render

left him nearly dead from exhaustion this important service to the country,

and alarm. Charton had escaped, and he went forth with Milleraye to calm
Blancmesnil had been taken to Vin- the commotion. They both soon re-

cennes without obstruction. turned ; and Milleraye, addressing the

The news of BroussePs arrest was queen, said, “ Your majesty, an honest

the signal for a general insurrection, man cannot flatter you in tlie state in

. and the mqg^ culpable excesses were which things now are. Unless you
committed. Gondy, well pleased with to-day set Broussel at liberty, to-mor-

the tumultuous result of a measure row there will not be one stone on
which, if successful, might have en- another in all Paris.” Gopdy corro-

dangered his safety, and must at all Imrated this testimony ; but the queen
events have disconcerted his schemes, interrupted him, saying ironically,** Go,
proceeded to the palace, prepared to sir, and rest yourself

;
you have worked

give a pompous and exaggerated ac- hard.” He left the palace, deeply re-

count of the danger to be apprehended solvill^ on revenge; though, for the

from this proceroing of the minister, present, his personal safety required

But the court was in no degree disposed that the mob should be pacified. He
to serious apprehension ; and as the therefore prevailed on them to abstain

prelate enterro, Beautru, tlie most face- from any attack on the Palais Royal,

tious of the courtiers, ohierted to the The people did not, however, disarm,

queen, ** Your majesty must needs be He returned home, and, ^ring the

in grnt peril, for see, they bring you evening, received numerous visita from
extreme unction!” This sally caused those with whom he had fonned alli-

great mirth at the eoadjutor's expense, ances against Maxarin. The temper of

who, although somewhat disconcerted, bis mind, on leaving the court, had
insisted that a rebellion was to be been sufficiently exacerbated ; but bis

fbaied. The queen abruptly replied, rage overswellM all bounds when a
**lhete is i^llion in the very thought friend who had remained very late at
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the palace informed him that| at sup-

per, the courtiers had entertained me
queen wiUi cl>ntinual railleiy, of which

he was the subject. He also heard,

from the same source, tfkt the court

had resolved on reniovindBroussel to

Havre
;
that the chancellorwas t^ pro-

ceed in state, on the following morning,

to remove the parliament to Monbirgis;

and, lastly, that there was a design of

anrestinghim. ' I

This intelligenqp decided him on

putting into execution a plan nrhich he

had long coiitemplatcd. Iji case of

civil war, he intended to place at the

head of it some young nobleman of

popular manners, impetuous spirit, and
of no more intelligence than was requi-

site to render him an cflective instru-

ment in the hands of another. Such a

person was the Duke de Beaufort, who
had escaped from his prison at Vin-

cennes, agd was eager for an opportu-

nity of avenging himself on the c.nr-

dinal. Coiidy had already secured

his consent, but the time' for his ap-

pearance had not yet arrived.

The coadjutor rtjsolvcd to renew, on

the following morning, the days of

“the barricades,” whicli, sixty years

before, had forced Henry III. to leave

the capital. JJe accordingly sent the

necessary instructions to lus numerous

partisans during the night, and every

thing was prepared for tlie execution of

the plan. Jiarly in the morning, the

Chancellor Seguier set out for the par-

liament, aware of his danger and re-

solved to brave it. In the carriage

with him were his dauglitcr the

Duchess de Sully, and his brother

the Bishop of Meaux. At the middle

of the Pont Neuf he found a barricade

before the entrance of the qwi ties or-

JtvrcSf and he tried to gain the palace

by the quai des Augustim ; but the

mob followed him with bootings till lie

was checked by another barricade be-

fore the Hotel d’O, where his friend the

Duke de Luynes then lived. Here the

tumult forced him, with liis brother

and daughter, to take refuge in the

hotel. Hardly had they time to con-

ceal themselves in a small chamber,

when the mob forced the doors of the

hall, and loudly demanded the body of

tlie chancellor, declaring their determi-

nation to expose his palpitating limbs

in the public streets. The chancellor,

believing his death to be at hand, fell

at the feet of his brother, the bishop,

and implored him to receive his
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i confession and grant him absolution.

However, the mob did not examine
the chamber in ' which he was con-

cealed ; and shortly after a detachment

ofthe royal guards arrived to his assist-

ance, by command of the queen. As
the carriage returncd| several musket-

shots were fired, one ofwhich wounded

the J3uchess de Sully, though not dan-

gerously.
* In less than*two^ho^{; after this

scene, the mob had twelve hundred-^

and sixty barricades in the streets,

whereby^ll communication was inter-

rupted. Parliutneut had bee^^tting

sinc^ daybreak, and decideCTon pro-

ceeding in a body to demand the libe-

ratioi^of Broussel. Accordingly, sixty-

three magistrates, with Mole at their

head, walked through the streets amidst

tlie acclamations of flie people, who
lowered all the barriers before them.

The queen found all her plans frus-

trated by the unlooked-for interruption

to the progress of the chancellor to

parliament. On the cliief president

represfsnting to her the state of things,

slie said, “ I know that the city is dis-

tiirhcd, but you are* the cauy fiLil*

you, sirs, ofthe parliamCriT sliall answer

to me for it— you, your wives, and

your children.*^ Alaziirin, as usual,

was more moderate in his expressions,

intimating that the prisoners should be

liberated on condition that the parlia-

me nt would engage not to deliberate

oil matters relating to ihe administra-

tion ofstate afl'airs, but confine itself to

its magisterial functions. Tlie assembj^

retired in discontent; and Talon, wlfo

was one of the number, in libk

memoirs that the courtiers, anxious for

the fall of the ministers, excited them

to persist, saying, as they went by,
“ Stand to it— they will restore your

prisoners.”

The jKipulaci^ on being made ac-

quainted with the result of the appUcar

lion, became furious against the magis-

trates ; and a riot as violent as that of

the morning broke out in the Rue St.

Ilonor(^. They insisted on the chief

resident returning to the queen, which

e agreed todd, but not before he had

quelled the tumult by his firmness and

courage. Introduced into the royal

presence, ho addressed the queen in

a strain of powerful eloquence. The
Duke d’Orieans and Mazarin sup-

E
orted him. The princesses fell at

er feet, and with tears implored her

to attend to the peril in which she and
E
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themselves were placed. Overcome by
tliesc entreaties, her majesty relented,

and with great reluctance agreed to a
conference. Molt* and his companions
held a meeting in one of the rooms of

the palace, at which the Duke d'Orleans

and Mazarin assisted. The result was,

that the minister ]^omiscd to set Brous-
sel at liberty ;

while the parliament, for

their part, engaged to deliberate on
nothing ITlit the renter ^nd on file exe- •

.^cution of th?Hariff. The magistrates

fflSh left the palace, announcing to the

people that Broussel and Bla^^mesnil

wen* liberated. This, hidced, allayed

their (IfiH but the streets contii^cd

full all night, as Bro\issol, their inol,

was not expected before ciglit oVlock

oil the following morning. By Some
involuntary delay, he did not arrive

before ten. The* mob had begun al-

ready to evince symptoms oi»tuTbulent

impatience; and when, at length, he

appeared, thi^y bore him in triumph

through the city. The title of Father

of the People was solemnly decreed to

him, and a Te Dcum was sukg at

Notre Dame in thanksgiving for his

return.

Tlius .\^'^ands were satisfied,

but the designs of those wlio had ex-

cited them to commotion were by no
means so. On the evening of Brous-

sel’s apotheosis, a carl-load of powder
was stopped by the peophj in the faux-

bourg St. Antoine. This they were
made to believe was destined for au
army whieli was to march on l^aris

under the command of Queen Christine

of Sweden. This absurd report spread

rapidly, and the Palai^ Royal was
' nlehaceib' ifPore seriously than on the

preceding day. Nothing but the firm-

ness ofthe queen disarmed the popular

finy; refusing to double the guards,

she sent the keys of the city to the pro-

vost of the merchants. This conduct

produced the result m(st dreaded by
the disaffected. On the following day
(the 29th) tilings resumed their ordinary

course.

Mazarin, aware that the coadjutor

was the great mover of all this dis-

turbance, endeavoured U gj^in him by
promising him an equal share in the

admiiiisti'ation. Gondy wa.s, however,

too well acquainted with the minister’s

character, and also with his own, to

indulge the ridiculous hope that they

could ever rule together He therefore

resolved cautiously, but unceasingly,

to pursue his intrigues, of which the

I

^success had been interrupted by this

uiicxpeclpd moderation on the part of

the queen. Ilis selected! instrument,

the Duke de Beaufort, had arrived in

Paris, and hi had sanguine hopes of
still higher lapport in the person of
the Prince Jjf Conde. lie kept up
his relation^ with Spain through the

medium of Mad. de Chevreuse : while

at home the parliament, excited by him,
continued^ its sittings, in which poli-

tical subjects wcfe fij^ely discussed, in

direct violation of their agreement with
the court. ,

This brehch of fiiith on the part of
the parliament determined the queen
to remove her son from l*aris. On
tlic 13th of September, she sent bim
out of the city under the care of Maza-
rin, s&ying that he required the country

air of llucil. She herself remained
behind lo cover his retreat. With
aj^iiuent confidence she took^ farewell

ol her younger son, who was then

siiflering from the smull-pox. She'
next paid sOmc visits of devotion

;

and afterwards procee ded to the Hotel
dc Ville, where she commanded the

provost of the trades to w'atch over

the public safety and tranquillity. Tier

courage secured to her an unsuspected

retreat.

JMazarin’s first step, when beyond
the immediate reach of mutiny, was to

'

banish Chateauneuf to Berry, and to

confine his old patron Chavigny in the

chateau of Vincennes, of which tlie ex-

minister was governor. He was parti-

cularly obnoxious to Mazarin, from
his great intimacy with the Prince de
Conde ; and, in conjunction with
Chateaiincuf, had long been engaged
in continual intrigues against the

government. These proceedings on
the part of the minister spread uni-

versal dismay ; Gondy, and several of
the most intractable among the magis-

trates, expecting the same fate. The
President Viole, a friend of Chavigny,
complained loudly of this attack on
the liberty of the subject, in violation

of the decree registered in July. He
declared that Paris was to be besieged;
and demanded a debate on the decree
of 1617, which, with reference to the

Marshal d'Ancre, had prohibited the

admission of foreigners into the minis-

try. He concluded by moving that the

queen should be supplicated to bring

the king back to the capital, and to

restore Cliateauneuf and Chavigny to

liberty. These resolutions were carried
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by a large majorily on tlie 22d of
September.

|
•

Viole was right with regard to the

queen’s intention of sub(hiing Paris by
force. For this purposed she required

the assistance of the Priitc do Condo,
who, however, shewed uoVery decided
intention on tlie subject. He had
returned from the army in Flandei'S^

and had visited the ^queen at Ruel.

Ibough he hated Mazarin,* and had
inucli to hope froin liis removal, still,

as prince of the blood, he was anxious

to protect the •royal aiid*ority from
attacks like those now made on it.

He had a confonince with Condy, at

which he exjirossed a resolution to

support the minister, but feebly— or,

as he expressed it, tliut he would father

see him “slide than fall.”

Mold, as chief president, was under
the necessity of repairing to Ituel with

the decivie passed on tlu? 22d of Soji-

teinher. The queen, though embar-

rassed and chagrined at tju* vacillation

of the Prince do (!ondd, replied with

her usual firmness. As regarded her

leaving Paris, she said it was some-
what strange that the king should not

be entitled to enjoy a country life as

well as his subjects. The arrests of

Chateauneuf ami Chavigny were, she

assured the president, required by
strong and siiflicient reasons, of which

she would render an account to the

king oil his attaining his majority.

Notwithstanding this shew of indiffer-

ence, she took the precaution of with-
drawing her second son from Paris,

and of removing the court from Ruel
to St. Germain,— a place belter calcu-

lated for repelling an attack.

The mutinous sittings of the ixirlia-

ment still continuing, the Prince de
Condo demanded that a conference

should^bc held with that b»dy. •^Tcr

this the queen*relufttanUy consented

;

and it was held, accordingly, from ^lifr

25th ofSeptember to the 4th ofOctober.

At its i<1ose, the prince mid the Duke
d’Odfeans were both coiivisp*! that

Mrifariii was for them a far preferable

minister to Gondy, whose talents,

energy, and boundless ambition, were

sufficient to justify the gravest appre-

hensions. They therefore advised tlie

queen *10^ grant tlu‘ demands of the

parliament :ls to the liberation of

(’liateauneiif and Chavigny, the return

of the eourl to Paris, and the law of

arrc'st, providing the Irjal or liberation

of prisoners witliin twenty-four hours.

After some animated debates, the par-

liament passed a d^'cree to the above

efibet, but stipulatiqg^j^fc^LM^dwo »-*

tion of taxes. IMatters being thus

arranged, they udjounu'd on tlie 25lh

of October; and On the 31st the king

rc-cnlerod Paris amidst the acclama-

tions of tlie people.

[
7b be conlinned,^

N.ITURE'S GIFTS,
•I

I CAN find comfort in the words and looks

Of simple hearts and gentle souls ; and 1

Can find companionship in ancient books.

When lonely on the grassy hills I lie.

Under the shadow of the tranquil sky:

I can find music inrthe rushing brooks, •

Or in the songs which dwell among the trees,

Ami come iii'snatches on the summer breeze.

I can find treasure in the leafy showers

Which in the merry aulumn-time will fall

;

And I can find strong love in buds and flowers,

And beauty in the moonlight’s silent hours.

There’s nothing Nature gives can foil to please,

For there’s a common joy pervading all

Zeta.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF BUKKIVO.

BY A MODERN PYTHAGOREAN.

' How pleasant i

Not harsh and <

%ut musical as i

is divino philosophy ! f

1 crabbed, ns dull fools s/ppose,

i is Apollo's lute.**

—

M/-ton.

In perusing the annals of the world,

cvfty othi "must be struck \yih the

hard fate whieli, iw a great majority of

^’AKes, has been allotted to men of

genius. It seems as if the possession

of the most noble qualities wa^lo sub*

ject t1ttWMk.inheriting them to the' wrst
usage at the hands of their fellows.

Talent, instead of being a defence

against the malice of the world, iu, in

an especial manner, the butt against

which all its attagks are levelled ; and

it even happens, that the grej^est benc*-

factors of humanity have been those

subject to the most rancorous perse-

cutions, and most unrelenting hostility,

from the very persons who have been

benefited most highly by their g^vnius

and exertions. Socrates the iviscst

and best of the ancient philosophers

—

hv.’fX:;'.! *-7 • ^,\hc^s owed the deepest

debt of gratitude—was put to death by
his ungrateful countrymen. Though
clodied with wisdotn and virtue, as

with a panoply of steel, they were in-

sufiicient to ward oil' the poisoned

shafts of his enemies; and he died,

bequeathing the great ness of his renown
to posterity, ai'id the infamy of his

death to Atlicns. Was not (ialileo

doomed to “ prison pains” for his dis-

coveries, which a bigolted and cruel

"Sge vicvii«'‘tU>vith ignorant*disbelief, and
which succeeding times have confirmed

to the fullest extent t IMiliiadcs, the

conqueror of Darius, the saviour of

his country at Marathon, expired in

prison ;—another monumeut of Athe-

nian ingratitude. Was not the vir-

tuous Aristides banished to a foreign

land? Did not the same fate be&l
CamillusandTliemistoclcs,bothequally

renowned for valour, and for the emi-

nent services they rendered to their

country? Xantippus, tl|e great Spar-

tan warrior, wlio conquered ihe Homan
army under Kegulus, found no defence

in his many services against the voice

ofmalice, and was compelled to banish

himself fVom a people by whom he

was so wretchedly appreciated. Al-

most the whole life of Columbus was
a struggle against petty malignity; and
fhe revrard of his magnificent discove-

ries chains and long protracted impri-

sonment. Siich^ seems to be the fate

destined Air those great and compre-
hensive intellects, which from time to

time appear like beacon-lights upon
the world.* They are 'persecuted with
unceasing rancour, till life, instead of
being a blessing, becomes a curse ; and
death, “ which meaner spirits fear," is

hailed with welcome, as the only re-

treat firom their innumcrablewoes.There
is one solace, however, which lightens

up the cloud of their existence even
in its darkest moments; and that is

tlm hope of immortality on (>aTth, and
the full consciousness tliat, sooner or

later, when .all party feeling ceases,

full justice will be done to their merits.

Such arc the remarks suggested to

our minds by tlie hard destiny of the

late Mr. Hare and his associates

—

characters in whom the rarest benevo-
lence was blended with a fate singu-

larly unhappy; and who, as much
pi^rhaps as any individuals that ever
live<3, may be considered victims to

their ardent love ofscience. Mr. Hare,
the leader of this intrepid baud, was a
native of Newry, in the sister kingdom,
and was born about the year 1792.
J.ikc many other eminent men, he liad

neither to boast of high lineage nor
wealth. Uis father, we believe, was a
cottar, and he himself wtis brought up
to the same humble occupation. He
alternately worked in the potato-garden

and herded the cow; and when he
had any leisure time on band, he em-
ployed it in hedging and ditching.

In these occupations he was engaged
till his twenty-fourth year, when acci-

dent, or his own wishes, brought him
to Edinburgh. Here he wrought for

some time in the capacity of a la-

boumr, and was latterly employed as

a boatman on the Union Canal, where
he was much remarked for the philo-

sophical gravity of his demeanour.
While in these lowly, though not dis-

honourable situations, it is a subject

of cuiiosily for the contemplative mind
to inquire in what manner his studious

intellect was employed, what subjects

engaged his attention, and what were
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his liopes if future eminence. It

impossible w conceive that io ardent
a spirit could rest satisfied with the life

in which fate seemed to have perma-
nently placed it. Not that he could
despise such a mode of ({cistence ; for

those means by which m\lions of the

most virtuous portion of the species

subsist, cannot bo looked upon as wor-
thy of ooiiterapl, especially 4o a mind
imbued as bis was witl^ sucll’ extensive

benevolence. Bvt sflll he must have

felt that this life was not for him; that

fate doomed hiAi to higher pursuits;

and that it was a duty, not less due to

his country than to himself, to rise

above his present sphere, and reach

that eniinenee on which lie was evi-

dently destined to play his part.

,

lly what particular process of ratio-

cination he came to ascertain the ])ar-

ticulur department of science best

suited fi»r this display of his talci^ts,

it is now impossible to ascertain ; nor
is it of much consequeric^i, forther than

as a matter of curiosity. It is suf-

ficitmt to know, that nature of her own
acconi, and by means too subtle for

huqian investigsition, gives to every
man an intuitive porce[)lion of his own
powers. So, doubtless, it was with
Mr. Hare, who felt tliat he vviis des-

tined to a path hitherto untrodden

;

and that it became him to tread it

with a finuiiGss which sliuuld reflocl

credit both upon his own sagacity and
courage, and upon science in general.

Tt was unquestionably the same feeling

which gave energy to V^aseo de Gama
when he doubled the (,'ape of Good
Hope; to Columbus, wdien he dis-

covered the New World ; and to Sir

Isaac Newton, when he detected the

principle of gravitation and the laws
of light. So it was with Mr. Hare.

It is to be remarked, however,
though witli no intention ofdisparaging

the claims of this distinguished person,

that the ruling passion of his mind
was called into activity by a train of
pai'ticular circumstances

; and that had
those circumstances not existed, the

assion in question might have lain

ormant, and died with its owner.
But Mr. llore in this respect is not
sin^Iar. It was the oppression of
their country which called forth the

valour and military genius ofGustavus
Vasa and Kobert the Bruce. Deprived
of this impulse, the heroic ener^es of
these great men might have slumbered,

and Vasa and Bruce descended to the

tomb without any particular renown
being attached to their names. Yet
who, on this account, hesitates to rank
them amoTig the greatest of heroes, and
the most illustrious benefactors of their

respective countries? In like manner
Mr. Hare’s transcendent merits will

not suffer because circumstances were

needed to bring them out. The fire

was in,the Hint, and nothing hni iw4

lision was wanted tci elicit it.

We must now detail the caiK^sr*^

which brought his singular energies

into They were as follow. It

chan^d at thlS lime of his msiival in

EdiSburgh, that aiiatoiniciu science

was in danger of being utterly extin-

guished, from the want of subjects for

dissection. Various circumstances had
coiitribuUid to ])roduce this ; the prin-

cipal of ^vhich was, the preposterous

and bigotted aversion wliich the people
had to the art of dissection : iti conse-

quence whereof, the graves of the dead
were guarded by armetj men, so that

thos(^ industrious and indefatigable

|)urveyors of science—the resurrec-

tionists— were prevented from ob-
taining tile ciistoii&T aImi—
anatomical theatres. iTfiese restrictions

threatened not merely to ])iove fatal to

the interests of tlie lecturers, and ulti-

mately to those of medicine, but might
have been attended with the worst
results to Edinburgh itself; this city

deriving not only much of its renown
from its medical schotils, hut also no
small portion of wealth from the mul-
titudes of medical students who flock

thither from all parts of the globe.

The celebrity and npule^gr^ so^AiaM*

rpiired were thus in danger of being
cut off, from the bigotry of the inha-

bitants, and the rigid stejis taken to

keep an etKcient watch upon the va-

rious churchyards. Nor did this strict

sm-veillancc confine itself to the city,

but extended to the country round
about. There was not a cemetery but
was thoroughly guarded, and such of

the resurrectionists as were most dis-

tinguished for courage and devotion to

science, shrunk at the task of pursuing

their avocation, so great was the danger
with which it was surrounded.

Mr. Hare had long turned over these

things in his mind. He saw that

anatomy, and, by an inevitable conse-

quence, the sciences dependent upon
it—such as surgery, medicine, and
midwifery—would immediately sink

into « state of barbarism, such as ex-
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uited in the days of Rhazes and Avi-

cenna ; and that there would be a vast

loss of life^ and a great and unneces-

sary degree of human suffering from

operations bunglingly perform^, and
diseases unskilfully treated, lie saw,

moreover, that i(|diiiburgh, of which
he had now become, in a great mea-
sure, a denizen, and of whose fame, as

.
Athens, he was peculiarly

solicitous, would ^ink in the scale of

^4 fall to a par with Glasgow,

Liverpool, and other places equally

Becetian and illiterate, lie like-

wise, that the same causes of imsito-

mical oethy which existed in I^in-
hurgh, could not fail, in the course of

time, to extend themselves to Dublin,
the capital of his own country ; and
that science there would, sooner or

later, meet with d dowiifal. in look-

ing particularly to Ireland, hi perhaps

shewed a nationality of feeling not

quite consistent with the impartial

views of })hilosopliy, which teacli that

a man ought% be a citizen of tlie

world at large, and, in his acts Jl' be-

nevolence^ to own no country more

^^^^nother. BuC ttt all events, his

pfedilecd^'wkk .cOmiable one— one
founded upon feelings of patriotism,

such as we cannot help admiring,

though not perhaps quite consistent

with the most rigid doctrines of phi-

losophy. if Mr. llarc had Dublin in

his eye, be it remembered that he had
Edinburgh also;, and not only Edin-
burgh, but the whole of the kingdom
—'Oil such a comprehensive basis was
the proud temple of his philanthropy

- ^£ted. ».

iSeein^Ttieq, how completely the

researches of the resurrectionists were
baffled by the but too successful pre-

cautions of ignorance, he meditated

deeply upon some scheme to remedy
this vast evil, and plaje anatomy in

its former high and palmy state, such
as it flourished in the times of the first

and second Monro— of John and
Benjamin Bell—of Cullen—and tho

two Gregories. Many plans suggested

themselves for this purpose to his fer-

tile imagination. Prussid'aeid, at this

period, was in great repute. It wa&
demonstrated by Gay-Lussac, Ber-

zelius, and Thdiuird, that a single drop
of this agent, in its most concentratea

state, would produce instant death, if

dropped upon the tongue of almost

any animal. lie at first had some
thoughts of having recourse to this, for

the purpose of obtaining subjects;

but, unfcgtunatcly, he liadj.never made
chemistry a study, and it^was impos-

sible to procure the drug from others

in such a concentrated state, without

exciting suspil:ion. To give tlic diluted

acid, as procured in the shops, a large

dose would* be necessary; and this

would bo betrayed by the smell and

the state of the person’s stomach,

while detictionf as a natural conse-

quence, must follew.^ lie then thought

of /lovusing, by means of laudanum
administered in strong ale; but this,

iHisides being subject to the same ob-

jections as prussic acid, was attended

with the risk of proving ineffectual

—

an objection which, to tlie mind of an
ardent votary of science, is, of all

others* the most insurmountable.

Genius cannot brook the chance of
failure ; nothing short of certainty cfin

satj^sfy its lofty aspirations ; ai^d wher-
ever there is a chance of non-success,

it instantly abandons the flubious

scheme, and ‘rushes with impetuosity

into the arms of one which promises

greater certainty.

In contemplating the objections

which the above plans suggested* to

him, ou the score of personal danger,

we have another opportunity of ad-

miring his entire devotion to the great

cause in which be was engaged. Had.

he possessed a less reflective or philo-

sophical leinperaiinent, he would have
rashly encountered all risks for the

purpose of serving the present mo-
ment; but he took a more compre-
hensive, and, as the result proved, a
wisiT plan ; for he had the sagacity to

perceive, that if the ends of science

were to be served, bis own safety must
be looked to. Ills devotion to science

made him attend carefully to this

point. ** At all hazards,” said he, 1
must shelter myself from the chance of
falling a prey to ignorance and bigotry.

If 1 do not, what avail my efforts in

the cause of anatomy ?” With this

just and salutary principle to guide
him, he resolved to proceed in his

well-digested plans; and when we
consider how nis keen thirst for the

advancement of medical knowledge
led him to take such precautionary

measures in favour of himself, we' must
still more deeply esteem the sagacity,

foresight, and heroism, with which all

his acts were characterised. Quintus
Curtius leaped into the ^If to save

his country; Wallace laid his bead
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upon the bllck for the same purpose

:

Kiego was langed, Hofer allot, Kos-
ciusko impnsoned, and Bruce hunted
like a wild beast—all because they
tried to protect their native land:
while Ridley, Cranmer, ^timer, and
Wishart, were burned atvhe stake to

Save their conscience. But what are

these instances—and splendid ones

they are—to that of Mr. Mare, who,
for the sake ofanatom)^— fol the cause
of surgery, medifind*, and midwifery— actually took^ measures to shield

himself from the consequences which
his new invention might entail upon
him ? All this was not done from any
selfish motive, hut purely from an un-
bounded devotion to science and the

true interests of his country.

To enable him to carry his purpose
more completely into effect, he re-

quired an assistant ; and after thinking

much qpon this ])oint, and looking
round for some time, he fixed upon
his countryman and friend, Mr. Wil-
liam Burke. This gentleman was,
like himself, of humble origin. He
was the son of Neil Burke, a labourer,

and was born in the ])arish of Uniey,
near the town of Strabaiie, in the

county of Tyrone, in the year 1 792 or

1793 ; so that he was nearly of the

same age as Mr. Hare. Mr. Burke,
in early life, wjis a military man, hav-
ing been fifer in the Donegal militia;

and he played well upon the flute—

a

proof of the sterfing sensibility of bis

heart, for music and amiable feelings

genenilly go hand in hand. He left

his regiment shortly after the battle of
Waterloo, and came to Scotland in

1817. Here he got acquainted with

Mr. Hare, whose fame he has rivalled

in public estimation ; with what justice

we shall hereafter see.

Mr. Hare had sagacity enough to

perceive in his friend those qualities

for which he became afterwards so

distinguished. Me possessed courage

of the first order, as was made mani-
fest in numerous desperate battles be
had with his fellow-labourers on the

Union Canal; for he was also em-
ployed in that work. This courage,

Mr. Hare naturally saw, would be
equally prominent, and much more
advantageous to the country, if pro-

perly directed in the new channel to

which he proposed to guide it. Mr.
Burke was also a taciturn man—one
who said little ; a proof that his mind
was Imbitually employed in the con-

templation of profound subjects. Mr.
Hare saw likewise, with pleasure, that

he possessed a strong muscular frame,
which would be of essential use to him
in the pursuits which he had under
contemplation. In short, without al)-

solutely being a mam of genius, he had
that in nim which made a near approach
to it; and if not capable of inventing

any th^g new, he evidently .

the capacity of gij^ing effect to the

ideas of others. In this respect, indepf3^«»

it is probable he was superior even to

his in^er, whose execution did not
alwa^ keep p9ce with the grmtdeur of
his-^esigns. In conccption*Mr. Hare
had evidently the superiority over his

coll^iague ; but in details, in elaborate

minuteness of finish, it seems now to

he admitted that Mr. Burke bad the

advantoge. In tliis^respect Mr. Hare
may lie 'teg;irded as Michael Angelo,
and Mr. Burke as Titian, or the highly

finished painters of the Flemish school.

Having sounded this new ally ir|)on

the ^hjeot, and founa that he enter-

tain^ precisely the same ideas as

himself with regard to the lamentable

stale of anatomical science. aj»rl

necessity of sometfffBj^eing instantly

done for its regeneration, he com-
municated to him the plan that he
had contrived to effect this purpose.

Hocusing with laudanum and prussic

acid wc have already alluded to.

These plans he mentioned to Mr. Burke,
as also his reasons fo^ disapproving of
them—reasons, he was happy to find,

in which his companion entirely coin-

cided. Fortified thus in his opinion

of their comparative ineflicacy t<^*id-«a«

vance science, he proopedfetT^to state

that the new system which he had
discovered, or rather invented, was the

result ofmany months* profound cogita-

tion— that it was philosophical in its

principles, easy in its operation (to the

operator), unattended with disfiguration

of any kind, and at once elegant and
capaole ofbeing performed with perfect

secrecy. The gr^t merit of the system
lay in the impossibility of detection

from any appearances which the indi-

vidual suhj^ted to it presented. It

was unaccompanied with mutilation;

and was, in fact, so perfect in its

character, as to contest the palm with
natural death itself. Hanging, hocus-

ing, drowning, maiming, all seemed
vulgar, inefficient, commonplace, when
compared with die new process in-

vented for the benefit of science by die
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gmm of Mr. Hare. This system is

DOW denojmtnated Burking } a term the

propriety of which we shul dispute by
and by.

Having arranged their plans, they

determined to carry them into effect

on the first opjpoiluTiity—nor was one
long of occurring. One day Mr. Hare

cajoled an old man into his house,

and having given him a glass of ale,

*t(f9inrf9^ dropl of laudanum In it to

itfhim asleep, hd and his friend pre-

ceded to business. The invention

answered better than could have been
expected; and in a fevf miniw the

old fellffl^was in a condition to bwefit

anatomical science, and advance^sur-

gery and medicine. The modus ope-

randi adopted by the friends, it is

needless to describe. Every body now
knows how tlic thing was done,although
there are numbers who affect t6 sneer

at it as destitute of merit. To such
persons we would recommend the

rep^pof given by Columbus with the

egg to the silly cavillers at the merits

of his discoveries. All great irivediioiis

and discoveries have been sneered at

in the same way ; i vitness the circula-

—the inven-

tion of the safety-lamp by Davy—-and
a multitude of others. ^Vhcn a thing

is once known, it appears sufficiently

simple: the merit consists in making
it known. To do this requires genius
and indefatigability ; to understand it

afterwards may be level to the capacity

of a fool.

Messrs. Hare and Burke having
carried this splendid discovery into

effect, naturally felt the ppud satisfac-

**'tRni of Wfferior merit at the results of
their well-dio^sted plan. Tiiey saw
that they had advanced one step in the

course of science ; they had passed the

threshold and broken the ice, which
was a great point gained ; and we may
conceive the bland spirit ofPhilosophy
looking down with an approving smile

from her abode in the third heaven,
and blessing thelk virtuous efforts in

her cause,— and not her cause only,

but the cause oflearning and humanity
throughout the whole tvo^ld. But
there was yet another step to be
achieved ; and this was, to get the body
of the immortal victim to science—
immortal is he who dies in such a
cause—transported to the theatre of

some eminent anatomist. At last they

;iUed upop Dr. Knox, a distinguished

member of tbe Collet of Surgeons of

Edinburgh, and teaoher dtanatomy in

that cit
3% Amoiig tfaemselves they

had peculiar terms, to insure greater

secrecy ;
and a subject in their vocabu-

lary was denominated a shot^ the merit

of which term is generally supposed to

belong to Burke.

We must nere remark the superiority

of Mr. Hare in point of genius over

his friend, and the comprehensive views

of things ^hich/he was in the habit of

taking. Mr. Dfiiike proposed that the

body should be earned to Dr. Knox,
and that this gentleman should be in-

formed of the manner in which it had
been victimised: he further proposed,

that it should be given to him gratis.

This, Mr. Hare's superior sagacity

prevented. He reasoned thus : “ Great

as is Or. Knox's zeal for the healing

art, he is, in all probability, labouring

under the same superstitious preju-

dices as the rest of the publiq ; and if

we* tell him how we procured this shot,

he will join in the silly hue and cry

that we are Inurdcrcrs, and have us
taken up and hanged, to the great in-

jury of science. There will be no
want of sophistry to ntake out this

operation of ours a murder, and then

anatomy is ruined for ever. No, my
friend, he must be kept in ignorance of
our modus operandi. He must suppose
that the person has died a natuml
death, and not by scientific principles.

To make the matter more secure, we
must pocket his money. True, we
despise the vile lucre, but, to save

apiMiarances, we must take it; in

a word, wc must pass ourselves off as

common resurrectionists. There is no
help for it. The interests ofphilosophy

demand concealment, till the world
becomes more enlightened, and can
view things in their proper character.”

Such reasoning prevailed ; Mr. Burke
acknowledged its force; and placing

the shot in a bag, he flung it over his

shoulders, and left it with Dr. Knox,
receiving ten guineas for the same.

Things proceeded happily in this

way for a considerable time. Manywere
the shots sacrificed for the interests of
the world, and they were done so feli-

citously, toat neither Dr. Knox nor his

assistants had the least suspicion of
the process ; they imanned that the

shots so procured had all died naturel

deaths ; and great was the satisfitetion

derived by the two friends at this for-

tunate result of their labours. The
operation was performed on all sixes.
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Men,woiaa«i and'childten, came alike,

the intemv ctf science beinf found to

gspn as much advabtage from' the one
as the odier. Great ingenuity was
display in concealing matters. They
shined about from place to place:

sometimes shots were iknade in the

CanoogatC; sometimes ^ in Tanners’

Close, sometimes in Mr. Hare’s house,

sometimes in Mr. Burke’s in the

Westport. Nor did t^y cdifine them-
selves to this sg^itaa^ instance of de-

ception; for, conceiving it possible

that they might meet with individuals

who would resist stoutly, and occasion

noise during the process of victimising

since denominated Burking— they

were in the habit of making mock
fights with each other in their respec-

tive houses. Thus a great float of
noise was created, to which the neigh-

bours became so accustomed, that,

wlicn ^iiy uproar took place owing to

the resistance of a strong shot, it was
altogether unheeded, being looked
upon as merely one of*tbc customary
biuwls of the two friends. Botii felt

deeply the dogmdation ofbeing obliged

to submit to such unworthy practices

;

but the interests of anatomy, and the

general good of the human race, dc-

tnundiag tlieni, they w'erc ooiitented to

pei’severe, therein justifying liic means
by the end.

In their various operations they were
inat^ially assisted by their wives

—

ladies who seem to have inherited no
small portion of their own love for

philosopliy, and who entered warmly
into their schemes for the general good.
Helen M^Dougal, the wife of Mr.
Burke, was a native of Redding, near
Falkirk, and is the only one of tlie

whole party whom Scotland has the

honour of producing; Mary Laird,

the spouse of Mr. Hare, being a native

of the country of her husband. Ireland

thus boasts of three out of the four

composing this confederacy in support
of learning and humanity. The coun-
tenance of Mrs. Burke, like that of her
husband, was severe, and herself taci-

turn; but this proceeded from the

contemplative character of her mind,
and not from any unamiable qualities,

—for that she possessed many and
noble ones is proved by the devotion

which she bore to the intellectual and
humanising pursuits of her three com-
peers. Mrs. Hare’s countenance indi-

cated more mildness, with somewhat
less intellect-^tbougfa i( is not to be

inforred that her mental stmidard was
an ordinary one. It vras so only by
comparison with Mrs.Burke’s; for she
had no small portion of tlie same
devoted love to science—and if she
yielded in this respect to her friend,

it was simply bemuse nature had
endowed her with somewhat less

energy of character.

The number of victims whi^ Wpre
dispofed of for thjgsS good pifrpeSes is

not precisely known, althougti

now ascertained that they were at least

sixte^i^ indeed, some make the num-
ber^uch greater. Meanwhile, during

tlK|whole of that winter, t'f^ class of
Dr. Knox was observed to be surpris-

in(2
j|y

well supplied with shots, on
which account he became vastly popu-
lar, and was looked upon as the best

tCfacher in Edinburgh. Little did the

pupils Ifliow to whom he was indebted
for these advantages! Little was he
himself aware of the process by which
the shots were obtained 1

Things continued 'ifi this state for

.soilfc months, and .science was all the

better for them ; when, by bad luck,

that want of priJence which, unfoi^r:

tunately for the^iaSe bf -dnatomy,"

was a defect in Mr. Burke’s character,

made itself manifest, in a way which
plunged Mr. Hare in great sorrow,

and brought Mr. Burke himself into

considerable difficulty.

Hitherto the process of victimising

had been performci] in concert, Mr.
Hare taking upon liimself the manage-
ment ofpreliminaries, and his colleague

assisting simply in tlie succeeding

operation. ^It clianced, however. ,tl]^

the latter being, one af^niribiT, sliongly

urged to do something unaided, fixed

upon an aged woman, named Margeiy
Campbell, or Docherty. This he did
without informing Mr. Hare of the
circumstance. He succeeded in making
a shot of her ; but it must ever be
regretted that he undertook this im-
portant step without the assistance of
liis friend; for it^so happened that,

instead of sending away the shot by
the first opportunity, he allowed it to

lie below Ifis bed for several nights,

and thus opened up the way to detec-

tion. The aaid Margery Campbell, or
Docherty, had been seen by several

persons to enter his house, and when
she was amissing, this was the first

place to which her friends directed

riieir attention. The consequence was,

th^t th^ found her lying dead, as
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above noted ; and to add to the other

features of the case, it appears that she

had been disposed of in a way which
did any thing but credit to the skill of
the operator. There was little appear-

ance of natural death about her. On
the contrary, it w|s evident she had
been made with. Such are the

unfortunate consequences ofdestroying

life upon unscientific principles. There

CSEdoiWII doubt that, had the Super-

ij{|tending genius oi Mr. Hare been

pi^ent to direct the operation, this

discovery would not have beeiltmade;

because, in the first pLiee, he ^uld
not have ]^rmitted the shot to reimin

so long m the house ; and, in uie

second, would have insisted upon life

being extinguished upon such princi-

ples, that, even had the body been
found, it would hare been impossible

to prove that the woman had got* died

a natural death. Mr. Burke's awk-
ward manner of operating in this parti-

cular;^case..has been the occasion of
much surprise ;^or he was allowed, on
all hands, to be pre-eminent at Vhe
manipulative part of the business,

having an excellentfincchanical turn,
* '^gw'respcct, a neat-

lianded mar . It so happens with the

second order of geniuses, that although

Aey perform wonders under the eye of

a superior mind, yet when left to

themselves, they are worse than useless.

Mr. Hare, in this respect, might be
compared to Buonaparte or Welling-

ton—those great * master-spirits, who
could direct the eneigies of a hundred
thousand men ; and Mr. Burke to

Murat or Grouchy, excellent brigade

gSOSlhlS, IMder the guidance of intel-

lects superior to their own, but ineffi-

cient when placed at the head of a
large force, and compelled to act for

tliemselves. I1iis the only theory

on which the detection of Mr. Hare’s

de^ly-laid plans can be Explained.

& that as it may, the sapient law-
officers of Edinburgh, in their great

wisdom, thought fit to arrest Mr.
Burke on the charge of Murder I

Such were the bigotiy and ignorance

of these individuals, that they actually

had him dragged from his own house,

and thrown, as a felon, into the public

jail I Nor did tbeir folly and injustice

stop here; for they arrested his wife

ana Mrs. Hare upon the same prepos-

terous charge ; and, to put a climax to

theiv iniquity, they even seized upon
the person of Mr. Hare himself, and

threw him into prison I Itbe whole
party, incbiding foe great rounder of
the system, were charged wnh commit-
ting murder^ at a time, too, when their

whole energies were devoted to save

the human race, by promoting surgery

and anatomy U Yes ; these distinguish-

ed individuals, whose minds were un-
weariedly directed to protect their

countrymeiufrom murders at the hands

of ignorantl'phy^ians and surgeons,

and whose effort^ Ifav^ already, doubt-
less, had this effect to a considerable

extent, were charged wUh being them-
selves gaWiy*of murder ! Human na-

ture shudders to contemplate the atro-

city of such an accusation, and common
sense views the whole proceeding with

disgust and contempt.

Neither common sense, however, nor
common justice, has, in our times,

much influence upon courts of law.

The whole party were indicted for mur-
der,'and charged to stand their trial, at

Edinburgh, before the High Court of

.Tusticiary. N6w, it was at this critical

moment, when danger surrounded him
on eveiy side, that Mr. Hare’s genius

shone forth in all its native splendour.

Tn taking the masterly step which he
did take, he was actuated by the same
love of science which had hitherto

characterised his career. It occurred

to him, that, on the event oftheir being
found guilty of making a shot of tlio

old woman, they would all be executed.

He had no certainty that it would be
possible to prove this, neither had he
any tliat it would not. The question

then came to be,

—

1. If we are all hanged, science is

annihilated.

2. If we are all saved, science is

saved.

3. If a part of us is only saved,

science is saved.

Now, in pondering upon these three

incontrovertible facts,he conceived that,

by some possibility, a verdict might
be returned against them all ; in which
case anatomical science was at an end.
It was probable, indeed, vthat foey
might all be dismissed simpliciter from
foe bar; but what man of genius ever

trusted to probabilities? Tlie conclu-

sion, therefore, which he adopted was,
that it was better to save science by
the certain sacrifice of a part, than to

risk it by foe possible sacrifice of foe
whole. To this inference he came
after much reflection; and foe reader

will at once i^. tlie profound wisdooi
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which dirffited him in arriving at it.

The only plint at issue was, vt\o should
be sacrificed, and who saved. In
settling this point, he was solely

guided by the interests of science, and
determined to surrender the life of Mr.
and Mrs. Burke, and preserve his own
and that of his wife for tire future good
of mankind. He, at first, intended

giving up the life of Mk. Hare in

favour of that of they)the3 lady’s, but
saved it, on coj^idtsi^g that, though
inferior in talent to ^rs. Burke, she
was more undur liis conti^l, and there-

fore much more likely to be useful to

him in his future undertakings. Hav-
ing arranged these matters, he sent for

the crown officers, and offered to be-
come, as well as his wife, King*s evi-

dence against Mr. and Mrs. *Burke,
on condition that his own life and
Mrs. Harc*s might not be taken. If is

motive^ for making this offer lie thought

it prudent to conceal, lest the prevail-

ing bigotry and ignorance might have
prevented them from closing with the

proposal, under the foolish dread of his

perpetrating more murders, as they

would doubtless be denominated, lie

kepi them, therefore, to himself; deter-

mined, on his liberation, to devote, as

formerly, all his energies to the interests

of medical philosophy.

Taking his ])ropo$al even in Us
primn facie Jispect, and without refer-

ence to his ulterior designs, supposing
them to have been known, the law-
ofheers would certainly have refused

to close with him, had there not,

fortunately for the cause of science,

been, or supposed to have been, a
deficiency of evidence. This induced
them to compound with him ; and they

accordingly promised him and his wife
dieir lives, provided they would do all

that in them lay to hang Mr. and Mrs.
Burke. To such a pitch of rancour

was this stupid persecution carried on
against these estimable individuals,

that it seemed as if the crown officers

were resolved to dethrone philosophy,

and unsdH Hippocrates and Galen
from tliose chairs which they had
occupied for ages. In lending him-
self as a witness against his friends,

Mr. Hare was doing more, even imme-
diately, for science than is at first veiy
apparent ; for he knew that if it were
pmible to convict them of murder,
their bodies would go for dissection,

and thus the interests of anatomy
vrould be, in some measure, served,

till he was able to resume operations
himself upon a more effective scale.

TTiis renders his conduct still more
laudable in every point of view.

The trial of Mr. and Mrs. Burke
accordingly took place on Wednesday,
24th of Decembeiv 1828, before the

Lord Justice ClerK and Ixirds Pit-

milly, Meadowbank, and Mackenzie.

Both prisoners were defended with Jhc

greatAt ability by genilemefi*aistin-

guished in their profession. Wheth^^
these learned counsellors were actuated

by a jp4e of science similai* to that of

thei# clients, iias never been correctly

ascertained ; but tlicre is evfify reason

for’ indulging in the supposition that

th^ were. It was plain that they

wished Mr. and Mrs. Burke to get off;

and as it is impossible they could en-

tertain any such wish if they really

suppdsei them to be murderers, we
can only conclude tliat they were
anxious, for the sake of anatomy, that

these distinguished suppo^^terajd^is
art should be acquiUctfj^and thus ena-

blcif to devote themselves, as before,

to its cultivation. If such were their

motives, it says n^cli for the enlargefl

benevolence of tifte;%4-vtt»V«., -uIju eirtf-'

ties them to deserve well of tlieir coun-
try when prejudice and bigotry are

banished from the land. These gen-

tlemen were as follow:— Counsel for

Mr. Burke : Sir James Moncrief, F^a-

trick Robertson, Rsq., Duncan Mac-
neill, Ksq., and David Milne, Ksq.;

—

counsel for Mrs. Buike : Henry Cock-
burn, Ksq., Mark Napier, Ksq., Hugh
Bruce, Ksq ,

and George Patton, Ksq.

The agent both prisoners was James
Beveridge, Esq., Writer to^tiW STgiiefT

Such are the worthy men who buckled

on their armour in the cause of science

and humanity.
It is needless to enter into a detail

of the trial, which was long, and ably

conducted oil both sides. Suffice it

to say,t;hat Mr. and Mrs. Hare behaved
with strict honour, giving every par-

ticle of evidence they could against

their finends. They had promised to

do so, and kept their word to the let-

ter, not pnly on account of the said

promise, but ofthe anatomical lectures

which were then at a dead stand in

consequence of the irant of shots,

which want would receive a temporal^

supply by the bodies of the two pri-

soners, supposing it were possible to

convict them. The result was, that

Mpi. Burke was acquitted for want of
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E
roof, and her husband found guilty happy morning when analliny would

y the jury, and {credat Judaus /) sen- receive th$ benefit of bis oufi shot, and
tenced to be hanged in the Lawn- when he would become, ;*’tn propriA

market of Edinburgh, on Wednesday peraonSf the means of adding his mite

the 28th of January, 1829, between to the empire of knowledge,

the hours of eight and ten in the At last llie day arrived when the

morning, and his liody to be given to longings of his heart were to meet
Dr. Alexander Monro for dissection, with their full gratification. The de-

Mr. Burke bore the sentence with tails of his execution were similar in

,£GaafcjBbfifirfulness. Ife saw tl|^at by
his death anatomy^was likely to be

HMuefited, and felt, besides, the proud
consciousness that his colleague, at

least, would survive to pursb^ that

happy'system in wliich they had^^n
engaged together. f

louring the period which elapsed

between his sentence and execution,

Mr. Burke conducted himself with

great propriety, although.he was treat-

ed with any thing but kindness by his

bigotted persecutors, being* fed on
bread and water, and confined to a
miserable cell, without the comfort of
a fiw rsijjgi inclement season of

the year. Nor was tliis all; foi^his

reflections were constantly intruded

upon by the continued arrivals of cler-

persons,

urging ImiitTTWeht of the great

crimex (as they called them) of which
he had been gidlty

!

. In spite of all

be could allege to the contrary, they

absurdly looked upon him as a mur-
derer, and set all their machinery at

work to turn him from a sense of the

eoil (for so they, insisted in denomi-
nating it) of his bygone life. These
imnoyances he endured with a meek-
ness truly philosophical, lie saw that

pppr ipen meant well towards him,
and, mouglT exceedingly annoyed by
their assiduity, he never broke out into

any thing like petulance or ill-humour.

The consciousness of the great cause

for which he was suffering kept up
his spirits to their wonted pitch ; and
when he reflected that science would
suffer nothing by his death, seeing that

his distinguished friend still survived

to watch its interests, be felt, if not ab-

solute happiness, at least nothing like

low'diejetmon. True, he longed much
to have an hour’s convert with Mr.
Hare, which was' prevented by the

cruel^ of the law^fficers, who still

retained that eminent man in con«

finement upon some other pretended

charges of murder ; but when be knew
the impossibility of their meeting, be
became quite reconciled to the sepaia-

Uon, and sighed with ardour for the

some resptffts to those of any other,

but in otners tlysy were widely differ-

ent, and had a fh^ofer of originality

peculiar to th«msclves. Indeed, no
man of eminence can •expect to bid
adieu to this fleeting state of things

without his exit being characterised by
certain unusual features— such is the

great advantage which eminence enjoys

over the vulgar mass of men. We
ipust, tben, mention that Mr. Burke’s

death excited fully as much joy among
tlie surrounding multitude who wit-

nessed it as in his own bosoq> ; but,

ah, how different were the causes of
their mirth ! His was the patriot and
philosopher’s triumphant joy on being
led fortli a martyr for the good of his

country; theirs the fierce ydeasure of
untutored savages, exhibiting itself in

wild funereal yells around the scaffold

of a slaughtered victim. True it is,

and a disgrace to the age, that no
sooner did lie appear before the eyes
of the crowd than shouts of execration

arose from them upon every side.

Curses fell upon his head like peals
of thunder, and attempts were actually

made to seize upon and tear him in

pieces before he reached the gallows.

But he bore this with tlie calm philo-

sophy characteristic of his nature,

knowing that they acted in ignorance,

and that a day would soon arrive wfien
ample justice would be done to his

merits. Suffice it to say, tfiat he died
a death honourable in itself to him,
though meant to be disgraceful by his

enemies, upon whose heads alone
rested all the turpitude of this miser-
able transaction.

Nor was public fury satisfied with
the death of its victim, iffwas pur-
sued, even after his decease, with
unmitigated malignity. The Scotch
papers, especially the Caledonian Mer^
cary, Edinburgh Evening Pott, and
Giasgow Free Press; but in fact the
whole of them, more or less, set them-
selves to woi^, with all imaginable
baste, to prove that Mr. Burke was not
a Scotchman/ Yes, they undertook to
prove Omi he was not a Scotchman, as
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if Scotlandivrould have been jdisgraced

by such a |]|rson being prodfced upon
her soil I iLet it not be supposed thht

this was done from any feeling ofjus-
tice to Ireland, the land of his birth,

for no such honourable motives influ-

enced the Scotch editors^ Theyjoined
in the general cry of the day, ana took

it into their heads that Scotland would
be injured unless it could ibe demon-
strated that the dece(^d Vas not a
native of that ^ufltiy. Mr. Burke,
however, had one advocate, even in

the midst of this insaneV;]amour ; and
that advocate was, we rejoice to say, a
Scotchman. The gentleman we allude

to was Mr. Young, editor of the Sun
newspaper, and a native of Inverness.

He boldly took up the cudgels in

defence of the honour of his* native

land, declared that Mr. Burke was a
Scot; and that not only he, but Mr.
Hare apd the two ladies, were natjves

of the same country. Mr. Young
probably thought so, or he would not
nave said it. If he sAid it without
thinking so, however much he may be
censurable on the grounds of rigid

truth, he must at least be admin^d for

that spirit of [latriotism which stops at

no obstacle to vindicate the honour of
one’s native land. Mr. Young, how-
ever, did not escape from the conse-

quences of his heroic declaration. On
the contrary, he was scurrilously assail-

ed by the Caledonian Mercunjj and
tlie rest of the Scottish papt^rs, which
all opened upon him in full cry, and
heaped every contumely upon his

patriotic head. Such are the conse-
quences which good men must often

look for, when sulvocating the cause of
their father-land against prejudice and
ignorance.

It might perhaps be thought that the

rag^ of the populace would have been
satisfied by the execution ofMr. Burke,
and the consignment of his remains to

the dissecting-room;—but no ! for the

house of Dr. Knox was attacked, and
cries, loud and clamorous, were made
on all side^ to hang the doctor. Con-
sidering the complete ignorance of this

geaUeman as to the way in which the

shots wefe procured, it was on act of
the greatest absurdity to talk of invest-

ing him with the honourable crown of

martyidom. He had, in truth, na
merit whatever in the transaction

;

and to have- hanged him would have

beenconfeiring a distinction altogether

undeserved. To die for the sake of

science, a man must render himself

famous in her cause ; otherwise death,
instead of being an honour, is a dis-
grace ; and had Dr. Knox been brought
to the scaffold, he must have been
perfectly conscious that he was obtain-
ing a distinction to which he had no
just claim. In sug)i circumstances a
public death, instead of being gratify-

ing to his feelings, would hare galled

them exceedingly. ^ ^

We* have spoken of the Injustice

done to Mr. Burke; but must npyi^

take notice of a piece of injury still

grea^v* inflicted upon his colleague.

It i^ perfectly evident that the merit

of |lhe system of procurihg shots

belonged to Mr. Hare ; the plan was
entirely his. Ho was the gmnd ori-

ginal who called it into existence;

and die merit of giving his own name
to that of the system was undoubtedly
his dde.‘* But here the same abomin-
able spirit which guided the public

press again interfered, and gave to the

system the appellation

This they had die aillfC&city to coin

from the name of Mr. Hare’s friend,

without consulting Mr. Hare himself

upon the subject. J We have reason to

know that this wd^ muefi
galled by so singular a piece of in-

justice. Considering the deep thought

he had employed upon his system,

and the difiiculty he experienced in

bringing it into operation, he fondly

hoped that his own name, by being
associated with it, ^would thus be
earned down the stream of time.

Great as Mr. Burke’s merits were,

they undoubtedly stood in a subordi-

nate rank tQ his own ; and hef^ ihe^

wound with all the keennb^f^truc*
genius, jealous of its renown—though
perhaps with less of that philosophical

fqr l^om the placid clmracter of his

mind. The name, unquestionably,

ought to have been Hareing, and not

Burking. In this respect, however,

Mr. Hare is not sin^lar, but has

many eminent men to bear him out

and keep him in countenance. Colum-
bus, who discovered the New World,
was robbori the honour of giving it

his name by Amerigo Vespucci, the

Florentine navigatbr; and even in

chemical science a b^e attempt has

been made to change the name of the

Galvame into the Voltaic battery, and
thus to throw Galvani into the ahade

for the purpose of aggrandising
,
his

successor Volta.

Nor was this the only ii\jury inflicted
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on Mr. Hare ; for after he had become
King’s evidence for the behoof of
science, a base attempt v^as made to

have him tried for some other murders,
retended to have been committed b^
im in company with Mr. Burke and

tlie two ladies. Ihe motives for this

step were to hang Mr. Hare, while its

inevitable tendency was to destroy

^anatOTQjcJn Great Britain. Consider-
ing the attempt in ithis point or view,

Sl^was most atrocious/ and must be
reprobated by every one who can
distinguish right from wron|;fk To
carry this unheard-of stdjp into (^ra-
tion, one Janet Wilson, mother qf a
poor idiot named James Wilson, alias

Daft Jamie, presented a petition^ to

the Sheriff of Edinburgh, praying for

a waiTant against Mr. ilare, who was
on the point of being liberated, from
wison by the High Court ofJiisticiary.

^e said petitioner had the conscience
to sue this gentleman in the sum of

due to her by
him, for having, in conjunction ^^ith

ihe late Mi^ Burke, committed the

Clime of murder upon the body of her
-jglatiifp jjip late Janb^s Wilson, and so

forth. Strange to^R]f^GeorgeTait, Esq.
Sheriff-substitute of Edinburgh, agreed
to the prayer ofthe petition, and granted

a meditatione/uga warrant against the

accused. Nor was this all; fur the said

Janet Wilson, being instigated by
certain ignorant persons, and a sub-
scription raised for the purpose, com-
menced a criminal prosecution against

him— one involving, not pecuniary
compensation, like the first, but the

Ufo jinvaluabfo friend to

science. Against these monstrous pro-

positions the mind of Mr. Ilare revolt-

ed. lie saw that if they were success-

fully carried into effect, anatomy, sur-

gery, and midwifery, would not only

go to ruin, but the fact of his having
turned King’s evidence a^inst his

friend would have been a piece of
mere useless trouble— an unavailing

measure—a cause, in short, without

an effect. He therefore summoned
to his assistance the learned Duncan
Macneill, £sq., Advocate,Svlio had so
ably combated for Mr. Burke during
his trial, and prapared to resist so gross

anoatiage. fortunately the court was
adomed with upright judges men
who loved science for its own sake,

and would not suffer one of its votaries

lobejpersecuted so cruelly. Accord-
the Lord Justice Clerk, Lords

Pitmilly, Gillies, Meadowbank, and

Mackenzfo, pronounced tlte prosecn-

tion nullmnu void, and ordered Mr.
Hare to be set at lil^rty.

On being relieved from durance, he
was for some time at a loss what to do.

Public animosity ran so high against

him that he found he could effect no-
thing in Edinburgh, and therefore de-
termined to. remove to his native coun-
try, where he doubted not he would be
received with more honour than among
the Scotch, andsv^iea^ he determined
to carry his philanthropic principles

into full open^tion. Inr attempting to

escape from Scotland, he eucountered
such hardships as would have broken
down the spirit of any common man.
He was shunned as a pestilence

;
peo-

S
le pointed at him with the finger of

etestation ; his name was mentioned
with horror, and his person assaulted

with all sorts of missiles when he ap-

pea^d in public. On arriving a/ Dum-
fries upon the top of the coach, the

event got wiyd among the ignorant

populace, and the inn at wliich he took
shelter was surrounded by a mob
thirsting for his blood. At last, by the

ingenuity of Mr. Fraser, tbe worthy
landlord, he got out and secured him-
self in the public gaol for several

hours, when in the dead of night he
made his escape, and, after undergoing
many perils ‘*by flood and field,’’

reached his own country.

Nor did the general hostility confine

itself to him, for his wife became in

an almost equal degree its victim. She
arrived, after a few days, in the Calton
of Glasgow, where she was recognised

by the infuriated populace, and would
certainly have perished li^d she not

been rescued by the police, who, sym-
pathising in the cause ofscience, boldly

rescued her out of their hands, and
sheltered her in one of the cells of the
lock-up house. The adventures which
she met with in her passage from Glas-

gow to Greenock might afford mate^
rials for a romance, especially when
taken in combination with the magna-
nimity with which she bore^them

—

the whole inspired by her profound
devotion to tne great cause which
actuated the spirit of her dauntless

husband.
Mrs. Burke met ivith treatment

equally unwanantable from the un-
ffratefol public. On being dismissed

nom the bar, the ruling passion of her
mind never for one moment deserted

her. Anatomy was the star to which
her eye perp^ually turned, and she



capne forthifrom her prison more deter-

mined thsm ever to acconiplish her

designs for its advancement. Tliough

widowed and broken in healthy the

energies of her masculine understand-

ing suffered no eclipse. Science re-

quired her aid ; humanity called for it,

not in a voice of thunder, but in that

still small voice more persuasive than

the music of the spheres,Spiore sweet

than the sound of the^iFiolnin harp or

the lyre of Orpheus* ^Oould dauntless

courage, inflexible firnmess, boundless
zeal, have carried henjhrough, she

most certainly would have succeed
in her magnificent design ; but, unhap-
pily, events which neither courage nor
zeal could surmount stood in her way,
and frustrated all her intentions. The
same rancorous animosity which pur-

sued ]\Tr. Hare and his consort attend-

ed her footsteps. She was driven from
Edinburgh, where she first tried^ to

establish herself; she then proceeded
to Stirlingshire, her native county, and
met with a similar rece|ition. Carlisle

was the next place which she visited,

and her usage there was equally savage

and unaccountable. In a word, she

had no resting-place. A mark as

dreadful as that of Cain seemed to

have been stamped upon her forehead

;

and wherever she went she was receiv-

ed as a demon of wickedness, instead

of being regarded as the patroness of

science and the friend of human na-

ture. Time, however, the redresser of

grievances, will yet do justice to her

name,when the present insane clamour
is numbered among the things that

were.
What steps were taken by the three

friends after the death of Mr. Burke,
for die advancement of anatomy^ or

whether they were able to take &ny at

all, is unfortunately unknown,
difficulties which lay in their way
were so vast, diat even tlie genius and
resources of Mr. Hare, it is feared,

'wem unabld to surmount them. Un-
fortunately for science, all hopes of its

being benefited by his exertions are

now at an end ; this estimable man and
eminent philosopher having died widi-

in the last few months, of a decline,

brought on, it is feared, by his ardent

zeal in the pursuit of his ^fevourite

scheme.
Much. might be said of the moral

and intellectual character of this

tleman, but his works and the motives

which inspi^ them, as well as the

genius with which they were carried

into effect, speak for themselves, and
render any ferther comments on this

subject uniiecessaiy. We shall there-
fore be silent on this diemc; and as

mankind are generally desirous to
know the personal s^fspect of those who
have rendered themselves famous, we
shall say a few words on the appear-
ance ofhim and his friends. ^

In Stature Mr.JHare rose "to about
five feet eight inches, and was sparingly

made rather than otherwise, but inus-

cular^jiAd built witli considerable sym-
me^. Ills esmplexion, from his hard
stujues, was pale, his eyes black and
melancholy, and his forehead narrow
and low ; his cheek-bones projected a
go&l deal, and seemed to argue a
ScoltLsh origin, while he possessed the

lengthened jaw wiiicli is considered
prop^ 18 the natives of Caledonia.

With regard to Mr. Burke, he may
he said, like Milton, to have narrowly
escaped being thick

stood about five feet s4Ven inches, and
was'^certaiuly disposed to embonpoint^
though this was repressed by studious
habits, which liav^ always a tenden<^
to attenuate the miiie; his face was
full and ruddy—more so than philoso-
pher beseems ; l^is whiskers black and
copious, and the hair of his liead of the

same complexion : in his dress he was
rather peculiar, tliough not from any
spirit of affectation, and generally wore
a brown surtout and a cap of that
sort which the French denominate a
casquette. In this respect he resem-
bled the late Mr. Corder, executed for

the murder qfMaria Martin—onlj^witl^
this difference, that the latferwore
the front of his cap a good deal over
his face, and cocked upon the head,
while Mr. Burke allowed bis counte-
nance to he fully exposed, by having
the cap placed so as to come down
well upon the back of the head. These
particulars may seem trifling, but in
reali^ they are not so, as from them
can be deduced some of the nicest

differences qf human character.

Of MTfe. Burke, truth demands it to

he told tl);sLt*nature was not bountiful

to her in external form. Her counte-
nance was «harsh, meagre, stern, and
forbidding, and her person not more

Sing to the eye of taste. The
ties of nature were lavished upon

her uukderstanding ; and, when this is

the cose, it matters little with wliat share

of physical beauty she was gifted.
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Of Mrs. Ilm’t personal aspect we
can speak more &soitiably.:'flihe was
comely in lock* wiHi a clear skin, good
eyes^ alMpndance of ^glossy red hair;

and aii expces&on of much benevo-

lence, mkigted with no. small share of

intellect* She wa4 altogether a good-

lookiim, and even pretty, woman, and

addedlastre; by her charms^^es well ^
genius,Jto the cauiiie fo which she de-

voted her energies. ^
*

Since the death of Mr. Burke, there

is a chasm in the aunak of the' science,

which we have been unabld to^ up.

th^ wermot contented Vnm feeding
faithfullyh the footsteps oftheirjnas-
teis, but must needs tiy to improve,
upon their process. Now, this prete^-
ed improvemi^t cbnsist^ in holding
the victim of science by the heels into

a well tilfbe was dispo^ of. Nothing
could be^ worse judged *; and it strikes

ns that in so doingimy were indueneed
by no smalUp^^ of self-conceit, as

well as a vaur^^h to,rival the renown
it'k idle to imagine

nly:,4nvolves im-
e idle still is the

of their masters,

that change nj

prbvement,

it cannot te doubled that the exaniime> V. hope to render more perfect that which
^ A-S f¥* ki- .

of the four friends must havCibeen

Mowed to a considenble extent by

othe^, who had, or fikcied i;hey1i|id,

the same desire to advance science ;

—

is. perfect in itself, 7 J>ue it is that

Nekton improved the telescope ofGa-
lilep, and Watt the steam-engine ; but
is it not equally true that when the

but whatever triumphs mayh^ beeU'*^ hied to ameliorate the chaste

achieved in this w^, can 6^ be left Knplfcity^pf
.
the Greek architecture

to conjecture. Sddh, Ut least,'wds the>»

state of things till^ the recent appear-

ance before the public of..Messrs.

'TOliams. These ^entle-

%any ^usdides in ^m-
men Wlto^lhe^naer"® the sy^fem..

It ^usf.l^'' admitted,^ however, ijiat

.J^hgy'mbre nearly re%nihled Mr. Burke
than hia'''great nAstir, l^th in the cha-

racter of their geniueand' io state

of their p^sonal freli^. It Is^ot to

be inferred from this they equalled

even him; for in some 'points ' their

inferiority is palp^ddy manifest. In
classing ih^e individuals-together, Mr.
Hare may be looked ufian as 'tlie Gall

^
of fiis system, Mr. Burke as" theSpurz-

heim, and Messrs. Bishop and Wil-

liams aithe Combeundthe^^lliotson;

jy^at
jp jo say^'i^ey held 'the same

respecuve stations in eminence as these ->

phrenolegi^ do to each other.* Tlie

inferiority of the two London profes-

sors over their Irish piptotypes is ma^ ^

nifest in nothing more |trong1y than in

the speedy detection oftheir ppins—

^

they only succeeding in tfetiSing three

shots to the dissecting-roOn^ndi^o-

veied; in attempting to pasS^Vifee

fourth— a poor Italian boy, named
Carlo FeBloi^thCy were detected.

Now, MifiA. Hare and Burte were

ascertaiifjtto have perfonfied the pro-

cess fifewn times (accc^ing^ to some,

fifty) .without detectipn—a decided*

proof of superior ^scretion ond skill.

Indeed,the^iu^pros^l^^^Messrs.

respects praiseworthy, lU-d^n^d,
ana ly much too ambitioui. iq ptopOr-

tioif to its)powers. In proof of this.

minplfcity^pf the Greek architecture

by me institufion of the Tuscan, they

mdsy sij^Uy ituled ? The Compo-
site is no "improvement on the rich

and elegant .Corinthian ; nor have mo-
derqtimes been able to snatch the lau-

rel from Apelles, or to prodace such
'^Statues as those of Phidias and X’rax-

itelcs. In like manner the compara-
tive weakness of Messrs. Burke and
Williams was made manifest when
brought iiito contrast with the peculiar
cnetgy of their great teachers.

It k the more pecessai^ to remark
these circumstances, for an attempt

recently been made to elevate Mr.
Bishc^ to a height to which he is not

' atoll entitled, and to strip its honours
from the head of Mr. Burke. We have
already remarked how unjustly the
public qiress acted when it defrauded

' Mr. Hare of the renown of giving his

name to the operation of which he was
the .Idnnder, and conferred if on his

‘frfehdr'This w|A bad, but still it might
hav^Kheen passed over when wo con-
sider the actual merits ofthe individual

upod'whonvit was conferfed. What,
however, are we to think of the same ,

S
ress, when it made an eflbrt to give
Ir. Bishop’s nam to the system, atfd

to baptise it instead of
17^. Yes, the attempt has briia made,
and made, too, by publications with
which on, other points we have the
pleuure of agreeing, and for whose
talents and Mus^ we entertain the

highest lefVfeb Tm attempt to rob
Gfllvant m. hononr was not more

'

tti|i|tat, base. True, this

e^ngo has hfikft proposed, not from
any apparent insetiaihili^ to the tran-
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scendeni merita of Mr. Burl^i or any

'

overweeningadmirationofMrTBiahop^s
merits^but appears to proceed ftom the
feet of the bisDops having been acces-

sory to Burking the reform bill in the

House of Lords. Yet what a picture

of inequitable conduct does tifis exhi-

Ut) wben^ for the puraose of leVelUng

a dead thrust (for so the ighorint por-
tion of the world will deem it) at the

bishops, the greateft injustice is at-

tempted to bejprAtisecI on tbe reputa-

tion of one of the mosib^^ent mends
of science the world-evei^w

!

The inferiority of Messrs. Bishop and
Williams, therefore, was manifest ; but
with every drawback, these two p^
fessors were creditable to the English
name, and conferred no small honour
on London. Like Mr. Burke, they,

died in the cause of science,*and went
to the scaffold rejoicing that anatomy
would in some slight degree be bcfie-

fited by their own shots ; while, at the

same time, they experienced the regret

of generous minds that they were pre-

vented by the perverse cruelty of the

law from carryiug into effect their

meditated plans for its improvement.
As for May, who was accused along

with them, and CQndemned (but afterv
wards respited),he was a poor creature,
and quite unworthy of perishing with
them in their glorious cause. He .-had

no grasp of mind, and was so destitute
of mat courage neemary for the sys-
tem» that he feiuted^wlm he got Ids

respite. Messrs. Bishop and Williams,
in feet, vtere ashamed of him : they

saw that science irould be dtsgraedd
by his exeeutipn, *and shewed wiUi

success that he nad ifot the honour to

be associated with them in any of their

enterprises. Ip consequence of these

reprjfeeptations, the poor creature’s life

was‘saved, and they alone had the ho-
nour of dying in 4lui good cause.

If is not necessary to pursue this

subject farther. We.believe that there

are still a few minorjights carrying on
the pmetfoe in a small way, but none
worthy of being named with the two
last-mentioned professors, and still llhs

with Messrs. Hare and Burke. All q^e

can say is, Go on and* '*Tlie

timeirnust com# when prejudice will

pass Away from. the earth, and when
tliose whose lights.are now hid under
a bushel will appoar exposed in broad
day to the 'eye m an admiring world.

OPEBK PyTBAOORBAN

.

\* In the above excellent quiz, our friend tliff ligdem Pythagorean seems
to have been inspired with the same ludicrous desirp to practise en the gullibility

ofthe reader which influenced Dean Swift in his proposal for eating children, and
Mr. I^e Quincey when he penned his erudite lecture in praise of murder con-
ducted un saent^c principles ,—See tlie tWenty-iirst vol. of Blackwood. In point

of seriousness, the reader (unless a member of the long-cared fraternity, which we
hope he is not) will perceive that the Dean, the Opium-Eater, and our Contributor,

are very much upon a par. Indeed, such is the solpmn gravity in which^ tlio^

Pythagorean has veiled the rich humour running through his Jm d’e^j/Pfl^that*

we should not be surprised if a few of our long-eared friends (uways supposing
Rfgina to have a few, as well as her neighbours) should believe him to be in

serious earnest, when, in reality, he is practising upon them an excellent joke.

SOLITUDE.
At such a time as this the mii^ ^uows off

Its innate helplessness, and'soars above
All earthly bon& ; and now the world’s dull scoff

Is felt not in that ocean of deep love

The human heart ; in whose full ebb anjj flow

All idle griefe and troubles quickly gcP.

But tbere^s a passionate longing in the breast

For somethinff sshich we know not off,— so deep.

So foil of that which cannot be expihst,

—

It makes the fleA to stir and creep

With apprehension of some unseen poteer

;

Then gliropees of those things no tongue bath guessed
Fall on the heart like a soft summer shower
Or on the thksty sod or drooping flower.

VOL. V. VO. XXV.
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ABOLITION or THE PEERAGE.

The piinciple-«»if principle it may po
callea'^wnidi actuates the lea^ng
statesmen of Frimee and England at

the present exte&ordinary crisisj k
aTQwkllv tint which regulates the ccm-
duci of the hij^wajman or house-

breaker.. To rob a man of his puise

on Hounslow. Heath, 1 know is a crime

severely condemned tfy the laws of

God, mid punishable by deadly accord-

ing to the laws of jE^gland,^ says

Captain Grey, a noted gentleman of
the road; ‘^but I am Ibrced,’? says'he,
“ to rob by my neceasities. 1 am
drWen to. tnese acts of guilt by 'my
exigencies, or ^ my mistress. 1 am
poor, and yet I must live; money I
muit have, and it happens^tliat the

Hounslow bank k the only one upon
whidi 1 can draw, and where my
check or my pistol is sUte of being
honon'1^4^' ^
v^^Toabolkb the heiftditafy petrage

of Franco is an nnwke and an unjust
measure,'- exclaims Casimir Perrier,

the prime minister tf Louis' Philippe;

but the people demand the sacrifice,

tlie mob yearn for their degradation,

the bourgeoU hate the*erislocracy, and,
as an honest and conscientious minis-

ter, 1 must yield jto public opmony and
sanction every act of robbery or spolia-

tion whidi thw demand, but which in

my own heart 1 deprecate/'

These are the principles of tlie day
—these are the maxims which guide
the ascendant arbiteis^f the two first

tiatioMdn Europe. To ibb a peer of
his coronet and hk jewels is an act of
monstrcns injustice, equally reprehen-

sible as the stealing a poor man's pig,

or seducing hk daughter; but the

people" cheer the robber on in hk
acts <tt spoliation, and p^lic opinion,

detestable ibou^ it be, and repugnant
to all our ideas of ri^t and jwtke,
sanctifies the deed, hallows the mime,
and merges eveiy rule oflaw and pro-

perty in some assumed and revolting

doctrine of expedient^, o
When Charles I. signed ^he death-

urafiu4t.of Stiflfibrd, he did eofcontniy
to ISi om incUnathm, end in cori^

formiiy to the wishm of thl%lpmmcine
of Ellwand,and ofpwliec|»ka^ In
thnt unibrtutiate catastrei^ lur eaeri^

fieed conri^ion, and a sanse ofJustice,

,
toiriexpedMey ; he dipped^ hk fingers

gmdfy fus fiiWiJU ad-

visers ; he outraged die kws ofheaven
and earth, in oru^ to conciliate an un-
principled and saoguinaiy Action : but
the same men to whose docuines he
assented, to whose dictum he bowed,
to .whose lulling innovations he too

leadfiy sunscribed, led their roypd

master to the block, s^nd triumphed in

the expiation ^ theif own folnes and
crimes by vime of the martyrdom at

Whitehall.
•

Far be it from our intention to de-

duce, or even imagine, any similar

results from the policy of kings or

ministers in die present times. But
hktorjbk a '^^sacred record; and we
cannot too ftequently place its lessons

before us^ ifwe have^ wish to es-

chew the errors and crimes which are

incident to human nature. *

What k it that impels a man to risk

hk life upontthe ocean, or amid the

swamps of pestilendal climates, in the

service of hk country, but the strong

and natural desire to realke a fortune,

and obtain an honourable Ame ? Hie
patriotkm which does not aspire to

these rewards is the patriotkm of an
idiot. It k for wealth and distinction,

probably only for a competency in

the first instance, that makes the wea-
ver toil sixteen hours a-day, and the

poor barrister, who hopes to be chan-
cellor, cany an empty bag, for twenty
years^ to the back seats of a court m
law. He who has acquired wealth in

an honourable way, either by his in-

dustry or inventions at liome, or by
his sword in the wars, naturally seeks

other rewards,' equally dear to hk am-
bition. We iB^ll suppose him to have
(^med the 'g^titude of hk cpuntiy
and the Avours ofhk sovereign. He
is elevated. to the peerage; vmyf be-
cause hk merits entitle him to a hk^r
station in sockty than ^t in whicA
he had formAly stodd. 'But nmEt.to
himself ue his‘;dhildien. How nkan
would he that anfoidon winch could
have no anxieties, about them— no
wish to transmit to^ them Ae honours
he had Airly won-f-^no deske to place

them im me same-^ high positfon in

sodetyin wlAAhfi hid raked himaelf,

and whhik ’ ttey stones .perhaps, ate

caiNdfieor ei^bynS It is contompt-
Me frifiahiasi^ hiied upon Ae vilest

of all hnriMA' inoentivea, that woidd
restrict a Ather to a liA-inteiest only
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io the honours he had ac«ired, andf

deny him the right, and th^lruly nob|p
gratification, of transmitting to his le-

gitimate posterity the titles i/rhich his

sovereign had conferred upon him.
Sochi titles, so restricted, would not
be worth accepting firom the. best

prince in Europe; tbi^ would be
barren honours^ in[^riDnno sense of

gratitude, exciting no feeflig of pride,
worn reluctantly by,a sick man at the

close of a long Sfe, to be taken from
his fiunil^ at Jhis deat^ and buried
with him in bis coffin, such rewards
for services would be a mere mockeiy
•—such empty titles would confer no
nobility. The law might as well re-

strict him from devising his property,

as restrict him from transmitting his

honours to his family. All the pride

of noble birth, illustrious rank, and
ancient descent, would be annihilated

by such a law ; and the aristocracy of
tlie country would become an aristo-

cracy of pawnbrokers, he being con-
sidered ot the first gi^e who had the

largest balance at his bankers, or the

greatest number of tea-spoons and
caudle-cups iii his shop-window.

The French Chamber of Deputies,

however, seem to view the matter in a
very different light. Tliey are willing

that the crown should be hereditaiy,

but the coronet only elective. The
Duke of Orleans is to retain the pri-

vileges of his birth, while these are to

be withheld from the sons of all the

other peers of France. The honours
which the people have conferred on
their citizen king are to remain here-

ditary and in perpetuity in his family,

while those belonging to his noblesse

are to die with them. But this is not

all. The peers of France are to be
elected by his majesty’s ministers. For
instance, M. Casimir Perrier, a banker
of Paris, while he remains prime .mi-
nister, and provided the present bill

pan into a bw, is to have the nomi-
nation of thoso life-rent ppers who
shall constitute th&'iiecona estate in

the lealni. What will be the result?

Why,' just this, that the minister

jpro tern, shall have the power of elect-

ing his own creatures*^*^excrudiagfirom

the upper house eveiy man opposed to'

his measures—packing the Chamber
of Peeiswith so many puppedr, whose
sble^ 'business win be to record' the

edicts of the Chamber ofDg[raties^
of aoiserable, servile, truckling, obe^

(Kent; and dependent, puppets, sent

into that house with the brand of the
slave imprinted on their foreheads, to
be at the beck and ikmI of M. Casimir
Perrier. Call this a peerage, indeed !

Call these men—these princes
counts ofa Frenchjcomedy, who must
speak by the book,«and do what is set

down for fhem—call these men peers,

cr indep^ent le^sUuois, indeed!
The thing is disgustin^^it is an inSult

to common sense/ and shews to what
a degree of debasement and abmrd
folly the mania of revolution will cany
its dtt^. p

But there are secret motives, many
impelling reasons, which are not visible

on the surfece ; and we think we have
a key to tliis extraordinary enigma ofa
hereditary monarchy and a ministerial

peerage.

DeatUhas not yet weeded unhappy
France of all the abettors of the nrst

revoluticm. The fire has not yet con-
sumed all the tares. A leaven of^e.
old Jacobins still reiiSlffik-^Sctive,

restlbss, and mtriguing, as at first

—

cherishing in their imbecile dotage
their early hatred of monarchy and
monarchical insti^utioDs, sighing for

their pure and imaginary republic,

and stirring heaven and earth to effect

that by wile and stratagem, by fraud
and hypocritical professions, which
they formerly effected by more direct

means,—by open treason and whole-
sale assassination.

A remnant of thesc^heartless and un-

?
rincipled men, we say, still remains.

hey have found a king formed accord-

ing to their owfi wishes, and ready to

promote thdir most secret desigj^t His
claim to their patronage and favour he
inherited from his father. Subtle and
avaricious, mean and unprincipled,

affectedly plebeian in his manners
and temporising in his policy, he is

prepared to yield to the circumstances

of the times, and succumb to those

wli!Q(»Alike despise him, his house, the

b&bfe which he calls his crown, and
the ris^t by which he wears it. These
Jacobins are therefore playing tbeir

old game, bgt pls^g it more warily.

To have leaped nom monarchism to

republicanism at one spring would
have been impolitic ana dangerous.

This would . at once have raised the

old battle eiy in dl the kingdoms of
Europe.* The spirit of the old Dideef

of BninswidL would haveijbmi Seeif

by night widdhm his tieacfaanft blade
in the plains of Germany. The ififeiit
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republic, with none but poor, worn-
out, pantaloon statesmen, the spectres

of 1793, and with no second Napoleon,
with the soul and energy of the first,

to protect it, would have been crushed

at the outset, and its Parisian coterie

of drivellers eithei hanged or sent to

the galleys. They felt their helpleas-

nm, and foresaw their peril. They
^pted.a safer course, and ccgnpro-

inised their principles, by accepting a

charter which they storoed, and a
constitutional monarchy whicli^was the

subject of their bitterest jests,-^con-

soling themselves with \he impotence

they had enshrined in royalty, the

feebleness of the man of their choice,

the hope of recognition, which would
allay for a season forei^pi resentment,

and leave them ^sufficient breathing

time to mature their plans, ag,d (conso-

lidate their resources. In a republic—*

the old, beautiful, and hlaodltss republic

of France— they intended to merge at

TlJS}k»evef for one* moment
lost sight of this desirable consun^ma-
tion. They threw the robes of royalty

over the person of their citizen sove-

reign merely as a di%j[uise. They made
liouis Philippe their Trojan horse.

They placed him on a temporary

throne, erected for the* purpose, as the

stage of a mountebank is erected at a
village fair, solely to delude tlie asto-

nished diplomatists, and much more
astonished kings of Europe. They put

a sceptre in his«hand, which it was
stipulated he should wield precisely as

they directed. The crown which they

placed on his head it was amed should

remaiiyhere only during their will and
pleasure, and not one moment longer

;

and the complacent king, as agreed

upon, promised to lay it at their

sovereign feet whenever they should

call upon him to do so. And they

gained their object. England, under
the tottering administration of the

Duke of Wellington, was the firstJo
recognise this straw-made and Icafe-

crow king. The then English ministers

gave the mob of Paris credit for their

moderation, their abstemiousness in

the hour of victory, theif good sense

in adherixiff .to the charter, and their

electioa^ifk king whose popularity

dothi^fiim widi all the iimuence of

effid^ restraint, and w^e principles

guarantee to Europe of peace

^
pre-

vlmly to the issue of the ordinances

Vmd the tiree bad been governed

according to the charter. She had a
tlouse of Peers consisting of the no-
blesse of France, of old hereditary

peers, and those created by Louis
XVIII. and Charles X.,—she had her

Chamber of Deputies elected accord-

ing to law and the provisions of the

charter. Bpt when Louis Philippe.was

S
laced on vis mock throne, let us see

ow the Chambejr of Deputies, one
estate of the realm dtily, acted.. Did
they pay any/espect to the charter

?

No. They ol^nce anifulled the peer-

ages created by Charles X. They by
an arbitrary vote expelled from the

upper house all the peers created by
this unfortunate and ill-advised prince,

exerci^ng an authority which tiie law
did not give them, usurping a power
which was unconstitutional, and mak-
ing themselves judges and jurors in a
case which they had no more eight to

adjudicate upon than the Commons of
England have,with regard to the crea-

tions of George IV.
Where then goes their moderation,

their prudence, or their sense of jus-

tice? The moment the reins were
placed in their hands their conduct
evinced all the caprice and absolutism

ofa conclave oftyrants. They trampled
the charter under foot; they scuttled

and swamped the upper house, as in- '

dependent a branch of the legislature,

in law, as themselves; they at the

same time reformed their own house,
it is true, by extending the franchise,

and admitting an augmented number
of commoners; but they did this to

favour and promote the objects of revo-
lution, for the new members returned

were almost exclusively of that class

which belongs to the movement party,

the fiercest jacobins of France, the re-

publicans par excellence, who are ready
to place their shoulders to the wheel,
and hurry on those ultra-revolutionary

measures which the citizen king, aU
though armed with his umbrella, is

totally unable to.i^ist.

Do we stop here to inquire, whether
Louis Philippeholds'his place in public
opinion which it was asserted Im did
when his feithful citizens of Paris, who
disdain being termed his subjects/'

called him to the throne ?
.
It is a re-

pulsive task-T-it is a painful recital

—

it is a humiUating detail;, but. we
should flinch from our duty if^we
passed it, over in silence. We shall

come,tQ more important considerations
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an<m; but here it is proper ufspeak of/

the situation, unpleasant though it be|

in vhich the patriotic king is placed

by his fiuthhii deputies. M. Lafitte,

who was his minister when he as-

cended the throne, when " young
France,’’ glorying in its triumph of

paving-stones over holster-pistols, pro-

claimed him to be the be^ of kings,

and the idol of a regenerated people,

obtained for him. acclamation, a

civil list of 18,000|^00 francs. It served

the purposes ofJthe revol^jtionary party

to appear liberal to ei^ss, and in

heart and soul devoted to the interests

of the best ofconstitutional sovereigns.

A year and a day have scarcely elapsed

before these liberal patriots have en-

tirely changed their views. Instead of

18,000,000, these gentlemen now only

grant him 12,000,000. M. Casimir

Perrier’s proposition of 14,000,000

was rejetted in the Chamber ofDepu-
ties by a large majority, considering

the materials of which that chamber is

composed. To the minister’s urgent

entreaties they replied by a vote of

dissent. They evinced some sagacity,

though not much loyalty in this. To
a king who can walk the streets, with

his umbrella in hand, bowing to every

fiacre driver and costermonger who
condescends to salute him, 1^,000,000

francs a-year are as much as 18,000,000

to one who disdains to set his foot on
the filthy pavement of his capital city.

Tliey have accordingly, from the purest

principles of patriotism, and an un-

feigned regard for his comfoi’ts, docked

him of one-third of his income. They
have, moreover, for the same reasons,

deprived him of some of his royal do-

mains, taking from him two or three

of the best grazing parks in the vicinity

of St. Cloud, stripping him of all su-

perfluous land, and although giving him
the opportunity of a daye hunting in

certain places, shutting him, in reality,

as muen up in the Palais Royal as

we should do were we to confine

William IV. in the Mkrshalsea or the

Tower of London. But we must not

mince matters. Louis Philippe is at

this mpment as unpopular in France

as ever Charles X. was. When the

last-named king abolished the censor-

ship, on his accession to the .throne,

he was what is termed ‘‘popular,” in

the highest de^. Louis Philippe

never was, and never will be so popu-

lar. Tbe old Jacobin feeling which

had eubsided, or, at least, had lost its

hopes and its energy, when Charles X
came to the throne, has been reviv^f
and its caustic sneers, and bitter ridi-

cule, and revigorated pusions, are all

directed against the reigning and hi-

tfierto considered ^pular monarch.

The Carlists of Frsftice naturally hate

him; the fionapartists hate him still

more ; the Republicans, ,as they have

all aluhg considered him as their tobl,

take every opportunity to spurt their

veijuice in his fiice, and proclmm that

they not only hate but despise him.

Give nim Uie Jpenefit of all that is said

and done in his favour—all tliat an

ostentatious display can gain from the

mob— all that obsequious familiarity

can* wring from the vulgar— all that

E
retence can extort from the weak, or

Lvours conferred can purchase from

the necdljaand the servile,—^he is never-

theless most unpopular ; and it would

not surprise us, if, before many days,

we saw him resign the whi£|bu.

“ young France” placdif’^upon his

hendf and, disgustea with exhibitions

which only lead to sorrow of heart,

retire into that privacy which under

certain circumstailces is considered

the “ post ofhonour.”

But humiliating as these admissions

are, seeing how Tar they detract from

the confidence which certain persons

repose on public opinion, and the sen-

timents of the middle and “ intelligent

classes of society,” we have more to

tell, and still more rdeent occurrences

to consider, whicli, when viewed dis-

ptissionately, place the last revolution

of France, and the object of its abet-

tors, in a truer though more fspubive

light. We allude to tlie ministerial

measure, sanctioned, of course, by

Louis Philippe, of abolishing tlie h^
reditary peerage of France, and substi-

tuting in its stead a peerage to be

elect^ by the sovereign nominallg^

but by the minister and the Chamber
of Deputies in reality. The project

for the suppression of the pemge
having been submitted to the consider-

ation of a committee of tlie Upper
Chamber, called a general commission,

consisting of fourteen members, they

were divided in opinion, seven being

in favour of the project and seven

opposed to it. The report which they

presented to the Chamber under these

peculiar circumstances, was drawn tip

by the Dukede Cazes, and is supposed

to contain all the ailments for and

against the measure. We beg leave
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to submit a specimen of these to our
readers^ The first is in fiivour of an
hereditary peemge:

** That the h£i4dit4 gives greater force

and indenettldenee to the peerage, no one
thinhs of contesting; that it is in this

respect a powerful guarantee for the

odwtiy, reason affirms and fiicts prove

;

that the destruction of this guarantee

will be of no advantage to liberty or to

the crown itself, Ait which the one,

however, will gain in ^wer what the

other loses in stability, yourfCommis-
sion are unanimously of opinion, bnd we
are too certain that this conviction is

yours also, to consider any exertion

necessary to induce you to partake of it

with us. We deem it especially j>ar

AvLtj to submit to yon the principles

and the facta which have led us to this

conclusion, before ire pass to the exami-
nation of the circumstances, tlsb applica-

tion of which alone has divided our opi-

nions. Enlightened by so many vicissi-

tndes and different chances, the country

"^at tbb prdlMkday understands its in-

terests. a*

** What it wishes, and what you are

asking for, is the consolidation of the

constitutional goverpment. Wo have
already told you that thia government
could oe stable only in proportion as the

three powers which compose it preserve

in their character the necessary strength

and independence. The royal power
derives strength from its perpetuity,

from the sanction of the law, the action

of the administration, and the command
of the army. The popular power has

for it the opinion which it creates and

renews, the voting of taxes, the im.
peochment of ministers, and that con-

stant Jg|erference with the acts of a
minisl^ more powerful even than accu-

sation. In presence of all these means
of action, what will be the means of

resistance possessed by the Chamber of

Peers, frequently required to contend

against the other two powers, whether
it places itself as mediator between
them, or whether it contends with them
both .^called upon, also, by its position

and its nature, to resist public opinion

by opposing itself to its passions and its

prmumoest Its perpetuitywas its force

—by friat its independence was inaored.

Opinion does not aeparafh power from
dmdon ;

the idea of ability and e^-
lioneeiajui^eonneoted, in all minds,

with that wlKch is hereditary. The h»
ffis hihredUe would deprivo the purage

^tkie ooiuervative instinct, this iptrtt ^
VSeduet, which is perpetuated in such

Mies, U tranm&ttedjfnm uge to age ns a

, fitediy tradition, ana renders their

\ts hereditm as the Htles rf the members
which eampose them^ Jt was peepetnity

which oonstitated the wisdom and the
strength of the Roman senate, aa well as

the greatness of Rome herself—- which
raised our parUamenta to the rank of
political bodies, and insured their inde-

pendence by giving to them that admi-
rable charactor and manner which pro-

cored them[he respect of nationB. Pro-
perty is the basis and fbundation of

societiea. Withovt transAiisaion there

is no property; thereffire the b^rMith ia

itself the basi^of eooie^ as well aa of
fiunilies. It^ said tlto hdrdditd ia a
privilege ! No doubt

;
bat a constitu-

tive privilege of societies— a privilege

like that of property, like all the con-
ventions which nave substituted right

for force. It is the privilege of the son
over the stranger, of the will which sur-

vives Over the matter which is extinct;

it ia the first, the true condition, the
comer-Btone of social order. But, aay
they, if the hereditaryship of property is

a privilege, it ia the privilege of all—
whilst the h^r6dit6 of the peerage, on
the contrary, is a personal prerogative

:

on this account it ia offensive to the
masses desirous of equality, enemies of
aristocratical distinctions. We shall

now proceed to establish the principles

and the facts. Privileges fbe favours

panted, not for the common advantage,

but the advantage of individuals. Rea-
son, the principles of our government,^
and public nunmors, equally reject them.*'
In every well>orgaiiised society rights

are the only means of accomplishing
duties, and tliat is true even of the

rights of the prince. Rights conceded
for tlie advantage of all are not privi-

leges, but institutions. The peerage is

no more a privilege for the peers than
tlie deputation for the deputies, or than
even the crown for the king. Utility is

the supreme rule— it is the common
right—it is the law of the law. If the
hereditd be useful, it is no longer a pri-

vilege
; besides, why call by name

a right to which all the social aupe-
riorities may pretend— a right open to

all classea oi aocietyl At Rome, so
long aa the patricians were the only
candidates for the consnlships, tiiis office

was in reality a privUMe
;
but this pri-

vilege was annulled the moment wben
every Roman might aspire to thia ho-
nour

; and no one can pretend to dis-

cover any thing so heaule to eqiudity,

in a power open to evety Smbitm and
every capacity.”

In what follows will be the

reasons assigned for the abolition :of

ibe Adrediti :^
their priidptes, and their pelitid, Is it not natntal that. When laws
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beea insuificiont for tliv ow^ dey
Cmico, the TOople who bore jfbught wad
oonouered tbr them, thinking to find il

the bad organisation of the conaenratiTe

bodies of these laws the cause of their

weakness, should seek, in the changes of
this organisation, a raarantee against

violations the renewu of which they
wish to preventl It mav no doubt
h^ipen, that in ti&e pre-oo<mpation of a
recent and strong mnression, persons

mar be led astray, lyul think they shall

iina the Mcniitysi^ey seek even in the

destruction ofthe guarantee which might
most contribute to mainsain it. It is

thus that, at the last and solemn trial of
Sections, made in the presence of the

grand question upon which you are

called to pronounce, that opinion was
strongly opposed, in the greatest part of

France, to an hereditary peerage* With
whatever feelings the movements of the
mind are judgM, its symptoms cannot
be denied or its principle misunderstood.
Tha mnistry and the. other chamberJuive
drawn thence the conviction ofan imperious

necessity, which they have ^Iteyed, An im-
posinjj^ majority has adopted the sup-
pression of an hereditary peerage^

a

suppression which the ministry had only
proposed as a painful necessity, calUd

forth by the pMie wish, and which im-
posed upofd^it the sacrifice of its personal

conviction, however deep it might be.

Yours, gentlemen, should it even be still

deeper, would undoubtedly not hesitate

to sacrifice it
;
and your committee would

have been unanimous in the conviction

yon might as well suppnss the peerage,
and not preserve a second wamber,
mutilated and deprived of the principle
which renews snd vivifies it. It is vain
for us to consult the wish of public opi-
nion—.the action of circumstances.
thing proves this odbion to be general
and serious-^nothmg proves these cir-

cumstances to be really insurmountable

;

every day may disclose, under the influ-

ence fif the press, an artificiid erroneous

opimon, demanding the sacrifice of an
institution. Far from giving way to tlie

first shock ofthis opinion, it is precisely

in ordsr*to resist such influences, and to

prevent these flraositoiy attacks, that the
eerage has been constitutionally esta-

lished upon a durable basis. It should
not therefore be sacrificed to the errors

ag^nst which it is instituted.

^
Public opinion demands the suppres-

sion rf an hereditaryjfHragi as a liberal

guarapte^ In 1814, it was reserved by
the crown as a means of influence and
power. The charter, the first homolo-
gation of the new public right called for

by France, left to the kinase righl'tJiP”

cresj^ng peers for life or hereditary
;
and

this unequal division, which was sup.
posed to have been dictated by motives
little creditable, perhaps, to the princi-

pal illustrations of now France, led, as

we have already stated, public opinion
to a better conception of the advantages
of an hereditary* peerage. Cannot the

same attempt be renew^ now, in a uni-
form manner, and under different inspi-

ration, without putting the state into

of this duty, if you had in the same de-

gree the consciousness of its necessity,

ifyou were fully satisfied that this sa-

crifice was demanded by the maintenance

of social order and tlie happiness of the

country. But the whole committee has
not been unanimous upon this point:

seven of its members have thought that

wisdom commanded them, for the tran-

quillity of the country, to relinquish

uieir opinion and to adopt the royal

propositions ;
seven others have thought,

on the contrary, that no consideration

ought to determine you to give up a vital

principle, tiie destruction ofwhich would
be the lu^ilation of the peerage itself.

Your wisdom will decide. In order that

you may do it with more ffmility, we
deem it our duty to expose to you rapid-

ly the facte and principles which have
influenced the two opinions that have
divided ua. An heredStai^ pee^e, aaid

tiioae of ua who thought it their duly to

lojeot thia provision of the law-— an he-

reditarypeerage is an easential requisite

;

it can Mone replace the action of the

eleotivo principle from whence the

Chamber of Deputies derives its origin.

If an hereditary peerage is to* disappear.

danger! If the ruin ofthe constitution

was attached to this pleasure, no doubt
the Chamber of Peers should inflexibly

resist ; and scorning the apparent objec-

tion of being actuated by interested

motives, it ^should venture all for the

defence of social order, as it did, on a
recent occasion, to insure the independ-
ence of justice. Thia ia not the case,

and the duty is not .the same. This
time the question is not a question of
judiciary conscience and personal dan-
ger, but a government and political ques-
tion. We have to consider how^ under the

injtuence of the late events, in the present

disposition rf public opinion, the Chamber

rf Peers can in the best way fulfil its

misdon of maintaining order, serving the

throne and the public liberties within the

limits rf the law. The relinquishment of

a right mi^, in a given circumstance, be
the means offorce amuit anarchical pxe-

tenaioDa. On nearly every aedal ques-
tion, the immense mdority in France is

moderate, and frienmyto order. The
question is not to give to this majori^
any occasion to complain, or let it join
fftievancea with those violent opiiuona

from which it generally keepaaloof, were
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it «ran Meeiwrjr,iii order to obtain tfaia

end, to give way to aome aueceptible

mindB—*to modifycertain guarantees un*
til they are better understood and regret-

ted* Wi^ont admitting die lawfulness

of the. iaaperatiYe mandates, and taking

them t»dy for syitptoms of the domi-

neering spirit, mumwe not acknowledge
that the meotoral opinion reproduced by
the votes of the other Chamber was to

a great majority contrary to the mainte-

nance of an hereditaiy peerage, and that

an immediate trial attempted upon this

opinion would excite it still morel The
pWs, in uniting sgaiiist the imposing

majority of the other Chamber, will un.

doubte^y make a painful sacrifice
;
but

can they hesitate, if at this price they

insure the actual harmony ofthe powers,

in saving Aem from a struggle wKich
would weaken them more than a concea-

aion itself? Pen^pneut members of an

assembly, the ascendency of it is

the interest of the crown to strengthen

by choices worthy of tliem, they will

have on their aide the popularity of a

*^^iable disintsi^stedneas, the ulterior in*

fiuenoe of public discussion, an^tliat

authority or principles and expeiienee

which is necessarily attached to the im-

movability of a political body. With
the suppression ofan hereditary peerage

the legislative vote of the Chamber of

Peers will not be less powerful to mo-
dify, suspend, or reject every resolution

which might be contrary to uie interests

of the state. Secure from the reproach

of personol interest, haying satisfied tlie

exaggeration of anti-aristoeradcal suspi-

cion, the Chamber; of Peers will possess

more moral strength to repel new pre-

tensions. It will no longer be accused

of seeking and defending its own privi-

leges in all social questions^ It will be
acknoiffedged that it has no other inte-

rest and aim, in its efforts, than the

maintenance of the constitutional throne,

public liberties, private property, and
the common right of civilised men,
which is at present threatened by a

spirit ofanarchy. Thus, the Chamber of
Peers, a necessary part of the state,

would preserve its conservative mis-
sion ; it tsouid be more elouly connected

with the throne ; and it is a public gua-
rantee rfter a change of dynatty^ It

would nave nothing offensive to the
spirit of equally, so prevailing in these

times ; and it is also a happy condition

for a power, char^ by its nature to

check and to miuntain. In this now
situation the Chamber would perhaps
gain pditiool credit with the people and
afitnity with 4he public mind, that it

would have lost by the relinquishment

^ a^cOntested privilege. But will not

relinquishment be the beginning of

greater ifloe? fViii ftot the Chsmp^
ir of Peert, ttripped of its heredUarp

light, be hereafter attached in itt exutencef

We have ahared this fear, aasured as we
are by the good sente of the public which
boa sprung up in France, and learned so
much for ue, last forty years* It is not,
undoubtedly, riielterra against pzeju*<

dices and arainst being attacked; but It

is invariably fixed upon certain political

maxima, wffich have been unfortunately^

too long misnnderajtood. The existence
ofa second legislative kremovableCham-
ber-— the necessity that it should -be
indepei^ent of the popular vote— and
that, faithful to the beat interests of the
nation, it should not comply with the
capricious opinions of the tunes:— such
are thegovernmentmaxims which hence-

forward enter into the domain of public
reason* Some minds may atiU, end will
always, attack them

;
but all shades of

enlightened opinions combine in defend-
ing them, and they have the sanction of
pnociple and of experience. Thus, with
the streng^iening of order and public
liberty, the legal rights of tlie Chamber
of Peers, seconded by its services, fur
from ever being in danger, will expect
every thing from the progress of public
opinion, which cannot always misunder-
stand^ the advantages of the salutary
principle now rejected, and ifot keej) an
account of the duty which will he im-
posed on your patriotism.

** Such are, gentlemen, the principal

considerations which have determined
one halfofyour commission to give their

suffrages to the royal project,”

The whole of the reasons contained
til this excellent piece of circumlocu-
tion may be expressed in one of its

sentences : " Public opinion demands
the suppression of an hereditary peer-

age, as a liberal guarantee.^*

Just so : the commons are resolved

that their will shall be the law of
France ; that a peer of France, instead

of being an independent legislator,

shall be merely an instrument in the
hands of the deputies, to be bent, and
twisted, and used for any purposes to

which the minister may think proper
to apply it. And this new order of
peers is to be substituted for ^he pre-

sent, not from any conviction on the
mind of M. Casimir Perkier that such
a change is desirable, or defensible bn
the score of prineij^, or as having a
tendency to render the peers them-
selves more usefol and independent as
members of puliament, hut because

public opinion,” which is more
variable than the wind, demands the
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change at this particular crisp. Nay, j

more : the promoters of the* measure
do not conceal their fears that the
change will entirely destroy the con-
servative influence of the peerage, and
render the democratic interests supreme
and irresistible. The usages or every

well*^ovemed country in Europe, they

admit, are against the meaijbre. It is,

by their own confession, a wild specu-

lation, justified by no necessity but
public opinionii

*

What, then, are we to think of men
who, in the ficce of the world, lend

themselves to carry a measure which
in their hearts they condemn, and
which they frankly avow is calculated

to produce great evils? What is

their paltry excuse? Why, that of
Sir Robert Feel, when he apostatised

on the Catholic Bill,- and gave his

assistance in carrying a measure repug-
nant to^he principles he had profeijjsed

through life, and which he still con-
tinued to profess, adding insult to

injury, at the very moment he was
openly acting as their fiercest enemy.
In tlie case of Sir Robert Peel, tlie

allegation that state necessity iuid

public ppinion” impelled him to

act contrary to his principles, was not
true. Public opinion was opposed to

the Catholic claims ; and who knows
whether, in the case of M. Perrier, the

“ public opinion to which he bends
is not also a fiction. It is no doubt
true that the old jacobins are favour-

able to a measure which is indirectly,

but not the less surely, hastening the

crisis which they most ardently desire,

the revival of their republic, and a
new crusade against the monarchies
and established institutions of other

nations; but we fearlessly deny that

the mind of France is in favour of this

new order of serviles. The doctrinaires

and the mob of Paris are perhaps in

favour of the change, merely because
it is a change ; but for the same reason

they would not object to a new king,

and a new charter, and a new minister,

every six months. But are the senti-

ments of the shopkeepers of a metro-
polis the sentiments of a country

gently? Even if they were, is a
minister justified in following them
contrary to his oadi and his conviction,

at a period of excitement, too, when
Uie opinions of to-day shdl probably

wear a new costume to-morrow, and
are likely to be derided, if not fbrgoU

ten, this day month ? If diis doctrine

is to be held in esteem, and fiuthfaUy
acted upon, what security is there mt
the institutions of any country? It^is

the doctrine of an anarchist : it

confusion— it must lead to perpetuid
strife—make law ai^ tlie regulations

of commerce a dead |etter, and plunge
the inhabitants of every country who
live by their industry into ruin aud
misei^

It is said that ttye secret motive for

this sweeping change in the peerage

of France, is the insecurity of the new
dynasty.* Louis Philippe, it is averred,

does not consider the crown safe upoir
his head so long as a hereditary

noblesse created by his predecessors

remD an independent influence in the

kingdom. But this can be nothing but
a pretext. This may be his excuse.

He must see that thd present peers are

already to overawed that they are

prepared to sanction the sacrifice of
themselves. They are willing, good
easy simpletons! to sigr^, their oit*;;**

dea^warrant. Why, then, not put
confidence in men wlio are made of
such pliable stuff, and such accommo-
dating habits? Would it not be safer

to trust to an independent nobility than

to one fettered by the deputies—who
shall be but tliQ deputies of the de-

puties— the feeble tools of the demo-
cracy ? If the commons have already

Uie power first to decimate the peers,

and rob tlie remainder of their here-

ditary rights, what guarantee has the

new dynasty in the character, or princi-

ples, or affections of such men ? ** Un-
easy is the head that wears a crown,”
and the citisen king has already expe-

rienced the truth of the maxim." Since

the proposition for the abolishing of
the heredite was first mooted, Louts
Philippe has fallen considerably in

the estimation of bis loving subjects

—

we beg their pardon, not his suhjectSf

but his ^'comrwesaud fellow-citizens.”

If his popularity continues to decliiie

at this rate for a few months, there

is no saying where his majesty shall

be on the second anniversary of the

Three Dags. His object when he
ascended «ttfh throne, and when the

fervour of the paving-stone heroes had
somewhat ooolra, should have been to

curb the restless and pemtual love of
change peculiar to the Itench people.

Experience should have taug;nt him
that to encourage it, or follow it, is to

proceed on the broad way to destruc-

tion. We are afraid, however, he has
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already gem tQo4ir**-iio, not lafraid^

nor even much concemed, for we do
not care a single mie what becomes of
hinhi He is incapable ofgoverning the

French. Qe has put the reins into the

hands of the jacobins, and they, we
doubt tiot, will n&ke short work of the

new dynasty."

Wlnle these proceeding are taking

place in France, and exciting the con-

sternation of£uro|ie,—Russia Iboking

westwards, with her gyns primed and
loaded, Austria polishing her bayonets,

Prussia watching upon her 'iipntiers,

and Holland couching like a lion ready

to leap on the hinds of Belgium, let us
take a hasty glance at the proceedings

of Earl Grey and the reformers of
England,

If we have spoken repreheosively

of the conduct o^the French minister

in suppressing the hereditaif peerage
of France, in what terms shall we
speak of foat measure with which we
ma thieateged at home, namely, the

swamping m our own peerage, in

order to carry the Uerorm Bill ?

**Make new peers," cries the Times
newspaper; *<why are they not made
alreadyV’ ** I am resolved to do it,"

replies Earl Grey, ‘'but the time is

not yet come."
let us see how this matter stands.

Which is the greater offence, the abo-
lition of an hereditary peerage after a
revolution has taken place, or tlic in-

undating an old peerage with new
members, for the purpose of effecting

a revolution ? M . Perrier pleads guilty

to the first charge, and Lorn Grey must
lead guilty to the second, if he carry

is mefiaces and intentions into opera-

tion. In our opinion, the last is the

greater evil, and, consequently, the

greater crime. Casimir Perrier might
have been forced into the measure
of which be conscientiously disap-

proves; but Lord Grey, so far from
being the instrument of a superior

power—so far from being urged to

the task by any other class of persons

than the rabble of London and the

laige manufiuituring towns—is making
this obnoxious measure dHe,means of
adhering jto office, and retaining for

himselfand his relations a longer lease

of the enomnous emoluments they re-

ceive Irom the public.

It^uis Philippe of France miglit liave

had.just cause to suspect the fidelity

ofjw indw>eiideiit peerage, created by
a .former dynasty. William IV. of

Englancisits in undisturbed possession
^on his thicsie, honoured and revered
iihy all men, and happy in the a£^
tions of his subjects. He was at po-
ular when he ascended foe thimie as
e is at this. moment; he was invuU

nerable in foe last x>arUament, during
the Wellin^n administration, when
scarcely a fingle petition in favour of
refoim was presented in either house;
md be will be equally revered end
invulnerable in (ne^nest parliament,

provided the detestable measure, intro-

duced for no other purpose than to

secure the Whigs in office, is not

passed into law. The case, therefore,

IS different in the two countries. In
France a revolution has actually oc-
curred—^in England we are only threat-

ened ddth one ; first, by his Majesty’s

ministers, and secondly, by the rabble

and incendiaries ofthe political unions,
^le House of Lords, by a large ma-e, have already rejected the revo-

laiy bill of Lord Grey. Anofoer
edition of the ^bill has been published,

which is already read a second time in

the Commons, where it is sure to he
passed. The second hill, in many re-

spects, is more ohjectionahlp than the

first ; at least, so it is represented to

be by tliose gentlemen who form the

fourth estate of the realm, and for the

present are located at a town called'

Birmingham. The question is. Will it

pass the Upper House? Those who
are well informed answer no / What
then ? There is no alternative, rejoins

the Times^ and those who echo its sen-

timents, hut to create so many new
peers as shall remove all apprehension

as to the result in the Lords.

The next question is. How many new
peers will he required for this purpose?
Sixty, we say, at the least ; and if the

conduct of the Duke of Portland he
truly reported, eighty will be the mi-
nimum ofthe required noble auxiliaries

of tile Whig administration. Now we
shall, for the sake of the argument,
admit that the king is willing, or has

consented to create as many peers as
Lord Grey may require, in order to

carry this measure. Suppose foe thing

done— foe bill carried—the reformers

chanting Te Dewn over foeir triumph,
and planning new schemes of inno^
vation and revolution, what would
history say of a transaction by which
every principle of the constitution was
violated, peers created to vote in fovour

of a particular measure,, the House of
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Lords packed by jurors, ump have # and fees--and of all die mob ofpublic
sworn—or, at least, promised—what*/ deelaimera, house-burners, quacks,tai*
ever the evidence might be, to return* lore, and other political and literary

a verdict against the constitution ? A
more flagrant act ofministerial tyranny,

committed under the pretended sanc-
tion of the people, agains1|aU law and
justice, in open derision of the senti-

ments of a nitherto indepindent and
deliberative assembly, could not be
conceived. The Hjjuse of Lords, so
constituted, and ssDting in this manner,
would be a public nuisance; its pro-

ceedings woulch be a farce—its opi-

nions would stink in the nostrils of

every sensible man— its adjudications

would be held in contempt— the mi-
nister would be its dictator—and by
a democratic House of Commons it

would, and most deservedly &o, be
swept into oblivion. It would not
even retain the standing in public

estimatipn of the reformed life-rent

lore, and other political and literary

adventurers, who disturbed, at every
period of distress, the peace of the
country, in the tinms of his &ther
George the Third, md of his brother

George the Fourth. Ho, no. We hold
in much higher esteem the intellectual

and mpral attainments, and the his^)-

rical impressions ofhis present majesty.

We take God to witness that the cha^

racters we have here wasted ink to

descnhe* are the men who hold the

most conspicuSus place in the ranks

of the present race of reformers. They
are the same men who, ever since the

da)^ of Pitt, have played the part of

political agitators—black dwar& and
nlackguards—unprincipled and pen-
nyless— sots always^—cowards in the

time df (banning—bravos in the days
ofLord Grey. Need we name names ?

peerage of France. It would sink by The list is familiar to eveiy man who
means of its own weight and gravi- has arrived at the years

,of discretie:..-*

tation, and be completely extinguished Loo);^ at the trials in 1794—the mob
in the blaze of the revolution. meetings in 1813— tlie riots of Man-
But the most important question of

all is, Will the king consent thus to

Burke tli^ peerage? or, will Lord
Grey have the temerity to advise his

majesty to so rash an act, considering

the awful responsibility,and the direful

consequences which in all probability

would result from it to the House of

Brunswick itself? We think not.

Chester— the riots in 1815 in London
—the treasons in Scotland in 1820

—

the same in Ireland every year since

the Union— the burnings at Bristol,

Nottingham, ai\d Manchester,—and
we shall see proof that die same men
who are standard-bearers in the cause

of reform, and rally under the tricolor

flag, are the ilite of the revolutionists

Lord Grey will hardly make the at-

tempt : ifhe do, the king will certainly

lehise. On the face of the proposi-

tion, is it at all likely that his ma-
jesty, considering who the hereditary

nobility of England are,— consider-

ing their wealth, their extensive pos-

sessions, and tlieir immense influence,

would sanction a measure that would
alienate from him the loyal regard of

the great majority of these noble per-

sons; and not these only, but ofalmost

every man of property and respecta-

bility in his wide dominions T For
what ? merely to gratify the revolu-

tionary propensities of the political

kinsmen of the French jacobins— of

die remnant of the members of the

corresponding societies— of the adhe-

rents ofArthur O'Connor and the Irish

of former times.
^

It will be said that the respectable

portion of the Whigs, and among the

rest his majesty’s present ministers,

hold no communion with these men.
We deny it. We assert that not only
the leading Whigs, but also some of
the ministers, do countenance the pro-

ceedings of these persons, and make
their illegal aud tumultuous meetings

and processions the ground for press-

ing more urgently upon parliament the

expediency of passing the Reform bill.

Look at the correspondence of Lords
Althorp and John Russell with the

Birmingham Union. Was not this an
encouragement, dictated by a love of
popularity,^n fovour of their proceed-

ings ? Have not the newspapers under
their control, and which a word would

rebels— of the mountebanks of the have silenced, inculcated the doctrine

school of old Thelwall and Burdett— of resistance, advised the mob to arm
ofthe slavering and vulgar idiots ofthe themselves, counselled them to csffry

cockney school of radicals— of the stones in their pockets to the hustings,

heroes of joinUstock swindling— of and told them it was their impeiative

bankrupt attorneys seeking notoriety duty to form unions and clubs m every
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city and town of the kingdom, and in
which unions and clubs, and by the

ftenzy with which (heir members were
inspired in con$equence of the lectures

of the ministerial journals, was engen-
dered- that hatred of individuals and
wbUc ' institution^ which led to the

devastation of Bristol and other places ?

It would be wasting words to answer
any denial of these charges. Tl(py are

so clear and self-eviJent, that none but
one who is Tpartwepi criminii will dare

to rebut them.
^

And it is to meet the wishes' of these
honourable peraons thaf the House of
Lords is to be packed, and a verdict

ofguilty— tlie consequences of which

V are confneation and robbery, the de-

istruction of public credit, the violation

'of all contracts, and the pillage of the

fundholder— is to be returned by
hireling peers, created for the purpose,

against theconstitutionofGreat Bntain

!

It cannot l(b. But if the attempt is

made, we hope an impeachment will

follow, and’ that those who s^vise his

majesty to an act so criminal, will

dearly rue their upprincipled counsels,

and expiate on a conspicuous platform,

in the mce of an indignant public, the

follies and the crimesVhicn they had
dared to commit in the sacred name of

the King of England.

THE V*xStON OF SCHEIK HAMEL.

^ Sheik Hamel was an Arabian warrior, and one night as he lay in his tent he
^dreamt that he was removed from earth to paradise. It is a curious coinci.

deuce, that on the next momin|r, as he was relating his dream to some of his

friends, he perceived a large a&j advancing to invade his camp. He hastily

assembled his men, rushed out to battle with the enemy, and was hilled.

Oil I I have had a glorious dream— a dream so fair and bright.

That unto it the moon were dark, the sun were veil’d in night

;

1 dreamt the bounds of life were past, and this existence done.
And another world was oped to me— another liappier one I

I dreamt there was a shady grove, and the almond-perfumed breeze

Breathed so serenely it scarce moved the blossoms on the trees

;

And through that balm-exbaling grove a rivulet was flowing,

And the amber rays of tlic setting sun on its silver waves were glowing.

And then I saw a little bark, and the boatman’s merry song
Rose cheerfully upon my ear as they rowed that bark along

;

And, oh 1 it was a bealiteous bark, like the fairy barks of old,

And it was glittering brilliantly with silver and with gold.

I got into this beauteous bark, and 1 heard the plashing oar,

As it bore me from the balmy grove to another happier shore;

And 1 saw sweet Eden’s diamond gates, but they were far too bright

For mortal eyes to dwell upon, to be seen by mortal sight.

And yet I tried to enter in ; but how could I explore

Tliat realm where mortals ne’er will tread, and ne’er have trod before.

Until their spirits shall be freed from this life’s galling yoke ?

And yet I tried to enter in— but 1 started and 1 woke.

Oh ! is there such a lalideas this ? or is it all a dream,

Thftt when this sun shall set for aye, a brighter one will beam

—

That when our earthly griefs are past, and our woes are lull’d to rest,

The gates of heaven will be oped to the valiant and the blest?

Ob 1 if there is—- Arouse, my men 1 let our banners wave on high.

For the war-whoop of our enemies is rising to the sky

;

^
Behold I I see thmr glittering arms— the buckler and the lance—

' O let us steep those arms in blood— advance, my men, advance I
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THE BRITISH KORTH ImERICAK PROVINCES.*

Prior to the separation from Great
Britain of the provinces which now
constitute the United StatM of North
America, it was the ophion of the

world that colonies were wuable to

nations; but since the es&blishment

of their independence, and especially

since the commercial intercourse be-

tween them and ^he mother country

has become more profitable to both

than all the supposed advantages of
their previous connexion, different no-
tions nave been broached by the poli-

tical arithmeticians—a sect that must
always be distinguished from the poli-

tical economists. The truth, however,
probably belongs not to either side;

at least, it cannot be determined by
the arguments urged by their respective

advocates. *

Those who maintain the importance
of colonial dependencies, ado not seem
to be aware that the strength of their

advocacy arises from pressing into their

argument many topics which do not

at all affect the question, and are de-

rived from other considerations, and
even prejudices, than tliose legitimately

connected with it. They appeal, for

example, to the national glory acquired

in the conquest of some of them ; to

the benefits they all confer, as places

of refuge to the emigrants ;
and to the

territorial increase with which they

augment the empire,—as if considera-

tions of those kinds can be allowed in

determining a problem ofmere pounds
shillings and pence.

Tlieir opponents adopt, seemingly,

a more correct rule ; inasmuch as they

lay the whole stress of their argument
on the expense of the colonies to the

mother country, and contend that this

expense might be saved, and the colo-

nies thrive as well, were the tie be-

tween them broken.

In this notion of the latter there is

a great fidlacv. It proceeds on the

supposition, that after having thrown
off the colonies, the parent state would
still retain all the advantages she pos-

sesses with them, supplying them with

her manufretures, and receiving thek
produce in return; and that, conse-
quently, an equal number of British

snipping and British'^eamen would be
employed in the trade. The same
cause, however, which gave rise to this

anti-c(frpnial doctripe—the establish-

ment of the United States as an inde-

pendent nation^ has already began
to prove* its unsoundness. For the

British 'shipping is not now so nume-
rous in proportion to the native ship-

ping in the American ports as they
once were ; whilst the American 8hi|}-

pinff in the British ports is not only
constantly increasing, but improving
in magnitude, beaut}s and value, and
actually gseatly surpasses in equipment
all the various vessels of the same
class, of every nation, that navigates

the ocean. As far, therefore, as th<'

state of the shipping affords' any proof,

the independence of the United States

has been detrimental to the mother
countiy; and the same effect must
result from a similar cause, were the
remaining provinces also made inde-
pendent ;—if that can be called detri-

mental, which irf properly no more
than the result of a prosperity that

has originated in the progressive con-
dition of both countries, for, undoubt-
edly, since their separation they have
ejicli been progressive^ but from other

causes than the event on which the

anti-colonists found their doctrine : the

progress of the United States has been
more rapid ^ban that of the United
Kingdom.
To tlio political arithmeticians, who

regard the expenditure on the colonics

as absolutely subtracted from the na-
tional wealth, a more comprehensive
scope of argument would be unintelli-

gible. But to the economists, who
consider that the true mode of deter-

mining a colonial account is, first, by
the balance between the dealings of
the colonists and the merchants of the

mother couniry; and, secondly, the

strength wttich the supreme govern-

ment derives from having the means

* The British Dominions in North America ; or, aTopographical and Statistical

Description of the Provinces of Lower and Upper Canada, New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, the Islands of Newfoundland, Prince Edward's Island, and Cape Breton,

&o. &c. By Joseph Bonchette, Esq., Surveyor-General of Lower Canada, &e.

R vols. 4to. London.
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and resources of colonists at its\ ployed in digging the canal, to pay
disposal,—the qiiDStiOB assumes a very | their locations? It would, however,

diTOrent character. For those who ill suit our limits to enter at large into

deny the value of colonies merely on the policy to which these quesdohs

account of die expense which their go- refer, or to dwell at greater length on
yefooittits and Maintenance causes, the benefits that the mother cotfntry

might' as well dddy the value of Lon- might der^e firom employing her emt-

dcm to £ngland, on account of its grants onfworks of that kind, rhtheir

mimicipal and local establishments; than by 'leaving them, with thdr

oh, in other words, might as well esti- slow, feeble, detached, and individual

mate the value of property by the cost efibrts, to clear patches for themselves

of its protection. It is simply because in the woods, as thiir sole means and
BT THROWING OFF OUR COLONIES WB cRpaci^ to make letums for their

SHOULD CEASE TO RR MASTERS OF
THEIR POPULATION, MEANS, AND RE-

SOURCES, THAT THE POLICY OF RE-

TAINING THEM IS TO BE DEFENDED.
But the anti-colonial question ufould

take another shape, were the expense

of colonies considered^ not by what
the mother country contributes towards

their support, but by what they might

themselves contribute.

^ Nothing can be more obviously just,

than that cilery community should pay

its own public expenses; andShere-
fore, where that is not only not the

case, but the contrary, as in the British

North American provinces, there must
be something erroneous in the system.

There is a wide difference, however,

between paying thafexpeuse and cast-

ing the colonies adrift, and, accord-

ingly, we have endured the evil so

long; for, until within a very short

period, the practice has been to spare

publicly the resources of the colonies,

and at the same time to squander these

veiy resources privately. The lands

and woods in the colonies, for exam-
ple, were surely worth something, else

wherefore would grants of them have

been so ofieu solicited ? and yet the

ease with which these grants were ob-

tained would lead to a difierent con-

clusion.

But besides the error of so wasting
the colonial resources, another, as gross

in policy, has been as uniformly com-
mitted—the mother country, by pay-
ing for public works in the colonies,

has been as fHodigal as in paying for

their politico expenses. Why, for

example, has not the Ridhau Canal,

in Upper Canada, the greatest colonial

undertaking since the building of the

Roman wuls across the island of

Great Britain, not been constructed

from the proceeds of the sales of the

public lands, at least in part?— why
ms not a value set on these lands ?

—

and why were not the emigrants em-

grants.

We have been led into these reflec-

tions by finding on our table two very
handsome quarto volumes, giving an
am^e account ofthe British dominions
in North America—an important sub-
ject, to which the attention of the pub-
lic lias lately been particularly attracted.

These dominions are interesting rem-
nsfiits of that extensive tralisatlantic

empire which once belonged to the
British crown ; and of late they have
engaged the attention alike of the

statesman, the political economist, and
the merchant.

Various causes have contributed to

this : among others, the gallant manner
in which the two Canadas came for-

ward during the late contest with the
United States, and the heroism with
which Upper Canada defended herself

during tne invasion of the enemy.
Since the conclusion of the war, other

circumstances have continued the ex-
citement ; and perhaps none more than
the discussion of the question of emi-
gration, which has been so actively

agitated ever since if was felt that the
general use of machinery was dimi-
nishing the means of employment to

manual labour ; a topic which' has be-
come a controversy, by the propagation
of that speculative parliamentary error

committM by Mr. Wilmot Horton

—

an error which goes for to represent
the diminution of employment (an
effect of machineiy) to be the same
thing as a superabundance of popu^
lation, even in the foce of the artificial

expedients to which the landed interest

is obliged to have recourse to keep
up the prices ofprovisions.'
The question of emigration itself,

and the general disposition to emigrate
which thewant ofemployment excited,

directed many inquiries to be insti-

tuted as to the respective advantages
which different countries presented to

settlers; and for a considerable time'
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it was believed that the United States / Lower Canada, Colonel Bouchette,
oftied for greater inducements in in-J undertook the compilation; and it is

atitutions, fertility, and climate, than on his work—the one before us>*-en-
the Briti^ colonies. They were in tided' The British Dominunu in North
consequence preferred, and the tide Jmsrica,thatwewouldpresumetooffer
set with a stroi^ current towards New a few remarks. To these we Ix^ leave,

York and her sister statesl Only^the in a special manner^ to mmise, that

more necessitous, whom in changes although we have described the vo*
of society in the Highland of Scot- lumes as a compilation, they justly

land .were forcing from their moun- merit Sc> be regard^ <^85 an original

tains, or misery mving from Ireland, work ; and one, too, on which time
sought the Canadian shores, and the and (^ent have* been employed with
banks of the lakes and the St. Law- care. >

rence. Persons possessed of more This Valuablcwaddition to the stock

capital, and accustomed to habits of of useful knowledge has been arranged
more enjoyment, went to the United from notes and memoranda, which the
States. But at last it be^ to be sus- author has been many years in collect-

pected, that a residence in the wildei> ing,«as well as from other works in

nesses of the woods, whether in the which statistics were not the prima^
Canadas or in die republic, could not object. With such materials, it will

be greatly different in its circumstan- be allowed , that Colonel Bouchette
ces ; and it also became more gene- could not fail to produce an interest-

rally kn^wn, that there was not *so ing and important book ; but it will

wide a ditference between the climates readily occur to die reader, that here

of the two countries as had commonly and there descriptions will be found
been supposed. The institutions, too, whiclr^ do not now exactly apply to

of the Cfanadas, were discovered to be several places, aldiougli at the time
quite as congenial to the British cha- when diey were made no objection to

racter as those of the United States, their accuracy could be alleged. But
In all points of comparison the notion as those descriptions are, with few ex-

began to be entertained, that the ad- ceptions, the best that can yet be found
vanta^s of seeking refuge in our own in print, the difference between them
colonies were perhaps equal to those ana the present state ofthe places can-

which had enticed so many emigrants not iustly be imputed as any fault,

to the neighbouring country. We have here before us the result of
In this state ofthings, circumstances many years* labour, and die points to

originating in the invasion of Upper which we refer owe their defect, as to

Canada by the Americans, had led to existing circumstances, entirely to the

certain inquiries concerning the con- chronological order in which they have
dition of that province; and from been drawn up. Had it been con-
these inquiries Mr. Galt, the agent for sistent with the plan of the work to

the claims of the sufferers in the war, have affixed dates to the descriptions,

was led to undertake the formation of this seeming blemish would have been
the Canada Company, for which it was obviated, and the notes might here-

ofvital consequence that circumstantial after, to the antiquaiy, have been of

informadoii should be obtained. Ac- greater value; but still, though in some
cordingly, there has been, since that respects they may differ from accounts

period, a constant increase making to subsequently formed, and though they

die knowledge which the public had be not very applicable to the state of

previously possessed of that country ; things at the period of the publication,

and it is not now hazarding too much they are, nevertheless, founded on the

to say, that the circumstances of that personal observations of die author,

remote province are as well known in and will here^er be quoted as derived

England as those of Irdand. But from his auffiority.

though by innumerable tracts,* travels, The work bears internal evidence, in

and pamphlets, this has been for some every page, that it has been written con

time the case, still, no regular com- amorcy and that, while engaged in com-
pen^qm of the information bad been piling it, the author was so deeply per-

Sigested till the surveyor-general of suaded of its importance, as something

* The Canada Company, it is said, have circulated upwards of sixty thousand,

gratis, in the last year.
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€ontribuMngt9:tU^lHtuif0 histo^ of hia \ until he found hi^lf in 569 and h^
oountryi that be fometimea oiwiiooked Iter; thence he aailed southtvifd, akl|
the propriety ofimc^g in a diy work *the shores of the western continent, as

to a dry style, aiul baa indulged .him- far as the Isle ofCuba, and so returned^

self in the enthusiasm with which he back to England.’’ Moreover, Hak-
was animated, bjt endeavouring to rise luyt, in the dedication ‘of his second

into the cendeau blue,*’ when perhaps volume to fiir Robert Cecil, Secretary

a lowW region would have better suited of State, if ) the year 1599, says, "that

his subject % not only tne principal Spanish writeis,

Nor shouldwe be in a capaci^ to do as Peter Martyr ab Aiiglicia, Francis

justice to his zeal* and industry, were Lopez de Glommga, and the^Venetian,

we not to reduce anotlier less obvious John Baptist lUnftisio, arid all the

blemish to its proper insignificance— Frank gec^phers, do all acknowledge

we allude to three o|, .four historical that the mighty tract bf land from 07
and local mistakes, or rather imperfect degrees north was first discovered by
statements; for the general fact in them England. The President Thuanus,

is not so erroneous as to affect mate- speaking of tlie first discovery of Flori-

rially the reasoning upon them, dnd yet da (about the beginning of the next

they are of such a familiar kind as to centu(y), which the Spaniards claim,

strike many readers at first-sight. says:— But what is more certain,

Colonel Bduchette has ms^if^stly no and which very many affirm, long be-

gmt pretensions to any superiority in fore this time Sebastian Cabot, a Vene-

historical research, and accordingly it tiau sea captain, not unskilledi^in astro-

jwould be far from doing adequate jus- nomy, under the authority ofHenryVIl

.

lice to his merits to judge of his ac- ofEngland,and in emulation ofColum-
quirements in that respect by hifi^occa- bus, did, in the year 149G, first of any

sional reference to well-known facts in arrive in this province.”

history. For example, what he ob- It was not until 1497 that Colum-
serves in the very beginning of his bus saw the southern continent, and he

first chapter, respecting the discovery never saw the northern at all. Tlie

of America, is very loosely put to- error in Colonel Buuchctte’s book is

getber, and is not correct as to fact, not important, but it is important that

nor indeed in unison with the com- England should on all occasions be

mon knowledge of our own time, allowed the glory of having discovered

“ Columbus,” he says, " having taken the new world— a glory too long sup-

possession of a great portion of the pressed ; nor does her right to this im-

new continent cn the name of Fer- pair the honour of Columbus, who
dinand and Isabella, Sebastian Cabot shewed her the way.

subsequently exploit tlie southern -We are led to notice another curious

section of North America, on behalfof fact, in which the colonel is probably

Henry VII., and thus secured it to the more correct. A gentleman claiming

crown of England.” This is inaccu- the title of Earl of Stirling, and a stu-

rate : Columbus never took possession pendous inheritance in North America,

of the continent as described ; and Se- has issued notices to the British crown,

bastian Cabot, it is now quite deter- claiming all the remaining British ter-

mined, was the first who discovered ritories in North America. This claim

any part of all the two continents of is founded on charters granted by King
America; nor was he an Italian, as James 1. of Great Britain to Sir Wil-
Colonel Bouchette supposes, but an liam Alexander, the first Earl of Stir-

Englishman, a native of Bristol—his ling, for purposes of colonisation, and
fiither, however, was a Venetian; nor con^med in 1633 by an act of the

was it the southern section of Norffi Scottish parliament. Nova Scotia was
America that he first discovered, but tlien erected into a palatinate, to be
the northern. We have a«iofe on this holden as fief of the^ crown of Scot-

veiy point before us, relative to tlie land ; and the dominions granted corn-

first voyaM of Cabot. They set out,” prebended a vast extent of country, in-

says Lord St. Albans, in one Bristol eluding the two Canadas, part of New
ship and three others from London, England, Nova Scotia, andNew Bruns-,

and went as &r north as the 67ith wick,togetber with the adjajcent islands,

degree of latitude, on the coast of la- including Newfoundland, &c.

bradore. He took the way to Ireland, Our private knowledge enables us to

from beyond the Cape of Labradore, throw a little light on this most remark-
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able. subject. ‘As far us charters and
lu^pealed law can give validity to pro-

TOtty,“there can be no question as to

the Earl 'Of Stirling’s right; but a ques-
tion of expediency has arisen upon it,

springing from political causes, which
will make the British goverment hesi-

tate to admit the claim. Th|| case may
be briefly stated thus \—
The first Earl of Stirling exercised

his right down to about which
period, he died, ’^is right did not

altogether flow from the royal grants,

but was in fact dcquired, and acknow-
ledged to be so, both by Charles I. and
James T., in consequence of a great

outlay from his lordship’s private for-

tune and resources,ofone item ofwhich
we happen to know something. « llis

eldest son, Lord Vis<;ount Canada,
married tlie heiress of Gartinore, in the

county of Dumbarton. This estate

was sold^afler the marriage, and the

proceeds applied to the colonial pro-

jects of the earl. It is, now worth
about seven thousand a-ycar

;
and it

will be allowed that the outlay of the

proceeds ofone such property was even
in those days equivalent in value to a
large portion of the wild and savage

territory it was employed to settle.

This first earl sold two baronies or

sections of Nova Scotia to the Sicur

St. Pitienne de la Tour, a P'rench liu-

Ipienot, reserving the allegiance oftheir

inhabitants to the crown of Scotland.

By the treaty of St. Germain-en-T^ye,
Charles 1. restored all the tract of couii-

tiy granted by the earl, to Louis Xlll.

;

but there was some ambiguityabout the

transaction, wfiich Cromwell aflerwards

rectified, and re-asserted the British

claim to Nova Scotia. Tlie French,

however, afterwards pretended that

there was no such countiy as Nova
Scotia— that it was an imaginary re-

gion— that the true countiy was Arca-
dia, which comprehended what was
understood by Nova Scotig; and this

opinion their ministers persisted in

with great pertinacity, even so lately

as the treaty of Utrecht. It does not,

however, appear that in this question

the claims ot private property were in-

volved— it was the sovereignty only;
and it is a curious and important fact,

^that the English negotiators at the

treaty of Utrecht made use of the

charters of the Earl of Stirling^ to esta-

blish their claim to Nova Scotia. We
say nothing here ofthe principle which
acknowledges the right ofproperty from
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/oone man to another upon a subsequent

{ acquisition : nothing, indeed, is more
clearly eslablislied, than that if a man
engages to give to another his right to a
property which he does not then pos-
sess, but which he afterwards acquires,

he is bound to fullibhjs engagement.
If, therefore. King James had no such
country as Nova Scotia, which he gave

to the Earl of Stirlii^, and if hisr suc-

cessors afterwards acquired that coun-
try, it is quite manifest that they were
bound to•assign it to the earl. But
his claiih is clearer ; for James bad the
country when he gave the grant ; and
altlioiigh it was afterwards yielded to

the French, and then again subsequent-

ly recovered from them, it does not ajn
peiir that in these mutations any thing

took place to vitiate the^Earl of Stir-

ling's righ^ However, it is not our
business to enter mure at large into ibis

very curious question, farther than to

remark two things
: firsts that it was

not really till the treaty of 1763, by
Gcorg^f IIL, that the countries com-
prehended ill the charters of the P^arl

of Sirling came again into the undis-

puted possession of the British crown

;

and seernuU^f that since that period the

king’s courts have, in contempt of an-
cient law and charter, been established

in those countries, by which the Earl of
Stirling cannot go into them without

acknowledging the usurpation made by
them uj)on his charters. The case is

nltogctlier one ofcurious difficulty ; for

though the claimant may make good
his descent from the first earl, there is

no other alternative now but to abro-

gate his charier by act of parliament,

and to repeal the Scottish act of 1633,
indemnifying the earl for the conse-

quences.

Of the descent of the claimant we
cannot speak so positively, but it is

also sin^lar. His grandfather, who
died in the reign of George 111., was a
collateral relation to the preceding earl.

At this time the family was very poor.

The gentleman was a clergyman in

Ireland, and, on coming to the title,

bef^u to collect the family vouchers, in

which he iqxde some progress before

his death. These voueners are said to

have been traced to the possession of

the celebrated Mr. Stewart, who was
distinguished in the great Douglas and
Hamilton cause; but they have since

been scattered. The mother of the

present claimant was the daughter of
the last earl ; and after her death, her
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husband, with her son, went to France,\ Bouchette’s theoretical notioiit on the

where they were long detail^ pri- f
economy of goveminents,the statistical

sonera of war. It is only since the details which follow are worthy of the

return ofthe young man to tiiis country gravest attention, and will render bis

that bis pretenuoDS to the title and book, for a long period to come, a stan-

these great territorial claims have been dard work/o geographers ; and it will,

reviv^— claims certainly the most moreover,pterest the philosophic poli-

extraordinary that any subject ever set tician to pserve how, piece by piece,

forth, and which have undoubtedly all we stripped the aborigines oftheir right,

the ancient sanctions of chaster and and in what manner retribution has

law that give validity to older estates. come upon us by the dexterity of the

But we must leturrf from this dtgres- American diplomatists. Of the terri<-

sion. To whatever cavillingithe histo- tory of Ossinaboia, sold to Lord Sel-

rical information contpined iifthe first kirk by the Hudson’^ Bay Company,
chapter of Colonel Bouchette’s work comprehending 116,000 square miles,

may be subjected, the geographical one naifofit nowMs within the limits

student will derive an accession to his of the United States, according to the

knowledge from the second. Tlu co- boundaries determined by the conven-

lonel estimates the still remaining frag- tion />f 1818 between the American
ments of the Bri|ish American territory government and Great Britain. But
at four millions of squam^miles and such things have ever been the case

upwards. On the parallel of the 49th with all our negotiators. It is notbinj^'

degree of north latitude, their extent is remarkable, that although the Amen^
not less than 3066 miles by 2150 in cans came off but second best in die

breadth— dominions of various soils war, theyshquld have been, in ourgene*

and climates, and capable of receiving rosity, indemnified for the mortification

an inconceivable multitude of inhabit- which they suffered in Canada, by so

ants. Of this immense superffeies it handsome a slice of the Hudson Bay
lias been computed that about 700,000 territory I We cannot for a moment
square miles are covered with water— suppose that our commissioners at

a striking fact, from which the student, Ghent were in the slightest degree ig-

by his own ingenuity, cannot M to norant of the boundaries and value of

deduce tliat the country must be in the country bestowed on the Americans,
general flat, and, as such, must com- Their concession must have been made
prebend, on the shores of the lakes and in policy

!

streams, vast unexplored regions that In the third chapter. Colonel Bou-
await the arrival ofemigrants. chette proceeds with an account of

In the remarks of the autiior on the Upfier Canada. It may seem to cur-

Hudson Bay territory, and the possibi- sorv readers, that this implies some
lity of the crown resuming the charter de^t in his arrangement; but when
of that company,we think he has again it has been considered that he had
deviated unnecessarily from his sub- previously spoken of the wild remote
ject; not that we object to his specu- regions beyond, it will bo seen, that

lative ingenuity, or feel dispose to although the latest planted of the Bri-

controvert his opinions : but these little tish American provinces. UpperCanada
aberrations, as they may he called, draw naturally became the first tohe noticed,

the mind aside from the more valuable As a compendious description of an
considerations offered in the geogra- extensive province, we are aware of
phical facts, especially when they, as few works that can furnish any similar

in this case, touch principles in politi- thing so g6od as his general account oi

cal economy by no means aemonstrated, Upper Canada; and in the main, we
and even broach^ new ones that liave are told, it is surprisingly correct and
only an imaginary foundation. When satis&ctoiy. He has, it is true, in the

will the time ever come\hat the BritM fifth chapter, fallen into several errors

;

gewemment will think of buying the and, peraws, some of them partake of

wide and wild tracts to which the Hud* an insensible influence on ms tasted

son’s Bay Company lay claim ? and He gives, for example, a flouEisIung^

for what possible purpose could ever anticipation of the advantages to be
such a fancy enter the im^nalion ofa enjoyed by posterity from the incor-

British statesman ? But if these sorts poration of the Canada Company; but
of ^leculations now and then creep in, m says nothing respecting the origin

and ftir exceed the grasp of Colonel of that conipany>.nor of the individual
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/
whose views necessarily animated the into channels practicable for schooner
spirit by which the association of the 4 navigation. The one is, by locking
liOndon share-dealers was actuated, the Petite NatUme river,which flows in
I.le mentions him, however, as die • a channel eight feet lower than that of
founder of the town of Guelph^

.
the St. Lawrence, through the eastern

Goderich, on lake Huimn, is also district of Upper Canada, on the one
another of Mr. Galt’s* Awns, and side, and by connecting the St. Law-
owes its name to the circunr^tance, we rence with the Chatcauguay on the

understand, of the site being fixed at other, in Txiwer Canada. Projects of

the time when the news Of his lord- these kinds, howevejr, are the notions
ship’s accession to tlft premiership ar- of men who look far beyond this pre-
rived in the province. It is the re- sent time; and perhaps it is not too
motest British settlement on the conti- much to assert, tliat great enterprises,

nent of America, out of the Hudson promaturoly undertaken, do harm to

Bay territories. the progress of improvement.
The seventh chapter is exclusively In the description ofI.ower Canada,

devoted to an account of tlie river Colonel Bouchette appears to great
St. Lawrence, the great lakes, the gulf, advantage. It is, we believe, his na-
and canals; and, considering tlifi ex- tive country; and his details concern-
tent of the country described, the par- ing it have evidently been accumu-
ticulars detailed render this one of the lated with pleasure and industry. Be-
most interesting portions of the work, sides the merits of his general descrip-
It is noV however, very obvious why tion, he has subjoined in the appendix
the description of the American Erie a tojiographicfll dictionary of the scign-

canal had any thing to do with an cries Tnis portion of the work we
account of the Canadas; for we be- cannot'^pniise too highly for contiin-

lievc it has never yet been used by any ing information in the utmost degree
trading vessel under the British flag, valuable to emigrants. The minute and
And we have also some reason to dis- available information contained in this

sent from the eulogiums which the dictionary ought to make the work the

colonel pronounces on the Welland chief guide of those emigrants who
canal, which we have seen described prefer Lower Caitada, and to whom
as a job at both ends, and a blunder social intercourse is still an object,

in the middle.” No doubt groat praise nlthou ;h they seek the asylum of the

is due to die singular perseverance forest.

with which a Mr. Hamilton Merritt The second volume of Colonel Bou-
assisted tc raise the capital for this chette’s work relates to Nova Scotia,

great undertaking ; but Colonel Bou- Cape Breton, New Brunswick, Prince
chette has not been correctly informed Edward’s Island, and Newfoundland

;

when he ascribes the project to that and the statistical descriptions under
gentleman. Long before Mr. Merritt each of these heads must be received

was heard of in the province, the prac- as most valuable. They have one
ticability ofmaking the canal had been fault,— that of containing too much,
ascertained ; and his design was that Tliis fault is, however, to the honour,
only of a small boat canal, the cost of in some degree, ^of the author. It

which was not estimated at more than has arisen from his anxiety to give

25,000/. The present enlarged scheme as much information as possible ; and
originated with the founder of the those townships and names appear
Canada Company; but facts ofthis kind with a degree of importance in his

are not important, further than that statements to which their real con-
to ascribe to one man the suggestions dition does not entitle them. But
of another is an inadvertency, which blame, in this respect, belongs not al-

literary men, 'in recording the names together to Cplonel Bouchette, but
of the benefactors of young nations, to the early geographers of every

should carefiillv avoid, llie author country. We had ourselves two an-
sbould also, pernaps, have noticed two cient maps of England and Scotland,

other projects that nave been broached, in which hundreds of places are laid

for no less a purpose than to turn the down that no longer exist, having been
mighty waters of the St. Lav^rence swallowed up by the great modem

* The colonel states that the- town of Galt is on the Canada Company’s lands,

whereas it was in existence long before the chmpan'y was imagined.
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fium system ; and in which many'^ spective plan, to be possibly realised

large and populous towns that have | in the course ofmany hundred years,

since sprung up have, of necessity. Colonel Bouchette’s work ought to

no place at all. The considerate « be in every public library in the em-
reader is not tofimagine, tliat because

,
pire, for it is by it that the truest con-

the names of many places exist in our ception c^ be formed of the value of

audior’s description, that therefore all our Nonw American Dominions,
are of the same importance, more which vety shortly will become the

than that the maps which he may buy subject of deep and anxious considera-

of Washington e^ibit the actually in- tion in Parliament,

habited metropolis : it is only a pro- Z.

^jftoutfanb lElsbt f^unbreb anb ^birtg-one.

UY THE ETTRICK SnfrllERD,

%

0 Eighteen Hundred Thirty-one,

lllou hast been an intolera-

Ble year for fume, for fudge, and flame,

For Burking and for Cholera ! •

%

1 *m glad that some thine end have seen ;

And may Ileav’n make tliy follower a
Much better year than thou hast been,

Witli thy Fumes, Bill, and Cholera

!

Hold, Shepherd ! hold thy impious breath I

It would be most intolera-

Ble thus to laugh at flames and death,

At Burking and at Cholera
!”

Alas ! 1 neither laugh nor flout,

Nor give my tongue a tolera-

Tion either to deride or scout

The Burking, Bill, or Cholera

!

f only pray this year may send
To cnief, to hind, and scholar a

Relief to drivelling without end
^Bout Burking, Bill, and Cholera

!

For all tlie years that I have seen,

A heartlesser and hollower a
Year than thou has never been,

With Burking, Bill, and Cholera I

FaKwell, farewell 1 1 see a storm,

A tapper and a roller, a-

Pproacning so flercely 'bout Reform

—

’Twill bulk both Bill and Cholera

!

Farewell, farewell I God speed thy flight

Far o’er the regions polar;—

a

Long farewell to thee,—jade outright

!

Thy Burking, Bill, and Cholera!
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RESUERECTION /CL RECREATIONS.

BY A POOR DEVIL.

INTRODUCTORY EPISTLE.

To Mr. James Framr. their work upon features which were
Sir, 1 never remarkable for beauty ; and my

In the first number of the best suit (but why should 1 s^ak in

Spectator

y

Addison happily observes, the superlative ?) my only good suit is

that a reader seldotR penises a book at present under tne avuncular pro-
with pleasure till* he knows whether tection. I shalf therefore be content

the writer of it be a black or a fair with giving you such a description of
man, of a mild or choleric disposition, myself hs may ^rve for an introduce

married or a bachelor; with other tion to the paper 1 herewitli offer to

particulars of the like nature, that con- your notice ; and prevent it from la-

duce very much to the right under- bouring under your contempt, as up-
standing of an author. Now if this be pearing not merely in the guise of a
true of the public (and who will joubt stranger, but in that of a nameless out-

it?) how much more true must it be cast, flung upon the \\orld imcared for

of the publisher ? I do not, however, and disowi^ed by all.

Mr. Fraser, feel disposed to gratify in Do not suppose, however, that T

its full aient the curiosity you must mean to claim for my production any
naturally entertain. It is not my inten- noble or lofty parentage ; it is the off-

tion to present myself before you in the spring of one utterly undistinguished,

flesh. My appearance is now so far save by the buffets of Dame Fortune,
from prepossessing, that it would win In sooth, sir, I might accurately explain

me little favour in your eyes. Age, to you my moral and physical con-
dissipation, and misfortune, have done dition in the words of Shelley

:

Alas ! 1 have nor hope nor health,

Nor peace within nor calm around
;

Nor that content, surpassing wealth.
The sage in meditation found.

And walk’d vrith inward glory crown'd
;

Nor fame, nor power, nor love, nor leisure.

Others 1 sec whom tliese surround—
Smiling they live, and call life pleasure :

•

To me that cup has been dealt in anotlier measure.”

Or 1 might, in the language of the pened to be tenanted by several de-
corapassionate, who never bestow cha- mons,who, under the adjurations of tlie

rity or grant relief, emphatically de- exorcist, were compelled severally to

scribe myself as a poor devil.’’ But display their proper hideousness by the

you most probably would prefer my contortions of the human countenance,
speaking for myself, and dealing less Let me, then, simply inform you of my
in generalities. present condition, habits, and pursuits.

Poor devil,” it is true, nearly and relate to you some few passages

amounts to the precision and expres- in my mortal pilgrimage,

siveness of a definition; devil being I am one oftiiose unfortunate per-
the gefiuSy and poor . But no; sons barely supplied with the neces-
poor is too common an epithet now-a- saries of life, and those few comforts
days to serve for the essential difference: which an advanced state of civilisation

it is a property

y

or accident— the only throws within the reach of all, except-
property, by the by, possessed by ing the veriest viretchcs belonging to

numbers in our happy countiy; and the soil. I am not like the ancient

an accident which aecidedly should be Fenni—yet I envy them ; and, indeed,
married to its occasional adjunct, have often thought of betaking myself
dreadful. Devils, too, are of various to a savage life : but a consideration of
hues, and forms, and aspects—as is yet my increasing years and lost activity

to be read, and was formerly to be as constantly restrained me. I have
seen, through the veil of the flesh, (or may have, if I manage properly) a
when the body of the possessed bap- tolerable dinner to eat, a warm bed to
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lie in, a coat good enough to keep o^ I won it by gaining. Shrink not ftom
the cold depellere friguSf oxid I Sim ) me, sir, because of this avowal. I
peaceable in my habits and gentle in * have long since ceased to gamble, and
my bearing; yet I entirely sympatliise gambled only for a short period. 1
with the philosophic barbarians: — * was then, sir, an unhappy, and disap-

Fcnnis mira firitas, foeda paupertas: • pointed, and solitary man, conscious
non arma, non^efjui, non penutos : that nearlrhalf my days had run to

victui herba— vestitui pelles—cubili waste, anA that on those which yet

humus.” Dut what was their feeling? remained it was scarcely possible that

Id beatius arbitrantur, qu^ip inge- hope, or love, or fame, or friendship,

mere agris, illabbrare domibus, suas could shed one glorious gleam,

alienasque fortunas spe metiique ver- I had tried afl things, and in all

Hare.” And what was theif reward ? had I found little but bitterness and
“ Securi adversus homines, sscuri ad- disappointment. T had been robbed
versus deos, rem diffiSilliinam assccuti by my guardian, jilted by my ladye-
suiit, ut illis ne voto quidein opus sit !” love, betrayed by my friend, thwarted,

But, alas for me 1 albeit as little dis- crossed, ruined in my ambition. Oh,
posed as these same Tenni ** ingcgnerc sir, for me life was utterly stripped of
agris, illaborare domibus, meas alie- its illusions

!

nasque fortuuas spe nietuque versare,” At*iirst 1 had recourse to drinking

;

I have not the 'reward. I am cursed but in this I found little relief. A man
with many wants unsup{)lie*d, with must be sometimes sober, and then,

many wishes unattainable, with many ii\ moments of deep despondency of
tantalising insulting spectres ofby-gone mind and dread prostration of physical

happy hours, of rapturous enjoyments, power, he pays an awful retribution for

and of proud passages in morud exist- even hours of reckless excitement and
erjce, when man, half free of his hu- fo^etfulness of evil. J soon discovered

manity, feels his spirit spread abroad tliis, and abandoned the wine-cup.
in majesty and in power, and knows One other stimulus remained for

himself in intellect a'god.” me—one, too, which was sure to

I am cursed, too, in being the vc- last as long as I was worth a shilling

riest slave of Circupistance. I am in to supply it withal—and that is to say,

the condition of a beast driven through thought I, as long as it will be worth
a field, upon which plenty and luxu- my while to be a breathing man. JHl

riance smiles, but confined for enjoy- be a gambler—T*ll play with caution,

inent and support to the narrow limits with coolness, upon a regular system,
and the coarse^ and scanty produce of 1*11 go to Paris—rather let me have*

the dull, licaten pathway, from which recourse to this vile stimulus in a foreign

he must not wander ; or if he does, land than in my own. And if I win a
even for a yanl, he is driven back with fortune, as a man so passionless ns I

many stripes, and so hgrried onward now am can scarcely choose but do,
in the ancient track, as to be unable to 1*11 purchase at least the fame of
avail hiinseiroftheiniserablebrowsing it Sostratus the architect, by leaving my
affords. In otlier words, if I venture to name inscribed upon some structure

indulge in anything approaching luxury of utility and splendour, which shall—indeed, in any thing beyond the gi-ati- command the admiration of posterity,

fication of man’s ordinary wants—lam though it fail to win its gratitude,

destined to atone for it by some pro- Hius, Mr. Fraser, thus will we, in our
portional privation. 'Ilius, for instance, passionate longing after immortality
if I astonish my digestive organ with a with a world wo perhaps despise,
pint of wine—which it dislikes not— cling even to the hope of that mute
I know full well, and feel most bit- and worthless remembrance of our
terly, that it must pay the penalty of name, and our mere name only,

this agreeable surpn8e,«'bY going din- which can be transmitted to other ages
nerless some day, before the com- by a chiselled stone I

mencement of the ensuing month Well, sir, I did go to Paris, taking
ushers into my pocket tlie twelfth part with me some 7000/., the relic of an
of the annuity upon which 1 exist. ample fortune, and then did I truly

It is no very splendid annuity, commence “meas alienasque fortunas

Mr. Fraser; and yet 1 may (if to lead spemetuqueversare.'* 1 played upon a
a sort of vegetable life be an advantage) regular system, which 1 had bought
cuQsldcr myself fortunate to possess it. from a rained gambler for 100/., and
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whidi certainly did as nearly as might
be approach that perfection which
would ensure success to one playing •

with a large capital, and content to

win a small stake.

It is true, the condition of the

original proprietor was noA calculated

to encourage a man to put much faith

in the system ; but then he^ had been
only enabled to perfect it precisely at

tlie moment he bad lost his last stm.
My lOOZ., to(^ ^n disappeared

under its auspices; but no wonder!
it wanted the other cipher to give it

proper weight. If it had been a
Uiousand, he musl have made a
fortune.

1 played on, and every day was I
witness to metamorphoses almost as

foul as Circe’s. The ‘‘jolly caster"

of one evening was the despised and
insulted looker-on of the next. I saw
that, independent of all unfair play,

it was infpossible—from the say 2 ^er

cent to die table upon every transfer

of money from one hand to another,

and from the fact of men having to

play against a great bank, and worst

of all, against their own passions— it

was impossible to win without a large

capital and a safe and steady system.

Many a finely-woven scheme, too, did

I see fail. But Uiese 1 will not attempt

to explain. Again, some always bet

on the black, others on the red

—

some always backed the caster ** in,"

others always backed the caster “ out

and I found the difference to be pre-

cisely that laid down in the philo-

sophic apologue : “Fabricius alw'ays
BACKED TUE CASTER ‘ OUT,’ CaTO AL-
WAYS BACKED THE CASTER ‘ IN.’ TllE

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM AT TUE
LAST WAS, THAT THE HAIR OF FaBRI-
CIUS HAD GROWN THROUGH HIS HAT,
AND THE TOES OF CaTO HAD GROWN
THROUGH HIS SHOES."

My system, however, flourished. 1

brought my whole capital into the

market each night, and was content to

win 100/. The moment I had secured

this I retired, unless, by the chances

of the last event, I had some surplus.

To this I gave a shy, having first

irrevocably buttoned my pocket on all

beside. If I won, I play^ on—when
1 lost, I departed under the protection

ofa gendarme I kept in pay.

The excitement was perpetual, and
great even to pain. Sleeping or waking,

my thoughts ran upon caius and dice.

If not actually playing, I was calcu-^

gating chances with reference to the
infallibility of my system, from the
events potir et centre of the night
before ; or if asleep, I was dreaming

» of play. The dice were rattling in
my ear, followed everiand anon by the
monotonous bass sounds wherewith the

familiars of the hell announced joy or
sorrow to a crowd of panting hearts.

During this period I lived in the

most retired mannes— scarcely tasted

wine— frequented no place of public

amusement—-was in no society ;
— in

sliort, liyed, breathed, moved, and had
my being merely for the purposes of
play. At len^h, on one disastrous

night, fortune delivered me over to my
evil genius : I lost the greatest part of
my forge capital by a combination of
unlucky circuinstancoR, so wonderful,

SO apparently impossible, that my
scheme^ Ijtd not provided against

them. With Fortune, Prudence
speedily deserted me : these divinities

can never remain long sei^arate. I lost

my self-command— all power of cal-

culating—almost all power of thinking.
In half an hour, eveiy thing I had in

die world was gone, except one Napo-
leon, which 1 had set apart in my
waistcoat as a present for my gen-
dariuc. 1 did not need his company
that night— 1 sllould never want it

more. I flung down the miserable

relic oil the colour which had ruined

me, and sunk back into my chair,

sightless, speechless, motionless. The
bitterness of death waj upon me. In
the near approach of dissolution, my
soul seemed free from its fleshly bonds
to roam abroad unlimited by time, or
place, or dfstance. My brain was
flooded with recollections— a vision

of my whole life was rolled athwart

my mind— the old hall in which I

was born— the dear familiar faces of
my childhood— the adored shades of
my parents were before me ; but my
father looked sad upon me, and my
soul sickened when I thought how
bootless, how worthless had been my
existence— how little had I justified

his fond hopes, his proud paternal as-

pirations 1—

,

** ItifAt after light in my soul had died

—

The early glorious dreams

And, O merciful Heaven !—
•• The holy prayer from my thoughts had

Tlie prayer at my mother’s knee 1”
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My poor mother ! And my love,

false love, was.tliere—and my faiUdess

friend— and the awful immensity of
<

shadow-peopled space was yawning
around me. •

I know not hew long I remained in
,

thisstate—- 1 had faint^. On awak-

ingi 1 found myself in an adjoining

apartment.

Tliere was an exceedingly bitter taste

in my moutli— itJiad been filled with

salt ; and my bead was supported by a,

very fair but erring sister of charity,

who held her smelling-botfl<^ to my
nostrils. She was anttopera-dancer, in

whose society 1 had been in the habit

of passing some ofthe few leisure hours

in which I could tear myself from my
occupation. She was a beautiful*and
gentle creature— a flower that, if nur-

tured in another soil, the proudest

mi^ht have felt honoured aid delight-

ed in taking to his bosom. 1 admired
and pitied, and, in another condi-

tion, should have loved her; for in

form, and feature, and intellect, she

had every thing which could* make
woman lovely; and she w'as the victim

of circumstances, not of evil disposi-

tions ; yet she was dissipated and ex-

travagant, and, lastly, like myself, a
gsimbler, and almost always unfortu-

nate. Hence our acq\iaintance. It

was in the $alon 1 had first met her

;

and on a thousand occasions had I

repaired her imprudences, supplied

her exigencies, and gratified her fan-

cies with a lavisli hand. She was not

ungrateflil. The first words I heard,

uttered in the deep yet soft and gentle

tone ofwoman’s intensest feeling, were,
“ Et vaus avez tout petHut'* ‘‘ Out,

Eulalky^ I gasped forth, “ ;Vi tout

perdu,** A mute and gentle' embrace

was the only reply ; but it well assured

me that, wretched as I was — destitute

as 1 was— hopeless as I was, tliere

breathed one fond being upon the

earth who would not shrink from me
in my misery. Ti touched me— and
1 could have wept like a weary child.

But the savageness of destitution for-

bade me to give way to any kindly

emotion. My heart wj|is seared ; 1

muttered a farewell, and attempted to

rise and leave her; but she clung to

me, and whispered in my ear that I

should not part from her— tliat she

would have ample means to support

us both until 1 snould retrieve my for-

tunes— and that, by both abandoning

the vice to which we had been victims,

we should be enabled to live together

tranquilly and happily, and for ever.

I could not avoid smiling, well pleased

at the poor girl’s enthusiasm, and paus-
ing on the idea ofself-destruction whil»
there was yet in the world a being so

single-heaijlsd and so lovely, who took

interest inmy fate. On the moment I

half forgo/ my destitute condition, un-
der the influence of her endearments

;

and, by a strange revulsion of feeling,

that reckless gaief^

« Which mnkes the scaflbld echo with
the jest/’

swelled within my bosom as I remem-
bered the advice of the silver-footed

Thetis to her sore-afflicted son ; and I

exclaimed, Well, then, dearest Eula-
lie, Iwll to-night accept the shelter of
thy roof, and be happy— let my fate

to-morrow be what it may 1”

We rose to depart. In passing
through the mhm, 1 carelesslyObserved,

Eulalie, before 1 thought of dying, I

threw down my last Napoleon on this

colour : let us see what became of it

before we go.^' It was yet there, but
multiplied to the twelfth power. Twelve
times in succession had the cards
turned up in my favour ; and the packs
being then out, I was saved the chance
of losing what I bad so strangely won.
My Napoleon had .5296 companions

;

and yet— shall 1 confess it?— will

you l>elieve it ?— my first exclamation
was a curse that this run had not taken
place while I had my usual large stakes

to win upon. My better feelings, how-
ever, immediately prevailed ; 1 seized

the sum thus thrown back to me, as
it were, from the very jaws of hell,

and flew away rather than skimmed the

eartli with my delighted Eulalie, so-

lemnly vowing that we would never
gamble more.

Behold me now in a new and ratlier

embarrassing position— the protector

of an opersudancer whom I had always
liked exceedingly, and now had leisure

to love. Eulalie was gentle, beau-
tiful, accomplished, witty, gay, good-
humoured— the most enchanting of
companions ; and I had full possession
of her heart. But she was a coquette
by nature, by practice, and by invete-

rate habit. Happiness was not to be
my lot : with love sprung up jealousy,

the deadly giant-weed, and 1 was
miserable when she was absent from
my sight. 1 prevailed upon her to

al^ndoti the opera~ to for^ the
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adoration of the Parisian million— to ^

leave Paris. We retired to a small

town in the south. Still 1 was not*

happy ; still was she a coquette. The
*poor girl cheerfully and readily made 1

every sacrifice I required, and 1 adored*
her for it. 1 knew that loved me
fondly as woman ever lotted; still I

could not avoid fearing that, from
ineradicable lightness of character, she

played me false. We were miserable,

though neither ever breathed a murmur
of complaint to the other. We were
wasting away in the flames of our
excessive passion. 1 resolved to leave

—to release her. She was fading on
my bosom, like a delicate flower in an
ungenial clime.

I wrote to lier, stating that, to pre-
serve her life and restore her pdace of
mind, I bade her farewell

; and that,

for the very love I bore her, she should
never see me—never liear of me more.
The letfer, containing words to this

eflect, and two-thirds of my remaining
fortune, 1 left under tier *pillow as she
slept; and kissing her sweet lips for

tlie last time, 1 threw myself upon the

world, once more a wretched, solitary

wanderer.

1 came to London, and purchased
with the money T had reserved an
annuity of 130/. a-year, payable
monthly. My ordy desire iiad been
to secure the necessaries of life. 1

have of course, from my own income,
little more—and from friends I derive

no assistance, for no friends have I.

Neither, if I had, am I, like many 1

have met, learned in the art of living

upon them for one half of the year,

and upon the public (i. e. credit) for

the other. Like the friend of Juvenal,

nulli com&t exeo. I live in the midst of
a busy world, wholly ignorant of its

proceedings. My straitened circum-
stances compel me to lead an anxiously

systematic life; and, like the same
Umbritius, I have as yet found nulla

emolumetUa lahorum to make those

circumstances more easy.

Sometimes, it is true, I see a paper
at the cheap dining-houses 1 fiequetit;

but this happens so rarely, from the

crowd of applicants, that it is truly to

me as a solitary sibylline leaf, save that

it treats of the past, and not, oracularly,

of things to come. Formerly, too, 1

was wont to converse with any decent
person I might happen to find masti-

cating at my side; but this gratifi-

cation 1 was compelled to forego, in

consequence of an occurrence which
alarmed and afflicted me exceedingly.
I was in the habit, for nearly two
months, of meeting a young foreigner

at one of these houses, llis talents, as

has been written of Pitt, were rich in

their separate excellence, wonderful in

their combination! '*He was painter,

poet, and musician; he had studied

much, had travelled in many countries,

and possessed coinrcrsational powers

never yet surpassed. Many a time

have 1 been betrayed into the extrava-

gance drinking an additional go of
gin by the fasciiftition of his discourse

;

and when my purse was at the lowest,

often have 1 remained sipping my pint

of porter after the most protracted

fashion, to prolong to the utmost the

enjoyment I derived from his society.

At last we became income sort friends.

He us6d frequently to take me to the

Italian Opera, by orders he procured

from one of the chief singers, and ac-

company me to the gallery, my costume
not bfipng suited to Fop’s Alley. Ima-
gine my dismay, sir, when, on entering

the dining-room one day, I was in-

formed tliat he had been taken up for

attempting to steal a lady’s reticule in

the squee/.e-room the night before, and
was recognised at the police-office as

a person long suspected. It was tbo

true. He had committed petty lar-

ceny, been detected and punished for

it, in almost every capital in Europe,
lie was tried at the Westminster ses-

sions, convicted on 'the fullest evi-

dence, and transported, lie must have
been labouring under mono-mania.
It was positively proved he did not
steal from want. 1, however, was
perfectly disgusted with the acquaint-

ance of strangers, and felt thankful that

I had escape being with him ; for had
I been brought liefore the worthy
magistrate, he would have infallibly

sent me to the tread-mill for being
poor and friendless.

Having, however, related so much
of my past history, Mr. Fraser, you
will perhaps think it time that 1 should

say something about my present pur-

suits. Thevawere suggested to me by
the very nsRure of the sauntering life 1

am compelled to lead.

1 am a book-collector—you smile

;

but I really am, and moreover master

of an extremely curious collection,

though 1 have rarely ventured to give

more than a shilling for any single

volume. Time and industry have
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aadeiro, in a great measure, for wantV that now in power-^or rather let me
of funds. 1 am possessed of some say in place. It is pleasant, howerer,
truly valuable booas, which I shall «to observe that he flogs the donkeys as
leave to the British Museum ; and thus, he follows them,
probably, after all, obtain some trifling \ With this gentleman it has lately^

r
rtion of that hhmble fame to which ibeen my fortune to hold several con-
have before alluded. At least, I versations, forherein 1 learned much

fondly entertain (he hope. 1 am as concerning (the modem political and
constant in my attendance at old book- literary world in all its various depart-

shops, as fond of rummaging old vo- ments. Truly does Chateaubriand
lumes, as that truly distinguished say ofmen living this period, ** Nous
collector, the editor qf the Morning sommes sur les boras d'un monde qui
Chronicle. I call him distinguished, finit, et d*im monde qui commence.”
because his search is after l^oks as Abroad, the events of centuries

implements ofknowledge, not as play- seem to have been curdled into a
things of pride*—not as liveried me- few months ; kingdoms have been
nials, to stand in prim order and gaudy created, and kingdoms have been
trapping upon a Liston Bulwer^ destroyed; the vilest rabble on the

dimves, out as friends, and companions, face of the earth have been declared a
and counsellors, and oracles of lofty nation; and a race as brave and noble
thoughts and glorious- things, and as ever breatlied have well-nigh ceased
mighty power, for those enddwCd with to be a people. Thrones sacred by the
art and wisdom to interrogate them honours of centuries have been swept
well. 1 call the editor a distinguished away, and stools have been er^ted on
collector, too, because, unlike the stupid their ruins, whereon axe seated certain

herd of mere bibliomaniacs, lie jooks, miserable creatures who the likeness of
in purchasing a volume, simply to the a kingly crown liave on—who are shi-

soul witliin, careless in what shape or vering at their own elevation, and who,
form, or hue or colour, it may be b^ied like £e first of a new dynasty in our
forth. 1 sympathise then, sir, entirely own country, seem to have been raised

in this gentleman’s tastes and feelings to their bad eminence”simplybecause
on these matters—but can only follow they happened to be mean and miserly,

him at a humble distance, expending and to have incurred the possibility of
sixpences where he spends pounds, running their heads against a congenial

ana suflering considerably in my bodily lump of lead in the melee of one or two
gratifications even by this indulgence, celebrated battle-fields.

1 share with him, however, the sAvan- At home, every thing seems suflering

tage of running *over, in those explo- change. I had some idea of this, how-
ratory expeditions, many books which ever, For a time, 1 could walk in no
we do not deem it prudent to purchase, thoroughfare without encountering our
and, meeting frequently, we have be- gracious Sovereign ; and 1 heard every

come in some sort acquainted ; for he body around him shouting ** The King
is not too proud to acknowledge a man and lleform I” At first, 1 fimeied they

because he is poor and ill-dressed, were raising their voices in gratulation

On the contiary, he is extremely aflable of his Majesty’s reform (they, of course,
and good-tempered, rich in pleasant idly imagining there had been room for

anecdote and mirthful observation, it, from his having in former days dis-

leamed without ostentation, kind with- agreed with the rabble and the Times
out parade, and independent without newspaper, upon the affair of Queen
insolence. In short, Mr. Fraser, he is Caroline and some other matters), and
not the least like a Whig ; and ixideed, that now they were lauding him as a
air, it has oftentimes ^n matter of fifth Harry—ftilselybelieving the while,

much marvel with me, how a scholar, in their own minds, that the new state

a gentleman, and a roan of genius, of things and course of events might be
could belong to such a rot(gn party as described in the old king's woi& :—

For now a time is come to mock at fonn.^
Harry the Fifth is crowned I Up, vanity \

Down, royal state ! All you sam oounsellon, hence

!

And to the English court assemble now.
From every region, apes of idleness

!”

And, indeed, the truth of the compari- to gain some colour from the fact of
sou whereunto 1 have alluded seemed his Majesty having, as it was said.
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confierred office upon a judge who had j

once apostrophised him as a slanderer*

before the assembled peers of England,*
and from the fact of his Majes^'s^

while in the reign of his prcde^sor,!
hisses and curses loud and deep were
his constant greeting from* the ruffian

mob whenever he appeared. But 1

soon discovered it was nothing of the

sort; and that the of “ The Kingr
meant in some mouths nothing— in

others, no king

;

and that Refornty^

though ofmore extensive meaning,when
correctly interpreted simply signilied

robbery, revolution, and republicanism.

In a word, £ found that the wizards
who would fain persuade us that by a
species of Medea’s wondrous alchemy
they can renew the form and heauty
and vigour of the constitution, by iirst

tearing it in pieces, might well address

that dread phantom of Reform, wiiirh

bestriding, they endeavour to drive

forward it its terrible career, and say

to it, in the language bf Bcrangcr’s

Cosaque to his horse,

—

'* Kilaco, efface, en ta course nouvello,

Temples, palais,mccura, souvenirs, ot
lois.

Hennis d’orgiieil, mon coursier fidele,

Kt foule aux piods Ics peuples ot Ics

rois.”

Therefore, you will perceive that I had
some notion of what was going for-

ward, though [ had no distinct idea of

the actual state of affaii's ; but now 1

learned much. The Whigs were in

;

how they got there, though, was to me
a profound mystery. The Frenchman
facetiously observes, that the only things

necessary to make great politicians are

** Lo talont de chasser les autres—
L*esprit de lea remplacer.”

But even of these humble qualities I

knew full well the Whigs w'cre not

possessed. Speedily, however, 1 was
made to understand that their prede-

cessors had kindly condescended to

save them all trouble. And so the

Whigs got in— Grey at their head,

who, like the Pylian sage (as that vil-

lain Pope translates had
witnessed the disappearance of two
generations of articulately - speaking

men, and is now reigning (as erlnking)

amongst the third. With the first

generation he was remarkable for sans-

culoitism,— I speak figuratively, not

mming to state that he afifeded the
Highland costume ; with the second be
was notorioits for la morgue aristoera*

tique which generally attaches itself to
upstart nobility; and with the third,

bating the accident ofhis empty title as
Premier (for he has no power), be is

chiefly distinguished* for the conscien-

tious discharge of his duties as an old

croaker, in ruthlessly laying the whole

country under conuibution to provide

well and daintjly for his young rooks.

Then there i^milord Durham, a dingy
coxconsb* whose intellect is as opaque
and muddy as ihs face, and that seems
to have borrowed its hues from the

brush of Turner; and our sapient
Goderich; and our Mecsenas of the

mawkish and maudlin in prose and
rhyme, Holland ; and our mighty
euphuist, LansdownC, who keepeth his

two grtiiitit of mildewed wheat so sedu-
lously concealed in the two bushels of
chaff

; and our dainty Palmerston,

sublimely ignorant of every thing a
foreign secretary should know,and who,
in all the pride and pertness of office,

doth yet wear his old resemblance unto
a dandy footman kicked out of place for

taking liberties with his mistress—
(this undoubtedly arises from his neither

feeling himself secure nor easy in his

seat) ; and Althorpe, front de cochon,

as Brougham used to call him, and
decidedly his countenance is not un-
like that of the learned pig ; and Lonl
Johnny, the perfect personification of
pestilence and famine—a biped whom,
if the nation w'ere to worship cholera

morbus, as the devil was formerly wor-
shipped to ayert his wrath, would make
a most admirable study for Chaiitrey

in his attempt to body forth a symbol
of that lean and filthy disease ;

— and
Jamie Graham, who would fight with
nobody but the man who would not

fight with him ;^and all the rest of
the Whiglings.

** But two we did except from that dull

throng.”

Stanley was described to me as being
always rough and ready, like a stanch

wire-haired 'terrier, but, like the same,
also somei^at too snappish, and not

always equal to his work. As for

Brougham, he is decidedly a great

man— a chancellor d Timproviste, ca-

pable of hearing causes in his sleep.

' Come forth thou slanderer*”—•B/mid Anthology, by Mr. Denman*
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and deciding them by a yawn or sneezoV being placed, and which for my part

upon his waking—a minister who 1 be^ to disclaim ever having even
considers it his bounden duty to abuse ^imagined. Except a trifle ofmulled port

his wooden-headed colleagues at all during a long speech, and a cheerful

times and in all places, and tlu'ough I bottle at the White Horse in the Strand

every vehicle ofpAbiicity—and, finally, i(both of which may, in the eyes of
a lora-keeper who deems it necessary strangers, ajlpear to affect his lordship,

to the due discHhrge of his official though they really do not), I am well

functions to worry a peer or two daily, convinced he never drinks more than a
1 knew Brougham many years ago : he solitary pint of champagne d’Ay ; and,

was then a very pleasant fellow. 1 felt indeed, if by anypossibility his lord-

gratified at his good fortune, and de- ship could get physically drunk, there

lighted to learn it had no*t altered him. cannot be a shadow of doubt that he
In his youth, I rather think he entirely would nevertheless remain mentally

agreed with Jack Fafttaff, when that sober, which is all that can he reason-

philosopher declared, **A good shems- ably expected from a Lord High Chan-
sack hath a twofold operation in it : cellor. But now for the quotation ;

—

it ascends me into the brain ; dries ‘‘ Eh ! e’est le seigneur licencie Cuyo-
me there all the foolish, and dull, and mar, recteur de notre university. Tel

cnidy vapours which environ it; makes que vdbs le voyez c*cst un grand per-

il apprehensive, qnick, forgetive, full of sonnage, un g6nie superieur. II n’y a
nimble, fiery, and delectablb shapes, point de pliilosophe qu’il ne terrasso

which, delivered o'er to the voice, dans une dispute; il a un flux de
which is the birth, becomes excellent bouche sans pared. C'est d?hnmage
wit.*’ Of the second effect, deeds of qu'il aime un peu trop le vin, le prochs,

courage and valour, it may be e|[ well ct la grisette.* II revient de souper de
to say nothing, since, from his idiosyn- chez son Isabelle, ou, par malheur, son
crasy, it appears never to have been guide s’est enivre comme lui. Ils sont

produced upon the Chancellor ; but, tombes I'un et I'aiitre dans le ruisseau.

nevertheless, the opinion of his earlier Avant que le bon licencie fut rectcur,

years he has never yet foregone. He cela lui arrivait assez souvent. Les
entirely defeated Sir Ilobert Inglis, honneurs, comme vous voyez, ne chan-
when that worthy baronet wanted to gent pas toujoiirs les moeurs.”

introduce into the beer- bill a clause But I promised to tell you how I

from the statute of James 1. against chanced to meet those gentlemen who
conviviality ; and more recently expa- described themselves as acquainted

tinted from the woolsack, with great with the Chancellor ; and as you are a
satisfaction, upofi the fact of his know- staid and sober man, like myself, it

ing practically that people preferred may jiot be unpleasing to you to hear
frequenting houses where they could of a scene which you are never likely

get ale plus gin to houses^where they to witness. One night, at twelve

could get ale only. Their lordships o’clock, 1 found myself out of doors

cried Hear 1 hear 1” and laughfxl, witliout my latch-key. I feared to

but nobody attempted either to deny the knock at the door, lest I might rouse

correctness ofhis position, or to question the terrible ire of my landlady, to

his kDOwledge,or impugn his authority, whom I was something in arrear for

upon such a subject. From certain of the rent of my apartment. I accord-

his friends whom 1 met under strange ingly wandered about the streets for

circumstances, which 1 will relate to some hours, and at length, about four

you anon, 1 was led to the conclusion o’clock, espied a humble house of en-
that a description of him might be in tertainroent already open in the vicinity

some sort given in that of the rector of of Covent Garden, ^e extreme mo-
tile University of Salamanca, whom deration of the charges (twopence for

the archers picked out ofithe gutter— cofibe, fourpence for a chop, and so

a situation, however, in wMbh nobody on, with other o^ets de conitommatioH)

but Sir Ilobert Inglis * ever contem- which were placarded without, induced
plated the possibility of Brougham’s me to enter. I passed through a large

* Ou the debate on the beer-bill, already alluded to. Sir Robert affirmed, that if

Mr. Brougham were found drunk in the streets, he ought to be taken to tlie watch-
house. Mr. Brougham replied, that if ho were so taken, under the circumstances
he would consider himself an extremely ill-used gentleman.
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room thronged with the porters and ^

odier the like habituis of the market^
and was shewn into a small parlour,

\

which was also crowded, but by a dif- i

fereiit class of persons. At a table!

covered with eggs and ^bacon, and!
chops and coffee, sat several young
gentlemen in full dress, and evidently

of the highest fashion. They had been
at a dinner-party—the opera—

a
pot-

house called the Cla^ndon or Constitu-

tion—^aiid were now come to complete
their debauch in this early breakfast-

house. At another table, almost as
well covered, sat two men, who, from

their over-much finery of dress and
decoration, and their evident effort to

assume a jaunty air, I concluded to be
pickpockets. They wore in company
with two ladies who were doubtless

anxious to inculcate the maxim
«

** Laisaoz Ciipidon aux Graces—
•Oontentez vous de Venus.*'

*

There were likewise with the young
gentlemen three persons* who seemed
to have shared only in their Constitu-

tional festivities: one an old, lank,

Pliarisaical-looking man, whom they

called Zachy—an ill-favoured dog (on
whose brow a seer would have little

difficulty in fancying he saw the gal-

lows in bold relief) denominated Baby— and a gentleman whom they ad-

dressed sometimes as captain,’* some-
times as Sim.*’ The last-mentioned

was something stricken in years, and
remarkably negligent of his apparel

;

but his air and bearing were essentially

high-bred, and his head was one of the

finest whereon 1 have ever gazed. The
forehead was ample and bony, and
admirably chiselled; and inde^ all

the features were excellent, and their

expression highly intellectual. While
looking on him, I was irresistibly re-

minded of the head of Julius Caesar, as

it has been transmitted to us by the

medals. When 1 came in, he was
sin^ng, with excessive sweetness, an
ancient and in some parts plaintive

ballad, touching the amatoiy adven-
tures of a comeW tinker (peradventure
alluding to the fifth James of Scotland,
while flirting with his ftiir and lowly
lieges under one of his many unseemly
disguises); and his song he embellished
occasionally with an obligato accom-
Mniment which would liave puzzled
ihmi, and which, in neatness and pre-

cision of execution, delicacy of taste,

and the happy introduction of wild and

imaginative but most harmonious chro-
matic passages, far exceeded any thing
which nas ever been effected by a wind
instrument. I placed myself in the

only vacant seat, and got some coffee

and a chop. 1 remarked that the

young men had all an extremely dissi-

pated look, but were* at the same time,

undoubtedly scholars and gentlemen

;

by virtue of their university degrees,

masters of all the* arts and sciences,

and by the two^great sources of human
knowle^e,dKervation and experience,

during4ieir residence in the metropo-
lis, “ up to eveiy thing, from pitch an<]

toss to manslaughter,” as one of them
observed when Mellish (so did they

nagic him) nearly killed the lar^r

{

)ickpocket with a blow for insinuating

lis band into his coat-pocket. This
event, however, credted little disturb-

ance. * Tfie chevalier d'Industrie was
led by his party, after some chaffing,”

to the apothecary's ; the gentlemen
finished their breakfast, and, this done,
resohifed to “ re-commence the evening.**

Mellish was appointed chairman, and
intrusted with the concoction ofa bowl
of punch. A lx)ttle of rum, ditto

brandy, a trifle of water, plenty of
sugar, and an abundance of limes and
lemons fresh ai)d fragrant from the

neighbouring market, formed an ad-

mirable compound. I consented to

partake of it, in obedience to a most
cordial invitation, and had no reason

to regret it. They were exceedingly

pleasant fellows. ’!l^e punch being
made and approved of, ** pennillion,”

as the Welsh call it, commenced, each

man improvising in turn a verse to the

air of “ The three Dames of Spain.”

Tlien came separate songs. A Bob-
Logic-lookirig young fellow sang a
right merry song about a Kerry agri-

culturist, a parish priest, and Prince

llohenloe ; Mellish chanted the ad-
ventures of a friar in Hades : there was
a grand chorus to this air, beginning
with ‘‘ Chickcherry chow;” Lord Lew-
son sang a German song— not a bad
melody, but he evidently knew nothing
ofthe language; Zachy sang concerning
a passage in*the history of King David;
Baby tried to sing“ Lesdeux Ureillcsy^

but broke down ; the captain chanted

a glorious ditty touching the appiirition

of an ass : it was evidently an animal
renowned in story ; but whether it was
the ass ofScales, that was done to death

—or Sterne, that was found dead—or

gfLudovicus Vives, that was ruthlessly
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murdered by the clown for drinking up
the moon as it lay reposing in a pail of
water, I could not exactly understand.
I could not sing ; but a noisy young
gentleman, addressed as l^ord Spencer,
volunteered to sing for me ana Fari-

nelli, who was labouring under a cold

;

and this he did 4rith right good-will,

and in excellent style; until Zachy,
from his hatred of all monopolies,

objected to his mdnopolising the har-

mony. In the intervals we had a great

many funny stories. Si2i *nld us how
he recovered his watch from tlfe gripe

of Dobree the pawnbroker, by knock-

ing him up every night to know what
o’clock it was; the man being most
happy to free himself from the respon-
sibility of according this periodic in-

formation, by gratuitously resigning the

custody of the ca|$lain’s ^ ticjjer.*' He
likewise related many anecdotes* of his

campaigns. And we had much con-

versation about politics and politicians

;

and here it was 1 heard so much about
the Chancellor. Baby (one of tlA gen-
tlemen whispered me) was a sort of
flunky to him.
But I fear I grow tedious. Let me

at once inform you ofwhat I could col-

lect respecting the literary world. A set

ofwooaen-he^ed fellpws, libels upon
their heavenly father in intellect, and
upon their earthly parents in form,

appear to have perched themselves

upon a dunghill in Burlington Street,

whence they seiid forth certain thin

and cracked Growings, which they

would fiun pass off for the most
exquisite and refined melody; and
these wretches seem to hswve befouled

and encumbered every open walk of
literature, from penny-a-lining for the

Courier, or purloining for Covent
Garden, to inditing genteel satires, and
penning fashionable novels. In a word,
the only works of real merit which I

could hear of having recently appeared
were Napier’s Peninsular IVar and
Fraser^s Magazine. The latter I was
fortunate enough to borrow; and oh,

sir, how delighted was I with the wit,

and wisdom, and learning of the thrice-

illustrious Sir Morgan O'l^jlierty, Ty-
dus-Pooh-Pooh, Nra Culpepper, Mor-
gan Rattler, and a host or others.

An ambition seized me to con-

tribute to this glorious periodical. I

knew I had abundant materials at

hand; and I was encouraged by learn-

ing it was not all wntten by one
ame-bodied man like BlackwoosTs,

or by an exclusive swarm of pigmy
prosers like all the others. 1 am the

/more anxious, too, Mr. Fraser, to join

i your illustrious band, because, as the

> poet hath it,

** From my youth upward 1 have loved

a row,”

and I was informed that you are at

present minded to chastise some foetid

animals (and chieflf one Liston Bulwer)
who have attacked you with the means
of offence proper to their filthy nature.

It would appear (as clearly as 1 can
understand) that, for the diversion of

an idle hour, you one fine evening,

in the sportive gaiety of your heart,

pursued in the Magazine an animal

called Jjytton Bulwer, or I.iston Bulwer,

as the good-natured Jesuit, Dobriz-

hoffer, did the zorillo, or yte puante,

in the plaini of South America. In
both cases the beast lay quie^ after a

short run, as if to be fondled ; but
upon being touched gently with a stick,

he forthwith discharged his shower of
filth and fled. As the Jesuit happily

relates it,— Nec mora, levato con-
festim crure Stygiam in me exonerat

pestem, maxillam sinistram libera-

liter permingit undique, cursuque
citatissimo fiigam capit.” Great, sir,

however, as may he his speed and
practice in running away— safe as he
may consider himself in the stench he
has raised—caught he must be, and
anniliilated. I shall feel the greatest

pleasure in joining in the chase. I am
still iike an Homeric hero,

and can at least cheer you on. Mean-
while I beg to lay before you

RESUBRECTIONAL RECREATIONS,

By a Poor Devil,

Subject ;fim.
Do not be deceived by this title;

it has nothing to do with the profitable

trade of body-snatching, nor does it in

the most remote degree allude to the

pastimes of the late Burkers, Bishop
and Williams. " The leading journal ”

has completely forestalled me in all

matters relating to the graduated atro-

cities of their &nking-TOUt, and their

diabolic dealings with their chill
WARE. It were sacrilege to touch a
subject which the Tminderer hath

sanctified.

No, sir; die resuneetiqns which I
propose to perfbnii shall he in (he

spint, not in the flesh. Apart>from
the bu^ world, living, as it weie,
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amidst the shadows of the past, I have
made me friends of the ancient dead.

Of these some have been forgotten that\
ought to be remembered—nam multos i

vtterum velut ifighrios et ignobiles
|

ohlivio obruit. I would fain commu-l
nicate to them, in some slight degree,

the advantage of an historian. Many
others there are who have been grossly

misrepresented in the freshness ofhate,
in flattery to prejudice, or tyranny, or

democratic rage—these I would fain

evoke from their dishonourable graves,

and place before the world in their

true lineaments and bearing. Many
passages, too, in the history of the
suflerings, and labours, and actions,

and achievements of men have been
in like manner falsified, and even
these also would I reproduce
in the divine hues of truth. Thus
you may perceive I [>ropose to myself
no mean vocation should my first eflbrt

meet your approbation.

I remain, *sir,

our obedient servant,

A Poor Devil.

THE MARTYR-STUDENT.

/3, ofWorcester College, has sent us the following poem. He has been reading
hard)” in the hope of getting a double First Class ; and an overwrought mind
has given birth, we suppose, to melancholy forebodings.

O. Y.
J

I AM sick of the bird.

And its carol of glee;

It brings the voices beard

In boyhood back to me

:

Our old village hall, ^

Our church upon the hill,

And the mossy gates— all

My darken’d eyes fill.

No more gladly leaping

With the choir 1 go,

My spirit is weeping
O’er her silver bow

:

From the golden quiver ,

The arrows are gone,

Tlie wdnd from Death’s river

Sounds in it alone I

1 sit alone and think

In the silent room,
1 look up, and I shrink

From the glimmering gloom.
O, that the little one
Were here with her shout !—

O, that my sister’s arm
My neck were round about

!

9

I cannot read a book,

My eyes are dim and weak

;

To every chair I look—
There is not one to speak

!

Could I but sit once more
Upon that well-known cliair,

By my mother, as of yore,

Her hand u^n my hair I
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My father'a^yes seeking,

in trembling hope to trace

If the soutli had been breaking

The shadoi's from my fime

^

How sweet ta die away
Beside our inother’s health,

Amid the balmy light

That shone upon our birth 1

A wild and burning boy,

I clomb the mountain’s crest, t

The ^land of my Joy
„Did leap upon my breast

;

A sfliirit walk’d before me
Along tlie. stormy night,

Tlie clouds melted o’er me,
Tlie^shadows turn’d to light.

Among my matted lojcks

The death-wind is mowing;
IJiear, like a mighty rush of plumes,

T^e Sea of Darkness flowing i

Uj^n the summeisair

Two wings are spreading wide

;

A shadow, like a pyramid,
,

Is fitting by my side!

My mind was like a page

Of gold-wrought story,

AVhem the rapt eye might gaze

On the tale of glory

;

But the rich painted words

Are waxing faint and old,

The leaves have lost their light,

Die letters their gold !

And memory glimmers

On the pages 1 unroll,

Like the dim light creeping

Into an antique scroll,

'When tlie scribe is searching

The writing pale and damp,
At midnight, and the flame

Is dying in the lamp.

Worei$tn* College, Dee, SO.
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GALLERY OF LITERARY CHARACTERS.

No.

JAMES HOGG.
Clear ye your pipes, O Muses, sing of the Shepherd of Ettrick

—

Hogg, from the mountain of Benger) inv^ing the city of London I

Opposite see he stands, wrapt round in pastoral mantle,

Covering his shoulders broad. IliJhana is graced with the bonnet
Such as the shepherds wear in the lowland country of ScoUand.
Comelily curled is his nose; his eye has a pleasantish twinxle.

Open his honest mouth, whence flowed such rivers of verses,

(Whither, we need not say, flowed in such gallons of todcjy).

So does he loolain the morn, ere yet the go&et or tumbler
Pours forth its copious stores, and puts a cock in his.eyelid.

Hail to thee, nonest bard !— the bard of Kilmeny

!

Author of Hogg on Sheep, in fifty magazines writer,
,

Song-maker sa»s compare, who sang of Magillivray Donald

!

But really, in writing a sketch of the life of a Scottish shepherd, whose fame
is built on his intense knowledge of his own vernacular, and not in the slightest

degree tainted by any suspicion ofhis having any Bits of Classicality’* almut
him, it is, we must admit, someviiat out of place to make use of the ponderous
verse of Ilomcr or Virgil, or Dr. Southey. We should sing him/ if it were in our
power, in the manner of a Border ballad, and celebrate his irruption into the

south, as his predecessors on tlie banks ofTweed sang the march ofthe Douglas
* Into England to take a fora^

We need not trouble qprselves with writing th^^^ife of Ilogg. We may say,

with the Grub Street author mentioned by Horace Walpole, that not even Plutarch
himself, much less a cat, has had so many lives as Hogg. He has written three

or four himself; Wilson, Ix>ckhart, Dr. Morris, Grey, and half a score others,

have biographised the Shepherd. And at the great dinner given to him last week,
he fkvourea the company with a sketch of his personal history, which was so
minute as to supply the details of his birth, the moment at which that auspicious

event occurred, and the various adventures of the howdie\j^n that memorable
occasion. It would be repeating a twenty-times-told tale io explain that Hogg
was reared a shepherd— that at twenty years old he could not read or write

—

that at forty he had published those poems which have been so familiar to all

the world ever since—and that he has since continued to labour with Hand and
head, putting a stout heart a^inst a stiff brae, and year after year accumulating
fresh fame. All this is sufticiently known to the inhabitants of the old World and
the new.

lie has been ever and always a true and consistent Tory, which we mention
to his great honour; although it confers little honour oii^the Tory party, that bis

exertions in their cause should have been so lightly rewarded.

Had Hogg taken the other side, that to which it might have been conjectured

bis humble origin would have inclined him, and turned his song-making talents

to Whig or iiadical purposes, we hesitate not to say, that he might have been a
dangerous man in the bias he could have given to the lower ranks of Scotland,

a country in which such songs as his have always had great influence. Instead

of that, be, though of the soil, clung to the Tory cause, and through good report

and evil report has been constant and earnest in his sincere adhesion to the party.

Therefore we say that he has done die state some service ; that he has done him-
self any, we should scruple to assert, but that we know that the approbation of a
man’s own mind for honest, honoui^le, and disinterested conduct, is above all

praise. .

We wish him avtceess in his new speculation, and, hope that his series of
works will sell off in tens of thousands. We were gratified to see his country-

men rallying round him in such numbers at the dinner which they gave him

;

but we trust that their admiration of his talents and his honesty will be shewn in

some more substantial style.

Adieu, kind Shepherd !— sixty years have pass'd

Since through this world you first began to jog

;

Five dozen winters more we hope you’ll last.

The pastoral patriarch of thd trilie of Hogg I

VOt. V. KO, XXV. H
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THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND— WHO ARE THEY ?

The ideal painter of the excellence of i which mi^ht always be called into
English law. Sir ^lin Fortescuc, draws 1 manifestation. Of the actual and real

a contrast (highly favourable to his \ intlucnce of this idea, or law, the ex-
countrymen of his time) between the

commons of FrsAice and of England.

Of the commons of France he asserts,

that they are so impoverished and
destroyed that thhy can scarcely live

;

they drink water; they eat apples,

with bread right brownNp^de of rye

;

they eat no flesh, but a littld^lard, or

the fat of bacon, o/ the entrails and
heads of beasts, slain for the nobles

and merchants of the land;” whilst,

on the other hand, he represents the

inhabitants of England as rich in

gold and silver, and in all the neces-

saries and conveniences o^ life ; they

eat plentifully of all kinds oftlsh and
flesh, withwhich ihcir country abounds

;

they drink no water, unless upon a

religious score ; they are w^^^rovided
with all sorts of household gdhds and
implements of husbandry; and every

one, according to his rank, has all

things conducive to make life easy

and happy.’*

Grateful as this picture may be to

a patriotic mind, ittmusi be confessed

to be altogether aul ideal as the other

representations of its author, and is,

indeed, at variance, with the best con-

temporary testimony. Numbers of

English poor,, in years of scarcity,

often died of hunger, or of discciscs

contracted by the use of unwholesome
food; as they wore accustomed to

collect herbs and roots, which they

dried, and made into bread. yEiicas

Sylvius, afterwards Pope Pius II., re-

lates, in one of his letters, tliat none of

the inhabitants of a populous village

in Northumberland, in which he lodged

(1437), bad ever seen either wine or

wheaten bread, and that they expressed

great surprise when they beheld these

delicacies at his table. It appears

also from a line in Piers Plowman’s
Vision, that “ old wortes, or cabbage,"

was a usual dinner— a^diet that would
not be considered verysubstantial in

any age.

These statements, therefore, of Sir

John Fortescue, roust be taken as

pictures of the general prosperity

which would flow from English law,

if it were acted upon in the spirit of

Ins ideal representation, and properly

reinforced by that law of riglit reason,

istence of Fortescue’s book was itself

an evidence sufficient to demonstrate

that the principles of limited monarchy
were as fully recognised in the reign

of Edward IV.,*whatever particular

acts of violence might occur, as they
had been under the Lancasterian
princes.

But it is for another purpose that we
quote this great jurist’s authority, lie

has in this description given his idea
of what a people, as a people, and
in particular the English people, ought
to be*. A people, to be properly de-
nominated such, should be in a certain

advanced state of civilisation. They
slipuld be rich in gold and silver, and
in all the necessaries and conveniences

of life ; the^^ should abound in all the

kinds of flesh and fisli which their

country produces; their drink should
not be elementary merely, but a gene-
rous composition ; they should be well

proviried with all sorts of household
goods and implements of husbandry

;

and every one, according to his rank,

should have all things conducive to

make life easy and luippy. This is

the old Jurist’s abstract idea of the

English ])eople as they ought to be

;

ill addition to which, he patriotically

intimates (and what pairiolio heart will

not join in with the suggestion ?) that

they should, in all these respects, bo
better off than their neighbours, tlie

French.
In all these respects the people of

England have surpiissed surrounding

nations : in all these respects long may
the people of England excel every

other people I In the course and pro-

gress of their history, what a contrast

do they present to those of France I

How surely and how wisely have they
won for themselves the privileges and
the rights of menl In one instance

only are they censurable, when, urged
on by a fanatical spirit, they proposed
to establish a commonwealth on the

ruins of the throne, and permitted a
usurping faction to strike its roots

easily, in a soil softened by the blood
of a martyred monarch. But this bad
example was, on a subsequent occa-

sion, well redeemed by the magnani-
mous spirit in which the settlement
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(wrongly called the Revolution) of

1688 was effected. Compare with
tlie former period the horrors of the

first French Revolution — compare
with the latter the bloodshed of the

second. The battle between the aris-

tocracy and democracy of England
was conceived in a more generous

spirit than that which raged between
the corresponding classes of France
during her revolutions. It produced
no reign ofterror—no Danton, St. J ust,

or Robespierre, sprang to birlli from
the convulsion— no Bastiles innumer-
able rose in place of one overthrown

—

no daily executions of hundreds of
victims— no immuring of hundreds of
tlioiisands of captives in revolutionary

dungeons:—“on horror’s head hor-

rors accumulated.” Popular passion

never descended to popular frenzy.

No! tlie people of England were
formed of more htroic stuff; they re-

fused, notwithstanding the talents of

the philoso])hcr of Aialmcsbury, to

leani the doctrine, that alf power was
founded on fear; for they felt no fear,

and therefore a reign of terror was im-
possible. The horrors of the French
revolution originated in the cowardice
of the people, or ilieir leaders--' fear

had driven them mad. And why
feared they 1 Because the prevalence

of a superstitious church had abused
the influence of conscience, and thus

made cowards of its vobuies. The
right use of conscience, lie it known,
is not to make cowards of us all ; not-

withstandiiig liamlel’s authority to the

contrary, [n this case, liow'ever, he is

no authority; for he used the woixl
“ cowards” improperly— in the sense

in which his frenzy at the moment
rend it, not in that in wliioh his better

reason would have used it. “ it was
not Hamlet, but his madness” spake

it. Conscience preventeil him from

committing suicide, and this lie called

cowardice; to have committed the

crime, however, had been greater

coivardice—bad been the only cow-
ardice. Truly, he was restrained from
despising the canon which the Eternal

had planted against self-murder, from
the impulse of fear— but it was the

fear of God. This is a fear, whidi,

whoso feels, knows no other fear.

True courage of miud lives only in

this salutary fear ; for true courage of

mind can live only in a faith of some-
thing above itself. We may have been

told—and we have been told— that

of England.

It is only timidity that looks upwards
for protection, for consolation, and for

happiness. The contrary, we are bold
to say, is the only true state of the
case. Tlie lieaven-eiyected look is pc-

i culiar to the Christian hero, and is

only possible with the consciousness
of moral integrity, and the liope which

is the result ofdetermined perseverance
for the future, and temptation over-

come in the past. I'or this right use
of conscience tlj^e people of Enghind
have been always, oven in times of
greatest peril, diKtinguished. They
need not to be tofd by history, nor to

learn from experience ; they know
from their own hearts, that fear, of
itself| is utterly incapable of producing
any regular, continuous, and calculable

effect, even on an individual ; and that

the fear whicli docs ac^ systematically

upon tiid mind, always presupposes a
sense of duty as it<„«u!l5C. It has been
well said, th:j,>r^he most cowardly of
tlie Pmrouirhn nations, the Neapolitans

and SictHniiis, those among whom the

fear of death exorcises the most ty-

rannous Jiillucnco relatively to tlieir

own pei’sons, are the very men who
least fear to bike away the life of a
(ellow-citizen by poison or assassina-

tion; while in Gro,al Britain, a tyrant,

who has abused the power wbicli a
vast property has given him to op-
press a whole neighbourhood, cun
walk in safely unharmed and uii-

atlended, amid a hundred men, each
of whom feels his heart burn with rage

and indignation at the sight of him.
*

It was this man who broke rny

fiither’s heart >* or,
‘
it is tlirougli him

that my children are clad in rags, and
cry for the food which 1 am no longer

able to provide for them.’ And yet

they dare not touch a hair of his head !

Whence does this arise ? Is it from a
cowardice of semihililg, that makes
the injured man shudder at the thought

of shedding blood ? or from a cow-
ardice of sdjhhncssy which makes him
afiaid of hazarding his own life?

Neither the one nor the other! The
field of Waterloo, as the most recent

of a hundred d^qual proofs, has borne

witness, that,

* bring a Briton fra his hill—
• * * * *

Say, such is royal George’s will.

And there’s the foe
;

Ho has nae thought but how to kill

Twa at a blow.
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Nae cauld, faint-hearted doubting!
tease him

;

Death comeSj wi* fearless eye he sees

,

him
;

i

Wi’ bloody hfuyl a welcome gies him
; j

• And when he fa’s.

His latest draught o’ breatbin leaves

him ,

In faint liuzzas/

Whence, then, arises the difference

of feeling in th! former case? To
what does the oppressor owe his

safety ? To the spirit-quaHing thought

:

tlie laws of Ood and of my country
have made his life SSlcrcd. I dare not
touch a hair of his head ! ‘ Tis con-
science that makes cowards of ns all

but, oh 1 it is conscience, too, ^hicli

makes heroes of us all/'
*

In these particular qualities of our
national character, the pe<mle of Eng-
land act in confonnity wint the prin-

ciple which nl«,>^/:j;icM of men ; and,
thus acting, earn foi ^i^mselves the

right to be considered us SOi^,-and to

be intrusted with the right?<^f such.
This principle is indeed no other tlian

a universal law which extends through-
out creation, from an angel to an atom

;

and thus proves its validity. Man,
says Hooker, refers to something sim-
ply desirable out qf himself— an iu-

iinite good, which is none other than
the Divine Being. In the same way,
every created thing has reference to

some other thing of greater perfection.

Of the univereality of the law, liOrd

Bacon was well aware, when he ar-

gued, that “ they that deny a God,
destroy man’s nobility; for ceKuinly
man is of kin to the.beasts by his

body, and if he be not of kin to God
by his spirit, he is a base ignoble

creature. It destroys likewise magna-
nimity, and the raising of human na-
ture; for, take an example of a dog,

and mark what a generoiityand courage
he will put on token he finds kumeff
maintained by a man, who to him is

instead of a god, or melior natura

;

which courage is manifestly such as

that creature, without that confidence

ofa better nature than his own, could

never attain. So inan,Vhcn he resteth

and assuroth himself uiAn Divine pro-

tection and favour, gathereth a force

and faith which human nature in itself

could not obtain.” A higher autho-

rity also has said, *^the ox knoweth
his owner, and the ass his master’s

crib.” In these animals there is thus,

as it were, a dawning of a moral na-

ture; which, however, is referred for

its further development to something
higher, both in kind and degree, in
man. But this is only one instance

of that dependence of being upon
being, and of all the parts of creation

on each other, which in their co-ordi-
natu whole compose the system of the

universe—a dependencewhich requires
for each the simultaneous existence of
all. Thus, a vegetable derives its nou-
rishment from inorganic bodies, and
alters their inert substance, which is

unfit for the food of animals unless it

has previously undergone the influence
of vegetable life. All the kingdoms
of nature, in the lowest forms of being
equally as in the highest, manifest
symbols, each in its own way, of this

universal law. Every inferior scale
presents a dehciency, which is supplied
in that immediately above it. In-
oiganic bodies thus melt ii^to the or-

ganised, and vegetables approximate
to animal existences; nature rises in
gradations Vrom the mineral to tlie

vegetable, and from tlie latter to the
animal kingdom. Even so,

** unless above himself he can
Erect himself, how poor a thing is man !”

In whatever degree this elevation of
tlie human character has been effected,

in that degree, and in that only, has a
multitude of men acquired the right of
being esteemed as a people. Wan-
dering tribes are not a people, but the
elements of a people. A settlement
must be effected—a social contract

made or implied—law proinu*j;ed ^

government projected— the tirts of life

experimt iited, and science in some
sort professed, before any approxima-
tion is made to that state of existence
which should characterise a people.
Nay, a higher constitution even tnan
this is necessary. Jn the Old and
New Testaments they are represented
as no people who are not the people
ofGod. But ye are a chosen genera-
tion, a royal priesthood, a holy nation,
a peculiar people ; that ye should shew
forth the pmises ofHim who hath called
you out of darkness into his marvellous
light : which in time past were not a
people, but are now the people ofGod.”
1 Peter, ii. 9, 10. St. Paul is equally
explicit in his Epistle to the Romans,
chap. X. ver. 19. ^'1 will provoke you
to jealousy by them that are no people,
and by a foolish nation I will anger
you.” By which last passage the
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apostle intends that the gospel shall

be preached to Gentile nations, who
shall thus become a people. It is a
noticeable fact, Uiat die nortliem liordes

became not a people until they con-
quered more civilised nations, to be
themselves concpiered, though not phy^

sically, yet morally—adopting, as they

mostly did, the customs of the coun-
tries which they vanquished. The
Germanic nations, almost constantly

resisting the Homan yoke, awaited the

beneficial influence of Christianity, in

order to their later but more cfiectual

civilisation. Tiion they passed, as

Madame de Stacl well remarks, in-

stantaneously from a sort of barbarism
to the refinement of Christian inter-

course.” The same eloquent writer

gives a decided superiority to the

English over the rest of the diflerent

people who arc of Germanic origin;

though she contends, and perliaps

rightly, that the same touches of cha-

racter arc constantly to be met with

among all. ‘‘ They were all distin-

guished,” she says, ‘‘ from tlie earliest

times, by their independeaco and
loyalty

; they have ever been good anti

fiiithful ; and it is for that very reason,

perhaps, that their writings universally

bear a melancholy impression : for it

often happens to nations, as to indi-

viduals, to sutler for their virtues.”

However this may be, much of tbe

diflerei*ce between the national cha-

racters of England and hV.incc, as also

in the course and tendency of their

revolutions, may be traced to the dif-

ference of their origin. The Italians,

tlie French, the Spaniards, and Uic

Portuguese, deriving their civilisation

and tlieir language from Home, were
the earliest civilised, and still bear,

as the same writer observes, the cha-
racter of a long-cxisiing civilisation,

of Pagan origin. Addicted to the

pleasures and the interests of the earth,

their arts of dominion, like those from
which they had their origin, belong to

the policy of a period superseded by
Christianity, and have yet to recede

before the genius of a better dispensa-

tion, against which they struggle, but
in vaio.

Now as^ according to Lord Bacon
and the prophet Isaiah, man stands in

relation to the inferior animals as a
melior natura^ so is it the genius

of Christianity that every individual

should look up to a more excellent

nature as a guide and example of its

own. But this more excellent nature
must possess a homogeneity and a

^ community with the inferior, or the
* medium of relation will yet liave to be
bridged over, and ifo influence can
exist between things which have no
connexion. In religion, as wo all

know, ibis community is produced by
the exhibition of a Being in whom the

human and divine* are intermingled

and interfused. At the same time
that he was ‘*over all, blessed for

ever,” h<f was a suflerer with his fel-

low-men
; and ^en now that he is

exalted to the right hand of the

Majesty on high,” he is touched
with a feeling of our infirmities.” in
polifics it is necessary to produce and
preserve the same sympathy between
the belter and inferii/l* nature. It is

by slow {^.idations, and by a com-
munity in certain n^MbriuyjTlhat every
rank of heing^tt^ds in the scale of
creation.,.^ Even so should it be in

politics.^ even so must it be— or

anarchy will ensue, and society be
resolved again into its primitive ehaos.

Nature abhors a void, anfl there must
be no links omitted in the chain, or a
gap will be made, to stand within

wliich a mediator yvill be with difficulty

found. No one, we suppose, can doubt
for a moment as to what we mean by the

better and inferior nature, in a yiolitical

sense. The term, used only for the

sake of analogy, can merely imply the

diflerent ranks of society, as in its

physical application it applies only to

the ranks of being ascending in the

scale of creat|pD. Nevertheless, there

is something more than bare analogy

in the application of the phrase.

Christopher North has well remarked,
in one of his Nitcles, “ that in all

countries where there is an hereditary

yieerage?, that their’s is a life under the

finest influences ; and that in the

delicate faculties of the mind, in its

subtlest workings, in its gentlest plea-

sures, in even its morbid sensibilities,

we are to look for the principles which
govern their social condition. In like

manner, the literature of this country

is a bulwark* of its political peace

;

not by the wisdom of knowledge thus

imparted, but by the character it has

impressed on the life of great classes

of Its inhabitants, drawing the pleasures

of their ordinary life into the sphere of
intellect. By a control, then, of whaU
ever kind, exercised upon the most
finely sensitive faculties of the mind,
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the higgler classes of civilised nations connexion and consequent influence of

are bound together in the iinion of one rank on the other, they should

society. But the cultivation of this / intercommunicate, and so constitute

sensibility is a work that is continually one community— this, we say, is as

going on among themselves, and is
^

necessary as that a certain distinction

carried to greater perfection, as they should be kept^up between tlicm. It

ai'e less disturbtfd by intermixture of is for this reason that Burke includes,

those who are strangers to their own in his deflnition and description of the

reflncmciit. Tl goes on from one age

to another ; it is trdnsmitted in families

;

it is an exclusive and hereditary privi-

lege and distinction oT the privileged

orders ofthe community.” ueare not,

however, prepared tfl go the length of

this w'l’itcr, and argue that the inter-

mixture of the lower, but aspiring

classes, is an evil. On the contrary, we
believe it to be exceedingly benencial.

It is a ptirt of that ])rinciple by which
“ every thing strives to ascend, and
ascends in its striving.” Tluf inferior

class gets'iiiuch imi)rove<l by the

intermixture than tlicf^perior dete-

riomted. Commerce, whrci^^ contin-

ually raising up inidtitU(h«?V)f inen

far above the condit ion of their birth,

may luive thrown up such numbers
into a high condition of political im-
portance, so that they have begun to

till what were once the exclusively

privileged orders wijth sometimes rude

enough and raw recruits.” Kude
enougli they maybe, but tbesc recruits

increase the number, and consecpieiitly

the power, of the aristocracy ; and
endeavour to imitate, and hy imitation

confess, the belter manners of tliose to

whom they wish to become associated.

The next generation finds their children

as polished, or nearly sp, as those of
families of longer standing. But what
is better than all, their introduction

introduces the real into a state of
society which the ideal is all too apt

to engross ; and, in those same children

ofwhom w’G have spoken above, both the

real and ideal, in which the perfection

of art and morals consists, become
united, as they ought to be, and as

they are in the works of Shakespeare,

which, on that account, excel all other

productions of the kind. Tims the

improvement of largclt- and yet in-

creasing bodies ofmen ]^ogresses from
generation to generation ; and if it also

render it necessary that aristocracy

of rank must be supported by aristo-

cracy oftalent and virtue,^ it is a con-

summation devoutly to be wished,”

and not deprecated. At any rate, it is

well, ay and not only exp^ient but
necessary, that in order to preserve the

people, the aristocracy, as necessarily

generated from a ^tale of civil society.

The beautiful order contemplated by
this sagest ofthe statesmen of England
Is broken up, in principle, by tlie ad-

vocates of that exclusive aristocracy,

which fears conUimination through an
addition to its numbers by those

classes of society from which it was
genemted, and to which it is an object

of generous emulation— a meliov fia-

turn— a sometliing instead of a god
—through which they are inspired to

‘‘nut on a courage anil generosity,

W'nich courage is manifestly such as

they, witliout that confidence of a
belter statidn than their own, could

never obtain.”

Equally subversive of the .same

scheme of things are, in the other

extreme, tliosc opinions which would
set up even the inferior grades of

society against those who “ bear rule

in realms,” and thus

“ let in the daws
To peck the eagles,”

llazlitt, in an eloquent passage,

describes in glowing colours llie peo-
ple * considered as disjunct from tiic

aristocracy and its influence, and uses,

on the occasion, terms in their praise

which the class that he supposes (for

none such in old states exists in reality)

would by no means justify. This he
seems to have felt ; for, in a continua-

tion of the subject, he feels it necessary

to say, that “ It is not denied that the

people are best acquainted with their

own wants, and most attached to their

own interests. But then a question is

started, as if the persons asking it

were at a great loss for the answer;
Where are we to find the intellect of
the people? Why, all the intellect

that ever was is theirs. The public

opinion expresses not only the col-

lective sense of the whole people, but
of all ages and nations—of all those

minds that have devoted themselves to

the love of truth and the good of

mankind—who have bequeathed their

instructions, their hopes, and their

example, to posterity— who have
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tliougfit, spoke, written, acted, and
suffered in the name and on behalf
of our common nature. All the t

greatest poets, sages, heroes, are ours
originally and by right. But surely
Lord Bacon was a great man I Yes ;

*

but not because he was a lord. There
is nothing of hereditary growth but
pride and prejudice.”

Now no one will deny the claim of
such as Lord Bacoif, or even of those

who are capable of appreciating him

—

most surely of such whose public opi-

nion expresses not only the collective

sense of the whole people, but of all

ages and nations, of all tliosc minds
that have devoted themselves to the

love of truth and the good of mankind.
But are there not large classes, the

most numerous and the most, multi-

tudinous, who are incapable of appre-
ciating the intellect of a N^erulam, and
whose public opinion is but a reiiectiftn

of the narrowest habits and the lowest

mental degree of cultivation ? Very,

very few iruleed are they whose minds
reflect tlie wisdom of ages; very few
have the opportunity, still fewer the

inclination, of acquiring the requisite

knowledge, though the number is in-

creasing in every age. But be the as-

sumption grained— what then? We
find our republican tells us, that ‘‘ the

tide of power, constantly setting in

against the people, swallows up natu-

ral genius and acquired knowledge in

the vortex of corruption, and then they

reproach us with our want of leaders

of weight and influence to stern the

torrent;”—and that “even Burke was
one of the people, and would have re-

mained with the people to tiie last, if

there had been no court side for him to

go over to. Tlie king gave him his

pension— not his understanding, nor

his eloquence.” What would tlicse

opinionists have? Would they wish

that the genius and public services of

a Bacon and a Burke should not receive

public reward and honour? Be it that

they were of the people, they did not

cease being so because rewarded by
the guardians of the publicugratitudc,

or by receiving aristocratic honour.

This is a thing for the people to be
proud of, to look up to; by this they

should be attracted to “strive to as-

cend, and ascend in their striving.” Let

every man be incited to benefit his

country by his genius or virtues, secure

that from his grateful countiymen he
shall receive the guerdon ofhis labour.

Thus wc shall keep alive a spirit of
high endeavour and of enterprise in

Englishmen, without which they may
«be a populace, but cannot be a people.

The man who sinks boneath this stand-
ard of character looses his hold iqx)n

society, even in the sphere in which he
moves, soon forfeits the rights not only

of a freeman but of a man, and is of

too poor a spirit to lo^k even his equals
in the face. The established institu-

tions of society are thus expressly
adapted for the improvement of the

individual, and a^c well calculated to

call forth the general mind of the race,

for they correspond with the very con-
stitution of the mind itself.

Ssciety must be necessarily divided

into those who possess the matter,

those who bestow the /orm, and those

who legislsie respecting both, and for

all. Nature and 1 ibi j luiilliP' mil

fonn, are the sqi;^s of all production

and all .rfh. Wherever there is

man, Ib^fe is an artist, of some sort,

furnished with materials capable of
being reduced by him from a chaotic

into a creation state. He lias, by na-
ture, a right to pitch his tent in any
unoccupied place he can find for it,

and may apply to his own maintenance
any part of the unbccupied soil. There
he is to forniy by llic force of a gradu-
ally improving art, the comforts and
conveniences of social life. Every
degree of elevation effected above the

savage state is so niuoh clear gain to

human happiness
;

it is so much plen-
ty and enjoyment which in the savage
state had no existence. In the primi-

tive state of society, the proprietor and
former of the matter would be one and
the same individual; but as his family

relationships increased, he would di-

vide the labour of tliis formation with
those who would require to share in

its produce ; or, as more produce would
be required, larger portions would be
cultivated. But such cultivation would
want but few labourers of the many
which its produce was capable of sup-

C
orting. Besides, as the social arts

ecome inventfd, not only is the inten-

sity ofhuman^welfare greatly increased,

but greater numbers can be maintained

in a given district; for where savagisni

will feed ten, civilisation will feed a
hundred. In this state of things, the

original proprietor of the soil (or mat-
ter) will grant permission to other la-

bourers (or formers) to work up certain

portions for their own use, on condition
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of iinJ>artiQg to lum a share of the re-

sult for such permission. Thus leisure

will be procured to the original pro- $

prietor, whose attention will thus bei

naturally directed to the relations of
property, and to whom, for that rca- •

son, all disputes will be referred as to

the validity of dfilierent tenures. Thus
will be formed the three ranks of so-

ciety, the third ^rowii.g out of the

other two. This third again will be
divided into different departments, ac-

cording to the different sections into

whieh the subjects ^unon which it is

called to legislate are divisible. These
subjects will not coticcrn man’s phy-
sical interests alone, for there is a spirit

in man which is eloquent of a higher

state of being ; neither has the Deity
left himself wiljiout a witness in any
age or country of the wor|(d ; and, by
and-

.
both the one and Jie other

will form the* subject of con-
templation, according different

genius, of different inen^^SDien will

commence two orders of amtocraiic
rank, and tliat divarication between
church and state obtain which marks
an advanced period of civilisation.

In process of time, these two onlers

may possibly become separate from
the proprietors of <he soil, but will

be maintained by such proprietors in

consideration of the obvious services

which they are set apart to render to

die temporal and eternal interests of
all classes. Tjius it is that property,

government, and law, not to say reli-

gion (which is the ntoi of all), are com-
menced and constituted. Such is the

simplest state of society ; but as ages

roll on, the fonns of its constitution

become more complex, yet not so in-

tricately, but that the philosopher can,

by a process of analysis, reduce the

concrete mass to its original elements.

It is needless to say, that the history

of our own country opens at an age of
the world when society had progressed,

for good or for evil, far beyond the ele-

mentary state just described.

When the race of men become too

numerous for the me^s of support

afforded by a certain dis^ict, it will be
needful for the siiqdus population to

emigrate to another, as we find they
actually did, ^in families, after their

generations, in their nations; and by
these were the nations divid^. in the

earth after the flood.'’ Emigration still

continued (as it still continues) after

the earth became thickly peopled, and

the mi^tory families had no means of
colonising but by forcibly displacing

the previous possessors. It has pleased

historians to call tliese wandering tribes

barbarous; but, in fact, they will be
found in almost all instances to have
brought with them a considerable share

of civilisation, though most assuredly

not so much as they often found, and
ofwhich they afterwards wisely partook.

Civilisation acccfitcd in them more
vigorous supporters than in the people
whom they had supc'rscded ;

— art re-

ceived that infusion of wild nature

which was necessary to repair the da-
mage that the luxury which accompa-
nied its progress bad induced. In ail

these dispensations of Providence, the

improvement of the race was evidently

the ruling design of Heaven. Since the

introduction of Chriajliaiiity, the same
scheme of events was adopted to coni-

nMinicale the knowledge an^ the bless-

ings of the true faith to brave and
vigorous trjbes who were capable of
becoming a generous and powerful

people. “Gog and Magog gathered

themselves to battle, the number of
whom was as the sand of the sea ; and
they went up on the breadtii of the

earth, and compassed the camp of the

saints about, and the beloved city;

and fire came down from God out of

heaven, and devoured them:”— that

is, tliey were baptised, not with water
only, but with spirit and with fire, imd
were absorbed into the social system,

whjeh they only temporarily disturbed,

to permanently amalgamate with, and
became christianised.

Such is the history of the Saxons,
who, in the days of llengist, when still

pirates and pagans, overwhelmed the

British people— to be themselves sub-
dued by a pe^le sprung from the

same stock. The pirates from the

islands of the Baltic Sea, or from the

mountainous coast ofNorway, speaking

a dialect which could be understood by
both the Anglo-Saxons and the Franks,
yet despising these signs of ancient

fraternity, made incursions without re-

morse, wl;ether on Saxon, Britain, or

Frankish Gaul, or the territory beyond
the Rhine, anciently the jratrimony of
the Franks, and still inhabited by men
of the Saxon race and language. Glo-
rying still in the title of the sons of
Odin, the northern Teutones considered

the converted races as bastards and re-

negades, and confounded them with
the very nations whom they had sub**
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dued; but afterwards became them-
selves converted.

The permanence of the state of £ng-^
land liaving been secured by the firm

^

establishment of an agricultural inte-

rest, its progression also was, ere long,^

likewise provided for by tlie institution

of die mercantile, the manufacturing,

the distributive, and the professional

classes. Of these two orders are the

people composed^ The people thus

composed have a right to a voice,

either personally or by their represent-

atives, in all acts of legislation. The
vox populi. as proceeding from tliese

classes, whencivcr it is intelligibly ex-

pressed, must be admitted to be tlie

vox Dei.

Tlie reform now proposed to be in-

troduced into therepresentatioifof this

country is intended to be directed

against cerUiin apparent defects and
imperfections in llie realisation of, the

constitutional idea. \Vc are dGcide<]ly

un^vourable to any opinion that would
effect an opposition betwH^en the aristo-

cracy and the order called the people,

as if the aristocracy were not itself a
portion of the people, and could liavc

any real interests sepanile and disjunct

from that of the people. I'uhlic oyii-

nion is as open to the influence of one
rank as of another, and the resources

of the press arc not confined to any
party in the country. The higher

classes are censurable for not taking

that advantage of those resources which

IS in their power. Tliey siiflbr writers

to expend hne energies in addresses to

the lower classes of society, among
whom they find recompense and repu-

tation, but offer no encouragement to

the literary man who would elevate

his mind beyond the smoke and stir

of popular prejudice, and by exciting

in his own person first that ** divinity

which is ill man,*’ awaken next, by the

contagion of sympathy, a divine im-
pulse in others. It is proposed, how-
ever, as a make-weight on the other

side, to deprive those very low classes

of society—which consist of the mere
labourers, who now return the members
in populous cities and boroughs, such,

for instance, as Liverpool and Coven-
try—of their ancient rights and privi-

leges. Hiis is said to be a revolution-

measure indeed, but one in favour

of property. Yet who would not ex-

claim with Burke, ** 1 do not like to

see any thing destroyed, any void pro-

duced in society, any ruin on the face

of the land?” That property should
be represented, is clear—that the mid-
dle classes should form a part of the
constituency of the country, is equally
clear— but it is not so clear that the
poor should be unfhpresented. We
nave said above, that tne institutions of
society, which are the growth of ages,

conform to the very constitution of the

mind itself. Yes— they bear the im-
press of the signet 6y which they were
Siamped . Matter and form ' constitute

all that the mfnd recognises in nature.

The hrsT is commuiiicaied by the me-
dium of the senses, the second is sup-
plied by the understanding. Form
implies intelligence, and cannot exist

without it. It is one principle of
representation, that intelligence should

be represented. Now, the labourer,

whatever his occup^ftion, down to the

lowest til?cr of the soil, inasmuejj^a^y^

,

is engaged in fo^-'

'

rude mate-
rials of iiattv^ ;^s in the exercise ofsuch
intellig<.'*nrje. (If course, there are de-
grees ‘^'n intelligence; and it may be
doubted whether the lowest degree

should be virluaUy or really represent-

ed ; but there can be no (foubt that it

should be represented in some manner,
[.et us beware how we estaiilish it as a
constitutional principle, that it is fitting

to grind the faces of the poor. The
proposed sequestration, however, will

operate principally against the out-

voters, respecting whom it is said that

they hold tlie privilege of voting which
they enjoy by usurpAtion. It is true

that tlie common law, which is com-
mon reason in the first place, supposes
the right to^bc in the inhabitant house-
holder only ;

but then that su])pOwSition,

reasonable as it is, is as rationally per-

mitted to be qualified by strict evidence
as to any custom through which the

right is extended to others. By means
of the outvoting system, the suffrage

descends frequently to the poorest of
the poor. This, perhaps, is the class

of society, after all, whose rights re-

quire most support; for if they have
not much to lose, they have very much
to gain— and the little which they can
lose, be it Remembered, is their all.

The widoi^’s mite is as important as

the rich man’s masses of accumulaitoii.

It is possible that the suffrage may
even go ftirther than this, and include

those who, being labourers of no kind,

can have credit for intelligence of no
kind— the mere outcasts of society.

. Of this class we intend to speak, but
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have now no space: it must be re-

served for a future opportunity.

If the suffrage, however, now pos-

sessed by tlie poor man were not

ori^nally intended, but has grown up
accidentally, shoaild this fact not be
placed to the account of that progres-

sion which is essential to the gradual

development ofthe constitution ? Too
much IS attempted, in these days, to

be brought about*by external appli-

ances and mechanical
^
aids. Every

thing, from a poem to* a parliament,

must be cast in a mould. But such is

not the process of NsAurc : all her in-

fluences proceed from within. The tree

has a vital principle in itself, by which

it reduces the elements of its suste^ta-

tion to its own purposes, and accord-

ing to which it takes its shape and
proportion. Th^ tree of the constitu-

ti^,,jahould not. any more'thdn any
other tree, "oh sili.bisd lo wild,

but should receive, periods,

the care of the gardenerTm^rafled,
and pruned, or transplanted, a^rding
to the necessity ofthe case, or the nature

of its construction. “ Every branch

that beareth not fruit, let it be taken

away; and every branch that beareth

fruit, let it be purged, that it may bring

forth more fruit.” Byt inasmuch ** as

the branch cannot bear fruit in itself,

except it abide in the vine,” let no
vital parts be cast forth as useless

branches; for then will they surely
** wither, and it will be necessary that

men gather them and cast them into

the Are, and they must be burned.”

But beware ! this process will not be
found so easy a matter in tjie reality as

in the illustration; for these excised

branches being not the mem branches

of a tree, but human flesh and blood,

will not be summarily disposed ofwith-

out the shew of some resistance, and
some loss, and some agony, on the

part of those unskilful g^eners, who
will persist in cultivating their vine

upon a mere mechanical principle, to

which they would wish its shape and
proportions to conform, instead of that

law by which it is what it is, and which
is not to be overruled, but*obeyed.

We have written a long^ paper, yet

how much have we been compelled to

omit of what would properly ^long to

a history of the English people. The
history of the English people 1 — a
subject this, surely, rich enough, but
ibr which no historian has yet been

found. Nol it has been customary

to construct the histories of nations on

, the plan of kingly succession, though

,

a reign can only occupy a part of an

age, and the story of a court is not the

story of a people. Of much more im-

portance in the history of the race than

wars and conquests are the process of

invention, by which tlie arts of life

have been produced, and the progress

of science, by wUch the mystery of
truth has lieen unfolded. We want
an account of tlie means by whicli the

mass of men increase in intelligence,

in wisdom, and grow, age afler age,

more and more flt to become reci-

pients of political power. Of their

growth in grace, in intelligence, in

generosity, we want to be told. The
inspired historian disdained not to

inform us who was the father of such
as dwelt in tents and had cattle, or of

sueb as handled the harp aq^ organ,

and who was the instructor of every

artiiicer in br^ss and iron. This is a
field of information over which that

writer should travel who would ade-

quately report the history of his coun-
try. Among the visions which it has
been our ambition to realise, this fre-

quently has visited our pillow at night,

and been remembered with pleasure
when we awaked in the morning.

Such a history would slicw us, better

tlian any dissertation, who were the

people, and who were not. Most as-

suredly it would not exclude the no-
blest of men in mind as in name from
the definition. Our part is to reconcile

all classes together, to demonstrate how
they are members one of another, how
they have a common interest, and con-
stitute one community; and not to
divide, and enfeeble, and set in oppo-
sition. We preserve for the people the

honour ofdie great names which adorn
our history—the Burkes and the Ba-
cons, with the Sidneys and the llamp-
dens, the llussells and the Raleghs

—

and restore to them that credit for

national gratitude and public gene-
rosity, of which their pretended advo-
cates would, with the honour for which
we have just contended, deprive them.
The spirit of schism—the frtal spirit of
schism—which now overruns the coun-
try, might indeed expect to attain an
ultimate triumph, were it not met, and
successfully resisted, by the truly catho-
lic spirit of Oliver Yorke, and ^e
widely-extended influence ofRegina.
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A GOOD TALE BADLY TOLD*

BY MR. EDWABD^YTTON BULWER.

How many a good tale is marred in, but a good story overlaid with tinselled

the telling ! This old but true obser- frippery, spun out into tedious dialogue
vatioii occurred to our mind on perus- and vapid declamatipn, is to a sound
ing the Pelham version of Eugene taste in writing as unpleasant as is a
Aram’s extraordinary history. In our glass of cura^oa diluted in a pint of

memory, the name of this remark- water to an unvitidlted palate.f Our
able criminal awakens our first and simile may be a homely one, but it

most cherished associations, for in his exactly illustrates our opinion of Mr.
neighbourhood our early youth was ltulwcr*S production, which we will

passed. It recalls to our recollection forthwith proceed to review with all

St. Robert’s legendary cave, where wc possible candour, assuring our readers

trembled in childhood as tlie hoary that the plain truth will be more
cottager told us of the foul deed of condemnatory than any sarcasms we
blood therein committed—we wander could induce our good nature to deal

once more around the (lothic ibins of forth. We must, hoWGVer, speak seri-

Knareshorougli Castle—we still muse ously ; for we considtY the work before

in childish wonder at her powers over us, thougi! for the most part feebly exe-

Mother Shipton's petrifying welj— cuted, of evil and
Fountait^s more distant abbey, and But well for 'T-Affety is this feebleness,

all the placid beauties of Ripen, pre- and welUis it for innocence and help-

sent themselves afresh to our view— lessncss that in the moral, as in the

and the sound of the Nid, with its jdiysieal world, it has pleased the

babbling brooks, is in fancy heaifl Almighty Disposer to apportion the

once more. Well acquainted with power and malignity of his creatures.

Aram’s true history, tind unwilling to 1J« has given venom to the viper, but
dispel the pleasing illusiuns of youth- clothed the iioI)le horse’s neck with

fill, but innocent, remembrances, we thunder. In our last Ninnber, we
refrained from pemsing Mr. Bulwer’s adiiiilled the sportive correspondence

book until a murmur reached our eai*s of a friend, announcing Bulwer’s inlen-

of Its immoral and mischievous ten- tion lo novelise the JVeu’g«/c Cakrulnr,

dency. For, in honest truth, as wo knowing nothing then of our own
have often told our readers, we are no knowledge of liis Jilggcwe Arum, but

admirers of modern fashionable novels l)elieving such an employment well

—we more especially nauseate the suited lo the capacity of a man who
silver-fork school, and entertain no cannot invent, and concluding, from

high opin' jii of Mr. Bulwer’s powers his former productions, that the per-

even in that department. Owing him sonages introduced in that venerable

no courtesy, having no book connexion repertory were more congenial with his

to subserve, and pressed witli original taste than higher and more refined

matter of more sterling stuff, we should topics. But it is for example’s sake

not have adverted to this novel at all, that we now discuss this novel at

had not a sense of our obligation to large, lest the unguarded may be
propagate the principles we dvocale, thereby unconsciously injured, and lest

and denounce those wc condemn, more powerful malignity may be
constrained us to the by no means tempted to follow in the same hurtful

pleasing task. ** Apples of gold in track.

pictures ofsilver,” are alike admirable; We refer our readers to the little

* Genuine Account of the Trial of Eugene Aram for-^be Murder of Daniel Clark,

late of Knaresborougli, &c.
;
to which are added, the remarkable Defence he made

on his Trial, his own Account of Himself. &c. ISmo. Knoresborough. 1814^

pp. 82.

Eugene Aram ;
a Tale. By the Author of Pelham. Devereuz, &c. 3 vols. 8vo.

Londons Colburn and Bentley. 1832.

''t We often marvel at Hook’s drinking cura9oa and cold water. To us it seems

a muddy, uue^rening beverage. For cura^oa in purii naturalibu$ we have a high

esteem.
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book that stands at the foot of our first

page for an authentic account ofEugene
Aram, wliere they will find a plain,

lucid narrative of facts, in themselves

stranger than fictjon. We will, how-
ever, briefly state the heads ofEugene’s
history, as we can thus place it more
concurrently witlf the novel in our

reader's view.

Eugene Aram was bom at Ramsgill,

a little village in Nethenlale, in 1704.

His maternal relations had been sub-

stantial and reputable in that,dale fora generations. His father was a
gardener, and*al$o an excellent

draughtsman, who was successively

employed by many persons of rank,

and at last died, respected, in the
service of Sir W. .T. fiigilby, at Ripley,

in Yorkshire. J^ugene moved about
with his father and mother Ip different

several years, evincing from

liis earliest y6uW'1fh*.^ager desire for

learning. First matheriurKs^ and then

languages, were his fiwourit^ subjects

of study. At the age of sixteen he
was employed as a book-keeper in a

merchant’s counting-house, in London,
where, after a yejup or two's continuance,

he took the small-pox, and suflered so

severely from it, that he was obliged

to quit his engagement, and returned

to breathe bis native air in Neiherdale.

Here he shortly after engaged in a
school, and married, and to his wife’s

misconduct imputed, to use his own
words, “ his prosecution, his infamy,

and his sentence.” Witnesses, how-
ever, with ample opportunities for

observation, and of unimpeachable

veracity, assert that his wife was an
innocent, industrious poor woman,
whom Eugene always treated in a

barbarous, inhuman manner. We thus

dwell on minute details, in order pre-

sently to shew Mr. Hulwer's powers in

adorning and drawing moral deduc-
tions from truth. In February 1744,
Eugene Aram was resident in Knarcs-
borough, and among his acquaintance

there was a shoemaker of the name of

Daniel Clark, and a flax-dresser named
Richard Houseman. A conspiracy was
entered into by these three individuals

to defraud the tradesmen of the place

of goods and plate ; and Clark, as a
man of the best credit of the confe-

derates, was selected to carry their

schemes into execution. By a suc-

cession of tricks and pretences, which
we need not here enumerate, Clark

obtained possession of money, plate,
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and goods, to a considerable amount.
On the night of the 7th of Feb., 1744,
he suddenly disappeared, and left no

I
trace behind him. Aram and House-
man, however, in consequence of cer-

ttain suspicious circuinstance.s, for the

detail of which we refer to the reported
trial, were examined before the magis-

trates, but for want of evidence were
both discharged. Shortly afterwards,

in April of the sanfife year, Aram quit-

ted Knnresborough, and came up to

London. For thirteen years he was
engaged in different situations as a
teacher of mathemalics and languages,

and, as far as wc can gather, gave
satisfaction to his employers. At last

he settled as an usher in a school at

Lynn,
^
in Norfolk. We must now

entreat our reader’s patience while we
recapitulate the circumstances that led

to Aram’s apprehension at l-ynn, in

August 17.58. lliey arc^ toleisibly well
known, but still curious and interesting,

and a succinct analysis may spare some
trouble. On the 1st of August, 1758,
thirteen years from the date of Clark’s

disappearance, a labourer, in digging
for stone at a place called Thistle-hill,

near Knaresborough, found an arm
1)onc and small bone of the leg of a
human skeleton. On proceeding fur-

ther, be discovered the rest of the bones
Ijelonging to an entire skeleton, which,
from its position, seemed to have been
buried double.

This discovery having been rumoured
about.Knaresborough, excited a suspi-
cion that these bones might be the

mouldering remains of Daniel Clark,
since no other person had disappeared
from that peaceful neighbourhood for

the space of sixty years. In conse-
quence of this and other inducing
suspicions, Eugene Aram’s wife was
examined before the coroner and jury.
She appears at that time to have been
a resident at Knaresborough ; but whe-
ther she had been separated from her
husband for the whole period of his

absence, we are not enabled to state.

Houseman’s apprehension was the re-

sult of Mrs. Aram’s examination, and
he, on being placed in presence of the
skeleton, suddenly caught up one of
the bones, and hastily exclaimed,
" This is no more Daniel Clark's bone
than it is mine!” This strange excla-
mation induced so strong a presump-
tion of Houseman’s guilty knowledge
of the cause of Clark’s disappearance,
that he underwent several examinations
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before the magistrates, at all of which
he gave so unsatisfactoi^ an account of
himself, and so utterly at variance with

the distinct and direct testimony of
^

Eugene Aram's wife, corroborated, too,

by other witnesses in minute, but con- •

necting particulars, that the magistrates

committed him to York Castle. On
his way thither he exhibited violent

emotions, though we do not learn that

the officers tortuiedihini either by hope
or fear; and on his arrival at York nc

made a full confession of his guilty

participation, but charged that Eugene
Aram's hand actually struck the fatal

blow. He further described the spot

in which Clark s body was deposited in

St. Robert's Cave, and the position in

which it was laid. A search in the

place pointed out verified Hous'feman's

statement in this particular. The
officers of justice next proceed in

E
urauit of Aram, who is met witli at

.ynn, wlfere, as we have already stated,

he was an usher in a school, and car-

ried him into Yorkshire.
*

After various examinations, he was
committed to York Castle, and, toge-

ther with llouseinan, was put upon his

trial at the summer assizes, 1759.

Houseman was first arraigned, and
being acquitted, was admitted evidence

against Aram. The result of the trial

was Amin's conviction. His inge-

nious defence is generally known

;

and Mr. Ihilwer would have evinced

more judgment had he accurately

transcribed it from the single old

book, which we prefer to his three

new ones, mther than have garbled,

and altered, and omitted, to suit his

own fantastic phraseology. We need
scarcely subjoin that Aram was con-
demned to die, and, after an ineffectual

attempt at suicide, executed in pur-

suance of his sentence.

He left a paper of a page in length

in his cell, which Mr. Uulwer has dif-

fused over one hundred.

Now turn we to Bulwer's panto-

mime; for, in spite of our grave dis-

like to the general purport of his pro-

duction, we must designate his imper-

sonations marvellous as Harlequin's

changes, though less amusing— the

grote^uencss remains, the frolic hu-
mour has fled. Instead of Lynn, in

Norfolk, we are presented with the

lovely and picturesque hamlet of

Grassdale," where, in an old manor
house, resides a widowed squire, with

two daughters and a nephew, the son
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of a brother who had long disappeared
from his friends. Eugene Aram is no
longer toiling amidst the unpoetical

,

and depressing realities of a low day-
school, earning a scaqty subsistence by
flogging the ungainly urchins of a pro-
vincial town, but metamorphosed into

a recluse scholar, dwelling apart from
the world, though sought out by visit-

ors from every qutfter of the globe

;

in personal appearance bearing about
him the dimra^ brightness of a fallen

spirit, a lip of beautiful disdain, a
forehead* of commanding majesty, a
grace of motion'and power of nerve

worthy of a hero. Mysterious musings
occupy his morning rambles, and his

mq^tered allusions startle the rustic

who crosses his path. In his watch-
tower, he is Manfred unsphering Pluto,

and outwatching the bear. (Here we
see a Vas\ debt to the

venerable Goeth^i^, w.ri.iid part of Mr.
Bulwer.) A’- anon, in chivalric mood,
he discomfits raging bulls, and rescues

villagers from winter floods. But we
must quote Bulwer, to do his own hero
justice. ‘‘ He had built a city and a
tower within the Shinar of his own
heart, whence he might look forth, un-
scathed and unmoved, upon the deluge
that broke over .the rest of the earth."

vol. i. p. 250. He scrupulously avoids,

and thereby Criptivatcs the affections of
Madeline, the elder, and of course the

more imaginative, ofthe squire's daugh-
ters. (Here we have debt second to

Sir Walter Scott's heroine in the Piraley

for Madeline is but a second-hand
Minna.) How is it that novelists al-

ways make«the eldest daughter pale,

tall, with black eyes and hair, pense-^

roso in thought and demeanour, while
the younger has invariably blue eyes

md a sunny smile, with a bosom too

pu c and innocent for sadness 1 We
love these younger sisters, inasmuch as

we prefer the social, quiet, domestic
virtues, to that high-wrought enthu-
siasm which, in female minds, always
leads to error, and too often to crime.

But to return to our dramatis per--

sona. We must shift our scene to a
village alehodse, where we find a prig-

gish, psalm-Hinging landlord and a stiff

old corporal drinking under a vralnut-

tree together (fifty such characters be-

ing in Scott, leaving alone older and
more approved authorities) ; to them
enters a dusty pedestrian, whose sinis-

ter aspect disgusts the respectable tap-

ster and his guest, aud, in a later hour
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of tlie evening, terrifies tlie two he>
roiiies to take refuge from his scowl in

the recluse’s mansion, with whom, at

midnight, the stiunger seeks and ob-
,

tains an interview to the scandal of the

village gossips. The stoiy goes on to

unfold that the good Squire Lester,

whose heart seems open to all liuman
sympathies, invites Aram to his house,

and Madeline falls duly and despe-
rately in love willv him. Walter, the

nephew, the sou of the long-absent

brother, hates the scholar with an in-

stinctive and grandly vehement abhor-

rence—why, we musf yet abstain from
revealing (though any body may guess)

— and, after sundry quarrels with
Aram, in whom he recognises a ri^al,

sets forth upon his travels in search of
his fatlier, attended by Corporal hunt-

ing. We introdu&d this worthy drink-
mine host, and we ifiuSt waste

a word u^il‘'*1[fli>iiinL justice to Mr.
Bulwer, who brings hi^he^gi the stage

with a quotation from Tristram Simitdi/,

evidently seeking to identify his corpo-
ral with the incomparable Trim. Mr.
Bulwer*s arrogant pretensions are too

easily discernible to need pointing out;

but in the present instance we will just

observe, that Bunting is a starched old

soldier, with all the ..selfishness and
none of the wit or bravery of a free-

booter. In tales and comedies, where
intriguing valets are introduced, they
are depicted with some redeeming
traits : they love their master, and fight

and cheat for him, and, in admiring
their devoted fidelity, wc almost forget

their vices. But here we have a cow-
ardly poltroon, without qpe spark of
wit to enliven his dulness, or one flash

of feeling to warm the cold selfishness

of his nature.

** Ficta voluptatis causa sint proxima
veris.”

When the author of Pelham affects

to describe refined feelings aud distin-

guished society, he foi-thwith labours

and becomes overstrained ; but among
thieves and blackguards— in the tap,

the ken, the hedge-row pot-house—
iu the purlieus of the Illinories and
Whitechapel, he writes \tith an easy

felicity ot phrase that betokens an
intimate acquaintance with die scenes

described. On drawing-room fascina-

tions he descants historically, as from
tradition—the cellar and the garret he

t
aints to the life, as one who loves and
nows his subject. If the Bill is car-
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tied, and a representative given to the

Tower Hamlets, let Mr. Bulwer can-

vass them: he will be popular and
appreciated there. We have small

space for quotations; but we will

,
illustrate Bunting by two of his own
remarks :—
“ ‘ You’re a hitter fellow, Mr. Bunt-

ing : and pray wlint do you think of the

ladies ;
are they as had as the men V

asks Walter. * Lafiies— augh ! when
they’re married— yes ! but of all them
’ere croturs 1 respects thti kept Indies

the most ; on the faith of a man 1 do

!

Gad, how well they knows the world ;

one quite envies the she-iogues: they
beats the wives hollow !

‘ Augh ! and
your honour should see how they fawns
aud flatters, and butters up a man, and
makes* him think they loves him like

winkey, all the time tliey ruins him.

They kisses money out of the miser, and
sits in satins, while the wife, ’drot her,

sulks in a gingham. Oh, thej^he diver
croturs

;
and then they’ll do what thoy

likes with oljl Nick, when they gets

there, for ’tis the old gentleman they
cozens the best.’ ” Vol. ii. p.

Mr. Bulwer says that the faults of
our system of education are so many
that their name is Legion ; and in phi-

losophic compassion to our old-age

ignorance, he makes his man Bunting
the vehicle of the subjoined reformed

plan for educating the young nobles

and gentry of the land.

“ ‘ One should to service to learn

diplomacy, I see,* sjiid Walter, greatly

amused. * Does nut know what ’plo<

macy may be, sir
j
but knows it would be

better for many a young master nor all

the colleges
;
would not be so many

bubbles, if my lord could take a turn
now and then witli John.’ ” Vol. ii.

p.SJl!?.

W'alter and the corporal journey on,

and arrive at Knaresborough exactly at

the moment when some workmen are

(lig^ging up, by accident, a human ske-

leton. Tlie crowd around exclaim it

must be that of Daniel Clark. At this

instant a ruffian named Richard House-
man, the mysterious stranger of Grass-
dale, linked by some dark bond of
secret guilt with Aram, and whom
subsequent interviews with the recluse

have introduced to us as a housebreaker

and highwayman, takes up a bone, and
exclaims, “ Tliis is no more Daniel
Clark’s bone than mine!” Sudden
conviction flashes on young Walter's

mind; he seizes on Houseman:—
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^‘This is the murderer 1
” “ He is the

murderer 1
” responds the throng, in

y/iae accordance.

Houseman, in terrified confusion,

confesses to being privy to the murder
of Clark, and points to St. Robert’s

,

Cave as the deposituro of his bones,

but accuses Eugene Aram as a prin-

cipal. From previous inquiry on his

route, coupled with subsequent inves-

tigations at Knareshorough, Walter re-

cognises in the murdered Clark his

long-lost father, who, after a life of
fraud and debauchery, had settled

there under an assumed name, lie

posts back to Grassdalc on the veiy

morning that Aram was to have mar-
ried his cousin Miideline. The squire

and Madeline believe Aram innocent,

and hate Walter as one that interrupts

happiness— nay, even charge him as

iustigiited by jealousy to prefer this

monstrous accusation. Tlic trial, the

defence, the attempted suicide, the

execution, the bequeathed confession,

are detailed almost in the*words of the

original
; only we miust avow our pre-

ference of Mr. Bulwev’s ])lagiarisni to

his invention. Madeline is present at

the trial, quits the court believing her

lover to be a seraph, and dies Iieart-

broken as soon as she reaches her

lodgings. In a few months the grave

closes over poor old Lester. Young
Walter enters for a wliile tlie Prussian

service, and marries our favourite fair-

haired Ellinor on his return.

We have thus, in two or three

columns, abstracted Bulwer’s three

volumes; and our readers will per-

ceive tliat the machinery of the novel

is substantially the same as the ori-

ginal history. Has the added fiction

embellished the simple tale? Has it

superinduced a moral lesson ?

We will endeavour to answer these

questions dispassionately, premising a

subsidiaxy one. When is it justifiable

or allowable to dress truth in the garb

of fiction? For the purposes of inno-

cent recreation, elevated amusement,

or the attainment of a moral end.

Have any of these results been attained

in Mr. Bulwer’s JSMgme Aram 1 De-
cidedly none. And as we are not

used, like liberals and Whigs, to dog-

matise without assigning reasons, or

theorise without established precedent,

we will point out the steps by which

we have arrived at this conclusion.

Much aigumentation has been ex-

pended on the propriety of introducing

real historical personages in ftibulous

situations. When Sir Walter places
Leicester and Raleigh, the lion-hearted

^
Richard, or the stately Elizabeth, on
his painted page, we^ are charmed by
the verisimilitude of his characters, and
elevated by the moral combination of
the incidents his fortile imagination

supplies. But are these grand and
beneficial effects produced when a
vulgar thief and murderer is drawn
from the obscqrity of work-day life—
a man who incites a comrade equally

humble, *but less crafty than himself,

to acts of fraud, u\id then destroys his

accomplice to screen himself from
punishment, and appropriate all the

boojy to his own vile uses?— who ill-

treats, abandons, and with his dying
breath calumniates an honest, and, in

general estimation. Innocent, wife?
To attain what end is su<;jji^a.m^

represented as 7̂,
l-l^^Vi-sduied* being,

averse to a*' ‘human laws, because
indignant at the disparities of society,

yearning after universal philanthropy,

and destroying a worthless churl mat
he may diffuse in active benevolence
the riches which the miser unprofitably

hoanls, or smiting a hoary sinner unto
de.'ith because his virtuous sensibilities

are wounded by dissolute and heartless

lust? We may be told, that no such
serious design was in the author's con-
templation : we can only reply, that

from beginning to end there is an
astensible labour to be didactic, phi-

losophical, and pract'ically moral —
how successfully, we will examine by
comparing a sentiment from his fourtli

page with rej^l experience ;

—

"It hns been observed,—and there ia

a world of homely, ay, and of legislative,

knowledge in tho observation,— that

wherever you see a flower in a cottage-

garden, or a bird-cage at tho window,
you may feel sure that the cottagers are

Defter and wiser than their neighbours.*’

Vol. i. p. 4.

From page 47 of the authentic nar-

rative we quote the following sen-

tence:— “It is to be remarked, that

Daniel Claris and Eugene Aram, in

the early paK of their acquaintance,

were emulous to exceed their neigh-

bours in the ornaments of a flower-

garden; for which purpose, we are

told, they had recourse to unlawful

methods for procuring flower-roots, by
ransacking the gardens of gentlemen

qnd others round the country.” O,
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fie on such sentimental lerislationi

But thus it ever is with shallow theo-

rists, who deduce a general proposition

from a single example, construct a ,

theory, and pTd\e it by internal and
abstract reasoning, which in a moment
may be refuted and overtlirown by
facts and experience. Is a novel to

be thus severely analysed? Perhaps
not, where it is (harmlessly amusing,

and does, not arrogate wisdom. But
the tale ofEugene AratfL is adopted by
Bulwer as a basis for his n^oral and
legislative sophistry, and therefore do
we thus critically Scrutinise it. To
select objectionable sentiments, would
be to transcribe one halfofthe volumes
before ns; and.the^e not put into^the

mouj^hs of characters t6 preserve their v'

personality —- as Milton’s Satan or

Shakespeare’s. lago— bu^ solemnly
- in the author’s o\^n per-

son. ** WneSTT^EtMi^cts her human
agents, her dark and m^erious spirit

is at work within them; she moulds
their hearts^ she exalts their energies,

she shapes them to the part she has

allotted them, and renders tlie mortal

instrument worthy of the solemn end."

(Vol. iii. p. 34.) A Protestant clergy-

man is represented uttering prayers mr
the dead (iii. 73). Was this ignorance

or design? A doubt is thrown over

the duration of future torments (ICO).

For what purpose was this introduced ?

We hate this tampering with htillowed

topics. Added, to all this, there is a
habitual tampering with sacred sub-

jects, and a constant hankering after

profanity and blasphemy in the person

of the parish-clerk of (j!ra«>sdale.

Finally, we dislike altogether this

awakening sympathy with interesting

criminals, and wasting sensibilities on
the scaffold and the gaol. Tt is a
modern, a depraved, a corrupting

taste. Readily do we admit, with

Burke, that the annals of criminal

jurisprudence exhibit human nature

in a variety of positions, at once the

most striking, interesting, and affect-

ing. They present tragedies of real

life, often heightened in their effect by
the grossness of the inj&tice and the

malignity of the prejudices which ac-

companied them. At the same time,

real culprits, as original characters,

stand forth on the canvass of humanity
as prominent objects for our special

fVebnury.

Study. A collection of such would
exhibit man as he .is in action and in
principle, and not as he is usually
drawn by poets and speculative philo-
sophers.'^’

But this knowledge is to be acquired
for actual use, and from real and not
iniaginary existence, and must be
sought by those who need its acquisi-

tion— by the lawyer and divine, who
without it cannot aAl^quately discharge

their arduous offices, ^eir experience

must be sought not only in the putrid
lanes of poverty, but in the dungeon of
guilt— they roust listen to the horrid

outpourings of a criminal conscience

—

they must be calm to learn, while the

felon’s fetter smites on their ear, and
his cur^ of blasphemy or yell of re-

morse tortutei^4heir heart. There was
deep knowledge of hutnan nature

couched in the Roman satirist's cau-
tion—Maxima debelur puerg reveren-

tia.* Let not innocence be needlessly

placed in p^ximity to vice, lost fami-

liarity too soon produce its almost in-

separable concomitant, contempt— let

not maiden modesty be too soon taught

to endure that which at first will shock,

but eventually corrupt ! We are dwell-
ing on no imaginary terrors— we
have no squeamish prudery—no silly,

mawkish affectation, that i.s too often

an index of internal impurity. We
argue from facts and experience. The
records of crime establish this fact,

that on the perpetration of any novel
or unusual crime there ensues a se-

quence of similar offences. Tlie miser-

able wretches who bartered human life

for sortlid gain, and lately expiated
their guilt in this world by an igno-

minious death, confessed that the report

of the atrocities at Edinburgh first sug-
gested their own. Where ignorance
is innocence, great is his responsibility

who imparts guilty knowledge I it

may seem grand to a man seated by
his comfortable hearth, and free from
the temptations only fully felt by
poverty, to imagine and describe the
march Of passion ; but he little dreams
of the lurking demons he may thus

arouse. The fool scatters arrows, fire-

brands, and death, and says, **Am not
I in sport?’’ Pity and terror, when
their influences are dispensed by a
master’s hand, may purity the human
heart; but the sublime may soon be

Juvenal.
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transferred into the ridiculous— pity

may drivel— and terror be only atro-

cious and digesting. Mediocrity is

not conceded in .these loftier regions, <

to which only spirits of the empyrean
order can soar. The weird sisters of •

Macbeihf and the shrivelled crones in

the Bride ofLammermooTf are horribly

terrific; but Bulwer's Dame Dark-
mans is only disgusting. Independ-
ently of this, it is -a tame copy from a
similar delineation in the last-named
ofScott’s novels. We perceive dial Bul-
wer quotes Greek most copiously : let

him endeavour to read Aristotle's

Foetics, and thence learn, when striv-

ing to excite terror, how to avoid the

\Vc have, on former ooc^ions,
strongly expressed our’ dislike to this

dangerous trifling with human feelings,

and intended to make further and
more ample remarks on this hetCd;

but the space we can conveniently
devote to the discussion is already
exceeded. We had purposed an ex-
posure of this renewed but feeble at-

tempt to revive the fetale practice re-

sorted to by Bolingbroke, with such
injurious success, of combining eveiy

thing venerable on edrth with the ludi-

crous—of treating virtue and vice with

equally contemptiious indifference*

Voltaire and Rousseau bad powers that

enabled them to assume and maintain
for a vdiile this lofiy bearing, this

superiority over humanity in the mass
for cither good or evil; they could
successfully affect a freedom from all

sympathy, and smile with cool scorn

oii«the tears of the wretdied and (he

laughter of the happy;— but it is not
for the imps of darknciss to imitate the

Anakiqi cfllell—and it is not won-
derful that Mr. Bulwpr'**. -

ended in a complete failure.

T1I& GREAT AND CELEBRATED HOGG DINNER.

(^Heporied especial}yfnr Fraser*s'Magazhie,')

The accounts in all the newspapers of the BurnGsio>IIoggish dinner, at tlie

Freemasons’ Tavern on Wednesday last, being notoriously inaccurate, we feel it

our duty, in compliance both with the dictates of our owir consciences, and the

urgently expressed requests of at least five hundred correspondents, to give a
correct, simjde, and stmightforwanl muTation of the events of that great day, on
which the eyes, not only of the empire of Britain and its adjacent provinces,

but those of the whole civilised world, were so steadily fixed with an earnest,

deferent, and anxious gaze of astonlshinont.

It is, we sliould suppose, cpiite unnecessary for us, at this lime of day, to

explain the thorough failldessness of the tribe of reporters. We have the testi-

mony of many of the most celebrated senators, that their speeches, as delivered

in the house, are by no means adequately represented in the morning papers

;

and the testimony of our senses proves to us, that those illustrious parlia-

mentarians who do tliemselves justice in the journals of the evening, or in the

Mirror of Parliament^ perform the feat in a very diflerent manner, find to a very

different extent, from wliat is deemed actually accordant with verity in the eyes

of the penmen of Lucifer, the star of the rising day. Not to recur to individuals

of minor fame, are not the gentlemen of the press daily reviled by Mr. O’Connell
for not “ repporthing'' him at a yard and a half length? and, to do them justice,

do they not (sucb as those, at least, natives of the free-minded and unenslaved
kingdom of Ireland) admit the truth of his reproach, by taking every opportu-

nity of fawning upon him, and beslavering his footsteps, with an alacrity which
demonstrates that he is not mistaken in their character T

Skip we, however, all prefiitory matter, in order tevcome more hastily to the

main business in hand. In brief, then, ail the report^; of these proceedings in
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—all the reports, we repeat, in all sundry these volucles of fact and fiction,

(the latter, however, sadly predominating

—

consfj/t my one among them respecting

any other,) of this truly superb and most evdntful entertainment, have been
coloured by base*adu1ation.^n the one hand, and by the still more abominable

~gpifif.of,i)jg^rgonnlitv and (letnictibn, which forms, we are sorry to say, one of the

CniefcbanmleRStiGS of the present times and tlte existing age. What, for instance,

to come to particular examples, could be more detestable than the*report in

the — ' '

Just as we had got so fur, a vassal of Moyes’s came* with the intelligence that

the month was wearing late— that time was precious—that if we wrote long,

we should displace matter already imposed in p;igcs. Sir, said he, you will play

the devil in the office— keep us at the chase all night, like the wild huntsman

—

stick us like hares in our forms—render us galley-slaves—make us into pie,

although Christmas is over— and put us into low case indeed. Empty your
galley then, sir, as fast as you can ; and by setting us at rest, permit us to set

you down as a composing-stick.

What ! said I, (we, we mean,) devil as ye are, are you sent here to bid me
write short?

Sir, said he, you w’rite nonpareil, and therefore you should lake up little

room.
That devil, thought wc, has much sense ; and giving hiifh a rupee, which we

liad won from Sir John Malcolm, on a l}Ct as to which car he was most deaf at
when a Bombaycr asked his quondam excellency a favour, we dismissed him to

the Erebus of Moyes’s. VV’e pass, therefore, all the pamphernalia— if that is the

right word, which we are tolerably certain it is not—of getting up the dinner.

Briefly let us remark, that Burns was a person bom in the kingdom of Ayr
some time in the last century, on the same day with Hogg, we understand, which
makes the Shepherd somewhere about a hundred years old. We may be in this

calculation under a very considerable mistake, but tliirty or forty years arc of no
consequence in the life of a poet. It Tvould be by no means so wonderful a thing

that Hogg should be five hundred years of age, which he certainly is not, as that

hq should have hit upon the exact day to be born as that on which Burns made
his appearance.

\Ve wave also all account of the great and glorious procession of the literary

tribewhich attended Hogg to the Freemasons’ Tavern, Theymustered in great force,

and were drawn up with considerable skill. In the front were the booksellers,

Murray on the right and Cfolbura on the left ; then the authors, arrayed according
to the size of their works,^ Lord Kingsborough, the Mexican, lepresenting the

folios, down to the Lord Broj^gham and the other pamphleteers. A multitu-

dinous host of gentlemen of tne press hovered behind, much reminding us, who
made, as our readers arc aware, the Russian campaign of 1812 under KutustffiT,

of the Cossacks, especially pi their shirtlcss attire, unshaven appearance, and
predatory habits, ^ese troops were commanded by the venerable Vincent
Dowling, of BeWs Life in London. The Magazine-men lay on the flanks, and
came but, as Ms^azines usually do, in numb^s. The whole array was headed
and l8d by Mr. Thomas Campbell and Mr. Edward Liston Bulwer, according
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to tlie precedent of the first crusading army under the command of Walter the
Peiinyless, who chose as their guides to me Holy Land a goose and a goat.
In the procession we missed the company of Jack Milford, but his place was
amply supplied by his friend Jordan. i

Hogg's lodgings are at the celebrated sign of the Thistle and Three Pedlars,

commemorated in Hoderkk Random as the house of call for Scotch members of
parliament, Mr. Jobbry and the rest. Tlic road, as is well Icnowii, from that

noted hostelrie to tlie Freemasons’ Tavern is very intricate ; but the sagacity of
the animals in front, the Campbell and the Bulwer, triumphed ^er all difficulties,

and the procession moved on in great order. Here and tliere, it cannot be denied
that parties occasionally left the line for the purpose of refreshment, and the

jmblic-houscs reaped considerable benefit from the^ deviations of the stragglers

;

but the main body remained linn, and wound along their toilsome way witlioiit

a complaint. Tom Campbell led on through the devious* intricacies of Clare
Market, where the firmness and intrepidity of the. venerable Vincent were sorely
lasked to keep bis army of the press from plundering the butchers’ stalls and the
potato-shops, at which the rcpprtiiers cast iui cyc of national afleclion.

This danger past, another presented itself. Tne market is boun*lcd by the house
of Mr. Thomas Wood, who kcepk there a fiourishing tavern. T^he leading files,

as they debouched from the market, passed on without any disorder, but the
rear ranks, as they emerged, were seelneed by tlfeir thirsty disj)ositioiv<

A mutiny actually look place, and .the imitincors demanded drink in all tlie

eloquence 8f the four provinces of the most op| *ressed nation in the earth, the
iligunt island of the hairy^ dirty bondsmen. R\posliilnlion was in vain; and
Dowling, after superhiirnan exertion, w»as obliged to allow them a pint of beer
per gentleman

; which having been duly sujiplied by the liand of !Mark, the

troops, considerably pacified, proceeded in doublc-cpiick. time to join their

comrades, then defiling under Newcastle House, on their progress to Cufi’s,

Tlian that said (?uff there w'as not a more pu/zled individual in England
w'hcn he saw the litemiure of l^ondon thus let loose upon him. Anxiety for his

spoons first seized on his soul— then the horrible apprehensions of the fate of his

viands under the ravenous grinders of the Scotchmen, hungry from the hills, and,
as was evident from the appearance of their jaws, the generality of them having
fiisted for a couple of days, in t»rdor to be prepared for this dinner. It was too
late, however, to retreat; and CufT,* having hastily swallowed a large glass of
brandy and said a short prayer, jnepaved for his business.

Mr. Maclean, the 'secretary of the Cyeiilml Board of Health, on hearing that

there was to be so large an assemblage ofpure Scotchmen at the Freemasons’, called

upon Cuff, and told him it was his duly to guard against all chances of infection.

Mr. Cu/T was directed to wash the walls thoroughly witji chloride of lime, both
before and after the meeting, especially the latter, as a numerous party of masons
would in a few days occupy the hall, in honour of the birth-day of the most
worshipful grand master, hlr. Maclean handsomely presented Cuff with half

a dozen bottles, and Cuff liberally bestowed fifty more. The hall has, we are

informed, undergone a complete fumigation, so that there is no cause to fear tliat

any ill consequences will arise from the circumstance of so extensive a body of
our fellow-countrymen having met togetliev.

But for the food—the dinner—how did Cuff execute that part of the.

business? In one word, then, most hasely. We leave the description of the

sufferings of some of his innocent victims to the eloquent pen of the Morning
Advertiser. There is nothing in tlie wliole scries of the shipwrecks and disasters

at sea so truly horrifying as tlic account of the calamities of the centre table.

At seven o’clock, after tho mnnifestatiou of consi(lcr.i)>le impatience, notwith-

standing the assurance of Sir John Malcolm that * ho liad not got any thing on bis

table yet,’ the waitors began to lay the dinner
;
and the two tables on each side of

the centre table were duly covered,— hut the centre table teas left icith jilates only !

At first, this was heartily laughed at, being viewed ns a very droll and curious sort

of oversight
;
but when the uppor table prayed, and most gravely, for a blessing * on

the good things set before us,’ and accompanying precept w'ith example, by setting

to work in right earnest to devour the good things placed before die/n, the joke w'aa

by no means relished. So Sir John’s attention was called to the emptiness of the

centra table—-and the craving character ofthb appetites of divers persons seated
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thereat ;
albeit somewhat additionally sharpened by tlie smell and the view of the

tureons, the elegantly covered dishes, &c., under which the upper and other tables
* groaned/ on comparison with the blank centre table. Sir John’s attention was at

last raised from the steadfast contemplatidn of the contents of his own weU*Snpplied
plate and table, by the loud complaint and the rattling of the plates, several of

which were broken in the earnestness of tlie moment; but the only redress that the

sixty or seventy gentlemen, seated at the said centre table, could obtain, was some
expression of auimrntion of the * sparing habits’ of a portion of his company, which
again called forth loud laughter, and in which the ladies in the gaUei^ heartily

joined
;
and well 4hey might, for what great man is not witty, especiallv with a

Well-supplied table and w'illing audience 1 And nothing didr they get for some
time, notwitlistanding t|^e dreadful clutter kept up by means of the knives and forks

against tlie plates— noise that was at last, however, attempted to be silenced, but

not by tureens of soup— disKes of fish— or some comfortable joints— but by-—
what think ye, gentle reader I— the striking up of the bagpipes, as if the empty
folks at the centre table were not sufficiently afflicted with internal and inharmonioas
grumblings ) Such was the reception extended to those who had paid twenty*
VIVE SIIX1.I.1NQS each for their tickets. Those who did got any tiling were indebted
to tbo charities of the other tables. 4'hG first things placed upon the table were some
tureens ofjelly, then some dishes, the contents qf which had been partly consumed
at other tables ;»but some of them were indignantly turned back, with exclamations

that they had not paid SoJ. lp be supplied with the leavings of any Sir John's table.

«iAsMar^undii^<Brent supply was at any time obtained by this table, the gentlemen (?)
at which said, * There might be more company than the stewards expected or had
ordered dinner for, but why was not tlie supply so spun out as to cc^er all the
tablM, if not fully, at least eiiually, instead of leaving one table entirely empty,
making no apology or exphiiiutiun for the occurrence, Attempting no redress in the

substantial way, hut answering complaints by ordering the bagpipes to commence its

grumblings. Against tlio liouso,’ they added, * we make no complaint ; its character

ior supplying good diimers, when ordered, is known— we blame the stewards and
the chairman.’—Such wore the remarks ofmany persons within our hearing.’*

The retreat from Moscow, the shipwreck in Don Jmn^ is nothing to this.

The woes of Ugolino, in Dante, sink into paltry fictions, compared with the

agonies of the distressed reporter. Nothing to eat—nothing to drink—a dinner

as unsubstantial as that which tho Barmecide gave to Shacabac— insult added to

injury, by the blowing of that abominable bagpipe, as if their unfortunate intes-

tines were not already full enough of wind. And then, kind reader, consider if

you had been fasting since breakfast, with peradvenlure but a pint, or perhaps at

most a pint an<l a halfof ale, taken in the course of the day—if your expectations

of food bad been raised by the character of the. house, and a long list of distin-

guished stewards— if the keenness of your appetite had been whetted by the

delay of at least three hours beyond the usual time of n^stication, and when
you ought to have been deep in your fourth tumbler, you were in ffict not set

down to your first mouthful,—we say, picture this to yourself, and then think

what your feelings would have been, had a waiter, somewhat mollified in his

stern nature, put down before you—what?—a plate of jelly ! A plate ofjelly I

Talk of the middle passage— it is nothing to the misfortunes of the centre table.

No wonder, then, that the Morning Advertiser bursts into wrath, and abuses all

the proceedings of the dinner, and damns it as Tory. It is ill arguing with a
hungry man. There is, however, no truth in the observation that they sent back
the dishes already gnawed by the voracious jaw of Sir John Malcolm ; nothing
that had any thing edible on the face of it was rejected. It is what Mr. Shiel

would call a rhetorical figure of speech, to say the contrary.

It is undeniable, however, that there was not every where so scanty a supply
of provender, for the following impromptu of Hook’s, descriptive of the hall,

proves that there were s^me substantials at his particular table, where the Elcbee
presided. Hook wrote the liues on the back of a note that Bulwer had that

morning sent him, inviting him to dinner, that be might suck the wit’s brains.

In, in they rush, with heedless crush, the Sawneys grave and funny.
Demanding forth their penny’s worth, for Sawney loves his mooer.
With beartsomc glee appearing, see the tnrkeys, tongues, and pullets,

Here’s haggis, brose, and, dear as those, hero's wine to cool their ^nllets.

The evening fleets, secure your seats— that hottie quick uncork, sirs

£ . Bwift as he can, each trenener-man engages knife and fork, sir.
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Sir John ^as, like most military men, considerably regardless ofthe sufferings

of others^ and foraged for himself. We have seldom seen that person who
played a finer knife and fork than Elchee. A quart of mock turtle vanished as
if by miracle, and the half of a turbot was soon engulfed into the maelstrom of
Malcolm. Sir John was here observed to take a glass of ^erry with John
Murray, wlio took two in return. Refreshed by this, the G.C.B. opened the

trenches aminst a saddle of mutton, from which he abraded a^ut a pound and
a half, duly seasoned by a pot ofjam. In the course of this operation he swal-
lowed two glasses of port, and called for a pint of porter. This done, his eyes

glanced upon an unfortunate pullet, which fell a victim to his unf^peased appetite

;

moistened off, at the same time, by a half pint of port. May I ask,'' then
said the Grand Cross of the Bath, to Sir George Warfender, ‘*for that roast

duck: don't trouble yourself, my dear baronet, with carving it—put it on the

plate." The duck disappeared. It is a shame," said Sir John, that there is

so UtUe to eat ; but this pnddini;: is not amiss." The pudding was extinct in a
moment. Hook," said he, my dear fellow, 1 know you are against eating

cheese, but occasionally—" The consequence was obvious—a pound of Stil-

ton was defunct that moment. •

The fury of eating being in seme measure thus abated, Sir John began the
business of the evening. *

[We should have mentioned before, that Pagaaini^was one of the guests, an^
related the sad catastrophe that befel him. When the piper began to play,The
llighlandeiB were in ecstasies ; and Jemmy J.ogan, who attended, dressed in all

the breechesless majesty— a kilt, repeated in raptures the first verse of Smollett's

celebrated ode on Jiidepentlcncc

:

** Thy spirit, Tndopendcnco, let me slinre,

Lord of tho lion heart and eagle eye

;

Thy steps I follow, with my bottom bare," &c.

But the ejSect on the Italian was mortal. At the first note he fell senseless, after

having uttered a piercing cry of desp.'iir. lie was removed from the room
speedily, and though medical attendance was immediately afforded, he lies now
in a hopeless state, to the great advantage of the musical world. He said, in the

choicest Italian, Per Iddio, il bagapipo c uno instruniento di diavolo. Oime I

ahi lasso ! 11 bagapipo I" This event occasioned some disturbance ; but Sir John,
in his usual good-natured wiy, observed, “ What llio deevil have we to care
about a dead fiddler-body? lak the loon awa." Paganiiii was removed, and the
matter was forgotten.]

“ The King 1" said Sir John, winking with his left eye.

The king was dimik m7is phrase. ,

The Queen !" said Sir John, winking with his right eye.

Ilo !" said the company. The wink is understood, and instantaneously
rose a cheer tliat filled the room with its own melody. Who would not dicer
for a queen?—and such a queen as have ?— a queen who, being without a
fault, of coui*se wants no reform.

" The Duke 1" said Sir John.
Well, the coun^ is Tory, after all. Not a word was said by Malcolm on

the subject of politics—no hint about reform—no mention of the griping Greys,
or the robbing Bussells— not a word of the Duke's anti-reforming spirit: but
the company were not deaf, dead, blind. They took tlie hint. A shouting that
could be heard as for as Holbom immediately arose : long and loudly was it

continued. In different relays of uproariousness didUjome. Anon, it ceased
for an instant; and anon it burst forth agmn, like a rumbling of thunder.

Then ceasing for a while, there come a shabby hiss, issuin| from lips too cowardly
to express any sentiment not worthy of tlie snake, very audible in one or two
quarters ofthe room. It was Jthe paltriest hiss that ever was ventured upon ; it

sounded like the filtliiest fizzing of Uie filthiest water flung into the filtiiiest of
fires. In short, it came from Uie unhappy centre table, where the wretched
occupants, smarting under the want of fow, were inclined to the basest notions
of Whiggery, and otlier abominable things, by the regular squeezing of the ^lly
and the Ix^pe. Down, down, down was it put, by the all but unanimous
huzzaing ofjthe room ; and the shabby rasc^s* (we except ikom our .ceoiure the
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poor fellows, who, driven by hunger, knew not what they did) who hissed the
Man of Waterloo, were stmek dumb by the universal contempt with which they
were surrounded. They were all gentlemen of tlie press, ^t us triumph a
little-^we anti-reformers— in this; ifihe meeting had been one of cobblers, or
resurrection-meif, or tapsters, or tinkers, or the corjioration of London, or the

pickpockets of Covent Garden, or the iMational Union, or the blackguards of
Barbican, or the. tailors who return Burdett for Westminster, or the rascalmeiit

in general, the Duke would have been hissed without any ceremony. Now,
God forgive us for it! wo do not look upon the literaiy men of London as so

many demigods, but we think that the stupidest among the persons present at

Tlogg’s dinner was ecpial in opinion to Lord Durham. An(f at their mcetin;^ the

Duke was hn7zaGd.
*

W^e disdain to say another word. Shall we compare the people who met at

Burns’s dinner witlwthe Lumber Troop ? No

!

^ *

Then came Bums. “ Gentlemen,” asked the Elchee, are you all charged ?”

Charged !” muttered Liston Bulwer, “ yos, and a confounded deal too high,

too 1 Five*and-twenty shillings, ftid nothing to eat !—a ])retty go 1 Could have
dined the whole family in llortford Street for Uirce-and-sixpence, beer included.

Dinner here !—Gloucester mail!—taxed costs!—how can my wages stand it?”

Silence that brawler shouted the Lichee in a voice of thunder. Bulwer
sneaked Glosc to Colburn.

“ Burns,” said Sir John, was a deceift excise body, wha wrot sangs, o* the

whilk I jist mind anc, that in mony particklers points to inysell. It is in bis

gran* uepic, the Jo/Zy Beggars

:

•

* I’m a hold son of Mars, just conic from the wars,

Wi’ my body full of scars, I can count them as I come—* **

Whaur are they, Sir John ?” said the Shepherd, awaking out of a lethargy,

induced by an especially copious use of tlie caulkers so liberally supplied to

him by an especial vote of the comniiltee. I say, whaur V*
“ And ceno answers, whaur?*’ said Sir John, good Immouredly; **but let

me proceed

—

* Wi* my body full of scars, I can count them as 1 come

;

This one was from the French, and this one from a wench.***

The huugi'y reporters, full of wind and venom, here interrupted the Llchcc
by a clainomus uproaring; and the company in general seemed to think it

rather superfluous to talk to tlie assembled literati of Burns.
" Zounds r* said Lockhart, what docs Malcolm mean ? I wrote Burns*s

life.’*
' »

' Gob !*’ said Galt; that*s an article of mine he lias said.”

= Oh !*’ quoth Basil Hall, “ Malcolm has stolen his speech from me.”
= Poohl*’ said fifty Scotchmen, ‘‘what can Sir Joan mean? Dinna we a’

ken Bums, that an auld liaveril is to gie us the history ower and ower again ?”

It was useless to complain. Lichee havered, and Burns was drunk after

death as regularly as he i[yus drunk when living.

Mr. Robert Burns rose to return thanks for the compliment to his fatlicr.

“ lie was father,’* said he, much aflected, “ and I am futlier of ——

”

Here the barbarous piper struck up,

“ The rantin’ dog, the daddie o’t.”

Elchee again ros^. “ 1 give the health of the other light of Scotland,

Mr. Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd.” Sir John made many brilliant remarks

about genius, and poetry, and good eating.

The language not only of England, but of Scotland, Ireland, and Berwick-
upon-Tweed, would break down under us, if we attempted to describe the

tempest of applause which followed this speech. The health of Hogg, like tlie

shearing of liis namesake, was attended by “ a great cry.” *

The Shepherd mount^ a chair, and opened his mouth—
« My heart tells me that 1 hae sae mupkie to say in thanks, that I could talk

f iwa houm by Shrewsbury clock.'
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The Cliairman here whispered, " You misquote; it's one hour.”
The Shepherd liked not the correction; and turning to the chair, thus

addressed the G.C.B. :

—

Sir John Malcolm,—^That y*re a soldier an’ a gallant lad I’m willirig to

alloo ; that ye cannilie bamboozled the East folk wi' y’re Klchecs an* y’re grey-
hounds I’m nae ganging to deny, ony* roair than I’d raise a question on y’re

fitness to write by the yard about India an* that havering ; and, Sir John, 1 veni

weel ken that y’re a Scotchman born an’ bred, as well as y’reA bluff brither. Sir

Pulteney there, wha’s supping his grogrlike a gentleman;—but. Sir John, it does
nae follow, because y’re a’ these, an’ muckle mair if yc will, tlfat therefore y're a
poet : for there’s nlony a beastie o* twa logs an’ mair, that’s born in Scotland,

wha’s no a poet—d ye ken that, Sir John? Noo, it’s my erced that nanc but
a poet should quote a poet; an’ I must say, th.'d: 1 tak’ it to be an unwarrant-
able presumption, Sir John, when I condescend to quote a Soiitliron writer, that

ye, or ony ither indiveedual should dare to corrcck me. *l)’yc kea tlie tran-

scendency o’ genius, Sir John ? I’ll turn a verse o’ Ilobbin’s : .

'

Frae kingly hands ye gemp may tuk’.

An* garters, stars, an* a^that
j

But kings can ne'er a poet mnk’,
For a* that, an’ a’ that.

1

“ If ye’ll look at Shackspcarc, Sir John, ye’ll find there ^ twa hours by
Shrewsbury clock an* if it is na safe, it just ought to be, sac it’s as broad as it’s

lang. Dinna ye interrup’me again, Sir John, unless yo’ll speak to me in Hebrew,
an* then I’ll reply to ye in. Chaldee.

Weel, it’s a most extraordinar tiling, gentlemen, how it happens that I was
bom on the vera day of the year when the famous Burns was bom, some dozen
years before myscl. It was a remarkable night that, although I canna remember
aught about' it; but I barely recollect my mitlier telling how that the liowdie

having taken an extra dose of a certain uqiui to fortify her, an accident happened.

S

Here there occurs a necessary hiatus.] But, gentlemen, whenever I found that

was bora on the same day with Burris, I determined I \foiild be a poet ; and
to this accidental coincidence, together witli my own undoubted talents, I ascribe

all my success. fOrt'af appitme, and high cointiiendntions of the Shepherd*

s

vnwonted modeslp.J So groat is the influence of a coincidence of this sort, that

I am convinced, Sir John, there where ye sit, that if you would just try your
hand to hae a son born on the same day that Burns was born,die would be a
genius in spite of himself. For my part, [ have done my best to etfect this ; but
it would not do. So, gentlemen, having had the good fortune to be bom
on tlie same day myself / am a poet, as you all know, and I have fully realised

my determination. Gentlemen, I liiought to hao made ft long speech, and to hae

said a great mony tine things, fit for the Imnnon folk to hear ; but my memory
has quite played me a plisk, and my tongue is as dry as a stick; so 1*11 sit

down, .saying that I’m extraordinary obliged to you for a’ this honour and glory ;

and so I’ll propose prosperity to the l.and o’ Cakes, wi’ three times three. [Loud
cheera and waving of liamUccrcfiuJs. Cries of Song J Song .'”]

The 42d Wilson struck up a stave.

Tuno«~“ Auld Lang Syne**

Shall Jamie Hogg be e’er forgot I

No ! still bo’s kept in min’.

Shall Robbie Bums^ mem’ry fade.
^

And auld lang syne ?

O drink your wine, my dear,

O drink your wine

;

We’ll drinK in turns to Hogg and Burns,

And auld Ituig syne.

They twa were lads ’mang Scottish braes,

Nae lairdie callants fine

;

But peasant chiels that tented sheep

In days o’ lang syne.

O drink yOur wine, my dear. Ac,
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The Ploaghiiifin*B7erse, the Shepherd’s song,

Shall ever bo in prime—
Oblivion and Neglect defy.

And laugh at Time^
O drink your wine, my dear, &c«

And surely ye
3roar seng will gie

As free os 1 gie mine,
^ <And shout in praise o* native Hidfth

And auld lang syne.

% O urink your wine, my dear, Ac.

And here’s to him wha’s gane frae us,

T^nd, Hogg, to thee and thine

;

And we tot/m this cup to Scotland’s sons

9 And auld lang syne.

O drink your wine, my dear,
' O drink your wine

;

We’ll drink by turns to Hogg and Bums,
And auld long syue.

llogg was in tears, and finished his tumbler. [Great cheers.]

“Sir John,^’ said tliq Shepherd, if ye’d wuss to hear the praises o’ our
native country frae lips that can do them justice, there’s a sly callant in the comer
there wham I’d advise yc to ca’ up wi' a commanding voice. I mean the
Dominie— the chiel Picken. Ca’ him upj Sir John.’^ •

The Elchee accordingly proposed the Dominic’s health, with due honours.
When the applause had subsided, the Dominie rose aftd said,

** Friends, countrymen, and fellow-authors—I am quite o’rcome wi’ the honour
youVedone me—perfect confused and stupified-jgm/f r/ppfotise]—odd, I’m like
to greet. [Bursfr into tears^ and blows his nose» Enormoies applause^] This is the
happiest day of my life. If ye wouldna make such a deevil o’ a noise, T would
make you a speech, although speaking’s no my trade ; for, as Bums said o’ the
prayers, ^ I’m both dead sw^eard to try ’t, and wretched ill o’t.’ But this is an
occasion that would draw speech frae a finger-post ; and if ye let me run on
about our ain countiy, Scotland, faith ye’ll find me neither lame nor lazy to take
her part, through thick or thin, in the face o’ a’ the bombastical blawthery that
ever set up their impudent nebs to speak against her. There can be notthe smallest
doubt, ill ony conscionable man’s mind, that our country is the best on earth, and
Scotchmen the‘greate.st, wisest, most educated, most talented, most ingenious,
and most virtuous of all people.

[ Thunders ofapplame.] Is she not the very
seat and origin of all the arts and sciences ? Have not die Italians borrowed
their music from her; the Germans their metaphysics; and even the French
their cookery ? For it is well known that the Scotch haggis is not only the
highest achievement of the culinary art, but the rootand first principle of all made
dishes whatsoever; and is not the ambrosial broth of singed sheep’s head the
highest achievement of all watery diet, from soupe maigre to sour crout. The
pmuctions of her mountains and her floods arc notoriously superior to those of
all nations on earth. Can the isles of the sea produce a bird that eats so sweet
as a Highland capercailye ? or did e’er a Roman emperor dine upon aught
equal to a Lochfine herring ? The English (with reverence be it spoken) are a
nation of gluttoq|; yet they never could come up to the civilisation and
hunt goH of a Scotch penny-pip and as for drink, it is well known that when
the continental princes visited our country, they abandoned all the vintages of
the Rhine and Valentia fpr the nectarous delicacies of Edinburgh ale.
^'applause, and roars^ftr the waiters,] And as for her people and their works,
I think I see auld Scol^and sitting on the top of Arthur^s Seat, or anywhere else
you please, and saying, in the words of an auld book, ‘ England is my crucible-
pot, and over Ireland I cast my shoe;’ for do not Scotchmen do every tiling for
both nations 1 Who invented the steam-engine, that brings England her wealth ?

Was it not auld Jamie Walt, a Scotdiman? Who established the Bank of
England itself? Was it not Jamie Patterson, a Scotsman ? Who invented
paper-money, and the blessings of public cr^it, and the national debt, but
Davie Law, a speculative Scotchman ; Who feads inxblic opinion at this mo-

men^ and edis Ike Quatierfygmd the ISdkAwrgk^ and Regzka, and Maga^ and
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even the ^ Leading Journal' of radicals and revolutionists, but Scotchmen .?

Who writes Political Economy, and Phrenology,and Millenniumism,but Scotch-
men? And John Black, of the Morning, preaches economy in the Chronicle.

There he is

—

[the Dotninie pointed to the learned editor in the crouMf.]->Now, as

to our general subject, gentlemen, let me^ask you wha wrote the WaverW Novels ?

Wha else but a sonsy Scotchman ? «And wha writes the Literary Gazette—
(another great work)—but aJKelso Scotchman?

,
[Immcme applause.'] And if

Mr. Dilke, ofthe Athenaum-^i^&e he is, an independent, souna-hearted fellow—
be na’ a Scotchman himsel, he kens weel frae wnat nation he’ll get the cleverest

chiels to help him wi* his sensible and Nourishing joumall And isn’t there

Mr. Bell, o’ the jRlas, and Mr. Rintoul, o’ the Spectawtor, extraordinary clever

lads, wi’ hearts in their bodies, forbye wit and havens in their brains ? The
present expert system of Burking was invented under the genial sun of Scotland.

And in roguery, when the Scotchman chooses to turn his^ talents that way, he
shews his superiority in this department of genius as much as in anw^ther.

** Regaraing this peculiarity of our countrymen, namely, theirwhodox and
canonical use and pronunciation of their own mellifluous language, 1 have made
a remark in the course of my experience whieli is well worthy of your most serious
attention. It is this : that no Scotphman ever prospers, in this world or for the next,

who oflers to abandon his native-born mother-tongue, to whicKhe is wedded by
nature and practice, and dares to enter into an ioimrcper intercourse with stubborn
jaw-breaking English, in which, moreover, he wul never be successful. But tlic

bare attempt at tms is the mark of an inferior mind. Witness that upsetting,

fiddler-legged body, Jeffrey, who, in his best days, was always flirting with the
English language, which the could not be expected to understand ; and neither in

his pleadings afore the Inner Court, or his little bits o’ prattling about literary

matters at hame, had he ever the manliness to speak plain, broad Scotch, like a
gentleman

;
and so signs on it, as our neigiiibours the Irish say. Did ever Jeffrey,

during all the thirty years he ruled and reigned in that nest of scorpions, the

Edinburgh Eeview, do one good turn for a brother Scotchman who was strug-

gling to obtain distinction ? Can Jeffrey be accused of ever making use of his

formidable journal to help forward one man of genius > On the contra^, be-
cause he forgot his Scotch, did he not do his best to slay one or two of his then
rising countrymen ? Did lie not do liis best to crush llogg, the honest Shepherd,
who is now in our presence, at a time when a good word would have done the
aspiring poet no slight service ? [Load cries of Hear, hear! and great applame,]

Did he not turn a cold shoulder, and speak snappish and impertinent of my
worthy and respected friend Galt? There he sits, looking through his spectacles,

and seeing farther than most men, and yet not half reward^ as he deserves,

f Great applause at the name ofGalt,] Did Jeffrey, or his literary helps, not insult

the mcmoiy of Burns himself, shortly after his death ?* Did he not prophesy that

Sir Waltcr^s poems would be failures ? Did he or they not do the same, and
much worse, with Byron ? Did he not say of Moore, in tliat poet’s early days,
what 1 shall not repeat? In short, did he ever assist a man of talent, Scotch or

English, in his struggling days ? [Hear, hear, hear.] Are there not ten, perhaps
twenty men, and Scotchmen too, now alive, whom the world and their country
have hailed as men of genius, more or less, in their several lines, of whom, as

fhr as the Edinburgh Review is concerned, that world would be ignorant of the

existence.
** There is another man, ofwhom I regret to make menrion, who, forswearing

long ago ‘ plain braid lallans,’ and betting himself to knop English like a
rotten stick, has, in the little power he had during his long mmzineship, done
no good to mankind or to Scotchmen. In all the time that Campbell served

the New Monthly and Mr. Colburn, did he ever dc\ a single good turn for a
talented countryman ? I ask you, gentlemen, for information, for I never heard

of such a thing. But the poet is long dead to all good purposes;— and so

God rest his soul ! amen. And there are others even here present, who, in a
small way, wish to play Cockney, and forget their countrymen. Bah ! I despise

such fellows. But this is all you may expect from Scotchmen who turn tail on
tbeir^native dialect.

Then, as to the qualitv of our tiaaimen, and nnr outward personalities, did
not agoodjudge ofman andwomankind paonounoauatobeo nation ifjgeKtkincnf
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[Loud applauieJ] And as for the superiority of oiir.intellect, that is well known,
not only to the very batters by the size of our heads, but to the metaphysical
phrenologists, by tlve number of the bumps thereon. Now, for the elegance of our
language, and the musical euphony of omr dialect, as spoken by the philosophic

websters of the west of Scotland, the genteel souters of Aberdeen, or the bonnet-
makers of Kilmarnock, or even the Jeamed Athenians of the Cowgate or
Candlemaker’s llow, I have only to refer you to your own experience of these

olassic spots ; an# as for the singular expressivenc^ss of our native phraseology, 1
need but remind you, not of Christ’s Kirk on the Green, or any other production

of the kingly mii^e, but of that epic production entitled Wattg ana Meg, or
the Loss of the Fack

;

or the various lyrics of hddlei's, tilikers, and soldiers’

ladies, to be found in that learned work called the Jolly Beggars, by an author
who cannot be unknown to ^lis meeting. [Astounding applause, and loud calls

for thefiddler's song^
“ 1 cangot gratify you, gentlemen, in any thing musical,” continued Mr.

Picken ; filit, talk of 1 reland 1 what can she shew like us, (either in men or in

brogue, with her spalpeens, and her jakcens, and her smithereens, and her dirty,

smoky TOteen, whilk would make t^oog sick at this very moment.”
“ What’s that ye say against Ireland ?” shouted a voice like the rushing of

mighty waters. ,It was Crofton Croker.

ilia JLrish soul was all in iro.”

** ril Burke you!— I’ll pound you!— rilasacrihcc you to my rage^you false

Dominie !” and here he aimed a double clenchcr at the Dominie’s nose, which
the latter artfully avoided, by bobbing his head within his coat-collar, like one of

Bleaden’s turtles. No,” added Crofton, seeing hinaself foiled, I’ll reserve

the gratification of my vengeance till anotlier opportunity-— I’ll review your next

book : I will ; and, by the powers ! to spite you, Vll praise it.** Loucf laughter

followed this strange announcement ofrevenge, and Crofton was pacified.
** Oh, fie, Mr. Croker ! fie, fie. Dominie !” said the benevolent Hogg. This

is no friendship and cordiality
;

there's the leddics up in the gallery, and bon-
nily tlieir pretty eyes are blinking : but they’re quite shocked at Mr. Crofton’s

conduct. Wcel, Sir John, I never can talk o’ the leddies without the tear starting

to my een. Wliatfor can that be, Sir John? Come, I’ll gie ye a sang about the

dear creeturs, sic as 1 used to sing by the hill-side, in days o’ yore, when 1 felt a
longing and a burning in my bosom which 1 couldna then account for ; but I

ken mair about if now, Sir John.”

The Shepherd’s song!— Hogg! Hogg!— bmvo!” was heard from all

parts of the room. The toast-master proclaimed silence, and announced
Mr. Shepherd’s song, which caused much merriment. “ £h, the blundering

blockhead !” said Hogg, and cleared his pipes.

TUC SllEFIlEHU’s SONG.

** Sweet’s the luvo o’ bonnieiasscs
At the bliuk o’ rosy mom.

When the laverock’s tilting gaily,

And the dew’s upon tho thorp

;

Though the wanton breezes blowing
'Mang my lassie’s hair may twine.

Oh, their envious, stolen kisses.

Dare nae vie in warmth wi’ mine

!

Sweeps the luve o' bonnie lasses

At the hour o’ sultry noon,
Whei/tbe sullen kye reposing,

Freed fiae labour, press the groun*

;

Then, beneath the shade reclining

O’ a beech, kind nature’s bower^
- I’hus 1 pruve a bonnie lassie’s

Luve is sw'eet at noou-day hour.

Sweet’s the lave o* bonnie lasses

When the day-Ught mys deporti
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And the qniet eninmer gloamings

Gently Bteele upon the heart

;

Kings may boast o’ heaps o* riches,

Chieftains revel in their ha’—
Oh, the luve o* bonnie lassos !

Surely, it is worth them a’ !” {Loud cheering,)

Tlie Chairman here proposed the health of Mr. Mathews and English
comedy, and afterwards the^health of Lord Brougham and* the Englisli and
Scotch bar. There was no actor present to return thanks for the honour done
to the stage ; but Lord Brougham rose, amidst loud applause, and spoke to the

following effect :— Mr. Chairman, this honour just done me, like all the blush-

ing honours that I bear, was as unexpected as it was unmerited. But of that

you, of course, must be a better judge than myself ; for though as a chancery
judge 1 have never been surpassed, yet, to pronounce j‘^gment on my own
merits is, I confess, beyond the grasp ofmy mental powers, stupqpAous though
they be. Sir, I am as averse to self-panegyric as to flattery;— both are nauseous
to me : but on such an occasion, when so many of my countrymen are met to-

gether to celebrate the birth of native genfhs, 1 tliink it my bounden duty to

speak somewhat in praise of the talent 1 have been blest with from my youth
upward, and the benefits derived therefrom by all classes of tlAs human species.

Sir, the Ettrick Shepherd has vaunted that he was Iftemlly a shepherd-boy ;
— I,

too, have sprung from the people,— indeed, I m;^ say, from the very dregs of
the peopfe ; and now you behold me Lord High Chancellor of England— the

accomplished orator, the honest statesman [m titter'], the upright and the sound
judge

\
Sergeant Spankie'exclaimed, “ Hear, hear!" in a tone so peculiar that it

excited nmeh laughter]. From my earliest years it has been my delight to

encourage the ramifications of intellect, and to cherish the blossom of genius,

that it might expand into a flower, \ Hear, hear.] Tn those days, now past, when
1 was not only the friend (and so am I still) but the associate and the daily com-
panion of one whom it hath delighted me to honour-^ I mean Lord Jeffrey—
days of wliich 1 may truly say, in the words of the poet,

^

* We spent them not in lust, or toys, or wine,

But search of deep philosophy.’

[Load laughter, and cries of^^ Old," Humbug," Hackneyed," “ Stale," " Com-
mon-placei* “ Clap-trap," “ Oh, oh !" 4 c.] " Well, gentleman,” said his lord-

ship, << there is no occasion to quarml with an old friend : let it pass. In those

days I did a deed to which I have ever looked back with proud satisfaction, for

its influence is felt by the literature of this country even to this day. When the

lamp of poesy was flickering and almost rayless, or worse ; when its light w;ls

assuming a hue which distorted and rendered unseemly the objects on which it

shone, what did I do? I called a new foet into existence— yes, it was I

who g^ve a Byron to the world ! I saw the genius lurking bencatli the leaves

of liis Hours of Idleness— 1 knew Uiat it was no common spirit— I knew that

praise, the common incitement ofcommon minds, would never arouse to ener-

getic action the genius of a Byron. With a master’s hand and a propliet’s eye,

1 wrote a criticbm in the Eaiiiburgh Review (a periodical in those days well

known) ‘ On the Hours of IdlenesP of the youthuil bard. My pen 1 dipped,

not in the sweets of praise, or .in censure subdued, out of consideration for his

tender years. No ! m the bitterest gall did 1 immerse it, and die gibe and heart-

less jest, the supercilious sneer, and an absolute denial of even a scintillation of

talent, were the arts I used to <^1 forth Ibe latent po^rs of his wondrous mind.
What was the consequence? It was as my omniscient soul foresaw : he wrote

the English Bards, and Childe Harold, and Lara, void Manfred— works of
which, after this statement, it is pardonable to say *pars ma^fuif and which
flrom thb day will blend in honour the names ofByron and ofBrougham [cheers

]

;

and posterity will be doubtful which tlie more to admire, the poet or, the

reviewer*

^fVhere is one other subject to whidi I must address a word or two—1 allude
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that I equal in all points the most distinguished men who have ever sat as judges
in equity. Of Sir Thomas More we only know that he was diligent, and
surely I also am diligent. Have I not sat in court in the morning, at noon, and
at night, before dinner and after dinner, wliatever might have been my condition— line ikrere €t Baccho^ and Cercm et Bacchi plenus? Do I not, in my legal,

scientific, literary, and political aitainmgnts, rival the great Bacon i if not nis

superior, I am at least his equal—and if the resemblance between us is not

complete in all things, it surelv is not my fimlt, nor can it be laid as a sin at my
door. Of llardwicke, Nottingham, Cowper,Thurlow, Eldon, Grant, and all that

inferior fry, I say nothing— 1 am not their rival— monumentum. Jfy my
coohiess and imperturbability, I have awed or disgusted, I dhre not which, that

annoying lawyer, Sir Edward Sugden, and others of the rustling silk gown;
and by my asperity 1 have eflS^ctually silenced the Outer Bar. Where are their

briefs if they have not the car of the Court ? and what gains that, save submission ?

Of this be assured, (hat a wary self-confidence, and a countenance unchanging,

will, to a juiicious mind, be a fund of legal lore ; and a well-timed asperity is the

best collection of reports, which maybe consulted without labour, and always with

success.’* \The noble lord was btidlg cheered at the conclusion of his animated

Almn Cunnipgliam here volunteered the following song, after toasting

ladies ;— \
Air—***Jlantingf roaring Willie,**

** O ! dinna ye like the lasstes ?

They're welcome aye to me

;

0! weel shall 1 toast the lassies, «

For welcome are they to me.
They're welcome still to me.
Though ever sae dowie and sad

;

For mony a blitlieaome day
The lassies and 1 hae had.

0! dinna ye like the lassies,

When poorteth frets you sairt

Then winna a kind-hearted lassie

Best drive away dool and despair,

When she mingles a smile wi* a tear.

And points to good days at hand ?

For, the smile o' her mouth and the tear o’ her ee
My heart could ne’er withstand.

0 1 dinna ye like the lassies 1 &e.

Then, when wo ore prosperous and happy,
An^ seated round the fire,

Wi* a glase o’ gude wine or gude nappy,
*Mid friends that we love and admire

;

The lassies maun aye be beside us,

To share in our Joys and our glee,

For the world would be naithing withoutthem—
O! naetbing without them to me 1

Then wfaa wouldna like the lassies 1

They’re welcome aye to me

;

0 winna ye praise the lassies V
They’re welcome aye to me.

If 1 should forget the lassies.

The world might say 1 was mad

;

For iqimy a muBg di^
The lassiee and1 hae had.”

Cria vf ** Brato, AUm/" and great ckeeriw, pariknlarly at tie yper tMe,

were

Burnses sons, the Chairman, Sw Geme mwrrag^ and others; whSe aU eyes
re dkected to the ledtee in the gaUery, who now rm from dieir seats to

t: A. w »• _ ^
JbadOng Oefma r9m,hji^ fSUare,»toad Mm

ho (wtAtigraces to ike eompaimtaeddd abo^intereit-
Sfg gMe henit her. But 4n the mubt ^ aU t^ tha Uaek head t^Ooton
Man^SMtay, vko uaepUyingthe amiaile hoMud, agteerei leokfm mkt Mitt
Owgfg t&UttfMgmom kdmtloneiem himê^
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Sir John Malcolm then proposed the health of Mr. Edward Liston Bulwer^
M,V,f and the memory of that lamented gentleman, Mr. Eugene Aiam. The
Chairman observed, that he valued tdent m whatever shape it might appear,
whether in theoiy or practice. Mr. Aram bad been his intimate friend, and
one to whom be bad been under great obligations.

Mr, Bvlweb.— Sir, I rise possei^d with feelings in a state of' great

excitement. I reverence your title, Sir John. I love a lord ; and it is my
delight to be a tufbhunter. The honour that you have done to the memory of
Mr. Amm has overcome me witli gratitude, and made me a bankrupt in thanks.

I’m not accustomed to extemporaneous speaking, so you will pardon my brevity,

and accept a volunteer song that I have been practising the whole morning for

this occasion.” \Applau9e. The piper blowt the h^note.']
*

LISTON DULWER’s SONG.

** Though Fraser may call me ass,

1 heed not the pitiful sneerer

;

He freely opinions may pgss

—

Their value depends on the hearer.

An ass
!
yetiiow strange that the word,
Thus used in malevolent blindness,

*

1, blessed with adorers, have heafd
In tones of affectionate kindness.

There*s Colburn arowsT’in an ass-

• ortment of all that is clever

;

Ask Hall—he affirms such an ass>

istant he never saw, never

!

Cries Bentley, •My vigs, vot an ass-

emblage of talents for puffing
!'

Thus all are agreed Tam an ass

—

A fig for Beoina’s rebuffing

!

Let. Landon declares l*m an ass-

onant to love and to beauty j

Cries Mrs. B. * O what an ass-

ociate in conjugal duty 1’

There’s Jerdan exclaims I’m an ass-

ayer of poesy’s pinions
i

' And I, too, affirm I’m' an ass-

enter to all tlieir opinions.

The Parliament knows I’m an ass*
ailer of all that is Tory;

The Thunderer vows I’m an ass-

erter of Badical glory.

Though hitherto I’ve been an ass-

uager of rancorous speeches.

Yet still th^ will find me an ass*

aulter when liber^ teaches.

1 own of myself I’m aij^asB-

iouous lover and praiser

;

But make me of rhino the ass*

essor, and that is my way, sir.

Poor Colburn !—But see, I'm an ass-

assin of sdfby confession r
Deartn^en! bow quickly I ass* ^

* imila^to the profenkm.”

Mr. Patrick Robertson’s health (glorious Petrus Maximus I) being driink, the

learned advocate returned thanks in a short, but luminous speech. Sir,” said

he, modesty is. the rock on which my feme has' been riiattcred ; and therefore,

with ffKt diffidence which is my bane, and the basis ofmy nature, 1 rise to return

you my thanks for the honour you have done me* (Hear, hear.] If 1 am tardy

in my volubility ofspeech, eseribk it Ir thi overilowing of a beSrt which glows
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The gjredt iknd deUVrated IS^g Ainaitrer^ [Feb/lftB^.

beneath the Hyperborean gusta of a fructifying g^titude. {Cheers The days
of our pr^nitors ate not our days ; and the perspicaeify of a triamptant delusion
is the antidote to interiority. [theersJ] Such was it with Bums^ snch it is with

‘ Hogg, such with myself, and with every transcendant genius whose ftlory is the

eclipsi^ of a mundane transmigration. [Xoirg and continued cheering
J]

But this

cannot |lways last : the germinatipn of ttfb integml calculus is .the aupeHecundity
of man’s brightest gem, and it will prosper and increase till the outpouring of the
midnight oil accderates the unctiousness of the wearied brain* Then will the

beauty of science <^ase its sibylline contortions ; and the steam engine of genius,

flying on the raiUroad of popularity, will prove the inherent value of whisky
puncm as an agreeable and universal beverage.” [Enthusiastic cheers^

Here the uproar became' very great, apd the. grotesque eccentricities ofseveral
of the gentlemen present, though se^ creditable to their ingenuity, were more
diverting than decorous. As a specimen of what took place, we may notice the
actions of Mr. Bulwer, who, elated with the praise bestowed upon an ele^nt
gilt chain which he Wore round his neck, and affected, perhaps, by the copious
draughts of rude port that he liad imbibed, gave way to the fermentation of his

feelings by mounting the centre taBle, where he danced for a quarter of an hour
to the tune of Maggie Lauder,” played on th» bagpipes, and, moreover, to the

amusement of tlfb whole company, puffing being, he said, his business. During
the Pythonic excitement thsft he^endored, he hsd the misfortune to break several

decanters and a few glasses. Hereupon Cuffpresented himself behind the M.P.’s
chair, and when he had resumed his i|pat, handed him an account of the damage
caus^ by the enthusiasm of liis capering. Liston Bulwer could not deny that

he had broken the glass, but ho carefully examined eVery item of the account,

and after haggling about the price of each aitlGle, reluctantly owned that he had
not a sovereign in his pocket. Cuff said that it was his rule never to give ci-edit

to any literary gentleman ; and he was about to give Bulwer in charge to a
policeman, to be conveyed to Covent Garden watch-house, when the heart of
Colburn relented, lie bethought him that it was near the end of the montli,

when the services^ of,his flunkies are the most valuable ; so he valiantly took
from his pc)cket«^ok a bill stamp, and drew a bill at six months' date in lavour

of Mr. Cuff, to pay for the mischief depe by Bulwer. After much consideration,

the bill beiiM for.the sum of 19s. 7d., Cuffwas induced to take it on Colburn's

credit, and Bulwer was released.

The noise and confusion increased. What I” exclaimed Allan Cunning-
ham, to a ^afy-looking fellow standing near him— picking my pockets!

Pretty company this, indeed 1” and Allan planted a jaw-breaker on the

•covey’s dexter prog-mill. Fightii]|^ ^ last, thank heaven 1” said Crofton

Croker— and, rushing iiHo th% midst, laid trmpropiiscuously on all sides, alike

impartial tp friend and foe.^ de rol Trueba, in his haste to shew bis apt

command oter His legs, forgot his silver-headed cane, which was boned by a
suspicious-looking r^low;0ith huge whiskers, whom he^had observed lurking

about various parts of^Toom.
Croftie stiu fought on by the side of Cunningham they fpught like Trojans,

for tliere were many Greeks to be encounterea. Bulwer, who is no fighting

man, took refuge behind Colburn. Jerdan and^ Pattniolre engaged in mortal

combat, but we did not hjkr the mult. The^ras such cuffing and kicking, and
profane swearing, thqt we were, compelled tc||pivc4he room to the belligerents

:

so, leaning upon the Lichee's arm, we quittedrthe mpe of tumult and disgrace

;

the Lichee gently humming We*re nae that fOii,” as we retired,

'frWith a sttt^fyr sfojp,^ slow.”

J. Uoysil,
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V /liRitm United Service,

6th of the Calends of March (bis)*

Mt. dear Fraser,
^ It is with regret I state that I have not time to write nn

article for you tlifi month, as 1 aA engaged in half a dozen of the most delicate

negotiations all at once. However, as. you have some devilish smart fellows about

jrou, I may suggest the heads of a few*artieles. As to foreign afiFuira, the less you

say about them the bettit
;
for, believe me, all this talk about Belgium, Portugal,

Borne, rrussii, Eussia, Austria, Turke/, £gypt, lloiigan, &c. is merely nonsense,

and nothing else. ]^6i^ body is holding back his hand until spring, and all the

world knows it. There is a game playing among the diplomatists, each fellow with

a grave face humbugging the other, u^ell assured in his own mind that the opposite

party is up to him. In spring, .when troops can move, we shall hear a diflbrent

kind, of music
;

until then, keep yonjt foreign correspondents in a louse rein—ready,

however, to pull them up when the eqninoz makes its appearance. Palmerston

must turn out, of course,*as soon as any reaTbusiitess is to be doiie
;
just now, be is

lit enough to Jbe ma^de a fool of by old Talleyrand. Ponsonby cuts a particularly

shabby figure in that buainhiis^if Vander Smissen’s. I am sorry for it, because

Ponsonby and T were old friends in da3r8 goi|p by, sub regno Harrietts. Apropos,

if you have any influence with the King of the Netherlands, drop him b hint that

the sooner he gets rid of Falck, the better it will be for hinmulf* They say, indeed,

that Wilhelm Konig cannot shake off his gouty ambastAidor, because they are too

deeply dipped together in stockjobbing, and some speculatioiis in tan-pits and old

clothes
;
hut this 1 don't eiactly believe. 1 can assure him that Falck does mischief

to his cause here.

In domestic politics, keep your eye upon a new modification of tlie Charles Street

Club, or, as its ill-willers call it, the Charles Street Gang. They are making it into

a sort of regular Brookes’s. One or two good fellows are on the committee—my
friend Vyvyan, for insti^ce—but otherwise they are doing every thing to insult the

honest tones, like you and me. Just think of their having the face to reject the

Duke of Newcastle for a committee-man
;
and but that old Bldon made it a sine qnd

non, they had a notion of blackballing his grace even as a member. 1 do not wish
to divide any farther a party which, Iloaveu knows, is divided enough already, so 1

shall not mention the names of the persons on whom, 1 fear, the blame ultimately

rests
;
but the ostensible agent is Charley Rosa, who, if all 1 hear be true, is well

worthy of a flagellation. This must be seriously thought on. More in my next.

As for the Plunkett job of which you write to me, never mind it. Plunkett is

done. Even the ministers must give him un^now. With respect to Ilobhouse,

why, my dear sir, who eves tliought him any wing else but a placeman determini or

/nvnanci^?-—which you please.

The most important motion, after fdl—for reform is a liumbug now— is Baring’s

for allowing M.P.’8 to be arrested. Talk of the violations of Magna Charta after

that! Why, Magna Charta is consult Oliver Cromwell. But if M.P.’s are to

be arrested, who the devil would go, into parliament 1 Hand ego vel Cluvienus.

Neither I nor Tom Duncomhe. But 1 must break oflT.

Ever yours,

M.O’D.

The report that 1 am tho commander-iu-ehief of the St. Giles’s division of

Don PuAnya army is wholly unfounded. Sartorious sacked all the money, and why
should I go ?
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THE SPIRIT AND PRACTICE Of THE W^IO EXECUTIVE.

To thi Editor^ Frater*t Magazine,

Sir,

The invitation gfven me in

so flattering a manner, by your intro-

duction to iny article on the Political

Conduct of the Clergy, I readily accept

under another signature, tvhich will

serve for all topics.

As I may again advance opinio;ns in

which you cannot concur, 1 will say a

word of myself, that 1 may not be mis-

understood by you or your readers.

In respect of persons, 1 never was,

whatever my partialities may have

been, an adherent of party; and hi-

therto my pen has as often opposed

and censured the Tories as the Vvhigs.

I cleave, generally, to what was Tory-

ism previously to the last ten or fifteen

years; and because 1 do so, I find

myself about as widely separated from

the one party as the other. Ou several

leading questions, including the reform

one, which place them in conflict’, I

difier alike from both; and on others

I perceive I must be a Whig, if I be a

Tory. Neither conscience nor ta^te

will suffer me to fight one class or

interest against ano^r for separate

benefit, or to take the narrow ground
of undeviating panegyric. If 1 be the

friend of the aristocracy, the church,

and agriculture, it does not follow that

I am an*enemy to the democracy, the

dissenters, and manuftictures; or that

in defending them, 1 am to 1)0 silent

on their errors and misdeeds. I feel,

that to protect them effectually, 1 must
protect all classes, botues, and inte-

rests, in their just rights and piivil^s;,
VOL. V. NO. XXVI.

and when I know that their present

peril has been produced, in a large

degree, by their own misconduct, I

cannot be ignorant that I shall be a
worthless champion if1 spare so deadly
an enemy. If 1 must be classed, let

it be with such men as Sir Inward
Knatchbull, who profess to be inde-

J

)en(]ent between the rival combatants
broiiice, and to belong to the party

of the empire.

With the upright and tolerant part

of my countrymen, this will shield me
from misapprehension

; ‘if I occasion-

ally speak even strongly against the

Tories, and what they uphold, it will

be ascribed, nqt to p.irty hostility, but
to regard for national benefit ; I shall

be understood to punish that 1 may
reclaim, and oppose that I may serve.

1 come to your publication in search

of that freedom of speech and discus-

sion which is my birtliright, and with-

out which.I can have no literary being

:

I must write what I think and feel, or
nothing.

This paper will prove, that if 1^. do
not belong to the Tories, I am no
Whig; and that I do not value the

rights and weal bfmy country the less,

from thinking meanly of party fetters

and profit.

When the present ministry was
formed, I ranked not with its enemies

;

in common with the body of the Inde-

pendents and Tories, I mingled hope
with doubt, and was anxious that 1

might be able to support it. con-

fidence in one part of the Tdrils was
K '
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lost; in the other, it was shaken to

the base: and neither professed to

differ materially from the Whi|;i^ in

general creed and policy. I always

understood, that on the essentials of
the constitution, in both doctrine and
ffibric, Whig and Tory were agreed;
and I was as Ccady to believe that

Whiggisin did i^t make a man an
enemy of our monarchical and aris-

tocratic Institutions, as that To^ism
did not make him a friend of arbitraiv

power. There were zealots. on both
sides,who plunged into wild and wicked
extremes of principle and invention;

but I was as little disposed to make
die one creed as tlie other responsible

for their conduct. In my cyesrahe
Whigs were always, in respect of ex-
istence, as constitutional and neces-

saiy as the Tories—both were, equally
essential to form the great moving
power of the constitution, and make
its motion the source of freedom and
happiness: therefore, when my par-

tiality to the Tories was tlic warmest,
I regarded the Wliigs as a party which
ought to be opposed, chastised, or as-

sisted, according to its conduct; but
not to be hated and destroyed.

When 1 looked at the general his-

tory of Whiggism, I found much to

command my admiration and reve-

rence ; even its errors displayed some-
thing English, manly, benevolent, and
virtuous, which had great weight with
me in the way,of palliation. Its name
was engraven on the proudest insti-

tutions of my coiintiy—it was written

in the great charters of my rights and
liberties ; a brilliant pnsportion of its

sons appeared amidst the heroes who
had bled for England, the sages wlio

had filled her with wisdom, the patriots

who had established her freedom, and
the statesmen who hatl made her the

first of nations. I was not the man to

feel no pride in its glories because I
did not profess it—to venerate its il-

lustrious and mighty dead tlic less

beesnse I was no Whig—and to think

its living professors capable of turning

their hands against thejr country, and
d^troying what their ancestors had so

largely contributed to Vaise, because I

did not belong to them as a party.

In congruence, when the Whigs
obtained office, I. felt no little hope
that their first care would be to purge
.their ‘r^feed and character from the

blots and suspicions which a long

Qoutsejtpf unha{^y years had cast on

both. They had a splendid oppor-
tunity for doing it. On the one Hand,
the leading Tories and their periodicals
were putting forth doctrines touching
the I* reach revolution and reform,

which were as flatly at variance with
die principles of the British constitution

as with the common reason and rights

of mankind. And on the other, the

Liberals, foreign and domestic, were
doing the same, in the opposite extreme
of doctrine. Time and circumstance
placed their rivals and adversaries in

the wrong, removed every obstacle, and
scarcely allowed them to lake other
ground tlian that of truth and wisdom.
Never before were men so favoured.

In the convulsed state of this coun-
try and Europe, I expected that they
would be impelled by honourable am-
bition to constitute themselve.s the
teachers of freedom to mankind—that

they would place before \i the great

principles of our constitution, and
shew now jwidely the glorious suii of
English liberty differed from the glim-
mering rushlights and consuming bon-
fires of continental licentiousness. I
felt assured they would be led, by the
slanders which had been cast on them,
to give triumphant proofthat a genuine
English Whig had as little to do as a
Tory with the foreign trader in rebel-

lion and revolution. To me it seemed
impossible for them to seek instruction

from the ignorant, groping, grovelling,

profligate, crazy projectors of other
states; or to do other than turn to
their great ancestors, and exhibit a
system regulated by science, enlight-

ened by experience, equally remote
from absolute monarchy and pure de-
mocracy, rejecting every variety of
t3rranny, securing to all classes and
interests an equality of right and pri-

vilege, and demonstrating how far

England and her sons still transcended
the rest of the world in the knowledge
and practice ofliberty. When patriot-

ism, nonour, fame, interest—every thing
which can operate on the best and
worst. .. feelings of the human heart,

commanded them to take the right

path, how could I expect that they
would choose aqotlier?

Most complete and bit^r bes been
my disappointment!

Tliese Whigs, on commencing their

official career, renounced .the es^ntials
of Wbiggiinn, in both doctrine and
practice, di no better tlian rank Toiy-
um : tfa4iQr,cast tom them all the great
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Whig lights of older days> and trefiited

Fox himself as no higmr an auth6rity

than a Tory bigot. Had this been
done for the adoption of something
new, invented by themselves, perhaps
the latter would have been in a trifling

*

degree English—partly applicable to

the state of the empire—not wholly
false and destructive: but the object
was totally different. On rejecting tllC

stores of knowledge supplied by the

annals of their country and party, they
could do nothing as principals; ana
they made themselves puppets of, not
the ancients of Greece and Rome, but
the ancients of the French revolution.

On degrading their country from the

rank of leader and teacher, even in

romance and experiments, they^adc
her the passive pupil, and chained her
to the tsiil, of revolutionary France.

To them, as British ministers, tlmir

own soveri^ign knew nothing ; but the

Frencli one was omniscient— the Bri-

tish parliiiment could do iTothing right,

but the French cabinet could do no-
thing wrong— British J.ibcrals were
dolts, but French ones were seers

—

British mobs were below notice, but
French ones were unerring—and every
thing done in France vms, as a matter

of course, necessary in England. In
respect of domestic government, they

n\a<1e this empire practically a province

of France, saving that they refused to

copy die very few wise and neces-

sary measuies which emanated from

French rulers.

In the most perfect system of go-
vernment which human wisdom could

contrive, freedom and right must al-

ways be largely at the mcrcv of the

executive. Not only must the latter

be endowed with a wide extent of dis-

cretionaiy power, but the best insti-

4.ution, tne wisest law, and the truest

principle, may be easily perverted into

instruments of tyranny and wrong.

Through the imperfection inseparable

flrom earthly things, limitation and re-

straint cannot allow the ruler to do his

duty, without enabling him fo abuse
his power. There must always be
large bodies—a very great minority of

the people, without sufficient means of

self-protection, unable to enforce re-

dresii of grievances, otid which he can

oppress and despoil almost at plea-

sure; his power against this minority

wUl o^n be the most despotic and
dangerous, when it is the most'feeble

against the majority. Fluently, from

the errors and misdeeds of the serve-

reim, the ignorance, corruption, of
bad feelings of the legistatute, and
other causes, he will jic able to inflict

grinding tyranny on the body of'the
people. Truly was it said by the Lord
Camden ofthe last generation, “ King,

Lords, and Common!, are mnd atid

sounding names; bulKing, Lords, and
Commons, may become tyrants, as well

as others.”
,

Of course, for the due enjoyment of

freedom* a proper spirit and mode in

the ruler are as essential as free insti-

tutions and laws. To ensure them as

far as possible, a code of maxims has
been formed with us for his guidance,

byVhich he is enjoined to recur con-

tinually to first principles, follow good
precedents, look at flitention rather

than letter,•bound the use of power by
the dictates of duty, and give the bene-
fit of doubt, in all cases, to moderation
and the subject. By this code, which
is intended to supply the place of legal

and physical restraints, where they
cannot liave being or effect, he is taught

to give operation to the constitution

in a constitutional manner and for

constitutional purposes ; to administer
the free form of^vemment in such a
mode as w'ill make it to all a source
of real and equal freedom. Unhap-
pily, although It is as essential as the

most sacred of our statutes, he must
always be able to disregard it at will.

In obedience to it, for a long time
previously to the death of that honest

minister, the late Earl of Liverpool

—

what patriot now passes his tomb
without a sfgh?— it had become a
settled rule with government to attend

as much to the minority as to the ma-
jority. No great change was attempted,
if obnoxious to any considerable part

of the people. The weakest interest,

or body, was as tenderly dealt with as

the strongest; if any matter pressed
specially on it, no parliamcntaTy in-

fluence was necessary for obtaining it

redress ; any new measure affecting it

exclusively, to which it strongly ob-
jected, was nbandoned or modified,
though sure of being carried in ' the

legislature. If one large part of the

community insisted on cbanges, to

which Ihe other was opposed^ goveni-

roent acted as an arbitrator, but not as

a partisan ; it' listened to both sides,

exacted concession and cdtrijfromise

fh>ni both', and saffered neither to ty-

rannise. Tn placing their measures
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before parliament, ministers were will-

ing, as far as duty would allow, to

alter, soften, and contract, at the sug-

gestion of friend foe, without think-

ing of the majority they commanded.
Here,* in my eyes, was long the great

charm of Toiyisin
;
yet, alas! it was

destroyed by a Tyy ministry.

On the differentiae of spirit and mode
in administering the constitution, stood

the more important of the legitimate

and eternal differenced of creed be-

tween Whiggisin and Toryism; tlie

other points of dif%eiice between the

latter related generally to matters not

necessarily connected with party prin-

ciples.

l^t me recall to general remem-
brance some of the most striking cha-

racteristics which Whiggisni, now a de-

funct creed, a mighty and glarioys crea-

tion of human genius which was and
is not, displayed. It professed bound-
less idolatry for the constitution. The
terms constitution and constitutional

were contained in eveiy sentence of
Whig reviews and newspapers; they

flowra incessantly from Whig lips,

—

they formed the golden rules by which
alone the Whig could speak and act.

Jealousy of, and hostility to, the

power of the crowi.,— that is, the

ower of the executive of both the

ing and his ministers,— entered into

the marrow ofWhiggism. The Whigs
everlastingly declaimed against this

power, and lahopred both to reduce its

magnitude and re-strain its exercise.

As a necessary consequence, the pro-

tection of the people from its abuse,

and of the legislature from its control,

ranked amidst the fundamentals of
tlieir faith.

The most ardent attachment to liber-

ty, they declared was their corner-

stone; and they construed liberty to

consist in making the subject to the

utmost degree independent of the

crown.
When the Whigs obtained office,

they became essentially the crown.
The mass of the population was in the

deepest misciy, and supplicating for

the redress ofgrievances and removal
of evils. Here was a magnificent op-
portunity for the practice of Whig-
gism, and proving its vast sup^ority
over Toryism—• lov administering the

constitution according to its spirit and
the rea|itlas of freedom. What ad-
miration v^ould have burst from a
grateful people, had they, like a truly

paternal government, promptly insti-

tuted inquiry, and spared no effort in

banishing hunger and assuaging sor-

row ! But, alas I the Whig crown,

like the fallen Tory one, was totally

^unable to discover that the constitu-

tion coinrnandcxl attention to the peo-
ple’s complaints, redress for their

grievances, and remedy for their

.sufferings
; or that it was conslitu-

tlonal to suffer the legislature to dis-

cover it. It sternly refused inquiry

and remedy. Some of its first mea-
sures were confessedly calculated to

add largely to the loss and misery of

different portions of the community,
yet it obstinately persisted in them,
in utter disregard of the evidence and
praye^ of those on whom their ruinous

effects were to fall, and it defended it-

self by alleging, they hud been resolved

on by its predecessor.

What more could any ^despotism

have done? Where is the despotism
which disregards the complaints and
sufferings of its subjects, and forces on
tliem spontaneously changes for des-

troying their property and bread ?

Thus far, here was a total renunciation

and reversal ofWhiggism— an admi-
nistnition ofthe constitution in the most
arbitrary spirit and mode— a virtual

enlargement of the power of the

crown into sweeping despotism.

The Whigs had the most happy
combination of circumstances for dis-

posing of the reform question that

imagination could conceive. All dis-

cerning men saw that reform Wiis as

necessary for one party and interest as

for another; and that without it, there

could be no other than a most ineffi-

cient and roinous government. The
Tory leaders and publications, with a
few h.onourablc exceptions, stripped

themselves of public confidence by
protesting against all reform, and de-

fending the most gross and odious
abuses in the election of the House of
Commons. The Tory body really de-
sired a reasonably comprehensive plan
of refoni ; the Whig one was willing

to make large concession and compro-
mise ; and the Hadicals had no hope
that their demands would be listened

to. It seemed to be scarcely possible

for the executive to be so foolish or

perverse, as to produce any other than,

a plan which would be warmly sanc-

tioned by the mass of the community,.
and in itself cover Tory hostility with

general scorn and indignation.
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And wha£ plan did it give birth to ?

One whicli went infinitely beyond
what the VVhigs expected, which aston-

ished the radicals by the extent of its

surrenders, and whicli the Tories felt •

themselves wholly unable to support.

A plan which was so iinnecessarily

sweeping, theoretic, and speculative,

that it arrayetl the knowledge aiwl pro-

perty of the country against it, gate to

the Tory heads once more a potent

])arty, and filled the reiilm with, not
only party strife, but revolutionary

convulsion and madness.

Let me here remind all honest men
of the ground on which the leading

VVhigs always before this moment
called for reform

;
this ground w:is a

reduction of the power of the crown,
meaning by the word crown both the

king and the ministry. In May 1797,
Karl (irey, the present prime minister,

made in the House of Commons a

motion for reform, and he,asked in his

speech touching this house—“whether
it had watched the conduct ofministers?
whether it had controlled the erccufive

(government in its operations?'* Be-
cause ill his judgment it liad done
neither, he ])ronouuccd reform to he
necessary. Another leading argument
with him was— the jiower of the

crown over the house had very greatly

increased. He and his brcihreii never
said a syllable against the power ofthe

aristocracy in its independent charac-

ter, and they only sought to destroy

the aristoenuie boroughs because the

latter got into the hands of the crown.
Their professed object was to reduce
the power of the crown, and enlarge

that of the people, es|)ecially in tlie

House ofCommons ; but not to weaken
or injure the aristocracy in any manner.
When these Whigs became tiie

crown, they fabricated a scheme of
reform, which, on their own confession,

was to make a miglity theoretic change
in the working of our institutions— to

take power from one vast division of
the community, and givj^ it topother~ to make a radical alteration in the

equipoise, connexion, and relations of
society, and also in the person, spirit,

and conduct of the general govern-

ment. Demonstrably, its consequences
were so much matter of doubt and
speculation, that the predictions of its

opponents were as likely to be realised

as those of its supporters. On the

admission of Lord J. llussell, its pro-

poser, it was largely fraught with peril

;

and on that of the whole executive, it

was, if its opponents predicted truly,

of a most ruinous character.

A scheme like thisfwas placed be-
fore, perhaps, the very best House of
Commons for dealing with it, that ever

cxistevl, or could eiust. This house
was elected to inake,Ai]d was sincerely

in.favour of, lefomi
,

it was not bound
by pledge or prejudice to any specific

plan, therefore h was fi’ee to examine
and deliberate dispassionately.

yond precedent, it was independent of
both the government and party, the

fair representative of every class and
interest, anxious to dispense impartial

justice to all, and inclined to err on
the side of moderatiun, caution, and
safety. As to the c1ose#borough mem-
bers, the t^e division balanced and
neutralised the other. I believe that

Kngland never before had a House of
Commons which made so near an ap-
proach to perfection in all its attributes.

When it is remembered that the

scheme was a measure of the crown,
that its cliar.ictcr was ivliat I have
Slated, and that the crown had a deep
interest in nuiking it delusive and in-

jurious— the ministry had mighty
private, sordid, vicious reasons, for

framing it to sacrifice the weal of the

empire to its own party power and in-

dividual aggrandisement ; it will be
readily admitted that it was a measure
which alx)ve all others^ called for the

most severe scrutiny and unsparing
niodiiicaliun on the part of the House
of Commons. Well, the existing

house began U> examine and deliberate

— for what purpose? Not to reject

the m(>nsure wholly or essentially, but
to correct and prune it,— to harmonise
conflicting claims,— to give equal pro-
tection to jarring interests,— to exact
from both sides a fair proportion of
concession and compromise,— to at-

tend duly to the rights of all parts of
the people,— to improve it into a plan
comprehensive enough to satisfy all

honest reformers, and yet impartial,

safe, and acceotable in the main to all

parties. Some credulous soul will

here exclaim,—»Was not Earl Grey in

raptures when he found a House of
Commons willing to “watch*' and
“ control*' the executive— such a
house as bis patriotic bosom had so long
sighed for — already in eiai^Dce ?

Were not the Whigs intoxicated with
delight tvhen they found in tlie flood of
good fortune which had overwhelmi^
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U)em a really reformed House ofCom«
mons—a house independent and jea-

lous of the crown, and determined to

act for the people at lai^e? IJsten,

deluded mw, and never again believe

tliat truth can fall from tlie lips of
pa^ leaders

!

Tlie excciitiveyW placing a measure
like this before Vlie liouse, declared

that it would suffer no alteration of
moment to be made in it, and that it

would leave nothing undone to pass

it without such alteration, llere was
a practical suppression of die legisla-

ture at one stroke ; the crow n, iu

effect, thus addressed the two houses

of parliament—‘‘This sweeping ii^ea-

sure of mine, which is to establish a
new system of^ government, you stiall

not examine, or discuss, or amend;
and I will compel you to pass it.’’

The house—eternal honour to its me-
mory I—treated the despotic language

with disdain, and decided on an altera-

tion wliich did not in the slightest de-
gree affect the general principle of the

measure ; whereupon the executive

instantly dissolved it. It cannot be
necessary for me to shew that it was
destroyed because it would not be the

passive menial of the crown, and to

obtain another which would be such
menial— that it was destroyed to ren-

der the crown perfectly despotic over

the legislature in respect of such a
measure as this plan ot reform.

Here was Whig reverence for the

constitution—Whig obedience to what
was constitutional—Whig hostility to

the power ofthe crown—W’hig anxiety

to place the crown under the control

of the House of Commons I What I

Whiggism sanction this ?— no ; had
that noble, independent, and daring

£iith yet lived, it would have breathed

every vein in crushing the tyranny

!

Another page of this dark history

now presents itself. A new House of

Commons was to be formed, picked

—

practically elected by the crown. As I

have mentioned, when l^rl Grey and
his brethren were in opposition, they

called for reform to reduce the power
of the crown, but not to injure me in-

dependent power of the aristocracy.

Matters now were changed ; tbny were
fjbemselves the crown, therefore it was
necessary to give reform new objects.

Inese^l^ men actually set up the

cry dai reform was essential, not to

weaken, but tg strengthen the crown—
ti|||Lt the crown was fettered, enslaved.

and could only be set at libe^y by
leforro,—that the independent power
of the aristocracy was alone the

power to be reduced and annihilated

oy reform, in order to give potency
to the crown as well as to the peo-
ple 1 Their press and other instru-

ments conjured the multitude, by every

tiling dear to it, to combine with the

crown, to root the aristocracy out of
the system of goveniment; and to
treat every man as an enemy who
might dare to vote against the crown.
The king's name was used in the most
unwarrantable manner,—^falsehood and
delusion were propagated without
bounds,— atrocious appeals of every

kind were addressed to the guilty

passions of the lower orders,— and
the ignorant, infuriated classes ofelect-

OTs were taught to drive the intelligent

virtuous ones from the hustings by
brute force, and to pledge their repre-

sentatives from all exercise of judg-
ment on the'reform scheme. Be it ob-
serv'ed, on these enormities :

—

1 . The executive scattered the dame
of revolution through the land at a
time when disaffection prevailed to an
unexampled extent—incited the people
to detest their institutions— instructed

the humbler orders to regard the exalted

ones as robbers and tyrants—and bead-
ed the physical power of the country in

an aggressive war for the overthrow
and change of institutions and laws.

2. The executive moved the demo-
cracy to destroy in effect the aristo-

cratic' state of the realm—to regard the

aristocracy as a deadly enemy, and cast

it beyond the pale of right, privilege,

and freedom.

3. The object of the executive was
to make itself the real elector of the
House of Commons, in order that the

house might be its menial in all mat-
ters as well as the reform one, and that

it might be enabled to command the

peers— in other words, its object was
to make the crown virtually despotic

over thj^ legislature, and of course the
en^ire^

Tbese enosmities yfere perpetrated

by wur pretended Whigs, who always,

before they grasped power, protested

that they knew nothing but foe maxims
offoe constitution, and adored nothing
but that constitution which consisted,

of King, t^ords, and Commons— in-

sisted that the crown ought not to in-,

terfore with efoctiops, and that the

Hous^ of Commons ought toW ipde-.
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pendent of, and to control it—vowed
that they only sought to reform this

house, to make it more independent
of the crown—and maintained that

there could be no liberty, if both par-
,

liament and die community in general

were not independent of the crown to

the utmost 1 Yet, let it cast no shame
on the illustrious dead ; despised and
renounced by all mbn, Whiggism slept

with its fathers, when under its hal-

lowed name the impostors committed
their iniquity. French liberalism sug-

gested the thought and furnished the

precedent, contrived the trick and in-

vented the Icgertlemain. English

party guilt was always in its worst fits

open and straightforward
; it disdained

to alloy its crimes with vices ; it %mote
the face but spared the back, robbed
but did not swindle, slaughtered but
did not assassinate

;
juggling it never

could learn ; and the last thing it was
capable ofwas—forcing qri England a
kingly tyranny under the pretence of
giving her freedom.

Need 1 point to the constitution, and
the most obvious principles of reason

and right, to prove that the House of
Commons ought to represent fairly all

parts of the people, to protect the in-

terests of all, and to legislate for the

general good ? Nevertheless, by such
means as 1 have detailed, the better

part of the oitixens were deprived of
the*r share in electing it ; the lower
part elected it avowedly to disregard

and destroy the interests of the otlier,

and to sacrifice the general good to

partial. The crown intentionally was
the real elector ; tell not me of the

multitude! I must look at realities,

and not appearances—at the hand
which directs, and not the machine
which obeys. I say the crovrn was
the real elector, and of necessity it

gained a House ofCommons restricted

from deliberation, and bound to yield

it implicit obedience. Its minions
crowded into the new house, solemnly

pledged before the world to obey it, as

the beasts which drag the dung-cart

obey their driver, on a measure for

making a vital change of institution

and government! Am I told that

these men were not aliens, whose
breasts not a drop of English blood
warmed and ennobled? 1 will not

believe it— I spuiti from me the libel

on my country.

Well, the House of Commons was
now in constitutional uses and duties

suppressed ; name and form were re-

tained, but life and essence were ex-
tinguished : of course it triumphantly
pa^ed the reform bitt without altera-

tion. This bill was then brought be-
fore the other branch ofthe legislature,

which, presuming on the doctrines of
Earl Grey to watchland control the

executive, rejected n. Let us look

dispassionately at its grounds of
rejection. •

Tlie peers were almost unanimously
willing to sanction a less sweeiungsmoT
speculative schemaof reform, and a
large majority of them were willing to

extinguish the nomination boroughs

:

tbe^ question between them and the

executive, as the newspapers of the

latter avowed, was onjy one of kind
and degree^ and what points of differ-

ence ditl it really comprehend ?

The peers were willing to give to

the people in the aggregate all that

the executive wished
;
and they differed,

not on the bulk of the gift, but on
the mode of distribution : the execu-
tive sought to bestow it on certain

classes and descriptions of the people,

and the peers desired to confer it partly

on other classes and descriptions. Hie
next point of difference was, whether
the plan should take effect gradually or
at once. Professedly they agreed on
the necessity of maintaining the equi-

poise between the aristocracy and de-
mocracy ; they only differed in this

—

the peers thought thd scheme threw
too much into the democratic scale. I
speak of the majority, and notice not
other mattery of difierence put forth by
the minority.

What did the constitution and com-
mon justice command the crown to

do ? Undeniably this. As the execu-
tive, to suffer the legislature to make
all reasonable alterations and improve-
ments in its mesisure. As one estate

of the realm involved in conflict with
another, to make as much concession

and sacrifice as it required the other

to make. As the crown judging the

claims of two mighty divisions of its

subjects, to 8xact surrender, compro-
mise, and seevrity, as for from the one
side as from the other. Or to abandon
its measure. It could easily have
made such alterations in its plan as
would have obviated the more weighty
objections of the peers, withpi^. lessen-

ing concession to the pedpte in the

body, and especially to the lower or-
• ders.
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..And what did it do? In terms,
or virtually, it declared that the plan
should be passed without alteration of
moment, a^ thpn, closed the session.

In this country, the newspapers of the

execOitive are really a part of it ; they

circulate its words, are prompted by
it, act as its toiegue ana hands, and
enter into its sul{ftancc. These publi-

cations gave the signal to the countless

host of government engines through-

out the three kingdohis, and a tre-

attack was made on the in-

ternal peace and^institutions of the

empire in the sacred name of the king
himself. Tlie official organs and sup-
porters, high and low, of the crown,

field up the peers as plunderers Und
enemies of the country, and tlie clergy

as unprincipled men, who, from the

worst motives, opposed aid hgtrayed
the people ; they insisted, that both

ought actually, or otherwise, to be re-

stricted from sharing in th(! manage-
ment of public affairs. Up to this

moment, the prints of the Treasury
have regularly urged, that the power of
the aristocracy is highly pernicious,

and ought to be annihilated.

Here, then, under our monarchy—
under our form of government, which
consistsof King, i.ords,at)d Commons,
and declares that the aristocracy shall

liavG as much share in governing as

the democracy— that the consent of

the peers to legislative changes is as

necessary as that of the people,— the

official organs of the crown, in its name,
not only made the aristocracy and
clei*gy objects of national animosity,

but called fur their suppression in their

public character. The crown was made
the leader in an exterminating war
against the aristocracy and church.

And what were the crimes of the latter?

Constitutional opposition to tlie crown
— defence of the independence of the

legislature, and the rights ofthe subject

from the crown.
They were pi4tendcd Whigs—sham

patriots, who affected to be hostile to

the power of the crown, and ready to

shed their blood in defending the

independence of parliament and the

country against it—who were^>guilty

of this ; but they were not taught it by
that daughter of independence and
virtue, Whiggism. This chaste and
haughty virgin knew not the gross

debauchery and grovelling servility;

—

to the laat, her Roman spirit erred* on
the side of purity and freedom. The

goddes.s of these men. was a Alench
trull, picked up in the streets of i^aris,

and only familiar with the language
and deeds of the lowest brothels

the most grinding kinds of slavery.

When parliament again met, a new
bill was laid before it, which, instead

of exhibiting proper amendments, waa
more objectionable than the first ; and
it was speedily asce*'tained that it could

not pass the peers. What was^ be
done? Here no populace could be
employed— no indirect means could
be resorted to. The crown took the

monstrousresolution ofmaking,directly
and openly, in substance, a new house
of peers of its own creatures to carry

sucli a perilous change; of course this

was <tqual to the total suppression of

the upper house of parliament as an
independent deliberative body. At
the time when I write, this resolution

hal not been put in force% but it is

officially announced tliat it is taken—
that the kind's consent has been for-

mally obtained, and that it will be
acted on ; the guilt, thertifore, is com-
initlod, and it will not be the less hei-

nous if no new peers be made.
llius the crown, firat by unconstitu-

tional and corrupt means, makes itself

the elector and dictator of the House
of Commons— then, by its own will

alone, it makes the house of peers its

passive slave—and then it makes a
vital change of institution and govern-

ment, framed exclusively by itself, at

the suggestions of its interest and ca-

price, *and to which the mass of the

better classes of its subjects are strongly

opposed. As an Englishman, a man
who belongs not to the Tories, and
whose limbs never knew the degrada-

tion of party fetters, 1 ask. What ia

this— tyranny or free government?

An absolute monarch makes his will

law, and this is called tyranny. A
limited monarch converts the legisla-

ture into an instrument of his will

—

changes his limitations into means for

making his will even more despotic

than that of the absolute one, and what
name does this deserve? If the one
be tyranny, so must be the other. The
crown in this country, by the most
unjustifiable means, gains arbitrary

dominion over the legislature, and then

takes from a vast portion of its subjects

possession and privilege— wastes pri-

vate fortunes— annuls charters -- de-
stroys individual rights— abolishes

laws— and radically alters institutioit
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«Dd rSler. If this be not despotij»m,

the world never saw any.

Its parents call themselves Whigs

;

tb^ pretend to follow that sacred cr^
which knew nothing—loved nothing-
lived in and for noUiing, save the con-

stitution of England! They are the

men who so long declared that they

only sought reform as a means of

reducing the power of the crown in

all respects, but .especially over the

legislature, and that it was tyrannical

for the crown to influence, even by the

use of the king's name, the decisions of

parliament. Let it be repeated, until

every urchin in the land casts its scorn'

on the cheats 1

How are these proceedings defend-

ed ? Were they called for byi irre-

sistible state necessity, to which it was
the duty ofstatute and usage, right and
freedom, to bow? No. Before tlie

first bill saw the light, the body of tlic

reformers would have been satisfied

with such a plan of refonit as the first

House of Commons and the peers

would have passed. Tf the crown had
framed this bill with more moderation,

or had pennitted the Commons to

modify it, the question would have
been settled at once. The revolu-

tionary fury in favour of the bill was
produced by the executive and its

organs. When the measure was re-

jected by the peers, the Treasury prints

actually declared, that if ministers suf-

fered any delay of moment to lake

place, ferment would cease, and the

people would become indifferent on
the question, ^^'hat more U'iumphuiit

evidence than this could be iindgined

for shewing that the clamour was a
momentary one, which the executive

alone could keep iii being, and that the

latter was fully at liberty to make such
alterations in the bill as its successwith

the peers required? Up to the last

moment the crown liad full freedom of
choice; it felt no necessity, saving what
it created and kept from extinction.

But Earl Grey and the ministry, not
excepting its underlings, were pledged

not to consent to any other scheme of

reform which should give less to the

people. Did an unconstitutional and
reprehensible pledge like this, which
took from parliament all power of deli-

beration and judgment, extend to the

suppression of parliament? Did it

follow that because the latter was not

to be suffered to examine and alter, it

was to be compelled to sanction ?

Thie two houses of parliament were
involved in conflict. Granted, but on
what? They agreed on the gene^
question, and only differed on extent

and mode. Could they only^ recon-

ciled by giving the upper one a mortal

Stab in the back, andf sending it to the

tomb? Such a mo^fied bill as the

peers would have f^sed would have

been cordially sanctioned by the Com-
mons. But who Produced the war?
When they were* in harmony, the crown
attacked* both, though in deteitsy-tt*

smote and made a^Ap^ffStTument of the

Commons, and thereby generated the

strife.* 1 am to believe that, by so

doing, it acquired a right to deal in

the•same way with the peers. The
crown, then, has only to plunge in any

guilty manner the two Iftmses into dis-

cord, and thfk gives it a right to enslave

both . Monsieur Anglo-French School-

master, the matter is too hard for me

:

on my life, I can quaff no such know-
ledge !

Now comes the thunderbolt— the

reason by whici) ilissent is to be

crushed to atoms. It is triumphantly

urged that the crown only did this in

obedience to the people's will, and to

nistore tlicm their rights. I will not

argue the matter t>n strict law, maxim,
or precedent ; I surrender all the benefit

this would give me. If it can be fairly

shewn that the crown was justified by
the spirit of the constitution, reason,

justice, and equity, I will ackowledge
that it acted properly. Is, then, obe-

dience to the popular will, in disregard

of every other, enjoined by the theory

or practice of the constitution ? 1 turn

from Toryism, as an authority which
will be disregarded. Foreign creeds I

disdain to notice— therefore letWhig-
gisin answer me. Ours, as the world
knows, is the mixed fonn of govern-

ment ; it is composed of King, Lords,

and Commons, which are each to have
a shai'e in governing. No laws are to

be enacted or annulled^'^iio changes are

to be made, without the free consent of

all ; the democracy is to be as much
prohibited fnim controlling the whole

as the aristocracy. Thus in the form—

r

the ]et4l ofth^constitution, it directly,

deliberately, and strictly commands,
that the will of the people shall not be.

obeyed, unless it be concurred in by
the aristocracy. No one can need in-

foi-ming, that if the popular ^ill be
madb despotic, our form of government

must be rendered in practice a pure
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democracy. Does Whiggism say it

ought to be the latter in operation?
Burke with some is yet an authority,

and he nys, cannot help concur-

ring .witn their opinion (that of the
^

ancient authors who had seen the most
^

of pure democracies, and the best un-
derstood them) ^t an absolute demo«
eracy,no more than absolute monarchy,
is to be reckoned among the legitimate

forms of government.. They think it

rather the corruption and d^eneracy,
'sound constitution or i. repub-

lic. Of this certain, that in a
democracy the majority of the citizens

is capable of exercising the most cruel

oppressions upon the minority when-
ever strong divisions prevail in that

kind of polity, as they often must ; and
that oppression of the minority will ex-

tend to far greater numbers, and will

be carried on with much greater fury,

than can almost ever be apprehended
from a single sceptre.” This is strong

evidence that a pure democracy is a
for more savage and destructive ty-

ranny than an absolute monarchy.
Pass we to Fox. On his memorable
rupture with Burke, and when he was
a passionate admirer of the French
revolution, he said in the House of
Commons, ‘‘He was averse from all

extremes, and a friend only to a mixed
government like our own ; in which, if
the arisiocravy, or, indeed, either of the

threebranches, were destroyed, the good
effect of the whole, and the happiness
derived under it, would in his mind be
at an end. True liberty could only
exist amidst the union and co-opera-
tioii of the difierent powers which com-
posed the legislative and the executive

ffovernment.” 1 need not quote farther

from Whiggism ; and if more evidence

be necessary, 1 will even call Karl Grey
and Lord Brougham. These ministers

have ^in and again declared, during
the discussions on the reform bill, that

the aristocracy ought to retain its full

share in the government ; and it matters

not if their acts belie their words— if,

after declaring this, they throw the aris-

tocracy out of the government. All
living men must allow, that tlm peers

can have no effective share in^ovem-
ing, if in essential matters they be
compelled to yield implicit obedience

to the popular will.

According, then, not only toToiyism,

but to Whimsm and the Gallic libe-

ralism of the existing executive, the

will of die people ought not, in the

letter or the spirit of the law, in justice

or expediency, to be despotic, to pre-

dominate, or to be acted on, if not
freely and fully concurred in by die

aristocracy.

Turn we to the alleged restoration

of the people’s rights. No one con-
tended that the owners of the close

boroughs had a right to their power of
nomination. The* question touching

these boroughs really was, in trans-

ferring their members, to what portion

of the people shall they be given ? and
this only formed a part of the general

question. The latter also really com-
prehended these: Shall the privileges

of a very large part of the lower classes

be taken from them, and given to the

middle ones ? Shall numbers of char-

ters possessed by the people be de-

stroyed or invaded ? Sh'dli the wealthier

and the town people be made heavier

in the balance against the'more indi-

gent and the village people? Shall the

people engaged in manufactures and
trade be aggrandised at the cost of
those engag^ in agriculture? Who
constitute the people 1 When we speak
ofthe king and his people, we mean by
the latter term all his subjects— the

whole population ; at any rate, it must
include all below the peers. The des-

potism of the crown, then, has not been
exercised in the smallest degree to re-

store to the people a right, because the

peers in the majority were willing to

transfer the members of nomination
boroughs ; but it has been exercised to

take trust, privilege, and legal right,

from a vast portion of the people.

But it is urged that this conduct in

the executive will greatly benefit the

people as a whole, by increasing their

power. Tyranny cannot advance a
step without the aid of folsehood and
delusion. J^et us put aristocrats of

every kind, all rich men, wholly out

of sight, and then look at the matter.

Beginning with the lower classes

—

those whom counterfeit Whiggism and
polluted Liberalism represent to be

almost exclusively the people— what
is to be the amount of their gain? By
the first bill they were to lose even
more than the aristocracy ; they were
to bo, in a great measure, deprived of

fiTuichise and power. Proceeding to

middling and small landowners and
fanners, what gain are they promised ?

Their power is confessedly to be much
reduced. Passing to the ftindholdien,

colonial proprietors, shipowners, and
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almost all descriptions of maiiu&ctur-

ing and mercantile capitalists, how
much giiin are they to grasp? It is

proclaimed that their power will be
mightily diminished. The lower classes,

and the owners of landed, funded, and
almost every kind of property, are

avowedly to have, in one way or ano-
ther, an enormous part of their power
taken from them \fy the reform bill.

An insignificant fraction of the people
is to receive a gigantic increase of
power at the cost of the body, as well

as of the aristocracy ; and it is to use
it in trampling on and tyrannising over
the one as well as tlie other.

It is asserted—what will not tyranny
and its minions assert?— that the peers

have no right to interfere with the
reform question, because they have a
separate, private interest in it. The
fact is admitted, that the nominatipn
boroughs Ifolorig to a few individuals— in truth, they belong in no small
degree to commoners— and that the
body of the peers have none. The
peers, almost without exception, were
willing to transfer the members ofthese
boroughs; and tliey only contended
tliat they should be legitimately distri-

buted amidst the ])eople, in a mode
different from that resolved on by the
crown. Of course they have only a
general, corporate interest in the ques-
tion, which partakes far less of a sepa-
rate, individual character than that of
the people; consequently, if they be
disqualified by interest for interfering,

a much more grave disqualification of
the same kind sits on the people. The
great object of reform, to which the
demolition of nomination boroughs is

subsidiary, is to make such a change
of institution and government as will

radically alter the equipoise between
the aristocracy and the democracy,
both and the crown, the three estates

oftlie realm, agriculture and trade, and
the lower classes and the more worthy
ones— between the different parts of
the government and the different divi-
sions of the people. . Putting the aris-

tocracy out of sight, reform amidst the
citizens is intended to turn the scale
against the better part ofthem—against
the part possessed of property and real

independence. With a change like
this, according to the slaves of the ex-
ecutive, the aristocracy— the house of
peers of our mixed form ofgovernment
-^the axistocracy which, in the opinion
of Mr. Fox, must have its full share in

governing, or there can be no true
liberty and happiness, must not inter-
meddle, because (O lame and impotent
conclusion 1) it has aii interest in the
matter. To make such reasoning the
more triumphant, these slaves proclaim
that the change will strip the aristocracy

of all effective share the government
for ever. The democracy (lovely petl)
is to have every thing it wliimpers for,

because it onlyjcraves the possessions
and rights of others; but the aristo-

cracy (odious creature !)j;^iiiel KTuiiu^
a word, because it*mRes to defend
itself from robbery and ruin. Most
voluble Anglo-Gauls of the crown
press, what public question can be
named, which, upon tins logic, the

I^rs have a right to interfere with?
Cannot you. messieurs,'^dress up your
faded, deformed French trumpery in a
less repulsive manner?

But if tlic people's will, and the
people’s rights, and the aristocracy’s

interest, cannot be pleaded, there is

prerogative. What I pretended Whigs
plead prerogative 1—men who on their

own confession have through life bared
the breast, emptied the purse, risked
the neck, and braved every peril which
the most devoted heroism ever encoun-
tered, in order to reduce the power of
the crown, take their stand on prero-
gative!— patriots who always, up to
this moment, clamoured for reform as
a means of curtailing the power of the
crown, make a weapons of prerogative 1

Ob, Trance, France 1 spare thy vagaries,

if it be only in compassion for thy
Cockney disciples in England. Well,
let us hear dur Anglo-Gauls on prero-

gative. They, say these astonishing

foreigners, know nothing of the consti-

tution, who think the power of the
crown to create peers is only to be
exercised in conferring honours and
rewards; it is to enable the crown to

call to it counsellors, and bring the two
houses of parliament into union when-
ever they may chance to differ. Tory
bigots, apostles of divine right,"

how are ye outstripped by Whigs and
Liberals 1 I^can find enough of this

doctrine in th^ew French constitution,

but tMl old English one presents me
with something wholly different, l^he

latter declares that the peers shall have-
tbeir full share in governing the empire,

as well as the commons and the crown
—shall be as independent ofthe crown
as the commons— shall not have their

deliberations influenced in any manner
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by the crown—^and shall form a barrier,

not only to the crown against the

commons, but to the commons against

the crown. Y4t, in the teeth of all

this,^our Gallic Whigs maintain that it

empowers the crown to exercise over

them despotic authority. Whenever
the crown may ijlcase, and especially

whenever it may^be able to enslave the

commons, it has a right to march any
number of its minions amidst the peers,

in order to place them under its dicta-

trash like

this is circiilat^tMy its fabricators as

taught by the hallowed constitution of

England.

Counsellors!— describe to me the

kind, sage messieurs of French liberty.

The crown creates forty or eighty peers

for the express pur|X)se of enabling it

to carry the reform bill; and what
counsel are they to give it ? They are

to take from it, not only counsel, but
command ; they receive their coronets

on condition that they w'ill yield it

the implicit obedience exacted by the

articles of war from the private soldier

to his commanding officer. Wo exa-

mination are they to venture on—no
power of deliberation are they to

possess—no murmur of dissent fiora

the despotic mandate arc they to

breathe; and in this manner they are

to counsel the crown. Foreign and
French may be the mode, but to the

constitution of my country it is only

known as tyranny and crime.

The crown has a right to create

peers at pleasure, to place the Uvo
houses of parliament in concord ! Tliis

right, as a matter of course, it will

never exercise, save when it is in con-

cord with the commons; it may be
trusted for not creating peers to pro-

duce parliamentary union, when the

commons and itself are at variance.

Whenever it can by any means enslave

tlie commons, this will give it a riglit

to enslave the peers also. Whenever
the lower house, instead of watching
apd controlling it, as the prime minister

declares it ought in duty to do, shall

become its instrument, <ithen it will

have a right to make the^upper one its

instrument also. On this very reform

question, because it destroyed a house

of eptnmons which attempted to watch
and control it, and by indefensible

means obtained another willing to obey
it, it acquired a constitutional right to

assume despotic control over the house

of peers. it acquire, no matter how.

a house ofcommons willing to alter the

succession, abolish tlie peerage, put
down the church, or sweep away
popular liberty, and this alone will

justify it in compelling the other house

to assist in the crimes.

The world knows that the crown
has prodigious means of influencing

the election of the commons. 1 extract

the following from- a speech of Durke
against reform : About the close of

the last parliament, and the beginning

of this, several agents for boroughs
went about, and I remember well that

it was in every one of their months,
* Sir, your election will cost you three

thousand pounds if you are inde-

pendent ; but if the ministry supports

you, *it may be done for two, and
perhaps for less;’ and, indeed, the

thing spoke for itself. Where a living

was to be got for one, a commission
in the army for another, a lift in the

navy for a third, and custom-house

offices scattered about without measure
or number, who doubts but money
may be saved ? Tlie treasury may even

add money, but indeed it is super-

fluous.” This was the state of things

in his time, and every one knows it

has since become worse. Here reform

is to apply no remedy. The crown
can influence elections in another man-
ner. In 1703, Earl Grey— yes, the

very identical prime minister of the

present hour— stated in the house of
commons, ‘‘When Mr. Pitt moved for

an addition of one hundred members
to be added to the counties, be could
not carry his motion

;
and yet he had

contrived to procure the nomination
of forty members by indirect means

;

Jar he had added to the house ofpeers
thirty members^ who either nominated
directly^ or by irresistible influence^

that number (f members of the house

of commons'^

'

Allbough reform is to

destroy direct nomination, it is con-

fessedly to spare both county and
borough influence. Thus,on Earl Grey’s

own shewing, the power to create peers

is indirectly one to command votes in

the commons. Let the executive at this

moment make forty or eighty new peers,

taking care to select them from such
men as under the reform bill will have
the greatest share of election influence,

and at the next election this will secure

it a large number of votes in the com-
mons. To the power possessed by
the crown of influencing elections by
patronage, bribes of money, selecting
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of time, use of the king's name, the

clergy, civil functionaries, &c., give it

that of buying up the representatives

through the creation of peers, and it

vrill commonly have the house of com-
mons under its dictation.

Ijei justice he done to tlie dead

;

svhatever the nomination boroughs were

in other respects, they placed on the

crown perhaps the most effective limi-

tation in our system. They sent into

the house of commons a powerful

phalanx of talented men, incorruptible

to it, and always on the alert to watch

and restrain it; from this phalanx the

people at large drew the best part of

their ability to resist its ebcroachmcnts.

The crown by reform is to be freed

from this limitation; and although it

is to lose certain votes in one way,

it is to gain perhaps more in another.

It must be observed that this power to

create peers ^t pleasure, on tlie pretext

of obtaining counsellors, or producing

legislative harmony, may be as effec-

tually employed in buying existing

members of the house of commons as

in acquiring control over elections,

llie crown Bnds itself o])posud by the

house, therefore it needs a new batch

of hereditary counsellors; it offers

coronets to some twenty or thirty

influential membei's, and lo ! the house
miraculously becomes its humble ser-

vant; this involves the two houses in

discord ; and then to resloie peace it

selects another batch of counsellors

from men who have the largest per-

manent iiiflueiicc over tlicj coininons.

It is evident that it may thus draw as

much positive gain from prerogative,

as it will lose from the destruction of
its boroughs ;

and to this must be
added the great negative gain which
will flow to it from the destruction of
the boroughs of opposition.

Thus, on the aamission of the prime
minister himself, this new right of pre-

rogative may be as easily employed in

enslaving the commons as the lords.

Not only will it give the crown eternal

control over the upper house of parlia-

ment, which in itself is no small matter

towards giving it eternal control over

the lower house, but it will enable it

to march its minions into the latter at

will to enforce obedience. It merges
the aristocracy in the crown, and
utterly destroys the independence of

parliament. It not only destroys the

peers as a means of supporting the

commons against the crown, but con-

qf the Whig Executive.

verts them into an engine for enabling
the crown to gain arbitrary authority
over the commons. And this is the
manner in which our f<|reign architects

reform parliament to make it inde-
•pendent of the crown, and exempt the

commons from the influence of the

aristocracy. Compared with them,
that tinker excelled in the arts ofrepair

and renovation, who, in stopping a
trifling leak in tlie kettle’s side, beat

out its bottom.
"

But these sage people assqyp^^ni-*!«.-t

prerogative is only t.e(*-kff"ljscd in this

manner by a patriotic king and minis-

try to obey and serve the people.
Enlightened messieurs, how am I to

distinguish a patriotic king and minis-

try? I consult the constitution, and
it sternly declares that be alone is a
" patriot^king” who makes no strained

use of prerogative— holds laws and
institutions sacred—protects the inde-

pendence of both houses of parliament

—maintains the equipoise between the

three estates, and also between the

aristocracy and democracy— dispenses

impartial justice between the majority

and minority— and makes no distinc-

tions amidst his people, but treats all

ranks and conditions with equal favour,

it speaks in the s.Mnc manner touching
a ministry. And liovv am I to know
when the people are obeyed and
serv'cd ? Tlu; crown, by its newspapers
and other engines, spirits up the mul-
titude to clamour foi; this or that

surrender of the possessions of the

better classes; atul am I to say tiiat

obedience here will be obedience to

the people ? • L will utter no such
falsehood. The lower oixlcrs call for

one thing, and the middle ones for

another—the agricultural and manu-
facturing people are hotly at issue;

and which division .am 1 to regard as
the people? Must 1 admit it will

serve the people to suppress at their

call the house of peers, make the crown
omnipotent against them, or sacriflee

one portion of them to the other?
Most learned foreigners, 1 must be
excused. ^

Oh, but the power is only to be
used by a professed Whig or Liberal

executive, which may easily be distin-

guished from any oilier. Granted, but
this perplexing difliculty presents itself,

the power is tyranny— no matter whe-
ther it be exercised for good or evil,

it is tyranny— therefore it follows, that

with a Tory king and ministry we are
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to have our free form of govemment;
hut with pretended Whig ones, we are

to have something much worse than

absolute mona|rchy. Who are the

Whigs and Liberals, that I should sur-

render to them my liberties ? Who is *•

Earl Grey, thathe should be my despot ?

or Lord Brough^, that I should be his

bondsman ? T v:^nnot get over this

difficulty; and another presents itself

equally startling. As no effective re-

striction can be credted, Tories will

itliir ij]>̂ »^elves at liberty to follow

the exam^'^-^CJjVhigs ; a George III.

will deem himself as patriotic, and as

competent to judge of the people’s

wishes and needs, as a William IV.
Of course, instead of occasional, we
must have constant tyranny ; and our
foreign teachers, will own, that in the

hands of Tories it must be of a fatal

character.

Still, the cup of comfort is held to

our lips. The tyranny is only to be
exercised on grave and rare occasions.

This in plain English means, that it is

to slumberwhen the crown can compass
its ends without it— that it is only to

be used when those limitations which
distinguish a free from an arbitrary

government would, if not made a dead
letter by it, have rea! operation— that

it is only to be used as any fondgn

despot uses his power. Small conso-

lation do 1 find here. But on this

point an appalling difficulty raises its

hideous head.. Although the crown
only exercises the tyranny to carry a

single measure, it draws from it per-

manent power to carry any other. If

forty or eighty peers be oreated to pass

the reform bill, will they, on its triumph,

sink again into commoners ? No, they

will remain to carry any other bill the

crown may resolve on. They will

naturally be selected for, and pledged

to, servility in all things. In truth,

none but thorough-pac^ slaves, rep-

tiles capable of any iniquity, would
accept a peerage as the pollute price

of a vote, and the vile reward for

assisting in rivetting chains on the

aristocracy and suppressing the house
of peers. If then the crown, after tlie

passing of the reform bill, think fit to

oppose the people, or adopt measures

in the highest degree obnoxious and
injurious to them, the creation of theseK will give it the control of one

of parliament, and mighty in-

froenoe over the other against them.
In. sudt case the tyranny now so

successfully used to make fheih efos-

potic, will be used with equal success
to render them powerless. Let it not
be forgotten, that a very few years ago
the present king and his ministers

fought as fiercely against the people
on a vital matter, and that one of
aggression— one of the exercise of
power—as they now affect to fight

for them.

Never did delusion like this disgrace

and mislead any former generation.

A republic in a great measure, and a
pure democracy wholly, prevent the
existence of an aristocracy. Whether
wise or the contrary, this is free from
trickery and deception— the surface

belies not the core ; if the thing pro-

hibited exist not for good, it at any
rate exists not for evil. But in this

French Whig scheme of government,
the aristocracy is only destroyed as the

o))ponent of the executivci and ally of
the people; it is merely disabled for

resisting the former and aiding the

latter. As the ally and instrument of
the executive, and the enemy of the

people, it is not only spared, but
renaered far more powerful; it is

preserved in gigantic potency solely

as an engine of evil. On the pretence
of enabling the people to dictate to

both parliament and the executive,^

one house of parliament, and no small

portion of the other, are secured for

ever to the executive ; on the pretence
of restraining the aristocracy nom op-
posing and injuring the people, it is

thrown into the scale, and incorpomted
with the crown against them. The
brilliant discoveries and refinements for

rendering the science of government
and the enjoyment of popular liberty

perfect to the last touch amount to

this,—the executive is to be freed from
its roost regular and stable checks and
limitations, endowed with a new engine
of corruption worth all the rest in the

Aggregate, and empowered to hold in

chains both the aristocracy and the

legislature. A limited monarchy is

invented, refined; and restrained into

a tyranny far more active, fierce, and
co^rehensive than an absolute one.

The pretexts are worthy ofwhat diey
cover. The crown is invested with
constant arbitrary power, merely that

it may gratify the people for a single

moment in respect ofa single measure

;

the executive is made regularly des-

potic, because for the hour it consists

ofmen who pretend to be allies of^e
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]^ple. An<} theie is no murity that

^ tyranny thus created will not in a

week’s time &U into the hands of the

Tories. And it is quite certain that the

existing ministers can cast offthe people

at pleasure—are infinitely more friendly «

to prerogative and the power of the

crown over the legislature, and more

hostile to the great essentials ofpopular

freedom, than the Tories. In exchange

for mighty statute and impassable phy-

sical barrier, we have no better secu-

rities given us against the abuse of this

tyranny than flimsy promises—the kine

will only be a bad boy this once1

Ministers cannot be despots, because

they call themselves Whigs and Libe-

rals 1 France, in the English meaning
and use of the thing, never pos^ssed
an aristocracy, and never haa any
knowledge of the nature and working

of one ; therefore the idiotic folly of

her quack^ may be in some degtee

excused on the score of ignorance.

But what are we to think of our

English quacks, wlio gravely maintain

that an hereditary aristocracy is from

nature regularly opposed to the liberties

and weal of the people ? These facts

are before the eyes of every man who
is not intentionally blind— the aristo-

cracy is regularly as much divided as

the democracy, and half of it acts with

the popular party ; the popular party

finds in its division of the aristocracy

its leaders, its protectors, Uie pith of
its power. This prty has, under the

constitution, really the same means as

the other for keeping up its force in

the house of peers. The aristocracy,

as a whole, has at least as deep an
interest as the democracy in maintain-

ing general freedom and good govern-
ment. A very large part of the aristo-

cracy must always in the nature of
things be in opposition, and anxious

to obtain office ; therefore it must have
a stronger private interest than even
the lower classes in watching and
opfX)sing the executive, supporting a
free press, and protecting freedom of
election, 8^. Nevertheless, our quacks,

on the baseless pretext that the aristo-

cracy must necessarily be opposed to

the people, enable the executive to

corrupt, enslave, and bind to itself the

popular division of it ; they throw the

popular part with the other into the

scale with the crown, to give it to the

people, or at least to neutralise it

!

IjiuSf not on law, maxim, or pre-
oedent, bnt on nature and e^t.

1 regard this creation of peers as an.

act of tyrwny, which converts the
monarchy into a regular despotism.' 1
see that by means of k at this moment
the independence and 'power of parlia-

ment are destroyed—the crown isfreed
from its limitations and restraints—

the power of impeachment is swept
away, therefore the (responsibility of

ministers is swept away also—the

exeemtive is placed above the control

of the legislature, and enabled to re-

construct both divisions of itj^ip. pny «

manner best suited tQ..:<s''oWn guilty

interests, and to set both it and the

country at defiance. I see the present

ministers gain from it power to keep
tlieir places in utter scorn ofthe people

;

and, in disregard of the assertions to

the contrary, I am convinced that if one
party use it^rom choice, another must
from necessity, ami that it will become
a regular rule to be acted on annually,

ifoccasion prescribe, in total subversion

of the liberties of the subject and the

restraints of the ruler.

From the Tory writers, who prompted
the Polignac ministry, and invented

apologies for it in its attacks on French
liberty, I differed as strongly and in-

dignantly as any pretended Whig or
liberal. I held ithat this ministry, by
its conduct, released the people from
their allegiance, and justified the revo-

lution. The constitution and laws of
mycountry—myown individual rights

and freedom—are based on the great

principle, that the socfal compact is as

binding on the ruler as on the subject

;

and never will I abandon it. Tiie Po-
lignac ministry smote the House of
(Ammons, the Grey one smites the

House of Peers ; the former obeyed
the aristocratic will, the latter obeys
the popular will ; the one gains as
much arbitrary power from Us conduct
as the other ^ined : the measures of
the English miiiisti^ are, in reality, as

hostile to general liberty as those were
of the French one ; and while this

took the rights of the humbler, that

grasps the rights of the better classes

of the peopl^ Am I to believe that,

under our constitution of King, Lords,

and CommorA, the popular will has
any more power than the aristocratic

one, or even the king’s, to release alone

the ruler from his sacred obligations?'

Never, while I have reason. 1 cannot

discover the least real difference be-

tween the conduct of the Polignac

ministry and that of the Grey one. On
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<Hie deduction which this prompts 1

am silent,but 1 will speak on another:
if this reform bill pass into a la%v

through the cre|tion of peers, it will

practically be destitute of the sanction

of one estate of the realm—of one
house of parliament,— thereipTe it will

have no validity. Power may enforce

submission to it, Out disobedience will

not be crime. Let it not be foigotten

that, if the Grey miniMry can torture

prerogative, the PoligiiaC one could
^ instrument ofde^

fence.
**

Tills executive, then, of pretended

Whigs, has cut to the winds the sa-

cred constitutional maxims which com-
manded it to discharge its duties with
mildness, modemtioii, and impartial

regard for thetjights of the subject.

Its spirit and practice tlrro\4ghout have
been of the most arbitrary character.

Whenever the constitution and laws

have stood in its way, it has trampled

on them; and by this it has placed

itself above limitation and control.

Tins creation of peers and its reform

bill must give it the power to do any
tiling. WTiat—imporUint is tlie ques-
tion 1 — have we farther to expect
from it ?

Its press, as I have said, is virtually

a part of itself ; tliereforc, lei us con-
sult the more exalted of the ministerial

newspapers. The peers oppose it, and
its press cries, Cast them out of the
olitical system ; create fifty or one
undred new ones, to bring them into

bondage.” TTie commons oppose it,

and its press cries, “Dissolve the

House, and let the crowiuby preroga-

tive send as many additional members
into it as will secure the majority.”

The prelates oppose it, and its press

cries, “ Strip them of their seats in the

legislature.’ Tbe church opposes it,

and its press cries, “Cut her down,
and let tier no longer enjoy political

influence.” Lord-lieutenants of coun-
ties, and other magistrates, oppose it,

and its press cries, “ Expel them from
the magistracy.” This press regularly

declares, that hencefor\v!q;d the peers,

and belter classes generally, will be
deprived of all effective’ share in the

government, even for self-protection.

It is in England where these atro-

cities are perpetrated—it is in England
^here the official prints of the execu-
tive proclaim, that opposition to its

will 18 a crime to be punished with

confiscation and bondage—it is in no

eastern land of slaves, but in England,
where the polluted wretch, who fettens

on the wages of power, calls on the

crown to suppress, in cfiect, t||e legis-

lature, church, magistracy, ai^ every

independent institution, for disobe-

dience to its mandates; and insists

that law and rigilit depend on its breath

for existence. And, in the name of
IVhiggism, the hajlowed faith of the

independent, the patriotic, and the

free, is the crawling, filthy, feetid syco-

p^ncy. uttered, and the consuming
tyranny threatened and invoked.

Here is abundant assurance that

the executive will persevere in dis-

regarding the sentiments and efforts of
the minority; that it will suffer the

better^ part of t)ie citizens to exercise

no more power than the subjects of a

despotism ; and that every thing it

may resolve on will be accomplished.
And how will this unlimited power

be used, according to its official prints?

Even before the reform bill is passed,

they almost daily hold up the corn-

law as one to be destroyed without

dcliiy . The aristocracy is to be allowed
no breatliing-timc—estate is to follow

parliamentary being and influence,

—

and the whole landed interest is to be
cast with it into the vortex. Such is

the mandate of the Treasuiy ])ress, and
where is the power of resistance ? Not
in the Commons, nor in the Peers ; let

the latter murmur dissent, and they
can 1)6 scourged into submission by a
new creation. Blind must he be who
cannot perceive, that, as matters are

going, tins law is on the brink of dis-

solution. As a necessary and even
just consequence, the laws for restrain-

ing the importation of provisions, but-

ter, &c., must accompany it to the

tomb. The executive is pledged to

sacrifice the timber colonies; the sugar

ones must follow them ; and the ship-

ping interest must be a victim with

Doth. Many small trades and manu-'
factures are also under sentence. De-
fence is out of the question— petition

and remonstrance will not now, as they

were wont to do, supply the place of

strength— the executive not only has

a giant's power, but will use it like a
giant.

But will not this power be casually

exercised for different pun)oses ? The
glove trade prays for reliefunder insol-

vency and hunger, but none is to be
granted : the shipping interest and silk

manufacture do the same, and receive
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ilie same treatment. The body of the

population is enduring grievous suffer-

ing ; but not a single rational effective

measuretj^f relief is promised. Insuf-

ficiency of employment and bad wages

fill the whole United Kingdom with

misery, hunger, crime, and convul^on
—they put the existence of tbo poli-

tical and social edifice in peril ---they

.

form a greater national evil thati poli-

tical slavery, or dmost any other
;
yet

the executive makes nothing worthy of
being called an attempt to banish or

mitigate such an evil. What, in the

name of reason, does government of
any kind, aud especially a free one,

exist for, if not to make it a primary
object to protect its subjects to the

utmost from idleness, hunger, and na-

kedness? Karl Grey, f^orcl Brougham,
and tlieir fellow-mechanics, peep out
of the state workshop and cxclaii^,

“ People oP England I are you insol-

vent ? hero are a new set of bankrupt
commissioners, a new chancery court,

a new mode of electing parlininent,

sundry new civil and criminal laws,

and various sacritices of class and in-

terest for you. People of iredand 1 an*

you ill beggary? you shall lose your
market for corn and cattle. Shop-
keepers ! have you no trade ? hero is

the elective franchise for you to jingle

on your counters, labouring classes !

arc you idle, hungry, and naked ? to

give YOU work, till your bellies, and
cover your backs, here are reform, ad-
ilitional police, new lithe-laws, re-con-

struction of law-courts, gimcrack poli-

tical privileges, cobwebs of abstract

paradox, and the ruin of peers, land-
iiolders, farmers, colonists, ship-owners,

silk-manufacturers, and glove-makers.'*

What— if the new mode of giving

riches only empty the nurse still far-

ther—if the new kind ot food will nei-

ther satisfy the appetite nor digest— if

reform itself leave suffering undinii-

nished— will happen? Every tiling

which ought not to happen.
I have not spoken as I have done

from hostility to efficient and compre-
hensive reform; I think it necessary
as a positive good in itself, and also as

a means of removing perilous evils : I
am nut the man to say the general

voice of my country ought to be dis-

regarded on such a matter. But 1

must have such reform only as the

constitution, and the three estates of

the realm, will duly sanction;—such
as will be impartial and just between
every interest and division of tbe com-
munity. I

‘ And I have not been prompted by
*enmity to the Whigs, or favour for the

Tories. Nature cast me in no mould

for cajptivating'the iair|nymphs ofparty

by appeatancej) and sne denied me the

requisites for woQ^g them ; the tender

passion nevk ,^ted us, and their li-

centious conductW late years makes
this to me a source ofinfinj*r;"<.jblCing;

1 care not who my ^aibrs may be, or

what they may be called, provided
theynlle rigbteoiisly and wisely, f

would resuscitate Wliiggism, rather

than stam]) on its ashes and scatter

them to the winds. If the Whigs
must remain in power, fet them prac-

tise gemiinc^Vhiggism ; let them ab-

stain from wTong, abandon innovation,

redress grievances, and spend tlieir

strength iii'^nianly, English, rational

etibrts to give the population prospe-*

rity and happiness, abundance of ne-

cessaries, comforts, and religious, mo-
ral, and social instruction ; and they

shall find in me any thing rather than

an opponent. As to the Tories, they

must change their^conduct ; they must
one and all solemnly pledge themselves

before their country to a sound and
comprehensive system of policy, di-

rectly the reverse of that which they,

as well as their rivals, have so long
followed, or I shall be %low to believe

that they would he in office much more
trustworthy and wise than the jiresciit

ministers. ^
Gut of parliament, the thick and

thin followers of both parlies have
nearly vanished ; and tlieir scribes, L

opine, will have small success in la-

bouring to repair the broken chain, and
restore the lost blindness. Ifany hope
remain, perhaps it lies here. A union
of the better classes, by which I mean
all who have property to lose, as well
as the gieat, without regard to party

distinctions, for the purpose ofinsisling

on a radical change of system, iiiighi,

perhaps, be iiot wholly without in-

fluence. At least, it seems to be the

only resource left, through which these

classes may save themselves and the

empire.

I am, sir, &c. &C.

An Independent Pittite,

Londofif Ftbt 11 , 1832 .

VOL. v. NO. xxvr.
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THE CLIMAX OF CEMETERIES !

I AM the happiest man in the world
this day 1 1 have completed my six-

tieth*year, and an Undertaking which i

I devoted forty-five of those years to

bring to perfection. 1 have travelled

round the world) through every nation,

studied every language dead and living,

read every book that 1 could find, and
spoke to every man that could afford

me 4b««j|]jghtest inforroation on the

sul)jectaeah^A4a.my heart. I am a
man of one idea.” T have ridden my
hobby-horse through air, earth, and
8Ca— through “ battle, murder, and
sudden death;*’ and now 1 am about
to enjoy my reward, in presenting to

the w'orld my precious experience in

the noble science of BUihvAl^.
At the age of 15, whilst pursuing

my classical studies at Oxford, my
mind, which, even at that early age,

had taken a decidedly economic bent,

was struck with the singular wasteful-

ness ofthe iiEiioic ceremonial of iiiter-

ment. The rich offerings destroyed,

the libations of wine spilt, the odours
and spices permitted to “ waste their

sweetness on the desert air,’*— the

quantity of wood consumed in the

pile, from which during combustion
neither volatile nor solid products were
saved,— all passed in review before my
unsophisticated judgment as so many
dead losscSc’* Not a particle of

pitch, tar, rosin, oil of turpentine,

naphtha, pyroligneous acid, pyroacetic

ether, or chai*coal, saved from the ce-

dars ofLebanon or ofOlympus ! Tliis

hurt my feelings! T souglit in vain

through the writings of every reporter

of the Pyre system, from Homer to

Juvenal (Leigh Hunt had not written

then), for any hint of the frugal appli-

cation of the w'ood ashes as manure, or

of the osseous residua as ** constant

white’* pint,—as cupels for assaying

gold, silver, and lead,— or as mate-
rials to afford phosphorus by distilla-

tion secundum urtem.

My curiosity thus having taken an
antiquarian turn, I gratified it still fur-

ther, by a rigid inquiry into the de-
funct ceremonials of the Scandinavian
tribes; and, anxious to learn if Odin,

in the laws which he gave, to the

Danes, Saxons, Sarmatae, &c.,1liad any
scientific ideas in his head, I studied

his black-letter laws till 1 made myself
master of all the crude notions they

embodied. His oldest testament,

termed Roisold (fiie^first age ofburial),

contains his laws at large for the burn-

ing of the dead ; but 1 could not find

a single hint therein indicative of a
knowledge ofsxiyphysical advantage to

be derived from such combustion, be-
yond what might accrue from freeing

the earth from so much decaying mat-

ter ; so it must justly be reprobated as

an unprofitable firework.

The vricKciiwoRK style of the

Druids, I found, on accurate research,

to be still more unscientific. It was a
whokmle waste ofgas, thouigh certainly

an ingenious way of getting rid of a
superabundant prison population. It

has been execrated as cruel, because the

crowd of votaries shut up in the osier

giant's bread-basket were all alive

when their funeral rites commenced

;

but wc must do our Druidical ances-

tors the justice to judge them and their

worshipful processes by their own
lights

; and then their sacrificial stylp

of burial will appear to be a point of
piety, a san-henito case of conscience,

but still, no doubt, wasteful in the ex-

treme. The Hindoo suttee is a retail

practice on the same principle : the

loss comparatively trifling, but still a
loss/

My college studies for the next three

yeara comprised a complete course of
funereal history. 1 think 1 know every

thing that has been published on the

subject ; and that 1 may not, as 1 pro-

ceed, have occasion to disturb the nar-

ration ofmy adventures and inventions

by any reference to the comparative

ignorance of past ages,— 1 shall here

briefly exhibit how little, up to the pre-

sent moment, has been known ofthe
true prir .ciples of funereal science.

Herodotus records a mode* {Clio^

216) practised by the Masagatae (a

Scythia-Lydian tribe), who piously en-

tombed their deceased ancestors in

their own filial stomachs (as 1 found

** They prescribe no limit to age ; but when a man becomes very infirm, all

his relations assemble and sacrifice him and various cattle at the same time, 'they

then boil the flesh, and feast on it. This is regarded by them as the happiest end
of life.”
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the natives ofSumatra doing last year),

and resisted all the tempting offers

that Croesus, hiiig of Lydia, could

make induce ^e legate^ to forego

supper. This plan, however, though

confessedly reverential and generally

nutritive, can never become urdversall;^

applicable, as mine will. People are

subject to diseases \jfi these degenerate

days, and such can hardly expect to

grace the banquet-table. Dean Swift,

indeed, recommended till rearing of

herds of children in Ireland, instead of

piggins, slinks, or lambs, as delicacies

for the tables of the rich, and as a
practical mode of alleviating tlie po-

verty of their parents. The New /ea-

laiiders, the Ashantees, tlic ^lottentots,

and several respectable tribes, with

affectionate care bury their prisoners

ofwar in locomotive and living tombs,
appropriating the boites to various use-

ful and ornamental purposes
;

but,

whetlier with friend or fot, this mode
of interment is rude and unscientific

:

1 like it not.

Tlic EMBALMING stylc has left huge
mementos of its prevalence some
thousand years ago; but it was a mere
magpie system at best,— a kind of
hole-and-corner work, the soul of wiiich

was to hide!—as brainless as the sub-
jects of its manipulation became ere

they took their seats,— delivered and
disemboweled,— packed, like blacking
jars, twenty dee]), in the Egyptian
Omnibus “ Necropolis, carrying ten

million inside, from the Nile broad
stairs, through the E.lysian fields, to

eternity. The Arabs of the present
day find that the ladies and gentlemen
of the bituminous school of the cata-

combs split up into excellent fuel, very
liandy torches, pastilles, &c., most ac-

ceptable in a sandy region, devoid of
forests, bogs, whales, or coal-mines;
but the plan, though highly ingenious,

will not bear the test of calculation.

Allowing compound interest at even
one per cent on the first cost of em-
balming, 8tc., in llameses’ time (four

thousand years ago, according to M.
Champollion*s tables), it would have
been mr cheaper to have dug up all the
coal strata in Great Britain, and laid

them down on the Delta, than to have
sunk so much capital in tlie artificial

coal-pits of “ the city of the dead.*'

Nay, more ; my friend Captain Swaine,

who made an extensive scries ofexperi-
ments on the combustion of the human
subject, in the county of Kildare,
anno 1798, was of opinion that the

proximity of bones, muscle, &c. (espe-

cially in tlie living state) rather retaOrded

tlian promoted the combustion ofbitu-

minous matter, and that his new-
invented pitch-caps burned quite as

well offas on the heads of the reliel

pe^ntry. Unfortunately for science,

nis experiments ^cre cut short by a fire

that broke out in the barmck Pros-

perous, in which hitr^oir, bis soldiers,

pitch-caps, and valuable commentaries,

were consumed.
The consi:rvai rvK i>tylc was chiefly

practised in Ireland. There is a beau-

tiful specimen of a tanned Connaught
man now exhibiting in ffio museum of

the Rqyal •Dublin Society. When
fished up from the boghole in which it

had lain for centuries, it had a curious

toga of cow-hide wrapped around it in

the ancient Milesian mode,—“ the

hairy side out and the fleshy side in.”

It was evidently a green hide when ap-
propriated by the Milesian ; but such

are the astringent virtues of bog-water,

that it is doubted, by the best judges,

whether the man or the cloak is the

better specimen df native leather.

The Scythian social style is gone
entirely out of fashion, and is not likely

to revive in the present age of de-
mocracy. Notwithstanding the num-
bers of ‘‘ life and fortune men” (and

women too) who existed in the reign of

his late most excellent majesty, I doubt
exceedingly if the Board of Green
Cloth could Have prevailed on his fa-

vourite concubine, his cook, his baker,

his groom, and his most confidential

servants,” to permit their throats to

be cut and bodies buried in the same
trench with their royal niJistcr,—“ to-

gether with his horses, arms, money,
birth-day suits, and choicest efiects,

wherein he might continue to derive

solace and sustenance in the pilgrimage

alloted to him.”^ Odin's second law
for his Scandinavian children, though
less social, wA more chivalrous. Ac-
cording to it^ each Norseman was
burled (in tlie age of Tumuli or Htii*

gold) under a single heap, with his.

horse, arms, and all his treasures.

This ordination had its origin partly

in Odin's consciousness of the poverty

of his airy hall at Nova Zembla, to

• Herodotus.
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which the deceased pirate must ride

utider-ground, and partly from his own
experience while on earth, that the best

method oftnakii|g children industrious

is to leave them destitute.

In* the funeral arrangements of the

famous Indian chief Blackbird, of

which 1 was a spectator, a slight devi-

ation from the i^cythian pmcticc was
made. He had been a famous wedi~

cine man^ (or conjuror) in lus d€ay,and

ruled his tribe of Pavhiecs chiefly by
"the tnrroi- ydiirh his magical renown
inspiredj^pdhwKung a few of his dis-

obedient wives and subjects now and
then, to confirm his divine right of in-

flicting disease by a process very analo-

gous to that claimed by the civilised

adepts in animal magnetism, viz. the

volition of pule malevolence. It was
his command to be buried* seated and
lied on his horse (for be bad grown
very corpulent), in a cave in a high

bluff overhanging the banks of ihe

Mississippi, that be tnigbl continue to

exercise his kingly and ])rie.stly surveil-

lance over bis people, and receive their

homage at a uecoming elevation. 1

ventured to hint that there was no pre-

cedent for building-in the clueftaiirs

horse alive; but they assured me, as

they closed up the ntouth of the cave,

that they dare not disobey Blackbird’s

positive injunction I lie would strike

them all with the small-pox, if they

failed to execute his orders. Sinbad
the sailor, too,.was buried alive with

the corpse of his unconscionable wife,

in a matrimonial spirit l^eyond the

rigour of the law of our day, which
only promises fidelity “ tiK death us do
part.” ITie Homan vestal virgins also,

when acculenls occurred, were iiitcrj-ecl

alive, w'ith food, drink, and a light, all

wliichwere speedily ovenvhelmed by
the burial clay thrown in ere the lamp
was well lighted 1 And similar prac-

tices among the more modem Homans,
while assisting brethren and sisters to
“ depart in feace,** are ratheranomalous,

and I must confess 1 cannot clearly

explain them on any physiological

principles, natural or sui!^rnatural.

There is also the Scytuian solo
style, or aerial mode. Durinc one era

it was the fashion to suspend the bo-

dies of decea«ed friends singly from

branches of trees ; a method imitated

Ali Pasha at Joannina, with the ad-

dition of gvarteriug^ which he consi-

dered an improvement. The merits of

this ^stem were, it appears, questioned

by the ancient Greeks, and defended

by Plutarch. ‘‘ Of wlmt consenuence
is it to Tlieodorus,” he asks, whether
he rots in the earth or upon a tree?

Such with the Scythians is the most
honourable funeral.” It matters not

to Theodorus, 1 admit, whether he
wavers in the wind or is the earth-

worm’s prey but very much to his

king and countryman, who lose a good
subject, in several senses of the word,
by this aerostatic style, as 1 shall de-

monstrate iiPsctting forth the compa-
rative ailvantages of my mode.
The PoNoicuERRY Vulture style

is of great antiquity. Its origin and
primitive meaning is lost in the mys-
teries of the Magi and Ohebers; but,

like many other religious ceremonies,
it has .sufTered a transition from .a con-
quered to a conquering creed, ami
may daily be seen in practical opera-

tion half a league from Ispahan, where
1 found it on my travels, “ workiiig

weir* for llib vultures. There stands

a round tower, built of a kind of free-

stone, thirty-five feet high and ninety

feet in diameter, open to all the fea-

thered sc'avengers of heaven, that daily

find a banquet let down to them of

pious Persians, whose last will ami
testament it was to be carried to Kden
in the maws of Mahomet’s biivls of
Paradise. There must be some over-

sight in the doctrine, for the believers’

bones are lefl; behind. Besides, the

plan of stall-feeding vultures and car-

rion-crows is most improvident and
iiiipoullry-like. In my travels in Ire-

land I became aware of an economical
adaptation of the human subject, which
exhibits a striking comparativeadvance-
ment in mercantile knowledge. In the

rebellious year 1798, when the Irish

swine roamed masterless'’ to feed on
the slaughtered peasantry, the surviving

natives, more nice than wise, refused

to eat ham, pork, or bacon; but an
enlightened provision-merchant (vul-

garly termed a pig-jobber), bought up
thousands of nogs, a dead bargain,

pickled and smoked them daintily,

and, having a monopoly of the swinish

multitude, supplied the London mar-
ket and the British navv next year, at

cent |>er cent profit. Tliis was inge-

nious and mercantile, but neitlier the

pig-jobber nor the Irish nation can
claim credit for the mode of interment
—that was purely accidental.

The Jewish Gigantic style is wor-
thy of notice for its magoificence, the
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unapproachable scale of its operations

rendering it only a matter of theoretic

admiration in these degenerate days.

Take one specimen from the pen of a
most veracious rabbin, in the Targuni

:

viz.

** One Abas Saul, a man of ten feet

high, was digging a grave, and happened
to find the eye of Goliath, in wuicb he
thought proper to bury himself: and so

ho did, all but hA head, which the

ginnt’a eye was unfortunately not quito

deep enough to receive.”

The fertilising properties of an indi-

vidual in the chemical stage of his cx>

istence, seem only to have been fully

recognised since the memorable battle

of Waterloo ; the fields of which now
annually wave with luxuriant ^corii-

crops, unequalled in tlie. annals of
** the old prizc-tigliting ground of
J 'la riders.” 1 have no doubt, however,

that the cesealia of 1m Belle AUiuhee
would have been much more inilritive

if the top-dressing which liic |)lain re-

ceived during the three days of June,

1815, had not been robbed of its sta-

mina by TiOndon dentists, who carried

oil’ the soldiera* teeth in hogsheads;
and by Yorkshire bone-grubbers, who
freighted several transjmrts with the

skeletons of regiments of troopers, as

well as troop-horses, to be ground to

dust in Ivingstun- upon -Hull, and
drilled with turnip-seed in the chalky

districts of the North and West Hidings

of Yorkshire. Tlie corn of Waterloo
is tlius cheateil of its phosphate of
lime ; but the spirits of Cyrus the

Great and Numa the Wise, who liad a
fair knowledge of tin* fructifying capa-
bilities of the “human form divine,''

must rejoice m beliolding how effec-

tually the fertilising dust pushes tlic

young Globes, Swedes, and Tankards
into their rough leaves, that bid de-

^ance to that voracious “ Yorkshire

bite" the turnipJit/.
Superficial observers might, on a

hasty comparison of this mode with

the existing European style, probably
flatter themselves that some similarity

prevailed between them ; but this

would be a most erroneous conclusion.

In the present, which 1 term the re-
suRRECTiON Style, the chief object

seems to be, not to benefit animated
nature by going hand in hand with her

“chemical re-creations," through which

(as Sir Humphry Davy expresses if),

in the progress of the transmigration
ofbtidies, “we might hope to blush in
a rose, or invigorate jl cabbage.” But
our endeavour is at least among the
unenlfghtened, to keep the mouldering
fabric so tight together, by any make-
shift of marble, mortar, iron, wood,
brick, or lead, that it may have little

or no trouble in gathering itself up at

the sound of the last trumpet, in tlie

spirit of Shylock's distich :

“ Fast bind, fap^ f..id :

A proverb never stal.s to thrifty mind.”

I did not venture to condemn the

RF.soaiiKCTiON stylc without deep
and patient resc^arch into its history,

memorials, and endless variety of cere-
monies. But truth is Sticfcd. Socrates,

after a life «)f study, declared that he
had learned nothing ; and I rose from
the perusal of all our English histories

—from the epoch of St. Augustine,
who introduced Christianity and cof-

fins into the island a. d. 596, to that

of CJiarles II., who gave his royal

assent to the law* which commanded,
on pain of 5/., that as much wool as

would make a shroud should be buried

along with each coipse— I could not
trace a single ei^onotnic or rcmiine-

raiivc funereal idea, beyond what suf-

ficed to cut out work for the under«
tiker. Apropos to the prosperity of
the woollen manufacture (which his

most sacred majesty ^graciously de-
signed to promote by the said burial

edict), T found in my travels through

Ireland, that a very patriotic landlo^,

Squire lleniy, of Straflan, county of

Kildare, Inid liit on a similar expedient

to benefit the wool-growers in general,

and his numerous tenantry in parti-

cuhir. Knowing that market value is

ill the direct ratio of demand and
scarcity, he annually buried the wool
shorn from his own sheep, lest it might
interfere with the profitable sale of bis

tenants' fleeces. But, alas 1 this gene-

rous system of self-sacrifice did not
“ work well.” Tlie result was—though

Squire Henry tiever suspected the ex-

istence of such turpitude in the human
heart— the ungrateful tenantiy dug up
by night what he buried by day : wool
never rose in price, and they never

were able to pay up their arrears of

rent.

30 Oar. 11. s. I, c« 3.
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From musty records, untinged by
the faintest colour of science, 1 turned
to mouldy barrows—delved into those

duniydings of earth which lie in hun-
dreds on the pmins of England, the

hills* of Wales, and the sands of the «

Orkneys, humble imitations of the

giant graves” that bespread the shore

of the Hellespont— I poked into the

kist-baenSf or stone comns, containing

the scathed and crumbling fragments

of humanity— undermined the ralhs

and fort^of Ireland—scattered many
a moss-covered egirn and see-fin (Fin-

gall’s seat)—and, hiially, found proofs

of less constructiveness than the merest

insect displays in its sepulchral cocoon,

or chrysalis. In the great plains of

Wiltshire and Cornwall 1 found as

much earth raised in tumuli as would
have sufficed to fence dicm round.

In Ireland, as many ralhs as, thrown

on its bogs, instead of into honorary

heaps, would have reclaimed them.

It was no satisfaction to a man of^

science like me, to he told that these

unprofitable wens were the mcmentox
of an epidemic frenzy of the survivors,

who wrought day and night to swell

•‘the gathered heaj),” aiicl exclaimed

in conclusion, Sit tibi terra Icvkr
— Be the earth light on thee I

In France, anno 1789, I found my
correspondent Fourcroy and a score of

chemical up to their necks in

the burial tanks de$ lunovens, braving

with scientific ardour the piquant ejflu-

viuin arising from masses of mortality

twenty feet square by thirty feet deep,

investigating the mellowing effects of

time on their ance.stors, a^id tracing the

gradual growth of adipocire in these

hotbeds, where it had lain ripening

from fifteen to thirty years, according

to circumstances, llie fame of this

French spermaceti had spread over

Europe, and it was a topic of conver-

sation and congratulation in every cafe

in Paris, tor an entire week, that
** man’s ultimate destination” had ad-
vanced to the dignity of a wax candle.

But the length oftime ? Savant set to

work to cut short the«^rocess. The
indefatigablepatilietier de la Salle found
that a body gibbeted iti his boudoir

underwent the desired change in ten

years; Fouroroy found that people

placed tn moist soib became of the

proper consistency, not distinguishable

% s’gAf from cream cheese, in three

years; my friend Dr. Gibbs, of Ox-
Vord| found that a subject enclosed in

a perforated mould coffin, and dipped

in a running stream, became fit for the

chandler in one month; and, finally,

Fourcroy himself discovered, that by
the action of nitric acid the most re-

fractory individuals could be converted
in three days! But, alas 1 this is the

age of weight and measure. It was
shewn by Vauqueliii, that in these pro-

cesses there is a dead loss ofnine-tenths
of tlie personal properties, so that no
chandler could hope to realise a living

profit. Hut to resume.
I nearly fell a martyr to my spirit of

chemical investigation in this fruitful

vineyard of the science. Anxious to

obtain some of the gas which occasion-

ally bursts the bodies in the open
trencjics des Innoeens, with an explo-

sion rivalling musketry, I requested
the old grave-diggers to assist me in

procuring some. They politely refused

me : they would do any th\ng to oblige

a savant Anglais, “ mais cettc odour
abominableat! iVest absolument im-

possible, monsieur!**

Lavoisier opened his purse in vain

;

Vauquelin appealed to their patriotism,

their science, their glory, in vain ; the

eloquent Fourcroy denounced them as

wuHvais sufvts, worthy of the galleys, in

vain; Berthollet offered to volunteer

along with us— all in vain! They
turned pale, crossed themselves, blas-

phemed their saints, and declared,

trembling in the horrors of memory,
tliey would rather die than encore

souffrir cette puanteur infernale !** So,

ouir curiosity being excited to the ut-

most, \ve resolved to gratify it at all

hazards, and return en masse next day
with pneumatic apparatus to tap and
analyse a bellyful. Tliis being settled,

wc were quietly pursuing our researches
in a thirty years* pit— Fourcroy was
demonstrating the completeness of the

transformation of brain, skin, muscles,

nerves, tendons, fat, blood-vessels, &c.
into adipocire, the class looking on
attentively, the grave-diggers rolling

up the bodies from head to foot—when
on a sudden three burstions were heard
in a recent pit beside us ! The grave-

diggers jumped out, crying ^ Sauve qui

peat!** while the lecturer and his class

elevated their noses in the ecstasy of
expectation, exclaiming VoUd! tenez

ferme!** O for the pencil of Cruik-^

shank to depict the varied traits of
dismay and terror that frowned fright-

fully in the features of the posse8.sed

!

As for me, I was seized wiUi nausea.
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hemi-cranium, delirium, vertigo, and
coma, so that 1 must be excused from

rendering any very distinct account of

the gas, and, on awaking, found myself

and a dozen amateurs undergoing coun-

ter-revolutionary fumi^tions in Hotel

Dieu. 1 did not revisit des Innocem,

On my grand tour I found myself at

Naples on the./*^/6 of St. Januariiis,and

joined a funeral procession going to

the great cemetery. While the assist-

ants deposited the body in the vault, I

asked a bystander, “Have any im-
provements in the art of burial been
effected in Naples lately ?" Sig-

nor! the most dignified improvement.
This cemetery has 365 separate cells,

and departed cavaliers are not li.ible

to intrusion tor a twelvemonth. l]phold

my brother yonder, as imperturbed as

when interred a year ago ! Allow me
to introduce you. Happy are those

buried on cthe 19th of SeptembCi

!

Pray present a candle to the saint for

his soul’s repose!" On attempting to

explain my economical burial-places to

this gentleman and others who attended

tliG ceremonial, 1 found them so un-
prepared to appreciate scientific appli-

cations, and so tenacious of their own
peculiar customs, that I thought it

safest to leave Naples that night, and
not to enter it again.

I visited the famous Prsaline convent
at Cologne, of whose virgin mummies
TiOrd Byron makes respectful mention
in the tenth canto of Don Juan— the

old catacombs at Home— the brick

and marble tombs by the Appian way,
bearing their ominous and brigand ine

salutation, “ Siste Viator
**—the trenches

(Puticuli) where the deceased Roman
slaves were thrown promiscuously

—

tlie disinterred sarcophagi of Pompeii
and Herculaneum;— thence coasted

Italy and Greece, to visit the cerami-
cus of Athens— the triumphal barrow
of Marathon— and the graves of Sala-

mis, to which Solon’s appeal was made
in proof of the Athenian origin of the

colony (the substratum of Attic bodies

all lying most religiously with their

heads to the west, and the superstratum

of Megarean invaders at random, heads
and tails). But suffice it to say that 1

saw all that still remains of classic an-
tiquity in Italy, Greece, Persia, Pales-

tine, Arabia, India, and Kgypt, with-

out deriving therefrom a single econo-

mical or useful burial idea. I didn’t

burden my memory or note-book with
other considerations; and even if 1

had, 1 would not recapitulate them
now, to divert the conndiiig reader’s

attention fiom the progressive steps of
my splendid discovery.

The first light broke upon me in

,

Russia. I found that dead animals,
frozen by the cold ofwinter, are brought
to St. Potersbuigh from more than a
thousand miles distant, and exposed
for sale on the ice of the river Neva, in

which state fish, flesh, and fowl, will

exist unchangedffor an indefinite length

of time— I say indejinite, for the flesh

of the extinct species of elephant,

discovered by myself and my fellow-

traveller Professor Pallas, in a block of
ice on the coast of Siberia, was in ex-

cellent preservation ; and though the

professor only told the Einpross Cathe-
rine that our dogs had partaken of it, 1

can assure tke gastronomical world that

it was fbo templing, and wc were too
hungry, to allow the dogs to eat it all

!

1 reached ('hina before I attained a
second step in the path of improve-
ment. T was struck with delight at

finding the tombs wore the favourite

ornaments of the gardens and pleasure-

grounds of this Judicious people, who
thus turn the inevitable losses to

account, change painful into pleasing

ideas, by the mere mode of their in-

dulgence, and transform to a source of
the most refined mental luxury what,

amongst Europeans (saving the mere
Irish), is an object of sorrowful specu-
lation— a weight on Jhe spirits— an
embargo on the sallies of wit and
cheerfulness— and often the cause of
su])erstitious fears, melancholy, and
despair. Pm'c la Chaise is a humble
imitation, in the promiscuous-public-

boulevard style
;

yet even this does
away with much of the disgustfulness

of death, and proves the possibility of
arranging the " house of mourning’’ in

better taste than what we are blindly

accustomed to reverence in our dismal,

dreary, dirty, dark, and dangerous dun-
geons at Westminster, Windsor, and
St. Paul’s.

These two ideas (conservative and
ornamental) ^vere all that I picked up
in ray travels through Europe, Asia,

and Africa, wTth the exception of a
hint, obtained rather by study than

travel, of an economical practice fbr-

merly prevalent among some ingenious

Arabians who produced the best soap

in the world. They resided in the

neighbourhood of the celebrated Mag-
netic Mountain^ which attracted all the
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ships that came within three days’

sail of it, by the iron used in their

construction^ till on their near approach
the nails were drawn by “ natural ma-
gic” to the embrace of the seductive

mQUi|tain> and passengers and pilot

were left to paddle the loosened planks

to shore as well as tliey could. A path

led from the ino«tt accessible landing-

place of this iron-bound coast to a city

of soap-makers, who hospitably took in

the shipwrecked marini^rs ; and having

said grace— ^^ Alluh il /!//«/* /’*(“ God
is good! see what he has sent me!*’)—

-

tossed them into the soap-pans, where
the boiling ley instantly them,

as the phrase goes in the trade to the

present day ; expressing only to the

Ignorant ailisan the idea of the sapoiii-

iication of tin; tallow by the action of

the alkali, lieckiiiann oi|glit to have

taken notice of lliis in his Hutory of
Inventions* But to proceed.

We arrived at Otaheitc just in time

to witness the iuucral ceremonies of the

pious chief Omaree. lie was lying in

state at his house above the harbour
where we landed, and we weu'e invited

to assist at tlie obsequies. 11 is viscera

were removed, and his remains, pro-

perly speaking, were laid on an elc^nt
mlanquin or hanging, bier, highly per-

iimed ; around which, and through the

apartment, mlorous oils were burning.

Several of his old friends came to see

him, and complimented him highly on
the state of his looks and his good
condition in vkrious respects. They
presented him with numerous and
tasteful gills, which they assured him
were sincere tokens of /heir esteem,

and hojied he would accept them as

such. Omaree replied by the mouth
of an old priest who acted as master of
the ceremonies— assuring the good
company, in return, that he was “as
well as could be expected,” felt parti-

cularly flattered by the kind attentions

of his friends and visitors, and hoped
they would make themselves quite at

home. “By the hand of my body,”
exclaimed the captain, sitting down to

a Ik)w1 of fresh Balmq^to wine, and
lighting a pipe at the fool-lights, “ this

is the dacentest wake I ever came
across out of Ireland ! Noble sir, your
good health and snug lying to youl”

After a conversation with Omaree
oil various interesting topics, bis friends

and family proposed taking him to

pe his^ property in another part of the

island : he gratefully assented to the

Cemeteries / [March <

proposition, and requested the good
company to avoid fsitiwing themselves

by travelling too rapidly, as he was in

no hurry to leave them. He was then

home in state for some miles, preceded

by dancers, singers, knuckle-drummers,

strewers of flowers and leaves, &c., to

a pretty spot by the sea-side, where he

had lately made a tobacco-plantation,

and which, he remarked, “would be
scarce worth the plucking, as he had
not been able to attend to it of late ;

—

however, he hoped his venerable and
disinterested friend and spiritual com-
forter, the priest, would accept tlie

crop, such as it was, as a slight testi-

mony of his eternal gratitude.” Here-
ujion the crowd clapped their hands
with deliglit, the singers shouted, the

druiidners thumped, and the dancers

vaulted their admiration of the piety

and generosity of Omaree.
Jlere he was placed in an easy sitting

posture, in a commodious arm-chair

that euunnapded a view of the planta-

tion and the Pacific ; where, sheltered

from the ineridiiui sun by a lofty arbour

of tiie climbing cohea and wild vine

tastefully trained through a cluster of
cocoa-palms, he was invited to witness

a dramatic rejiresentation containing

incidents which they knew his memory
reverted to with pride and pleasure.

This drama, in winch a great company
of performers took part, was carried on
with much taste and spirit. The old

priest undertook to translate the most
interesting passages for my edification

(still acting as the mouthpiece of his

deceased friend), with the exception of
a few “ love-passages,” as Queen Kliza-

betl) would have called them, the im-
port of which was sufficiently perspi-

cuous witliout verbal comment.
WTiilst remaining at Hayti, I took

an excursion, on foot and alone, through
the mountains one day, to visit this in-

teresting spot. The ascent to the cavern
was steep and toilsome. 1 was obliged

frequently to change my course, and
pursue a more lengthened route than
what my eye had anticipated ; but at

length 1 reached the place, and, paus-
ing a few minutes to rest after my
weaiy Journey, struck a light, and,
with lantern in hand, entered the awful
cave. A large stone had been so placed
within the entrance that it might have
served for a stopper occasionally. Even
ill its withdrawn position 1 passed it

with difficulty. “ Now,” I exclaimed,
“ I sliall behold with my own eyes the
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aboriginal style of buriid in these sac^

and almost inaccessible recesses, which

that unsatisfactory historian, Ferdinand

Colon, was too lazy to inspect with his

own eyesy and which his father had

never seen in all his hunting-nwtehes.
^

Indeed, I don't think his blood-hounds

could climb the ascent to this cave.

As I entered, 1 felt myself treading on

bones! I looked around the narrow

chamber of death? and every where

bones— human bones covered the

rocky floor ; but no sign of art or trace

of religious obsequies rewarded ray

scrutiny.
** Bless me !*' said I, “ wbat

11 journey I have had for nothing ! This

is merely the ordinary Hottentot-hole

style, w'itli a stone instead of a thorn-

bush to exclude wild beastsV So I

hastened forth, blaming the easy Credu-

lity that drank in traditionary tales of

aboriginal tombs. At the entrance T

found a ne^ro standing, leaning ondus

musket; a brace of pistols were stuck

ill his girdle, and a sword hung by his

side. 1 was ratlicr startled, for the

man possessed a fierce and threatening

aspect, and I was perfectly defenceless.

Nevertheless there was an air of manly

dignity aliout him which assurctl me
that he was not likely to be unneces-

sarily savage. ** Ciui vivcV^ demanded

he, sternly. 1 explained my views in

coming to this secluded spot, and in a

few words gave him a general outline

of the nature of my researches and my
unbounded philanthropy. He unbent

his dark brow on hearing that I was an

Finglishraan.

« Bt'hold that noble expanse !’' said

he, clianging his tone and language

together. ‘‘The guileless race whose

bones whiten this rocky den once

ranged o'fiT that lovely landscape in

peace and freedom. The white savages

came, and were received as bretlireii.

They threw off the mask, and repaid

friendship and love with bonds and

tortures. The red man was too inno-

cent, and too ignorant, and loo icoble,

to coexist under the same sky with the

cunning and ferocious white demon—
and he retired to his caves to die 1 llis

race is extinct, for he knew not the use

ofarmsJ” He clasped his musket to

his breast with emotion, and remain^

silent. “Who are you that feel so

much for the exterminated Haytians?*'

1 inquired. “Their avenger!^' he re-

plied, “ and the champion of a darker

race whose wrongs can never have ven-

geance enough. Christophe T'

“You shall see the *Ikad men's

feasty " said IjOgan. 1 followed him in

silence, till we reached the southern

bank of the Ohio, notTar from his own
residence. The tribe was seated, in a

beautiful and secluded prairie, that just

aflbrded a vista of the river through the

cypress swamp between. A number of

men and women seemed busily engaged

in the decoration of others with belts,

beads, aind brilliant-coloured garments;

and these latter seemed passive or

asleep. Logan laid down the load he

carried in his blanket, and unwrapped
the burden that had so long attracted

my attention. “ Tis my gramlsirc
!"

said he :
“ lie has only been two years

buried;— I have brought him far.

Aid me to cleanse the brave old limbs

and skull {rom these worms, that his

spirit rAay rejoice o'er the feast with his

red children. I faste I my father yon-

der is painted and dressed already."
1 *

Before I quitted Kentucky, I made
a point of visiting the celebrated and

immense nitre caverns or catacomI)s of

the limestone region. Here I found

the mummies of the pigmy race that

once inliabitcd the gigantic valley of

the Mississippi, adorned with strings of

shell-wampurn and turkeys' feathers

—

seated in death like the ancient Naso-

mcnes, grinning at me with their long

inhuman ture-leeth— and came out as

wise as 1 went in. * *

* * * • » *

“ O," said the captain, “a burial in

Canada is no trille in winter. Just

before you arrived, our drummer dicMl,

and we mustered spades, picks, and

shovels, to dig a grave for him ; but

the ground was one rock every where,

and after trying twenty places we
found— that we liad spoiled our tools.

It took the armourer next day to steel

them all. The third day we got down
four inches and a half, in the softest

soil wc could find ; but it would only

grind up pinch by pinch. The fourth

day the armourer was at work again.

The fifth 4ay the whole company
turned out in a rage with the ground,

and having gdt under the frost in some

degree, sunk the grave full nine inches

more. This night another soldier, a

corporal, died; and his comrades were

almost dead with disappointment and

vexation. The bodies would keep in

the frost very well ; but we liad not a

spare room in the barrack; and their
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comrades wanted to get them out of
the way of a wedding. Well, sir, the

sixth day I divided the garrison in

two, and set them at separate graves

;

but, unluckily, they drank to keep up
their,spirits in the battle with the frost,

and mght about the corporal’s right

of priority, and the freezing point of

brandy. Worst ^f all, they forgot to

cover the new picked surfaces with

Straw and blankets, so that when they

came in the morning the points of

attack were as invulnerable as ever.

In despair they buried both in one
grave— the corporal undermost—with-

out further efforts to attain a decent

depth. As to six feet, it was quite

unfathomable. They heaped all the

stones they could loosen over the bo-

dies, and the chapl lin read prayers at

last, after a * week's prept^ration ’ and
suspense, * snow to snow, and' ice to

ice.’ Tiiat night a herd of wolves

c«aine prowling by, and carried Uie

corporal and drummer along witii

them. Tlie filer—an Irish rascal—
was laughing heartily the wliole week

;

and it was he set up the corporal’s

claim to the deep grave, to have his

joke out. \lbGti all was over, the

sergeant reported him to me, for brag-

ging * that he could have buried them
six feet deep himself in two hours, and
have covered them up so natebf after,

that the devil couldn’t stick a tooth in

them; but be had kept the secret to

be revenged of the corporal, who had
^ listed him one 'day,’ and of the drum-
mer who had * flogged him.’ * Please

your honour,’ said he, when called

before me, ‘ 1 wius surtain^yow wished

to find work for us this cowld weather,

and it wouldn’t become we to say what
your honour knew as well as myself

—

that a rousing fire would soften any
frost ; and sure, only 1 know you com-
passionated the poor starving wolves,

I’d have thrown a few buckets of
water through the grave-stones, and
clinched ’em as tight as the bars of
Newgate.’ ”

• * • »

But now to enrieb th^ world with

iiry plan, which combines all the glo-

rious associations ofthe ueroic method
with the scientific, mercantile, and
pious desiderata of the march of intel-

lect in the present day. Let us sup-

pose a company, formed on the plan

of the National Cemetery Asso-
ciation, fiinds invested, and a conve-
nient site chosen, as near to London

as can be obtained. The proceedings

of this company should be

—

1. To erect a magnificent rotunda,
with chapelries around, for the use of
the various sects and parties who might
wish to perform tlieir own funeral rites

separately over the several deceased
persons of quality” that would in the

Christmas fogs, perhaps, arrive on the

same day to honour the cemetery with

their custom.
2. To erect a number of gas retorts,

with suitable receivers of the various

products arising from the destructive

distillation” of the human body, in

connexion with the rotunda.

3. To erect machinery for the com-
pression of the gas, and provide ele-

gant, portable, uti-shaped gas lamps,
on iVnicli inscriptions might be en-
graved, and votive wreaths and tablets

hung in the most classical style.

Now suppose the whole apparatus
ready to set to work. A noble lord

arrives with a splendid train of mourn-
ing coaches; they are driven into the

rotundii, and the emblazoned coffin is

transferred from the hearse to the bier,

in one of tlie magnificent chapels ad-
joining, where the noble body may
lie in state as long as it pleast^s, ac-
cording to its last will ana testament,

and all the imposing ceremonial be
witnessed by die crowd in the rotunda
without intrusion. From thence it is

borne to the retort (which, to accord
with the most classical association of
ideas, is cast in the form of a sarco-
pliagus), and literally buried there,

with any further rites the friends of the
departed may deem fit and needful,
llie lid is then screwed down, and the
retort is at once lowered into the oven,
where, by a very ingenious, though
simple mechanical contrivance of my
own, it slides at once into connexion
with the proper gas-fittings, and the
distillation commences without a mo-
ment’s delay. His lordship’s gas (in

the Oerman, ‘*g/io4r”) finds its way to
a receiver, from whence it is pumped
and condensed into the portable urns,
surmounted by lamps; and thus his

lordship's most sublimed ethereal es-

sence may be preserved to his latest

posterity. At the moment of his trans-

formation he may (if it so pleased him
to ordain) lie in state, lit by himsdfs
or be preserved inurned, '^in strict en-
tail” for tlie enlightenment ofhis heirs,

to riiine forth on birth-days, &c., in

illustration of the moral splendour
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which he diffused whilst living. In-

deed, it will be only necessary to turn

the cock at any time, for half a second,

without lighting the lamp, to enable

his descendants to refresh their memo-
ries, through their senses, with the

^
peculiar* properties and remarkable

qualities of their ancestor.

The other volatile products of his

lordship are all carefully received and

separated. The lAl volatile will no
doubt be highly prized. The pungent

association of ideas and sensations it

will present to the survivors, must
afford certain relief to the most adust

eye. Each smelling-bottle will be-

come eventually a lacfnymaturi/ ; and
even the bitterest foes of the deceased

must drop a tear, and “ wonder why
they weep,*' as, touched by its* over-

powering sensations, their unwonted
emotions evince their deep sense of
his virUieSj^and the penetrating ])owcr

of his relics. The acetate of ammonia
(or apiritus mindcreri) is pf remarkable

edicacyin inodifications of the cholera;

and tlie oil of dippel is a remedy of

great power in nervous affections.

There is also that peculiar species of

naphtha resulting from tliis process,

on which Mr. Varaday has made such

interesting experiments. It is fluid

only at the freezing point of Fahren-

heit's thermometer, and springs into

vapour at the ordinary Icinperalurc of

our atmosphere. It forms a material

for the supply of lamps, far superior

to alcohol, oil, naphtha, or any other

fluid we possess, as it burns without a
wick, in consequence of its volatility.

The solid proceeds of liis lordship

may be withdrawn from the sarcopha-
gus, iis soon as it has been removed
from the oven and cooled to n touch-

able temperature. Here will be found
the bones in the state of animal char-

coal, fit for the nicest purposes, the cla-

rification of wines ana vinegar, the pu-
rification of sugar, sca-w'ater, See., and
capable of imparting, by the splendid

manipulation of Professors Day and
Martin, a polish to the boots of bis

descendants that will daily revive their

filial gratitude, and preserve the lustre

of bis house unsullied. Happy, hence-

forth, are the heirs that will possess

such bright mementos of their fathers,

by which, as Shakespeare says, they

may dress themselves, as in a mirror 1"

Happy are those who shall die hence-

forth in the consciousness that, though

whilst alive they were as dull as odier

mortals, yet, after death, and through
long ages (if some mischievous boy
doesn’t turn the cock and leave it

open), they may from time to time
illuminate the world,^nd shed bright-

ness through the festive hall and qn the
joyous board, while their great grand-
children dance round and fall under it I

Numerous modifications must of

course take place in the arrangements,

according to the circumstances of the

deceased. The Irish customers will

vciy naturally wish to have friends and
survivors dancing at their wakes. Pau-
pers, who must have gratuitous burial,

may be distilled in a caravan-sarcopha-

gus, and the olifiant gas produced eti

mi/lejletirs** may go into a large tank-

reservoir, on the usual plan, for the

supply of tlie public. • As winter is

sotting in, may be advisable to form
an ice-house, for the safe keeping of
tlie superabundant population, till they

can be conveniently spiritualised. 1

would never wish to shock the feelings

of any one, however poor, and propose
to employ asbestos shrouds to wrap
the bodies of those who shall be packed
in the common retort, that they may be
recognised after the process by those
wlio may wish to preserve their remains
in urns, or, as l^eforc said, turn them
to useful and ornamental purposes.
The shrouds shall be numbered with
indelible ink, and a duplicate given to

the undertaker, so that no mistake can
arise.

1 have calculated v?ith the greatest

care the mercantile results of this novel
style of llurial, and find that, even if

my Cemeteiy Association charged no-
thing for accommodation to Irish vi-

sitors and tliose who wish to lie in state

for a while, it would realise a profit,

by the sale of the various products, of
from 20 to 30 per cent on the needful
outlay, including handsome gratuities

to ** bringers in” (though this would
soon be unnecessary), advertisements,

defensive paragraphs and sermons, de-
fensive suits to indictments under the

Nuisance Act, and litigation with exist-

ing gas cornp^nies, &c.
1 expect, in a few years, that a mer-

cantile reaction will take place, and
that customers will demand a regular

price for their remains, to be handed
over to their heirs as a part of their

personal property ; but by the time

that the public mind has made this

step in the economy of human life,”

the association may avail itself of the
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growing spirit of toleration, trade, and material in the manufacture of gas and
science, to set up a school of anatomy ivory-black.

in the gas-work, and furnish })iipils But I could expatiate for ever on
with an unrivalled supply of sul)jccts the merits of my system ; suflicc it

** a discretion which arrangement to say, that if the statesmen of tlie

it nw be able to afford a price ap next generation possess any talent for

proaching to the rc?iil value of the arti- ' finance, it will furnish them with a

cle, and still realise a safe profit; for hint for paying off the national debt
all that the surgeons can do with any by the debt of nature,

body will not deteriorate him as a raw

LONDON.

A NATIONAL SONG.

BV Mllti. MOOU1F, LATK .SUSANNA STUICKI.AN l>.

London, for fondon ! how oflhas that cry

from the blue p'a\cs of ocean been wafted ou higli,

When the tar through the grey mist that hung on the tide

llie white cliffs of Kngland with rapture descried.

And the sight of his country awoke in liis heart

Kmotious no object hut home can impart.
..

For London, for Loudon ! the home of the free—
There's no port in the world, royal London, like thee !

Old l.oiidon, what ages have glided away
Since cradled in rushes thy iiifhncy lay

!

In thy rude huts of timber the proud wings were furfd

Of that spirit whose \>owcr now overshadows the world
;

And the grey chiefs who raised and defended tho.se towers

Were the sires of this glorious old city of ours.

For London, for London I the home of the free—
There’s no city on earth, royal J^ndoii, like tliee !

The Iloman, the Tudor, the Korman, and Dane,
Have in turn swayed thy sceptre, thou (^ueen of the main

;

Their spirits, though diverse, uniting, made one
Of nations the noblest beneath you bright sun.

With the gcniitd of each, and the courage of all,

No focman dare plant hostile flag on thy wall.

For Londo^^ for lA)ndon ! the home of the free—
There’s no city on earth, royal London, like thee

!

Old Thames rolls his waters in pride at thy feet.

And wafts to earth’s confines thy treasures and fleet

;

Thy temples and towers, like a crown on the wave,

Are hailed with a thrill of delight by the brave.

When, returning triumphant from conquests afar.

They weave round thy altars the trophies of war.

For London, for London I the home of the free—
There’s no port in the world, royal London, like thee I

Oh, London L when we, who exulting behold

Iby splendour and wealth, in tlie dust shall be cold,

May sages, and heroes, and patriots, unborn,

Thy altars defend, and thy annals adorn I

May thy power be supreme ou the laud and the wave,

The fallen to succour, the feeble to save

;

And the sons and the daughters now cradled in thee

Find no city on earth like the home of the free I
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O Liberty 1” said one of the victims

of the French revolution, “ what crimes

are committed under thy name !*' O
Liberty I say we, what bubbles have

been put forth uijder thy shadow 1

When tlie Fanperor Napoleon, in tlie

plenitude of his wrath, termed us a
nation of shopkeepers, be paid tlie

iiighest compliment he coiihl In that

indiistiy, by the fruits of which his

hosts had b(>eii scattered, his mighty
men discomhled, liis power broken,

and by which, subse<pieutly, his do-
minion was prostmted. Had h^ sur-

vived and ruled some ten years longer,

he might with real contempt and jus-

tified indignation have tonned us a
nation of fools and gamblers, llh-

neath the .specious cry of Freedom
have the locu.sts ofthe Stock Exchange
advanced against the mptinl of Eng-
land, canying by assault the pounds,
shillings, and pence; and then, by
supping and ttwting, obtaining posses-

sion of John Hull, until he has sunk
beneath the weight of their

lake the pilgrims of old have the de-

luded dupe.s resigned their w'orldly

wealth, taken the “ scrip, and tiiruod

their thoughts only to the other world.

With the shopkeeping habits of our

forefathers— alasl tiicir honesty and
indefatigiibility have disappeared— it

became, through the temptations and
proiTii.ses of“ ahell,^’iiotcven pavedwith

good intentions, the fashion to ape a sta-

tion which anticipated succes.s in Uto-

pian scheming already seemed to have
laced in the grasp of the dupe. Tlie

umble court, so long the scene ofplod-

ding gain and deserved success, was
abandoned for the court-end of the

town ; the lane, up which the creaking

waggon bore its profitable burden, was
left to its solitude for the bleak and
stately square. Nor did the mode of

living alter less. The homely pipe of

tobacco gave place to the nose-singeing

cigar; the social bowl was banished to

make room for the evaporating cham-
pagne; and eveiyhonest citizen seemed,

on the strengtn of Stock Exchange
prognostics, determined to **Wrigut
him down an ass.’’

Of the fifly-four millions lent direct

by the English people, through the

ag&fkcy of the Stock Exchange, about

thirty millions have been loaned to
states since insolvent, and paying, up
to this moment, no interest whatever.

Had the rate of usance agreed upon
been duly paid, sixteen hundred and
ninety tlioiisund pounds more per

annuiu would hAvc been in circulation

— not to mention compound interest

upon the arrears, or even about nine

millions, which are somewhere near

the total of the accumulation of divi-

dends. The absence of these sixteen

hundred and ninety thousands per

annum cannot but be severely felt by
trade; and when wc •Consider the

numberless (Miannels into which wealth

works its way, it is impossible to esti-

mate the good such a sum would do
society at large. It therefore behoves,

not only the unfortunate creditor of
the bankrupt governments, but every

native of our country, to suggest iind

aid any plan by which the lo.ss now
sustained may be alleviated, since all

are evidently interested in the in-

pouring of money, deriving, as we all

must, directly or nndirectly, advantage
from such receipts. It may be as

well, before we proceed further, to

take a bird’s-eye view of the time the

different slates suspended payment,
the reasons why they clid so, and the

amount for which they stand indebted

:

Tlio republic of Columbiii “ stopped'*

in .laniiary 1826, owing at the time

6,760,0(H)/., or a yearly iiiturost of
40«),000/. ;

the arrears of which amount
to about 2 , 170 .000/.

llie republic of Chili ‘‘.stopped’* on
the 31st of March, 1827, owing at the
time 1,000.000/., or a^early interest of
60,000/. ; the arrears of which ttmount
to about 285,000/.

The ropiihlic of Mexico "stopped**
on the 4th of July, 1827, owMng at the
time 6,400,000/., or a yearly interest of
352,0(H)/. ; the arrears of wliich amount
to about 1,580^00/.
The republic of Peru " stopped” on

the 1st of October, 1825, owing at the
time 1,800,000/., or a yearlv interest of
108,000/. ;

the arrears of which amount
to about (HO.OOO/.

The republic of Buenos Ayres " sto])-

ped” on the 12th of July, 1827, owing
at the time 1,000,000, or a yearly inte-

rest of 60,000/. ;
tlie arrears of which

amount to about 270,000/.
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The repuhlic ofGuatemala ** stopped”
on the 4tii of July, 1827» owing at the

time l,400,000i., or a yearly interest of

about 90,0001.; the arrears of which
amount to about 406,000/.

TheTepublic of Greece ** stopped** on
the 1st of July, 1826, owing at the time

2.800,0001., or a yearljr interest of

140,000/. ;
the arrears of which amount

to about 580,000/.*

The kingdom of Spain “ stopped ** on

tho 1st of November, ^1823, owing at

the time 8,000,000/., or a yearly inte-

rest uf 400|000/. ;
the arrears ot which

amoiiJit to about 3,200,000/.

The kingdom of Portugal “ atoppetl**

on the 1st of December, 1827, owing at

the time 1,600,000/., or a yearly inte-

rest of 76,000/. ; the arrears of which
amount to about 300,000/.

Now let ualrecapilulale :—First,

Anioutit of Arrears of Dividends to the

credit of the Bondholders, and to the

discredit of the enfranchised bound.

Due by Columbia ,^2,170,000

„ Cbili 285.000

„ Mexico l,680.00tf

„ Peru 648,000

„ Buepoa Ayres 270.0()0

,, Guiiteiualu 405,000

„ Greece 580,000

„ Spain 3,200,000

„ Portugal 300,000

Tntal amount of arrears 0,438,000

Secondly,

Amount of yearly Interest which ought to

he in circulation.

Interest yearly on tbo Co- }

,, Chilian debt 60,000

„ Mexican debt 3d2,00<l

„ Peruvian debt 108,000

,, Buenos Ayreiui debt 60,000

„ Guatemalan debt OtbOOO

„ Greek debt 140,000

„ Spanish debt 400,000

„ Portuguese debt 76,000

Total amount of interest 1

due yearly by the in- 1,690,000
solventiAatea )

Thus, it will be secif by the above
statement, that we hav^ not only been
deprived of the presence and use of

8ify-four millions of capital, advanced

to governments abroad, and of nine

and a half millions of arrears, but

likewise of sixteen* hundred and ninety

thousands per annum—a sum which
the presence ofthe fifty millions would
soOnr have engenderedi in whatever

Exchange. [March,

manner this amount might have been
employed, had it never left the king-

dom.
We have before stated the great aid

derived by the schemers of Capel

Court from the popularity Liberty

and Co. enjoyed when this loaning

was first set on foot. The unfortunate

subscribers to the different advances

must indeed have been most com-
pletely hoodwinked, or utterly dazzled

by the delusions of Mammon, when
they furnished, with an expectation of

profit, six millions seven hundrcKl and
fifty thousand pounds to the republic

ofColumbia. From what source could

it possibly be expected that such a
country could pay a yearly sum of

four c hundred and five thousand

pounds ? Whence could this state

iiavc suddenly derived the power
of^meeting such a claim? This, of
course, was a matter of no moment
to the “gentlemen of the Stock Ex-
change;** blit it ought to have been
of some importance to the investor.

Had the latter, instead of associating

with the harpies of Bartholomew Lane,
and lending a ready ear to the fables

they invented, and which, alas! pos-
sessed no moral, but used his own
discretion, he would have found, that

he had lent his money to some two or

three hundred military adventurers,

who, with a view of bettering their

condition—which could scarcely be
worse — had persuaded certain other
subonlinate desperadoes to attack a
decaying government, and what they
called “emancipate” themselves. He
would have learned, that so far from
possessing the power of paying four

hundred and five tliousands per annum,
that breeches >verc nearly as rare among
them as unicorns; and that a clean
shirt, or indeed a shirt at all, was
among the most desired of their luxu-
ries. He would have heard also, that

when so fur successful as to drive out
their sovereign*s forces, and pillage

and possesis his then flourishing and
happy towns, instead of forming a
code of laws and a system of govern-
ment, so that peace might resume its

labours, and commerce rise again,

piflpnix-like, from the ashes of war,
that they otherwise employed them-
selves in cutting each others* throats,

denouncing each others’ authority, es-

tablishing each on his own account a
Lilliput state; and that, though all

were willing to receive the money
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sent, none took the liberty of acknow-

ledging himself the debtor for the sup-

ply. lie would have found all this,

and more ; and if he had paid his

share of 2,000,000/., which was the

amount of the first loan, for his expe-

rience, he would have saved himself

from being duped into the second,

which was to the tune of 4,750,000/.

But no ; he trusted to the statements

of the “ gentlemen of the house,'' with

whom Columbia was a very pet re-

public. JNot that, in truth, partiality

is ever suffered by these worthies to

stand in the way of gain; but still,

where profit and partiality go together

without jostling, a little additional in-

vention is brought to bear: and Co-
lumbia, we rei>eat, was a very pet

republic. Tliis arose, in all proba-

bility, from its being the first on the

revolutionary list; and, consequently,

having the honour of being the Adflm
of South American loanees. Grateful,

indeed, ought they of the diouse to be
to that state by which an example was
set, enabling the ** House" to turn into

its coffers the money of the nation, by
which the Stock hiXchange was made
a sort of filtering-stone for fifty-four

millions of money ; to which machine,
no doubt, a cotisidemble portion of
“ the dust'' adhered. By the loan-

planners ofCapel Court, Bolivar, the

tirst insurgent commander, was pro-

nounced a far superior warrior to Alex-
ander the Great; while, in point of
disinterestedness, Cincinnatus was a
complete grasper to him. The valuable

estates he had abandoned to act the

patriot, it would liavc puzzled George
Robins himself to have adequately
described; and the list of slaves he
had unshackled, to aid him in his

laudable eff()rts to overthrow his msis-

ter, was sufficient to have made him
an honorary member of the Anti-Sla-

very Association for ever and ever.

Tlie enfranchised state itself was de-
scribed as a perfect Paradise; corn,

wine, and oil, teemed in every direc-

tion ; and if it was not indeed the ori-

inal Eden, no one could entertain a
oubt but that it ought to have been.

Nor did the terms held out to those

disposed to be the creditors of this

new nation fftll off in eloquent pro-
mise from the other statements, from
seven to eight per cent was the

usance pro&red, payment to be
punctually made half-yearly, and the

principal to be as safe as though it

were deposited in the Bank of Eng-
land.

With so virtuous a hero as Bolivar,
so heavenly a country as Columbia,
and such protestations of faith as were
in the contract, what could be desired

more ? Hie money was lent, the mo-
ney was spent, and presto the scene

changes. No dividends are forth-

coming— the pacificators ofColumbia,
like famished wolves, turn upon each

other—the reiribnstrance of the credi-

tor is treated with contempt

—

even

the great Bolivar himself is deposed,
and his life in danger ; which, as some
of the O'Lcarys, G’Flanaghans, and
other 0*s (all officers in the Columbian
service) would say, be only preserved

by dying of a fever. The country, in

truth, has been, ever sinc^its separation

from Spainf rent with intestine divi-

sions, and a prey by turns to every
desperate soldier who can collect some
fifty ragged vagabonds together, by the

promise of plunder. General Paez
one day, General Urdaneta another,

General Salvador a third, rules the roast;

General Sucre gets his brains knocked
out one morning, and General Some-
thingeise his, the next : and it is to a
country thus governed, the holders of
Columbian bonds have to look for the
]>rcsent payment of their interest, and
tlic future liquidation of their prin-

cipal.

Ja?t us reflect upon the situation of
South America now, «and what this

beautiful portion of the earth presented

when utiaer the dominion of the Spa-
nish crown. It does not imperatively

follow, becatfee we deprecate anarchy,

tiuit we are therefore the supporters

of despotism. But there are certain

modes of government, such as that of
our slaves in the colonies, which,
thougl) averse to the general principles

of our nature, we ought to be cautious

of interfering with ;—^modes of govern-
ment adapted to the character and
views of the governed, and which,
however revolting to the ejjrf, will be
found upon close inspection to be not
only necessary, but in reality less ob-
jects of abhorrence, than the distant or

casual view inTerred. Such we con-
sider to have been the sway exercised

by Spain over her Transatlantic pos-

sessions. That it was harsh, we believe

to be a fact; but that the harshness

and jealousy displayed were uncalled

for, we are by no means prepared to

admit. The immense extent of teiri-
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tory the new world offered to ambition

•--the fertility of her soil—the distance

from the mother country—the envy
with which the possession was viewed

by other nations—the great power in-

trusted to individuals renresenting the

sovereign— all conspiied to introduce

ti system of exclusion, which kept to

the peninsula the wealth of her colo-

nial dominions, and preserved for cen-

liiries, with a few partial interruptions,

the itnniense and invaluable vice-royal-

ties of that distant hemisph(3re. And
(luring this period cities sprung up and

flourished
\
and marble palaces, superb

squares, magnificent churches, ami all

the usual results of wealth, prosperity,

and peace, displayed themselves. The
treasures pounjd by the new world

into the parent nation, seemed not in

any sliape to impoverish * the ^donor

;

and if the strong liiind of power was
kept over the restless, the designing,

and the reckless, it is (wident, by what
has since occurred, that the presenta-

tion of orde^jjlcpeiided iqion it, and
that this, aay tliis alone, prevented

riot, pillageJHd destruclion.

But at ll^th tlio mafeh of intel-

lect,” as the existing disposition for

change is called, inspired some “ pa-

triots” of the vice-royalty of Ciranada

to unfurl the banner of revolt, and,

with little to complain of, bring over

one of the richest regions of the earth

the tide of that most fatal of dissen-

sions, civil war.-- arm brother against

brother— and proslmte for years fliat

commerce which had told its success

in the lofty buildings of her towns, iu

the activity of her ports,'' and in the

wealth abounding on all sides. But
these adventurers, who thus strove to

rend asunder the tie by which South

America was united to Spain, would

have met with partial triumph but

for the "gentlemen of the Stock Ex-

change.” Spain had been stni^ling

against that giant power, which, in the

storm of its ambition, sweeping from

east to ,|rjcst, from north to south,

seemed gifted with an appetite for

dominion the governmedi of the world

would scarcely satiatq : her coffers

were impoverished, her armies nearly

annihilated, her navy utterly so, and,

like an aged parent in distress, she

was at this hour of need less a pro-

tector than a suppliant to her colo-

nies. This was the time chosen by
the " patriots” to throw off what they

termed the yoke ofthe mother country,

and in this laudable effort they were

assisted by " the House.” As we have

before said, the exploits of the military

adventurers by whom the insurrection

was executed were trumpeted forth by
the Stock Exchange speculators and

their minions
;
glorious victories were

g;iined at certain unpronounceable

places ; and impregnable castles, willi

names long as thfir carronades, fell

one after the other into the power of
" the liberators.” Yet even in her dis-

tress tlicro can be little doubt but that

the Spanish government would ulti-

mately have qucllod the rebellion, as

the insurgents had nothing to [)rornise

other than the pillage of the places

they pretended to liberate— a practice

which, if carried to any extent, might

make the country rather too hot to

hold them. At this juncture the Ca])el

Courtiers, who saw the tempting har-

vest, came forw'anl with their project

of “a loan.” John Bull was .already

dazzled by the victories gained, the

forts tak(m, tlie territory " emanci-

pated,” and llie luring prospect of nof

only getting an enormous per centag(>

for his money, but also of obtaining a

market, hitherto utterly closed, for his

merchandise. Two millions of money
were taken from his till, and sent out

to the " liberating” government, toge-

ther with a respectable cargo of Irish

colours and captains (in the Colum-
bian service), who, wlieu they heard of

tlie transmission of the money, wcnj

suddenly seized with a desperate love

of liberty and patriotism. This sum
of money turned the scale against the

lawful sovereign, and followed, as it

was, by nearly five millions more, ren-

dered the game desperate. Aided by
the hundreds of adventurers who, led

by the hope of gain, daily joined him
from all parts of the world, and who,
possessing no stake in the country,

trusted only to the fortune of the die,

and cared nought for what might be
tlic ultimate fate of the emancipated
territory, Bolivar succeeded in driving

from the vice-royalty, iu which he first

planted his standard, the scattemd and
insufficient force of his sovereign. We
repeat, that by foreign adventurers was
the sway of Spam overtlirown— a

sufficient proof that the natives them-

selves were not so dissatisfied as the

diurnal records of " the House,” in

their bulletins, thought fit to aver; and
the gratitude shewn by the emanci-.

pated states of Columbia is upon a
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pv with the service really rendered,

llie debt was early disputed, and the

sum of money first raised was only

fully acknowledged when the Stock

Exchange ** gentlemen” were able to

effect tl^ advance of a second loan, of

more than double its amount. Tiie

acknowledgihent was worse than no

{

)rofit to the English nation ;
for they

ost by it the amount of the second

loan, which was raised in 1 824, and
on which no interest has been paid

since .January 1826. Tlie yearly di-

vidends on the two loans to Columbia
amount to 405^000/., a sum so totally

out of the power of the quarterly go-

verhments (for they seldom last longer)

to meet, that the chance the unfortu-

nate creditor stands at present, of

liquidation in any way, is faint. *Tiie

arrears of dividends on the two loans,

since the suspension of fiaynient of the
first, in May 1826, and of the second,

in January 1826, amount to two mil-

lions one hundred and sweety thousand

pounds; so that the Columbiaii govern-

ment really stands indebted to the

English people eight millions six hun-
dred and seventy Uiousand pounds. In

the present desperate situation of the

insolvent republic, there is but one
course to adopt. All hope of payment
of the arrears of dividend, as stated

above, must be evidently useless, and
it therefore behoves us to think what
can be done with them. We should

advise the public holding the: bonds to

select from among themselves a depu-
tation of some two or three to remon-
strate, in the first instance, with our
government, and use every eflbrt to

obtain their countenance, and Uicn

that the deputation do proceed to

Bogota, to confer with the existing

government there. As the interest

now due amounts to so large a sum as

to render its payment impossible, the

only feasible scheme is, to fund this

two millions one hundred and seventy

thousand pounds with the original

debt, this additional sum to bear inte-

rest at 6 per cent from the date ofsuch
funding. The eight millions six hun-
dred and seventy thousand pounds,
thus forming the Columbian debt,

would then entail a yearly charge upon
the republic of about five hundred and
thirty thousand pounds. Evidently

impossible as it .is for Columbia to

furnish any such yearly disbursement,
it becomes necessary to find an equiva-

lent; and this can only present itself
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in one shape. As the above amount
ofinterestWomes due, the Columbian
government must be induced to issue
vouchers to the extent of the claim for

such interest; and these vouchers must

^
be allowed as good and lawful pay-
ment for duties and other charges

levied by the Columbian government
upon merchandise and produce ex-

ported from or import^ into that

state. We do not mean to say that

even this would•be any thing like an
equitable adjustment for tlie creditor,

or be by any means a realisation of the

advantages held out by the borrower

to the lender when the loan was first

contracted for; but, the case considered,

it would be as much as could be ex-

pected under existing circumstances,

and the mode of paymenUof the usance
fully :i.s str^t as the impoverished
means Of tlie republic would lie able

to meet. In transactions of this de-
scription, we are not only to consider

the just demands of the creditor, but
also the available ass(.‘ts of the debtor,

and The possibility existing ofthe latter

meeting his engtagernents without en-

tailing upon,himself utter ruin by their

fiilfilinent. ^^"e consider the issue of
these vouchers would be as much as
the bondholders pf Columbian stock
could expect in tlie present order of
things, and that a compliance with
such a demand on the pail of tlie in-

debted would rescue him from the
stigma under which he now labours.

Twa other advantages* would result

from the adoption of this plan, both of
which would tend to the immediate
and future benefit ofthe republic. The
existence ofvouchers ofthe description

we have stated would be an incentive

to shipment of merchandise, &c. to tlie

(]!olujnbian market, and be the means
of infusing animation into a commerce
now languishing almost to dissolution

;

while, in the .second place, the with-
holding, by the payment of such duties,

thus, of so much bond fide money from
the revenue of the republic, would in-

culcate a system of econoidy in its

government mqst necessary in a young
state, and not to be deprecated in an
old one. We hope, for the sake of
that credit which ought to be as dear

to a nation as to an individual, and
without which neither the one nor the

od^r can prosper, that something of
the kind will be adopted. At all

events, it behoves the rondholders to

thronv off that extraordinaiy indolence
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by which they are at pTesent governed
w indolence so marked and so sus-

picious, as almost to justify the Cohim-
uiaii governmept in the position it

occupies. We have stated that a de-

putation on the part ofthe bondholders

,

ought to be appointed, to bring the

measure we liave projected to maturity

;

and we now add, that the parties inte-

rested ought to be especially careful

that this deputiition does not consist

of “ gentlemen of the House.” It must
be formed of actual honest creditors of

the Columbian republic— of indivi-

duals who have invested certain sums
ofmoney in Columbian stock upon the

faith of the state. If it is formed of
“ gentlemen of the House,’* it does not

require one from the dead to tell us
tliat, instead' of the claims of the bond-
holders being advanced by the appoint-

ment of such representatives, 'they will

be sacrificed to the speculations of Cha-

pel Court, and that each member of

the dcimlalioii will be more anxious to

avail liinisclf of the iiilbrmation, Ai-

vourable or unfavuunible, his situation

may aiford him the means of obtaining,
to “buy” or “sell,** according to its

tenor, than to give his thoughts to the

interests of those who in their folly

imagined the gtimbUng propensities of
the Stock Exchange could be cast olf

like an old habit. No, no ! the men
appointed to the tusk we have laid

down must be honest men, men of
repute, real suderers ; and a committee
of such would**probably have the open
sanction of the government, when a
committee of gamesters would fail ; or

they would at lca.st have<such aid from
our consul in Columbia as would give

weight to their remonstrances, and in

all likelihood insure success to their

endeavours. All this plan might be
put in practice at a small expense ; it

would add but little to the heavy loss

the bondholder now so passively puts
up with, and might be the means of
relieving him from a part of the bur-
den. If unsuccessful, the holders of

Columlmn stock would stind in no
worse situation than they do at present

;

and the republic would be openly
shewn as utterly d^'ficient in every

principle of integrity, regardless of its

most sacred engagements, and lost to

every sense of honesty and justice. We
cannot, however, for a moment shut

our eyes tu the real difficulty of an
eHectual settlement, in consequence of

" the present political position of the

state of Columbia; but we agaiA

repeat that the precarious situation of
amrs there ought to put the creditors

of the nation more on the alert, and
induce them, at the now very early

stage of separation between Venezuela
and the Bogota govenunent, to set

forth their claims, and leAm what por-

tion is acknowledged by the one divi-

sion, and what is to be put down to the

debit of the othcri What is more, a
proper arrangement with the boiid-

holacrs here would probably give so-

lidity to the two governments of Bo-
gota and of Venezuela, by the intimate

chain of connexion it would form

between a moiety of the lirst commer-
cial pt'uple in tlic world, and the rulem

of two stales by whom great advantages

must be derived from confidential in-

tercourse ; it would strengthen, without

doubt, tlie hands of either goveniiiient,

afid tend to aid the establishment of

civil rule— that so-niucli-to-be-desired

dominion in regions wh(;re drum-head
law has too long reigned, and tlu! word
of a soldier been paramount. It is

time that the usurpation of the knot of
military cliieftaiiis living by the sword,

and consequently anxious for its re-

maining unsheathed, should cease; and
the boiKlhohlers, by forming a social

compact with the public authorities of
the now separated districts, may com-
plete this desiretl work, tendingnot more
to their own advantage than to Unit of
their at present impoverished debtors.

We have but again to urge the exer-

tion of energy on the part of those

holding Columbian stock, and to renew
our opinion, that a temperate and deter-

mined application,thmugh the medium
of representatives who will, unswerved
by individual interest, advocate un-
flinchingly the interests of the many,
can hardly fail of success, desiring, as

it does, so little, and causing so slight

a difficulty in the way of compliance.
We will next Uirn onr attention to

the republic of Chili, which, in the

year 1822, became indebted (thanks to
“ the House !’*) in the sum of one miU
lion sterling to the English people, and
which in 1827 stopped payment, and
is, at the present moment, in arrears of
dividend to the extent of two hundred
and eighty-five thousand pounds, being
four years and three-quarters’ interest.

The annual charge of usance for the

Chilian debt did not exceed sixty thou-

sand pounds per annum; and it proves
very forcibly the penury of the state,
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when 80 small a stipend is not procur-

able. This republic^ to which Nature,

by affording a long line of coast, a

salubrious climate, and other most

powerful advantages, has done her part

towards forming a Nourishing people,

has been, since the throwing off the

yoke” of iSpdiii, a prey almost yearly to

intestine commotion. The sabre has

been ttie only real legislator, and am-
fum law alone has been obeyed.

Arrears of dividend can here be as

little expected as from Columbia ; and
these must therefore, as in the case of
that rtipnblic, l>e funded and added to

the original debt. This will increase

the obligations of the go^e^nrneut of
Chili to one million two hundred and
cighty-five thousand pound.s; the in-

terest of which, at 6 per cent, will

enbiil a yearly expense of ratlier more
than seventy-five thousand pounds,
lien:), also, the same plan adupthd
with regard to Columbia must he
attemptecl : a committee inu^i be
formed, a chain of communication
opened between the creditor and the

indebted, a display of honest energy
put forth, and the real suflcmrs by the

suspension of payment must shew
themselves to the insolvent. Surely

the amount of the loan and yearly

amuinit of dividend are worth some
little exertion, and none has yet been

used ill any way calculated to effect

tlie purpose of liquidation. \Vc say

again, none has yet been used ; for

hitherto any efforts to obtain either

principal or interest have originated in

the Stock Flxehangc, and these have
sjieedily merged in the great principle

ofbuying or selling for time,” accord-

ing as appearances warranted ; and the

real object of the application has been
frittered away into the making of so

much per cent in such and such bar-

gain for the account,” until the par-

ties forming the committee or deputa-

tion have made as much as they could

by the information derived through

their agency ; and the unfortunate

represented out of the House,” tlioiigh

gifted witli a patience far exceeding

that of Job, has abandoned the pay-
ment of the expenses in despair, ex-

claiming with every sale of stock made
by ftiose behind the scenes, aind who
were by no means scrupulous upon
such occasions, ‘‘Lo I another decline.”

This republic was another of the, we
may almost term them, misbegotten

whelps of the Stock Exchange, as, but

for the funds furnished through the

medium of Capel Court, it is less than
problematical that the power of the
Spanish monarch never would have
been overthrown. Bpt with English

money and Irish colonels, aided by
Spanish apathy, this beautiful* and
heretofore flourishing region was de-
voted to freedom and fasting, to con-
stitutions and short •commons, to in-

dependence and insolvency; and the

splendour which reigned when Chili

was a gem of tlfe crown of Spain has

been exchanged for the beggarly for-

mula of mock majesty displayed by
some self-elected president, the dura-
tion ofwhose dominion seldom exceed-
ed (hat of Aboil llassan. We are not
able to give (nor do wc imagine the

deficiency could he supplied) a state-

ment of how many din<?k-ent constitu-

tions, as they are called, Chili has been
hlessedVith since the separation from
the mother country

; nor are we able,

though compelled hy our vocation to

watch the arrival of every particle of
intelligence from this, among others, of
the South American states, to commu-
nicate just at present w'ho is the exist-

ing head of the government, or if the

government has any head ; or, if it has
a head, wlietlier there is any thing in

it ; but (and wo iiegrca it for the sake
of the bondholders) wc believe we may
safely aflirm,froni what we do see, that

the nation will be found marvellously
deficient in bottom. Still, if the cre-

ditors kick hard, something may arise

thcn'from ; and it is evident, quietude
is but an unprofitable virtue, and but
teaches the undisturbed debtor to think

that, as respetts the bondholders, siif-

femnee is the badge of all their tribe.”

We have but one plan to submit, as

resptxjts the South American republics

(Mexico excepted), the situation of
each being, unibrtunately for all par-

ties, so similar. A brief review of their

several obligations to our countrymen
will not, however, be out of place.

The central lepuhlic of Guatemala, it

appears, stands indebted to the English

nation to the amount of one million

four hundred #ind twenty-eight thou-

sand five hundred and soventy-onc

jiounds eight shHlings. No dividends

nave been paid since the year 18*27,

and the amount of arrears from that

time is four hundred aud five thousand

pounds, the yearly interest being ninety

thousand pounds. As a matter of
course, these arrears must be i^ded to

the original loan, which will then

amount, in round nmnhers, to one
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million eighthundred thousand pounds;
and this combined sum, at the rate of

6 per cent (the interest originally agreed
upon), will entail upon the government
ofGuatemala an annual charge ofabout
one -hundred and twenty thousand
pounds. We confess our ignorance of
the resources of this stale, or of any

means by which, they can meet this

latter demand. We do not know whe-
ther they have any commerce, any con-

stitution, any custoiuAhoiises, or any
honesty. We know they have had
the above loan ; but fur which, in all

probability, neither odrselvcs nor the

bondholders would ever have known
any thing about them. Wc certainly

do reineinbcr receiving, some twelve

or eighteen moiillis back, by way of

Ilondunis, intelligence from Central

America, as it is called, in* which sonic

two or three hundrerl dernf-savages

demi-arinc<l, atioltes pci’sonages

had entered some ])riticipal city, the

name of which we do not remember,
and overturned or rc-cstahlislied the

legitimate government, wc arc nnuhlc

to Sc'iy wliich ; two or three being killed

ip the encounter, which ccriaiiily ap-

peared, from its bloodless display, to

be in reality a civil war. We believe

this to he the government (1!!) indebted

to the British people in the sum ofone
million cightluuidrcd thousand ]K)uiids,

and, should this prove correct, would
recommend no deputation to venture

thither for the purpose of preferring the

claims of the (

i

iiatemalan bondholders

;

for, from the tenor of these advices, wc
should apprehend the deputation would
stand some likelihood of having the

claim discharged atler the fashion that

Baillic Nicol .hirvic thought Duncan
Galbraith, of Garschattachin, would
settle his, had it been mentioned to

him during the fray at the clachan of

Aberfoil. We in.ny as well observe

here, however, that great difficulty of
communication exists with this central

state, and that all parties having de-
mands upon it would do well to set

on foot some inquiry as to its present

situation, tlie extent of its resources,

and the existence of such form of rule

as would lead to an idea that any ap-

plication for justice would be recog-

nised.

The republic of Peru stands in-

debted to tlie English people in the

sum of one million eight hundred and
sixteen thousand pounds, or an annual
interest of one tiundr^ and eight

' thousand pounds. This loan was

raised part in 1822, part in 1824, and
the remainder in 1825; and in the

latter year the republic suspended

payment. The arrears of dividend are

to the extent of six hundred and forty-

eight thousand pounds, which, added
to the original loan, will bring in the

Peruvian people our debtors for two

millions four hundred and sixty-four

tljousanil pounds, entailing upon this

i-epiiblic, at the rate of 6 per cent, a
yearly charge of about one hundred
and hfty thousand ]}uunds. From all

the accounts we are aide to collect,

Peru is in a most miserable state, a
prey to anarchy, without suiy stable

mode of goveniment, rent by intestine

division, impoverished by want of
tradc^ and altogether forming a melan-
choly contrast of what it was before
“ emancipation.’* Yet such are the

natural resources of this wealthy re-

gi6ii, that we should not despair of
ultimate reimbursement, did actual

industry und^iirtake the task, and could

tlie government once he brought 1o a
sense of its own lionour. This can
only be effected in the manner we
have pointed out ; and we again and
again say, that when the small amount
of cxjipnse necessary to be ontailerl is

considered, a trial of its efficacy Is

most desindde. When Cantarac, the
last of the royal commanders, was
compelled to abandon this beautiful

region, wo well remember the bailings

of the stock speculators ; who, if they
did not expect that the wealtli of tlic

galleons of old would he thrown into

Ca])cl Court, at least affected to believe

it, iuiil baited the trap accordingly.

Hut so far arc tliey from being home
out in one item of their pretended
advantages, that there is scarcely any
part of that extensive and once boun-
tiful tcrritoiy, which under Spanish
rule floured from her treasured womb
wealth tliroughoiit the world, in so
pitiful a plight as is Peru. Lima, the
proud residence of her prouder vice-
roys, where munificence held court,

and pomp paratled in magniffeent se-

curity, is now a gloomy grave for

bankrupt traders— a glutted ware-
house of imdemanded goods—the
habitation of foreigners struggling in

vain to recover desperate debts ; or of
unhappy natives, who, already sinking

under the pressure ofa perishing com-
merce, receive the finishing blow in

the shape of forced loans a^ arbitrary

levies, raised by some desperate ad-
venturer, by whom the supreme rule
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h&8 been seized, to satisfy his maraud-
ing followers and save his tliroat.

The republic of Huenos Ayres is

indebted to the English nation in the

sum of one million sterling, or an an-
nual interest of sixty thousand pounds.
This loan was raised in 1824, and the

government stopped payment in 1827.

llie amount ol arrears of dividend is

two hundred and* seventy thousand
pounds, l)eing four years and a half

interest, at C per cent. These arrears,

funded to the original debt, will bring
in the Buenos Ayres republic our
debtors to the extent of one million

two hundred and seventy thousand
pounds sterling, which, at the above
interest, entails a yearly exj)ense to

that goveniniont of about seventy-live

thousand pounds. This can only be
met ill the way wc have pointed out
already; for tliis republic, or federal

state, or whatever it may now bo
called, is in no shape bolter ofi'than

those we have before hamed. Tlio

Argentine republic, as the ancient
vice-royalty of Buenos Ayres is called,

is divided into as many Auctions as it

possesses cities. Cordova, Santa Fe,
the city of Buenos Ayres, and various

others, have each set up for themselves
in the independent line

; and, in con-
sequence, civil war has been almost
general since the “ throwing off the

Spanish yoke.*' The results are seen
in the beggary of the government;
the paper money of the state is worth
little or nothing; and there is abso-
lutely no trade doing. Almost all the

merchants have failed, or are on the

verge of bankruptcy ; and the situation

of things here is most pitiable.

According, however, to the last ad-
vices from this part of the republican
hive, where the drones appear to rule

supreme, a sort of general treaty had
been patched up by the different

leader# of the Argentine state; and
therefore it behoves the bondholders
to take advantage of the calm, and
endeavour to obtain something like

justice from the heads of the govern-
ment. Under the Spanish sway, Bue-
nos Ayres was a place of very great

importance, one of the principal out-
lets for those riches which excited at
that time the cupidity of the rest of the
world. It DOW excites but the pity or
the contempt of those who know its

real position ; the advantages of situa-

tion have been neglected, commerce
has been annihilated, and the llio de
la Plata, instead of being crowded

Exchange,

with vessels, and bearing on its bosom
those millions which floated there of
old, has been the scene of some mi-
serable naval engagements—as the
tnimpery skirmishes of a ragged flo-

tilla of horse-marines am termeif— in
which a fishing-smack is run down,
an old gun burst, some few hundred
pounds’ weight of gunpowder wasted,

a Bobiidilish bulletin scrawled in bad
Spanish, to be printed on worse paper,
and an illumination got up, in which
more fire is shewn than was displayed
in the battle. <,But they tell us these

things are over now; and it is the
placti of tlie bondholders to see into

the veracity of this, and what profit

they may derive by the chiuige, if

change there be.

We come now to tlie republic of
Mexico^ thd only one of the stales of
the new world ojiening a prospect in

the slightest degree cheering to those
who have ventured their property in

El Dorado scheming. The obligations
of the Mexican nqmldic to the English
nation ainouni to six millions four

hundred thousand pounds, or an an-
nual interest of three hundred and
fifty-two thousand. The payment of
the dividends was suspended in the
year 1 827, ami Iho arreai-s of interest

amount to one million five hundred
ami eighty thousand ]iOun(ls. But
efforts are making on the part of the
government of this state to meet the
claim.s of the creditors* On the 1st of
.July last year, a notice appeared from
the Mexican rniiiister in f^nidon, stating

that the agents of the Mexican govern-
ment (Mes^'S. Baring) having agreed
to advance the siiiall amount deficient,

the bondholders might receive the one
Iialf amount of the cimpons due that
day; and on the. 24lh of December
last, a second notice appeared, stating

that the agents having agreed to ad-
vance the deficiency in the remittances
necessary for the January dividend,
the same would be paid upon demand.

This bears upon the face of it a
most gladdening prospect to the bond-
holders, proving that the internal re-

sources of the country are undestroyed

;

for were it not so, they may rest as-

sured no contractor would advance
five forthings to redeem the credit of
any republic for which he had acted

agent. Vfe should like much to see

Messrs. Hullett, brothers, the contrac-

tors of the Chilian loan ; or even (the

eontractors of the Mexican loans) the

Messrs. Barings, whodikewise brought
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out the Peruvian loan, advance any
sum towards the liquidation of the

claims upon those two states. They
know too well the actual rottenness of

both, to refund any of the per centage
obtained by their contracts ; they are •

fully aware that public confidciice IS

too much shaken ever to be redeemed
but by the payment of the whole accu-

mulation of interest— a process far

more expensive than any future emo-
lument or gain would femuneratLs and,

consequently, entirely out of the ques-
tion. This advance, yjtii, of IMessrs.

Haring, brothers, on belialf of the

Mexican republic, proves beyond doubt
that time, and time onl), is required

to invigorate the means of this state,

and place it upon the fooling its im-
portance aiKp weidth imperatively de-
mand . ”

r
For who at present watches over

the interests ofthe bondholders? Is it

the cuntmetors ? and is it left to them,
and them alone, to urge the riglits of

the fil'd itors to a speedy settlement?

Have the sums recently remitted pro-

ceeded from the exertions of the con-
tractors, or from the honest designs of
the government of Mexico ? In what
inuimer have the Messrs. Darings ob-
tained a single dollar lan behalf of those
who have invested in the stock of the

reiiublic ? and is not the transmiswion

of the monies alluded to the voluntary

act of the heads of the republic i If it

does not proceed from the exertions of

the contractors—and wlio will say it

does?—the bondholders have but in-

dificrent security for future exports of
specie from Mexico, for* they arc in

reality unrepresented there; and any
change of government may produce a
change of measures, unless there were
some one on the spot to guard the

rights of the creditors from such inva-

sion. A large sum of money is at

stake; a disposition to discharge this

sum exishs, to the no small amazement
of “ the gentlemen of the House," on
the part of the debtor. Let tbo bond-
holder only evince a similar di.sposition

to receive, and display st future expec-
tation of disbursement on the part of

Mexico, and all will be* well.

Tlie holders ofMexican stock should
without delay call a meeting of their

members, form a committee with no
Stock Exchange people upon it, select

a deputation unalloyed by any of

^ “ the House,” and forthwith commence^ a direct negotiation with the Mexican
authpritics. The latter, with the eyes

of interested parties upon them, would
be fortified in their good resolutionsy

the day of liquidation would be has-

tened, the large accumulation ofinterest

would disappear, and this once effected,

the available powers of the republic,

unshackled by civil war, and directed

into tlieir proper channels, would in

.all probability prevent any recurrence

of insolvency again*

What can we think of any men, or

set of men, who could introduce to

the British people plans of advancing
money to musliroom governments, the

stability of which, if they did inquire

into, they must have been aware to be
non-existent; and of which, if they

made no inquiry, they proved them-
selvea, to say the least, false and ciucless

introducers ?

But when the Stock Exchange be-

came the channel through which the

advances to South America flowed,

it was known to the promoters of this

mode of exhausting the fund accumu-
lated by industry here, that there was
in reality no government in any of

the states to authorise such loanings.

Some unknown “ man of the moun-
tains,” issuing from f.istnesses as savage
as his followers, was the idol ofoneday,
while the next saw him an outlawed
fugitive, a desperate brigand, or an
executed traitor. Yet, if he held the

reins of “ ihe state,” and recognised the
Aw/i, his rule became as sivered in the

eyes of the Stock Exchange negotia-

tors as that of tlie father of mischief,

llieir revered patron and fnend. The
guarantee for reimbursement was en-
tirely overlooked ; the word of a swag-
gering brigand passed as current as

though it was that of Mr. Rothschild

;

and (General Anything his ( X) mark
was looked upon as an ample receipt

for the millions proffered. In fact,

there can be little doubt that to the

money of the Stock Exchangdf or, in

more correct words, to the sums hum-
bugged out of the people by its agents,

South America, as well as England,
owes the greater part of her distresses.

But for the support the self-created

military despots of the new world
derived from the monies so advanced,
they could not for any duration have
held the rule they one after the other

did over a region so fitted for commerce,
but so unfitted for war. They would
have been long before compelled to

resort to open robbery, and the civilians

of each state would have risen and
crushed them— a price would have
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been set upon their heads, and a legal

and true government established. But
aided by the funds raised by the Stock
Exchange money-lenders, tliese mush-
room chieftains surrounded themselves

with desperate bands of aliens and ad-

venturers; and after expelling the troops

of Spain, and expciicling tlic money
thus received, they have since re-

sorted to every expedient, even to that

of open pillage, to supi^jort their clan

of followers, whoso numbers, ragged
though they be, arc sufticiciit to keep
down that strengtli enjoyed by those

classes suftcring from their visiUilions,

and to set them ut defiaiiee vviiile they

plunder them of their property. Even
had patriotism (to whicli we demur)
so aided tliese men of the sword as to

have enabled them, by native indig-

nation and love of freedom, to have
eflcctually driven the royal banner frpm
tlic Sjiaiiish colonies, it would not have
nidefi (lie ruftian soldier in his future

rule of anarchy and desolation— tlic

merchant would not have buckled on
armour to aid in crushing commerro
— the grower of cotton would not
have desolated his neighbour's grounds,

when his own would on tlic morrow
have been placeil in similar jeopardy.

Jt was left for the Stoek fexc liaiige

so to <leocive the British nation,

as to induce it, under the s])e<!ioiis

l)lea of supporting a brave people in

their struggle for freedom, to furnish

funds tr avaricious soldiers, and by so

doing to enable Ibein to raise those

troops of mercenaries, who, having first

made their employers masters over
those they opposed, then enabled them
to trample on tliosc whom they aftected

to have taken up arms to rescue. By
these means have the different states

of the new world been for the last

ten years under the iiiflueucc, and at

the entire mercy, of certain bands of

armed men, who depose one govern-
ment the one day, and its successor

the day following, as the wliim or the

idea of gain may direct ; and thus has
trade, that vital principle of eveiy

country, liecome, as regards the majo-
rity of the new states, a by-word or
a mockery,—a phantom which they
knew in days gone by in its substan-

tial form, but which they have now
ceased to regard in its true character.

It can scarcely be supposed that such
tulers as we have described would,
while they had the power of obtaining
millions by merely signing unperform-
able promises, or issuing valueless

Exchange,

paper dignified with the name of
bonds— it can scarcely be supposeil,
we repeat, that they would await tlie

tedious ordeal of commerce to produce
its thousands. They had been taught
by the speculators of the English Stock-

Exchange liow little was the worth of

money—how easily without industry

it could be obtained-^how potent was
the influence it possessed ; and thus

was each new government initiated in

its noviciate in a system of wasteful

and profuse expenditurc, certiiin to

end in ruin and disorder. And thus

it was that when the sums so (>asily

obtained had been with equal faci-

lity squandered, and the fund whence
they iiad been derived was closed

against a further supply, that tlie

governments which had* been tutored

to exluuist K'calth, and not to devise

mcasunis for its accumulation, were
unable to resort to those legitiint'ite

moans for obtaining siifHcierit to meet
the expenses of their rule. They liad

been lauglit a prodigal system," and
years even of sueecssfiil commciri'e

would not place at their disposal the

Hirioiint of the expenditure of one.

lienee the lawless chieftain, who in

the first instance might have given one
regret to the Aiding prospects of his

oouiitry, had heem incapacitated, by
Ills coalition with t,'apel Court, from
such a course. Money he had been
accustomed to expend—money was
ref[uircd—and, to maet the demand,
a coiiiinerce, which might have rivalled

that of the most favoured nations, w'as

blighted in the bud.
And it is*to the genlh^men of the

House,” to those Janus-faced sellers

of both the borrower and the lender,

that the bondholders have trusted, and
continue to trust their interests and
future hopes. But wc opine that this

wo 1 1 now cease—that even at the

eleventh hour the real sufferers will

undertake their own cause ; and then,

if their efforts fail of procuring any
remunerative return, tliey will at least

have the satisfaction of knowing that

every exertiorAad been used to procure

a diil'erent result.

Once more we say to the investers

in Chilian, Colombian, Peruvian, (Gua-

temalan, Buenos Ayrean, and Mexican
stock, form committees, remonstrate

with the different governments, demand
with firmness your money, be true to

yourselves, be united, and, above all,

cut with the gentlemen ofthe House.”
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A NATIONAL ODE,

Sf Commtmoration of tf)t ptopowV CStninl :fa8t.

UY JOHN A. IIERAHH.

" Repent, and be forgiven,

Kre the monstrous Curse have birtli
!*'

Thus cried the Angel of Heaven
To tlie Angel of Earth :

Proclaim a solemn Fast,

A solemn Fast proclaim

!

Iltyent ye for tmnsgressions past.

In sorrow and in sltame !”

In spirit thus rebuked,

Farlh*s Angel upward looked

:

i^uoked upward, and descried

The heavens opened wide. «

Ilehold ! ii} heaven the atoning Angel stands.

Amid the holy convocation ^there,

The golden censer in his hallowed hands.

At that great altar, Intercessor dear,

'Whose tire, from lower fane, he scatters here.

Tor as descending from that loftiest shtine,

Wlienco he with fire his golden censer stored.

Another Angel to that priest divine

A golden vial gave, which incense poured.
And from his hand to God its odour soared.

Out from the atoning Angel’s hand, as he,

Upoh the table of gold before the throne,

offered of saints the adoration free,

The smoke ascended up, in many a cone,
Before the Highest, where He sate alone

!

The hour was hushed, and deepest silence awed
r Heaven, while the atoning Angel ministered

The prayers of saints ascending untg God ;

And then into the vial—nought else heard

—

The fire from the great idtar he transferred.

On the sdU bosom of maternal Earth
The tire he scattered of that holiest shrine

;

Then voices, lightnings, thunderings had new birth.

And Eaith quaked to her centre, at the sign

O/flftw promulged, in dread of wrath condign.
** Make yc atonement thus the ciders sang

—

Tims sang the chembim in convocation.

At sound whereof the orbed echoes rang

—

For the sanctuary make ye expiation.

For the altar and the priests, and for the congregation.’'

** It shall be done 1" the moumftii Mother said

;

And straightway o’er her limbs the sackcloth spread.
And strewed the penance-ashes on her head.

Repent, ye children of Earth 1

The Curse, awaiting birth.

Hovers on veige of heaven ;

Repent, and be forgiven I

Proclaim a solemn Fast,

A solemn Fast proclaim

!

K^nt ye for transgressions past,

. In sorrow and in shame I'

Past transgressions—'oh, the sum

!

Shun we in the time to come

!

Called she not?—'Twas Freedom's
voice 1

Shame on the soul that dared not rejoice 1

Alas for Freedom 1 are the good
Only, only worthy thee ?

By t|K bad misunderstood.
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Ob, the true alone are fiee I

Error’s way is serpentine,

And she leaves a slimy line

;

Prostrate thing 1 her living scales,

Through all forms, in dust she trails.

Weak, dragon-crest and panoply 1

No ! she might not look on high.

The curse on her, she could not be
Or the faithflil or the free

;

And, striking thoiigh at powers not

good,

By her own evil was subdued.

Conniption clings all evil things

—

Each one dies with that it stings

;

Suicide, whose deadly strife

Wars ’gainst its own and other’s life.

Did her saturnalia

Make the nations strong ? Away I

What gave them strength that alsoisunk.

Her cup !—it made the people drunk

!

Full of madness to the brim—
Wine of Power, ungiven by HIM,
Source of majesty and might.

By whom kings reign,and rule aright.

My country!— ah, heart-cheering

thought!

By thee was deliverance wrought

:

Well were thy magnanimous men
Famed by the poet then.

Thanksgiving, brighter than the mom.
Prevented the lyprising sun,

Heaven entering ere the lark, and won
Station with seraphim unborn.

Let Painting and let Sculpture both

Praise actions of heroic growth

On canvass, or on pedestal,

In palace, temple, and in hall.

By guardian niche, or hallowed wall.

Alas ! for glories soon forgot

—

Tliat they have been, and Should be not

!

Forgot ! or worse—their rccoMection

Shninic fmm like raemory of Ouilt—
How Gratitude dodi perish with Aifeclion

!

Who we^ps for him our brethren’s blood who spilt?

Who o’er Napoleon’s tomb indignant bends ?

lie grasps a dagger bloody to the hilt;

—

Alike assassin botli of foes and friends

!

Fond robber 1 he despoils his father’s hearth,

And on his elder brother’s board de.scends,

Vile harpy !— stranger on the face of earth,

lliough of the world the lioasted citizen,
,

^’et owning not the country of liis birth,

^elf-outcast, and the most forlorn of men !

Therefore with kindred ties,

All natural sympathies

Lose old relation to the human heart,

And Pity spreads her lithe wings to depart ;

’

For in the soul wherein she once was guest

Hath Murder’s cuckoo-brood defiled tier nest.

And Sin for Science caters in such m^od,
As turns to quills the hair, to ice the blood.

And that suitique Harmony,
Which at first did edify

And cement society,

Is changed to disconl, and new Revolutioa,

Presumes to reawake the arm of Betribution.

What wonder, then, the lx>rd of T/ife and Death
Is wroth, and that to Pestilence he saith.

Go down among mankind—away

!

Thy thousands and ten thousands slay I”

The fiend swoops down.
At her approach, dim Agony *

Seizeth u]^n the doomed to die—

,

The demon’s own I

What wonder, then, on mutual rapine bent,

Smit with remorse, but moved not to repent,

In faction’s struggle and the party feud.

The fomished poor—of speech and manners rude

—

Rise from despair in bitterness of scorn,
And kindle with wild joy the alien com

;

That,—day and nig^ht,

—
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Unto Thee my prayer ascends,

And Thy mercy downward bends.

I implore Thee, by Thy ways
To the men of elder days

:

^ the thrice fodv days and nights

(Trahce-wrapt wnferein Fast delights,)

Moses did in Iloreb bide.

Or in Sinai sanctified,

When the tables of the law

By God's fingers writ he saw

—

For the golden calf as^well,

Though the sin of Israel

—

And again, though human hewed.

When the tables God renewed

—

By Joshua’s grief for one retreat.

And Israel’s for that twice defeat

—

By the Fast at Mizpch held,

Whence the Philistine was quelled

—

^y the words thine angel spoke

To Elijah, when he woke.

And discerned a-nigh his'iead^,

Cake and cruise of water spread,

Wherefrom be the strength derived

That long abstinence survived

;

Such as in the wilderness

Christ endured, with like success*—

By the fasting and the weeping,

Closer to earth’s bosom creeping,

Now the solemn rite is ended

—

Thy prayers, my country ! have ascended

Unto God, like incense up
From the angel’s golden cup

:

Odour acceptable I Not small the need

For lamentation— for the rite decreed.

Well might we weep, with sackcloth girt, in sooth,

Like virgin for the espoused of her youth.

What though the field were wasted not, nor languish

The oil and wine, yet men’s hearts throb with auguish.

Joy from the sons of men had withered, and

Tlie harvest next had {icrished from the land.

Rich men were howling for corrupted wealtli,

Moth-eaten robes, gold cankered, unemployed.

And silver rusted, eating, as by stealth.

Into the flesh, unused and unenjoyed.

Ay, all these evils had begun to cling

Peasant, and prince, and senator, and king.

Tlie labourers’ hire from the reaped field had cried,

’Gainst those who lived in pleasure on the earth,

And He had heard their suffering, and replied

;

Yea, had deprived the wanton of their mirth.

But He will surely pity and forgive

All wbo acknowMge sin. Repent, and ye shall live I

Which King Darid, that his child

Mi^t to God be reconciled,

And the Lord his offspring spare.

Seven long days sustainedwithprayer

—

By Elijah’s prophecy.

And Ahab’s numility—

By the book Thou didst inspire.

But the monarch doomed to fire

—

By Jehoshaphat’s wise fear,

Fatal to the sons of Seir

—

By Nehemiah’s woe well-doomed,

For the gates with fire consumed,

For the bulwark broken down,

Of Jerusalem o’erthrown—

By the Fast he did dispense

—

By Esther’s three days’ abstinence

—

And by Daniel’s prayerful yearning

For the captive’s nome-returning,

Not by Gabriel unheard,

Who with him thereon conferred

—

By Ezra’s, where Ahava ran,

And, for strange wives, in Canaan;—
On ! by all and each of these

Ways of thine— oh, may it please

Thee, good liOrd 1 us to deliver.

And wo will praise Thy name forever!
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8C1XXZ.LE11. OOETBB, AND MADAMS DB 8TABL.

In this age, by some called the Loco-
motive, when men travel with all man-
ner of practical, scientific, and unscien-

tific purposes ; to fish Mexican oysters,

and convert die heathen ; in search of
the picturesque, in search of cheap

land, good groceries, bibliography,

wives, new cookeiy, and, genermly,

though without effect, in search ofhap-

piness ; when even kings, queens, and
constitutions, are so often sent on their

travels ; and what with railways, what
with revolutions, absolutely nothing

will stay in its place—the interest that

once attached to mere travellers is

gone: no Othello could now by^such

means win the simplest Desdemona.
Nevertheless, in Madame dc Stacl’s

Travels there is still something pecu-

liar. Shutout from her bright belovbd

Paris, she gyrates round it in a wider

or narrower ciiclc. Haunted with

danger, affliction, love of knowledge,
and above all with ennui, she sets forth

in her private carriage on two inter-

mingled errands : first, to find noble

characters;*’ secondly, ‘‘to study na-

tional physiognomies.” 'Ibe most dis-

tinguisned female living will see face

to face the most distinguished person-

ages living, be they male or female

;

will have sweet counsel with them, or,

in philosophic tourney, “ free passages

of arms;*’ will gauge them with her

physiognomical callipers, and, if so

seem fit, print their dimensions in

books. Not to study the charters,

police, and economy of nations; to

stand in their council-halls, workshops,

dress-shops, and social assemblages;
least of all, to gaze on waterfalls, and
ruined robber-towers, and low over
them, as the cattle on a thousand hills

can do, is she posting through the

world : but to read the living book of

man, as written in various tongues;

nay, to read the chrestomathy and
diamond edition of that living poly-

glot book of man, wherein, for clear

eyes, all his subordinate peHbrmances,
practices, and arrangements, or the

best spirit of these, stand legible. It

is a tour, therefore, not for this or that

object of culture, this or that branch

of Wisdom ; but for culture generally,

for wisdom itself: and combines with

this distinction that of being a true

tour of kiugh1>€rrant]7, and search of

spiritual adventures and feats of intel-

lect— the only knight-errantry practi-
cable in these times. With such high-
soaring views, Madame first penetrat^
into Germany in 1803 ; and could not
miss Weimar, where the flower of in-

tellectual Germany was then assem-
bled.

The figure ofsuch a three as Goethe,
Schiller, and D^Stael, to whom Wio-
land, Miiller, and other giants, might
be joined, rises beautiful in our ima-
gination, and throws powder in the

eyes; and perhaps, for merely poetic

purposes, it were best if we left it in-

vested with that rose-coloured cloud,

and pried no deeper. But insafable
curiosity will nowise let tbmiatttf
rest there

; Science, as well as Fanc^f,
must haVe its satisfaction. The “ spi-

ritual Amazon” was a mortal woman

;

tliose philosophic joustings and sym-
posia were al^ transacted on our com-
mon clay earth—behind tliat gorgeous
arras, of which we see not the knotty
side, who knows what vulgar, angular

stone and mortar lies concealed I In
tlie sixth volume of the Correspimdence
behveen Schiller and Goethe, lately

published; still more, in the thirty-

first volume of Goethe’s Works, even
now publishing, where, under the title

of jf c/g und Jahres HtJ}, is a continu-
ation of his autobiography, we find

some indications and disclosures.

These the British world, for insight

into this matter, shall now also behold
in juxta-position, if not in combination.
Of Madame in London there arc some
sketches in Byron’s Letters, but more
in the way of daubing than of paint-

ing; done, too, not with philosophic,

permanent colours, but with mere
dandyic ochre and japan, which last

were but indifferently applicable here.

The following are in a more artistic

style, and may be relied on as sincere

and a real likeness.

We give the whole series of notices,

which we have translated, long and
short, arranged according to the order
of dates, beginning with the first note
ofdistant pre[)a^dtion, and ending with
the latest reminiscence. Goethe is, for

the time, at Jena, engaged in laborious

official duties of a literary kind, when,
on the 30th of November, 1803, Schil-

ler thus finishes a letter to him from

Weimar:
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Madame de Stael is actually in
Frankfort, and we may soon look for her
here. If she but understand German,
1 doubt not we sb^l do our part

;
but

to preach our religion to her in French
phraMs, and standing the brunt ofFrench
oluliitity, were too hard a problem. We
should not get through so cleverly as

Sohelling did with Camille Jourdan,
Farewell."

The next will explain tliemselves

:

" Jena, 13th ttecember, 1803.
It was to be foreseen, that when

Madame de Stavl came to Woimar I

should be called thither. 1 have taken

counsel with myself, that tlie moment
might not surprise me, and determined
on staying here. For the laborious and
dubious business that now lies on me,
^hatew physical force I have, eape-
cially in this bad muiitli, w'ill scantily

suffice : from the intellertintl sii^veyance

down to tlie mechanical typographical
department, I need to have it all before

me. • You, my dear friend,

soe, not without horror, what a case I
am in ; with Meyer, indeed, to comfort
me,yet without hel|» or complete fellow-

feeliog from any one : for whatever is

so much as possible, our people look
upou as easy. Wherefore I <«ntreat you,
take my place

;
guide tlje whole matter

for the best, ho hir us possible. If Ma-
dame de Stal'l plense^to visit me, she
shall be well received, Li't me hut
know four-and-twenty hours beforohaiid,
and part of the Loder apartments shall

be furnished to lodge her •, she will find

a burgher’s table, and welcome ; >vo shall

actually mwt and speak togetlier
; she

can stay while such remains her plea-
sure.

^

What 1 have to do here is trans-

acted ill separate half-hour^
; the rest of

my time shall be liers : but in this wea-
ther to go and to come, to dross, appear
at court and in company, is, once for all,

impossible, as decisively as ever you, in
the like condition, liave pronounced it.

** All this 1 commit to your friendly
guidance, for there is nothing that would
gratify me more than to seo tliis distin.
guished lady, and personally fnake ac-
quaintance with her

; really glad were I,

could she spend these two leagues of
road on me. Worse quarters than await
her here has she been i^ed to by the
way.^ Do you lead and manage these
conditions with your delicate and kind
hand, and send me an express when any
thing decided occurs.

** Good speed to all that your solitude

produces, as yourself could wish and

[March,

will ! For me, I am rowing in a foreign
element ;

nay, 1 might say, only splAh-
ing and spluttering therein, with loss

for the outward man, and without the
smallest satisfaction for the inward or
from the inward. But after all, if it be
true, as Homer and Polygnotos teach
me more and more, that we poor mortals
have properly a kind of hell to enact in
thia earth of ours, such a life may pass
among the rest. A thousand farewells

in the celestial sense

!

** Goxtue."

“ TFewnar, 14th December

^

1803.
** Against your reasons for not coming

hitlier there is nothing solid to be urged
. 1 liave stated tliem with all impres-

siveness to the duke. For Madame de
Stael herself, too, it must be much plea-
santef to see you without that train of
dissipation

; and for yourself, under such
an armiigemeiit, this acquaintance may
preve a real satisfaction, which were
otherwise a burden not to be borne.

* « • •
** Faro you* heartily well, keep sound

and choerml, and deal gently with the
pilgrimoss that wouds towards you.
When 1 hear more you shall learn.

** Schiller.
“ P.S. The Duke gives me answer

that lie will write to you himself, and
speak with mo in the theatre."

** Weimar, 21«t Dee, 1803.
** The rapid and truly toilsome alter-

nation of proiliiclive solitude* with for-
mal society, and its altogether hetero-
geneous dissipations, so fatigued me last

w'oek, that 1 absolutely could not take
the pen, and left it to my wife to give
you some picture of us.

** Madame de Stael you will find quite
as you have, a priori, construed her : she
is all of one piece ; tliere is no adventi-
tious, false, pathological speck in her.
Hereby it is that, notwithstanding the
immeasurable difference in temper and
w’ay of thought, one is perfectiy at ease
with her, can hear all from her, and say
all to her. She represents French cuU
ture in its purity, and under a most in-
teresting aspect. In all that we
philosophy, tlierefore, in all highest and
ultimate questions, one is at issue with
her, and remains so in spite of dl argu-
ing. But her nature, her feeling, is bet-
tor than her metaphysics ; and her fine

understending rises to the rank ofgenial.
She insists on explaining every thmg, on
seeing into it, measuring it

; she allows

* Schiller was now busied with Wilhelm Tell
; on which last and gieatest of his-

dramas this portion of the Correspondence with Goethe mainly tuns.
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notliuigf dark, inaceeaaible ; wliithorao*

eyjr her torch cannot throw ita light,

there nothing exists for her. Hence
follows an ayersion, a horror, for the

transcendental philosophy, which in her
yiew leads to mysticism and superstition.

This is tlie carbonic gas in which she
dies. For what we call poetry there is

no sense in her : from such works it is

only the passionate, the oratorical, the

intellectual, that she can appropriate

;

yet she will endure *no falsehood there,

only does not always recognise the true.
** You infer from these few words that

the clearness, decidedness, and ricli vi*

vacity of her nature cannot hut affect

one favourably. Our only grievance is

tlie altogether unprecedented glihuess of
her tongue

:
you must make yourself all

ear, if you would follow her. hieverthe-

less, ns even I, with my small faculty of
speaking French, get along quite tolera-

hly with her, you, with your greater

practice, will find communication very

easy. **

“ My proposal vrere that you cam<‘

over on l^aturday, opened ^tlie acquaint-

ance, and then returned on Sunday tu

your Jena business. If she stay longer

than tlie new-yenr, you will find her

hero
;
if she leave us sooner, she can

still visit you in Jena before going.
** The great point at present, is, that

you hasten to get a sight of her, and so

free yourself of the stretch of o.\pecfa-

tion. If you cun come sooner than Sa-

turday, BO much the better.
** For tlie present, farewell. JNly la-

bour has not, indeed, advanced much
this week, but also not stood still. It is

truly a pity that this so interesting phe-
nomenon should have come upon iis at

the wrong season, when pressing migage-
ments, bad weather, and the sad public

occurrences over which one cannot rise

quite triumphant, conspire to oppress

US.
** ScilinLF.R.”

Ooethe, having finished his work,

returns to Weimar, but not in health.

We find no mention of Madame till

the 4th of January, and then only this:

• • • « Of the I.ady de Stael I

hear nothing : 1 hope she is busy with
Benjamin Constant. What would 1 give

for quietness, liberty, and health, through
the next four weeks ! 1 should then have
almost done.

“ Schiller.”

(ApfMrently of tho tame date.)
Here come the new periodicals, with

the request tliat you would forward them,
after use, to Mayer ; especially I recom-
mend No. 13 to noticeji So there is no-
thing new under the sun ? And did not
our accomplished pilgrimess assure me
tills morning, with the utmost naivete,

that whatever words of mine she could
lay hold of she meant to print. That
story about Rousseau's Letters* does her
no good witli me at present. One sees
ono*8-sclfuTid thcribolisb Freuch petticoat
ambition as in a diamond.4idamant mir-
ror. '['he best wishes for you.

“ Goethe.”

(No date.)
* m • u ]Vluduine de Stael, in a

noto to my wife, tliis morning, speaks of
a speedy departure, but also

f
probable return by WeimafT •"**** • •

• “ Schiller.**

( A^o date,)***** Mailanio de Stael means
to stay tlirce weeks yet. Spite of all

her FrciicJi hurry, she will find, I fear,

by her own ox]>eri»!nce, that we Ger-
mans in Weimar are also a changeful
}ieo]de— that every guest should know
when to ho gone. • • •

•* SCHILI.EU.**

• (No date.)
* * • *‘ De Stael I saw yesterday

here, and shall see her again to-dav with
the Duchess's mother. It is the old story

with her : one would tliiiik of tho Da-
naVdes’ sieve, if Oknos* with his uss

did not rather oecur to iftic.

** SciIlLLEH.*’

•
** Januarjt, 1U04.***** He well and happy, and

continue by your noble industry to give

us a fresh interest in life: stand to it

tightly ill the Hades of company, and
plait your reeds there into a right stitf

rope, that there may be something to

chew. Greeting and hail

!

** Goethe.**

** 14th January.
• • • II Your Kvpositum has re-

freslied mo and nourished me. It is

highly proper*that by such an act, at

tills time, you ^xpress your contradic-

tion of our importunate visitress; the

cose w'ould grow intolerable otherwise.

* This will explain itself afterwards.

t OknoB, a Greek gentleman (of date unknown) diligently plaits a reed rope,

which his ass as diligently eats. Ilo (Oknos) is supimsed to have had an unthrifty

wife. Hence Schiller*^s ulusion. •
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** Bang 8iok atpmMnt, and gloomy, it

aeomo to me impossible that I conld eTer
hold saeh diseoimes again. It ia |x>si-

tivelT a ain against thn Holy Ghost to

riK even one arofd acoormng to her

eot.
.
Had aha taken lesaona of Jean

FauVAe wodd not have staid so long
in Weimar: let her tiy it for other three

weeka at her peril*
.

* * *

ScBXLun."

** S4tk January.
** To-^dny, for the fihtt time, I hare

had a visit from Madame de Stacl. It ia

adll the same feeling : with all dainti-

ness she bears herself ivdely enough, as

a trareiler to- Hjnperbomns, whose^no-
ble old pines andoaks, whose iron and
amber, cmlised peopleindeed could turn

to nae and ornament.

^ JMgliinjrh^e she forces yoti to bring

out thie bid worn carpets, by way of
goest-present, and the old rusty wea-
pons to defend yourselfwithal. *-

“ Goethe.”

** 26th January.
a • e f< What are you busy with

for to-day and to-morrow 1 1'hat long-

projected French public reading of Ma-
dame de StHel’s takes place, I hoar, to-

morrow evening. However, if you are

at home then, and in the mood, 1* hereby
invite myself, for 1 long much to see

you.
** Schiller.”

Madame de Staiil was here to-day

with Muller, and the Duke soon joined

us; whereby the discourse grew very

lively, and our first object, that of revis-

ing her translation of The Fisher,* was
rendered vain.

* * • < *
** To-morrow evening, about five,

Benjamin Constant is to he with me. If

you can look in later, it will be kindly

done. Wishing you sound sleep.
“ Goethe.”

“ 8ih February.
• * * ** Can you visit me to-night,

mention to the bearer at what hour you
would like the carriage.

** Goethe.”

to struggle and make up befbtehai^ fbr

the losB of to-moTxow, being engsgedfito

dine with Madame de Stam then.
** Schiller.,”

(On, er *he ^ Feb.')

a • » To-night we ahall meet
at Madame’s. Yesterday we missed you

sadly. Many a merry matter turned up,

.
which we will laugh at by ourselves

some day. ,

,

‘ " Schiller.*’

(On'* or after, the l€th of March.)
” It is a right comfort to me that you

offer to take charge of Tell. If 1 be in

any tolerable state, I will certainly come.
Since 1 saw you last time at the rehear-

sal, 1 have not been at all well: the
weather is not kind to me ; besides, ever

since \he departure of Madame, I have
felt no otherwise than as if I bad risen

from a severe sickness.
« •• Schiller.”

With clipping and piecing we have
now done, but, by way of hem to this

patchwork, subjoin the pas^e from
Goethe's Autobiography aoove referred

to, which offers us a summary and brief

synopsis of the whole circumstances—
written long afterwards, in that tone of
cheerful gravity, combining the clear-

est insight with tolerance and kindly

humour, to which no reader of his

Dichtung und Wahrheit can be a
stranger.

** Madame de Stael came to Weimar
in the beginning of December, while 1

was still* at Jena busied witli the Pro-
gramme. What Schiller wrote me on
the Slst of that month served at once
to instruct me touching the relation

which her presence would give rise to.t

As I could not move from Jena
my task were finished, there came tidings

and delineations to me of many kinds
how tlie lady bore herself and waa re-

ceived ; and 1 could moderately well
prescribe for myself the part 1 had to

play : yet it all turned out quite other-
wise, as in the next year, which we are

now approaching, must be shewn.

1804.
** Winter had come on with full vio-

lence, the roads were snowed up i with-
out strong effort was no traiftlluig. Ma-
dame de Stael annonnoed heia'eif more
and more importunately. My business

• Das wasser ranscht’ das Wasser schwoll

Kin Fischer sass daran
; &c.

—a celebrated Htde poem of Goethe's.

f Here follows Schiller’s Letter, which we have given dready luh data.
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was concluded, and I reBoWed for manj sooial, literarj^ aspects, and what else it

reasons to return to Weimar; but this offered, to gain accurate acquaintance;
time, also, I felt the unwholesomeness farther, however, she herself ^so wished
of winter residence in the easde. The to be known, and endeavoured, fhere-
Bo dear-bought experience of 1801 had fore, to rive her own' views currencj,

not made me wiser : 1 retnmed with a no less Uan to search out our way of

bad cold, which, without being danger- thotigbt. JKeitber could she rest satis-

Ous, kept me some days in bed, and then fied even here : she must also work upon
weeks long in my room ; on which ac- the senses, upon the foelings, the spirit

count, a part of this distinguished lady's » must, strive to awaken a certiun acti.

stay was for me hjstorioal only, as 1 vity or vivacitv,^Witb die want ofwhich
learned what happened in society from she reproaohed us.

the narratives ofmends ; and afterwards, ** llaviug no notion of what duty
too, our personal intercourse had to he means, and> to what a silent, collected

managed first by billets, then by dia- posture he that undcrtakea it must re-

logues, and, later still, in the smallest strict himself, she was evermore for

circle— perhaps the most favouruhlo strUpng in—for instuntanMusly p^u-
way both for learning what was in lier, cing an effect. In ^iety there must be
and imparting, so far as tiiat might be, constant talking and disconrsing.

what w'as in me. ** The Weimar people are doubtless
** With decisive vehemence slit fol- - capable of some entbusiamn-vK^Kibapib-.

lowed her .purpose, to become acquainted occasionally, of a false enthusiasm; but
with our circumstances, co-ordinating no French u^.blazing was to be looked
and subordinating tbem to her ideas, to for from* them, least of all at a time
inform herself as much as possible con- W'hen the French political preponderance
cerning individuals

;
as a woman of the threatened all Kiiropo, and ralm-thinking

world, to gain clear views >of our social men foresaw' tlie inevitable mischiof
relations—. with her deep female spirit w'hich, next year, w'as to lead us to the
to penetrate and see through our general verge of destruction,

modes of representing man and nature, ** Tn the way of public reading, also,

which is called our philosophy. Now,, and reciting, did this lady strive for lau-

though I bad no causo to simulate with rsls. 1 excused myself from an evening
her, as indeed, even when I let myself when she exhibited rhn.‘dra in this

have free course, people do not always fashion, t and where tlio uiodeiate Gor-
rightly interpret me

;
yet here there was man plaudits nowise contented her.

an extraneous circumstance at work, that
** To philosophise in society, means to

for the moment made me shy. 1 re- talk with vivacity about insoluble pro-

ceived, just at that time, a newly-pub- blems. This was her pcM^uliar pleasure

lished French hook, containing the cor- and passion. Naturally, too, she was
respondence of tw’O ladies with lions- wront to carry it, in sucli speaking and
seau.* On the secluded, inaccessible count.er-s])eaking, up to^tliose concerns

man, these fair intruders had played ofi' of thought and sentiment wdiich jiroperly

a downright mystification— contriving should not be spoken of except botwooii

to interest him in certain small concerns, God and the individual. Here, more-
and draw him into letter-writing

;
which over, us W'oman and Frenchwoman, she

letters, when they liad enough of the had the ])abit of sticking fast on main
joke, ^ey lay together and send forth positions, and, as it w'ere, not hearing

through the press. rightly what the other said.

To Madame de Stacl 1 expressed my '* By all these things the evil genius

dislike of the proceedings ;
she, how'- was awakened in me, so tliat 1 w'ould

ever, took the matter lightly— nay, treat w'hatover was advanced no other,

seemed to applaud it, and not obscurely wise than dialectically and problematic-

signified tliat she meant to deal with us ally, and often, by stiff-necked contra-

much in the same way. There needed dictions, brought her to despair
;
where,

no more to put me on my guard, in some in, truly’, she for the first time grew
measure to seal me up. rightly amiable, and in the most brilliant

The great qualities of this high- manner exhibited her talent of thinking

thinking and high^eoling authoress lie and replying.
*

in die view oQsveiy one ; and the results ** More than once I had regular dia.

of her journey through Goimaiiy testify logues with her, ourselves two ; in which
sufficiently how well she applied her likewise, however, she was burdensome,

time therO. according to her fiudiion, never grantings
** Her objects were manifold : she on the most important topics, a moment

wished to know Weimar, with its moral, of reflection, but passionately demand-

* See above, under date tlie 4tb of January. . t See above. Date ?6th January.
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ing that you should despatch the deepest
concerns, the weightiest occuneuces, as

lightly as if it were a game at shuttle-

cock. ,

.

One litQe instance, instead of many,
may find place here :—

** She stepped in, one evening before

court time, and said, as if for salutation,

withwarmvdiemence, * 1 have important

news to tell you: Moreau is arrested,

with some others, and accused of treason

against the tyrant.' 1 long, as every

one had, taken interest in the person of

this noble individual, and fbllowed his

actious and attempts. 1 now silently

called back the past, in order, as my
way is, to try the present thereby, and
deaucd, or at least forecast, the futuro.

The lady changed the conversation,

leadin|; it, as usual, on manifold indiffor-

;«rnd ns I, persisting in my
reverie, did not forthwith answer her

with due liveliness, cdio aeaiu iQepronch-

ed me, as she had often done, that this

evening too, according to custom, 1 was
in the a&ps {maumdt), and no cheer*

fill talk to be had witli me. I felt seri-

ously angry, declared that she was capa.

ble of no true sympathy, that sho dashed

in witliout note of wiyriing, felled you
with a club-^and next minute you must
beginl^ipiug tunes for her, and jig from
subject to subject,

*' Such speeches were quite according

to her heart
\
she wished to excite pas-

sion, no matter what. In order to ap-

pease me, she now went over all the

circumstances of the above sorrowful

mischance, and evinced therein great

penetration into^characters, and acquaint-

ance with the posture of afiairs.
** Another little story will prove like-

wise how gaily and lightlyyou might live

with her, soyou took it liqr own way :

.

** At a numerous supper party with

the Duchess Amelia, I was sitting far

off her, and chanced this time also to

be taciturn and rather meditative. My
neighbours reproved me fox it, and there

rose a Uttle movement, the cause of

which at length reached op to the higher

personages. Madame de Stoel: heard the

accusation ofmy silence, expressed her-

self regarding it in the usual terms, and

added, * On the whole, I never like

Goethe till he has had a bottl«) of cham-

pagne.’ 1 said half aloud, so that those

next me could hear, ' 1 suppose, then, we
have often got a little tUvaUd together.’

A moderate laugh ensued. She wanted
to know the cause. No one could or

would give a French version ofmy words
in their proper sense ; till at last Benja-

min Constant, one of those near me,
undertook, as she continued asking and
impoltuning, to satisfy her by some eu-

plionistic phrase, and so tenuinate the

business.

Hut whatever, on reflection, one

may think or say of these proceedings,

it is ever to be acknowledged that, in

their results} they bavo been of great

importance and influence. That Work
oil Germany, which owed its origin to

such social conversations, most be looked

on as a mighty implement, whereby, in

the Chinese wall ofantiquated prejudices

which divided us from France, a broad

gap was broken; so that across tho

Rhine, and, in consequence of this,

across tlio Channel, our neighbours at

last took closer knowledge of us ; and
now the whole remote West is open to

our influences. Let us bless those an-

noyances, therefore, and that conflict of

national peculiarities which at the time

seemed unseasonable, and nowise pro-

mised us furtherance’”.. Goethe’s Werke,
b. xxxi. ss. 170—6.
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THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.*

LIFE OF WICLIF.

Tue Church iii danger!*’ is the cry subject to enter upon; and ere long we
among Protestants ; and yet they intend to dive into the inmost depths

supinely look on, while its buttresses of the controversy. What we have to

and firm pillars of support are being, dread most is, the ascendency of tlie

one after another, levelled with the Romanist faith in this country. All

ground. Ere many lustrums shall have the dissenting secU ]^ut together can-

passed over our heads, that venerable not do us so much mischief as can the

fabric, the stones of which have been Roman jCgtholic religion, if it once
cemented together by the precious more begin to spre^ its influence

blood of a thousand martyrs, will be over the multitude of England. The
tottering on its basement and threaten- multitude, the ignorant and the un-
ing a fall. Blinded by a sense of tliinking, the licentious, the vain, and
security, common to men who slumber the profligate, Uie weak-minded and
over possessions long retained, long the superstitious, compose the greater

enjoyed, and undisturbed, tlicy, for portion of the popu]atiaa*'ei^ cTeiy

the most part, are sunk into a state of country ; wjiile the thoughtful and the

apatliy, in nowise suitable to the truly religious will he the smaller

stirring and perilous times in wbach number. The worldly advantages of
we live. Some few, however, are the Roman faith are so manifold,

actuated by feelings whi^h force them it suits so well the consciences of
into a line of conduct, that is equally men, that, if it once gets fooling in a
reprehensible with the indolent repose country, it gains innumerable converts,

of the larger number. These make The sophistry of its casuists is so

sweeping and general answers to the subtle, that it exceeds the scope of

charges of the enemies of our I’ro- the ingenuity of most men ; and if it

testant Church, and do by their over- did not, still men are too apt to be
zeal as much mischief to the cause listless over the^ gravest concerns of

which they have at heart, as the bitter life. The two state religions in Europe
animosity of its deadliest opponents must be the Roman Catliolic and the

has been able to accomplish. Tliey Protestant. In new countries, like the

exclaim that all accusations against tlie United States, schemes of ecclesias-

Frotestant Church are the result of tical, as of popular, government may
barren hatred, and are unfounded in be attempted ; but in old countries,

truth. To what audience do they so especially in these days, when abso-

address themselves ? To their own lutism in monarchies is departing for

body;— for this exclamation, which is ever, it is equally diflicult to root out

laughed at by their adversaries, creates an established religion, as an established

little or no effect unless strengtliened system of lay government. But even

by corresponding testimony ; or, rather, in tlie United States, according to tlie

the issue proves that it is most perni- testimony of Captain Basil ifall and
cious to the church, as by the stub- the Duke of Weimar, all dissenting

bom advocacy of the accusers we gra- sects are slowly, but gradually, nier-

dually see old dissenting sects in- ging into Protestantism. It is in vain

creased, and new springing up, to de- to suppose that government in Europe
tract further from those who have been can exist without its co-existentnatioi^
numbered among true believers. church; afact which Mr. S.T. Coleridge

That our church system contains has most ably and elocmently proved in

many abuses, and that a sound reform his late volunje \mon The Constitution

is in some shape required, we shall of Church and State. And the only

not be xadt enough to deny. We, two religions which are of sufficient

however, do deny the extent of the importance to enter into collision or

abuses pointed out, and the sweeping conflict for mastery, are the Romanist
Tefoim required by our opponents, and the Protestant. Whether the

This is not only a grave, but a wide former shall gain ascendency within

* Theological library. No. 1. Life of Wicklif, by Charles Webb Le Bas, M.A.
London, Hivmgton. •
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these realms, depends on the conduct
of our rulers and our hierarchy. It

must form a settlement in some place;

for, from recent accounts, it is tsjcing

its departure from its old seat on the

seveir hills of Rome. We have all

heard of the insurrections in the

lands of the Church. There a deep-

rooted hatred to the Papal domination

has shewn itself in acts of daring and
defiance; and though the continental

powers of Fiance arid Austria may
endeavour to curb the rebellious to

silence, still it is to be presumed that

the political sitate of Europe generally,

and of each country particularly, will

not allow of any vigorous assistance to

be rendered to the Po})edom. Strange

to say, yet most true is it, that almost

"BVefr*TBah'of*genius produced by Italy

has been a consistent and. determined
opponent to the power of ths Pope.
Tncir reasons of exception are well

set forth by Spanzotti, as quoted by
Mr. Coleridge: “ Ecclesia Cattolica

non, ma il Papismo denunciamo,
perche suggerito dal interressc, perchb

fortificato dalla menzogna, perche radi-

cate dal pih abbomiiievole despotismo,

perchh contrario al dritto e ai titoli in-

comunicabili di Cristo, ed alia tran-

quillity d* ogni chiessi, e d’ ogni stati.”

These few thoughts have been sug-

gested by the perusal of Mr. l.e Bas’s

Life of Wklify which is the first volume
of the Theological Library. There
could not have been a more useful

undertaking than this one; for the

fiiirtherance of which the names of the

publishers and the editors are a suffi-

cient gpiarantee. Aniid.^ some petty

faults of diction and style, the merits

ofMr. Le Bas’s volume come forth with

striking effect. We recommend the

volume strongly to the general reader

and tlie friends ofProtestantism. What
die defects, what the crimes, of the old

Catholic religion was, will be seen to

exist in their fullest latitude at the

present day. There has been no reform,

and there can be no reform, in the

Romanist system . To innovate upon it,

would be to destroy its u,nity ofabsurdi-

ty and superstition ; and tlius, through

naiTOW loopholes, by letting in the

glorious light of Conviction and Truth,

to scare away the brooding Darkness

of Error. Once more we call on our

hierarchs, and all friends of Protest-

antism, to speak boldly, ahd act boldly,

against ail enemies. What Luther has,

in bis usukl Munt yet powerful manner.

said, there is much truth in : We tell

oiir God plainly. If he will have his

church, tnen he must look how to

maintain and defend it; for we can

neither uphold or protect it. And
well for us that it is so : for in case

we could, or were able to defend it,

we should become the proudest asses

under heaven. Who is tlie church’s

protector, that hath promised to be
with her to the end, and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against her?
Kings, diets, parliaments, lawyers?
Many, no such cattle I*’ Though this

be as true as the Word of Life, still

the influence of God will not be want-
ing where there are fervent hearts and
sincere ministrants. Our religion is

built upon a solid rock ; and if we
only*keep proper watch and ward
around it, it will defy the fuiy of the

elemental war, and the desperate

machinations of men.

The familjT of WicUf were settled,

from their earliest time, at tlie small

village of the same name, about six

miles from Richmond in Yorkshire.

Tlioy were the lords of the manor, and
patrons of the rectory. Here, or in the

immediate vicinity, was John Wiclif
bom, about 1324. It is probable that

the reformer was a member of the

Norman family. Doubts as to the foct

have been, indeed, raised, but to little

purpose; for which of the noblest of
the fiimilies of reformed Christendom
would npt now be proud of descent
from so famous and venerable a stock ?

Sensible persons inquire after the^c-
tions of great men, and leave the work
of genealogy to the labours of the anti-

quary, and tlie elucidation of high

family connexion to the petty vanity of
the worldly-minded and the meanly
proud.

Notliing is known of Wiclif’s child-

hood. Oxford was the arena of his

first scholastic exhibitions, and of his

future fame. He was originally ad-
mitted of Queen’s College, established

in 1 340 by the munificence of Queen
Philippa, through the persuasion of
Robert Eglesfield, her explain. For
reasons unknown, Wiclif removed
thence to Merton College— a society

rendered illustrious from the several

distinguished characters which it pro-

duced. Ibomas Bradwardine the

Profound Doctor/' Simon Mepbam,
Simon Islep, Walter Burlev ‘*the

Pertpicuaus Doctor/' and William
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Occham tlie Sin^hr Doctor^** were
all of that foundation ; and here, also,

Wiclif acquired the title of the Evan--

gclic or Gospel Doctor,**

Wiclif had early applied, with un-
ceasing labour, to the scholastic philo-

sophy. llis powers of memory were
great, and he had had the patience to

acquire by heart the most intricate

passages of Aristotle, llis bitterest

enemy, Knighton, the canon of Lcy-
cester, was even forced to describe

him as ‘^second to none in philosophy,

and in scholastic discipline altogether

incomparable.” With the works of the

schoolmen, he acquired a proficiency

in the civil and canon law, the mastery
of which was absolutely necessary for

the reputation of a consummate dtvine.

llis reading was also extended to the

municipal laws and customs of his

own countiy; while his thcologi^gal

principles were formed by an exami-
nation of the primitive CJiristian writ-

ers, and principally of St. Augustine,

St. Jerome, St. llasil, and St.Orcgoiy.

Among modern divines, the highest in

his estimation were the celebrated Ro-
bert Grostete, llisliop of Lincoln in the

early part of the preceding century,

and Richard Fitzralph, formerly C’han-

cellor of Oxford and Professor of Divi-

nity there, and promoted to the see of
Armagh about the year 1 347. “ Rut,”

says Mr. l.e Bas, “ the studies of Wic-
lif were most nobly distinguished from

those of his contemporaries by his

ardent devotion to the sacred volume
itself.”

Manifold were the obstacles in the

path of a teacher of true theology. On
one side stood the power of the pope
in scornful defiance; on the other he
encountered the contemptuous scowl
of scholastic philosophy. The theolo-

gian who had the hardihood to stand

bjr the strict letter of Scripture was
either without an audience, or else

treated with derision and contumely.

The rigidly scriptural teachers, accord-

ing to the testimony of John of Salis-

bury, in the twelfth century, “were not

only rejected as philosophers, but un-
willingly endured as clergymen—nay,

were scarcely acknowledged to be men.
They became objects of derision, and
were termed the bullocks of Abraham,
or the asses ofBalaam.”

Wiclif*s first trial of strength against

the errors of the time was in 1356, when
he put forth a small tract, entitl^ The
Last Age of the Church, This was

occasioned by recent national calami-
ties. The pestilence, which broke out
in Tartary in 1 34.5, desolated Asia and
Africa, and sweptawa^ one-third of the
j>opulation of Europe; added to. this,

nearly the whole of the western conti-

nent had been convulsed with earth-

quakes; and although England escaped
by a happy lot, still the country was
deluged by incessant rains for many
months, until it ^t last lay a victim to

the fury of the plague. The malady
first appeared at Dorchester, in August
1348; by November it had reached
l^ndon, and thence spread southward.
Wiclifwas then about twenty-five years

of age ; and while many looked upon
the miserable condition of the earth

as a prognostic of the hts

mind, also, ^exalted by the study of
certain aaicient predictions ascribed to

Joachim, a celebrated Calabrian abbot
who had foretold the destruction of
|x>pcdom and the advent of a purer
era, under the appellation of the age
of the Holy Ghost, and by the perni-

cious influence of the recent plague,

was brought to a conviction that the
world was indeed approaching its

period of destruction, and that that

j)criod was the fourteenth century. In
support of the notion that between the

first and second advent of Christ four
seasons of tribulation were to intervene,

he relied on the authority of Bede and
St. Bernard. “ Of these tribulations,”

says Mr. Le Bas, “the first was the

furious and repeated onset of persecu-
tion ; the second, the pestilent infection

of heresy ; th^ third of these calamitous

trials was to originate in what Wiclif

terms * the secret heresy of the Simon-
ists the last was to include the final

triumphs of Antichrist ;
‘ the period of

whose approach,' he adds, ^ God only
knoweth.' The whole, however, of
tliese two final visitations was to be
crowded into the space of the four-

teenth century, which is accordingly

designated by Wiclif as <the last age
of the world’—and so gives its title to

the treatise.”

As a book oi prophecy, the work is

entirely worthies^ ; but it was an evi-

dence of his int^i^, energy, and
dauntless courage. Thoughtful men,
having been awakened by the recent

calamities to a contemplation of the

dealings of Providence, fancied they

perceived the cause of God’s wrath in

the manners and fashions of the period.

Contemporary writers furnish ample
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information of the follies and extrava-

gance of the higher portion of society.

They mention the silken hoods/*
“ the paTti-coloul-ed coats/* ‘‘ the deep
sleeves/* “the narrow waists/’ “the

bushy beards/’ the long tails/’ and

^the sinfal prolongation of the pointed

shoes/’ which were in vogue with *1116

exquisites and coxcombs of the day

:

while tiie female sex were denounced
for “the enormous dieight of their

head-dress, with its streaming ril)ands/*

“their tunics half of one colour and
half of another/* “ their costly girdles,

profusely decorated with embroidery
and gold/’ “their exchange of the

ambling palfrey for the prancing

charger,” and “the unbecoming bold-

nos» M ’llarity of their demeanour.”
These matters were severally regarded

as indications of an age ripq^ for de-

struction.

But Wiclif looked more deeply into

the moral condition of mankind ; he
investigated the character of the clergy,

and loudly and keenly arraigned tlicir

vices.

** The whole community, he main-
tained, was corrupted with the ferment-

ation of their pernicious leaven
;
and

against their worldliness was to be di-

rected the public execration for spread-

ing that degeneracy, w'hich had provoked
the Lord to send his judgments upon
the land, and which would provoke him
to send judgments yet more intolerable.

Ho speaks of ^the pestilent smiting to-

gether of people, and hurling together

of realms, because the honours of Holy
Church are given to unworthy men; a

mischief so heavy, that t^ell will it bo
for that man who shall not then be alive.’

* Both vengeance of sword,’ he affirms,

* and dlischiefsunknown before, by which
men in those days shall be punished,

shall befal them, because of the sins of

priests. Hence men shall fall upon tliem,

and cast them out of their fat benefices ;

and shall say, he came into his benefice

by hia kindred, and this by a covenant

made before : he, for his worldly service,

came into the church, and this for mo-
ney. llien every such priest shall cry,

alas! fdas! that no good spirit dwelt

with me at my coming into the Church
of God !* In those d&ys, * men of Holy
Church shall he despised as carrion;

as dogs shall they be cast out in open
places.*

”

This was only the prdode to greater

exertions and a more vigorous attack

.m the rpapsd authority. In 1360 he

comca^ced his exposure of the men-

dicant orders; and his zeal, activity,

and extraordinary display of courage,
firm bearing, and subtle argument, soon
pointed him out as the most conspi-
cuous reformer of the day. Dr. lan-
gard has, in his history, been pleased
to use the following expression in

regard to this controversy:— “ It was
about tlie year 1360 tliat the name of
Wiclif is first mentioned in history : he
was then engaged in a fierce but ridi-

evhus controversy widi the various

orders of friars.” This is the cool and
unhesitating manner in which the po-
pish historian writes ofone of the most
momentous transactions in the annals
of this country!

The order of mendic.'int friars was
established in the preceding century.

Tlie papacy gladly accepted the ser-

vices of men who exhibited habits of
self-denial and primitive simplicity—
professed a contempt for riches and
the comforts of life, and boasted of
being unflinching advocates for a
thorough ecclesiastical reform. The
church was dius “ provided with a
hardy and devoted militia, thoroughly
prepared for all the various exigencies

of her warfare ;” and her native and
inveterate profligacy was hidden under
the cloak of the sanctity of the mendi-
cant orders. While she was struggling

for worldly domination, by working on
tlie ignorance and superstitious fears of
princes, by Uie establishment of this

iraternity she could facilitate tlie sup-
pression of heresies. At flrst, the
mendicants fulfilled their duty to tlic

pope, llieir efficiency is tlius described
by Wiclifs new biographer :—

** Tlie genius of the system penetra-
ted, quickly, into every department of
ecclesiastical enterprise and occupation,
whether high or low, whether obscure
or eminent. It intruded itself into the
region of parochial duty

;
it seated itself

in the confessional ; it seized on dio
chair of the university ; it grasped the
crosier of episcopacy ; it held the seals

of civil office, axid the portfolio ef diplo-

matic intrigue ; tiU, at last, it appeared
probable, that the confidence and vene-
ration of nearly the whole Catholio world
would be transferred from their esta-

blished guides to these professors of
primitive sanctity and perfection.

** It was not to be .expected that thi|

secular clergy, or the ancient religious

orders, would regard without the bit-

terest jealousy the reputation and the
prosperity of their rivus

; and, as might
have been reasonably anticipated, symp-
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toms of degenency began speedily to

de^elope themselves among the new so-

cieties, and to animate both priest and
monk witli the hopes of a successful re-

sistance to their power. In the first

place, the distinguished honours heaped
on the mendicant system had enormously
multiplied its numbers ; and such was
the mpidity of this accumulation, that

it threatened almost to overwhelm the

power which had called it into existence.

Accordingly, in 127^, Gregory X. found
it necessary to repress these * eitravagant

swarms* of holy beggars, and to confine

the institution to the four denominations
of Dominicans, Franciscans, Carmelites,

and Hermits of St. Augustine. But the
immoderate increase of their numbers
was not the only circumstance which
tended to impair the respect ofthew'orld

for tlieir itinerant instructors, [n tiio

course of time, these professors of po-
verty wore often found trunsformed info

prodigies ofopulence. Men huhotd with
astonishment that the barefooted Ure-

threii, to whom property was an accursed
tiling, which they were to.,t<)Mc/i not, and
handle not, became gradually, by some
strange legerdemain, (lie lords of stately

edifices and ample revenues ; and ap-

peared in a fair way to rival the hierar-

chy in wealth, us elTectuallv ns they had
rivalled thorn in authority and iiifiuencc.

And this manifest and shuineless aban-
doiim<mt of the original spirit of their

system, naturally provided llieir adver-

saries with another fonnidablc ground
for complaint and opposition.*'

In 1221, tlio mendicants first made
tbeir appearance in England, under the

conduct of Gilljert de b>esney, wlio,

with twelve Dominicans, obtained an
establishment at Oxford, lliey were
patronised by Bishop Grostete, who,
nowever, lived to repent of his conduct
and pronounce them the graatest curse

to Christianity. They quickly became
quarrelsome, proud, rapacious, and no-
torious for their avarice and turbulent

disposition. Matthew Paris gives a
frightful description of their influence

;

and we quote the passage, that our
readers may be aware of the immense
services rendered by Wiclif to the

cause of humanity and true religion :

—

** * It is a matter of melancholy pre-

sage,* says Matthew Paris, ' that, within

the four-and-twenty years of their esta-

blishment in England, these friars have
piled up their mansions to a royal alti.

'^tude. Impudently transgressing the
bounds of poverty, tbe very basis of

their profession, they fulfil to the letter

the ancient prophecies of Hildegard,

and exhibit inestimable treasures witbin

tlieir spacious edifices and lofty walls.
They beset the dying bed of the noble
and the wealthy, ni order to extort se-
cret bequests Ironi the fears of guilt or
superstition. No one now has any hope
of salvation, but through tho ministry
of (he preachers or the Minorites, They
are found at the court, in the character

Of counsellors, and chumbcriuius, uua

trciisurers, and negotiators ofmarriage.

As tlie agents of papal extortion, they
are incessantly applying the arts of flat-

tery, the stings of rebuke, or the terrors

of confession. They pour contempt on
the sound orders of Benedict and Au-
gustine

;
and, according to their esti-

mate, the black-cowled brethren are as

much superior to tho monks, as the dis-

ciples of Epicurus would be to so many
simpletons and boors.*

**

The practices of the meqjli/:ant? b9.d

become so intolerable in 1357, that

Iticliardl Fifzralph, Archbishop of Ar-
magh, arraigned the order before the

pope at Avignon— cliai'ging them,
ainung other things, with attempting
to allure into their fraternity the youths
from our universities, insomuch that a
violent alarm having been occasioned

by their arts, the students at Oxford
had decreased from 30,000 to 6,000.
The substance of Wiclif s opposition

to the mendicants is found in a small

treatise “Against'the Orders of Friars.*'

11 is chaiges and objections arc given
under fifty heads. His life, from his

first appearance as a controversialist

and reformer, was one continued hos-

tility to the acts and existence of this

body. “To bis latest breath he never
ceased to denounce them as the pests

of society— as tbe bitter enemies of all

pure rcligiofi— as monsters of arro-

gance, hypocrisy, and covetousness;—
in gliort, as no other than the tail ofthe

apocalyptic dragon, wliicli wiis to sweep
away a third part of the stars from the

firmament of tho church.*’

Wiclif ’s biographer has very pro-

perly passed over the particulars of the

treatise, since the limits of his work
precluded very minute mention. One
of their practices, however, is too

remarkable to be left unnoticed, and
it is thus giveft by Mr. Le Bas :—

“ Tbe fiftedhth of his objections

charges them with deceiving and pil-

laging the people by their Letters

Fraternity, which be describes as * pow-
dred with hypocrisie, covetise, simonie,

blasphemie, and other leasings.’ These
precious documents, it seems, werewrit-
ten on fine vellum, splendidly illmni-
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nated, tinder the seal of the fraternity,

and covered with earisnet: and they
conveyed to the faithful and wealthy

puTchasor an assurance of his partici-

pation in the mhsses, vigils, and other

religious exercises of the holy brother-

hood, both during his life and after his

death. So that they provided tlie sinner,

who was able to purchase them, with a

sort of running dispensation, which al-

ways kq)t pace with Uie utmost speed

of his transgressions. It should, how-
ever, bo observed, that tins impostiiro

does not appear to have been peculiar

to tlie Mendicants. 'Fhey practised it

in common with other religious societies,

though possibly with more shameless

enormity
;
asW ielif, indeed, very plainly

intimates: for he says of them, that
* they passen bishoppes, popes, and eke

OjU^hin^gK^ For they grant no pardon,

but if [except] men be contrite and
shriven, and of merito of*Christ's pas-

sion, and other saints
;
but friala maktm

no mention, nether of contntiou, ne
shrift, ne merito of Christ’s passion, but

only of ther own good deeds.*
**

To lessen the ill effects of flieir ma-
chinations, a statute had been passed

at Oxford, forbidding any student to

enter the order under eighteen years

of age ; but the contrivances of tlie

friars, who were perpetually obtaining

dispensations from Rome, soon de-

stroyed the efficacy of this s;ilutary

regulation; and the quamd between

the mendicants and their enemies con-

tinuing to rage with unabated vigour,

the matter was* submitted, in 1360, to

the decision of parliament. The result

of this was an injunction that none of

the orders should receive,among them
any scholar under the age of eighteen;
“ that the friars should take no advan-

tage, nor procure any bull or any other

process from Rome against the univer-

sities; that all controversies between
them should be referred to the crown

;

and that all offenders should be pu-
nished at the pleasure of the king in

council.” Rut this was insufficient to

curb the encroachments of the orders

;

for only nine years afterwards, a bull

was obtained, by the coi^ivent of Christ

Church, Canterbuiy, to enable them to

dispense witli a statute of the univer-

sity, requiring persons to be regents in

arts before they became doctors of

divinity.

For his exertionsWicUfwas reward-

ed, by Baliol College, with the living

of Fillingham in the archdeaconry of

Stow'andi the diocese of Lincoln ; but

this he, in 1361, exchanged for that of
Lutgcrshall in tlie archdeaconry of
Rucks, of less value, but of more con-
venient situation, from its proximity to

Oxford. In this same year he was
promoted to the wardenship of Ra-
liol; but, four years afterwards, he
resigned it for the headship of Canter-
bury Hall, then foundca by Simon
Islep, metropolitan of all England.
The foundation ol this hall was de-
signed for a warden and eleven scho-
lars, eight of whom were to be secular

cici^yraen
;
while the remaining four

members, including the warden, wcire

to be monks of (Christ Church,* Canter-
bury. The principal office was hrst

bestowed on VVodcliall, turbulent

and untractablc monk, who had already

molested and disgusted the university

by the disorderly violence of his tem-
per.” In 1365, most probably from
thli incompatibility of the tempers of
the secular and monastic scholara,

Archbishop • Islep was induced to

remove Wodchull and his three monks,
and substitute in their place VViclif as

warden,and three seculars, William Sel-

by, W illiam Middlcworth, and Ricliard

Benger, to be scholars. This change
he effected by virtue of a clause in the

instrument of foundation, reserving to

himself and his successors the power
of removing the warden at pleasure iii

a summary manner, without process of
law or any precise form of procedure.
Islep died the following year, and was
succeeded l>y Simon Langham, once a
])rivnte monk, and subsequently Abbot
of Westminster, and tlien Bishop of
Ely. He was ready to listen to the

appeal of the monks against tlie intru-

sion of seculars upon their foundation.

Tlie former protested to the new arch-

bishop against tiie appointment of
Wiclif, arguing that his noCnation
ivas made by Islep when incapacitated

by infirmity ; such nomination, more-
over, being contrary to the charter of
foundation. Wiclirs appointment was
nullified, and one John de Radyngate
instituted as his successor; and he,

after a month s tenure, was displaced
by Wodehall. But Wiclif refused to

resign ; the revenues were sequestrated

by Langham, and the former appealed
to the pope. This proceeding proves
that at tlwt time Wiclif had not reijf6

solved on any settled opposition to the

pontiff, in re^rd to Ins' supremacy
over the ecclesiastical affairs of Europe.
Three or four years were consumed oy
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the process. At length the decree

ratified Langham’s proceedings, and
pronounced that none hut monks had
any right “ to remain perpetually** in

Canterbury Hall ; that tlie secular

scholars should be removed ; that

Wodehall and other deprived monks
should be reinstated; and that per-

petual silence should be imposed on
Wiclif and the ejeejed secular clerks.

The papal decision remained, till

1372, unconfirmed by the crown; and
this was mainly attained through a

bribe of 200 marks— a sum between
2000/. and 3000/. ofour present money.
The following are Mr. Lc Bas’s ap-

propriate observations on this passage

of Wiclif’s life :—
" That Wiclif should be indignmtat

the iniipjity ofa tninsaction, so disgnioe-

fiil butli to the court of Romo and to the

court of London, may very readily ^b«

imagined
;
and to Lis disayipointnient at

the <lecision, some havo not scrupled to

attribute (perhaps according to

the confession of a recent historian) his

8ubser]uent oppo.sitioii to the papal au-

thority. From a consideration of (he

following circuiiistunces, it may reason-

a])Iy be collected that something fur

more discreditable than rashness may bo
ascribed to those who have attributed

the conduct of Wiclif to any such un-

worthy feelings. In the first place, not

the sliglitest allusion to the subject has

yet been found in any portion of his

W'ritings. So far ns they have yet been
examined, they furnish not a fragment

of evidence to j)rov« that the mntler

dwelt upon bis mind, or raised a spark

of worldly or factious resentment. It

may be true (us it is most needlessly,

and not very charitably, rem;U'ke<l by a

Frotestuut historian of the church), that
* there was not much of the cross in tliis

disn]i|)ointment.’ But it should be re-

membered, that Wiclif never set up for

a martyr upon the strength of that dis-

aj^pointment, and never was known to

raiso an outcry against the sentence. It

is ullow’cd by the same writer, that bo
suilered in a righteous cause ; and this

is, probably, all that Wiclif would have

claimed for himself ; and is, assuredly,

all that has been claimed for him by his

most favourable historians. In tlie next

place it must be recollected, that his

deep sense of ecclesiastical abuse and
corruption had, long before, found utter-

ance in his tract on the Last Age of the

^ Church, published in 13.j6. There is,

furthermore, the strongest reason for be-

lieving that he had openly committed

himself to decided hostilities against the

llomish militia—the mendicant orders^—

previously to the commencement ofthe
dispute relative to the wardenship of
Canterbury Hall (altbougb there may
be no extant writing of his on this sub-
ject to which so early *a date can, with
absolute certainty, be assigned);, and
that these hostilities were continued
with unabated vigour, even while the
appeal to Rome was pending. But the

most triumphant defence of WiMif, from
the charge cither of vindictive selfish-

ness or of a worldly and calculating spi-

rit, is to be found in his conduct relative

to the papal claim of sovereignty over

the realm of England, about that time
revived by Pope Urban V. •

“ It will, of course, bo recollected,

that the foundation for this claim %vaa

the surrender of the British crown by
King John to Pope innocent III. No-
tiiing, perhaps, could ]iavOyQCCUTred.,(o

scatter more widely among tho people
of Kngland Ajo seeds of disaffection to-

wards tlib papal tyranny, tlian this most
ignominious transaction. That the sub-
mission rendered to it, both by the mo-
narch and the people, W'as, in all suc-
ceeding times, bitterly reluctant, may
bo concluded from the fact, tliat the

humiliating formality of homage was
constantly evaded

;
and that, since the

days of llenrv 11 1. tho odious tribute of
a liiousand marks was often interrupted.

In no less than thirty-three years
had elapsed since the last payment had
been made

;
and then, in evil hour,

wdien the spirit of the nation was at its

higtiosl, the pope bethought him of de-
manding the ‘arrears, ‘and, w'ith them,
the due performance offeinhal homage.
On failure to comply, King Edward Uie

Third,— the conqueror of Franco, the
hero of tho age, tho mirror of chivalry,

—

w‘as apprised that he would bo citeil by
process to appear at tlie papal court,

there to answer for the default to his

civil and sjtiritual sovereign. The con-
duct of that monarch on this occasion

w'as ]>recisely such us became u king of
Fngliuul. Ho laid the insolent exac-
tions of the pontift' before bis parliament
the next year (1.366), and desired their

advice on tlie emergency, 'fhe answer
of the lords spiritual and temporal, and
of tho commons of England, to this de-
mand of their sovereign, is such as,

ovon at this distance of time, we con
hardly read v^thout feeling our hearts

burn w'ithin us. * Forasmuch as neither

king John, nor* any otlier king, could

bring this realm and kingdom in such
thraldom and subjection, hut by common
consent of parliament, the which was
not done

;
therefore, that which he did

was against his oath at his coronation*

If, therefore, the pope should attempt

aqy thing against the king by process.
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or ptbor matters in deed, the king, with
all his subjects, should, with all their

force and power; resist the same.’

^

** This solemn legislative renuncia-
tion of servitude and vassalage must
have smitten with sore amazement the

falthiiil adherents of pontifical supre-

macj* Their displeasure was speedily

expressed by the pen of an anonymous
monk, who immediately on the promul-

cation of the above resolutions, pub-
Ushed a vindication of the papal claims,

in which he challenged Wiclif, by name,
to confute his arguments in support of
those pretensions, and to maintain the

recentimecisionoftlie parliament. What,
then, is the irresistible inference from
the hare fact of such a challenge, but
that Wiclif was, at that time, publicly

known as the avowed and determined

adversary of impal encroachment.— as

champRh whom, of all others, an
advocate of tlie Romish por’er would be
most anxious to overthrow 1 The case,

tlierefore, stands simply thus. In 1365,
Wiclif appeals to Home against his

ejection from the wardensliip of C’anter-

bury Hall : in 13(57, ir/ii/c hU iswit is

pending, ho is publicly challenged to de-

fend the independence of his country
against popish usurpation, —a cliallciigo

which he promptly anstvers
;

and in

1370 , the pope decides against him, by a
final sentence of deprivation. Where,
then, shall wo find language to describe

the raxhneBs of the surmise, that he was
driven to extremities against tliu papal

authority, by his exasperation at the
judgment which finally tlirust liim from
his preferment'!”

Wiclif made an intrepid stand for

tlie resolution of parliament. Wc hear

little of him from that period till 1371.

A petition was then presented by par-

liament to the king, praying for the

exclusion of ecclesiastics from oflices

of state, which had been entirely en-

grossed by the clergy. The king re-

plied that he would act according to

the advice of his council. IJis coun-
sellors did not advise a total negation

of the popular demand; for, shortly

after, William of Wykeham resigned

the great seal, and the Bishop of

Exeter retired from the office of Lord

Treasurer. The practice, however, was
continued till the middle of the seven-

teenth century. Bishop Williams was
the last of his order wlio sat in the

court of chancery, and the unhappy
Laud the last pnme minister of Eng-
land.* To connect W^iclif with the

petition to the king may appear diffi-

cult ; but Mr. Le Bas has some very

sensible observations on this point.
•

** If it be asked how we are to con.
nect this petition of the Commons with
the history of Wiclif, it may, perhaps,
be (lifficuft to furnish a perfectly con-
clusive answer. I'lie want of certainty
as to the dates of his multifarious

writings, may render it next to impos-
sible, at the present day, to estimate cor-

rectly the influence of his labours on
that public feeling which expressed
itself in this proceeding. Thus much,
however, is clear

;
that tlie lungnngo

and tenour of that petition were in full

accordiinco with the sentiments lo which
he has given utteranct^ in a variety of
his extant compositions. It is, more-
over, ijuite indis)>utable, that at this

period he was no obscure and cloistered

sjMiculator. So long ago as the year
135(>, ns we liave nlrciuly seen, he com-
mitted himself to an open assault on tho
world] iiiess and ambition of the Romish
hierarchy

;
about tlie year 1360, he was

renowned for his
2>romincnt share in the

controversy with tho Mendicants
;
and

in 1367, or 1368, ho liad further pledged
himself to the conflict against ]>apal

usurpation, by vindicating tho resistance

ofthe parliament to the claims of tribute.

These considerations, combined wdth
the notorious spirit and teuour of all his
publications, may reasonably warrant
tho conclusion, that Lis opinions were
powerfully instrumental in giving
strength to the impulse, which, in 1371,
tvas carrying the public mind forward in

the direction of improvement. This in-

ference derives much confirmation from
the circumstance that Fox, tlio martyro-
logist, does not appear to entertain tho
slightest doubt tnat Wiclif is alluded
to by one ofour ancient chroniclers, who
ascribes to heretical counsels the mea-
sures adopted about this time to the
disadvantage of the clergy

;
and who

* The same tendency in the clergy to desecrate themselves by every species

of secular occupation i/ denounced, more than a centuiy and a half later, by old
Latimer, with his usual bluntness. ** It is to be lamented that the prelates, and
other spiritual persons, will not attend upon their offices. They will not be among
their flocks, but will rather run hither and thither, here and there, where they are

not called, and, in the mean season, leave them at adventure, ofwhom they take their

living. Yea, and furthermore, some would rather he clerks of the kitchen, or take
other offices upon them beside that which they have already. But with what con-
science these some do so, 1 cannot tell.”
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very gravely denounces those proceed-

ings HS the sins which called down upon
the king tlie troubles and reverses of his

latter days! That the measure now
under consideration was in strict har-

mony with the convictions of Wiclif,

will sufficiently appear from the follow-

ing extracts from his writings. Tho
treatise termed tlie Regimen of the Church

(which, if not Wiclif*s own composition,

is most probably a cpmpilation from his

w'ritings), almost echoes the langpinge of

tho parliament. * Neitlier prelates,’ ho
contends, * nor doctors, nor deacons,

should hold secular offices, that is, those

of chancery, treusu^, privy s<ial, and
other such secular offices in the oxche-

«iuer; neither be land - stewards, nor

stewards of hall, nor clerks of kitc/ten,

nor clerics of accounts ;
neither bo occu-

pied in any secular <»flice in lords* oourts,

more especially while secular men are

able to do sucli offices.* Tlie inconsist-

ency of such occupations with the i||u.

ritual function, is exposed by reference

to tho authority of St. Gregory, St, Chry-

sostom, and St. Jerome, and of the apos-

tolic decrees, lie furlhcir appeals to the

language of St. Paul to the (/oriiithiaii

Church, and to the admoiiitioii of our
Lord addressed to his disciples.**

Ill 1372 Wiclif was made doctor of

divinity, and promoted to the theolo-

gical chair of Oxfonl. He was now
eight-and-forty years of age. Shortly

after, he produced his Kiposilion of
the Decalogue— a work of the utmost
imporUnce for the days in which it

was composed. 'The country was
raising a reclaiming voice against the

oppressions and corruptions of Home.
From the time of William the Norman
to this period, a continual struggle had

been carried on, for supremacy and
independence, by the pontiffs and
the monarchs of England. The weak
and contemptible John succumbed to

the power of the former. From that

date this country became, according to

a Romish saying, the pope’s garden

of delight,” or, in other words, the

convenient and ready object for plun-

der. The papal provision” was a
nefarious system, by virtue of which
the pope disposed of the nextvacancy to

every ecclesiastical dignity and place,

llie riches of the country thereby be-

came the prey of foreigners, who were

the alject instruments of the pope,

apd some of whom drew lordl^r reve-

nues from this island while living in

the midst of profligacy in their native

country. Appeals to Rome were

multiplied, and the jurisdiction of the

royal courts contemptuously and per-
niciously invaded. In 1350, two acts
ofparliament were passed to counteract
this destructive systen^ : the statute of
provisions declared void all collations

to dignities or benefices which should
be at variance with the rights of the

king, the chapters, or any other patron;

and the statute of pramunire forbade,

under the severest penalties, the intro-

duction or circulation of bulls or man-
dates prejudiciaf to the king or people,

and all appeals to the papal court in

questions of property, from th^udg-
ment of the English tribunals. ^

But these acts were unavailing
; for,

twenty-three years afterwards, on the

urgent outcry of the people, an em-
biissy was despatched to Gregory Xl.
at Avignon, which in vaift'aitoinpl'ed

to ohbiin redress for the muititudiiiouH

injuries* heaped on the church and
slate by papal usurpation. In tlie

following year, an iiH[uiry was insti-

tuted into the number of aliens pos-
sessed of English benefices; and the

country was astonished at the result,

which laid bare the enormous abuses
tliat had been devouring the fatness

of the land. Another embassy was
sent to tlie ))opo : V\ id if was appoint-
ed second in the commission, and tho

conferences were fixed at Hniges. The
negotiations were cunningly protracted
by the instruments of tJie pope for two
years, in the liope that Fhlward the
Third would fall a victim to liis in-

firmities ; and lliey were unproductive
of any salutary result.

** Their fh«t fruits were a scries of
bulls, issued in September 1.S75, con.
tainiug a vc^ partial remedy of the al-

leged enormities
; and their final issuo

was an agreement, that, in future, the
pope should desist from reservations,
and that the king should desist from
conferring benefices by his writ of quare
impedit. Respecting the independence
of the chapters on pupal confirmation, in
the exercise of their right of election,
not a syllahlo is to be found in the treaty.
And that something like treachery had
crept into the^proceedings would appear
from the fact, that John, bishop of Ban-
gor, who was at#the head of the commis-
sion, was translated by the pope’s hull
to Hereford, in 1375, and thence to St.
David’s, by the same authority, in 1389.
By this attempt, therefore, the bide of
die monster was, after all, but slightly

punctured; and the 'poor malice’ of its

adversaries remained still in danger of
its fangs. One beneficial consequence.
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Lowever, most probably mast bare re-

Bultod ftvm the procei^ng. It must
have opened to Wiclif, in more distinct

revelation, the serpentine mysteries of

pontifical diplomacy. It must have
brought his eye somewhat closer to the

deformity of the queen and mother of

all the churches, and must have moved
his spirit to a sterner conflict with her

abominations. That he enjoyed the un«

abated respect and confidence of his so-

vereign during these ^ervices, may be
concluded from the circumstance, that

in November he was presented by the

crown to the prebend of Aust, in tlie

collegihe church of Westbury, witliin

the diocese of Worcester, and some time

afterwards to Uie rectory of Luttcxw'oithi

ill Leicestershire ;
an appointment wliich,

for that turn, devolved on the crown, in

cQpsgqiien^ of the minority of the pa-

tron, Lord Henry de Ferrars.*^

The Good Parliament, in 1&76, de-

nounced the ecclesiastical abuses which
had caused the country, ^Mikc a nation

of patient and serviceaVdc asses (such

was the contemptuous Italian phrase-

ology), to crouch beneath two burdens,

impoverishment and disgrace.” In
their remonstrance to the king, they

distinctly ascribed the miseiy, exhaus-

tion, and depopulation of the realm, to

the tyranny and extortion of the Tto-

mish hierarchy; and they called for a
rigorous enforcement of the law against

papal provisions, demanding that no
papal collector or proctor should re-

main in England, on pain of life and
limb; and that no Englishman, on the

like pain, should become such collec-

tor, or remain at Rome,” In the fol-

lowing year, Wiclif had reiurned from
Bruges, full of animosity against the

pope, '^the most cursed of clippers

and pursc-kervers.” The English liier-

arcliy felt themselves called on to silence

the audacious heretic; and a citation

was accordingly issued, calling on him
to appear before the convocation assem-
bleu at St. Paul’s, to answer to the

charge of maintaining and promulgat-

ing erroneous doctrines. Wiclif ap-
peared before the tribunal, in the com-

O of his friends John«of Gaunt and
Henry Percy, the earl marshal.

A tumultuous scene etfsued. An im-
mense concourse had assembled to

witness the proceedings, and with

difficulty could a passage be made
for the accused and his illustrious

companions. ’The Bishop of London,
observing the impatience of the earl

marshal in forcing way, addressed him

in insolent language : to this the Duke
of Lancaster made a haughty reply.

When the parties had struggled into

the space allotted for the court, the

earl marshal requested Wiclif to be
seated. On this, the Bishop of Lon-
don, as old Fox has it, was “ cast into

a furnish chafe,” and he ordered the

reformer, in peremptory terms, to stand

Much altercaljon was carried on.

liie Duke of Lancaster was loud in

his invectives against the bishop— the

bishop retorted; and the duke ex-

claimed, that ** he would rather pluck
tlie bishop by the hair of his head out
of the church” than submit to his lan-

guage. The surrounding citizens, who
always suspected John of Gaunt of
desigps oil their liberties, rose up for

their bishop; a riot ensued, and the

process against Wiclif was for a time
stipended. The rioters spread over

I^ndon, and confusion every where
prevailed. A party assailed the Savoy,
the duke’s paCiace, reversed his arms as

those of a traitor, and massacred a
clergyman whom they mistook for the

earl marslial. The mob was with diffi-

culty dispersed by the Bishop' of Lon-
don; the mayor and nldciirien were
removed from their offices, and ewa-
tures of the duke tilled up the vacancies.

The first parliament of Richard II.,

which assembled in 1 377, complained
bitterly of the spoliations of the papal
agents, and that benefices to a very
large amount were held by Frenchmen

;

and they, prayed that the collecting of
the first fruits, and the procuring the
papal provisions, might be punished
by outlawry ; that all aliens, religious

and otherwise, should be compelled to

avoid the realm ; and that, during the
war, all their lands and goods should be
appropriated to the dischaige of its

expenses. And a question was raised

by the Commons, ** whether the king-
dom of England, on an imminent
necessity of its own defence, might
lawfully detain the treasure of the
kingdom, that it be not carried out of
the land; although the lord pope
required it, on pain of censures, and

^ virtue ohlie obedience due to him.”
The matter was referred to Wiclif.

** In Lis answer, he tosses to the
W'inds all merely human authorities, and
appeals at once to tbo divine law. In
the first place, he in substance affirms,

that, by the ordinance of God, die prin-

ciple of self-preservation, which belongs
to individualcreatures, is likewise clearly
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extended to communities
;
and that, con-

sequently, our kingdom may lawfully

reserve its treasure for its own defence,

whenever its exigences may be such as

to render that measure necessary, 'ilio

same conclusion, he, secondly, asserts,

may bo drawn from the law of the Gos-
pel. The pope, be says, * cannot chal-

lenge the treasure of this kingdom, but

under the title of alms
;
and, conse-

quently, under tlie title of works of

mercy, according to the rules of charity.*

And by these very rules, * it were no
work of charity, but mere madness,* to

waste our resources upon foreigners,

already wallowing in ojiulence, while

the realm itself is sinking under domes-
tic tiucation, and in danger of falling

into ruin.”

These considerations were sufficient

to settle the question ; but Wiclif pro-

tested against the avarice of tiie |3ope,

and spoke in undaunted language

against his teinpond power. This

advocacy of freedom drew over him
the gloom of papal displeasure. By
secret agents, the apostolic see ^as
furnisheci with materials for accusation,

and four bulls were issued for tlie

suppression and punishment of the

audacious innovator. Three were ad-

dressed to the Archbishop of Canter-

bury and the Bishop of London, to

the eifect lliat “John Wiclif, rector of

the church of Lutterworth, and pro-

fessor of the sacred page, had broke

forth into a detestable insanity, and
had dared to assert and spread abroad

opinions utterly subversive of the

church, and savouring of the perversity

and ignorance of Marsilius of Tadua
and John ofGanduno, both ofaccursed

memory.” On these premises they

were first to make secret inquiries ; and

should full grounds of accusation be

discovered against the denounced, he

was to be apprehended and impri-

soned, his confession was to be taken,

kept strictly concealed, and transmitted

under seal to Home, the delinquent

being himself detained until further

directions. The fourth mandate was
to the University of Oxford, command-
ing it to suppress all the innovating

doctrines of Wiclif; and a paternal

epistle was despatched to the king,

calling on him, by his secular strength,

to support the spiritual authority ofthe

pope. The English prelates were sub-

missive slaves of the pontiff; but at

Oxford it was hotly debated whether

the bull should be received or disdain-

fully rejected, as it was a manifest

violation of their privileges, and a
peremptory demand for the sacrifice

of the great champion of their rights,

and the glory of the university. The
mandate, however, was at length re-

ceived, though with such lukew;irm-
ness, that Archbishop Sudbury wrote
to the Chancellor of Oxford, ordering

instant obedience to the pope’s com-
mands. Wiclif was consequently

obliged to appear before the papal
delegates assemtded in the archbishop’s

palace at Lambeth. But when the

commission was opening, crowds of
the citizens invaded the palace, -broke

into the chapel, and threatened the

delegates with vengeance if they pre-

sumed to lay violent hands upon
Wiclif. Presently appeared Sir Lewis
Clifford, from the queen v'other, .the

widow of ih^ Black Prince, forbidding

tlicm to,proceed agiiinst the object of
their vengeance. Thus Wiclif’s rescue

was effected, while the whole scene
iiumifests the turbulent spirit of the

times.

Wiclif had given the delegates a
paper containing his answ^ers to the

charges ofheresy ; and although strictly

admonished not to preach his inno-

vating principles, he presented another
paper of like nature to the parliament
in April 1378. * Ilis conduct here
has been needlessly, tliough violently,

attacked by llomish writers; and,
iimong others, the papal historian.

Dr. Lingard, has not been wanting in

his sarcastic insiniiatiot>s, alleging that

the reformer maintained the port of
heroism “ when danger was at a con-
venient distance, and lowered his tone

preci.sely according to the urgency of
Its approach.” Mr. Le Bas enters into

a minute argument on behalf of Wiclif;
and while he proves to demonstration
that Wiclif’s courage w'as unabated
under all circumstances of threatening

or actual danger, he shews that tlie

charges against him are the emana-
tions of pointless and puny malignity.

This vinuication, however, is qualified

by tlie following dispassionate observa-

tions :

•
** After all, however, it would ill be-

come any candid biographer of Wiclif

to claim unqualified commendation for

the document which, on this occasion,

he exhibited to his judges. It would
be vain to deny that there is, in soqie

parts of it, an air of obliquity, of con-

cision, of scholastic intricacy, which
v;ery greatly weakens its dignity uid
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effect. Whether this is to bo partially

ascribed to the peril of his situation, or
whether it may more justly bo consi-

dered os one unhappy symptom of the
influence of the scholastic discipline

upon his understandinjif, nono con pro-
nourico but lie who searcheth the heart
of man. In the formation of our own
judgment, however, it should always be
recollected that we have this paper just
as it has boon transmitted to us by his

bitterest enemy, the historian Walsing.
ham; tlmt, nevertheless, with all its

imperfections and obscurities, it contains

an unflinching assertion ofcertain truths,

which must have been as gall and worm-
wood to the adherents of the Romish
hierarchy. Dr. Lingard, indeed, would
have us believe that this exphination

was received as orthodox by the prelates.

If the paper was so received, their lord-

ships muS^have been, beyond compa-
rison, less fastidious thait usual. The
articles, for instance, w'hich asserted tlie

peccability of the pope, and the power
of the Christian community to correct

bia moral aberrations, were pro])ositioiui

of no easy digestion to an orthodox and
aealous churchman of the fourteenth cen-
tuiy ! And ifthe judges of Wiclif were
able to receive tliat saifingt it is tolerably

clear that tlieir capacity ibr it must have
been powerfully quickened by the cries

of the London mob, and tho * pompous*
message from the mpther of the king.

Rut for these active stimulants, the cen-

rhmofw of the reformer would probably
liave been rejected, with every symptom
of abhorrence

;
and we liave already seen

that the popish chronicler deplores and
reprobates tlie rapid effect of these ap-
plications to the conscience of the dele,

gates. Even as it was, they felt it ne-
cessary to enjoin that he should, for the

future, abstain from trying the effect of
bis pernicious preparations upon the
moral constitutions of the people.’*

Shortly after, he was seized with an

alarming illness at Oxford, when his

old enemies, the mendicants, flocked

round his bed, and, attended and sup-

ported by the civil authorities, exhort^
him to a free confession of his heresies

and sins, and to a timely repentance.

Their efforts were in vain, and they

were dismissed with tlie assurance of

the sick man, “ 1 shall not die, but live,

and again declare the evil deeds of the

friars a comfortable assurance for

his persecutors, as he fulfilled his

promise strictly.

Early in the fourteenth century the

I)opes had removed to Avignon. Tlie

first of the pontiffs renegade to flie

holy city was Clement V., a French-
man, who, being indebted for liis

elevation to Philip the Fair, removed,
according to his wishes, the j^n-
tifical seat to his dominions. This
removal was followed by a schism in

tbn papacy, the particulars of which
arc foreign to our purpose ; and
Wiplif was. thus undisturbed for a

season. But he was soon ready witli

Sv/iis?na Paptt^ in which he invited

all the potentates of Christendom to

seize the occasion which Providence

had sent them of shaking to pieces the

whole fabric of the liomish dominion.**

Tliis was a severe blow upon the

papacy; and shortly after appeared
his Truth and Meaning of Scripture,

a work which boldly contended for the

supreme autliority and entire sufficiency

of the Scriptures, and for the necessity

oftranslating them into English,—and
his Po^ils.* The zeal and fidelity

with which he discharged his duties

as a clergyman had become notorious

;

and some have supposed tliat Chaucer
portrayed Wiclif s character when ho
wrote that description of a priest whicli

ends vvitli the lines

—

A better priest, I trow, no wliore there is ;

Tie waited after no pomp nor reverence

;

JTp made himself no spiced conscience

;

But Christ’s lore, and his apostles twelve,

lie taught—hut first ho followed it himself.”

As a contrast to this, he gives an
account, in his tract Tlow the Office

if Curates is ardained^^oi the disgust-

ing conduct of the lower clergy of his

time. Surrounded by self-styled fellow-

labourers, of the despicable character

set forth in his description, Wiclif

produced his celebrated Translation
pp THE Bible; and if all his other

labours and works were forgotten, this

single performance on his part would
rank him among the truest benefactors

ofhis species. To unseal the Scriptures

to the eye of the poor, the lowly, the

miserable, and the afflicted, was to

banish die darkness of ignorance from
their hearts by the overpowering efficacy

of the light oftruth, and to unveil their

Posiilla, a baaturd ^tin word, signifies a marginal annotation.
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blighted vision to the superstitions of

papacy, and the arrogant pretensions

of the pope. Dr. Lingard, as ia duty

bound to his religion, makes a paltry

and puny effort to rob the reformer of

the merit of his labour. ** Several

versions of the sacred writings,*' he

says, “ were even then extant 1** To
this liollow and impudent assertion,

Mr. Baber, in his Historical Account

(f the Saxtm and Eh^lish Versions, Sf‘C,

prefixed to his edition of Wicliff's

Translation of the New Testament,

confidently asserts that no researches

have discovered “ any attempt towards

a complete Engli.sh version ofthe books

of the Old and New Testament previ-

ously to the undertaking of Wiclif."

Between the seventh and eleventh

centuries, versions of different portions

of the Scriptures had been rendered

into the Saxon. Caedmon's is the

earliest, although only a religidiis

[)oem founded on the Bible. This

effort was followed by literal Saxon

versions by other men, among whom
King Alfred holds a conspicuous .sta-

tion. To these performances may be

added a few MSS. of the Psalter in

Sfixon and Latin, of uncertain date.

It is evident that, however faithful

these partial tmnslations may have

been, they were useless, as their

language had become obsolete. The
earliest attempt at rendering the Scrip-

tures into English, after the Saxon

times, was a paraphrase of the Cos-

pels and Acts of the Apostles, styled

" Ormulum,” from Orme or Ormin
the writer. It was done in imitation

of the Saxon poetry, witliout rhyme,

but in language of the oldest and

rudest form. Next is a largo, curious

volume, named Sowle^hcle (soul's

health), refciTcd to some period im-

mediately before the thirteenth cen-

tury. It is beautifully written on vel-

lum, and contains a metrical para-

phrase of the Old and New Testament.

Coeval with this is another version, of

a like character, coii^rising a lai>?e

part of Genesis and Exodus, but the

Wk of another hand, and composed

in the northern dialect of the time. In

the same dialect is a rhymed version

of the Psalms, referable to the,end of

the thirteentli or commencement of the

fourteenth century. No literal version

of the Scriptures was undertake till a

later period. The first specimen of

this kind was a translation of Ae
psalms and hymns of the church, with

a comment on each verse, bv Richard
Rolle, a hermit of the order of St.

Augustine, known by the name of
Richard of Uampole,^ from his resid-

ence in a nunnery of that name near

Doncaster. And at this time, by va-

rious of the clergy, were undertaken

some portions of the Scripture; such

as versions of the Psdter, of parts of

the Gospel of St. Mark and St. Luke,

of the Epistles of St. Paul ; and in the

British Museum*is a translation, in the

northern dialect, of the Dominical

Gospels for the year.

Thus it may be seen that Wiclif

first provided his countrymen with a

complete version of the holy text.

Tlie only fact which can throw any

.suspicion on his claim to the glory of

his achievement is a little \>brk called

FMteidarium Bihlim'um; or, Prolog
to the LO/wwfete Version of the Bible.

In the Bodleian Library is a MS. of

this work, to which is annexed the

date M.CCC. . . VIII. If this date

be true, Wiclif has no pretensions to

the glory of first translator. But it is

evident that the interstice in the date

was occupied by another numeral, of

which there is a manifest erasure ; and
if, as is probable, the letter were a C,

the MS. will bp dated twenty-four

years after the reformers death. By
many the Prolop^ue has been referred

to Wiclif liiinself. The sentiments, it

cannot be denied, arc in unison with

those of the reformer; and tlie title-

page of the printed edition of 1550
speaks of it as “written about 200

years before, by John Wyckliffe.’* If

this fact were so, the reformer would

again be robbed of the gloiy of being

first translator. But there is internal

evidence, in this work, that Wiclif was

not its author : first, it appeals to tlie

authority of Gerson (chancellor and

canon of some church in Paris, and a

renowned scholar in his day), under

the name of Parisiensis. Gerson, how-

ever, was not bom till 1363, and could

not have arrived at the ripe celebrity

of a scholar until after the death of

Wiclif, whicl^ happened in 1384. In

another place the writer complains of

the impediments in the way of theolo-

gical proficiency, occasioned by a regu-

lation at Oxford which prohibited divi-

nity till two years after commencing

in arts ; thus deferring it for nine or

ten years from first entering ^e uni-

versity. Though diis regulation wUs

ai^old.as 1251, yet it had fallen into
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disrepute, and was not revived till

1387, three years after WicliPs death.

Again, the work contains allusions to

the articles exhibited to the parliament

in the IBth of Richard II., regarding

the feformation of the church; and
this would fix the date of the compo-
sition after the year 1395, in which
that parliament was holden.

From this it appears that Wiclif^was

the first translator; and the language of

Knyghton is sufficient to overthrow

all the cavillings of his enemies.

Christ,” sws the Romanist, com-
mitted the uospel to the clergy and
doctors of the church, that they might
administer it to the laity, and awaken
persons, according to the exigency of

times and the wants of men. But this

Master John Wiclif translated it out

of Latin into English, ^rid, by that

means, laid it more open to die laity,

and to women who could read, than it

used to be to the most learned of tlie

clergy, and those of tliem who had the

best understanding; and so the Gospel
pearl is cast abroad, and trodden under
foot of swine ; and that which used to

be precious to both clergy and laity, is

made, as it were, the common jest of

both ; and the jewel of tlie church is

made into the sport of the people; and
what was befom the chief talent of the

clergy and doctors of the church, is

made for ever common to the laity.”

Wiclifs translation was made en-

tirely from the i^atin text, the only one
at that time in use. It is a pure spe-

cimen of our then existing language,

and was sufficient for preventing its

relapse into barbarism. Mr. Turner

has declared that Wiclif’s ordinary

lan^age is'less perspicuous than that

of Rolle, who wTote many years before

his time. This may be attributed to

his collegiate life, or his scholastic stu-

dies, or his want of facility of thought.

Thomas Aquinas possessed the rare

merit of combining great perspicuity

and purity of expression with all the

refined distinctions and speculations of

the schoolman;” while Wiclif, like

Peter Lombard and Duns Scotus, “ is

neither classical (in the liumblest sense

of the word) in his J^atin style, and
not alw^s distinct and vigorous in

his English elocution.” This is appli-

cable to all his works except his version

of the Scriptures; and there, observes

Mr. Turner, the^unrivalled combina-
tion of force, simplicity, dignity, and
feeling in the ori^nal, compel his old

English, as they seem to compel every

other language into which it is trans-

lated, to be clear, interesting, and
energetic.”

It were in vain to suppose that Wic-
lif, single-handed, was competent to the

stupendous task oftranslating the whole
oftne -Scriptures : this would have been

impossible for him, strong as he was in

purpose and unwearied in action, had
ne airected the undivided power of his

mind upon that one and exclusive

labour. But Wiclif was per|)etually

divided between many difficulties : he
was ever engaged in controversy, and
his watchfulness constantly employed
on* objects of momentary dispute.

It is natural, therefore, to conclude,

that in his great translation he received

some* assistance ; and this is evident

from a note in one of the MS. copies

of his Bible, at the end of a portion of

the book of Baruch, where the follow-

ing words arc written:

—

Krplicit tram-
latiiniem Nicplay de Ilerfoi'd. Ibis is

done in a difibrent hand, and with less

durable ink. It is uncertain to what
extent the reformer may have been thus

assisted
; but it is equally evident, from

internal and collateral testimony, that

he superintended and revised the whole
performance, to such an extent that ho

became personally answerable for the

contents of the translation.

The existing copies of this glorious

work are numerous ; and from this fact

we may form some conception how
eagerly bought up and widely circu-

lated it was, when so many proofs have
happily escaped the severe searches of
papal exterminators. The work was
hailed with loud joy by the friends of
truth, while among the papal hierarchy

it spread bitter hatred, confusion, and
dismay. It was by the latter denounced
as sacrilegious, and a bill was actually

brought into the House of Lords to for-

bid the perusal of the translated Bible

by the laity of England. This was, to

his immortal memory, nobly opposed
by John of Gaunt. “ The people of
England,'* said he, would not be the

dregs of all men, seeing all nations be-

sides them had the Scriptures in their

own tongue.” But the work of the

Jleresiarch was nevertheless condemned
by a constitution of Archbishop Arun-
del, which declares that ** it is a peril-

ous thing, as St. Jerome tcstifieth, to

translate tlie text of Holy Scripture

from one idiom to another
;
since it is

no easy matter to retain in every ver-
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^on an identity of sense; and the same
blessed Jerome, even though he were
inspired, confessetli that herein he had
himself been frequently mistaken.*'

Therefore was it enacted, that thence-

forth no one should translate any text

t>fsacred Scripture, by his own autho-
rity, into the English or any other

tongue, in the way of book, tract, or

treatise; and that* no publication of
this sort, composed in the time of John
Wiclif, or since, or thereafter to be
composed, should be read, either in

part or in whole, either in public or in

private, under the pain of the greater

excommunication, until such transla-

tion should be approved by the dio-

cesan of the place, or, if die matter
should require it, by a prowncial
council. Every one who should act

in contradiction to tliis order to be
punished as an abettor of heresy and
error.” This was the decree of tlie

convocation in 1408
;

qnd the fore-

runner of all those latter persecutions

which demonstrate the agents as in-

carnate demons of hell.

The objections urged to the free

perusal of the Scriptures must be fami-
liar to all Protestants. However plau-

sible, their sophistry is easily exposed.

It was said that the word of God, when
cited for refutation and defence, is de-
graded into the means of sacrilegious

warfare, and that appeals to individual

judgments engender arrogance. Later

writers have asserted, that the innume-
rable sects which have sprung up under
the prevalence of this spirit of inquiry

are a pest, and manifest tlic displeasure

of the Almighty against such insane

presumption. To t^se charges die re-

ply is simple : Tliat apparent unity is

dearly purchased by internal error and
corruption; that schisms draw forth

the powers of ratiocination and inquiry

;

whereas the system of uniformity was
also one of prostration of mind and
body to the rankest superstition. Wic-
lif himself defended his translation on
the plea that the Scriptures were <)e-

signed for the guidance ofall Christians
of every degree; and that they who
denominate as heresy the translation of
the Bible into English actually^^* con-
demn the Holy Ghost, that gave it in

tongues to the apostles of Christ, to

speak the Word ofGod in all languages

that were ordained of God under hea-
ven.” To the complaint that levelling

the Bible to die general understanding

of the people was to put aside the

VOL. V. NO. xxvz.

authority of the i^lar expounders of
Scripture, he replied that those here-

tics are not to be heard who foncy that

secular men ought notito know the law
of God, but that it is sufficient for them
to know what the priests and prelates

tell them by word of mouth ; for Scrip-

ture is the ^th of the church, and the

more it is known in an orthodox sense

the better.” His vindication, indeed,

discards the notion that there can be
any authority in matters of faith co-

ordinate with the Bible. The traditions

ofthe church, the decrees ofthe bishops,

popes, and councils—all are reckoned
inferior to the pure precepts of the in-

spired writings. His maxim was, ‘‘The
Scripture alone is truth—the Scripture

alone is the faith of the church.” The
translation was triumphant against all

cavillers^ anl copies of it were circu-

lated in every direction; and this, in

spite of the cost necessary for tran-

scribing it, which, according to the testi-

mony of Alnwick, Bishop of Norwich,
was, for the Testament only, 2/. 16s. Qd.

(i. c. about 30/. of our present money),
lliis was, says J\Ir. La Bas, consi-

derably more than half the annual in-

come which was tlien considered ade-

quate to the maintenance of a substan-

tial yeoman.” The cost, therefore, of
the whole Bible must have been enor-
mous. To the expense must he added
the danger consequent on discovery of
the possession ofthe translation . From
the reign of Henry Bolinghroke to tlie

lleformation, the owner ofany portion

of Wiclif^s writings knew that his des-

tination must be the dungeon or the

stake; and yet, in defiance of danger
and persecution, the writings spread,

and the knowledge of the truth was
more widely diffused.

The insurrection of the peasantry in

1381 was attributed to the influence of
the writings of Wiclif; and by one
historian this calamity was reckoned a
sure indication of the anger of heaven
against the earth^s sufferance of the

deeds of the Heresiarch, who had
been promulgating the damnable doc-
trines of Berengarius. The causes of
that insurrection however, are easily

demonstrable : it arose from the unmi-
tigated system of villanage into which
the bold peasantry of England had
been degraded; and it was pOMibly

aggravate by the growing impatience

of ecclesiastic power. .To ascribe it

to die doctrines of Wiclif, would be
as absurd as to attribute the frantic ex-

o
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cesses of the anabaptists of Munster to

the theological opinions of Luther.
Up to this time/’ Mr. Le Bas very

justly observes, H Wiclif had appeared
as the advocate of the university, in

defence of her privileges—as the cham-
pion of the crown, in the vindication of
Its rights and prerogatives— as the

friend of the people, in the preserva-

tion of their property—and as the ally

of the whole world, against the abuse
of ecclesiastical power.” He next ap-

peared in a more difficult position,

since he singly opposed the whole
weight of papal iniquity. Ho assailed

the Komish doctrine of the Eucharist.

Hence difficulties multiplied around
him. While he contended against the

vicious absurdities of the Roman faith,

the contumacy was within the scope of
popular feeling and comprehension

;

but when he dived into the subtleties

of the sacramental test, the dispute was
removed without the pale of common
understanding, and he had not only to

cope against his old antagonists of

Rome, but also against the deep-rooted

prejudices of the people. He was con-
sidered as an insane or profane indi-

vidual, who was waging a vain war
against the immutable postulates de-
duced from the revelations of Truth.

And hence, notwithstanding that we
arc told by the chroniclers that every

second man to be met with was a
Lollard, it came to pass that few of his

followers had the hardihood to support

him in this controversy ; and the num-
ber of his adherents fell miserably

short. The dispute respecting the

mysterious presence in the eucharistio

elements was of old standing, and had
been keenly and angrily Ciirried on.

Up to the ninth centuiy, as Mosheim
observes, ‘‘both reason and folly had

been left free in this matter i nor had*

any imperious mode of faith suspended
the exercise of the one, or restrained

the extravagance of the other.” The
first who endeavoured to reduce the

doctrine of the church to a certainty

was Pascasius Radbert, afterwards

Abbot of Corbey. He maintained

that, after the consecration of the

bread and wine, nothing remained of
tliese symbols but the outward figure ;

under which figure the self-same body
that hung and bled on the cross was
really present within the symbols.
This was opposed by Bertram and
Johannes Scotus. The church, how-
ever, did not inteifere with the dis-

putants, and the controversy was left

to exhaust itself as it might. In the

eleventh century the dispute burst forth

with virulence, and the cause of reason

and truth found a champion in Beren-

garius, Bishop of Angers. This great

and celebrated individual taught, that

the elements after consecration pre-

served their natural and essential qua-

lities, being nothing more than symbols
or representations ofthe body and blood
of the Saviour. Now, however, the
priesthood of Rome had become aware
of the importance of the sacramental

rite being considered a prodigy, since

by such an imposition their hierarchical

dignity was iipholdeii. The theology

of Berengarius was, therefore, outrage-

ously opposed. The terrors of papal
power and malediction were levelled

against him by Leo IX., Nicholas II.,

and Gregory VII. The heretic was
forced to sign three distinct confessions,

whereby he qbjured his real opinions.

His latter days were passed in severe

penitence for his unworthy denial of
the truth. *

It was not till the thirteenth century

• The lofty sentiments in Mr. Coleridge’s "Refleotion on the Last Words tf Be»
rengarius, plead powerfully in his exculpation :

'* LINES SUGGESTED BY TBE LAST WORDS OF BERENGARIUS*

No more ’twixt conscience staggering and the pope.
Soon shall I now before my God appear.^
By him tp be acquitted, as 1 hope

;

By him to be condemned, as 1 fear.

** Ruction on the above.

L
3
rnx amid moles ! had I stood by thy bed.

Be of good cheer, meek soul ! 1 would have said

:

I see a hope spring from that humble fear.

All are not strong alike through storms to steer

Right onwaxd* What though dread of threaten’d death,

And dungeon torture, made thy hand and breath
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that all liberty of speech relative to this act upon our senses, even after the
subject was suppressed. This was subject itself had been destroyed or
effected by Innocent 111. In the fourth withdrawn. And such a miracle, they
council of Lateran (in 1215), attended contended, was actually performed at
by a multitude of ecclesiastics, besides every celebration of the eucharist. The
the ambassadors of nearly all the powers tuhstance of the bread was taken away
of fiurope, the slavish and pernicious the instant the words of consecration
doctrine of transubstantiation was pro- had passed the lips of the priest, and
mul^ated, and formally and for ever the substance of Christ’s body was
established. This* word was before introduced in its place. Our senses,

unknown—and was then coined as it is true, give* us no intelligence of
the exponent of the process of trans- this substitution ; for onr senses take-

mutation in the sacramental elements no cognisance of the interior essences
at the moment of consecration. The of tilings. The substance of the body
difficulty with thinking ])ei‘Sons was, of our Lord, when invested with the
how tlie mere words of an earthly sensible properties of the wafer, would,
priest should alter the substance of consequently, affect the senses precisely
those elements. That a change should as the wafer itself affected them pre-
take place, unrecognised by the senses viously to its consecration.’’—that the bread and the wine received ITie opinion entertained respecting
by the communicant should retain the thismys^eryby the Anglo-Saxon church
same colour, taste, shape, weight, and exists in an old homily of TElfric,

appearance, appertaining to them in Abbot of St. Alban’s, and in two
their unconsecraled condition, and yet epistles from the same writer to the
partake substantially in the divinity of Risliop of Sherborne and the Arch-
tlie body and blood of Christ, was a bishop of Canterbury. ** The lively

subject of the greatest perplexity. But bread,” says the abbot, is not bodily
the mendicants adroitly brought meta- so, not the self-same body that Christ
pliysics to the ai<l of superstition. sufll*ri*d in ; nor is the holy wine the
They impudently muiuUiine<j, that al- Sa\iour’s blood which was shed for
though subsUuices “ are usually known us in hodilj/ thin^ (or reality), but in
to us only by their sensible properties ghostly understanding.” With Lan-
or accidents, yet no substance is, in its fianc, the great antagonist of Beren-
own nature, inseparable from its acci- garius, the doctrine most probably first

dents. A miracle might disunite the found footing in this country. From
qualities from their proper subject ; that period to the time of Wiclif, this

and these qualities might continue to doctrine, as advocated by Radbert and

Inconstant to the truth within tliy heart

!

That truth, from w'hich, through fear, thou twice didst start.

Fear liaply told thee, was n learned strife.

Or not so vital ns to claim thy life :

And myriads had reach'd heaven, who never knew
Where lay the difference 'twixt the false and true

!

' Ye who, secure mid trophies not your own.
Judge him, who won them when he stood alone.
And proudly talk of recreant Ilerengsire,

O first tlie age, and then the man compare !

'I'hat age how dark ! congenial minds how rare !

No host of friends with kindred zeal did burn

!

No throbbing hearts awaited his return

!

Prostrate alike when prince and peasant fell.

He only disenchanted from the spell ;

^

Like the weak worm that gems the starless night.
Moved in the scanty circlet of bis light :

^

And was it strange, if he withdrew uie ray
That did but guide the night-birds to their prey I

' The ascending Day-Star, with a bolder eye,

Bath lit each dew-drop on our trimmer lawn

!

Yet not for this, if wise, will we decry
The spots and struggles of onr timid Dawn

;

Lest so we tempt th^approaebine Noon to scorn
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maintained by the mendicants, seems
to have acquired all-powerful influence
in tlie church.

Tlie British ^former attacked in

138X this bold and abominable heresy,

from his chair of divinity at the uni-

versity. A convention was called by
William de Berton for preparing an
adverse manifesto. Tlie assembly,

consisting of twelve doctors, eight

being mendicants, pronounced a so-

lemn decree, which iirst recites Wiclif’s

positions respecting transubstantiation,

and then promulgates their own old

articles of faith in their fullest extra-

vagance ; and concludes by denouncing
imprisonment, suspension of scholastic

exercises, and the greater excommuni-
cation, as the penalties of teaching any
but that which they declare to be the

only true doctrine. Tliis instrument

was despatched to the school of the

Augustines, where he was seated as

professor, enforcing tlie condemned
positions, and there declared openly
before his pupils. Wiclif made known
his intention ofappealing to the king.*

That Wiclif, on being chargerl with

theological error, should not have ap-
pealed to either the pope, or the bishop,

or ecclesiastical ordinary, but to the

king, was thought unpardonable con-
tumacy against the spiritual powers.
The measure was not free from bold-

ness; but it was the boldness of an
original, vigorous, sutisiied, and un-
compromising*’ mind. Even his old

friend, John of Gaunt, was astonished

at the audacity of the reformer, and
posted to Oxford to qommand his

future silence on the subject of the

Eucharist, llis orders were uiiobeyed.

Between this period and the meeting
of parliament, he employed his time in

composing a small treatise, denomi-
nated Ogtiolum, or the Wicket; which
exposed the absurdities of the popish

doctrine, in blessing the bread and
wine. The clergy had asserted that,

by virtue of their office, they could
create God their Creator; and their

deduction from this pi^misc was, that

persons endowed witn the stupendous
power were above cecular authority,

wiclif points out the enormity of this

position. If the sacerdotal benedic-
tion could effect the boasted and
credited wonder, it must follow, that

the Holy Agents must not only be ele-

vated above earthly jurisdiction, but
must also wax into roasters above
Christ himself, and be the dispensers

of his substance; so that, since it is

written, thou shalt honour thy father

and thy mother, Civrist would be bound
to honour, with filial reverence, the

priests, who thus became the fathers

and creators ofhimself. He further ex-

posed the absurdity, that each portion

of the bread became the undivided
body of Christ. Tiiis was illustrated

by glass, shivered into fragments, each
of which reflected the same counte-
nance. This was ingeniously turned
by Wiclif against his opponents. Each
fragment of the glass, he observed,

presented the image of a face, but not

the face itself ; so each portion of the

consecrated )>rcad represented tiic body
of Christ, but was not that very body.

In 1381 the see of Canterbury be-
came vacant ; ami to Simon Sudbury
succeeded William Courtney, trans-

lated from the see of l.ondou. He was
passionately devoted to tlie jiontifical

power. He called a synod, at the

priory of the preaching friars in Lon-
don, consisting of eight bishops, four-

teen doctors of civil or canon law,

and seventeen doctors and six bache-
lors of divinity, all mendicants or
monks, and confirmed the condemna-
tion of the ten conclusions which, it was
asserted, liad been publicly preached
by Wiclif. These related chiefly to

tlie sacrament and the mass— to the

forfeiture of the priestly function and
power by mortal sin— to the needless-

ness of auricular confession— to the

unlawfulness of temporal possessions

held by the clergy—and to the deri-

vation of the pope’s authority from tlie

emperor. Fourteen other conclusions

were pronounced erroneous. Tliese

maintained, that it was heretical for a
prelate to excommunicate, without the

supposed delinquent had been already

excommunicated of God— that it was
treasonable to excommunicate such as

had appealed to the king—that the

* Dr. Lingard hns taken care to speak of the coarseness of Wiclif’s language.
As a set off, bear what Wklsingham says of the reformer :

** At this time (a. d. 1381)
that old hypocrite, that angel of Satan, that emissary of Anti-Chriat, the not-to-be-
namad John Wiclif, or rather Wiekebeleve, the heretic, continued his ravings, and
aeemed as if he woidd drink up Jordan, ai^ plunge all Christians into the abyss, by
reviving the damnable opinionsi of Beiengarius/* Ac. Ac.
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Gospel might be preached without
license from pope or prelate— that

tithes are purely eleemosynary— that

feuent priests may be stripped of

ndowinents by the secular power
—that to ^ve alms to the friars is an
excommumcable offence ; and that the

religious orders, whether endowed or

mendicant, are sinful and unchristian.

Instructions were sent to the bishops
of London and I^hicoln to suppress
these doctrines. The latter sent letters

mandatory to all abbots, priors, the

And ecclesiastical functionaries

throughout the archdeaconry ofLeices-
ter, within which Lutterworth is si-

tuated. The primate’s measures were
seconded by the spiritual lords in par-

liament, who petitioned against the

impieties of the T^lkrds. The* doc-
trines here complained of, in addition

to the foregoing, were, that Urban VI.
was the son of Anti-Christ, and lllat

there had been no true pope since the

days of St. Sylvester—that they who
trust in the pope’s indulgences are ac-

cursed, and that none are obliged to

obey liis canons decretal— that the

w'orship of images is idolatrous and
execrable—that pictures of the Holy
Trinity are not to be endured— that

saints are not to be supplicated for

their intercession— that priests and
deacons are bound, by their onlcrs,

to preach, though they have no cure of
souls— that clergy not administering

the sacrament ought to be removed—
and tliat ecclcsiststics ought not to

squander their wealth in self-indul-

gences.

This application produced a royal

ordinance, which, without assent of

either lords or commons, empowers
sheriffs to arrest and imprison all

preachers and abettors ofthe false doc-
trine. In the next parliament, indeed,

the commons prayed that this might be
annulled ; but though the king assented

to their petition, the spurious statute,

as Mr. Uallam observes, still remains

among our laws, unrepealed, except by
desuetude, and by inference from acts

of much later times.

Armed with the powers conferred by
the statute, the primate assumed the

title of Inquisitor of Heretical Pravity

throughout the province of Canterbury,

and determined on extirpating heresy

from Oxford. Peremptory instructions

were sent to the chancellor, Robert
Rigge, commanding him to prevent

the preaching of all persons suspected

of heresy; naming, particularly, Wiclif
and his followers, Hereford, R^ing-
don, Ashton, and Redman. These
were summoned before the synod at
the Grey Friars; but iViclif was over-
looked, probably because he was* still

protectea by the Duke of Lancaster.

The reformer, however, appealed to the
king, in November 1382* He was
summoned to answer before the con-
vocation at Oxford ; and the duke his

patron openly Abandoned him. lie

delivered in two confessions, one in

English and the other in Latin. His
judges did not consign him to martyr-

dom ; but letters were obtained from
the king, condemning him to banish-

ment from the University of Oxford.
The shoi-t remnant of his days, he being
now stricken in years, was spent at

Lutterworth^between the discharge of

YjastomUduties and the toils of study.

Tlie pope, Urban VI., summoned him
to Rome to answer for his heretical

opinions. He had the hardihood to

excuse himself. He was now struck

with palsy; but disease and bodily in-

firmity had not power to check the

ardour of his mind, or prevent him
from the due prosecution of his ap-
pointed labours. ** His energies,”

says Mr. T^c Bas,,^< appeared to gather

strength and brightness as the shadows
of death were thickening round his

temples. Never, perhaps, since the

commencement of his warfare, was
Wiclif more formidable than during
the season of his linaf banishment at

Lutterworth. Never was his voice

more loudly raised in the cause of
scriptural truth than at the approach

of that hour which was to silence it for

ever.” On Uie 29th of December, 1384,

he was mortally seized with paralysis,

in bis church, during the celebration

of mass, and just about the elevation

of the sacrament. The attack was so

severe as to deprive him of speech,

and to render him utterly helpless.

Thus he lingered two days, and died

in the sixty-hrst year of his age.

Tlie space which we have uncon-
sciously occupied, prevents us from
further dilating on the actions of this

great man. Wv: are also obliged to

forego mention of those circumstances

which involve the names of Aston and
Pumey and Swindley, Repingdon
and Hereford, Fleming and William

Thorpe. Nor can we even dwell upon
those high and mighty noblemen and
knights, who reflected honour upon
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themselves by enrolling their names
among the disciples of the poor priest

of Lutterworth. Among all these, die
most illustrious— the most faithful

among the faithYul—was Lord Cob-
ham/ All know of his fate—how he
gloried amid the agonies of martyr-
dom—^how, when the flames, lighted by
the hands of the persecuting and atro-

cious papists, enveloped and wracked
and shrivelled each fibre in his frame

—

how, indeed, he had the praises of
God in his mouth, and the spirit of
our Saviour in his heart.’*

From the contemplation of these

wretched subjects, and these times of
terror, we are induced, not unwillingly,

to turn away ; but the multitudes that

then, and subsequently, suffered for

conscience sake, are an excellent testi-

mony of the sincerity of those Knglish-

mcn who struggled and died, uplorifying

their ends, for the truth ; and who, by
their deaths, sealed the doom ofpapacy
in England, and accomplished the

overthrow of moral slavery and of po-
litical thraldom. Well has old Fuller

said, " Thus, in the depluming of the

pope, every bird had his own feather

;

in the partage whereof, what he had
gotten by Sacrilege, was restonxl to

Christ; what by Usurpation, was given
to the king, the church, and the state

;

what by Oppression, was remitted to

each particular Christian.*'

Those who read of Wiclif will na-
turally turn to Luther for a comparison.
In one particular their glory is com-
mensurate. Each gave the Scriptures

to his countrymen in his native tongue.

In high and mighty puirpose, in im-

petuous zeal, and a soul equal to the

conflict with the combined powers of
earth and of hell, the antagonist of

Tetzel was, doubtless, pre-eminent over

the poor priest of Lutterworth. II is

was the temper of the Homeric heroes,

combined with the conscious responsi-

bility ofa minister of the revealed God.
Fearless at heart,— confident in his

knowledge of the book of life,— he
laughed to scorn the thunders of earthly

potentates, and treated the papal bull of

excommunication with derision and
contempt. But Lutbei^ however power-

ful in action and illustrious in exploit,

was not the schemer ofinnovation. A
cry had long before his time arisen,

and been even echoed back from the

interior of the imperial palace, against

thewild superstitions, incoherent subtle-

ties, and insane dogmas of popedom.

Men had been vainly endeavouring to

elevate their minds to the pitch of
resistance, but their hearts quailed

through base fear when they regarde^.

the formidable attitude and mighty
strength of their antagonist. But when
Luther appeared, he at once became
the leader of their sacred war. Inno-
vation, on the contrary, before Wiclifs
time had not made the slightest possible

Way in England. * Tlie resistance to

the pope by our kings, our barons,

and our parliaments, was a negative

resistance; and their conduct was that

of politicians, who, by their subtle di-

plomacy, were constantly endeavour-
ing to extricate this country from be-
tween the jaws of a fearful monster,
whose fury might crush it to atoms.
Grostele had longed for purer and
better times ; hut the first and true in-

novator in England against the ahnnii-

nalions of papacy w.is the priest of
J.uttervvorth. Luther soon created a

powerful pariy on the contifient, and
realised the poet's description

:

“A kingdom fora stage, princes foractors,
. And roonarchs to behold the swell iiig

scene.”

But around Wiclif the influence of
superstition had settled all things

down into a numbing consistency. The
papacy, whose weakness had not as

yet been revealed by the councils of
Pisa, of Constance, and of Basil, was
in the full exhibition of its reign of
fear in this country. It was Wiclif
who wrenched it from its palmy
seat of arrogance in England. And
though not gifted with the wondrous
su{)erhuinan fortitude, zeal, and bold-

ness of the German, he nevertheless

possessed that temperament— that ta-

lent, that strength of mind, and un-
wearied industry, which was sufficient

for the mighty task he had determined
to accomplish. He succeeded well,

as the issue proved ; for the inheritance

of the “ garden of popedom” was lost

to the successors of the Keys of St.

Peter for ever.

His writings spread over F4uropc,

especially in Bohemia ; and while John
Huss and Jerome of Prague in gladness

of heart commended them, they were
reprobated by the council of Constance
— his memory was consigned to infamy

and execration— his body was dis-

inhumed, dishonoured by the rene-

gade Bishop Fleming, and publicly

burnt, and the ashes were cast into the
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adjoining brook of Swift. We cannot of which he has only versified the
conclude better than by giving Words- powerful language of fox the maityio-
worth*s noble sonnet, in the last lines legist :

—

** Once more the church is seized with sudden fear, ,

And at her call is Wicliffe disinhumed ;

Yea, his dry hones to ashes are consumed.
And flung into the brook that travels near.

Forthwitli that ancient voice, which streams can hear,

Thus speaks, (that voice which walks upon the wind.
Though seldom beard by busy human kind).

As thou these ashes, little brook ! wilt bear
Into the Avon, Avon to the tide *

Of Severn, Severn to the narrow seas.

Into main ocean tliey,—. this deed accurst

An emblem yields to friends and enemies,

How the bold teacher*s doctrine, sanctified

By truth, shall spread throughout tbe world dispersed."

T1I£ WAKUIOr’s steed.

With my glittering* helm, and my corslet of steel.

The sword on my thigh, and the spur on:my heel,

—

How light was the touch on my steed’s jetty mane.
As I leaped to the saddle, and loosened the rein

!

** My courser, my courser ! how gladly we fly

from the quiet of home to the shrill battle-cry,

—

From the spot where iny childhood contentedly strayed

To the thrust of the lance and the jar of the blade !

The shriek of the wounded comes borne on tlie gale,

—

Tlie poor orphan's sob, and the sad widow’s wail

;

And sooij may my father aiul sister deplore

A son and a brother they’ll welcome no more !

My courser, my courser ! dash gallantly on,

Where the havoc is reeking and glory is won

;

Unheard is the prayer, and unheeded the woe.
When vengeance is sought at the brea.st of the foe 1”

He bore me through lield, and he bore me tlirough flood.

O’er the ranks of the slain, where the bravest had stood ;

And spurned was the breach by my steed’s foaming pride,

W^hcre the desperate struggled, and noble had died.

But that victory, gained by the just and the strong.

And the joys which to conquest and glory belong.

Are swept from the mind ; for new conquests and spoil

Since have honoured the freeborn, who fought for their soil.

The soldier’s brow wrinkles with badges ofwar.
And his horse’s broad chest will shew many a scar

;

But both can remember their first bloody field,

Where Ihe patriot taught the proud foeman to yield.

A wife now reclines on her warrior lord.

Who won what he hath with the blade of his sword

;

And those parents are watching their cbildysn, who feed
With crumbs, from the casement, their father’s old steed I

The eye of that horse will ne’er lighten again^

Yet it glows as the diild strokes die long silken mane

;

And the son of the soldier already will dare

To mount the old charger, in mimic ofwar 1

Years I years I that have crippled tlie hardy and fleet,

That have sprinkled tbe brow of the soldier with sleet,

—

Ye have not divided, nor lessened, the force

Of affection which rivets the knight to his horse.

y
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ON RECBNT MANIVBSTATIONS OF SPIRITUAL GIFTS.

No. II.

' BY THE REV. EDWARD IRVING.

Having narrated the circumstances
under which this jewel of inestimable

price was found amidst the neglected

and forgotten stores of the Church, I
must now describe as 1 can the beauty,
and the worth, and die various glorious

uses for which it is intended. The
gift of speaking with other tongues,
which hath been the occasion of so
much sin to this genemtion ofmockers,
is the subject which, above all, hadi
rewarded my meditation with other
ftuit, whereof I shall in this paper
endeavour to lay some part ^fore my
brethren. Hut first I would endea-
vour to describe tbe mariher of it to

those who have not had ih^ oppor-
tunity of witnessing it— to many,
alas I who have thought it beneath their

notice, but will think otherwise when
they have read this paper. After de-
scribing it according to the forms in

which I have seen it exhibited hun-
dreds of times, 1 will sliew its perfect

identity with that which is written of
in the Scriptures, then set forth die
results of my meditations upon it, and
close with some reflections upon the
gifts of the Spirit in general, and the
obligations of the Church for the same.
From these words of the apostle

Paul (1 Cor. xiv. 6),
‘‘ Now, brethren,

if I come unto you speaking with
tongues, what shall I profit you, except
1 shall speak to you either by revela-

tion, or by knowledge, or by prophesy-
ing, or by doctrine?’' it would seem
that there be four forms or uses of
speaking with tongues: the first for

revealing things hidden in the Word,
concerning which we have much infor-

mation in the second chapter of this

Epistle ; the second for bringing to the
knowledge of the Church things which
are taking place beyond the reach of
ordinary communication, whereof we
havemany instances in the life of Christ,
which was the complete^' manifestation

of the Holy Ghost ; tl\e third for pro-
phesying to the edification and comfort
and exhortation of the Church, for th(e

conviction and judgment, heart-search-

ing and conversion, of the unbeliever,

concerning which the fourteenth chap-
ter of the Episde quoted above is

cluefly written; the fourth for doc-
trine, or teaching ofthose things which
belong to the first principles and daily

practice of the Christian life— a gift

proper to the office of the pastor or
teacher, concerning which we have
hints in divers parts of Scripture, as

Rom. xii. 7; Eph, iv. 11, 12; Ileb.

V. 12—vi. 3. To these four forms of
communication this gift oftongues was
subservient, not so much to convey the

intelligible matter, which it never could
do in the Churcli, save when the gift of
interpretation was also vouchsafed, as
to shew that the person speaking from
revelation, or from knowledge, or from
prophesying, or from doctrine,was not
peaking of himself, but by the Holy
Ghost. Therefore he is set on to speak
in, a tongue which no man under-
standeth," which speaketh **not unto
men, but unto God," and comes out of
that state into^ntelligible speech with an
utterance, which you thereby know to

proceed from the same hidden and invi-

sible power which uttered the words
unknown. That this is the case is

manifest to the observer, and it is

made sure by asking the speaker, who
always declareth that the words uttered

in English are as much by power super-

natural, and by the same power super-

natural, as the words uttered in the lan-

guage unknown. But no one hearing
and observing the utterance could for a
moment doubt it, inasmuch as the whole
utterance, from the beginning to the

ending of it, is with a power and
strength and fulness, and sometimes
rapidity of voice, altogether different

from that of the person’s ordinary

utterance in any mo^ ; and 1 would
say, both in its form and in its effects

upon a simple mind, quite superna-
tural. There is a power in the voice to

thrill the heart and overawe the spirit

after a manner which I have never felt.

There is a march, and a majesty, and
a sustained grandeur in the voice,

especially of those who prophesy,

which 1 have never heard even a
resemblance to, except now and then

in the sublimest and most impassioned
moods of Mrs. Siddons and Miss
O'Neil. It is a mere abandonment
of all truth to call it screaming or cry-

ing : it is the most majestic and divine

utterance which 1 have ever heard,

some parts of which 1 never heard
equally, and no part of it surpassed,

by the finest execution of genius and
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of art exhibited at the oratorios in

the Concerts of Ancient Music. And
when the si)eech utters itself in the

way of a psalm or spiritual song, it

is the likest to some of the most sim-

ple and ancient chants in the ca-

thedral service ; insomuch that 1 have
been often led to think that those

chants, of which some can be traced

up as high as the days of Ambrose, are

recollections and ttansmissions of the

inspired utterances in the primitive

Church. Most frequenfly the silence

is broke by utterance in a tongue, and
this continues for a longer or a shorter

period, sometimes occupying only a few
words, as it were filling the first gush
of sound, sometimes extending to five

minutes, or even more, of earnest and
deeply-felt discourse, with whicTi the

heart and soul of the speaker is mani-
festly much moved, to tears and sighs

and unutterable groanings, to joy
and mirth and exultation, and even
laughter of the heart. So far from being
unmeaning gibberish, as the thought-

less and heedless sons of lielial have
said, it is regularly fonned, well pro-

nounced, deeply-felt discourse, which
evidently wanteth only the ear of him
whose native tongue it is to make it a

very masterpiece of powerful speech.

But as the apostle declareth that it is

not spoken to tlie ear of man, but to

the ear of God—“ he that speaketh in

a tongue speaketh not unto men,
but unto God : for no man under-

standeth'’ (1 Cor. xiv, 2)— we ought
to stand in awe, and endeavour to en-

ter into spiritual communion with tliat

member of Christ, who is the mouth
of the whole Church unto God. All

roel what a solemn thing it is to

witness this utterance going forward,

knowing that it is the Spirit of Jesus

carrying on a discourse with the invi-

sible Father through one of our bre-

thren, who therein representctli the

whole Church, and staiideth as our

foreman speaking and pleading unto

God. They who are impatient, and
set light by this part of the ntterance,

or scoff at it, know not what they do,

and should be pitied, as you would pity

a clown who should thrust himself for-

ward into the presence-chamber of the

king to gaze and laugh— should bo

rebuked, as you would the profane

wretch who went up to the mtar to

scatter abroad the bread and spill the

wine which the priest was consecrating.

How often have 1 had to sit under this

offence I my only consolation, Th^
know notwhat they do.

But, say they, of what use to listen

to that which we understand not?
The answer is manifold : to him who
uttereth it it is very useful ;

<< for he
that speaketh in a tongue, edifteth

himself,’’ through the speech, though

the understanding be unfruitful and
thou oughtest to rejoice in thy bro-

ther's edification, especially if in a

few seconds or minutes he is about

to edify thee witli a message brought

from God. Useful, broUier?— It is

most useful for thee, in order to get

the better of thine unbelief and irrever-

ence—to abate thy trust in thine under-

standing, by shewing thee a thing which
it cannot enter into—to make thee feel

and aejenowledge a present God speak-

ing by his Spirit—to make sure unto

thee thck union of Christ with his peo-

ple, spewing in them and by them, not

as empty instruments, but as conscious

spiritual creatures. Ah me ! it is the

standing symbol of the ^'communion
of the saints, and their fellowship with

tlie Father and the Son," not by means
of intelligence, but by means of the

Holy Ghost. But because intellect

cannot grasp it, intellect would dash it

to the ground, ai^d deny that there is a
spirit in man deeper than the intellect

—

tfuit there is a Holy Ghost binding God
to Jesus, and Jesus to the Church, and
the Church with one another, and back

again to God. The unknown part of

the discourse is the syinbol of the foun-

tain secret, unseen and unknown—^the

known part, of tlie stream which issues

from the fountain to cherish the life of

all creatures. Doth a man refuse to

drink of tlie clear, flowing stream, be-

cause he knows not the hidden and
secret cavern within the bowels of the

earth from which it hath flowed out?

All ! what a miscreant generation it is,

and what misdeeds they have done
under the sight of these sorrowful eyes I

1 have seen God's sanctuary profaned,

God’s mysteries gazed on and laughed

at, God's gentle and entreating voice

set at nought— all because it issued

from a fountain of unknown speech

which they could n6t understand. In

their ignorance they understand not

that all which is known issucth from

the unknown, iu order that all know-

ledge may lead us to all worship.

“ When I am praying in my native

tongue," said one of the gifted persons

' to me, " however fixed my soul be upon
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God, and him onlvy I am conscious to

other thoughts and desires, which the

very words i use force in before me. 1

am like aman holding straightforward to

his home full in* view, who, though he

diverge neither to the right liand nor

to the left, is ever solicited by the

many well-known objects on every

haticl of him. But the moment I am
visited with the Spirit, and carried out

to (vod in a tongue which I know not,

it is as if a deep covering of snow had
fallen on all the country round, and 1

saw nothing but the object of my
desire and the road which leadeth into

it. I am more conscious than ever

to the presence of God. He and he
only is in my soul. 1 am filled with

some form of the mind of God, be it

joy or grief, desire, love, pity, com-
passion, wrath, or indignation ; and I

am made to utter it in words Yhich are

full of power over my spirit; but not

being accessible to my understanding,

my devotion is not interrupted by
associations or suggestions from tlic

visible or intellectual world : I feel

myself, as it were, shut in with God
into his own pavilion, and hidden close

from the invasions of the world, the

devil, and the flesh.’’ In these few
words the mystery ai\d the end of the

gift of tongues are accurately set forth.

In the samelireath, in perfect conti-

nuance, sometimes in constant sequence,

as word followeth word in common dis-

course, sometimes witli such a pause as

a speaker makes to take his breath, the

English part flows forth in tlie same
fulness of voice, majesty of tone, and
grandeur of utterance. .'Ihis is that

with which we have properly to do

—

God and the speaker with the other

;

and as God speaketh in the Church for

edification, this is always the largest

part, four times, or ten times, or even

twenty times, as much being known as

is unknown. The unknown is, so far

as concerneth us, the sign that the

known is a message from God, pro-

phesying under the power ofthe Spirit,

speaking as one is moved by the Holy
Ghost, and not any odering of the

enlightened and pious mind for the

benefit ofthe biethren-^that it is Jesus,

the Head of the Church, occupying the

speech, and using the tongue of his

servant, to speak the things which he

desireth at that time to be spoken

and heard. Wherein the person is not

used as a trumpet merely for speaking

through, but as an intelligent, coii-
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scious, loving, holy creatui^, to be
possessed in these his inwa^ parts,

and used by the Tx>rd of All, the

indwelling Head of the Church. He
yieldeth his will unto Jesus, to be
used thus in his act of faith, self-

resigning; and Jesus, using his will,

doth, through the spirit and by the

tongue of the man, utter forth what
words he pleaseth to utter. In utter-

ing the unknown,' and in uttering the

known part of the prophesying, he is

equally and dlike under the power of
Jesus until the word comes forth— in

both cases equally conscious in his

speech to the thing which is uttered

—

filled with the joy or grief, with the

love or hatred, with the entreaty, or

reproof, or indignation— in one word,
with'^the spirit of it. There is no dif-

ference in the state of the speaker;

he is equally unconscious, equally

unintelligent, equally possessed, and
equally consenting to be possessed—
aye, and until the word be uttered.

He can refuse his will, and so quench
the Spirit ; or, being commancled by
those who have the rule over him,
he can cease to give liis will, and so

arrest the utterance of the Spirit. He
is all the while a responsible agent;

and according to his degree of willing-

ness or unwillingness doth permit or

prevent the largeness of the Spirit’s

utterance. lie is all the while pleasing

or oflending Jesus ; and Jesus hath

delight and the (Church profit in him
accordingly— he himself satisfaction

and clearness of conscience in the use
of his gift. But the work of responsi-

bility is entirely confliied to the spirit

or will of the person, which is, in fact,

the only seat ofresponsibility, the mind,
the understanding, and the feeling, or,

as it is commonly called, the heart,

being only a serving creature— a thing

of the flesh, without which the spirit

shall exist in the separate state—with
which the spirit hath nothing to do
but to keep it to its work and entreat

it kindly—from which the spirit is as

widely separated as God is from the

dust. God is the fountain of the spirit,

the dust the origin of the fleshly crea-

ture. I am not writing metaphysically,

but describing a reality; yet such a

reality as hath given me more insight

into metaphysics than all books which
I have read, and all lectures which 1

have heard. It seems to me always to

realise the views of man’s being that

I was wont to hear from the mouth of
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that most rafted philosopher and most
profound thinker, our dear Coleridge,

whom may the Lord abundantly bless in

the decline ofhis days I as he hath bless^

ed me with more instruction than any
other uninspired man, living or dead.

There is no difference, I have said,

between the actual state of the speaker

in uttering the unknown and the known
words, the one being as pure an utter-

ance of the Holy (thost as is the other.

And when the intelligible words are

uttered, they become vehicles of mean-
ing to his mind and to his heart, just

as they arc to the mind and the heart

of the hearers. The unknown words
are just as much unknown to him as

to us, and the known words are just as

much known. He becomes tlie subject

of Christ's teaching just as we ai%, and
he is now responsible for the lessons

taught just as we are. This, no doubt,

makes a great difference as to the de^iflree

of absorption which he hath in God,
for now lie is assailed hy tlic associa-

tions and feelings which are connected
with the thing he is uttering. And his

faithfulness is put to a sterner proof:

for as word dmweth on word, and
sentence followcth sentence, he may
shrink from the consequences of going
forw'ard. II is feelings of love, and
friendship, and favour, to those whom
lie is called upon to rebuke, may arrest

tlie current of his willingness. Kvery
opinion, every prejudice, every passion,

every affection, every inhrinity, every

fibre of the flesh which remaineth

uncrucLfied, will now arise to prevent

the Spirit from uttering what it is his

mind to utter; for the flesh lusteth

against the Spirit. The utterance in

English is far more trying than the

utterance iu the unknown tongue to

him who uttcreth it. 1 can conceive

a thousand temptations in tlie way of
hinderance, and as many in the way of
hasteningbeyond the mind and temper
ofthe Spirit. We may minister to Him
—nay, what even of the flesh is living

will serve in to him fuel of its own

;

and it is only by the strong hand of the

Jj}rd upon the prophet that the utter-

ance is not marred or mangled. But
his care for his Church will, 1 believe,

proveut such intermingling ; as we see

was the case of Balaam, who, if they

would have given him the whole world,

could not go beyond the word of the

Lord.
Of those who have exercised the gift

of tongues in my church, it is remark- •

able that the females have it in the
form of prophesying alone; the men
have it in all the four forms mentioned
by Paul, of revelation, of knowledge,
of prophecy, and of doctrine. And
this is according to the Scriptures,

where it is prophesied that in the last

days, which Peter declared to have
begun at the day of Pentecost, our
sons and daughters should prophesy,

and our servants and our hand-

maidens.’’ (.loef, ii. 28 ; compared with

Acts, xi. 17.) And, at the same time,

women are forbidden to teach (1 Tim.
ii. 12.); nor to raise questions upon
the things which are said in the Church
(1 Cor. xiv. 34, 35); but to keep si-

lence •in all respects, except when
moved by the Spirit to pray or to pro-

phesy : in which case particular in-

structions aj^ given to them (1 Cor. xi.

1—1C) how to carry themselves, so as

still to preserve tlieir place of subjec-

tion to the man. Some would have
it, that women are to keep silence al-

ways in the churches, even when the

Holy Ghost comes upon them with

power, interpreting the injunction in

1 (^or. xiv. as absolute and unlimited.

This, I have no hesitation in saying, is

an unsound interpretation, against the

intention of the gift of prophecy, which
is for edifying the Church— against

the apostolic instructions concerning
the manner of their prophesying ( 1 Cor.
xi.)— against the spirit of the texts

(1 Cor. xiv. 34; 1 Tim. ii. 11) quoted
in its favour, which hate both reference

to taking authority upon themselves,

and stepping out of their place— -against
the scriptural manner of speaking con-
cerning persons under the Holy Ghost,
which is, that not they but the Holy
Ghost speaks (Matt. x. 20 ; Acts, ii. 4

;

V. 32 ; XX. 23 ;
xxi. 11 ; John, xv.26)

—against the judgment of many in-

terpreters, as Grolius, Locke, Scott,

Brown, and the practice of the primi-
tive Church, as expressly declared both
by Tertullian and Cyprian—and against

the practice of all churches, whereof no
one usinga liturgy imposeth silence upon
women, or pieventeth them speaking
when even the men mayspeak in prayer.

T am not arguing tl^ matter at present,

nor justifying the^rder which 1 have
taken in the Church concerning it,

but simply recording the fact, that

while the speaking with tongues hath

come to the men, seeking their utter-

ance in all the four heads, it hath only

come to women, seeking their utterance
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in the one head ofprophe^ing ; which,
tlierefore, 1 conclude the Spirit intend-
eth they should occupy, at all times

and places, and in all presences, where
it pleaseth the Spirit to bring the power
upon.them. If that word of the apos-
tle (1 Cor. xiv. 24) had been intended
of prophesying, it would have been
written either “ let not your prophet-

esses speak,'’ or, let not your women
prophesy but being let not your
women speak,*’ it plainly intendeth,

let them not break silence of their own
mind, nor take upon them in the

understanding to utter any thing. To
apply it to the Holy Ghost speaking
in them, would be entirely to preclude
them from the use of the gift ; because
a church, in the apostolic and true

sense, means any two or three met to-

gether in the name of tlie J^rd. It

would actually reduce the women to

silence, save when alone, and so sub-
vert the proper nature of prophecy,
which is for tlie edifying of the Churcli

( i Cor. xiv. 4, 31). Nothing more fully

shews me what a letter-killed state the

Church is come into, than the way in

which the whole work of God has
been resisted, upon the strength of that

single precept, that women should
keep silence,” which no Church till

now hath interpreted in the letter since

the world began. Ilut, indeed, there

is no longer a Church interpreting the

word of God by the Spirit, but a num-
ber ofintellects hammering away at the

letter of a book. The Homan Catholic

use of the Scriptures is nothing so

frightful as the use which Protestants

are now making of them. Dut to

return to our delineation of the gifts.

The difference between the gift of
prophesying, which is exercised mostly
ny the women amongst us, and the

gift of revelation, standeth chiefly in

this, that the former hath the Church,
the latter the word of God, for its ob-
ject. The prophet or prophetess speak-
eth from no text or pas.sage of Scrip-

ture to reveal the mystery or the doc-
trine contained in it, as doth he who
useth tongues for revelarion, but doth
address words of exhortation, edifica^

tion, and comfort fa* the Church (1 Cor.
xiv. 3), most frequently introduced by
words in an unknown tongue, which
are the sign of inspiration to those who
have love enough to believe, or dis-

c^nment enough to perceive, or pre-
vious acquaintance enough to know,
that the person speaking is not making

[March,

feigned words, in order to pass offsome
invention of his own for an inspiration

ofGod. To the Church, who recogpiise

the speaker to be a brother or sister in

Christ, the tongue answereth for a sign

that he is coming forth with something
from God—that he is speaking as he
is moved by the Holy (>host. And
le.st, after he cometh to the English

part, we shoidd relapse again into in-

fidelity, and be hearing as if it were
the word of the speaker only, it hap-
pencth not unfrcquently that he is

carried back into the tongue for a
short while, as it were to carry us back
into the presence of the Holy Ghost,

from which we are too ready to slip

away. But in the case of revelation it

is quite different. The person iicedeth

to haVe the word of God before him,

or to be listening to the reading it : the

former is the most fruitful way of it.

Tlfcn, even as he rcadeth, the spirit like

inspiration darteth light into his mind,

when it is revelation, or love into his

heart, when it is teaching ;
and he ut-

tereth most commonly in a tongue

first, then in English, then in a tongue

again, and again in English, short sen-

tences as it were, turn and turn about;

every thing coming thus sealed with

the demonstration of the Spirit. This

operation of the Holy Ghost is very

wonderful to behold : the fulness of

the mind and heart, the rapidity of the

uttcnince, the difiiculty and sometimes
struggling of the organs to get dis-

burdened of it, are not more demon-
strative of supernatural agency, than is

the matter uttered demonstrative that

this agency is that of the Holy Ghost.

Such depths ofdoctrine, such openings

of truth, such eagle-glances into tlie

mind of God, such purity of love, such

ciirnestness of exhortation, and, in one

word, such heavenly exaltation of spi-

rit, heard 1 never from man’s lips, as

1 have heard from those speaking in

this manner by the Holy Ghost. And
the same of those prophesying: the

heavenly holiness, the olessed unity,

the living and life-giving spirit of their

discourse, passeth all understanding.

I knew it not to be ofman, by that which

stumbled so many, because there were

none of the peculiarities of a system

—

none of the speculations of the age

—

none of the idiosyncrasies of the

person in it. It was after no kind but

the Catholic kind of God—^it is living

^ter—it is marrow and fatness. And
the man who feels it not to be so, may
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be a sound-minded man, orthodox,

evangelical, eloquent, argumentative,

or any thing else, but he lacketh one
thing, and that the chief thing, viz.

spiritual discernment—the unction of

the Holy One—the mind of Christ.

Of this I have no doubt, and without

any qualification I do express it. I

say not, therefore, that he is not a
Christian ; but tliak he is not spiritual,

I do unhesitatingly say. He is like

the Corinthians, of whom I’aul spake
thus : “ And I, brethren, could not

speak unto you as unto spiritual, but
as unto carnal, even as unto babes in

Christ. 1 have fed you with milk,

and not with meat, for hitherto ye were
not able to bear it, neither yet now arc

ye able ; for ye are yet carnal : for

whereas there is among you envying,

and strife, and divisions, are ye not

carnal, and walk as meu r' (1 Gor.

iii. 1—3.)

Tliere is another distinction to be
made before the thing wliich we have
received in our Church is fully under-
stood. It is not the gift of
or the speaking with tonguesy properly

so called, but the gift of prop/iecj/, as

distinguished from the speaking iri/h

tongues in the apostolic enumeration
of the gifts (1 Cur. xii. 10, and contnist-

cd therewith throughout the 14tl] chap-
ter). It is the superior gift of projdiecy

which we have received, and for which
we desire to be thankful. ''Hie d iffcrence

standeth in this,that he wdio ** spake with
tongues” in the Church did nothing else

than utter words, unknown alike to

himself and to all the people; and
therefore there was needed another,

with the gift of interpretation. The
one did, as it were, dream the dream
of Pharaoh, which went from him and
was not known; the other, like Joseph,
did receive the interpretation thereof

direct from God. As tiic speaker

spake the unknown words, the mean-
ing thereof arose upon the interpreter’s

heart, and the proper native words
came upon his lips. But he was all

the while as ignorant of the foreign

words as the utterer and the hearers of
them. It was a spiritual gift, and not
an act of translation from one tongue
into another. In tliis tluit poor man,
Mr. Pilkington, who hath written

his own shame and infan^ to the

world, deceived himself, not me or
any one else, labouring by a smatter-
ing of languages, and an enthusiastic,

mind, thiiSdng he did God service,

to come at the purport of the words
which were uttered in the tongue,
lie tried it by translation and enthu-
siasm. Had he bean ingenuous, 1
could have set him right at once,

having written, fully a year ago, *upon
the nature of these gifts, and unaer-

stood them then substantially as I

understand them now ; but receiving a
mixed and confused account from him,

that the words oame to him by a spi-

ritual influence, and not by an intellec-

tual labour, 1 was afraid to prejudge

the matter, knowing that a man might
receive a gift who was not able to

render a distinct account of it; and
therefore took time, and gave him all

opportunities of proving the matter,

till I could fairly say it is not of the

Holy Ghost^ but of thine own enthu-

siastic fancy and erroneous under-

standing The gift of interpretotion of

tongues is needful to make the gift

of speaking with tongues to be of any
profit to the Church

;
and therefore

the apostle requireth that it should

not be used unless there were an in-

terpreter present, and even in such a

case it should be by short sentences of

two or tlirec words, turn and turn

about. These two collateral and co-

eflirient gifts, thbs exercised, are pro-

fitobie for bringing rnc*ssuges direct

from the Spirit, without any possibility

of being curtailed or exaggerated in

the utterance of iheni ; to which pro-

]dieey is liable more cf less, according

to the holiness and fiiithfuliicss of the

prophet, except God specially interfere

to prevent. I'or he speaking in a
tongue knoweth not a word he speak-

eth, and he inteipreting knowolli not

what is to follow; and being taken

together, they form an entire check
upon one another, and are therefore

profitable for bringing messages from
God as from an oracle. It seemctli

to me to be an infallible method of
carriage for messages which God
would have to come with all the

weight of his own autliority ; whereas,

prophesying be would have to depend
upon the ftiiUifulness of the speaker,

and the discernpien^of the hearer—not

to come, as the vmtten word, with in-

fiillible authority, to which we must
stoop down at once obedient, but as

an utterance not to be despised but
much to be valued, yet always to be
proved by the Church :

“ Despise not

prophesyings
;
prove all tbin^; hold

fast that which is good,” ** Covet to
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prophesy, and forbid not to speak
with tongues.” Wherefore also certain

tests are given by the Lord (Matt. vii.

15—21), and by the apostles (1 Cor.

xii. 2^; 1 John, iv. 1—6 ; 1 Tim. iv.

1—4*; i Pet. ii. &c.), whereby the

tme, prophet is to be discerned from

the &lse ; and all these tests lie in the

substance of the thing uttered, not in

any sign or manner, teaching us that

the hearer is as responsible as the

utterer of prophecy, for discerning the

Spirit by which it is uttered. This

gift of prophecy, and not the speaking
with tongues, is that which we have

received, it is commonly preceded
by a tongue, and 'occasionally min-
gled with it; but nine parts out of ten

are in our own tongue, spoken for

edification, exhortation, and comfort.

'fherefore all these objccfions against

using it in the Cliurch witho'.t an in-

terpreter, fall to the ground, like those

against women speaking. The only

two refuges of those who dislike the

whole subject, and would fain find a
shelter against it in the word of God,
are thus taken away.
And here endeth our first head of

description, which I would follow up
with one reflection, that the peculiar and
pro[)er name of Chrisi, as the Head of

the Church, is He which baptiseth

with the Holy Ghost,” and that this

office was not fulfilled till the day of

Pentecost, in what manner and with

what effect is set forth in the first chapter

of the Acts of the Apostles, and that it

is the distinguishing promise and ex-

press prerogative of Christian baptism

to convey the same, and that all

the churches were introduced into that

divine and supernatural standing,

and that the whole body of Scripture

speaketh of it as the proper culling of

the Church in all ages to put forth the

same,—ought we not to be exceedingly

grieved and afflicted to find ourselves

in the poor, miserable, purblind, cold-

hearted and powerless state in winch
we are? Ought we not to humble
ourselves before the Loi;^ on account

of our misuse of this precious gift and
endowment, and to ro^urn and weep
because, through ou'. unbelief and un-

faithfulness, the Lord Jesus and his

gljpty have been hidden from the sight

knowledge of men ? And when,

not only from the constant testimony

of the Scriptures, and the necessary

consequences of the doctrine of our

union with Christ, but from the fact of

the return of the gifts, it is put beyond
all question that the destitution of all

grace, and goodness, and power, into

which we are come, is owing— as in

the case of man’s fall from paradise

into the deluge, of Israel’s fall from the

head of kin^oms to grinding misery
—not to any change of God’s mind
concerning the Church, or to any
temporary purpose *which he set up for

a few years with the view of taking

away again, for his gifts and callings

are without repentance,” but singly and
solely to our unbelief of bis goodness,

and to our unfaithfulness in the gift com-
mitted to our trust ;—^we ought to be sore
afflicted, and to cry unto him day and
night, for the transgressions which wc
and or.r fathers have transgressed against

him, ill grieving, quenching, and almost

blaspheming liis Holy Spirit. If the*
Jews, against the day of their recog-

nising Jesus of Nazareth, whom their

fathers crucified, and the children of
their fathers have blasphcinerl, when

they look uj)on him whom they have
pierced, shall mourn for him as one
niouriietl) for his only son, and shall

be ill bitterness for liirn as one that is

in bitterness for a first-born” (Zech.
xii. 10), then how should we mourn
now that we have discovered that for

fifteen hundred years and more the

Church hath been shutting her door
against the glory of Christ, rejecting the

spirit of power, and keeping herself in

misery, and the world in darkness—
hiding from the sight of men the

beauty and blessedness of Christ in his

church— prostituting herself in her

ignorance and wickedness to the kings

of the earth, and doing every thing to

provoke the eyes of his jealousy and
glory ! Oh 1 if in tliat day when God
poureth out upon the house of David
and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem

the spirit of grace and supplication,

and they come to recognise the gloiy

of him they have so long rejected^

there be a great mourning in Jerusalem,

as the mourning of Iladadrimmon in

the valley of Megiddo, verily, verily,

how much more in the Church, which

beginneth now to discover the sad

reality, that for long long ages she hath

been living in the rejection of Christ

glorified, and in the despite of the

Holy Spuit of grace—knowing Christ

some little in the flesh, but refhsing to

know him in the spirit—ignorant of

the power of his resurrection, not

baptised into the fellowship of his
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sufTerings, and little conformed to his

death. (3h I for the spirit of wisdom
and understanding in the knowledge
of God I Oh ! that tlie eyes of our

understanding were enlightened, that

we might know what is the hope ofour

calling, and what the riches of the glory

of his inheritance in the saints, and
what the exceeding greatness of his

power with us who Relieve, “according

to the working of his mighty power,

which he wrought in Christ, when
he raised him from the dead, and set

him at his own right hand in the

heavenly places, far above all princi-

pality, and power, and might, and
dominion, and every name that is

named, not only in this world, but
also in that which is to come:* and
hath put all things under his feet, and

gave him to be tlie head over all things

to tlie church, which is his body
; tlic

fulness of him that hllcth all in all.”

Ah me! if Paul spake these words by-

the Holy Ghost, if this be tlie true deli-

neation of the ('liurch, her dignity and
her occupation, her privilege and her

fulness, then 1 ask to what a jiass are

Ave brought, and in what a miserable

condition have we been for these six-

teen centuries ! And now' tliut (>od is

.awakening us out of our dream, and
shewing us what fruitless cnenmbe^rers

of the ground we are, and what
unprofitable servants—oh! now that

he is calling us to account for our
stewardship, which we have squan-

dered and prostituted— what repent-

ance and godly sorrow ought there to

be felt amongst us, and what conti-

nuation of prayer and fiisting, until the

L.ord take off the load of our guilt,

and return to us in mercy and in

loving-kindness

!

Ah me 1 there is a Fast approach-
ing: I bless God for it. Let this

sin of having rejected the Avork of

the Holy Ghost be above all others

remembered ; for as tlie Holy (!^host

is the author of all holiness, and
blessedness, and glory to a people,

so the quenching and the grieving,

the shortening and the hindering ofhim
in his holy operations, is the cause of
all sin and misery, of all disease and
wretchedness. For an example of what
the mourning should be of those who
hear these things, let me again refer

to the sorrow of Jenisalem when she

cometh to discover that Jesus whom
they crucified is the Lord of glory:

“ And the land shall mourn every

fiimily ajpart ; the family of the house
of David apart, and their wives apart;

the fiimily of the house ofNathan apart,

and their wives apart; the family ofthe

house of Levi apart, and their wives

apart ;
the family of Shimei apart, and

their wives apart ; all the families that

remain, every iamily apart, and their

wives apart.’’ And to all those who
rightly apprehend the nature of this

transgression, and humble themselves

for the guilt thereof, 1 believe that the

I^rd will return in great mercy and
loving-kindness, in great power and
glory. For the time to visit Zion is

fully come, and the wall of Jerusalem

shall lie rebuilt hftHese troublous times.

We stand upon the very threshold of

glorious times to those who know their

God, who shall do exploits in the wide
Avorld, (^en proceeding forth in the

spirit and power of Flias to preach the

everlasting Gospel of the kingdom to

every nation and kindred upon the

earth, saying. Fear God and give glory

to him, for the hour of his judgment is

come. That hour is fully come, and
the ambassadors must go forth from
the side of Jesus the Lonl of glory,

AA'ith powers pleniiiotentiary, to sound
the trumpet nrouml the world, and lifl

up the voice with strength, saying to

the nations of the earth, Prepare to

meet your God. They shall go, and
none shall let them ; they sliall speak,

and none shall put tlrjm to silence;

they shall command, and kings shall

tremble and obey: because it is the

time of Cod’s witnes.s-hearing. “And
if any man aviII hurt” those Avitnesscs

whom he is about to send forth, “fire

proceedetb out of their mouth, and
devuureth their enemies; and if any
man will hurt them, lie must in this

manner he killed. These have power
to shut lieaA'en, that it rain not in the

days oftheir prophecy : and have power
over waters to turn them to blood, and
to smite the earth with all plagues,

as often as they will.’* To Avam this

nation, to wary the world as iar as 1
have poAver to do it, is the reason for

which 1 take up my i[^ii to write in this

publication, which,^oiigh I approve

not in some things, is read by immor-
tal souls; and my commission is to

every creature under heaven. O Lord I

who canst convert all things to thy

glory, do thou make this also to be-

• come a vehicle of thy truth

!
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No. XXII.

THE BAROV VON GOETHE.

Rearer ! thou here bduddest Uie Eidolon of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
So,looks and tives> now in his eighty-third year, afiu* in the bright little friendlv

Weimar, ** the clearest, most universal man ofbis time.” Strange enough
Cipnning that resides in the ten fingers, especially what they bring to passW pencil and pen I Him who never saw England, England now sees : from

Jraser^s ** Gallery” he looks forth here, wondering, doubtless, how he came into

Stich^a Lichtstrasse Q* light-street,” or p.laxy) ; vet with kind recognition of all

.Isrighbours, even as the moon looks kindly on lesser lights,'^and, were tliey but
,:d8h-6il cressets, or terrestrial Vauxhall stars (of clipped tin), forbids not their

riiining.^Nay, the very soul of the man thou canst likewise behold. Do but
look well in those forty' volumes of musical wisdom,” which, under the title of
Ooeth^i Werk€f Cotta of Tubingen, or Black and Young of Covent Garden—
once oflbr them a trifle of drink-money—will cheerfully hand thee : neater sight,

or more profitable, thou wilt not meet with in this generation. The German
languate, it is presumable, thou knoWest; if not, shouldst thou undertake the

study mereof for tha't sole end, it were well worth thy while.

Czoquis (a man otherwise of rather satirical turn) surprises us, on this

occasion, with a fit of epthusiasm. He declares often, that here is the finest

of all living heads ; speaks much of blended passion and repose ; serene depths

of eye$^ the brow, the temples, royally ».*died, a very palace of thought;

—

audifo'i^.
IhC'^ter of these Notices is not without decision of character, and can

believtl what he knows. He answers Brother Croquis, that it is no wonder the

head should be royal and a palace ; for a most royal work was appointed to be
done'fhAmin. Reader! within that head the whole world lies mirrored, in such
cleeur, cereal harmony, as it has done in none since Shakespeare left us : even

l^isRs^-foir of a world, wherein thou painfully strugglest, and (ns is like) stum-
blesl^^jBtll lies transfigured here, and revealed authentically to he still holy, still

divine^ What alchymy was that: to find a mad universe full of scepticism,

discoid, despeRtion ; and transmute it into a wise universe of belief, and melody,
atid revdrence 1 Was not there an opus magnum

,

if one ever was? This, then,

is he .wjlfo, heroically doing and enduring, has accomplished it.

Ir &is distracted time of ours, wherein men have lost their old loadstars, and
waud^f^ after night-fires and foolish will-o*-wisps ; and all things, in that

*i ska^gof the nations,” have been tumbled iuto chaos, the high made low and
thelow high, and ever and anon some duke of this, and Jring of that, is gurgled
aloft, ;to float there for moments; and foncies himself the governor and head-
directof'pf it all, and tc but the topmost froth-hell, to burst again and mingle

wifli Ufo wild fermenting* mass,—in this so despicable time, we say, there were
neveitbelcRS—he die bounteous heavens ever thanked for itl

—

two great men
sentamong us. The one, in the island ofSt. Helena now sleeps dark and lone,

amid'thO ocean’s everlasting lullaby;” the other still rejoices in the blessed

aunlight, oft the banks of the lime.
^

Great'was the part allotted each, great the talent given him for the same

;

yet, mark the contrast ! Bonaparte walked through the war-convulsed world,

like an all-devouring earthquake, heaving, thundering, hurling kingdom over

ki^^om; Goethe was as the mild-shining, inaudible light, which, iiotwithstand-

ilX^^can a^in make that chaos into a creation. Thus, too, we see Napoleon,
^Hjl^^luS'Austerlitzes, Waterloos, and Borodinos, is quite gone—-all departed,

silence like a t^vem-brawl. While this other 1

—

he still shines with his

diftN|'l4d,iaiice ; his inspired words are to abide in living hearts, as the life and

.
ins^^qn of thiEkerr, born and still unborn. Some fifty years hence, his think-

ing will be found Lanslated, and ground down, even to the capacity ofthe diurnal

press; ncts'Of parliament will be passed in virtue of him :

—

this man, if we well

consider of it, is appointed to be ruler of the world.

;|^(derl to thee thyself, even now, he has one counsel to give, the secret

'oftM whole poetic alchymy: Gedenke zv leben. Yes, ‘'think of living I”

Bfo, wert thou the “pitifullest of all the sons of earth,” is no idle dream,
hutR ^lenm reality. It is thv own; it is all thou hast to front eternity with,

'^ork^ ^n, ‘eveD as he has clone, and does

—

‘ Like a stab unhastino, yet
VNERSTiNO.^Sic valeas,

t
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HISTORICAL ROMANCE.

No. II.

Sm WALTER SCOTT AND HIS IMITATORS.

Nothing is more evident than that

Shakespeare was an industrious reader,

and took advantege of all the informa-

tion he could get.^ It is amusing to

peruse Hume’s opinion of the genius

of Shakespeare, whom he describes as

^^bom in a rude age, and educated in

the lowest manner, without any in^

struction either from the world or from
books.” It is sufficiently absurd for a
writer to entertain an opinion so un-
founded ; let him be careful, therefore,

how he acts upon it, or attempts to

imitate an example thus untruly repre-

sented. Ilow it happened that know-
ledge at aU entrances became qujte

shut out from the mind of Shakespeare

requires solution ; but if it be true, it

is only the more astonishing how he
contrived to exhibit the creations of his

fancy in the moulds of experience in a
manner so characteristic. It is still

more surprising that he should have
resented them with such ideal attri-

utes as are only supposed producible

by cultivated minds. If some have
shewn a disposition to exaggerate the

educational acquirements of Shake-
speare b^ond probability, by others

they have clc3>ry heeh stated at too
low a mark. There are evidences in

his works of considerable acquaintance
with the productions of classical anti-

quity; and it is certain that in many
passages he has made excellent use of
mythological embellishment, which, as

the unlearned had not in his day the

benefit of classical dictionaries, must
have been derived to him from sources

more immediate. If he drank not at

tlie original fountains, the kindred spi-

rit in which his allusions,are conceived
is not the least astonishing peculiarity

of his astonishing genius, ffiat, by a sort

of intuition, could enter thus into the

veiy soul of centuries long since de-
parted, and countnes fiu* away,^Rnd
oxisdng only ea .mins, among which

the ancient if not dead,^’

yet lay carelessly dififhsed, >

« With IsoguishM head uupxDpt, •

As one past hope, abandon’d
In alaviah babu, ill-fitted weeds,
O’erwom and Boil’d.’’ ‘

.

We have sufficient jeviddnee, howled,
. VOL. V. MO. XXVI.

that he neglected no opportunity of
instructing his mind, and X>f laying up
materials for the use of bis art. Great
as his genius was, so little did he
depend upon it, that he copied, with
undeviating accuracy, as we before ob-
served, the order of the old chroniclem,

and undigested annals of his time, and
was equally scrupulous with rega^ to
the fictitious stories on which soipe of
his romantic dramas are founded. Let
men ofinferioc-glftius,theTefore,beware

bow they venture upon more than even
this great poet felt himself authorised

in daring. •

Much revolving these facts, and the

principles of which they are the sym-
bolical exponents, we thought it our
duty, in the intrc^uctory paper upon
this subject, to warn every man of
genius who comes to the execution of
a work of art, that without competent
stores of knowledTO he can hope to do
but little. As litUe, on the other
can he do without the gift of genius

;

for the rules of att, as laid down by
are of no use but to a man of
they are only fetters on the incom-
petent, but, with such writers gs Mil**

ton, for instance, are the ornaments and
defences of the ingenioys.

We must avoid repeating ourselves.

It may be, however, necessary tq.^re-

mind the reader that we were at j^ns
to shew that ISir Walter Scott ne^eefed
none of the sources of instruetion in

order to the complete execution oflils

various works ; and Couni Robert
ParU is particularly rich ‘ in acqumi

,

lore. He has, indeed, laid the 'mblib

of Histoiy under contribution: ,16 'tbb
;

nymph of Fiction. But 'stewlifk

also, the method in which hfi

the relative bearing of blsto^
tion on one another; but bevmif'lb^
novel or romance ou^t to

the drama whue the lafi^.^iNNs
mainfy with the blst^cal
former su8pends*tl^nteiT|l'pf
sity and the mystery of foe nanaftyje

on dm toitioiu; usi^ the- bistidrioal

to i^e j^ot, and 'fix tl^land^R^^ ls^

'

wiere> of the whereof th^ .miftteffi

,Rre''repre8entanVe. WTe ^{bclinedrlb
attribute foe fiulure ofcfirtaiRbisliaietf

.

p
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novels, oUierwise of much excellence,

to the neglect of this law of its compo-
sition. We have said that Miss Jane
Porter called tl\pse erroneous produc-

tions, of which she herself gave the

grealf specimens, the liiographical

Romance and under this head should

rank the JPat// Jimcs of our friend Allan

Cunningham. We proposed, in our

last, to set the disadvantage to which

this novelist has voliyitarily subjected

himself in a production, the extraor-

dinary merits of which would have

'made it immortal but for this default,

in a conspicuous point of view. To
do this, it is necessa^ to recapitulate

the real events of the life of Paul Jones,

before proceeding remarks on

the Homancc.
Paul Jones is known .as a rebel and

a pirate. Little more thati a quarter of

a century has elapsed since the nurses

of Scotland hushed their crying infants

by the whisper of his name, lie was
the son of John Paul, a gardener, at

Arbegland, in the stewartry ofKirkcud-
bright, in Scotland, and was born in

the month of J uly, 1 747. He received

the rudiments of his education at the

parochial school of Kirkbean. Resid-

ing so near the Solway Frith, he was
inspired with a predilection for a sea-

faring life, and was accordingly appren-

ticed to a merchant in the American
trade, of the name of Younger. His
apprenticeship having expirc(l, he ap-
pears to have made several voyages to

various parts of £uro])e and America;
but, being unfortunate in commercial
speculations, he became involved in

pecunia^ difficulties, and, subsequent-

ly entering the American service, was
promoted to the command of the Ran-
ger. He had conceived a plan, on the

banks of the Delaware, for attacking

the coast of England, and made a de-

scent upon Whitehaven on the 22d of

April, 1778. Despatching a boat’s

crew, under Lieutenant Wallingford,

with the necessary combustibles, to the

north side of the harbour, he led ano-

ther party to the southern side, and,

after spiking the cann6n, proceeded to

kindle a fire in the steerage of a large

ship^which wasVyrdunded by at least

160* others, chiefly from two to four

hundred tons burden. A barrel of tar

was poured into tlie flames, which now
burnt up from all the hatchways. The

, Injury done was very considerable.

From W'hitehaven the Americans stood

over to the Scotch shore ; and on the

[March,

23d landed at St. Mary’s Isle, with a
view,of gaining possession of the Earl

of Selkirk, fur the purpose of procuring,

by the influence of tne captive noble,

an .s^n^elioration of the condition of
their imprisoned count^men. The
eafl,')iiowever, had left his family seat

for jthe metropolis. Jones, it seems,

pr^osedjo re-embark; but his crew
murniured, and, leaving the command
to his lieutenant, he‘returned to his ship.

Somewhat moved by their leader’s de-

licacy^ the crew refused to enter the

mansion, but entmsted the business to.

their commanding officer; after which,
they returned to the Ranger with the

family, plate of the house of Douglas.*

It is but justice to Jones to mention,

that he had frequent occa.sion to lament
the insubordination of his men; and it

appears that he wished to make com-
pensation for the outrage committed
on Uie Countess of Selkirk, and at last

procured the return of the plate.

Jones afterwards experienced great

distress and many disappointments;
but he was ultimately appointed to the

Duras, of forty guns, of which ship he
changed the name to Ihn Homme Ri»
chard

f

in coinphinent to Dr. Franklin,

with reference to Poor liiehard's Ai-

manacky published by him. The suc-

cessful descents of l^aul Jones upon
the coast, with a petty force and un-
willing coadjutors, induced the illus-

trious house of Bourbon to believe that

an organised and general invasion had
a great chance of being successful.

Jones’s naval force, accordingly, had
been strengthened by sonic French
ships; he was, however, nearly reduced
to tlie necessity of trying the experi-

ment alone, from the jealousy enter-

tained ofhim by the French command-
ing officers, and the peculiar character

of his art of naval war. On the 23d
of September, 1779, they encountered

with the Serapis and the Countess of
Scarborough. This battle was fought

with unremitting fury ; and, in addition

to other disadvantages, Jones liad to

contend againstnhe treachery of one
Landais, the commander of a French
ship called the Alliance, who fired into

the Bon Homme Richard at the period

of its greatest distress. His prisoners

got loose, the ship was on Are in many
places, and there were five feet of water

in the hold ;
but he saw the mainmast

of the Serapis shake, and his practised

ear told him that their firing decreased.

At the time that the flag of England
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was struck, the mainmast went over-

board. Before any thing except the

wounded could be removed, the Bon
Homme Richard sank

!

The valour of Jones in this action

none can deny: it did not, however,

save him from being annoyed by the

intrigues of Landais ; but his services

were too important to be surrendered.

The Empress (Catherine of Russia hav-

ing sought the assistance of his naval

talents, he went over to St. Petersburg,

and was appointed to the command of

a division of the Liman fleet. The
city ofOczakow was the point to which

the attention of the imperial forces was
directed. Potemkin had pledged him-
self to his royal mistress to gain this

mighty bulwark of the Ottoraaq em-
pire ; and a powerful army, under the

command of the celebrated Suwarrow,
closely invested the city, while ^le

Russian fleet, under the command of

Prince Nassau-Seiger,narrowlywatched

the numerous vessels wifose crescents

vailed to the command of the Capitan

Pacha. The Turkish fleet was formi-

dable
;
and the imperial Catherine, not

very sanguine in the talents of her royal

admiral, ap))ointed Jones vice-admiral

of the Liman Sea. Tlic Russian fleet

having moved to a less favourable po-

sition, owing to the obstinacy of the

Prince Nassau, the Capitan Paoha im-

mediately attacked the first division of

the Russian flotilla, under his com-
mand. The whole division must have

been destr^ed had not Jones come up
with the Turks, and forced them to

return with great loss. For this im-
portant service, which occurred on the

4tbofJune, 1788, he received the great

order of St. Anne. On the 26th of

June following, the whole Turkish fleet

attacked Jones*s division. The battle

was fought at the entrance ofthe Liman,
but, owing to the unskilfulness of their

pilots, the total defeat of the Turks was
never doubtful. The flag-ship of the

Capitan, and eight others of the largest

vessels, were taken, and above 4000
prisoners. Before many of the Turkish
ships could be taken possession of, the

flotilla under the Prince of Nassau
sailed up and set the prizes on Are, to

the astonisliment of the whole fleet.

Jones’s astonishment was almost as

great to find, in the report of the

engagement in the Imperiat Gazette of
Petenburg, that it was described as a
brilliant victory gained by the Russian
fleet under Prince Nassau. He imme-

diately wrote a violent, and, as he after

wards confessed, an intemperate note
to the Prince Marshal, lie was an*
swered by an order to.repair to Peters-

burg, when he was immediately ap-
pointed to the command of the North-
ern Seas, an office which is the Cliiltern

Hundreds of the Russian navy. He
had the satisfaction, however, of having

the testimony of Suwarrow that it was
he who gave to, that general the first

project to establish the battery and
breast-works on the night of the 17-

18th of June ; and that it was he who
ill person towed, with his sloops and
other vessels, the batteries which were
the nearest to the place, 1st ofJuly,and
took the TurkjsFi.gallies by boaiding

very much in advance of the Russian
line.

On his dfrival at St. Petersburg,

Jones found that the English party

had prejulliced him with the Empress,
lie was also accused ofviolating a girl.

Through the kindness of Count Segur,

it is said, he quickly cleared his cha-

racter; but he quitted St. Petersburg

in disgust. After much time sjTcnt

in correspondence, lie went to Paris,

where, early in the month of June,

1792, he died. His friend, La Fay-
ette, was then wfiging an unsuccessful

struggle with the Jacobins; but the

arraignVncnt of the King for an ima-
ginary crime, before an unauthorised

tribunal, had not occurred. To the

more pitiable tragedy t]iat followed, he
of course was not a witness.

Such are the historical facts, which,
it must be acknowledged, are suffi-

ciently romantic of themselves, and
contain much of that strange truth

which is stranger than fiction.” In
order to make them more romantic,

the novelist has been constrained to

exaggerate them into extravagance.

Before, however, we proceed in this

part of this subject, we should observe,

that the greatest drawback on the effect

of the piece is the character ofthe hero,

not to mention the national prejudices

against him of the author himself. It

has been the fobject of the latter to

point a moral with the vicissitudes of

nis fortune, whiefi s)i^wed well enough
ofthemselves that the man who surren-

ders the feelings of patriotism, and
takes up arms against his native land,

whatever may be his merits of another

kind, will surely meet with disappoint-

ment and ingratitude, in the place of

•that reward which he may ex^t and
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even deserve. Our author describes

his hero as taking his stand on the

vantage-grotind of liberty and good
wishes for the lu^ppiness of the human
race. He has no country and no home,
but is a citizen of the world. All this,

however, is mere aiieclation: lie is a

Scotchman at heart, disguise it as he

will. Stung by neglect, goaded by
oppression, he resents her conduct to

himself in blood ; but her good or bad

opinion is still nearest his licart. lie

imagines that freedom will triumph,

and that the success of a cause so

sacred will gild his name, cast a halo

round his actions, and make his coun-

try lament the wrong which she did

him."

This is the light in which Mr. Allan

Cunningham chooses to place his hero

—a point of view foundeli on the most
gratuitous and unfounded assumptions

—and endeavours, at one and the same
time, to excite sympathy for the man
and abhorrence fur his actions. In
this, perhaps, lie has attempted an im-
practicable duty, if the recentuess ofthe

events, besides precluding invention in

a novel constiiicted on the plan of the

present, did not also preclude reader

and author from contemplating his

deeds and sufferings- in an impartial

light. Shiikcspeare, however, in his

dramatic elforts, did not find this in-

convenience iusurmountable ; but the

inconvenience is greater in a novel,

from its magmtude. The mode of

construction recommendwl by us, how-
ever, would obviate iiuiiiy inconve-

niences, and afford ground for inven-

tion, by which our ])vepossessions

need not be at all violated. An at-

tempt was lately successfully made in

the tale of Colmna, in which
the characters of Berthier, Massenn,

and Bonaparte, with tlie battle of Ma-
rengo, are intr^uced with much dra-

matic effect and power of description,

and tlie interest is pleasingly preserved

by a fictitious stoiy relative to the loves

of Colonel Duvivicr and V^ittoria Co-
lonna. The character of Latour Dau-
vergne, who is ambitiotf^ ofbeing con-

sidered the first mnadier of France

—

a reader ofTacitulr afid the author ofa

Mistory on Tongues— is of first-rate

excellence; and that of Kniaskinski

the Pole, a rough amateur of the

charms of Vittoria, is scarcely infe-

rior. This, we believe, comprises or

implies nearly all we have to say on
this clever tale, of which the only fault

is, that it represents the French in co-

lours decidedly partial. To return to

Paul Jones,

We have intimated that the author
had exaggerated the historical facts in-

to extravagance— a necessary result

of tlie mode of construction that he

had adopted. Paul Jones, instead of
being a humble gardener’s son, is de-

scribed as being the illegitimate child

of the defunct Lord Dalveen by Pru-
dence Paul— not over prudent, we
opine 1— the wife of a servant of the

old lord. Instead of being, as he w'as,

a cavalier of fortune, compelled by pe-
cuniary difficulties to get employment
wherever it could be found, he is exiled

from his native land by an act of in-

justice. llie real facts are far more
instructive, as well as pleasing, than
the suhstitiited fiction, which is as fol-

lows :—
ITie son of the old Lord Dtilveen

has been a close and inseparable com-
rade with John Paul at school. His
father and uncle had fouglit in the

cause ofthe house of Stuart. The latter

fell on the field of battle, and the for-

mer abroad in a yirivate feud. The
young lord, as he was still in courtesy
called— for rebellion had deprived
the family of the title of earl— was
self-wdled, wayward, and capricious,

from his cradle up to manhood. As
lie increased in stature the darker parts
of his character broke out by tils. In
him good and evil seemed strangely

mingled ; but the evil appeared to be
tlie fixed and predestined material of
his nature, while the good seemed a
wandering and uncertain light, which
flashed out at times like a meteor, on
whose brightness no one could depend,
but which nil gazed upon and admired.
He had drank deeply of the cup of
pleasure at home, and he had drank
still more deeply abroad. Some of the
good qualities which he carried over
the sea were cast away, and their place
supplied by an increase of evil propen-
sities, by an open scorn of all tliat the
church believea, and by a general dis-

regard for the opinion of the world in
all matters of decorum and virtue. His
genius, of which he had a large share,

and bis spirit, in which he was sur-

passed by none, made many indulge in
tlie hope that mature years would bring
prudence to the one and wisdom to

the other, and avert the total ruin of
his ancient line."

Naluie, at the outset of life, asserted
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her rights between the young Dalveen

and John Paul, and common courage

and ability made that brotherhood be-

tween them which was at its vigour

when each began to look into the vista

of future life according to his birth and

hopes. The young lord assumed the

mastery over his plebeian companion

;

but the heart and mind of the young

peasant were formed of far too obsti-

nate and fiery maferials to allow what

seemed, in the eyes of the world, due

to birth and rank. Before their fifteenth

year tlie contests between them l)ecame

frequent and obstinate. To reproach

Paul with the humility of his birth and
the servitiule of his ancestors, was sure

to be rewarded by a blow, and that

blow was followed by another iletcr-

niined l)attle. Thus they both went
on, till scorn of rank and riches, and
hatred of humble life and poverty,

came the ruling passion of each. Unc
of these quarrels terminated unfortu-

nately for l*aul: the yoting lord was
obliged, with great reluctance, to ex-

hibit the marks of an obstinate contest

“ before one of those district wortliicis

on whom the law of the land, in an

hour when the moon infiucncos the

distribution ofcivil power, bad dropped
the cap of magisterial dignity/’

“ This parochial authority sat niuto for

a mifiute's space, in pure astonishment

at the presuiiqitioii of a rustic in Lifting

Ills !mnd against one of tho born gods of

the kingdom
;
he took np a blank war-

rant, and, with scarce a word of iii(|uiry,

consigned Paul, by the hands of the

sheriff’s officer, to a certain chainher un-
der the county gaol, known by tlie name
of the black-liolo, there to bo nourished

for a fortnight on bread and water, and
then dismissed from the county witli a
gentle stripe or two, bestowed by the
hands of the town drummer. It was in

vain that tlie youth pleaded the marks
of chastisement upon his own person as

a set-oti* against tlie bruised body of the
young patrician ; and it was also in vain
that his mother, with more tears than
words, seconded his appeal, he was
despatched to liis place of durance at

night-full. But his determined spirit

and presence of mind enabled him to

elude this, humiliation, he upset tlje

boat as the officer rowed him over the
river, and swam ashore,— took farewell

of his mother and hm sister Maud, and
was never heard of more till be returned
ill his 21st year.

*' He returned with the memory of
early injuries grown up with his growth,
and with all the feelings for evil or for

good which had marked fiim while a
boy, expanded and fixed as colours are
by the art of enamelling.”

Paul, however, returns only to be
involved in another quarrel with the

young lord, who makes improper pro-
posals to his sister Maud, whom he

afterwards causes to be kidnapped.

The young men thereupon meet, and,

their violent passions being excited,

they fire at eaci), other, and Lord Dal-

veen is wounded in the neck. Paul is

taken before one Patrick Macmittimus,

Ksq., an ignorant justice, who sentences

him to imprisonment during pleasure

on board a ship of war. 11c escapes

on the way to his destination, and
leaves the coiintj*y in his own boat,

iiavirig first denounced vengeance

against his native land—to which, in

the next vdlume, ho returns, as the

admiral of the American navy. The
burning df the shipping at Whitehaven
is well depicted ; the proceedings of

the crew at St. Mary’s Isle, with the

Countess of Selkirk, are interestingly

described ; nor is the sea-fight between

the Bon Homme likhnrd and the Se-

rapis given without spirit and fidelity.

Paul is afterwards introduced at the

Trench court, the manners of which
arc ingeniously* characterised. Here
we are introduced to the unfortunate

J^ouis and his (hiecn, with the Duchess
Oriflame and licnjamin P'ranklin. At
length, disappointed with the court of

France, our hero depots for America.

** The sun was going down at the
close of a fine Hiiminer day, suid there

was just enough of wind, and no more,
to fill the fAils of a ship, and urge her
gently over llie waters, when Paul, hav-
ing guUiered his mariners together,

raised his anchor, expanded all his can-
vass, and started right onward into tlie

'ocean, leaving the green and varied
coast of France behind him. It seemed
as if his heart, casting off a load that

oppressed it, bounded in his bosom in
liberty and ioy. The canvass straining

in the winiT, the frying of the foaming
waters thrown into an a{ptated line be-
hind him, the eager steps and gladsome
faces of the nffiriners, and the sound of
bis foot upon that deck which had been
BO ofi^n his battfe |eld, were all sounds
and lights full of music and joy. He
looked proudly on his crew, and hummed
a maritime song.”

As the ship began to move, the

spirit of enthusiasm descended on the

Galwegian. He strutted about the
• deck like one possessed with the
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genius of three dancing-masters—
spoke to masts, canvass, and cords,

to helm and to compass, as if they

ivere animated things; and no pas-

toral lover ever made out a fairer

inventory of the perfections of his

mistress than he did of the charms of
his ship.

The part that the hero acts in America
is mostly of a passive character, lie

falls in with Washington without know-
ing him, and looks with astonishment

on the rifle warfare of the Americans,

all as innocently as if he had never

been in America before, (a.s likewise,

subsequently, he meets with Catherine

of Russia witliout knowing her, though

he boasts of having been honoured
with an utie(]ua11cd reception, and liad

been previously appointed by her vicc^

admiral ofthe Liman Sea,) \ ut in a mo-
ment ofemergency mans a raft for river

traffic, and contributes greatVy to the

success of the battle, in return for

this service, he is employed by Wash-
ington on a mission to a colony ofScots,

lie arrives at the place, and discovers

that it is governed by his sister Maud.
Then follows the siege of Oczakow,
with Nassau’s ingratitude— his resort

to the Russian court, and the prejudices

of his countrymen against him. lie

therefore departs again for France

;

but is driven by a tempest into

Kirkcudbright, where he lands that he
may learn how the hearts of the homely,
unsophisticated peasantry of his native

land are towards nim. He is a by-word
and a curse with every passer, lie

returns to his ship, arrives at France

during a high paroxysm of*tlie revolu-

tion, and dies of a broken heart.

Of the Lord Dalveen it is difficult

to give any account—he is a purely

ideal character— such an one as was
never found in real life, and never will*

be. He is introduced as having, before

his departure for the continent, deluded
one GraceJoyson with a mock marriage,

and deserted her, but who, believing yet

in his affection, watched for the return

of her lover by the Solway side, in the

hope ofbeholding his ship on the ocean.

Hie lunacy of this poor girl furnishes

some of the most poetical portions of

the early part of the work, but is fitter

for verse than prose ; and, though deli-

neated with much delicacy, bewilders

more with its unreality than touches

with its pathos. There is, however,

much beauty in a great portion of tiie

following scene

[March^

** They bad contended some minutes,'

with eye fixed to eye, and hand opposed
to hand, when they were interrupted by
the approach of a woman, whose sudden
appearance and disordered looks justified

the belief, which for the moment pos-

sessed them both, that they beheld an
apparition. She was young, and still

eminently beautiful, though disappointed

hope, and sorrow, aud shame, had robbed
her look of much of its healthy bright-

ness. Her neck w«s round nnd bnru

;

and her ringlets, brown and abundant,
ivere w*oven together, and wreathed
down her back with wild flowers

; while
over her wliole person she had thrown a
veil of the finest silk, which concealed
lier person nought, but sliewed the un-
settled glances of her large, wild, dark
eyes, in which itifimiity of miud was
more visible than grief. At every step

she selected a shell or a flower, and
placed thorn with many an incoherent
woi^d in H small basket which she carried

in her left hand.
“ She came almost within touch of

Lord Dalveen and Paul without observ-
ing tliem

;
while each stood with his foot

advanced, and his sword point held up,
and gazed on the fair and unhappy crea-

ture who had thus stayed their strife.

She stooped, and took up a little wreathed
shell which the tide was beginning to

move, and holding it to her ear, and
glancing her eye over the dimpling and
glimmering waters, laughed, and said,
* O ye Uttlo curlie conceited thing, ye
tell me a fine story—a full sea and a fair

wind. Hut can you tell me when my
true love's ship will come hamn? 1

trow ye cannot tell me that. But I can
tell ye, for 1 dreamed a sweet dream
yestreen. I was sitting on tlie top of
Colrend Cliff, watching for liis returning
sails, and the dew fell sweet, and my
brow grow cool, and sleep came on me,
though my e’en were wide open, and I
tliought I saw my true love. Bounie,
and tall, and handsome was he. He was
going to Siddick kirk, with his bride at

his side, and I heard the old folk say,
* That's young Lord Dalveen, and that's

his young bride.' * His young bride/
1 said, ' Uiat cannot be me ; but I’ll lift

that long white veil, and see who dare
take my place ;* and the kirk bell was
ringing, and the kirkyard graves were
gwing, and 1 heard a voice crying,
* Room for Grace Joyson!' and I said,
* Wool, this maun be me after all and
1 pulled the bride veil off, and wha d’ye
think 1 saw 1 Nae braw, bonnio, bloom-
ing bride like me, but a sheeted corse,

with the e’en picked out of its head, and
in their place twa elf caudles. 1 gied

such a shriek, and if I had na—as luck’s

ay mine—fallen into the sea o’er the cliff,
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I wad hae aurelj lost my aenses. But the

bit (look cooled me, and 1 came to mjaelf.

Now, is nae that a boniiie story ? Ye see

X am to be a bride yet, for all that has

happened.'

" The poor bewildered maiden looked

earnestly on the sea, passed her hand
repeatedly over her eyes, and observing^

a vessel, with its white sails g^lancin^ in

the moonliglit, standing over for the

Scottish coast, sjie leaped from the
ground, nnd Hlioiitiiig with joy, exclaim-

ed, * Yonder he comes

—

1 can ken his

fair ship among ten thousand !* She
continued to wave her hands and to

gaze earnestly. At last she let her hands
drop by her side like lend, sighed,

turned away her eyes, nnd said, * Alas !

Urnce, lass, its no him— its wild Hob
Wilkes of W^hiteliaveu, sailing seven

year for the glide of his soul in a ship of

moonshine— his body lias been amusing
the eels at the bottom of Cnerluvo rock

now these six weeks come the newn^on.
W'eel, I think I’m d<*mentod : liave 1 not

shells of all sorts, and all manner ofwild

flowers, that open their«wee red heads
wet wi’ dew to the morning sun, to

gntiuT, tliat I mat' dcick my little cham-
ber for my love to take his pleasure in V
And she began to pick tlu^ wild flowers,

which covered, as with a carpet ofvarious

colours, that secluded nook.
** But one flower was trodden down,

and another was crushed, and as she
niised them up she muttered, * And a
wild beast came by and trode down the

thistle of Lobaiion, broke the rose of
Shiiroii, and crushed the lily of the
valley—if that's no Scripture, its nearly

as glide. Uaud up yere heads, ye bloom-
ing fools—are ye to bo sorrowfu* because
a gowk’s foot nas crushed ye where ye
stand 1 I like ye a’ the better that ye
hae had Hie sliod-foot of sorrow on yere
tops. Ye maun be gecking, and spread-

ing yere blossoms to the sun, as if ye
said in yere hearts, Wha arc sue honnio
as we? and forgetting that tlie blast

may break ye, the sun scorch ye, some
wanton hand pluck ye and cast ye away,
or, waur than a*, the random step ofsome
ne’er-do-weel may dint ye into the earth
before ye hae disclosed the half of your
beauty.* And she plucked a flower or
two, placed them in her basket, and,

rising up, stood face to face with Paul,
who gazed with moistened eyes on tlie

wreck of a creature so fair anil so young.
Lord Dalveeu had stept back a pace or
two, till the thick bows of a tree threw a
dark shadow over him

;
he was moved

as he looked on the faded and poisoned
flower before him, and days of dalliance,

and nights of guilty joy, and, let me be
just, hours of remorse nnd repentance,

passed hurriedly over heart and brain.”.

The odker adventures of the Lord
Dalveen are of a still more unreal and
shadowy cast, llis horse is killed with
lightning-—the fortune ofhis house de-
pends on an old prophecy, the omens
contained in which are fulflUed.to the

very letter, llis purpose with respect

to Maud Paul has already been men-
tioned; in which being (lisappointed,

he sets the cottage of her mother on Arc,

and visits the Kelpie's Cavern to induce

one Captain Cdrbie, ofthe Wild Goose,

to assist in the abduction ofthe maiden.

Proceeding homeward at midnight, he
meets the wraith of old John Joysoii.

The errors and the madness of the

beautiful Grace Joyson had affected

her father, now-an old man worn down
with sorrow, lh(^ loss of three sons in

the wars, and the wreck of all his

hopes, taick him on a sick bed. The
ciders, and the minister, Seth Mackie,
had ea(Ji in their turns visited and
comforted Inm ; and at the very mo-
ment wlien Lord Daivccii beheld him
in the glen, his death was rumoured
among the neighbouring cottages, and
had even reached the ear of the young
lord himself. Tiie wraith also appears

to Maud and her mother, to whom
his death is confirmed by the district

messenger, old Archie Moffat, who
went knitting on his way to spread
the tidings of death from bower to

hall.

Lord Dalveen insists upon attending

the remains of the old man to the grave,

with the covert punK>se of making the

scene ludicrous. The funeral proces-

sion, which is ofan e(;uestrian character,

is under necessity of crossing the

Nith some ten miles below Dumfries.

At the time of their crossing the tide

was returning, and Lord Dalveen,
it seems, from a desire to frighten the

company and throw them into con-
fusion, advises them to move more
rapidly, which advice is rejected by
John Cargill, a Camcronian, as inde-

corous. ‘‘ I>ord Dalveen,” he says,

will persuade us to spur forward,

and then lie will mock us, and make
it matter of#eproach that we indecent-

ly hurried the dead.” The nobleman
flatters their feelings, and, after observ-

ing that the Solvi^y may come if it dare,

he proceeds to engage the Cameronian
in deep conversation, till the tide should

cut off their retreat, trusting to the

activity and vigour of his own horse

to bear him safely through. His lord-

ship accordingly makes an offer to the
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Canieronian of a plot of ground^ even
a little entire hill, to build a place of
worship upon, and thus overcomes for

a time tne suspicions of the easy-

hearted man. His lordship's very

charitable experiment, however, termi-

nates in almost his own destructimi

;

his horse plunges so much in the tide

as to put him in imminent risk. The
Cameronian, having soon discovered

this notable trick, had secretly deter-

mined to despise the tide, in a spirit

of religious courage; and his horse,

being better disciplined, counted the

water but as a field of rye grass and
clover. Thus he circumvented the plan
of the dissolute nobleman, who was fain

to find refuge by riding on the same
horse behind the pious wortliy.

This is a specimen of his lordship's

jokes, and also a fair syiVibol of the

bizarre notion of character which the

autlior has endeavoincd to embody.
But another incident occurred to this

singular young man, whicli, from its

decidedly shadowy nature, we would
not willingly pretermit.

Lord Dalveen accepted an invitation

to the bridal of a neighbouring laird,

who had united himself with a very

sweet and modest young woman,
whose mother had the reputation of

being a witch. Ixird '^Dalvcen rallies

the bride's mother while setting the

bridal feiist in array, praising her skill,

and wondering by what art so many
rarities were collected. Accordingly,

she follows him svith her eyes rather

maliciously during the dance. He
continues his taunts, and she breathes

a wish to be revenged. He^afterwards

dances with a beautiful lady, whose
name none of the company knows,
and even about wliose form, features,

and dress, they cannot agree. The
bride’s mother observes the stranger,

and exclaims that her evil wish was
fulfilled I She has a power, acquired

she knows not bow, and of which she
is unconscious. She proceeds to en-

deavour to charm her away ; and for

that purpose, when Lord Dalveen is

inquiring by what iiame« to call the

strange lady, instructs him to call her

Christina, from which she shrinks

together like a frozen Heaf. He desists,

therefore, from thus naming her, and
promises to companion her homeward
mrough Dalgonar Glen, a haunted

place. But the bride's mother coining

TOhiiid her, and thrusting the Lord's

prayer into her bosom, the strange

lady vanishes with a shriek. Lord
Dalveen, however, has a meeting after-

wards with the strange lady in Dal-
gonar Glen, the event of which is

mysterious, and throws his lordship

into much agitation. When he seized

the lady in order to embrace her, she

was transformed into a ghastly skele-

ton, and dashed him into the stream

witli superhuman strength, muttering.

The book 1 the book 1 but for the

b(X)k ye would have supt with me in

hell!” Upon coming to himself, he
found that his mother had put the Bible

in his pocket

!

His lordship throughout the remain-
der of the work is little better than

Paul’s double, and is prassed forward

as liis opponent upon every occasion.

We meet with him at the contest with
the Serapis, and in America. He also

goes ill search of the Scottish colony
in tiie back woods, and attaclies a half-

blood of the name of Wiilik, who turns

out to be a cousin of Kobin M*Giibb,
Paul's cons!ant companion, lie writes

bis name in blood on the bosom of that
happy valley, but escapes to become
the Turkish vizier, who is conquered
at the capture ofOezakow, and aceoin-

])anies Paul into Russia. He meets
him again at Paris, where, after es-

caping the guillotine, he is stabbed to

tlie heart by a betrayed female.

Such is the romance of Paul Jones.

Its essential faults are of the worst and
most audacious kind ; of its occasional

beauties we have already s}>oken.

Had it been a matter of choice, we
could not have selected a work better

illustrative, in every respect, of that

method of historical novel writing

which we have felt justified in con-
demnii:g. These faults, more or less,

are to be found in all the specimens of
the biographical romance. Miss Por-
ter's Wallace and his Pirgin Pride has
them all, in the same kind though not
in the same degree— they are not so
poetical, and more common-place

;

that is all the difference. Indeed, the

greater the genius of the writer the
w'orse will be his work, if constructed

on these mistaken principles. Genius
does nothing by halves, but, rightly or
wrongly, urges on to the extreme limits

of propriety, and delights to ^Miover

on tlie brink of all we hate.” Mr.
Cunningham should have looked
among the traditions of his countiy
for a graceful and pathetic tale, of suf-

ficient interest ana magnitude to sup-
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port the burden of three volumes il-

lustrative of the manners and state of

Europe forty years since ; and then

introduced one or two of the most inte-

resting passages in the life of the cele-

brated pirate, and such as would have

furnished opportunity for the introduc-

tion of the more prominent characters

of the period. Tlien he might have

produced a work, as free from extra-

vagance as it would have been full of

genius. LiCt his present attempt, how-
ever, remain as a brilliant beacon to

warn future adventurers from the

quicksands whicli, in this instance,

have assuredly made an unfortunate

wreck of a noble vessel.

Wo know not that it luis as yet

been noticed, that the plan of Sir

Waller Scott s historical romances is

similar to the design of Spenser’s

Vaery Queen. Our readers have npt

to be informed, that in the Faery
Queen l*rince Arthur is only occasion-

ally introduced, as an au\iliary of his

allegorical knights in their several ad-

ventures, each of whom is the parti-

cular hero of each scfiarate book. That
this most delightful of poets suffered

all his action to elapse before its mo-
tive was put into a train ofexplanation,

was an unprecedented piece of eco-

nomy; it, however, only injures the

work as a whole, and has no effect on
each individual book, if considered by
itself as a separate production, which
no reader of the Faery Queen will find

difficulty in doing. The other part of
the plan, that of reserving the appear-

ance of Prince Arthur—the connecting

agent of the poem—for critical occa-

sions, gave the poet a clear stage for

his invention, and enlarged the field

of his fancy. Thus he was enabled to

introduce those allegorical figures and
groups, in such inexhaustible profusion

as to overpower the reader’s attention,

and to open an unoccupied picture-

gallery, so extensive that life was too
short for the artist to exhaust the one-
lialf of its capacity. It has been said

that ‘Mifc is short, and art is long.”

Life is, indeed, almost too short to

permit us to read (more than once, at

any rate) such poems throughout as

the Faery Queen,with all their beauty

—

to write such, acconling to the original

design, might be possible for an ante-

diluvian genius, but was never in-

tended for wits of these degenerate

days.

Having Urns cleared the way, and

made room for a writer of geidns to

put forth all his energies, we would
proceed to advise him as to the man-
ner of covering the canvass, so large a
space of which we have left him at

liberty to fill up, according to the bent
and individual resources of his own
mind and fancy. The earlier ro-

mances, as our readers know, were
crowded to excess with characters and
incidents; let it,be the endeavour of

the modern novelist to select, rather

than to accumulatf}. The readers of

the present day are, in this respect,

unlike those of the bygone time : they
expect something more than the excite-

ment of a childish wonder at extra-

ordinary occurrences, or extravagant

sentiment. The works of our contem-
porary master arc admirable on this

account : hiS earliest are just suffi-

ciently full of incident and character

to gratify M once the love of variety,

and to admit such reflections and de-

scriptions as are equally attractive and
instructive; and Ids latest arc even
more select— the materials might, per-

haps, have been increased with advan-
tage. But a young writer of genius
will he naturally exuberant : he has
an unsuinmod treasure at his command
—a fancy inexhaustible— an imagina-
tion never wearied. It will be more
necessary to warn him against pro-
fusion, than caution him against a too

parsimonious ex])onditure ofthat wealth
of fancy and feeling with which nature

has endowed the happy spring-tide of
a fertile and well-conditioned human-
ity. To him \vc should say, select

from your stores, study simplicity in

your combinations, and be content to

draw a few charactei'S well; and do
not, by crowding your canvass too

much, so contract the space for each
individual portrait, as to leave scarcely

room for even an imperfect manifest-

ation ofyour idea. Hemeinber Horner
was content with the wrath of Achilles

for a subject; and, as Aristotle well

remarks, ** the simple argument of the

Odyssey is short :— a man, absent

from home for Aany years, is detained

by Neptune, and loses his companions.

In the mean time,* lys domestic af&irs

are wasted by suitors to his wife, and
tliere is a conspiracy against his son.

At length, being driven on his own
coast by a tempest, and discovering

himself to a few friends, be attacks the

suitors, is preserved himself, and de-

stroys his enemies.’’ And as an ex-
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ample ofthe bad effects of the opposite acts of the most desperate and lawless

mode of composition, we would refer wickedness—becomes reconciled to

him to the Wolfe^ Badenoch. the church. Too ferocious to attract

The Wolfe of Badenoch is crowded sympathy, his repentance is uninte-

to excess with detail, the characters resting.

are huddled together in an unexampled We cannot praise the writer much
manner, and none of them stand suf- on account of his dialogue, which pos-

ficiently out from the surface. The sesses little eloquence ; and his diction

events are consummated in so short a is frequently bald,

space, as to leave no exercise for the Of the historical portion of this no-

curiosity; and the action is deficient vel, part is founded on the disputed

in unity. The love-story, which is the battle of Otterbourne, at which our
thread upon which the manners are favourite Hotspur was taken prisoner,

suspended, is of a most ordinary cha- The loss of his pennon forms the foun-

racter, and' is founded on two ridicu- dation of the novelist’s scenes, which
lous blunders— some mistake, we are the most vivid in the book. Ilot-

believe, about a mantle, and anotlicr spur is one of the most accurately

about a lover’s identHy. There is also drawn of all Shakespeare’s portraits

:

a my»tcricnxy a Franciscan of some for a novelist to risk comparison with
merit, and a conjuror to boot, the an- such a rival is sufficiently daring. It

cient Fenwick, a most vseless inons- is some merit, however, that he has

trosity, who is torn to pieces by wolves, given a faint rcflcctioii of our “ hare-

The wolf himself, Alexander Stuart, brained Hotspur governed by a spleen
”

Earl of Buchan, the son of King Ho- — that Hotspur who denied the pri-

bert 11. ofScotland, is another William soners to Ills sovereign because they

de la Mark; but, unlike the boar of were demanded by a popinjay—who
Ardennes— after burning the town of thought it an “ easy leap

Forres, and committing other violent

** To pluck bright honour from the pide-facecl moon.
Or dive into the bottom of the deep,
Where fathom-liiie could never touch the ground,
And pKick up drowned honour by the locks

;

So he, that dotli redeem her thence, might wear.
Without corrival, all her dignities;”

—who would ‘Miave a starling taught and, "in the way of bargain, would
to speak nothing but Mortimer, and cavil on the ninth part of an hair”

—

give it to his Icing to keep his anger wfio heard with impatience the preter-

still in motion” — who had more natural pretensions of Owen Glcii-
" spleen than the weasel,” and more dower, and was angered when he told

abhorrence of falsehood than Achilles, him

** Of tho moldwarp and the ant.

Of the dreamer Merlin, and bis prophecies

;

And ofa dragon, and a finless fish,

A clip-wing’d griilin, and a moulten raven,

A couching lion, and a ramping cat.

And such a deni of skimble-skamble stuff

As puts me from my faith. 1 tell you what—

.

He luild me, but last niglit, at least nine hours.
In reckoning up the sevend devils’ names
That were his lackeys : 1 cried, humph—and well—go to—
But mark’d him not a word. O, he is as tedious
As a tired, horse, a railing wife

—

Worse than a smoky house : I had rather live

Witli cheese and garlic, in a windmill, fiir.

Than, feed on cates, and have him talk to me.
In any summer-house in Christendom.”

whose motto was Esperance^ and ous weeds, and fill the void of per-

who, in virtue of bis own sanguine formance with the phantoms of fairer

temperament, could extract comfort promise ; and only saw in his father’s

from the most adverse circumstances, crafty sickness "a sweet reversion,”

like a bmeficial medicine from poison- and proceeded boldly " to spend u\^n
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the hope of what is to come in.** At not utterly pure and wholly unmixed,
the worst, he is willing ‘'to die all,*' so lie himself could give a false reason
he “ die merrily." to the king why he detained the pri-

The critics have not been slow to soners ; and he, besides, had no right

discover the aspiring zeal and impa- to detain them at all, either for the real

tient ambition which animate the un- or the alleged reason. The ground of
controllable energies of Hotspur's his conduct lies deeper still—-in a
soul ; but there is one trait of his cha- general want of veneration, and the

racter, and which is, in fact, the key- consequent wilfuliiess of his character,

note of its composition, to which tliey Our Shakespeare, with inimitable art,

have not, ifat all, sftfHcieiitly attended, has well intimated this in the scene

The angry impatience with which he with Glendower*. Hotspur disguises

reluctantly listened to "('ousin Glen- —unconsciously, it is most likely—his

dower's parade of spiritual solicitings real principle of action, when he ex-

and ministry, must not be set down to claims, Tell truth, and shame the

the score of his honesty and detestation devil." But /its truth is merely phy-
of falsehood exclusively. Strong as sical, and claims no higher origin than

tliese were, they were not strong nature. “ At m/nativity," says Owen
enough to produce such intolerable Glendower,
bursts of spleen; at least, they were

** The front of heaven was full of fiery shapest

Of burning cressets
;
uiM, at my birth,

The frame and huge foundation of the eartli

Shuked like a cowartt.

tlot^tpur. Why 8o it would linve dune

At the same season, if your motlier's cat had
But kitten'd, tliougli yourself had ne'er been born.**

So far Hotspur has only rebuked mental objection wits not to this belief

the Welshman's national superstitious merely, but to the pre-supposition that

belief iti the secret relation of uncon- there wits any cause out of the nature

necled coincidences ;
but in what fol- of tlic things themselves for their oc-

lows it plainly appears, that his fuiida- curreiice.

** Hot. Of then, the earth shook to see the heavens on tire,

And not in fear of your nativity

!

Diseased nature oftentimes breaksforth
In strange eruptions : oft the teeming earth

Is with a kind of cholic pinched and vexed.

By the imprisoning of unruly wind
l^itkin her womb ; which,for enlargement striving.

Shakes the old beldame earth, and toftjiles dowf^

Steeples, and moss-grown towers. At your birth

Our grandam earth, having this distemperature,

In passion shook.

Here, wc see, he reduces all his the matter, and considers it needless to

cousin's hue speculations to a disease inquire into the more primary causes,

in nature^' and ** the imprisoning of Pferein is the principle explanatory of
unruly winds within the teeming ea^." Hotspur's character.

This he deems a sufficient account of
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INVASION OF PORTUGAL.

Don Pedro, ** Duke of Bragauza,’’ as

he now modestly styles himself^ having

resigned the imperial crown of Brazil,

from a consciousness of his incapacity

to govern, to their satisfaction, his late

fatlier’s colonial subjects, has honoured

Europe with his presence, in order to

make Portugal the scene of fresh cala-

mities. For this surely the lovers of
peace, especially the cabinets of France

and England, will not tliank the ex-

enipcror. Witli the affairs of Poland
yet far from being adjusted— the Ita*

lian states but yesterday in open revolt— Ixopold of Belgium sitting on a
throne which three of the live leading

sovereigns of Europe- do most vexa-

tioiisly refuse to recognvse— Holland

ready to appeal to arms— IVaiice in

possession ot(jreece,aiid its.iSovereign-

ty, like an estate with a bad title,

advertised in the market at a reduced
price:— with all these difficulties to

overcome, we wanted no menaced in-

vasion of Portugal to add to the en-

cumbiTinces of statesmen and diploma-
tists. But Don Pedro, with a far-see-

ing sagacity which few men are blessed

with, views the affairs of Europe in a
different light, and^ considers it not

unreasonable, if a war should break
out in the north, that another should
commence in the south at the same
juncture.

In order to atconiplish this generous

object, the ex-emperor has collected an
armament and issued a manifesto, in

which he informs the world that he is

resolved to make war upon his brother,

the reigning King of Portugal, for the

purpose of compelling him either to

marry his brother's daughter or resign

his pietensions to the crown, which
the estates of the kingdom, convoked
for the purpose, placed on his head—
and to which crown he has as valid a
title as William III. had to that of
England, Nicholas to that of Russia,

or Louis Philippe and Leopold have
to the crowns of Francesand Belgium.

But before we discuss the doctrines

contained in this ex-imperial mani-
festo, let us take a'^liasty glance at the

measures and the various involvements

out of which these disputed claims

upon the crown of Portugal have
arisen.

We presume it is known to the

whole world that, in 1826, tliat illus-

trious statesman, Mr. Canning, was
prime minister of England. At that

period, also, Don Pedro was Emperor
of Brazil, to which imi^erial dignity he
had been elevated chiefly through the

influence of Mr. Canning, and which
elevation the said minister (bitter and
wicked wag I) did ^muke the subject of

his mirth for many a day. At that

period, when the new world liad been
called itito existence, it was the flishion

of English gentlemen, the ardent lovers

of that British constitution which they

now seek to destroy, to endeavour to

force upon the people of every state

with which they had intercourse, what
they were pleased to call a constitu-

tional form of government. Don Pe-

dro hud become an alien, llis South

American subjects insisted upon a
complete separation between Portugal

and Bnizil—>thc affairs of the funner

country were in a deranged state— tlie

constitutional mania of Spain, which
France afterwards very properly sup-
pressed, pervaded it—the cider branch

of the house of Braganza was deemed
no better than a foreigner— his infant

daughter was, to all intents and pur-

poses, a foreigner— Don Miguel, the'

other brother, was a minor—the queen-
mother was old, feeble, and bed-ridden— her daughters, though as chaste,

certainly were not as wise or prudent
as, our J*2lizabeth — and, in short,

anarchy was spreading wide its roots,

English influence was fostering insubor-

dination, liberalism was dictating ideal

systems of freedom, and the trade and
commerce of the country were fast ap-
proaching to ruin.

In this state of affairs, but princi-

pally compelled by his own subjects,

the Emperor of Brazil, under the ad-
vice of Mr. Canning, and by the assist-

ance of Sir (Charles Stuart, at that

time oil a mission from the English
court to that of Brazil, concocted a
Goiistitutioiial charter for the benefit of
the Portuguese nation— for a people
over whom Don Pedro had no legal

authority whatever. Sir Charles Stu-

art was himself the bearer of this

curious charter to Lisbon, lliis alone

shews its English origin. It was evi-

dently a bad translation from an Eng-
lish original : its terms were all Eng-
lish— it objects iVere all English— its

author, its bearer, its chief supportersi
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were English liberals. Its provisions,

however, speedily became the law of

the land ;—and no wonder : instead of

the old ccrtcB of Portugal being sum-
moned, to sanction its legality, or ex-

press an opinion upon its merits, they

were not even consulted. A new par-

liament was called together, its mem-
bers chosen from the friends of Don
Pedro, its majority being avowed con-

stitutionalists, many of them under

English influence ; and by this parlia-

ment the charter was 1‘ecogniscd, and

declared to form the fundamental and
constitutional law of Portugal.

By this instrument Don l*edro re-

nounced all right and claim to the

crown of Portugal— a claim which it

was easy for him to renounce, seeing

that by virtue of his accession to the

imperial crown of Brazil he ha<l sur-

rendered voluntarily whatever right pr

title he might previously have held to

that of Portugal. But he went much
further than this, lie resigned this

assumed claim to the crown— not to

the Portuguese nation— not to tlie

next heir, but in favour of his infant

daughter, Donna Maria da Gloria;

and he nominated his sister the Prin-

cess Isabella, Don Miguel being still a
minor, to exercise the functions of re-

gent during a portion of the nonage of

her little niece.

The new charter had scarcely been
proclaimed, when it was found to be

totally repugnant to all the institutions

of Portugal, conferring upon a fliction

of demagogues, the O’Connells of that

country, the whole power of the three

estates of the realm, it had not been
in force many months before Mr. Can-
ning saw the necessity of sustaining its

lingering vitality by virtue of nourish-

ment administered by foreijp bayonets.

For this purpose, five or six thousand
British troops were sent to Portugal,

with a haste quite unprecedented. Tlie

pretext for this armament was, the in-

terference of Spain. It was alleged

that Spain threatened to invade Portu;^

gal. No evidence of this threatened

invasion was produced by the English
minister. The House of Commons
admitted that the faderis had
been sufficiently established, when Mr.
Canning declared upon his honour that

he had positive proof of the hostile in-

tentions of Spain, but which, for rea-

sons ofexpedtencu, he declined laying

upon the table of the House!
' The real fact was, that the charter

was going to wreck, like Palmella's
steam-boat, from its own insufficiency.

The new patriots whom it had called

into existence as national representa-

tives, were too heavy for it, too riotous

and undisciplined, too ponderous a

dead weight upon a thing so hastily

and crazily put together. The poor
princess had a heavy task to keep her

pilots in order: she more than once

threatened, if she.did not actually more
than once resign. The rogues held

her in contempt. When she ventured

to exercise her authority, they threat-

ened to appeal to the emperor— to him
who had by that very charter renounced

for ever all right of control over the

affairs of Portugal
{

In short, the chfir-

ter w'as on the eve* of swamping when
Mr. (''anning’s aimament came to its

assistance. *

Now then for act second of this

political filree. The Princess Isabella

intimated to her imperial brother that

she could no longer, with any sati.s-

faction to her own miml, or with any
advantage to the interests of Portugal,

exercise the painful duties he had im-
posed upon her, and begged his ma-
jesty to accept her resignation of the

regency. At this juncture, Don Miguel
was called upon to play his part. He
liad travelled to Vienna, wheie, by the

advice of his imperial brother, he. was
treated more like a prisoner tlian an
independent member of the house of
Braganza. After a while, he was sent

from Vienna to London, to be initiated

into the liberal politics and the foreign

constitutionalism which then were in

high odour at the court of St. James’s.

Ill the mean time, on the resignation

of his sister, the emperor had appoint-

ed him his lieutenant-general, Count
Palmella being (God save the mark !)

his highness’s “ ancient.” To this ho-
nourable appointment was appended a
condition tliat he, Don Miguel, should

espouse his brother’s child when she
became marriageable— marry, be it

noted, his own niece, then but a baby,
be betrothed to her in her long-clothes,

and eventually^ecome her lawful hu.s-

band when she had reached the more
interesting years of girlhood.

Under these restrictions, and we so-

lemnly believe with the best possible

intentions, with a sincere desire to for-

ward his imperial brother’s views, and
give his unequivocal support to the

provisions of the charter, Don Miguel
'departed for Portugal. With the na-
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ture of these constitutional and char-

tered privileges it is reasonable to as-

sume that Don Miguel had no means
of making himself conversant. He was
drafted out to Portugal like a raw re-

cruit to take his instructions from
Count Palmella. He neither knew

signed in favour of his lineal descend-

ant, the young Duke of Bordeaux.
Don Miguel wears the crown of Por-
tugal — has been de facto king for

nearly four years, by as good, if not a
better title than either of these princes

held or hold theirs. Who raised Ber-

what the charter conferred, what it in-

fringed, how it worked, how it was
appreciated, nor to what extent it was
relished or supported by the people of

Portugal. When he arrived at Lisbon,

he found it little better than a dead
letter: it had no life but what it in-

haled fi-om Mr. Canning's troops; it

drew its flickering breath amid foreign

bayonets. The nobles, the clergy, the

leading landowners ahd merchants, the

queen-mother, his sisters, the court of
Spain, all were decidedly opposed to

it, and only waited the f«ecail of the

Knglish forces to Burke it oflectually.

Nay, more : he was told that his im-
perial brotlier had no right, in law, to

dictate any ix)litical system whatever

to Portugal ;—that he was a foreigner,

whom the laws of Portugal repudiated

;

and that Donna Maria, from being a

subject of Brazil, was incapacitated

from assuming any sovereign lunctions

in that country. In this emergency
Don Miguel summoned the old cartes

of the kingdom, to deliberate on these

nadotte to the throne ofSweden, to the

exclusion of the legitimate sovereign?
— the nobles, the people of Sweden.
Who placed Nicholas on the throne

of the czars, to the exclusion of his

elder brother, Constantine?— the no-
bles of Russia. Who placed Leopold
on the throne of Belgium, to the ex-
clusion of their mild and just and
benevolent sovereign, the King of the

Netherlands?— the priests and mob of
that despicable community of braves

Beiges / Is one law, then, to prevail

amongst the ditches of Holland, and
another on the banks of the Tagus?
Are the nobles of Russia more intelli-

gent or respectable than the nobles of
Portugal ? Is a coterie ofdemagogues
to be lauded for doing that in I'aris,

which the best part of the population
of Portugal are to be condemned for

doing in Lisbon? Out upon such
factious, paltry, dishonest liberalism I

Such sentiments are only worthy of the

heroes of the Britannia steam-boat, and
their confederates of the Times news-'

alleged disqualifications, protesting to

them that he wiis willing to abide by
any decision to which they might come
on this important question. The cartes

met— they exalnined the ancient laws

of Portugal — they coiisidereil the

conditions on which Don Pedro had
accepted the crown of Brazil— they

found an effectual bar to his title in

the provisions of his accession— they

declared him an alien, whom the laws

of Portugal could not mcognise, and
they voluntarily and almost unani-

mously declared that Don Miguel was
the rightful heir, on whom, through

the expatriation of his imperial brother,

the crown of Portugal had devolved.

The estates of Portugal, the ancient

cartes of that kingdom, placed the

crown on the head of^Don Miguel;
and if it be contended that they had
no right to do Jthis, on the same
grounds it might be contended that

the parliament of England, in 1688,

had no right to prefer William of

Orange to James II., or that the French
pMple had no rig^t to elect Louis

paper.

We have now arrived at the last, and
by far the most important act of the
farce, which we sincerely pray, not-
withstanding the professions and me-
naces of the ex-emperor, may not end
tragically. Don Pedro having been,
we had almost said ignominiously, ex-
pelled from the throne of Brazil— and
which country, before he is many
months older, despite the pretensions
of his infant son, will take rank with
the other happy republics of South
America— lias resolved upon kindling
a war in the Peninsula, in order to

plunge in still deeper misery the un-

Philippe, the more especially when it

is considered that Chiles X. had re-

happv inhabitants of his father-land,

and dethrone his only brother. Let us
see by what means. First and foremost
of his crew of compatriots ate the Por-
tuguese exiles, the chivalrous gentle-

men who exhibited their courage and
their patriotism in so exemplary a
manner in Onorto, when they fled

before a handful of Don Miguel's
troops, and preferred parish soup in

England, and the bounty of privileged
mendicants here, to the disagreeable

alternative of fighting for that which
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they pretend to revere, in the cause of

a mag;nanimous people, nine-tentlis of

whom they represent as entertaining

similar sentiments to their own. These

immaculate persons—these chivalrous

crusaders—^these renowned heroes, are

of course, to a man, on the side of the

ex-cmperor ; but how does Don Pedro

treat them ?—As Sir John FalstafF<lid

his ragged regiment; he won’t march

through Coventry with Uiem, '^that*s

flat.*’ lie has just as much confideiice

in them as a Dow-Street officer lias in

a band of thieves, lie well knows
that not a man of them would stand

fire or smell powder at any less conve-

nient distance than five hundred yards.

He well knows that if he were to place

dependence upon them alone, he would

be deserted if any thing in the shape of

a bayonet could he discerned at a mile’s

distance. Tliey miglit make excellent

skirmishers among the barn-yards—
capital purveyors in a quiet and rural

district— most ubiquitous and expert

light troops where their only adversa-

ries were capons and geese; but ((i

JVlarsl) as to lighting with or

ninniug any hazard even from a priest’s

bullet, it IS quite out of the question.

No man knows this better than his

ex-iniperial majesty, who has shewn
some talent in taking every precaution

not to trust them, lie has accordingly

enlisted in his service as msuiy as pos-

sible of the survivors of the Poyaise

brigade of horso-niarincs, and land

admirals, as he could pick up in Dublin
and our own dear St. Giles’s— the

anointed of the brothels and the

gaming-houses— the whitewashed of

Bridewell and the police-offices— and
the bravos of the college of peiiny-a-

line-um, who, for a duplication of pay,

are willing to convert their steel pens
into instruments of mortal conflict.

His cx-iinperial majesty has collected

some four or five hundred of these

doughty champions of liberalism ; that

he has clothed them we do not certify

;

that he has fed them or watered them,

according to their hopes or tastes, it

would be rash to affirm ; but that they

are with him, ready to make a descent

upon Portugal, is what is asserted by
all the ministerial journals.

This army, it is said, is to be further

augmented by a larger legion of ** dis-

contented spirits,” picked up in the

purlieus of the Rue St. Antoine, in

Paris. The number of these is stated

to be about fifteen or sixteen hundred.

They consist of some of the heroes of
the Three Days—that is to say, of the
scum of Paris ; with whom are asso-
ciated runaway Spaniards and Belgians,
and a sprinkling of poor Poles, who^
having commenced the art of wqr in
their own land, have now no other

means of gaining a livelihood. This,

the army of Paris, has not yet sailed

to its destination ; but the former squad,
of which we have made honourable

mention, has already departed, Madeira
being its first object, before proceeding
to Terceira, the intended head-quarters

of his ex-imperial majesty’s grand
armament.

With such naval and military forces,

thus accoutred, dressed in the rags x>f

all nations—Knghsh, Irish, Gennan,
Swiss, Prenci), Ncthcrlanders, Spa-
niards, and J^ortugucse—Don Pedro
proceeds on his mission, as all con-

querors do* under the special protection

of Divine Providence. Hear his own
wonis : [ feel a consolation in dis-

cerning the visible protection which
God, the dispenser of thrones, grants

to the TUible and just cause which we
defend.”— “ 1 cannot help acknow-
ledging in all this the special protec-

tion of Divine Providence The ex-
etiqierur, we think, might have siiarcd

us this eflusion t>f pious confidence,

until better infurined by the result,

whether he is or is not merely building

ciistles, not in Portugal, hut in Spain.
The mortal means which he has yet
acquired do not augum'ery favourably

of bis success.

But a word here on the conduct
pursued by |}ie ministry of l^ord Grey
towards this expedition. It is matter

of notoriety that the agents of Don
Pedro had for some considerable time
been enlisting troops in London, and
shipping stores in tlie Tliames, contrary

to law. The Isle of Dogs— fit place

for such heroes—was the depot of the

recruits, where they were lodged in the

tubs and boilers of the Steam Washing
Company. The warlike stores for these

troops were on board four ships lying

in the river. ^11 this was known to

the government, who also equally well

knew that the proceedings were in

direct violation of*thG foreign enlist-

ment act. At length the ships in

question were seized by the officers of

the Customs ; and if there had been the

slightest wish on the part ofthe goveru-

meut to respect die laws of neutrality,

•in the strict observance of which no
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country has a more direct interest than
ourselves, they would have abstained
from all interfeien6e,' and allowed the

question between the Customs and the

agents to be decided in the Court of

Excbequer. But all justice, every

form of neutrality, was trampled upon.

No appeal was allowed to be made to

the proper court ; for the government
ij»ued an order for, the release of the

vessels, which have since sailed, and
from one of which, 'under a feigned

name, Don Pedro issued the manifesto

already alluded to.

Any comQient upon this conduct
would be superfluou:^. The Whigs,
because they were opposed to the

foreign enlistment act, now that they

are in power have not* the decency to

respect it, although it forms part of the

law of the land. The leaven of old

opposition politics was stronger than

their sense of justice, or the force of

acts of parliament. They have thus

compromised themselves with Dpn
Pedro's expedition ; and whatever shall

be the result of the enterprise, tlic7 at

least will be held answerable for some
of the blood shed in the cause, should
the invaders carry their menaces into

effect. The old connexion with Por-
tugal is now dissolved. Instead of
being the ally arid*Yhe defender of
that country, as by treaty we are bound
to be, without regard to who is king
de facto, we have made a family

quarrel the pretext for violating the

laws of neutrality, and assisting a pre-

tender, and that pretender a foreigner,

to land his hirelings on the territory

of our ally, to devastate jthe country,

stir up civil war, interrupt trade and
industry, and, by bringing Spain into

the field, kindle up a genenil war in

Europe.
For, let us not deceive ourselves by

thinking tliat Ferdinand will be an
unconcenied spectator of this third

constitutional crusade, in a country so

nearly connected with his own. If we
have assisted in lighting the match,
we must abide the consequences. If

Don Pedro succeed, our of two things

must take place. He will either restore

the charter, in obedience to the demands
of the liberal factibn by whom he is

surrounded, in which case a new com-
motion in Spain is inevitable ; or if he
maintain the present order ^ things,

and attempt to conciliate the nobles

and the clergy, what, in this case,

would the constitutionalists gain by

their victory ? But Don Pedro, if he
should succeed, mtiaf revive the charter,

and summon the defimet parliament.

A constitutional government in Por-
tugal, and an absolute one in Spain,

is one of those things which are purely
imaginary. It cannot be—it would
be an eternal twilight— the light must
extinguish the darkness, or the darkness

the light.

But are the British ministry, in case

the flames of war break out in Spain
and Portugal, prepared ,to' interfere?

Have they 6000 men ready to march
at an hour’s notice, as Mr. Canning
bad ? No. In the present state of
the finances, there is no provision

made for even so trifling an expen-
diture. Poor liord Althorpe is already

under water, lie is nearly as bad as

the honourable member for .

His expenditure lar exceeds his in-

come, notwithstanding that Sir James
Graham, like a needy gentleman who
is obliged So sell liis wardrobe, has
converted into cash a pretty consider-

able portion of the govern ineut stores.

And yet it is clear that something must
be done to avert these consequences.
We cannot, if there be any justice in

the country, any remains ofour national

pride, any reminiscences of our former

intimate relations with Portugal, allow

that country to become a dependency
of Spain, or both be overrun by France.
See, then, tlie dilemma in whicli this

miserable policy on the part of the

Whigs has 'placed England. They
had it in their power to stay Don
Pedro’s proceedings ; nay, it was their

duty to have stayed them. Had the

stability of Don Miguel’s government
been doubted, or could it be truly

asserted that he does not reign in the

confidence of tlie great bo% of bis

subjects, and among these the nobility,

gently, and clergy; then «the question

would have assumed another form.

But even the ex-emperor himself does
nut allege that he retains the crown
merely by force of arms. His soldiers

are the same men who guarded the

portals, as Lord Goderich would say,

of Mr. Canning’s constitution. Tliev

have evinced towards him as much
loyalty and devotion as do the troops

ofany sdt^reign in Europe. Why, then,

did the champions ofour **ancient ally
”

not interpose to prevent the conse-

quences of a doubtful and dangerous

enterprise—doubtful as concerns Don
Pedro, but not at all doubtful as to the
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course which the Sparash TOvemmeot
will pursue. It has already been for-

mally notified to the British cabinet,

that in case the Duke of Braganza

shall invade Portugal, Spain will send
an armed force to the assistance of

the reigning monarch. Here, then, is

the beginning of strife. What course

M. Casimir Perier will pursue, it is

hard to conjecture. His policy, how-
ever, is evidently a pacific kind;
and the Chambers, by cutting down
his supplies, offer the best preventive

against foreign interposition. Under
these circumstances, although we little

fear the result in so far as the dej'ttcto

King of Portugal is concerned, still we
apprehend it woulck have been wiser

policy on the part of Lord Grey had
he put his veto upon the expedition of
the cx-emperor. First, hU mon sake ;

for in case of failure, ivhat a pitiable

figure will he cut in the eyes of life

world!— the outcast of Brazil— per-

haps the only surviving, forlorn hope
of Portugal— the head of the house of
Braganza crownlcss and an exile

—

c^xpellcd by his adopted, rejected by
his native country I

Secondly,y<)r the honour ofEngland.
If Don Pedro fail, will not the British

ministry, who secretly assisted the

expedition, by conniving at the em-
barkation of troops and stores, and
who have permitted a gentleman hold-

ing the rank of captain in the British

navy to assume a responsible com-
mand in the fleet of the invader,

(if three colliers s£hd an old transport

can be called a Jlcct^— will not the

honour, we say, of the British govern-

ment be more or less implicated by the

failure? British subjects are fighting

in Uie cause. Ifa life is lost,' no nuitter

how worthless, wUl it not be placed

to the account of the ministry? If

a British subject is treated harshly,

although according to law, in Portugal,

do we not demand redress ? And if a
British subject shall fall in the cause

of an adventurer, whose designs we
ivinked at, or rather countenanced, is

there to be no redress in this case?

no compensation offered for the losses
'

which British or Portuguese subjects

may sustain through our connivance?

Neutralit]^ is good policy in mcjit cases,

when it is an honest neutrality; but

when a government, under the pretext

of non-interference, secretly violates

the principle, and; secretly aids one
party against another, we call not this

von. V. NO. XXVI.

simply a violation of the rule—'it is

conduct so perfidious, so mean, so dis-

honourable, that were it to occur in pri-

vate life, it would render an individual

infamous. And such charge we bring
against the government of Earl Grey.

Thirdly, for the sake of the conmer^
cud interests of England. It is suffi-

ciently obvious, that whether Qon Pe-
dro succeed, or whether he fail, a
serious injury will' be inflicted upon
trade, and much •inconvenience, if not

severe loss, sustained by English mer-
chants. It is said, that the adventurers

intend that their first attempt shall be
on Gix>rto, which, they think, should

they succeed in taking possession of,

will enable them .with more facility to

march upon Lisbon ; and they further

calculate that, although repulsed, they
will have the^Tr^y os Montes in their

rear, as more tenable and defensive

ground. Should this be the case, it is

time for the London merchants to look
to themselves. The residents will have
arduous difficulties to overcome. Don
Pedro will not be satisfied with any
pledges of neutrality here ; and if he
should succeed in Entrapping them
into his cause, and involving them in

his [irobable reverses, the consequences
will be much more serious than any
which followed escape in the Bn-
tannia steam-boat. God knows, as re-

gards the trade and commerce of
England, we have few chances, and
less profits, to throw away. Struggling

as all our mercantile uiterests are, at

home and abroad, that minister is cul-

pable in the highest degree, and incurs

a serious responsibility, who wantonly
allows these* to be hazarded by any
wild political speculation, or who re-

fuses to interpose his authority, when a
word from his mouth, or a man-of-war
in tlie Tagus, would prevent civil war,
and a universal pillage of properW
belonging to his own countrymen. It

is not yet too late. Let Lord Grey
lay these things to his heart, and muse
on the responsibility he has incurred.

If British merchants are subjected to

losses by tills fginily quarrel, which it

was the duty of tlieir government to

have prevented, they will know whom
to blame. •

Before we have done, we beg leave

to call attention to one or two extracts

from bis ex-imperial majesty’s mani-
festo. We would willingly have tran-

scribed the whole of the document, but
the columns of Regina are too valu-

o
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able to be wasted on a paper ftill of
mawkish sentiments, wiltul misrepre-
sentations, iesuitibal promises, pro-
fessions of liberality addressed to tlie

English reader in the English transla-

tion^ and of conciliatory dispositions

addressed to the Portuguese clergy in

their own language, and which paper,

moreover, has already a})peared in all

the journals. Take, however, the fol-

lowing extract, which is a fair specimen
of tlie wJiole document :

—

**
1 promulgated the conslitutional

charter of the a9th of April, in

which the ancient forms of tlie Portu-
guese government, and the constitution

of the state, are virtually confirmed
;

and that this charter ^miglit be consi-

dered a ,confinnatioA aiid consequence of
the fuiidameiitnl law of the monarchy,
I, in the first place, guaranteed the most
solemn protection, and (he most profound
respect, to the sacred religion of our
ancestors; 1 confirmed the' law of suc-
cession, witli all the clauses of the Cortes
of Lanicgo

;
1 determined the periods for

the convention of the cortes, in the same
manner as it had already formerly been
practised in the reigns of th(dr majesties

Don Alfonzo V. and Don .lohii 111.

;

I aekimdeilgetl two fundamental nuuimi
of the ancient Portuguese gooemmeut, vh.
that the laws could onlif^ heframed by the

cortes, and that instilis assembly alone,

and no where else out of it, should any
matters be discussed relating to the imposts

and adminUtration of the public revenue
and pntperty

;

and, lastly, 1 determined
that the two branches of the state,

nobility and clergy, should be united,
so ns to form one chamber, composed
of the great dignit;iries of the kingdom,
ecclesiastic and seculi^r, experience
having demonstrated the disudvantagea

arising from the separate deliberation of
these two branches. 1 added some other
"provisions, all tending to consolidate the
national independency, royal dignity and
authority, the liberty and prosperity of
the people ; and anxious to preserve these
blessings from the hazards and iuconve-
niency generally attending the minority
of a sovereign, / thought that the best

means of securing so desirable an
would he to unite my august daughter to

a Portuguese prince, nutiirally tfQpposing

that, both in consequence of the identity

of religion and birth, no one could feel a

greater interest tVfr the complete realisa-

tion of all those benefits with which it

was my intention to felicitate the Por-
tuguese nation

;
persuaded also that the

gwrd example of my virtuous relation,

Uie moham in whose court he had
resided, must have rendered him worthy
of estimating the great confidence placed

in him by a brother, who did not hesitate
to intrust to him the” destinies of his
beloved daughter. This was the origin
of the choice 1 made of the Infaute
Don Miguel.*'

We must pause here to remark, that
an extraordinary omission of facts of
the first importauce has been, of course
wilfully, committed by the author of
the manifesto. There is not a word
said—^^not the most distant allusion
made, in the whole document, to the
regency of Donna Isabella ! TTiis was
tender ground— and Don Pedro, with
his natural candour and prudence, has
avoided it. Why? Because, had he
adverted to it, some explanation would
have been necessary; he would have
been under the necessity of explaining
the reasons which induced that prin-
cess to decline exercising the vice-regal
functions with which he had invested
her. He would have been compelled
to confess that the cliurter was virtually
defunct when he called upon Don
Miguel to give it his protection ; and
moreover, that he had no choice left

between giving up the charter and
nominating his brother as lieutenant of
the kingdom. This confirms what we
stated in the early part of the article,

ntunely, that when Don Miguel arrived
in Portugal he found the national
feeling running strong and irresistibly

against Don Pedro’s new system—
against the Canning system— against
a constitution formed in Downing
Street, and whicli was avowedly con-
ceded as a sort of hush-money to the
“ discontented spirits ofEurope,”whom
Mr. Canning said he held in leash,
ready, to let slip, like the dogs of war,
at a moment’s notice. Had Don Pedro
had the candour, which his misfortunes
have rendered still more evanescent
than it wm in younger days, he would
have admitted the difificulties by which
Donna Isabella was surrounded, and
the utter impossibility of preserving
the charter for a single month longer
without the interference of his younger
brother, who, with all his mults—
faults natural to youth and inexpe-
rience— faults partly chargeable on
his father and partly on his imperial
brother— was exceedingly popu^ in

Portugal. This want of canaour, how-
ever, pervades the whole document. It

is a Palmella manifesto, redolent of all

the fine touches of Machiavellianism
so remarkable in that great diplomatist,
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and, in our poor opinion, must have

the effect of lowering the cliaracter of

Don Pedro all over Europe.
In the above extract, however, per^

haps by inadvertence, the true policy

and motives of the ex-emperor are

made manifest. He says :
** I thought

that the best means of securing so

desirable an object would be to unite

my daughter to a Portu^e^
prince. This Portyguese prince is his

own brother—the uncle of his august

daughter*’—^the defamed and slandered

Miguel, whose horror and hatred of so

unnatural a union hsis been one of tlie

principal crimes alleged aj^inst him,

and the source of tlie hostile proceed-

ings of his ex-imperial brother. Now,
good reader! between man and man,
in common fairness— we address our-

selves to Englishmen, to Protestants

as well as to C’atholics— is this an
alliance which any unvitiated heart

could approve, or any virtuous mother

sanction, or any Christian assist in

celebrating at the altar of his God ?

Don Miguel refused to commit this

sill, and hence all the unhappy differ-

ences which have made his elder bro-

ther his enemy, and have instigated

him to compass sea and land, to enlist

the scum of both, for the purpose of

dethroning him by the force of arms.

Is it in this unnatural cause that the

Whigs have enlisted themselves? Is

it to compel an uncle to marry his

nkce^ that Earl Grey, Lord Brougham,
the Duke of Richmond, and others,

have connived at the fitting out of an

armament to embarrass British subjects

and seriously injure the trade of Eng-
land ? We pause for a reply.

The extract contains another sentence

of nearly equal interest. His ex-impe-

rial majesty is made to declare as fol-

lows:— “I acknowledge two funda-

mental maxims of the ancient Portu-

guese government, viz. that the laws

ctmld only he framed hy the cartes,^

We contend that Don Pedro violated

these fundamental maxims. The an-

cient an-tesy the three estates of the

realm, were not consulted on the for-

mation, or on any of the articles of the*

constitutional charter. Don Pedro

passed an absolute decree; he con-

cocted a liberal constitution,. without

so much as condescending to consult

them— without even intimating his

intentions—'Without doing them the

courtesy of declaring his paternal

wishes. Can he, therefore, blame the

ancient cartes for being dissatisfied with
the Downing-Street charter? Let Lord
Grey speak for him in this case, by way
of illustration. Lord Grey wishes to

alter or amend (we shall not dispute
about words) the constitution of Eng-
land. Does he advise the King to
sanction a charter of his own dictation,

without the consent of the estates of
the realm? No: he propounded his

bill of reform -'r he submitted it to the

consideration of both houses of parlia-

ment— he discussed it there, reasoned

upon its merits, advocated the advan-
tages it was calculated to confer upon
all classes; but he never counselled
the King to promulgate a liw, by an
orfler in council, y^hich shcuhl be en-

forced without the consent ofthe estates

of the realm. But Don Pedro did all

this. He did not condescend to con-
sult the ancieht cartes of Portugal ; he
sent them a charter, the provisions of
which gavd powers to a parliament of
his own creation, who sanctioned it

Without the consent of the estates of
the realm, and without so much as

asking tlieir opinion. Is this what he
calls acknowledging the fundamental
maxims of the ancient Portuguese go-
vernment ?’* It is disgusting

!

Anticipating the success of his enter-

prise, Don Pedro* declares the pacific

and disinterested course of policy he in-

tends to pursue. Hear his own words

** When, aftermy arrival in the Azores,
I shall have returned my sincere thanks
to those individuals wlib composed the
regency (which I had appointed in con-
sequence of my absence) for the patriot-

ism with which, in such arduous circum-
stances, they discharged their functions,

1 shall re-assume (for the reasons already
mentioned) the authority with which the
said regency was invested, which I shaU
preserve until the period when the lawful
government of my august daughter having
been established in Portugal, the general
cortes

(f
the Portuguese nation (which 1

shall immediately convoke) shall have
decided whether it is convenient that J
should continue in the eiercise of these

rights, expressed in the 9^d article of the

constitutioiuil ehypter; and when resolved

affirmatively, J shall take the oath pre-
scribed hy the same charter for the per-

manent exercise of theoegency,'*

** I shall,” says he, reassume the

authority with which the said regency

was invested.** In other words,, al-

though he had renounced all right and
daim to the throne of Portugal, of
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which, as an alira^and the sovereign of

a sep^te and- independent state, he
liad absolutely divested himself, he
now, being expelled from Brazil, would
willingly enough, and in the most un-

ceremonious manner, replace himself

in hih former situation. By what au-

thority ? By virtue of “ those rights

expressed in the 92d article ofthe con-

stitutional charter,”—a charter emana-

ting from himself—a law made by
himself,—a law which he wished to en-

force upon the Portuguese in the most

,
arbitraiy manner, without their con-

sent, contrary to their inclinations, and

at variance with all their former notions

of^9tice and good government I

^is is really monstrous. He grants

a constitutional charter, which he had

no right to enforce without the consent

of the ancient cortes, and he now
presumes to claim rights and privi-

leges under this very charter, and by
virtue of the parliament he balled into

existence, but which was never recog-

nised, tlie members of which were his

own creatures, selected from a faction,

and whom the three estates of the

realm, in obedience to the law, have

voted into oblivion. But we must
stop,—it would be a repulsive task to

follow the subterfuges and misrepre-

sentations of this grtmd manifesto anv

further. We leave it to the St. (Giles’s

recruits, the Polish guards, the mendi-

cant refugees, and the scum of Ireland

and Paris. They understand the na-

ture of such dj)cuments much better

than we do; and we have no doubt

that, under the banners of a refugee

ki^g, the illustrious Duke of Braganza,

whom even his black subjects of Brazil

held in contempt, they will be able to

interpret it rigntly and vindicate his

claims, by— taking care (f themelves!

A parting word as to the accusations

which have been brought against Don
IVliguel in the London newspapers. If

the source of these were generally

known, we should take shame to our-

selves for adverting to them ; but it is

certain, that most of the ^sehoods
published liave had origin in the

bribes of the faction, whom to maintain

the Count Paimella misappropriated

the funds transmitted to him from

Brazil for the payment of the debt

contracted in this country, and which
the Brazilian government had engaged

to discharge. The newspapers so

suborned have for some considerable

time had agents in Portugal, who, act-

ing upon previous instructions, ia-

Youiable to the constitutional system,

have not hesitated to invent every kind

of revolting falsehood, in order to re-

present the public and private conduct

of the reigning so\jBiei^ in the most
odious light. These lies were readily

swallowed in England, where lies in

political matters are the mental food of

nine-tenths of the readers of newspa-
pers. Don Miguel was held up as a
monster : he was almost universally

believed to be so. If he at anytime
bad the temerity to enforce the laws of

Portugal, whether it were to punish

some obscene Frenchman, for national

practices too disgusting to mention, or

tt> silence the swaggering of some in-

solent Cockney playing Lord John
Russell with the laws of the country by
which he was protected, instantly an
outcry was raised against him,— he
was branded as a tyrant,—the scoun-

drel whom he punished was sidmitted

as a witness against him,— the filthy

atheistwhom he sent to the galleys was
hailed as a martyr,—and English

ships and French fleets sent to the Ta-
gus to vindicate the honour of nations

which ought to have considered them-
selves disgraced by having such sub-

jects. This has been Don Miguel's

fate. Appearances against him,—no
press td vindicate him,— agents hired

to asperse him,—the Ixindon journals

always clamorous on the side of ig-

norance— always wrong— always in-

solent and arbitrary—always the dupes
of popular opinion and interested cor-

respondents,— so badgered, black-

guarded, misrepresented, and slan-

dered, Don Miguel has ^en held up
to execration, the terror of every cock-

ney cobbler and tailor. We appeal to

Sir James Mackintosh, who, although

he has been hired to speak on the op-
posite side, is well able, and we hope
equally willing, to testify to the truth of

our representations. We appeal to Sir

James Mackintosh, we repeat, whether

what we state is or is not the truth.
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ADDRESS TO CUPID.

Why dip tby shafts in poison, God of Love 1

Lo 1 twanging idly from thy sportive bow,
’Tis thine dread tumults in the heart to move,
And make it throb with unaccustom’d woe.

Small pleasure mingles with the cloud of pain
Which settles round the subjects of thy reign.

The pohts feign thou art of heavenly birth

—

But this thy victims idle fiction deem

;

Can minds celestial agonise the eartli,

And needless anguish add to life’s sad dream ?

Wert thou of heaven, thou hadst not left thy sphere
Of endless bliss to cause distraction here.

Why dip thy shafts in poison ? Why in smiles,

Playful yet false, conceal thy dangerous aft ? *

To thee belong tlie scaly serpent's wiles.

To cheat the eye and crush the trusting j^oart.

Alike is felt the anguish of thy power,
In peasant's cot or highborn Beauty’s bower.

Thou art not of the skies, Jis i)oets feign,

Deceitful archer ! yet thy conquering bow
Hath sent its shafts into Uieir bright domain,
And made immortals taste of human woe.

Beloved of Venus ! thy presumptuous dart ^
Left not unscathed oven her own beauteous heart.

And still thou roam'st, a harbinger of ill.

Torturing with wicked pranks the maiden’s hmin ;

The bashful youth, obedient to thy will.

Thou goadcst on with strange, delirious pain.

Time lessens not the arrows in thy quiver

—

Like thine own freaks, they shall endure for ever.

Even Age to thee a subject homage pays, •

Mischievous boy I Not even can wrinkled years

Arrest thee on ihy wild fantastic ways

;

Tliou shoot'st, and lo ! Aiiticmity appears.

In form of bachelor or maiden hoary,
*

Writhing with pain— at once thy shame and glory.

All climates are thine own : with tyrant sway
Thou rul'st. Alike the icy polar sphere,

And the warm regions where the Goa of Day
Most loves to linger in his bright career.

In every land thy glittering altar starts

—

Its offerings, idle vows and broken hearts.

The same to thee is day or starry night

;

For rambling, like the Borealis’ beams,
Thoii boldest on thy mad eccentric flight, •
And cheat’st the slumberer’s soul with idle dreams-

Raising delusive forms before his eyes,

And pleasures which he ne’er shall realise.

And monarchs, too, thy matchless archery

Hath stricken, as the hunter strikes the doe;

The flames of Dido’s pile were lit by thee

;

And Troy— majestic sepulchre of woe—
Fell from her high estate, in jevil hour,

A monument of thy stupendous power.
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Conquerors have own'd thy sway— the sons of song.

And daughters too, have pined beneath its spell:

Immortal Tasso, Dante, Petrarch, long

Bowed at thy shrine ; and Lesbian Sappho fell,

VtlHim of love's insufferable load,

Beneath thy arrows, all-subduing god.

Why dip thy shafts in poison ? Why invade.

With such dread arras, “ the palace of the soul

Why veil the sunshine of the heart in shade ?

Lo I steep'd in tears beneath thy fierce control.

Pale Beauty like a phantom fades away.
And Manhood's sterner spirit knows decay.

Dread are thy triumphs, Love ! The maniac's cry

—

The poison’d cup—the broken heart—are thine,

Alas 1 too often. VVherefore, let us fly

From*the false flowers that strew thy gilded shrine.

And on the icy wings of cold disdain

Kscape at once thy snares and all their pain.

A Modern Pythagorean.

RENCONTRES ON THE ROAD.

No. III.

MARY FENWICK.

It was on one of those bright and
beautiful April mornings which nature

sometimes throws itf upon our eastern

shores, as if in compensation for months

of fog and fickleness, that 1 awoke
from the uneasy slumbers of a mail-

coach passenger, just in time to drink

in, at eye, ear, and nose, the brilliant

sparkle, enlivening dash, and invigo-

rating odour of niy native waves, as

they Leaped up in exulting fondness to

kiss the rocky barrier wnich Scotland

opposes to the fury of the German
Ocean. 1 was, ere long, to pass a
barrier ofa different description, (now,

happily, a nominal one), between two
sister nations ; or, in plain English, to

enter the town of Berwick upon Tweed,
a few miles beyond which, on tlie

southern side of the border, business

obliged me to proceed.

At the inn-door, where we stopped

to change horses, in tips capital of** no
man’s land,” whose inhabitants assert

their anomalous independence by
speaking a dialect which they take

care shall be neither Scotch nor

English—1 also exchanged, for the

briefremainder ofmy journey, a taci-

turn, common-place sort of a fellow-

passenger, from whose wooden physi-

ognomy I never dreamt of extracting

any thing, for one from whose modest.

yet speaking countenance, and the in-

terest she evidently excited in the few
who were astir at that early hour, it

was impossible to avoid auguring a
great deal.

The coach-door was opened, and
with swimming eye, flushed cheek,
and silver hair blowing about in die
morning wind, a venerable-looking old
man took leave, with more than parental

tenderness, of a simply dressed, yet
gentecMooking young woman; who,
returning his tremulous ** God bless
and reward you!” with an almost
filial farewell, drew over her face a
thick black veil, and sat down oppo-
site to me.

1 never felt more inclined, and at
the same time at a loss, to open a
conversation. To intrude on female
sorrow is unjustifiable ; to treat it with
indifference, impossible. That of my
new companion seemed of a gentle

subdued sort, arising more from sym-
pathy for others, than personal causes

;

and, ere long, putting back her veil

with the reviving cheerfulness of one
whose heart is lightened of an unme-
rited burden, she looked calmly out
on the fresh morning aspect of nature,

(so in unison with her own pure and
innocent countenance), and said, in
the tone of one breathing at length
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from the pressure of painful thoufrhts,

“ How beautiful every thing does look

this line spring morning T’

It does, indeed,” said I, struck

with the confiding naivete of this in-

voluntary remark; " and I suppose

you are the more sensible of it from

being a young traveller.” Her only

answer was one of those quiet intelli-

gent smiles which admit of various

translations, and wlrich I chose to con-

strue into assent. Coupling the re-

mark with the circumstance of her

only luggage being a small band-box,

I set her down tor a fanner’s daughter

of the neighbourhood ;
and added, " I

suppose, like myself, you are not going

far ?”

" 1 am going to T.ondon, sir,” said

she, with a lone ofcalm self-possession,

as if such a journey had been to her a
daily occurrence; and so indeed ^it

was, not metapliorically, but literally.

“ To Loudon!” repeated T, with

more surprise than I could well ac-

count for. " Were you ever there be-

fore

“

Oh yes!” was the reply,

tendered more piquant by its singular

composure. 1 came from seventy

miles beyond it the day before yester-

day.”

It would be quite superfluous to say

that my curiosity was excessively ex-

cited by this uuex])ected answer; and
I daresay my readers will set me
dowii (as I did myself when it was too

late) as a very stupid fellow for not

having the dexterity to gratify it.

But my companion, as if ashamed
of having so far committed herself to a
stranger, and rather a }founff gentleman,

(though I have a wife and flve children

written upon my face, 1 believe, pretty

legibly), sat back in the coach, and
answ^ered one or two indifferent ques-

tions with thiit laconic gentleness

which is infinitely more discouraging

than sullen silence. 1 felt I had not

the smallest right to ask in direct

terms, " My dear, what could make
you travel seven hundred miles for one
day?” and as I saw she had not the

least mind to tell me, 1 really must
plead guilty to the weakness of being

ashamed to use the advantage my
station and knowledge of the world

gave me, to worm out a secret ; which,

from a silent tear that I saw trick-

ling down behind her veil, I guessed

must be fraught with more of pain

than pleasure.

The struggle between my curiosity

and better feelings was still going on,

when the arrival of the coach near my
friend’s gate, gave to the latter an in-

voluntary, and not very meritorious

triumph. Now that all idea of intru-

sion was at an end, I could venture

upon kindness, and I said, (I am ‘sure

in honest sincerity), “ Tlie idea of your

going such a long journey by yourseff,

or with chance company, grieves me.

Can I be of any use in recommending
you to the prot^ttioii of the guard, or

Otherwise?*'

" Thank you, sir, a thousand times,” '

said she, raising for the first time a
pair of mild innocent eyes to my face

;

“ but He who put it in my mind to

come, and blessed the purpose of

my journey, can carry me safe back
again; and 1 should be silly indcerl to

mind going 9. few hundred miles by
land, when, trusting to him, I am
about to t^il to the other end of the

world. I am much obliged to you,

sir, I am sure though,” said she again

;

and if we had hecjii destined to go
another stage together, 1 should cer-

tainly have known all.

Time, however, on all occasions des-

potic, is inexoralilo when armed with

a mail-coach honi. T could only shake
hands with the gentle being I left be-

hind me, slip a crown into the guard’s

palm to look well after her, (which 1

was glad to see he took as a tacit

affront), and turn my thoughts, by a
strong effort, to iny Northumbrian
friend’s affairs. •

These occupied me fully and dis-

agreeably all the Illuming; and early

in the ai’terqoon I was forced to run
away from my friend’s old claret, and
older stories, (for 1 had shot snipes on
his lands with my first gun some
twenty years before), to fulfil an en-
gagement ill Edinburgh early on the

following day.

1 com])oundcd for this outrage on
the old gentleman’s hospitality, by ac-

cepting his carriagi* to convey me back
to Berwick in time for a coach, which
I knew would stait from thence for the

north in the toiirse of the evening;
and no sooner did I find myself once
more at the door of the King’s Arms,
than the circumstaftce brought full on
my memory the romantic occurrence

which had been, for the last few hours,

eclipsed behind a mass of dusty law
papers, and the portly persons of a
brace of hard-featured and harsh-toned

Northumbrian attorneys.
^
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I .foun4 myAelf a tew minutes too
early ; and as 1 stood on the steps,

shivering in the cold evening breeze,

and pondering on the vicissitudes of a *

northern April day, [eould not help
aski^ the lanalord,^ (a civil, old-

feishioned Boniface), Pray sir, do
^u know any thing of the history of
3»t nice decent-looking young woman
who started from your house with me
this morning for London

** Know, sir !” said he, as if in com-
passion for my ignorance. Ay, that

1 do 1 and so does all Berwick, and it

would be well if all England and
Scotland knew it too. If ever there

was a kind heart and a pretty face in

Berwick bounds, it’s Surely Mary Fen-
wick's !

" It’s rather along story though, sir,

and tlie horses are just coming round

;

but I'm thinking there is one goes with
you as far as Haddington, tliat won’t
want pressing to give you the outs and
ins on’t.” So saying, he pointed to a
stout grazier-looking personage, in a
thick greatcoat and worsted comforter,
who, by his open countenance and
manly yeoman-like bearing, might have
been own brother to Dandie Dinmont
himself. “ This gentleman,” said the

landlord, with a resnectful glance at

myself, and a familiar nod to the
Borderer, (a substantial wool-stapler
in Berwick, but passing in quest of
his pastoral commodity half his life

amongtheneighbouringfarms,) wishes
to hear all about Mary Fenwick.
You’ve known her from the egg, I

may say; and been in court yourself

oil the trial yesterday; ,so you'll lie

able to give it him to his heart’s con-
tent.”

The last words wore drowned in the

rattle of the advancing coach,— in

jumped I, and in clambered the Bor-
derer; reconciled to the durance of
an inside birth by the sharp east wind,
and the pleasure of talking of Mary
Fenwick.

Having explained, for the sake of
propriety, that my interest in the dam-
sel arose from the singular circum-
Masice ofone so young, and apparently
inexperienced, travelling above six hun-
dred miles, to pass one day in Berwick,
my portly vuha-vis civilly begged my
pardon, and assured me that no one
there felt the least uneasiness on the

score of Mary’s journey. “ There’s a
blessing on her errand, sir, and that

dte very stones on tlie road know;

and, besides, she’s so staid and sen-

sible, and has so much dignity about
her, that she’s as fit to go through the

world as her grandmother.”

To all this 1 assented the more
readily, that this very dignity had made
me forego all inquiry into what I

wished so much to know; and even

now I listened to it with all the more
satisfaction for the hint she had thrown

out, as if of regret, 'tor not having told

me herself. “ Does she belong to this

place,” asked I, “ that you seem to

know her so well t”
“ Yes, sir; born and bred in Ber-

wick bounds. She was a farmer’s

daughter, a mile out of town, and just

what a farmer’s daughter should be.

Her mother, a clever notable woman,
taught her to bake and brew, and knit

and sew; in short, every thing that

many girls in her station are now too

fine to do. They think these good
old-fashioned things make them uii-

genteel, but they never made Mary
Fenwick so; for 1 am sure, sir, but
for her suitable dress and simple man-
ner, you might have taken her for a
lady.
“ Weill Mary came often in her

father’s little cart to market, to sell her

butter and eggs, (we’ve a great trade

in eggs here, you know, sir); and,

somehow or other, she fell in with a
young man of our town, a merchant’s

clerk, who was taken with her good
looks, and cared for very little else.

Ilis old 'father, however, (the old man
who put Mary in the coach this morn-
ing), made many inquiries about his

son’s sweetheart; and as he heard
nothing but good of her, he had the

sense to see, that though one of a large

hard-working fahiily, she would be the

very wife to reclaim his gay, idle,

thoughtless son, if any thing would.
And very idle and extravagant be

was, sir! The only son of people
well to do in the world, and a good
deal spoilt from a child, he neglected

his business whenever he could, and
loved dress, and company, and horse-

racing, and all that, far too well. But
he redly loved Mary Fenwick; and
no sooner saw that she would not so

much a.s listen to him while all this

went on, than he quite left off all his

wild courses, and became a new man,
to gain her favour.

It was not done in a hurry; for

Mary had been brought up very

piously, and had a horror for every
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thing eyil. But Dick Mansel was vary

clever, as well as handsome ; and when
he pleased, could make one believe any
thing ; and really, to give him his due, *

as long as he had any doubts of Maiy’s
love, no saint could behave better. At
last, however, he fairly gained her in-

nocent heart; though I believe it was
as much by the aid of his good father

and mother's constant praises of him-
self, and doating fbndness for Mary, as

by his own winning ways.
“ When he saw slie loved him, and

it was not by halves, though in tier

own gentle way, he wanted to marry
her iiumediately ; and Mary's father

would have consented, for it was a
capital match for his portionless girl.

Bui Mary said, ‘ Richard, you have
kej>t frcic of cards, and dice, and folly,

one half year, to gain your own wishes

;

let me see you do it another, to nytke

my mind easy, and then I'll trust you
till death divides us.’ Dick stormed,

and got into a passion, and swore she

did not love him ; but she answered,
*
It is just because 1 do, that 1 wish

to give you a habit of goodness before

you are your own master and mine.
Surely it is no hardship to be for six

months, what you intend to be all the

rest of your life V
** Richard was forced to submit ; and

for three of the six months behaved
better than ever. But habit, as Mary
said, is every thing; and his had for

years set the wrong way. With the

summer came fairs, and idleness, and
junkettings, and, worst of all, races,

into the neighbourhood. Dick first

staid away with a bad grace; then

went, just to shew how well he could

behave ;
and ended by losing his

money, and getting into scrapes, just

as bad as ever.

For a time he was much ashamed,
and felt real sorrow ; and feared Mary
would never forgive him. But when
she did so, sweet gentle soul I once or

twice, (though her pale face was re-

proach enough to any man), he began to

get hardened, and to laugh at what he
called her pensiveness. Mary was
twenty times near giving him up; but
his parents hung about her, and told

her she only could save him from per-

dition; and, in truth, she thought so

herself; and this, joined to the love

for him, which was all the d^per for

its slow growth, made her still ready

to risk her own welfore for his.

It is not to be told how much she*

bore of idleness, extravagance, and
folly,—for vice was never as yet laid

to his door,-«-in the hopes that when
these wild days were past, Richard
would settle ag^in i^o a sober man of
business. At last, however, to .crown

all, there came players to the town

;

and Dick was not to be keptfrom e^er
before or behind the curtain. Ile^ll
in with a gay madam of an actress,

very shewy to he sure, but no more to

be compared with Mary Fenwick than

a flaring cmckcry jug to my best China
punchbowl. She persuaded him, that to

marry a poor farmer’s daughter was
quite beneath him ; and to be kept in

awe by her more contemptible still.

So, to make, a* long story short, sir,

Dick, after tryinj^ in vain to force his

poor heart-broken Mary to give

up, (that ht might lay his ruin at her

door), had the cruelty to tell her one
night, us»h(i met her going home to her

father's from nursing his own sick

mother, that he saw she was not a fit

match for him, either in birth or breed-

ing; and that if ever he married, it

should be a wife of more liberal ways
of thinking I

He had been drinking a good
deal, it is true, and was put up to this

base conduct \^y his stage favourite;

but when he found, that instead of a
storm of reproaches, or even a flood of

tears, poor Mary only stood pale, and
shaking, and kept saying, ‘ Poor
Richard I poor, poor Richard I’ he
grew sobered, ana *would fain have
softened matters a little. But she
summoned all her stiengtli, and ran

till she came to her fother's gate ; and
two days after, when the old Mansels
drove out in a post-chaise, to try and
make it all up, and get their son put
once more upon his trial, Mary was
off—her parents would not tell whither.”
" And where did she go ?” asked I,

for the first time venturing to interrupt

the honest Berwicker's con amore nar-

ration. “ It came out, sir, afterwards,

that an uncle in London had formerly

invited her to come up and visit him

;

and now th4t her engagement was so
sadly broken off, she told her parents

it would save her^much misery to leave

home for a while, and even go to ser-

vice, to keep out of tlie way till Dick
Mansel should be married. < Or
hangedr cried her father, in his pas-

sion, (as he afterwards acknowledged),

little thinking how near it was being

the case. There was a salmon-smack
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lyiDg in the river juet then, ivhese

inester was Mary's cousin; so she

slipped quietly on board in the dark,

and got safely to London/’
" How long this ago ?’* said I.

** OhJ about five or six months, per-

haps: let me see, it was in October,

ayd this is April. Well, sir, Mary
sflld but a short time at her uncle's, as

idleness was a thing she never liked

;

but through his wife, (who had been
housekeeper to a nobleman), she got a
delightfof place in the same family, as

upper nurseiy-maid ; which her gentle

manners, and steady temper, and long

experience in her father's family, made
her every way fit for.

She had not been'lqng with them,

when Lord S whs appointed to a
government in the Indies ; and as he
resolved to take out ssme of his

younger children, noUiing would serve

I-ady S but Mary mus^ go with

them. They were grown so fond of

her, that her cares on the voyage would
be worth gold; and then her staid,

sober, dignified ways made her a per-

fect treasure in a country where 1 un-
derstand girl's heads are apt to be
turned. Lady S knew her story,

and thought it recommendation enough;
so her parents were, written to, half

Mary’s ample wages secured them by
her desire ; and she went down to the

sea-side to be in the way to embark at

the last moment, when all the tedious

outfit for a great man's voyage was
over."

** So this explains a hint she threw
out, about going to the world's end 1"

said I. «

” Yes, sir; she would have been
half way there already, if it had not

pleased God to send a contrary wind,

to save Dick Mansel’s life." Ilis

life
!
poor wretch !” said I ;

“ did he

take to worse courses still ?” “ Pretty

bad, sir; but not quite so bad as he
got credit for. I'll tell you as short

as 1 can.

There came about Berwick, now
and then, a scamp of a fellow, whom
every body knew to be a^gambler and
a cbcAt

;

and whom none but such idle

dogs as Dick Mapsel would keep
company with. This man, sir, was
known to be in or about town last

autumn, and to have won money of

Richard both on the turf and at the

card-table. They had a row about it,

it seems, high words, and even a
scufile; but few knew or cared; and

Jack Osborne went away as he came,
with none the wiser.

^ But about six weeks or two
months ago, it began to be whispered
that he had been missed of late from
his old haunts, and that Berwick was
the last place where he had been seen

;

and, good for nothing as he was, he
had decent relations who be^n to

think it worth while to inquire into it.

The last person in Whose company he
had been seen, in our town, was cer-

tainly Dick Mansel ; who, when asked
about him, denied all knowledge ofhis
old comrade. But Dick's own cha-
racter by this time was grown very
notorious; and though no one here,

from respect to his family, would have
breathed such a notion, Jack Osborne's
stranger uncle felt no scruple in in-

sinuating that bis nephew had met
witli . foul play, and insisting on an
inquiry.

** In the course of this, a very sus-
picious circumstance came out : a pair
of pistols, well known to be Osborne's,
were found in Dick's possession ; and
a story, of his having received them in

part payment of some gambling debt,

was of course very little, if at all be-
lieved. There were plenty of people
who could depose, that on the 23d of
October, at a tavern dinner, the two had

3
uarrclled,and had high words; though
ley were afterwards seen to go out

separately, and seemingly good friends.
“ The next step in evidence was,

two people having returned late that
evening, and on passing a little stunt-

ed thicket, about half a mile from
town, hearing something like groans
and cries ; which, however, they paid
little attention to, being in a great
hurry. This caused the place to be
searched ; and in an old sund-pit near
the spot, to the surprise and horror of
all Berwick, were found the remains of
poor Jack Osborne ; his clothes, from
the dry nature of the ground, quite in
good preservation.

** Things began now to put on a
face terribly serious for Dick Man-
sel; especially as another man now
came forward to say (people should
be* very cautious, sir!) that he had
met Dick— or some one so like

him, that he had no doubt of its being
him— on the road to that veiy spot,

just before tlie hour when the gn^ns
were lieard; and that on being ad-
dressed by his name, he passed on,
and gave no answer.
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^ Between the quairet, and the pis-

tols, and the groans, and the dead
body

I
aud^ above all, the evidence of.

this man, a complete case was made
out for a jury, and there were many
things besides to give it a colour ; es-

ecially poor Dick’s own reckless ba-

its, ana his evident confusion when
first asked what he had been doing on
the evening of the 23d of October.

To those who saw his conscience-strick-

en look, when taken by surprise, and
his angry defiance afterwards, when
aware of the drift of the question, there

was no doubt of his guilt.

Dick was committed for trial ; and,

oh 1 sir, it was a sad day for all who
knew his worthy parents, and had
seen the creature himself grow up be-

fore them, a pretty curly-haired child,

and then a manly, spirited boy 1 llis

behaviour in prison was chiefly dogged
and sullen; and he seemed to scom
even denying the fact to those who
could suppose him guilty, as most
did; but on his poor father (who
never would credit it) urging him to

think, for the sake of his gray luiirs,

whether some means of proving his in-

nocence might not yet be found, he at

length said, though it seemed wrung
from him by his parent’s distress,
* There’s one person on earth who
could clear me of this horrible charge,

(but even if she were angel enough to

do it, 1 suppose she’s left England),

and that’s Mary Fenwick I This is a
judgment on me, father, for my usage

of tliat girl
!’

The agonised parents lost not a
moment in writing to Mary the most

^hey feared she would have^ sailed,

but it pleased God otherwise; and
though the wind that first kept them
had changed, they were detained one
week longer for reasons of state. Mary
carried the letter to her good mistress,

and told her all.
** She readily got leave for the jour-

ney, and was offered a fellow-servant

to take care of her ; but she was stead-

fast in declining it.
* I would wish no

unnecessary witness of poor Richa^’s
shame and his paieiita sorrow, 'my
lady,’ said she; ‘ and God will pro-

tect one who is going to return good
for evil.’

There was not a moment to be
lost, to let Mary appear at the assizes

yesterday, and get back to Portsmouth
in time; so into the mail she stepped,*

and arrived here as soon as a letter

could liave done. When they saw
her, the poor old Mansels almost fointed

for joy. They kissed and wept over
her, as they had done many a time
when their son’s wildness grieved her
gentle spirit; but they soon came to

look up to her as a guardian aqgel

come to save their gray hairs from des-

pair and disgrace.
** They would have proposed to her

to see and comfort Richard; but she

said mildly, ^ We have both need of
our strength for to-morrow. Tell him
1 forgive him, and bless God for bring-

ing me to save him ; and pray that it

may not be frovi danger in this world
alone.’ • .

‘‘ She was quite worn out with fa-

tigue, it m^ be supposed, and glad to

lay her innScent head down once more
on her mother’s bosom, in the bed
where she was bom, and where she
had hardly expected ever to lay it again.

She rose quite refreshed, and able for

the hard trial (and hard it was to one
so modest and retiring) of appearing

in court before her whole towns-people

on so melancholy an occasion.

She was indulged with a chair,

and sat as much out of sight as pos-
sible, surrounded by kind friends, till

she should be called on. Tlie ca^se for

the prosecution was gone into; and a
chain of circumstantial evidence made
out so desperately against poor Dick,
that the crown counsel—a rather flip-

pant young man—said, * This is a hol-

low case,you will see, ray lord. Nothing
short of an alibi can bring him off.’

‘‘ ‘ And that shall be proved imme-
diately, my lord,’ replied—very unex-
pectedly—some ofthe prisoner’s friends.
* We have a witness here come more
than three hundred miles for the pur-
pose ;’ and Mary, shaking like a leaf,

and deadly pale, was pl^ed in the
box. Tlie counsel had nothing for it

but to examine her. I should be sorry

to say, sir, he wished to find her tes-

timony false
; but lawyers have a fright-

ful pride ii^ shewing their ingenuity;
and he did not quite like his * hollow
case’ to be overturned. At all events

his manner wa» any thing but en-
couraging to a poor frightened girl;

but he little knew that Maiy could to
firm as a rock where duty was con-
cerned.

** On being desired to say what she
ki!kw of this business, Mary simply
averred, in as fow wo^s as possible,
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that Bichaid Mansel could not have

been in Overton wood at the hour as-

signed for the murder ofJack Osborne

;

as he was at that very time with lier,

on the road to S farm, exactly on
the other side of the town.
u € Veiy pleasantly engaged, I dare

say^ my dearl’ said the counsel, flip-

pantly; * but I am afraid the court

will not be the more disposed to admit
your evidence on that account.’ * I

am sure they ought,’ said Mary, in a
tone of deep and solemn sincerity,

which dashed the lawyer a good deal.

^ But,’ said he, recovering himself,
* Richard Mansel met you, you say,

on the road to S
^
at a little afler

the hour of nine, on a certain evening.

Pray what reason may you have for

remembering the hour V
“ * Because 1 had staidrto give his

mother her nine o’clock draught before

I left town; and because, just as I

got to my father’s gsite, the church
clock struck ten.*

“ ‘ Very accurate I And pray what
leads you to be so positive as to the

day V * Becau.se, the very next even-

ing I sailed for l.ondon in a smack,
whose sailing day is always on a Fri-

day, and Thursday must have been
the 23d.’

“ ‘ Very logical indeed I And now,
my dear, to come more to the point,

how come you to remember this

meeting itself so very particularly?

It was not the first, I daresay.’
* No, sir,’ said Mary, her paleness

giving way to a flush of insulted dig-

nity; ‘ but it was the last!/ I re-

member it, because we were engaged
to be married ; and on that very night

(and 1 bless God it was no other)

Richard Mansel told me, and not very

kindly, 1 was not a fit wife for him

;

and all that had been going on be-

tween us so long was for ever at an
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end! I have a right to remember
this, sir, I think

** Mary had made, to muster strength

and utterance for this testimony, all

the exertion nature would permit. She
fell back, fainting, into her father’s

atms, and a murmur of admiration ran

through the court.
“ * This is an alibiy with a witness !’

said an old shrewd barrister. ^
’Tis

not likely a discarded sweetheart would
come six hundred miles to perjure

herself for a scoundrel like this 1’ In
corroboration of Mary’s simple testi-

mony, should any bo required, there

was handed to the jury a housewife,

or pocket-book, whose few leaves of
simple memorandums contained, (evi-

dently written down at the moment,
and blotted witli a still discernible

tear), ‘ Oct. 23d,—This day, parted for

ever in this world with poor Richard
Mansel. God grant we may meet in

die next.’”
** And did they meet again in this

world, sir f” said I, when my honest

friend had got rid of something trouble-

some in his eyes. “ No, sir; Mary
felt it was better otherwise, and no
one durst press it upon her. She
wrote him a letter though, which no
one else saw ; and I hear he says his

life was hardly worth saving, since he
has lost Mary. Poor devil I we!ll see
if this great escape will sober him I”

Little more passed between me and
my friend, as the lights of Dunbar
were now in view. 1 have since been
in Berwick, and find Richard lives

with his parents, a sadder and a wiser
man than they ever expected him to

be ; and Mary is married, in India, to

a young chaplain, up the country, to

whom Lord S has promised a
living in her own native north, on his

return to Britain.

The Elder in Love.

THE ELDER IN LOVE.

BY THE ETTRICK SHEPHERD.

Scene—A Drawing-^vom. Sir John Johnston, and Gabriel Johnston, an
Elder of the Secession.

SIR JOHN.
Love ! the most generous passion of the mind

;

The softest refuge innocence can find

;

The safe director of unguided youth,

Fraught with kind wishes and secure4 by truth

;

That cordial drop Heaven in our cup has thrown.

To make the nauseous draught of life go down

:
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On which one only blessing God might raise

In lan^ of atheists subsidies of praise

;

For none did e’er so dull and stupid prove

But felt a God, and blessed his power, in love.

OABRIEI..

Alas, Sir John ! thou little know’st of love.

And it befits thee ill to^talk of it.

Would 1 could say the same

!

SIR JOHN.
What, Gabriel? Thou?

A pjllar of the temple—a strong prop
Jn the true Antiburgher meeting-house— •

In love ? Throwing thy sombre cloak aside

—

Religion’s cloak, that covers many flaws

—

Thy stem demeanour, and thy look severe.

And yielding to that lightsome dalliance.

The love of woman I I may not believe

That such a doure, stanch Antiburgher eldef

Could fall into that crimson sin so deep ! • .

Gabriel, why dost thou sigh ? I purpose not
To preach a sermon now. Or, if I do,

Woman shall be my text; and vanity, *

Smiles, beauty, sin, and suflering, my theme.
GABRIEL. •

’Tis easy for a gentleman to talk.

In folly’s lightest strains, of things that lie

Beyond his fathom. There are germs, Sir John,
Implanted in our natures, embryo sparks.

That need but kindling to set a whole world
In burning flame. Of all those energies,

The love of woman is the first, tlje greatest,

The most supreme, intense, and absolute.

That man’s firm soul encounters. To my cost,

[ know this for a truth ! 0,1 have loved.

Even to the very sickness of die soul 1

SIR JOHN.
X scarce believe my senses, when I hear

That one so used to sit and grunt at church ;

To make wry fiices, wink, and shake the head ;

*

Gather up halfpence in long-shafted ladles ;

Hand the good elements, and pocket up
Stiff* leaden coinage, of unshapely mouM
And charnel hue ; to pray beside the sick

;

At funerals whine out long and stupid graces

;

And sing, ** O mother dear, Jerusalem 1”

In every saintly throng ; a very slow-hound
Upon the scent of sin ; a terrier

Within the warren of iniquity,

To tear up youthful crime, and it expose
To the anatliemas of stern divine.

Of ancient maiden, or of matron grim.

Yearning o’er blooming offspring ;—such a man
To bow at beauty’s shrine—to sit and blink

Out through his fingers at the youthful bftom
Of virgin in her prime. O Gabriel, fie 1

I cannot credit mis, unless I hear

All the particulars of that offence.

GABRIEL.
There is a principle in love, Sir John,
That leads man to devotion. Tlien, again,

Devotion kindles up the germs of love
Within the virtuous heart. Tltey work, and work
To one another’s hands. *They tortured me,
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And hamm’d up my soul. I cannot tell it

—

0 no. Sir John, 1 cannot tell it you I

SIR JOHN.
*

Ycsj Oabrielj do I Pray do, my good old friend
|

1 cannot live without the full detail

Of this great backsliding—this woful fall.

It must bepiteous tale, audt as I deem.

One of most thrilling inter^t.
^ GABRIEL.

That it is

!

A tale of such intensity* of interest

Was neyer syllabled by tongue of man 1

Well, then, Sir John, when thou wert far away
At the great English schools, there came a youth

From out the Border to be butler here.

By wayward fate our lots were cast together

:

We mess’d, work’d, walk’d, and went to church.

Waked, slept, and sung, stUl by each other’s sides.

Now not/one thought was in that fellow’s head,

Nor tlleme nor subject ever on his tongue,

But one ; and that was women !—women !—women I

He talk’d women when he woke at morn ;

He talk’d of Avomen when he went to rest;

And then he dream’d of them, and raved, and Itiugh’d

In weak and treble quavers ; sighed and wept.

And named their tlirilling names. There was not aught

Lovely in nature that he would not liken

To something about women —and all in them,

Lovely or not, to something heavenly.

He talk’d about their forms,—the taper limb.

The flexile waist, round loin, and budding bosom,
Like fair twin roses opening to the bloom I

Then came the smiles, the dimples, and the blushes.

And these he liken’d to the dawning beauties

Of summer mom. All was so wonderful,

So rich, so pure, so made for love and joy,

That ’faith, Sir John, 1 flurly caught tlie infection,

And fell in love 1 Long did I pray against it,

sob and weep alone. But straight I came*"

Back to that torrid Borderer’s society.

And all my efforts vanish’d in his breath.

I listen’d mh devotion— groan’d in spirit;

And then besought him to describe to me
Hie dear, bewitching beings o’er again.

1 was in|yoful plight ! But all was nought,

Until he came to talk about their eyes.

Good Ix>rd, Sir John! if you had heard him talk

About tlieir eyes, you must have fallen a victim

As well as 1. He call’d them living fountains.

Deep as the sea—the mirrors of the soul.

In which one saw portra/d all that was lovely

In God’s &ir universe. The woods, the hills.

The bowers, and deep recesses of the forest,

So framed for secret love— the clouds, the skies,

And marble pavements of the Armament I

I trqmbled in amaze. But when he said

That in those heavenly mirrors he could see

The secret workings of the soul within,

The beatings of the heart, and all the motions

Within the Aiir one’s breast, I felt my brain

Turn swifter than a millstone, and my scull

Grew rigid, as if scalp’d. Then, worst of all.

He raved about two bright twin gods of love,
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That smiled deep in those eves— fkir, lovely cherubs^

That much resembled him the feir one loved.

When&er he look’d into those living springs,

With purCf with holy, and with kind affection^

0 they were lovely, smiling babes, he said,

And Umll’d the hearts of those who look’d at tliem 1

1 ask’d if they were na)ced ? He saidjj^o.

But thinking made them so. O then, Sir JohQ|^

The fotal slw had sped ! My very soul

Sicken’d within me, and pass’d form away
Into the paths of pure and ardent love.

1 then became a corpse—dead, yet aliveni^

A blind automaton, that moved alone

To that one spring. I saw nought on the eartli.

On the broad sea, among the sailing clouds,

The hosts of heaven, the warring elements,

Even to the burning flame,—nought could 1 see

In all but lovely maids and naked bairns 1 •

So boundless was the measure of my love. .

O shame for ^ou to talk of love, Sir John 1

SIR JOHN.
And all this while who was the maid elect,

Tlie chosen one oh \^hom this love was placed ?

r.AURIEL.
•

0 hold your tongue, Sir John I That’s a sore part,

A wound that festers yet within Uiis breast

—

1 weep yet when I think o’t (cries). Maid elect ?

No, that was far below my generous flame

!

T loved the women, the angelic things.

The dear, deluding, melting virgin forms.

Of whom this Borderer spoke. ’Twas those 1 loved I

I long’d to look into tlicir liquid eyes,

Those windows of the soul, and there to scifti

Love’s most profound and everlasting springs.

But, most of all, f long’d to see the babes.

Those little images of living joy.

But every virgin turn’d away her face.

And scream’d with laughter. Then I had such dreams
Oflooking into those deep, lovely eyes.

And seeing all those hidden mysteries

That lie embedded in the virgin heart.

Which mortal dares not name. Onc^ on a night

I saw a lovely mother witli a child

Press’d naked to her breast—and still she wept
And look’d to heaven ; but the tcars^e shed
Were liquid fire. Upon breast they fell.

And sear’d it to the core. Then I grew sick.

And wish’d to die outright; for I had been
Mentally dead for days, and months, and years.

To all but love. Longer I could not live

« In such lone misery and dark despair.

O then the sufferings 1 endured, »Sir John,
Of bleeding, living upon lentil soup, ^
And blistering on the top o’ tlie crown, were such
As man ne’er bore before—yet here 1 am I

But often have I wish’d that Border wighf,
That meteor of the element of love,

And worshipper of woman’s eye, might fall

And break his neck over a woman’s foot I

This is my tale. Sir John.
SIR JOHN.

’Faith ! and a most magnificent tale it is.
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l/feTTBAB Ta Tas LVARVED PROrESI||ORS.

No. I.

TO THE STUDEMTS Of MEDICINE.

Nettle Hall, F^i, 183E. ^

Dear Mr. Yqme, .

WnETHEin>r not a r^riner iji

politics, there can be no doubt that you
are one in literature ; and it would de-

light me could I succ^ iu occasion-

ally directing your cijitical glances to

die state of the so-called Learned Pro-

fessions. Al} three require not a little^

rubbing up-^Medicine, Law, and Di-
vinity. Indulge me, when you have

six or eight pages to, spare, with an

epistle regarding cach'^; and first (as the

most imperatively called for) of tliat

which 1 have placed at th^ head of the

trio—its sins, perhaps, crying out the

loudest for flagellation.

In an age, Mr. Yorke, wheil so much
has been done for.the advancement of

the arts and sciences—when old clothes-

men profess themselves Utilitarians, and
coffee-grinders write accounts of** Mo-
cha’s sober berry*’— when Hunt vends

his blacking in a four-in-hand, and
Warren keeps a back shop full ofpoets

— it is deplorable to think that medi-

cal literature still retains thoiBi features

of semi-barbarity which characterised

it under the dynasty of the barber sur-

geons. Its only change since the days

of the painted pole consists in its hav-

ing discarded alj belief in alchemical

and astrological mysticism. We say

this, like the ghost of Hamlet’s father,

**more in sorrow tliaii in anger;” but,

alas I the truth is too glaring to be

overlooked : it stares jus in the tace

from Dan to Beershebal and while our

law commentaries and volUftes of pul-

pit instruction manifest, at least in their

composition, such a general spur of

determination to keep pace with the

spirit of that age, for which Lord
Hrougliam and Vaux’s schoolmaster

has done so much, our medical trea-

tises are still deformed by that quackery

in disguise, as to matte^, and that un-

classical, rude, and plebeian coarse-

ness, *as to manner, which evince a

radical defect somewhere.

After a very little stirring up with

the long poTe, or, to approach nearer,

Mr. Yoiike, to the phraseology of

our subject, a little probing secaiwdwi

artem, it appears pretty evident that

the root of tne malady lies, as far as

the students are concerned, in the defi-

ciency of a pieparatoiy classical educa?
tion. We nave no great faith in Dr.
3purzheim*s mental manifestations; but
surely, thirteen, or even fourteen, is by
much .too early an age for the com-
mencement of a medical apprentice-

ship; because, in the first place, the

character is not then marked by the

tendencies and peculiarities which are

to distinguish it through after-life; and,
in the second place, because no preli-

minaiy education can be considers as

being mastered by that time. Shake-
speare’s “ little Latin and less Greek”
is consequently the portion ofnineteen-

twenifeths of the young men who, after

three or four seasons dedicated to the

manipulation of pills, the labelling of

potions, the porterage of packages, and
the oxidation of quicksilver in a glass

mortar, now and then varied by the

hlebotomisation of paupers and the

ungling extraction of decayed masti-

cators, present themselves for matricu-

lation at th# Universities of London,
Edinburgh, or Dublin, for the purpose
of qualifying themselves for a diploma,
to legalise their sporting and experi-

menting with the lives of his Majesty’s

loyal but unlucky subjects. Ofa verity,

these gentry bear testimony to the

Apologue of D’Alembert, who repre-

sented Nature as fighting with a dis-

ease, and the physician as a blind man
armed with a club, who is called in to

settle the difference. Having tried to

make peace in vain, he lifts his club

and strikes at random :
** if he strikes

the disease, he kills the disease ; if he
hits Nature, he kills Nature.”

We are quite aware that certain re-

cent enactments fix the term of study
at the different seminaries, and that it

is protracted or shortened according

to particular circumstances. This is

right, so far as it goes; and were it

not the case, precocity would have even
greater room for triumph than it now
possesses. As it is, the spirit of ad-

venture has "ample room and verge

enough for, in all conscience, eigh-

teen is an early enough age to let loose

a diplomaed Esculapian on society,

with powers to have Messrs. John
Bull, Alexander Tartan, and Paddy
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Whacky under the J^ncet, before bis

own chin has been^ubmitted to the

razor.

Within the last two or three years

a pamphleteering war was carried on
in Edinburgh, the great habitat joi

medical students, between Dr. Duncan
and Dr. John Thompson, Dr. Craigie,

Dr. Robertson, Dr. Abercrombie, and
a host of red-hot^auxiliaries on either

side, as to whether a preliminary classi-

cal education was necessary for a me-
dical practitioner ; and if so, wliat was
the preferable curt^iculum of study. The
commissioners, however, appointed by
government to inquire into the manage-
ment of the universities, have done
much in pointing out many flagrant

absurdities; and the new regulations

which have been promulgated, do, in

some measure, forestall several of the

animadversions which we should' other-

wise have found ourselves necessitated

to make. Much, nevertheless, remains
to be remedied. It is not enough to

recommend medical practitioners in the

country to encourage the young men
apprenticed with them to prosecute the

study of the l^atin, Greek, and modern
languages, together witji the elements

of the mathematics and natural philo-

sophy, as a step preparatoiy to their

entering college. Surgeons, hotli in

town and country, have something to

do with their apprentices more nearly

allied to their own selfish interests than
the furtherance oftheir classical studies,

which the young men themselves regard

in the light of rather a troublesome

humbug; so, between the two, like

Master Doubtfulbetween tlie two stools,

Caesar and Cicero are allowed to fall to

the ground, and Gregory’s Compcctm^
for aught they know, may be purer in

its Latinity than the Opera Celsi. We
hate all half measures, Mr. Youke,
whether in politics, literature, science,

or religion, and this is no bettor.

We would ratlier have no statute at all,

than one which, from the facility of
evading it, not only ceases to be a
terror to evil-doers, but actually be-
comes an encouragement to trans-

gression. To recommend and to €n-

boys, forsooth I Oh la! Master
Barnabas, this is the age of intellect

and freewill, or rather of liberty, which
may be interpreted license. To do good,
the enactment must he a sine qud non—
must be perempto^. The earliest age
for receiving medical students should
be sixteen. He, the embryo doctor,

VOL. V. »0. XXVI.

should bring with him regular vouchers
of bis initiatory classical and scientific

studies from the particular professors o^
the university at which he is to matri-*
culate himself, and should be coippelled
to bring flfe certificate of his general

acquiremenb to thQi|prariaD, before his

,

name can be registered in the album,'

from a board appointed by the senalus

academicus for that purpose, lie should

then be put Arougb a succession of
medical and surgical classes, according ^

to the formulas* of a schedule of educa-
tion laid down, as thought most eligible,

by the Royal Colleges ; all of which,
as a matter of fairness and impartiality,

should be placed exactly on the same
footing. And surely it is early enough
to grant a diploma at that age before

which the ^w denies to a man the

disposal of his own affairs.

Having thus, Mr. Yorke, said a few
words regiirding the preliminaries to a
mtHlieal college education, we come to

the recent and to the existing modes of
attendance on the various classes.

Until within these last two or three

years, a medical student, so far as

regarded his presence at class, had not
a single tie upon him; and every thing

was left to his own sense ofpropriety—
ofien latitudinarfan enough, God wot I

Only two things were incumbent upon
him—to register himself in the college

album, and to fee his teachers. His
attendance on lecture, nay, even his

residence at the city»ofhis university,

was a matter left entirely to his own
frci? will. His attention to his studies,

or progress^n them, were mutters of as

mere chance as tlic stablc-yard game at

pitcli and toss./ Freed from all domes-
tic tramme^, and from the scowl of the

rustic petfnbgger under whose tuition

he had learned the art ofmanufacturing
pitch-plasters and cauterising sprained

coal-heavcrs, the young disciple of the

Hippocratic art finds himself, as it were,

fallen from the clouds among a dense
population—among streets swarming
like a bee-hive. Go it, Neddy—every

thing is new aad rare : there are admi-
rals of the navy and generals of the

army, dandies and dandizettes, prime
swells and raggaihuffins out at the

elbows, ladies of name atid ladies of

public fame ; orators, artists, and critics

;

players and opera-dancers, aldermen

ana keepers of wild beast-shows

;

Christians, Jews, and Pagans ; Cock-
.neys fiom beyond Temple-baur, and
Celts from Lochaber. llis senses are
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bewildered with novelty, and his eyes

dazzled like those of Aladdin in the

Arabian tale. It is not easy to conceive

^what imaginations run in the young
fellow's head; his organ of ideality,

as the* phrenologists tern#lit, seems

suddenly to havej^b^coroe as large as

a tnmip. He feels a couple of inches

taller in his shoes; and has a latent

foreknowledge that he is some Baillie,

Hunter, or Gregory, i# embryo. As
to study, nobody cares about study

during the first session— there will be

time enough for all that sort of thing

afterwards ; and, to his gratified asto>

nisbment, he finds that there is literally

no embargo on bis hours at all.

How, then, Mr. Yoaki:, does the

professional descendant of Fabricius

de Aquapendente conduct himself?

Why, exactly as might be expected

by any one who is not a Utopian,

or a believer in the doctrine of human
perfectibility, lie attends a few morn-
ings on the materia medica lectures,

which he soon takes it into his head

he quite knows already, from his three

years' Egyptian bondage in Dr. Colo-

cynth's laboratory. Besides, no one,

without absolute compulsion, would
ever dream of floundering through the

sleet and snow to a lecture-room, on a

cold, dark morning, in the dead of

winter. ^ It will be time enough to

venture abroad after breakfast; and
then comes the chemistry.

The science of Lavoisier and Sir

Humphry Davy presents something

more attractive. Young Hopeful ac-

cordingly sets to work tooth and nail,

lie reads voraciously,—comprehends,

or thinks he does so, all about the

alkalis, and electricity, ^ caloric,

and the atomic theoiy; ads not only

sees, but repeats, a multitude of exp^
riments, to the endangerment of his

landlady, and her numerous progeny
of helpless children, all of whom run
the risk of being exploded through the

roof by the unexpected bursting of re-

torts, or the equally unexpected com-
bustion of hydrogen. «,Electrical ma-
clunes and galvanic troughs are sad

affairs; but fulminating silver is the

devil itself, and sometimes unaccount-

ably .takes it into its head to go off

' ^thoiit Uie slightest forewarning.

Oos protege tlien tries anatomy, only

to Albinuses and Campers repul-

fdve fellows, and osteolo^ as dry as an
old maid id seventy. Besides, what
n^ed of hearing a musty lecture over a

putrid carcass ? ^AU the anatomical

works have plates remarkably like na-

ture, and much more pleasant to look

at than the disinhumed reality, lie,

however, lets off a sly hint in company
regarding some resurrection men of his

acquaintance, and points out more than

one churchyard which are not miite so

secure as they might be made. In fact,

he now considers hiipself as one of the

initiated, and flnds it incumbent upon
him to scout popular prejudices, de-
fends practical science at all hazards,

and drinks that a good deal may even
be said in defence of the system of
Burkehg.
The result of all this is, that, in the

course of a month or six weeks, our
friend’s appearances at lecture are like

Tom Campbell’s angel visits,

« Few and far between;”

and ere another moon wane her horns,

he has heroically cut the whole con-
cern, as a bore of the first magnitude,
lie finds something infinitely more di-

verting in the billiard-room, the opera,

and the theatre
;
gets into training at

the Fives* Court; and, in less than no
time, is able for a hit in the gloves
with the Game Chicken or Left-

handed Neddy. Drs. Thompson, Hope,
or Brande, could not hold a candle
either to the Indian jugglers or Mon-
sieur Chabert ; Dr. Alison must suc-
cumb to Francalanza, and Charles Bell
to Dusty Ned ; inasmuch as the theoiy
of physic is inferior in science to the

practice of fencing or milling ; nor has
the dismemberment of a rotten subject

at Mr. Pattison’s or Mr. Partridge’s

any chance with the savoury dissection

of a stubble goose at the sign of the
Bell and the Savage.

However much, Mr. Oltvkr, such a
picture may seem overcharged, it is

nearer tlie truth with a large propor-
tion of the young men who come to

London, Glasgow, Edinburgh, or Dub-
lin, with the ostensible purpose of
studying medicine, than will be readily

believed by the non-medical world, or
by their friends in the countiy. We
are convinced that such is the fact, fi>r

the best of all reasons,—-that we know
it to be so. But, allowing that there

may be exceptions, and that in every

tenth instance it is otherwise, wherein
consists the cause of these phoenixes

being distinguished from the profanum
vui§^? We have only to look ibr it in

one oftwo things.
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It must cither Ipve been the lot

of the gentlemen excepted to have
brought—to have fortunately brought

—

to their medical studies that necessary

degree of preliminary classical educa-

tion which we have endeavoured so

strenuously to recommend ; orthey must
be persons ofstrong uncultivated intel-

lect, spurred into exertion by the mul-

tiplicity of channels for speculation

which the different lectureships open
up to their distracted attention.

With the former class it fares well,

so far as their moral principles and re-

ligious belief are concerned. In the

subjects treated of as matters of scien-

tiffc speculation, and in the examina-
tion of the structure of the human
body, they behold only a wonderful
ada[)tation of means to ends in the

scheme of an all-wise I'rovidepce.

With the other, the reverse of all this

is but unhappily too likely to occur.

Their minds Assess more vigour than

discrimination, a greater zeal after

truth than philosophical acumen in

discovering it. They think and read

till they gradually bewilder the judg-
ment, like a savage who traverses a
strange country without a map; and
they soon lose the power of discrimi-

nating the substance from the shadow,
the real from the specious. The ground-
work of the art they are studying soon
seems to resemble Pope’s chaos, in

being “ a maze without a plan.” It is

found that one age has only pulled

down one theory to set up another,

whose duration proved not a whit more
permanent : desperate efforts are made
to throw light on mysteries which ap-

pear as inscrutable as the liability (and
only once) of the human body to va-

riola, the extension of particular fevers

to particular days, or mental hallucina-

tion without vascular excitement or oi>

ganic derangement. The thoughts are

at length tossed on a shoreless sea of
doubt, and this sceptical disposition

extends itself over every subject of
contemplation, till our Sadducees
come, in the end, like Bishop Berkeley,

to be uncertain as to the reality of
matter, or personal identity,— or as to

whether they walked on their heads or
their heels. The consummation of this

miserable delusion is effected by the

study of practical anatomy ;— there all

their loosely hanging principles are un-

settled, and probably upset for ever.

In the decay of tlie material frame
they think that they behold the utter

extinction of man, whose moral and in-
tellectual endowments they have come
to regard only as the result of material
organisation. Fatalism, in all its gloom

,

takes poss^ion of their minds; and
many of them have the hardihood to

declare in words Hhat Lawrence has
promulgated in writing.

If the half-informed and speculative

medical stud^t, Mr. Yorke, escapes

this abyss—tiff most awful which can ^
engulf the sentiments of a human be-
ing,— he is in danger of imbibing
opinions for ever derogatory to the

character of the profession he is des-
tined to follow through life. From
the chaotic ^tafe of disorder in which
the principles aifd practice of the heal-

ing art are still taught, he soon finds

that whi*it ctic lauds to tlie skies as the

essence of truth, the other derides as the

height of nonsense, and that every
individual physician of eminence has
his favourite nostruias and panaceas,
which he is apt to lug in on all occa-

sions. One lecturer, a far way per-
haps declined, like Hogg's flying

tailor, into the vale of years, lias still a
lingering hankering after Boerhaavc and
the doctrines ofthe humoral pathology;
a second sees a great deal to admire in

excitability and Dr. Brown ; while a
third is all for Cullen, spasm of the

extreme vessels, and the antijdilogistic

regimen. Yesterday he was told, that

in mercury and its chemical combina-
tions may be found specifics for all the

diseases that eloped from Pandora’s
box ; and to-day be learns, from per-
haps the ssyne authority, that halt the

ailments afflicting modern society arise

from their indiscriminate exhibition.

Ofthe cte^l jargon about the identity

of small-pox, chicken-pox, swine-pox,
hom-pox, crystal-pox, ])earl-pox, and
all the rest of the poxes and hoaxes,
he is condemned to swallow dose after

dose, day after day, mque ad nauseam^
only to find confusion worse con-
founded.’' One swears by the Gale-
nicals, gamboge is worth gold, and
gentian worth the fine gold ; another is

as exclusively attached to chemicals,

—

in the sulphate of iron he beholds a
specific for tic douloureux,and in iodine
for scrofula. This proves, beyond the

cavil ofa doubt, the propriety ofblood-

letting in fevers; that decries it, as

somewhat little short of downright

murder. The plague has been proved
• to be not infectious: nay, even the

circulation of the blood is, in the
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thirty-first year of the nineteenth cen-
tury, stoutly denied, as heterodox, by
,a surgeon in Perthshire.

Any one, Mr. Yorke, with eyesight

at all ^clearer than that of the mole,

must perceive that there is something
fundamentally, radically wrong in all

this. The experience of a long-linked

succession of ages, from the days of

Podaliriusand Machaon to our own,

—

,
the* recorded observatiSns of Hippo-
crates and the Greeks— of Erasistra-

tus and the Egyptians—of Celsus and
the Latins—ofAvicenna and the Ara-
bians,— together with the thousand

and one tomes of their mongrel modem
descendants, who, under "the title of

physicians, barber-chinirgeons, apothe-

caries, and mcn-midwives', have bled

and blistered mankind (*om Roger
Bacon to Matthew Baillie,— ought to

have led to a very different result. So
Cretan-like is the labyrinth of absurdi-

ty which staggers us in the contempla-
tion of the history of the healing art,

that one would be almost led to sus-

pect that it is incapable of fixed princi-

ples. This is not, however, the case

;

and we must look for the cause of a
deplorable fact in medical men them-
selves, and not in the nature of their

calling. Diseases remain specifically

and intrinsically the same; only, the

self-will of every generation of Escu-
lapians goads them on to the independ-
ency of looking upon them with other

eyes than those of their ancestors:

consequently, they erect an idol each
for themselves, which the succeeding

generations, each for itse[f, calcitrates

and heels over. It may he true, that

in the history of diseases a few anoma-
lies have occurred, as in the instances

of small-pox, lues, and the sweating-

sickness, and now in cholera ; but
these are only drops in the bucket ; and
the cases of llippocrates may, from his

accurate enumeration of their symp-
toms, be readily arranged under their

distinctive heads in the nosologies of
Sauvages or Cullen.

One word at parting»with our good
friends the students. They may dink
ve have made somewliat ofa digression

;Aom them ; but ^e shall briefly give

'^m our reasons for it.

''''jha we never gatherpine-apples from

^
bramble-bushes, nor ngs from thistles,

so it would be equally absurd to expect

a well-written medit^ treatise from a
practitiooer who has occasional doubts
as to the spelling of his own name.

and whose language as much resembles

Sanscrit as English. No, no. Hr
nihih nihil fit. Philosophical reason-

ing is the produce of philosophical

habits of thinking— cool, clear, ra-

tional, dispassionate, free from all pre-

dilections and prejudices. Since the

creation of Adam, no classically writ-

ten book was ever given to the world

save by a classically^educated person

;

or ever shall be, till the extinction of
Omegarius—^whether we regard him as
** the last man ” of Campbell, Hood,
or Mrs. Shelley. We have only to

open the pages of our medical reviews,

journals, and gazettes, to be disgusted

with the heterogenous mass ofabsurdity
and nonsense constituting nine-tenths

of their general contents. Every booby
must chronicle his cases, forsooth I

because he is for ever encountering

marvels, which would cease to be sudi
did the extent of his reading apprise

him that hundreds of such had been
previously enumerated. No quarter is

shewn to the king's English in their

detail; and the liead of Priscian is

cracked in every paragraph. “ Pelion

and the Wart” lose tlieir relative pro-
portions; trifles are grandiloquently

inflated, like the frog in iEsop, into

preposterous ox-like dimensions, and
minutire chronicled with an elabora-

tion worthy of the most distinguished

Chinese polisher of cherry-stones.

Paper follows paper, “ full of sound
and fury,” linked together only by that

puzzling law of mind, the associating

principle of conlmst. Here we go
up-up-up into the regions of bombastic
magniloquence; there we go down-
down-down into the leaden profun-

dities of the bathos; while a sensible,

well-written essay, astonished to find

itself in such company, looks as forlorn

as an oasis in the desert. Doctor Heavy-
stern gets at his purpose through thick

and thin, as if he was prescribing, not
to human beings, but jackasses; and
aflbrds an amusing contrast with Ebe-
nezer Pomposo, M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S.,

the finical and thrice-refined, who car-

ries about his stethoscope in the pocket
opposite to his lavendered handkerchief,

and notes every auscultation ofhis poor
patient's heart with that Gallic humbug.
The enlightened conductors of the

principal medical periodicals — the

Duncans, the Craigies, the Wakleys,
and the Johnsons— must be often

sorely distraught in the perusal of the

unleavened farragos pouring in from
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the four winds of heaven upon them,

and wliosc subjects, in dehance of

Aristotle and common sense, have

neither beginning, middle, nor end.

Many things are nauseating to under-

take
; but for the wealth of Croesus or

Mr. Rothschild we would not wade
through their Balaam-box. Philosophy

would be horrified at the incessant

calcitrations made by the bloody blot-

ters of foolscap against the unfortunate

Lord Bacon and his inductive reason-

ing, and at finding inferences drawn
from premises with which they have

as little connexion, legitimately, as

plum-porridge with the sound of a
trumpet

; while the teeth of taste would
be irremediably set on edge by the

crude harshness of that language which

the writings of Shakespeare and Scott

have shewn can be rendered, on the

whole, not unpleasant. •

The fact is, Mr. Youkk, that medical

science and literature have by no means
kept pace with the modern eulighten-

inents of society and the modern im-

provements in education. The respect-

ability of the profession must emanate

from itself, and, to raise it to that

standard to which its object entitles it,

we must 'look to the ett'ect of future

legislative enactments. Ignorance and

quackery are always fair game, whether

with potion in hand, hassock on back,

or brief in pocket; and the butfoonery

of Moliore, directed against the bleed-

ing and blistering blockheads ofFrance,

at once degraded the practitioners of

physic to a level in society from which

they have scarcely yet been able to re-

ascend. Had his satire not been so

well merited, its effects would not have

cut so deeply, nor the scars been visible

so long. Bad as the world is (and it is

a bitter bad world), its sympathies are

generally enlisted on the side of truth

;

and that the dramatist was right, ap-
pea^d from the cachinnations of man-
kind, and die discomfiture of the paint-

ed pole. Let us look to ourselves : we
are, Cod wot! at a low enoifgh ebb
ourselves with respect to knowledge

and acquirement. Intellectual illumi-

nation is rapidly pervading the mass of

society, and only folks in their dotage

arc to be gulled by old wives' fables.

We must now, Mr. Yorke, con-

clude for the present. To those who may
tliink we have treated the subject in a

light way, we beg seriously to affirm

that we regard it as one of the highest

importance. That medical literature is

in a most disgraceful state, there can be

no doubt, and we believe this to ori-

ginate in the lack of that preparatory

classical euucation which is essentially

necessary, not only to give the mind its

polish, \5ui even just habits of think-

ing. Nothing must be left to chance,

or to a vague sense of propriety; let

the necessary studies be rendered im-

perative. Until regulations to enforce

attention to this subject are enacted, it

will be in vain to look for any general

improvement. The error must be req-

tified at its fountain-head, ere a higher

tone can be iiiqfartcd to medical writ-

ings. Let everyyoung man be obliged to

give proofs of his scholarship before he

be admitted as a professional student.

When he has matriculated, let him lirst

be taught the philo^phical principles

of his art, lest he lose the power of

discrimination in the confusion of prac-

tice ; and it requires not the powers of

a sibyl to*predict, that when a belter

preparation is prescribed, a happier

consummation will be arrived at.

Meantime, dear Mr. Yorke, yours

ever,

Gabriel Cowitcu,
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JOHN black's loud PLUNKETT AND JOHN OALT S

AKCHIBALD JOBBRY*

We have often and often praised our
friend John Black as a scnolar and a
gentleman, and (excepting our dearly
beloved brethren of the Standard)^ as

the only independent journalist in

town. The presiding spirit of the low,
ignorant, mercenary, sordid mechanic
gleams forth in almost every news-
paper excepting the two we have
mentioned. For Oliver Yorke to

express his regard and reverence for

the one, would be indeed superfluous

;

but of the other we may take leave to

say, that the Morning jbhfonicle is, in

all that regards the contributipns of the

editor, a marvellously honest and con-
sistent publication. John' Black is

really what the Whigs in their adver-
sity induced some simple pel'sons to

imagine them—he is a devoted wor-
shipper of the pure spirit of liberty,

and a hater to the death of rapine,

however disguised, of oppression, and
of tyranny. Ibere is accordingly, in

heart, no diflerence between him and
a true Tory, whose mind has, like his

own, been

** Hiving wisdom with each studious
year;”

and tbus it is that, without regard to

party or peraon, we find him always
denouncing the scoundrel wherever he
may chance to rear his head. A glorious

proof of the honesty Rod independence
we have lauded is afforded by his

recent attacks upon that noi^ious indi-

vidual, Lord Plunkett. Every body
knows the story of the quarrel between
the Irish Chancellor and the Master of
the llolls about the fees; and every
body has heard how Plunkett, on
being appointed, turned out the former
secretaiy, and promoted, in his stead,

a nephew of his own, who is a minor,
and utterly incompetent to perform the
duties of the office— and how an in-

dignant murmur arose fipm the chan-
cery bar, and he was compelled, in

coDsequerice, to allow Mr. Long 500/.

a-year for doing the hisiness, reserving,

A.ile soys, the whole {credat Judaiu
jopdld) ofthe remaining product of the

fees for his nephew, Mr. M'Causland

—

and bow he was taken to task, in con-
sequence, in both houses of parliament
— and how all the Lords, excepting
the Greys aqd Russells and Rascals—

and how all the lawyers, excepting

Nero Denman and Leatherhead Horn,
cried shame upon him, and so forth

;

but still nobody could possibly object

to hegr John Black’s comments on the

subject, and observe ^the view which
he has-been pleased to take of it. We
shall accordingly print them, as the

Morning Chronicle is not so exten-

sively read as the wit and wisdom and
profound learning of its leaders merit.

** Last night Lord Wicklow put some
questions to Lord Plunkett, on the sub-

ject of the fees demanded in Ireland,

which were objected to as illegal, and
different from the fees paid in England.
As for as w'o can understand the answer
of Lord Plunkett, he did not say tliat it

was proper that fees to the amount com-
plained of should be demanded from
magistrates, but the impolicy of the law
under which they were exacted was
chargeable on the late Government.
' The act of the 1st of William IV.,

under which the fees were demanded,
was a measure of the late administration.*

However, it seems the Lords of the
Treasury, ashamed of tlie matter, issued

a minute, dated the 31st of January lost,

directing that the fees should only be
paid as remuneration for labour actually

done
;
and ho should direct, in future,

that no more should bo demanded than
an adequate remuneration for the time
and labour necessary for the preparation

and issuing of the warrants.

Lord Plunkett was quite indignant

that it should have been ^ven out, *
’’I'hat

he bad coimtenanced the exactions of
those fees, only because his relation was
his secretary. Suoh- an insinuation was
wholly inconsistent with his character

[hear]. It had been said, he understood,

that he allowed his secretary only 500/.

a-year
;
and the noble lord to whooi that

question was attributed, was also re-

ported to have said, tliat he ' could not
tell what the Lord Chancellor of Ireland
did with the rest.’ Now he (Lord
Plunkett) could not believe that the

noble lord, if he made such an observa-

tion, meant to insinuate any thing dis-

creditable to him [kcor]. When Sir

Anthony Hart was Lord Chancellor of

Ireland, he had for his secrets^ a gen-
tleman named Long. On bis (Lord
Plunkett's) appointment to succeed Sir

Anthony Hart, be gave the office of se-

cretary to Mr. M'Caualand, a j^ntleman
of high respectability, well fitftd to dis

charge the duties of it. But in conse-
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quence of the representations which were
made to him by gentlemen of the Cbw-
cery Bar, respecting the satisfaction

which Mr. Long gave during his secre-

taryship, he directed Mr. M*Caus1aud to

request that gentleman to give bis as-

sistance in the office, and to pay him out
of the fees a salary of 600/. a-year ; af-

terwards, as Mr. £iOn^ had been secre-

taiy before, he thought it would be hiuder
towards him to mi^e him joint secretary

with Mr. M*CauBland, than to employ
him on tlie footing ofa clerk in the offiee

[Aear]. But as to tlie insinuation which
had^ been made respecting the manner
in which the surplus of the fees above
Mr. Long’s salary of 600/. a-year was
disposed of, he would not condescend
to contradict it. He did not think it

necessary for him to disclaim having
auy share in the fees of the officers

under him’ [hear],
** lliis statement puts us in mind of a

passage in Mr. Galt^s new novel o{*The

Member,* When Archibald Jobbry,

Esq. M.P. hud obtained for his relation,

James Gled, the office of distributor of
stamps in a Scotch county, which he
discovered to be worth 1000/. a-ye:ir, ho
determined to make the most of it.

“ * When I came to consider,* ho
says, *that the place I had gotten for

my relation, James Gled, was so very

lucrative, I really felt as if 1 had com-
mitted a mistake, anti was very angry
with myself; hut on reilecting a little

more upon the subject, I saw that it

might be turned to great public good

:

for inasmucli as tlie places and posts of

goverument belong to those members
and others that gt^t nothing else for their

services in support of Government, a

judicious man wdll husband liis share of

them, so as to make the distribution go
as for as possible. Accordingly, I well

know that 260/. a-year would havo been
a most liberal God-scud to James. 1

Uiought that if it whre three it urould

be a great tiling, and that there w'ould

be 700/. over to apply to other public

purposes. 1 therefore wrote to him, and
said that I had got tlie place for him,
but that his salary was to be 300/. a-

year, the remainder being subject to

another disposal.
**

' In due course of post I received
- a most thankful letter for my beneficence,

agreeing iqost willingly to be content

with his share of the allowed emolu-

ments. When I got this letter, and got

James estabUshed in his place, 1 then

bethought me of the most judicious ap-

propriation that could he made of the

surplus ;
and thereanent I called to mind

a son that 1 had in the natural way, that

* The Member, an Autobiography.

was in the army. Tp ,bim I portioned
out 300/. per anniim/for he had been a
very heavy cess on me, notwitlisftnding
he was serving his king and country

;

and this, it will be allowed, was as cor-
rect a ^ing as any arrangement of the
kind ; far more so than that of those who
have large pensions themselves, from
which they make allowances to their

sons, although these sons be of the pa-
triots that make speeches to mobs and
multitudes, declaring themselves as pure
men, unsullied by any aliment drawn
from the people; which is, in a sense, no
doubt, the fact

;
for their allowances are

from their fathers.
** * Having given the three hundred to

Captain Jobbiy, 1 then thought of the
old Mrs. Honing, my aunt, who was
the widow of*therminister of Dargobble,
and had nothing hut her widow*8 fund to

live upon. jSo I ga^e her one hundred
pounds. • • •

The remaining throe hundred 1 stipu-

lated wil^ James Gled should be laid

aside in the Bank, year by year, to be a
fund from which 1 should, from time to

time, contribute to public subscriptions

;

and few things in my life have I been
more satisfied with ; for so long as James
Gled lived, it will be seen by the news-
papers what a liberal subscriber I was
thereby enabled to be to public cha-
rities, by which 1 obtained great rule

and power in litem
;
ami many a poor

man's child and orphan likewise have 1

been the means of getting well edu-
cated. Indeed, T take sumo blame to

myself that I did not more rigidly en-
force the same principle of distribution

in the salaries of all the posts that 1
got at difierenf times for my kindred and
constituents.'

'* It is vfry well to make tlie most of
the foes, in the way of diffusing happi-

ness
;
but it must not be forgotten that

fees are taxes on the public, or rather on
that unfortunate portion of the ]mhlic,

the suitors in our courts. What an Au-
gean stable remains to be cleared out !**

After the discussion in the Com-
mons, Black wrote as follows :—

** The House of Commons was occu-

pied to a late hour last night with a
question amounting in substance to this

:

whether the Ilbrd Chancellor oflreland
or the Master of the Rolls should be
entitled to a certain share of the spoil

of the people of ^hat countiy, taken,

under tne name of fees. Tne Loi#
Chancellor claims the nomination of the
secretary of the Master of the Rolls,

whieli is contrary to tlie practice in

England, and he will not allow the right

James Fraser, 216, Regent Street.
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To be tried. A iyj|^ad been broug^bt in Ilave'uve yet done with Lord Plun-
i^owtbe qnenron to be tried. Last kett? No, by Jupiter! we will, one

^ight i^wBB mov^ that the bill should day or other, trace him through his
be committed, when a afrenuous oppo- wliole tortuous career, and exhibit his

^o aUow the qneSfRn to be tried. Last kett 1 No, by Jupiter! we will, om
^ight i^wBs mov^ that the bill should day or other, trace him through his
be committed, when a afrenuous oppo- wliole tortuous career, and exhibit his

members, .ministers had
.
only a majority '

^ motto we will take

of four,—a pretty clear indication of the •• Stoicus occidit Baream, delator nmi-
injudieious policy ofaliowing themsekM cum
to be dragged through the mire hy/Jlo^
Pluhkett. yVe may observe that^Lo^'.

Plunkett'sname seldom cemea beface.the

** Stoicus occidit Baream, delator nmi-

cum,

Ijfkipulumque senex”—

tmd vre will invoke \he spirit of the

attiort A* «;.|per" in the bosom of
lheclamofUfdW^ft. Md^,ewK ^ the story of

?'p»L5y v5i.S!^lb*
rtistaken but aiost gallant genUe-

I said that £ord nunkett i., • • S ii * *

shewn the greiii^tiadif.
Meanwhile ^wp shall content our-

ees, a laugh, and cries of quoiitig some lines which

9 opposition, sUenced him. appeared in the Comet. The man is

on for the chiefmagistrate notnll sketched off in them, and they

> be in !*’ • are written in a pleasant vein

What of our -legal Mufti shall we say.

The fieiy patriot of a former day 1

Hamilcar rluiikett, who, when Kngland*s hand
Felonious Burhed senate of oua land

—

With flaming eloquence our cause maintain'd

—

The jealous motives— guilty means airaigii’d

—

Of that cursed Union forced on men o'emw’od

—

Achieved through bribes, blood, haj^onets, and fraud !

And vQw'd, in magnanimity’s full swing.

That he his youthful Hannibals u'ould bring

Before God’s altar, to swear endless bate

To England’s envious, grasping, guilty state

;

Nobly resolved!—and did he keep the vow 1

No !—at the shrine of Poweh be made bis bow

!

Oh ! wbat won’t avarice and ambition do I—
He justified tliy carnage, Peterloo!

Assumed th’ aristocrat, and spurn’d the crowd

—

(l!old, supercilious, insolent, and proud
;

And thus, w^l qualified, becamo u lord

!

Repulsive, peevish, petulant, nbborr’d—
Meek to the high, and haughty to the low—
Coercion’s advocate, and Freedom’s foe

!

But the young Hannibals—say where are they?

Well started on preferment's milky way !

The revenues of both tlie Ciiu rch and Law—
The double lottery from which they draw
Each prize that offers, whether large or small—

<

Their * great revenge has stomach for them all!’

Parsons,* Purse-rearers, Chairmen, who a band
Of placemen quartered on a plundered land

—

Though indignation prompts—hold ! hold ! my pen

—

For they 'are all— all— ‘ honourable* men !”

OLlVEil^OIlKE.

mios of minuter^jnurft havb jrbjoioeiiirat

tlie courae th^" puriiued. . When; Jifr.

Hen^ Grattan said that £ord Fliinkett

had invariably shewn jhe grejiiiMt indif-

ference dbotttfeeg, a laugh, ^itd cries of
* Oh !* from the oppomtion, suenced him.
What a situation for the chiefmagistrate

of a country to be in !** •

* ** One of his sons, the Honourable Thomas Plunkett, has got the deanery of

with 2500/. a-year ;
a second, the Honourable David Plunkett, is protho-

hotsry of the court of Common Pleas, with a salary of 1500/. a^ear, and also first

examiner of the same court, emoluments unknown ; a third, the Honourable Patrick

S4uiikett, is counsel to the office of the chief remembrancer of the equity side of the

Exchequer, and also purse-bearer in the court of Chanceiy ;
a fourth, t^Honour-'

able John Plunkett, is assistant-barrister of the county of Mmth ; and aWh, ifwe
mistake not, is a beneficed clergyman in the diocese of Dublin ! ! !

”
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EPISTLES TO THE LITERATI. HO. £1.
'

1 . PLACE TO WILSON. 2 . WILSON TO PLACE.

Our friend Robin Roughhead lies at present in abeyance, being so sadly
occupied on committees that he cannot pursue his interesting series for a while,

which must, we arc sure, deeply affect his friend and brother M.P., Mr.
K. L. £. A. B. During his silence, however, we have liad the good fortune

of being supplied with a couple^ letters, which we hasten to lay before the

public, under the title adopted by^r amiable friehd. We must put a few lines

of prefhce to explalh. ...
In the Noctes Ambromna of Blackwood, some allusion, it seems, was made

to the exertions of Mr. Place the tailor, who, in his capacity of breeches-maker,
we suppose, is a very busy man abo^t the Westminster Rump. This, body,
which elects Burdctt and Ilobhpuse, is confhssedly .die most contemptible crew
at present infesting the politics of the.tnountiy } but we' shall not abuse them, as
they afford a standing argument against the creation of new boroughs in London

.

Gatton or Old Sarum are pure and honourable in compaHson of Westminster

;

and from what we mid in the ministerial organs, we see it is expected that Hol-
born and Rag Fair will sink still lower in the scale, than the city, which returns

Ixird Grey’s Secretary at War. Let this, not be forg6t.eu when the Marquess of
Chandos’s motion for striking out metropolitan clause’’ comes on.

It is probable that the writer of the Noctes Ambwsiana spoke ofMr. Place, at

once the needle and the pole of the party, with the respect which his conduct and
his connexion inspired ; and Mr. Place, taking it for granted (whether justly or not,

we cannot conjecture) that Professor Wilson had some share in writing the article,

addressed him in tlie following letter, accompanying it by his great work on Poli-

tical Keonomy— that, wc suppose, which contains the nostrum against popula-

tion, to which the exertions ofMr. Carlisle and Mr. Place the younger have given
so much publicity.

1 •

Mr, Placcp the Tailor, to Professor Wilson.

Mr. Place, the tailor, presents his compliments to Mr. Pro-

fessor Wilson, and sends him his new work, in full assurance

that it will receive due notice in the next number of the

Noctes Ambrosiatia.

To which tlie Professor vouchsafed Uie following reply :—
2 .

Professor Wilson to Mr, Place, the Tailor.

Mr. Professor Wilson begs leave to inform Mr. Place, the

tailor, that he has received his letter and his book— that his

compliments he rejects—and that of his full assurance he never

had any sort of doubt.

This closed the coiTcspondence. We confess that we are malicious enough

to wish that we had been present when the worthy tailor received the letter from

the Profes^; or rather that our friend, A. Croquis, our ftiimitable sketcher, had

been at his'mbow. Among the gallery of our eminent Literary Characters, none

would have shone so supereminent as the philosophical snip,, looking as absurd

as a goose in a farm-yard, and yet as hot and heavy as tlie eoose on his own
^

shopboard. The misfortunes of the knight of the thimble, which we remember

at Astley’s, were not more afflicting; and Place, certainly, maybe well called
** the tailor done over.” lie will scarcely venture among the keterawti again.

We sliall continue the series of Epistles to the Literati in our next Number.

Let ' <1 beware. There is many a sinner in the literary world, whose con-

science will lead him to think that that dread*" is intended for him.
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ARE WE TO HAVE NEW PEERS OR NOT?

Are we to have new peers or not?
The question will be answered before
our next Number meets the eyes of its

readers, and therefore we excuse our^

selves from entering into any length-

ened speculations, or indeed any spe-

(mlations at all, as to the probability or
improbability ofsuch » measure. We
have seen nothing in the ordinary

sources from which intelligence is con-
veyed to the public, to mtoce us believe
that the creation is determined upon-—
nothing in the general conduct ofthose
to whom the management of the affairs

of the nation is intrusted, to lead us
to doubt tliat any measure, however
mmipt, unconstitutional, or insulting,

is too bad to be expecfed from the
want of principle or infirmity of pur-
pose which those in high places at pre-
sent exhibit.

It is said that there can be no want
ofpersons on whom to confer the ho-
nonr, if it be deemed necessary. We
are told that Earl Grey has no fewer
than 170 applicants for the peerage on
his list this moment ; and as forty or
fifty will be sufficient, he has ample
room and verge enough’’ to make his

choice. That 170 persons may have ap-
plied, we do not doubt ; but we should
give up the aristocracy of England, if

we thought that any thing like the
number of pers9ns in ordinary times
considered fit claimants for the dignity

composed the list. In short, we shall

not believe the statement until the list

is produced ; and then wd shall insti-

tute a rigid scrutiny into the preten-
sions of the applicants.

To become a peer it is requisite that

the individual should be possessed of
very considerable wealth, of local sta-

tion advanced beyond the generality of
the gentlemen of his county, of femily
pretensions, or, in their place, of just
claims oii the country on the score of
eminent services. As many years have
now elapsed since the ^ar ceased; and
the friends ofthe present ministers hav-
ing hod but little opportunity to dis-

tinguish themselves' in the services of

pmce, we may leave this last conside-
ratbn out of the question, and reduce
the claims on the peerage to two

—

wealth and family, these comprehend-
ing one of the above-mentioned attri-

butes—local station. Where are we
to find 170 gentlemen, or a third of the

number, so qualified, and at the same
time ready to act under the orders of
Earl Grey ?

The House of Lords repudiated the

Reform Bill by a division in the ratio

of to four. This, at /east, will be
allowed to be a sp^imen of the divi-

sion of sentiment existing on this ques-
tion in our aristocratic families ; but it

is not a fair specimen. Looking to the
different elections— Dorsetshire, Dub-
lin, Caermarthen, 8cc.<—that have taken

place since, it will be seen that the aris-

tocratical families in all these contests

divided in favour of the anti-reform

candidate in the ratio of five to one.
Again, it is quite notorious that the
chieftains of the Whig families are for

more ultra in their politics than the ge-
neration which is to nil their places. The
old adage of young Whig, old Tory”
is now reversed; the young men are in

general Tory, and the middle-aged or
superannuated persons in the House
of Lords, whose misfortune it was to

be bom when it was considered to be
very enlightened and praiseworthy to
be Whig, and who now, in their mel-
low or declining years are mumping
and maundering over the superncial
s^histries which ensnared their youth,
afford but a low specimen of the gene-
ral feelings of the houses ofwhich they
happen at present to be beads.
The aristocratical families would

therefore yield but a scanty supply.
We have heard much said about the
calling up to the House of Peers of
such eldest sons of Whig noblemen
as inherit their fathers’ principles.

This we fearlessly maintain to be im-
possible, to any considerable extent.

The proposal contains in itself two in-

compatible sets of feelings. The call-

ing up of these heirs-apparent, if it

Uike place, will be done with a view of
not permanently increasing the House
of Ix>rds, so as to render it too large.

In this, a sense of respect to the peer-
age is implied. How is this respect

compatible—how can any heir-appa-
rent so deceive himself as to think it

com|;mtible—with thewholesale,sudden
creation ofany body of men, no matter
how honourable, for the avowed pur-

S
ose of overawing and cpmbating the

ecisions of the House? Any heir-

apparent who accepts a peeraro under
such conditions, d^rades, by his &wu
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act, that assembly iri which his birth*

nglit is to place him.
The whole number of reforming

IHiers is, we should suppose, not 160.
Of these, many have no sons; ofothers,
the sons differ on this question from
their fathers : of this number, so limit-

ed, many cannot afford the increased

expense of supporting two peerag^n
one ^imily

; of the remainder, m^y,
we trust, would scSm to be huddled,
at tlie fiat of a minister of yesterday,

into an honour on which they have an
undisputed claim when Nature wills it.

We understand that the Marquess of
Tavistock, brother though he be to

lx)rd John Russell himself, has refused
a peerage so impertinently ofiered;

—

we know a score others who would
have done so. Besides, the mere cir-

cumstance of being a reformer will not
do—the expectant peer must be •a
reformer in the manner of Karl Grey.
The Maixiuess of Blandford, though
liis reform went fur enough, would be
no candidate for the coronets now to

be showered about with liberal hand.

Nor will the difficulties of selection

terminate here. Some consideration

must be paid to the feelings of the

families: a baron, for instance, how-
ever anxious for reform, might not

exactly wish to see his son raised to

the same rank with himself; and no-
body is more scrupulous as to their

own privileges than your titled re-

formers. (ither punctilios also will

interfere. Karl Grosvenor, whom we
know better by his late title of Lord
Belgrave, objects, it is understood,

to sit in the House of Lords as a
peer of lower degree than his younger
brother the Karl of Wilton. Making,
then, all these suhductioiis, it will ^
found that the project of recruiting

among the junior branches of the peer-

age is not likely to be attended widi

much success. It would be most dis-

graceful, indeed, if it were.

As for the Scotch and Irish Lords,

among whom we arc told to look for a
copious source of easy additions, a lit-

tle knowledge of the condition of these

noble bodies will serve to dissipate all

such conjectures. The number of

Scotch peers not actually sitting in

parliament is but forty : some of these

are minors, some habitually residing

out of the country, some more distin-

guish^ by birth thau by fortune. Not
ten out of the whole number have ever

manifested the least desire of getting

into parliament ; and Mi||kverily believe
there is not one among them in f^^our
of the ministerial measure, or S all

events inclined to compromise the
honours of his ancient nobility by
condescending to be driven into tlie

senate as one ofa herd.

The Irish Peers not in parliament

amount to about 100. To many of

them an English peerage would be a
great burden ; to the infinite majority,

as appears by the returns they make to

the House of Lords, Whig doctrines,

and especially reforming doctrines, are

excessively distasteful. It would be
impossible to induce a dozen among
them to accept jhe peerage ou the

terms proposed
;
qnd we doubt excess*

sively if any ministry would encumber
themselves with the specimens of Irish

nobility who hould offer.

Lord Grey, dien, must look else-

where; fov he, of course, is not so
ignorant of the present state of his

order’* as to fall into the mistakes
ofhis newspaper counsellors,who know
nothing of the peerage, and give their

advice accordingly, in the full pleni-

tude of ignorance. Wc admit, at once,
that tiicre are in England— [we put
Scotland out of the question ; for the

great landholders ihere, the only class

from which peers could he selected,

are all against reform ; and we say
nothing of Ireland, because, out of
the peerage itself, and tlie*Protestant,

that is, the anti-Whig party, there are

no fortunes to qualify for lordships,

Mr. Lainbcrt*s confession of the general

poverty of his party being undeniably
true]—we admit tliat in England there

is an abundant supply of persons

qualified by wealth and standing to

become members of the House of
Lords ; but there are great deductions
to be made. Scarcely a tenth of these

gentlemen arc reformers in the style

demanded. Let us examine a little

in detail.

In the first place, the possession of
mere mercantue we^th is not in itself

sufficient—or, at least, up to tlie pre-

sent moment, has not been so consi-

dered— unless it has the standing of

more than one generq^on. Were Alex-
ander Baring a reformer, no one could

object to his appearance in Jxird Grey’s

list; but we should look with some
astonishment at tlie promotion of most
of the good men who now pass as great

upon ’Cliange, after having made their

debut in life as clerks or porters, or
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even as the sens of gentlemen whose
conunencement dated from that class

of society. We also except the tribe,

or the ten tribes, of the Jews, illiberal

as that may sound in times so enlight-

ened as the present. Mr. llotlischild

may be a baron in Austria or France,
but it is too soon for him to expect to

sit in the senate of England, unless he
shall, like SirManasseh Masseh Lopes,
or Sir Ralpho France Franco, abjure
the faith of his ancestors ;

and besides,

Rothschild is rather a Tory than other-

wise, A combination of Jew with
Whig would, indeed, be such an abo-
mination before the I^ord, as to be too

horrible to be easily contemplated.
We shall, therefore, Irave no barom
JuWi among our barons Ciirtliens,

Tlie city declaration in favour of the

ministerial plan of reform, will afford

a tolerably fair criterion by which to

judge of the materials wheitce the pre-
sent cabinet could draw in that quar-
ter. There are about eighty city

bankers

—

eleven signed the declara-
tion. The same proportion held in
the list of the merchants, and mis-
Jortune has already thinned the reform-
ing list. The majority ofthe refonning
merchants must not expect to appear
in the Gazette as peers, but as bank-
nipts. Out of this set, the number of
men qualified for tlie Grey peerages
would be, but small indeed. W'e
doubt if the most liberal could count
upon half-a-do^^en. Looking to par-
ticular interests, can the present mi-
nisters, who have done their best to

ruin the colonies and cripple the In-
dia Company, find redniits among
these bodies? We doubt it.

But there are the landed Whig gen-
try. Even as we write, we see one
of the organs of the party talking big
on the improvement of the House of
Lords by the infusion of fifty such
gentlemen. We do not know where
to look for them. We put out of the

question the Roman Catnolic families,

whose antiquity and gentility are un-
doubted, and who ii^some instances

possess wealth sufficient to sustain the

splendour added to their ancient

names ; because hostile as Lord Grey
has ever shewn himself to the church,
vre think it would be impossible to

induce the King to create a body of

Popish peers, for the express purpose
of bearoing the Protestant bishops,

and neutralising their influence in the

House of Lords. Leaving them, then,

[March,

out of the question, where are the fifty

to be got ? Many of that small mi-
nority of our gentlemen who are in

favour of the bill, have refused the

peerage on personal grounds— Sir

Francis Burdett and old Mr. Coke, for

example. It is not many months ago
since Lord Grey made twenty-seven

peers, who, we suppose, are the Hite

of his party. We^do not mean to be
personal ; but if tliose are the choice,

we cannot calculate of what quality

will be the next batch. They must be
refuse, indeed, who come after Lords
Poltimore and Dinorben 1

Non nostfiim hie sermo. A corre-

spondent of the Times, who has chosen
as his signature the word “ Whig,''

thought proper, some very short time
ago, to assume that the noble lords

w'e have named had manifested an
urtdue opposition to some clauses of
the bill—that they had dared to exer-

cise some faint sliadow of private judg-

ment, such as it was, in objecting to

some particular segment of some par-

ticular clauses. Rebellion like this—
a rebellion of the clay against the

creator— was not to be endured.
" Whence comes this opposition ?"

exclaimed the indignant Whig ; **fi-oni

a Howard or a Percy ? No ! from a
Poltimore and a Dinorben." These
eminent peers, duly sensible of the

danger and the disgrace they had in-

curred, by a charge so atrocious as

that which imputed to them any thing

so monstrous as having an idea oftheir
own on reform, took good care that

the impression against them should be
speedily removed. They, by them-

selves or attorney, hastily informed the

'Times that they were ready to vote for

any bill, no matter what, it pleased

Lord Grey to introduce; and so far

all was well. But the sneer that Pol-

timore and Dinorben are not Howard
and Percy, remains still recorded on the

immortal page of the Times, and will

ofcourse be used again, whenever these

noble Newcomes are guilty of any
enormity against the Whigs.

Prince Puckler Muskau, in his very

impertinent work— let us add, not

over-decent or delicate work for a

lady, like Mrs. Austen, to translate

—

describes one of these newly-made
peers as an estimable country gentle-

man, living in the good, hospitable,

old English style, without any of the

fuss and pretensions of the fashionable

world. And yet the keen eye of the
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prince—for, like all blackguards, bis

highness had a most observant glance
for personalities—was not deceived
in Colonel Hughes. He saw that, in

the midst of this real comfort and
independence, there lurked something

which disquieted his host. The prince

set him down as a true pattern of

happy English life ; but, he adds, so

absurdly attached fire the people of

England to that he should not

wonder if, in case his pages met the

eye of the colonel and his family, they

should be offended at the description,

as implying that, however respectable

and respected they might be in their

own district, they had not weight or

consequence enough to aspire to the

honours and glories of tiic world of
fasliion. The prince was right. A
couple of years had not elapsed, when
the vanity fever, whicli it is plain he
saw working upon the colonel, and
which prompted the remark we have
ijuolcd, turned the respected country
gentleman into the any thing but re-

spected peer
; and took him from the

station which the wealth obtained by
the lucky discovery of a copper-mine
by his father (a poor curate), enabled
him to till witli honour to himself and
advantage to his neighbours, to figure

in the train of Earl Grey, and to trem-
ble before the blusterings of a factious

newspaper, if he dared to deviate, in

the smallest particular, from the hard
and disgusting duty, for performing
which he was rewarded with an un-
enviable coronet.

i*rince Puckler Muskau was there-

fore correct in this instance. We should
regret to think tliat there are very many
of our country gentlemen in a similar

predicament. We rather believe that

the creations already made have ex-
hausted the stock. On the whole,
then, deducting from the wealthy or
aristocratic classes those whom Toiy-
ism, disgust towards Earl Grey and
his associates, family feelings among
the junior branches of the English
peerage, pride of birth, independence,
politics, or pauperism among the Scotch
and Irish nobility, the hostility of our
rich colonists or Indians against the
present ministiy, Judaism or Popery,
want of birth among many of our rich
men,and want ofmoneyamongmany of
ourhigh-bom men, added to the natural

disinclination which all peraons of pro-
per spirit must feel to oe driven into
the House ofLords with no more oere-

mony than bullocks aie driven into
^

Smithheld, there, after a little bellow- ^
ing, to be knocked down in a lump by
the axe of the butcher,-^ we say, after

making these deductions, if there be
found one hundred and seventy candi-

dates—we mean fit candidates— for

the peerage, our astonishment will be
great indeed.

History still holds up to deserved

obloquy that unprincipled ministry

which, to carry the traitorous peace of

Utrecht, thmst a dozen of their crea-

tui'es into the House of Lords. But
what is the addition of twelve com-
pared with that which is meditated by
the present cabinet? They have, in

the short time-thgt they have been in

office, already created more than thirty

peers,— the lowest number now con-
tended for & fifty, an addition of
eighty in less than sixteen months,
considerabty more than a peer per
week. We are told, that the King has

the right to make a peer per day if he
pleases ; and the Whigs, whose famous
resolution, that ** the power of the

crown has increased, is increasing, and
ought to be diminished,** is recorded in

the journals of the House of Com-
mons, stand upon the exercise of un-
bounded and unchecked prerogative.

We feel, however, that to complain of
this inconsistency is idle ; for the mi-
nisters who now rule us are men who
never knew what it was to have fixed

principles. They ha>^ always acted

upon the factious impulses of the hour,

regardless of what might be the future
'

application of the precedent they were
setting. Wffat a tempest of indigna-

tion Earl Grey and his colleagues

would have excited, had George IV.
made an addition of forty or fifty peers

at the time of the queen’s trial,—and
et nobody can deny that it was within

is prerogative to have done so I But
the cases, we shall be told, are differ-

ent,^— the acquittal of the queen was
an immense public benefit, which
should not have been endangered,—
the loss of the inform bill a great pub-
lic misfortune, of which we must not

run the hazard. With all deference,

this is no more thambegging the ques-

tion. We do not see what advantage

the nation gained by the j^acquittal of
the queen,— we are equally at a loss to

see ^ere would be the public detri-

ment if the present reform bill shared

the fate of its predecessor. All minis-

tries will be prone to consider tbat
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dttestion of importance on ^ich
mdr contimiaiice in office depends;
and if Lord Grey now inundates the

House of l/>ids with his creatures, for

the canyiag of his favorite project,

who*can restrain any succeeding mi-
nister from following his example?
Henceforth the fhtal jnsecedent will

plead; and though we may fear no-
thing at the present, eptimo consule,**

under the sway of tSie heaven-bom
minister whom the Gods have given
us, yet,' aHis tengporibiu'^ when we
have no such advantage, ilie Whigs
may see keenly enough the mischief of
putting die House of Lords at the

mercy of the ministry for the time
being.

These reflections are geheral;— they

have no particular application to the

present moment.' Political'biases and
party machinations afibrd, no doubt, a
&ir and an intelligible groudd for addi-
tions to the Lords—every parfy should
there have its representatives ; but this

is quite different from making them
subservient to erory mmutry. We
would respectfully press these views
upon the considcradon of the peers
themselves. It is reported, we believe

truly, that die j[)uke of Portland has
remonstrated tgainst the wholesale
creation, and been made the bearer of
a protest, signed by a considerable

number of lords who have voted in
favour of reform, declaring that they
would consider^ themselves bound to

oppose, that measure if an attempt
were made to cany it by the virtual

annihilation ofthe upper house. Wbe-
dier the repent ,he correct or not, such
are the feeungs which ought to prevail,

‘ and whidi to a certain extent do pre-
vail amone their, lordships. In the

House ofCbiimions, .a declaration to

the same e£^ has been made by Sir
Andrew Amw, a gentleman by his

motbei’s side deSece£led from one of
the oldest lines in £urop,' the De
J^^uroeys of Kinsale. Their lordships

will, ere long, find that it is a matter

of vital importance to them* In France
the Chamber of Peers totters;— how
long will our chamber subsist al^r the

JaeoMtt reform bill is carried, ond^ car-

ried by means ki fhemselves degrading

to the peerage?

The very extension of the hononr

will lessen its value. Okie of our

sdioolboy authors* remarks, that the

honours of the Athenians—and he
makes the application to Rome also—
were first moderately bestowed, and

therefore eagerly sought, and honour-
ably supported when obtained. In
after-times they wero profusely spread

abroad, and they ceased to be regarded

as a distinction, or a pledge for noble

conduct. So it is witli ourselves: it

is, in fact, a law ofour nature. Knight-

hood was, up to the days of James I.,

hdid in the highest honour. A knight,

eyep of Queen Elizabeth’s making,

took a high position in society. What
is knighthood now, as compared with

former times? Why just what Sir

John or Sir Harlequin,paniels is

to Sir John Chandos or^w Philip

Sydney. A similar profusion of the

peer^^will lead to similar results.

.
iTie new colonial empires, the increas-

ing wealth and population of the

country, amply justified the extension

miule by George III. There is no in-

stance in his reign ofa creation ofpeers

for the mere purpose of ensuring a

majority to Mr. Pitt, or any othbr mi-
nister. Now we have no new empires^

no addition— addition 1— of wealth

;

and the increase of the Lords must be
merely factious—nothing better. The
new creation may, perhaps, cany with

it the reform of the Commons; but

that reformation will pass over the

slaughtered body of tne House of

Peers. With. this -reflection, let the

fresh batdi erifor this chamber which

their presence will not only sully and

degrade, but corrupt and destroy.

I.pikfamto.

Coraelius N|poB ia Vit. MUtiad.

j. M<eroii Csstlf Strstt/Lijicester fiqusie*
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We h&ve eow given the last of the Rev. Edwati Irving's letters. We are not

supporters of his spiritual views and religim doctrines, as many journals have

been pleased to denomipX^ us. We, however, are upholders of Mr. Irving's

strict integrity and honest^; for a man of purer intentions does not exist. In

the manner of treating his subject/ we vfish he had confined iiitnse^lf to facts,

and not indulged in speculation: as it is, he is exceedingly welcome to 'the room

. which he has occupied in our pa^'. ^en the matter comes before the General
Assembly, we shall perhaps give a decided opinion upon the question.

A friend[,jOf ours has spun, for our delectation, a long yarn in praise of Oliver

Yorke, O'Dolverty, the Ettrick Shdpherd, the Modem Pythagorean, Delta, Galt,

the Independ^t Pittite, and other contributors. Listen to what he says of

ourself;— •

** If you’re in search of laming, or critical discerning,

Pray convesse with sage ulxvbh Yorke, sir

—

R«nown*d for perspicaci^, and Ipgieal sagacity,

(And good at the knife and the fork, sii).”

Not less sublime is the tribute he pays to our friend Ebony, and our own
Publisher : .

In .the north, Bailie Blackwood, whom Whigs fain attack would.
Is potent as czar or czarina

;

In the south. Bailie Fraser cuts sharp as a razor.

And the weapon he wields is Reoxnji.”

Well Tibbs ! You are a man of discrimination ; but we cannot afforrl

you further roofi|^though we shall be thtmkful for further favours.

The young lady who writes the ode, bc^nning-^

** Come away, and let us twine a
Beauteous wreath for fair It EGiyA,"

has our best thanlRs. Her poem, though somewhat L.£.L.-ish, shews good stuff,

and shall have a place by and by.

Our very be^ thanks to,Coadjutor.. His letter and packet were unavailable,

as REGiKA^ha^jih^y finished her toilette to shine forth in due glory on April

Fools' Day. ‘

We hope shortly to be enabled to mention Dr. Webster's admirable and
conclusive pamphJ^ on Cholera in a comprehensive form.

We are much indebted to our friend A. N. of Edinburg. We will certainly

bring out a doubleNumber shortly. He tnay be sure that the non-fulfilment of our

promise, in this respect, has hot proceeded from vmt of matter. To say nothing

of accepted papers, our very &laam-box, which#)ntains materials that would
he 'the Ovation of half a scote of other Mags, would make a bonfire large

enough to roast all thq^ Radicals, .
Trimmers,

.
Shufflers, Whigs, Infidels, and

Athlrists, in the country. 'Fhe shbje^ to which A^ N.. alludes riudl severally, in

due time, be continuea and completed.

.

Mr. Charles Butler can nhver have courted the presence of Eeoina— else

would he have known ter^to iMi 'iiO vi^ler of Ballads.

O.Y.
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Man's sociality of nature evinces it- Xolive. 4 poetic interest still more:
self, in spite of all that can be said, for precisely this same struggle of hu-

with abundant evidence by this One man Free-will against material Neces-

fact, were there no other: the unsp^k- sity, which every man’s Life, by the

able delight he takes in Biography.' It mere circumstance that the man con-

is written, “The proper study of man- tinues alive, will more or less victo-

kind is man;*’ to which study, let us riously exhibit,— is that which above

candidly admit, he, by true or by false all else, or mther inclusive of all else,

methods, applies himself, nothin|[ load), calls the Sympathy of mortal iMams
“ Man is perennially interesting to into action; and;i¥hetJ|j|^T as acted, or

man ; nay, if we look strictly to it, ^ represented and written of,'not only

there is nothing else interesting.” How is Poetry, but is the sole Poetry pos-

inexpressibly comfortable to know our sible. Borne onwards by which two
fellow-creature ; to see into him, under- all-embracing interests, may the ear-

stand his goings forth, decipher the nest LoverofBiographyexp^d himself

whole heart of his mystery : nay, not on all sides, and indefinitely enrich

only to see into him, but even to see himself. Looking with the eyes of

out of him, to view the world alto- every new neighbour, he can discern

gether as he views it; so that we can r new world dilfi^rent for each; feeling

theoretically construe him, and could with the heart of evCry neighbour, he
almost practically personate him ; and lives with every neighbour's life, even

do now thoroughly discern both what lu with his own. Of these millions of

manner ofman ne is, and what manner living men each individual is a mirror

of thing he has got to work on and live to us : a mirror both scientific and
on 1 poetic ; or, ifyou will, both natural and
A scientific interest and a poetic one magical ;— from which one would so

alike inspire us in this matter. A scien-
.
gladly draw aside the gauise veil

;
and,

tific : because every morUd l^a Pro- paring therein, discern the image of

blem of Existence set beforehim,which, nis own natural fiice, and the supemair

were it only, what for the most it is, tural secrets that^ prophetically lie dn-
the l^oblem of keeping soul and body der the saiq^ I

*

together, must be to a cenaiti extent Observe, accordingly, to what extent,

origind^ unlike every other; e;nd:yet, in the actual coune of things, this

at the same time, so like eveiy 0dier;. business of Biography is practised and
’

like our own, therefore; instrhe^ve, xeliahed. Define to. thyself, judicious

therefore, since we also are indeRlured Reader, the real significance of these

* The Life of Samuel Johnson, LLD.: including a Tour to the Hebrides:. By
James Boswell, Eso^A new Edition, with numerous Additions and ^otes#By
John Wilson Croket^HL^, FtlLS. vols* London, 183L '

•

"

VOL. V. NO. xxvn. xp ** '
"
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phenomena, named Gossip, Egotism,
rersonal Narrative (miraculous or not),

Scandal, llaillery, Slander, and such
like; the sum-total of vrhich (with

some fractional addition of a better

ingredient, generally too small to be
noticeable) constitutes that other grand
phenomenon still called ‘‘Conversa-

tion.” Do they not mean wholly:
Biography and Autobiography ? Not
only in the common Speech of men ;

but in all Art, too, which is or should be
the concentrated and conserved essence

of what men can speak and shew, Bio-
gnmhy is almost the one iking needful.

Even in tlie highest works ofArt our
interest, as the critics'complain, is too
apt to 1^ strongly op evbn mainly of a
Biographic sort. In the Art, we can
nowise forget the Artist

:
j^hile looking

on the Tramjigurationf while studying
the lliady we ever strive to figure to

ourselves what spirit dwelt in Raphael;
what a head was that ofHomer, where-
in, woven of Elysian light and Tarta-
rean gloom, that old world fashioned

itself togetlrer, of which these written

Greek characters are but a feeble though
perennial copy. The Painter and tW
Singer are present to us ; we partially

and for the time become the very
Painter and tlie ver^ Singer, while we
enjoy the Picture and the Song. Per-
haps, too, let the critic say what he
will, this is the highest enjoyment, the

clearest recognition, we can have of
these. Art indeed is Art; vet Man
also is Man. Had the Transjiguralion

been painted without human hand

;

had it grown merely on jhe canvass,

say by atmospheric influences,as lichen-

f
ictures dopn rocks,~it were a grand
'icture doubtless

;
yet nothing like so

grand as the Picture, which, on open-
ing our ^es, we eveiy where in Heaven
and in l^rth see painted ; and every
where pass over with indifference,

—

because the Painter was not a Man.
Think of this; much lies in it. The
Vatican is great; yet poor to Chimbo-
razo or the Peak ofTeneriffe : its dome
is but a foolish Big-endian or Little-

endian chip of an egg-shell compared
with that star-fretted Dome where Arc-
turus and Orion glfince for ever; which
latter, nptwithsli&ding, who looks at,

save peibapis 'some necessitous star-

gazer beSA*. to make Almanacs, some
tiiick-quflied watchman to alee what
weath^it will prove? The Biographic
interest is wanting: no Michael Angelo
was lie who built that “Temple ofIm-

mensity therefore do we,pitiful little-

nesses as we are, turn rather to wonder
and to worsldP in the little toybox of a
Temple built by our like.

Still more decisively, still more ex-

clusively does the Biographic interest

manifest itself, as we descend into

lower regions of spiritual communica-
tion

; through the whole range of what
is cfalled Literaturo. Of History, for

example, the most honoured, if not

honourable species of composition, is

not the whole purport biographic?

“History,” it has been said, “is the

essence of innumerable Biographies.”

Such, at least, it should be : whether it

is, might admit of question. But, in

auy case, what hope have we in turn-

ing over those old interminable Chro-
nicles, with their garrulities and insi-

pidities; or still worse, in patiently

examining those modern Narrations, of

the Philosophic kind, where “ Philoso-

phy, teaching by Experience,” must sit

like owl on housetop, seeing nothing,

understanding nothing, uttering only,

with solemnity enough, her perpetual

most wearisome hoo^hoo:—what hope
have we, except the for most part fallar

cious one of gaining some acquaintance
with our fellow-creatures, though dead
and vanished, vet dear to us; how they

got along in those old days, suffering

and doing ; to what extent, and under
what circumstances, they resisted the
Devil and triumphed over him, or

struck their colours to him, and were
trodden 'under foot by him; how, in

short, the perennial Battle went, which
men name Life, which we also in these

new days, with indifferent fortune, have
to fight, and must bequeath to our sons
and grandsons to go on fighting,— till

the Enemy one day be quite vanquished
and abolished, or else the great Night
sink and part the combatants ; and thus,

either by some Millennium or some new
Noah’s Deluge, tlieVolume ofUniversal

History wind itself up ! Other hope, in

studying such Books, we have none

:

and that it is a deceitful hope, who that

has tried knows not? A feast ofwidest
Biographic insight is spread for us; we
enter full of hungry anticipation : alas I

like so many other feasts, which Life

invites us to, a mere Ossian’s “ feast of
the food and liquor being all

emptied out and clean gone, and only

the want dishes and deceitful em-
blems thereof left ! Your modem His-

torical Restaurateurs are indeed little

better than high^priests of Famine;
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that keep choicest china dinner-sets,

only no dinner to serve therein. Yet
such is our Biographic^ppetite, we
run trying from shop to shop, with eier

newhope ; and, unless we could eat the

wind, with ever new disappointment.

Again, consider the whole class of

Fictitious Narratives ; from the highest

category of epic or dramatic Poetry, in

Shakspearc and Ilbmer, down to the

lowest offroth Prose, in the Fashionable
Novel. What are all these but so many
mimic Biographies? Attempts, here

by an inspired Speaker, there by an un-
inspired Babbler, to deliver himself,

more or less ineffectually, of die grand
secret wherewith all hearts labour

oppressed : The significance of Man’s
Life ;—whichdeliverance,even astraced
in the unfurnished bead, and printed at

the Minerva Press, finds readers. Bor,

observe, though there is a greatest Fool,

as a superlative in every kind ; and t/ie

most Foolish man in the Earth is now
indubitably living and breathing, and
did this morning or lately cat break-
fast, and is even now digesting the

same; and looks out on the world,

with his dim horn-eyes, and inwardly

forms some unspeakable theory thereof:

^et where shall the authentically Exist-

ing be personally met with ! Can one
of us, otherwise than by guess, know
that we have got sight of him, have
oraPy communed with him ? To take

even the narrower sphere of this our
English metropolis, can any one confi-

dently say to himself, that he has con-
versed with the identical, individual.

Stupidest man now extant in London ?

No one. Deep as we dive in the Pro-
found, there is ever a new dcptli opens

:

where the ultimate bottom may lie,

through what new scenes of being we
must pass before reaching it (except

that we know it does lie somewhere,
and might by human faculty and
opportunity be reached), is aHogetber
a mystery to us. Strange, tantalizing

pursuit I Wc have the fullest assur-

ance, not only that there is a Stupidest

of London men actually resident, with

bed and board of some kind, in Lon-
don ; but that several persons have been
or perliaps are now speaking face to

face with him : while for us, chase it

as we may, such scientific blessedness

will too probably be for ever denied !

—

But the thing we meant to enforce was
this comfortable fact, that no known
Head was so wooden, but there might
be other heads to which it were a

genius and Friar Bacon’s Oracle. Of
no given Book, not even of a Fashion-
able Novel, can you predicate with cer-

tainty that its vacuity is absolute
; that

there are not other vacuities wbicH shall

partially replenish themselves tbore-

wom, and esteem it a plenxm. How
knowest thou,may the distressed Novel-

wright exclaim, that I, here where 1 sit,

am the Foolishq^t of existing mortals

;

that this my Long-ear of a Fictitious

Biography shall not find one and the

other, into whose still longer ears it

may be the means, under Providence,

of instilling somewhat? We answer,

None knows, none can certainly know :

therefore, write *on, worthy Brother,

even as thou cahst, as it has been
given thee.

Here, hovfover, in regard to ** Ficti-

tious Biographies,” and much other

matter ofjikc sort, which the greener

mind in these days inditeth, we may as

well insert some singular sentences on
the importance and significance of

Beatify^ as they stand written for us in

Professor Gottfried Sauerteig’s yEsMc-
tischc Springwiirzel

:

a Work, perhaps,

as yet new to most English readers.

The Professor and Doctor is not a man
whom wc can pj^aise without reserva-

tion; neither shall we say that his

Sprhigivurzel (a sort of magical pick-

locks, as he affectedly names them) are

adequate to “ start** every bolt that locks

up an aesthetic mystery : nevertheless,

in his crabbed, onff-sided way, he
sometimes hits masses of tlie truth.

We endeavour to translate faithfully,

and trust the reader will find it worth
serious perusal

:

” The signiUcancc, even for poetic

purposes,” says Suuerteig, ** that lies in
IIkality, is too apt fb nscape us; is

perhaps only now beginning to be dis-

cerned. When wo nan^ed Rousseau's

Confessions an elegiaco-didactic Poem,
W'o mount more than an empty figure of
speech

;
W'e meant a historical scientific

fact.
** Fiction, while the feigner of it

knows that h9 is feigning, partakes,

more than we suspect, of the nature of
lying ; and has ever an, in some degree,

unstitisfactory chiirffeter. All Mytliolo-

gies w'cro once I’hilosophios
; were be-

lieved : the Epic Poems of old time, so

long as they continued epic, and had any
complete impressiveness, were Histories,

and understood to be narratives offacts.
In so far as Homer employed hia gods

* as mere ornamental fringes, and had not
himself, or at least did not expect his
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hoarera to have, a belief that they were
real agents in those antique doings

;
so

Air did ho fail to be genuine

;

so wee
he a partially hollow and false singer ;

and
sang to please only a portion of man's
mind,"not the whole thereof.

Imagination is, after all, but a poor
matter when it iqust port company with
Understanding, and even front it hos-

tilely in flat contradiction. Our mind is

divided in twain : there iscontest ;
where-

in that which is weaker must needs come
to Iho worse. Now of all feelings, states,

principles, call it what you will, in man's
mind, is not Belief the clearest, strong-

est
;
againstwhich all others contend in

vain ? Belief is, indeed, the beginning
and first condition of all spiritual Force

whatsoever : only in so far as Imagina-
tion, were it butmomeutarily, is believed,

can there be any use or meaning in it,

any enjoyment of it. And* what is mo-
mentary Belief 1 The enjoyment of a
moment. Whereas a perenrial Belief

were enjoyment perennially, and with
tho whole united soul.

** It is thus that I judge of the Super-
natural in an £]>ic £*oem

;
and would say,

the instant it has ceased to bo authenti-

cally supernatural, and become what you
call * Machinery ;* sweep it out of sight

{sehaff^es mir vom J{alse)\ Of a truth,

that same * Machinery,' about which tho
critics make such hubbub, was well

named Machinery

;

for it is in very deed
mechanical, nowise inspired or poetical.

Neither, for us, is tliere tho smallest

aesthetic enjoyment in it
;
save only in

this way : that we believe it to have been

believed,—by tho Singer or his Hearers

;

into whose case w'e now laboriously

struggle to tTitnsport ourselves
;
and so,

witli stinted enough result, catch some
refiex ofthe Reality, which for them was
wholly real, and visible face to face.

Whenever it has come so far that your
* Machinery’ is avowedly mechanical and
unbelieved,—^wh^t is it else, if wo dare

tell ourselves the truth, but a miserable,

meaningless Deception, kept up by old

use and wont alone? If tlio goebs of an
Iliad are to us no longer authentic Shapes
ofTerror, heart-stirring, heart-appalling,

but only vague-glittering Shadows,

—

what must the dead Pagan gods of an
Kpi^oniad bo, tlie dcaii^Uving Fagan-
Christiangods ofa Lueiad, tho concrete-

abstract, evangelical -metaphysical gods
of a FaradiseLost? Superannuated lum-
ber ! Cast raiment, at best

;
in which some

poor mime, strutting and swaggering,

may or may not set forth new noble

Human Feelings (again a Reality ), and so

secure, or not secure, our pardon of such
itoydeiiish masking,— for which, in any
case, he has a pardon to ask.

** True enough, none but the earliest

Epic Poems can claim this distinction of

entire credibly, of Reality : itfter an
Iliad, a Shastw, a Koran, and other tho

liltf primitive performances, the rest

s^m, by this rule of mine, to be altoge-

ther excluded from the list. Accord-
ingly, what are all the rest, from Virgil’s

/Eneid downwards, in comparison?—
Frosty, artificial, heterogeneous things

;

more of gumflowers ^than of roses ; at

best, of the two mixed incoherently to-

gether: to some of which, indeed, it

were hard to deny the title of Poems }

yet to no one of which can that title

belong in any sense even zesembling

the old high one it, in those old days,

conveyed,—when the epitltet * divine* or
* sacred,' as applied to the uttered Word
of man, was not a vain metaplior, a vain

sound, but a real name with meaning.
Thus, too, the farther wo recede fiom
those early days, w'hon Poetry, as true

PoL'try is always, was still sacred or

divine, and inspired (what ours, in great

part, onlypretends to be),—the more im-
possible becomes it to produce any, wo
say not true Poetry, hut tolerable sem-
braiico of such ;

the hollower, in parti-

cular, grow all manner of Epics
;

till at

length, as in this generation, the very
name of Epic sets men a-yuwning, tho

announcement of a new Epic is received

as a public calamity.
** But what iftho impossible being onco

for all quite discarded, the probable ho
well adhered to: how shinds it with
fiction then? Why, tlien, I would say,

tlie evil is much meuded, but nowise
completely cured. Wo have then, in
place of the wholly dead modem Epic,
the p'lirtiully living modern Novel

; to
which latter it is much easier to lend that
above-meutiooed, so essential 'momen-
tary credence' than to the fonner: in.

deed, infinitely easier; for tlie fonner
being flatly incredible, no mortal can for

a moment credit it, for a moment enjoy it.

Thus, here and tliero, a Tom Jones, a
Meister, a Crusoe, will yield no little

solacement to the minds of men
; though

still immeasurably less than a Reality
would, were the significance thereof as
impressively unfolded, were the genius
that could so unfold it once given us by
the kind Heavens. Neither say thou
timt proper Realities are wanting: for

Man’s Life, now as of old, is tho geiniine

work of God
; wherever there is a Man,

a God also is revealed, and all tliat is

Godlike : a whole epitome of tho Infi-

nite, with its meanings, lies enfolded in
tho Life of every Man. Only, alas, that
tho Seer to discern this same Godlike,
and with fit utterance unfold it for us, is

wanting, and may long be wanting I

** Nay, H question arises on us here,
wherein die wJiole German reading-
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world will eagerly join : Whether man
can any longor be so int^sted by the

spukc^n Word, as bo oftenferas in those

primeval days, when, rapt away by its

inscrutable power, he pronounced it, in

such dialect as he had, to bo transcenden-

tal (to transcend all measure), to bo

sacred, prophetic, and the inspiration of

a god 1 For myself, I (ic/i meines Ortes),

by faith or by insigl^t, do heartily under-

stand that the answer to such question

will be. Yea! For never that 1 could in

searcliing And out, has Man been, by
Time which devours so mucli, deprivated

of any faculty whatsoever that he in any
era was possessed of. To my seeming,

the babo bom yesterday has all the or-

gans of Hody, Soul, and Spirit, and in ox-

uctly tliG sumo combination and ontire-

iiess, that the oldest Pelnsgio (ireek, or

Mesopotainian I’atriarch
,
or FatherAdam

himself could boast of. 'I'en Angers,

one heart with venous and arterial bldbd

therein, still belong to man that is bom
of woman : when did he lose any of his

spiritual Endowments either
;
above all,

his highest spiritual Kiidowinent, that of

revealing I’uetic Jlcauty, and of ade-

quately receiving the samel Not the

material, not the susceptibility is want-
ing

;
only the Poet, or long* series of

Poets, to work on these. True, alas

too true, the Poet is still utterly wanting,

or all but utterly : nevertheless have wo
not centuries enough bi^fore us to pro-

duce him ill! Him smd much else!—
I, for the present, will but predict that

chieAy by working more and more on
Reality, and evolving more and more
wisely its inexhaustible meanings ;

and,

in brief, speaking forth in At utterance

whatsoever our wdiolo soul believes^ and
ceasing to speak forth what thing soever

our wdiole soul does not believe,—will

this high empriso be accomplished, or

approximated to.*’

These notable, and not unfounded,

though partial and ^fc<7^^eeillg rather

than wiaesecing observations on the

great import of Reahty, considered

even as a poetic inaterinl, we have in-

serted the more willingly, because a

transient feeling to the same purpose

may often have suggested itself to many
readers ;

and, on the whole, it is good
that every reader and every writer un-

derstand, with all intensity of convic-

tion, what quite infinite worth lies in

ihil/i; howall-pervading, omnipotent,

in man's mind, is the thing we name
Belief, For the rest. Hen* Sauerteig,

though one-sided, on this matter of

Rt'ality, seems heartily persuaded, and

is not perhaps so ignorant as he looks.

It cannot be unknown to him, for ex-

ample, what noise is made about In-
vention;” what a supreme rank this

faculty is reckoned to hold in the ])oetic

endowment. Great truly is Invention

;

nevertheless, that is but a poor exer-
cise of it with which Belief is not con-
cerned. An Irishtnap with wliisky

in his head,” as poor*l^ron said, will

invent you, in this kind, till tliere is

enough and to .spare. Nay perhaps,

ifwc consider well, the higliest exercise

ofInvention has, in very deed, nothing

to do with Fiction; but is an invention

ofnew Truth, wliat we can call a Reve-
lation; which last docs undoubtedly
transcend all other poetic efforts, nor
can Herr Saueftelg be too loud in its

praises. But, on the other hand,

whether such effort is still possible for

man, Herr Shuerteig and the bulk of
tlie world are probably at issue,—and
will prol^bly continue so till that

same “ Revelation” or new “ Invention
of Reality,” of llie sort he desiderates,

shall itself make its appearance.
Meanwhile, quitting these airy re-

gions, let any one bethink him how
impressive the smallest historical fact
may become, as contriistod witli tlic

grandest y/f/iViVws event

;

wliat an in-

calculable force Ues for us in this con-
sideration: The Thing which I here
hold imaged in my mind did actually

occur ; was, in very truth, an element
in the system of the All, whereof I too
form part; had therefore, and has,

through all time, an Authentic being;
is not a dream, but a reality! We
ourselves can remember reading, in

iMrd Clarmuloiiy with feelings per-

haps somehow accidentally opened to

it,— certainly with a depth of impres-
sion strange to us then and now,—that

insignificant- looking passage, where
Charles, after the battle of Worcester,
glides down, with Squire Careless, from
the Royal Oak, at nightfall, being hun-
gry : how, “ making a shift to get over
hedges and ditches, after walking at

least eight or nine miles, which were
the more grievous to the King by the
weight of his l^ools (for he could not
put them off, when he cut off his hair,

for waut of shoes), ^efore morning they
came to a poor cottage^ the owner
whereof being a Homan Catholic was
known to Careless** How this poor
drudge, being knocked up from his

snoring, “carried them into a little

barn full of hay, which wai a better

• lodging than he had for himself;” and
by and by, not witliout difficulty,
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brought his Majesty ** a piece of bread
and a great pot of butter-milk/’ saying
candidly that “he himself lived by
his daily labour, and that what he had
brought him was the fare he and his

wife had on which nourishing diet

his Majesty, “ staying upon the hay-
mow,’' feeds thankfully for two days

;

and then departs, under new guidance,

having first chiingcd clothes, down to

the veiy shirt and “ old pair of shoes,”

with his landlord ; and so, as worthy
Bunyari has it, “ goes on his way, and
sees him no more.”* Singular enough
if we will think of it ! This then was
a genuine ilesh-and-blood Rustic of the

vear 1651 : he did actually swallow
bread and butter-milk (not having ale

and bacon), and do field-labour ; with
these hob-nailed ‘‘shoes”*has sprawled
thriMigh xiiud-roads in winter, and, jo-

cund or not, driven his t^m a-6eld

in summer: he made bargains; had
chafferings and higglings, now a sore

heart, now a glad one ; was born ; was
a son, was a father;— toiled in many
ways, being forced to it, till the strength

was all worn out of him ; and then—
lay down “to rest his galled back,”
and sleep there till the long-distant

morning!—IIow con\es it, that he alone

of all the British rustics who tilled and
lived along with him, on whom the

blessed sun on that same “ fifth day of
September” was shining, should have
chanced to rise on us

; that this poor
pair of clouted Shoes, out of the mil-

lion million hides that have l)een

tanned, and cut, and worn, should still

subsist, and hang visibly together?

We see him but for a moment; for

one moment, the blanket of the Night
is rent asunder, so that we behold and
see, and then closes over him— for

ever.

So too, in some Boswell's Life of
Juhvson, how indelible, and magically

bright, does many a little Reality dwell
in our remembrance! There is no
need that the |)ersonages on the scene

be a King and Clown ; that the scene be
the Forest of the RoyalT)ak, “ on the

Imrders of Staffordshire :” need only

that the scene lie oii^ this old firm Karth
of ours, where we "'also have so sur-

prisingly arrived ; that the personages

oe men, and seen with the eyes of
a man. Foolish enough, how some
slight, perhaps mean and even ugly

incident (if real, and well presented)

will fix itself in a susceptive memory,
and lie cnncliled there; silvered over

with the pale cast of thought, with the

pathos which belongs only to the Dead.
For the Past is all holy to us ; the Dead
are all holy, even they that were base

and wicked while alive. Their base-

ness and wickedness was not Th^, was
but the heavy unmknageable Environ-

ment that lay round them, with which
they fought unprevailirig : they (the

ethereal God-given Force that dwelt in

them, and was their Self) have now
shuffled off that heavy 'Environment,
and are free and pure : their life-long

Battle, go how it might, is all ended,

with many wounds or with fewer; they

have been recalled from it, and the

once harsh-jarring battle-field has be-

cusne a sileiil awe-inspiring Golgotha,

and GoWcsflf/ccr (Field ofGod)!—Bosh
well relates this in itself smallest and
poorest of occurrences : “ As we
walked along the Strand to-night, arm
in arm, a woman of the town accosted

us in tlie usual enticing manner. ^ No,
no, my girl,’ said Johnson; ‘it won’t
do.’ lie, however, did not treat her
with harshness ; and we talked of the

vrretched life ofsuch women.” Strange

power of Reality ! Not even this poor-

est of occurrences, but now, after se-

venty years arc come and gone, has a

meaning for us. Do but consider that

it is true; that it did in veiy deed
occur!

.
Tliat unhappy Outcast, with

all her sins and woes, her lawless

desires, too complex mischances, her

wailings and her riotings, has departed

utterly : alas ! her siren finery has
^t all besmutched; ground, genera-

tions, since, into dust and smoke ; of
her degraded body, and whole miser-

able earthly existence, all is away : she

is no longer here, but far from us, in

the bosom of Eternity,—whence we
too came, whither we too arc bound

!

Johnson said, “ No, no, my girl ; it

M’on’t do;” and then “we talked;”

—

and herewith the wretched one, seen

but for the twinkling of an eye, passes

on into the utter Darkness. No
high Calista, that ever issued from

Story-teller’s brain, will impress us
more deeply than this meanest of the

mean ; and for a good reason : That she

issued from the Maker of Men.
It is well worth the Artist’s while to

* History of the Rebellion, iii. 625.
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examine for himself what it is that

gives such pitiful incidents their me-
morableness ; his aim likewise is, above

all things, to be memorable. Half tlie

effect, we already perceive, depends
on the object ; on its being rea/, on its

being really ^n. Tlie other half will

depend on tlm observer ; and the ques-

tion now is : How are real objects to be
so seen ; on what (|uality of observing,

or of style in describing, does this so

intense pictorial power depend ? Often

a slight circumstance contributes cu-

riously to the result *. some little, and
perhaps to appearance accidcnUil, fea-

ture is presented ; a light>glcam, which
instantaneously eveites the mind, and
urges it to complete the picture, and
evolve the meaning thereof for itself.

Dy critics, such light-gleams and their

almost magical influence have fre-

quently been noted : but the power to

produce such, to select such features

as will pro(iuce tliem, is generally

treated as a knack, or trick of the

trade, a secret for being “ graphic

whereas these magical f&its arc, in

truth, rather inspirations ; and the gift

of performing them, which acts uncon-
sciously, without forethought, and as

if by nature alone, is properly a genius

for description.

One grand, invaluable secret tliere

is, however, which includes all the

rest, and, what is comfortable, lies

clearly in every man’s power : To have

an open loving heart, and w/uft follows

ftvm the jHtssession ofsuch J Truly has
it been said, emphatically in these

days ought it to be repeated ; A lov-

ing Heart is the beginning ofall Know-
ledge. Tliis it is that opens the whole
mind, quickens every faculty of the

intellect to do its fit work, that of
knowing

;

and therefrom, by sure con-
sequence, of vividly uttering Jhrth.
Other secret for being “graphic” is

there none, worth having : but this is

an all-sufficient one. See, for example,
what a small Boswell can do 1 Hereby,
indeed, is the whole man made a
living mirror, wherein the wonders
of this ever-wonderful Universe are,

in their true light (which is ever

a magical, miraculous one) repre-

sented, and reflected back on us. It

has been said, the heart sees far-

ther than the head but, indeed,

without the seeing heart, there is no
true seeing for the head so much
as possible; all is mere oversight, hal-

lucination, and vain superficim phan-

tasmagoria, which can permanentlf
profit no one.

Here, too, may we not pause for an
instant, and make a practical reflection ?

Considering the multitude of mortals
tliat handle the Pen in these days, and
can mostly spell, and write witliout

glaring violations of grammar, the

question naturally arises : How is it,

then, that no Work proceeds from
them, l)earing tiny stamp of authen-
ticity and permanence; of worth for

more than one day ? Ship-loads ofFa-
shionable Novels, Sentimental lllwmes,

Tragedies, Farces, Diaries of Tmvcl,
Talcs by flood and field, are swallowed
monthly into the bottomless Pool;
still does the Press toil ; innumerable
Paper-makers, Compositors, Printers’

Devils, Boekbinders, and Hawkers
grown hoarse with loud proclaiming,

rest not from their labour ; and still, in

torrents, rushes on tlic great array of
Publications, unpausing, to their final

home ; and still Oblivion,like the Grave,

cries : Give! Give! How is it that of

all these countless multitudes, no one
can attain to the smallest mark of ex-

cellence, or produce aught tliat sliall

endure longer than “snow-flake on
tlie river,” or the foam of penny-beer ?

We answer ; BeSause they arc foam

;

because there is no lieafity in them.

These Thi-ce Tliousaiid men, women,
and children, that make up the

army of British Authors, do not, if we
will well consider it, see anything

whatever; consequently have nothing

that they can record and utter, only

more or f(|wer things that they can
plausibly pretend to record. Thr
Universe, of Man and Nature, is stii

quite shut up from them ; the opei

secret” still utterly a secret; because

no sympathy with Man or Nature, no
love and free simplicity of heart has
yet unfolded the same. Nothing but
a pitiful Image of Uieir own pitiful

Self, with its vanities, and gnidgings,

and ravenous hunger of all kinds,

liangs for ever painted in the retina

of these unfonluDate persons ; so that

the starry All, with whatsoever it em-
braces, does but appear as some ex-

panded magic-landhm shadow of {(lat

same Image,—and naturally looks piti-

ful enough.

It is vain for these persons to

allege that they are naturally without

gift, naturally stupid and sightless, and
• so can attain to no knowledge of any
thing; therefore, in writing of any
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thing, must needs write ihlsehoods of
it, there being in it no truth for them.
Not so, good Friends. The stupidest

of you has a certain faculty ; were it

but that of articulate speech (say, iu

the Scottish, the Irish, the Cockney dia-

lect, or even in ‘‘ Oovemess-Eiiglish”),

and of physically disceniing what lies

under your nose. Tlie stupidest

of you would perhaps grudge to be
compared in faculty With James Bos-
well

;
yet see what he has produced

!

You do not use your faculty honestly;

your heart is shut up ; full ofgreediness,

malice, discontent; so your intellectual

sense cannot be open. It is vain also

to urge that James Boswell had oppor-

tunities; saw great nlen and gieat

things, such as you can never hope to

look on. What make {(c of Parson
White in Selbourne? He had not

only no great men to look on, but not

even men ; merely sparrows and cock-

chafers : yet has he left us a Buigraphy
ofthese ; which, under its title Natural
History of SelbournCi still remains va-

luable to us ; which lias copied a little

sentence or two ftiithfuUy from the

Inspired Volume of Nature, and so is

itself not without inspiration. Go ye
and do likewise. Sweep away utterly

all frothiness and falsehood from your
heart ; struggle unweariedly to ucquim,
what is possible for every god-created

Man, a tree, open, humble soul : speak

not at ally in any wise, till you have
somewhat to speak

;

care not for the

reward of your speaking, but simply
and with undivided mind for the truth

of your speaking: then be placed in

what section of Space and of Time
soever, do but open your eyes, and
they shall actually see, and bring you
real kaowledgCy wondrous, worthy of

belief: and instead of one Boswell
and one White, the world will rejoice

in a thousand,—stationed on their thou-

sand several watch-towers, to instruct

us, by indubitable documents, of what-
soever in our so stupendous World
comes to light and is/ O, had the

Editor of this Magazine but a magic-
rod to turn all that not inconsiderable

Intellect, which now deluges us with

arti^cial fictitious' soap-lather, and
mere Lying, into the faithful study of

Ileality,— what knowledge of great,

everlasting Nature, and of Man’s ways
and doings therein, would not every

year bring us in ! Can we but change
one single soap-lutherer and mounte-
bank Juggler, into a true Thinker and

Doer, that even tries honestly to think

and do,— great will be our reward.

But, to return ; or rather from this

^loint to begin our journey ! If now,
what with Herr Sauerteig’s Sjmng-
wiirzel, what with so mu^ lucubration

of our own, it have be&mc apparent
how deep, immeasurable is the worth
that lies in Reality,*' and farther, how
exclusive the interest which man takes

in Histories of Man,—may it not seem
laroentdile, that so few gciiuinely-good

Biographies have yet been accumulated
in Literature ; that, in the whole world,
one cannot find, going strictly to work,
above some dozen, or baker’s dozen,
and those chiefly of very ancient date ?

Lamentable; yet, after wlmt we have
just seen, accountable. Another ques-
tion might he asked : How comes it that

in“England we have simply one good
Biography, this Boswell's Johnson

;

and
of good, indifferent, or even bad at-

tempts at Biography, fewer than any
civilised people I Consider the Eicnch
and Germans, with their Moreris,

Baylcs, Jdrdenses, Jiichers, their innu-
merable Memoires, and Schilderu7igen,

and Biographies Univcrsclles

;

not to

speak of Kousseaus, Goethes, Schii-

barts, Jiing-Stillings: and then con-
trast with these our poor Birches and
Kippises and Pecks,—the whole breed
of whom, moreover, is now extinct!

With this question, as the answer
might lead us fur, and come out un-
fiattering to patriotic sentiment,we shall

not intermeddle ; but turn ratlicr, with
greater pleasure, to the fact, that one
excellent Biography ts actually English

;

—and even now lies, in Five new V^o-

lumes, at our hand, soliciting a new
consideration from us; such as, age
after age (the Perennial shewing ever

new phases as onr position alters), it

may long be profitable to bestow on
it;— to which task we here, in this

position, in this age, gladly address

ourselves.

First, however, Let the foolish April-

fool-day pass by ; and our Header,
during these twenty-nine days of un-
certain weather that will follow, keep
pondering, accoiding to convenience,

tlie purport of Biooraiuiy in general:

then, with the blessed dew of May-
day, and in unlimited convenience of

space, shall all thatwe have written on
Johnson, and Boswell's Johnstm, and
Croker's BosweWs Johnson^ be faith-

fully laid before him.
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TWENTY-SECOND REFOKT ON THE REVENUE.*

PACKET ESTABLISHMENTS, HOME STATION.

The committee appointed to investi- sician, who feels it necessary to mprtify

gate the important subject of this their vanity and to probe their wounds,

report have acquitted' themselves with And, accorditfgly, the latter has no

most commendable diligence and cliance in the race of popularity with

ability. It has often struck us that tlie former; and whenever the period

there is no point of view in which arrives at which^ to obtain a seat in the

parliament, as at present constituted, House of Commons, the ordeal of a

may appear to more advantage, than popular election is indispensable, we
that very one in which it is least fro- may safely venture to pronounce that

quently seen by the public at large, folly will predominate oyer wisdom,
and whicli, indeed, can only be con- rashness over prudence, and a heady,

templated by those whose taste or turbulent, and innovating zeal, over the

whose duty leads them to tlic perusal restraints of caption and experience,

of such productions as that oi which There is a difference between those

we are about to give an abstract. It is who speak to the people and those

there the solid sense, the local know- who speak f9r the people, which per-

ledge, the general information, the haps the latter can only learn by bitter

practical wisdom, the untiring industry, experience^ The lesson is a sad one,

which those who are acquainted with but it is, in all probability, indispen-

the composition of the 1 louse of Com- sable. As long as the multitude remain

mons know to belong to it, are alone ignorant, or, but crudelyand imperfectly

to be found ; and which, assuredly, informed, it must be easy to engage
would never have obtained admittance their passions against themselves. They
into that assembly, had the possessors must ever, in such cases, be the prey
of these useful, but undazzling qua- of the trading demagogue. Tlie en-
tities to make their ww by purely lightened protector of our agriculture,

popular qualifications. Tlie boroughs in order to gain •their attention and
nave, in point of fact, been the in- confidence, must be able to explain to

lets of knowledge, which have ena- them the policy and expediency of the

bled our legislature to keep pace corn-laws, if he would call up their

with the spirit of the age. >Vhatever reason against their prejudice. The
of genius, or of slatcsmatilike talent itinerant orator, when he would excite

existed in tlie better classes, and which their prejudices agaiifst their reason,

scorned to stoop to a degrading accom- has only to speak to them of cheap
modation to the prejudices ofthe mob, bread ! Tlie one swims with the stream

;

found a ready access, by means of the the other, if he be not swept away^
nomination boroughs, to a seat in the must ellkleavour to swim against it.

lower house, which was thus enriched And when what are at present diQ

by the noiseless, but varied and exten- inlets of sound constitutional principle

sive abilities and acquirements of indi- are citherdammed up, or converted into

viduals, who may be truly said to have flood-gates for the purpose of swelling

represented every important interest in the overwhelming tide of democracy,
the country, and who were useful pre- which is already isolating the aristo-

ciscly in the inverse ratio in which they cracy, and rising around the throne,

were actuated by a desire of obtaining where is the man who shall prescribe

popular applause. Tlie frothy declairoer to it the bounds which it may not pass,

upon ima^iiary grievances has only to or exert an energy potent enougli to

throw himself heels o^r head, in order prevent a wide4pread and promiscuous

to carry away the attention ofa popular desolation ?

assembly from the laborious investigator But we ask thy •pardon, courteous

of the real ills underwhich die i^untry reader. Thou wert invited to consider

suffers. Tlie one is the empiric, who the dry details of a revenue inquiry,

abuses their credulity and amuses their The pres({nt report embraces the whole
imagination ; the other is the true phy- economy of the packet establishments

* The Twenty-second Report of the CqinmissionerB of Inqui^ into the Collect

tion and Mansgoment of the Revenue arising in Great Britain ana Ireland*

VOL. V. NO. xxvii.
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employed by government for the pur-

pose of expediting the correspondence,

and facilitating the intercourse, between
the different parts of the united empire.

It enters largely into the policy of the

present system ; and, as that cannot be

fully understood without a knowledge

of its growth, we will briefly advert to

the facts of the case, as they have been

made known to us by the commis-
sioners.

It appears, from reference to the

" Report of Commissioners of Fees

and Gratuities ” in 1788, that all Cor-

respondence was conveyed at that time

in vessels the property of the crown,

and that the annual^ expenditure for

their maintenance, &c. $(c. amounted,

during a number of years, to about

61,000/. This the commissioners de-

scribe as a sum so eiibrnious as to

exceed credibility,—one million and

thirty-eight thousand pounds appearing

to have been paid for the employment
of packets in a period of seventeen

years 1 The report disapproves of the

mode of carrying on the service at that

time in use, and recommends that the

vessels belonging to the public should

be sold, “ and that the service should

be provided for in future eltogethei* by
vessels hired by the ..year, under con-

tracts entered into by public com|ie-

tition.*’

Tlie next important notice of this

subject is by the flnance committee of

1798, from whose report it appears
“ that, in the year 1796, the expense

of the packets amounted to 78,439/.,

being a large increase compared with

the claiigc at the close ofthe preceding

inquiry an increa.se, howevef, which

does not prove either greater misma-

nagement or extravagance, as it is to

be accounted for by the different cir-

cumstances ofthe respective periods,

—

the earlier having been a period of

peace, the latter of war. This com-
mittee, not flndiiig tlie recommendation

of the former fully acted upon, express

their concurrence in it, ana advise that

tlie service should be carried on in

future by means of hired vessels.

This reiterated injunction w|u at

length observed. Jo the words of the

commissioners ; Subsequently,” (to

the last-named report,) and up to a

recent period, the service is ^escribed

as having been conducted by agree-

ments, in the nature of contracts,

between the postmasters-general and

,
the. <^mtnanaers of the respective

vessels emploved. No actual contract

or agreement,” it is stated, “ was exe-
cuted. 'rhe commander received from
the postmaster-general a commission,
during good behaviour, undertaking to

supply a sufficient vessel, built for the

service, in consideration of a certain

apnual payment, which included the

wages and victualling ofa certain num-
ber of officers and men, wear and tear,

and all charges and risks but that of
capture by the enemy, for which the

revenue was his indemnity. The rate

of hire was calculated much below the

cost and maintenance of the vessel ; the
commander {or contractor) deriving his

remuneration from the prefits arising

from the conveyance ofpassengers,*^
ITie report proceeds to state, that

the expense thus incurred annually by
the public, in the ten years preceding
thfe year 1821, may be estimated at

about 8700/. Compared, therefore,

with the expenditure of the year 1 797,
as estimated by the finance committee,
the annual saving was more tlian

60,000/.

!

Tlie service was upon this econo-
mical footing when the present system
of steam-packets \vas introduced

; and
the crown again became the proprietor

^
of tlie ves.sels employed, preci.sely in

the manner objected to by the com-
iriissioners in 1 788, and by the finance

committee in 1798. There was thence-
forth an end to Uie prudence and fru-

gality, of which such excellent fruits

were already visible ;
“ and the expense

of building, repairing, and maintaining
such vessels, with tlieir various' esta-
blishments of officers, agents, and
equipage, has been imposed upon the
public in consequence !”

Before we examine the grounds upon
which tliis chaige was made, or inquire
whether or not it was advisable, it will

be right to put the reader distinctly in

possession of the increase of expense
which it occasioned.

The cost of vessels, including main-
tenance and outfit, upon an average of
nine years, is stated to have excelled'

609,000/. ; or about 67,000/. annually.

The compensation allowed com-
mandei^' for the value of their sailing

vesselsijft rendered unprofitablo by the
substitnim of steam-packets, amount-
ed to 26^216/. Is. 8a.; from which,
after deducting 5245/., the estimated

amount of the sale of such vessels as
have been disposed of, and which of
course goes to the credit of the public,
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** the gross expenditure may be stated

at about 630,000/.; averaging about

70,000/. per annum
Independently of the original outlay

for the cost, &e. &c. of the vessels,

and from an estimate of the annual

disbursements stated to have been

made from the first introduction of

steam-packets in April 1821, to the

5th of January 1831, there may be

stated to have been about 379,000/.”

or about 42,000/. annually.

The commissioners observe that “ the

result of a comparison of the annual

charge thus incurred, witli the charge

already shewn, arising from the pre-

vious system of hiring vessels, shews

an increase equal to about 33,000/. per

annum, whilst the total receipts for

passage-money since the year 1821

inclusive (estimated at 237,000), have

very little exceeded the amount sifhk

in building and outfit, which may be
stated at 230,000/., exclusive of any

charge for interest on the amount so

invested. The annual excess above

stated^ therefore^ amounting^ in a pe-

riod oj' nine i/earSy to about 300,000/.,

MAY na roNsiDEur.n a total loss I

Such has been our gJiiii in point of

economy I We will now consider the

wisdom and the expediency of the new *

arrangements.

We will first advert to the commu-
nication by Holyhead. This was car-

ried on, the commissioners infonn us,

“ by sailing vessels, which lauded

mails and passengers at the I’igeon

House, in the bay of Dublin, until the

uncertainty arising from difficulties in

the navigation of the bay led to the

construction of the harbour of Howth,
for the purposes of a packet station."

Tlie vessels were engaged by the post-

master-general, under agreements with

their commanders for fixed annual pay-

ments for the transport of the mails,

leaving the profits from passengers

wholly to the captains. Tlic number
ofvessels thus engaged for the ordinary

service of the post-office had for some
years been fixed at seven, and the

annual expense of these vessels to the

public may be stated at about 3,679/.,

or about 525/. for each vessefif; Upon
this footing the packet establfthment

at Holyhesd continued un^tH the year

1821, when steam-packets were sub*'

stitut^ for sailing vessels at this station,

under circumstances to which it will be
necessary to advert.

The commissioners then recite part

of a communication addressed to the
secretary of the postmaster-general,
from the new steam-packet company,
wherein they state their intention of
running packets upon the Holyhead
station. They state, moreover, tRat the

, attempt will be made in the face of
great difficulties, and tliat any trial of
steam-vessels is necessarily made at a
very heavy expense; and those inte-

rested will certainly lose money before

the existing prejudice against such con-
veyance can be overcome; and after

embarking their property in it, and
bestowing their ingenuity and industry
on an enterprise at once hazardous
and uncertain, the individuals engaged
therein can oidy hope to derive advan-
tage, ultiintitely, by having their vessels

appointerl t(^ the public service, when
thejf shall have demonstrated that they
can essenliallj/ improve the intercourse"
In concluifion, they observe tliat they
take the entire risk of the fiiilure of the

underbaking on themselves,” and that

‘^it is only when they shall have proved
it so successful that the public will

derive eminent advantages from the

result, that they look for the protection

and support of the post-office.”

The answer to this application was
far from discourillging. It was to this

effect:— ** that if the company should
think proper to make any proposition

for the employment of steam-boats,

grounded on actual experience, it

would be taken into qpTisidcratiou.”

The experiment was, accordingly,

made, and it is unnecessary to say that

it was successful. “ In a report from
Mr. (Griffiths, the agent for the packets
at Holyhead, it is stated, that in a series

of twelve successive voyages, from the

26th of March to the 18th of April,

1820, from Holyhead to Howth, the

difference of time occupied in the per-
formance of such voyages, in favour
of the steam-boats compared with the

rigged packets, was 112 hours and 55
minutes.” The post-office thus became
convinced of the necessity for employ-
ing sleam-packets in their service; and
a determination to that effect having

been manifested, the proprietors of the

Talbot and Ivanho^make a tender of
the services of their vessels, in which
they state *'that if an annual contract

were required to be made for the con-

veyance of the mails at this station

(Holyhead), by two steam-packets and
pne sail-vessel during the summer, and
by four sail-vessels and one steam-
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rkct during tlie winter, this might
done for the same charge to the

post-office as it at present stands ; but
if tliey desired to engage the steam-

boats for only six or eight months each
year,It could not be thought unreason-

able that they should be paid for each
mail they carry across the same sum
which at present foils to a sail-packet,

—about four pounds.”

From this it is manifest that govern-

ment might have availed itself of the

increased facilities without any increased

expense, Tliepostroasters-general,how-
ever, thought proper peremptorily to

decline this oner, and exhibited, we
must say, throughout the whole nego-
tiation, not the feeling of enlightened

functionaries, but of petty traders.

Tt occurred to them, that by changing

their character, and, in direct contra-

diction to the two ‘^reports” before

cited, becoming a^in the 'proprietors

of vessels, they might derive a profit

from passengers which would more
than cover the increased expenditure

which would be necessary for accom-
plishing such an object. They utterly

disregarded the claims of the enter-

prising individuals, by whose exertions,

and atwhose expense, the practicability

of steam-navigatioir was ascertained;

and resolved to consider them, not as

meritorious citizens,whose industryand
ingenuity were entitled to a reward, but
as rival traders whose iutrusioii upon
the Holyhead station was deserving of

condemnation ! All this was most un-
worthy, and meets the reprobation of

the commissioners. It should, surely,

have occurred to the postriiiasters-gene-

ral, that if the experiment of steam-

navigation was to be discouraged, die

time to discourage it was when they

received the first communication from
the proprietors of the new steam-packet

company. Their reply, on the contrary,

was sufficiently encouraging; and yet,

when the experiment is ascertained to

have succeeaed, and the public are put
in possession of such important advan-
tages, the word of pnvnise which was
made to the ear is broken to the hope,

and the company by whom this great

undertaking was aecomplished are the

only individuals in the community who
must make their account with deriving

no benefit from it I ^ This company
aseertained the practicability of steam-

navigation, which literally converts the

8ba into a hi^ road, and they find, in

the gDyermnent who should patronise,

Ihe rivals who would crush them I We
know not what a reformed House of
Commons will say to this ; but assur-

edly the postmasters-general were ap-

pointed for no such purpose.

It is unnecessary to pursue this ne-

gotiation much foither. The company
renew their offers, while the post-office

are in treaty witli others for the purpose

of building steam-vessels of their own.
They had now fully determined to

enter upon the business of conveying

passengers by steam, in a manner that,

to use the words of their agent, Mr.
Griffith, would render ml future

competition on the part of individuals

unavailing.” The grounds upon which
this resolution was taken were those of
economy—a resolution which involved

a departure from a principle which had
on two occasions been very earnestly

recommended, which upon trial was
found to work so well, and wliich could

not be carried into effect without doing
very serious injury to those individuals,

who should, at least, be permitted

to enjoy the natural advantages of

their enterprise in the profits of their

trade, if tney were not rewarded as

benefactors to their country. Upon
this part of the subject the commis-
sioners justly observe :—

** The defeat ofthe already-established
undertaking of the Steam-racket Com-
pany at Holyhead, and the prevention of
the benefits and convenience to the pub-
lic at large, as well as of tlie aid to the

service which might have resulted from
a competition arising out of similar

efforts of private ent(*rprise; and tlie

contingent risks incurred by the post-

masters-general in placing themselves
in the situation of private adventurers,

under an implied necessity to make a
sufficient provision for objects beyond
the conveyance of the correspondence,
were foreseen consequences of this de-
termination, which in our opinion should
have been avoided by a considerate exer-

cise of the powers of the postmaster-
general, or a well-founded calculation of
the interests of the revenue.”

At first the postmasters confined

themselves to four packets upon the

Holyhead station, which would, the

commissioners observe, have been
abundmtly sufficient for the convey-
ance ofthe correspondence. While the

establishment continued upon this foot-

ing, the current expenses appear to

have been restricted to the estimated

chatge oftwelve thousand a-year, while
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•

the receipts for passage-money exceed-

ed these expenses by 30,000/. In the

three succeeding years, the expenses

of maintenance exceeded annually

21,000/.! and the receipts fell short of

that expenditure, upon the whole, by

26,000/., or nearly 9,000/. per annum

!

The receipts from passengers decreased

in proportion as the accommodation

for passengers was augmented ! so that,

ifthe postmasters stood in the condition

of private adventurers, they would have

been ruined by their project 1 The
commissioners observe, that ** amongst
the causes of this diminution may pro-

bably be reckoned the recent measure,

which will hereafter be noticed, of ere-

ating a packet establishment at Liver-

pool ; by which means the postmaster-

general became his own competitor for

passengers, on separate voya^s liaving

the same destination.*’ •

In departing from the principle laid

down for the regulation of the post-

office by the commissioners of fees and
gratuities, 1788, and the select com-
mittee of finance in 1797, Uie post-

master-general pledges himself, in a

communication to the Lords of the

Treasury, to recur to it again, as soon

as it might be practicable under tlie

new arrangements. He is aware, ap-

parently, of the disadvantage of such a

deviation from a well-considered rule,

and says, “We shall gladly avail our-

selvps of any means that may suggest

themselves, in process of lime, for

moulding this system to the established

practice of the service.” Upon this,

the commissioners bestow the following

just animadversion :—
“ There is, indeed, much apparent in-

consistency in recommending an expen-
diture involving a heavy investment of
capital (which, in a veiy limited shape
compart with its actual augmented
scale, their lordships describe as * im-
mense’), on other grounds than those of
a permanent maintenance of the esta-

blishment proposed to be so created

;

and whatever may have been their lord,

ships’ intention in this instance, we find

that in others the principle of extending
the establishments of uiis department,
instead of adhering or reverting to the
esMlished practice ofthe servipe, has, in

fact, subsequently obtained great lati-

tude.”

After noticing some incidental ex-

travagances, and amount these the

establidiment of a depot for stores,

Ac. &c. at Holyhead, which necessi-

tated the impress of large sums of the
public money, amounting in one year
to 11,000/., in addition to the receipts

for passage-money, they observe,

—

“ Thus your lordships will perceive
that, since the introduction of Steam-
vessels, under the new system, at this

station, so far from any measures having
been taken for * moulding this system
to the established practice of the ser-

vico,' that the departurefrom that prae^
tiee has been progressive, in the increase

of the number of vessels the proper^ of
the crown, and in the extension of the
outlay, and of contingent establishments

connected with the maintenance of the
service upon tliis plan. 11' the rreiition

of such establishments ho supposed ne-
cessaiy to conSpamtive economy in pur-
suing tills plan, it constitutes, in our
opimon, an additional objection to the

plan itself; and if, with reference to the
infinitely less costly and more simple
provision for tlie conduct of tlio packed
service by sailing vessels, the method of
hiring under contract was enjoined on
sufficient grounds, the propriety of this

injunction appears to us to bo now
strongly enforced by experience of the
results of the departure from it in the
case of the steam-vessels at Holyhead.”

Thus the postmasters-general failed

in realising tnosa profits, as proprietors

of packets, by which the public were
to he ultimately more than reimbursed
for the great outlay which they de-
manded. But they did not fiiil in

what they seemed to have much more
at heart, namely, dfiing a very serious

injury to the private adventurers.

Even if the post-office succeeded in

realising the profits upon which they

calculated, it would not, in our view
of the matter, form any excuse for

departing from the sim^icity of their

original arrangements. They were ap-
pointed for one specific purpose, and
to the accomplishment of that they
should have confined tliemselves. For
this purpose, the vast and complicated
machinery which theydeemed it neces-

sary to create was by no means required

.

They might have still, as before, entered

into contract tor the transmission ofthe
correspondence. There is abundant
evidence to prov^that they might have
done so upon terms exceeding advan-
tageous to the public. Oilers were
made them to carry the mails for a
considerable period, without any com-
pensation ! Indeed, the company with

whom they were in treaty seem to have
looked more to the advantage and ciedit
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ofcarrying them, than to any thing else; private traders have been compelled to

and to that advantage and tliat credit, contribute to funds which have been
as the successful and enterprising ori- employed for the injury of themselves I

ginators of steam navigation, they were This is, surely, not even-handed justice*

surely entitled. But these considera- It is not right to ask of any interest in

tions ^0 heads of the post-office over- the country thus to be its own execu-
looked, in the zeal; and, we must add, tioner, It ia not wise to dry up the

the acrimony with which they entered sources of revenue, by damping the

upon a contest with them as rivals in spirit of enterprise, and breaking the

the trade of conveying passengers, for springs of industry. No exigency

whose accommodation ^tne postmaster- existed which could justify so wide a
general was by no means responsible, departure from the soundest principles

and whom they might have safely left ofpolitical economy ; which would have
to the increased facilities of intercourse required, even if the government had
which this new discovery had created. ascertained the practicability of steam

It seems strange that, in proportion navigation, that the advantages of any
as thd progress of science caused a trade to which it might give rise should
division of labour in tne conveyance of
passengers, the post-office should only

have taken advantage of.it for the

purpose of causing a coA,plication of
labour in the transmission of the corre-

spondence I Strange, that a^discovery

which not only shortens the time, but
lightens the expense, of travelling, to

private individuals, should only he felt

as a heavy burden by the public at

large I

There has been already a loss to the

public of TllllEE HUNDRED THOUSAND
POUNDS 1 and this, uncompensated by
any present or prospective advantage I

Nay, attended, we may say, wnth the

disadvantage of being incurred by a
project which has done serious injury

to private individuals 1 In these days
of economy, it becomes parliament to

look narrowly ifito this. It never

should be the practice, as it never

can be the policy, of government to

enter into trade for the purposes of
revenue. They are, properly, the re-

gulators, the encouragers, the protec-

tors of trade, but not the rivals of
private traders.* Their only legitimate

revenue can arise from the profits of
individuals^ which have been realised

under the guarantee of their picotection.

But what will be said if these revenues

are perverted to the purpose ofoppress-

ing and injuring the very parties from
whom they are levied, of marring their

industry, and blasting tifeir prospects ?

lliis is precisely what has been done
by the foterfeience^of the post-office

with the trade of carrying passengert.

Public fbnds have bc^ employed in

an extravagant and inglorious compe-
tition with private trsmers. That is,

• These remarks particularly apply to

vH^nt Stationary Office.-^O. Y.

be left to individuals. But tlie contrary

having been the case, the trade having
arisen out of the enterprise of private

individuals, it is monstrous to think

that its advantages should be mono-
polised by the government at their ex-

pense.

Thus, even supposing that there

were advantages gained by it, the pro-

ject of the postmnsters-general should

never have been adopted. What, then,

must be said, when it is considered that

its failure in point of economy was as

complete as its interference with pri-

vate traders was unjustifiable;—that

the private companies were injured,

not that the public might be benefited,

but that the public might be injured

also 1 Most earnestly do we hope that

parliament will give an early and
effectual attention to the following

observations of the' commissioners.

** To tho legitimate object of the de-
partment of the post-office, as stated

above, we conceive the attention of tho
postmaster-general should be limited.

We cannot recognise any claim on their

lordships to sacrifice the revenue for the
purpose of affording an accommodation
to the public, for which the postmaster-
general is in no way- responsible. The
combination of the conveyance of pass-
engers with the correspondence, as a
speculative expedient, is one which, in

our opinion, the postmster-genend
should not resort to,^where the means
of carrying on the service, without
such ^risk, ore satisfactorily attainable.

Tliat such means were at the command
of the postmaster-genoral at Holylibad,

has, we think, been snfi^ciontly shewn

;

and it was, we also think, contrary to

official principle, in a double sense, to

another expensive nuisance,—the Govern-
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feject those meena ;
first, as the rejection

involved a departure from the approved

aystem of the service,—and secondly,

as the powers of the postmaster-genem
were used, in this instance, to suppress

existing, and to preclude ^ture, efforts

of private enterprise, at least unn^essa-

rily for any object falling within the

proper exercise of his functions,^ and, as

the event has proved, prejudicially to

tlie revenue.’*

The magnitude of the capital em-
ployed in the present equipments,

render it impossible that they can be

suddenly abandoned. The commis-
sioners, therefore, advise that a gradual

reduetion shall take place, and that no
opportunity be omitted ofbringing back

the service to the footing on which it

stood previous to the present arrange-

ments.

And here it is but right to say, |hat

for any mistakes that liave been com-
mitted, the postmasters-general of Ire-

land were not to blame. Indeed

tiieir advice was not solicited ; and
when offered respectfully through their

excellent secretary, Sir Edward Lees,

was not treated with much considera-

tion. Sir Edward clearly intimated to

Mr. FrecUng, that the expense of the

new establishment was more than com-
mensurate with its advantages.

We now come to the consideration

of the Liverpool station, in which the

post-oflice departed as widely from a
principle which seemed to lie recog-

nised by themselves, (and upon wiiich

they rested the justification of their

conduct towards the private adven-

turers, whom they considered intru-

ders,) as has been already evinced

respecting the injunction of the com-
missioners of 1788 and tlie committee
of 1797.
When steam-packetswere established

between Dublin and Holyhead, by a
private company, Government were in

possession ofthe station. When steam-
packets were established between Dub-
lin and Liverpool by the Government,
a private epnipany were in possession

of the station. In the former case, the

ground of pre-occupancy was consi-

dered by tlie Government as sufficient

to justify the monopoly for which they
contended. In the latter case, they deny
that such pTfi-occupancy should afford

tlie comply any protection! They
fight the company witli a double-edged

sword. In die one case they tell them,
You have no right to come where we

have been established 1 In the other

case their longuom is, You have no
right to be established where we choose
to come I It is, surely, a cruel mis-
policywhich thus converts funds, which
nave been levied from the profits of
enterprising individuals, into uie means

of their own undoing ;—^that they shall

be taxed for tlie purpose of enabling

bis Majesty’s postmaSter-general to

exclude tlieir enterprise from one sta-

tion, and destroy that enteqirise upon
another. And this is tlie more cruel

and pernicious, when it is considered

that the principle upon which private

individuals were excluded from die

trade in passengers between Dublin
and Holyhead,*would seem to gua-

rantee to them die security of it be-

tween Dublin and Liverpool.

Hut the loader will perhaps suppose,

that there was a refusal on the part of
die proprietors of private steam-Vessels

to accommodate the post-office, by
conveying the correspondence. No
such thing: they were willing and
anxious to have it so conveyed. But
then it may be thought their terms

were exorbitiuit. The postmaster-gene-

ral might have had the business done
upon ills own terms I The proprietors

express themsefyes anxious to con-
tract for a term of years, to carry the

mail from Liverpool and back, regu-

larly every day during the year and
also, at such hours, and subject to

such regulations, as may be judged
requisite, and to find iecurity far the

execution of such contract The me-
morialists further observe, **that the

only objeat of the postmaster-general

being the speedy and certain convey-
ance of the mail and letters, your me-
morialists humbly conceive, that the

same may be accomplished and carried

into full effect by Such proposed ar-

rangement;” *^and that should such
offer be rejected, and additional steam-
boats built and established at Liver-
pool, under tlie authority and sanction

of the Government, it would most ma-
terially affect your memorialists, and
put in hazarS and jeopardy the large

capital they have already expenderl

and invested in said undertaking,

and cause an expense and outlay to

Government of more than 60,000/.,

and be attended with a very consider-

able annual expenditure, without being
productive of any other advantage to

Government beyond wliat they might

,
obtain by allowing your memorialists
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to tony tbo nfaU aod. letters by the

steam-packets which they have already

estahliebed.*' This offer, die commis-
sioners tell -.us, ‘f was supported by a
memoiial oft^ merchants and others

interested in the trade between Dublin
and Liverpool/'

It'^was all in vain ; the Government
would not hear of it. Measures are

immediately taken for introducing

upon the Liverpool station vessels the

property of the crown'. The business

which was done by contract with the

owners of sailing vessels, while the

communication was both uncertain and
precarious, cannot be done by contract

when a division of labour has taken

place in the carrying trade; and the

communication has,* in* consequence,

become expeditious, cheap, and cer-

tain. The conduct of tlie post-oiiice

can scarcely be accounted for by any
thing short of infatuation.

Still the companies did ' not relin-

quish the hope of being able to prevail

on the Government to listen to reason.

Another memorial, supported by a re-

presentation from the mayor, the prin-

cipal bankers, and many respectable

merchants of Liverpool, was presented

to the Lords of the Treasury, stating,

that for two years the company’s steam-

packets have, without intermission,

plied between Liverpool and Dublin,
for tile conveyance of passengers,

horses, carriages, and merchandise of

all descriptions, with the greatest regu-

larity, and widiGut accident : " that

for the more efficient service of the

two polls, and in consequence of the

great increase of trading, ^occasioned

by the, adoption of steam navigation,

the company have increased their es-

tablishment; kad that their capital of

two hundred and fifty thouMand pounds

is a bondfide sumerwd capital. That

memorialists aie willing to undertake

the conveyance of^e maU from Liver-

pool, in the same manner as tbe'Glas-

goyr and Belfest muls are carried to

those ports, leaving the remuneration

of such serviiea to the.considef^tion .of

voiir Jhw^^ ;shot{ldM| meiit, ,a|tiy

ofcertmnbarb^
and xemitted to packets

carryingl^liajesty'a

%re pr^^st^ topla^ ddify a
steamipitdket orden' of. the

pe^nasien^enerttir^ and Li-

eaU V)ith the

iisiies as he may deem hesty

'to the state ofthe tides

and weather. And that iiaMOHfAL-
ISTS WILL ALSO VNnSBTAKE TO FLAGS
ADDITIONAL PACAETS UNDER THE OJLm

DERS OF TOE POSTMASTER AT LIVER-
POOL, WHENEVER EXTRAORDINARY
EXPEDITION MAY EE REQUIRED FOR
THE CONVEYANCES OF LETTERS.’’

The reasoning upon which the offers

of the company were rejected, is thus
summed up by the commissioners;
viz. the want of sufficient induce-
ment to private individuals to conduct
the service with zeal and regularity;

the impossibiliW of arming the depart-

ment with a sufficient control;,and the

inadequacy of penalties for failure of
performance of a contract to prevent
or to afford redress for mismanage-
ment or neglect. On such grounds it

is suggested, that even ifan offer were
made for the gratuitous performance of
this, or any other similar duty, it is

presumed that tlie responsibility on
the part of the postmaster-general is

too great to admit of its being enter-

tained.”

Now, it is to be observed, tliat these

objections were made without any
reference to experience. Indeed, as
far as experience went, it would ap-
pear that they were unfounded. When
the correspondence was transmitted in

sailing vessels, the preference of Go-
vernment was found to be quite a suf-

ficient inducement to private indivi-

duals to conduct the service with
zeal and regularity. The post-office

always had a sufficient control over
them, knd there never was a complaint
that their contract was not fulfilled.

Why, then, presume, that all this must
be reversed in the case of steam-
packets, tlic proprietors of which must
have had every inducement which be-
longed to the captains of the sailing

vessels, in addition to that arising from
increasing advantages, to be expected
from their augmented tiEde? No at-

tempt has been made to shew that the

contract which in the one case was
so punctually falfilled^wonld in the
other case be iieglect|ln|||MM^n we
discover, in the oonjecleqPI|^ning
of the heads of the post-bffiee, any
thing to justify the apprehensions they
afl^t to nave entertained, or the extra-

ordinary departiire fixim establi^ed

principle which they adored. liow
little does it consort with their pre-

viously-expressed intention to avail

themselves of eveiy opportunity of
again ‘f moulding the system to the
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established practice of the service!’^

But upon this part of the subiOctwe
cannot withhold from the reader the

well-digested judgment of the com-
missioners :

“ To the objections/* they sair, «* to

the employment of vessels not the pro-

perty or the crown, as being incompati-

ble with security to the public, a con-

clusive answer may he found, as ap-

pears to us, in numerous instances within

the practice of the department. Besides

the correspondence between the Isle of
Man and Liverpool, bags of letters have

been conveyed in vessels not the pro-

per^ of the crown from tliis same port

to Belfast, Cork, Waterford, Glasgow,
and Greenock ;

from Bristol to Cork
and Waterford, and between various

other parts of the United Kingdom ;
and

yonr lonlships are aware that an im-
portant portion of the foreign corres-

pondence of the country is also intruiAed

to private vessels
;
some hired as packets

to carry what are called mails, otiicrs

carrying bags under the donominatioti of
* ship letter-bags.’

The practice of employing such
vessels in the home communications has

extended itself (very properly, in our
opinion) during the period of onr cn-

J

iuiries, affording a ])resumption that, in

act, it has not been found attended, ne-

cessarily, with the imputed insecurity,

and proof that the principlo assumed in

the correspondence which has been be-

fore quoted, that * even if an offer

should be made for the gratuitous per-

formance of this or any other similar

duty (by private individuals), it is pre-

sumed that the rosponsibility on the

part of the poatmastor-general is too

great to admit of its being entertained,’

is contrary to the custom of the service,

** In tile case of the vessels of tlie

steam companies of Liverpool and Dub-
lin, we have observed no plausible ground
of oxcejption to restrict the discretion of

his majesty’s postmaster-general. The
he vessels intendedHlordships’ disposal

le. To iue proposed
pnszed such re^^
as their lordsl^B
parties propouog
bld'interest in the
Brfbrmtmce of the

service, in the advantage they sought to

secure to themselveB os the contraoton,

the forfeiture of which must have, at-,

tended irregularity ;
and as being them-

selves jmneipaUy to be benefited by
estabHshment of a rapid and certain

oommunioatton between Liverpool and
Dublin. Had the determination of his

majesty's postmaster-general been such

' as to open this lucrative department to

public competition,* according to the
opinion of the finance committea of
1797, it cannot be doubted that, with
such powers of capital and extent of
establisbrnonts, and with such a desire
on the part of the existing comphnies,
the security and efficiency of the aarvice
might have been fully provided iot. It
does, tlierefore, appear to us, that the

principle recently adojlted by bis ma-
jesty’s postmast^r-general, in deciding
upon the formation of packet establish-

ments, to the exclusion ofprivate vessels,
so far as it rests upon the ground of
alleged insecurity, is contrary to expe-'

rienco, and inconsistent with the practice,

in numerous existing instances
; and that

the application of this principle on this

ground, in the *easa here rrferred to, was
peculiarly uncalledfor,”

Wc liave Quoted so much from the
Report, because we could not expect
the reader.to take upon our authority
a statement so very strongly opposed
to the present practice. We shall

only add that it is, in all respects,

borne out by the oral and documentary
evidence which forms the Appendix to

the Report, and which affords a sub-
stantial proof ofthe zeal and the ability

of the commissioners. It is most ear-

nestly to be desired that parliament
may adopt their recommendation, and
that the country will, as soon as pos-
sible, be relieved from 'the operation
of a system which, while it inflicted

loss upon cnteqirising individuals, has
been prejudicial to tlffi revenue.

The manner in which this system
operated to the injury of priibte in-

dividuals, IS thus exemplified. The
receipts of the Dublin company from
cabin passengers had gone on increas-

ing, until, in the halfyear previously
to establishment of die Government
packets, they amounted to 6,000/. They
then descended rapidly. In the first

the company lost about 6,000/.
The following statement, which was
giv^ in evidence; will sheiy the rate

at .Weil, the hlalf-yWy de-
cline .>»baequeitfly to tb9 establish-

ment of ^
autumn. 1826:

1826 £8,700
1827 ; . . 2,200
1827 2,170

tlie competition ofOovertiment with
private traders is described by one of
the wituesses, as so injurious as to

.prevent the employment of vessels for
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the conveyance of passengers more
than three or four months during the
height of the summer 1” He then
complains of the measures taken by
the post-office for the regulation ofthe
fares,.as manifesting a determination
to prevent other than the post-office

S
ickets from sailing on the line again/'

is Majesty’s postmaster-general, in-

deed, seems to•have entered with as

much eagerness into this competition

with the private companies, as ever

was manifested by the proprietors of
opposition mail-coaches, lie seems

to have kept a vigilant watch upon the

proceedings of the companies, and to

have regulated his measures in such a
way as that their intetes,ts must always

be defeated. We cannot but lament
this application of his zeal and ability,

nor forbear observing, that, if he was
half as intent upon improving the re-

venue, as he appears to haye been to

defeat the honest efforts of private

enterprise, he would have conferred

no small benefit upon the country.

That the commissioners were of the

same opinion, may be collected from
the following observations:

“ Your lordships will, we tliink, con-

cur in opinion, that it is not fitting that

any department of • the government
should be engaged in a competition

such as is described in the documents
and evidence referred to

;
or which

should require to be sustained by the

means pointed out in the regulation

quoted above, la order to comply with
it, an agent must be employed by his

nuyesty's postmaster-general at the port, to

keep a constant watch upon the proreed-

ings of all private companies or individuals

engaged in the pasmge-tratle. The re(]ui-

site information for adjusting the fluctu-

ating rates of fares (if attainable at all

with certainty) could be procured only

W an unauthonsed and invidious inters

fei'ence of a public officer in matters of
private concern. The discretion vested

in such an agent must afford opportunity

for much abuse, by negligence, parti-

ality, or collusion
; and the uncertainty

of such a system might give rise to end-
less references to the sr.perior authori-

ties, and call for tlieir attention to the

details of transactions frivolous or vexa-
tious in thsootielves^ and foreign to the

proper faflctioiui of the department."

So far as to the embarrassing nature

of the new arrangement, with respect

to the working of the post-office de-

partment. But what will be thought
of it, when considered in its bearing

upon the enterprise of private indi-

viduals? Upon this part of the sub-

ject the commissioners are sparing in

their remarks, as it did not, in fact,

fail within the strict line of their duty
to observe very particularly upon it.

But let any tradesman or merchant,
whose protection and encouragement
should form one of the ends of Go-
vernment, imagine how he would feel,

if he were subjected, by the function-

aries of the state, to a system of super^

vision and espionage, with a view to

Uie defeat of the object of his honest

industry
; and he will form some idea

of how the steam companies (to whom
the country is indebted for the esta-

blishment of steam navigation) roust

have felt, when they thus encountered
the post-office as competitors in their

trade, and were compelled, with in-

creasing expenses and diminishing
profits, to contribute to the mainte-

nance of the system which was so well

calculated to work their ruin. If the

Government have a right thus to act

with respect to one branch of trade,

the same principle will justify them in

adopting a similar course respecting

any other. There is no species of in-

dustry which thus may not be embar-
rassed, and the revenue itself converted
into the means of destroying tlie pro-

ductive powers of the country, which
are the only permanent and legitimate

sources of all revenue. This Report
will, we trust, put an end to this most
pernicious practice. Indeed we have
no hesitation in saying, that the inte-

rests which have already suffered in-

jury are entitled to compensation.
While private property was’ thus

injured, let us see what was lost to the
public by the establishment of the

mckets umn the Liverpool station.

The total disbursements appear, from
accounts fumishedi to have been
169,648/. 4s. l|d., while the receipts

for passage-moneyamounted to 64,1 36/.

17s. 3d.

** The result of this .btatenient," says
the Report, *' is, that in thiiperiod, com-
prising nearly four years and a half, the

current expenses of the establishment

have exceeded the receipts for passage-

money by 32,11.5/. 9s. 3d. ; and if to

this excess be added the cost of build-
ing and outfit, without charge of interest
for money suiik, viz. 73,395/. 17s. 7|d.,

the amount remaining to be reimbursed
to the revenue at this station, up to the

5tb of January last, is 105,5 11/. 6s. \0\d.
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The accounts, however,appear to sug^at
little expectation of such indemnity:

your lorcitthips will remark that the cur-

rent expoji8(|p in each of the separate

perioda included in them have exceeded

tlie receipts, and that, upon a compari-

son of the two last years the chf^e has

increased by 7,753/. 8s. Id., whilst the

income has increased only by 977/. 10s.

7d., being only 489/. 11s. Id. more than

tho decrease in the receipts for passage-

money at Holyhead in tho corresi>ondiiig

period.**

It is now lime to advert, briefly, to

another important part of die present

llcport. The correspondence between
Liverpool «and Dublin, previously to

the establishment of the steam-vessel?,

was carried on chiefly by the route of

Chester, and used to reach the Head
just in time to make too late an ar-

rival for tlie purposes ofthe merchants.’*

The London mail experienced ii delay

at Slirewsbury, and also at Holyhead,

in waiting for the arrival of the Liver-

pool mail, which the inhabitants botli

of Dublin and Liverpool felt to be
exceedingly inconvenient; and it ac-

cordingly became necessary to adopt

some plan for the acceleration of the

correspondence. Upon this subject

we lament to perceive that there was
a want of that cordial and confidential

intercourse between the Irish and the

English post-offices, which was neces-

sary for the successful prosecution of
the project which was in hand. In a
matter affecting materially the distri-

bution of the internal correspondence
in Ireland, the heads of the Irish post-

office never were consulted.

The manner in which the postmaster-

general sought to obviate the inconve-
nience above alluded to was this : the

packets from Liverpool were directed

to touch at Holyhead, on their way to

Kingstown ;
**

it being calculated, that

the time of their arrival off Holyhead
would correspond very nearly with
that of the mail from London, and en-
able them to receive the liondon mail
on board without material delay, and
so as to effect its delivery, under ordi-

nary circumstances, in Dublin about
10 A. M. Such correspondence as,

under this arrangement, was still to be
brouglit in the Chester mail, was to be
forwarded as previously from Holy-
head, in the morning packet, which
was to bring back the mail for London

;

whilst the correspondence from Dublin
to I^iverpool was to be carried by the

Liverpool packet, sailing direct from
Kingstown to Liverpool.'*

If this plan were practicable, it

would have established a direct com-
munication between Liverpool and
Dublin (with the exception of the
deviation by toucliing at Holyhead),
and the separate packet which it was
thought necessary to despatch from
Holyhead with the London mail, might
have been dispensed with.

Hut it was not found practicable.

^Mt was found that, witfiin a period

ofseventy-seven days (from the 29th of

August to the 14th ofNovember, 1829),
the Liverpool packet failed to effect

twenty-five, or :^1)out a third, of her
voyages to Holyhead by the appointed
hour, and on these occasions cxira

packets w'ere appointed to carry Uie

J^ndon mailf.'*

The inconvenience and uncertainty

incident to»this plan, as long as it was
enforced, occasioned many complaints

;

and it was the investigation to which
these complaints gave rise which dis-

closed to the commissioners the want
of concert between the heads of the
English and Irish post-offices; or rather,

indeed, the manner in which the sug-
gestions from the Irish office were, on
the part of liis inajesty*s postmaster-

general, rejected and resented.

The commissioners inquire why, in

a matter of such importance, the heads
of the Irish post-onice were not con-
.sulted. They are told “ tliat it was
considered as a nautical question.*^

Tlicy then examine three of the com-
manders of the post-oificc packets,

Captains Slfinner, Stevens, and Dun-
can ; and the report states, the

evidence of those officers is concurrent,

that had their opinions been required

as to the eligibility of the adopted
project, Iheu would nave been decidedly

opposed to it,^^

Tho postmaster-general for Ireland

represents, ** that the recent measure
had led to the employment of five

packets on one day, and that on
another four hq^ been at sea together

;

and that a perseverance in it must en-
tail an increase of the packet establish-

ments.” The reply, which shews the

animus of the English office, is as

follows :
** With regard to the number

of packets which this or any other

arrangement may require in the execu-

tion, my lord has only to observe, that

the management and responsibility of
4he water conveyance, the means by
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which it is to be carried on, and the

expenditure, rest entirely wiih Mm;
that the arrangement was made with

the full concurrence and approbation

of the lords of the treasuiy, and of

his majesty’s government, and his

lordship will always be prepared to

justify hisproceedings to that board, to

which he is alone accountable.” And
in answer to a suggestion for dispensing

with the double despatch from Holy-
head, it is observed, My lord con-

ceives that it is in his province alone

to judge of the expediency and advan-
tage of despatching a second packet

from Holyhead.”
This confidence and assumption soon

gave way to a conviction ofthe imprac-

ticabilify of the liew arrangement.
** Notmthstanding the discountenance

with which the objection^ of the post-

master-general of Ireland appear to

have been thus met, it w^s deemed
proper, by his majesty's postmaster-

general, to discontinue the indirect

passage of the Liverpool packets, after

a veiy short trial of less than three

mpgl^^ and in the month of Novem-
ber, '1826, they ceased to touch at

Hofyhead.”
xne ostensible object for which the

packets were established upon tlie

Liverpool station having thus proved
impracticable, it became an important
question, whether the communication
which might be carried on by this

means direct with Dublin, was worth
the expense. Hi^' majesty's postmaster-

general had already stated, in a report

dated the 16th of May, 1824, that the

expense of a new establishment at

Liverpool, confined to the conveyance
of correspondence from that port to

Dublin, might be more than the

object would justify.” Notwithstand-

ing this opinion, the establishment,

which was created for the one purpose,

for which it was not fQund to answer,

is employed for another, which, in the

recorded judgment of the individual

responsible for having so employed it,

was not of sufiicient,^importance to

justify the expense 1 And the esta-

blishment continues upon this footing

a full year befov? tne postmaster-

general condescends to request the

sentiments of the postmaster-general

for Ireland, as to the result of the new
arrai^ments upon the mercantile and
general interests of the correspondence

ofDublin.” The Irish secretaiv, mind-
ful of the former rebuke, replies with

great na^vett, ** The only room left for

regret, in the consideration of the
important advantages that have been
effected, is the great erpenee which they

have occasioned, and the sacrifice of
revenue which they (the postmaSters-

general) apprehend has been unavoid-
ably made to obtain them.” The letter

proceeds to state, that the postage
arising from the correspondence con-
veyed by the Liverpool mail into Ire-

land amounted to about 8000/. a-year

;

and it is calculated that ofthis produce
5000/. arose from letters transmitted to

the interior ofthe kingdom. It is then
stated, that the delays by the arrival of
such letters loo late to be forwarded
from Dublin on the day of their arrival,

had been equal, in corresponding
periods, by the route of Holyhead and
the direct passage from Liveipool;
awd that “ if any consideration regard-

ing this portion of the correspondence
should make it a question with Lord
F. Montague, the continuance or dis-

continuance of this establishment,

Lords O'Neill and Rosse can have no
hesitation in affording his lordship the

weight of their opinion, that it need
ml be continued a day*'

It thus appears,” observe the com-
missioners, ** that the opinion of the
postmaster-general for Ireland, wheti

called for hy his majesty’s, .postmaster-

general, after a year’s exj^srienee, was
in concurrence with that expressed
nearly three years befors.by bis majesty’s
postmaster-general,—that the expense
of a sepaiate^tablishment of p^ots
at Liverpool, " to convey only toe cor-

respondence between that place and
Dublin, eoM^twt he justified by the

nature of the service.

It seems scarcely necessary for us
to add OUT opinion, that the arrangement
which still subsists, in contradiction to

the recorded sentimeuts of the respon-
Bible authorities who preside over the
respective branches of the establish,

ment, and the heavy and unnecessary
expenditure attending it, tkould be no
longer permitted

;

and that his majesty’s
postmaster-general should be instructed

to provide for the transnussion of the
correspondence between Liverpool mid
Dublin in the manner prescribed in the

report of the finance committee already
quoted, and according to the existing

practice in other cases which have been
referred to in a fonner part of this re-

port
i

for the extension ofwhich prac-

tice peculiar facilities seem to present

themselves at the port of Liverpoefi/*

'
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The commissioneEs next advert to

the various proposals that had been

made respecting the combined accele-

ration of the London and Liverpool

correspondence. The first is that of

Sir Henry Parnell, who shews that by
improving the roads, and,consequently,

increasing Uie speed of the coaches,

the Liverpool correspondence may be

made to reach Dublin with greater

certainty, and in a shorter time, than

if it were despatched direct from

Liverpool. His calculation is, that

the letters would arrive in about

nineteen hours and forty-five minutes.

But his proposal is liable to this fatal

objection, that it requires tlie letters

to be despatched from Liverpool four

hours earlier than the present, and two

liours earlier than under the former

arrangement. The acceleration to be

ejected would by no means compen-
sate for the inconvenience which must
be felt by the trading and mercantile

interests of so large a town, whose
accommodation should be chiefly con-

sulted in any plan for the transmission

of tlie correspondence. It would also

interfere materially with the arrange-

ments of the Irish post-office respect-

ing the departure of the country mails.

It has therefore been wisely abandoned.

It being, then, ascertained that Ho-
lyhead is not tlie most convenient [loint

for the departure of the Liverpool mails,

it became important to consider whe-
ther the Ixmdon correspondence might

not be advantageously transmitted by
way of Liverpool. The principal diffi-

culties here to contend w^ith were, the

distance of Liverpool from London,
and certain obstructions which existed,

or were supposed to have existed, to

tlie free navigation of the Mersey.
Witli respect to the former, it is stated

that if the distance between London
and liveimool could be sbrnriened by
twenty miles^ it would render the latter

port an eligible point for tlie departure

of the mails. And with respect to the

latter, the opinion of the most expe-
rienced pilots put it bevond all doubt
^that when tlie intended light-house

shall have been erected at the rock

TOrch, there will not be any greater

difficulty in going to sea by night than

by day, in any weather in -which a ehip

ought to put to tea under my circam-

itancet** The London mail arrives at

liverpool about ten minutes p^t six

to ftbe evening. .The packet ^s ex-

acUy.ai five. If, thevefofe^ the speed

of the coaches could be accelerated by
about an hour and a quarter, the same
conveyance which carries the Liverpool
mail- at present might also bring the
London correspondence. That this is

practicable, the commissioners a^er—
and state, upon the autliority of Mr.
Telford, that even a much greater sav-

ing of distance might be effected. They
then observe, ** that liad the discretion

of his majestyjs postmaster-general

been direct^ to* an application of the

revenue towards executing the neces-

sary works and alterations for perfect-

ing the inland communication between
these places, equivalent to the expendi-
ture which has been and continues to

be defrayed oyt ‘of it, in creating and
maintaining a superjlttous estahlithment

oj*slea/u-^veitselsf to compete withprivate

enterpriseJofHhe passage between Liver^
pool and Dublin^ the intercourse be-
tween two. of the greatest commercial
ports of the United Kingdom, as well

as that of intermediate places, might be
materially expedited : the ulterior ob-
ject of a coinbincd acceleration of the

London and Liverpool correspondence
for Ireland, by the same conveyance
over sea, might have become practica-

ble ; in which case a great saving would
have arisen from* the reduction of the

establishment at Holyhead ; whilst in-

demnity might have been secured, by
temporary imposts under statutable

provisions, and a vast permanent ad-
vantage might have been conferred

upon the. public, without detriment to

private interests or to the revenue.”
Most sincerely do we hope that these

animadversions will be received as they
are intended, and that his majesty^
postmaster-general will never agaun be
diverted from the business of his own
peculiar department by nautical*^

considerations. It is unnecessary to

dwell longer upon this part of the sub-

ject, as tlie recent applicatioQ of steam
to land conveyance solves every diffi-

culty, and renders it certain that Liver-

pool must eventually become the point

of the departure of the London mails

for Ireland, ft is more than probable,

that a letter, which now takes thirty-

seven hours and seventeen minutes to

reach Dublin from London, will, be-

fore many years, be delivered at the

latter place in less than twenty-five.

The Milford establishment is next

reviewed. The advantages of situation

for the approach and departure of ves-

• sels, and of proximity to the opposite
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coast ofIreland, l^pear to have pointed

out the port of Milford as an eligible

station for the transmission of the cor-

respondence between the southeni por-

tions of the two kingdoms.
At, first, the communication was

carried on by sailing vessels hired hy
contract ; but it was soon deemed ex-

pedient to adopt the more certain and
expeditious mode which steam-naviga-

tion allbrded. Uere, as in other in-

stances, offers were made by private

companies to convey the mails for the

specific sum of 3000/. a-year; but,

upon theprinciple before adverted to,

and so repeatedly condemned in the

report, they were rejected. Even the

representation of Mr. Ooulbum, who
was at that time Secretary for Ireland,

was set aside; and the government
came to the resolution of creating ano-

ther establishment ofsteam-vessels, the

property of the crown, and*.proceeded

immediately to the consideration of the

estimates which had been required for

that purpose.

Upon these estimates we shall only

observe, that they all fell immeasur-
ably short of the expense actually in-

enned by this Undertaking, and that

most of the advantages proposed by it

have not been realir^ed. The annual

charge for the maintenance ofthe esta-

blishment dutiA/ed its estimated amount.
The amount of passage-money, in the

six years comprised in the accounts,

has fallen short of the estimate, upon
an average being 2,728/. instead of

3,500/.; and instead of a very consi-

derable increase, which was calculated

upon under this head, th\s three last

years, compared with the three preced-

ing, shew a decrease of 3,976t, The
report proceeds to observe, that **no

increased rate of postage has been
established, nor are we aware that the

revenue has benefited otherwise by
this establishment. Tlie annual ex-

penses have exceeded the receipts for

passage-money by 79,836/. 1a. 9d., or

about 13,000/. per annum; and the

total ttnrepaid expend it\p:e to the fifth

of January, 1830, m^' be stated at

140,041/.” "All this for the purpose

ofaccomplishing what might have been
done by' contract for 3,000/. a-year!

The motcb of the postmaster-general

would seem to have been, *‘ej:cussug

propi^u, aliena negotia euro;** and,

like iuost <^busy-b^ies in other men’s
maUera,”hi8 interference in the afiairs of

his neighbours has proved as injuvious.

as his neglect oi. his own is to be
deplored.

As most of the calculations con-
tained in the report have reference to

the utmost attainable speed by the

mode of land-communication at pre-

sent in use, and which is likely to be
so speedily superseded by steam-car-

riages, we will not particularly dwell

upon them. It was formerly consider-

ed that the route which presented the

shortest communication by sea was to

he preferred to one which, in the whole
amount of the voyage and the journey,
might be shorter. The reasons for this

preference (for it was reasonable) are

obvious— but they no longer exist;

for, by means of steam-navigation, the

sea has been almost converted into a
high road ; and the commissioners arc,

therefore, perfectly justifiable in depart-

ing from a principle which Uie new
discovery has superseded.
The route from London to Cork by

the way of Milford and Waterford, is

that which seems in the rc])ort to have
been most approved of— not because
it is the most expeditious, but because
various local arrangements connected
with the western and southern districts

botli of England and Ireland evince
that it is the most convenient. At pre-
sent most of the London letters to Cork
pass via Holyhead. By the proposed
route and the proposed improvements,
it is calculated ‘Hhat at least twelve
hours will be gained to Cork, whilst a
very extensive district will be at least

equally benefited.”

Tlie establi^'ment at Port Patrick is

represented as greatly disproportionate
to any object which it either has or
can accomplish. The postage deriv-

able from letters passing by that route

amounts to no more than about 7,000/.

a^year, the receipts for passage to not
more tlian about two; for the sake of
which, disbursements have been made
to the amount of 35,366/. Os. leav-

ing to be repaid to the public, or, more

I

properly speaking, constituting a pub-
ic loss, up to the 5th ofJanuary, 1830,
ofabout 25,736/. 16s., exclusive of any
charge for the interest of money sunk.
The cotnmissioiien are therefore of
opinion, that by' relin/juishiiig the
unprofitable competition hitheilD'main-
tained by his majesty’s postmaster-

general at this station for the conv^-
ance of passengers^ this branch of the

service of die post-oMce may be more
economically, and without inoouve-
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nience, provided foe by transmittin| justly, as disproportionate. For in-

the correspondence between Scotland stance, the fare from Holyhead to

and the north of Ireland in private Howth is 1/. Is.; that from liverpool

vessels (as is now partially done) direct to Kingston, 1/. 7«. 6d.— the distance,

from Glasgow to &lfast. iu tl^c latter case, being more than
** Should this, however, be found double that in the former I The Mil-

impracticable, we are of opinion that ford passage is shorter by one-third

tiie provision to be made at the station than that from Liverpool, yet die

should be, as your lordships have seen charges at the former exceed the latter

it was prior to the introduction of in every instance. *

steam-packets, conformable to the for- But it istimejto conclude. We have

mer practice of the department, and been chiefly induced to bring this sub-

to the recommendation of the finance ject before our readers because it must
committee, namely, by contract formed soon come under the consideration of

by competition with individuals or parliament. The commissioners have
companies willing and competent to most ably done their duty; but whe-
undertake the service.” ther a reforming ministry will adopt

The steam-vessels the property of their views au*l suggestions— orwbe-

tlic crown have, it appears, from the ther any ministry, when deprived of

evidence, been built by contracts which their natural influence, can adopt any

were assented to by his majesty^s post- views and sd{rgestions but those of the

master-general ; but these contracts mob, is more than we can determine.

were not produced by jmblic competUion, The advici^ contained in the present

fior invited by any advertisement or no- report is basetl upon the justest coiisi-

tification circulated amongst the princi- deration for the property of private in-

pal builders. The principle upon which dividuals, and the most judicious re-

they were adopted is therefore strongly gard for the interests of the revenue. If

condemned, as one likely to lead, and they were less just and less wise, they

having, in fact, led, to a wasteful cx- vrould, in all probability, in these days

penditure of the public money. of passion and prejudice, be less hesi-

The rates of passage on the diflerent tatingly adopted,

stations are considered, .and we think •

AMERICAN TRADITIONS.—NO. III.

11V JOHN GA.LT.

One of the finest bursts of eloquence in the House of Peers, uttered by the great

Earl of Chatham during the discussions on the events of the American war of
independence, was his apostrophe to the ancestors of their lordships on tlie

tapestiy of the walls, when the employment of the Lidians in the war was the

question. Few raetnorials have been jireserved of the manner in which the

savages attacked the settlers, for it was cliiefiy against die settlements in the

back-woods that their undisciplined energies were directed ; and history has been
withheld from recording the atrocities of that remorseless warfare, by being fur-

nished with only the slight notices of their co-operation with the king’s troops.

In a few years, the traditions concerning them will also be forgotten among the
survivors of the suflerers, for the progress of civilisation and commerce has sup-
plied their descendants with new topics; but still, like distorted facts ofrumours
from a distance, a few stories of the courage displayed, both by the settlers and
the Indians in their feuds, may still be met with, the incidents of which are of
stirring effect, and, if collected with care, would form materials for the future

historians of the New England states. •

The following sketch is ofthis kind, and as a picture of the feuds and bravery

of those who were engaged in what may be called the sava^ war, merits to be
classed with the heroic tiaditions of the Gael and Sassanach f which are also fast

fadling frpm the memoiy of the Highlanders, and the inhabitants of their neigh-

bourhoew in the Lowlands.

THE INDIAN AND THE HUNTER; OR, THE SIEGE OF IflCFORD..

One fine afternoon, in the latter end frequented path that leads from Wincer
ofJuly, a wealy hunterwas seen hastily to Mteford : from his soiled diess and
passing along the small and seldom- *anxioit8 look, it was evident that he
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was the bearer of importaat intelli-

gence.

At that time, the war for American
independence was raging in the eastern

part of Vermont, .but had not yet

reached the settlement towards which
he' was journeying, and which was
situated on the birnks of tlie Tontoo,

to the west of the Green Mountains,

the range which*divides that state frbm

north to south.

The inhabitants of Mieford had been
disturbed the report that thf}. Indians

in their vicinity, headed by their formi-

dable chief Chinchusa, had joined the

British cause, to which they themselves

were opposed ; and this hunter, who
was named Wisher, bore *hem the news
that Wincer, which was a larger settle-

ment than their own, had been de-

stroyed by the savages.
**

Fisher said that he had been present

during the destruction, which was at-

tended with terrible slaughter. Chin-

ohusa, followed by his band, had at-

tacked die unsuspecting inhabitants;

and aAer effecting an entrance, which
be did without resistance, set the

houses on fire, and slew all who fell

into his hands inEndeavouring to avoid

the flames. He had himself escaped

with difficulty, along with one of the

settlers, and was pursued for some
distance through the woods by Chin-
chusa and several of his Indians, wlien

his companion, having unfortunatefy

stumblea in leaping over a fallen tree,

was surrounded and slain.

Immediately, Micfonl became
scene of busy preparation, and Fisfier

was unanimously chosen to direct the

formation of the defences, every one
endeavouring to render them os strong

as possible; and in order that they

mignt more easily discern the approach
of their subtle adversaries, he ordered

the underwood, which extended to the

skirts of the forest, to be carefully re-

moved, and a sentinel to be placed in

the branches of a lo% elm tnat stood

within the village. They then barri-

cadoed their only streej;; the houses
without die wooden pickets were dis-

mantled, and their owners retired with-

in the vplage.

Thoiurb the sun was set, and the

meo bad worked from the dawn, they

still labouring, in the hope of.

oK«]ubg Me to complete their tasks

^befbfe darkness had set in, during
^whldl. they

,
expected to be attacked.

Fisher - having Imtaaetf the

[AfirH;

guard in the M||f vainly attempted
to pierce the gloom that surround**'

ed him, and hs^ for some time been
casting eager looks over Micfbrd,
when heyibserved a light glimmering
among the eastern defences. Sup-
posing, hov^ever, that it was only
the lantern of the gpiard stationed

there, he did not at first deem it

worthy of any particular attention, till

he noticed that it had increased to

a small flame. Before ascending the

tree, he had given strict orders that

. every fire should be extinguished, and
he thought himself no longer justified

in delaying to alarm those below when
he saw the light. Accordingly, having
discharpd his gjnn, he descended from
his station.

On reaching the ground, several of
the settlers met him, whom he told to

follow; and having ran to the spot

where he had seen the light, they ais-

covered that the stakes and palisades

were on fire. They did not at first

suspect that the Indians had done it

;

but on one of them stepping out to

examine the damage, a snot from the

wood severely wounded him. As it

was neccs.sary, however, that the flames
should be got under, Fisher ordered
the inhabitants (who, guided by the

Hght, were now collect^ together) to

tear up some of the stakes nearest

the blazing heap, that the fire might
die out for want of nourishment, and
also to roll a number of logs to fill up
the gap.

While this was going on, they were
surprised at a furious attack in the

opposite direction, which was with diffi-

culty repelled.

The moon, which had been hitherto

obscured in clouds, now shone forth

with unusual splendour, and displayed

the assailants to the Americans, who
had previously nothing to direct their

aim. It likewise matly diminished
the advantage which the Indians had
possessed, by making the latter strik-

ing apparent in the light of the fire.

Tne settlers, following Fisher, rushed
through the and assaulted the

Indians, yirho, e^^|m^;^if|prepared for

so sudden back
a short distao^jj^gC^itito^
ing them, tbc|^'3iwM' the

combat, afid: the overwhelmed
. by their numbers, were 'in their turn
' otdked to retire urithld lihEir bulwaiks.

Iwlndians having^j^eredy
b/ihe late collflic^ did up
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their advantage^ buH^lowed their ad-

versaries time to repair the damage.
Most of the inhabitants were partial

to the management of Fisher, but there

were several dissatisfied persons who
took every opportunity of thwarting

his plans ; among whom a young set-

tler, named Dixson, was conspicuous,

and who, it was whispered, aimed at

the command himself. Ilis conduct

had for some time been noticed by tlic

hunter, and by several of the elder in-

habitants, who spoke to him concern-

ing it ; but he denied it, saying, that

as he did not see any danger, he was
averse to be cotilincd in the village

(Fisher having desired all the settlers

to remain within their defences). Upon
this being told him, Fislior said there

could be no objections to his leaving

them if he chose, but that it would be
at his own peril ; and he warned liiln,

that though Chinchusa had been de-

feated in his attempt to storm their

village, he would be on the alert to

take all stragglers.

Next morning Dixson proceeded to

the woods, watched by most of his

companions; but he had barely eii-

lerea the forest when he reappeared,

running at his utmost speed, and pur-

sued by Chinchusa, who was easily

distinguished from the other Indians

by a large tuft of feathers, ami who
was rapidly gaining on the fugitive.

At length Dixson came within giiii-

sliot of the palisades, and the settlers

b$^n to hope that he might cscaj^e

;

but his pursuer, levelling his gun, shot

him dead. Fisher, who had been in-

tently watching the issue of the pur-

suit, now hurriedly lifting his rifle

fired,and struck one ofthe feathers from

the head of the retreating chief. The
Indians at this, with a dreadful yell,

and led by the furious Chinchusa,
rustled back, and endeavoured to sur-

mount the pickets, but were bravely

opposed by the inhabitants.

What the besieged most dreaded
was famine, to avert which became
now the endeavour of Fislier. Mic-
ford being situated on the banks of
the Tontoo, which, wasb^ the western

side of the setUeoie&t^.be' proposed to

descend it ana provisions

;

and iio.a)ijecti6pa sbeing made to this

offer, he accordingl^mt evening en-

tered a canoe, /end swiftly paddled
down the sueam,. without, as he
thotight,,beiagdiscovered bytheenei»
Hav^pipoeeded aU nighfyhe nm
or, . MO. xxvit.

morning arrived near the spot where it

was necessary to disembark, and en-
tering a small cove, he fastened his
canoe to the trunk of a tree, whose
branches would tend to conceal it;

and taking his arms, he prepared to

continue his journey on foot, when he
heard the voices of several persons on
the river. Having silently advanced
to the mouth of the infet, he saw two
canoes full of Jiis enemies rapidly

approaching; and as he understood
the Indian language, he found out
that an attack had been made on Mic-
ford during the night to cover the de^
parturc of this f>arty, and that they
thought he could not be far in ad-
vance; when proposed to land
and lie in ambush, to which the

others consented^ and paddled to the

creek whore fisher’s canoe lay.

Tliinking that he had no time to

lose, he entered a large swamp, where
he w'as cfllictually concealed by the

long rushes ; but he had hardly,

crouched among them, when he heard
the cry of astonishment that burst from
his enemies on finding his bout, and
could plainly hear their conjectures as

to whicli way he had gone, some think-
ing that he had taken the route to

Kaford, and others to Moarck. After
consulting together some time, they
divided into two parties, one going to
each of the above settlements.

Fisher waited until they had de-
parted; and having passed through
the swamp, ho struck off in a straight

direction to Moarck, in order to arrive

before his enemies, who bad taken the
common roate. The sun was setting

when he reached the village, but the

settlers, haying heard his recital, were
eager to go to the assistance of Mieford,
and resolved to set out that eveniug
after he had rested.

Fisher accordingly told them the
plans of the Indians, and proposed
that they should endeavour to surprise

them, when their canoes would serve to

convey the provisions. For which
purpose they v;^nt along the road, in

hopes of meeting their adversaries, but
without success ; for as diey had seen
no traces of Fisherriuring a great part

of the day, they had returned, not
going to Moarck. On approaching
the cove, Fisher advanced to the place

where he bad lain hid in the momhig^
that he might ascertain whether

were departed, or whether those who
had^e^.to Kalbtdwere yet reiumedi

u
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and joyfolly observed that their com-
panions had not rejoined them. • lie

then crept cautiously back to his

comrades, informed them how their

enemies were situated, and gave his

opinion how they should attack them

;

which was, that those who were good
swimmers should, while their friends

were assailing the Indians by land,

float down the river into the creek,

and seizing tlicir canoes, thus deprive

them of the means of escape. This

proposal was approved of by all ; and
having put aside their bundles, Fisher

conducted them to the edge of the

rushes. Thence he proceeded onwards
to engage with the Indians, leaving

with those who had offered to take

the csinoes strict orders, not to attempt

it till they heard the noise of tiic

combat.
*

He had hardly finished his direc-

tions, when they heard the «rics of the

Indians, who had then discoveri'd

them, and who were preparing to resist

their attack. Tliose w'ho were to swim
immediately dashed into the water;

and Fisher, commanding half to follow

him, directed the remainder to creep

through the fla^, and not to Are until

their compaidons were on the point of
seizing the canoes, \diich would most
likely enable them to bear them in

safety to the river, while he should try

to avert the attention of the Indians.

Darting onwards through the rushes,

they were within a few paces of their

enemies (who had kept up a continual

discharge in their direction, but with-

out effect) before they fired, but who,
being partly protected by the trees,

were not so much injured as they had
hoped. Some, however, ran to secure

their canoes ; but seeing several of the

swimmers already in them, while others

were climbing over the sides, t^y,
maddened at the sight, and with

piercing yells, rushed on, burling their

tomahawks, most of which, from the

eagerness with which they were cast,

whizzed over the heads of those at

whom they were aime4 ; oUiefs entered

the canoes, from whence they were
wrcudied by the hands of the eager

Americans, who wore endeavouring to

deiepd themselves with the paddles and
thrir knives.

unequal contest could not have
l^d’long, but* the discharge which

^as now fired from the bushes over-

I bKw several of the assailants, besides

.'%avfng the eflhct of raising tbe couiage

of tliose it assistedsf^Bvho now turned on
their astonished enemies, and furiously

drove them from the canoes, which
they immediately pushed from the

shore; while the otliers, leaping into

the water, tried to overturn them, but
were struck down by the heavy blows
of the paddles. One of the canoes,

however, being unfortunately seized by
an Indian, was immediately upset,

precipitating those it contained head-
long into the river, who, on rising

above water, were quickly engaged
with their frantic enemies ; when those

who were concealed having reloaded,

they poured another volley- on the

Indians, who were thereby reduced
to nearly an equality in number with
the others, and were no longer able

to impede their retreat.

During these transactions, Fisher,

with his companions, was desperately

contending with those on land, being
obliged to use the empty rifles in

defending themselves against their

superiorly armed enemies, who, having
received an accession of strength in

those who had been defeated on the

river, were beginning to drive them
back, when they likewise were joined
by the party which had come from
dieir ambush, and succeeded in sur-

rounding mostW the Indians, who,
refusing to submit, were soon put to

death.

After they had thus destroyed one
half of their foes, they thought that the

best way to entrap the others would be
to remain hid in the place where they
were ; and they scarcely had time to

conceal themselves, and the dead Irodies

of those they liad slain, when they
heard the approach of the party re-

turning from Kaford, who advanced
without the least suspicion, and were
soon close on the ambuscade, from
whence a deadly discharge was poured
on theiiij, which sent them flying back
into tli^{i|troods.

The Americans then placed their

bundles in tlie canoes, and paddled up
to Mieford, where thev arrived the

following morning, and were gladly

received by the despairing inhabitants,

who had suffered severely in several

attacks which Chinchusa had made on
them ; and being now almost equal in

numbers to those led by him} they were
determined no longer patiently to await

his assaults, but when he came without
the shelter of the woods to sally fl)rtb,

and endeavour to prevent his return.
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The plan being thlAl^ arranged, they

vraited with impatience until Chinchusa

should again advance to the attack;

which he did about mid-day, and^ in

his usual manner, furiously rushing

against the defences. In the mean-

v^ile, a band of the besieged threw

open a gate at the opposite side, and,

by making a long circuit, had almost

succeeded in intercepting his retreat,

when they were perceived by Chin-

chusa himself, who, uttering a cry of

surprise, and followed by his Indians,

ran towaids the small space that was
open to tlie woods, and with several

of his companions vm successful

enough to pass it; while those who
could not do so, seeing no escape,

turned all their endeavours to the

destruction of tlieir opponents, who,

too eager, instead of destroying them
with their rifles from a distance, aftcr*a

single volW engaged with them hand
to hand, if^isher had in vain tried to

restrain tlieir eagerness; but seeing

that his endeavours were fruitless,

now aided them to the utmost of his

power, directing them on no account

to leave the smallest opening for the

escape of their prey, and to refrain

from grappling with the Indians, who
were so much more skilful in the use

of the knife and tomahawk. But some
disregarding his advice, drawing their

knives and throwing aside theirmuskets,

instantly closed with their desperate

enemies, and were almost immediately
dashed to tiie ground, their fate serving

as a warning to their companions, who
with their guns broke down every guard
that their opponents could offer; but
some ofwhom, by their superior address

evading the blows, grappled with their

destroyers, and were generally victo-

rious.

Fisher, who had hitherto borne down
all who opposed him, struck a heavy
blow at the Indian with whom he was
engaged, but, missing, his rifle flew

from his hand. Being thus disarmed,
he was obliged to seize his enemy with
one hand, while with tlic other he drew
his knife ; and then, wrestling together,

both fell to die ground, where they lay,

each struggliug to be uppermost. The
Indian at length succeeaed, and seizing

his throat, was preparing to give a final

stab, when his opponent's knife was dri-

ven forcibly beneath his arm ; and, ut-

tering a groan,be fell, making an expir-

ing eflbrt to kill him ; but his weakness
prevented the blow from taking effect.

The few who now remained, being
overcome with fatigue and numbers,
surrendered themselves to the mercy
of their captors, who sent them, de-
prived of their arms, back to the town.
The victorious settlers were *now

eager for the pursuit ofChinchusa and
his Indians, and, being led by Fisher,

dashed into the woods. , After running

some distance, during which they saw
nothing to make them suppose that

they were gaining on their enemies,
one of them, giving a loud shout, said

that he had seen an Indian disappear

among the thickets two or three yards
in their front. On hearing this, Fisher

ordered a few of them to discharge

their rifles into lilie bushes; which
being done, they waited to see if any
of their enenyes mti out, but, affer

looking some time, were beginning to

advance, when a shot struck the rifle

of Fisher. •

They had scarcely recovered from
their amazement, when a volley was
firecl on them which killed one of their

number ; and, turning round, they
beheld those they were in pursuit of
making off as fast as possible ; but the

Americans, in their turn, fired, and
killed two and wounded several, as
tliey saw by tlie 1>lood tliat marked
fheir tracks. From the attack which
had just been made on tlicm, Fisher
thought it advisable to send two or
three on in frojit, to keep tliem from
being again led iuto^an ambuscade.
As they proceeded, the blood became
more and more distinct on the fallen

trees, which made them hope that they
might soon cflme up witli tlieir enemies

;

but suddenly the marks ofblood ceased,

and, looking round, they could see no
signs by which they might continue the

pursuit, when Fislicr remarked that the

bark of some of the neighbouring trees

was stained with red spots which he
had never before seen ; and on looking
up be perceived several Indians on the

branches, taking cool aim at himself
and his companions. Springing be-
hind a tree, he oalled to his friends to

do the same ; but some of Uiem, not
understanding him, remained gazing

round, and were immediately struck

down by a fatal Are from the treog.

The Indians, however, did not escape

;

for the Americans who remained, by
continual discharges, brought them all

to the ground.

The settlers had not again began the

pursuit, nor reloaded, when about a
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dozen Indians, vushiug from die un-
derwood, ran at them and fired their

guns at only a few yards distance,
which disabled more than half their

number ; and before the remainder
werd ready, rushed on them with their

tomahawks. Chinchusa, with furious

cries, attacked Fisher, who, endeavour-
ing to defend, himself with his rifle.

[April,

soon received sev^hil wounds from the

despairing Indian ; but who, slipping

as he made a furious stab at Fisher,

was slain by a blow from his adversary.

The others, seeing their chief dead, ran

to the woods ; and but few remained to

tell the defeat they had suffered on

the banks of the Tontoo.

GERMAN POETRY.*

No. III.

BtIRGEn—COTTER—VOSS— nOLTV.

£ngltsiimen may gather, in respect to time with that of England’s literary his-

the writer who stands at the. head of tory. Oninled, however, it must be, that

this paper, peculiar mafier of triumph, she commences her career under better

The lovers of the Teutonic muse have, a«ispices than those which accompa-
porhaps, too exultiiigly vai^nted, on the nied the commencement of Britain s.

part of literary C^crmaiiy, that they Science is at its zenith— philosophy

meet in her annals ofauthorship with no has stricken its roots deep and wide

—

Chattertons, Boyces, or (Itways ; that the utilify of literature is felt and
industry, in this form of it, enjoys acknowledged in all classes—con-

peculiar encouragement there, and a sumers of all kinds of literary wares

competency, ifnot a fortune, is secured are in plenty—intellectual appetites

to all her men of genius. Burger is an are all agape— new wants are excited

exception to the general rule. Was it —and the supply can scarcely be
not, however, by \^is own fault, and greater than the demand. All these

from his own defect? This might pos- things are in favour of Germany,
sibly be the case ;

but to what extent Similar to this, also, is the state of
we have not the means of deciding. British literature at this time ; and it

The same was the case, likewise, is to be hoped that such tales ofshame
with the unfortunate writers of Eng- will not be to be told again of either

land. Prudenev, with regard to both, country— that the poets of both may
would doubtless have prevented much be more prudent, and the patronage in

of the evil, and ensured more of the both of poets more generous,

good. Add to which,* the literary Until the present day, however, it

life of Germany has been shorter than could not be denied that in both
that of England; and we might as countries poverty was the lot of the

well decide upon the pre-eminent literary man. We are not of those
eligibility of republicanism over mo- who see nothing but good in this

narchism from the fifty years’ ex- same poverty—much evil, we confess,

perience of America, as to conclude there certainly is. To assume philo-

definitively upon the number of exam- sophical airs relative to this subject,

pies of the same kind which may take is peculiarly pleasant to the philosopher
place in Germany in a similar period of himself, who is not pincheu black and

* Gottfried Auguii^. Burger’s Gedichte. Herausgegeben von Carl Reinhard.
2 vols. Wien. Bey Ch. Kaulfusa und C. Armbruster.

Gedichte von Friederich Wilhelm Gotter. W’ien, 1816. Bey Ch. Kaulfoss
und C. Armbrust^.

Idyllen von Johann Heinrich Voss, 2 vols, Neueste Auflage.

Luise, ein landliches Gedicht, in drey Idyllen, von Johanp Heinrich Voss.
Neueste Auflage. Wien, bey B. Ph. Bauer.

Gedichte von L. H. C. Hdlty. Neu besorgt und vennehrt von J. H. Voss.

Vpsala, bed Em. Bruzelius. 1816.

An Introductory Lecture delivered in King’s College,. London, November S,

1831, by A. BsAtvAvs, professor of the Gennan language and literatfure to the
eollege* London, 1831.
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blue with the liard gripe of adversity

;

but to many, who are writhing under

the torture, its consolations arc mock-
ery. It is well for poverty to prove

what fortitude there is in a man to

bear the evils of life— it is well if it

make an exhibition of his virtue—and
it is indeed a sight for gods to see a

good man struggling with adversity!

Even so. But in how many instances

is such an exhibition made? and in

how many more is the spirit trodden

to the dust, and the glorious life of

genius extinguished— nay, and the

very mind itself yirevented, in the first

germ of being, from manifesting that

it had a being at all. Tiiesc things

are the work of poverty, and let no
man speak in her pniise. Necessity,

indeed, is die spur often to great

enteqjrise ; and, in (he beginning of

life, it may therefore be wholesomev-
though not then, if it preclude a good
education. But supposing it to be

not unfavourable to such education,

the enterprise to which it is a spur

should be profitable, else that foul

fiend, called J.abour-iu-vaiii,’' will

,rise from Erebus, attended witli myriads

of blue devils, to dash in the excited

energies back upon the hearl which
gave them animation, making tlieni

eat inward there into its core—a smoul-

dering fire, consuming and consumed,
yet still renewed— tlie eternal prey of
its own unrewarded activity

—

** And thereof comes in the end des-

pondency uud madness.”

(iodfred Augustus Riirgcr was born
the 1st of January, 1748, at Woliners-

wende, in the principality of llabcr-

stadt, where his father was preacher.

Slowly alike both in body and mind
he grew, and indicated so little of his

future excellence, that by liis tenth

year he had barely learned to read and
write. Yet it is remarkable, that what
he read in the Bible and Luther s hymn-
book he easily retained ; a good prog-

nostic, indicative of a spirit naturally

sympathising, through a kindred feel-

ing, with those awakeners of the im-
mortal part of man; and so was his

awakened. Another indication of a

S
oetical temperoment was his boyish
esire for solitary musing; he also

loved the feeling of awe with which
twilight, gloomy woods, and uninha-
bited places, o’er inform ” the medi-
tative mind. Nor was he at this early

period without a feeling for the mecha-

nical part of verse-making ; for, before

he knew any thing of the elements of
grammar, a natural instinct suggested
to him the minute proprieties of metri-

cal composition, so that his ear quickly

detected a fault, and his lines were
correctly scanned. But the acq*uisi-

tion of Latin was to him so difficult,

that in two years he failed to decline

mema correctly. He received instruc-

tion partly from his father, and partly

from a iicighbourfiig minister. In 1 760
he was put under tlie care of his grand-
father, Jacob Philip Bauer, for the

purpose ofattending school at Aschers-

lebeii. Whelhir he improved himself
ill l^tin here, his biograptiers say ndjfll

but they recoitl tliat his love for what-
ever was poetry sd little cooled, that

he ventured on metrical essays of more
importance, imd was, with his friend

Gukingk, particularly selected for the

school exercises in poetry. Some biting

epigrams were of ill consequence to

him. One on the monstrous and
offcinsive bag-wig of an usher stuck to

the wearer so closely, and was so

much repeated by the schoolboys, that

it drew clown punishment on theimfor-

tuiinte e])igramniatist, and occasioned
his removal. Sent to study theology

at the University of Halle, by tlie

direction of his grandfather, on whom,
after liis father’s death in 1765, he
was wholly dcqieudent, he found that,

notwithstanding his early religions im-
pressions, he had no inclination for

tiiat study. Here he became acquainted
w’ith the celebrated Counsellor Klotz,

who collected about liim a number of
quick spirit— an association which
had no mean, thougli not the best,

influence on Biirger’s character, who
naturally loved the glad enjoyment of
life. IJis giandfuther remanded him,
in anger, from Halle; but in 1768 sent

him to study jurisprudence at Gottin-

gen, ill which, being more suitable to

his disposition) he made considerable

progress. Biirger’s knowledge appears

so extensive, tliat an ordinaiy ob.server

would suppose him to hiive been always
in attendance 9t public lectures, and
assiduous in the practice of private

reading
;
yet he states that be learned

little from books, ami took small pains

to acquire information. Knowledge
ilew to him, as it were, of itself from
all quarters. But, whatever was his

diligence, or his success in learning,

it availed him little, as he incurred,

by acts of imprudence, the displeasure
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of his grandfather, who withdrew from
him his assistance, and left him with-
out support, as a young man ofwhom
there was no hope. Burger fell des-

perately into dhbt. Yet, poor as he was,

he was not without companionship, and
formed, at this time, the literary society

called The llainbund.’^ Biirger

was now spurred on to more indus-

trious habits•'^studied the classics,

and wrote verses. Some burle8(}ue

and humorous poems of this period

indicated the character of his genius.

Tile following is a free translation of

Herr Bacchus ist ein braver Mann

^Lord Bacchus is a right bravo man,
That 1 can well'assure you

;

lie charms more ihah Apollo can,

Whose note-books only bore you.

Ilis gold-bepainted Ijro is all

The riches be possesses,

Of which he boasts, inbqwer and hall,

Its value, past all guesses.

Yet lend not on his instrument

A farthiug, gold-compeller

;

For music gladder far is sent

From Father Evan’s collar.

And if his poetry he vaunts,

As frequently ho proses.

Then tell him, Bapehus bettor chants
The verses he composes.

Though on Parnassus’ woody hill

Apollo’s treble pleases.

Here Bacchus' counter-bass us still

With finer pleasure seizes.
t.

Up !
poet-god make wo him yet.

Instead of that Apollo
;

For ho, in favour witli tho great,

Does beat the lyrist liollow'.

Apollo truckle must and bend.

To catch the smile of princos

;

But Bacchus with them if he wend.
Equality evinces.

Then to Parnassus we will bear.

All other things before.

The ample flask of Heidelberg,
With Nierstein running o’er.

Instead of hay-tree plant we will

The vine-stock in the place

;

And round full tuns dance wildly still.

With Bacchanalian grace.

Humour—a quality so characteris-

tic of Burger’s poetiy— is frequently

the accompaniment of genius, to which

it is indeea near akin. Both are contra-

distinguished from mere talent, inas-

much as they jiresuppose originality—

by which we do not mean the produc-

tion of what had never been produced
before, but that which is originally

excited from within a man, without

reference to its novelty. Talent, on
the other hand, consists in a facility

of arranging what is already known

—

it is not an instrument of production,

but of accumulation— it acquires, and
applies; and in this process of admi-
nistration lies all its forte. Those
other two generate the rnattriel which it

administers. Thus, genius and humour
are both constitutional— talent and wit

are derivable, the result of labour.

Wit loves to bring together remote
ideas which shall surprise, and so
excite laughter by their unexpected
juxtaposition. Humour needs no such
elaborate catachresis to shake its jolly

sides with mirth; a simple idea, a
single thought, will suffice for its

excitement

—

** Pleased with a feather, tickled with a
straw.”

It describes the ludicrous as it is in

itself, leaving to wit to expose it, by
comparing it with something else.

We, however, intend not to hunt
these parallels to death, or to pursue
a subject concerning things which arc

indeed (to use the expressive language
of Barrow) “ so versatile and multiform,

appearing in so many shapes, so many
postures, so many garbs, so variously

apprehended by several eyes and judg-
ments, that it seemeth no less hard to

settle a clear and certain notion thereof,

than to make a portrait of Proteus, or
to define the figure of fleeting air.”

In correspondence with the broad
distinctions thus instituted, we find,

in general, that true genius and genuine
humour are well enough content with
the old in nature and man—old times,
old feelings, old thoughts, are with
them for ever fresh and living; and,
in short, as it is observed by Coleridge,
** their moral accompaniment and ac-
tuating principle consists in the carry-

ing on of the freshness and feelings of
childhood into the powers of man-
hood.” Genius and humour are for

ever children—unsophisticated child-

ren, for whom Nature ever blows her
hubbies. Talent and wit, on the other
hand, affect a more manly gait— they
claim to have arrived at maturity, and
profess a knowledge of the world as it

IS. Whatever qumities are new and
fleeting in the state and manners of
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society, they are ambitious ofcatching,
** living as they rise,” and give up the

eternal life within for the fugitive life

without. Tims it is that novelty and

originality stand in opposition and
contrast, instead of being one and
the same. Thus Shakespeare is more
original than Pope, and will for ever

remain so, though the material of his

divine works is as old as the creation

of God, and that of Pope’s is as new
as the state of society in the reign of

Queen Anne.
Shakespeare was the darling idol of

the merahers of the Ilainbuncl, though

they disdained not to study the 1>est

old and new models of French, Eng-
lish, Italian, and Spanish literature,

lliirger, in particular, with a sympathy
for the original in art and in nature,

brooded on the times of yore; and
an old song moved his licart mpre
than a trumpet, ** though sung,” as

Sir Philip Sydney in his Dejvnce of
Poetry expresses it, by some blind

crowemr.” The Percy Relics of An-
cient English Poetry was the haiicl-liook

of Biirger. NVhat we admire, we imi-

tate; and Biirger began to translate

from these celebrated l)alla<ls, and to

imitate tiiem— so successfully, indeed,

that Klopstock gave, in the hearing of

Wordsworth, a commendation which
he denied to Gdthe and Schiller, pro-

nouncing biiii to be a genuine {Kict,

and one of the few among theGeriirdns

whose works would last. It is, how-
ever, Words worth’s opinion that Biir-

ger had not the fine sensibility of i’ercy,

and he accuses him of tricking out and
dilating the simple passages which he
imitated. Wonlsworth, we know, is,

in theory, an utter enemy to what is

called poetic diction, and contends for

the simplicity of ordinary speech, as

the language equally proper for poetry

as prose. This is his tlieory. In prac-

tice, however, he has realised it only

In the lyrical ballads— his Excursion
and other pieces being distinguished
by a march of versification and an
Ionian nobility of phrase, not to be
rivalled by any other modern compo-
sitions. The passage adduced from
Burger by Wordsworth may or* may
not be censurable on the score of ver-

bosity or false ornament; the theory,

however, upon which.it is censur^
demands particular consideration. Sir

Philip Sydney, tve think, very rightly

supposes that the old song, so evilly

apparalled in the dust and cobweb of

an uncivil age, would be more efficient

if trimmed in the gorgeous eloquence
of Pindar. At the same time \Vords-
vrorth, in this very particular, has vin-

dicated his high title to be considered

a man of genius, inasmuch as he has

dared to go Jjack, as it were, to ilic

state ofliurnan innocence, and present

us with human nature in its primitive

elements, A ivested of all artificial asso-

ciations. Nay, in the very spirit of

Shakespeare— in that spirit wherein

the mighty master patronised with his

genius the Silences and Shallows—
Wordsworth has condescended to cele-

brate the mean in humanity and the

minute in nature— a daisy— a pony— or an idiot boy. Biirger, however,

entertained no idea of reproducing

nature in such utter simplicity, in his

imitation of the Percy ballads, llis

Wild Hunter” and “l.erioie” arc, in

fact, coraj)osed upon another principle

;

they are ornamented as much as the

subject will admit— embellishment is

rather sought than rejected. The dif-

ference between the genius of the two
poets might be well discriminated by a
comparison of Biirger’s Wild Hunter”
and Wordsworth’s “llartleap Well.”

The moral of both .is the same— they

are both written for the sake of the

same lesson. It is thus expressed by
Biirger :

—
Das Ach und Weh der Kreatur,

Und eiae Missetliat an ihr,

Hat laut dich vor Gericht gefodort.

Wo hoch der Hache Fackol lodert,!’

And thus'by Wordsworth

:

One lesson, shepherd, let us two divide, •

Taught both by what she shews and what conceals

;

Never to blend our pleasure or our pride

With sorrow of the meanest thing that feels.”

We have selected these two poems styles— the language of llartleap Well
to discriminate the diifereiit genius of being, in fact, of an elevated cast, as

the two poets, not to contrast their the subject is also ofa somewhat higher
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iotciest.. It, howmr, so happens that

the diction in which tiiis moral is con-
veyed is no less dtstinotive of the style

of expression than of the genius of the

two poets. Dtot of Burger's, being

interpreted^ runs thus The groan

and ]^ief of die cre^ure, and t^> per-

secution of it, have loudly arraigned

thee there, where flames on high the

torch of vengeance.'’ It is impo^ible

not to prefer the simple manner 'hi

which the saine mural is expressed h^r

Wordsworth. The style of each, how-
ever, is in accordance with the general

spirit of either poem. The aims of the

poets ^:ereditferent. VVordsworih en-

deavours in his ballad to realise the

ideal— Biirger to idealise the real.

Wordsworth effects his' end by telling

simply an unadorned tale, with its ac-*

companyiiig superstitios, but touch-

ing in its simplicity, while Biirger

effects his by introducing imaginary ad-

juncts,which give a supernatural air to

a common story. The latter startles

the attention— the fonner sinks into

the soul; the one rouse^he .sinner to

a sense of his depravity— the other

impresses the man with a feeling of

his duty.

INlan's life is full of troubles as the

sparks fly upward, and Burger had to

strive with his share of them ; he was,

however, not without friends. Boie

procured him, in 1772, the stewardship

of the manor of Alten-Gleichen, under

the noble family of L’slar. The oflicc

was not profitable, but the occupation

was agreeable to the man ; and his

friends believed that it would raise him
sufficiently above want, tp leave him
leisure to produce a master-work which

should increase the influence of his

genius. One good it did him— it

reconciled him to bis grandfather, who
was pleased to see him take to employ-

ment, and became surety for his good

behaviour in his oflfice, at the Siunc

time providing for the payment of his

debts. But the consequences arising

from an imprudent mode of life are

incalculable ; one fault has many evils

in its train. The mon6y was intrusted

to a companion of Burger's, who was
himself in bad circumstances, and mis-

applied the funds wfhich were intended

to relieve our author from embairass-

,iuent. Tliis misfortune embittered the

?lteainder of his life, llis grandfather
' appears to have died soon after, as we
meet with the following little ode in

1773.

Poetry.

Atth^ Grave of my good OrAntfather,

Jacob Vhilip Bauer.

Rest, sweet rest, for ever hover

Peaceful o'er diy grave e'en here

;

Scorn let none these mouldering ashes,

That with tears my sorrow washes,

And no curse promne this air

!

Por the jnst man who here slumbers

Proved the worth of honesty

;

What, in fonner years and golden,

German umpires once vrere boldeu,

To hie follow-men was he.

NeverCajumny accused, e’en,

Of u stain Ris Iioiiest smil.

What is peccant moulders ever

;

Spaik celestial faileili never.

But attains a glorious goal.

Ah ! ho was iny faithful guardian.

From my cradle to ripe age
;

IV hat I am, and what I have,

Gave the man within this grave—
Thus I thunk thee, worthy sago

!

Best, aWeet rest, still love to hover

J’eaceful o'er this gnivi* alway ’•

Till tho heavenly Bewarclor

Its just tenant coll, in order

To receive his crown for aye !

Under these disadvantages, however.

Burger ciiltivalcd his talents—produced

his celebrated ballad “ Lenore”-— and

niiirried. Jlis wife was calculated to

make him Iiappy ;
but the man's genius

was perverse. During their courtship

he hecamcr enamoured of her younger

sister, scarcely fourteen or fifteen years

old— an amiable girl, who was not

altogether indifferent to his attentions.

Years strengthened their attachment, an

attachment which served to set off the

generosity of the married sister, who
demonstrated a noble compassion for

the weakness of the two lovers, accord-

ing to the approved laws of German
sentiment in such cases made and pro-

vided. It is said that this attachment

caused much misery to the parties

themselves; however tlifs may be, it

gave rise to many sweet love-songs, in

which she is celebrated under the name

of Molly. Here is one of them :—
molly's WOIITII.

Ah ! could I purchase Molly

For gold and precious stone,

I should not deem it folly

If heaps made her m^ own.

They bruit full much of gold,

What I cannot deny

;

But Wonting her, were sold

What it ean nevor buy.
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Yet if I were coQUi>Uer

Of £urope*B monarchy.
For her, my heart’s consoler,

I*d give "it joyfully

;

Save only, where our love

Might revel and carouse,
1* th’ smallest fruit-tree grove.

The smallest garden-house.

Only the Lord of Hcaten
My precious life may end ;

Yet if to me Hwere given

Like gear and gold to spend,

Change it I would, I sweat.

For any day that she

Were mine, in all the^ear.
Mine wholly, perfectly 1

To improve his circumstances, Bur-

ger hired, in 1780, a farm at Apjjen-

rode. From want of inclination, skill,

or experience, iicithcT he nor his wife

succeeded in turning their land to a

profitable account. Bad dolits, also,

to the amount of some thousand dol-

lars (part of the sum h^had staked

in the cunceru, and which sum was
the inheritance that fell to him on
tJie death of his father-in-law) made
it ultimately necessary for him to sur-

render the occupation. Add to this, he
had the mortification of being accused,

by that same false friend who misap-

propriated his grandfather's money, to

the llanoveriar) government, ol irregu-

larity and inexactness in the a<l minis-

tration of his stewardship, lie de-

fended himself successfully, but wil-

lingly resigned his ofiice. About the

same time, he lost his wife.

He now addressed himself to his

favourite studies, returned to Cliittiii-

gen, and superintended personally the

publication of his Musni^Almanacft,

which had annually proceeded since

1778. He subsisted as a private

teacher, and read lectures on taste and
German composition. In the follow-

ing year, 1785, he married the younger
sister of his deceased wife— that sister

whom he had so long adored. Scarcely
had he, however, time to feel his hap-
piness, before the object of his affection

was rent away from him by inexorahlc

death, injier first and only childbed of
a daughter. Burger now lost all cou-
rage, all strength of mind an^'body.
After some months he recovei'ed;-—

affliction had made him stem— he
became an iron man ;

— he set about
his severe duties with alacrity,resumed
his academic labours, and ttudied the

philosophy of Kant, whereon he began

to read lectures, which greatly
frequented.

All this was, so ftir, well— so far

sweet were the uses ofadversity—these
were the precious jewels which she bore
in her head ; but still— still she liad

been the ugly and veodmous toaSl, and
herwenom began soon to work. Burger
had to contend with sickness ; his healtli

had been shaken, terribly shaken, by
his misfortunes ; he recovered, how-
ever, afid his hours were more serene.

116nours, also, were showered upon
him. In 1787 the Gottingen Univer-
sity, upon occasion of its jubilee, which
he celebrated iu two poems, conferred

on him a doctor's degree, and named
him, in 1789,^ ektroordinary professor,

but without a* salary. The possession

of a public oftice, and hope of future

provision, re^uickened him for a while,

and he wished to take home his three

children, who had been di«;tributed

among dilferent kinsfolk, to attend to

their education himself. For this pur-
pose, he entertained the idea of marry-
ing a third*liine— wlien, lol a poem
was sent to him from Stiittgard, where-
in an apparently noble-minded lady
professed to have been so intensely

impressed by his poetry as to offer him
her heart and band. Biirger treated

the affair, at first, as u jest; but, ac-
counts favourable arriving of his tut’ive

poetess, he began to believe, with many
of his friends, that the matter merited
some consideration, lie returned her
a poetical answer, and she became his

wife.

He was only a few weeks happy
with her:«in 1792, she was, by legal

process, separated from him, and the

grief of which she was the cause con-
tributed to his early death.

Shattered in soul and body, ex-
hausted almost in power and ability,

he secluded himself in his little study,

locking himself up for the whole day,
or only opening it to a few chosen
friends. What his occupation? Trans-
lating for the booksellers, his onlv
means of subsistence. Under such
extreme destitTition suffered the darling

poet of the nation 1

Thrown by sickness on his bed, he
could labour no more. The govern-

ment took pity on his distress, and
sent hire an unsolicited gift. This
gladdened and cheered him, more from
the hope which it presented of future

support than the present assistance

which it afforded, liej^howcvcr, need-
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ed no such future sup^rt. The peril

of death hovered over him, but tenmed
him not. He died very gently and
quietly, in his foi^-sixth vear, of a

pulmonary complaint, the 8th of Janu-
ary, 1794 .

Notwithstanding what we have said

above, of the difference between the

style of Burger and Wordsworth, yet

the principle of composition, at bot-

tom, is tne same in^both. Burger

carefully weeded his poems of all con-

ventional forms of expression, whether

in the shape of poetic diction or of

ordinary lire ; and this, we conceive, is

the right mode ofproceeding. Words-
worth thought that to avoid the one
was sufficient, and professed, in theory,

to adopt the other— in theory, we say,

because in practice he does not carry

it to this extent. Such< language as

he adopts, simple as it is, was never

spoken by such persons as he ascribes

it to. Would, nowever, he had but

seen the thing more clearly in theory,

and his poems would have been per-

fect ! Let the young pofet know that

all conventional forms ofexpression are

forbidden, whether poetical or of real

life.

The defects of Burger's moral cha-

racter were the result^ of his genial ex-

cellencies. It is said, he was indolent

;

say rather, he was a man of genius.

He was slow to outward impressions,

and was not easily excited, because he

loved to converse with his own mind
ah origine. He had no idea of under-

standing what he was in himself by the

representation of others ; but his ima-

gination brooded over itst own stores

within him, and in due time his spirit

became pregnant,—the chaos of his

soul was agitated, and light and order

broke in upon a new creation. This

habit of mind continued in his later

life. What the world calls industiy, is

an assiduous solicitude for external ac-

quisitions. These Biirger vranted not;

his indolence was that of the brood-

hen on her nest : she sits calmly and
quietly her appointed time, seeming to

do nothing, yet she does her work.

So it is with men ofgenius
:
your men

of talent may bustle about in the

places ofpublic resort,—men ofgenius

must sit still, at home.
He judged of the world at large by

himself ; he believed, being himself

noble, in the nobility ofhuman nature,

and judged no ill of any,— hence he
was cheated and betrayed. Good and
generous transactions excited him to

lively joy and loud expressions of

astonishment; low and ignoble deeds
roused his indignation, and he could
often express it in strong language.

His heart was full of affection ; and,

whatever his own circumstances, lie

was liberal, even to those who injured

him. Like our Wordsworth, he was
coRscioiis of his poetical merit; and
had little of the gallantry and 6ne man-
ner of the man of the world. Though
disliking business, for his friends he
was always busy. He loved to make
labour and inclination go together,

lie spared no pains on his poems ; he
himself attributes the whole of their

merit to the file. He toiled to give

them the utmost polish of which tliey

were capable ; for with poetry his very

being was identified,— in it he found

satisfaction, from it he expected ho-

nour; and to attain a high grade of

excellence as a poet was his constant

aim and his only earnest endeavour.

A monument is erected to his me-
mory in the garden of Ulrich, at Got-
tingen, where he was accustomed to

meditate in the early hours ofmorning.

He asked for bread, and they gave
him a stone!

We have made no translations of

his great ballads, because they have
been so frequently translated, and we
wished to present the public witli

what was unknown. The following is

a beautiful poem, written at a very

early period (1772).

SOVO OF GRATITUDE.

leather all ^ood ! tny lofty song
Shall magnify thee my life long

;

Thy holy name all blessed be
From henceforth to eternity

!

0 God I let me on Myra’s breast.

Be thxiird with virtuous love, carest

;

Thou who suppliest the grape with juice.

Rapture into my song infuse

!

Great Giver ! in delight intense

1 speak of thy beneficence

!
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Nor kiss, nor festive mef4, profanes.

Nor social glass, the pious strains.

This tender maid, who kisses mo
To heavenlj raptures, fhankoth thee

;

Thee thanks mj song in ardentmood—
How love inflames my gratitude

!

For me hath nfts the threshing-floor,

The garden, forest, mead, have more

;

And from each generous press escapes

The fiery spirit of the grapes.

On vine-hills, far and nigh, alway.

From the high Capo to Malaga,

To Hochheim, C^rus, Burgundy,
Drops nectar—drops—for me— for me !

For me—for me—from India come

.

Hich-laden ships o’er ocean’s foam,
.

With generous spices, drugs, and beans

From Saba, to these distant scenes.
•

Who may tell all thy gifts 1 What man
The sands of ocean number can 1

Who, in the firmament, may itame

The sum of those bright orbs of flame 1

Turn from the numberless array.

My spirit ! and tliyself survey
;

Within this nsirrow dwelling, lo.

Of bounty what a wondrous shew !

God ! thou instillest spirit through
The nerves, and strength the bones ipto

;

Thou pourst into the veins pure blood,

Tlio heart with courage hast endued !

Thy beauteous, lovely May feel I,

And Philomela’s melody.
Summer's voluptuous airs, the hues
Of flowers, and the gentle dews.

Thy bounty gave the harper’s skill.

The song to solace thousands still,

Onto my larynx and my hand—
Nor shall they shame my native land !

My fancy, hence, annihilates

Worlds by her might, and w'orlds creates

;

And down to bell, and up to heaven.

Ascends, descends— not unforgivon.

My oiry spirit honco discerns,

And of all things the nature learns

;

And, unlike some, can well divide

The truth from error, and decide.^

Hence, formed of free and upright mind,
I never was a fool design’d

;

Nor flattery nor compmsion can.

All my life long, make me less man.

For this my soul exults, and she
Instructs my lip in praising thee

;

Thy holy name all blessedhe
From henceforth to eternity

!
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One word more upon Biirger.^ It is pays not; and the difference is, that
said somewhere in his Biography, that, the one may have and express an
whatever were his faults, they only in- opinion ; and the other, if so unfor-
jured himself, while his merits have tunate as not to help having an opi-
been to the general benefit of the nion, may not give utterance to it, if in
fainily^of man. Out, we say, on such opposition to that ofthe gratis lecturer,

apolo^es for the eccentricities of a Now Voss happened to have an opi-
man of genius ! All such are dicta- nion, and whatever was its value then,
ted by the selfishness of the world %ve know that aflerwards, on such sub-
alone, and not by the principles of jects, it was of the highest value; and
Christian feeling. The aim of reli- Voss expressed this opinion in type, in
gion is not to make a man use- opposition to the lecturer’s. Now this

ful to others in the first place, but was an act of great ingratitude, inas-
useful to himself, and then to derive much as the interests of truth itself, it

to the world the consequent advan- seems, are well sacrificod at the shrine
tage—first to better the individual, and of duty. Strange inconsistency! but
Aen the species. This sort of defence upon thy head, thou, who hast therein
is set up because Biirger was impru- a precious jewel ! lies the cause of
dent ; and we have attributed, in some this effect defective

measure, his very poetical success to . , ,

this imprudence. Eveft.sol What it remains, and the remainder

dien ? Why, here we meet again with ^
^

the curse of poverty— poverty which. It is said, that the controversy was
in this instance (and in how many marked, on the part of Voss, by vul-
others?) rendered it impossible to re- garity and low breeding—sins, indeed,
concile private duty and public ad- of the rankest dye, but clearly altribut-

vantage in the same individual. Let able to his circumstances in life. Then,
no one dispute this position,— is it again, it is said, that he employed Uie
not proved hv the fact? “The rich very same arguments that tlic lecturer
man’s wealth, ’ says Solomon, “ is his himself was wont to produce and re-
stronghold

; the destruction of the fute. WJiat then ? Ileyne, doubt-
^ poor is their poverty.” les.sly, thought that he had settled the

Pass we on to the next great genius objections completely ; but was that
of German poetry. Voss, too, had any reason why V^oss should think so ?

reason ot complaint against this same And if he did not think so, what was
Poverty ; for though her wound might tliere but this same hateful thing, called
have been healed during his lifetime, yet poverty, to prevent him from giving his
has she left a cicatrice upon his me- w’orst of thoughts his worst of words ?

mory which has disfigured it. The He, however, borrowed four gold Fre-
son of a fanner,* impovcrislied by the dericks, the admission fee to the
seven years* war, ho raise)}, by rigid course, and sent them to Ileyne, who
economy as a private tutor, slender presented the money to a charitable in-
pecuniary means to study, at the age of stitution for lying-in women. Thus
21,atthe Gottingen University, A poor ended the affair; but wus not the ])Oor
scholar, Ileyne, the celebrated editor of myrtle scathed by what w'ould have
Virgil and Iluiiicr, permitted Voss to been well resisted by the unwedgcable
attend his lectures gratis. So far, so and gnarled oak t Heaven’s ways are
good. But then it appears that a not so:— rather with its sltarp and
great difference exists between a hearer sulphurous boll it splits the strong and
of lectures who pays and one who lofty, than the lowly and the weak I

** 0 hut man, proud man

!

JDresrf d in a little brief authority

;

iVIost ignorant of what he’s most assured.
His glassy essence,— like an angry ape,
Piays siicli fantastic tricks before nigh Heaven,
As make the angels weep

j who, xcUh our spUem,
Would else themselves lav^h mortal V'

* He was horn on the 28th iiTTcbruary, 1751, at Sommerdorf, in Mecklenburg

;

he died of apoplexy in March 1826.
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We, however, are not willing to

subscribe so readily to the dogma,

that great men may jest with saints,

«—-'tis wit in them, but in the less, foul

profanation.” We do not defend

Voss, but we will find an excuse for

him. " That in the captain’s but a

choleric word, which in the soldier is

flat blasphemy.” Who knows but to

this very circumstance is owing the

successful attention which he paid to

that branch of study, in which he be-

came so eminent ? In this exercise of

his intellect upon this' very subject,

who so dull as not to see the future un-

paralleled translator of Homer, ofVir-

gil, of Hesiod, of Ovid, and of Shak-

speare? He also translated Aristo-

phanes, but with less success.

But it was not always thus with

Voss ; by his exertions he was enabled

at last to defy tlie iniquity of fort fine.

In 1778 he was chosen rector, or

master, of the school at Otterndorf;

and, in 1702, he held the same situa-

tion in the school at Kutin. The prince

ofHMtem Goltorp conferred on Voss
the dignity of an aulic counsellor ; and
when, in consequence of ill health, he
resigned bis rectorship, in 1802, his

illustrious patron settled on him an an-
nual pension of six hundred dollars,

with full permission to spend it wher-
ever he chose to reside.

This is all that is worth knowing in

the life ofVoss,— tha{ is, all that can
aflbrd any moral instruction. The works
which we have placed at the commence-
ment of this article are well known.
His idyls are improvements on those

of Gesner,—they are moi-e elaborate,

more varied, upon subjects more re-

condite, adorned with wilder and bolder

gmees, such as distinguish that singu-

larly wild and originally beautiful one
entitled “The Devil Bewitched;” and
others, in wfiich some inspiration ap-
pears to have been caught from Burger’s

“Wild llu?iter” and “ I.enore.” We
have translated the ninth idyl, and
present our readers with it merely on
account of its brevity.

TtlE BKOGAII.

jnitCEff.

Why ! my lioart’s child ! Thy dog salutes thee—see

Glad-whining, and tliy sheep too bleats, by thee »

With bread made gentle. Why in the dew so early ?

'I'he morning air blows cold j scarce reddens yet

I'lic sun above tiic fir-hill, lii iny fold

At night I’m almost frozen. Come, and kiss

Me warm again.

MARIE. ^
Thou frozen 1 In the rose>moon t

0 lambkin, weak and tender, that e*eii lies

1’ th’ mid-day sun, and trembles ! Take the kiss-.
Thy lij) is warm enough, thou false one ! 45o

Is thy hand too.

JURGEN.
Why in such haste 1 Thine eyes

Are not so clear as wont, and smile compoU’d.
MARIE.

Beloved, hear, and vex me not. Yestre’en
1 knitted in the bower, pleased to behold
The field of lye-grass wave in tlie golden gleam.
And hear the yellow-hammer, cuckoo, and quail.

In emulation sing, and thought the while
The same delighted Jurgen. Then there came
The old lame Tiess, and begged. Father, said^I,

Is all the bread consumed 1 let you bake
Last holyday 1 Sure you grow shameless ! Tiesa
Would speak, but 1 was angry and o’erruled him. ,
God may again assist you, Tiess ! The host
Supply you brandy gratis 1 Go ! But then
I saw his bald head tremble in tlie gleam
Of til’ evening sun, and a big tear flow down
From bis grey twinkling eyes. Speak yet, said I,

Father, how is it 1 * Maiden,’ answerp^ he,
* I beg not for myself, but for the old curate

—

Good God ! whom they to us delpraded ! He
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Um in the wood, wit]||the poor forester

Who has his house of children full, and wants !*

0 father !—-1 sprang up, and had dmost
Embraced him. You are a good man I Come here.

Then took 1 what my hand might seize, and stuffed

His wallet full of sausages, and groats.

Bacon, and cheese, and bread. Now, father, yet
A glass of ciimmelschnw 1 * No, maiden, no

;

My head’s too weak. God recompense you !’ Forth
He h9bbled on his crutch unto the wood
In moonlight, that he might not be observed.

. JURGEN.
Well know I father Ticss. His comrade told mo.
That when a soldier, in the foeman*s land,

He rather gave than took. O great reproach !

Our curate is so poor the beggar tends him.
And we wist not of it

!

MARIE.
* 1 dreamt of him

—

How good'he 'mis, in preaching, catechising,

To counsel and to comfort in all chances.

And at tlie sicl( bed. Young and old, all loved him.
And when some sneak accused him of false doctrine,

So that he ultimately lost at once
His office and hia«bread— all pray’d and wept.
Till he himself commanded their obedience.
Wild from my dream I roused, and found with tears

My cushion moisten’d. Scarce the cock had crow’d,

1 rose, and peas out of the garden took,

Andyollow wurzel, with tliis pair of pigeons—
And hasten now to the old man therewith.

The huntsman’s wife, besides, brings in a basket
His breakfast to his bed : he may be glad once.

JURGEN.
Glad is he' ever, though he suffer wrong.
Ho who acts honestly, trusts God in sunshine
And storm—so taught he. Yet he was disgraced !

Take also, Mary, my good>heartod maid !

This piece of Dutch cheese in the basket
;
yes.

And say. I’ll bring a lamb to him at evening.
Fie ! shall a man of hunger die, becauso
He teacheth what God saith, not men’s traditions !

Wolves in sheep’s clothing ! hang your heads for shame !

Nathless, God dq your judge ! Old Tiess, and thou,

Have so subdued my heart, that it resolves,

Sunday, please God, to share their evening meal.

The Luise is a rural poem, of epical

pretensions, and characterised by Gre-
cian simplicity. It is divided into

three idyls, entitled respectively, ** The
Feast in the Wood,” “ The Visit,”
“ The Bridal-eve and is written in

hescameters, which some readers, per-

haps, with Madame de Stael, may
consider too pompous ^or the naivete

of the subject. We must, however,
recollect the great simplicity ofHomer’s
diction, and bow capable Voss was of
expressing his diction in all its simpli-

city. Its subject is no more than the

marriage of Luise, the daughter of the

venerable pastor ofGriinau,which same
pastor, by the by, Voss evermore
styles derehruiurdi^e Pfarrer xi6n Grii-

nau; in the same manner as Homer

writes, the blue-eyed daughter of
Jupiter.” Luise’s lover is a young
Lutheran minister, who had acted in

the capacity of preceptor to a younger
son of a dowager countess, who in-

habits the hall during the summer
months, whose daughter Amelia is

Luise’s friend, and, by means of the

connexion between tlie parties thus

established, has applied to the pastor

and his wife for permission to wed
their daughter. Invited to the par-

sonage-house, the morning is proposed
to be spent in the open air, on the

banks ol the neighbounng lake, and in

rowing on the water. The old people

embark in a boat, while the lovers are

permitted to go by land, to the place

of rendezvous, where they intend to
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breakfast altogether. Homer intro- coffee^nd the important article of

duces die common customs of life into lighting and smoking a pipe ; nay,

heroic song ; and so Voss, in imitation such minutiae as the following are con-
of his exemplar, treats us with de- descended to ;

—

bcriptions of the manner of making

Quickly Louisa uplifted the lid of the basket, and took oat

Cups of an earthen ware, and a pewter basin of sugar

;

But when all had been emptied, the butter, tlie rolls, and the cold ham,

Strawberries, radishes, milk, and the cowslip wine for the pastor,

Archly Louisa observed, * Mamma has forgotten tlie teaspoons
!’

They laughed
;
also the father

;
the good old lady shePlaughed too ;

Kcho laughed ;
aiul the mountains repeated the wandering laughter,

Walter presently ran to tlie birch-tree beside them, and cut off

Short smooth sticks with his clasp-knife, offering skewers for stirrers.”*

Matters proceed prosj^erously in the sants and hare killed by the bridegroom
.second canto. Tlie venerable pastor and a college fellow-$tudcnt, whom he
of (Jriinau is well pleased with Walter; has brought w^th’ him, as a friend, on
and the countess and Amelia, upon tlie happy occasion. Then comes the

paying a visit to the parsonage-house, it dessert ; and a posset milked under
appears for no other purpose than to the cow is iflentioned with peculiar

hint that the wedding maybe fixed honour, which, after being tasted by the

])revious to their departure for town, ‘‘party in ^he parlour,” is sent down
are invited to the bridal. Tlie im- for the solace of the servants in the

poilant day arrives ;
and the third canto kitchen. Subsequently to the ceremony,

is occupied with details upon details of which is performed by the pastor him-
all the mighty note of preparation, self, after dinner, in the presence of

Amelia presents the bridegroom with a his guests, he addresses himself, in a
new cassock, and the countess coiitri- faultering voice, to the bnde. This

Lutes to the dress ofLuise. Tlie dinner nuptial benediction is characterised by
is a joint-stock contribution^— venison such a purity of manner and fervour of
from the gamekeeper, fish from the sentiment, Uiat vie have ventured a
villagers, ham, poultry, and fruit, from translation,

the parsonage-house itself, with phea-

Mny the bbassiiig of God, my doarost and loveliest daughter.

Be with thee ! yea, the blessing of God on this earth and in heaven !

Young have 1 been, and now am old, and ofjoy and of sorrow,

Tn this uncertain life, sent by God, much->-mucb have I tasted :

God he tliHiiked for both ! G ! soon shall I now witli my fathers

Lay my grey liead in the grave ;
how fain, for my daughter is happy !

Happy, because she knows this, that our God, like & father who watches

Carefully over liis children, us blesses in joy and in sorrow.

Wondrously throbs my heart at the sight of a bride young and beauteous.

Dress’d and adorn’d, while she leans, in affectionate, childlike demeanour,
On the anu of tlie bridegroom, who through life’s path shall conduct her

:

Ready to bear with him boldly let whatever maj happen,
And feeling witli him, to exalt his delight and lighten his sorrow

;

And, if it please God, to wipe from his dpng forehead the last sweat

!

£veii such my presentiments were, when after the bridal

1 my young wife led home. Happy and serious, 1 shewed her, at distance.

All the extent of our fields, the church tower, and the dwellings, and this one,

Whore we together have kuown so much both of good and of evil.

Thou, my only child ! then in sorrow I think of the othars.

When my path to the church by their blooming graves doth conduct me.
Soon, thou only one ! wilt thou track that wa^ whereon 1 came hither—
Soon, soon my daughter’s chamber, soon ’t will be desolateJo me.

And my daughter’s {>lace at the table ! In vain shall 1 listen

For her voice afar on, and her footsteps at distance approaching.

When with thy husband on that way thou from mo art departed.

Sobs will escape me, and thee my eyes bathed in tears long will follow

;

For I am a man and a father, and my daughter who heartily loves me,

* The above version iff Mr. Taylor’s.
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Heartily*lore ! Bdt 1, will i|^faiilv raise my head up to heaven,
Wipe my ejrea from their tears, and with folded hands mjpielf humble
E’en in j^rayer before God, who, as a fatkor watchda his children.

Both in joy and in sorrow us blesses, for wo are his children.

Yea, for this is the law of the Eternal, that father and motlier

Ever they shall forsake, who as husband and wife are united.

Go, then, in peace, my child ! forsake thy family and thy
FaUier’s dwellings...go, by the youth guided, who to thee must hence be
Father and mother ! Be to him like a vine that is fruitful

In bis housQ
;
round his table thy children like branches of olive

Flourish ! So will the man be blessed in the Lord who confideth.

Lovely and fair to<be is nothing ; but
Honour and blessing both ! for and if

Surely the builders but labour in vain.

After this, perhaps the reader will

scarcely care to be told that sand-

wiches and music are celebrated, and
that the clerk of th*e parish assembled a

band witliout-doors 'in ^honour of the

occasion; that the countess and her

daughter depart in her •jarriage ; that

the party disperses ; and that the

bridegroom leads l.uise to her chamber

;

and that thus concludes a poem whicii

must remain the only one of its class.

Surely, such a poem, on such a sub-

ject, can only be written once. This,

however, may be added, that if Burger

be the Wordsworth of Germany, \'osi

maybe pertiaps esteemed as the Grabbe,

but with more of poetical feeling, though

certainly not of genii^s.

Voss collected the poems of Iliilty,

another of the GiUlingen friends, a

young man, who died at the age of 28,t

a martyr to excessive study. To this

excess he was excited by his necessi-

ties ;
for his fathes:, who was a preacher

at Mariensee, in the Hanoverian terri-

tory, was too poor to allow him the

proper means ofsubsistence at the uni-

a God-fearing wife brings
Lhu Lord build thu house not,

versity, and he was compelled to make
up the dehcieucy by giving private

lessons, and translating for the book-
sellers. In his love of solitude, and
attachment to the wilder scenes of na-
ture, he resembled Burger ; but in tein-

jier he was widely different ; for from
ea/ liest infaniry be was characterised by
more than ordinary vivacity of disposi-

tion ; and so eager was his ardour for

study, tliat he scarcely allowed himself

leisure for his meals, and snatched
many an hour from the lime destined

for repose. Hblty considered his most
finished productions— and all are

highly finished—only as boyish eftu-

sioris, pre|:^ratory to maturer efforts.

In delineations of rural beauty and
melancholy sentiment lay his strength.

Ilis lyric poems are so generally re-

cited in Germany as to rival Biirgcr's

in popularity. His information was
universal. Kostner was wont to re-

mark,, that “ Holly knew by far too

much for a poet.” Wc have attempU^d
a translation of one of his effusions.

COUNTRY LIFE.

Happy the man who has the town escaped !

^'ohim the whistling trees, the murmuring brooks.

The shining pebbles, preach

Virtue’s and wisdom’s lore.

The whispering grove a hol^ temple is

To him, W'here.God draws nigher to his soul

;

Each verdant sod a slirin^

Whereby he kneels to Jl^von.

The nightingale on him sings slumber clown

—

The nightingale rewakes him, fluting sweet.
When shines the lovely red

u Of morning through the trees.

,Then he admires thee in the plain, O God

!

In the ascending pomp of dawning day,
Thee in thy glorious sun,

The worm— the budding branch—*

Where coolness gushes, in the waving grass,

Or o’er the flowers streams the fountain, rests

;
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Inhales the hreuth of prim^
^he gentle airs of eve.

His straw.ileck'd thatch, where doves bask in the .4uii,

And play and liop, invites to sweeter rest,

I'kaii golden halls of state.

Or beds of down afford.

To him the plumy people sporting chirp,

Chatter, and whiklo, on his baskot perch,

And from liis qtiiet hand
Pick crums, or [leas, or grains.

Oft wanders he alone, and thinks on death
;

And in the village churchyard by the graves

Sits, and beholds the cross.

Death's w aving garland there^

The 8lono beneath the e1den$, whore a tnxt •

Of Scripture teaches joyfully to die ;

And with his scythe stands Death,
An angel, too, with palms.

*

Happy the man who thus hath *scai»cd the town !

Him did an angel bless w hen he was born-.-

The cradle of the boy
With tlower.s celestial slrew'ed.

Hitherto we have set forth the dis-

advantages of poverty ; our last in-

stance testifies to the relative advantage

of affluence. Hut for the care and
means of his parents, (hotter, perhaps,

would not only have not written at all,

but not lived to write. With a feeble

constitution, and prematurely, at the

age of sixteen, accomplished with all

tliat the best masters could teach, he
was obliged to travel for the sake of
his health. Tie had been early attracted

by French literature, and remained at

Paris for some lime, where he acquired

Italian. In the year 1763, he was sent

to the University ofOiitlingen to study
the law. But he was not to be drawn
aside from poetic exercises; and, in

particular, he indulged in some dra-
matic essays. In the year 1706 he
returned to Gotha, his native place,

and became archivist in the duke’s
service. In 1767 he accompanied the
Baron of Gemmingen as secretary of
legation to Wetzlar ; but engaged the
following year in the education of two
young noblemen in the University of
Gottingen; and also undertook with
Bire the publication of the Gottingen
Musen-Almanachy which owed its origin

to his introduction into the Hainbund
ofa French Ahnanach des Mases^ on the

model of which it was framed. In the

year 176D he returned to Gotha; and
in 1 770 ho went in his aforesaid office

to ^^’elzlar, where lie remained two
years, sifter which he was made private

secr(*tary in Gotha. VN'etzlar was a very

advantageous place^or the development
of his mind. He met there with better

company than that of rude agricul-

turists,— a circle of young men who
eimihited him in taste and talent.

Giithe and the yoiini^Jerusalem were
amongst them.

Goiter hiniself siiined at the polish-

ing of Iiis native langusige. llis flesh,

however, wa-f weak, though his spirit

was willing; and in 1774, to recruit

his health, he travelled to Lyons.
Hero he studied the French theatre,

in fiivonr of which he had already

been jrepossessed. The works of Les*-

sing, Weisse, and other of his prede-

cessors, firat animated his love tor the

dramatic art. He indulged in private

theatricals ; and sometimes improvised

a play with a skill and facility not

common. To cDnclude, Gotter was
acquainted with the fine literature of

France, England, and Italy, and formed
his taste by the studjr of their models.

Elegance was what he aimed at, and
the mechanism of poetry was his chief

object. He deriveo much of his matter

from foreign sources —using it, liow-

* Tricderich Wilhelm Gotter was born September 3, 1746, at Gotha, and died
March 18, 1797.
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ever, in a spirit of freedom. his

works shew him to be a master of
versification. He was a man of talent,

not of genius;—what he was, he be-

came by the force offiLvonrable circum-

stances. ^Vhile he lived, fortune was
kind to him, and he had his reward

during that little space. She cannot,

however, preserve his name for afier-

times— it will not live through all

ages. Nature is more true, though

more severe^ to tlie children whom
she inspires. She keeps them poor,

indeed, too often; but where she

breathes a spirit which poverty cannot

extinguish, she
^
provides a gucnlon

which time shall riot diminish, but

increase. To Gotter, TBiirger was ac-

customed to submit his verses for

correction, and usually paid implicit

deftircnce to his Uiste. The critic,

however, will “ fade away into the

intense inane but the poet will

endure in remembrance while me-
mory holds a seat in tliis distracted

globe.*'

The fbllowingjioem is a favourable

specimen of Goiter’s talents.

THE MAIDEN.

I am a maiden, young and fine.

And, tlianked be Heaven
!
yet free ;

Romantic passion I decline-*

No sentiment for me

!

Light flows my blood, I love a jest.

The song and dance beside ;

My treasure is a happy breast,

A flowery wreatli my pride.

Evo*s nature I do not forswear,

O’er credulous, weak, and vain

;

And curiosity so dear
inherit I again.

But if not from the men I fly,

Mamma then warns me still.

Thatwe poormaids were made--.oh, flo

!

• But to obey tlieir will.

llieii pride invades my sense, though
slight,

And happy ’tis for me.
That 1 remain a maiden white ;

Let others angels be

!

THE PRESENT BALANCE OF PARTIES IN THE STATE, AND
THE RESULTS OF THE REFORM BILL.*

The principles of all political parties destroyed, and dangers innumerable,

should rest on the broad basis of and of the most pernicious kind, are

honour, and should in themselves be darkening into gloom over the national

distinct, well defined, and thoroughly prosperity. But pure parties are as-

understood. It is very natural that sistants to good government, inasmuch
men, impelled ''by the operation of as by the clash of wits truth is elicited,

such principles, and bolding dear and by the application of a severe

certain measures, by the avowal of scrutiny into the actions of ministers,

which they gained, pevchance, their they are compelled, spite of every

introduction into parliament, or their weakness of nature, to act openly and
individual importance, should classify manfully, and according to the strictest

themselves into parties, should act in dictates of honour,

concert for all purposes of legislation, Mr. Burke has depicted parties in

and endeavour, by eveiy fair and colours of too ideal a cast, in his

open expedient, to gain and retain the Thoughts on the Causes of the Present

proposal and regulation of all public Discontents

;

but he was*either on one
affairs. Factions," says Mr. Hume, side or the other a zealous partisan,
" subvert government, render laws and he was naturally induced to be-

impotent, and beget the fiercest ani- com'e the apologist of party. The
mosities among m^ of the same hau ideals however, can never be real-

nation, who ought to give mutual as- ised, until human infirmities have been
sistance and protection to each other." conquered, human passions neutral-

On the other hand, favouritism is the ised, senses rendered more clear, error

growth of tyranny, and impregnated eradicated from the heart, selfishness

with all the lialeful and poisonous ejected from the breast, avarice be-

qualities proper to its parent. When- come innocuous in its operations, and
ever the one or the other prevails, rigid honour made the grand and
then i;ood government is in reality triumphant characteristic of mankind.

* The Present Balance of Parlies in the State. By Sir John Walsh, Bart., M.P.
Murrav, 18.^9.
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Human actions, however, ^vitale to-

wards the earth whi<m we inhabit, and

seldom have reference to the skies,

which is the home of our hopes. Ex-

pectancy lias little to do with politics,

for every man looks to present and

instantaneous fruition . Sir John Walsh

has well observed, that “ sympathy of

opinions first attracts the elements of

party together,” as identity of interests

may soon become the uniting cement

betwixt them. Tlie feelings of an

ardent patriotism are often suporsedefl

by the narrow and less noble impulse

of an espt'it de corps. Men liegin by
seeking power, that they may accom-
plish great measures of policy; they

sometimes end by using measures as

instruments to acquire or to retain

power. “ Collision of objects, inte-

rests, and appliances for effecting pur-

poses, engenders hostility ; hostility

begets exasperation; and exasperation

sows the angry passions in the hearts

of parlies.”

“ In fairly bringing forward,” says

the philosophical and eloquent baronet,

the ostensible aims, in tracing the

legitimate bounds, in describing the

useful results of party cumhi nations;

and, on the other hand, in exposing

the errors, the evils, an<l the vices, of

which parly spirit may be the cause,

—

we may form in our owm minds a
standard to measure the conduct of

each particular party. The system is

capable of a certain useful direction;

it is liable to specific abuses. There
ought to be a code of morals, expressly

for the use of parties—a martial law
for these regiments of politicians. We
must endeavour to ascertain how far

they pursue the laudable purpose they

E
rofess to seek, how far they avoid the

Lults to which their composition in-

clines them; without expecting that

they can quite attain the one, or wholly
escape the other. In every thing hu-
man we can only hope for an approxi-
mation to good.”

In the just doctrine applicable to

the conduct of parties, one main requi-

site is, that tliey be the actors in the

eyes of the nation, but not mixed up
with the passions of the nation. The
nation should be, as it were, the court
of appeal, exercising a salutary in-

fluence over their acts, and holding
them within the limits of moderation.

When once, however, a parly has been
dexterous enough, and sufficiently self-

interested and wicked, to arouse the

dormant prejudices and the passions of
the people, and to induce the multi-

tude to array itself on one side, then

the fulcrum between the advocates of
state opinions is lost; and there being
no vigilant observers of the conduct
of public men, jealousies, passions,

animosities, grow out of the most tri-

fling disputes, and victory is contended

for with all the energies of an impla-

cable hatred. In such a state of things

the interests of parties are opposed to

the interests of the nation, and a civil

war of opinions and passions is the

circumstance most favourable to ad-
vancing the fortunes and perpetuating

the rule of self-interested men and
political adventurers.

It is now some years since popular

passions dictfleil the measures of any
ministry, and the result of this qui-

escent state of public feeling has

been most beneficial to national pros-

perity. The non-interference of the

multitude and the mob with his

majcsty*s administration, left free play

to the mental powers and free scope

to the judgment of our legislators

;

and, to use Sir .Fohn Walsh^s elegant

phrase, the intellect of the country

was released frutii the trammels of

prejudice and the dominion of tem-
per.” The public mind considered

with dispassionate reflection the acts

of the rulers ; the opposition, however
keenly they might have sighed for in-

stalment in the mtnisterial benches,

were obliged to assume a moderated
behaviour,—to act as checks on the

executive, and not as opponents and
enemies to the faithful servants of the
king. Now, however, the scene is

changed; and, to take the baronet's

description, “the neutrals, the sober

by-standers, have almost entirely dis-

appeared. Every one is keenly for or

against the ministry and the Reform
bill; which is, in fact, the abstract

essence of the ministry. Every public

measure is now debated with reference

to its relatiog to the government
and its effect on tlie bill, rather than

upon its own merits. It is curious

that the result o&this has been to

swell the ranks both of ministers and
their opponents. Whigs, Tories, Ra-
dicals, all have gained recniits at the

expense of the moderate, unbiassed,

independent part of the House of

Commons ;
just as disturbed and dan-

gefous times make everyman a soldier.”

Our party divisions have been most
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conspicuous in the politics of Europe.
Guelph and Ghibelin, Neri and Bi>
anchi, have not enjoyed so wide a
renown sa have our Tories and Whigs.
The spirit and conduct of these parties

have nad a direct and widely-extended
influence on the fortunes oftheir coun-
try ; they have been mixed up in the

principal transactions of the continent,

and tneir plans been actually infused

into the most important passages of
European diplomacy. With such
grand transactions, and the grandest
senatorial displays, the brightest and

most gloiious names in England are

associated ; names, indeed, which must
be dear to every ‘patriotic bosom.
That their possessors' have been blame-
less, or that no vice was • inherent

in the constitution of respective

parties of which those memorable
characters were the ornament and
the boast, w'ould be to insist on a
Utopiiui desidemtum. ilut Ua]>in

has well observed, “that though the

English are divided into two parties,

and there is great enmity between
them, tlieir passion does not, however,
cause them, in general at least, to

abandon the interests of religion imd
liberty.'** Both parties have always
hitherto acted according to the limits

of opinion and conduct prescribed by
the principles of our British consti>

tution: their measures have always
been actuated by the pure dictates of

high honour and noble spirit. The
Tory, indeed, was favourable to the

crown, and to the permanence of the

church ; the ^Yhig proclaimed himself

the defender of popular rights, and
stickled for the high privileges of the

Commons : but the former never tliought

— particularly since the accession of
the House of Hanover—of making
prerogative more powerful than con-
stitutional law, and reviving tlie atro-

cities of the Court of High Commis-
sion and the Star Chamber; nor yet
the Whigs of levying money from
the counties, as did the parliament

under Oliver Cromwell, or of ma-
king that house paramount to the

hereditaiy peerage and the kingly

office. Theirs was the contest

tween two parties in the state, and
not between two classes of society.

The chiefs of each party were of the

highest of the aristocracy. “ The co-
lour of their political opinions,*’ says

Sir John Walsh, << became even a sort

of hereditary faith in their families,

and blended itself curiously enough
with the pride of ancestry. In the

Tories, these aristocratic feelings were
natural—they were in perfect accord-

ance with the general complexion of

their views and policy; but in the

Whigs they created an anomaly, and
involved, if ever traced fairly up to

their source, two contradictory and
hostile principles. A proud and ex-

clusive temper ” (and herein Sir John
WuUh diflTers materially from Rapin;

but had the historian been now alive,

and had witnessed the late memor-
able proceedings of the diflerent poli-

tical sets, he would have been of the

same opinion with the baronet and
ourselves), **a demeanour somewhat
liaMghfy and reserved, a devotion to

the interests of particular families, a
great deference to the accident of birth,

were scarcely reconcilable with that
^

extreme attachment to the spirit and
tile practice of the democratic parts of
our government, which they so loudly

proclaimed

Until the French Revolution there

were only two parties in the state, or,

to speak more correctly, there were
only two generic terms, without saying

any thing of the numerous denomina-
tions into which lliose two classes were
subdivided. The Whigs, before that

fearful outbreaking of popular frenzy,

were the democracy of England. Then,
however, a new spirit burst forth, in

the panoply of the infant Pallas, into

existence, and that was the personified

Opinion of which the editor of the

Alemoirs of Rew Lavavasseur, the ex-

Cmventionalist, thus boasts ;— Cette

opinion, coritre laquelle les hommes de
tons les partis se sont r^'unis, est le

rcpublicaiiisme ardent, dout le monde
etonn4 a ddplore les exebs, et admird
les prodiges.” When speaking of this

self-same audacious, tyrannous, and
bloody opinion, the old autobiographer

exultingly exclaims:— ‘*Alors trente

millions de voix rep6taient avec nous
le cri de liberty I Alors ce qu’on prend
aujourd’hui poor le delire de quelques

maniaques exalt^s, dtait le sentiment

commun de tout un peuple, et en
quelque sorte sa maniere d’existerl

Contre de ce roouvement immense
nous etions entralnes par son ^neigie

en cherchant k le diriger !'*

• Dissertation on the Whigs and Tories.
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The party in question was the same
as that against which Burke^ in his

Thoughts on the French ReyoltUhri,

poured forth the phials of his indigna-

tion, in terms which will be co-existent

with the appreciation of nobleness of

sentiment. Its upholders advocated

the necessity of recurrence to the first

principles of natural right, and their

political El Dorado was the recon-

struction of the Social Union. They
preached equality of interest in life,

because of equality of birth and of

human responsibility,—they pre.'iched

equality of worldly substance and
riches, the destruction of the judg-

ment-seat, the banishment of aristo-

cratic difierenccs and noble titles, and
the Jinn illilation of the kingly office.

Sir John Walsh has well said of the

rise of this rabblcment of politicians

** No circumstance could have been
more prejudicial to the interests and as-

cendency oftheWliigs than the events
of the French Revolution, and tliesimul-

taiieoiis creation of this new party in the

state. Hitluirto their great source of
moral power had consisted in their being
the constituted and established organs of
the popular feeling. Tlie ke^’stone of
their political faith had been the inno-

cence, the heiieiicial tendencies, and the

power of self-coutrol, inlH*rent in popular

Dodies and institutions, when allowed

an unlimited expansion. I'hc birtli of

the Radicals undennined the former

;

the excesses of the reign of terror shook
the latter. The Whigs, the estublishod

and orthodox cluuiipioiis of the riglits of
the democracy, found their province in-

vaded, and their flock led astray, by
these sectarians in politics. On the

other hand, the more sober of their ad-

herents, the most moderate in their

opinions and aristocratic in their pre-

possessions, alarmed and disgusted by
these dangerous rivals or doubtful allies,

seceded entirely, and tlirew themselves
into the arms of tlie Tories. Never had
tlieir benches exhibited a more brilliant

union ofsplendid talents, ofdistinguished
names, of statesmen of high reputation,

than when this storm overtook them.
Fox in the meridian of his powers,
Burke in all the unimpaired vigour of
his extraordinary faculties, Sheridan in
the first dazzling glory of his parlia-

mentary career, Whitbread, Tierney,
the present Loi^ Crrey, Windham, fol-

lowing with no distant steps the track of
tlieir ii^reat leaders, formed a catalogue
of which they might well be proud.”

He also well delineates the further

proceedings of the Whigs, and exlubits

tlie difficulties of their situation, and
their inconsistencies

:

** Diminished in splendour by the
secession of its brightest ornaments,
Burke and W'indbam

;
in nuinbortf, by

that of many of the more moderate yet
influential of the party in both houses of
parliamcnl

;
and embarrassed by the

novelty of its position \t'ith respect to

the powerful ultni-demncrats springing
into existence, tlio Whig opposition

maintained a firm countenance. They
continued to arraign the policy, and to

scrutinise the conduct of the niuiistry,

with equal acuteness, with no mitigated
severity, and with a deeper shade of
personal animosity. But no one can
read the debater* and the history of that

period, without perceiving in their tone

a consciousness of the dilticuity of their

situation, and tfaccs of the inconsisten-

cies ill whicli it involved them. At one
time they lu|^nch out in eloquent praise

of the >'rciich revolution
;
at another,

they gently blame, while they palliate

its excesses. At one time they indulge
in sanguine aiiticipatinii of the benefits

with whicli it is pregnant to the whole
human race

;
at anotlier, they are stag-

gered with the enormities which dis-

figured its course. Now they attack

w'ith violent declamation the coalitions

of Phiropean pow'crs, ns conspiracies

against the rights of mankind
;
and soon

alter they are obliged to admit, that the
intrigues and military movements of the
lepiihlic are assaults'on the existence of
governments, and aggressions on the

iiidepemlenco of natittiis. At homo,
they enrol their names in political so-

cieties, and shrink from the ultimate

objects wdiich those societies have in

view. They censure the dangerous d('-

signs and tieasoitable projects of affili-

ated Jacobins
;
yet tliey loudly and vio-

lently stigmatise all measures of repres-
sion, all vigorous policy, us invasions of
liberty, and acts of unwarrantable op-
pression. They deny not tlie existence

of the spirit of evil, yet they insist that,

unopposed, it becomes perfectly in-

nocuous
;
and that it is only when some

attempt is made to check and control it,

that it is rendered dangerous to society.

Thus did they endeavour to thread their

way through the narrow space which was
left them, seeking to preserve their dis-

tinctness inviolate ; hoping to direct and
to restrain the Radicals with one hand,
and to oppose tlie firm ministry of Pitt

with the other. Had it been practicable,

they would have accomplished it; for

they were proud and able men, long
versod in the warfare of party, devoted
to their own : tlie aristocratic port of our
representative system gave them sure
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seats in parliament their hig^h reputa-
tion gave the.n weight in it. But tliey

attempted an impossibility; they were
interposed between the shocks of ele-

inents mightier than themselves. Iden-
tified with neither, they were opposed
to all movement whatever : as they were
in a manner neutralised, they insisted

that the nation ought to be neutral ; as

they w'ould nob sanction any steps of a
decisive character against sedition, they
argued that it would oapend itself

:

they maintained that amidst the crash

of empires, and in the face of the most
active and powerful agents of destruc-

tion, ifwe were only quiescent we should
be safe,—as if some one were to counsel

a traveller in tlie Arctic regions to take a

sleep in the snow to recruit his strength,

in a situation where inaction is death***

The peaceful reign ^f George the

Fourth was sufticieiit to allay all that

remained of exacerbated feeling be-
tween the Whigs and 'die Tories.

There was no scope for action or en-

terprise. Europe was in a state of
exhaustion after its gigantic efforts in

the revolutionary war, and a dead
calm seemed to pervade the sea of
politics. Inaction was most detri-

mental to tlic Whigs. Their partisans

of enthusiasm or ambitious aspirations

grew first faint-hearted, and then
turned away in disappointment. Some
retired into private life; others assumed

„ a favourable demeanour to their oppo-
" nents, in the hope of preferment. The
Whigs were dipunishing daily as a
body, and the very afi^bility of the

Tory administration was almost the

final blow to their importance and
their popularity. There was little of
identity left. They were gradually

joining the higher or lapsing into the

lower order of politicians. Some great

and aristocratic families, however, still

remained: they clung to the remem-
brance of the traditional and recorded

glories of their ancestors ; they rallied

the small remnant of their followers,

filled up vacancies in their ranks as

well as they were able, held out every

inducement to recruits of talent, and
by their nomination boroughs kept up
a shew of some force in the House
of Commons. 'But their glory had
departed; they were no longer the

guardians of popular rights, or the

uluckers down of royal prer^tive.

To atone for their impotence in par-

liament, they congregated as thickly as

they could iii the salon% of Holland,

la^owne, aud Devonshire Houses.

From being a powerful party, they

dwindled into a trifling handful of
discontented yet arrogant party-men;
and from having had the space of

England for their theatre of action,

they were satisfied, perforce, to meet
and talk over the perils and fortunes

of their predecessors and themselves

in the lounging-moin at Urookes's.

The defeat of the Duke of Welling-
ton's administration occasioned no ac-

cession of forces to the Whigs. That
defeat was effected by the junction of
the High Tories, and Canningites, and
the Neutrals, with small bodies of the

professed disciples of Fox and of
Whiggism. Hence it happened, that

when this last party were called to tlic

helm of government, they were too
unimportant to form of themselves an
administration. To use the figurative

yet appropriate language of Sir John
Walsh, “ They were no more powerful
than they had been for years past

—

weaker, on the contrary ; but tliey were
suddenly bmught forward by the divi-

sions of their opponents, just as a ship,

which has lain for montlis enclosed by
fields of ice, is at length released, not
by her own strength working through
them, but by the crumbling and break-
ing up of the masses by which she has
been imprisoned.’*

Their desire for office, their hungry
yearnings after the good things of pre-

ferment, placed them in a dilemma;
but that was a trifle to men not over-
bunlened with conscientious scruples,

and who, moreover, were for scudmng,
at all events, across the floor of the

Houses '6r Parliament, to seize on the

ministerial benches. Two ways were
open to their operations: they might
either advocate the policy of Mr. Can-
ning and the Duke of Wellington, and,
by conciliating the moderate Tories,

and including the Neutrals and Inde-
pendents in their number, might form
an effective administration ;— or they
might throw themselves into the arms
of the democratic party. Although
long quiescent, this party liad oast off its

slough of i^eakness, and by the

extended means of education it had
acquired a conscious mental eneigy,

and gathered the materials of political

strength. Poverty-stricken by fiscal

regulations, struggling iti the midst of

a Hopeless adversity, yet led by ac-

quired information to entertain lofty

aspirations, which were, however, con-

verted, by the shock they sustained
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agadnst their abject circumstances oflife,

into a desperation of envy against the

better fortunes of their simeriors in so-

ciety— the Kadicals of England were

at fierce enmity with every other class,

while they gloried in the anticipation of

some civil commotion, which might

redound to the advantage of their own.

llie enthusiastic author of Corn^Law

Rhifines has given expression to the

Wd outcry of the famishing multitude

in the following stern lines :
—

*• What is had government, thou slave.

Whom robbers represent ?

What is bad government, thou knave.

Who lov’st bad government 1

It is the deadly tt'i/Z, that takes

What labour ought to keep—
It is the deadly power, that makes

Dread dear, and labour cheap.’*

Tlie moment of the retirement of die

Duke of Wellington was one of exces-

sive irritation and alarm : a steady iiead

was TCtpiircd for the counsels of the

king— an unfiincliitig and steady hand

for the helm of state ;
and a multitude

of accomplished and able men were

prepared to surround and support the

new ministry, if they had evinced any

disposition and determination to wrestle

with the exigencies of the times. Hy
calling moderate and able men in the

House of Commons to their aid, Injrd

Grey and Lord Brougham and their

colleagues might have laid themselves

open to the abuse ofthe democrats, and
the sneers and sarcasms of the selfish

and the disappointed; they might have

been told that their former professions

were empty air, that their oiiposition

had been a cunning juggle ror office,

and that, while they had been profes-

sing an earnest championship ror the

popular interests, they were deluding
the people, and were haughty and ava-

ricious aristocrats in heart. Most easy,

however, would it have been to witli-

stand these several attacks. By join-

ing the Moderates and Neutrals, more-
over, they would hiive completely
broken up the remnant ofthe old Whig
party, and thus have completed the
annihilation of die two celebrated po-
litical divisions which had been com-
menced and nearly effected by Mr.
Canning and the Duke of Wellington.

But by calling in the democratic party

to their aid, they have not only accom-
plished this very obliteration and fusion

of their own party, but their paucity of
numbers has been entirely swallowed

up by the multitude of that revolu-

tionaiy party to which they have joined
their fortunes.

The mischief arising from this junc-
tion was visible in the very first mea-
sure of the Liberal Cabinet. Burnings
in Kent, riots in other counties, and
an insurrectionary movement over die

whole country, called imperatively for

promptitude and decision on the part

of the executive. , The gentry not only

most vigorously withstood the assaults

of the peasantry, but by a display of
vigour peculiarly English, they dis-

persed the mobs of rioters and ma-
rauders, and curbed the licentious

spirit of the working classes into sub-

jection. The prisons were crowded
with men caught with arms in their

hands, and in flagrant crime. Special

commissions \^cre issued for their trial.

The judges dispensed the laws with

admirable ^forbearance, and selected

only a few from the mass of incendia-

ries, robbers, and ruffians, before them,
for capital punishment

;
they sentenced

otliers to transportation, and either ac-

quitted the remainder, or awarded the

slightest possible punishment for tlieir

transgressions. When the trials were!

concluded, the journals took up the

case of the culprits, and overawed the

executive with their menaces and de-
nouncements. The condemned were
held up as martyrs to the cause of the

people. The consequence was, that

the ministry were intimidated with the

bombastic and flagitibiis threats ofclub-
law held out by the newspapers. Par-
dons were issued. “ A report,’' says

Sir John Walsh (and we all remember
the circumstance), “ obtained currency
that the pardons had been granted in

opposition to the advice of the judges,
and that the impossibility of resisting

the popular cry had even been alleged

in answer to their representations.”

There is little or no doubt of this fact

:

a stultified clemency was dealt out to

those daring offenders; law and its

jud^eiits were held forth by the

ministry to tht people as a mockery
and a farce; and the leaders of the

democracy were soon taught that a
trembling, crouching, cringing execu-
tive (fearful of every rising measure of
Radical discontent) had, in the pomp
and circumstance of arrogance, vanity,

and avarice, taken the place of the stern

and intrepid Duke of Wellington. But
this was only the commencement of the
dastardly concessions of the ministers,
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and consequently the first indication

only of ministerial incapacity. Let us

look fur a moment to Ireland.

The removal of the Cfttholio disa-

bilities had not tranquillisod that country

•—liad not produced the uliiifhtest cessn-

tion or Hbutemeiit of violoncf* in the. par-

ties which distracted it. Jt had hern
wning^ from the. ministry by the ajreiicy

of that formidable associatioii wliich had
acquired so wonderful ^in iiiflueiico over

the mass of the people, and liad so dex-

terously used it. it was hoped that

the complete fulfilment of their original

purpose would be the si<;n.d for tin* dis.

solution of this body
;
bat it will sur-

prise no one w ho lias any acquaiiitum e

with histor3% or experience of mankind,
that such an expectation was disap-

pointed. Mr. O’Connell, the- principal

feiidpr of tliis union, and qpo of tho most

remarkable persons of his time, had
directed its efforts to the attainment of
nnotlicr object

j
the succeaii of which,

and by such means, w ould be a virtual

separation of the tw'o countries. Ilis

great legal knowd«!(l<;;«*, and the address
witli which he had el oiled all attempts
to enforce the ap[ilicatioii of the laws
against those combinations, consfitiifed

one of bis mo»«t formidable jiowors. Not
deterred by this, liow'ever, the Govern-
ment did not hesitate to assume towards
him an attitude of fho most resolute

hostility, to subject him to a jirosecution

for the breach of a statute passed to meet
this particular evil

; and they succeeded

in obtaining a cuiivictiuii against liini

and some other members. Nor did they
relax upon this triumph : I\Ir. Stanley,

in the House of Commons, on two occa-
sions, on tlie 14th and l(5th of February,
declared, in answer to a qi^e/Stion from
the Marquess of Chandos, that Mr.
O'Connell and his associates had not
pleaded ^ilty in consequence of any
compromise with Government; that no
compromise existed : he concluded his

speech on the 1 4th with these words ;

—

* It is the unalterable determination of
the law officers in Ireland to follow up
the present proceedings against him, and
they have no instruction that the law'

should not take its (iill course.’ And on
the 16th, after denying a second time
the existence of a compromise, he again
stated, still more unequivocally :— * It

(the Crown) has procured a verdict

against Mr. O'Connell, and it will un-
doubtedly call him up to receive judg-
ment upon it.’ On the 28th of February,
a warm altercation took place between
Mr. Stanley and Mr. O'Connell, com-
meuoing By a denial of Mr. O'Connell
thatany overture to a compromise bad
originated with any friends of his. Hoth

agreed that no compromise existed ; but
Mr. O'Connell contended that indirect

overtures hud been made through Lord
Glcngall and Mr. Bennett to him, which
he had rejected

;
while Mr. Stanley as-

serted that written propositions for a
compromise had been enclosed to those

gentlemen in a letter from Mr. Maurice
O’Connell, which were supposed to

hat'e been dictated by Mr. O’Connell.

Upon this text the debate branched out

into a review of Mr. O’ConnoH’s con-

duct by Mr. Stanley, in which he
charged him witli a systematic attempt

to agitate the minds and towiise tho
passions of tho jieople,— an accusation

W’hich he preferred in strong language,
and sustained by extracts from the

speeches and references to the published

letters of the learned gentleman.
** M r. O'Connell rolSSrted with his usual

vehemence, charging the ministers witli

a tyrannical and despotic spirit, com-
pared with which the former administra-

tion was a blessing to Ireland. Such,

up to the memorable 1st of March, was
the tone and demeanour of the Govern-
ment towards the party of the movement
ill Ireland."

The doctrine of the present minis-

ters also assimilated to that of their

predecessors in their avowal of non-
intervention. This was the lure which
they threw out to the autocrats of
Russia, of Prussia, of Austria, and to

the court of the Tuilcries, to entice

them to a ]>eacerul demeanour towards
this country, while the executive were
attending to the insulting threats and
ruiliaiily demands of the reformers of
Lngland. It was enough for Karl Grey
to be overawed by the supercilious

behaviour of Mr. Place, the tailor, and
the swaggering mechanics ofWestmin-
ster. If the smooth face of Lieven, or

the smiling otic of Esterhazy, had re-

monstrated or asked for concessions

on his left side, while the vulgar squad
of tho Crown and Anchor were over-

charging his pure mansion with their

pestiferous breath on his right, tlie

reinicr would most assuredly have
eeii reduced to the last lamentable

condition of fear. The grand and
boasted principle of non-interference

turns out, however, only to mean that

one state should not meddle with the
internal regulations or condition of
anotl^er, unless it sees good cause and
cogent reason to do so— itself, how-
ever, being the arbiter of cogency.
It, consequently, is found, after all,

to be nothing more or less than the

common and ordinary rule of human
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action. If the selfishness of the minis-

ter is stronger than his integrity and

love of-justice, he will pick out some

occasion to aggravate it into import-

ance, and immediately convert it into

a lever for his astute schemes. Thus

the exception is so vvi<le, and the law

is of so narrow an import, that the

latter is completely and immediately

nullified by the former; and non-

intervention is, in reality, a term with-

out a precise meaning— or such moan-

ing as ministerial cunning may assume.

“America is very much uftVctcd by
our regulations resjietting th<s trade of

Canada and the \V«*.st Indies. We
should he very much uffocted if the

Emperor of China should prohibit t le

cultivation of tea?' 'J’he successful re-

volt of our Colonies was n gr^al ruiise «if

the French Revolution : the three days

of I'aris occasioned the He|»aration* of

llelgiuin and Ffollaiid. Then the pro-

fessors of those doctrines are perpetually

falling into inconsistency, 'rhoso iivlio

are loud against intervention in the case

of Rolgimii, arc eager for it between
Jlussiu and Roland

;
those who blame it

in the case of France towards Spuin,^

view it more indulgently in that of

England towards Portugal : very tenable

grounds, certainly, upon the p<»culiar

merits of the diflerent questions, but in-

consistent with a geiiend principle of

non-intervention. (Vnild the nde be
made absolute, and the lau' established,

that no interests of its own should jus-

tify any nation in engaging in the do-

mestic concerns of another, an importunt

change would take place in liiiman

affairs
;
so important, indeed, that it will

never occur till the millenuiuiii, or till

Mr. Owen’s division of the world into

parnllelogram.s. Until this loop-hole of
self-interest he closed, this boasted prin-

ciple w'ill leave the world just as it

found it.*'

The ministry had to terminate the

conferences of tlic five great ICuropean

powers with respect to Belgium and
Holland. These were commenced by
the Duke of Wellington, and had
during their process under his admi-
nistration been the subject of the

constant attacks of the Whigs. Ifhe

present I^rd Chancellor ridiculed tlie

meetings from bis place in the House
of Commons with his habitual biting

sarcasm ; and his diatribe was wound
up with an avowal of his /ear ** that,

before the plenipotentiaries even made
the attempt to stop, they would have
proceeded so far os not to be able to

withdraw, and dreti war— for inter-

ference on our part, in his opinion,

must lead to it—would become in-

evitable.*' Yet, afterwards, who so
quickly disengaged himself from the
trammels of former opinions— \vho so

eagerly stood forw^ard as the vindicator

of the necessity of conferences and
protocols as my I^ord Brougham ?

Nevl to him in inveigling when out

of office against and adopting when
ill office, the foreign policy of tho

Duke bf Wellington, was the noble

1‘remier. And what fbllowed ? Why,
tliey allowed Russia to crush Poland,
and Prussia to ]):irticipate anew in the

anniliilation of that oppressed country

— they allowjjd
^
Louis Philippe to

march into Belghnn, and arc allowing

liiiTi to send an expedition into I tidy

—

they allow Wdro to fit out in our own
ports, contrary to the express word
of the Figeign Enlistment Bill, an
expedition for the purpose of dethron-

ing his younger brotlier, because he
refused to marry his infant niece

—

they are for forcing a mushroom king

upon the Greeks—and they are for com-
pelling an arrangement of the dispute

between the two countries on the

Kings of Belgium and Holland. First,

then, they cavil ail the doctrine of non-
intervention because they are in oppo-
sition, and then they adopt it because
they form the executive—knowing all

the while that it simply means
(liency or selfishness, and nothing more.
Thus they immedfately employ the

influence and authority of Fhigland in

regulating the domestic concerns of
foreign nattons, and allow every other

nation of Europe to intermeddle in the

affairs of its neighbour ; so that on the

first rupture, no mailer in what quarter

it happens, wc shall find ourselves

precipitated into a war. Our only

safeguard from this ruinous crisis is,

tliat every potentate of Europe has an
exchequer equally exhsqisted with our
own.

in their financial expedients, the

progress of th% ministers has been one
line of shilling, and changing, and
shuffling, and endeavouring to bam-
boozle the good sorise of the country.

Small salaries have been done away
with, while large salaries have been
suffered to remain. Their mountains of

boast have veritably been mole-hills of

perfonnance. At length Lord Althorp

was forced to admit that he could not

bring expenditure below the level to
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which it had been reduced. As a last

resort, the ministers are endeavouring
to save a little by a re-adjustment of
the naval institutions of the country,
which were before adjusted on as low
a scale as possible. Three boards are

to be reduced to one, various offices

to be consolidated, and all matters

regarding the navy of England to be
carried on upon a truly economical
footing. One oftwo thipgs will happen

:

either the navy of England will suffer

roost materially, and be in the moment
ofexigency too curtailed of its elective

stren^h; or as many officers will be
required at the Admiralty for carrying

on its concerns as have heretofore been
employed at that office, in addition to

the Navy and the Victualling. Boards.
Let us now look at the policy of the

ministry since the 1st of*March. The
motives which may have dictated the

lleform bill “ are,^* says SirJphn Walsh,
mere matter of conjecture, founded

upon data as uncertain as the passions,

or the caprices, or the peculiar opinions,

or the secret designs, of fourteen or
sixteen individuals with whose private

councils we have no acquaintance.*’

Time may elucidate the mystery, and
.some book of memoirs may hereafter

reveal, with the loquacity of another
Pepys or of Sully, the precise reasons

for the lleform bill, to the people. Cer-
tain it is that it surprised every body.
Ultra Tories liailed the announcement
of Lord John Kussell with shouts of
laughter— the ToMes of the Welling-
ton school with supercilious contempt

;

JVIr. John Smith, and the borough-
holding Whigs of the purKeus of the

Exchange and Mansion House, had
the breath taken out of their bodies

—

tlie Neutrals thought the time for

neutrality had passed, and arrayed

themselves in the opposition ; the

Moderates were aghast with affright

;

the sans culottes ofWestminster danced
with the gestures of drunken savages
over the weltering limbs of the butch-
ered constitution, and their mad cry
of beastly triumph was ^hailed with ap-
proving shouts by the Radicals of tlie

countiy. The proposed scheme was
different to every diing ever thought
or dreamed of. Mr. Pitt, in the period
of the day-dreams of his youth

—

Mr Fox, -in the buoyant plenitude of
his innovations—Mr. Brougham, when
he itinerated through the towns ofYork-
shire, trying his powers at mob-oratory,
had seYctally fallen short of the sweep-

ing and all-destructive measure, which

was suited only to the atmosphere of

the lowest and vilest radicalism.. Lord
Grey bad confessed to have modified

his opinions since the inflamed period

of his youth ;—Lord John Russell had

written books in a calm and dispas-

sionate vein, and deprecated one uni-

form qualification of votes, and the ap-

pointment of delegates by the refuse of

society ;—Lord Melbourne was known
as a moderate and amiable man, lean-

ing towards the people, but kept in a
just balance by the weiglit of prudential

considerations;— Lord Durham exhi-

bited the laughable amalgamation of

the red-hot radical with the lofty and
arrogant aristocrat ;—^Lord Lansaowne
had acted with the Foxites and the

Canningites,had veered his politics with
his situation, and was called upon to

uphold a sweeping measure, in which,

from his past conduct, he certainly could

not have had any hearty co-operation

;

—Mr. Charles Grant had changed to

every point of the political compass

;

and if an English version of the

Dictionnaire de Girouettes were to be
made, his name would, in its appendant
asterisks, outshine the fame of Talley-

rand himself, and would beam forth in

equal lustre with the name of Ix>rd

Viscount Palmerston ;—^Lord Goderich,
** who never did a good thing, and
never said a foolish one,** is more fit

for a private station than for minis-

terial eminence ;
for, without energy,

activity, 'or solidity of judgment, or

of sufficient independence to give

utterance to his conscientious con-
viction, lie stanchly follows the pen-
chant of his superior ;

— Lord ilol-

land was good as a make-weight in

the opposition, but as a minister has

no attraction for the people, and no
weight in discussion : he is akin to

Sir James Mackintosh in sentiment, in

feeling, and political recollections, pre-

dilections, and views, (and we know
that the member for Knaresborough has

decried a too extensive reform in his

Uistory of England), and no friend of
Utopian 'schemes and anardiical iot-

novations ; for the two always revert to

the views of Mr. Fox, and are too

great sticklers for his doctrines to

desid^ate slby new scheme;— Lord
Altbbrp exhibited the tricolor, and
avowed hi|^admiration of the French
Revolution^of 1830 ; but he is men-
tally incapable of originating any
extensive plan whatsoever, and lacks
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nerve, moreover, for hazarding the denied to you the full enjoyment of

happiness of the country on such your rights. Surely you will uphold

a measure as the lleform bill ;— the us who have gained for you a partial

Duke of Ilichraond was incapable enjoyment of those rights, and who
of approving of it, however much he will do what we can to gain for you
might love office on account of the the portion withheld. If so, and you

salary it brought him. Thus it will be cannot be so stultified as to do other-

seen that it is difficult to fix on the wise, return, by the exercise of that

pai-ents of the infernal measure ; for, vote which we have^ conferred upon

however probabilities may point at you, such men to parliament as shall

some individuals, still there remains secure to us a. triumphant majority.”

some drawback against tlie proof of Such will be their language ; but they

identity. Our own opinion is such, will see their error, and repent their

that it may appear plausible to some, folly, when returned to their proper

and ludicrous to others, yet of its truth places, the benches of the opposition,

we are persuaded :—The ministers The immediate effect of the intro-

brought in the present violent measure duction of the Reform bill was the

with the express view, and under the merging of sjl divisions and subdivi-

firm determination, that it should be sions into two parties— reformers and

lost. If they had introduced a moderate constitutionalists —the movement party,

plan of reform, the Radicals would have and the cof?servativn party, liema-

immed lately conceived that iiotliing gogues, democrats, IluntitLS, Cohbett-

inore was to be got from tiic mongrel ites, Owanites, Jacobins, sans culottes^

ministry; and they would have shouted, and dissenters of all classes and dciio-

A bas les ministres! with the full- minations, rallied round the ministry,

toned frenzy of a Parisian mob. Their like that

mainstay would have been gone— they „ pitchv cloud
would have been deserted by that por- Oflocusts,wari)ing on the eastern wind,”
tioii of their siijiporters, who are m
reality their temporary allies— the of wdiich the poet of paradise speaks

newspapers would have veered round in reference to the first feat of the

with the veering cry of the populace, devils in pandemonium. But while

now leaders of opinion,—and the Mr. O’Connell, the member for Pres-

ministry must have resigned. But by ton, Mr.llume,aiidSirFrancisBurdett,
the present bill they gave the people nodded in smiling ap}>robation of my
the amplest grounds for hope ; well Lord Althorp and his colleagues, Mr.
aware, however, that the coiiaervatlve Charles Wynn, Sir lliomas Acland,
portion of the community would never Mr. Baring, Mr. Robert Palmer, Mr.
allow it in its original state to pass Dethell of Yorkshire, Mr. Ward of
into a law. The opposition has modi- London, and, latterly, SirllenryParnell,

fied, and it is to be hoped that the witlidrew^ll confidence in them. To
Lords will further modify it, so as to these may now be added the twenty-two
draw out all its venom and malignity, gentlemen who voted against the mi-
Tliis they are sure to do. Then the nisters, and in favour ofl^rd Chandos’s
ministers immediately turn to the peo- motion, on Tuesday the 28th of Fe-
ple, and say, See what we would bruary, against the allowance of mem-
nave done, had we not been thwarted hers to the four new districts of the
by a vile faction calling themselves metropolis.* These men are to be con-
conservatives. Truly may they so dc- sidered as the expositoi^ ofthe opinions
nominate themselves, since they with- of the private gentry of the nation, the
hold from you, the foundation and true most respectable and influential ofany
source of power, only to conserve for body of meik in the world, and the
themselves, to keep up their own foundation and prop of the prosperity
aristocratic influence and arrogant pre- and wealth of Great Britain. They
tensions. Surely you cannot be so were locked at» the junction of the
deluded as to uphold those who have Whigs with the ultra democrats, and

* These were, Mr. Adeaiie, Sir A. Agnew, Lord G. Bentinck, Mr. Buck,
Sir R. W. Bulkeley, M]%H. Burton, Mr. N. W. R. Colborne, Mr. J. Cripps,
Mr. J. K. Denison, Mr. J. Dixon, Earl Grosvenor, Mr. J. Halse, Mr. J. J. H.
Johnstone, Sir C. Lemon, Mr. J . Merryatt, Mr. J. Miles, Mr. F. North, Captain
Polbill, Viscount Sandon, Sir G. Staunton, lion. R. Watson, Sir 11. Willoughby.
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they are now, for some years to come,
amalgamated with the Wellington and
Feel Tories. And the ministers have
the tremendous responsibility on their

souls of having called from its subor-

dinate, character and negative state of
existence the hydra-headed party of the

movement for the first time into action

and avowed operation, and of having

laid a train for ft collision between the

Houses of Commons ,and the l^rds
(such as onlyoccurred during the sitting

of the Long Parliament, and after the

convocation of the States-Ceneral of

Fiance under Louis XVL, or between
the Girondists and the Mountain party

in the National Convention), as will

inevitably destroy tlie permanence of

the Hritish Constitution. Then will

be enacted between tlie two Houses
of Parliament the same fframa which
Mr. O’Connell has already played off

witli great efiect, to the cqst of the

present miserable and trnckling admi-
nistration. The agitator was convicted

under a statute of George l\*. fur the

suppression of tlie (.'athulic and all

other associations of a like nature.

Shortly after, he made a powerful

speech in favour of the lieform bill.

No doubt he was of the utmost service

to the ministry ; for, without his ample
services in the House of Commons,
the measure would ha\e been aban-
doned, and l^ord Grey and his col-

leagues must have resigned. He is,

be it remembered, not de jure, but

de facto, the rule! of Irelwd ; and
obedience to him is either through

predilection, or prejudice, or motives

ofprudence, and therefore mbre speedy
than that induced by legal coercion.

Some idea may be formed of his

importance, from the fact, that since

1829 he has sat for three counties^

and brought in his son for another

— that the bai^ whisper of his dis-

approbation would have defeated any
candidate, of whatever rank, and fa-

mily, and fortune, or obliged him to

incur ruinous ei^nses. Who would
have canvassed any other county with

such fearfol odds to contend against?

Accordingly, bis behests are implicitly

fulhlled by the body ipf Irish members,
and his battle-cry is re-echoed by four-

fifths of his countrymen. The conse-

quence was, tlie prosecution against

him was discontinued and dropped.

In the two bills, moreover, respecting

the registration of arms and the yeo-

manry, his authority was tacitly but

decidedly acknowledged by tlie exe-

cutive. The ministers, blusterers as

they are, were fairly forced to succumb
to O'Connell and his party. The Irish

demagogue has defied ministers, and
beaten them— the reformed House of
Commons will defy the House of Peers,
and beat them. “ Hie epitome,” as

Sir John Walsh very truly observes,
“ of Mr. O’Connell’s history for 1831
is, that he was prosecuted to con-
viction by the government; that he
laid it under essential obligations to

him ; that he supported it, scliooled it,

thwarted it ; was honoured by it, and
spurned it. Possibly in 1832, if indeed

the catastrophe of the drama is not still

nearer at hand, he may support it,

school it, and spurn it again.”

The shuffling, the truckling, the un-
constitutional conduct of tiie ministers,

IS admirably exposed in the pamphlet.

“ Need 1 dwell upon the inadvertence
which crept so unwittingly into their

Bill, by which at presenthalfthe 10/. con-
stituency would have been disfranchised,

or by wiiicli prospectively the landlords

and not the occupiers would have had
the elective voice ; since, by the terms
of the lease or agreement, they could at

pleasure confer or withhold the privilege

of voting 1 Need 1 recall the promptness
with which this mistake was rectified,

on its being pointed out by the loud
voice of tlie multitude ? Need I remind
my rc5aders of the formation of the
Uliions. of tho reciprocal civilities ban-
died between the chairman of the Bir.
mingliam Political Union and the Pre.
mier,— of the still more memorable cor-
respondence of l^ord Altborp and Lord
John Ilussell with the same individual.

Hus any one forgotten the design of
arming these bodies? Do we not re-

member the meeting at which Sir Fran-
cis Burdett presided, or his subsequent
retreat from an association which he
foiled himself unable to control? The
ashes of Bristol are still warm,— I.on-

don has scarcely recovered from the con-
sternation into which the intended as-

sembly of White Conduit House threw
it. Tho royal proclamation against
these political unions. so favoured by
the minister, still puzzles usby its incon-
sistency with every previous act of his

government, hy its insulated and uncon-
nected character. The king’s speech,
invoking the loyalty of his subjects as a
defence against the illegal pow'ers of
tliese formidable combinations, still vi-

brates on oufi^TS. We cannot yet ac-

count for the late session of elovou days,

—.so inconvenient to the members ofthe
legislature, so useless as respects the
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advancement of the public business,—

except by siipposini^ it a concession to

the impatient demands of Mr. Place and

the newspapers. These are notorious

facts, the details of which are present to

our memories : they require little com-
mentary. Were tliey to he received as

indications of any settled course, of any

adherence to fixed principles of policy,

of any intelligible and consistent plan

for the govemmeiit of this groat empire,

they would be riddles indeed. But
when we take them as symptoms of the

vacillation of men determined to bolster

up the inherent weakness of the party

now in power by the aid of allies whom
tliey themselves dread,— of men who
once launched in a false direi^tion, are

constantly actuated by the secret desire

of deviating from it, and as constantly

forced again to revert to it,— we find

them capalde of the easiest and most na-

tural explanation. We see tJiatagwat
political party, long exiled from place,

lias, ill its old ago and decay, been unex-
pectedly summoned to the helm of the

state. After half a century of pro-

fessions tliey are called upon for ])er-

formance : it is a fearful airoar to dis-

charge. Like some sect in religion,

whicli nourishes through persecution or
contempt u devoted attachment to its

])eculiar dogmas, they have clung,

amidst the indifference "of the nation, to

thoir early party feelings. Their passions

hecamo enlisted in tfio cause
;
and they

identified a triumph over their political

opponents with the ])rospGrity of their

country. Now that they are, at length,

once more predomiiiuiit, they have no
dearer object than that of confirming
and securing their victory over their

ancient foes. But they find that the
sources of their strength and popularity

are dried up
;
and it is only by l>ur-

chasing, at a fe-.irful nrice, the aid of
their present auxiliaries that tliey can
sustain the conflict. Those auxiliaries

well know how necessary they are :

they have none of the delicacy of foi<t

bearance
; they hate tlie Whigs while

they serve them
;
they serve them that

they may finally overthrow and supplant
them. The ministry feel this ; hut they
are still ignorant of their weakness in
the country; and they still fancy that
the success of their Iteform bill would
give them a permanent footing in tlie

goveniment.
** At any rate, they flatter themselves

that they will extinguish their rivals,

—

to effect which, they could almost be
content to perish themselves. When
Samson overthrew the pillariHvhicb sus-
tained the edifice, he was blind : he
crushed his enemies, but he destroyed
himself.*’

How now stand.s the case with the
Wliig ministry ? They have called in

the Radicals to their aid— they had
given a silk gown and patent of prece-

dence to Mr. O’Connell— tliey have
submitted to be openly insultdd by
him, in his inflammatory harangues to

the people of Ireland— they quietly

looked on while that .people, having

worked themselves up to frenzy and
an absolute spirit of defiance, refused

obedience to the laws, harassed the

Protestant clergy to tlie death, and
committed depredations and crimes

of every kind in every part ofthe island— they suffered Bristol to be sacked
and burnt by .a mob of driinkards and

blackguards—“and then would have
allowed that scandalous and bloody
affair to have^tassed by in silence, had
it not been for the loud and indignant

reriionstrauces of the respectable jior-

tion of society, who gasped in horror

or recoiled in disgust at such a fright-

ful and abominable tninsactioii—they

tamely heard the threat of firing and
desolating the British metropolis—and
by recognising the Political Unions in

the inanufactiiring towns, they coin-

cided in sentiment with the invectives

and insults levelled at the House of

J<ords and the bcfncdi of Bishops. At
this period J.ord Ilarrowby and Loi*d

Wliarncliflc opened ncgotialiotis with

the Government respecting the re-

moving of the most obnoxious clauses

of the Reform bill,«and its modifica-

tion in other respects, as a consider-

ation for their support. Tlie ministei's

shuffled, aigt no treaty could be made,
it wiis renewed at the instance of mi-
nisters. “ I low many motives of pru-

dence,” exclaims Sir John Walsh, “of
conciliation, should ha\c induced them
to seek some amicable settlement of

this question ! The condition of the

country, tlie distracted state of the

public mind, the iinmeusc division of
opinion, the hostile array of whole
classes to each other, were calculated

to startle the Ixildest !’** By a mode-
rate coiicession*of extreme principles,

they might have carried an excellent,

extensive, permanent measure of re-

form ; one which "would have been

hailed with applause by every sensible

or respectable man in Uic country, and
which the Upper House would have

passed without question, and without

fresh promotions to the already over-

charged peerage list. But when the

negotiations were carrying on, the
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press raised a hue and cry against are regarding the proceeding^ of the

Lord Grey and his colleagues—the French cabinet with suspicion, dis-

Radicals opened their jaws like so approbation, and apprehension, and
many angry and famishing hell-hounds are ready to act against it, should the— the party of the movement was affairs of the country approach any
obeyed, and the treaty was abruptly fearful crisis. The lowest orders in

broken off. England took an intense interest and
Desperate innovations are always delight in the transactions of July

the evidence of, the existence and the 1830, and exhibited a spirit hostile

contention between, not adverse opi- to monarchical institutions. The
nions, but adverse classes of society. Whigs have cherished the spirit, bc-

Such a contest is being waged in bit- cause it brought them temporary as-

terness of spirit in this country. The sistance, under the delusive hope that

lowest divisions of society, headed by they can check it and pacify it at any
demagogues from the second order, moment that they please. No event
are carrying on a deadly war against has happened since the downfal of
the aristocracy, the gentry, the pro- the Bourbons in 1830, that has not
perty, the wealth, the institutions or the proved the madness of such an absurd

country. Tlie contest was' begun at notion. They have shewn themselves,

the out-bursting of th^ first French in their infatuation and selfishness,

revolution, and ever since has been blipd to the immortal lessons of
actively continued throughout Euro|)e, history. Have they not before them
and has occasionally extended to our the various works treating of the great

own country. In France, particularly, civil war, wherein the progress, and
the conflict has been waging with ani- final ascendency, and triumph of dc-
mosity and desperation. If there is, mocracy, are written in unfading cha-
indeed, a breathing space now for the racters of blood? Is it not there in-

antagonist classes, through the efforts scribed, that the first party ofassailants
of Casimir Perrier, (wlio, sincere and on the sovereign power was innocent
enlightened, has endeavoured to check and immaculate as compared with that

the low movement parly), the suspen- last party which overturned the throne,

sion will be of shorl duration. The beheaded the king, sacked the cathe-

affairs of the ministry are becoming drals, and made ofour churches stables

complicated, their posture with the for their cavalry ; and, finally, rioted on
absolute powers of eastern Europe pe- the fatness of tiie land, and by pillage

rilous in the extreme, since they not and robbery, and extortions of the

only have never given actual couiite- grossest kinds, reduced the inhabitants

nance to the revolution of 1830, but of England to beggary and starvation

* A very able pamphlet Ims appeared, called The Progress of the Revolutions of
1640 and 1830.” From page 28, we extract the following passage, which should
appeal to the good sense or to tho fears of every individual :

—

Now do tlie people hope for a cheap government ! Lot them read the testi-

mony of those who favoured Reform in earlier days, and afterwards lived under it

:

—

*

This ship-money was generally misliked : myself was then a collector for it in

the place 1 lived in. 1 remember my proportion was twenty-two shillings, and no
more. Ifwe compare the times then, and the present in which I now live, you shall

see a great difference even in assessments, the necessity of maintaining our armies
requiring it : for now my annual payments to the soldiery are very near, or more
than, twenty pounds

;
my estate being no way greater than formerly.’— Observations

on the Life and Death ofKing Charles, bif IF. Lilly, Student in Astrology,
** Walker, in speaking of grievances* experienced from the Committees, as they

were called, says, * To historise them at large would require a volume as big as the
Book of Martyrs. The people are now generally of opinion, they may ns easily find

charity in Hell as justice in any Committee
;
and that the King hath taken down

one Star-Chamber, find the Parliament hath set up a hundred.*
** * These Committees are excellent sponges, to suck money from the people, and

to serve, not only their own, but also the covetous, malicious, ambitious ends of
those that raked them out of the dunghill for that employment.*

—

Hist, Independency,
^ ** If any one has leisure, it would be worth his while just to look at a catalogue

raitonnd of placemen under the Commonwealth, giv^ in the same work: it would
make a monarchist's mouth water. We must, however, add the concluding para-

graph :
—

* Besides these offices, commands, and gratuities, every member of the

House of Commons is, by their own order, allowed four pounds per week a man
;
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Have they not, also, before their eyes

the appalling history of the French

revolution, ofwhich not halfthe crimes

have been yet laid bare to the eyes of

the curious in such matters? Still,

from the histories already published,

even from that of Sir Walter Scott,

superficial as it is, it will be seen how
the CmUituents gave way to the Gi-

rondistnj and they in their turn to the

MontagnardSf till the gutters in every

street of Paris ran with blood, and

every dwelling was suddenly converted

into a house of mourning for a son, a

husband, a brother, butchered by the

slow hands of the revolution ? Every

sign—and they have been plentiful;

every warning—and they have been

often repeated; every consideration

—

and lA)rd Grey and his colleagues are

men of high rank, ample property, jind

large stakes in the country—has called

on the ministers to pause, and retrace

the course they have been so insanely

following,—but in vain

!

The most steadfast supporter of the

Reform bill in the House of Com-
mons, and one who, not only by the

subtlety of his arguments, his logical

powers, but the splendour of his lan-

guage, has drawn all eyes upon him,

who is regarded as the cleverest and
most able of the friends of the minis-

ters, and who is listened to with deep
attention and much curiosity by the

opposition, is Mr/fhomaa Macaulay,
llis papers in the Edinburgh RevieWy
easily distinguishable for their pecu-
liarities and their sparkling antitheses,

had been much read and much ad-
mired; and he entered the House of
Commons with an acknowledged re-

putation. Mr. Macaulay is an ardent
admirer of the American constitution.

is about to beeomc the historian of the
Parisian revolution of 1830, and is at

heart a republican. lie delivered ibur
speeches on the Reform bill previously
to its being committed, and on the

occasion of Lord Chandos’s motion he
gave utterance to a fifth. All his ar-

guments are founded on certain postu-

lates, which he assumes to be incontro-

vertible axioms. Sir John Walsh has
ably defined the main principle of his

arguments

:

“ Reviewing the history ofour country
through the long vista of ages,-, re-
marking the steady advance which it has
made in all ilie acfiuiremonts of intellect,

of the arts, of science,-.dwelling upon
the increase *of 'its wealth, upon the

diffusion of its intelligence, and upon
the ameliorations which, at successive
periods, have been effected in its insti-

tutions,—he arrives at the conclusion

that this is a similar alteration, called

for hy the irresistible demand of the
growing wants and desires of the nation.

Pursuing an obvious but not less strik-

ing analogy between the growth of com-
munities and of individuals, be tells us
that time has brought one of those
periods of inevitable change, resembling
the diflVront stages of life in the human
franio; be assur^«s us that we can no
longer acejuiesce m our ancient modes of
govornmeiit, more than the man can be
satisfied with the rattles and plavthings
of the child. As he considers that this

change is called for ]>y the advancing
march of society

;
so be inculcates that

prompt compliance Vitli the irresistible

demand will be attended with a vast

corresponding improvement. Restored
harmony between the people and their

institutions
; a cordial union Indween

the different classes in the country
;

* a
long series of tranquil and happy years,

in which we shall have a popular govem-

which amounts to one hundred and ten thousand pounds per annum.’ Would it

have been high treason to call them pensions on the Civil List 1
•• Hume says, * It appears that the late King’s revenue, from 16.37 to tlie meet-

ing of the Long Parliament, was only 900,0001. :’ in 1657, the whole of * the taxes
might, at a medium, amount to about 2,000,0001. a-year

; a sum which much ex-
ceeded the revenue of any former King. Cromwell died more than 2,000,0001. in
debt, though the Parliament had left him in the treasurjp above 500,000/., and in

stores the value of 700,0001.'
** And yet Hobbes, in his Behemoth, when describing the temper of the people

of England at the election of 1640, says, * He was thought wisest and fittest to bo
chosen for a member of Parliament, who was most averse to tlie granting of subsi-

dies, or other public payments.’ (So it was in 1830.) The people must have been
astonished at uieir first eflforts in economy f

*' Among other * evil influences,’ he stated, * the great power that an interested

endfactious party hath in*the Parliament, by the continuance of the votes of the
Bishops and Pppish Lords in your Lordships’ House.’

** ‘ The fomenting and cherishing of a malignant party throughout the whole
kingdom.* For this speech he received the thanks of the House of Commons.”
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meat and a loyal people,—.in which
war, it war be inoFitahle, shall- find us a
united nation,— of years pre«eminentlj
distinguished by the decrease of public

burdens, and by those species of peace-
victories which, more than the most
splendid military successes, contribute

to the true prosperity of states and the

glory of stiitesmeu — Iheso are tunong

the rewai'd.s of ob.‘dience he promises to

us. On the other hand, nothing ran be
more fatal tliun the attethpt at resistance,

—nothing more blind, rash, and infii-

tunted, than the slightest o])poii»tion to

this mighty power. *
'i'he feeble cries

of individuals will be lost in the u])roar

of the torrent ; and they who seek to

stem its vioWco will he destroyed and
swept oway by its resistless force.’ lie

traces the fate of Charles 1. and of Louis.

XVI. to no faults ofchanicter in them,
and to no unjustifiable vidfenco in their

destroyers, But to the mere endeavour to

stand still while society was pressing

on. His spirit of iinprovomdiit is an ir-

ritable and revengeful deity, punishing
with relentless severity' the crime of re-

sistimce to its absolute will. Obstacles
cannot stop, but they may exasperate it.

Under such pnivocation, it may lissume

an aspect only distiiigiiishahle liy a nice

philosophical discernment from that of
the spirit of destruction. It may pro-

ceed to the ncoomplishpient ofits objects

through blood and massacre ; the over-
throw of the throne, tlie prostration of
the aristocracy, riot, confiscation, and
the entire dissolution of social order.

•Such are the penalties which Mr. Ma-
caulay denounces against those,— such
is the fearful responsibility,— such the

tremendous risk, which they incur, who
do not agree in his views of tJie llcform
bill, and who have the tennfrity to de-

clare their own opinions, and to net

upon their uivn judgment.
“ 'This attempt to paralyse nil resist-

ance, by proclaiming the invincible olui-

racter of the opposing force, reminds me
of one with wlioiii Mr. Macaulay will

not be ndronted at being compared, al-

though it is with one who did contrive
to guide and to govern most despotically
]iublic opinion itself. How often have
we read in, the bulletins of Napoleon
similar declarations of W-ie futility and
madness of opjiosition, and of the irre-

sistible ascendency of bis destiny ! Yet
the snows of Uussig and the plains of
Vvaterloo furnished another to the long
list of proofs tliat there is no earthly

|}Ower,— nei^jer that of military genius,
nor of despotic sw'ay, nor of democratic
violence, nor, alas that of reason and

virtue,— habitually and permaaentiy in-

vincible.”

And the summary of bis last ora^ioii

was to the following effect :*

From all time the city*of London
had been of great importance in the

struggles of party or of the people;

and it had generally, by the mree of
its power, decided those struggles ; but
it wov|ld be absurd to think of making
a law to regulate a power which was
only to be dreaded when all law was
at an end : as long as the rule of law
continued, the power ofLondon would
only consist of the number of votes it

had in that house; when law was at

an end, the power of London would
consist of 1,500,000 men, and of that
power there was nothing to deprive it

:

as }ong as regular government existed

the metropolis was, in fact, weak ; but
when the course of regular government
was disturbed, the metropolis possessed

and could employ a vast and over-

wlielming force. • * •

The cause of all commotions in states

had been, that the natural and artificial

powers did not correspond with each
other : that had been the case with the

government of Greece and Italy. It

was no new principle ; it had been
laid down by Aristotle; it had been
maintained and exemplified by Machi-
avL*l. Its effects in the earlier ages

were well known. In the last century
it had produced the French revolntion;

in this, the cry for reform. The danger
was in strug!;1ing to resist ibat alter-

ation which had been rendered neces-

sary. That danger this bill was in-

tended to rectify. It gave to the people
a place in the government, like that

which It must have in society; and was
it not a most monsti-ous argument to

say, because a great natural power
existed, it should liaive no political

power associated with it ? «Was it for

them to create dissension, where none
bad yet appeared? This bill was
meant to be a great deed of reconcili-

ation— would they deprive it of that

character? would they make it produce
heart-burnings, instead of peace? It

was the object of the government to

frame a measure, as final as any human
measure could be— would thev make
it short-lived ? Was it to be the first

business of the refofmed House of

Wo copy from tb** Spectator of March 3, IB.*!®.
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Commons to discuss a new measure
of reform ? The gentlemen opposite

had predicted frequently, that this set-

tlement of the reform question would
not be permanent ; they now took the

gi^test pains to accomplish their pre-

diction. lie agreed with them in their

disUkeand dread of change, as change,

and he should bear many practical

grievances rather than attempt a change

;

but when a change had become abso-
lutely necessary, he thought it should

be full and effectual. It was dangerous
to change often. The constitution was
more injured by frequent tamperings

than by a great revolution. If no
members were now given to the me-
tropolitan districts, they would liave

clamours for members for them in the

first session of the next parliament;
and if gentlemen believed, as tlicy p\;o-

fessed to believe, tbut the new parlia-

ment would be more democrat ical than
the present, the alteration would be
larger. Tlie question, then, was, whe-
ther they should p«xss the Reform Rill,

not only not perfect, but in such a state

as was sure to engender discontent?

lie should support the proposition to

give members to the metropolitan dis-

tricts, not only because members ought
to be given, but because the majority

of that house were now on their trial

before the country ; and it was for

them now to jirove whether they were
sincere or not; wlietherthe pledge they

had given in last ( Ictobor, to support
the principle and the leading details

of the Bill, was now to be rerleeme«l.”

Such is the member for Caine’s sys-

tem, as emlM)died in his speeches.

They arc diversified, as Sir John Walsh
well observes, with some episodes in

the shape of attacks upon Sir Robert
Peel and upon the late government,
which occurred so regularly as appa-
rently to induce tlie Right Uonourable
Baronet to imagine, as may be inferred

from his expression “sweltering ve-
nom,” that he was the object of a
cherished and rooted dislike. But the
probability is, that Mr. Macaulay, con-
sidering himself (as well, in truth, he
may) the most able and eloquent man
of his party, looked upon Sir Robert
Peel as the only antagonist worthy of
his excellence, and determined to run
a tilt against him. The member for

Caine, amid all his attractive oratory

and declamatory displays, argues for

political fatalisin; and to prove his

position, he ransacks all ^ works of
ancient and modem leaiiiing — lie
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brings all the elements, and all the
sciences, and all the demonstrations of
nature to his aid. Appeals to expe-
rience are appeals to our self-delusion

appeals to history are appeals to
musty almanacks replete with preju-
dice and deception— appeals to the

well-working of present institutions

are appeals to ignorance, which is

satisfied with moderate fruition, when
by other elaborations of those institu-

tions, ameliomted by improvements,
golden harvests await us. All these

rational arguments are brushed reck-
lessly aside. Present prosperity is a
molehill to the mountain of felicity

which exists in his £I Dorado dream.
Necessity, necessity governs all things.

Human nature is progressive, and its

onward and siilcnt pace as mucli de-
fies all human obstacles, as do the

myriads of everlasting stars which per-

form their* given revolutions in the

finnament. The government of Louis
XVI., he says, was positively better

than that of Louis XIV., yet it was
less in accordance with the times, and
consequently it fell. Although Philip
de Comines declared that the English
were the best-governed people in the
world, still Montesquieu, after they
had undergone amazing improvements,
asserted, that though “ they had been
so well governed, they might be still

better governed.” Thus, too, in bis

last speech upon Lord Chandos’s mo-
tion, he argues tliaU because J^ndon
had been of great importance in all

struggles of the people, it would be
absurd to dpny it that, which by riot

and rchellioti it could win fur itself.

This is the argument of “ Necessity,”

with a vengeance. Improvement, too,

has long since bidden adieu to the
ranks of the aristocracy; it has fairly

turned its back on monarchy,— its

movements are exclusively marching
towards democracy. This inverts the

order of improvement which prevails

in America. While their prosiierity

depends on establishing an aristocracy

—whether of wefllth, of landed posses-
sions, or of ancient blood, is all one
for our present remark— which they
are rapidly realising, Mr. Macaulay
endeavours to prove that the converse

of that position is only applicable to

England. Democracy and moral and
political improvement are synonyms^
and a pure republic (the most Utopian
of all forms of government) is tlie acmh
of human perfection. “lie is fully

convinced that tlie time has arrived, at

r
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lengtbf VFhen a great concession must
be made to the English democracy.”

These doctrines are pernicious. Who
is to be the arbiter of the Necessity

vrliich is to overturn all existing insti-

tution*^, and force them to give place

to others fashioned after his own recipe

for improvement? The demagogue
would make mighty necessities of his

own, and “the real sterling movements
would soon have a great number of

counterfei ts His theory is unnatural

;

but supposing it were not anomalous,
still it is difficult and dangerous. With
man his history and progression shew
that the moral transcends the material.

The fulcrum of his lever,” says the

Baronet, ** rests upon 'the preceding

achievements of his species. We are

wiser than our ancestor, not because
we arc individually superior to them,
but because we know what they knew,
and we add to it what we oin*selves

aerjuiro. Could a generation be sud-
denly divorced from its records, re-

membrances, and traditions— could a
draught of the waters ofJ^tho be given

to it, it would be wretched and con-
temptible : it could not exist, but
would perish miserably, if thrown
upon its own single resources.” The
peculiarity and privilege of the human
species is, that it conquers the present
exigence by the experience of past

ages.

Mr. Macaulay argues that nations

are uniformly progressive in ameliora-

tion, and that notliiiig can retard the

impulsive movement. But, unfortu-

nately, there are barrier and stops

on the road of improvement—^there are

checks and eddies and back-currents

in the stream of civilisation. If this

last were indeed continuous and pro-

gressive, would not Cairo he the Uoine,
and Babylon tlie Paris, and Athens the

liondon, of the earth? The member
for Caine, however, looks to the grand
Necessity which is to impress eveiy
human institution with its sign, and
those institutions are to obey its man-
date as though it wfAre the cabalistic

command of a magician, lie dwells

on the growth of communities, without

saying any thing^ of their decay; he
spealu of dock-yards in the Hebrides
as extensive as those of Liverpool, and
of manu&cturing towns in Galway as

large as Manchester. But what if

Liverpool should become a heap of
ruins, like Carthage — if England
should become a wora of bygone repu-
tation, like 'fyre, the commercial mart

of the ancient world? This is an hypo-
thesis, it may be said. We reply, look

at Bruges and Venice.

States make and mar their own for-

tunes. If they rise, they become the

glory— if they fall, the derision of
mankind. Who thinks of Carthage

now, though she sent her vessels to tlie

Cassiderites, and ordered forth the

celebrated expedition set forth in the

Periplux of 1 latino. Who gives a
moment of reflection to Tyre or Sidon?

Wlio shall be presumptuous enough to

say that England shall be saved from
their doom? And who shall predict

that the Reform Bill shall not consum-
mate this fate for England? The com-
merce of this nation may escape to

other lands. America is a young coun-
try, full of energies, offering every

bpunty to adventurers, and on the

watch for gaining what it can from
the superabundance of other nations.

France has not yet arrived at its fulness

of political energies or its agricultural

maturity. Russia, with yet greater

powers and capacities, is only with-

held from procuring commercial influ-

ence by being in the predicament of
tlie iuflint Hercules in its cradle.

Because England has risen from

barbarism to civilisation, from poverty

to affiuence, by its own energies, the

member for Caine supposes that no-
thing can impede it in its course

towards further improvement and ulti-

mate and crowning perfection. The
actuating principle is to be the Reform
Bill. We have already said, that

nations retrograde as well as advance.

“We find,” says Sir John Walsh, “ no
parallel for the present state of things

in any former period of our own his-

tory ; that our situation is critical—the

edifice of our prosperity lofty indeed,

but its foundations somewhat preca-

rious ; that we are surrounded by na-

tions jealous of our greatness, and
anxious to rival our commerce; and
that we refuse to adopt his (Mr. Mac-
aulay's) conclusions, or to consider

the measure as tending to good, from
the mere fact that it is clamorously

demanded by a power which we may
not be able to resist.” It is the pro-

vince of despotism to coerce opinion

;

and Mr. Macaulay's republic, based
upon predestination, would be the

worst of tyrannies. Tlie Turk secs a
fire or the havoc of the pestilence, and,

exclaiming that the will of God must
be qbeye^ he allows his house to fall

a sacrifice to the one, and himself and
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family to the other. The Mussulman
yields* as he conceives, to irresistible

Wecessily— and the member for Caine

submits to die same mysterious power.
Tiie Baronet and ourselves agree

with Mr. Macaulay in the fact, that in

England is presented a general move-
ment in favour of democracy. The
question is, Will democracy be favour-

able to the circumstances or the for-

tunes of England ? Will such a con-

summation not cause tlie most exten-

sive retrograde movement known since

the fall of the Roman Empire ? The
movement we have mentioned is akin

to a revolution, if not politically, at

least morally— butwc tliink in both

senses. The general idea is, that revo-

lutions are just as necessary in states

as earthquakes or thunderstorms in the

physiciil world, to clear away impurities

of soil and atmosphere. This is a false

creed. Revolutions are dreadful dis-

eases, and a succession of them are

forerunners of death. Look at France

:

she is worse now than she was pre-

viously to 1789 ; indeed, that period,

with all its drawbacks, was one of
comparative prosperity and comfort.

England is in its national structure

little calculated for internal ruptures.
** Our wealth, our power, our com-
merce, our credit, ar(j all founded upon
tlie permanence of our institutions.^'

Having arrived at a very high state of

civilisation, we deal principally in ar-

ticles of luxury and factitious exigence.

In case of civil commotion or political

explosion, our workshops would be
hushed, our manufactories shut up

—

all business would become stagnant.

The capital which supports them is an
artificial creation: men of substance

would be scared away ; banks would
stop payment, or close their counters

;

insurance offices would become ciphers

;

savings* banks would l)e pillaged for

political purposes. This cousumma*
tion would follow that same necessity

which forced the enactment of die

Reform Bill.

We cannot avoid quoting the admi-
rable observations which close Sir John
Wedsh's pamphlet

:

** The fundamental difference of prin-

ciple between tlie disciples of Mr. Mac-
aulay’s school of pliilosoijhy and our-

selves is this : they consider that the

whole progress of society is a progress

towards pure democracy ; and that the

only problem to bd solvM is the suitable

apportionment of the infusion of demo-
cratic spirit to the stage ofadvanco at.

which a people have arrivod. We be-
lieve that that state of society is actually
the best, actually tho most titted to call
forth the varied excellences, the liidden
]>owor8 and talents, tlio diversiliod en-
dowments of social beings, which*con-
tains, indeed, a large mixture of the ele-

ment of democracy, but in which it is

not tho predominant and exclusive prin-

ciple. We think that community in

which individual liberty is unrestrained,
and tho rights of property secure,— in

which industry and intelligence may
ac(]uiro great wealtb,-... in which wealth,
character, and talent may ucljievo

lionotir and rank,-.- in which tho
dignity of hereditary nobility balances
the importance of official jiowor,— in

which all the ,lib^»ral professions aro

esteemed, yet none unduly preferred,

—

in which genius and literature are appre-
ciated and cheRshod,-.-.we think such a
community preferable in all respects to a
more democratised state. Wo are con-
vinced that*a society containing tlieso

inequalities ofcondition, these gradations
of ranks, these lofty eminences which
may be scaled, these successive prizes

held out ns inducements to the varied

exertions of different classes, disposi-

tions, and talents among her iiieinbers, is

superior to the plane level surface of de-
mocracy. Wo think that a society so
constituted would J)o more cultivated,

refined, ingenious, liherul, learned, and
wise, than one founded upon the basis of
republican equality. We think that in

such a state tho energies would he more
awakened ; tlie higher faculties of mind
and intelligence niory called forth

;
a

greater number of the qualities' and at-

tributes of intellect and taste elicited :

that, in fine, man would bo more pro-
gressive umrer such iiistitution.s thau
under those of democracy. We believe,

therefore, that the object towards which
these innovations tend is not an im-
provement, but a deterioration. Wore it

attainable, it would ho an exchange for

the worse.
*' The politicians of Mr. Macaulay’s

creed are very fond of holding up the
United States to us as a pattern ; and,
while they admit some oftho advantages
1 have dwelt upon, they contrast witli

them tho groatenliappiness and comfort
of the body of the lower orders as a

btdance. I’have no ill will to America.

I believe the Amoricups to he a spirited,

active, intelligent, thriving people, who
aro destined to act a great part on the

theatre of the world. As lo^ as they

preserve their present constitution, and
find it suit ffiem, 1 am well contented

that thqy should keep it. As, in my
own country, 1 like a vaiioty of ranks

and conditions; so, over the globe, it

seems to mo most agreeable to the de-
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Bign;^ the Grent Author of Nature that
^'^ere should be a diversity of laws and
tonus of govemment, producing, on a

more extended scale, a Biiniltir result,

iz.,—a variety of shades of national

character, degrees and descriptions of
excellence. But, with regard to tlicir

reasoning on Amoiica, they invert cause
and effect most cuinjiletcly. 'Die work*
ing classes anr* not lia])]iior, more easy
and independent in tlieir cirninistances,

ill the United States/ beoaii.so they live

under a Hepublic
;
but the iristifiitiouH

of democrticy are practicable there, and
have hitherto been fuiiud consistent with
order, because, from the peculiar cundi>
tioii of society, the working classes are

better off# iThc well-being of the la-

bourer or workman is no iiiiiuediate re.

suit of the laws under which he lives:

for he is ecpinlly flotirisliing and ])ros-

perous in Canada (a cokjiiy of our own,
governed by a constitution of our mak-
ing), and in New South Wales, or X'aii

Diemen's iamd, which hai>e no repre-

sentative s\’stem whatever.
** In all colonies settled in favourable

climnb's, or new, rich, uiiaj)proj)riu(ed

countries, wliich have surmounted the
early diiKculties and privations of their

first establishment, and which enjoy,
umler any political system, protectiem of
profiert}' and person, and eciual laws,
the working classes, will possess great
advantages over those in old and ad-
vanced communities. Against the siiiglo

example of the United States wc quote
the wl'.ole history of democracy : the
turbulence and distractions of the Greek
states

;
tlie overilirow of the liberties of

the Jtoinan commonwealth
;

the con-
fusion of the Long I’arliaraent, followed
by the iron sway of Cromwell

;
the hor-

rors of tlie French revulutfon
;
the fee-

bleness an*d anarchy of tlie Soutli Ameri-
can Republics :—we read one unvarying
tide, tlie despotism ofthe nmiiy occasion-
ing the misery of all, and teniiinatod by
the absolute power of tlie few'. It is

repeated from Athens to Bogota.
“ Such, then, is our justification in

the strenuous and persevering opposi.
tion wo have given to this measure

;

such is our delence against the charges
of selfishness, of narrow'-minded ness, of
bigotry, and hostility^to the march of
national improvement.
"We believe in the progressive na-

ture of mtm.
" We cunceivo that extensive, sudden,

and experimental innovation is diametri-
cally opposed to the principle of this

progressiveness, which, in eveiy art,

science, and path of human intellect, is

gradual, and rests upon the foundation
of what has been already accompUsIicd.
"We wish that our nation should con-

tinue to take the lead in the mighty race.

"We think that a democratio form of
government, could it be permanently
established, or even a great increase of
the democratic spirit, far from accele.
rating her advance, would be a retro-
grade step.

" We ore convinced that the attempt
to establish such a governineut in this
country would lead to anarchy and con-
fusion,— that it w'oiihl be the wreck of
her institutions, her property, and her
civilisation,— that she wouhf never re-
cover the shock, but sink into a weak
and second-rate state.

" We feel persuaded that the Bill in
progress, giving so vast an accession to
the democracy, conferring a right of
voting amounting to universal suffrage
upon the KW'armiiig and often discon,
tented population of London and all tlio

great maniifactiiring towns, while it

greatly adds to tho niimher of tlieir re-

prjcsentatives, introducing a constant
source of national jealousy, by need,
lessly altering the proportfons of mem-
bers between the three kingdoms, giving
to tho turbulent peasantry of Ireland
and tlieir hostile leaders a vast addition
of weight and power, is utterly incom-
patible with the institutions of tJio

monnrcliy and the peerage,
" We think that it would substitute a

democratic republic, perfectly incompe-
tent to provide for the security of pro-
perty, or to attain any of tho great ends
of government.
" Kiitertaining theso rooted opinions

;

coiifinued in them liy all which has
occurred and is occurring round us

; be-
lieving that v e are opposing ourselves,
not to national improvement, but to na-
tional ruin, w'e have no doubtful or
middle, course.

^

" XV e cannot consent to wave our just
right to the fn*e declaration of our con-
victions. XX'e should not be acquitted
by our consciences in relaxing our
efforts heraiiso our adversaries tell us
tlrat they are unavailing. We will not
surrender our judgment to this ex parte
assertion of an irresistible demand, and
an over-ruling necessity. We impugn
not tlie motives of others

;
but wliut

may be madness in them would be guilt
in us.”

We had written thus far when we
received our copy of the North Amc-
rican Review; and on turning to the
first article, on “ Reform in England,”
the very first words which strike us are
the following : “ Should we venture
an opinion as to the precise state of
mind with which ministers regard the
Bill, we should say.they would not
lament to have it defeated by a small
majority !” Our readers thus see that,
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republican though the reviewer be, he
aj^ces altogether with what we have
already said in regard to the sincerity

of the ministry.

The reviewer then proceeds to lay

down a lucid exposition and some
cogent reasoning in reganl to the

measure, which demand the deepest

attention from every observer of the

spirit and ])rogress of reform in Jin-

gland. Even he is staggered, more
tlian John Smith of Mid hurst, at the

momentous import of the measure.
It tcisks the apprelicnsion,” says he

;

‘‘ it excites the imagination. Wo can-

not sit still, and behold unmoved this

mighty operation in human aflliirs.

The experimentum in corpori vili-— the

fate of East Jicstford, and Gram pound,
and Cricklade, and AyJc'jbiiry— might
be discussed here with.out emotion,

ilut this is the experimentum crncis.

It ts hie oiT.iiATiox or ltie or
liEA’Ur Or« A MUillTV r.MlMIlE.” If we
upliold the Whig ministry, and their

ih'sperato scheme becomes law, the

choice of alternatives wdl not be left

us - our doom will be certain, and
that doom w^ill bo death.
The tjuestion of reform is an Ame-

rican (pioslion ;
for their ])riiioipal

eominercial connexion is willi this

country. What remains of her foreign

trade will also be aflected by the stale

ol her markets, 'fhe ibree glorious

daysof Earis*^ diil inculcuUiblc mischief

to her trade with Eraiice, since it was
then impossible to dispose of the very

best bills upon the French capital, or

elsewhere. To give an idea of the

loss sustained in the year 1830 by the

United States, their exjiorl of cotton

to France fell short of the jireceding
year by one-tbird.

Tlie North American reviewer lays

it down as abroad assertion, wdiich by
his arguments he shews to be incon-

trovertible, “ That it will be foaml,

in the practical operation of the hilly

should it as it now stands become a lawy

that ofitselfy and umttfended with other

great measures of reform in the consti^

tution and administration of the coun»
tryy not one of the evils cn which the

people most complain will be remediedy

while the Bill stops far short of its

own principles The ministers boast

of laying down a uniform rule, and on
tins point they have spoken in the

loftiest tone of a simulated disinterest-

edness. Mr. Crdker, however, admir-
ably exposed their paltry sophistry,

and the unfairness of their proceedings

witli regard to Appleby and Mi^y||^i$t

:

the more considerable place iS'

franchiseil, because it belongs to Lora
Lonsdale; the smaller, though with
only 1400 inhabitants, is still reserved

in Schedule B, as a compons^tifm to

Mr. .John Smith for the pain he under-

went when the Reform Bill acted as

an exhauster to his bpigs. But the

boasted uniformity is no iiniforiiiily at

all. All. is incffti.ality, because every

thing is attein]>ted to be established

on averaging calculations. Thus towms
dilfcriiig materially in population have
tlio like [iiiinbcr of members. The
same thing with counties. And be-

tween counties w’ilh two, and boroughs
with two memhers,.the disparity will be
(i fortiori more (.‘grcgioiis. liOrd ( Jran-

ville Somerset, on moving for a new
district of borouglis in the county of

Monmouth, stated that the population

of the threo noiThem counties, Nortli-

uniberlaml, Cumherlaiid, and Durham,
taken together, supplied one member
for every nineteen thousand persons,

w hcreus the three eoimtios ofMonmoutli,

Glamorganshire, and Brecknockshire,

yielded only one in twenty-four thou-

sand. To this Lord John Russell re-

plied that, in arranging the system of

re])reseiitation, Ins* inajesty^s ministers

did not affect to have settled the just

})roportion between the population and
tlie nimiber of members in every case

;

and that if an addition were made to

the representation, J;ie could assure

Lord Ciranville Somerset tliat greater

irregularities could be pointed out than

that of Monyiouth. This admits that

irrt'gularities exist even in this system,

which vaunts of being established on
the basis of population. Will Lanca-
shire, with one member for forty-eight

thousand inhabitants, be satisfied when
other counties luivc members in tlie

ratio of one to nineteen thousand ?

Will London with its density of popu-
lation, OP Liverpool with its one mem-
ber for seventy thousand inhabitants,

be satisfied when other boroughs send

one in one thousand, or one in sixteen

hundred. Great differences, again,

exist between England, Scotland, and
Ireland. The last, wffich contains one-

third of the population, will scarcely

remain satisfied with only returning

one-sixth of the members.

To all this the ministers exclaim,
“ PRf;,scRtPTioN Is not the Reform
BUI, however, the enemy to prescrip-,

lion? llow then can they blow hot

and cold— have prescription and na
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p^MpMoQ in the same breath ? How
'K4caii'^yl»^k through prescription for

^ne pQjrtion of their Bill, and claim the

safeguard of that same prescription for

the remainder? What we, moreover,

ask, •will be the consequence when,
under ISie regulations of the Reform
Bil)^ cjuestions are lost by small majo-

rities in the House ofCommons ? An
outcry will be immediately raised,

that liad the representation been regu-

lated by the ratio to population, differ-

ent and beneficial results would have

been effected for the country. Then
will a clamour be excited and kept up
for an authentic represenUUion of the

nation. And what other way remains

for this, but dividing the country into

districts according to population ? The
combination of the ratiqs of population

and wealth has something plausible in

it : for it was one of the provisions of

the constitution after ilie involution of

1789 in France. But this failed. To
apportion representation according to

property, tlic legislature must decide

by the amount of taxation. Then will

it ooine to pass that, as larger districts

bear greater taxation than smaller, so

the poor man of the former will pai’ti-

cipate more largely in the constituent

power than the riel, man of the latter.

Mr. Burke has already exposed the

fallacy and viciousness of this plan;

and we opine that the rich man of the

present generation will coincide with so

wise and pcrspicuous-sighted a person

as Mr. Burke. Ilesides this, proi)erty

cannot always be represented as such ;

for men ofproperty are ^ided as much
as men of no possessions at all by
internal conviction or prejudice ; and
two millicmaires will be seen taking the

opposite sides of the same question,

since they consider political perfection

to consist in the carrying into law of
totally different questions. If all rich

men were to be placed in a class,

afler the plan of Servius Tullius, they
would nevertheless be divided into

parties of opposed opinionists and

}

politicians, similar temper and
eeling to those of the unennobled
or the poor. Tliis actually is exem-
plified in the House ofLords. Wealth
must always, spite of every effort to

curb its ascendency, have mat power
which is wholesome for its existence.

Beneath it in society are the frugal and
poor, but principled and conscientious

class ; and as its members are always
a^nst civil convulsions, so they side

with their superiors in worldly condi-

tion. The industrious mechanic is just

as anxious as his Grsice ofNorthumW*
land tliat property shall be safe, and
the accumulations of assiduity and
frugality be protected. If the Reform
Bill is carriM, geographical divisions

will of necessity be speedily proposed ;

for by tliis method alone can be
ascertained the authentic will of the

people.

But this authentic expression oftheir
will cannot be had without a remodlfl-

cation or subversion of the House of
Ix>rds. Tlie barons stood formerly as

a political body on the merits of mili-

tary service. They are one estate of
the realm by the sanction of tradition.

But the military service by which tra-

dition says they gained their seats,

and were constituted into a house;, is

no longer necessary. Prescription is

their only claim to the power which
tliey politically exercise. But, say the

Reformers, we will have no rotten

boroughs, no corporations, no tenure

ofthe elective franchise by prescription.

This must be based on actual popula-
tion, added to actual property. Why
then destroy one estate of the realm
which is uphoUlen by prescription,

and allow another to remain which is

based (according to the Reformers'
creed) on that very sandy foundation ?

The Bill, therefore, slops short of its

own principle, which is, that anomalies
and absurdities in government sliall

be destroyed, and that government
shall 1^ constituted according to *^the

sense of the people which “ sense ”

will not be satisfied with the universal

acquiescence that has hitherto up-
holden the British monarchy and the
House of Lords, but is guided by the
results of arithmetical calculations and
mathematical demonstrations. Thus it

follows tliat what Lords Grey, Althorp,

and John Russell, have so repeatedly

said from their seats in parliament,

that the Reform Bill is a definitive

measure, and must give tlie utmost
satisfaction to the country at large,

is at variance with truth. Mr. Canning
said that the English government is a
mixed and limited monarchy, and that

the House ofLords is a necessary estate

of that monarchy. This is not reason-
ing, but mere dictatorial assertion. If

innovation is once commenced, the
charm of prescription is destroyed

;

and if the Whigs mil into general dis-

esteem, and the Tories are too weak
as a body to reassumc the reins of
government, (which they will be afler
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the popular returns into the House of

Commons), who shall stop the daring

progress of speculative politicians and
lawless adventurers, that will fashion

government according to their own
fantastic schemes of perfection; or,

following the suggestions of their self-

ish views, will make it a golden po-

marvum for themselves and their par-

tisans. In the hours of desperate in-

novation, the more violent parties will

aK^ays gain a temporary ascendency

—

hrutc force will for a lime be para-
mount to reason. Thus it was in the

lime of the Mountain party in the

Convention of France; and thus, in

our own civil war, Fairfhx, Mancliester,

and the moderates, were constjrained

to make way for Oliver Cromwell and
his hand of desperadoes. History is

regarded with contempt both by the

military usurper and the speculative

demagogue. Fearful will be the pre-

dicament of the House of Lords if the

lieform Bill passes into a law, for that

will lay down a precedent for violation

of existing interests and prescriptive

rights, which in the eye of our common
law have a most sacred character ; and
the issue will be,that cunning, treachery,

rapine, avarice, ambition, and demo-
cracy, will watch their auspicious occa-

sions for destroying and laying in the

dust the holiest, the most clficierit, and
th«> best Oi our national institutions.

Tills is no exaggeration. Did not

the Mountain party, as I.evasseur de
la Sartiie, its recent vindicator, tells us,

determine that the property of the rich

should be sold to supply the exigencies

of government and the wants of the

less prosperous? Their plea was ex-

pediency—a word which has always
been used by tyrants and ruffians, for

the worst of purposes. That was the

cool determination of the revolutionists

and anarchists of France : will the re-

volutionists and anarchists of F^ngland

prove more moderate in their desires

and their actions, when opportunity

shall have placed die commensurate
power in their hands? The former
most unfortunate country has voted
for abolishing the House of Peers, and
their decree was executed without any
consequent civil commotions. And
every thing tells us, that a reformed

parliament will make but slight pro-

^ssion ere the subject of a senate

in lieu of a House of Peers, will be
mooted. Then •if the monarch be
weak, and tiie minister backed by a
revolutioiiaiy mob, perhaps a large

batch of peers may be
France) to carry that qiiestiotii|^ii4»,

the law ofthe reformed llodse ofCodl^
mons for abolishing our peerage, will
also be promulgated without causing
any convulsion in the state. And even
supposing that a commotion^ere to
follow, what harm would it effect to

the ruling party? The aggrieved no-
bility, if they proceed^ to the length
of rising in rebellion, could get no sol-

diers for their ranks ; and a w'ar cannot,
wo fancy, be well carried on without
soklicrs. After the i louse of Peers has
been voted “ useless and dangerous,and
therefore to be abolished,” will come
the consideration of the utility of king-
ship. Tlie vciy a^uments which have
been used in favour of the Heform
Bill, will be used ngiiiiist the royal

dignity. When kingship was esta-

blished, it was useful and necessary ;

'

now if tlie people say it is not neces-
sary, the reforming ministiy and the
reformed House of Commons mtist

stand up on behalf of tlic unerring
judgment of the people, Jind vote
against the furtlier existence of the
crown. The king has certain defined
duties to perform : he sends and re-

ceives ambassadors, makes treaties,

leagues, and alliances, peace and war

—

has a negative on the acts of the legis-

lature, is generalissimo of the army and
navy, is the fountain of justice and
honour, the arbiter of commerce, the

supremo governor of the church. Sup-
ose that our present most gracious
ing were to die immediately after the

passing of the Reform Bill, and that

tlie democAtic party were trium-

phant, the obvious question which
would be discussed would lx*, that

it was monstrous to suppose that

the Princess Alexandrine, being a
child, could not perform the func-
tions of her high office. Oh, but
would say the Conservatives, if they
might be allowed to open their mouths
at all— oh, but why not appoint a
regency? What! would exclaim the
Radicals— let tlie queen receive all

the large perquisites of office, and
allow a locum tetiens to supply her

place ? No, no ; if a locum tenens can
supply the office for a year, he can for

twenty : so down with the ^een, and
up with the president I Then how
would fare the church? The bishops

sit as,temporal peers in the House of

Lords : no Catholic sits there, nor any
dissenting teacher is allowed a seat on
their bench. The dissenters (Catholics
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jMMkA?b^ever, are more in num**
^i^testants. Will the

^lUment allow the diurch
in minority to be repmsehted, and not

that in the majority? Those who have

upholden this Bill cannot, will not.

Here, tbo, nothing can be said of an-

tiquity and prescription, for the Homan
Catholic religion is of far older date

than the Protestant. Then, too, as to

the propcrt;^ of the ch^jrch. That which

is in its present possession will be

taken away from it, as remorselessly

as the Irish tithes are from tlic owners

;

and that which by Ueniy \'IIT. was
confiscated, and given out to did'erent

families, will be reclaimed by the ra-

pacious haqiies of reform, who know
nothing of prescriptive lights and an-

tiquity of possession, but every thing

of utility, in their application. Tlic

universities will be thrown open to all

comers, whether believer ^or intidel.

The colonies will be lost to the mother-

country, for the colonists, not being

men of pre-eminent talent, or bustling

demagogic characters, will not be able

to obtain admission into the House of

Commons. The American revolution

shews tliat colonies must either be

represented or become free. England,

in this respect, under the blessings of
the Reform Bill, will find itself in a
dilemma. If they are not represented,

as we have just said, the colonies will

inevitably become free. If they are

represented, the members will be dele-

gates; and, acting for the exclusive

benefit of their respective constituen-

cies, in the immediate welfare ofWhich
the other members of the House of
Commons cannot feed a djrect sym-
pathy, they will be forced by the rdsi-

dent proprietors to so conduct them-
selves as to enable the colony to declare

Us freedom at the earliest moment.
The trade of England then will suffer

materially, and she will be gradually

brought to bankruptcy. And thus,

afltT having been on the pinnacle of

of national greatness, her impotent
name will become a by-word and a
scorn among the people of the earth.

We conclude by calling on the

House of Peers—by every endeared

remembrance, .nnd every holy lie— by
the blessed hope of saving their chil-

dren from bc'gijary, and their country

from ruin— to reject the Reform Bill;

or, if that cannot be done, at least to

take the venom from its sting.

ON UECENT MANIFESTATIONS OF SPIRITUAL GIFTS.

No. III.

BY THE IlEV. EDWARD IRVING.

(^Conclmion,)

I WOULD come far short of a true

and faithful account of this solemn
matter, did I leave my readers with

the impression that we had merely

received one of the many gills enu-

merated in the list given by the apos-

tle, while I believe that we have re-

ceived that which is the root and the

stem of them all, out of which they ail

grow, and by which they are all nou-
rished. It is, I believ^, the same form
of utterance which was first given to

the Church on the day of Pentecost,

for her sti-engthenifiig and enlargement,

to the end she might be taught by the

Holy Ghost, and trained up from

childhood into tlie estate of manhood,
when, in the various members, the

various gifts and capacities appeared.

Jjci it be observed how the prophet

Isaiah, prophesying of this (Isa. xxviii.

9—14; compared with 1 Cor. xiv. 21),

declarctli tliat God was to use tliis

method for trainiug up weaned chil-

dren into the estate of manhood, at a
time wlicii the Church in general would
be running after the strong drink of
man’s doctrines, commended witli all

the forms of lip-eloquence and natural

undersLinding. To bring discredit

upon all which human argument, and
to cast down the hypocritical spirit of
man from the usurped place ot divine
authority, God dcclareth that he would
speak with stammering lips, precept
upon precept, and line upon line, after

the manner of a nurse to her weaned
child ; all the while giving forth, in this

contemptible way, under the guise of
this ‘Muolishness of God,’’ the "rest
and the refreshment” wherewith those

weary ofthe uncertainly and perplexity

of man's teaching, might be brought to

rest in the veiy truth of God, separate
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$xii3i away from the manner wherein it

was expressed. But to make certain

that it was all the while from God,
words of a tongue were added to it,

which neither speaker nor hearer (ex-

cept in the case of Pentecost) nnder-

stbod, and which, to every man who had

confidence in the speaker as an honest

man, yea, and from the very manner
of it, was proof enough that it was
supematurdl. Even so now, in a day
when we have as many sects, and sys-

tems, and gospels, as we have able

and ingenious preachers—when men
are attracted, not by the truth of (vod,

but by the eminence of the preacher,

by the oratoiy', the argument, tlie elu-

quriv:c, the natural fervour iii\d power
of utterance,—God, that he might pre-

pare a church for the stern duties and
trials which are before her, and sepa-

rate from her the impurities of man’s
traditions, whereof she is full, and send

adrift nil speculators in religion, hath

brought forth the sclf>saine instrument

out of his armoury, raising up obscure

persons— weak women and unedu-
cated men—endowing them with the

very same gift of speaking in ‘‘ other

longues,” mid with “stammering of

lip,” and with frequent repetitions,

“ line upon line, line upon line
;
pre-

cept upon precept, precept upon pi-e-

cept and it hath been attended with

the effect of driving away, in utter dis-

gust, all but the simple-hearted, single-

minded disciples, who love the truth

for its own sake. These it hath ga-

thered, these it hath refreshed—to these

it hath taught their infantile and help-

less condition : it is building them np
in fiiitb and holiness, it is rooting and
grounding them in love, and it will,

like good food strengthened as we
need it, bring the Church unto a per-

fect man, unto the measure of the sta-

ture of the fulness of Christ. Tliose

things which are the popular objections

to the work, viz. the unintelligibleness

of the tongues, and the inartificial style

ofthe utterance in English, and the fre-

quent repetitions, are, in truth, the veiy

marks of its identity with that which
is prophesied of by the prophet Isaiah,

and described by the apostle Paul.

And before leaving this, I may observe,

that the effects also which it hath pro-

duced are the very effects prophesied

by Isaiah, and experienced by die

apostle; viz. the gathering out from
the Jewish Ghurch of a remnant ac-

cordii^ to the election of grace, by

whom the nations might.
Used, and the stumbliifg ^ d{'

rest, according to the w6rd
in the same place, “that they mi^V*
stumble and fall back, and be snai-ed .

and taken." So will it pr^, yea,
and hath in a manner already proved

'

amongst us, to be for the rising of a
few and for the falling of many in

Israel ; and for a simtlar end, the end,
viz. of staiiding^up against and by force

of holiness, exposing the sevenfold

coverlet of hypocrisy which is in the

Church, especially that called evan-
gelical— of detecting the mystery of
iniquity, the spirit oY Antichrist, in all

dt'partmeiits of church, and state, and
civil society, literature, and science,

and art, edacation, benevolence, and
religious associations— of building up
a Ciiurch to^stiuid firm and steadfast

upon the Rock of Ages, when all things

established are scattered like smoke
before the wind— and, finally, of
spreading the memliors of tliat Church
abroad, to carry the full Gospel of the

kingdom into all lands, just before the

hour of the judgment jirriveth, a5 it is

prophesied in the two witnesses who
resist Antichrist (Rev. xi.), and in the

angel who, just before the judgment,
flies tiiroiigh die midst of heaven,
“ having the everlasting Gospel to

preach unto them that dwell on the

earth, and to every nation, and kindred,
and tongue, and peo[)le ; saying, with a
loud voice, fear God, and give glory

to him, for the hbur of his judgment
is come : and worship him that made
heaven, and earth, and the sea, and
the fountStiiis of waters." (Rev. xiv.

6-7.)

Besides this appeal to the radical

prophecy of Isaiah, to shew that the

thing which we have received is the
very gitl of tongues bequeathed on the
day of Beniecost, there are one or two
other considerations quite decisive.

The character of (jod in all respects,

but especially in respect ofthe giving of
the Holy Ghost, is contained in these

words of the JiOrd :
“ And I say unto

you, ask, and it shall be given you;
seek, and ye shall find ; knock, and it

shall be opened unto you. For every
one that asketh receiveth ; and he that

seeketh findeth ; and to him that

kuocketh it shall be opened. If a son
shall ask bread of any of you that is a
father, will he give him a stone ? or if

he ask a fish, will he for a fish give

him a serpent? or if he shall ask an
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ij^ te ofo him a scorpion ? If

bemg;^ know how to give

!8P^.«gifts unto^'^our children, how
^S|iicli more shall ^our heavenly Father

give the Holy Spirit to them tliat ask

him ?”^(lALke, zi. 9—13.) We asked
Jiim, wesmtreated and besought him
for the Holy' Ghost; we met morning
after morning and confessed our sins,

and, perused his* word, and exhorted

one another, and pleaded the cause of

his Church before him
;
we lamented

and bewailed our low and lost estate

;

wc waited patiently before the Lord at

all times, and ceased not : and is it to

be believed that the l^ord, instead of

the Holy Ghost should send us a delu-

sion of the mind, or a possession of

Satan? VV'e have not sueb. thoughts of

God ; we know better in whom we
have believed. Had wc ^oiie to him
without a warrant in his word, had we
asked fur what is above our privileges

—for what the Church never had, or

never was intended to have, we might
have been punished for our profane

ambition
; but asking for tiic Holy

Ghost, as he was heretofore possessed

by the Church, as we are baptised into

ttic hope of him—^asking this gift for

holy uses, and asking it in true catho-

lic love to the whole Church ofGod

—

which wc know in all sincerity and
purity of conscience we did—we can-
not think such thoughts of God—we
daj-e not—as that he hath cheated mid
deceived us. Neither willwe suffer any
one to make such a thing in our
hearing. For we can no more bear to

have it said of God, that he would
clieat liis humble and sincere servants

asking bread by giving them a stone,

asking a fish % giving them a ser-

pent, than we can suffer it to be said

of any dear friends ; but we will ever

resent such a thing as a most gross

insult and ignominious slander of our
most faithful God. Nay, more, we
believe that he hath such a care over

us, that if we were to ask any thing

unworthy of him to grant, or harmhil
to ourselves to receive, ha would with-

hold it, as a father would withhold a
weapon from bis 44l<)» however he
might ddiire to havief^ and to use it.

It is mofli true, indeed, that our God
dotli visit wicked people with the fruit

of their own^ wickedness ; and when
tlie;^ come lo ^sk and inquire of him,

setting bgfbre them the stumbling-
blocks 0# Iheic iniquity, be doth an-
swer them to their own destruction, as

is fully taught in the pro]Aet Eselifid

(ch. xiv.) we know, also, that the Lorq
himselfdoth deceive projectswho pro-
phesy flattering and smooth things

;
yea,

and lie dotli sometimes send forth a
lying spirit into the mouth of mai\y

wicked prophets, in order to cause me
people to err (1 Kings, xxii.) ; and yre
know, also, that the time is coioiog,
or, rather, is fully come, when the Lora
is about to send strong delusion ujm
all Christeudom, that they might
lieve a lie—that they all might be
damned who believed not the truth,

but bad pleasure in unrighteousness

(2 Thess. li. 11, 12) ; and we are even
now prepared for the coming forth of
false Christs and false prophets, «with

signs and wonders, such as would al-

most deceive the veiy elect (Matt,
xxiv.) Tliese things wc know, but
wc bland up fearlessly in the face of
all men, and say we are not such per-

sons as the Lord will thus deal with

:

even our enemies being judges we are
a people of a blameless walk anjl con-
versation, who have suflered, and do
daily suffer, much for the truth's sake.

We frequent not the saloons of the
noble, nor the tables of the rich ; hut
our resorts are the bouse of God and
the habitations of the poor, to teacli

tlieni the ways of godliness. Against
whom have iiifldels, and free-thinkers,

and lierctics of every name, lifted up
the hand? Who have stood for the
meaning ofGod's ordinances in church,
and state, and social life ? Who have
maintained the integrity of the faith as
it was once delivered to the saints?
WTio have wrestled for it? VVho have
suffered the loss of good name, of ho-
nourable place, of friends, and of kin-
dred, as we have done? W'e do not
lK)a$t in this, but give God the glory

;

butwe are forced to make mention of
it, in order to prevent the slander and
malice of our enemies from prevailing
witli the simple-minded.

There is another consideration^ which
would be stronger than all these put
together with this suspicious genera-
tion, which examineth religious ques-
tions as an Old Bailey lawyer doth a
thief. It is this, that the universal no-
tion current in die Church concerning
tongues was, that they were always un-
derstood and merely used for preaching
in ; and, therefore, this thing cannot be
imposture, for it is like nothing that men
looked for under the name *‘gift of
tongues/’ but the very contradiction of-
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all their notions. Now no one doth

strike a man a blow upon the face and
call him a liar, when he is going to palm
himself upon him as an old friend and
acquaintance. Imposture it cannot be,

for it oiTendctli all, imposeth upon no
one. Secondly, it cannot be deception,

for it begins by opening the eyes of

every one, and setting us all to rights

upon the matter of the gift of tongues

in the Church. And, ihirtlly, it cannot

be from Satan, because it leads men
from a popular error, that tongues were
merely given to preach in, and brings

them to.know a great truth of Scripture,

lliat they are for communion with God,
and ediiicatioii of the soul in holiness.

Now Satan is a hider, and not an ex-

poser oftlie truth—a leader from God,
and not a leader to God. These things

1 cannot pui’Siie into their details; but
it js an arguim'iit of great force.

It appears from tlie narrative giv€*n

above, that the doctrine wliich had
power to revive the iiuinifosbilions of

the Spirit in the body of (^hrist, which
is the Church, is tlie doctrine of our

union with him by the Holy Ghost,

—

the union between the Head enthroned

in power and glory and the members
on the (?arth enconn)assed about with

iniirmities and temptations. In virtue

of whicli union we, though weak and
mortal in the flesh, are quickened in

tlic Spirit with all jmwer to put forth

and manifest tlie oftice and virtues

which are resident in Him. This doc-

trine of the power of his resurrec-

tion” hath not been preached in the

(Church since the days of the primitive

Church as it bath been preached with-

in these few years : witli the know-
ledge the putting forth of the power
did cease, and with the revival of the

one came the revival of the other.

If it be true, as the Scriptures teach,

and all orthodox divines have ever

held, that there is a real union by the

Spirit between Christ and his Church,
after the nature of the union between
tlie head and the members, which did

manifest itself in the primitive Church
by the fellowship of nis holiness and
love, and mind, and power ; then, as

this union dependeth not upon time,

place, and circumstance, but is spi-

ritual, and essential to the church, the

wonder is not tliat there should in our

time be the like manifestations of Christ

in the body as there were in the apos-

tolical times, *but that they should

ever have ceased : and 1 feel assured

that, if the Scriptures are to be taken
as the rule of Christian faith and the
principle of all Christian argument,
the burdeu of proof lies all upon those
who maintain they were not intended
to continue, and not with thpse who
expect and believe in thei/revival;

for the word of God beareth one, and
only one, testimony, which is, that the

gifts of the Spirit are*as much the pro-

perty of the Church as are the graces

;

nay, that these two are not separate the

one from the other, but the outward and
inward forms of the same in-dwelling

of Christ. Wherever the gifts of the

Spirit are mentioned in the Scriptures,

they are spoken of as part and parcel

of the Church’s, endowment, until the

time of h^r peifeclion come, and
*ncver divid^ from those moral and
spiritual graces, whicli all confess to be
of a permanent endurance. For ex-

ample, the institution of Christian

baptism, the gift of the Holy Ghost,

which Christ had entered into by going
to the Father, and shed down upon the

disciples in tlie form ofcloven tongues of
fire, is promised ns the end and rewanl
of that Holy Sacrament, in connexion
will) repentance and remission of sins.

Repent, and be baptised every one
of you in the name of Jesus Christ for

the remission of sins, and ye shall re-

ceive the gift of the Holy Ghost. For
the promise is unto you, and to your
children, and to all that are afiir off,

even as many as tlie l.ord our God
shall call.” No\^, no one duubteth
that Christian baptism doth convey to

the believer the gift of repentance or

change of\nind towards God, and the

remission or putting away of our sins

by the regeneration of the Holy Spirit

of Jesus ; and why siioiild they
doubt that it doth convey also the

baptism with the Holy Ghost for speak-
ing with tongues, and prophesying, and
other supernatural manifestations of
power; seeing tliat this, no less posi-

tively than die other, is held forth to

all whom the Lord shall call to the

knowledge of bis Sou. Nay, far more
specifically and peculiarly do the su-

pernatural manirestations of the Holy
Ghost belong to* Christian baptism
than repentance and remission or sins,

which are common to us with John
(Mark, i. 4). They who preach baptism
as containing no more than regeneration,

are but disciples of John the Baptist;

fpr Christ baptiseth not with water

(John, iv. 1), but with the Holy Ghost
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(e)^ the manner which took place

on the day of Pentecost (Acts, i. 5).

if the Christian Church be bap-
tised into the tbipg which took place

on the day of Pentecost, we should ex-

p^t to^nd j^aitie thing everywhere
acknowrl6^||ed to" be in her tliroughout

the wtltings. And so it is.

After ibe. Church of Jerusalem, which
was. .bi|p)ised by Christ himself into

this heavWy gift, eometh the Church
of Samaria (Acts, viii), wbioh having
been evangelised by Philip the deacon,

and baptised, was not suffered to re-

main without the gift of the Holy
Ghost, but, being straightway visited

by die apostles, was, by the laying on
of their hands, endowed with power
from on high. Next come:) the Church
of the Gentiles, first called in the per-'

son of Cornelius, the good centurion,

and his household (Acts, x. xi.), who,
having heard the Gospel 9t Peter’s

mouth, and believed it, were baptised

with the Holy Ghost by Christ him-
self, and then with water by the apos-

tle. Next comes the Church of Ephe-
sus (Acts, xix.), which Paul found
walking in the power of John’s bap-
tism of repentance and remission of
sins, but as yet entirely ignorant of
that work of the Holy Ghost, which
began from the day of Pentecost, upon
all of whom, having laid his hands,

they spake with tongues and prophe-
sied. Besides these, we can specify

the Churches of Galatia, among whom
Paul ministered' the Spirit and
wrought miracles” (Gal. iv. 5) ; and
the Church of Corinth, whose endow-
ments are given at lengtli (i Cor. xii.

xiii. xiv.) ; and the Church of Rome
(Rom. xii.) ; and all the Churches to

which Peter’s catholic epistle was
addressed (1 Pet. iv. 10, 11.) By
tliese instances, against which there

cannot be brought one instance to the

contrary, it is put beyond question,

that to be baptised with the Holy
Ghost, and to put forth supernatural

powers of the Divine nature, both in-

wardly in the holiness and enje^ment
of the soul, and outwardly in the

works of the'vChurch, is as truly an es-

sential privik^ ofthoChristian Church

as to be washed from, her sins in the

blood of Christ, or to be bom again of

water and ofthe Spirit, or to feed upon
the flesh and blood of Jesus Christ.

And that it was the experience of all

the churches, as well as of those in-

stanced above, to be endowed with

power from on high, and to manifest

the gifts of the Holy (^host, is put be-

yond question by incidental expres-

sions, occurring everywhere throughout

tile apostolical writings. For example,
in writing to the Corinthians, among
whom the gifl^ were in full exercise,

Paul saith, That in every thing ye
are enrich^ by him, in all utterance,

and in all knowledge ; even as the

testimony of Christ was confirmed in

you; s^ that ye come behind in no
gifts, waiting for the coming of our

Lord Jesus Christ.” Tliis shews that

utterance and knowledge” was the

seal and confirmation of the preached

and believed Gospel, and that the gifts

'^of the Corinthians were common in the

churches, so that they were nothing be-

hind the rest, and that the end of the

knowledge, utterance, and gifts, was to

keep them waiting for the coming of

the J.ord. Again, “Apostles, pro-

phets, evangelists, pastel's, and teach-

ers” (£ph. iv.)—gifts from the true

Christ— are declared to be by him
given “ for the perfecting of the saints,

for the work of the ministry, for the

edifying of the body of Christ,” until

it come to its perfection, and to the

measure of the stature ofthe fulness of
Christ; that is, until the body be com-
pleted in all its members, until the

number of the elect be accomplished.

Again, “ tasting of the heavenly gift,”

and “being made partakers of the

Holy Spirit,” and “ the power of the

world to come,” all of which signify

the supernatural power, are classed

among the first principles of the doc-

trine of Christ, in company with the

enlightening of baptism, and the nou-
rishment of the word, and the resurrec-

tion of the dead, &c. (Heb. vi.); and,

finally, in Cor. xiii., it is expressly said,

that spring with tongues and prophe-

S, and the other gifts, still continue,
“ that which is perfect be come

and that this is now come, no one but

a self-blinded fool will dare to aver.
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No.xxm.

ISRAEL D*18EARLI, £8^.

Opposite, in easy chair, sits Israel D’lsraeli, one of tfiO PPW
tribe. His name indicates the nation from which he has but Qm' S'

nothing else Jewish—in the ill sense of the word, tpe p^^h—abodt'
lliat he is imbued with some of the spirit of the mj^t recondite Jewish-

is evident by many an indication, vocu to the intelligent, scattered'throfrghoiit

amusing works.

We mean not the slightest offence by this referca^ to* Mr. plsraeira

original race; but we cannot help remarking it as a th&t

among all the writers of the present day there is none Who
imbibed the Englisli feeling of affectionate regard for oitf, hSfbky, even in its

most minute branches, whether literary or political, or is so dciepljr impressed

with a reverent love fur all the great institutions of our country, as the gentleman

before us. No Tory Doctor of t)xfoKl is a warmer champion of iho good old

cause—not Anthony Wood himself a more unwearied searcher into the history

of our literature. This we cannot help thinking a highly honourable trait. It

was curious enough to perceive, in his late controvfrsynvith Lord Nugent, a
descendant of the Grenvilles and Temples arraying himself with the enemies of

Church and King, and a Hebrew of the ifebrews, who^is ancestors, in the days
of the great struggle against both, were wanderers over the earth, and would
certamly have been rejected with marked indignation by the cavaliers and high

churchmen of the days of Charles, raising his pen in zealous defence of the

martyr. It is very unnecessary to say to those who have observed the works
of Tx>rd Nugent and Mr. DTsraeli on which side of the controversy the victory

bus rested.

D’lsraeli has almost wholly escaped the two miseries which have formed the

subject of his most amusing works. He lias not mixed in the quarrels, nor has

he been involved in the calamities of authors. His course has been prosperous

and quiet, from agreeable youth to respectable old age. flis future biographer

will not have any materials to found interesting anecdotes ’’ upon, which is

beyond question one of the pleasantest things that can Tie said of any man.
His literaiy melanges will always be referred to as the most curious collections

of anecdotical lore ever brought together, and his historical and political com-
poaition.9 justly regarded as works in which the trivial traditions of gossip,

which have generally passed current as history not to be contradicted, and been
invested with all the pomp of sonoit>us periods, or the oisiaments of graceful

diction, are exposed to a searching scrutiny, supported by the most multifarious

reading and indefatigable consultation of authentic documents. Our acknow-
ledged Toryism does not draw from us this panegyric. If we were to write on
the same subjects as those which have occupied the pen of Mr. DTsraeli, it is

highly probable that we should differ in many instances from his conclusions

upon cnaracters and events ; for our propensibes are bv no means so strongly

biased towards the house of Stuart. vVe are more of the mind of old Daniel
Burgess (we believe, or some other celebrated punster of his timh), who observed
that the Scriptures themselves were against the party of King Jnmes, because
although the original name of the founder of the cho.sen nation was Jacob,
yet was the nation called afrer his adopted title Israel. ITiey were called

Israelites, said Dan, because the Lord would not allow them to be called

Jacobites. One, at least, of die descendants of Jacob, we find, does not believe

in the correctness of this comment. ..

We hope that the blanda senectus of HuVUsnieli day yet be employed in

those agreeable labours for which his reddii^ information so admirably fit

him. And when he at last retires from the scene, as we all mu3t4o,-wiU he not
leave an heir behind him, even Benjamin the son of his right haild> with the

' pen of a ready writer inditeih tales and novels, greatly by' the '

“ Spinsters in the aun^
And the free matdS

admired and extolled ? By the way, it is not entirely off the we
may, in this gorgeous Gallery of ours, exhibit the figure and counfelAin«te of the

auuor of Vivian Grey, with a brief biography. In the mean time we bid his

father adieu, with every demonstration of respect. Peace be with him I
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THE 8IIIPPIKG INTEUEST,
* GLOVE

An ample j^riod of trial has x>assc<l

awi^swtee tiiose navigation lavrs which
England so long boasted of and wor-
shipped as the basis of her riiaritinie

|)ower and the cijiment of iier magnih-
ccnt empire, wcrc^tionsigiied to the last

home of rnortaHty— since tliey were
destroyed by j^fiament, as the mur-
derer is by the public executioner.

They were not parted wiili like a valu-

able friend whose favours were needed
no longer—like a faithful servant, worn
out and incapable of farther usefulness;

the separation called, forth no tear of
sincere grief, or common-place expres-
sion of decent civility; Jjut they were*'

annihilated amidst derision, hooting,
and exultation, as though they had
been a pest to society, a ruiix^ms drain
on national wc.iUh and prosperity. An
ample period of trial has passed away
.since that system of colonial and com-
uierciul i)olicy under which England
had enlarged herself into the first of
empires wiis doomed to ignominious
extinction by parliament, amidst roars

of laughter and thunders of applause,
elicited by the jokes und invectives of
such men as l 4ord Goderich and Mr.
Huskis.son.

Nature regarded with disdain the

X)Uiiy iiiimoldtors of law, and abolished
not her statutes with England ; cause
and effect entered into no new relations

in imitation of Whig and Tory ; Truth,
in stern majesty, cast fro^m it the

epithets antiquated” and “ exploded,”
and remained what it had been from
the Ocation ; therefore the unholy work
of destruction, though led by a general
confederacy of reviews and newspapers,
shared in alike by Whig and Tory,
greeted with national enthusiasm, and
triumphantly carried to completion al-

most without foe or impediment, has
produced a harvest of loss, ruin, and
misery.

The shipping interest Was necessarily

plunged, by its loss of protection, into

bitter suffering, which has exliibited

through this long period a melancholy
uniformity, not broken by a single hour
of profit. In vain did Mr. liuskisson
and his sootlisaying brethren prophesy

:

the golden shower never fell ;—in vain
did the House of Commons vote and
newspapers swear : the prosperity they
inianufiLctured never reached the waste

SILK MANUFACTURE, AND
TRADE.

ofcapital sustained by the ship-owners.
Tlie latter have struggled in the waters,
and, like men in their hopeless cotidi>

tion, caught at every straw—now called

on Tory, and then on Whig, for assist-

ance—in this moment denounced free

trade, and in that trimmed and truckled
to it— laid hold of enemies— aban-
doned friends— attacked, supplicated,

and courted the pjirents of their cala-

mity ; but no hand has been stretched
out to save them. Hostility and sub-
mission, manly exertion and disgrace-

ful sycophancy, have been alike fruit-

less: Whig and Tory, parliament and
press, with not many exceptions, liave

treated them with equal disregard or
enmity.

After having long acted as though
llity had in despair resigned themselves
to their fate, they a]>])arently have re-

solved on another effort, and the 1110-

meiit is well chosen. Another heavy
infliction hangs over them, from which
they assuredly will not escape if tliey

be silent and inactive. Certain of the
reciprocity treaties have so far expired,
that the time has come for taking the
field against their renewal. Neither a
month nor a year will siifiice for dis-

abusing and enlightening the public
mind, or acquiring as much strength in
tlie legislature as will insure from it a
fair hearing : determined and incessant
must be the cflbrts of the shi{i-uwiiers,

or the sources of their suileiing will

assume a permanent character, and bo
no longer oi)en to discussion.

Because they have presumed to de-
liberate on tlieir grievances and peti-

tion the throne, the Treasury press has
been furiously assailing them. It has
only put forth fiction and sophistry,

which have been repeatedly refuted;
but as it has drawn tliem from a pretty
long slumber, they x)ass with this

thoughtless generation as very convin-
cing novelties ; it is therefore necessary
to bestow on them again refutation.

Nothing new can be said of the ques-
tion

; but tlie truth ought to be conti-

nually rung in the public ear, until at

lea.st it be fairly comprehended.
Wc live uuaer what is intended to

be a free government— that is, one
wliich will give die sn^ect protection

from wrongs and redresf for grievances.

Political liberties and privileges are in
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object only means for obtaining such

protection and redress, and in so for as

they are incfRcient, they are but worth-

less names and shadows. While, how-
ever, subject and ruler, in these incom-

prehensible days, vie with each other

in clamouring for their extension, they

are made ends, that they may be de-

stroyed as means. The people are to

elect and tyrannise over the House of

Cotiimons ; but this House is not on
any account to investigate and remove

their grievances, if the latter be not

comprehended in some matter of poli-

tical privilege or party profit. They
arc to put the aristocracy under their

feet, ana change their institutions daily;

but they are to be wholly pn^ented
from moving the legislature to inquire

into the causes of their insolvency and
misery. The social edifice is to be
demolished, and hacked into some-
thing superbly new ; the last finish is

to bo given to liberty, but the great

objects which alone could give it value

are to be swept iiway; the House of

Commons is to be reformed in so cx-

uisite a manner, that it will be utterly

isiibled for redressing the substantial

grievances of the people in detail, and
tliereforc in the aggregate. Thus, the

form of liberty is given, that the essence

of tyranny may be ostablisbcd. Ever
since the mock Whigs became dictators

to the 'l\')ry ministers, almost every

petition of tiic community which has

related to such actual and grievous

evils, as it is the great end of political

liberty and privihige to procure a re-

medy for from the legislature and
executive, has been by both treated

with stern disregard. At this very

moment, when such an uproar is made
for rendering popular free<lom bound-
less, its cabinet and newspaper parents

insist that the grievances of the ship-

owners, silk and glove manufacturers,

&c., shall not bo inquired into or no-
ticed : the boundless freedom is to be
an end— a worthless gimcrack, by
which its owner may indeed be made
an instrument of party and faction, but
which he is never to use for the pur-
pose of procuring redress for his own
personal wrongs— relief from bank-
ruptcy, hunger, and wretchedness. And
what is the plea? The mandate of
government : ministers are determined
that a certain system shall be perse-

vered in— that the policy which dis-

tresses and 5ta]^es the people shall not
be altered, therefore liberty and privi-

lege are in essentials to ba^ no,

tion.
^ ^

In this manner our noinimtlfy free’.-

government is virtually perverted into
an odious tyranny, and no part of th^.
community hos suffered more ifom it

than the ship-owners. Again And again

have the latter implored narliament to

inquire into the causes* or their suffer-

ing, and to receive i^rpm them conclu-
sive proof tliat this suffering originated

in grievous wrong inflicted on them by
government; and sis often have they

met with contemptuous and insulting

refusal. When it is openly avowed
that the system of pleading the resolu-

tion of government in bar of the sub-
stantial exercise of freedom— of prac-

tically suppressing parliament in the

more important of its functions— of
making the will of the crown a reason

for disregarding the right of the subject

;

it becomes^ the sacred duty of every
man who wishes to see tlie government
a free one in reality, to make common
cause against it with the petitioning

portions of the community. The ques-
tion is made a general one, affecting all

equally on a point of the first import-
ance. It must be observed, that the

case of the ship-owners differs essen-

tially from that T^f every other com-
plaining interest. Tlicy do not say
that they are smarting under a eom-
raoii evil— that they merely suffer from
a system which scatters suffering im-
partially and equally on all ; but they
aver that tliey arc denied privileges

which the rest of tlic community
enjoys, aiiij are the victims of criminal
injustice. Tliey pray not alone for

relief from distress, but also for the

redress of heavy wrongs inflicted on
them by their rulers, and fair partici-

pation in the rights and boons enjoyed
by the whole population save tliem-

selves.

Another mighty reason witli me for

supporting the ship-owners is this :—
their complaint reaches veiy far beyond
tlieir own interests; it maintains that

the national lioAour lias been tarnished— that the sacred rights of the empire
in matters which bear directly on its

existence, as well & weal, have been
wantonly sacrificed. This complaint
involves a momentous public question,

which ought to be better understood

by all than any other, but which is

more the object of misrepresentation,

fiilsehood, concealment, and party ani-

mosity, and tlierefore less understood,
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oihe^. Public men and par*

ittids%bour^ in guilty union, to repel

correct** knowledge of it from both

Uiemselvea and the country. The time

is approaching when the shameful sur-

renadlspf national right, benefit, safety,

and existence, made by the reciprocity

treaties, must be reclaimed or confirmed

for ever.

If farther reason were necessary, I

could find it^in the conviction that the

boasted imiproveineut” of the naviga-

tion laws, which is so ravishing in the

eyes ofWhig and Tory (shame to both 1)

that they are squabbling fur the honour
of its parentage, exhibits such disgrace-

ful ignoraiJCC) crimiiml iucoiisistency,

indefensible injustice, and barbarous

invasion of the rights and property of
the subject, as, 1 am sui^i, have no pr«;-

cedent. Nothing could save it from
national execration hut the brute force

of party union, servility, aiul profligacy.

It can be denied by no man, that

disjoined, divided, and scattered as the

parts of the llritish empire are, they can
only be preserved as a whole by the

coiiiinanu of the ocean. On such com-
mand hang our colonics— our vast and
valuable transmarine possessions. If
ever any other nation or confederacy

of nations be able wen to rival us in

naval power, the empire must be in a
greater or smaller degree dismembered.
W hile colonies must pass with naval

power, it also must puss with them
into the hands of enemies : the loss of

maritime supremacy must be that of

colonies, the loss of either must be that

of both, and the loss of both must make
it practicable for foreign foes to divide

Ireland from Britain. In time of war
maritime supi-emacy is essential for

protecting our commerce, keeping fo-

reign markets o]jen for our manufac-
tures, and preserving tbe nurseries of
our seamen ; and in time of peace it is

the great cause which restrains at least

one nation from becoming a destructive

assailant. It is drawn from our com-
mercial navy, and can have no other

source. ^

This, I say, can be denied by no
man, and on it the old navigation laws

were founded. THeir primary object

had little to do with the “ exploded*’

principles of commercial policy, against

which so much drivelling nonsense is

uttered ; it was not to benefit trade or

the ship-owner, but to enlarge and mul-
tiply nurseries of s^roen for tlie sake
ox national preservation. To this ob-

ject they made trade and every thing
subservient. Of course, in judging of
it, we are not to inquire whether the

doctrines of free-trade be true or false

;

tbe question is, are nurseries of seamen
essential for the protection and exist-

ence of the empire 7

Mr. Hubkisson and his brethren,

while they distinctly admitted the va-

lidity of this object, gave to the navi-
gation laws a totally different one.
They avowedly re-modelled these law^s

on the })rinciple of making navigation

subservient to trade, and to render it

their object to sacrifice nurseries of
seamen in any degree which tlie re-

tention or increase of trade might call

for. «

I need not assist any discerning man
in judging of the " Improvement,” in

respect of object.

The old navigation laws, to compass
their object, used lliese means. They
gave the ship-owner, as far as possible,

a monopoly of the colonial tmde. In
the foreign trade, they imposed as much
extra duty on the foreign ship as dis-

abled her for taking lower freights than
the British one; practically they did
precisely what the system of ]>rotecting

duties does in regard to manufactures
— they subjected foreign ships, as this

system subjects foreign cottons, wool-
lens, hardware, &c., to a duty for the

protection of the native producers.

Every man must see, that in respect

of the carrying trade they only differed

from what is called Mr. lluskisson’s

protective system, in the single point
of colonial monopoly: of course tlie

only tiling necessary to bring them into

harmony with it, was the admission of
foreign ships into the colonies, on pay-
ment of the 30 per cent, or other pro-
tecting duty, which Mr. Iluskisson and
his colleagues declared ought to be
levied on foreign commodities gene-
nilly. In the foreign trade they had
already established the system.

ell, what did tlie “Improvement”
do? It actually swept away every
vestige of protecting duty in both the
colonial and the foreign trade!-— in
both it placed the foreign ship on an
equality touching duty with the British

one, which necessarily exempted her
wholly from protecting duty. At the

time when Mr. Iluskisson professed to

establish a system of universal protec-

tion, declared that all the population
had a right, in regard* to taxation, to

protecting duty, and distributed such
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duty all beside as a right, without

excepting the inhabitants of the colo-

nies, he would not grant the ship-

owner a farthing! This goes beyond
what the maddest economist ever called

for; not only Adam Smith, but Mr.
Ricardo and his disciples, arlmit that

a protecting duty, equal in amount to

the difference between British and fo-

reign taxation, is both just and neces-

sary.

Is the ship-owner so circumstfUiced

that he needs not the protection granted
to others ? lie needs it more than any
other member of the conmnunity. In
the cost of what is virtually his raw
produce, he is in a worse situation than

any other capitalist ; machinery dannot
serve, and natural advantages arc
against him : independently of taxes,

the foreigner in various countries can
build and navigate for much less, and
therefore accept much lower freights,

than he can do. The destructive com-
petition in which he is involved in

some trades must govern his freights

in all ; in the nature of things he can
obtain no higher freights in tlic coast-

ing and colonial trades, than he can
obtain in that with Prussia, Sweden,
and Hamburgh.

In peace the ship-owner is bound to

general losing freights ; and what would
be his case in war, of which wc are
annually in danger? lu a war with
France, the cost of most articles con-
.sumed by him, and also of insurance,

would be greatly raised, while in ge-
neral it would he little altered to his

competitors ; insurance of cargo would
be so much higher in his ship than in

a foreign one, that the difference would
be equal to no small part of his freiglit.

In consequence he would be entirely

driven from the trade with America,
and nearly all £ur(^; moreover, great
part of the East India, and no little

of the West India, trade would pass
from him, and his Canada trade
would be largely reduced by the
advantages which Baltic timber would
gain over Canadian. While war would
operate thus ruinously against him, by
immensely increasing the advantages
of his competitors, it would have little

of such effect on the other members of
the community who enjoy protection ;

many of them would gain more from it

on the one hand, than they would lose
on the other. Nevertheless their pro-
tection can be alimented at pleasure

;

blit to him alone this is prohibited by
VOL. V. NO. XXVII.

national treaty: if in war it

that be must run his ship almcMb'^th^?^
out freight to balance to the 'shipper

*

the diflerence between insuring in a
foreign and a British vessel ; or that

the foreign ship can take a .wight
which will do little more tlian pay the

insurance on his^ he can have no
remedy : the duty on foreign cottons,

woollens, &c. can be raised at any
time ; hut on foreign ships solemn
treaty declares that, no matter what
the necessity may be, it shall not be
imposed.
The pn)tcctiiig duties of the rest of

the community opcriile far more grie-

vously against the ship-owner, than the

foreign corn-growers, manufacturers,

&c., on whom they are intended to fall.

If is avowed that the latter have such
advantages in lightness oftaxes, cheap-

ness of materials, &c., that the duties

only place diem on a level with their

British rivals. Jlut the shij)-owner has

no such advantages; the whole mass
of these duties falls on him by in-

creasing the cost of every thing he uses,

and he has no equivalent.^ Thus ho
practically pays a grinding tax to the

rest of the community, from which it

is exempted ; and his own government
deals far more hai^hly with him than

it deals with foreign capitalists of all

descriptions.

Speaking with reference to the em-
pire alone, that great inten'st which
forms the chain to .bind it together,

constitutes its life-blood, and without

which it would bo little better than a
disjoined nia«s, capable ofbeing broken

to pieces, and appropriated by enemies
at pleasure, is treated in a totally dif-

ferent manner from the other interests,

whicli, however valuable they may be,

have no especial connexion with the

means of national defence and exist-

ence. And these are some of the

points of difference

;

1 . Tlie Improvement ” casts this

interest out of Mr. Huskisson’s pro-

tective system ; it singles it out as the

only one to be fofeed, without protec-

tion, into unfair, unjust, and ruinous

competition with foreign rivals arid

enemies,

2t While prohibitory duties are

granted to the cotton, woollen, hard-

ware, and other trades, which need no
protection, because they can undersell

the world, the "Improvement*' will

not grant a farthing to this interest,

although it needs protection more than

z
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,a^ other, because, from various causes,

gte^ part of the world can undersell

it.

3. While other interests can have
their protection increased at pleasure,

the ‘^WprovcRicnt*’ binds government,
by sollnn treaty with otiier nations,

from giving any protection to this in-

terest, no matter how urgent the neces-

sity may be.

4. War biust iiijiup this interest far

more tfian any other, if we look alone

at risk and insurance; yet it is made
the only one to which in time of war
no protection can be given. The
“ Improvement must disable it for

competing at such time with its rivals,

and thereby cut off the nurseries of
seamen to a great extent *(11 the moment
when they will he nettled for‘iiatio».al

defence ;
nevertheless it binds govcni-

inont from taking any measures for

enlarging or preserving thqse nurseries,

however inadequate they may be for

manning the navy. It must in the first

year of war most seriously reduce the

naval power of the empire.

5. Tly the protecting duties given to

other interests, the one in question is

sacrificed to them. These duties not

only operate as an opjiressive tax on it,

from which the restnare exempted, but

as a heavy protecting duty enjoyed

by its foreign rivals against it. The
“ Improvement '' virtually levies a
grievous discriminating duty on the

British vessel, to benefit the foreign

one.
'

Speaking with reference to the rights

of the subject, the sliiiJ-owner stands,

amidst his Majesty’s subj'ccts, the only

victim to whom protecting duty is

denied. The manufacturers who can
undersell the world, the inhabitants of

the colonies, and even of the East

indies, enjoy that protection which to

him is despotically rofused. Through
this he is practically subjected to a
grievous tax, from which the rest of
the comiiiuiiity is free ; and his rulers

place him in a much worse situation

than they place either the ship-owner,

or die corn-grower, manufacturer, &c.
of foreign nations.

This is the V Improvement,'* the

miserable bantling, for which a fiither's

claim is preferred by both Whig and
Tory. Alas ! alas ! how are the mighty

fallen ! Let us now look at the manner
in which it is defended.

The ship-owners are as intelligent

and able a body as can be found in

the country ; their leaders are men who
on the score ofability have no superiors

in parliament. Is it likely that such

men should be unable to perceive the

causes of their distress— that dicy

should know less of their own trade

than those who know nothing of it

whatever ? When the ship-owner knows
from arithmetic that the losing freight

to him is a profitable one to the

foreigner, and from auricular proof

that, if refused by him, it will be

accepted by the foreigner, is it likely

that he can be mistaken ? When de-
monstration tells him tliat freights are

made losing ones to him in the trade

with die reci])i*ocity countries by the

cheap rate at which his rival can navi-

gate, and that in the nature of things

they cannot be higher in the coasting

and colonial trade than they are in

this, is it possible for him to err

touching the source of his general

had freights t Iwcry man of common
reason will exclaim— No! the matter

is so self-evident that it must preclude
all difTeroncc of opinion. Unhappy
common reason! to thy own confusion,

attend.

Tlie ship-owners put forth their case,

and lo ! the (loilerichcs, Thomsons,
Humes, Morrisons, and Torreiises,

Cockney newspaper scrib(;s, shop-
keepers anil mechanics—men who
hardly know a sliip from a porter-butt,

and who are not better acquainted
than a porter-butt with the trade of
the shiprowner— men, too, who in

point of intellect and intelligence rank
between the fifth and tenth classes,

—

oracularly declare : Tlicse people know
nothing of their own business and
circumstances; we, we, we arc the

only great men who are cognisant of
such matters, and we decide that they
are utterly mistaken— that die reci-

procity treaties, instead of injuring,

hugely benefit them—and that their

allegations of distress are false, and
they are in excessive prosperity

!

Its bloated ignorance and folly form
the black, impenetrable cloud under
which party hides its errors and guilt,

therefore combined parties hail .them
with exultation : what the leaders of
party say must be concurred in by the

followers, therefore parliament listens

with reverential admiration, lavishes its

applauding thunders on their parents,

and casts from it with jeers and execra-

tion the petition ofthapoorship-owners.
The newspaper passes them, profusely
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spiced with falsehood and abuse, to

readers who know no more of shippinj?

than its own scribes; it assures these

readers that tliey would be niijjhtily

injured by the granting: of what the

ship-owners crave ; therefore it is adon?d

as an oracle, and the unfortunate ship-

owners are covered with national in-

dignation.

To thy own confusion, common rcii-

son, attend ! \’et thou wilt have thy

revenge, if not thy triumph.

iiiit does the rickety, consumptive
babe, wlien it has so many fatb<*rs, re-

ceive no other food than assertion and
declamation ? Can its crazy life be

saved without the more solid aliments

of statement and reasoning ( Tt«f ma-
nifold parents. Whig and Tory, real

iirul pretended, natural and foster,

aware of what the questions imply,

cram the creature with such statements

and reasonings as the folU)win'j: : —
It is slated, that the sliip-owncrs*

seek monopoly—are anvious to restore

an abolished system of general policy.

Tliis is nnmixed, malignant falsehood,

'fbey only pray for such moans ofconi-

pdiug w'itii fijreigners, as Mr. llus-

ki.sson granted to the rest of the com-
munity— for llie fair extension to them
of his new system.

It is stated, that they wish to make
gi-eal proliU, at the cost of llieir fellow-

subjects. They ask only for the same
means of making profit wbicb their

fellow-subjects enjoy ; aii<l tliat tlio

latter may no longer draw unju'^t profit

from the sacritiec of both their profit

and capital.

It is sbxtcd, that the Hritish ship

endures longer, requires fewer hands,
and makes more voyages than the fo-

reign one; and that, therefore, she
really can be navigated at as cheap a
rate as the latter. Again and again
has this been proved to be filse ; but
it is still, even in the teeth of official

information published by Oovermnent,
continually repeated.

It is stated, that although the ship-

owner lias no protecting duty, he still

is protected; because he retains the

coasting, and great part of the colonial

trade. Protecting duty is given to

agriculturists, manufacturers, &c., as

much to keep up their profits as to

preserve their tmde ; and they would
retain the chief part of the latter were
it wholly abolished. The ship-owner
is now in the situation which would
be theirs, should they lose it

:
part of

his tmde has passed from him, he ties

sustained grievous loss of capital, and
his profit is rendered inudcqiiate iii the
trade which is left him. From the
want of such duty he cannot obtain
the profit it gives his fellow-suUjtiets,

or escape the loss it saves them from.

If the statement be true, it follows

that if foreign corn were julmitied duty
free, iIh; agriculturist would still be
protected, provided he should still be
able to cultivate great part of his land.

It is argued, that the reciprocity trea-

ties cannot injure the sliip-owner in his

general trade, because they only in-

volve a part of it. 'Jliis, in (;f]pcl,

asserts that freights cannot be reduced
in the coasting and. colonial, hy being
made ruinous ib the llaltic trade ; and
il ’iK llip s:jine iisscrtiiig, llial if any
law should make the cotton inaiiiifac-

turer’s prices constantly bad in bis

London ma\;ket, it would not aftcct

them in lhi> rest of the kingdom. Its

jvnients, vvhen they s|)cak in the ab-
stract, liold directly tile reverse: they
thus, to defend their miserable off-

.spriiig, cut lip tbcir own general creed,

and maintain what is utterly impos-
sdjle. They, however, publish by it

this shame to themselves ; the ninn who
thought themselves •euiupetcnt to alter

the navigation laws, and those who
pretend to be alone competent to judge
of the alteration, were and are equally
ignorant of the cominon-placc fact,

that if freights be reduced in some
trades, they must fall iu proportion in

all.

It is argued, tb:it the reciprocity

treaties have*rather benefited than in-

jured the ship-owner, because since

they were formed the tonnage entries

of British shipping have increased. Is

any evidence produced to shew, that

these entries would not have been
larger if they had never been heard of ?

Not a tittle. A ship, from inability to

procure an outward cargo, sails in bal-

last, and here is a saving of time ; she
returns with half a cargo, and here is

a further saving ci time : the voyage is

a losing one, therefore she is at once
despatched in ballast on another, with

no better success. •Thus she now
makes three voyages instead of two,

and she carries no more goods in the

three than she formerly carried in the

two; moreover, she makes less profit

in the three than she could formerly

make in the two. In every voyage
she msfkcs, her tonnage is arided to the
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gpperal entries. Thus she is compelled,
by want of employment and loss, to
add more to these entries than she
nvould do if fully employed and pros-

perous; and this is cited as a proof
that iShe is both I

Butllave the tonnage entries of Bri-

tish vessels increased in the trade with

the reciprocity, countries? They have
decreased, in the face of an immense
increase of carrying. • Uas the number
of ships and seamen possessed by the

empire risen? In the face of an
immense increase of carrying, it has

declined. Have the means of the

ship-owner for employing capital, and
making profit, been enlarged i These
means have been contracted, his capital

has been to a vast extent destroyed,

and his profits are rendered inadequate.

Tins, then, is the argument: if the

treaties sweep your ships wholly out

of the trade with die reciprocity coun-

tries, destroy half your ships and sea-

men, and bind your ship-owners to

loss and insolvency, they still will be
beneficial, provided you have an in-

crease in the tonnage entries of your

general foreign and colonial trade.

Hide thy diminished head, common
reason 1 and make no vain attempt to

discredit the new and admirable logic.

It is argued, that tlie ship-owner

ought to have no relief granted him,
because it would injure manufacturers

and consumers. He is denied the pro-

tection which is given to both ; his

capital and profits arc taken from him
that theirs may be increased ; and this

is just and beneficial : but to place

liim on a level with them,' and compel
them to contribute as much to his

gain as he contributes to theirs, would

be, forsooth, unjust and injurious. He
is practically as much a manufacturer

and consumer as any of his fellow'-

subjccts, yet for their gain as such he

is to be robbed and consigned to b^-
gary. Wonderful are the discoveries

which the present generation flounders

into, and tliis is far more comprehen-
sive than its parents ^.ream of. If the

argument be true, where is the ground

for defending the corn-law, or the

right to any kind of property? If

maiiufitcturers and consumers have a

right to the fortune of the ship-owner,

have they not an equal one to that of

the landowner and Aindholder? From
the contending fathers of the iKuitling

called the Improvement of the Naviga-

tion Ijaws, 1 crave a reply.

But the argument is as false as it is

wicked, in as far as it alleges that a
proper rise of freights would materially

injure manufacturers and consumers.
An enormous part of the gain drawn
from low freights is monopolised by
foreigners, and never reaches this

country. In general, advance of freight

on foreign corn would be taken from
its price abroad, but not added to it

here ; and the case would be the same
witli many other articles. In various

commodities exported, an advance
would be charged to foreigners. In so
fur as it would fall on our own popu-
lation, it would seldom reach the con-
sumer, or be much felt by the nianu-
fdctuFBr. Thus, to a great extent the
ship-owner is stripped of both profit

and capital for the benefit of the in-

habit'ints of other countries.

It is argued that the “ Improvement
was as much a matter of necessity as of
%xpedieucy. Why? Foreign nations

were so much dissatisfied witli the
navigation laws, that a change was
essential for preventing a suspension
of intercourse with them. Mighty
sonorous this ! but what nations ?

Russia and Holland up to this hour
have refused reciprocity— France long
would not be courted into it—America
had for many years enjoyed it— and
Spain and Portugal were silent : as

these nations had nothing to do with
the confederacy, of what other ilid it

consist ? W^hy, chiefly Pnissial

Happy John Bull! how expert are
thy sclioohnasters in fabricating fiction

for thy credulity 1

Prussia was so much dissatisfied

with the navi^tion laws, that she
meditated retaliation, which might have
suspended all trade with her. Prussia
was no naval power ; her ship-owners
only formed a hand^l of her popula-
tion ; she depended principally on
England as a market for her produce,
and she excluded English goods to the

utmost point her own necessities would
admit of, and almost wholly ; the trade

with her consisted mainly of the buying
of her productions by this countiy.

Was it likely that she would distress

her whole population by a useless

attempt to benefit her handful of ship-
owners—that she would destroy her
market for com, timber, &c., because
she could not obtain a trifling increase

of employment for her shipping—.that
from sheer anger she would lash lier

own sides, and take her own com-
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tnercial existence? If even she had
done all this, England vrould scarcely

have felt it. Let it be remarked that,

had she by retaliatory measures raised

freights to any extent in the trade with

hor, the consequences would have fallen

mainly on herself : Prussian com and

timber would not have been made
deai'er in this country by additional

freight than those of other nations ;

therefore such freight would have been
paid in a great measure by her own
producers.

This is equally applicable to Sweden,
Denmark, &c.
To prevent these petty states from

thus, in a sulky fit, taxing, scourging,

and destroying themselves, the treaties

were humbly entered into by the suc-

cessors—W'ee]i, ]rArty, over thy withered
glories 1—of such men as Pitt and Fox.
Hut why not think of real equality,

instead of reciprocity ? Oh, the latter,

is so fair and equitable. Jiet us essay

to discover its beauties by dissection.

If a reciprocity treaty be entered into

with a country which has cheaper ships

than ours, it must be injurious; ifwith
one which has dearer, it must be bene-

ficial ; nevertheless, so knowing are the

champions of the Improveincut,”
that they make no distinction, and in

their eyes one with Prussia must be
just as udrantageous as one with Por-
tugal, or any South American republic I

In so far as compulsion went, the

treaties were only entered into with
such governments as had much cheaper
ships than ours. Tn principle, therefore,

they were precisely the same as one
would be by which England should
bind herself to admit Prussian corn

and Norwegian timber duty free, on
condition that her corn and timber
should be allow'cd to enter Prus.sia and
Norway in the same manner. Tliis was
one branch of them ; and by another
England opened her colonics to such
foreign nations as had none, on condi-
tion that theirs should be opened to

her. Here was a boon given without
even a nominal equivalent. It was in

principle like consenting to receive

French raw silk and Burgundy duty
free, on cotidition that her raw silk

and Burgundy should so be received

by France.

Now for the reciprocal gains. The
foreign vessel obtained an advance of
freight which extended through every

branch of her trsAe, domestic as well
as foreign

; and also a great and grow-

ing increase of employment. To tlie

British vessel freight was ruinously
reduced in every branch of her trade,

foreign, colonial, and coasting, pre-
cisely as the price of com would be
to the farmer by the admissiop^bf the

com of Northern ^.urope duty free
;

and her employment was largely dimi-

nished. Tlie foreign ship-owner gained

higher profits, vast additional means
of employing capital, and prosperity

;

but the British ship-owner reaped loss,

reduced means of employing capital,

and bankmptcy. And the benefit

drawn from the reduction of freight

was, to a large extent, monopolised by
other nations.

As 10 right, J’russia and lier brethren

were as much entitled to demand that

their producers* of corn, timber, &c.
shoiilcl be placed on a level with ours
in respect of duly, ns that their ship-

owners shoilld. Their monstrous de-
mand really was, that our shipping

should be sacrificed to them, not only
in its trade with them, but in its whole
trade, and that our government should
make a tyrnnnic.'xl and ruinous distinc-

tion amidst its subjects for their profit.

All they could justly ask was such a
revision of the discriminating duties as

would place their vessels on a fair level

with ours, allowing for difference of
cost.

But, in the name of every thing that

ever entered into diplomacy, why
make such a crimimil surrender the

subject of solemn treaty? Why could
not ships be treated like corn, cotton,

and other goads ? Wlien the cheapest

countries were commenced with, and
all were invited, why not be content

with a general law, admitting all ships

at equality of duty which might be
willing to accept it, without limitation

of time t Before uiese days, treaties

were always understood to give as well

as take ; and to perpetuate, not their

surrenders, but the advantages drawn
from them, was their sole object. But
here an agreemrat is entered into,

the advantages m which arc wholly
and confessedly monopolised by the

foreigner; he calls fm it as a matter

of relief from great disadvantage and
loss; England sacrifices by it advan-
tages on which she always set the

highest value, and neither in her opi-

nion nor on his representation does she
receive the least equivalent: the very
foreigner, who on his own confession

draws so much gain from it, does not
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venture to say that he makes any
sacrifice in return : nevertlieless, sucli

an agreement is made the subject of

solemn treaty I So precious are de-

structive disadvantages, monopolies of

loss**pure to the exclusion of every

cliance "grain of profit, that in breath-

less haste, lest the donors should cry

off, they are secured by solemn treaty !

That foreign nations may not cast from

them gigantic advantages over us which
they enjoy without the smallest sacri-

fice, (luarrel with boon, and call for the

restoration of injury, lliey are bound
hand and foot from it by solemn treaty

!

Who do these treaties rc*ally liincl t

England only; the foreign eountrios

would be just as effeetiuilly bound
without, as they are with, tliern!

Snell arc the treatr'S which parties

combine to lantl, as though they exhi-

bited the perlection <»f intelligence,

cunning, ilexterity, and wiedom ! Uoasl

of possessing statesmen!— where are

they ?

It is staterl that the ship-owner is

only disiresserl like the rest of the

community. Has the projirrty of land-

owners, cotton and woollen manufac-
turers, ike. ike. been as largely wasted,

and as unproductive, in the last seven

years, as liis f No, the statement is

like the rest— proHigatc fiction.

The Treasury prints, not content

with vilifying the ship-owners, have in

their wanlomiess actually libelled the

King himself onjhe mailer. Atrord-
ing to them, his Majesty lately said to

a deputation of .ship-owners, he per-

ceived the tonnage ofslnps built had
in all tliesc years of their distress regu-

larly increased. Now really to pro-

claim it to the world, that the King of

England does not know the difference

between the tonnage of ships built and
possessed, and that of .ships cnten>d

inwards and outwards, and that from

the want of such knowledge he has

said what is unfounded in plain fact,

is mo.st unpardonable. Farther, they

have insinuated that his Majesty ad-

vised the members^ of the deputation

to build and buy no more ships until

the excess should vanish. They would
thus make us believe that the King of

England—the sovereign of this niari-

tfme empire— advises, as the only re-

medy, a reduction of ships and seamen,

without inquiring how their number
stands in comparison with former

periods, what the excess of them is

produced by, whether there he no

other remedy, or how far the reduction

will have to extendi Of course, it

will impose on no man
;
but who can

suppress his indignation when the

i*alriot King **
is thus slandered by

the t(M>U of his servants ?

There arc young men in parliament

of birth and fortune, who attach small

value to party fetters and opinions,

and who am anxious to employ great

ability and industry in acquiring due
knowledge of the interests of their

country. J^et me invite their attention

to this question. 1 will .say to such
men, You will never be competent to

form a j)art of the government until

you thoroughly understand it, and you
will ^‘lcver accpiirc public confidence if

you swim unheard and unseen in the

stream of party leaders and newspapers.
1 fyou fear up\)rohrium, I ask, I lave you
no English blood in your veins ? ihit

on this matter take comfort ; he assured,

*hy the decidefl turn which late years

have given to \>iil>lic feeling in regard

to free tr.ule, llint history will still re-

serve her honours for the chumpjons of
truth, justice, and their country

!

These ])oints 1 would especially press

on your notice, because, while tliey are

leading ones, they art) always carcsfully

kept from the light in parliament :—
1. The ship-owner, to liis great ex-

clusive injury, is refu.sod that ]>rotec-

tion which is given to all his lellow-

snhjeels.

*2. From this tyrannieal refusal of
protection, the wliole shipping of the

country, no matter what tonnage and
tonnage-entries may he, is hound to

such u rale of froigiit as keeps it in

eoiistant loss and sufii-ring
; and these

must endure until Ih'itish ships be
driven out of the trade with various of
the reciprocity countries.

3. No matter what the general ton-

nage-entries may be, British ships have
lost much ground in the trade with the

reciprocity countries, and tlie number
of snips and seamen possessed by the

country has greatly declined.

4. tne reciprocity treaties must, in

time of war, throw the foreign and
much of tite colonial carrying trade

into the hands of neutrals, reduce nur-

series of seamen, and grievously injure

the naval power of the empire.

5. These treaties give, without real

equivalent, what no mreign nation had
any claim to, and what no British

minister had any fight to concede;

they give not fair equality, hutdestruc-
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tive advantage and boon to rivals and

enemies. Every thing gained from

them by this country would have been

as secure without as it is with them.

Let not the vague and wretched

nonsense, that trade with other nations

would be injured by giving her right

to the British ship, delude you. Here

your country can defy and command
the world. Such nations depend prin-

cipally on her as a market for their

productions, and in general tliey rig<^

rously exclude her goods as far as their

necessities will permit. Nine-tenths

of the carrying trade are comprehended
in the conveyance of their goods to

her, and the goods they buy of her are

now in a large degree carried by their

own vessels. If she sliouhl decide

that their coni, timber, wool, cotton,

&c. should be brought solely in her

own vessels, they could only choose

between acquiescence and the ruin of

their export trade ;
and a counter deci-

sion on their part would have little

effect. If she should impose a discri-

minating duty oil the ships of any of

them, she could prevent retaliation by
making a discriminating duty on goods
also contingent on it. hhigland has

them so much at her mercy, and is as

far independent of them singly, in re-

gard to market, that she could almost

dictate to them. And while tiiis is the

case, a glance at tiie enormous and ra-

pid consumption of flic shipping inte-

rest, touching timber, sails, cordage,

iron, copper, ic. ike. may conviiirc any
man, that nothing would add more to

the general trade of llui empire than

its prosperity and extension.

Tlie situation of the silk and glovc-

mannfiicturei's bears much resemblance
to that of the ship-owner. They are

indeed allowed some protection, but
tliey have nominally or practically loss

than other parts of the community. If
Mr. lluskisson’s system had granted
the same duly to all, solely on the score

of difference of taxation, something
might have been said for it on the

ground of uniformity ; but its avowed
principle is, to vary protecting duty
witli ability to compete with foreigners.

It gives forty per cent to linens, hfteen

to woollens, and ten to cottons, and
makes similar differences throughout.

While it gives prohibitory duties to

many trades, it binds the silk and glove
ones to destructive competition with
foreigners. •

I need not dilate on this indefensible

invasion of the rights of the subject, or
shew that it affects the workman more
than the master.

The silk-manufacturer offers his

goods for sale, and the mercers reply,

We can buy at such and such jiriccs

in France; here are letters and invoices

lu prove it
;
and if you will not take

the same, we can give jou no order.

In consequence, he is compelled to

accept prices which sacrifice his own
profit and the bread of his workmen.
This is not the worst : he offers fancy

silks, and the reply is, We cannot
buy them on any terms, for we can
only sell foreign ones.” Of course they

lie on his hands unsalcalile. The case

is exactly the same with the glove-

maker: he must take the French price,

oi;> make no safps ; and his goods are

rejected, because foitigii ones arc pre-

forwid by fisliion. Both have ocular

proof that their trades are distressed by
excess ofgoods, and that a great import
of foreign silks and gloves constantly

operates to produei* and feed such
excess.

Mistake here is utterly impossible

;

the silk and glove mannmeturtirs have
the most conclusive evidence conceiv-

able,— 1, Tliat their bad prices are

caused by the mtp at which foreign

silks and gloves can be imported ; 2,

'riiut the import of foreign silks and
gloves is the can^e why their own, to a

considerable extent, cannot be sold;

and, 3, Ibat such import has a great

share in producingVnd enlarging the

excess winch distresses them. Their
workmen have the same evidence

touching thd baleful effects of the im-
port on both their rate of wages and
quantity of ernployineiil. 1 repeat,

mistake is impossible.

Well, they meet, petition jrarliamenf,

and are treated jike the shqvowncrs.
The newspaper scrdies, Thomsons,
(Grants, &c. (men to whom the me-
chanism of the silk and glove trades

IS to the last degree unknown), without

examining a single proof they tender,

proclaim, These^ people know nothing

of their own business ; they are totally

mistaken ; the things they complain of

yield them vast beiicfft; they are un-
worthy of notice, and shall receive

none. Again and again have their

prayers for impartial and dis[)assionate

investigation of evidence met with no-

thing but contumelious refusal.

But theWhig minist^ at length con-

sents* that the state of the silk trade
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shall be inquired into. What is the

object? Doubtlessly these Whigs in-

« tend that parliament shall inquire pro-

perly and advise independently ? Wtot,
Whi^s suffer parliament to exercise its

func^ons ? — monstrous ! who could
ever dream of the folly ? Mr. P.

Thomson, in the plenitude of his

knowledge and reverence of the con-

stitution, reveals what the committee

will resolve on before it is appointed 1

Of course, it might as well be compre-
hended in his own person. And what,

according to him, will it resolve on ? In
the first place, it will strip the llirowsters,

that is, almost half the trade, wholly

of protection ; it will sacrifice one part

of the trade to the other. But will the

other part be suffered tq, benefit from
tlie sacrifice ? Ob, no, as the price jf

his neighbour’s ruin, if will strip the

manufacturer of a large part of his pro-

tection. Well, wliat mighty profit, on
Mr. Thomson’s shewing,' will Uiis

shower on the trade ? It will prevent

a very insignificant share of smu^ling,
and exempt the trade from an imagi-

nary, unfelt injury to prices; and it

will self-evidently do it by greatly en-

larging importation, and grievously re-

ducing prices. The face has a pim-
ple on It— oh, sad! then think of

no other remedy than slashing off the

head.

Now, has thisadmirable schemebeen
suggested by the distress of the trade ?

No such thing : it was concocted seven

years ago, and is oidy the completion of

wlvit Mr. lluskisson commenced: re-

port avers, that Mr. Thomson pledged

himself in private, when he entered on
office, to its immediate success. Mat-
ters, however, have been awkward

;

ministers have not ventured to intro-

duce it in a manly manner, therefore

it is smuggled, by these traducers ofthe

unhappy smuggler by calling, into par-

liament under the pretext of granting

tlie inquiry prayed for. Why examine

a witness, if judgment be already de-

cided on ? Why prepare a report, if

the measures it is to recommend be

already prepared?

'rikere are some upright and honour-

able men on the ^mmittee : if it be,

like too many others, only to collect

such evidence as will establish the

minister’s view of the case, and frame

such a leport as the ministry may dic-

tate, let these men at once expose the

delusion. Let them dispel Mr. ^om-
son’s deplorable darkness touching the

constitution of England, and the rights

of parliament. They may be assured

that the evidence and report will be
rigidly examined.

Let us now glance at some of the

causes and reasons pleaded by the

oracles of parliament touching the suf-

fering of the silk and glove tiraes. Mr.
C. Grant, perched on the pinnacle of
abstract romance, looks down on the

community : he hears the lamentations

of the ship-owners, the horrible wretch-

edness or Bethnal Green appears be-
fore him, the West India interest tells

him it is insolvent, the glove-makers
supplicate his attention to their misery,,

agriculture cries aloud to him of its dis-

tresses, he beholds the wliole popula-
tion groaning under loss and want
which have existed for seven years;,

and then he bursts forth into bombastic
panegyric of Mr. Huskisson’s princi-

ples and measures ! It is not wonder-
ful that such a man thinks Mr. Att-
wood’s plain and solid English very
common-place, or that his apostasy in

respect of both principles and parly,

gross as it is, still sulfers him to be
£uthful to error.

These oracles assert, that the silk and
glove trades only suffer from the same
causes which distress the rest of the
community. Every man who has eyes
or cars must know this to be impos-
sible, for the causes which scourge
some trades do not touch others. The
assertion in .reality is— the cotton and
woollen trades are injured by the Ame-
rican tariff, ergo the latter injures,
although it cannot reach, the silk trade;
the West India interest is distressed

by the loss of bounty, the production
of forei^ sugar and heavy duty, ergo
these things distress, though they have
nothing to do with, the glove trade;
the shipping interest suffers from the
low freights of foreign vessels, ergo
these freights plunge into su&ring,
though they do not affect, the sillc and
glove trades. While they thus charge
the distress of these two trades on
causes which can scarcely touch them
in any way, they maintain that they
cannot be injured by other mighty
causes which operate directly on them
alone. Silks and gloves suffer dread-
fully in price and from the reform
question and cholera, but not in the
least from the import of foreign ones

!

Admirable observers, and still more
admirable logicians I

Then it is triumphantly urged that
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ilie import of silks and gloves is too

small lo inflict anv harm on the trades.

What makes it so small? The low

prices it produces : it demonstrably

would be very great, if these prices

were in any material degree higher.

Throughout the trades, it binds them

to prices which have taken away nevly

all the master’s profit and two-thirds

of the workman’s comforts and neces-

saries. This is not noticed—the men
who pretend to exclusive knowledge of

the ilublic interests, wholly overlook

tlie eflect of measures on profits and

wages? And mark, these veiy men
aifect to deplore distress as a grievous

evil, yet while it selt-evidently consists,

ill the main, of bad profits and^wages,

they insist that the things which pro-

duce the latter are beneficial rather

than injurious 1

Let us look a little more at this

point. In the late debate on the glove

trade, Mr. I*. Thomson gravely main-

tained that die distress was not caused

by the import of foreign gloves. What
did he arraign as the cause ? Exces-

sive production at home. Now, on
the average, about twenty thousand

pairs of foreign gloves are thrown

weekly on the London market; the

market, says the sage Mr. Thomson,
is overstocked, which is the cause of

the distress, but these foreign gloves

neither produce nor increase the over-

stock;— oh, no, you make weekly
twenty thousand pairs of gloves too

many at home : if you exclude tiiese

foreign gloves, it will not yield you the

least benefit; but if you strike the same
number of pairs from your own jiro-

duction, it will be a remedy! The
case is the same with the silk trade.

Ten thousand pounds’ worth of legally

imported foreign silks are every week
thrown on the London market; the

market, cry Mr. Thomson and his

brethren, is overstocked, which is the

sole cause of the distress, but these

silks contribute nothing to the over-

stock; you ruin yourselves by manu-
facturing too many; you can gmn
nothing by excluding these foreign

silks, but if you manufacture the same
quantity less weekly, it will be a re-

medy! In plain English this is—
foreign gloves and silks cannot cause

excess, but British ones can; if as

many foreign ones were imported as

die population could consume, it would
not do the leas^injury to the glove and
silk trades!

Wonderful John Bull, to have such
schoolmasters, and an intellect capable
ofdigesting their lessons !

^

Then Mr. llume sagaciously avers,

that free trade does no harm
; the want

of it in respect of corn is the greift evil,

therefore the abolition of tho corn law
must be the sovereign panacea, lie

and his brethren call for free trade in

com as a means of cheapening food

and increasing .the export of manu-
factures. The average price of wheat

has been for some time fifty-nine shil-

lings, and they say free trade would
only reduce it to about fifty-four shil-

lings : of course, the gain in cheapness
would only be five shillings per quar-
ter, and very litllp of tliis would reach

the consumer. For several years this

Cyountry has taken all the surplus corn
of foreign ones, at higher prices than
free trade would give them: a.s the

economists allege tliat it could only l)e

paid for with manufactures, it follows

that free trade, by reducing its price,

would reduce the export of manu-
factures ill payment. Wliat then, on
the doctrines of its parents, is the

worth of the remedy ? It would make
wheat some two shillings per quarter

cheaper, and render the state of trade

still worse by reducing the export of
goods : moreover, it would diminish
the consumption of silks and gloves

amidst the corn-growers. This is to

be the nostrum for loss of profit and
ca])ital caused by bad prices— glutted

markets ])roduced largely by importa-
tion— inability to sell gooefs because
foreign ones are preferred — famine
wages — ahd deficiency of employ-
ment;—yes, this is to he the nostrum ;

but, to exclude foreign silks and
gloves, and thereby increase profit and
trade, wages imd employment, would
only aggravate the malady ! Oh ! wis-

dom, wisdom! where hast thou been
hidden since the world began, that thy

face could never before be discovered ?

But smuggling must be prevented.

Why? Not to protect the revenue
here, because the duties on silks and
gloves are not imposed for the sake of
revenue. It is to be prevented for the

protection of the silk and glove trades.

How? By inflicting on them infinitely

more injury than it ever did or could

inflict; they are to be kept in constant

heavy distress, that the smu^ler may
not occasionally do them a trifling mis-

chief.

When the consumption of raw silk
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and skins is so gieat, exclaim these

people, free trade cannot possibly have
injured these two manufactures. This
is the same as maintaining that the

master cannot be injured by the loss

of prdfU and capital, or the workman
by that of wages— that it makes no
difference to the former whether his

price yields prgfit or loss, and to the

latter whether his wages be sixpence

per day or six shillinge.

But tile interest of the consumer
must be attended to. Has the con-

sumer an interest in the loss and
starvation of these trades? If so, why
not vote distress a national good ?

The consumer has no more right to

{

irofit from their suffering than they

lave to profit from his^ and. to the

extent in wiiich they are sacrificed U
him, they are subjected to robbery.

Far worse liian detestable is the doc-

trine, that silks and kid gloves are to

be made cheap to the wealthy by ihe

want and miseiy of the unhappy
beings who produce tlicm.

Tiicn (he change was made by Par-

liament in a certain year, and it is not

expedient to disturli it. Parliament
made the change solely on opinion and
conjecture ; and, because it made, it is

not to disturb it, altbough it operates

ruinously. I'arther, prohibition can-
not be thought of. But it is granted
to other trades. It is only given in the

shape of duty. What signifies the

shape, when, if the same reality is not

given to all, a ghilty distinction is

made between man and man? But
why not at least give it here also in the

sliape ofduty ?

France is the nation to whicli the

silk and glove trades are sacrificed

,

and the return she makes is rigid pro-

hibition of British mainnAictures. But
we are sagely assured tliat the sacrifice

will cojule her into a relaxation of her

system. A man desires a cow; he
gives lier owner gratuitously all the

money he possesses, and afterwards he
asks her as a gift. No,*’ replies the

owner; “ you have nc^hing to pay for

her with; if 1 consent, it will be so

much dead loss to me; therefore 1

shall reserve to m^'self her milk and
butter/' In like manner we surrender

to France gratuitously every thing

which would serve as equivalent, and
thenwe knock at her door and humbly
pray for her system in the way of
alms. No," she disdainfully answers;

.

** you have nothing to give in return

;

what you crave would be so much
dead loss to me, therefore 1 shall re-

tain it." Was this ever equalled for

insane folly ?

So we act throughout. French silks

and gloves are admitted without equi-

valent— American shipping is re-ad-

mitted into the colonies with one no
better than a worthless promise the

Canadian timber trade is to be sacri-

ficed to that of Northern Europe, but
Prussia, Norway, &c. are not to be
even asked to admit our goods in re-

turn— a free trade in corn is cla-

moured for, but no mention is made
of a free trade in manufdcturcs os the

price to foreigners. While we thus

cast from us every thing which could

serve to buy markets with for our ma-
nufactures, we tamely submit to every
suppression of these markets which
foreign nations may resolve on. Rus-
sia, America, Holland, &c. raise their

duties oil our manufactures, but their

productions remain unmolested, al-

though a heavy discriminating duty
on several of these would fall on
themselves. Our glorious new system
is, that we must neither buy nor re-

taliate, and that we can only profit

from robbing ourselves and submitting

to robbery from others.

What follows? While we keep in-

creasing the distress of our own pro-

ducers by admitting foreign produc-
tions, foreign markets are continually

narrowed to our manufactures. The
apostles of free trade cry, Persevere—
throw all away— submit to every thing— other nations will soon see their er-

ror, and abandon their restrictive sys-

tem 1 Blit, instead of confirmation,

accounts pour on us from all quarters,

that under their system the manu-
factures of these nations are making
tlij most rapid advances. We were
assured that America alone would be
injured by licr tariff— tliat her manu-
factures would be ruined by smuggling,
and she would soon abandon it; the

issue, however, is, that under her re-

strictive system she is in* the most
flourishing condition, her corn and
cotton-growers thrive with dear manu-
factures, and her manufactures, instead

of being ruined by ours through the

smuggler, are fed by the emigration of
our manufacturers and capital. Oh,
says Lord Althorp, we know all this,

but it is easily accounted for: a certain

American document da^lares she flou-

rishes, not through restriction, but in
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spite of it.” Here is a discovery I

liie absurd assertion applied by Smith

to our old system, and since backed

out by his followers, is gathered from

the mud and applied to tlie Ame-
rican system,” by no loss a personage

than the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

It really amounts to this— tlie tree is

no longer known by its fruit; the

American thistle of restriction is bear-

ing delicious grapes; but the English

vine and fig-tree offree trade will only

yield burs and pricks. To the dis-

covery that America flourishes in spite

of her restrictions, add the very stale

factj that England is constantly dis-

tressed in spite of her free trade, and

you will have a sum of proof quite

sufliciciit for shewing that the tree

still is known by its fniit. The House
of Commons, according to the public

prints, loudly applauded J.ord Allhorp;

let it vote that life is preserved, not

through food, but in spite of it— that

com grows, not through, but in spite

of, rain and sun.

Nevertheless we must persist, and we
are only to think of remedying the dis-

tress of a part of the community by
adding to the suffering of the rest, lx*!

every man who is not outrageously lu-

Tiatie turn from the notisensiciil asser-

tions and figures of the clamour for

free tnule in com, to the facts and de-

tails of real life. At the utmost, wheat
would be made from two to five shil-

lings per quarter cheajier to the con-

sumer, although the loss would be dou-
ble to the grower; and it is utterly im-

possible that this could be even felt as

a rcmeily to tlie master’s loss of profit

and the labourer's want of bread. It

is notorious that the corn countries

almost wiiolly exclude our manufac-
tures, and would continue to do so,

and that wc now in general take all

the corn they can s])are ; of course, the

export of manufaelurcs could not be
increased : and it is certam that the

reduction in com would be thrown
chiefly on farmers and their labourers.

Here is dcrnonstration, that while a
vast part of the population would be
dreadfully injured, the rest would not
be sensibly benefited — would, in

truth, lose more on the one hand than

it would gain on the other. This ap-
plies to the other projects for sacrificing

man to man and interest to interest.

The curse which sits on the empire,

and scourges«t with famine and pesti-

lence, consists of bail profits, inade-

quate wages, and deficiency of employ-
ment: of course, notliing can be a
remedy but a due rise of prices and
increase of work

;
yet, in the teeth of

this, we are to think of no other than
laws for sweeping away profits,Vages,
and employment, still farther, and
binding them perpetually to the lowest

point practicable. So decide our rulers.

Bedlam is not the only place which
contains the mad, neither is tlie natural

idiot the human being who possesses

the least share of reason.

To the landed and other interests

which are menaced 1 will say, You
must either raise the ship-owners, &c.

to your level, or be pulled down to

theirs
;
you must either give sufficient

wages and vCork to the labouring classes,

•or fall into tlwir suftering. Either the

system of granting protection and relief

must be restored, or that of free trade

must be. very speedily completed,

l^utling reason, right, and expediency
wholly out of the question, and looking

at necessity—at what is unavoidable

—

alone, you have no other choice. To
be convinced of this, you have only to

glance at what is passing around
you.

But the matter aflecis almost equally

the wholi^ cornmtmity. The.se continual

inroads on protection fall principally

on the working classes and the lower
part of the middle ones. Vrofits are

so small that every compulsory reduc-

tion of price is of necessity thrown in

a great measure on wages, and the loss

to the labourer extends to the trades-

men who sup])ly him. The bulk of
the population is obviously to be bound
to general penury. If even employ-
ment be abundant, tlie rate of wages
must be insuflicient fur procuring an
adequacy of necessaries, and it cannot

rise without causing a proportionate

decrease of em]>loyment ; no matter

what imports and cx])orts may be, the

])rice of labour is intentionally to be so

cheap as to keep its possessor in want.

A despotism may rule such a popula-

tion, but notoa free government. If

the people of this country be in want
of food and raiment, they will be dis-

contented and tifrbulent— if they be
discontented and turbulent, they will

have a profusion of demagogues and
writers to make them disaflected and
rebellious— and if they be^disaflected

and rebellious, they will, with the

power which is passing into their

hands, soon destroy both the monarchy
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and the empire. History planes this comfortable sufficiency of work, food,

beyond dispute. raiment, and shelter, they^will be con-
The cord of subjection is already tented and peaceable; seditious and

strained to the utmost; in truth, the blaspheidous publications will not find

multitude and die executive rule alter- amidst them the means of existence

;

nately*in both England and Ireland, political unions will be disregarded.

It is idle* to speak of parliamentary and revolution will not be thought of.

reform, or tithe reform, or any other No fact is better established by history

tinkering of institution ; because, if it than this. The means, the (my means
do not better the bodily condition of of making them orderly and loyal, sup-

the people, it will be no remedy : and pressing sedition and blasphemy, dis-

our rulers declare that it shall not— solving the political union, and silen-

that all the reforms shall be used to cing the demagogue, must be found in

make this condition still worse, through giving them such sufficiency,

tlie farther reduction of protection and Do I plead for it on the ground of
wages. 'Ihc revolutionary spirit and imperious state necessity alone? No:
effort will certainly at once take up I say that it is the first duty of a

new objects, and we. shall now have goverm^ent to provide its subjects

convulsion for cheap corn', a republic, with a sufficiency of necessaries. To
and Irish independence ;«^the change of this, imports and exports, political in-

object will only render them more stitutions, and other things, are but
injurious and dangerous. And it is secondary and auxiliary. Next to en-
equallyidle to declaim seditious suring protection for lim, it is the great

and blasphemous publications, politi- end of civil liberty to ensure the con-
cal unions, &c., because, however per- slant and effective discharge of this

nicious they may be, they cannot be duty.

suppressed by law. An iNnEPENiiENT Pittite.
if the people of this countiy have a

TllOLI«OFE AND PAULDING ON AMERICA.*

Mrs. Trollope, by her own ncconiit, tmnsit in the course of her travels,

is an “ old woman,*
-f*
who left England having gone out Whig, and come back

in company with Vanny Wright, other- Tory, ready with the Anti-jacobin, in

wise known by the name of the lied the Uobespierrian days in Paris, to cry
llovei^ on a tour of ubservutiun orspo- out, “ D—=- liberty! I hate its veiy
culation in America. It is not clearly name.**

(explained to us in Mrs. T.*s gossiping The Quarlerly RevieiOf constant

volumes what was the exact' nature of under every change of Ministers to

her business in the States ; and we not dislike of the States, has seized hold of
havingtheYankeeorgaiiof** guessing," Mrs. Trollope; and the lust Number
can only find from her hints that it contains a very clever and amusing
was connected with some mercantile article respecting the old woman*s
transactions in which one of her sons book. The most remarkable passages
desired to engage. She made the usual are duly extracted, and commented

* Doincatic''MBnners of tho Americans. Hy Mrs. Trollope. In Two Volumes,
liondou, Whittaker, Treacher, and Co.

The Dutchman's Firoside : a Tale. By tho author of*' Letters from the South,"
** The Backwoodsman,** j|>c. &c. In Two Volumes. Jjondon, Colburn and Bentley.

t ** My general appellation amongstmy neighbours was ' Uie English old woman ;*

but in mentioning each other they constantly employed the term * lady ;* and they
evidently hod a pleasure in using it ;

for I repeatedly observed, that in speaking of
a neighbour, instead of saying Mrs. Such-n-one, they described her as * tho lady over
the way what takes in washinB,’ or, ns * tlint there lady, out by tlie guUey, what
is making dip-candles.* Mr. Irollope was as constantly called ' the old man ;* while
draymen, butchers* hoys, and the labourers on the canal, were invariably denominated
* them genfiSemen ;* nay, we once saw ono of the most gentlemanlike men in Cincin-
nati introduce a fellow in dirty shirt-sleeves, and all sorts of detestable ot-cetera, to
one of his friends, with this formula, * D*****, let me introduce thib gentleman to
you.**’

—

Trollope, vol. i. p. 140.
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upon witli abundance of talen t,- and no

want of peppering. The reviewer has

foi'estalled ua in the most piquant quo-

tations ; and we have little more to say

than that Mrs. T. has made a very di-

verting work. As we are nothing if

not critical, we must, however, begin

by observing, that the greater part of

her time in America was spent in Cin-

cinnati, a village, or something not

much better, of modern growth, at the

back of the Alleghanies ; and that her

descriptions of American manners are

almost as provincial as if an American

were to makeTaunton DeanorKirkiddy,

Hogs Norton or Kilkenny, his head-

S
uarters, and, unmercifully quizzing

le peculiarities of these respectable

locations, set down all he saw there as

the genuine pattern of conduct and
manners all through Great Britain and
Ireland. She herself bears witness

that they manage things much better

at New York than at Cincinnati. New
York, except for the nuisance of the

Irish and the yellow fever, is one of

the pleasantest places in the world.

VV'^e must take possession of it in the

next war.

Her work, we repeat, is singularly

acute and amusing. We think she

might have left out all the fine writing

about Niagara, and the wonderful feel-

ings she experienced when getting

drenched with the spray there ; and in

general have blotted every passage

where any thing but a shrewd and
satirical observation of character was
conerrned. Nor should we have much
objected to the omission of her botani-

cal lore, which is rather profusely dis-

])layed, or of the dilettante pretensions

to conrioisseurship in the fine arts of all

kinds, which she is ever on the stretch

to put forward. But what she can do
she does well. Her descriptions of
American balls, American young ladies

what goes out as helps, American
boarding-houses, American literati,

American bathing-places, &c. &c., are

admirable. What can be better, for

example, than tlie dialogue between
the two genuine Yankees on board a
steam-boat—one practising the art of
pumping with the most exquisite dex-
terity, and the other resisting it wiUi

equal talent?

** The Quakers have been celebrated

for the pertinacity with which tliey avoid

giving u direct answer ;
but what Quaker

could ever vie with a Yankee in this sort

of fencing 1 Nothing, in fact, can equal
their skill in evading a question, except-
ing that with which they set about ask-
ing one. 1 am afraid that in repeating a
conversation which 1 overheard on board
the Krie canal boat, I shall spoil* it by
forgetting some of the little delicate
doublings which delighted me

;
yet I

wrote it down immediately. Both par.

ties were Yankees, hut strangers to each
other; one of them having, hy gentle de-
grees, made liiinselfpretty well acquaint-
ed with the point from which every one
on board had started, and that for which
he was bound, at last attacked his bro-
ther Ueynard tlius :—

" * Well, now, which way may you bo
travelling V

** • I expect this canal runs pretty near-
ly west.* ,

“ * Are you going far with it V
c tt i vveii^ 1 doii*t rightly know
how many miles it may be.’

“ * I expect you’ll bo from New
YorkV .

** * Sure enough, I have been at New
York often and often.*

** * 1 calculate, then, *tis not thoro as
you stop ?*

** * Business must be minded, in stop-
ping and in stirring.*

** * You may say that. Well, I look
then you’ll be making for the Springs 1*

** * Folks say ns all the world is making
for the Springs, And 1 expect a good
sight of them is.’

** * Do you calculate upon stopping
long when you get to your journey’s
end 1

*

“ ‘
’I’is my business must settle that,

I expect.’ •

“ ‘ I guess that’s tnie, too ; but you’ll
he for making pleasure a business for

once, 1 calmilute V
** * My business don’t often lie in that

line.’

' Then, may he, it is not tlie Springs
ns takes you this line 1’

' I’he Springs is a right elegant place,

1 reckon.’
** * It is your health, 1 calculate, as

makes you break your good rules V
** * My health don’t trouble mo much,

I guess.^
“ * No? Why that’s well. How is

the markets, sirj Are bread stuffs up?’
*' ' 1 a’nt just capable to say.’
" * A deal of money’s mai^o by just

looking after the article at the fountain’s

head.*
“ * You may say that.’

< Do you look to he making great
dealings in produce up the countryV

tt t Why that, I expect, is difficult to

know.’
* I calculate you’ll find the markets

changeable these times ?’
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•• • No marketB ben't Yery often with-
out changing.*
“ ' Why, that*8 right down true.

What may be your biggest article of
produce V
“

* I calculate, generally, tliat's the
biggest lis T makes most by.*

** * You^may say that. But what do
you chiefly call your most particular

branch V •
“ * Why, that’s what I can’t justly

say.*
“ And so tliey went on, without ad-

vancing or giving an inch, ’till I was
weaiy of listening ; but 1 left them still

at it, when I stepped out to resume my
station on a trunk at tlio bow of tlie boat,

where I scribbled in my note-book this

specimen of Yankee conversation.”

Tiic dialogue between Clarissa and
Mr. Smith, the literary^ criticisms of
Mr. Flint, the various ai'guments to

prove the superiority of the Americans
in every thing, especially in speaking

English, the bel esjrrit at thc'VVIiceling

Hotel, and fitly other things of the same
kind, arc excjiiisitc. We never have had

the pleasure of seeing Mrs. Trollope;

but she has been so kind as to give us a
sort of ])ortrait of herself opposite the

fitly-tbird page of her second volume;
and her face is exactly such as we
should have coiij cellared d priori from
her writings*— shrewd, cunning, pry-

ing, and satirical. If, in tlie days of
her youth, she resembled tite young
lady who accompanies her in this

plate, and whom, from a sort of fa-

mily likeness, we conjecture to be her

daughter, she must have been a very

handsome girl in her time. As it is,

she is a knowing-looking old woman,
whom we should be unwilling to per-

mit as a spy upon the nakedness of

any land in which we felt interested.

She keeps a sharp eye on American
morals, and is not very backward in

exposing lubricity, when it comes in

her way. Ex, gr,

Jefferstw ,
—^ Few names are held in

higher estimation in America tlian that

ofJefferson
;
it is the touch-stone of the

democratic party, and al^ seem to ngreo

that he was one of the greatest of men ;

yet I have heard his name coupled w'ith

deeds which would* make the sous of

Europe shudder. The facts 1 allude to

are spoken openly by all, not whispered
privately by a few; and in a country

where relig[ion is the tea-table talk, and
its strict observance a fasl^nable dis-

tinction, these facts are ^^rded, and
listenec^J^ without horror, nay without
emotion,'?:^

** Mr. Jefferson is said to have been
the fntlier of children by almost all his

numerous gang of female slaves. These
wretched oilspring were also the lawful

slaves of their father, and w*orked in his

house and plantations as such ;
in parti-

cular, it is recorded that it was his espe-
cial pleasure to be waited upon by thorn

at table, and the hospitable orgies for

which bis Montecielo was so celebrated,

w'ere incomplete, unless the goblet he
quailed were tendered by the trembling
hand of his own slavish oflspring.

** I once heard it stated by a demo-
oraticaF adorer of this great man, that

when, as it sometimes happened, his

children by Quadroon slaves were white
enough to escape suspicion of their

origin, ho did not pursue them if they
attempted to escape, saying, laughingly,
* Let the rogues get off, if they can;
I will not hinder them.* 'I’liis w’as stated

in a large ])aTty, as a proof of his kind

and noble nature, and was received by
all with approving smiles.**

Jefferson was indeed a pretty spe-

cimen of a free-and-easy president of a
inonil community of men of ef^ual

rights. But as he was a deist, let us

see how the pious pur excellence caiTy

on affairs in America.

A Camp Meeting .
—“The floor aras

covered with straw-, which round the

sides w'us heaped iu masses, that might
servo as scats, but which at that mo-
ment were used to support the heads
and the arms of the close-packed circle

of men and women who kneeled on the

floor.

Out of about thirty persons thus
placed, perhaps liulf a dozen wore men.
One of Uiese, a handsome-luoking youth
of eighteen or tw'eiity, kneeled just be-

low the opening through which I looked,

ills arm was encircling the neck of a
young girl who knelt beside him, with
her hair hanging dishevelled upon her
shoulders, and her features working
with the roost violent agitation

;
soon

after they both fell forwam on the straw,

as if unable to endnre in any other-atti-

tude the burning eloquence ofa grim
figure in black, who, standing erect in

the centre, was uttering witli incredible

vehemence an oration that seemed to

hover between praying and preaching.”

* By the way, tlie prints of this book are excellent, though their lithographical

execution is not to be commended. Who is A. Hervieul fie a very clever

follow
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Again:

“ Manj wretcliod creatures

were beautiflii young femal^, Tbe
preachers moved about aiuoii^^j^m, at

onqe exciting and soothing their agonies.

I heard the muttered * Sister ! dear sis-

ter !
* T saw the insidious lips approach

the cheeks of the unhappy girls
;
I heard

the murmured confessions of the poor

victims, and T watched their tormentors,

breathing into their ears consolations

that tinged the pale cheek with red.

Had 1 been a man, I am sure 1 should

have been guilty of some rash act of in-

terference
;
nor do I believe that such a

scene could have been acted in the pre-

sence ofEnglishmen without instant pu-

nishment being inflicted
;
not to mention

the salutary discipline of the tretftl-mill

which, beyond all question, would, in

England, have been applied to check so

turbulent and so vicious a scene. * *

* * The stunning noise was some-
times varied by the preachers beginning

to sing
j
but the convulsive inoviimenls

of tlio poor muiiisics only bccuine more
violent. At lengtli the atrocious wicked-

ness of this horrible scene increased to a
degree of grossiieas that drove us from

our station ;
w«i returned to the carriage

at about three o’clock in the morning,
and passed the remainder of tin' night in

listening to the ever-incroasiiig tumult

at the pen. I’o shiep was impossible.

At day-break tlie horn agaiu sounded,

to semi them to private devotion ;
and in

lihoutaii houraftonv.'irds T saw the whole
caniji as jo\ously and eagerly employed
in preparing and devouring their most
substantial breakfasts as if tlic night liad

been passed in dniicing
;
and 1 marked

many a fair, hut ]inlo face, that I recog-

nised as a demoniac of the night, sim-

pering beside a swain, to whom she
carefully administered hot coffee and
eggs. The preaching saint and the howl-
ing sinner seemed alike to relish this

mode of recruiting their strength.”

No doubt some restoratives were
necessary. ^Ve have imotlicr paw-
paw story further on.

One history reached me, which gave
a terrible picture of the effect this power
may produce ; it was related to mo by
my mantua - maker, a young woman
highly estimable as a wife and mother,
and on whose veracity 1 perfectly rely.

She told me that her father was a wi-
dower, and lived with his family of throe
daughters at Philadelphia. A snort time
before she married, an itinerant preacher
came to the city, who contrived to ob-
tain an intima^ footing in many re-

spectable families. Her mtlier’s was one

of these, and his influence and authority
were groat with all the sisters, but par-
ticulany with the youngest. The young
girl’s feelings for him seem to have been
a curious mixture of spiritual awe and
earthly affection. When she received a
hint from her sisters that she ought not
to give him too much oncoaragemeiit
till he spoke out, she shewed as much
holy i^sentment as if t^py had told her
not to say her prayers too devoutly. At
length the fathef remarked the sort of
covert passion tliat gleamed through the

eyes of his godly visitor, and ho saw,
too, tlie pallid anxious look which had
settled on the young brow of his daugh-
ter

;
cither this, or some rumours ho

had heard abroad, or both togethcT, led

him to forbid tliis man his house. Tho
three girls were present when he did
so, and all u\terod a deprecating * Oil

(tther !
* but old man added stoutly,

* If you shew yourself hero again, re-

verend sir, I will not only teach you the
way out ofmy house, hut out of the city

also.* Th^preaclior withdrew, and was
never heard of in Philadelphia after-

wards ; but when a ff«w months had
passed, strange wbis])ers btJgan to creep

through the circle which had received

and honoured him, and, in due course of
time, no b'ss than seven unfortunate
girls produced living proofs of the wis-
dom of iny iiiforinnnt's worthy fiithor.

In derciico of this«drcadful story, I can
only make the ot'ten-repeatefl quotation,
* 1 tell the tale as ’twns told to me ;

* hut,

in all sincerity 1 must add, that I have
no doubt of its truth.”

Very pretty. One would think tliat

the Americans themselves had some no-
tion that the ladies required watching, if

we may erq^it some other tales ofMrs.
Trollope. Tlie Antique Statue Gal-
lery scene is very good.

** One of the rooms of this academy
has inscribed over its door,

ANTIOUfi STATOF. OALLERY.
Tho door w:is open, hut just within it

was a screen, which prevented any ob-
jects in tho room being seen from with-
out. Upon my pausing to read this in-

scription, an old woman, who appeared
to officiate as guardian of the gallery,

bustled up, and^addressing me with an
airofmuen mystery, said, * Now, ma’am,
now ;

this is just the time for you

—

nobody can see you~make haste.’

.

'* I stared at her with unfeigned sur-

prise, and, disengaging my arm, which
she had taken, apparently to hasten my
movements, I very gravely asked her
meaning.

** * Only, ma’am, that the ladies like

to go into that room by themselves, when
there he no gentlemen watching them.*
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'* On Mitering this mysteribnr apart* iinder%he form in one eonnirf^ and len*
ment, the first thing 1 remariced Was a rishing wder a diiFerentj||V another 1

written paper depreoating the disgusU If thede Western AmetfljRs are right,

ing depravity friiieh had led some ofthe then h|»,dreadfully wrong are we ! It

visitors to mark and deface the casts in is rea£^ very puzzling subject,

a mcht indecent and shameless manner. But this was not the only point on
This Abomination has unquestiottably which I found my notions of i&ht and
been oocksioned by the coarse-minded wrong utterly confounded ; hardly a day
custom which sends alternate groups of passed in which I did not discover that

males and females into the room, Were something or other that 1 had boon taught
the antique gallery thrown open to mixed to consider lawful as eating, waS held in

paiiies of ladies and gCntlemen, it would abhorrence by those around me
; many

soon cease. Till America has reache<^^ words to which I had never heard ap
the degree of refinement which permits objectionable meaning attached, were
of this, the antique casts should not be totally interdicted, and the strangest

exhibited to ladies at all. I never felt paraphrastic sentences substituted. I
my delicacy shocked at the Louvre ; but confess it struck me, that notwithstand-
I was strangely tempted to resent as an ing a general stiffness of manner, w'bich

affront ^e hint I received, tliat I might I tbinl^ must exceed that of the Scrib^
steal a glance at what was.deemed inde- and Pharisees, the Americans have ima-
cent. Perhaps the arrangements for the ginatioiis that kindle witli alarming faci-

exhibition of this rooif;., the feelinf^ lity. I could give many anecdotes to
which liavo led to them, and the result prove this, but will content myself with
they have produced, furnish as good a a few.
speciiuon of the kind of ^ciicucy on « ^ young German gentleman, ofper-
which tlie Americans pride themselves, fectly good manners, once came to me
and of tlie peculiarities arising from it, greatly chagrined at having offended one
as can be found.*' ofthe principal families in tlio neighbour-

hood, by having pronounced the word
Their conversation, it appears, is corstt before the ladies of it. An old fe-

cqually hedged rouiic^ with similar male friend had kindly overcome her own
fences. We make our last extract. feelings so far as to mention to him the

cause of tlie coolness he had remarked,
*' Two very indifferent figurantes, mid strongly advised bis making an

probably from the Amhigu Comique, or apology. He told me that he was per-

la Goiete, made their appearance at fectly well disposed to do so, but felt

Cincinnati while we wore there ; and himself greatly at a loss how to word it.

had Mercury stepped down, and danced “ -An English ia^, who had long kept

u pa« seal upon eartli, his godship could a fashionable boarding-school in one of

not have produced a^more violent sensa- Atlantic cities, told me that one of

tion. But Wtonder and admiration were earliest earns with every new-comer
by no means the only feelings excited :

was the endeavour to substitute real deli-

horror and dismf^ were produced in at cacy for this affected precision of man-
least an equal degree. No' one, I be- ner; among many anecdotes, she told

lieve, doubted their being excellent m® of a young lady about fourteen,

dancers; but every one agreed that the who on entering the receiving-room,

morals of the Western world would where she only expected to see a lady

never recover the sliock. When X was who had inquired for her, and finding a

asked if 1 had ever seen any thing so young man with her, putherhands before

dreadful before, I was embarrassed how 1*®*^ eyes, and ran out of the room again,

to answer
;
for the young women had screaming * A man a man ! a man !*

been exceedingly careful, both in their **Onanotheroccasion, one oftlie young
dress and in their dancing, to meet tlie l®ai®8 going up stairs to the drawing-

taste of the people
;
but had it been Vir- room, unfortunately met a boy, of four-

Ipnie in her most transparent attire, or teen, coming down; and her feelingswere
Taglioni in her most remarkable pirou- ®o violently agitated, that she stopped

ette,'t}iey could not have been more re- panting and sobbing, nor would pass on

prabate£ The ladies altogether forsook the boy had swung himself up on'tbe

the theatre; the gentlemen muttered jpper banisters to leave the passage

ander their breath, and turned their free,

headi'iside when the subject was men- ** At Cincinnati there is a garden where
dMA clergy denounced them from tlie people go to eat ices, and to look at

tl^j^ttlpit; and if (hey were named at roses. Eor tliepreservationof theflowers,
tbjgvtneetinp of the saints, it was to there is placed at tlie end of one of the
shew bow deep the horror such a theme walks a sign-post sort of daub, repre-
coi[^ pzi^uce. I could not but ask seating a Swiss peasant *girl, holding in
rnpmtf if virtue were a plant, thriving her hand a scroll, requesting that the
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fbirl&'e wtUt^br foif the propnetcSfor for

both*, the pcHsoat of iliis figure was so

abort as to anW her aucles. The ladies

tiiw, and ahuddered ;
and it wasJlJinnalljr

intimated td' the proprietor, that if he'

wished for the patronage of die ladies of
Cincinnati, he must hare the petticoat

of tills figure lengthened. I'he afiright(*>d

purveyor of ices sent off an express for

the artist and his paint-pot. lie came,

but unluckily not provided u-ith any co-

lour that would match the petticoat
; the

necessity, how'ever, was too urgent for

delay ; and a fiounco of blue was added
to the petticoat of red, giving b/'lgh't

and shining evidence before all men of
the immaculate delicacy ofthe Cincinnati

Indies.
“ I confess I was sometimes fsmpted

to suspect that this ultra refinement was
not very deep seated. It often appeared
to me like the consciousness of grussness

that WHiit«d a veil
;
but the veil was never

gracefully adjusted. Occasional l\', in-

deed, the very same persons who appear-

ed ready to faint at the idea of a statue,

w*ould utter some unaccountable sally that

was (]uitc startling, and which made mo
feel that the indelicacy of which \vc

were arcusiKl hud its limits. The follow-

ing anecdote is hardly fit to tell, but it

explains what 1 mean too well to bo
omitted.

“ A young married lady, of highstatitU

ing and most fastidious delicacy, who
had been brought up at one of the
Atlantic stfininaries of highest reputa-

tion, told me tljstt her house, at the dis-

tance ofhalfa milo from a populous city,

was unfortunately opjiosite a mansion of
worse than doiiDtful re[)utation. * It is

abominablo,* she said, * to see the people
that go there

;
they ought to be exposed.

I and another Indy, an intimate friend of
mine, jdid make one of Uiem look foolish

enough last summer: she was passing
the day with me, and, while we were
sitting at the window, we saw n young
man we both know ride up there

; we
went into the garden, and watched at the
gate for him to come back ; and when he
did, we both stepped out, and 1 said to
him, * Are you not ushainod, M r. \V illiam
D., to ride by my house and back again
in that manner ? * 1 never saw a man
look so foolish

!

** In conversing with ladies on the cus-
toms and manners of Europe, 1 remarked
a strong propensity to consider every
thing as wrong to which they were not
accustomed.

**
1 once mentioned to a young lady

tiiat 1 tliought a pic-nic party would be
very agreeable, and that 1 would propose
it to some of our friends. She agreed
tliat it would be dblightful

;
but she add-

VOL. V. ICO. XXVII,

* I fear you will not fucceed ; we
are not used to sbeh sort of things here,

and 1 know it is considei^ very iiideli-

catofor ladies and gentlemen to sit down
together on the grass.*

*'

. •

Perhaps- sal Wevare pretty sure

^at Mrs. Trollope has some very

queer stories to tell, iflshe liked; but
unless we could datcH her over her

toddy and' oystera, in the fashion of
.^he old ladies ofT.dinburgh, we could

make her as communicative as we
desire.

llic United States have much in

their favour; but assuredly they must
be a “ larnalion*' country for a lady to

travel in. Mrs. Trollope complains
oadly of the .everlasting spitting and
whisky - drinking of the people—
tlleir fancy for® cocking up their feet

higher than their heads, of wearing
their hats and pulling off their coats

in female society— their passion for

gin -cocktail, and the perfect equa-
lity of their rudeness— the want of
civilised cookery, and the abominable
haste in which they gulp down their

dinners— their perpetual stuffing you
with politics, and tlie cool taking-for-

granted of their superiority over all the
rest of the world, &c. Now, we of the
odious male sex dim in a great degree
tolerate most of these things. VVe
know that if tobacco is to be chewed,
the salivary organs must be in requisi-

tion—that drinking whisky may be a
very reprehensible practice, but that it

nevertheless is in considerable favour
in various quarters of the globe— that

gin-cocktaiUis very pleasant tipple, as

Mrs. Trollope would confess, if she
were to order a bowl at the Cocoa-tree

—that nations so low in the scale of
civilisation as Yankee-land cannot be
expected to arrive at Uie last excellence

of polished mankind, a scientific din-
ner, and that they may be pardoned,
therefore, foi getting rid of the abori-
ginal viands set before them with all

the rapidity of which the human jaw
is capable—that as we do not fancy
the possibility of®making a silk purse
out of the auricular region of the por-
cine female, we do not seek for

models of manners *among the half-

horse half-alligator ripstavers of Ken-
tucky ; and as for politics, why, after

thirteen months* debating on the iteform
bill, and the infliction of so much ora-

tory from the great lights of Whiggery
and the rising talent of the day^ we are

A A
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^uat toendu^ atsf inupositionof po^
liticat .discussion from New Orleans to

Niagara. But we admit all this must
be absolutely hideous to a lady. She
besides wants one consolation which
we beve;-*the American girls are very

(indeed; Mrs. Trollope never

ceases oianting their praises in this

particnlaFi) and the Anierican gentle-

men very *espe^al louts. The opposite

sexes are therefore differently enter-

tained during their sojouni; .

We shall -take a more suitable opi^^

portunity ofexamining the grave ques-

tions to which the form of the Ameri-
can government, the institutions of the

country, its position towards Europe,

its past hbtOTY, and its future prospects,

give rise. The Qudrterfy Jteview has

executed this part of its task pretty

well; but much remdiiis to be saM.
The Americans themselves are per-

suaded that every thing among them is

for the best, and cannot bear contra-

diction on this topic. As Mrs. Trol-

lope truly says, they are the most thin-

skinned nation on the face ofthe earth.

When n native of Europe visits

America, a most extraordinary species of

tyranny is set in action againsthim
;
and,

as far as my reading and experience have

enabled me to judge, it is such as no
other country has ever exercised against

stDingers.
** The Vrenchmsn visits England j he

is abim^ d'ennui at our stately dinners,

shrugs his shouldctrs at our corps de. ballet,

and laughs d gorge/liployi^e at our passion

for driving, and our partial aftection for

roost beef and plum-pudding. The En-
glisbmiui returns the visit and the first

thing he does on arriving at Paris is to

hasten to U ThHtre des Vari^t^s, that he
may see * Les Anglaises pour rire and if

among the crowd of laughers you hear a

note of more cordial mirth than the rest,

seek out the person from whom it pro-

ceeds, and you will find the English-

man.
** The Italian comes to our green

island, and groans at our -climate *, he
vows that the air which destroys a sta-

' tue, cannot be wholesome for man
;
he

sighs for orange-trees and maccoroni,

and smiles at the pretensions ofa nation

to poetry, while no epics are chanted

through her streets. Vet we welcome

the sensitive Bou«'bern with all kindness,

•listen to his complaints with interest,

eittldvate our little orwge- trees, and

teaob our children to lisp Tasso, in the

hope of becoming more agreeable.

Yet we are not at all superior to the

rest of Europe m our endurance of cen-

sure, wie this wish to profit by* it at all

peculin to the Englirii ; we faugh ^
and find foult with, our n^hhours quite

as freely as they do with us, and they
join the laugh, and adopt our fashions

and our customs. These mutual plea*

santries produce no shadow of unkindly
'feeling ;

and as long aa the govemmenta
are at peace with each other, the indi-

viduals of every nation in Europe make
it a matter of pride, as wdll ss of plea-

sure, to meet each other frequently, to
discuss, compare, and reason upon their

national varieties, and to vote U a ma^k
of fashion and good taste to imitate each
otliihr in all the external embellishments

of life.

The consequence of this is most
pleasantly perceptible at the present
time in every capital in Europe. The
long peace has given time for each to
catch from each what was best in cus-

toms and manners, and the rapid advance
of refinement and general information

has been the result.
“ To those who have been accustomed

to this state of things, the contrast upon
crossing to the new world is inconceiv-

ably annoying
;
and it cannotbe doubted,

that this IS ono groat cause ofthe general

feeling of irksomeness, and fatigue of
sjnrits, which hangs upon the memory
while recalling the hours passed in Ame-
rican society.

** A single word indicative of doubt,
that any thing, or every thing, in that

country is not the very best in the world,

produces an effect which must he seen
and felt to he understood. Ifthe citiaens

ofthe United States were indeed the de-
voted patriots they call themselves, they
would surely not thus encrust themselves
in thehard, dry, stubborn persuasion,that

they are the first and heat of the human
race, that nothing is to be learnt but what
tln^ are able to teach, and that nothing is

worth having which tliey do notpossess.
** The art ofman could hardly discover

a more effectual antidote to improvement
than this persuasion; and yet 1 never
listened to any public oration, or read
any work, professedly addressed to the
country, in which they did not labour to

impress it on the minds of the people.
** To hint to the generality of Ame-

ricans that the silent current of events
may change their beloved government,
is not the way to please them ; but, in
truth, they nted be tonnented with no
such fear. As long as by common con-
sent they can keep down the pre-emi-
nence which nature has assignea to great

powers,—as long as they can prevent
human respect and human honour from
resting upon high talent ^eioua man-
ners, and exalted station, so long may
they be sure of going %n as they are.
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** 1 have been told, howevl^ that

there are aom^ among them who would

gla^j- see a ohtmge some, who with the

wisdom of philosophers, and the iair

candour of gentlemen, shrink frOln a pro-

fession ofequality which they feel to be

untrue, and believe to be impossible.*’

The believers in these opinions, and

there are many such, are increasing,

and nothing but the dread of mob
clamour keeps them from express-

ing tlieir sentiments. Mrs. Trollope

justly observes, that there is a small

patrician band in the States who dwell

apart, and leave the politics of the

country to be iiiatiugcd hy their tailors

and tinkers. The time, however, will

ere long come when this band will

begin to act otlicrwise ; and when they

do, the dynasty of the tailors and tinkers

is at an end. VVhy does not some tour-

ist endeavour to give us a sketch of

this particular class of men—we mean
the real gentry of the Union? Tliey

appear to us to he tlic most singularly

situated order in the world—the highest

.'iristucrats conceivable in the midst of
a brawling democracy, which they look

upon with the profoundest disdain at

heart, though offering to it, when ne-

cessity leads them to speak on political

subjects at all, tlie humblest tribute of

lip homage—exiles in their native land,

tlieir thoughts dwelling among other

people and different institutions, and
their hopes and aspirations directed to

the overthrow of systems which, out of
their own immediate coteries, they are

obliged to declare the perfection of
wisdom and genius. Galt, if we be
not greatly mistaken, possesses ample
materials for giving us graphic pictures

of this caste, which has hitherto been

^
overlooked by those who have written

or reasoned about America.
We, of course, expect, with Mrs.

Trollope, that her work will be exces-

sively unpopular in the United States,

and suppose that by this time many a
voice is loud in its renrobation, and
many a j^n sharpenea to cut it in

pieces. The usual style of criticism

will be adopted. A mistake in an ob-
scure locality will be set down as proof
undeniable of ignorance of the country
—a mispelt name adduced as a sure
mark of the want of the powers of
observajtion. The newspapers will be
anny, the reviews caustic—the Yankee
will ^culate that the lady has been
considerably uagiatefiil, tlie polished

Kentuckian will express his determina-

tion to cowhide the old woman, if she
ever comes in his way. All this is as
it should be.

But, whimsically enou^, we have
before us a book written by as genuine
an American as ever abused nfother

country— even by Mr. Paulding him-
self, whilome Secretary of the American
Navy, and author of I]|)nother Jonathan

in England, a work in which we were
expos^ to considerable satire of a
singular kind. We are sorry to say

that we have but a misty recollec-

tion of this last composition, which
purported to be the journal of an Ame-
rican traveller among us. We recoU

lect, however, that he crosses the bridge

winch joins Twickenham and Green-
wich— ccrtarnly a most stupendous

York of art, sgid one well calculated

to excite the ivonder of the wayfarer

as he journeyed along the arch which
sweeps over Tendon—and remember a
conversatidli ovcrhearrl by Mr. J. as he
drove upon the top of a coach along

the Strand, between two gentlemen
consulting one another upon the state

of the weather, as they lounged, full of
ennui, along the ])avemeiit. The.sc little

touches of nice observation am quite

refreshing ; and the character bestowed
upon the English nation is deduced
from particulars as correctly noticed as

the span of a bridge thrown over Lon-
don, or the lounging colloquy of idlers

in the Strand overheard by the passers-

by on the summit of the silent mail.

Tliis gentleman has lately published

a novel called the Dutchman's Fire-

side, which has been in no small de-

gree extolled in divers quarters in this

country, and has received a unani-

mous tribute of approbation in bis

own. It is sufficient to say that it was
published by the illustrious house of
Colburn and Bentley, to account for

no trifling measure of approbation

among the best public instructors here

— its having been written by a repub-

lican gives it a fair rigiit to the ap-
probation of the Westminster Review,
which it accoidingly received— and
tlie nationality ofAmerica supplied the

rest. To speak plainly, there is some
good writing in thesbook. It gives the

life of a rustic lad, shy of female com-
pany, reared among the Dutcli settlers

in a primitive fashion, stimulated by
affection for a fair cousin to attempt to

play the man, and, by mixing in manly
affairs, obtaining a more iust estimate

of hij^s OYn powers, and, of course.
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wooing and winning bis lady-love.

Tluf stonr is trifling— it is only just

to Paulaing to say thiat he does not
make any pretension to the formation
of a regular novel—and the work dc-

rivest its interest from the sketches of

indivifluf^l and national character which
it contains. That of Timothy Weasel,
for instance, is perfect, and quite new.
Sir William Johnson (who, by the by,

is not well managed^— he is, in fact,

struck in a wrong key,) thus introducc!|

Tim, while recommending him as a'

companion to the hero in a spying ex-

pedition among the Indians.

“ * Timothy Weasel ! who is ho V
“ ‘ What! have you never heard of

TimothyW easel, tlie‘Varniounter, us he
culls himselfT

** * Never,* < e
“ * Well, then, I must give you a

sketch of his story hetbre 1 introduce

him. He was horn in New Hampshire,
as he says, and in due tini^, as is cus-

tomary ill those |i»rts, married, and took

possession, by right of discovery I sup-
pose, of a tract of laud in what was at

that time called the Now TIamp:>hlre

grants. Others follow'ed him, and in

course of a few' years a little settle-

ment was formed of real *cute Yankees,
as Timothy calls them, to tlie amount
of sixty or seventy < men, W’omon, and

.
children. They w'ere gradually growing
in W’oalth and numbers, when one night,

ill the dead of winter, they were set

upon by a.party of Indians from Canada,
and eveiy soul ofthem, except Timothy,
cither consumed in the flumes or mas-
sacred in the attempt to escape. 1 have
witnessed in the coume of my life many
scenes of- horror, hut nothing like tliat

which he describes, in which his w'ifo

and eight children perished. Timothy
was left for dead by the savages, w'ho,

as is their custom, departed at the dawm,
for fear tlie new*s of this massacre iniglit

rouse some of the neighbouring settle-

ments, ill time to overtake them before

they reached home. When all was silent,

Timothy, who, though severely wounded
in a dozen places, had, as he' says, only

been * playing possum,’ raided himself

‘up and looked around him. 'J'he smoking
ruins, mangled limb#| blood-stained

enow, and die whole scene, as he de-

eoribes it with quaint pathos, is enough
to make one’s blooll run cold, lie ma-
naged to raise himself upright, and, by
diilt of incredible exertions, to reach a

neighbouring settlement, distant about

forty miles, where he told his story, and
.then was put to bed, where he lay some
weeks. In the mean time the people of

the settlement had gone and buried the

remainp of bis unfortunate family and
neighfburs. When Timothy got well,

he visited the spot, and while viewing
the ruins of the houses, and pondering
over tlie graves of all that were dear to

him, solemnly devoted the remainder of
his life to revenge. Ho accordingly

buried himself in the woods, and built

a cabin about twelve miles from hence,
in a situation the most favourable to

killing the * kritters,’ as he calls the

savages. From that time until now he
has waged a perpetual war against them,
and, according to his ow*ii account, sacri-

fleed almost a hecatomb to the manes of
his wife and children. Ilis intrepidity
is wonderful, and his sagacity in tlio

pursuit of this grand object of his life

beyond all belief. I am half a savage
myself, hut I have heard this man ndate
stories of his adventures and escapes
which make me feel myself, In the lan-

guage of the red-skins, * a woman’ in

comparison with this strange compound
of cunning and simplicity. It is incon-
ceivable with what avidity he will hunt
an Indian ;

and the keenest sportsman
does not feel a hundredth part of the
delight in bringing clown his game, that

Timothy does in witnetssing the mortal
pangs of one of these ‘ kritters.’

”

Timothy himself is shortly afterwards

introduced on the scene.

** He w'as a tall, wind-dried man, witli

extremely sharp, angular features, and a

com]>lcxion, ot course, bronzed by the

exposures to whicli he had been sub-

jected for so many years. His scanty

head of hair w'as of a sort of sunburnt
colour

;
‘bis beard of a month's growth

at least ; and his eye, of sprightly blue,

never rested a moment in its socket. It

glanced from side to side, and up and
down, and here and tliere, with inde-

scribable rapidity, as thoiigli in search

of some object of intemst, or npprehen.'*

sive of sudden danger. It was a peipe-

tual silent alarum.
•• • Timothy,’ said Sir William, ' 1

want to employ you co-night.’
'* ‘ H-e-iu-m,' answered Timothy.
** * Are you at leisure to depart iiu-

modiately r
" ‘ What, right off]*
** * Ay, in less than no time.’
•• *

I guess I am.’
“ * Very well— that means you are

certain.’
** * 1 'm always sartin of my mark.*
" ‘ Have you your gun with you V
** ' The kiitter is just outside the

door.’
“ * And plenty of ammunitionT
** * Why, what unde^tbe sun sliould

1 dp with a gun and no ammunittoii V
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** * Can you paddle a canoe lO that

nobody can hear you V
‘ Can’t ll h-e-m-m!*

** ‘ And you are all ready V
“ * I 'spoct BO. 1 knenr you didn’t

want mo for nothing, and bo got every

tiling to hand.*
* Have you any tiling to eat by the

wayV
“

‘ No ;
if I only stay out two or three

days T sliuVt wTiiit any thing.’
** * But you arc to nave a companion.*
“ Timotny hero manufactured a sort

of linsey-woolsey grunt, betokening dis-

ajiprobation.
** ‘ I*d rather go alone.’
** * But it is necessary you should

have a companion; this young gentle-

man will go with you.*
^

** Timothy hereupon subjected Sy-
brandt to a rigid scrutiny of those busy
eyes of his, that seemed to run over him
as quick ns lightning.

“ ‘ 1 *d ratlinr go by myself,* said he
again.

** * That is out of tlio (piestion, so say
no more about it. Are you reaily to go
now—this nilriulc 1*

“
• Yes.*

“ Sir William (hen expluiiu'd the ob-
ject of the expedition to I’iinorhy, much
in the same iiiatiner lie had previously
<lone to Sybrandt.

‘ But mayn’t I shoot one of these

iariial kritters if lie conies in iny way 1’

said Timothy, in a tone of great interest.
** * No; you aro not to lire u gun, nor

attem])t any hostility whatever, unless it

is neck or nothing with you.*
“ ‘Well, that's what 1 call hard

;
but

may-hc it will please God to ])ut our
lives in danger—that’s some comfort.’

”

Timothy’s conduct all through is

in perfect keeping with this sketch.

Paulding is at home here. Try him
at a sketch of an English gentleman.

** Sir Thicknosse 'J'lirogroorton was
what is now generally designated * a
real John Bull ;’ a being combining more
of the genuine elements ofthe ridiculous
than perhaps any other extant. Stiff as
buckram, and awkward as an ill-contrived
automaton; silent, stupid, and ill-man-
nered, yet at the same time full of pre*
tensions to a certain deference, due only
from otliers in exchange for courtesy
and good breeding. Ignorant of his own
country from incapacity to learn, and of
the rest of the world from a certain con-
temptuous stupidity, ho exalted the one,
and contemned tlie other, withoutknow-
ing exactly why, except that—that it

certainly was so, and there was an end
of the matter. fHis bow was both an
outrage upon Natnre and inclination.

except when he bent to the lady of the
governor, or the governor himself

;
Had

his dancing the essence of solemn stu-
piditjr, aiming at a dignified nonchalance.

Nothing cialled forth his lofty indigna-
tion more than being spoken tohy an
inferior in rank, dress, or station.* This
indignation was manifested by a most
laughable jumble of insurmountable

clumsiness with affected dignity and
high aristocratic breeding. There was
nothing he so much valued himself upon
as the air noble. Independently of the

outrage upon his personal, hereditary,

and official dignity, manifested hy ail

abrupt address from an inferior. Sir

Tliicknesse had another special cause

for disliking to be spoken to by strangers.

The fact is, he was so long in collecting

the materials of ail answ'er to the most
common observation, that he seldom for-

gfive a person tor putting him to the

trouble, lie had a most rare and, at

that time, original style of making tho

agreeable, wjiich is now, however, pretty

general among high- bred persons. He
placed himselfdirectly opposite the lady,

straddling like a gigantic pair of brass

longs, to collect his ideas into one great

explosion -such, for instance, as ‘ Don’t
j-’Qu find it rather ivarm, Mau'tn V Per-

fectly satisfied with this mighty effort,

tlie Knight would strut off in triumph,
to repose himself for the rest of the

evening under the*shndo of his laurels.

Added to this he was a grumbling, ill-

tempered, dissatisfied being, full of pre-

tensions on the score of his personal

accoTiiplishiiients and the interest of his

family. I'liere is nothing, in fact, so

dignified in tho ey^s of * a real John
Bull* as possessing a family influence,

w'bich renders personal merit and ser-

vices quite %uperfliious.
“ With regard to the person of Sir

Thicknesse, it was admirably contrived

to set off his exemplary awkwardness to

the best advantage. It was a perfect

cHricaturn of dignified clumsiness. His
limbs struck you as being too large for

his body, until you studied the latter,

when it seemed perfectly clear that the

t)ody was too large for the limbs. Taken
by itself, ovory feature of his face was
out of proportion ; but examine them in

connexion as a u^ole, and there was an
harmonious comoination of unfinished

magnitude, that constituted a true and

just proportion of cUsproportiona. Hia
eyes sent forth a leaaen lustre ;

his nose

was equally compounded of the pug and
the bottle

;
his lips would have been too

large for his mouth, bad not bis mouth
been large enough to harmonise with

them; and his cheeks expanded into

sufficient amplitude to accommodate the

rest qf hif face without any of die fea-
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tttfwMDg.erowded two inaioom, which
evei7 hod^ knows is the abomination of
eyeiT * real John Bull’ in eziatence.
Sir Thieknesfifi was of an ancient and
honourable fimiilr, diatinguished in the

annalr Bngland. One of his ancestors

bad- .Ottnmitted an assassination in tlie

predincts of the court, and being
obliged to fly in the disguise of a pea-
aaiit, ill order the more effectually to

escape detection, wos overtaken by the

king^B pursuivant, sawing wood wiUi one
of his companions in a forest, llis aU
tendant faltering on the nppenrance of

thfl pursuivant, for a moment stopped
sawing, when the other exclaimed signi-

flcantlj, ‘ Thorough*—or * 'Ihrough*

—

tradition is doubtful which. The at-

tendant took the hint, continued his

work, and the pursuivant passed them
without detMtiou. In memoiy of this

great exploit, the illuktrious fughiito

from justice adopted this phrase as the
motto of his coat of arms ; and it de-
scended to his posterity. Another of his
illustrious ancestors was distinguished
in the wars of York and Lancaster for

his inflexible loyalty, being always a
most stanch supporter of the king de
JeetOf and holding kings dejure iti great
contempt. A third, and the greatest of
all the family of Sir 'I’hicknesse, was an
illegitimate descondant of a theatrical

strumpet and a scoundrel king, who de-
monstrated the force* of blood by after-

ward marrying an actress of precisely

the same stamp as her from whom he
Bpmng. No wonder Sir Thicknesse w'as

proud of his family.”

Now, Paulding* was not at home
here. He had seen or heard of such
people as Timothy Weasel—of English
gentlemen he knew nothing. The pic-

ture of Sir J. Throgmorton is that of
one of the travelling bagmen, who pass

in the eyes of the Yankees as pure spe-

cimens of the aristocracy of England.
Don’t you And it rather warm,

Mawm V' is pure bagman. The genea-
logic and heraldic lore displayed in

this extract is quite decisive of Pauld-
ing’s pretensions. Timothy Weasel
never would have mistaken an Algon-
quin for an Utawas-g-if he did, his

mme as a hunter of the Indians would
be undone. What are we to think of
the depictor of English manners who
jumbles the device of the Ilamiltons,

the fiunily history of the St. Albans,
with the names of Thicknesse and
Throckmorton—and blends them all

into a character drawn from an ori-

ginal who travelled in razors or Ma-
cassar oil ? U is curious enough that

the same class of men—the English

aristocracy—which thus affords butts

for the bungling humour of the pro-

vincial Paulding, who never saw one

of the order, should be selected bv
Madame de Stael (in her Cortnne),

and fifty others who had every oppor-

tunity of knowing them, and had seen

the models of the gentleman caste in

all its varieties throughout the world,

as the stock from which their roost ac-

complished heroes were to be drawn.

We liave made Uiese extracts merely

for the purpose of shewing that Pauld-
ing can describe character which he has

seen, and that his prejudices are, to the

last degree of absurdity, anti-English.

iiss iliereforo, take a few ofhh spe-

culations respecting his countrymen.

Mrs. Trollope can compare tlie eter-

nal noise and turmoil of the quarterly

elections in Aitierica to nothing but the

torment of tlic teasing insects of the

country. She maintains, also, that pro-

bity is far from being regarded by our

Transatlantic brethren as of much mo-
ment in their choice of public men, or

the conduct of these said public men
after they have been appointed. What
says Paulding?

** Who, indeed, that hath gathered
from history and tradition a picture of
the manners, modes, and morals of the
ancient patriarchs of Albany and its

neighbourhood, but will be inclined to

contrast them dolefully with those of the
resent times? Who but will si^h to

ehold their places usuqied by gilded
butterflies, ostentatious beggary, empty
pretence, and paltry affectation ? In the
room of men independent of the smiles

and frowns of bankers or bankrupts, lie

will find speculators glittering in their

borrowed plumage for im hour or two,
then passing away, leaving notliing be-
hind them but the wrecks of their un-
principled career. Where once sat the
simple magiBtnites,admini8tering the few
simple laws necessary to regulate the
orderly community over which they pre-
ided,^ is now collected a body of gar-
rulous, ignorant, vuionartf, or corrupt

legUiatOTB, pampering their own private

interests at the exjtente ef the' public

good, and sacrificing the prosperity of
one portion of the state to the grasping
avidity of another. In the room of
prosperous yeomaniy and independent
mechanics, we behold crowds ofhungry
expectants, neglecting the sure and only
means of oompetency, and begging, in

the abjectoess of a debased spirit, per-

mission to socrifiee ' their independetice

for a wretched pittance, held under the
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wratehed tenure of a man who has no
will of his own. The onoe quiet city,

where the name and the idea of political

corruption was unknown, is now a whirl-

pool of intrigue, where empty bubbles

are generated and kept alive by the agi-

tation ofthe waters, and boiling and con-

flicting eddies gather into one focus all

the straws, and' chaff, and feathers, and

worthless nothings, that float upon the

surface of the stormy puddle*
** Undoubtedly, simplicity of manners

is one of the grout piUiire of momlity.

It circumscribes our wants, and thus

diminishes those besetting temptations

to extravagance and dishonesty wliich

originate in and receive their power from
the love ofdress, splendour, display, and
luxury. Those who set an inoj^inate

value upon the qualification of those

vanities will come in time to sacrifice to

their attainment nil that solid stock of
happiness which is derived from the pos-

session of integrity and independence.
An ago of simplicity is, therefore, an
age of morality; and hence it is, that

de wisest writers of antiijuity have made
simplicity of manners essential to tlie

preservation of that liberty which cannot
be sustained by a luxurious and corrupt

people. That our own high feelings of
independence are rapidly fleeing away
before the quick steps ofostentation and
luxury, and that the love of wealth, as

the means of attaining to these gratifi-

cations, is becoming tlie ruling passion,

must be obvious to all observers.’*

What says Mrs*Trollope ?

** I heard an Englishman, who had
been long resident in America, declare,

that in fcnlowiiig, in meeting, or in over-

taking, in the street, on the road, or in

tlie field, at the theatre, the coffee-house,

or at home, he had never overheard

Americans coqgersing without the word
nOLLAn being pronounced between them.
Such unity of purpose, such sympathy
of feeling, can, X believe, be found no-
where else, except, perhaps, in an ant’s

nest. The result is exactly what might
be anticipated. This sordid object, for

over before their eyes, must inevitably

produce a sordid tone of mind, and,
worse siill, it produces a seared and
blunted conscience on all questione of
probity* I know not a more etriking

ovidonoo of the low tone of morality

wbiob is generated by this universal pur-
suit ofmoney, than the maoner in which
the New England States are described
by Ameriesaas. All agree in saying that

they present a spectacle of industry and
prosperity deligntfhl to behold, and this

u the dmtriot fad the p^alation most
oonslaatly quotM as the finest specism

of their admirable countiy
;
yet I lieyst

met a single individual in any part of
the Union who did not paint these New
Englanders as sly, grinding, selfish, and
tricking.”

Mrs. Trollope is elsewhere not more
vaticinatory of the oveithrofv of the
American republic than its ex-Secre-

tary—or more ready to denounce the
** garrulous, ignorant, visionary, and
corrupt legislator of the States. In-

deed, she, not having had the same
opportunity of knowing them so intL^

mately as Paulding, only sets them
down as prosing blockheads—he, to

the manner bom, depicts them as prat-

ing knaves.

She is shocked by the division in

social life between the gentlemen and
lAdics, and attAbutes to it most of the

coarseness and vulgarity of the Ameri-
cans. Tlie very idea of Paulding*s book
is derived from the absurd bashfulness

of a young American gentleman, who,
tliough fiossessed of the finest faculties,

dares not speak to a lady. TTie follow-

ing sentences might seem extracted

from Mrs. Trollope—^they are, in truth,

from the Dutchman’s Fireside

:

** NoUiing contributes so much to the
relative dignity and virtue of the two
sexes as the estimation in which tliey

hold each other. Where women are

neglected by their countrymen, or where
men are neglected by their country-
women, in their admiration forstrangers,

the result will probably be the degrada-
tion of both in the eyes of each other,

and the estimation of those whose atten-

tions they fgiurt.”

What says Mrs. Trollope ? After

describing the forlorn condition of the

ladies of Cincinnati, separated at sup-
per from their sotting spouses, and the

general neglect of lady society in the

Union, she continues

:

** I am led to mention this feature of
American manners very frei|uently, not

only because it constantly recurs, hut
because 1 consider it as being in a great

degree the cauJb of that universal defi-

ciency in good manners and graceful de-

meanour, both in men and women, which
is so remarkable. *

** Where there is no court, which every

where else is the glass wherein the

higher orders dress themselves, and
which, again reflected from them to the

elasses below, goes far towarda polish-

ing, in some def^ree, a great majority of

the population, it is not to be expected
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diat mattnarHAmild^b# mde so much b
Btu^i or should attain' an equal degree
oreled^ce ; but the dedciency, and the
total difference, is greater tliaii tliis cause
alone could account for. The hours of
enjoyment are important to human lieingS’

; and wo every where find

tibkto'prepariug to make the most ofthem.
»ose who enjoy themselves only in so-
ciety^ whether ](ptellectiial or convivial,
prepare themselves for it ; and such make
but a poor figure when/orced to be con-
tent with the sweets of solitude ; while,
on the other hand, those to whom retire-

ment affords the greatest pleasure, sel-

dom give or receive much in society.
Whereverthe highest enjoyment is found
hy both sexes in scenes w/iere they meet
each other, both will prepare themselves
to appear with advantage there. The
men will not indulge in {he luxury of
chewing tobacco, or e^n of spittings
and the women will contrive to be ca-
pable of holding a higher post than that
of unwearied tea-makers.’'

«

Indeed^ the staple wit of Paulding’s
book shews the low estimation in which
the ladies are held among his country-
men. ITiey are the geneml common-
place butts of his very common-place
jests. An English officer isabused when-
ever it is possible ; but a woman is at all

times the regular subject for petty jeer-
ing and low sarcasm.

His account, however, of the inodes
of life of his fashionable countrywomen
tallies, in a great measure, with that of
Mrs. Trollope

:

Does not the fair reader, who, per-
adventure, at the momeut of reading this,

sits at a window with our kook in her
hand, looking at the whiskered beaux as

they pass up and down Broadway—does
she not shudder at this dead loss of
time—^tbis blank in the existence of poor
Catalina ? Perhaps she is anticipating

a visit to the Springs, to Loug Branch,
or Nahant, and grows pale at the veiy
anticipation of a four days' passage, in-

volving four days of absence from these
happy retreats of people whose time is

so precious. Let us see what privations
this delay involves. • The loss of at least

for^-eight tumblers ofObngreas water

—

of four execrable dinners—of four rest-

less, uncomfortable nights—a subscrip-

tion ball—three doedh changes of dress-.-

and tiuee hundred and seventy-five des-

perate yaw^ns at the Springs—of four or
five bathings on the beach, followed by
four or five shiverings when the sea-

broexe comes in—of the pleasure of see-

ing the ladies make their transits to. and
fro from the waves, looking, not like the

fabled goddess rising from the ocean,

but, with reverence be it spoken, like

old clotbes-women when they go in, and
drowned rats when they come out—of
8]>cnding day after day in a delightful

variety of eating, drinking, and sleeping

—sleeping, eating, and drinking—and
drinking, eating, and sleeping—of being
obliged to devour your dinners quicker

than they do in a manufactory or a steam-

boat, aiid discuss crabs and tough mutton
against time—to sleep bofore dinner and
after dinner, and between dinner and
ten— finallv, to endure the exemplary
tyranny of Mrs. Sears, and sufler under
the worst of all despotisms, that of a

petticoat government at Long Branch ;

—

or to pass all day watchiog for the sea-

serpent—to magnify every porpoise into

his likeness—^to see the npplings of the
waves assume the likeness of bis joints,

and to exercise the last degree of human
credulitv in believing in the existence of
that fabied monster under the penalty of
being frowned on by tlie young laclies,

and denounced by their honoured fatliers

as freemasons, Jackson-men, and unbe-
lievers, at Nolinnt.”

llis ideas of the educational ladies

is not much difl'erent from hers

:

** Madam Vaiicour hud been seized

w'ith a passion for doing good on a great
scale—a dangerous propensity in woman,
because it is apt to degenerate into the
weakness of indiscriminate charity. To
relieve the distresses of mankiiia with-
out encouraging their vices, their idle-

ness, and extravagance, is a nice and
delicate task : it reejuires a knowledge of
the dark side of the w'orld, and a self-

denial which women happily seldom at-

tain ; and hence it is that tlie large sliure

they have taken of lute in the distribu-

tion of public and private charities has,,

without doubt, bofm oim of the main
causes of the vast increase of idleness,

poverty, and their consequent vices,

which cannot but be evident to every
observer.” ,

Tie takes an opportunity elsewhere

of slily expressing his opinion of the

nle who manage charities in general

merica

:

** Dennis Vancour was a good man.
He never—^for it was not the fashion at
that time—^he never was secretary, or,

what is still better, treasurer to a society
for expending the hard gains of honest
industry in Die encouragement of idle-

ness and untbrift. He never went about
of others ^what he was able to

bestow himscAf; nor d^^ be spend his

time in the, mtsehievous occu^tion of
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doing good to his fellow-oreatures, the

poor, bv teaching them, as the vrise and
beuevoieot Franklin has it, * that there

are other means of support besides in-

dustry and economy.*
** But these sins of omission were

more than balanced by rare and valuable

virtues. He never belied, or cheated,

or overreached a human being.**

This, we think, strongly indicates

that, in Mr. Paulding's opinion, it is

the &shion of this time in America to

belie, cheat, and overreach everybody.

Mrs. Trollope’s testimony is pretty

much to the same effect.

Paulding and Mrs. Trollope open

on the subject of slaves. Mrs. Trol-

lope is, however, tolerant of Quatlroons
— Paulding despises all colours short

of White, and thinks slave emancipa-
tion humbug.

She was the mother of tlireo gene-
rations of blacks— 1 beg pardon— of

people of colour—who all appertained

to the establishment. The boys, at the

time of their birth, were given to some
one of the young white members of the

family, to whom they continued espe-

cially attached all their lives ; and the

girls* were in like manner considered the

property of the young ladies, who at-

rended strictly to their conduct, and
taught them to be useful, as well us vir-

tuous. They w'ere all treated kindly,

and as a part of the family
;
ami there

W'as something in the connexion of mu-
tual services, mutual good-will, and
mutual protection, thus established, that

made the relation of master and slave,

in those simple, honest times, one of the
most endeaiiug and respectable of all

those which subsist between man and
man. The slaves did not study meta-
physics, nor stultify tliemselves with
dissertations on the relative claims of

the two rival colours of the present day;
but they were far more happy, virtuous,

and useful both to thcmpelves and so-

ciety, than the wretched victims of a
rash and miscalculating philanthropy wo
see ever^ day at the police and the quar-
ter-sessiouB. Their labours were not
more heavy than those of the owners of
tliemselves and of the soil which they

cultivated; they worked in the same
fields, or at the same employments

; and
when they had given to their master tlie

fruits of their youth and manhood, tliey

found at his kitchen fire-side a refuge for

the evening of their days. They neither

spent it in the ]K>or-houBe nor the peni-

tentiary.

It was gra^fying in those days to

see the interest which these old and

faithful retainers took ill the' ofiktfk of.

their master, and the manner in wMch
they, as it were, identified their own
characters and consequence with his*
The master and mistress were not afraid

go a journey and leave the bouse in
charge of one of tliese ; for they tnew it

would be even more carefully attended
to than if they were at home. These
poor people, did not then, as they do
now, consider themselves in the light of

a wronged and inj^ured race, whose right,

nay, whose duty it was to resist, to run
away, to defraud, to rob, or to mai^der

their masters, if it were necessary, in

the pursuit of freedom. The idea of a
sepanitioii of interests between them and
their masters never entered their heuebt ;

and if it bad, their hearts would have
rejected the sjjggestion.”

• Something tife same is in Mrs. TVoI-

lope. But she breathes a sigh over

the native Indian

:

** The circumstance which renders

their expulsion from their own, their

native lands, so peculiarly lamentable,

is, that they were yielding rapidly to

the force of exsmple ; their lives were
no longer those of wandering hunters,

but they were becoming agriculturists,

and the tyrannical arm of brutal power
has not now driven them, as formerly,

only from tlieir hunting grounds, their

favourite springs, and the sacred bones
of their fathers ;

but it has chased them
from the dwellings their advancing know-
ledge had taught them to make comfort-

able ; from the iiewly.ploughed fields of
tlieir pride ; and fibm the crops their

sweat had watered. And for what ? To
add some tliousand acres of territory to

the half-peepled w'ildernoss which W-
ders tliem.**

Paulding, true republican, friend to

the rights of man, member of Congress,

and all that there, has no such notions,

lie is too liberal, wc guess, lie is pa-
thetic, to be sure, to the following

tune :

—

There wore men alive not many
years ago, who still remembered what
the whole country dien was, and whose
eyes, though diAmed with age, yet saw
what it had since become. The land

itself, and the owners of the land, are

changed ;
every aiiilbaCe and inanimate

obioct—every thing living, and eveiy
thing dead— all changed ! llie red moa
is gone, and the white man is in his

place. Such are the mutations of the

world! Shall we lament themi No.
It is the will and the work of Him that

made idl, governs all, disposes all ; and
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it irall for the beit, or ebonce is Prori-
denee, and Ptorideiiee ii chanoo.”

PiDvidenoo is here made responsible

for Congress. When the English are

to be p>used, nothing can he better

than lam^ting, as Toro Carapbell has
over the destruction or the lied

Kace—that all boroughmonger-

ing. Slaughtering them now-n-4ays is

only Providenceand th^natural equality

of man.
As to reclaiming them, as Mrs.

Trollope dreamt to he possible, that,

according to Paulding, is out of the

question. He embodies his idea of a
reclaimed Indian in the character of a

demi-civilised Algonquin, known by
the name of Hans Pipe. Attempts

had been made to recla,im him

;

** But the usual melancholy conse-

quences resulted from these kind and
benevolent intentions. Thq Indian, in

proportion as he lost the habits of the

savage, acquired the vices ofthe civilised

man, sharpened to a keener edge by the

wild vigour of barbarism, and the early

absence of the habit of self-restraint.

His natural cunning was quickened by
the acquirement ofsome of the practices

of the white man
;
and his natural pas-

sions, such as cruelty, revenge, and the

love of drinking, streAgtliened,—^the first

^oby an infinite series ofmortifications,

insults, perhaps injuries, received from
the white people among whom he so-

journed, the latter by facility in the
means of gratification.

" There are certidn plants, and fruits,

and flowers, that grow wild in the forest,

which improve by being transplanted to

the garden and cultivated *with care;

there are others that shoot forth in the

rank and worthless luxuriance ofweeds

;

and there are others that perish Under
the fostering hand of the most skilful

gardener, lliere are birds and quadru-
peds that may •be tamed, and otliers

which retain rank traces of their native

wildness to the last. So does it seem to

be with the race of man. As the Indian
orator once said to President Monroe,
* The white man is bom for the sun-
ohine, Uie red man for shade.' The

white man, the black man, ond the man
ofeverycofour but the red, mi^be tamed,
and improve by taming. He alone aeema,
indeed, bom tor the woods ; it ia there

the virtues he possesses can alone be
exercised to the benefit of himself and
his tribe. Place him in the sunshine,

in the haunts of social and civilised life,

and sad is tlie experience, and wofol the

truth—he becomes, ninety-nine times in

a hundred, the worst, the moat mis-

chievous of mongrels; a compound of
the ferocity of the savage, and tbe cun-
ning, deceit, and sensuality of the civil-

ised scoundrel.”

Tliese extracts will do. Mr. Pauld-
ing and Mrs. Trollope perfectly agree

;

or rather, the gentleman go^ too far

for the lady. Society uncivilised, ne-

glected women, impertinent and selfish

men, corrapt or ignorant legislators,

want of decency, civilisation, and re-

finement, figure in both books as the

characteristics of the American Whites.

She thinks people of colour respect-

able, does not despair of the civilisa-

tion of the Blacks, at least in the next

generation, and is sorry for the de-

struction of the Indians. He, deter-

mined that no class of his countrymen
should be shewn in colours too fa-

vourable, depicts the Blacks of the

present day as the wretched victims of

a RLsh, miscalculating philanthropy,

whose last refuge is £e prison or the

penitentiary ; the uncivilised Red race

as kritters” fit only for indiscrimi-

nate slaughter ; and those oftheir tribes

whom attempts have been made to

bring towards European habits, as the

most mischievous of mongrels, a com-
pound of the ferocity of the savage,

and the cunning, deceit, and sensuality

of tlio civilised scoundrel.

Mr. Paulding, as we have already

rcmaiked, knows his countrymen, and
can accurately describe what he sees.

His Dutchman's Fiimide, valueless as

a novel, may be safely referred to as a
record of American character. It has

been translated into French, which we
mention for his especial satisfoction.
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THE DUKE OT HEMTCASTLE^S ADDRESS TO ALL CIaSSES AKO

CONDITIONS OF ENGLISHMEN.*^

At the present crisis, when the laws

and institutions of ithe British empire

are openly menaced with destruction

by a credulous and deluded populace,

led on by revolutionary ana unprin-

cipled demagogues, aided and abetted

by a profligate ministry, whose only

hold on popular opinion is the coun-
tenance they give to agitation, and
whose only chance ofmaintaining their

places is by yielding to clamour and
intimidation ;

it becomes the duty of
every man whose love of counti^ is

not yet entirely extinguished, sfnd in

whose bosom every sense of justice,

honour, and loyalty, is not yet oblite-

rated, to use his most strenuous exer-

tions, and make a last stand, in order

to avert those calamities with which
his King, his country, himself, and his

children, are now threatened. When
Napoleon declared that a revolution in

France was a revolution in Europe,
his words contained more truth than

many of his admirers were disposed to

admit. But insolent as was the excla-

mation, we question if Bonaparte him-
self included England in his imperial

notions of the geography of Europe.
The experience of twenty years had
taught him that a revolution in France
was not a revolution in England. In
that short period many revolutionary

changes had desolated and impoverish-

ed France, the concussion of which
had shaken to their base several of the

continental thrones, subverted old-esta-

blished monarchies, sent kings into

exile, and converted into French sub-
jects, or rather French slaves, the in-

habitants of those unhappy countries

which had become the victims of mili-

taiy aggrandisement. All this while,

however, England was like an impreg-
nable fortress in the ocean, her ships

covering every sea, herself its mistress,

bidding defiance to the world, and
trampling upon the tri-coloured flag

wherever it was exhibited or unfurled,

in the very harbours and under the forts

of Bonaparte himself.

Despite the bravado directed against
her firom without, and the occasional

growlings oftheWhig (action athome

—

despite the march of infidelity and the

ravages of the French arms, England
suffered nothing from revolutioiR^ She
reposed on the waters, proud, pros-
perous, and happy, seldom or never

aroused from her tranquillity, except to

re-echo the shouts of victory waflra to

her from the shores of the Nile, from
Cape Trafalgar, from the fields of
Portugal and Spain, from the passes

of the Pyrenees, and last, not least,

from the glorious plain of Waterloo.
With able and faithful counsellors

surrounding the throne of a wise and
patriotic king, our beloved country,

and her united people, laughed to

seorn the threat! of France, denounced
her atheistical and revolutionary doc-
trines, and never ceased being at open
war with tl^ese till a British army was
in possession of Paris, and Napoleon a

prisoner in St. Helena.

But, alas! when we consider the

present relative situation of the two
countries—we mean France and Eng-
land — and contrast it with what it

was not many yearn ago, the reflections

which crowd upon our minds are of
tlie most painful and humiliating kind.

A new revolution has passed over

France, and England is now in close

alliance with a foreign revolutionary

faction—courting the French minister

with all the anxious importunity of a
subordinate state, yielding an unsoli-

cited approval of all his acts of foreign

interference, and invasion, justifying

his violations of international law,

extenuating his wilful misrepresen-

tations, even where the lionour of
England is concerned — and what
arc the consequences ? Revolution,
HEADY TO BURST FORW, IN ALL ITS

HORRORS, UPON THIS DEVOTED COUN-
TRY I

And need we wonder at this? If

there were no other causes, arising

from democratic sympathy, the mere
circumstance ofsFrance and England
being in alliance for similar objects,

if not secretly leagued together against

the other governmefits of Europe, is

proof sufficient that the promss of

revolution must advance with equal

strides and in the same ratio in both

countries. Whilst such an unnatural

* An Addreft to all Classes and Conditions of Englishmen : by the Duke of
Newcastle. London : T. and W. Boone. «183E.
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union Bubsists, tbe views of the two
governments mnst be precisely the

samCy and the results, whether these

involve the stability of the respective

monarchies, or the subversion of esta-

blishd^Linstitutions, must be the same
aUo. Fsance has once more passed

through the ordeal which had been

long planned— which the first revolu-

tionists never lost sight of; and if

under circumstances of a less revolting

nature, these have arisen simply from

fear, and a wish to deceive foreign

states— a moderation, in fhct, forced

upon the Jacobins by necessity. But
the revolution thus far accomplished—
we say nothing of that which is medi-

tated—is not by many degrees of so

sweeping and levelling a nature as

that which is in trmwtu— which i^

impending over us— which has forced

its way, in the name of the Kingy

through a
^
packed and* subservient

English House of Commobs. Some
regard was paid to the charier of

Louis XVIII.—the elective privileg«*s

of the nation were respected— the

extension of the franchise was not a

deprivation, inasmuch as all who en-

joyed it before were allowed to parti-

cipate in it under the new dynasty.

The king was expelled, it is true, and
certain recently created peers were
stripped of their honours, and deprived

of their hereditary rights. All this is

bad enough, and yet by no means .so

wicked, or atrocious, or unjust, as we
had a right to expect from the mur-
derers of a king, and the hoary leaders

of a revolution rendered infamous and
for ever accursed by tliei^ insatiable

thirst for human blood. But what
have we to endure in England, if the

present ministers, following the steps

of tlieir French allies, are permitted to

carry their intended reform into effect 1

We gladly and most willingly concede

that no menace has yet b^n breathed

against the king on the throne, or any
member of the illustrious house of

Brunswick. Would we could say as

much for the Peers Ir Certainly they

are not yet threatened with extinction,

nor is it intimated that any portion of

the house is to be swamped, or their

C^nets tossed into the Thames. The
i|jmr house is only civilly told, that

^fes they support the ministerial

Evolution, they shall be robbed of
every grace and ornament of inde«

pendence— that unless they obey the

dictates of die Commons, their heredi-

tary rights, as an independent estate of
the realm, shall be at the mercy of
certain ministerial creatures, insuffer-

ably obedient and base, who will be
exalted to the peerage in oi^er to

bring the lords into contempt, over-

awe them by their numbers, vote as

they are directed by some under-scrub

of the Treasury, and by making tbe

upper house a mere “ registry office
”

for the decrees of the minister and the

Commons, render it the scorn of the

country, the contemned of all con-

temners, the ridicule of the revolu-

tionary faction, a worthless l)ody, ser-

vile and degraded, and utterly inconi'*

petent to discharge the duties of a
legislative assembly.

This, we are told, is meditated, nay,

it is threutenedy by all the communi-
cative organs of Lord Grey’s adminis-
tration. To render that noble house
abject, dependent, and inefficient, is

the suntmum honumy the much-desired
infliction, the indispensable sacrifice,

which our English Jacobins require

and demand at the hands ofi^ord Grey,
—demand not only as a propitiatory

measure, conceded to yawning and
usurping radicalism, but as the only
expedient calculated to secui-e the

desired revolution, and guarantee to

the detestable faction now in office a
long lease of power and emolument.

This infusion of servilism into the

peers is to be done by virtue of the

royal prerogative. Tlie King, William
IV., we 'are told, is to be made the

instrument of inflicting this signal

obloquy and disgrace on the nobility

of England! Will he do it?
But no matter— ive pass over the

painful ideas and apprehensions which
the bare mention or such an exercise

of the royal prerogative is calculated

to suggest, and the still more painfel

consequences which such a measure,
affecting the house of Brunswick itself,

most forcibly presents to a loyal mind.
Bitter are the fruits of calm ’reflection

in a case of this kind. Appalling are

the evils which mingle their poison
with the purer hopes of our early

attachments. Execrable is the man
who presents the cup filled with in-

gredients which we have reason to

suspect and dread, and who, with the

complaisance of a courtier, would bid

us quaff it with our eyes open, and
would exult in the delirium- produced
by its effects. No, Jet us wave for

die present all discussion as to the
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consequences which the degradation

of the peerage would have on the

monarchy, and pi'oceed to inquire how
hir the other measures in contemplation

bear any analogy to those already

adopted by the French Jacobins.

Tlie present ministers of William IV.

do not circumscribe ' their maxims of

innovation to the amendment only of

the representative system of Great

llritaiii. Theirs is an unhallowed, an

unprincipled, a crude, a selfish, and

being selfish, a detestable and unjust

measure of expediency as concerns

themselves, and a sweeping and ruin-

ous revolution as concerns the couuuy.

In the first place, it is a measure bas^
on injustice. The present Jacot>ins of

France never countenanced a measure

one thousandth part so oppressive in

its enactments, or so invidious in its

provisions. They extended the political

franchise; but they never dreamt of

depriving those whom the law invested

with it of their prospective exercise of

the franchise. But Lord John llus-

sell’s purge does all this; it sweeps

boroughs and burgesses, freemen resi-

dent and non-resident, away at one
fell swoop— deprives corporations of

their chartei^ rights— robs Cornwall

to pay Durham— cheats Sufiblk to

benefit Lancaster— distrains upon the

small agricultural towns to enfranchise

the unwashed artisans of some place

wholly dependent upon agriculture;

—

and all this without stooping to in-

quire— without offering any evidence

whatever that the parties whom he dis-

franchises have abused their trust, or

have committed any acts which inva-

lidate their rights or should denude
them of their privileges. If there were

no other objections to the present Ue-
form bill, this, in our estimation, is

sufficient to shew its levelling nature

and its gross iniquity. If it were a
question of equitable adjustment, the

weavers of Spitalfields would have as

just a claim to the property of the

house of Bedford, situated in Covent
Garden Market,divided amongst them,
as the weavers of Manchester have to

the franchises of the towns of Dart-

mouth and Aldeburgh. No crime has

ties* It » ao^'en pretended, fartess

asserted, that these electors are not os

capable, in the exercise of their char-

.

teied rights, of sending as honest, able,

and incorruptible men to the House of

Commons, as Manchester or Birming-^r

ham. This, we say, is not so mueli as
insinuated. The argument (if it, can
be called an argmneut) is, that these
places are more deserving of a voice in
the representation than the places de-
prived of this privilege. But if this

argument be admissible whgre^ politi-

cal privileges are concerned, is it not
equally cogent and tenable where the

rights of property are involved? If

the Duke of Bedford hold property,

the turnpike or market dues ofwhich are

considered jei heavy burden on the citi-

zens of Ijondon, wliy should this pro-
perty, considering the altered circum-
stances of the times, not be sacrificed

to the general weal, and his grace be
deprived by law, as tlie burgesses of
Dartmouth are to be, of these ancient

dues, for the ppblic advantage? The
Reform bill, without entering upon the

conduct or the merits of the parties

proposed to be robbed, deprives them
of their prf^ileges, which are to them
as much ))roperty in fee and by de-
scent, and equally recognised by the
law, and as much entitled to protec-

tion. as is that of the Duke of Bedford
in Covent Garden Market.

This, we say again, is injustice.
Whether we look at the designs of

the JCnglish ministry, with respect to

the peers, or their conduct towards the

boroughs, there is a perfect conformity
in tlieir proceedings with those of the

French Chamber of Deputies. The
latter wish to arrive at their goal by a
more direct coursif than the former.
The one determines on abolishing the
hereditary peerage at once

;

while the

other, procdbdiiig more cautiously and
more warily, and apparently with more
candour, which is nothing but hypo-
crisy, has resolved first to render the

upper house worthless, in order that it

may be extinguished w^i more good-
will and less regret. It does not in the

least affect o\ir argument whether Lord
Grey shall accomplish his purpose by
the creation of servile, certainly not
ennobled peers, or by intimidating the

present peers iqto submission. Tlie

character and independence of the

house would be equally shipwrecked
by the one measuroias by the other.

Ifthe Reform bill shall pass into a law,

it is clear that either creation or intimi-

dation must be employed, and in either

case we say again tliat such a bill would
be fatal to the nobility of England,
pown, down they would go—
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To tbo vilo earth (koan whence they

Unwept, iiithQnoure4» and antnng.’*

But the iniquity of such conduct, on
the pM of the ministiy of Earl Grey,

assucijU another form when we con-

sider the principle upon which the

cahinet profess to be guided. They
nay ftftt^lhirty,' forty, or fifty persons,

electors, for instance, of some bo-
rough in Cornwall, ought not to pos-

sess the privilege of returi^ing one, far

less two members to the Commons*
house of parliament. All this may be
well and good. But how do tlie

ministers apply the principle' to their

own official conduct? The: cabinet

consists of fifteen persons, who, al-

though they deny the ^igibifity of fifty

electors to return a member to the lower

house, nevertheless arrogate to them-
selves the iright of nominating, at their

will and pleasture, for political purposes,

in order protect their personal

interests, not fewer than fifty or a
hundred peers. If they can create ten

peers for this purpose, they can, for the

same reasons, and armed with the same
authority, nominate one hundred or
even five hundred. What inconsistency

is this! Is the cabinet alone to have
the privilege of abusing the principle

which they apply in disfranchising cor-

porations? Arc these fifteen persons
to possess the power which on a lesser

scale they conaemn in others, of exer-
cisiiig more power than both houses of
narliament united, of calling into ex-

vtence, with their official wands, like

Harlequin in the pantomime, a new
estate of the realm, in the shape of

political peers, whose coronets they

have purchased by selling their con-
sciences by public auction? For these

men are avowedly created for the pur-

pose of overawing the existing assem-
nly. Is Lord Grey, in defiance of his

recorded principles, to exercise an
authority wliich the people, if they were
not blind as moles and insensible as

the paving-stones in^ the Strand, must
recognise as anomalous to all the pro-

fessions of these patriotic reformers of
Downing Street? But let them pro-

ceed in Uieir guilty career. The peo-
ple, at least that class of people before

whom Lord Grey prostrates himself,

ace expert enough at discovering the

errors aud weakpeMies of public men,
and are rarely at a. loss to lake advan-
tage of diem. Let ministers carry their.

evolutionary bill, and these people

will ve^ soon perceive that such .power

vested in the cabinet is exceedingly in-

convenient. They will, we suppose,

make as short work with it as ministers

propose doing with what they call the

refractory majority of the peers. They
will cut up, root and branch, this arbi-

tral^ exercise of the royal prerogative,

with the same blood-hound shout of

triumph as they are prepared to utter

on the downfal of the peerage, the

confiscatioa of the property of the

church, the repeal of the corn-laws, the

abolition of taxes, and the s|jQliation

and robbery of the public creditor.

These persons,

'' WbAther they make the rights ofman
their theme.

Their country libel, or their God blas-

pheme,”

will, as sure os the sun shines, exact

from Lord Grey*s administration, if this

abominable bill pass into a law, or from

his successors, far more in favour of

themselves, to the detriment—we ought
rather to say the destruction—of the

institutions of the country, and in the

form of arbitrary restrictions upon the

prerogatives ofthe crown and the power
of the executive, than his lordship

threatens to exact from the owners of
boroughs and the refractory peers.

This, tlien, being the state of public

afiairs, and these the frightful prospects

which haunt us by night and by day

—

these the terrors held up to our imagi-
nation—this the scoimion lash of revo-
lutionary despotism flourished over our
heads—the rabble in the ascendency,

and slavery before us ; a venal and
wicked ministiy in power; the people
starving; the beggar bold and insolent

at your gate; political inte^ty at a
discount ; a feeble king in his old age
beset by evil counsellors, anxious to

maintain hisjust authority, but torpid in

his revives, and constrained to make
concesalions by acts of violence ; a cor-

rupt, profligate, and mendacious press,

inculcating sedition under special pro-
tection ; demagogues teaching reW-
lion by virtue ofa patent ofpret^ency

;

foreign states juggling us by profes-

sions of amity, and yet shutting their

ports against our commeroe, increasing

their import dues on our manufiMtlures,

assailing and injuringour trade in every
quarter of the world, invading neutral

states, assaulting our^alUes, and ticat-

v: ing with marked contempt our remon-
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stnmoes, thereby bringing the flag» sad
eredit^ and honour of Englano into

ui*lx>in witliout, a clanoioua and
discontented people, ihst sinking into

demoralisation, menacing us with civil

war; it is neverdieless gratifying tothink,

that althoueh the majority is listless,

there is at least one man, and one of

noble birth, and the high^t rank—of
uncompromising integrity, and unques-

tionable independence—who has had
the courage, regardless of the 8C<^ of

the press, and me revilings ofthe mob,
to hold tlie mirrorup to nature, and ad-
dress Englishmen, of all ranks and con-

ditions, as they ought invariably to be

addressed by all but dms|gogues
and parasites, in the language of truth

and soberness. This man is the Duke
of Newcastle, whose Address forms the

text of this article, and of whose sen-

timents we have with delight made a
liberal appropriation in the foregoing

remarks.

Within our limits, we are aware that

it is impossible to do justice to the

frank and unaffected appeal of the noble

author. He has no political partialities

to disturb the current of his thoughts,

or curb the expression ofhis unbiassed

and independent sentiments. He ad-

dresses himself to Englishmen as an
Englishman—^to peers and commoners
— to churchman and layman— to the

king and his humblest subject— to re-

former and anti«reformer— to Toiy,

Whig, and Radical—with an undis-

guis^ openness of tone and manner
which is so rare in these times, and
which perhaps nothing but a sense of

our critical situation as a people, would
have extracted from one so averse from
public display, and so much inured to

retirement and tlie privacy of domestic

life. Considering, as he gives cogent

reasons for so doing, the monarchy in

danger ; the constitution undermined

;

the church, like a ship amongst break-

ers, riding upon her last cable, and
likely to go clown ; and one estate of

the realm in mortal conffici with the

people; he has thrown aside the reserve

which some of his party have too long

deemed a point ofdecorum, and given

a voice to his opinions, in language
cliaracteru^c alike of simplicity,

nesty, fearlessness, and unostentation.

There is no parade of words—no
studied eloquence— though smne of
his descriptive passa^, particularly

that .relative tiS the discussion

Reform bill in tlie house ofvihicb'he k
a member, are truly eloquent—there is

noattempt to colour, or disguise, or ex-
tenuate, or apologise, or escape from a
difficulty which party predilections or
mistaken views might induce otl^ men
to blink: all is straightforerard, and
proceeds from a sensitive mind, and
nom a disposition open as day to melt-

ing charity, feelingly alive to the dis-

tresses of the oquntiy, and the fearfol

evils whichJm^nd over the land of
bis birth, tiiis home of bis fathers, the
cradling place of their and his honours.

** Allow me to represent to you/’
says the noble dnke, in the commence,
ment of biaaddress, ** what 1 conceive
our situation, to be. Our finances di.

minishing from yesr. to year
; agricul-

ture, manufactiiles, commerce, languish^
ing lamentably

; public spirit expiring,
or nearly extinct

;
patriotism a de^

letter
; virmo disregarded

; the Church
attacked, (he State undermined, the
Throne circumvented

; every interest,

every institution, eveiy condition, from
the iiighpflt to the lowest, our properties,

our liberties, and our lives, are placed in

the most fearful jeopardy. We see po-
verty, distress, and pauperism, increas-

ing, yice triumphing, crime frightfully

multiplying. We see unions, associa-

tions, and other "unlawful assemblies,

usurping the power of the executive

;

mob law substituted for the law of the
land; and a wtaik, wicked, and mis-
chievous government funning the flame
of that usurpation, for reasons so selfish,

culpable, and crimiflal, that every honest
and well-judging mind must conden|p
tlieir mouves and reprobate their mea-
sures. % * •

** It is but too well known, that for

many years distress ofno ordinaiy nature
has prevailed, from which, 1 believe, no
class of individuals (save, perhaps, the
annuitants) has been exempt. It has
oppressed the mnnufacturor and the com-
mercial man

;
it of course soon affected

the agriculturist, and, by consequence,
all those who derive their incomes from
the possession of landed property. A
concurrence of circumstances may have
contributed to s^ch a lamented state of
things: various causes are variously

assigned. According to my notions,

the chief and leadiij^ causes are the al-

tered state of the cmency, and the in-

troduction ofthat system which is knovrn
by the flame of Free Trade. Be this ss
it may, distress has unabatingly prevailed
for many years, and to this hour it is not
mitigated. DisiviM sours the mind of

^
even the best ofmm ; it cannot be won-

*
'dared at tfastt it idiottld affect a population
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ftttqjtieiitly. raduced nlmost to a state of
[|tanhiti<mv 'It.Woald be onf^sUn^ and
unjust, if 1 denUj^i^om suiSei^e coun-
trymen thatpraise^nich is so onunentlj
due to them. They bare, for tlie most
part,^bome their sufferings and priva-

tions .witii a most exemj^ary^ patieuco
and fotbeavance from aggression of any
kiitjd* Some, liowerer,^whose unbridled

pmions and Ic^se. principles received
'force from the early perversion of edu-
oatipn, which 1 hose described, aud who
Imd become notorious members of me*
ebonies’ institutes and otw societies,

seeing the fitnoM of the occasion, and
feeling the importadbo of a better-organ-

ised union, seize upon the fovourable

opportunity.
** It WM now that politicajy,'unions

were formed
; they * soon acqt^d a

shew of strength that enabled them to

assume a.tpne of dictats^n, which it wi^a

'easy tp i&e would, ^ permitted, very

shortly embarrass government, and
8up{d«nt even the executive itself. The
* political ua|$As* were fornAsd upon the

plan of the ndfod Roman Catholic Asso-
ciation. 1 believo that the first was
founded widi a good intent; but, once
eatablx^ied, they wero soon turned to

the very worst and most dangerous pur-
poses. S'

*' In an evil hour, ever to be lamented
'

(looiiid. that it could be forgotten ! would
to God tftaf the * damned epot* could Ite

hhtted out!) the bill for giving political

power to ^e papists, and
from them unconditionally all disabilities

whstiiyer, was passed. Pitssed,' as I

«nd .many others thought, in oppositiojp

;to the will and wislies of a large majo-
rtfy of the country, which was affectiou-

foely.„.aUacbed to our Protestant insti-

totlons in church and state. ^The petitioM

Ml thi$ oecoiion were numermis, prolmbly

Aeyofid all. former example ; hut thep %cere

treated with scorn and derision bp those

eupportere of the bill who had formerlp
arrogated to themselves the title of the

friers of the petals ; almost every petition

that was presented became a eubject ofcavil,

'mockery, and contest. The * friends of
the people ’ stifled aud scoffed down tho

inherent right ofpetition set forth in the

fervent prayers and earnest entreaties of
n Protestant people, beseeching its le-

irialature not to jiermit^'tlie re-introduc-

tion ofpo^exy- Not only were petitions

treated with contempt and contumely,
but the great chaster of our liberties,

the Bill of Rights, wos set aside OMt
musty record, and our noble conj^triM^
disowned, or reviled with^lhe most op-
probrious epitliets. It was ilatural that

all who were aincei^y attached to Pro-
teatantiam, all wlida^ed and knew how
to value the 'British constitution, should .

ImS'deeply wbudded : they folt that they
were grtevously injured ; they imputed
undue influence and improper^, motives
to the parliament ; they (;onside|td that

it did not upon that occt^on represent
the aentimenU of the nation { and many
exemplary and welUmeauirig "'persons dr-

clared that a ¥tform of parliajnent, was

necessary, as. undue influence had led to d

fated decision, in opposition to the hiown
national voice. *

.

• * '

** Whilst I deplore the blindness, or

the delusion, or the error, or' tlie infatu-

ation, which possessed these hitherto

conscientious supporters of the consti-

tution, I must not omit to remark, that,

amon^t tbe'zcalous advocates of reform
(which, I roaintailn, is synonymous with
revolution), none have been found more

forwaM than those who were bound in gra-
titude t0 that parliament and that adminis-

tration which had restored them to political

life. No sooner was animation restored,

tlian they stung the hand which vivified

them, and assisted to overthrow the con-
stitution, in the benefits of which tliey

hod aspired to participate. The Ro-
mauiats, with, 1 believe, only one, or,

at most, a very few honourable excep-
tions, Jmvc been found in the foremost
ranks rfreform.”

It is true that those Tories who were
favourable to reform, or rather saw the

necessity for some amendment in the

representation, in consequence of the

conduct of the Wellington minT$hry,

never for a moment contemplated any
such sweeping and revolutionary mea-
suire as that now in progress. They
have accordingly returned to their for-

mer position, the uncompromising ojd-

poiients of. lx)rd John Russell’s bUi,

choosing rather << to bear the ills we
have, t&n fly to others that we know
not ofr^^ Whatever regrets they may
feel as to the disunion of their party,

their conduct has been upright and
consistent: would to Heaven we could
say as much for the authors of their

divisions ! But it is a painful subject,

and we willingly drop it.

The calm dignity with which the

debate' oh the rejection of the first

bill w^ conducted in the House of
Lords must still be flesh in the me-
mory of all our readers; 'but we can-'

not refrain 5^ inserting a well-me-
rited eulogium upon it from the pen
of one wlio was an interested spectator

of the scene.

III coming to the diacnaaion of
this fatal bill,*’ says the noble duke,
*^it is utterly impoarible that any

. assembly could have mboored under
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..ater ^iaadmUti^pea/ . <&tkt eoikld

Ji'taid, all that could be written, all

titbit Cottld be done, waa jpet to work in

t^e most nefarious, nkanner, to detract,

to intimidate, to vilify, to obstruct, by
every art^ by' eve^y threat,' by every

scheme that the tongn^ or mind, or in-

vention of man cpuld devise, to overawe

the peera, and to' drive' them ftom the

performance of their duty. Here
moral, and. I am sorry to add, ]|»hy8ical

influence also, adtively, unrenuliingly,

anthoritatively ntod, to overbear the

House of Iiorda.
' "

-

" '

** I must not oihit aco^cr incident

the creatim of twentyfowr new/pifre,'-'^

addition to a house already

rous : be it observed e^sof/aU crMted in

the short space of less than one 'yhfr, and
there can be no doubt, an^extraordinary

sacrifice on the part of the eovereififn,

who graciously consented, to strelch his

prerogative very far beyond the pruden-
tial limits, in grunting so enormous a

concession to the advice of his Minister.
** Under circumatancea suob as these,

the House of Lords entered upon the
discussion.

** Although a member of that body,
which, from having done its duty^ will,

I am surely convinced, never- c^se to

be perpetuated in the remembrance and 7
afifection of every EngLisliinan who has
the slightest pretensions to worth, ho-
iieato, or patriotism

;
yet I must frankly

owflf that 1 couJ|j|.npt behold the nature

of its proceeding unmoved. The man.
ner in which the peers root thp perform-

ance of their duty, wias, 1 may safely

nssert, as fine a scene aS ever was wit-

nessed. It was truly glorious and
fying to see men under the eircumatanees
in which they were placed, under the
awful reaponsibilito of their pomti^' of
w*hicb they were subseqiiently^l^ioimtly
reminded ;

it was, 1 repeat, a'l^nd/ ele-

vating, and proud, though painful s])ec-

tacle, to see men met together "to deli-

berate, whether die noble constitution

of their ancestors and of themselves
should be maintained by their Wisdom,
courage,, and consistency, or whether
they should basely deliver it-into the
foul bauds of revolutioiiaiy ^aT^es^ for

mutilatioii'and. ultimate destrucBnn. It

was a ptoudr sight to sse the peers of
Euglaim^ unflwed by menace, regardless

of atfutoc^, dreading np/tonsequence
but Ibat of a seared coniipteo^ proceed
in thq . fulfilment of theif/dj^ft; .wito^
calmness, dignity, and ebpijtoed ,iat^
minatfoxi, which can never nip fisj^mten

by any one who was present ;'^by^Tt
will be remembered ip e^tefiil<aiiC^-
fading reooUeo)lM,wMlstineiBl^^l^)^ ,

her Beat. ^ » 'v.

** After a .ldng:tnd mMit eWuimrAi#^.*
VOL. V. NO. XXVII.

cuseion, the bill wet ' fiiMjr
The Hpttae of Ld^'proyadmits rworth,—it^prefed that it p4|Msted,in itsTanks .

men who were endWed with talents, of
the highest order, for the avgumehte and
eloquence were worthy of the brightest
dismays jn any place, or at aa/fomer
penod

$
th^.were never surplisBed as a

whole, perhaps never before equalled.^

It provbd, too, it Anew and appre-
eia|^ed» the SOerei&eke of its tnist, and
thati* to tbOi^eeatioeti bf it, it was re-

solved to he without fear and without
rq)»oaSch'."r'

“

Of ^':x6jte0ted i>i\k itsdfy the noble
author.esqpr&sea hiiuaelf as follows :

—

*5 Thp present ministers entered^upon

offio^ljB^aer Gircuibstailoes of a very ad-

vantageous imture. Their accession to

office was- greeted with satisfaction and
eonsxderable efpectntion. Ik was the
same party whiett^ on a'formar occasion,

obtuiued the appellation of 'kll ,ihe ta-

.lenttr.^ The sequel h,^ ptoved how:little

this title yrvA merited, "and how often
* tel qui hrille au second rang, s'ielipse an
premier.* But what must have been the

confidence of these persons in %eir own
piofound ability, when they presumed
to lay before parliament u measure, not
'to amend and ameliorate, tint one to de-
stroy nnd reconstruct. Tbey fidd a con-
stitution, ^the admiration and^euvy of
the whole world, and which until lately,

that wo are grown * unkind' and uiin^
tural,’ was the pride and boast of every
Englishman

;
they call it imperfect, and

to,make it better, they destroy thp'work
wf the practical wisdom of suecesrive
ages, ond substitute in its place new
one, no doubt the work of the Binnine-
ham artisans; but by whomsoever.ex-
posed, it t> the arrantest eounteifeit;[th9

most barefaced cheat, the most tangMmass

(fincongruities, impracticabilities^nfuUiee,
and nonsense, that ever emanatedfim the

brains of rational men, or ever teas ushired
in under the auspices of a talented cabinet,

I put it to the commoncaense ofany ope,
whether be does not laugh to scom this
new constitution, as much as he pitiful

the obliquity of judenent whicll' poiild

have led any set^'Exiglishmeb in ima-
gine the overthrew oAhe old end ap-
proved British constitution by the sub-
stitution of a i%in coneeiiiij^a palpable,
ill-executed counterfeit. >

*• The bill remedies none of the evils

which it professed* to cure. Ljoes it

'.e the constituencymore pure! No;
if such it it, is by the la^

hill to be prelterved ! Does it destroy the
influenoe bf peers? No; on the eoo-.

tiary, one of the,;j^ief arguments in ih-

. VPur of the newllKbeme is, that every
peer will have the power of ingAi.

B B
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Hating himself with the electors, and
rendering himself popular : if ho can do
this, then he will be able to influcnco

tlie elections, and may obtain parlia-

mentary power. Does it equalise the

representation 1 No ; it proceeds, in the

most aAitra^ manner, to select those

who are to form the Utopian constitu-

ency. l say, if you admit the inherent

right of every Englishman to vote for a
representative, you must grant (he right

to all

;

for, if it be a right, it must not

be withheld ;
if it he not a right, and

that tlie qualification is to be given by
an arbitrary rule, why then 1 say con-
tinue to us what we have hitherto had.

Then, again, by the most unheard-of
injustice and tyranny, the small boroughs
ore to be totally annihilated and robbed
of their chnrtoVcd rights convicted of
no crime, accused of no delinquency,

not even allowed the foiVn or semblaticv

of a previous trial, but by the aibitrury

will of a reckless ministry and a packed
parliament, they are to be blotted out of
the constituency, unrequited* even ^ a
bare allowance of compensation. For,

as writes a noble author on the Knglisli

constitution, and who, we must conclude,

may bo an author ofthe Reform bill also :

” * By such means, if applied wHth
judgment and sincere desire of improve-
ment, the balance of the House of Com-
mons might be tlirowri once more on the

side of the people, without so violent a
measure as declaring the privilege of
the small boroughs to be forfeited. Un-
doubtedly those privileges arc a trust

—

but so is the crown; and w’e ought to

have as good, and as strong, and as

cogent rensons for *disfranchising Old
Sarum, as we had for expelling .1 nines 1 T.’

Mark here the gross injustice and
partiality ofthe last bill : in tiiose places

where the boroughs are preserved, then'

theTight of voting will also he preserved

to tlie present voters
;
but in the places

which are to bo disfranchised, there not

only will those boroughs be deprived of
their chartered and inalienable rights

and privileges, t»ut the voters of tlioso

places will also be deprived of their

votes. Mark, again, die scandalous
partiality in the selection. Observe:
a reformer*shormgh issettlom tube touched,

and is altoays favoured ; whilst the great

spoliation is jsvelled agaSnst the boroughs

of the conservators. And why is diis 1

oltv/ouslp because party-.advantage, not the

good of the country, is the whole object of
the bill. The reforming party see clearly,

that, if they can pass this bill, they are

settled in office for half a centuiy per-

haps
; or, at all events, that the con-

servative party cannot obtain an entrance,

and that the future dioice must be be-
tween them and something still worse.”

Few men in any rank of life have
recently been more frequently the sub-

ject of vulgar vituperation by the hire-

lings of the radical press than the

Duke ofNewcastle. Perhaps no higher

compliment than this could be paid to

his loyalty and his consistent and in>

dependent principles. But, at a period

like the present, when these malevolent

aspersions are directed against persons

of his rank in life, apparently for no
other purpose than to stimulate the

angry passions of the mob, and point

them out as fit victims of their fe-

rocity, these noble persons owe it to

themselves to stand forward in their

own vindication. This the noble duke
has done with singularly good taste,

and we regret much that our limits

prevent us from quoting his own
words.

In s]'>eaking of the other measures,

or rather the series of failures of die

present ministry, the exposure of the

author is equally effective. “ 1 beg
to recall to your recollection,’’ says his

grace, the celebrated budget; did
not that pre-eminently fail? Ijook

at the several attempts at legislation

which have been strangled in their

birth, but most especially the Irish

Anns bill; did that display legislative

wisdom? The only bill of any con-
sequence that has passed into a law is

the Game bill, ana that has remark-
ably failed in the result anticipated by
the luckless projectors.” Again—“ At
home the failure of all the ministerial

measures lias been notoriously com-
plete. Now look back at our foreign

policy; what have we done in that

branch which redounds to the lionour,

or conduces to the advantage of
Kngliuid ? French connexion seems to

be the leading feature. French alli-

ance ought not, perhaps, to be ob-
jected to; but every care should be
taken that evil communicatipn does
not corrupt good manners, and that no
sacrifice should be made to tliat re-

volutionary France which now keep
England in a ferment. What credit

have we gained by sacrificing our old
allies ? Why is Portugal to be aban-
doned by us, and insulting language to

be used against our oldest ally ? But
very especially I ask you to reflect

upon the nature ofour conduct towards
the King ofthe Netherlands. I^e how
we have patronised revolution by fa-

vouring Belgium. Wlpir do we (Icscrt

our ally in the time of his utmost
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need ? We have deserted him because

his subjects revolted ;
revolution was

the rage ; the reformers threw up their

caps in favour of the ‘ brnvt Belgians,*

and our government had not the mag-
nanimity, or they had not the will, to

discourage the revolutionary frenzy.

Belgium is become an unsightly wen
on the body politic of Europe; the

sooner it is eradicated, and the parts

reunited, the better it will be for our
credit and the general advantage of

nations. Our foreign policy has been
exhibited to disadvantage in various

other points, wliich have been com-
municated to us through the press. If

1 am rightly informed, our foreign po-
licy does not lay, for the adrninisfelion,

a favourable claim to statesmanship.*’

All this is true ; but the noble duke,
had he been disposed, might, by en-

tering more fully into the details,

have exhibited in a stronger light the

wretched policy, the unfortunate blun-

ders, of the Grey administration. The
Wine Duties bill, by the mode of en-

forcement, was not only an unexam-
pled act of cruelty, but on the score of
policy was umust in the highest de-
gree towards Portugal and the middle
classes of society in England. There,

again, was the Hackney Coach bill—
let any man read it, and, whether law-

yer, commou-co'uncilinan, or cobbler,

if he can read at all, wc venture to

insure him more amusement than he
ever found even in the pages of Don
(Quixote. Of all the oddities in legis-

lation this is the oddest; and, as a
satire on senatorial wisdom, beats any
tiling to be met with in Swift. “ Black
letters on a while ground,” or “ white

lettei's on a black ground,*’ have caused
more serious disputes than ever were
occasioned in Lilliput among the big-

endians and small-endiaiis. But this is

not all— we puss over the Ancona
affair— the ignorance of Lord Pal-
merston, both as to the sailing and
destination of the French fleet— wc
pass over all this widi sickness of
heart, and bid the admirers of the mi-
nistry look at the West Indies 1 Here
is blood enough and burning enough,
which,when considered in conjunction

with that of Bristol, ought, in all con-
science, to gratify, if not satisfy^ the

most sanguinary Jacobin. If wc arc

only threatened with rebellion in Ire-

land, here is actual insurrection in our

western cploniea. And this is caused,

by what ? Not by poverty— not by

tithes— not even by heavy taxes— but
by certain orders in council concocted
by Lord Oodcricli, who, although for-

merly celcbiated as Mr. Prosperity Ro-
binson, is certainly one of the uyhap-
piest and most unfortunate gentlemen
in England. This one stroke*of liberal

policy, if persisted in, will inevitably

dissever these valuable dependencies
from tlie British crown ; and then

farewell, a longf farewell to all our
greatness

!

We also, for the reasons before stated,

pass over the noble author’s animad-
versions upon the state of aflairs in

Ireland. They are well worth the at-

tentive perusal of every man who
wishes to preserve the integrity of the

empire, and to see tlie rights of pix)-

perty protected* and impartial justice

administered to all classes of the King’s

subjects. Wc hasten to that which is

of more iii^portanco at the present mo-
ment, namely, the threatened creation

of peers. The following will be read

with interest :
—

“ We are told, wliut is the use of re-

sistance
;
new poors will be created to

such an amount that resistanco will ho
porfoctly unavailing, and it will bo belter

at once to coiico(|<B something, rather

than be ultimately forced to yield to the
numerical force which will be brought
against us. Concession will save the

Ilouso of Lords, and there will be no
necessity for a creation of peers ; resist-

ance, on the other hynd, will be its ruin,

and it will bo overwhelmed by a creation

which will at once make it' despicabtai'

and impotei^.
“ That the British people should de-

sire to see the House of Lords rendered
useless is not the fact ; the very reverse,

I am convinced, is the truth, provided
that the [..ords prove themselves worthy
of tlieir nobility, and do not, by mean-
ness or pu.sillnniniity, fiftfoit their clatkn

1o the respect and affection of their

countrymen. That the reformers them*,

selves should desire it, is what 1 cannot
understand, if 1 am to listen only to

their own reasoning upon the necessity

of reform
;

luimniy, the ui|$lue control

and influence exercised over the mem-
bers of the House of Commons, which
causes a corrupt stat#, and renders the

representation u mockery. But that the

King shtuild desire any thing so preposte-

roHsly Absurd— so monstrously tricked!

The very idea is treasonable: but if such
is the tdeit, what would the act be? The
reflection is really too fearful to be enterm

•tained ; nor would I admit itfor a moment,

if it were 7iot proper to endeavour to refute
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the foul calumny with which the reoolum

tionisti seek to stigmatise our gracious So»
ver/tigUf hoping to force a belief in the

truth oj the aspersion, or to inrrigle their

King into an accordance with their desires,

on th-f ground of insuring his own popu^

larity and^ the stability of the throne.

Vain hope ! Tlie King^ knows fur better

his duty to the kindly aulhoritv nnd to

his people. The Kiii»: would not forjfet,

although the relbriuers nniy not choose
to reiiieiiiher, that an overstretched pre-

rogative lost James IJ. his throne, even
more than his odious display of popery.
The page of history woiiUl shew that

the English and Scotch coiiveutioiis,

eren then, considered that a rniupuct

existed between the King and his peo.

pie (subsLvpiently slre/ig1li<‘ncd and con-

firmed by the Hill of Rights), wliicli

James had violated. * jCnsluved by the

Romish superstition,’ we are told, ‘ana
blinded with the love of arbitrary power,
ho ohstinaUdy violat^'d tlw* civil and r«»-

ligious constitution of his cfuintry, and
WHS therefore justly dejirived of his

throne.* Tlie memomhle resolution of

the English convention was, ‘ That King
James II. having endeavoured to subvert

the constitution, by breaking the original

contract between king and people
;
and

having violated thefundamental laws,* &c.
The Scotch convention was even more
decisive : ‘ That King James, by mal-
administration, and hp his abuse oj^power,

had forfeited his right of the crown.*

Even though a king might he inclined to

an arhitniry exorcise of power, he w'ould

learn wisdom from such an oxuniplo;

and, reasoning from analogy, would pro.

fit by the deductibh. A king, for Ins

.Qwn sake, if lie wore a merely selfish

person, would do this ; hut our King,
we may bo aure, is actuaVed by still

higher feelings, and more w'ortby mo-
tives. lie loves the nation over w'hicb

it is his destiny to nile. He would not
violate tlie solemn compact that lie en-

tered into before the altar, and in the

fabe of that nation ; nor would any coun-

scdlors bo able to persuade liim to the

couiiiiission of tin act of arbitrary power
unexuiii]de(l in liistory, and ill requiting

that iiflbctioii and confidence which all

ranks of his subjects l^poso in him, as

the father of his people. Reformers,

therefore, for their own vile purposes,

may confidently s)>read the base report

;

but depend upon it. King William IV.
will never betray his duty, nor outrage the

laufnl independence of any class of his

snbjerts,

“ The Tloiiso of Lords, we are in-

formed, was constituted for two pur-

poses; ad consulendnm nnd ad defentlen-

dnm regem. If the Lords slioiild ho
di'prived of the jiower of the one, how
could il bo expected that they should bo
of the slightest use for the other I It

must bo evident, that the existence of

the House of Lords as an independent
brunch of the legislature, depeiids upon
tin* modified exorcise of the king’s pre-

rogative. If it he everted to control de-

bate by an injluj ofnew members, its inde-

pendence is gone, the liberties of the body

are eitingnislied for ever, and with them

those of the nation.**

We lire sorry we must stop bore, our
limits being already overstepf>ed. The
pamphlet contains much more able

matter on the same subject; and, in

fact, this pan of it is the most forcible

and unanswerable in the whole Ad-
dress. We say again, we rejoice to

see ihe Duke of Newcastle standing

forward in this fearless manner, ex-

posing iiiinself to further obloquy from
the nibble press— vindicating himself

and his order from the slanders which
have been heaped upon them— and
contending_/br the law, the whole law,

and nothing hut the law of the con
stUttlion, against its revolutionary as-

sailants.

TUB PERILS OF A POLITICAL UNIONIST.

BY A MEMBER OF THE JACOBIN CLUB.

It would be a superfluous eflbrt, in the

midst of that halo of prejudice and
misconstruction which, hell-bom as

the falsehoods by which it was raised,

envelopes in “ dim eclipse*’ the lights

on Qur altar and the pillars around our

thme, to attempt to draw from the

twives of that French revolution

(whose horrors we in vain disclaim,

while emulating their inseparable preli-

minaries,) materials for reflection and
compassion in the suiferings of priests

and ofnobles ; nay, even of the defence-
less and oflenceless crowd of women
and children, to whom party was un-
known, and whose crime il would have
baffled even Jacobinism to define.

Peace to the manes alike of these

illustrious and namelesc victims ! whose
bloody obsequies have been celebrated
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on their native soil and elsewhere, be-

neath a course of retributive discipline,

from the effects of which “ le peuple

tigf^e-singe** (as that “ anarch old,”

chose to designate the nation

lie had perverted,) have been recently

rousing themselves to a fresh taste of

blood.

Ilow these “ fantastic tricks beneath

high heaven” affect the loftier natures

which contemplate them, we know
not; but well might “ angiils weep”
to see the gallant vessel of our slate

drifting in tlie turbid wake of the foe

she once breasted on the wihlest bil-

lows of revolution, directly on that

whirlpool over whose abysses she long

held out, secure in her own steadfast,

rock-girt anchorage—a warning beacon
to a tempest-shattered world 1 Hut
imminent as is the ])eril, let it still be

a crime to despair. Knghind expects

every man to do his duty ; and us the

tiny skiff which carries out through

foaming breakers one additional an-

chor, contributes, none can tell how
essentially, to the safety of the vessel,

so may the humblest effort of the hum-
blest indhidiinl add a link to that

cbaiii of faith, and ho])es, and prin-

ciples, which, till Heaven in its wrath

shall cast it loose from its adamantine
moorings on high, still retains from
the brink of the aliyss the destinies of
Hritain.

In this bright concatenation of much
that is rich, and rare, and heaven-boru,

the ignoble but useful alloy of self-

interest must necessarily have a place;

and it is to this 1 .address myself, while

throwing together, from unquestionable

republican authority, a few brief traits

of the instinctive ferocity which Uught
tliat fertile parent ofmischief,the French
revolution of 1793, to devour, not ene-

mies and opposers, not aristocrats and
emigrants, not bishops and anti-rc-

formers, in short, alone—but her own
once darling braod of Jacobins, incen-

diaries, and levellers; men who, not
satisfied to follow, had preceded her
in the cry of spoliation and march of
equality—who were king-hatei's while
France was yet a king-worshipper, and
sworn republicans ere renegade cour-

tiers had dared to lay their trembling
hands on one pillar of the tottering

throne*

Such were the men of tlie famous
Gironde!— the Brissots and Barba-
roux, and Rolands and Valadys, whom
their roob-mdhster no sooner grimly

suspected of backwardness to glut her
slakeless thirst for blood, than, stretch-

ing her liydra heads, she hunted them
from one end to the other of the France
they had revolutionised, to invoke in

their extremity the Heaven they had
so often defied, and curse in uhpitied

misery the human nature 'they had
steeled and degraded— to be spurned

from door to door by Triends to whom
friendship had become a name, and
ties a derision-^ and to cumber the

public ways and polluted rivers of

their demoralised country with the

solf-immolalcd curses of those who
first made her a charnel-house, and
wlio had taught her to deny to them-
selves a Christian grave

!

And whom do 1 accuse (and with

tmth and history on my side) of these

Atrocious crimes, and recall to the me-
mory of my cuuntrymen as thus dis-

mtilty expiating tliem i Was it the

Mamts, orJJuiitoiis, or Uoiiespierres, of
the reign of terror— men whose “ bad
eminence” in the .annals of crime and
carnage has gone fir to shield from
opj)robrium the culm, philosophic,

bloodless, yet not less guilty agitators

who, from the solitude of their cham-
bers, as well as in public assemblies

where their voice for a brief period

predominaled, hisinualed into the

minds and ears of Fi-enchmen that
“ leprous distilmcnt” of incredulity

and disorganisation, whose ultimate

conse(juencos (as it is my purpose not
to deny, but enfofce,) those decorous
moralists no more contemplated than

the conscientious rcfurnier of our own
land does* that total overthrow of all

he most venerates, whicli the removal
of the landmarks with which he is

ignorantly tampering must entail on
himself and his descendants.

J I is to such—.and they form a nu-
merous, and as yet, iscrliaps, reclaim-

able class—that I have deemed it might
not be wholly fruitless to recall a brief

skcleli, and from his own trembling

pen, of the persecution ofan individual

Girondist— a persecution which he
shared with al^ the most illustrious of
his party, and which he almost alone,

thanks to a more robust constitution,

and that devotedn^ss of female attach-

ment of which, from the licentious tone

of his writings, he might have been pr&-

nounced unworthy—ultimatelyescaped

to record.

It is from the journal of the too fk-

• mous Louvet, vice-president of the
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Jacobin club, that the following hur-
ried extracts are selected ; and lest any
suspicion of the incivisme (alias, leaning
to monarchy and order) for which he
was ostensibly proscribed should re-

main. in the breast of uny reader, it

may bb well to let him, in one con-
fidential Sentence, define his senti-

ments, and those of the friends whose
opinions and pdrils he shared.

“ I was,” says he, of the small

number of those bold philosophers

who had, at the end of 1791, deplored

the fate of a great nation, obliged to

stop midway in the career of liberty,

and to style herself emancipated while

she yet had a court and a king! I!”

And yet— mark wliat follows, ye who
assign to revolution its inde-stones and
halting-places— he was content, he
.adds, (with a solemn appeal to Hea-
ven), to have awaited the inevitable end
of the previous steps already taken,

viz. his beloved republic, hrid not cir-

cumstances, over which he docs not

even pretend a control, hurried it irre-

sistibly forward.

One other feature— one alone— in

the opening pages of this memorable
journal (with a host of conservative

pamphlets 1) deserves mention, before

proceeding further. l.ouis the Six-

tc^enth still nominallyVeigned in France,

when, with a simplicity which sees

nothing remarkable cither in the fact

or the expression, liouvet informs us
that peace or war with Austria de-

pended on the fiat of the Jacobin club

!

Whatever latitude may prevail in de-

fining, among ourselves, the sacred

privileges of Political Unions, this

function, at least, has not as yet been
assumed or recognised.

VVith equal coolness and palpable

application, he informs us, that four

stanch republicans composed at this

time the leading^ministers ofthe crown,
and that he, a fifih, only missed being
proposed to, and, as a matter of course,

accepted by, the puppet monarch,
tluough a counter intrigue of Robes-
pierre, his sworn enemy and rival in

the tribune. And wb/does he chiefly

regret the failure? As fatsil to the im-

mediate foundation of the republic 1

ITiese particulars £ record, for a
double reason— as a Jacobin testi-

mony to the inevitable result of a
radical ministry, and an additional

proof (were any wanting) that ultra

republicanism was in France, as it will

be in England, no guarantee for the

safety of its professors, amid the col-

lision of interests and strife of passions

to which Reform will fling open—
alas! to shut no more— the Stygian

portals.

Let me concentrate this conviction

in the energetic words of its victim

himself. Speaking of some want of
nerve, which, at an important crisis,

had paralysed his well - intentioned

party, he says, “ Henceforward I fore-

saw tliat the men of daggers would,

sooner or later, overwhelm the men of

principles, and warned my wife to

prepare for exile or the scaffold
!**

One quotation more—too applicable

to the “blind guides” among our-

selves,,who, on the mine of revolution,

are coolly adjusting imaginary fran-

chises. “ The nation, the press, the

galleries, every thing,” says Louvet,
“ ro- echoed with cries of insubordina-

tion and revolt ; and still our unhappy
friends continued to see for all these

ills but one sovereign jmnacea— the

plan of a constitution at which they

were labouring ! and when exhorted to

vigour in putlitig tiown conspiracy,

they answered, witli the most deplorable

sangfroid, that it was inexpedient to

irritate by resistance the natural vio-

lence of the public temper!”
It is almost needless,” he says,

“ to add, that among those who could

thus talk and thus act, on the brink of

the already flaming volcano, there were
some men of rare talent and pure mo-
rals, fitted to shine in private life, and
regenerate, perhaps, a peaceful, long-

established republic; but not one ca-

pable so much as of suspecting, far

less fathoming, the extent of the peril

impending over themselves and their

country, or of averting it, if suspected,

otherwise than by futile axioms and
idle declamation. Theii intentions,”

he says, “ were too honest—they were
too virtuous!” Will the honesty of

Lord Althorp, or the virtues of Lord
Goderich, fit them better for the crisis

they have provoked ? Will their prin-

ciples, suen as they are, let them earn

a title to radical favour as unques-

tionable as that which failed to save

Louvet— the motion (of which he
boasts in vain) for the expulsion of the

Bourbons.

There only remains to be added,

revious to entering on the “ hair-

readth 'scapes” of this martyr of Ja-

cobinism, his testimoriY to that de-

lightfid revolutionary freedom of dis-
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cussion, which never once permitted

hitfiy for some eventful weeks, to open
his lips in tlie assembly over which he

nominally presided— to that dear-

bought liberty of the press which ren-

dered his printed addresses equally

nugatory, by intercepting them at their

entrance into every department—and
that enviable republican vigilance,

which subjected to inquisitorial scru-

tiny the whole private correspondence

of France, and left its occasional in-

vasions by royal surveUlance under tlie

old regime hopelessly behind !

Tlje OirotuiiHts, to the number of
twenty-two, had been formally pro-

scribed, and tlieir heads demande<l, in

the “ Political Union'* ove^; which
they had lately ruled. This proof of
the mutability of popular assemblies

might sufhee for my purpose; but it

** hides its diminished head" before

the nearly incredible but nevertheless

true circumstance, that, moved by the

rhetoric of an eloquent defender, two-
tliirds of the assembly rose up, em-
braced, and openly united tliemselves

to the proscribed deputies, who— mark
tlie sequel!—were not one whit the

less, ere two short days had elapsed,

again on the black list, hunted, de-

nounced, forced to conceal themselves

ill holes and corners, with dcsfiair for

their portion, and fire-arms for their

resource! And against whom? The
people, to whom they had offered a
republic, and who clamoured, in an-

swer, for bread and for blood !

What a picture, fur those who flatter

themselves that even republican virtue

can disarm revolutionary fury, docs
Louvet present to us, when describing

the situation of the really amiable mo-
ther of his friend llarbaroux—awaken-
ed, during a whole horrible night, from
successive fainting fits, by the sound
of the tocsin, and shouts of the popu-
lace demanding her son’s head, to ex-
claim, “ Do mothers, then, educate
you the most virtuous of sons, only
that you should thirst for their blood ?"

And while a parent thus exclaimed in

bitterness of spirit, what must have
been the agony which whitened, during
that eventful night, the yet youthful

looks of the republican wife ofLouvet?
At length lx)uvet and his wife con-

trived to escai>e from Paris, at the gates

of wliich commenced a new species of
moral martyrdom, as the unconsciously

levelled curses of their ferocious Marat-
ist driver, aiftl his rejoicings over th^

report of the arrest of one of their

dearest friends, formed a sample of
the conversation they were henceforth
doomed not only to endure, but, to

avoid suspicion, cheerfully join in!
while tlie junction, further on, qf their

fugitive comrade (iuadet, his plebeian

disguise, and harassing pedestrian es-

cape, gave some foretaste of the lot

awaiting them all.
*

The reign of terror had now com-
menced ; and r)itter are the reflections

from the apostle of its introductory doc-
trines, by his experience of their ac-

cursed fruits ! It was all over,” says

ho, “ with the republic ! and wc, its

unhappt/ Joutulet's, arc about to experi-

ence all the horrors attendant on the

lot of men as universally known as pro-

scribed, whom every villain persecutes,

•and every coward abandons. Those
whose ijossessions we had, at incalcu-

lable risk to ourselves, so long protected

from ripiue, never oflered us, in our
distress, the least portion of those riches

which on the morrow they abjectly laid

at the feet of every brigand who chose

to seize hold on them. Those whose
lives w'e had fur ton months, at the

peril of our own, been defending, !•©-

fused to put theirs to a moment’s
hazard by opening us their doors.

Nay—hardest tfial of all to whicli we
were subjected—friends oftwenty years’
standing hunted us from their dwell-

ings to the very foot of the scaflbld

!

Since, even in a country on the eve of

regenerdtion, the good are so weak, and
the wicked so omnipotent, it is clear

that every aggregate of men pompously
styled, by fools like me, the people, is,

in fact, but a senseless flock, too happy
to be permitted to grovel under a
master !

"

God forbid that we should re-echo

sentiments so foreign to Britons, and
which he from whom they were ex-

torted by agony, himself seeks to ex-

cuse! Suflice it for our moral, that

one to whom despotism and anarchy
were alike intimately known, hesitates

not to pronounce liappy those whom
the former ydt shields from acquaint-

ance with the latter I

Twenty of the chief Girondists had
now united, with^he joint view of es-

cape, and of cherishing, by thoir pre-

sence, the expiring flame of pure re-

publicanism in the department to which
they chiefly belonged. For greater

safety, they joined on the march the

retreating battalions of patriot volun-
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teers, wbo> disgusted with the tyranny
at Paris^weie returning to their native

homes.
. The dangers which^ even thus formid-

ably escorted, the proscribed deputies

encountered, and by their presence of

mind, and military attitude, averted,

in districts as yet imperfectly terror-

ised, ^ould be sufficient of themselves

to form a romance. It was often amid
a tumed-out guard and pointed cannon
that they made their entree into towns,

which all their address and courage

scarce enabled them to quit unarrested

;

and ere their perilous journey was half

accomplished, distrust and dissension

among their once enthusiastic defenders

obliged them (to prevent bloodshed)

voluntarily to separate from them.

Arms, ammunition, every necessary,

was now officiously presied upon them.*

Six picked men, real, not, like tliem-

selves, fictitious soldiers, were given

them for an escort, and fal^e passes,

fabriCi'ited as for volunteers of Finis-

terre returning by the shortest route to

their domicile at Quimpre. Between
them and this doubtful haveu there

remained a pedestrian journey of forty

French leagues, through a difficult and,
to all but thqir guides, perfectly un-
known country ; of whose people and
their dispositions tlicy knew nothing,

and ofwhose language (the Bas Breton)
they were, while all the time professing

themselves natiVes, in utter

ignorance.

This ** forlorn -liqpc,'’ for such it

might well be called, consisted, besides

other less known names, of tlie famous
Petion, Barbaroux, Salle^. Brizot,

Cussy,and Louvet himself, in all nine-

teen persons, including their guides.

Their first day’s march, for obvious
reasons through cross-roads wherever
practicable, terminated at a fiirm-houso,

w hen they were 4oo happy to sup, on
one small hare, black bread, and sour
cider, and be allowed to sleep un-
molested upon straw. T)ie second was
passed more tantalisingly

; its earlier

part concealed in a thicket, where they
were condemned by evil advisers to

shiver six or seven hours in torrents of
rain ; its latter part (after a cruel friglit

from hearing the g^rale beaten in a
iieighbodring village) in a precarious
asylum, where the beds promised for

all amounted only to two, and the sup-
per was altogether forgotten! Small
evib these! and quickly thrown into
the shade by all the realities ofmisery

!

No further than the following night

they had cause to regret the security

at least of the previous one. After

cruel hesitation, whether to awaken sus-

picion by passing in the dusk through

the little town of Hoternheiin, in quest

of worse accommodation beyond its

walls, or stopping short at about an
equal distance from them, fotigue in-

duced them to prefer the latter alter-

native. Short 3vere their slumbers in

the vast bam where all the nineteen

slept (as outlaws sleep!) upon one pile

of straw ! At one in the morning the

to them fatal knell of Au nom de la

lot, ouvrez ! ” smote on their ears. One
of their number peeped out, and, on
seeing (|ie house surrounded, an unani-
mous shout of “ To armsl” succeeded
their first brief trance of painful sur-

prise. i

To dress in the dark, and snatch

up the arms, which in such circum-
stances were not immediately forth-

coming, was no easy task ; but tlie de-
termined spirit which those within

manifested, unconsciously lowered the

tone of the assailants, especially when
one of the guides, a horn fide old sol-

dier, making his vray uncei-emoniously

through tliem, drew up his little batal-

lion in line, with shouldered muskets
and fixed bayonets. This, to function-

aries who expected to have had to do
with a parcel of Psuris dandies, was
rather an unexpected demonstration

;

though fifty foot-soldiers, and a troop

of cavalry drawn up in leseiv'e, might
have appalled any, save men who had
the scaffold as an iiicentive to sell their

lives dearly.

They took care to parade the arms
with which they WBjite profusely fur-

nished— Louvet biding, besides his

pistols, a blunderbuss (the present of
his wife) capable of sending forth

twenty bullets at a time I This, with
the bold mien of tlie whole party, the

gigantic stature of Barbaroux, and se-

veral otlier six-feet men, like himself,

liad its effect on municipal troops, not
yet inured to civil conflicts.

Here I caunot but pause, to tran-

scribe the remark of the writer of these

minute details. 1 love to think,”

siiys he, that some years hence readers
may peruse them with a tranquil and
pleasing interest; and who knows,”
adds he, yet more prophetically, “ what
degree of interest they may acquim
from the yet unborn events which a
dark futurity has in stored

”
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Having avoided the too manifest

snare of going (us advised) to sleep

again, the little hand had only the pain-

ful aUernative of ' marching onward,

headed by gens-d arroes, with forty fusi-

leers en qwsue^ and genS-d*armes again

bringing up the rear ; and this to a dis-

trict town, where their passports, al-

ready eyed with suspicion, were sure

to be detected at once.

Valour, under these circumstances,

was not only the ‘‘ bettfiV* but the only

“ part of discretion and the Mar-
seillois hymn, sung in full chorus, dis-

guised the alarm, while it taxed the

feelings of the pseudo soldiers. One
consoling omen alone broke in on their

uneasiness. Tliey were rccogni^d by,

aud had well-wishers among their

escort. One clapped Louvet on the

shoulder, with a Bravo! brother!**

another squeezed Potion by tlie hand,
with “ Keep up

!
you will find friends !

”

The town was entered, happily, as

yet sunk in repose. Tlie perplexed

magistrates offered them billets to re-

main all day, which, with well dis-

sembled haste, they declined. At length,

us a last resource for detention, a treat

of cider was offered, which it wjis

deemed dangerous to refuse. Time
jxissed, and no cider came, but plenty

of curious idlers, who beguiled its flight

by remarks on the famous traitors,

whose capture had been held out as the

meed of civic enterprise. Patience

oozed out with every rcmaik, and tlic

troop were in motion to depart when
the cider at length arrived ; to add to

whose refreshing qualities, a functionary

now read to the astounded partakers

their fonnal denunciation by name, oq
the faith ofwhich had been hitherto

detained 1 To thfi^ our fugitives list-

ened with the most apparently indif-

ferent air, while each agonising syllable

fell like molten lead on their ears. Con-
cluding their arrest inevitable, they
made a shew, at least, of proceeding on
their march, when lo ! to their unspeak-
able relief, they found a clear field, a
circumstmice which, though, humanly
speaking, due to the good-will of the

many and the cowardice of the ter-

rorists, they failed not, all philosophers

as they were, at the time to ascribe to

Providence.

Next night was embittered by uncer-

tainties more harassing still than open
perils. The day had been sufficiently

painful. Tlie heat was excessive, the

country opci^ /oiu/es without shelter,

and scantily fumislied^ with water.

More than half the band were ^already
halt and lame— Cussy groaning at
every step under a fit of Uie gout—
Brizot too heavy to walk even when
relieved by another of his arms— Bar-
baroiix adding to great corpulence a
disabled sprained ankle—Hioufle, who
had been obliged to discard too late a
pair of tight boots, hoj^piug on tiptoe

and barefoot, with heels skinned and
blistered, and this for upwards of

twenty miles, while their miserable

aie-housc refreshment was turned to

gall, by the warning of the landlord

that they were informed against, and
that two squadrons of aendtirmerie lay

in wait for them at Carhaix.

This formirlabre town must then, at

every expense ^of flesh and blood, bo
f>:issed, if possible, in the night, and
ten hours of forced march enabled the

laggfirds, and all were nearly such, to

reach its vicinity. But the guides,

fairly at fault, declared it impossible to

proceed, it being too dark for them to

recognise the only foot-path by which
the towit could be avoided, the slightest

failure in which would lead the whole
party into a swimf), w’liere daylight

must And them sticking.

The only other alternative w'as to

keep, under cloiffl of night, the main
road, which mercifully passed through
a bye lane only of the town. Tliis was
adopted ; and, in spile of the votes of
m:my, to whom death appeared at this

moment less formidable than locomo-
tion, and with all the breathless still-

ness a lingering love of life could dic-

tate, the ^arty hastened through the

dreaded lane, of whose narrow defile

tlicy hoped at the worst to profit in

their ^xpcctcd encounter with the

gens-d*armcs.

lliree-fourths ofthe lane were passed,

all was as yet sjlent, When a little girl,

hidden in a daik entry, suddenly
pushed open the door of a lighted

house adjoining, and was heard dis-

tinctly to pronounce, “ There they go
by !*’ These ominous words induced
the whole pai^ to throw themselves
hastily into a hollow way in which the

lane terminated. Here some imagined
they already heard*the tramp of horses,
and, ‘‘ it must be confessed,** says

Louvet, “ that the stoutest hearts of
the parly beat audibly, while fear lent

wings to the most enfeebled.’*

Nothing came in the shape of pur-

suit ; but as day dawned, a more seri-
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ous evil discovered itself, in the loss of
their principal guides. Those who re-

mained were imorant of this part of
the road; and after marchings and
countermarchings, through hedges and
ditches, and swamps, where they were
nearly* ingulfed, they found them-
selves at length in the same identical

hollow way, only, sad to relate ! much
nearer the fatal "town.

There was nothing for it hut to pro-

ceed; but, to fatigue and distress, were

now added torn clothes, bruised limbs,

and, above all, that discouraging un-
certainty which paralyses exertion.

After inefToctualattempts to m<ive,which

inability and the approach of daylight

soon equally forbade, the party were at

length driven to the desperate measure
of sending their last gpide (the others

having evidently absconded) forward

towards (|uirapre,in the hope offalling

in with the frictid on the look out to

receive them. This he prchvidcntially

did, and the fugitives were at length

extricated,— thirty-one hours having
elapsed since they enjoyed either food

or rest,— from a thick wood, where they

had lain literally under water from
incessant torrents of rain.

Quimpre, the haven so long looked
forward to, proved soon too dangerous
for its republican inlaates. One part

of them, tne least prudent, too openly
freighted a crazy bark, in which they

hoped to reach &eir beloved Garonne,
but were taken almost at the outset of
their ill-advised enterprise; while the

other, with whom Louvet cast in his

lot, embarked, at what risk it is need-
less to say, in a merchant vessel ; and,

after enduring all the horrors of aj)-

proaching capture by the English, (in

which case they were sure to incur the

double (mpTobrium ofpassing for Jaco-
bins in England, and being stamped as

royalist traitors* by their enemies in

France,) they ^changed tliem only for

the more immimnt and well-nigh dis-

tracting peril of finding themselves in

the very heart of their own great Brest
fleet, from whose repeated challenges,

and most inconvenient*’ convoy during
several days of agony, nothing but the

admirable coolness and presence of
mind of their cap&in, a wary Scot,

could have successfully extricate them.
With equal courage and kindness di4
he land them, under cloud of night,

and beneath tlie fire ofhostile batteries,

in a skiff, which the slightest motion
would have sufHccd to send to the

bottom: at length, on the shores of

their land of promise, the—as th^
fondly hoped — yet unterrorised Gi-

ronde.

But here, as elsewhere, the demon
of persecution had penetrated. Not a

friend durst exercise towards them the

long-yearned-for rites of hospitality.

An empty house belonging to a pur-

posely absent well-wisher, was all they

could command; and from this cold

asylum a few hours sufficed to dislodge

them, on receiving warning of400 men,
and two pieces of cannon, which the

terrorists ofBounleaux magnanimously
dispatched to overpower half a score

of wretches, whose beds the heroes of
this qiemorable expedition boasted

(and with truth) of having found yet

warm I while the hunted fugitives, after

invoking, in agonised impatience for

three-quarters of an hour, the aid of a
deaf boatman, threw themselves once
more on the waters of the Dordogne,
and found shelter in a quarry, where,
it being fortunately Sunday, no work-
men tiappencd to bo employed.

Here it became necessary for the

party, reduced to eight, once more to

separate. J.i0uvet, Barbaroux, and two
more, suffered incredible vicissitudes

;

now finding precarious shelter in a
loft, where, half suffocated amid par-

tially-heated hay, they had, (added to

the pangs of thirst and hunger, conse-

quent on the forced absence of their

only confident,) the sudden alarm of
capture, occasioned by his failure of
moral courage,—now cheered with a
night’s hospitality, and a taste of the

never-before-appreciated comforts of
pivilised life, by one of those worthy ca-
lumniated pastors, whose charity, and
that of woman alone, redeem these

dreary annals of perfidy and suffering.

At length, they wereconcealed ina cellar

by one of those angels of the revolu-

tion,whose heroicself-devotionno perils

could shake, and who continued, for a
whole month, to share with seven

strangers— any one of whose names
would have been her certain passport

to the guillotine— the scanty portion

of food—onepound ofbreadper day!

—

which famine, the blessed fruit of ra-

pine and disorganisation, permitted

tier to receive fimm the public bake-
house.

Her private resources being ex-

hausted, she was at length forced, with
tears in her eyes, to see her inmates
again tempt the periltf'^of the upper
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world. On the 14th of November,

1793, in the midst of the most dr^-
fiil weather, did these miserable fugi-

tives once more knock in vain at the

rigidly barred door of a very different

person— one of the few females who
there belied their sex’s superiority, and
who denied to the very man who had

saved her from a disgraceful prose-

cution, not only Arc and shelter for

himself and the shivering, apparently

dying, Louvet, but the sliglitest re-

freshment—nay, a drop of cold water!

To this outrage on liumanity, Lou-
vet, by the contempt of danger and
loathing of life which it inspii'cd, was

perhaps indebted, (under the Pro-

vidence wliich even pliilosoplty failed

not to acknowledge,) fur his ultimate

escape. It drove him to separate his

fortunes from those of a band, nearly

all of whom, soon after, met violent

deaths
; and, under the paramount

iriilucncc of conjugal affection and
anxiety, to turn his face alone, in the

midst of unnumbered perils, towards
Paris

!

h'very step of this daring pilgrimage

was marked, as he truly observes, by
miracles of providential preservation.

'Pile first challenge of tlie first sentry, in

a fortified town, would have sufficed to

iiip in the bud this appai'cntly insane

project, lie was approached with trem-

bling steps and a beating heart, and
found— tjuielly asleep on his post ! A
fortunate lameness put an early period

to a pedestiiiin journey, which a series

of such interpositions could alone have

enabled him to achieve, and which
weeks would have been required to per-

form. Its pain was, however, in tl\p

first instance, unmerifully aggravated

by the reiterated attempts of a cruel

and interested landlady to betray her

more than suspected lodger— endea-

vours only baffled by the boorish ig-

norance of the illiterate municipals,

whom Louvet was too liappy to pro-
itiate, by pledging them in deep
raugbts of sour vin de pays, seasoned

with coarse jests at the expense of all

he had perilled his life to purchase,
and curses botli loud and deep on
himself and the friends of whose fate

they were but too ominous

!

Let us follow him in his agonising

attempt to rush fiem this Scylla on a
yet more formidable Charybdis, in the

shape of an innkeeper, who embittered

bis night’s lodging by the comfortable

assurance ho^ave of denouncing him

on tlie morrow— a purpose for which
the despairing pedestrian saw him de-
part, well mounted, and which he was
well-nigh driven to anticipate by sur-

rendering himself, when chance threw
in his way a friendly, nay, heroic voi-

turin, who, seeing in him only a
suffering fellow-creature, an^ supposed
deserter from the army, made him get

into his waggon, and by so doing,

spared him for, some days a world of

pMcrils, and almost inevitable arrest.

From the roof of this good Sama-
ritan, where he had found the rest and
refreshment nature so much requited,

he WHS, ere long, dislodged by the

panic of the poor man’s wife, and
with difliculty transferred to a brother

of the craft,•of equal good nature and
higher moral ^courage ; but, unfortii-

*nately, not like bis predecessor, a com-
mon carrier, but a roulicr of the upper
class, who conveyed passengers as well

as goods.*

Seven of these, of various rank, age,

and sex, but agreeing only in ultra-

jacobinism, (not that of Louvet, but of
Mamt and iXinton,) were, for many
days of painful penance, liis insepa-

rable companions, all apprised of his

supposed danger as a deserter, and as

such disposed by humanity to secrete

him, but any oflc of whom, on a bare

suspicion of his being any thing above,

or beyond it, would have esteemed it a
glory, as well as a duty,lodenounce him.

Imagine, then, the ordeal of not only

lying, at the approach of every post,

(synonymous at that time with every

village,) perdu in the bottom of the

waggon, under cloaks, and bales, and
parcels, when men, women, and child-

ren were often arbitrarily ordered out
to be examined, but the more lin-

gering torture of the whole days of
dissimulation and conviviality, during
which one hint of tIVe real station or
opinions of their comrade would have
proved fatal, or onc^mark of fear or
disgust when apprised (with the most
savage exultation) of the Successive

deaths of his friend Madame by the

guillotine— of her unhappy husband
by suicide on the hign road — of
Cussy massacred^in the Gironde, and
Kersaint at Pans— and of Lidon,

who, wandering about, and, like him-
:Sclf, disabled by lameness, was sacri-

ficed by the very friend to whom he
confidingly wrote for a horse, and who
sent him two brigades olgendarmerie

instead

!
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Such were the tiding which, day
after day, without moving a muscle,

Louvet was doomed to bear, nay, to

comment uponl a martyrdom ofwhich

none, he says, but those who have

experienced it, cati calculate the exw

tent; but which, we might add, that

he, who was unconsciously awsiking,

though too late, to the suspicion of

having himself contributed towards it,

could alone fully estimate I

liOuvet was now approaching— let

some of our pledged and popular re-

presentatives look to this !— the scene

of his greatest and most dreaded peril

— the depailment and town of Or-

leans, for which he had been unani-

mously chosen member, and whose

interests he had conscicntBously, nay,

enthusiastically, served At the time
of his entrance into this formidable'

place, where he was unfortunately but

too well known, the dumiciltary visits

of the preceding night had adidixi forty

to the four hundred previous victims

doomed to the scafl'old for the mere
crime of Louvetisin / aiinsy attachment

to the party and principles of him,
ivlio, buried in the depths of a car-

riers waggon, would, probably, if re-

c^nised, have inscrib^the names of

his whole travelling cl|ti^|^ions on the

list.

"

Four dreadful hours were spent by
him iu a place where he was personally

known to hundreds, and where thou-

sands had celebrated his election as a

triumph over royalism and tyranny I

it was at the bridge of Orleans that

the most alarming of all the previous

inspections of the waggon took place

;

tliat every soul was made to get out,

in consequence, said the functionary,

of tv0 giHui mJifrmatUm: that Louvet,

(left by the absence of the women
and children, whose spread garments

formed on such^ occasions his usual

protection,) all l^t exposed to the eyes

of the inquisitor,'%y with his beloved
blunderbuss in his mouth, while the

inspector * threw about the baggage
under which he shrunk, nay, knelt on
the very limbs of the dr'spairing repre-

sentative for Orleans 1

Nor did the danger terminate with
the providential defmrture of the baffled

gendarme. So irksome and diflicult

wa.s it to disarm the suspicious of bi$^

fellow-travellers as to the extreme de-

sire for concealment of a simple de-

serter, that ]x)uvet once more medi-

tated escaping from the constraint, and

embracing open peril instead. Not
one of the least painful of the days

which he passed, scarce brenthing be-

neath the load of human beings whose

friendly weight alone preserved him on

similar occasions, was that during

Wrhich the vehicle was detained by the

grand civic festivities which celebrated

at Etampes the passage of his former

rival and sworn foe, the most ferocious

Jacobin of the wew adioolj and a leader

of the too famous jMontagne/— while,

in the same town, where, six months
before, ^heir relative positions had been

so singularly reversed, the late idol of

the people lay in painful and humi-
liatiug concealment, and liis bloody

successor was surrounded by testimo-

nies of popular esteem and respect—

a

triumph which, but for the shrewd sus-

picions, and humane interposition of

the friendly voUnrier, might have pro-

bably found its meet consumination iu

the detection and murder of the Kx-
JVl.lM

Neither our leisure nor limits will

permit us to follow Louvet to Paris,

where his ajipearance, like that of a
])lague-strieken individual, sufliced to

clear of its inmates the house of the

friends to whom his life had been de-

voted; nor during those two months
of precarious existence, which, thanks

to the heroism of his wife, he dragged
out within its walls, in a cage ofwood-
work and plaster, erected by her own
unassisted hands ! nor to his fliial re-

treat in a cavern of the Jura, where his

journal was penned in utter solitude,

and in the depth of despondence 1

\Vc can only add to his deep aor

knowledgments to Heaven for deliver-

ance from his perils, our thankfulness

that he was spared to record them,

and our prayers that they may be

averted from those among ourselves

who imagine that to shake throocs is

necessarily to conciliate the people;
and who have to learn that agitators,

nay demagogues themselves, may live

to forfeit the immunity they have

sought to purchase, at the ex))ense qf

the altar, tlie aristocracy, and th^

country

!
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THE member: an AHTOBIOGRAPHY.*

Autobiocbapiiy, in our estimation,

combines, in a more eminent dcip*ee

than any other species of writing, in-

struction and delight. Those mental

phenomena whose series constitutes

feeling and thought, can only be ascer-

tained by an attentive survey of our

own minds, or by the accurately re-

corded emotions of others. The man,

therefore, wlio faithfully discloses the

workings of his heart and mind, who
conf 'sses not only his vices, but what,

with Rousseau, we dcc.u a harder task,

his frailties and Ills follies ~-w'ho, in

proud candour, dares to eNhihit«>imsclf

not only as vicious but rid<ciib'us—
contributes a more useful ofleriug to the

stores of inetaphvsiciil Icanung, than he

wdio brings ' hole \olumos of ethical

theories. Jcdiii (ialt’s Member is, of

course, a mere sketch of lancy ; but his

creative powers have so conferred on it

an aspect of reality, as to place it, in

regard to moral utility, next in rank to

real example ; for, in perusing the

I

^aw’kie pleasantries of Archibald Job-

)ry, we can scarcely believe that he is

only the shadowy offspring of a prolific

imagination. VVe once thought that

the simplicity of Balwhidder, and the

quiet humour of Lawrie Todd, and the

sly y)eddlirig of Bogle (’orbet, could

not be excelled ; we now recognise the

development of fresh and novel })owers,

and feel an incr(*ased admiration of

Mr. (halt’s versatility of talent, in his

cliaracter of a keen, shrewd observer

of mankind. Ifthe graces of innocent

fiction may he lawfully emjiloyed io

mitigate the austerity of truth—and the

well-wrought tale often wins its con-

vincing way where the severe proposi-

tion would fail ofbeneficial effect—we
trust that we are not, in these prefatory

remarks, introducing the Member too

solemnly to notice. Our reason for

not sooner observing upon it, originated

in our anxious wish to escape any
the slightest imputation of partiality in

praising a production issued by our

own publisher. As long as we felt

constrained to praise, wc rigidly ad-

hered to this rule, from which we have

hitherto in no single instance depart, d

;

but as we must, on further reflection,

conscientiously find fault, we shall no

longer abstain from giving our opinions,
in addition to the many with which
the public has already been favoured.
The Member is too clever— jts very ex-
cellence is faulty I Irony is at all times

hard to be understood by the multi-

tude ; hut the irony is here so exqui-

site, US to mislQid even the more dis-

cerning. We were, the other morning,

stopped in Palace Yard by a worthy
ojd parliamentary friend, who asked,

with evident concern, the cause ofJohn
Galt’s political tergiversation ! Wc
sought an explanation of this to us

most unexpected charge, when our

honest frieitd replied :
“ Why, have

not I seen a ttook of Gall’s praised in

all the Whig and U:idic:il joxiriiali?, as

exposing tlie corruption of boroughs,

and proving the necessity of reform

We could not deny that the stupid

Whigs had been deceived by playful

irony, or that the wicked Radicals had,

like the toad of eastern allegory, ex-

tracted venom from the sunbeam of
Galt’s wit; but we endeavoured to

assure our friend of liis unshaken alle-

giance to the.. oJd institutions of the

country, 'l%.''j60nversation, however,
in which wc ^molded the real object

and tendency of the Member, though
finally satisfactory, was laborious and
long; and we will now embody the

arguments in writing which at last con-
vinced our matlev-of-fact friend of his

erroneous estimate of this clever flight

of fancy. While we wound Galt by
our censiffes, we must not withhold the

balm that may flow from a recollection

of similcir blame attaching to high and
venerable names in our literary history,

and similar mistakes having been ma^e
as to the nature and purport of their

writings. When.Bufke published his

Vindication of Naturjj^ ^Mcietyf though
the real underplot is readily discernible

beneath the web of sophistry, it was
misunderstood by most, and even
denounced a| pernicious bv many.
\>'ilkes annexed the name of Warbur^
ton to some ribald notes on his Essay
on Womon, and th# good bishop thought
it necessary to disavow his being the
author of them in the House of Lords,

f^when, in truth, the irony was too coarse

to deceive even the stupid and the

* The Member: an Autobiography.. By the Author of** The Ayrshire Lega-
tees," &c. &c. London : Fraser.
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vulgar. Paley, much to the scandal of
his grave and stately companions, ad'*

vacated the cause of bribery and cor-

ruption before the Hyson club at Cam-
bridge. ** I am always an advocate,"

he exclaimed, for hraiber^ and cor-

roopfion," /would that wc might again

hear the honest maTi*s good Cumber-
land speech 1) who is so mad as to

wish to be governed by force? or

who is such a fool as expect to be
governed by virtue? There remains

nothing else but braibery and corrooi)-

tion." We will not do more than

allude to Swift’s argument against

abolishing Christianity ; nor need we
remind our readers how often poor

Boswell was puz/Jed.and misled by
Johnson’s irony ; but wc ‘’will confess

to a mistake on the opp:)site side into,

which we once fell ourselves. When
Mr. Dillon published his narrative of
I-«rd Mayor Venables’ \'oyage to Ox-
ford, we laughed right merrfiy over it,

as one of the best bits of irony we had
seen for many a day; and no slight

mortification did we feel when con-
vinced, though hardly, that the worthy
chaplain was endeavouring to record

facts in all simple sincerity. The nar-

rative is, wc believe, now out of print,

and we have heard an^toriravagani sum
offered for a single copy. If Mr. Dil-
lon will essay another similar tract, we
will purchase the copyright on liberal

terms, though much do we jalouse

that the reverend gentleman would ex-

perience as much difficulty in repeating

the experiment, as once did a clumsy
tar, who, in playing some mountebank
feats on the main-topgallant ibast truck,

fell from his giddy height, and through

his limbs and life being preserved by
the nettings, he, in happy confidence,

challenged any one to do the same
trick, yet was Ji^*k never seen to re-

peat his agility. Sure never was mor-

'

tal man more thproughly a wit mulgrt
lui^m&me than parson Dillon.

The ilicm^er contains the parliament-
ary career of an honest Scot, who goes
out to India pennyles^, in search of
fortune^ and returns laden with wealth,

which, to gratify his yearnings for the

green hills of his yrutb, he longs to*

spend at home. The Scotchman may
wander far—may collect treasures by
industry and enterprise in a distant *

land, but a moiety of his pittance is

remitted to his .parents, and his days of
labour are clieered and rendered tole-

rable by the prospect of future beueh-

cence to his kith and kind,—and those

who appreciate not the force of these

dear ties, ridicule him for his homely
propensities. When a man comes
home from India with a decent com-
petency, he is obliged to endure many
afflictions, not the least of which arc

nestsful of cousins’ children, in eveiy

corner of the kingdom, all gaping, like

voracious larks, for a pick. This it

behoves him to consider; for his bit

gathering would bo short in the out-

coming, were be to help them from
tliat fund : he is, therefore, under the

necessity of reflecting how a modicum
of his means can be laid out to the best

advantage, not only for the benefit of
his relations, but to spare a residue to

himself, and to procure for him u suit-

able station in the world— the end of

all creditable industry."

In pursuance of this determination,

our good Archibald begins to clok

on the idea of getting himself made g
member of parliament;’’ and his ne-
gotiations to eftcctuate this purpose
are detailed in so humorous a spirit of
trafficking, and with such racy mirih,
that we wish our limits would allow
us to quote them fully ; but we must
pass over this part cursorily, in order

to dwell and comment on the serious

underplot of this singular production.
For bis picture of a parliamentaiy

agent we must make space, since it

delineates a gentleman whose sonsie

features we recognise. “ Mr. Probe
was a smaller sort of man, with a cos-
tive and crimson countenance, sharp
eyes, and cheeks smooth and well
stuffed : but one thing I remarked
a^out him, which I did not greatly

admire, and yet could not .say where-
fore, namely, he had a black fore-

tooth, as if addicted to the tobacco-

pipe ; and, moreover, although it could
not lie said that he was a corpulent
man, he certainly was in a degree one
of the fatties ; but he was very polite

and introductory—told me his name

—

how Mr. Curiy had requested him to

call— and was, in every respect, as-

couthy and pleasant as an evil spirit."

In fine, friend Jobbry, who

Like Tam, kent what was what fu*

brauly,”

negotiates for and obtains his seat for

the borough of Frailtown ; but, in the
course of his treaty, could not help
laughing in his sleeve toihcar that the

honest man believed, in seeking to
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help a friend, 1 did not see he was
really helping himself; but we are

short-sighted creatures, and such self-

delusion is not uncommon/’
The same vein of sly humour per-

vades the whole book, insomuch that

we wonder not at its having deceived

the simple, and been perverted by the

designing. Hut ever and a^in there

occur remarks of deep sagacity and of
the highest political import, though, to

maintain the verisimilitude of the cha-

racter, they are couched in quaint

phrase and uttered in laughing guise.

In those days there had been none
of that heresy about savings, which has

been such a plague Imth to ministers

and members of late years. * * iVhen
he liad discoursed in this manner for

some time, he then told me that he
had heard it said that governincnt was
going to reduce all tilings that could

be well spared. ^ In a sense, Sir John,’

said I, * nothing can be more plausible;

but they cannot reduce the establish-

ments without making so many jicopie

poorer and obliging them to reduce

their establishments, thereby spreading

distress and privation wider. It is not

a time to reduce public appointments
when there is national (listress; the

proper season is when all is green and
flourishing.’ * Very true,’ replied Sir

John ;
* it would seem that the best

time of providing for those who must
be discharged wlien governments re-

duce their appointments, is when new
employments are easy to be had;
but things at present look not very

comfortable in that way ; and there-

fore I am grieved to hear that the dis-

temper of making savings to the gene-*
ral state, at the expense ofcasting indi-

viduals into poverty, has infected the

government, in truth, Mr. Jobbiy, this

intelligence has distressed me quite as

much as a change of administration

would ; for a change of administration
does not make actual distress, inas-

much as the new ministers always
create, in redeeming their pledges, a
certain number of new places, and
commonly indemnify for those they
abolish ; but a mere system of econo-
mising— of lessening expenditure du-
ring' a period of general merdship— is

paving the way to revolution.”

We confidently ask whether—^in all

the serious expositions of Whig fully

and fraud, in all the fierce denuncia-
tions of their rc;|l rapacity and miserly

retention ofsinecures, while they mean-

ly truckled to popular clamour in af-

meting to save candle-ends and cheese-
parings, in their heartless rejection of
poor clerks to pauperism, and their

adoption of rich relatives to place and
pension—a truer picture of theirmin-
gled imbecility and wickec^ness has
been drawn than in the above appa-
rently sportive efiusiot^ ? Have not

seventy bankrupt commissioners been
pensioned on the country; and while

they lie idle, have not new judges,

with augmented salaries, new commis-
sioners, new-fangled assignees ycleped
official, been created in &e very teeth,

so to speak, of the mercantile classes,

to whose service they were professedly

dedicated ? Have not the judges of
Westminster Hall been increased at a
time when all business is sensibly di-

ifiinished ?

Ob for a poet’s power to travesty

poor Swift’s last stanza 1

** Ah, solid proof of Irish sense,

I fern Irisli wit is seen
;

When nothing's left us for defence,

VVe build a magazine."

And have not all these extravagances

been perpetrated while the words Re-
duction and Economy have been bound
by ministers as a^pnylactery on their

nerveless arms ?
*

It appeared, when I came to think
of it,” says the Member, that the

great cause which stirred men to be in

opposition to govorninent, was to pro-
vide for their friends and dependents,
and that that was the secret refOson

why the Opposition found such fault

with existing institutions and places,

and why they put forth new plans
of national improvement, which they
pledged themselves, if ever they got
into office, to carry into efiect. Time
has verified this notiop. Under the
pretext of instituting better official

and judicature arrangements, new ones
have been introduced by theOpposition
when they came into power, which
enabled them' to provide for their

friends and depqpdeiits ; but they were
obliged to indemnify those who enje^ed
the old offices. Whether the change
was an improvement or not, I would
not undertake to maintain ; but the

alteration was very conducive to the

acquisition of a new stock of patron-

age.”

The same caustic sanity chatac-

•terises every page wherein our present

internal policy is discussed, especially
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where the mistake of the roarmg
>BMiHimde** is set ibrth, ^ who cty out

fbr reformation in parliament, when the

whole ail and sore is m the withers and
Ibins of the executive government.”
To the truth of this remark every man
who has tp do with Whig oflicials will

yield a mournful assent. To enter

into a detailed discus.sion of the vexed
Reform question is not our present pur-

pose, having often and amply exposed

Ua fallacies. In one short quotation,

however, we must indulge.

" * It is not likely that half a nullion

of electors will moko a better choico

than a smaller number. In fact, tho

wider the basis of reprosontation is

spread, thn grt^ater ill bg the quantity

of folly that if laill embrace
;
and we

have only to look at tbg kind of persons

whom the multitude send to parliament,

to anticipate tihat will be the clnimcter

of a reformed house. Look at the moiety
of Westminster, for exampW
“ ‘ All diat may be very true, Mr.

Selby ; and I am glad to bear that ye're

not a reformer.’

* 1 beg your pardon
;
I am a very

firm one, but not of the parliamontary

sort. I desire to see the law purified

and exalted, that mankind may enjoy

tlie true uses of government, protec-

tion.”*

By the ** moiety of Westminster,”

we we i^minded of Sir Francis and
hifi man* If the true uses of govern-

ment are protection, we casi only say

that the pm^nt mode of administering

those uses is but Uttlc salisfaclory to

men who care for their persons, their

prop^ies, end lives. Some months

ago, whmi t(ie Frotestant population

o^reland, towhom the reigning family

of England are alone indebted for tlie

annexation of that island to the crown,

were obliged to arm themselves in

opposition to ^the violence against

whmh government d^ined to protect

tliem, the limes uius 'remarked on
their conduct :

** A state is governed

by tba laws ; and government by fac-

tions is a dissolution pf the state ; and

11^4^ brink of that gulf we aie at this

moment driven by men^ the avowed

object of"whose ccombination is to

sqpeieedaait'Oiice tbe executive power

mid the legisladve power, and, under

tha,preteqce of upholding- the consti-

tutioD, down tbe exeicise of

all thd^aulborities through which

ediSf a constitotioti can act, or can

eClst.” Usd Lord John RtiVieU .read

this passage when he ootiespooded
with the Birmingham Union? From
Lord Althorp's apparent ignorance of

that best of all possible public Jnstruc-

tors,* the Times, we presume that he
had not seen these valuable remarks
when he encouraged Actions and clubs

to overawe the legislature? Will the

limes apply its owu
. observation to

the threatened processions of tho fast-

day-^the day on which a sinful nation

was called to weeping and to mourn-
ing-^wben wc were menaced witli the

sound pf revelry in our streets, and the

heedless multitude were invited to oat

flesh and drink wine, in place of

humble pmyer and decent sorrow?
Shall I not visit them for these things ^

saith the Jx>*d; shall not my soul 1>o

avenged oii snch a nation as this T*

It is when we contemplate this fearful

spirit of opposition to all tliat is

ordained of God, raging over tbe land,

that we despair for our country, and
dread lest tlie mandate should have
already gone forth to turn our blessings

into curses.

For much of this spirit, so little in

unison with that once prevalent in

England, wc are indebted to instructors

in high places, who have sought by
every means in their power to liberalise,

'

toforeignise our^ people. “ And of all

the nations in Europe,” observes Mr.
Galt, “we are the most apt, by our free-

dom, to catch the infection ofopinions.”
On. the pernicious popular tcudcncy of
the mass ofthese imfmrtcd opinions we
need not descant. Sir James Macintosh,
in his Vvtdicia CallicUBf twenty years
ago, pronounced our government the
,.most democratic in Europe : what has
been its progress since ? what is its po-
sition and characternow ? Can any re-

flecting man, looking apon it in relation

to continental poUws at this moment,
raise his spirits llom despondency.'
Have the ruins of the revolutionary

earthquakeyet settled into solid ground f

Does not tho earth still heave and rock
with hidden tliroes, and is not the world
in looser disorder now than at the close

of the first French Revolution? Do not
all the signs of tbe times concur in be-
tokening tbe inpeei^ advent of a crisis

in the vrorld*$ aestmieMnd are not the

waters of that motel deluge visibly ris-

ing which, is to overspread the earth,

beneath whose wild waves the moun-
tain-tops of iroyalty are to be buried,

and from the slhne of jyhich, orbing
things are fi> mawl over the pium of
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the temple end the tapestry df the

lace? And will liS) ark float over'mis

daric tide, steered by Almighty Mercy
as ofold? Are alltobedestroyiti;? We
once thought that in Britain a remnant
from the lost race might be saved, to

enter on the regenerated age— the

waSuyyittmtt of the moral world. We
can, in this hour of doubt and^gloom,
only bow our heads in silent prayer

fliat our worst fears may not be realist.

We have been led into tli|s train of
reflection by the elevated tone in which
Mr. Galt discusses the present state of
Europe and our foreign afiairs. We
regret that our limits preclude long quo-
tations ; but we must dwell somewhat
oh his remarks touching the Vilified

Holy Alliance. 'He pomplains, and
we think with justice, fliat the subject

was never rightly considered among
us. Young declaimers denounced this

conjunction of monarchs as an alliance

of soverei^s against subjects, they saw
nothing in it but the dungeons and
chains of tyranny ; while old scoflers

mocked at the pious terms in which its

objects were expressed ; and its early

well-wishers turned from it witli feel-

ings of disappointment when kings

drew back in the performance of pro-

mises which they had made in times of
eril to their people. The latter should
ave reflected, bmore they hastily con-

demned, on the real relations subsisting

on the continent between rulers and
people. The peace of Europe was but
as ice upon the surface of a lake, that

was liable to be tossed by a storm; and
every thing tended to shew the mist-
ence of a deeply-seated, widc-spread-«
ing disease, not yet susceptible of
wholesome curatiire treatment. Liberty
can only be con^rred safely on a dis-

ciplined recipient: to the Negro and
the Neapolitan it would as yet be but

—a gift without benefit.^

Sneering politicians, too, should have
paused before they indulged in decla-
matory invectives, the bad effects of
which they mayjK»w see and will pre«
sently feel. lliey hove sown dishnist

between subjects and governments by
their arguments, endeavouring to shew
that the govenm hove interests apart
firom the govewm ; and this has weak-
ened thew reciprocals ties to sucb a
degree, that erren. the ftmndotioiis of
property, the ‘ oldest and most conse-
crated,oftempoml .things; are now in a
atata of being i&ved: me result who
mtellY In a word, a wild and:growb
ing notoi prevails- that govenimmiti^

vpL. V. no. axvxi.

and all things pertaining to >tbeini^vate

of less use than had been always- sap-
posed— doctrine which, in the strug-
gle of asserting, the most civilised and
refined communities will be drwen to^ wall. Before the time of Ais par-
liament, according to' my* reflections,

the kingly portion of the state was
conridered a thing nedessary and inde-

structible, and whose utility it was de-
nying first principle to cgU in ques-
tion ; but firoin some of the discussions

alluded 4p, it has
.
ceased to be an' un-

disputed fliing, whether in England
there should be a monarchy, or any
other principle of goverupment acknow-
ledged than the bpinibiir of the present

age. By and by we shall see that this

notion has be^ extending itself, and
Shat, in consequence, many of those

things which made the grandeur of
England have been,by the unconscious
invidm of those whose lot in life makes
them of the lower orders, deteriorated

not only in veneration but utility.”

We add not one word of comment on
these observations, at once forcible,

acute, and just; but pass on to the
remaining pageS of this delightful little

volume. Galt’s works generally con-
hiin many admirable descriptions, but
he has perhaps Shrpassed his former
eflbrts of the kind iu a night scene in
London, which; we must quote at

length, though in violation of our oflb-

repeated promises: this, however, shall

be our last breach of feith.

** One night, after a very jangling
debate, of dhich I could make neither

head nor tail, and oune away from shear
wearineM of spirit before it was ended,
as 1 was leisurely pickingmy steps along
the

.
plain stones up Palace Yard, the

Abbey clock boomed tv^ve. .It was a
.stany night ; the soundB%nd bUax of the’

fer-spreading city around were sunk into

a murmur as soft the calm-flowing'

tide on the sands of the'sea-riiore./, R
was a beautiful night, and the moon rode
high and clear ; not a breath Was stir#'

ring ; and the watchman; with his cry of
< Fast twelve seemed as sui^le
to the oocasioW^ni the dnmsy efllgv^bf

a dream going towasds a wd^ politi-

cian’s pillow. ;I thongfii; 'oberiiig oqt pf
the fedl air of the dose bouse, tfast^I

bad never seen such 0 serene; swbsi.

night siiioe I hsd left the ecillri||mkd hali>'

lowed shores of ^e GangdpEta new
sense, os it were, w& emdhed in mr

me roex in mO oesert; end X
eirfC:^ myself, If I sm becoming an
.old^lMm; MMly it is .dio plesi^

c C
"

' “
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Heaven to make me a better ; and yet I

Was never mnoh:Ota saint, ibonah, in a
parliamentary sense, I bad an in^ination

for the pastures of these innocent and
pawky cxeatores. Stepping thus along

with e&sy paces towaros my lodging ua-*'

Manchester Btyildings, as I passed tlie

steps from Cannon How to the back way
that leads to the bridge, I beheld, by
the glimpses of the moon, a remarkablei

young woman sitting tliere, with several

children about her. At such an hour
and tinie, this was a si^l)t that would
have interested any man^and it found
me in the season ofmy softness. *Young
woman,' said I, *what are you doing at

this time of night, with these children,

sitting in suon -a melancholy posture,

and in such an out-of-the-way place!’

Her head, at the time, wds resting on^
her knees, but on heariuij me speak, she
looked up, and her face was pale anct

shining, like the moon in the heavens.
" ‘ We are/ replied she, ' Waiting.*
“ ‘This is,* quo* I, ‘a stiange place

to wait. For whom are ;jroa waitingV
“ She looked up again, and all the

children did so likewise— and then she
said, ‘For death I’ and stbopod down
again, as if she cared not what 1 thought
of her sad answer ; hut all the children

f
ve a very pitiful wail. Really, thought

.
this is a strange scone to happen to a

member coming from a debate for the

good of die nation; ond"! was greatly

rebuked and confounded. ‘ My good
young woman,* said 1, in amasemeut,
‘ what has put it into your head to make
me such a reply!* She looked up sud-
denly again for a moment, and said-..
' Wantr

“ ‘ W'ant ! my body
;
what do you

want !*
^

“ ‘Every thing; -^parents, shelter,

food, cloriiing, friends— every thing

that mokes the curse or the blessing of

life.* This was said as one that was
well educated, and it put me in a most
disordered stat^; 1 could therefore do
no less than ^claim, 'My God ! whi^^
are you to do!* which she started^^

up on her feet, ano oaid, with a stern

voice, * To die !* The other children, at

this, began to cry; and she turned round
smd chided them, and then aaid to me,
M^.we ujufi igpi^ly iiii utter misery. I
have tolc^|m our condition^we are

starving;jBb you help us! will you!
If not, gdS&vanft disturb us not while
we perisli^ I was astenisbed ; for she
was but young in her teens* though she

poke as di^ihl as a matron in years.**

Tbe^nts of the family* we need
.

scuimlw opblom* axe immediately re-

lievedr^ out w^^y friend* wht^.ex-
ertions* onleaming their furdief hpoiy*
plaee them once mote in cpmpetmice

.

and comfort. Many descriptions have
we read in poetry of silent cities* many
laintive pictures ofsolitude and repose

ave 0k gazed on* and often have we
traversed the' squares of this mighty
Babel* ** when deep sleep falleth on
men*’* and fear has come upon us
amidst the death-like pause of life and
sound ; l>ut all the feelings peculiar to

that^ tmshed hour* cum qum morttilibui

agm, have been recalled by the pages
befbre us.

We mn'st now conclude, though with
reluctance* for many subjects crowd
upon our memory on which we haire

not dwelt with an attention adequate
to their intrinsic importance, and the

skill with which they are handled by
Mr. Galt. It has been somewhere re-

marked* that more recondite lore in

philosophy* both natural and political*

IS spread over the cantos of lludibras*

than is contained in any book in the

English language. A somewhat simi-

lar observation, though limited, of

course, may be applied to the Member,
who, with smiling humour, but pro-

found prudence, observes more or less

upon every important question that has
recently agitated the councils of the

nation. Ijie currency* the corn-laws,

agricultural distress and disturbances,^

foreign afiairs and domestic policy,

and the theories of utilitarians and
economists* are successively canvassed*
and many a hint is thrown out which
may well form germs for ample vo-
lumes. The money question is treated

as one distinct from the principles of
government, and we think this conso-
«nant with sound policy and good sense.

We wish to draw Sir Robert Peel’s

attention to this view of the question,

for it is well known that he has always
stipulated for an accordance with his

financial system a# a condition prece-

dent to his joining any administration.

Enemies may impute this to pettish-

ness or overweeiung conceit; we by
no means do this ; entertaining a high
notion of Sir Robert Peel’s integrity*

and always considering the currency
question as one on which difference of
opinion must be deeded. Heartily

do we wish that geq||man to concur
vrith Gait’s wlmresoine advice* and
theiSl^^li^ugh ** we are free to confess’’

that certain recollections of the year
1829 do dfing to our meii|oiy with un-
pleasing tenadly* yet^ icgarding Sir

Robert Peel as a man able to do his

country good service^we will htdlwiA
giatulations his return to powevi In-
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dependentlyytoo, ofthose personal con-

siderations which induce a favourable

estimate of Sir Robert's quali|gti6Q8

for office, he is no Whig; aSI the

sight of a Whig in place always dis-

closes to our eye the worst points of

humanity—a painful exposure ofweak-

ness and. corruption. Let us hear

friend Archibald hereon. I had,

indeed, a sore heart when I saw the

Whigs and Whiglings coming louping,

like die puddochs of Egypt, overamong
the right-hand benches of the House of

Commons, greedy as corbies, and chat-

tering like pyets. It was a sad sight

;

and 1 thought of the carmagnols of

France, the honours of the sitting, ^d
all tliat which made our French neigh- c
hours, forty years ago, so wicked and
ridiculous/' ra* says

*

the Stagirite— a Wliig’s true nature is

revealed by office.

The disturbances among our rural

population furnish the last topic for

Mr. Galt's observations, tlie propriety

of which our personal experience en-

ables us to confirm. The lamentable

change that has taken place in their

morals and liabits within the last thirty

years, is easily discernible; but the

causes assigned for this revolution are

as numerous as they are conflicting.

We believe, with Mr. Galt, that a ma-
jority of the rioters and incendiaries

* were not urged on by want, nor insti-

gated by a spirit of revenge—though

cases ofeach kind,no doubt,occurred

—

but acted as they did ‘‘ out of a mis-

taken notion, that by so shewing them-
selves, they would force on a reforma-

tion of the national abuses, as they

considered them, not only in tithes

and rents, but taxes and poor-rates."

Whence this notion has sprung, is a
serious question.«The labourers them-
selves can have no interest in pn>^;'^'.

moting this discontent ; for were taxes

'

and tithes to be abolished forUiwith,

they would still only earn their hire,

which would bring them, as heretofore,

no more than a subsistence. The land-
lords and the deigy cannot have dif-

fused these doctrines, among the com-
monalty, wMch, we 1 agree with Mr.
Galt, have m^nat^ vnth the formers.

To many, this may at first view' be a
startling proposition; but we^'&tt aSr
sure our igetropcilitan readers that the

yeoman fiumers ofEngland iuw a sadly>^;<^

altered class.* Once they w(ae-*^ their

'

country's pride," and Its b^ support;*-

hid now, jf. not^^destroyeo, they are
miserably corruptecL We are oU| S

enough to recollect Redhede Yorke's
complaining of their being too stupid
to understand his decUimatioiis on li-

berty and equality, and too sluggish to
roused info insurrection. Better for

memselyes and for all would it have
been, had their honest stupidity re-

mained undisturbed; for their half-

illuminated intellect ts only pregnant

with mischief.
,
Their minds can just

grasp crotchets, but cannot follow to

their consequences the sophistical.the-

ories witli which they have been in-

dustriou^y supplied. In politics, cer-

tainly, ** a little learning is a dangerous
thing," however desixahle the smallest

modicum may be shewn to be in lite-

rature and science by the UsefulKnow-
ledge Society,«since they have set to

Work to controvert Pope's long-ad-
mitted maxim. We do not mean to

contend that the farmers directly in-

stigated the conflagration of their corn-

ricks; but we have evidence to prove
that they blew tlie coals to a certain

degree, hoping to mitigate the bur-

dens which we well know press hea-

vily upon them. In conversations we
have held with them, fi'om the counties
of Cumberland to Sussex, and from
Monmouthshire to F^ssex, we have de-
tected an exasperated spirit of com-
plaint against the agricultural members,
as neglectful to watch over country in-

terests. And in many cases, during
the late elections, we know that form-
ers voted againsf their better feelings

and better judgment to spite their

landlords. Thb was their own lan-

guage ; ahd our reasoning, though al-

lowed by them to be just, failed to

bring them to a better temper. Let
the country gentlemen look to this;

and instead > of scouring the country
with dragoons, an^ directing ^ their

course by the^lare of midnight fires,

let them sit themselv^ down in coun-
cil and consider the com|fiaint8 of the

people. Their"Hask is no easy one;
but, as we firmly believe that it in-

volves the interests, nay, the vital

safo^^ of tlm nation,'we earnestly im-
plore theii^^ADt to hesitate lohg|er in

commencing.;^ their ard^us dutira

:

we say coDUnenoe; for^^in our 'Opi-

nion, a. proper inquiry has not, yet

been iiSBtttutM. ,Fw lyiiypccaaiowly

deter a commander from^ffojoecuting^a

mutiny to its farthest extj^t'-—;U,i|d ti-

midity often leads tq^q. pidrientli fifafh

l^' -a Micate conoeauaent of his jma-

Let gangrene be probed,

&d a cure may yet 1^ offeemd-
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ftFiSTLfttt.l^O THE XlTEHATl. NO. HI.

LBTTBE pr VritlfAM HOLMES, SSO.p tO^A^lBALD JOBBRY, ESQ., SE^H.P:

[\* Since tbe .fbiegpiog anlsle wasiilB print, the kindness of Mr. Jobbry hae

enabled tUL to. communicate to our readers a letter addressed to him by the

most disWgoislied of the Ute tnimsterii^ party, Mr.W. Holmes. It \vill be
Bml)ected tbat Mr. Archicald Jobbjry has dedicated his Autobiomphjr'to

tile uniter ; and we break no confidence, we^are sure, in laying the following

letter before the public, who will, of couriie, be so good as to consider it

perfect^ confidential. O.Y;]
'5

Dear Jobbry,
I return you many thanks for your agreeable volume,

which 1 have set up in the most honoured shelf of my library, among HaiseWs
FreeedenUfihe 'pmtrt Chide, Imtructions to Young Sportimen, Wkippers-in,

my own interleaved copy of Burke't Feerage, and the other elementaryVrorks

of that business, in which T so long waAllowed by the closest observers to have
excelled. 1 have to thaifk' you also for |ne kind and handsome manner in Which

you have spoken of me, and for* the tribute of panegyric you have bestowed upon
my humble labours. Applause fiom such men as you is not to be despised.

You are of the class and order which I havjs always consider^ to be far the

most useful in parliament. It is no doubt important, in a certain sense, to have

people in the house to make speeches, and ml that. I do not deny that these

men have their 'place; though, of course, it cannot be contended by tliose who
know what’s what, that their place is a high one, or that they are to be regarded

with any thing like the attention which the staple body of the house commands
from persons of common sense and judicious reflection. As the business of a
university, rightly considered, is not to bestow education, but to give degrees,

so the business of the House of Commons is not to listen to speechifying, but to

vote money. I have po objection that the ignorant should be deluded into a
different belief ; but it is not for you and me, old and well-trained veterans,

to pretend to impose on one another, as ifwe fancied any stuff so ridiculous.

Every thing, of course, has some kind of use. We put canary birds and
piping Dulfin^es into cages, where they sing very elegantly, and we h^ve
neacocks walking abput in our lawns, as proud as Lord Mayors on Lord
Mayor’s day, shewing their tails (which my friend Tom Moore says very much
resembled Dick Sheridan’s mind, and a sign it was that old Rednosc was dead,
or Tom never would have heard the end of that comparison) to the sun. All
that is verypretty, no doubt,, and it may be instructive to the iniiocent mind of
youih. But who in his senses, if he canfe to talk of birds in general, would
compw them to a goose, roost^, and stuffed with sage and onions, smoking
beautifully upon the table in. all the glories ofMichaelmas-day ? Nobody, dear J.
Poets may suig of the sweet note of die lark—painters may draw fine pictures of
the gmnd feodiers-of the flamingo,—but when the real business of life comes on,
every body cries, Give me the goose^^ So, in the House of Commons; and
elsewhere,” (you know what I mean,) there are your.Cannings, and all the rest

of that sort of people,^ho are the canary-birds of the house, pretty enough to
listen to ; but, dear Arraibsld, it is the geese, after all, who are toe solid and real

body of both assemblies. .
.

flow a^rs have goile on ip St..Stephen's since you have dven up your seat,

and l^bave given up my.pffitM, is truly afflicting to a wdl-nsguwted mind.
You say thal^Whigs cameimr from the opposition benches as noisy as pyets^

Pyeta, I belp^ in me queer language which pecqile of ypor county speak, who
nemhadtheMnefit of a Sto' education as 1 magpfitt andlcao

YOU thd comparisonb^a good inmwmgpB^ways than m their chattering.

faav^.beBii'm aiwplace wtee birds vnil remain (lam told, that as soon as
mgsr in Soottod they bnmediat^y fly awi^ Jifmtb out of it, iost as the

. pmlves do)> you would, have uoticM tbai die magpie is me biggest
I tbew^lutribe of wingidjmtures. There is Ofiffling. tbit hewilindt

steal,f-coni, em, stiver . of cloth, every ffling in short. 'He wages
war a|t oncevf^the pastoral, agntimtoiral, manu&cturing, and financial property
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of every place where heis to be founds epd aystm efiree trade aoon .makea

an ioT^ upon their prosperity . He is coatinuelly setting eve^ thing be<caa

lay his claw or bis beak upon into^ own negt, wbi4lib» indjeed, he genetaUjfr^tt

supplies at the cost of the public sflbk. And alL^e time the fellow keeps prate,

prater prating away in tuen a style, that ! eni very sore, if lee ccmld.undetcftaud

what he was 'driving at, we shbuld .find it to be a
. defence ofhis own^purity of

*

conduct, and a long panegyric on the expansion mtellect* jphn Russell

always puts me in romd of a magpie, blit tbat the firatbeied bipedbas a eye,

while t&t of the unfeathered one iaj||i.dull as an oystetit ^

Like as are the Whigs tomagpi^n chatter, they, are far Uker them in thieving.

Dear Mr. Jobbry, ifyou were in me house now, your mouth wtiuld wateir to^turn

Whig. Between you and me, though^ I bate the blackguards, and sure I have

reason, I roust do them the justice to say, that beyb&^c as pretty

strokes of work since they came in as everwas Seen. Ofi .course, it is our cue
to abuse diem ; but if we were to speak candidly, is not old Gi^ quite right in

quartering off all his breed, seed, and generation on the public? Am there is my
countryman, Plunkett, with the ^lole tribe of his high-bom fiimtly : 1 remember
the man’s father, an old snuffy Sociniaq|pxeacher, solnewhere at the back of

Ormond Quay, in Dublin. They,too, are ^at the Yaakcei called " considerably

fixed.” 1 was like to die of laughing at a song about the one little Plunkett, two
little Plunketts, and so on to the ten little Plunkett-boys, .which 1 read in the

Evening Mail, at the Athensum some.days ago. Remmy is a very droll hand at a
bit of fun ; but, on reflection to myself, 1 could not bdlp thinking all such things

pleasant, but wrong. Is it to stand to reason or natural justice that the Whigs
are always to be in power? Certainly not. If they are, they will, in course of

time, be so much improved by a knowledge of busing, Uiat th^ may be by
rational men considered the same thing, for all practiced purposes, as Tories^

Sir Robert Walpole, for instance, was a Whig, but he was a man who knew the

world, and was really a minister one folt a pleasure in acting wHh. But if it be
granted to me that the Whigs are not to be always in office, may I ask, where is

the sense in our bleating against places and pensions, and vmgC9 smd sinecures?

Dawson was very good ; he made a capital speech, in which he proved that if

Lord Plunkett was not Lord Bacon in point of talent, he had some points of

resemblance to that great man. But by and by, when we ourselves get in, will

it not be exceedingly inconvenient and embarrassing to his Majesty’s government,

if some of the then opposition get up and make use of Dawspn^s words against

himself and the rest of us? There is no sense in this talk, some of the tilings

Dawson said in that speech made my hair stand on end ; and when he wound it

up with a quotation out of a play-book, I could not help giving a loud groan.

I thought within myselfthe world was coming to an end, when he said (just as if

he were Canning, always a flashy follou^, who made this sort of rubbish pass off

well enough)— .

** There ia ao tei^r, Cassius, in thy threats.

For I am strong in mine own honesty•”

So I looked at him hard in the foce, as much as tb'say, " The devil you are I”—
and when he stopped and asked me what 1* thought of his speech) 1 only an-
swered, <<The least said, Mr. Dawson, of that sort of thing, the soonest mended

:

talking about honesty that way is scarc^ pmliafoetitaiy language.” What did
the Examiner 99Ly of it the next Sunday? \7by, that the whole meech was a
good one, except for

,
the name at the top: It was^nmly' ainnitting that

George had made a Whig ipeech. ^ Then the.:Jfihii9mier\w«iit on nirtber

to compare my friend lo the -fox ivho .had lost his,

all the other fmtes to off theirs too;— and-lli'fOT^Udo^ stiong,

'

why) said the fdloW) fos^ .too' hrh wiu boqi^ty, tiien;i:

hones^ is in bad -odour in this Tl^ flttt aR jdik chifoxvatiohs arhiii^
out of unguarded nttack ti^ the stdisrieif'imd MtUe'piek^ of public nimi

is not hi reason. He tinl eau ooessi Piimm to up sixpence
clutob) must riseVondeifolly CaHy in the' iao|iliigJ$iTm 1 wiU ffefoce
of the. man*' The" Itorques# of iis«

will agieo withmeiil Opinion.

hi bow fo play Ms csftds,
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Ai^fbevibe JR^fbrm bilk it is now out of the House of Commous, after a hard

figJ^^vaHoWjris to be'^ied# Providence oply knows, if indeed Providence

ei5&;S!oubles itself with ^hat ie done in parHjjnent. Will old Grey ntake peers?

I dofftletiow- They tell you that he has a^st of nwr two hundred, all ready

to Ik without, £'tnHiute*8 delay* Will they he vitoited ? Who can toll ?

There aireW Lords Harroai^hyand Wharndiffe, they have rejfulaiiy ratted ;—they

are the ^rifumher of a WAwrlh series, and if many more follow, why make
lords ? If Grey thought that the Gteylilfigs could get any thing by it, it stands to

reason be would'^ake a-el)|p-load‘of thej^ if he was let; hut if they are only
' wanted for the bill, adiat’s that to him so jmicQlar that he should bothhr himself

about it? It’s the.bill keeps him in office, and the longer it is battled and rattled,

the better for him. It puts me in mind hf what I read when I was a boy, in a

stoiy-book, how the Queen of^beha, or some other place, was to be hanged when
she ftnished a story, sd she took good care never to come to an end of it. So by the

Whigs, they have lio more ftuicy finidiing this bill, than you or I have for pass-

ing it ; but it whelps them in office."* Therefore there is notfaimg on the face of

this earth so hard te say as what will be the ccsiscquence.

It will be ^brought on again ot^e 5th pf April,—-a pretty day the Whigs
have chosen, when ttih revenue vrill,]p^ve tumbled some 20 per cent through their

own botcbery. It is amazii^ how- every thing these wonderful and great men
have put their hand to has brokendown—except the bill. As for old Grey himself,

he is not the bantam cock he used to be when he crowed so loud against us.

On the Treasury bench he is but a dunghill towl enough » ^nd not the less so

because he picks up the crumbs, without much minding whether the quarter they

come from ^.clean or dirty. On the whole, I find it much easier to be in oppo-
sition. Mah^ a man of our party, who never opened his mouth, while in office,

or was any thing better than a butt, now talks away as bold as brass-*- 1 mention
no names. . But, after all, what consolation is that? There is no glory in cutting

a figure in the nevrspapers, compared with the figurp^opposito your name ou
quarter-day. pF

I think, however, 1 see streaks of morning. Something must turn up, and
then we may turn in ; which last is the constant prayer of,

Dear Jobory, yours faithfully,

Fidham, William Holmes.

P.S. As you have nothing to do in the evenings, could not you give me a
call ? They make a great noise in the North of your whisky, but it is impossible
to persuade me that your Glenlivet, or whatever is the crack drink in Scotland,
is equal to our Inishowen or Roscrea. At all events, 1 shall give you an
opportunity of tmng, sbd you may decide impartrally. Claret is beastly
drink in March for men who know the world ; and I mve given up Port since
Lord Althorp taxed it to relievo the middle classes.

\* We have not ventured to alter a word in this admirable letter; but we
fancy t^t thefQueen of Sheba allud^ to must be intended, fat ffie Sultaness
Scheherazade, in the Arabian Nightf^^Entertaifiments,

—

O.
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So latgiiUt^alKmt to apittac tn JIUib.

BY A YOUNG PASTORAL POET.

•

StbV gladly forth to meet the day

—

4 Step gladly forth, my Queen

!

Tor welcome as €he dowan in May
Ja FraMir*$ Magatint, ^

The berda are ainging on the apray

Their prettiest songs, 1 ween

;

But more enc^nting is the lay

Of Fraier*t liagaiiruf.

The rosea blushing tints display,

Like dowers ofmodest mien—
As sweet and modest, all will say.

Is Fra$er*s Magazine.

tf

The trees are blooming, bright and ^y,
The spring-time earn is green

;

But greener—greener far are they
*Who do not due devotion pay
To Fraser'i Magazine.

Then step forth, glad to meet the day
Step gladly forth, my Queen!

For Welcome as the flowers in May
Is Fraur*i Magaz^e.

FAVONIV s.

ft
* Various reading by the Publisher :—

Who scruple half-a-crown to pay
For FrawU Magazine.
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^sop*s Fly, sitting on the axle of the throats of brass and of leather; here
chariot, has been much laughed at for chanting lo ; there gratingbarsh
exclaiming : What a dust 1 do raise ! thunder, or vehement shrew-mouse
Yet which of us, in his way, has not squinklets ; till ^e general ear is

sometimes been guilty of the like? filled, and nigh deafened. Boswell’s
Nay, so foolish are men, ti^ey often. Book had a noiseless birth, compared
standing at ease and as spectators on with this Edition of Boswell’s Book,
the hi^way, will volunteer to exclaim On the other hand, consider with what
of the Fly (not being tempted to it, as degree of tumult Paradise Lost and
he was) exactly to the same purport : the Iliad were ushered in

!

What a dust thou dost raise I Snowiest To swell such clamour, or prolong
of mortals, when mounted aloft by cir- it beyond the time, seems nowise our
cumstances,come to seem great; small- vocation here. At most, perhaps, we
est ofphenomena connected with them are bound to inform simple readers,
are treated as important, and must be with all possible brevity, what manner
sedulously scanned, and commented of performance and Edition ^is is;
upon with loud emphasis. especially, whether, in our poorjudg-

That 'Mr. Croker should undertake ment, it is^worth laying out three
U} edit BosmWs Life of Johnson^ yvQs pounds sterling upon, yea or not.
a praiseworthy but no miraculous pro- * ibe whole business belongs distinctly
cedure : neither could the accomplish- to the lower ranks of the trivial class,
ment of such undertaking be, in an Let us admit, then,,with great readi-
epoch like ours, anyvrise . regarded as ness, that as Johnson once said, and
an event in UniversahHistory ; the right the Editor repeats,^ « alh works which
or the wrong accomplishment thereof describe manners, require notes in
was, in very trudi, one of the’^most sixty or seventy years, or less;” that,
insignificant of things. However, it accordingly, a new Edition pf Boswell
sat in a great environment, on the axle was desirable; and that Mr. Ctoker
of a hij^, foat-roUing, p^iamentary has given one. For this task he had
chariot; and all the world has ex- various quaUficatfons: hisownvolun-
claimed over it, and the author of it ; tary rewlotion to do it ; his high place
What a dost thou dost raiae I List to in soci«y unlocking all manner of ar-
the views, and '^ OrgMB of Public chives to him ; not^ss, perhaps, a
Opinion,” from the Natfosud'C^nihus certain anCcdotioo-biogiaphic turn
upwards: criticisms, vituperative and mind^iujlUTal or acquired; we
laudatory, streaoi ftoln their thousand a love for the ndnuter events ofHbtofy;<
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and talent for investigating these. Let
us admit, too, that he has been very
diligent ; seems to have made inquiries

perseveringly, far and near ; as well as

drawn freely from his own ample
stores; and so tells us, to appearance

quite aGcurately, much that he has

not found lying on the highways, but

has had to seek and dig for. Nume*
rous persons, chiefly of quality, rise to

view in these Notes; when and also

where they came into this world, re-

ceived office or promotion, died, and
were buried (only what they did,

except digest, remaining often too

mysterious),— is faithfully enough set

down. Whereby all that their various

and doubtless widely-scattered Tomb«
stones could have tauglU us, is here

presented, at once, iif a bound Book,
^us is an indubitable conquest,thougn

a small one, gained over our great

enemy, the all-destroyer Time; and
as such shall have welcome!

Nay, let us say that the spirit of

Diligence, exhibited in this department,

seems to attend the Editor honestly

throughout: he keeps every where a
watchful outlook on his Text ; recon-

ciling the distant with the present, or

at least indicating and regretting their

irreconcilability ; eUicidating, smooth-

ing down; in all ways, exercising,

according to ability, a strict editorial

superintendence. Any little Latin or

even Greek phrase is rendered into

English, in general with perfect accu-

racy; citations are verified, or else

corrected. On all hands, moreover,

there is a certain spirit ^of Decency
maintained and insisted on : if not

good morals, yet good manners, are

rigidly inculcated ; if not Religion, and
a devout Christian heart, yet Ortho-

doxy, and a cleanly, Shovel-hatted

look,—which,cas compared with flat

Nothing, is something very consider-

able. Grant too, as no contemptible

triumph ofthis latter spirit, that though
the Editor is known as a decided Poli-

tician and Party-man, he has carefully

subdued all temptations to transgress

in that ^y : except by quite involun-

tary indicatioDs, and rather as it were
the pervading tAnper of the whole,

yon could not discover on which side

ottbe Political Waxftu:e he b^enlisted

and fights. This, as we said, is a jpreat

triumph of the Decency-principle

:

for this, and for these other graces and
peiformflinces, let the Editor have all

praise.
if

Herewith, however, must the praise

unfortunately terminate. Diligence,

Fidelity, Decency, are good and indis-

pensable : yet, without Faculty, without
Ijght, they will not do the work.
Along with that Tombstone-informa-
tion, perhaps even without much of it,

we could have liked to gain some
answer, in one way or other, to this

wide question: What and how was
English Li/c in Johnson’s time^ wherein
has ours grown to differ therefrom ? In
other words : What things have we to

forget, what to fancy and remember,
before we, from such distance, can put
ourselves in Johnson's place

;

and so,

in the full sense of the term, understand
him, his sayings, and his doings? This
was indeed specially the problem
which a Commentator and Editor had
to solve: a complete solution of it

should have lain in him, his whole
mind should have been filled and pre-

pared with perfect insight into it ; then,

whether in the way of express Disser-
tation, of incidental Exposition and
Indication,opportunities enough would
have occurred ofbringing out the same

:

what was dark in the figure of the

Past had thereby been enlightened

;

Boswell had, not in shew and word
only, but in very fact, been made new
again, readable to us who are divided
from him, even us he was to those
close at hand. Of all which very little

has been attempted here ; accom-
plished^ wc should say, next to no-
thing, or altogether nothing.

Excuse, no doubt, is in readiness
for such omission; and, indeed, for

innumerable other failings ;—as where,
' for example, the Editor will punctually
explain wlmt is already sun-clear ; and
then anon, not without frankness, de-
clare frequently enough tliat the Edi-
tor does not understand,” that the
Editor cannot guess,”—while, for most
part, tlie Re^er cannot help both
guessing and seeing. Thus, ir John-
son say, in one sentence, that English
names should not be used in Latin
verses ;” and then, in the next sentence,

speak blamingly of Carteret being
used as a dactyl,” will the generality

of mortals detect any puzue there?
Or a^n, where poor Boswell writes

:

** I mways remember a remark made
to me by a Turkish lady, educated in

France : * Ma foif numsieur, noire

honheur depend ae la fagjp' qw nojtre

sang ctrctils/”— thrmbUhe Turkish
lady here EbgUsh-French,whm
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is the call for a Note like this :
** Mr.

Boswell no doubt fancied these words

had some meaning, or he would hardly

have quoted them ; but what that

meaning is the Editor cannot guess”?

The Editor is clearly no witch at a

riddle.—For these, and all kindred

deficiencies, the excuse, as we said, is

at hand ; but the fact of their existence

is not the less certain and regretable.

Indeed, it, from a very early stage of

the business, becomes affliclively appa-

rent, how much the Editor, so well

furnished with all external appliances

and means, is from within unfurnished

with means for forming to himself any
just notion ofJohnson, or of Johnson^
Life ; and therefore of speaking oh that

subject with much hope of edifying.

Too lightly is it from the first taken for

grantc(] that Hunger, the great 1)asis of
our life, is also its apex and ultimate

perfection ; that as “ Neediness and
Greediness and V'ainglory” are the

chief qualities of most men, so no
man, not even a Johnson, acts or can
think of Acting on any other prin-

ciple. Whatsoever, therefore, can-
not be referred to the two former

categories (Need and Greed), is with-

out scruple ranged under the latter.

It is here properly that our Editor

becomes burdensome ; and, to the

weaker sort, even a nuisance. ** What
good is ii,” will such cry, “ wlicn we
had still some faint shadow of beliefthat

man was better than a selfish Digesting-

machine, what good is it to poke in, at

every turn, and explain how this and
that which we thougiit noble in old Sam-
uel, was vulgar, base ; that for him too

there was no reality but in the Stomach

;

and except Pudding, and the finer

species of pudding which is named
Praise, life had no pabulum ? Why,
for instance, when we know that

Johnson loved his good Wife, and says
expressly that their marriage was ^ a
love-match on both sides,’—should two
closed lips open to tell us only this

:

* Is it not possible that the Obvious ad-
vantage of having a woman of ex-
perience to superintend an establish-

ment of this kind (the Edial School)
may have contributed to amatch so dis-

proportionate in point of age—^£d.?'
Or again when, in the Text, the honest
cynic speaks freely of his former po-
verty, and it is known that he once
lived on fourpence halfjpenny a-day,

--^need a Comxflentator advance, and
comment thus : < When we find Dr.

Johnson tell unpleasant truths to, or of,

other men, let us recollect that he does
not appear to have spared himself, on
occasions in which he might be for-

given for doing so V Why, in sl\ort,”

continues the exasperated Header,
should Notes of this species stand

affronting me, when there might have

been no Note at all ?”—^Gentle Reader,

we answer, Be not wroth. W’hat other

could an honest Commentator do, than

give thee the best he had ? Such was
the picture and theorem he had fash-

ioned for himself of the world and of
man’s doings therein ; take it, and
draw wise inferences from it. If there

did exist a l^eader of Public Opinion,
and Champion of Orthodoxy in the

Church of Jesijs of Nazaretli, who
reckoned that man’s glory consisted in

not being poor ; and that a Sage, and
I^rophot of his time, must needs blush
because the^orld had paid him at that

easy rate of fourpence halfpenny per
diem ,—was not the fact of such exist-

ence worth knowing, worth consider-

ing?
Of a much milder hue, yet to us

practically of an all-defacing, and for

the
'

present enterprise quite ruinous

character,— is another grand funda-
mental failing; the* last we shall feel

ourselves obliged to take the pain of
specifying here. It is that our Editor
has fatally, and almost surprisingly,

mistaken the limits of an Editors
function ; and so, instead of working
on the margin with his Pen, to eluci-

date as best might be, strikes boldly
into the bodyofthe page with his Scis-

sors, and there clips at discretion I

Four Books Mr. C. had by him, where-
from to gather light for the fifth, which
was Boswell’s. What does he do but
now, in the placidest manner,—slit the

whole five into slips, sftid sew these

together into a sextum quid, exactly at

his own convenience
;
giving Boswell

the credit of the whole ! By what art-

magic, our readers ask, has he united

them? By the simplest of all: bv
Brackets. Nevei^before was the full

virtue of the Bracket made manifest.

You begin a sentence under Boswell’s

guidance, thinking to be carried hap-
pily through it by the same : but no ;

in the middle, perhaps afrer your semii*'

colon, and some consequent “ for,”—

starts up one ofthese Bracket-ligatures,

smd stitches ^ou in from halfa page, to

twenlly or thirty pages, of a Hawkins,
Tymp Murphy, Pioizi ; so that often
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one must make the old sad reflection,

“ wherewe are we know,whither we are

going no man knoweth 1” It is truly said

also, There is much between the cup
and the lip but here the case is still

sadder : for not till after consideration

can you ascertain, now when the cup is

at the lip, what liquor is it you are im-

bibing ; whether Boswell’s French

wine which you Ijcgan with, or some
Piozzi's ginger-beer, or Hawkins’s en-

tire, or perhaps some other gi’eat Brew-

ers penny-swipes or even alegar,which
has been surreptitiously substituted in-

stead thereof. A situation almost ori-

ginal ; not to be tried a second time !

But, in fine, what ideas Mr. Croker en-

tertains ofa literary vshole and the thing

called Booky and how tittj veiy Print-

er’s Devils did notarise in inutin;v

against such a conglomeration as this,

and refuse to print it,—may remain a

problem.

But now happily our say is said.

All faults, the Moralists tell us, are

properly shortcomings; crimes them-

selves are nothing other than a not

doing enough ; afghting, but with de-

fective vigour. How much more a

mere insufliciency, and this after good
efforts, in handicraft practice 1 Mr.
Croker says :

** TJte worst that can

happen is that all the present Editor

has contributed may, if the reader so

pleases, be rejected as surplusage** It

IS our pleasant duty to take with hearty

welcome what he has given ; and ren-

der thanks even for wliat he meant to

give. Next and finally, it is our pain-

M duty to declare, aloud if that be

necessary, that his gift, as weighed

against the hard money which the

Booksellers demand for giving it you,

is (in our judgment) very greatly the

lighter. No portion, accordingly, of

our small floating capital has been em-
barked in the business, or shall ever

be ; indeed, were we in the market for

such a thing, there is simply no Edition

of Boivrell to which this last would
seem preferable. And now enough,

and more than enoug^i

!

We have next a word to say of

.Tames Boswell. Boswell has already

been much comSnented upon ; but

,^thcr ill the way of censure and vitu-

'peration, than of true reco^ition. He
was a man that brought himself much
before the world ; confessed that he

eagerly coveted fame, or if t^t were

not (lossible, notoriety ; ofwhich latt^

as he gained far more than seemed his

due, the public were incited, not only

by their natural love ofscandal, but by
a special ground of envy, to say what-

ever ill of him could be said. Out of
the fifteen millions that then lived,

and had bed and board, in the British

Islands, this man has provided us a

greater pleasure than any other iiidi-

dual, at whose cost we now enjoy our-

selves
I
perhaps lias done us a greater

service than can be specially attributed

to more than two or three : yet, un-
grateful that we are, no written or

spoken eulogy of James Boswell any
where exists ; his recompense in solid

pudding (so far as copyriglit went) was
not excessive; and as for the empty
praiscf^ it has altogetlier been denied
him. Men are unwiserthan children ;

they do not know the hand that feeds

them.

Boswell was a person whose mean
or bad qualities lay open to the general

eye; visible, palpable to the dullest. Ilis

good qualities,again,belonged not to the

Time he lived in ; were far from com-
mon then, indeed, in such a degree,were
almost unexampled ; not recognisable

therefore by every one ; nay apt even
(so strange had they grown) to be con-
founded with the very vices they lay

contiguous to, and had sprung out of.

That he was a wine-bibber and gross

liver; gluttonously fond of whatever
would yield him a little solacement,

were it only of a stomachic character, is

undeniable enough. That he was vain,

heedless, a babbler ; liad much of the

sycophant, alternating with the bragga-
docio, curiously spiced too with an all-

^

pervading dash of the coxcomb; that
' ne gloried much when the Tailor, by a
court-suit, had made a new man ofhim

;

that he appeared at the Shakspeare Ju-
bilee witn a riband, imprinted Cor-
sica Boswell,” round his hat; and
in short, if you will, lived no day of
his life without doing and saying more
than one pretentious ineptitude: all

this unhappily is evident as the sun at

noon . The very look of Boswell seems
to have signified so much. In that

cocked nose, cocked partly in triumph
over his weaker fellow-creatures, partly

to snuff up the smell of coming plea-

sure, and scent it from aftir ; in those

bs^-cheeks, hanging like half-filled

wine-skins, still able to contain more

;

in that coarsely protruded shelf-mouth,

that fat dewlapped cliin in all this,

who sees not sensuality, pretension,

boisterous imbecility enough ; much
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that could not have been ornamental gay, tail-spreading, peacock vanity of

in the temper of a great man’s overfed his son, no little of the slow-stalking,

greatman(whattheScotchname^MnA:j/), contentious, hissing vanity of the gan-

though it had been more natural there, dcr ; a still more ihtal species. Scot-

The under part of Boswell’s face is ofa tish Advocates will yet tell you how
low, almost brutish character. the ancient man, having chanced 'to be

Unfortunately, on the other hand, the first sheriff appointed «(Hllcr the

what great and genuine good lay in abolition Of "hereditaiyjurisdictions”)

him was nowise so self-evident. That by royal authority, was wont, in dull

Boswell was a hunter after spiritual pompous tone, to preface many a do-

Notabilities, that he loved such, and liverance from the bench, with these

longed, and even crept and crawled to words : 1, the first King's Sheriff in

be near them ; that he first (in old Scotland.”

Touchwood Auchinleck’s phraseology) And now behold the worthy Bozzy,

took on with Paoli,’* and then beingoff so prepossessed and held back by
with “ the Coi*sican landlouper,’' took nature and by art, fly nevertheless like

on with a schoolmaster, anc that kee^)- iron to its magnet, whither his better

ed a sehule, and ca'd it an acadfemy:” genius called] You may surround the

that he did all this, and could not help iron and the magnet with what enclo-

doingitjWeaoeoiintavery singularmerit. f^res and encunfbrances you please,

—

The man, once fur all, had an “ open with wood, with rubbish, with brass:

sense,” an open loving heart, which so it matters not, the two feel each other,

few have: where Excellence existed, they struggle restlessly towards each
lie was compelled to acknowledge it; other, they will be together. The iron

was drawn towards it, and (let tlie old may be a Scottish squirelet, full of

sulphur-brand of a Laird say what he gulosity and gigmanity the mag-
liked) could mt but walk with it,— if net an English plebeian, and moving
not as superior, if not as e<iual, thou as rag-and-dust mountain, coarse, proud,

inferior and lackey, better so than not irascible, imperious : nevertheless, be-

at all. If wo reflect now that this hohlhowtheyerabrace, and inseparably

love of Excellence hud not only such an cleave to one another ! It is one of the

evil nature to triumph over ; but also strangest phenomena of the past cen-

what an education and social position tuiy, that at a time when the old

withstood it and weighed it down, its reverent feeling of Discipleship (such

innate strength, victorious over all as brought men from far countries,

these things, may astonish us. Con- with rich gifts, and prostrate soul, to

sidcr what an inward impulse there the feet of the Prophets) had passed

must have been, how many mountains utterly away from men’s practical

of impediment hurled aside, before the experience, and was no longer sur-

Scottish Lain! could, as humble ser- mised to exist (as it docs), perennial,

vant, embrace the knees (the bosom
^

indestructible, in man’s inmost heart,

—

was not permitted him) of the English* James Boswell should have been the

Dominic ! “ Your Scottish T.aird,” individual, of all others, predestined

says an English naturalist of these to recall it, in such singular guise, to

days, maybe defined as the hungriest the wondering, and, for a long while,

and vainest of all bipeds yet known.” laughing, and unrccogntsing world.

Boswell too was a Tory; of quite It has been commonly said, The
peculiarly feudal, genealogical, prag- man’s vulgar vanity was all that

matical temper, had been nurtured attached him to Johnson ; he delighted

in an atmosphere of Heraldry; at to be seen near him, to be thought
the feet of a very Gamaliel in that connected with him. Now let it be
kind ; within bare walls, adorned only at once granted that no consideration
with pedigrees, amid serving-men in springing out of vulgar vanity could
tbreaabare livery; all things teaching well be absent from the mind ofJames
him, from birth upwards, to remember, Boswell, in this hif intercourse with
that a Laird was a Laird. Perhaps Johnson, or in any considerable trans-

there was a special vanity in his very action of Ins life. At the same time
blood : old Auchinleck had, if not the ask yourself: Whether such vanity, and

* ** <2. What do you mean by ' respectable V—A. He always kept a gig.”

—

{ThyrteWs Triaif)—** Thus,” it has been said, " does society naturally divide itself

into four classes : Noblemen, Gentlemen, Oigmen, and Men.”
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nothing else, ac{uated him therein;

vrhether this was the true essence and
moving principle of the phenomenon,
or not rather its outward vesture, and
the accidental environment (and de-

facement) in which it came to ligiit ?

The man^was, by nature and habit,

vain ; a sycophant-coxcomb, be it grant-

ed : but haa there been nothing more
than vanity in him,was Samuel Johnson
the man of men to whom he must at-

tach himself? At the date when John-

son was a poor rusty-coated “ scholar,”

dwelling in Temple-lane, and in-

deed throughout their whole inter-

course afterwards, were there not chan-

cellors and prime ministers enough;

graceful gentlemen, the glass offashion

;

honour-giving noblemen i dinner-giving

rich men; renowned fiue-eaters,swords-

men, gownsmen ;
Quacks and Realitil^s

of all hues,—any one of whom bulked

much larger in the world’s eye than

Johnson ever did? To Uny one of

whom, by half that submissiveness

and assiduity, our Bozzy miglit have

recommended himself; and sat them,

the envy of surrounding lickspittles;

pocketing now solid emolument, swal-

lowing now' well-cooked viands and
wines of rich vintage ; in each case,

also, shone on by some glittering reflex

of Renown or Notoriety, so as to be
the observed of innumerable observers.

To no one of whom, however, though

Otherwise a most diligent solicitor and
purveyor, did be so attach himself:

such vulgar courtifcrships were his paid

drudgery, or leisure-amusement; the

worship of Johnson was his grand,

ideal, voluntary business. Does not

the frothy-hearted yet enthusiastic man,
doffing nis Advocate’s-wig, regularly

take post, and hurry up to J^ondon,

for the sake of his Sage chiefly; as to a

Feast of Tab^nacles, the Sabbath of

his whole year? The plate-licker and
wine-bibber dives into Bolt Court, to

sip muddy coffee with a cynical old

man, and a sour-tempered blind old

woman (feeling the cups, whether they

are full, with her finger) ; and patiently

endures contradictions without end

;

too happy so he may but be allowed

to listen, and live. Nay, it does not

appear that vulgar vanity could ever

have been much flattered by Boswell’s

relation to Johnson. Mr. Croker says,

Johnson was, to the last, little regarded
by the great world ; from which, for a
v^gar vanity, all honour, as from its

fountain, descends. Bozzy,evenamong

Johnson’s friends and special admi-
rers, seems rather to have been laughed

at than envied : his officious, whisking,

consequential ways, the daily reproofs

and rebuffs he underwent, could gain

from the world no golden, but only

leaden, opinions. Ilis devout Disciple-

ship seemed nothing more than a mean
Spanielship, in the general eye. His
mighty “ constellation,” or sun, round
whom he, as satellite, observantly gy-
rated, was, for the mass of men, but a
huge ill-snuffed tallow-light, and be a
weak night-moth, circling foolishly,

dangerously about it, not knowing
what he wanted. If he enjoyed
Highland dinners and toasts, as hench-

man ,*o a new sort of chieflain, Heniy
Erskine, in the domestic “ Outer-
IJouse,” cotild hand liim a shilling

for the sight ofhis Bear.” Doubtless
the man was laughed at, and often

heard himself laughed at, for his

Johnsonism. To bo envied is the

grand and sole aim of vulgar vanity

;

to be filled with good things is that of

sensuality : for Johnson perhaps no
man living Envied poor Bozzy ; and of
good things (except himself paid for

them) there was no vestige in that

acquaintanceship. Had nothing other

or better than vanity and sensuality

been there, Jolin<«on and Boswell had
never come together, or had soon and
finally separated again.

In fact, tlie so copious terrestrial

Dross that welters chaotically, as the

outer spliere of this man’s character,

docs but render for us more remark-
able, more touching, the celestial spark
ofgoodness, of light, and Reverence for

' Wisdom, which dwell in the interior,

and could struggle through such en-
cumbrances, and in some degree illu-

minate and beautify them. There is

much lying yet undeveloped in the
love of Boswell for Johnson. A cheer-
ing proof, in a time which else utterly

wanted and still wants such, that living

Wisdom is quite infinitely precious to

man, is the symbol of the Godlike to

him, which even weak eyes may dis-

cern ; that Loyalty, Discipleship, all

that was ever meant by HereHioorshipf

lives perennially in the human bosom,
and waits, even in these dead days,
only for occasions to unfold it, and
inspire all men with it, and again
make the world alive 1 James Boswell
we can regard as a practical witness
(or real martyr) to tl^ high, everlast-

ing truth. A wonderfol martyri ifyou
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will
;
and in a time, which made such

martyrdom doubly wonderful
;
yet the

time and its martyr perhaps suited

eacli other. For a decrepit, aeath*sick

Era, when Cant had first decisively

opened her poisou-breathing lips to

proclaim that God-worship and Mam-
mon-worship were one and the same,

that Life was a Lie, and the Earth

Beelzebub’s, which tiie Supreme Quack
should inherit; and so all tilings were

fallen into the yellow leaf, and fast

hasteninc? to noisome corruption : for

such an Era, perhaps no better Prophet
than a parti-coloured Zany-Prophet,
concealing (from himself and others)

his prophetic significance in such un-

expected vestures,—was deserved, or

would have been in place. A pre-

cious iTK'dicinc lay hidden in floods

of coarsest, most composite treacle

:

the world swallowed the treacle, for it

suited the world’s palate; and now,
after half a century, may the medicine

also begin to shew itself! James Bos-
well belonged, in his corruptible part,

to tlic lowest classes of uiankind ; u
foolish, inflated creature, swimming in

an element of sclf-conccit : but in his

corruptible there dwell an incori'ui)tibic,

all the more impressive and indubitable

for the strange lodging it laid taken.

Consider, loo, with what force, dili-

gence, and vivacity, he has rendered

back, all this which, in Johii.'ton’s

neighbourhood, his “ open sense ” had
so eagerly and freely taken in. That
loose-fiovving, careless-looking Work of
his is as a picture painted by one of

Nature’s own Artists ; the best possible

resemblance ofa Reality ; like the very

image thereof in a clear mirror. Which*
indeed it was : let but the mirror be
clear^ this is the great point; the picture

must and will be genuine. How the

babbling Bozzy, inspired only by love,

and the recognition and vision which
love can lend, epitomises nightly the
words of Wisdom, the deeds and
aspects of Wisdom, and so, by little

and little, unconsciously works together

forus awhole a more free,

perfect, sunlit, and spirit-speaking like-

ness, than for many centuries had been
drawn by man of man 1 Scarcely since

the days of Homer has the feat been
equalled : indeed, in many senses, this

also is a kind of Heroic Poem. The
fit Odymy of our unheroic age was
to be written, not sung; ofa Thinker,
not of a Fighf^r ; and (for want of a
Homer) by the first open soul that

might offer,—^looked such even through
the organs of a Boswell. We do the
man’s intellectual endowment great
wrong, if we measure it by its mere
logical outcome ; though here, too,

there is not wanting a light ingenuity,

a figurativeness, and fanciful sport,

witli glimpses of insight far deeper
than the common. But Boswell's

grand intellectual talenf was (as such
ever is) an unconscious one, of far

higher reach and significance than

Logic ; and shewed itself in the whole,

not in parts. Here again we have that

old saying verified, “ The heart sees

failher than the head.”
Thus does poor Bozzy stand out to

us as an ill-assorted, glaring mixture of
the highest and *the lowest. What,
indeed, is man’s life generally but a
Innd of beasl-gouhood ; the gud iu us
triumphing more and more over the

beast ; striving more and more to sub-
due it uiuier his feet? Did not the

Ancients, in their wise, perennially

significant way, figure Nature itself,

their sacred All, or Pax, as a por-
tentous commingling of these two dis-

cords ; as iiuisical, humane, oracular

in its upper part, yet ending below
in the cloven hairy feet of a goat?
The union of melodious, celestial Free-
will and Reason, with foul Irrationality

and Lust ; in which, nevertheless, dwelt
a mysterious unspeakable Fear and
half-mad panic Awe; as for mortals

there well might 1 And is not man a
microcosm, or epkomised mirror of
that same Universe; or, rather, is not
that Universe even llimself, the refiex

of his own fUarful and wonderful being,
** the waste fantasy of his own dream
No wonder that man, that each mao,
and James Boswell like the others,

should resemble it! The peculiarity

in his case was the unusual defect of
amalgamation and subfirdiiiation : the

highest lay side by side with tlie lowest

;

not morally combined with it and spi-

ritually transfiguring it ; but tumbling
in half-mechanical juxtaposition with
it, and from time to time, as the mad
alternation chan&d, irradiating it, or

eclipsed by it.

The world, as we^id, has been but
unjust to him; discerning only the

outer terrestrial and ofien sordid mass;
without eye, as it generally is, for his

inner divine secret : and thus figuring

him nowise as a god Pan, but simply

of the bestial species^ like the cattle on
a* thousand hills. Nay, sometimes a
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stiange enough hypothesil has been
startm bfhim; as if it were in viHue
even of these same^^bad qualities that

he did his good- work; as if it were
the veiy^ct of his being among the

worst men in this world that had
enabled him to write one of the best

books theteiin ! Falser hypothesis, we
ntay venture to say, never rose in

human soul. *Bad is by its nature

negative, 'and.can do nothing; whatso-

ever enables us to do any thing is by
its veiy nature good, Alas, that there

should be teachers in Israel, or even
learners, tOnWhom tliis world-sincient

fact is still problematical, or even de-
niable 1 Boswell wrote a good Book
because he had a heart and an eye to

discern Wisdom, aifd an .uttenince to

render it forth ; be(jgiuse of his ftee

insight, his lively talent, above all, cf

his Love and childlike Open-minded-
ness. llis sneaking sycophancies, his

greediness and forwardnes^i, whatever
was bestial and earthy in him, are so

many blemishes in his Book, which
still disturb us in its clearness ; wholly
hindrances, not helps. Towards John-
son, however, his feeling was not Syco-
phancy, which is the lowest, but Re-
verence, which is the highest of human
feelings. Mone but a reverent man
(which so unspeakably few arc) could
have found his way from BosweH's
environment to Johnson’s : if such
worship for real God-made superiors

shewed itself also as worship for appa-
rent Tailor-made su,periors, even as hol-

low, interested mouth-worsliip for such,— the case, in this composite human
nature of oui*s, was not miraculous, the

more was the pity ! But for ourselves,

let every one of us cling to this last

article of Faith, and know it as tlie be-

ginning of all knowledge worth the

name : That neither James Boswell’s

good Book, D6r any other good thing,

in any time or in any place, was, is,

or can be performed by any man in

virtue of his badness, but always and
solely in spite tliereof.

As for tne Book itself, questionless

the universal favour Entertained for it

is well merited. In worth as a Book
we have rated iL beyond any other

product of the ei^teenth century : all

Johnson’s own Writings, laborious and
in their kind genuine above m^t,
stand on a quite inferior level to it;

already, indeed, they are becoming
obsolete for this generation; and for

some future generation, may be valu-
able chiefly as Prolegomena and expo-

sitory Scholia to this Johnsomad of
Boswell. Which ofus but remembers,
as one of the sunny spots in his exist-

ence, the day when he opened tliese

airy volumes, fascinating him by a true

natural-magic 1 It was as if the cur-

tains of the Past were drawn aside,

and we looked mysteriously into a
kindred country, where dwelt our
Fathers ; inexpressibly dear to us, but
which had seemed for ever hidden
from our eyesV‘ For the dead Night
had engulfed it ; all was gone, va-

nished as if it had not been. Never-
theless, wondrously given back to us,

there once more it lay; all bright,

lucid, blooming; a little island of Cre-
ation amid the circumambient Void.
There it still lies; like a thing sta-

tionary, imperishable, over which
changeful Time were now accumulat-

ing itself in vain, and could not, any
longer, barm it, or hide it.

If we examine by what ch.arm it is

tliat men are still held to this Life of
Johnson, now when so much else has
been forgotten, the main part of the

answer will perhaps be found in that

speculation “ on the import of Jieo/i(y,”

communicated to thp world, last Month,
in this Magazine. The Johmoniad of
Boswell turns on objects that in very

deed existed ; it is all true. So far other

in melodiousness of tone, it vies with
tlie Odyssey or surpasses it, in this one
point : to us these read pages, as those

chanted hexameters were to the first

Greek hearers, are in the fullest, deep-
est sense, wholly credible. All the

wit and wisdom, lying embalmed in

Boswell’s Book, plenteous as these are,

• could not have saved it. Far more
scientific instruction (mere excitement
and enlightenment of the thinking

power) can be found in twenty other

works of that time, which make but a
quite secondary impression on us. The
other works of that time, however, fell

under one of two classes : Either they
are professedly Didactic ; and, in tliat

way, mere Abstractions, Philosophic

Diagrams, incapable of interesting us
much otherwise than as Euclid's Ele-

ments may do : Or else, with all their

vivacity, and pictorial richness of co-
lour, they are Fictions and not Reali-

ties. Deep, truly, as Hen* Sauerteig

urges, is tlie force of this consideration

:

The thing here stated is a feet; these

figures, that local habitation, are not
shadow but substanc^ In virtue of
such advantages,, see m>w a very Bos-
well may become Poetical

!
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Critics insist much on the Poet that

he should communicate an“ Infinitude"

to his delineation ;
that by intensity of

conception, by that gift of ** transcen-

dental Thought," Which is fitly narn^

genius, and inspiration, he should in^

form the Finite with a certain Infini-

tude of significance ; or as they some-

times say, ennoble the Actual into

Xdealness. They are right in their pre-

cepj; they mean rightly. But in cases

like this of the Johnsmiad (such is the

dark grandeur of that “ Time-element,"

wherein man’s soul here below lives

imprisoned), the Poet’s task is, as it

were, done to his hand : Time itself,

which is the outer veil of Eternity, in-

vests, of its own accord, with ,an au-

thentic, fell" infinitude,’’ whatsoever it

has once embraced in its mysterious

folds. Consider all that lies in that

one word, Past

!

What a pathetic, sa-

cred, in every sense poe/ic, meaning is

implied in it ; a meaning growing ever

the clearer, the farther we recede in

Time,—the more of that same Past we
have to look through I— On which
ground indeed must Shuerteig have

built, and not without plausibility, in

that strange thesis#fhis : that History

after all is the true Poetry ;
that Re-

ality if rightly interpreted is grander

than Fiction ; nay that even in the

riglit interpretation of Reality and His-

tory does genuine Poetry consist.’’

Thus for BomeWs Life ofJohnson
has Time done, is Time still doing,

what no ornament of Art or Artifice

could have done for it. Rough Samuel
and sleek wlieedling James were, and
are not. Their IJfe and whole per-

sonal Environment has melted into air?

The Mitre Tavern still stands in Fleet

Street : but where now is its scot-and-

hattei^ potbellied Landlord; its rosy-

faced, assiduous Landlady, with all

her shining brass-pans, waxed tables,

well-filled larder-shelves; her cooks,

and bootjacks, and errand-boys and
watery-mouthed hangers-on? Gone!
Gone ! The becking waiter, that with
wreathed smiles, wont to spread for

Samuel and Bozzy their ^ supper of
the gods,’ has long since pocketted his

last sixpence ; and vanished, sixpences

and all, like a ghost at cock-crowing.

The Bottles they drank out of are dl
broken, the Chairs they sat on all rot-

ted and burnt; the very Knives and
Forks they ate^ith have rusted to the

heart, and become brown oxide ofiron,

ai^d mineled with the inditfc^inate
clay. All, ali, has vanish^ ; in very
deed and truth,'like that baseless fibric
of Prospero’s air-vision . Of the Mitte
Tavern nothing but the hari walls re-
main there : of London, of England, of
the World, notliing but t^ walls
remain; and these also decaying (were
they of adamant), only slower. The
mysterious Riter of Existence rushes
on: a new Billowjheieof has arrived,

and lashes wildly as ever round the

old embankments ; but the former
Billow with its loud, mad eddyings,
where is it?— Where!—Now this

Book of Boswell’s, this is precisely a
Revocation ofthe Edict ofDestiny ; ^
that Time shall n.ot utterly, not so soon
by several Centuries, have dominion
over us. A Isttle row of Naphtha-
lamps, with its line of Naphtha-light,

burns clear and holy through the dead
Night of the Past : they who were
gone are Aill here ; though hidden they
are revealed, though dead they yet

speak. There it shines, that little mi-
raculously lamp-lit Pathway

; shed-
ding its feebler and feebler twilight

into the boundless dark Oblivion, for

all that our Johnson touched has be-
come illuminated for us : on which mi-
raculous little Pathway we can still

travel, and see wclhders.

It is not speaking with exaggeration,
but with strict measured sobriety, to

say tlvit this Book of Boswell’s will

give us more real insight into the Iliv-

tory ofEngland difting those days than
twenty other Books, fiilsely entitled

Histories/’ winch take to themselves
that special aim. What good is it to

me though innumerable Smollctts and
Belshams keep dinning in my ears

that a man named George the Third
was born and bred up, and a man
named George the Second died; that

Walpole, and the Pelhams, and ([Chat-

ham, and Rockingham, and Shelburn,
and North, with their Coalition or their

Separation Ministries, all ousted one
another; and vehemently scrambled
for ** the thing t^ey callea the Rudder
of Government, but which was in

reality the Spigot of Taxation’' ? That
debates were held, and infinite jarring

and jargoning took place ; and road-

bills and enclosure-bills, and gamo-
bnls and India-bills, and ^ws which
no man can number, which happily

few men needed to trouble their heads
with beyond the passing moment, were
enacted, and printed by the King’s
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Stationer? That he who sat in Chaik-

ceiy» and rayed out speculation from
the Woolsack, waif now a man that

squinted, now a man that did not

squint? To the hungiy and thirsty

mind all this avails next to nothing.

These men and these things, we indeed

know, did swim, by strength or by
specific-levity (aa apples or as horse-

^ng), on the top of the current : but

is it by painfully uqting the courses,

eddyings, and bobbings hither and
thither of such drifi-^irticles, that you
will unfold to me the nature of the

current itself; of that mighty-rolling,

loud-roaring, Life-current, bottomless

as the foundations of the Universe,

mysterious as its Author I Tlie thing

I want to see is not Redbook Liste,

and Court Calendars/kand Parliament-

ary Registers, but the Life of MaA
in England: what men did, thought,

suffered, enjoyed ; the form, especially

the spirit, of their terrestrial existence,

its outward environment, its inwaind

principle ; how and what it was

;

whence it proceeded, whither it was
tending.

Mournful, in truth, is it to behold

what the business called History,” in

these so enlightened and illuminated

times, still continues to be. Can you
gather from it, read’* till your eyes go
out, any dimmest shadow ofan answer
to that great question : How men lived

and had their being ; were it but eco-

nomically, as what wages they got, and
what they bought with these? Unha|>-

pily you cannot. History will throw

no light on any such matter. At the

point where living inemofy fails, it is

all darkness ; Mr. Senior and Mr. Sad-
ler must still debate this simplest of all

elements in the condition of the Past

:

Whether men were better off, in their

mere larders and pantries, or Trere

worse off than now*! History, as it

stands all bound up in gilt volumes,

is but a shade more instructive than

the wooden volumes of a Backgam-
mon-board. How my Prime Minister

was appointed is of less moment to me
than How my House Semnt was hired.

In these days, ten ordinary Histories

of Kings and Courtiers were well ex-

changed against the tenth part of one

good History of Booksellers.

For example, I would fiiin know the

History of Scotland: who can tell it

me? ** Robertson,” cry innumerable
voices; ** Robertson against the world.”

1 open Robertson; and find there.

through long ages too confused for

narrative, and fit only to be presented

in the way of epitome and distilled

essence, a cunning answer and hypo-
thesis, not to this question : By whom,
and by what means, when and how,
was this fair broad Scotland, with its

Arts and Manufactures, Temples,
Schools, Institutions, Poetry, Spirit,

National Character, created and made
arable, verdant, peculiar, great, here

as 1 can sec some fair section of it

lying, kind and strong (like some Bac-
chus-tamed Lion), from the Castle-liill

ofEdinburgh ?—but to this other ques-
tion : How did the King keep himself

alive in those old days; and restrain

so mf\ny Butcher-Barons and ravenous

Henchmen from utterly extirpating one
another, so that killing went on in some
sort of moderation? In the one little

l.ettCT of iEneas Sylvius, from old

Scotland, there is more of History

than in all this.—At length, however,

we come to a luminous age, interest-

ing enough
; to the age of the Re-

formation. All Scotland is awakened
to a second higher life : the Spirit of
the Highest stirs in every bosom, agi-

tates every bosomy Scotland is con-
vulsed, fermenting, struggling to body
itself forth anew. To tlie herdsman,
among his cattle in remote woods;
to the craftsman, in his rude, heath-

thatched workshop, among his rude
guild-brethren ; to the great and to tlic

little, a new light has arisen : in town
and hamlet groups are gathered, with
eloquent looks, and governed or ungo-
vernable tongues; the great and the

little go forth together to do battle for

«thc Lord against the mighty. We ask,
with breathless eagerness: How was
it; how went it on? Lotus understand
it, let us see it, and know it I— In re-

ply, is banded us a really graceful, and
most dainty little Scandalous Chronicle
(as for some Journal of Fashion) of
two persons: Mary Stuart, a Beauty,
but over lightheaded ; and Henry
Darnley, a Booby, who had fine 1^.
How these first courted, billed and
cooed, according to nature; then pout-
ed, fretted, grew utterly enraged, and
blew one another up with gunpowder:
this, and not the History of Scotland, is

what we goodnaturedly read . Nay, by
other hands, something like a horseloaa
of other Books have been written to

prove that it was the Beauty who blew
up the Booby, and it was not she.

Who or what it was, the thing once for
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all being so effectually done, concerns

us little. To know Scotland, at that

great epoch, were a valuable increase

of knowledge : to know poor Darnley,

and see him with burning candle, from

centre to skin, were no increase of

knowledge at all.— Thus is History

written.

Hence, indeed, comes it that History,

which should be “ the essence of ifi-

numerable Biographies,^* will tell us,

question it as we like, less than one

genuine Biography may do, pleasantly

and of its own accord 1 Tiie time is

approaching when History will be at-

tempted on quite other yjrinciples;

when the Court, the Senate, and

Battle-field, receding more and more
into the back-ground, the Temple,

the Workshop, and Social Heartli,

will advance more and more into

the foreground; and History will not

content itself with shaping some an-

swer to that question : llow were men
f(Lved and kept quiet then? but will

seek to answer this other infinitely

wider ami higher question : How and
what irere men then? Not our Govem-
meni only, or tlie “ House wherein our

life was led,*’ but the JAfe itself wc le<l

there, will he iuejnired into. Of which

latter it may he found that Govern-

ment, in any modern sense ofthe word,

is after all but a secondary condition

;

in the mere sense of Taxation and
Keeping quiet, a small, almost a pitiful

one.—Meanwhile let us welcome such

Boswells, each in his degree, as bring

us any genuine contribution, were it

never so inadeejuato, so inconsiderable.

An exception was early taken against

tins lA/e of Johnson, and all similaif

enterpnses, which we here recom-
mend ; and has been transmitted from
critic to critic, and repealed in their

several dialects, uninterruptedly, ever

since: Tliat suchjottings down of care-
less conversation are an infringement
of social privacy ; a crime against our
highest Freedom, the Freedom ofman’s
intercourse with man. To this accusa-
tion, which we have read and heard
oftener than enough, might it not be
well for once to ofihr the flattest con-
tradiction, and plea ofMot at allgmtty?
Not that conversation is noted down,
but that conversation sliould not deserve
noting down, is the evil. Doubtless, if

conversation be falsely recorded, then
is it simply a Lie ; and worthy of being
swwt, mik al|||despatch, to the Father
of Lies. But if; oo the other hand,

conversation can be authentically re-
corded, and any one is ready for the
task, let him by all means proceed with
it ; let conversation be kept in remem-
brance to the latest date possible. Nay
should the consciousness that a •man
may be among us ** taking notes” tend,

in any measure, to restrict tlfose flo^s
of idle insincere speechy^with which the

thought of mankind is well nigh
drowned,—^were jt other than tl)e most
iudiibitable benefit? He who speaks
honestly cares not, needs not care,

though his words be prt»served to re-

motest time : for liim who speaks d^r-

horiestly, the Attest of all punishments

seems to be tins same, which the nature

of the case provides. The dislionest

speaker, not* he only who purposely

utters falsehoods^ but lie who does not
flurposely, and with sincere heart, utter

Truth, and Truth alone ; who babbles
he knows not what, and has clapped
no bridle cm his tongue, but lets it run
racket, ejecting chatter and futility,

—

is among the most indubitable male-
factors omitted, or inserted, in the Cri-
minal Calendar. To him that will well

consider it, idle speaking is precisely

the beginning of all Hollowness, llalf-

ness, Infidelitjf (want of Faithfulness);

the gonial atmosphere in which rank
weeds of every kira attain the mastery
over noble fruits in man’s life, and
ntteily choke them out: one of the

most crying maladies of these days,
and to be testified against, and in all

ways to the uttermost withstood. Wise,
of a wisdom far beyond our shallow
depth, was that old precept : Watch th^

tongue; out of it are the issues of
Life ! Man is properly an incarnated

word the word that he speaks is the

man himself. Were eyes put into our
head, that wc might see; or only that

we might fancy, and plausibly pretend;

wc had seen? Was tiie tongue sus-

pended there, that it might tell truly

what we had seen, and make man the
soul’s-brother of man; or only that it

might utter vain sounds, jargon, soul-

confusing, and |o divide man, as by
enchanted walls of Darkness, from
union with man? Thou who wearest

that cunning Heai«n-made organ, a
Tongue, think well of this. Speak not,

1 passionately entreat thee, till thy

thought have silently matured itself, till

thou have other than mad and
making noises to emit: hold thy tongue

(^ou hast it a-holding) till some mean-
ing lie behind, to setit wagging. Con-
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aider the significance of Silence : it is

boundless, never by meditating to be
exhausted; unspeakably profitable to

thee 1 Cease that chaotic hubbub,
wherein thy own soul runs to waste, to

confifised suicidal dislocation and stu-

por : out ofSilence conicsJhy strength.

Speech lis silvern, Silence is golden

;

^ech is huipan. Silence is divine.*’

Fool! thinkest thou that because no
Boswell is there with ass-skin and
black-lead to note thy jargon, it there-

fore dies and is harmless. Nothing
dies, nothing can die. No idlest word
thou speakest but is a seed cast into

Time, and grows through all Eternity

!

The Recording Angel, consider it well,

is no fable, but the iiiuest oftruths : the

paper tablets thou canst*’bum; of the

“iron leaf' there is no<9uming.—Trul^,

ifwe can permit God Almighty to note

down our conversation, thinking it good
enough for Him,— any poor Roswell

need not scruple to woihc his will

of it.

Leaving now this our English

<^,with its Singer and Scholiast, let us
come to the Ulysses; that great Samuel
Johnson himself, the far-experienced,
“ much-enduring man,’' whose labours

and pilgrimage are here sung. A full-

length image of his !£lxistence has been
preserved for us; and lie, perhaps of
all living Englishmen, was the one who
best deserved that honour. Vor if it

is true and now almost proverbial, that

the Life of the lowest mortal, if faitli-

fully recorded, would be interesting to

the highest;” how much^more when
die mortal in question was already dis-

tinguished in rortune and natural qua-
lity, so that his thinkings and doings
were not significant of himself only,

but of large masses of mankind!
“There is not p man whom 1 meet on
the streets,” says one, “but I could
like, were it otherwise convenient, to

know his Biography:” nevertheless,

could an enlightened curiosity be so

far gratified, it must be owned the

Biography of most oqght to be, in an
extreme degree, summary. In this

world, there is sk) wonderfully little

self-subsistence alliong men; next to

no originality (though never absolutely

none): one Life is too servilely the

copy of another; and so in whole thou-

sands of them you find little that is

properly new; nothing but the old
song sung by a new voice, with better
or ^rse execution, here and there an

ornamental quaver, and false notes

enough ; but the fundamental tune is

ever the same; and for the words^ these,

all that they meant stands written gene-

rally on the Churchyard-stone : Natus
sftim ; esuriebam^ quarebam ; nunc re-

pletus requiesco. Mankind sail their

Life-voyage in huge fleets, following

some single whale-fishing or herring-

fisliing Commodore : the log-book of

each differs not, in essential purport,

from that of any other ; nay the most
have no legible log-book (reflection,

observation not being among their ta-

lents); keep no reckoning, only keep

in sight of the flagship,— and fish.

Read the Commodore’s Papers (know
his Life) ; and even your lover of that

street Biography will have learned the

most of what he sought after.

Or, the servile ir/ii^artcy, and yet also

a nobler relationship and mysterious

union to one another which lies in such

imitancy, of Mankind might be illus-

trated under the different figure (itself

nowise original) of a Elock of Sheep.

Sheep go in flocks for three reasons:

First, because they are of a gregarious

temper, and love to be together : Se-

condly, because of their cowardice;
they are afraid to be left alone : Ihirdly,

because the common run of them are

dull of sight, to a proverb, and can
have no choice in roads ; sheep can in

fact see nothing; in a celestial Lumi-
nary, and a scoured pewter Tankard,
would discern only that both dazzled

them, and were of unspeakable glory.

Ilow like their fellow-creatures of the

human species I Men too, as was from
the first maintained here, are grega-

'nous: then surely faint-hearted enough,
trembling to be left by themselves:
above all, dull-sighted, down to die

verge of utter blindness. Thus are

we seen ever running in torrents, and
mobs, if we run at all; and after what
foolish scoured Tankards, mistaking
them for Suns 1 Foolish Tumip-laiitems
likewise, to all appearance supernatu-

ral, keep whole nations quaking, their

hair on end. Neither know we, except
by blind habit, where the good pastures

lie : solely when the sweet grass is be-
tween OUT teeth, we know it, and chew
it; also when grass is bitter and scant,

we know it,—and bleat and but : these

last two facts we know of a truth, aud
iu very deed.—^Thus do Men and Sheep
play their parts on this Nether Earth

;

wandering restlessly m large masses,
they know not whither ; for most part,
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«ach following his neighbour, and his

own nose.

Nevertheless, not always ; look bet-

ter, you shall find certain that do, in

some small degree, know whWier,

Sheep liave their Bell-wether ; some
ram of the folds, endued with more

valour, with clearer vision than other

sheep ; he leads them through the

wolds, by height and hollow, to the

woods and water-courses, for covert or

for pleasant provender; courageously

marching, and if need be, leaping, and
with hoof and horn doing battle, in the

van : him they courageously, and with

assured heart, follow. Touching it is,

as every herdsman will inform you,

with what chivalrous devotedness these

woolly Hosts adhere to their Wether

;

and rush after him, through good re-

port and through bad report, were it

into safe shelters and green thymy
nooks, or into asphaltic lakes and the

jaw*s of devouring lions. Ever also

must we recall that fact which we owe
Jean Paurs quick eye : “ If you hold a
stick before the Wether, so tliat he, by
necessity, leaps in passing you, and
then withdraw your stick, the Mock
will nevertheless all leap as he did;
and the thousandth sheep shall bo found
impetuously vaulting over air, as the first

did over an otherwise impassable bar-

rier.*' Reader, would st thou under-
stand Society, ponder well those ovine

proceedings
; thou wilt find tliem all

curiously significant.

Now if sheep always, how much
more must men always, have their

Chief, their (iuidel Man too is by
nature quite thoroughly gregarwia

:

nay, ever he struggles to be something*
more, to be social; not even when
Society has become impossible, does
that deep-seated tendency and effort

forsake him. Man, as if by miracu-
lous magic, imparts his Thoughts, his

Mood of mind to man; an unspeak-
able communion binds all past, present,
and future men into one indissoluble

whole, almost into one living Indivi-
dual. Of which high, mysterious
Truth, this disposition to imitate, to

lead and be led, this impossibility not
to imitate, is the most constant, and
one of the simplest manifestations.

To imitate I" which of us all can
measure the significance tliat lies in
that one word? By virtue of which
the infimt Man, born at Wolstrop,
grows up not%o be a hairy Savage,
and chewer of Acorns, but an Isaac

Newton, and Discoverer of Solar Sys-
tems!—Thus both in a celestial and
terrestrial sense, are we a Flock, such
as there is no other: nay, looking
away from the base and ludicrous to
the sublime and sacred side of the
matter (since in every matter there
are two sides), have not we also a
Shepueed, **

if we will but hear his
voice?" Of those stupid multitudes

there is no one •but has an immortal
Soul within him ; a reflex, and living
image of God's whole Universe

:

stran^ly, from its dim environment,
the light of the Highest looks through
him;— for which reason, indeed, it is

that we claim a brotherhood with him,
and so love to know his History, and
come into cfearer and clearer union
vyith all that he*feels, and says, and
(Joes.

However, the chief thing to be noted
was this : Amid those dull millions,
who, as a Mull flock, roll liither and
thither, whithersoever they are led,
and seem all sightless and slavish,

accomplishing, attempting little save
what the animal instinct (in its some-
what higher kind) might teach (to keep
themselves and tlieir young ones alive]b—are scattered here and there superior
natures, whose cyje is not destitute of
free vision, nor their heart of free
volition. These latter, therefore, exa-
mine and determine, not what others
do, but what it is right to do; towards
which, and which only, will they, with
such force as is givCn them, resolutely
endeavour : for if the Machine, living
or inanimate, is merelyfed, or desires
to be fed, and so works; the Person
can will, and so do. These are pro-
perly our Men, our Great Men ; the
guides of the dull host,—which follows
them as by an irrevocable decree. They
are the chosen of the yfprXd : they had
this rare faculty not only of “ sup-
posing" and “ inclining to think,"
but of knowing and believing

;

the
nature of their being was, that they
lived not by Hearsay but by clear
Vision ; while aothers hovered and
swam along, in the grand Vaoity-fiiir

of the World, blinded by the mere
" Shows of things,"^hGse saw into the
Things themselves, and could walk as
men having an eternal loadstar, and
with their feet on sure paths. Thus
was there a RealUtf in their existence

;

something of a perennial character; in
virtue of which indeed it is that the
memory ofthem is peienuial. Whcso
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belongs only to his own age, and
reverences only its gilt Popinjays or
soot-smeared Miirobojumbos, must
needi die with it: though he have
been crowned seven times in the

Capifbl, or seventy and seven times,

and Rumpur have blown his praises

to all the four winds, deafening every

ear therewith,-^ > it avails not; there

was nothing universal, nothing eternal

in him ; he must fade away, even as

the Popinjay-gildings and Scarecrow-

apparel,which lie could not see through.

The great man docs, in good truth,

belong to his own age ; nay more so

than any other man; being properly

the synopsis and epitome of such age
with its interests and influences : but
belongs likewise to all ages, otlierwi'^.e

he is not great. WhSt was transitory

in him passes away ; and an immortal
part remains, the significance of which
IS in strict speech inexhaustible,— *.is

that of every real object is. j\.loft, con-
spicuous, on his enduring basis, he
stands there, serene, unaltering ; silent-

ly addresses to evety new generation a
new lesson and monition. Well is his

Life worth writing, worth interpreting;

and ever, in the new dialect of new
times, of re-writing and re-interpreting.

Of such chosen men was Samuel
Johnson : not ranking among the

highest, or even the high, yet distinctly

admitted into that sacred band ; whose
existence was no idle Dream, but a
Reality which he transacted awake

;

nowise a Clothes-fiorse and Patent

Digester, but a genuine Man. lly

nature he was gifted for the noblest

of earthly tasks, that of Priesthood,

and Guidance ofmankind ; by destiny,

moreover, he was appointed to this

task, and did actually, according to

strength, fulfil the same : so that

always the que':tion, How; in what
spirit ; under what shape f remains for

us to be asked and answered concern-
ing him. For as the highest Gospel
was a Biography, so is the Dfe of
every good man still an indubitable

Gospel, and preaches^to the eye and
heart and whole man, that Devils even
must believe and tremble, these glad-

dest tidings : “ MSn is heaven-bom ;

not the thrall of Circumstances^ of
Necessity, but the victorious subduer
thereof: behold how he can become
the * Announcer of himself and of
his Freedom;’ and is ever what the

Thinker has niised him, ^ the Messias
of Nature V*’— Yes, Reader, all this

that thou hast so often heard about
force of circumslaiices,” “ tlie crea-

ture of the time,” ** balancing of

motives,” and who knows what me-
lancholy stuff to the like purport,

wherein thou, as in a nightmare Dream,
sittest paralysed, and hast no force left,

—was in very truth, if Johnson and
waking men are to be credited, little

other than a hag-ridden vision ofdeath-

sleep ; some half-iixcX, more Altai at

times than a whole falsehood. Shake
it off ; awake ; up and be doing, even
as it is given thee 1

The Contradiction which yawns wide
enough in every Life*, which it is the

meaning and task of Life to reconcile,

was in'Johnson's wider than in mo.st.

Seldom, for any roan, has the contrast

between the ethereal lieavenward side

of things, and the dark sordid earth-

ward, been more glaring : whether we
look at Nature’s work with him or

Fortune’s, from first to last, hetero-

geneity, as ofsunbeams and miry clay,

is on all hands manifest. AVhereby
indeed, only this was declared, That
wach Life had been given him ; many
things to triumph over, a great work
to do. Happily also he did it; better

than the most.

Nature had given him a liigh, keen-
visioned, almost poetic soul

;
yet withal

impiisoned it in an inert, unsightly

body : he that could never rest had
not limbs that would move with him,
but only roll and waddle : the inward
eye, all -penetrating, all-embracing,
must look through bodily windows
that were dim, half-blinded ; he so

t

oved men, and “ never once saw the

mman face divine !” Not less did he
prize the love of men; he was emi-
nently social ; the approbation of his

fellows was dear to him, “ valuable,”

as he owned, if from the meanest of
human beings :” yet the first impression
he produced on every man was to be
one of aversion, almost of disgust.

By Nature it was farther ordered that

the imperious Johnson should be bom
poor : the ruler-soul, strong in its na-
tive royalty, generous, uncontrollable,

like the lion of the woods, was to be
housed, then, in such a dwelling-place

:

of Disfigurement, Disease, and lastly

ofa Poverty which itself made him the
servant of servants. Thus was the bom
King likewise a bora Slave : the divine

spirit ofMusic must awake imprisoned
amid dull-croaking univbVsal Discosds

;

the Ariel finds himself encased in the
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coarse hulls of a Caliban. So is it

more or less, we know (and thou,

O Reader, knowest and feelest even

now), with all men: yet with the

fewest men in any such degree as with

Johnson.
Fortune, moreover, which had so

managed his first appearance in the

world, lets not her nand^ lie idle, or

turn the other way, hut works un-

weariedly in the same spirit, while he

is journeying through the world. What
such a mind, stamped of Nature's

noblest metal, though in so ungainly

a die, was specially and best of all

fitted for, might still be a question.

To none of the world’s few Inc'orpo-

rated Guilds could he have adjusted

himself without difficulty, without dis-

tortion ; in none been a Guild-BruLlier

well at ease. Perhaps, ifwe look to the

strictly practical nature of his faculty,

to the strength, decision, method that

manifests itself in him, we may say

that his calling was rather tov^’ards

Active than Speculative life
;

that :is

Statesman (in the higher, now obsolete

sense), I^awgivcr, Ruler* in short, as

Doer of the Work, he had shone even
more than as Speaker of the M’ord.

11 is honesty of heart, his courageous

temper, the value he set on things out-

ward and material, might have made
him a King among Kiiigs. Had the

goldei. age of those new Frencli Pro-
phets, when it shall be : A chuam sdon
m capacite ; a chatjne cripuciic si ion ses

teiivres, butarrixed! Indeed even in

our brazen and llirmingham-lacker age,

he himself regretted that he had not

become a Lawyer, and risen to be^
Chancellor, which he might well have
done. However, it was otherwise ap-
pointed. To no man does Fortune
throw open all the kingdoms of this

world, and say : It is thine ; choose
where thou wilt dwell ! To the most
she opens hardly the smallest cranny
or dqghutch, and says, not witiiout

asperity; There, that is thine while
thou canst keep it

; nestle thyself there,

and bless Heaven! Alas, men must
fit themselves into many things : some
forty years ago, for instance, the noblest
and ablest Man in all the British lands
might be seen not swaying the royal
sceptre, or the pontiff’s censer, on the
pinoacle of the World, but gauging
ale-tube in the little burgh of Dum-
fries I Johnson came a little nearer
the marie than Qurns : but with him
too, « Strength was mournfully denied

its arena he too had to fight Fortune,
at strange odds, all his life long.

Johnson’s disposition for royalty
(had the Fates so ordered it) is %ell
seen in early boyhood. “ His favour-
ites," says Boswell, used to refteive

very liberal assistance from him
; and

such was the submission ancTdeference
with which he was treated, tliat three

of the boys, of whom Mr. Hector was
sometimes one, used to come in the

morning as his humble attendants, and
carry him to school. One in the

middle stooped, while he sat upon his

back, and one on each side supported
him -y and thus was he borne triumph-
ant." The pui-fiy, sand-blind lubber
and blubber, witli his open mouth,
and face of bruised honeycomb

; yet
*!dready dominant^ imperial, irresistible!

Not in the “ King's-chair” (of human
arms) as we see, do his three satellites

carry him along : ratheron the J'yrant'8-‘

sadiilcy the back of his fellow-creature,

must he ride prosperous 1—The child

is father of the man. He who had
seen fifty years into coming Time,
would have felt that little spectacle of
mischievous schoolboys to be a great

one. For us, who look back* on it,

and what followed it, now from afar,

there arise questions enough : How
looked these urchins? Whatjackets and
galligaskins had they; felt headgear,
or of dogskin leather? What was old
Lichfield doing then ; what thinking?
—and so on, through the whole series

of Corporal Trim's^** auxiliary verbs."

A picture of it all fashions itself toge-

ther;— onl
3i unhappily we have no

brush, and no fingers.

Boyhood is now past; the ferula of
Pedagogue waves Harmless, in the

distance : Samuel has struggled up to
uncouth bulk and youthhood, wrestling

with Disease and Povei^y, all the way;
which two continue still his compa-
nions. At College we sec little of him;
yet thus much, that things went not
well. A rugged wild-man of the de-
sert, awakened to the feeling of him-
self; proud as the proudest, poor as

the poorest; stoically shut up, silently

enduring the incurable : what a world
ofblackestgloom,wifli sun-gleams, and
pale ,(eaTfiil moon-gleams, and flickejv

ings^f a celestial and an infenial

splendour, was this that now opened
for him I But the weathor is wkit^

;

an^ the toes of the man are looking
through his slioes. •Hisi sUddy features

grow ofa purpld hnd sea-green ookntr;
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Uas.^- bia^ feet, as we said, have

.
come into Jnotheftiood with the colil

!

' *

** Shall I. be particular,” inquires Sir

John UawkiDB, ” and relate a circum-

’/ BQinoe of his disireiSg^at cannot he im-

inited to him as an' effect of his own
eitravagance or inre^Iarity, and conse-

quently reflects no disgrace on his me-

mory 1 Ho had scarce any change of

raiment, and, in a short time after Cor-

bet left him> but one pair of shoes, and

those BO old that his feet were seen

through them : a gentleman of his col-

lege, the father of an eminent clergyman

n(m living, directed a servitor one morn-

ing to place a new poi** at tlio door of

Johnson’s chamber
;
who seeing tbpm

upon his first going out» so far forgot

himself and the spirit wMch must have

actuated his unknown benefactor, that,

with all the indignation of an insulted

man, he threw them away.”

IIow exceedingly surprising I—The
Ilev. Dr. liall remarks : As far as we
can judge from' a cursory view of the

weekly account in the buttery books,

Johnson appears to have Uvea as well

as “other commoners, and scholars.’*

Alas ! sucli “ cursory view of the but-

tery,books,” now from the safe distance

of a century, in tlie safe ebair of a

College Mastership, is one thing ; the

continual view ofjlne empty (or locked)

buttery itself was quite a diilerent thing.

Hut hdbr bur Knight, how he farther

dis^fi^es. ^<*John^n,”quo^i SirJohn,

‘‘-Ocfjuld tiot At this feriy period of his

life divt»t himself of ao* idea that

poverty was disgraceful ; and was veiy

severe in his censures of that economy
in both our Universities, which exacted

at meals the attendance of poor scho-

lars, under the several denominations

of Servitors in die one and Sizers in

tlie other: he tliouglit that the scho-

lar*s, like thb Christian life, levelled all

distinctions of rank and worldly pre-

eminence ; but in thisj^e wasmistoke/i

:

civil polity,” &c.&c.—=Too true ! It is

man's lot to err.

However, Destiny, in all ways,

means to prove the mistaken Sainiiel,

and see what stuff is in him. He wst
leave these butteries of Oxford, Want
like an afisied,. man compelling him

;

retreat intc^Ji^flither's mean home

;

aaia ft season

and nervous melancholy nigh run

mad : he is probably the wretchedest

man in wide England. In all ways,

he too must ** become perfect fhrough

ndfm’^.”'^High ifaou^ts havevisiM
him

;
bu College Exercises have been

praised b^ond- t^e walls of Collej;e

;

Pope himselfhas seen that Transkhm^
ana approved of it: Samuel had whis-

pered to himself: I too am one and
somewhat.” False thoughts ; that leave

only misery behind ! ihie fever-fire of

Ambition is too painfully extinguished

(but not cured) in the frost-bath of
Poverty. Johnson lias knocked at the

gate, as one having a right ; but there

was no opening: the world lies all

encirchd as with brass ; no where can

he find or force the smallest entrance.

An ushersbip at Market Bosworth,

and a disagreement between him and
Sir>Wolstan Dixie, the

.

patron of the

school,” yields him bread of affliction

and water of affliction ; but so bitter,

that unassisted human nature cannot

swallow them. Young Sampson will

grind no more in the Philistine mill of
Bosworth

;
quits hold of Sir Wolstan,

and the ** dome.stic chaplaincy, so for at

least as to say grace at table,” and
also to be treated with what he re-

presented as intolerable harshness

anri so, after some months of such
complicated misery,” feeling doubtless

that there are worse things in the

world than quick death by Famine,
relinquishes a situation, which all

his life afterwards be recollected with

tlie strongest averaion, and even hor-

ror.** Men like Johnson are properly

called the Forlorn Hope of the World :

judge whether his hope was forlorn or

not, by this Letter to a dull oily

Printer, who called himself Sylvamu
Urban :

** Sir,—As you appear no less sen-

sible tlian your readers, of the defect of
your poedcal article, you will not be
displeased if (in order to the improve-
ment of it) 1 communicate to you the

sentiments of a person who will under-

take, on reasonable terms, sometimes to

fill a column.
"^is opinion is that the public

would,” &c. &o.
** If such a correspondence will be

agreeable to you, be pleased to inform

me in two posts, what the conditions are

on which you shall expect it. Your
late offer (for a Prize Poem) gives me
no resson to distrust font generosity*

If you engage in any liteniy projecU
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besides this paper, I have other designs

to impart.”

Reader, the generous person, to

whom this Letter goes addressed, is

^ Mr. Edmund Cave, at St. John’s

Gate, London the addresser of it

is Samuel Johnson, in Birmingham,

Warwickshire.
Nevertheless, Life rallies in the

man ;
reasserts its right to be liwdt

even to be enjoyed. “ Better a small

bush,” say the Scotch, than no shel-

ter Johnson learns to be contented

with humble human things ; and is

there not already an actually realised

human Existence, all stirring andJiving
on every hand of him '! Go thoM and

do likewise! In Birmingham itself,

with his own purchased goose-quill,

he can earn ‘‘ five poiiiidsV' nay,

finally, the choicest terrestrial good : a

Friend, who will be Wife to him !

Johnson’s marriage with #thc good
Widow Porter has been treated with ri-

dicule by many mortals, who apparent-

ly had no understanding thereof. That
the purblind, seamy-faced W’ild-man,

stalking lonely, woc-stricken, like some
Irish Gallowglass with peeled club,

whose speech no man knew, whose
look all men both laughed at and shud-

dered at, should find any brave female

heart, to acknowledge, at first sight

and hearing of him, ** Tins is the most
sensible man I ever met with and
llien, with generous courage, to take

him to itself, and say, Be thou mine ;

be thou warmed here, and thawed to

life !— in all this, in the kind \\ idow’s

love and pity for him, in Johnson’s

love and gratitude, there is actus^ly

no matter for ridicule. Their wedded
life, as is the common lot, was made up
of drizzle and dry weather ; but in-

nocence and worth dwelt in it; and
when death had ended it, a certain

sacredness : Johnson’s deathless affec-

tion for his Tetty was always venerable
and noble. However, be this as it might,
Johnson is now minded to wed ; and
will live by the trade of Pedagogy, for

hy this also may life be kept in. Let
the world therefore take notice

:

EditU near ^chfieldj in Stafbrds/iSi,

ycunggtntlmen are boarded^ and taught
the Latin and Greek languages^ by
Sakuel Johnson.” Bad this Edial
enterpnse proapeied, how different

might the issue nave been 1 Johnson
had lived a Ufa o#unnoticed nobleness,
or swola into some amorphous Dr,
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British Nation for some time,— not of
their bodies u^erely, but of tlieir minds,
not liver them, bu^ in them.

*
The career of Literature could not,

in Johnson’s df^, any more than now,
be said to^lie along the shores of a
Pactolus : whatever else ‘might be
gathei*ed Uiere, gold-dust was nowise
tlie chief produce. The world, from
the times of Socrates, St. Paul, and far

earlier, has always had its Teachers;
and always treated them in a peculiar
way. A shrewd Townclerk (not of
Ephesus), once, in founding a Burgh*
Seminary, when <hc question came,
IJow the Schoolmasters should be
maintained ? delivered this brief coun-
sel; “ 1)—n them, keep them poor.'”
CConsiderable wisdom may lie in this

aphorism. At all ^vents, we see, the
world has acted on it long, and indeed
improved on it,— putting many a
Schoolmaster of its gre«it Burgh-
Seminary to a death, which even cost

it something, llie world, it’ is true,

had for some time been too busy to go
out of its way, and put any Author to
death ; however, the old sentence pro-
nounced against them wets found to be
pretty sufficient. The first Writers
(being Monks) were sworn to a vow of
Poverty ; the modern Authq|rs had no
need to swear to it. Thu was the
epoch when an Otway could still die of
hunger: not to dpeak of your innu-
merable Scrogginses,whom << the Muse
found stretched benqpth a rug,” with
** rusty grate unconscious of a fiie,”

stockmg-nightcap, sanded floor, and
all tW other escutcheons of the craft,

time out of mind the heirloom3 ofAu-
thorship. Scroggins, however, seems
to ^e been but an idl«ujdnbtM all so
dil^t as worthy .ttlttH9wrwfao]ii
we might have sflew up is bed,

E.B
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with his wearing-apparel of Blanket
about him, and a hole slit in the same,

that his hand might be at liberty to

worR in its vocation. The worst was,

that tpo frequently a blackguard reck-

lessness of temper ensued, incapable of

turning to^account what good tnc gods
even here had provided

:
your Boyces

acted on some Vstoico-epicurean princi-

ple of carpe diem, as men do in bom-
barded towns, and silpasons of raging

pestilence ;— and so had lost not only

their life, and presence of mind, but
their status as persons of respectability.

The trade ofAuthor was about one of

its lowest ebbs, when Johnson em-
barked on it.

Accordingly we frnd qo mention of
Illuminations in the cit}* of London,

when this same Ruler of the British

nation arrived in it : no cannon-salvoes

are fired; no flourish of drums and
trumpets greets his appeapmee on the

scene, lie enters quite <|uielly, with

some copper halfpence in liis pocket;
creeps into lodgings in I'.xeter Street,

Strand; and has a Coronation Pontiff

also, of not less peculiar equipment,
whom, with all submissiveiiess, ho must
wait upon, in his Vatican of St. John's

Gate. This is the dull oily Printer

alluded to above. .

“ Cave’s temper,” says our Knight
Hawkins, “ w«s phlegmatic ; though he
assumed as the publisher of the IVlaga-

zine, the imme of Sylvaiius Crhan, ho
had few of those qualitins that constitute

urbanity. Judge of his want of tliem b)'

this question, which he once put to an
author :

‘ Mr. I Ifear you have
just published a paftiphlot, and am told

there is a very good paragraph in it, up-
on tho subject of music : did you write

that yourselfT* His discernment was
also slow

;
and as he had already at liis

command son^e writers of prose and
verse, who, in tho language of Book-
sellers, are called good himds, ho was tlie

backwarder inmaking adA^ances, or court,
ing an intimacy with Johnson. Upon
tlie first approach of a stranger, his prac-

tioe was to continue sitting
;
a posture

in which he was ev& to be found, and
for a few minutes to continue silent: if

at any time he wps inclined to begin tho

discourse, it was generally by putting a
leaf of the Magazine, then in the press,

into the hand of his visitor, and^sking
his opinion of it,

* * *

** He was so incompetent a judge of
Johnson’s abilities, that meaning at one
time to daz^him with the splendour of
some of ihi^l humnories in literature,

who favoured h|m with their correspond-

ence, he told him that if he would, in the

evening, be at a certain aldiouso in the

neighbourhood of Clerkenwell, he might
have a chance of seeing Mr. Browne and
another or two of tliose illustrious con-
tributors : Johnson accepted the invita-

tion ; and being introduced by Cave,
dressed in a loose horseman’s coat, and
such a great bushy wig as he constantly

wore, to the sight of Air. Browne, whom
he found sitting ut the upper end ofn
long table, in a cloud of tobacco-smoke,

had his curiosity gratified.”

—

Hankins,

46—

.

50 .

In fact, if we look seriously into the

condition ofAuthorship at that period,

we shall find that Johnson had under-
takenV)iic of the ruggedest ofall possible

enterprises ; that here as elsewhere For-

tune bad given him unspeakable Con-
tradictions to reconcile. For a man
of Johnson's stamp, the Problem was
twofold : First, not only as the humble
but indispensable condition of all else,

lo keep nimself, if so might be, aiivc ;

but secondly, to keep bimself alive by
speaking forth the that was in

him, and speaking it tndy, that is, in

the clearest and fittest utterance tlio

Heavens had enabled him to give it,

let the Earth say to thiswliat she liked.

Of which twofold Problem if it be bard
to solve either member separately, how
incalculably more so to solve it, when
both arc conjoined, and work with
endless complication into one another!

He that finds himself already kept alive

can sometimes (unhappily not always)
speak a little truth ; he that finds him-
self able and willing, lo all lengths, to

speak lies, may, by watching how the
wind sits, scrape together a livelihood,

sometimes ofgreat splendour : he,again,

who finds himselfprovided with neither

endowment, has but a ticklish game to

play, and .shall have praises if he win
It. Let us look a little at both faces

of the matter; and see what front they
then offered our Adventurer, what front

he offered them.
At the time of Johnson’s appearance

on the field, Literature, in many senses,

wsg) in a transitional state ; chiefly inm sense, as respects the pecuniaiy
subsistence of its cultivators. It was
in the very act of passing from the

protection of Patrons into that of the
Ibiblic; no longer to supply its neces-
sities by laudatory Dedications to the

Great, but by judicious Baigaina with
the Booksellers. Thiifhappy change has
been much sung and celebrated; many
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a lord of tlic lion heart and eagle eye’’

looking back with scorn enough on

the bygone system of Dependency : so

that now it were perhaps well to con-

sider, for a moment, what good might

also be in it, what gratitude we owe it.

That a good was in it, admits not of

ddhbt. Whatsoever has existed has

had its value : without some truth and
worlli lying in it, the thing could not

have hung together, and been tlie organ

and sustenance, and method of action,

for men that reasoned and wore alive.

ranslate a h'alseliood which is wholly
false into Practice, the result comes out

zero; there is no fruit or issue to be
derived from it. That in an age,when
a Nobleman was still noble, stilj with

his tvoalth the protector of worthy and
Iiuinane things, and still vcrienitcd as

such, a poor Man of ( Jenius, his brother

in nobleness, should, witli unfeigned

reverence, address him and say : I

have found Wisdom here, and \vouId

fain proclaim it abroad ;
wait thou, of

thy abundance, aQVird me the means?”
—in all lliis there was no baseness ; it

WHS wholly an honest proposal, which
a free man might make, and a free

man listen to. So might a Tasso, with

a (ienimlcmmc in his hand or in his

hea<l, speak to a Duke of I errara ; so

might a iShakspcarc to his Soiithnrnp-

ton; and (Continental Artists genemlly
to iheii rich J’rotcctors,—in some coun-
tries, down almost to these days. It

was only when the reverciiee became
that baseness entered into the

transaction on both sides; and, indeed,
iloiirishod there with rapid luxuriance,

till that became disgraceful for a Dry-
den, which a Shakspeare could once*
practise without ofFeiicc.

’

Neither, it is very true, was the new
way of Bookseller Mccamassliip worth-
less ; which opened itself at this junc-
ture, for the most important of all trans-
port-trades, now when the old way had
become too miry and impassable. Re-
mark, moreover, how this second sort
of MecjEiiasship, after carrying us
through nearly a century of Literanr
Time, appears now to have well nigh
discharged its function also ; and t^^be
working pretty rapidly towards sme
third method, the exact conditions of
which are yet nowise visible. Thus all

things have their end; and we should
pan with them all, not in anger hut in
peace. The Bookseller System, during
Its peculiar cenlury, the whole of the
eighteenth, did carry us handsomely

along ; and nmny good Works it has
left us, and many good Men it main-
tained ; if it is now expiring by Puf-
fery, iis the Patronage System did by
FiLAiTKiiY (for L^ing is ever the fore-

runner of Death, nay is itself Death),

let us not forget its benetits; how it

nursed latcrature through hdyhood and
school-} ears, as Patronage had wrap-
ped it in soft swaddling-bands;— (ill

now we see it about to put on the toga

virifist, could it hni find niiy such

!

There is tolerable travelling on the

beaten road, run how it may; only on
the new road, not yet levelled and
paved, and on the old road, all broken
into ruts and quagmires, is the travel-

ling had or iinpraeticahle. The diffi-

culty lies alv^ays in the transition from
“one method lo artbther. In which stale

it was that Johnson now found Litera-

ture ; and out of which, lei us also say,

he manfully carried it. \that remark-
able morXxtfinit paid copyright in Kiig-

land wc have nut ascerUiiiicd
;
perhaps

for almost a I'enliiry before, some scarce

visible or ponderable pittance of wage's

had occasionally been yielded by the

Seller of Books to the Writer of tiieiii

:

the original Covenant, stipnlatmg to

produce Paradise Lost on the one
hand, and Five founds Sleriing on
the Ollier, slill lies (\ve have been told),

in black-on-\vhilc, for inspection ami
purchase by the curious, at a Book-
shop in (.’hancery J.ane. Thus had
the matter gone on, in a mixed confused
way, for some threescore years;— as

ever, in such things, the old system
overlaps ihetiicw, by some generation

or two, and only dies quite out when
the new has got a complete organisa-

tion, and weather-worthy surface of its

own. Among the first Authors, the

very lirst of any significance, who lived

by the day’s wages of«bis craft, and
composedly faced the world on that

basis, was Samuel Johnson.
At the time ofJohnson’s appearance,

there were still two ways, on which
an Author might attempt proceeding

:

there were the Meaeenases proper in 'the

West End of London ; and the M^ae-
nases virtual of St.John’s Gate and
Paternoster Row. To a considerate

man it might seem uncertain which
method were the preferable: neither

had very high attractions; the Patron’s

aid was now well nigh necessarily pol-

luted by sycophancy, before it could
come to hand; the Botfeseller’s was
deformed with greedy stapidity^ not to



say entire wooden-headedness and dis-

gust (so that an Osborne even required

to be knocked do^n, by an Author of

spirit), and could barely keep the thread

of life together. The one was the wages
of sitffering and poverty; the other,

unless you gave strict heed to it, the

wages of sin. In time, Johnson had

opportunity of looking into both me-
thods, and ascertaining what they were;

but found, at first triah that the former

would in nowise do^for him. Listen,

once again, to that far-famed Blast of

Doom, proclaiming into the ear of

Lord Chesterfield, and, through him, of

the listening world, that Patronage

should be no more!
" Seven years, my Lonl, hare now

past, since I waited in your outward'

rooms, or was repulseft from your door ;

*

during which liino I have been pushinjf

onmyWork*through difliculties, ofwhich
it is useless to comjdaiii, and have
brought it at last to the vergeiof publica-

tion, without one act of assistance, t one

word of encouragement, or one smile of

favour.
“ The shepherd in Virgil grew at last

acquainted witli Love, and found him a

native of the rocks.

“Is not a patron, my Lord, one who
looks with unconcern on a man strug-

gling for life in the water, and when he
has reached ground, encumbers liim with

help 1 The notice which.you liavo been
pleased to take of my labours, had it

been early, hud been' kind: but it has
been delay cmI till I am indifferent and
cannot enjoy it ; till 1 am solitary and
cannot iin])art it

;
till 1 am known and do

not want it. 1 hope, it is no very cyni.

cal asperity, not to confess obligations,

where no benefit has^een recoivetl, or to

be unwilling that the public should con-
sider me as owing that to a patron which
Providence has enabled me to do for

myself.
** Having carried on myWork thus far

with so little ot»ligation to any favourer

of learning, I shall not be diiSU|f])ointed

though I should conclude it, if less be
possible, with less : for I have long
been awakeued from that dream of hofie,

in which 1 once boasted myself with so
mui^i exultation, •
“ My l>ord, your Lordship’s most

humble, most obedient servant,
• '' Sam. Johnson.”

And thus must the rebellious ^^Sam.

Johnson” turn him to the Bookselling

guild, and the wondrous chaos of
“ Author by trade and, though

nshercil into it only by that dull oily

Printer, “ with loose horseman’s coat,

and such a great bushy wig as he con-

stantly wore,” and only as subaltem%>
some commanding-officer “ Browne,
sitting amid tobacco-smoke at the head

of a long table in the alehouse at

Clerkenwcll,”— girtl himself together

for the warfare; having no alternative!

Little less contradictory was that

other branch of the twofold Problem
now set before Johnson : the speaking
forth of Truth. Nay, taken by itself, it

bud ii^ those days become so complex
as to puzzle strongest heads, with no-

thing else imposccl on them for solu-

tion ; and even to turn high heads of

that sort into mere hollow vizards,

speaking neither truth nor fldseliood,

nor any thing but what the Prompter
and l^layer (J/*oK^trns) put into them.

Alas ! for poor Johnson, Contradiction

abounded; m spirituals and in tempo-
rals, within ami witliout. (lorn with

the strongest unconquerable love of
just Insight, he must begin to live and
learn in a scene where Prejudice flou-

rishes with rank luxuriance. Kngland
was all confused enough, sightless and
yet restless, take it where you would

;

hut Bgure tlie best intellect in F.ngland

nursed up to manhood in the idol-ca-

vern of a j)oor Tradesman’s house, in

the cathedrid city of Lichticld I What
is Truth? said jesting Pilate; What is

Truth? might earnest Johnson much
more emphatically say. Truth, no

* longer, like the Pha-nix, in rainbow
plumage, “ poured, from her glittering

beak, such tones of sweetest nielody as
took captive every ear:” the Phoenix
(waxing old) had well iiigli ceased her
singing,and empty wearisome Cuckoos,
and doleful monotonous Owls, innu-
merahli^ Jays also, and twittering Spar-
rows on the housetop, pretended tney
were repeating her.

It was wliolly a divided age, that of
Johnson; Unity existed no where, in
*

Aleaven, or in its Earth. Society,
through every fibre, was rent asunder

:

* The English Dictionary.

t Were time and printer's space of no value, it were easy to wash away certain
foolish soot-stains dropped here as “ Notes especially two : the one on this word
(and on Boswell’s Note to it)

;
the other on the punigraph which follows. Let “ Ed.”

look a second time
;
bo will find that Johnson’s sacred regard for Truth is the only

thing to bo ^'^'noted,'* in the former case ; idso, in the latter, the! this of *' Love’s
being a native of the rocks” actually has** z meaning.”
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all things, it was then becoming visible,

but could not then be understood, were
moving onwards, with an impulse re-

ceived ages before, yet now first with a
decisive rapidity, towards that great

chaotic gulf, where, whether in the

shape of French Ilevolutions, Reform
Bills, or what shape soever, bloody or

bloodless, the descent and engulfinent

assume, we now see them weltering and
boiling. Already Cant, as once lM.^foie

hinted, had begun to play its wonderful

part (for the hour was come): tw'o

ghastly Aj)paritions, unreal sinmlttcm

both. Hypocrisy and Atheism are

already, in silence, parting the world.

0))inion and Action, which should live

together as wedded pair, one Mesh,”
more properly as Soul and Body, have

commenced their open quarrel, and
are suing fur a separate maintenance,

—

:i5 if they could exist separately. To
the earnest mind, in any position, firm

footing and a life of Truth was becom-
ing daily more difficult: in .lohnsori*s

position, it was inure difticult than in

almost any other.

If, as for a devout nature was inevi-

table and indiNpensablc, he looked up
to Religion, as to the pole-star of his

voyage, already there no fired

polo-star any logger visible ; but two

Htars, a whole constellation of sUirs, each

prociaiuiing itself as the true. There

was the red portentous cornel-star of

Intidelity; the dimmer and tlinimer-

burning fixed-star (uncertain now whe-
ther not an atmospheric meteor) of Or-
thodoxy: which of these to choose?

The keener intellects of Kiirope had,

almost without exception, ranged them-*

selves under the former: for some half

century, it had been the general effort

of Kuropean Speculation to proclaim

that Destruction of Falsehood’ was the

only Truth ;
daily had Denial waxed

stronger and stronger, Belief sunk
more and more into decay. From our

Bolingbrokes and Tolands, the sce|>-

tical fever had passed into France, into

Scotland ; and already i^ smouldered,

far and wide, secretly eating out the

heart ofEngland. Bayle had play^his
part ; Voltaire, on a wider theatrc^ll^

playing his,—^Johnson’s senior by some
fifteen years: llurae and Johnson were

children of the same year. To this

keener order of intellects did Johnson’s

indisputably belong: was he to join

them? Was he to oppose them? A
confj^licated question: for, alas! the

Church itself is no longer, even to

him, wholly of true adamant, but of
adamant and baked mud conjoined:
the zealously Devout must And his

Church tottering; and pause amazed to

see, instead of inspired Priest, iqany a
swine-feeding Trull iber ministering at

her altar. It is not the least curious of

the incoherences which Johnson had to

reconcile, that, though’ by nature con-

temptuous and incredulous, he was, at

that time of day, to find his safety and
glory ill defending, witli his whole
might, the traditions of the elders.

Act less pernlexingly intricate, and
on both sides hollow or questionable,

was the aspect of Politics, ^^higs
struggling blindly forward, Tories bold-

ing blindly back \ each with some fore-

• cast of a iialf tqi^th ; neitlier with any
forecast of die whole! Admire here

this other Contradiction in the life of
Johnson: that, though the most uii-

governahU, and in practice the most
indu])ciident of men, he must be a
Jacobite, and worshipper of the Divine
Right. In Politics also there are Ir-

recunciliihles enough for him. As,
indeed, how^ could it be otherwise ?

For wiien lleligion is torn asunder,
arifl the very heart of man’s existence

set against itself, then, in all subordi-

nate department# there must needs be
hollowness, incoherence. The English

Nation had rebelled against a Tyrant

;

and, by the liands of religious tyranni-

cides, exacted stern vengeance of him

:

Democracy bad risi;n iron-sinewed, and
*Mike an infant Hercules, strangled

serpents in its cradle.” But u$ yet

none knew* the meaning or extent of
the phenomenon :* Europe was not ripe

fur it ; not to be ripened for it, but by
the culture and various experience of
another century and half. And now,
when the King-killers were all swept
away, and a milder sefbnd picture was
painted over the canvass of the firsts

and betitled “Glorious Revolution,”
who doubted but the catastrophe was
over, the whole business finished, and
Democracy gone to its long sleep?

Yet was it like a*business finished and
not finished ; a lingering unetisiness

dwelt in all mind#: the deep-lying,

resistless Tendency, which had still to

be obe^vdy could no longer be recog^

nised :'i\\us was tliere half-ness, insin-

cerity, uncertainty in men’s ways;. in-

stead of heroic Puritans and heroic

Cavaliers, came now a lUwdling set of
ilrgumentativeWhigs,ana adawdlingset
of deaf-eared Tories ; each half-foolish.
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each half-false. The Whigs were false

and without basis ; inasmuch as their

whole object was Resistance, Criticism,
Demolition,—they knew not why, or
towards what issue. In Whiggism,
ever since a Charles and his JefOries

had ceased to meddle with it, and to

have any Russel or Sidney to meddle
with, there could be no divineness of

character; not till, in tliesc latter days,

it took the fgurc of a thorough-going,

all-defying Radicalism, was there any
solid footing for it to stand on. Of
the like uncertain, half-hollow nature

had Toryism become, in Johnson’s
time

;
preaching forth indeed an ever-

lasting tnith, the duty of I^oyalty
;
yet

now (ever since the tinal expulsion of

the Stuarts) having no Person but only*

an Office to be loyal to, no living Stnli

to worsliifi, but only a dead velvet-

cushioned iyfiuir. Its attitude, there-

fore, was still-necked refusal to move

;

Jis ll»at of Whiggism was clamorous
command to move,— let rliynie and
reason, on both hands, say to it what
they might. The consequence was

:

Jmiiioasurable Hoods of contentious

jargon, tending nowhither; false con-

viction ; false resistance to conviction ;

decay (iillimately to become decease)

of whatsoever was dice understood by
the words, Principk, or Honesty of

heart; the louder and louder triumph of

Jlulf-ncss and Plausibility over II hole-

ness and Truth;—at last, this aU-o\cr-

shadowing efHores<Kmce of (^rACKtur,
which we now see, with all its deaden-

ing and killing fruits, in all its innu-

merable braiicho.s, down to the lowest.

How, between these jarring cxtreme.s,

wherein the rotten lay so inextricably

intermingled with the sound, and as

yet no eye could see through the ul-

terior meaning of the matter, was a

faithful and tme man to adjust him-

self?

That Johnson, in spite of all drawr-

backs, adopted the Conservative side ;

stationed himself as the unyielding

opponent of Fimov;^ion, resolute to

hold fast the form of sound wonls,

could not but increase, in no small

measure, the diCHculties he had to

strive with. VVe mean, the moral dif-

ficulties ; for in economical respects, it

might be pretty equally balanced ; the

Tory servant of the Public had per-

haps about the same chance of pro-

motion as the Whig : and all the pro-

motion Johnson aimed at was tliC pri-

vilege to live. But, for what, though

unavowed, was no less indispen.sab]e,

for his peace of conscience, and the

clear ascertainment and feeling of his

Duty as an inhabitant of (5od*s world,

the case was hereby rendered much
more complex. To resist Innovation

is easy enough on one condition : that

you resist Inquiry. This is, and was,

the common expedient of your com-
mon Conservatives ; but it would not

do for Johnson : he was a zealous re-

commender and practiscr of Inquiry

;

once for all, could not, and would not

believe, much less speak and act, a
Falseliood ; the form of sound words,
which he held fast, must have a nwaniriff

in it. Here lay the ditliculty : to be-

hold a portentous mixture of True and
False, and feel that he must dwell and
fight there

;
yet to love and defend

only the True. How worship, when
you cannot and will not bean idolater;

yet cannot help discerning that the

Symbol of your Divinity has half be-

come idolatrous ? This wJis the ques-

tion, which Johnson, the man both of

clear oyc and devout believing heart,

must answer,— at peril of his life.

The \M)ig or Sceptic, on the other

hand, had a much siiii pier part to play.

To him only the idolatrous side of

thingwS, nowise the (Jivinc one, lay vi-

sible: not worship, therefore, nay in

the slricf sense not heart-honesty, only
at most lip- and hand- honesty, is re-

quired of him. What spiritual force

is his, he can conscientiously employ
ill the work of cavilling, of pulling

down what is False. For the ix*st, that

there is or can be any Truth, ofa higher
• than sensual nature, has not occurred
to him. The utmost, therefore*, that he
as man has to aim at, is Uespecta-
uiLiTir,the suffrages of his fellow-men.

Such suffrages he may weigh as well
as count ; or count only : according

as he is a Burke, ora Wilkes. But
beyond these there lies nothing divine

for him ; these atuiined, all is attained.

Thus is his whole world distinct and
rounded in ; a clear goal is set before

him ; a firm path, rougher or smoother;
at^^orst a firm region wherein to seek
a j^th : let him gird up his loins, and
travel on without misgivings 1 For
the honest Conservative, again, nothing

is distinct, nothing rounded in: Rc-
spECTABTLiTY Can nowise be his high-

est Godhead; not one aim, but two
conflicting aims to continually re-

conciled by him, has he to strive after.

A diflicult position, as we said ; which
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accordingly the most did, even in those

days, but half defend,—by the sur-

render, namely, of their own too cum-
bersome Ao7ies(y,or even understanding:
after which the completest defence was
worth little. Into this diflScult position

Johnson, nevertheless, threw himself:

found it indeed full of difficulties ; yet

held it out manfully, as an honest-

hearted, open-sighted man, while the

life was in him.
Such was that same “ twofold Prob-

lem'' set before Samuel Johnson.
Consider all these moral difficulties;

and add to them the fearful aggra-

vation, which lay in tiiat other circum-
stance, that he needed a continual

appeal to the Public, must continually

produce a certain impression and con-
viction on the Public ; that if he did
not, he ceased to have “ provision for

the day that was passing over him,”
he could not any longer live! How
a vulgar character, once launcliecl into

this wild element; driven onwards by
Fear and Famine; wilhout other aim
than to clutch what Provender (of Kn-
joyment in any kind) he could get,

always if possible keeping (fnilc clear

of the Callows and Pilloiy (that is to

say, minding Ins'dfully both “ person”
and " character”),—would have floated

hither and thither in it ;
and contrived

to eat some three repasts daily, and
wear some three suits yearly, and then

to depart, and disapjjear, having con-

sumed his last ration : all this might
he wort!) knowing, Imt were in itself a
trivial knowledge. How a noble man,
resolute for the Truth, to whom Shams
and faes were once for all an abomi-
nation,—was to act in it: ha'C lay the

mysleiy. By what methods, by what
gifts of eye and hand, docs a heroic

Samuel Johnson, now when cast forlli

into that waste Chaos of Authorship,

maddest of things, a mingled Phlege-

Ihon and Fleet-ditch, with its floating

lumber, and sea-krakens, and mud-
spectres,—shape liimself a voyage ; of
the transient driftwood,and the etiduring

iron, build him a seawoilhy Life-boat,

and sail therein,UQdFowned,unpolluted,

through the roaring “ mother p^ead
dogs," onwards to an eternal land-
mark, and City that hath foundations ?

This high question is even the one
answei-ed in Boswell's Book; which
Book we, therefore not so falsely, have
named a Heroic Foem ; for in it there

lies the wholeeargument ofsuch. Glory,

to our brave Samuel I He accomplished

this wonderful Problem; and now
through long generations, we point to

him, and say : Here also was a Man

;

let the world once more have assurance
of a Man

!

Had there been in Johnson^ now
when afloat on that confusion worse
confounded of grandeur mid saualor,

no light but an earthly outward one,

he too must have made shipwreck.

With his diseased body, and vehement
voracious heart, how easy for him to

become a carpe-diem Ifiiilosopher, like

the rest, and live and die as miserably

as any Boyce of that Brotlierhood

!

But hiip]>ily there was a higher light

for liim ; shining as a lamp to his

path; which, in all paths, would teach

him to act ahd walk not us a fool, but
' as wise, in those evil days also, ‘‘ re-

adeeming the time." Under dimmer
or clearer manifestations, a Truth had
been revealed to him ;

* I also am a
IMaii; cvijii in this iimitterahle cle-

ment of Authorship, I may live as

beseems a Man! That Wrong is not

only different from Bight, hut that it is,

ill strict scientific terms, infinifch/ dif-

ferent; even as the gaining of the

whole world set against the lowsiii^ of

one's own soul, or (:is .fohnson had it)

a Heaven set against a Hell ; that in

all situations (oiif ofthe PitofTophet),

wherein a living Man has stood or can

staiul, there is uetnally a Prize of quite

hifinile value placed within his reach,

namely a Duty for him to do : this

liigliest Gospel, vHiich forms the basis

and w'orlh of all other Gospels what-

soever, hcvl revealed to Samuel
Johnson; and tbp man had believed it,

and laid it faithfully to heart. Such
knowledge of the transcendental, im-

nicasunddc cliaracter of Duty, wo call

the hjxsis of all Gospels, the essence of

all Jteligioii : he vvh^ with his whole
soul knows not this, as yet knows no-

thing, as yet is properly nothing.

This, happily for him, Johnson was
one of those that knew : under a cer-

tain authentic Symbol, it stood for

ever present t^ his eyes : a Symbol,
indeed, waxing old as doth a garment

;

yet which had guided forwanl, as their

Banner and ceiettial Pillar of Fire,

innumerable saints and witnesses, the

fathers of our modern world; and for

him also had still a sacred significance.

Jt does not appear that, at any time,

Johnson was what we call irreligious

:

but in his sorrows and isolation, when
hope died away, and only a long vista
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of suffering and Uil before him to

the end, then fiH^t^diaB^igion shine

forth in its meek, everlasting cl^mess;
even as the star^ do in black night,

erhicb, in the daytime and dusk, were
hidden by inforior lights. How a true

man, in the midst of errors and uncer-

taindesy aba'll work out for himself a

sure Ijfe-truthj and adjusting the

transient to the eternal, amid the frag-

meats of ruined Temples build up,with

toil and pain, a little Altar for himself,

and worsiiip there ; how Samuel John-
son, ill the era of Voltaire, can purify

and foi^fyhis soul, and hold real com-,
munion^' with the Highest, “ in the

Church of St. Clement Danes :** this

too stands all unfolded in his J3io-

graphy, and is among the "most touch-

ing and memorable \liings there ; a
*

thing to be looked at with pity, admi-
ration, awe. Johnsoirs Religion wiis

as the light of life to him; without it,

his heart was all sick, dark*,' and bad
no miidancc left.

lie is now enlisted, or impressed,
into that unspeakable shoeblack-seraph

Army of Authors ; but can feel hereby

that he fights under a celestial flag,

and will quit him like a man. The
first grand requisite, an assured heart,

he therefore has: what his outw'ard

equipments and accoutrements arc is

the next question ; an important, though
inferior one. llis intellectual stock,

intrinsically viewed, is perhaps iiiGo.M-

siderablc : the furnishings ofan English

School and Eiiglisif University
;
good

knowledge ofthe J^itin tongue, a more
uncertain one of Greek: this is a ra-

ther slender stock of ji^ducation where-
with to front the world. But then it

is to be rpmembcFcd that his world was
England; that such was the culture

England commonly supplied and ex-

pected. Besides Johnson has been a
voracious reader, though a desidtory

one, and oiYenest in strange scholastic,

too obsolete Libraries; he has also

rubbed shoulders with the press of
actual Life, for some thirty years now

:

views or hallucination^ of innumerable

tilings are weltering to and fro in him.

Above all, be his weapons what they

may, he has an 4rm that can wield

them. Nature has given him her

choicest gift: an open eye and heart.

He will look on the ^world, where-
soever he can catch a'glimpse of it,

with eager curiosity: to the last, we
find this a striking characteristic of
him ; for all human interests he has a

sense ; the meanest handicraftsman

could interest him, even in extreme

age, by speaking of his craft : the ways
of men are all interesting to him ; any
human thing, that he did not know, be
wished to know, lleflection, more-
over, Meditation, was what he prac-

tised incessantly, with or without his

will : for the mind of 4he man was
earnest, deep as well as humane. Thus
would the world, such fragments of it

as he could survey, form itself, or con-

tinually tend to form itself, into a
coliereut Whole

; on any and on all

phases of which, his vote and voice

must be well worth listening to. As
a Speaker of the Word, he will

speak «'*eal words ; no idle jargon, or

hollow triviaUty will issue from him.
llis aim too is clear, attainable, that

of working for his wages: let him do
this honestly, and all else will follow

of its own accord.

With such omens, into such a war-
fare, did Johnson go forth. A rugged,

hungry Kerne, or Gallowglass, as we
called him : yet indomitable ; in whom
lay thdUrue spirit of a Soldier. With
giant's force, he toils, since such is his

appointment, were it but at licwing of
wood and drawing of water for old

sedentary biishy-wigged Cave ; distin-

guishes himself by mere quantity, if

there is to be no other distinction. lie

can write all things; frosty Latin
verses, if these are the saleable com-
modity; ..Book-prefaces, i’olitical Phi-
lippics, Review Articles, Parliamentary
Debates: all things he does rapidly;

still more surprising, all things he does
thoroughly and well. How he sits

tbere, in his rough-hewn, amorphous
bulk, in that upper-room at St. John’s
Gate, and trundles off sheet after sheet

of those Scnatc-of-Lilliput Debates, to

the clamorous Printer’s Devils waiting
for them, with insatiable throat, down
stairs; himself perhaps impransus all

the while ! Admire also the greatness

of Literature ; how a grain of mustard-
seed cast into its Nile-waters, shall

settle in the teeming mould, and be
found, one day, as a Tree, in whose
braaches all*the fowls of heaven may
lodge. Was it not so with these Lilli-

put Debates? In that small project

and act, began the stupendous Fourth
Estate ; whose wide world-embracing
influences what eye can take in ;

* in

whose boughs are thm not already

fowls ofstrange feather lodged ? Such
things, and far stranger, were done in
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that wondrous old Portal, even in in squalid ganeli, shabby qoat, bodily
latter times. And then figure Samuel sickness, or whatever blse, will assert

dining behind the screen/’ from a its heaven-granted indefeasible Free-
trencher covertly handed in to him, at dom, its right to-conquer difficulties, to

a preconcerted nod from the ^ great do work, even to feel gladness. John-
bushy wig Samuel too ragge<l to soij^ does itot whine over his existence,

sh ew face, yet ** made a happy man but manfully makes the most and best

of’’ by hearing his praise spoken. If of it. He said, a man mi^t live in a
to Johnson himself, then much more garret at eighteen pence a-week; few
to us, may that St.John’s Gate be a people would inquire where he lodged

;

place we can never pass without and if they did, it was easy to say,' Sir,

veneration.*** I am to be found at such a place.’ By
Poverty, Distress, and asyctObscu- spending threepence in a coffee-house,

rity, are his companions : so poor is he he miglit be for some hours every day
that his Wife must leave him, and seek in very good company ; he might dine
shelter among other relations; John- for sixpence, breakfast on bread and
son’s household has accommodation for milk for a penny, and do without sup-
one inmate only. To all his •ever- per. On clmn-sthirt-day he went
varying, ever-recurring troubles, more- ^abroad, and *paid visits." Think by
over, must be added this continual one *whoni, and of wflom this was uttered,

of ill health, and its concomitant do- and ask then, Whether there is more
pressiveness : a gidling load, which pathos in it tlian iti a jv\rhole circu-

would have crushed most common lating-Uhrary of Uiaours and IlaroldXy

mortals into desperdtion, is his ap- or less paihos? On another occa-

poiiited ballast and life-burden ; he cion, " when Dr. Johnson, one day,

could not remember the day ho had i«ad his own Satire, in which the

passed free from paiu.*’ Nevertheless, life of a scholar is painted with the

Life, as we said before, is alwayi* Life: various obstructions thrown in his

a healthy soul, imprison it as you will, way to fortune and to fame, he

* All Johnsoii*s iilaces of resort and ubodo are venertiblo, and now indeed to the
many as well as to the few ; for his name has become great

;
as we must often

with a kind of sad adiiiinition recognise, there is, oven to tlie rudest man, no
greatness so venerable as intellectual, as spiritual greatness

;
nay properly there is

no odier veuerablo at all. For exnmplo, what soul-subduing magic, for the very
clown or craftsman of our Kngland, lies in the word ‘‘Scholar!” “Ho is a
Scholar:” he is a man reiser than we ; of a wisdom to us hoii^utless, infiniia

:

who
shall speak bis worth ! Such things, wo say, fill us with a certain pathetic admira-
tion of defaced and obstructed yet glorious man ; archangel though in ruins,— or
rather, though in rubbisk^ of encuiubraiices and mud-inemstatious, which also aro not
to be ])erpetual.

^ •

Nevertheless, in this mad-whirling all-forgetting London, the haunts of the
mighty that were, can seldom without a strange difficulty be discovered. Will any
man, for instance, tell us which bricks it wiis in Lincoln s Inn Iluildings, that Beu
Jonson’s hand and trowel laid ! No man, it is to be feared,—and also grumbled at.

With Samuel Johnson may it prove otherwise ! A Oentlemnu of the British
Museum is said to have made drawings of all his residences : th9 blessing of Old
Mortality be upon him I We ourselves, not without labour and risk, lately dis-
covered Gough Square, between Fleet Street and Holborn (adjoining both to
Bolt Court and Johnson’s Court)

;
and, on the second day of search, the very

House there, wherein the English Dictionary was composed. It is the first or
corner house on the right hand, as you enter through the arched way from the
North-west. The actual occupant, an elderly, well-washei, decent-looking man,
invited us to enter

; and courteously undertook to be cicerone

;

tliough in liis

memory lay nothing but th^foolish^t jumble and hallucination. It is a stout old-
fashioned, oak-balustraded house : “ 1 have spent many a pouBd and penny on it

since then,” said the worthy Landlord : “ hero, you see, this Bedroom was the
Doctor’s study ;

that was the garden” (a plot of delved ground somewhat larger

than a bed-quilt) “ where he walked for exercise
;
these three garret Bedrooms”

(where his tnree Copyists sat and wrote) “ were the place ho kept his

—

Pupils
in!” Tempus edax rerum! Yet ferax also: for our friend now added, wi^ a
wistful look, n^ich strove to seem merely historical: “ I let it all in Lodgings,
to respectable (^ntlemen ;

by the quarter. Or the month ;
it’s all one to me.”—“ To

me also,” whispered the Ghost of Samuel, as we went pensively our ways.
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burst into a passiott of tears : Mr.
Thrale*s family and Mr. Scott only
were present, who, in a jocose way,
clapped him on the back, and said,

^what’s all this, my dear sir? Why
you land 1 and Hercules, you know,
were all troubled with tnelanchofy* lie

was a very large man, and made out

the triumvirate with Johnson and Her-
cules comically enough.” These were
sweet tears; the sweet victorious re-

membrance lay in them of toils indeed

frightful, yet never flinched from, and
now triumphed over. One day it

shall delight you to remember labour

tiunel'*— JNeitlier, though Johnson is

obscure and poor, need the highest

enjoyment of existence, that of heart

freely communing with heart, be de-
nied him. Savage 'hnd he wander
homeless through the streets ; without

K'd, yet not,without friendly converse ;

such another conversation not, it is

like, producible in the proudest draw-
ing-room of liOndon. Nor, under th#
void Night, upon the hard pavement,
are their own woes the only topic:

nowise; they “will stand by their

coiiutiy,” the two “ Back-woods-meii”
of the Brick Desart

!

Of all outward evils Obscurity is

perhaps in itself th^ least. To Johnson,
as to a healthy-minded man, the fan-

tastic article, suld or gi\en under the

title of Faim'y had little or no value

but its intrinsic one. lie prized it as

the means of getting him employnient
and good wages ; scarcely as any thing

more. His light and guidance came
from a loftier source ;

^^f which, in

honest aversion tor all hypocrisy or

pretentious talk, he spoke not to men
;

nay, perhaps, being of a hcallhj/ mind,
bad never s])oken to himself. We
reckon it a striking fact in Johnson’s

histor}', this carelessness of his to Fame.
Most authors speak of their “ Fame”
as if it were a quite priceless matter; tlie

grand ultimatum, and heavenly Con-
stantine’s-Banner they had to follow,

and conquer under.—Thy “Fame!”
Unhappy mortal, \there will it and
thou both be in some fifty years ?

Shakspeare himself has lasted but two
hundred ; Homer (partly by accident)

three thousand : and does not already

an Kteunity encircle every Me and

every IfVicc ? Cease, then, to sit fe-

verishly batching on that “ Fame” of
thiiiG ;* and Happing, and shrieking

with heicc hisses, like brood-goose on
her last egg, if man shall or dare^ ap-

proach itl Quarrel not with me, hate

me not, my Brother : make what thou
canst of thy egg, and welcome : God
knows, 1 will not steal it ; 1 believe it

to be addle.— Johnson, for his part,

was no man to be killed “ by a review

concerning which matter, it was said

by a benevolent person : If any au-

thor can be reviewed to death, let it be,

with all convenient despatch, done**

Johnson thankfully receives any word
spoken in his favour; is nowise dis-

obliged by a lampoon, but will look at

it, if pointed out to him, and shew how
it might have been done better: the

lampoon itself is indeed mtiUngy a
soap-bubble that, next moment, will

become a drop of sour suds; but in

die meanwhile, if it do any thing, it

keeps him more in the world’s eye, and
the next bargain will be all the richer:
“ Sir, if they should cease to talk of
me, I must starve.” Sound heart and
understanding head ! these fail no man,
not even a man of Letters.

Gbscurity, however, was, in John-
son’s case, whether a light or heavy
evil, likely to be no lasting one. He
is animated by the spirit of a true

workman, resolute to do his work well

;

and he does ins work well ; till his

work, that of writing, that of living, A
man of this stamp is unhappily not so
common in the literary or in any other

department of the world, that he can
continue aluays unnoticed. By slow
degrees, Johnson emerges; looming,
at first, 'huge and diir. in the eye of an
observant few ; at last disclosed, in bis

real proportions, to the eye of the whole
world, and encircled with a “ light-

nimbns” of gloiy, so that whoso is not
blind must and shall behold him. By
slow degrees, we said ; for this also is

notable ; slow but sure : as his fame
waxes not by exaggerated clamour of
what he seems to be, but by better and
better insight of wbat he is, so it will

last and stand wearing, being genuine.

Thus indeed is it sdways, or nearly

always, with true fame. The heavenly
Luminary rises amid vapours : star-

gazers enouj;b must scan it, with critical

telescopes \ it makes no blazing, the

world can either look at it, or forbear

looking at it ; not till after a time and
times, does its celestial eternal nature

become indubitable. Pleasant, on the

other hand, is the blazing ofa Tarbarrel

;

the crowd dance merrily round it, with

loud huzzaing, universal three-times-

tliree, and, like Homer's peasants,
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bless the useftil light but unhap-
pily it so soon ends in darkness, foul

choking smoke, and is kicked into the

gutters, a nameless imbroglio ofchar-
red staves, pitch-cinders, and vomme-
ment du Viable/

But indeed, from of old, Johnson
has enjoyed all or nearly all that Fame
can yield any man : the respect, the

obedience of those tliat arc about him
and inferior to him ; of those whose
opinion alone can have any forcible

impression on him. A little circle

gathers round the Wise man; which
gradiiully enlarges as the report thereof

spreads, and more can come to see,

and to believe
; forW isdom is precious,

and of irresistible attraction ib all.

“ An inspired-idiot,” Ooldsinith, hangs
strangely about him ; tliough, as Haw-
kins says, “ lie loved not .fohnson, but
rather envied him for bis jiarts ; and
once entreated a friend to desist from
praising him, Mbr in doing so,’ said lie,

‘ you harrow up my \ cry soul !* Vet
on the whole, there is no evil in the

“ gooseberry-fool but rather much
good

; of a finer, if of a weaker, sort

than Johnson’s ;
and all the more

genuine that ho himself could never
become conscioifs of it,— though un-
happily iKJver cc'as(' to be-

conn* so : the Author of the genuine
yicar of JVahtJiclif, nill he, will ho,

must needs fly towards such a mass of
genuine Manhood; and Dr, Minor
keep gyrating round Dr. Major, alter-

nately attracted and repelled. Then
there is the chivalrous Tophain Beau-
clerk, with his sliarp wit, and gallant,

courtly ways : there is Bcmicl Laugtoii)

an orthodox gentleman, and worthy;
though Johnson once laughed, louder
almost than mortal, at his last will and
testament; and “could not stop his

merriment, but continued it all the

way till he got without the Temple-
gate ; then burst into such a flt of
laughter that he appeared to be almost
in a convulsion ; and, in order to sup-
port himself, laid hold of one of the
posts at the side of the foot-pavement,

and sent forth peals so loud that, in the

silence ofthe night, his voice seemed to

resound from Temple-bar to Fleet-

ditch 1” Lastly comes his solid-think-

ing, solid-feeding Thmle, the well-

beloved man ;
with Thraliuy a bright

papilionaceous creature, whom the ele-

phant loved to play with, and wave to

and fro upon nis trunk. Not to speak
of a reverent Bozzy, for what need is

there farther?—Or of the spiritual

Luminaries, with tongue or pen, who
made that age remarkable ; or of
Highland Lairds drinking, in fierce us-
quebaugh, “ Your health, Toctor Shon-
son!”— still less of many such as that

poor “ Mr. F. Lewis,” older in date, of

whose birth, death, and wnole terres-

trial res gesta, this only, and strange

enough this actually, survives : “ Sir,

he lived in London, and hung loose

upon society T' Slat Parvi nominis

umbra .

—

In his fifty-third year, he is betieliced,

by the royal bounty, with a Pension of

three hundred pounds. Loud clamour
is always more or less insane : but pro-

bably the insanest of all loud clamours

,in the eighteentlyjcntiiry, was this that

ivas raised about Johnson’s Pension.

Men seem to be led by the noses ; but
ill reality, it is by the oars,—as some
ancient slci^vcs were, w^ho had their cars

bored ; or as some modern quadrupeds
•may be, whoso ears arc long. Very
falsely was it said, Names do not

change Things Names do clnmge

Tilings ; nay for most part they are the

only substance, w^hich mankind can
ilisccrn in Things. The whole .sum

that Johnson, during the remaining

twenty-two years^oriiis life, drew from
llic public funds of I'aigland, would
have supported some Supreme Priest

for about half as many weeks ; it

amounts very nearly to the revenue of

our poorest (’hurgh-Oversecr for one
twelvemonth. Of secular Administra-

tors of Provinces, and Jlorse-sulxluers,

and Game-1;lestroyers, we shall not so

much as speak f but who were the

Primates of England, and the Primates

of all England, during Johnson’s days ?

No man has remembered. Again, is

the Primate of all England something,

or is he nothing ? If Something, then

what but the man who, in the supreme
degree, teaches and spiritually edifies,

and leads towarrls Heaven by guiding

wisely through the Earth, the living

souls that inhabit England ? We
touch here upoif deep matters ; which
but remotely concern us, and might

lead us into still d^per : clear, in the

meanwhile, it is that the true Spiritual

Kdifierand Soul’s-Fatherofall England
was, and till very lately continued to

be, the man named Samuel Johnson,

—

whom this scot-and-lot-paying world

cackled reproachfully to see remuner-

*ated like a Supervisor of Excise

!

If Destiny had beaten hard on
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poor Samuel, and did never cease to

visit him too roughly, yet the last sec-

tion of his Life might be pronounced
victorious, and on the whole happy.
He was not idle ; but now no longer

goaded on by want ; the light which
had shone irradiating the dark haunts

of Poverty, now illuminates the circles

ofWealth, ofa certain culture and ele-

gant intelligence; he who had once
been admitted to speak with Edmund
Cave and Tobacco Browne, now ad-

mits a Reynolds and a Burke to speak

with him. liOving friends are there ;

Listeners, even Answerers : the fruit of

his long labours lies round him in fair

legible Writings, of Philosophy, Elo-

quence, Morality, Philology; some
excellent, all worthy and genuinq
Works ; for which tob, a deep, earnest

murmur of thanks reaches him from

all ends o/ his Fatherland. Nay
there are works of Goodness, of un-

dying Mercy, which even he has

possessed the power to do : “ What 1
gave 1 have ;

what I spent I had 1’’

Early friends had long sunk into the

grave
;
yet in his soul they ever lived,

fresh and clear, with soft pious breath-

ings towards them, not without a still

hope of one day meeting them again

in purer union. Sluch was Johnson's

IJfe: the victorious Battle of a free,

true Man. Finally he died tlic death

of the free and true : a dark cloud of

Death, solemn, and not untinged with

haloes of immortal^ Hope “ took him
away,” and our eyes could no longer

behold him ;
but can still behold tlic

trace and impress of his®cour.igcbus,

honest spirit, deep-legible inthe^^ orlds

Business, wheresoever he walked and

w«is.

To estimate the quantity of Work
that Johnson performed, how much
)oorer the World were had it wanted

lim, can, as in all such cases, never be

accurately done ; cannot, till after some
longer space, be approximately done.

All work is as seed sown; it grows

and spreads, and sowt itself anew, and

so, in endless palingenesia, lives and

works. To Johnson’s Writings, good

and solid, and still profitable as they

are, we have already rated his Life

and Conversation as superior. By the

one and by the other, who shall com-

pute what effects have been produced,

and ore still, and into deep Time, pro-

ducing ?

So much, however, we can already

see : It is now some three quarters of a
century that Johnson has been the Pro-
phet of the English ; the man by whose
light the English people, in public and
in private, more than by any other

man’s, have guided their existence.

Higher light than that immediately
practical one; higher virtue than an
honest Paudf.nce, he could not then
communicate ; nor perhaps could they
have received : such light, such virtue,

however, he did communicate. How
to thread this lubyriiithic Time, the

fallen and falling Ruin of Times; to

silence vain Scruples, hold firm to the

last the fragments of old Belief, and
with earnest eye still discern some
glimixses ofa true path, and go forward
thereon, ‘Mn a world where there is

much to be done, and little to be
known this is what Samuel Johnson,
by act and word, taught his nation, what
his nation received and learned of him,
more than of any other. We can view
him as the preserver and transmitter of
whatsoever was genuine in the spirit of
Toryism; which genuine spirit, it is

now becoming manifest, must again
embody itself in all new forms of So-
ciety, be what they may, that are to

exist, and have continuance—tdsewhere
than on Paper. The last in many
things, Johnson was the last genuine
Tory; the last of Englishmen who,
with strong voice, and wholly-believing

heart, preached the Doctrine of Stand-
ing still; who, without selfishness or
slavishncss, reverenced the existing

Powers, and could assert the privileges

of rank, though himself ])0or, neglected,
,and plebeian ; who had heart-devout-

ness with a heart-hatred of cant, was
orthodox-religious with his eyes open

;

and in all things and every where spoke
out in plain J«aiglish, from a soul

wherein Jesuitism could find no har-

bour, and with the front and tone not
of a diplomatist but of a man.

lliis last of the Tories was Johnson :

not Burke, as is often said ; Burke was
essentially a Whig, and only, on reach-

ing the verge of the chasm towards
which Whiggisra from the first was in-

evitably leading, recoiled ; and, like a
man vehement rather than earnest, a
resplendent far-sighted Rhetorician ra-

ther than a deep sure Thinker, recoiled

with no measure, convulsively, and da*-

maging what he drove back with him.
In a world which exists by the balance

ofAntagonisms, the res^tive merit of
the Conservator and the Innovator must
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ever remaiD debateable. Great, in the

meanwhile, and undoubted, for both
sides, is the merit of him who in a
day of Change, walks wisely, honestly.

Johnson's aim was in itself an impos-
sible one : this of stemming the eternal

Flood of Time ; of clutching all things,

and anchoring them down, and saying,

Move not!—iiow could it, or should it,

ever have success? The strongest man
can but retard the current partially and
for a short hour. Yet even in such

shortest retardation, may not an inesti-

mable value lie? Tf England has
escaped the blood-bath of a French
Hevoliition; and may yet, in virtue

of this delay and of the experience it

has given, work out her delive^i'ance

calmly into a new Era, let Samuel
Johnson, beyond all contemporary or
succeeding men, have the praise for it.

We said above that ho was appointed
to be Ruler of the Llritish nation for a
season: whoso will look beyond the

surface, into the heart of the world's

movements, may find that all l*itt Ad-
ministrations, and Continental Subsi-

dies, and Waterloo victories, rested on
the possibility of making England, yet

a little while, Toryish, Loyal to the Old

;

and this again on the anterior reality,

that the Wise had found such Loyalty
still practicalile, and reeommendablc.
England had its lluiiie, as France had
its Voltaires and Diderots; but the

Johriison was peculiar to us.

If we ask now by what endowment
it mainly was that Johnson realised

such a Life for himself and others;

what quality of character the main
phenomena of his Life may be most*

naturally deduced from, and his other

qualitiesmost naturally subordinated to,

in our conception of him, perhaps the

answer were : The quality of Courage,
of Valour; that Johnson was a Brave
Man. The Courage that can go forth,

once and away, to Chalk-Farm, and
have itself shot, and snuffed out, with
decency, is nowise wholly what we
mean here. Such Courage we indeed
esteem an exceeding small matter ; ca-

pable of coexisting with a life full of

falsehood, feebleness, poltroonery, and
despicability. Nay oitener it is Cow-
ardice rather that produces the result

:

for consider. Is the Chalk-Farm Pisto-

leer inspired with any reasonable Belief

and Detei-mination ; or is he hounded
on by haggard indefinable Fear,— how
he will be cut at public places, and

" plucked geese of the neighbourhood*'
will wag their tongues at him a plucked
goose? Tf he go then, and he shot
without shrieking, or audible uproar, it

is well for him: nevertheless there is

nothing amazing in it. Courage to

manage all this has not perhaps been
denied to any man, or to apy woman.
Thus, do not recruiting sergeants drum
through the streets of maiiufiicturing

towns, and collect ragged losels enough;

every one of whom, if once dressed in

red, and trained a little, will receive

fire cheerfully for the small sum of one
shilling per dkm, and have the soul

blown out of him at last, with perfect

propriety. The Courage that dares only

die, is on the whole no sublime affair

;

necessary indeed, yet universal
;

piti-

ful when it boginsfto parade itself. On
this Globe of ours, there are some ihirfy-

six persons that manifest it, seldom with

the smallest failure, during^very second
of time. Nay look at Newgate : do not
die offscourings of Creation, when con-

demned to the gallows, as if they were
not men but vermin, walk thither with

decency, and even to the scowls and
hoofiiigs of the whole Ihiiverso give

their stern good-night in silence? ^^’hat

is to be undergone only once, we may
undergo ; what must bo, comes almost
of its own accord. •Considered as Duel-
list, what a poorfigurc docs the fiercest

Irish Whiskerando make, compared
with any English Game-cock, such as

you may buy for fifteen-pence

!

The Courage wodesirc and prize is

not the Courage to die ileceiitly, but to

live manfiiljy. This, when by (/od's

grace it has been^ given, lies deep in

the soul; like genial heat, fosters all

other virtues and gifts; without it they

could not live. Jn spite of our innu-

merable Waterloos and Peterloos, and
such campaigning as there has been,

this Courage we allude^to, and call the

only true one, is perhaps rarer in these

last ages, than it nas been in any other

since the Saxon Invasion under Ilen-

gist. Altogether extinct it can never

be among men
;
ptberwisc the species

Man were no longer for this world:
here and there, in all times, under va-

rious guises, men ifre sent hither not

only to demonstrate but exhibit it, and
testify, as from heart to heart, that it is

still possible, still practicable.

Johnson, in the eighteenth centuiy,

and as Man of Letters, was one of

. such ; and, in good truth, “ the bravest

of tlie brave.*’ What mortal could have
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ikioie to war with ? Yet, as we aaw, he
yielded not, Altered not; he fought,

and even, such was his blessedness,

prevailed. Whoso will understand
what it is to have a man’s heart, may
find |hat, since the time of John Mil-
ton, no braver heart had beat in any
Knglish bQsom tiian Samuel Johnson
now bore. Observe too that he never

called himself Brave, never felt himself

to l)e so ; the more completely was, so.

No Giant Despair, no Oolgotha-Ueath-

dance or Sorcerer’s-Sabbath of " Lite-

racy Life in l/)ndun,” appals this pil-

grim ; he works resolutely for deliver-

ance; in still defiance, steps stoutly

along. The thing that is given him to

do he can make himself do ; what is to

be endured he can endure in silence.

How the great soiW: of old Sainucly

consuming daily his own bitter nnalle •

viable allotment of misery and toil,

shews besider the poor flimsy little soul

of young Boswell; one d^)^ fliiunting

in the ring of vanity, tarrying by the

wine-cup, and crying, Aha, the wine is

red ; the next day deploring his down-
pressed, night-shaded, (piite poor estate

;

and thinking it unkind that the whole
movement of the Universe should go
oil, while fns digestive-apparatus had
stopped! We reckon Johnson’s ‘^ta-

lent of silence” to l>er among his great

and too rare gifts, AVhere there is no-
thing fartlicr to be done, there shall

nothing farther he said : like his own
poor blind Welshwoman, he accom-
plished somewhat, .and also ** endured
fifty years of wetchedness with un-
shaken fortitude.” How^ grim vyas

Life to liim ; a sick Pri.son-housc and
Doubting-castle ! llis great busi-

ness,” he would profess, "was to esenpe

from himself.” Yet towards all this

he has taken his position and resolu-

tion; can dismiss it all "with frigid

indifferc nee, haK^ing little to hope or to

fear.” Friends are stupid and pusil-

lanimous and parsimonious ;
" wearied

of his stay, yet offended at his depar-

ture:” it is the manner of the world.

"By popular delusion,” remarks he
with a gigantic calinncss, "illiterate

writers will rise into renown:” it is

portion of the llist;)ry of English Lite-

rature: a perennial thing, this same
popular delusion ; and will—alter the

character of the Language.

Closely connected with this quality

ofValour, partly as springing from it,

partly as protected by it, are the more
recognisable qualities of Tmthfubiess

in word and thought, and Honesty in

action. There is a reciprocity of influ-

ence here : for as the realising ofTruth-

fulness and Honesty is tlie Life-light

and great aim of Valour, so without

Valour they cannot, in anywise, be
realised. Now, in spite of all practical

shortcomings, no one that sees into the

significance of Johnson, will say that

his prime object was nut Truth. Jn

conversation, doubtless, you may ob-

serve him, on occasion, fighting as if

for victory;— and must pardon these

ebulliences of a careless hour, which
were not without temptation and pro-
vocation. Remark likewise two things

:

that such prize-arguings were ever on
inerelv superficial debatable questions;

and then that they were argued gene-
rally by tile fair laws of battle, and
logic-fence, by one cunning in that

same. If their ])iu'posc was excusable,

their effect was harmless, perhaps bene-

ficial : that of taming noisy mediocrity,

and shewing it another side ofa debate-

able matter ;
to see holh sides of which

was, for the first lime, to sec the Truth
of it. In llis Writings themselves, arc

errors enough, crabbed prepusse.ssic>ns

enough : yet these also of a quite ex-

traneous and accidental nature; no
where a wilful shutting of the eyes to

the Truth. Nay, is there not every

where a heartfelt discernment, singu-

lar, almost admirable, if we consider

through what confused conflicting lights

and hallucinations it had to be attained,

of the -higlicst everlasting Truth, and
beginning of all Truths: this namely,
that man is ever, and even in tlic age
of Wilkes and Whitfield, a Revelation

^o( God to man ; and lives, moves, and
has his being in Truth only ; is either

tnic, or, in strict speech, is not at all ?

Quite spotless, on the other hand, is

Johnson’s love of Truth, if we look at

it as expressed in Practice, as what we
have named Honesty ofaction. " Clear
your mind of Cant;” clear it, throw
Cant utterly away : such was his em-
phatic, repeated precept; and did not
he himself faithiully conform to it?

The Life of this man has been, as it

were, turned inside out, and examined
with microscopes by friend and foe;

yet was there no Lie (bund in him.
His Doings and Writings are not shows
but performances: you may weigh them
in the balance, and they will stand

weight. Not a line, not a sentence is

dishonestly done, is ot()er than it pre-

tends to be. Alas ! and he wrote npt
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out of inward inspiration, but to earn

his wages : and with that grand peren-

nial tide of ** popular delusion*’ flowing

by; in whose waters he nevertheless

refused to fish, to whose rich oyster-

beds the dive was too muddy for him.

Observe, again,with what innate hatred

ofCant, he takes for himself, and offers

to others, the lowest possible view of

his business, which he followed with

such nobleness. Motive for writing

he had none, as he often said, but

money; and yet he wrote Into the

region of Poetic Art he indeed never

rose ; there was no ideal without him
avowing itself in his work : the nobler

was tliat unavowed ideal which lay

within him, and commanded spying.

Work out thy Artisanship in the spirit

of an Artist ! They who talk loudest

about the dignity ofArt, and fancy diat

they too are Artistic guild-brethren, and
of the Celestials,— let them consider

well wimt manner of man this was, who
felt himself to be only a hired day-

labourer. A labourer that was worthy

of his hire; that has laboured not as

an eye-servant, but as one found faith-

ful 1 Neither was Johnson in those

days perhaps wholly a unique. Time
was when, for money, you might have

ware; and needed not, in all depart-

ments, in that of the Epic Poem, in

tliat of the Blacking llottlc, to rest con-

tcut witli the mere permauion that you
had ware. It was a happier time. But
as yet the seventh Apocalyptic Bladder

(of Puffery) had not been rent open,

—to whirl and grind, as in a West-
Indian Tornado, all earthly trades and
tilings into wreck, and dust, and con-

summation,— and regeneration. Be*

it ^ickly, since it must be !—
That Mercy can dwell only with

Valour, is an old sentiment or propo-

sition ;
which, in Johnson, again re-

ceives confirmation. Few men on
record have had a more merciful,

tenderly affectionate nature than old

Samuel. He was called the Bear;

and did indeed too often look, and
roar, like one; being forced to it in

his own defence
:
yet within that shaggy

exterior of bis, there beat a heart warm
as a mother’s, soft as a little child’s.

Nay pmerally, his very roaring was
but the anger of affection : the rage

of a Bear, if you will ; but of a Bear

bereaved of her whelps. Touch his

Religion, glance at the Church of

England, or the Divine Ri^U; and
he was upon you I These things were

his Symbols of all that was good, and
precious for men ; his very Ark of the
Covenant : whoso laid hand on them
tore asunder his heart of hearts. Not
out of hatred to the opponent, but of
love to the thing oppose, did Jol^ison
grow cruel, fiercely contradictory ; this

is an important distinctioi^ never to

be forgotten in our censure of his con-
versational outrages. Blit observe also

with what humanity, what openness of
love, he can attach himself to all

things: to a blind old woman, to a
Doctor Levett, to a Cat “ Hodge.”
His thoughts in the latter part of his

life were frequently employed on his

deceased friends ; he often muttered
these or such-like sentences: * Poor
man ! and then he died.* *’ Plow he
qiatiently convcrtisvliis poor home into

If Lazaretto
; endures, for long years,

the contradiction of the misc^mble and
unreasonable

; witli him finconnected,
save that tlicy had no other to yield

them refuge! Generous old man!
Worldly possession he has little

;
yet

of this he gives freely
; from his own

hard-earned shilling, the halfpence for

the poor, limt “ wailt^d his coming out,’*

arc not withheld : the poor waited the

coming out” of one not quite so poor!
A Stenie can write sentimenlali ties
on Dead Asses: thdmson has a rough
voice ; but he finds the wretched
Daughter of \'ice fallen down in the

.streets ; carries her home, on his own
shoulders, and like a good Samaritan,
gives help to the help-needing, worthy
or unworthy. Ought not Charity, even
injihat sen^, to cover a multitude of
Sins 1 No reunj-a-week Committee-
Lady, no manager of Soup-Kitchens,
dancer at Charity Balls,was this rugged,
stern-visaged man : but where, in all

England, could there have been found
another soul so full of Pity, a hand so
heavenlike bounteous *as his? The
widow’s mite, we know, was greater

than all the other gifts.

Perhaps it is this divine feeling of
Affection, throughout manifested, that

principally nttrai^s us towards Johnson.
A true brother ofmen is he ; and filial

lover of the Earth ; who, with little

bright spots of Attachment, ** where
lives and works some loved one,”
has beautified ** this rough solitaiy

Eartli into a peopled garden.” Lich-

field, with its mostly dull and limited

inhabitants, is to the last one of the

. sunny islets for him : Salve magna
parent! Or read those Letters on his
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MMher*jikdettCh: vv|i9la(pQttiae solemn
^ef and pi^ tiee >|ecoiH^ tbres a
looking baok into .'die Pas^ unspeak-
ably mournful^ .unspeakably tender.

And yet 6alto«> sublime ; for he must
iiowiictyDot foolU hisTenerated jollier

has been' nom-him ; but he gmst
now write A JUtuehs to/defrajf her iioh

termentl Agaih, in thislittle incident,

recorded in his Book bCJDevotion, are

not the tones of sacred Sorrow jind
Greatness 'deeper than in many a
blank-yese^Tragedy as, indeed, the

0fth act .of a l^edyV’ (though un-
rhymed^j.doesT'Mie^in every death-bed,

were i^jglpeasant’s, and ofstraw

Sbiiday, October 18,'1767‘? Vester-

day, tft about ten in tlie mpming, 1 took

my leave for ever of iny dear old friend,^

Catherine Chambers,Srho caine to live

with my mother about 1724, and has

been but little parted from us since.

She buried Ay father, my brother, and
my mother. She is now* fifty-eight

years old.
** 1 desired all to withdniw

; then

told her that we were to part for ever
;

that as Christiana, we should part w’ith

prayer ;
and that 1 would, if she was

willing, say a short piayer beside her.

She expressed great desire to bear me;
and held up her poor hands us she lay in

bed, with great fervour, while 1 prayed
kneriingby her,

•» * *

** 1 then kiejsed ber. She told me
tiiat to part was the greatest pain she
had ever, felt, and that she hoped w’e

should meet again in a better place. 1

expressed, with swelled eyes, and great

emotion of tenderness, the same hopes.

We kissed and parted ; 1 humbly In^e,

to meet again, and to part ifii more."

Tears trickling down the gi’anite

rock ; a soft well of Pity springs

within! Still inord tragical is this

other scene':^^ Johnson mentioned that

he could not in general accuse himself

of liaving beAi an undutiful son.

^Once indeed,’ tfaid he, ‘ I was
disobedient: I refused to attend my
fiither 'to lUtoxeter market. Pride was
the source of that refusal, and t)ie

remembrance of it was painful. A
few.years ago I desired to atone for

this mult.’ ”—But by wbat method ?

—

What method was now possible ? Hear
it; the words are again given as his

own, though here evidently by a less

capable reporter:'

** Madam, 1 beg your pardon for the

iibruptnesa ofmy departure in the mom-
ina, but 1 was compelled to it by oon-
soTence. Fifty years ago, |ds4wn, on

this day, 1 ommitted llreaeb<.'of:ttM

pipty. My ikther had been in the habit
ofattending Bttoxeter market, and open*
^ing a stall there for the sale of hie
"Books. Confined* by indisposition, he
deured me, that day, to and attend
the atfdl’in his place* ' Mr pride pre-

vented me ; 1 gave my father a refusal.

-^-And nbw to-day t nave been at' Ut-
toxdter^ T went into the market, at the
tinm 'or businesB, uncovered my hea^
and stood with it bare, for an n<m|r, on
the mt wbem my ftitheris stall used to

stand.
,
In contrition I stood, and 1

hop6;rii‘e penancCr was expiatory."

Who does not figure to himself diis

spectacle, amid the ‘brainy weather,
and the sneers,” or wonder, of the

bystag|ders?” The memoiy o£ old
Michael Johnson, rising from the far

distance ; sad-beckoning in the ** moon-
light of memory how he had toiled

iaithfully hither and thither; patiently

among the lovrest of the low; been
bufietted and beaten down, yet ever
risen again, ever tried it anew—And
oh! when the wearied old man, as

Bookseller, or Ilawkcfr, or Tinker, or
whatsoever it was that Fate had re-

duced him to, l)egged help of thee for

one day,-(—how savage, diabolic, was
that m'ean Vanity, which answered. No!
lie sleeps now ; after life’s fitful fever,

he sleeps : but thou, O Merciless, how
now wilt thou still the sting of that

remembrance ?—The picture ofSamuel
Johnson standing barelieaded iu^ the
market there, is one of the grandest and
saddest we can paint. ** Repentance

!

Kepentancfil’* he proclaims, as with
passionate sobs: but only to the ear
of ^eaven, if Heaven will give him
liudiehce : the earthly ear, and heart,

that should have heard it, are now
closed, unrespodlsive for ever.

Tliat this so keen-loving, soft-

trembling Afiectionateness, the inmost
essence of his being, nuist have looked
forth, in one form or another, through
Johnson’s whole character, practical

and intellectual, modifying both, is

not to be doubted.- Yet through what
singular distortions and superstitionsi

moping melancholics, blind .-habitsy

whims about “ entering with tbe right

foot,” and ** touching every post as he
walked along;” and all the other mad
chaotic lumber of a brain tha^ with
sun-clear intellect, hovered forever oa
tbe verge of insanity^—most that same
inmost essence, kave looked forth;

unrecognisable to- all 6ilt< the most
observant! Acoordk^^F tt not
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raeogniaed ; Jolinaon paaaed not for a
fine nature, but for' a dull, almost
brutal one. Might not, for example,
the first-fruit of such a Lovitign^S,'

coupled with his quick Insight, have,

been expected to be a pecuUaily cour-
teous demeanour as man among,men ?

In Johnson's ** P^tehess,'* which he
often, to the wonder of some, asserted .

to he great, there was indeed somewhat
that needed explanation. Nevertheless,

if he insisted always on handing lady-

visitors to tlieir carriage i though with
the certainty of collecting a mob of
gazers in Fleet Street,— as might well
be, the beau having on, by vrny of
court dress, ^ his- rusty brown morning
suit, a pair of old shoes for slippers,

a little shrivelled wig sticking on the
top of his head, and the sleeves of his

shirt and the knees of his breeches
hanging loose:-’— in ail this we can
see the spirit of true Politeness, only
shining through a strange medium.
Tims again, in his apartments, at one
time, there were unfortunately no
chairs. “A gentleman who froquently

visited him whilst writing his LfkrSy

constantly found him at his desk,

sitting on one with three legs; and
on rising from it, he remarked that

Johnson never forgot its defect; but
would either hold it in liis hand, or

place it with great composure against

some support ; taking no notice of its

imperfection to his visitor,"— who
meanwhile, wc suppose, sat upon
folios, or in the sartorial fiishion.

It was remarkable in 'Johnson,"
continues Miss Ueynolds (** llenny

dear"), " that no external circum-
,

stances ever prompted him to make
any apology, or to seem even sensible

of their existence. Whether this was
the efifect of philosophic pride, or of
some partial notion of bis respecting

high breeding, is doubtful." That it

1001, for one thing, the efiTect of genuine
Politeness, is nowise doubtful. Not
ofthe Pharisaical firummellian Polite-

ness, which would sufter crucifixion

rathw than ask twice for soup: but ^

the noble universal Politeness of a
man, that knows the- dignity of men,
and fimls bis own ; such as may be
smsa in the .patkiaichal bearing of an
Indkn Sachem'S such as Johnson hin^
self exhibited, when a sudden chance

brought him into dialogue with his ^

King. To us, with our view of the ;

num, it nowis# appears strange*^

that) he should lia<^ boasted binmf
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cunning In- the laws of Politeness;
nor ^ stranget still," habitually atten-
tive to practise them.

More legibly is this influence of the
Loving heart to be traced in his intel-

leolual character. What, indM, is the
beginning ofintellect, the first induce-
ment to the exercise lbereof<but attrac

tion towards somewhat, for it?

Thus too, who ever saw, .or will see,

any.true talent, not to speak of genius,

the foundation of which is not good-
ness, love? From Johnson’s strength

of Affection, deduce many of bis

intellectual peculiarfties; especially that

tlireateiiing array of perversionjll'ktiown

under tHb name of ‘‘Johnson’s' Pre-

judices." Looking well into the root

from which tliese »)rung, we liave long
beased to view fiiem witii hostility,

eftn pardon and reverently pity them.
Consider with what force early-imbibed

opinions must have clung *to a soul of
this Affectifin. Those evil-ikmed Pre-

judices ofhis, that Jacobitism, Church-
of-Knglandism, hatred of the Scotch,

belief in Witches, and such like, wlidt

were they but the ordinary beliefs of
well-doing, well-meaning provincial

hkiglishmen in that day ? First gather-

ed by his Father’s lieaith; round the

kind “country fi|;es’' of native Staf-

fordshire; they grew with his growth
and strengthened with his strength

:

they were hallowed by fondest sacred

recollections; to part with them was
parting with his heart’h blood. If the

man wlio has no strength of Affection,

strength of Belief, have no strength of
I’re^dice, let him thank Heaven for it,

but to himself takewsmall thanks.

Melancholy it was, indeed, that the

noble Johnson could not work himself
loose from these adhesions; that ho
could only purify them, and wear
them with some nobleness. Tot let

us understand how tl^ey grew out ftrom.

the very centre of his being: nay,
moreover, how they came to coliore in

him with what formed 'the business
and worth of his Life, the sum of his'

whole Spiritual Egdeavour. For it is

on the same ground that he became
throughout an Edifier and Repairerji

not, as the othhrs of his make were,

a Puller-down ; that in an age of uni-
versal Scepticism,' England was still to

S
reduce its Believer: Matk too his cab**

our even here : while a Dri 'Adams,
' with placid surprise, asks, ** Have wd
not evidence enough of the . souFs
immortality?*^' Johnson answers, “ I
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for more." Out the truth is, in

Prejudice^ as in all things, Johnson
^as the product of England ; one of

those gowl yeomen whose limbs were
made in En^^d: alas, the last of
iticAJnvincibles, their day being
done I ills culture is wholly English

;

that not ofin Thinker but of a ** Scho-

lar his interpsts are wholly English

;

hesees and knows nothingbut England

;

.he is the John Bull ofSpiritual Europe

:

let him live, love him, as he was and
could not but be ! Pitiable it is, no
doubt, that a Samuel Johnson must
confute Hume's irreligious Pliilosopliy

by sontt " story from a Cler^man of

the BisHoprick of Durham;*’ should

see nothing in the great Frederick but
“ Voltaire's lackey in* Voltaire him-
self but a man aceriHmi ingenii^ paucas

rum literurum ; in Rousseau but oile

worthy to be hanged ; and in the uni-

versal, long-prepared, inevitable Ten-
dency of Ihiropean Tboi&ght but a
greensick milkmaid’s crotchet of (for

variety’s ^ke) « milking the Bull.”

i^r good, dear John ! ObsetVo too

what it is that he sees in the city of

Paris : no feeblest glimpse of tliose

D’Alemberts and Diderots, or of the

strange questionable work they did

;

solely some Benedictine i’riests^ to

talk kitchen-latin '’with them about
Editiones Vrincipes, “Monsheer Nong-
tongpaw !"— Our dear, foolish Jolin;

yet is there a Iw’s heart within him I

—

Pitiable all th^ things were, we say ;

yet nowise inexcuSaUe ; nay, as hauls

or as foil to much 'else that was in

Johnson, almost venerable. Ought we
not, indeed, to honour England, and
English Institutions and Way of Life,

that they could still ' so equip such a
man ; could furnish him in heart and
hea4,to be a Samuel Johnson, and yet

to love them, ^id unyieldingly dght for

them? What truth and living vigour

must such Institutions once have had,

when, in the middle of the Eighteenth

century, there was still enough left in

them for this

!

It is worthy of,note that, in our

little British Isle, the two giand Anta-
gonisms Of Europe should have stoo<l

embodied, underihei'f very highest con-
centration, in two meopwu^ siroul-

tttiemly among^ qiirselVes* Samuel
JoH^jSlbn and . Djwid as was ob-

smed.were children Ofdie ihme year

:

throiim life they were $|^fator8 ii the

same LiffMorement emitinhabitants
of the pihe city. Greater ponlmst, in

all things, between two great mOD) could
not be. Hume, well-born, compe-
tently provided for, whole in body and
mind, of his own determination forces

a way into literature! Johnson, poor,

moonstruck, diseased, forlorn, is forced

into it “ with the bayonet of necessity

at his back.” And what a part did

they severally play there 1 As Johnson
became the father of all succeeding

Tories ; so was llume the father pf dU
. succeeding Whigs, for his own Jacobit-

ism was but an accident, as worthy to

be named Prejudice as any of John<r

son’s. Again, ifJohnson’s culture was
exclusively English ; Flume’s, in Scot-

land, became Europe^;— for which
reason too we And his influence spread

deeply over all quarters of Europe,
traceable deeply in all speculation,

French, German, as well as domestic

;

while Johnson’s name, out of England,
is hardly any where to be met with. In
spiritual stature they arc almost equal

;

botli great, among the greatest
:
yet how

unlike in likeness 1 Hume has thewidest,

methodising,comprehensive eye; John->

son the keenest for pempicacity and
minute detail : so had, perhaps chiefly,

their education ordered it. Neither
of the two rose into Poetry; yet
both to some approximation thereof:

Hume to something of an' Epic clear-

ness and method, as in his delineation

of the Commonwealth Wars ; Johnson
to many a deep Lyric tone of plaiii-

tiveness, and impetuous graceful power,
scattered over his fugitive composi-
tions. Both, rather to the general sur-

prise, had a certain rugged Humour
shining through theirearnestness : the in-

* dication, indeed, that they were earnest

inpn,^^d had subdued their wild world
into a kind of temporary home, and
safe dwelling. Both were, by princi-

ple and habit, Stoics
:

yet Johnson
with the greater merit, for he alone had
very much to triumph over; farther, he
alone ennobled his Stoicism into De-
votion. To Johnson Life was as a
Prison, to be endured with heroic fliith

:

^ to Hume it was little more than a
foolish Bartholomew-Fair Show^bootb,
with the foolish ci^wdings and elbow-
ings of which it was not worth while
to quarrel ; the whole would break up,
and be at libartyj^ sp.saon. Both rea-

lurid'che highest ta^-of Manhood, that

;
living tike men; each died not un-

'. 'My, in Jus.w:^: ,Huine as one, with
ftictitieiiBt ludf^<kt8is >gaiety, taking
leave of wbat lyas- kaelTwholly but n
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Lie : Johnson as one, with awe-struck,
yet resolute and piously expectant
heart, taking leave of a Reality, to
enter a Reality still higher. Johnson
had the harder problem of it, from first

to last ^ whether, with some hesitation,

we Can admit that he was intrinsically

the better-gifted,—may remain unde-
cided.

These two men now rest ; the one in

Westminster Abbey here ; the other in
the Calton Hill Churchyard of Edin-
burgh. Through Life they did not
meet: as contrasts, ‘Mike in unlike,^'

love each other; so might they two
have loved, and communed kindly,

—

had not the terrestrial dross and dark-
ness, that was in them, withstood I

One day, their spirits, what Truth was

in each, will be found working, living

in harmoiw and free union, even here

below. They were the two half-men
of their time: whoso should combine
the intrraid Candour, and decisive sci-

entific Clearness of Hume, with the

Reveience, the Love, and devout Hu-
mility of Johnson, were the^hole man
of a new time. Till such whole man
arrive for us, and the distracted time

admit of such» might the Heavens but

bless* poor England with half-men

worthy to tie tlie shoe-latchets ofthese,

resembling these even from afar 1 Be
both attentively regarded, let ifke true

Effort of both prosper;— aud'for the

present, both take our affectionate fare-

well!

THE MARTYRS.

A LITTLE bark was floating down a stream— «

A broad calm stream ; the moon was high in heaven,

And kissed the water with her pure cool beam.
As it lay sleeping, like a child forgiven

Some little fault, who on its [larcnt’s breast

Pillows its head, and sobs itself to rest.

And in that boat'were three,— a mild old man,*
*

A lovely maiden, and a gentle boy :

Nothing they said, and though each cheek was wan,
Their eyes were gleamiug-wiih unearthly joy ;

. ,

Tlieir hands were clasp’d, as if in silent prayer,-7-

They communed with their heavenly Father there 1

The mighty river flowing-slowly on,— •

The death-like calm,—thp blue and cloudless^sky,

—

Nothing bespeak of violence or wrong.

Nor me soft brightness of the maid^s blue eye

;

Yet ’tis their blessed, angel-envied doom
To win the crown and palm of martyrdom I

For they are followers ofHim, who bore

For them, for all, man’s bitter curse and pain

;

For this, without or sail, or helm, or oar,

Must they be drifted onwards (o the main,

Condemn’d to perish on th^far-off wave.

Without one friend to sympathise or save

!

• » • *

Five days hiwe passed, and still the victima lire,—

Feeble and speechlessan the bark they lie^ « >

Famish’d and parch’d, anilypt theydo not

Nor feel Uie throb of thipmg agony I

Their dioughts are anchor’d on«etemal things^

—

Their friend and guardian is tha King of kings.
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Hie sky is glowing with a crimson hue,

The farewell splendour of departing day

;

But soon that eve the chilling night-bre^ blew,

And foam’d and flash’d the emerald-tinted spray,

—

Clouds gather’d fast,—the thunder’s distant growl

Mingled responsive with the wild winds’ howl

!

The tempest bursts I upon the murky deep
That small boat tosses wildly to and fro,-—

It strikes 1 the Martyrs’ earthly lies are riven,

And their free’d spirits soar away to heaven 1

Tis early mom,—a flood of rosy light

Is streaming through the portals of the east,

Chasing away the shadows of the ipght,

Rousing the skylark in her lowly nest

:

The wiflid hushed ; the fearful storm is o’er,

And the spent billow faifiily laves the shore.

^A corpse is lying on the shell-strewn strand,

Thrown there and left by the retiring tide,

—

An ebon cross is in his fast-closed hand,

BleslTd emblem of the faith for which he died,

—

And on his breast is bound a parchment scroll,

God’s gracious message to man’s sin-stain’d soul.

And half-clad men and boys are standing by,

Who mourn the stripling’s melancholy fate,—-

Their beam with holy charity,

Tliough rude their speech and all uncouth their gait

But much they fear to touch the sacred Book,
Nor dare on its mysterious signs to Ipok.

A time-wom seer, whose white and scanty hair

And hoaiy beard, as by the west wind stirred.

Play'd with t^e soft and ftagmnce-breathing air,

Hieir simple talk and exclamations heard

;

Smiling,—for he was wiser than the rest,—

lie took the roll from off the Martyr’s breast.

He'reads, he weeps ! ah, whence that big round tear?

.The light is ^shing o’er his tho^htful soul

;

The patriarch bends his knee in childlike prayer,

And knows the truth and yields to its coura,

—

And bids his Pagan brothers seek above
Another Deity, who rules Inf love I

O God/*how wondrous are fhy waysl the. blood
Of faithful martyrs is Ifay churches se^

;

Fronj^ out ofevil thou derive'st good,—
'

The ^yage tribes receive the Christian’s creed

;

The' Simms bow their proud wills hq the d)|st

:

O 'God 1 the Britons in Thy mercy trust!

[May
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THE GllEAT PLAGUE IN THE POUETEENTH CENTUEY.

The memory of the Great Plague in writers ofcredit. Giovanni Villani says,

London has been rendered immortal that on the 20th of December, lj348

by the prose of Daniel Defoe and
the poetry of John Wilson. But the

greater plague which overran almost

the whole world, three centuries before,

is almost forgotten. A slight sketch of

its history, drawn from old chroniclers,

will shew, by comparison, what a small

matter is magnified into a pestilence in

(h^resent day.
'Diis dreading pestilencO) like the

cholera, made its first appearance in

the East. It arose in China, Tartary,

India, and Egypt, about the year 1345.
It is ascribed by the contemporary
writers, Mezeray and Giovanni Villani,

to a general corruption of the atmo-

sphere, accompanied by the appearance

of millions of small serpents and other

venomous insects, and, in other places,

quantities of huge vermin, with nume-
rous legs, and of a hideous aspect,

which fill^ the air with putrid exhala-

tions. Some zealous Christian writers

of the time derived its origin from ilie

arch-impostor Maliomet ; for the^ say

that, at Mecca, in Arabia Felix, it

rained snakes and blood from heaven
for three days and nights together;

that the temple ofMahomet was beaten

down by a terrible tempest, and his

sepulchre torn up and broken in pieces

;

and that the sulphureous vapours, and
the stench of the snakes and blood, so

corrupted the middle region of the air,

that the infectious matter spread itself

over the world in all directions. *

Making evety allowance for the igno-

rance and credulity of the age, it

appears evident that some natural

causes had contributed to corrupt the

,

air and load it with pestiferous vapours.

And it is remarkable ^that, before the

disease appeared in^^uropc, singular

meteorological phenomena, ofa similar

nature, took place. Thus, it came into

England in the end of the year 1348;
and it had rained from the previous

Christmas till Midsummer almost with-

out ceasing ; so that- all the while/’

to u^e the words of an ' old Wter,
" it hardly ever held so much as

for one day and night together.”

Great inundations followed ; and ac*

cumukitions of stagnant water, hj
which the wbol^atmosj^ere was pon'
soiled. In France, tover^l stmge
metoorin appearances are described by

in the morning, after sunrise, ilicre

appeared at Avignon, over the pope's

palace, a pillar of fire, wnicb tarried

there for the space of*an hour, pro-
ducing general terror and amazement.

During the same period there were
many dreadful earthquakes, some of
them in places where such phenomena
have since been unheard of. At Rome,
an earthquake threw down a great num-
ber of houses, steeples, ami churches.

At Naples there was an earthquake,

accompanied wvith* a tremendous htir-

ticane, which destRSyed a large jyortion

of the city. .On this occasion it is re-

lated, that while a friar was preaching
to a crowded congregatiouf he and his

auditory were swallowed up in an
instant— all but one individual, who
observed the trembling of the earth

in time to save himself by tligl^

A great multitude of the inhabitants

were buried in the ruins of their iiabi-

tations; and the citizens durst not
'Venture into their houses, but remained
terrified in the market-places or fields,

till the earthquake (which continued by
fits for eight days) bad spent its fury.

In Greece, particularly in the Morea
and the i.slaiid of Cyprus, whole vil-

lages were overwhelmed. Even in

Germany, a country hot liable to this

calamity, there was an earthquake
which exten(}jed over a great part of
Austria and Styria, and destroyed

many towns and vfilages in those dis-

tricts ; " And many other provinces,"

says an old historian, suffered such
lasting characters of the fuiy of these

strong convulsions of nature, that, ^lest

the joint concurrence * of so many
authors of those days should not obtain
sufiicieot credit, they might be very
plainly read even by late posterity.'^'

These earthquakes were generally at-

tended with storms of thunder and
lightning, wind jhd hail. In the

ySr 1348, according to lEmpadius,
it rained blood in* Germany, and
meteors and othar eoruscatious ap-
peared in the air^ Mock suns were
seen, and ^he^beavens sometimes
8||med on fire^i

. ^n many of tliese accounts we may
presume that there is a good dttl of
exaggeration. But the testimonifi are

too numerous and respectable to leave
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any doubt that, before and during the

pestilence, the elements were in a

state of general convulsion which
seems unparalleled in history.

Tl|e plague extended its ravages

from India into the more vrestern

parts of A^ia, into Egypt, Ahyasinia,

and thence into the northern parts of

Africa. It proceeded over Asia Minor,

Greece, and the islands in the Archi-

pelago; almost depopulating
,
the re-

gions over which it stalked.^ It may
be literally said to have decimated the

world, even though we were to take

this term as. implying the destruction

of nine, in place of one, out of ten.

According to Mezeray and other writ-

ers, where it was most* favourable it

left one out ofthreefbor one out of five %

but where it raged most violently, ot

scarce left a fifteenth or twentieth per-

son alive. «Some countries, partly by
the plague, and partly by earthquakes,

were left quite desolate. Giovanni
VUlani says that in a part of Meso-

IMiWia, only some women survived,

wR^were driven by extremity and
despair to devour one another.

The plague appears to have staid

five or six months in one place, and
then to have gone in search of fresh

victims. Its symptoms arc minutely

described by many writers, and ap-

pear to have been the same in every

country it visited. It generally appear-

ed in the groin, or unde? the armpits,

where swellings were produced, which
broke into sores, attended with fi^ver,

spitting and vomiting of blood. The
patient frequently died in halfa day

—

generally within a 'day or two at the

mctft. If he survived the third day,

there was hope; though even then

many fell into a^ deep sl^p from
which they nevjpr awoke.

Before the 'pestilence invaded Chris-

tendom, it is recorded, in a report made
to the pope at Avignon, that it swept
away twenty-three millions eight hun-
dred thousand persons throughout the

East in the course <jf a single year.

While the ChristiSns remained

touched,V their supposed immui^,
since their neigCibours were suffering

the extremity of thb malady, operated

so strongly On the minds of some of

the heathen prinees^at they resolved

.to propitiate Heaj||||| hy embiat^g

^ 'Christianii^. Xbe'^ing of Tarns,
'

' ai^mpanied by a great multitude of

his'V**^>^ ^4 nobles, actually set

out on his journey to Avignon, to re-

ceive baptism from Pope Clement VI.
But hearing on his way that the

Christians too had become victims to

the destroyer, he returned home, with

the loss of about two thousand men,
whom the Christians roost ungenerous-

ly attacked and cut off in the rear of

his army.

From Greece the plague passed

into Italy. The Venetians, having lost

100.000 souls, fled from their city,

and left it almost uninhabited. At
Florence, 60,000 persons died in one
year. Among these was the historian

Giovanni Villani, wheee writings we
have already referred to. He was one of
the most distinguished men of his age;
and His historical works are looked upon
as correct and valuable. He was the

annalist of this pestilence almost down
to the day of his falling a victim to it.

France next became exposed to its

ravages. At Avignon tne mortality

was horrible. In the strong language
of Stow, people died bleeding at the
nose, mouth, and fundament; so that

rivers ran with blood, and streams of
putrid gore issued from the graves and
sepulchres of the dead. When it first

broke out there, no fewer than sixty-

six of the Carmelite friars died before

any body knew how, so that it was
imagineef they had murdered one
another. Of the onembers of the

English college at Avignon, not one
was left alive; 'and of Ae whole
inhabitants of the city, not one in five.

According to a statement, or bill of
mortality, laid before the pope; there

died in one day 1212, and in another

400 persons. The malady proceeded
northward through France, till it

reached Paris, where it cut off 50,000
people. About the same time it spread
into Germany, where its ravaged are
estimated at the enormous amount of
12.400.000 soiilsii At Lubeck alotfe,

.according to th#‘"concurring accounts
Of several writers, 90,000 persons Were
swept away in one year,, ofwhdm 1500
are reported to have di^ in the space
of four hours. -

At last this thaiful soourge began to

be felt \n England. About the be^b-
ning^^f;August 1346, it appeared in

the searport .towns on the coasts of
Dorset, Devon, and Somersetshire, ^

whence Jt proceed to Bristol. Hie
people of Gloucestershire immediately
interdicted nil intereoturso with Bristol,

but in vaui. The disease rancor Ather
flew, over Gloucestershire. Thence it
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spread to Oxford ; and about the sent by Heaven to punish the 9ins of
IM of November reached London, mankind. Edward and Philip were
Finally, it spread itself all over Eng- induced by these pious exhortations
land, scattering every where such de* to appoint commissioners, who met
struction, that, out of the whole popu- between Calais and St. Omers to

lation, h^ly one person in ten was negotiate a treaty. The French in-

left alive. sisted on the restoration of Calais, or

Incredible as this statement may the rasing of its fortificatihns ; a pro-

appear, it seems borne out by the position which the £n|(lish would not

details of coniempordry annalists. In listen to. At last, however, a truce

the churchyard of Yarmouth 7052 per- was agreed upon for six montlis, till

sons, who died of the plague, were September following, in order to allow
buried in one year. In the city of time to negotiate for a peace ; and it

Norwich, 57,374 persons died in six was further agreed, tluit if, at the end
moiiths^t between the 1st of January of the truce, a final treaty was not
and the 1st of July. In the city ^ concluded, the crown of France wgs
York the mortality was equal. We to be brought to a convenient place
find no general statement of thcf total within that realm; and the right to it

amount of the mortality in ix)ndon ; ^l^cided by a pitched battle^ without
but there are details sufficient to shew farther appeal. The death of the

that it must have been horrible beyond French king, however, which happeijcd
imagination. Tlio dead were thrown in August 1350, before the expiration

into pits, forty, fifty, or sixty, into of the iruoq, put an end to this smooth
one; and large fields were employed and amicable plan of accommodation,
as burial-places, the churchyards being The mortality fell chiefly upon the

insufficient for the puqiose. No at- lower classes of society, and
tempt was made to perform tins last them, principally on old men, wemm,
office with the usual care and decency, and children. It was remarked, that

Deep and broad ditches were made, not one king or prince of any nation

in wnich the dead bodies were laid in died of the plague; and of the English

rows, covered with earth, and sur- nobility and people of distinction, very

mounted with another layer of bodies, few were cut ofi^by it. Among the

which also was covered. Sir Walter higher orders of the church the deaths
Nlanny (whose i^me is so well known were rare ; but such bavoc was made
from his connexion with the affecting among the inferior clergy, that num-
incident ' of the surrender of Calais to bers of cimithes were left wholly void,.

Edward 111.) benevolently purchased and without any cgie to perform Oi-
and appropriated a burial-ground, near vine service, or any offices of religion.

Sinithfield, in which single place more Atthe same time, all suits and proceed-
Ihan fifty thousand people were buried, ings in the ^courts of justice ceased ;

Stow says that he had seen, on a stone« and the sitting of parliament was inter-

cross in that burial-ground, the follow- mitted for more U>an two years.

. ing quaint inscription : Anno Domini This terrible visitation was every

MCeeXLIX. regnante magnft pesti- where attended by a total dissolution

totii, consecratum fiiit hoc cceraite- of the bonds of society. An excellent

num.; Vk qup, et infra septa prssentis old writer*' gives the folibwing eloquent
monasterii, sepulta fuerunt mortuo- description of the state of England :•>—

rum ^corpora plusqaam LM. prsetj^ We are told the influence of tJiis

alia .m.ulta...nbhinc usque ad praesenil. disease was so contagious, that it liot

Quonim. animabus propitietur Deus. only infected by a touch or breathing,

Amen.*’ but transfused- its malignity into the
This pestilence gave occasion to jary beams of lig^t, and darted death

aono^..diplomatic iulerooprsa between Ipn die eyes; and the very seats and
Enf^nd and France,,which is.etriking- garments ofsuch proved fatal. Where-
ly characteristic of die manpere of the fore pmnts fprSbok their children,

While the mortality wga'^raging and wives tl^eir husbands ; nor would
in those oofmtries, Pope Clement VI. phvsicians here make their visits, for

.never ceased importuning mb^ ' neither were thigit able to do good ta
narqba of both to put an end to di^ir Shers, and they were almost certain’

mii^l hostility and, by.doing, so, to ffiereb^ to destroy themselves.
. ^yen

e^bid, the •commiiahqe of
f.

calamity the priests also, for the same, hbriid

* History ofEdward HI., by Jpshua Bsnies, B.U., Cantub. Ifi88.
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eonsid«r^on, fofcftof««il|i|tf f^ves. lUkItog adtsOiitM of tii*^d^
idster the IMM^Ten^ts dr ISaoXvt the fenceiese state of Eoflam^ they anade

' dying penitenl. Bat yet neither ^rtests, a hostile irruption, with a lar^lbrce$

nor jpfiysiciaiM^ hdr any other who into the country. But they Wi net
sought thus to escape, dkl find their proceeded for, when the calamity which
cautidn of any advamitM t .

ibr' death they courted, and so well deserved from
not only la^d withou^wors as weil^ their ungenerous conduct, overtook

as in chaiiraers, but, aS'if it''tefo|f*' them* Ihey perished in thousands;

indignation . that any mortal • and, in attempting to return home,
think to fly from it, these' kind of they were overtaken, before they could

people died both more spe^lly and, '' yeech the border, by a strong body of
jmportionabl^ in greater Inumbert* '?£nglisb, who routed them with great

Then was their death withoui sorrow, slaughter. The remnant carried the

affinity without friendship, wilful pe- disease into Scotland, where its ravages

nancO and dearth Without scarcity, were sooO as destructive as^ the

and flying without refuge or succour. . southern parts of the island. Scot-

For . many fled from place to placfl^ land,” says the writer whom we have

because m the pestilence*; some into alread^r quoted, partook of the unU
d^erts and places nq^ inhabited, either^ sversal contagion in as high a degree,

ih hope or despair. But qu^ck-sighted and in same manner, as other coun-
destruction found them out,^ and nim- tries , had done before ; only in this

ble^foot^'^sery was ever ready to there was a difference, that whereas
attend the^* Others, haying hired other nations sat still and waited for it,

boats or other vessels, into which they the Scots did seem ambitious to fetdi

laid, up provision, thought, or at least it in among themselves,” However
liQjjtel, so to elude the power of the much Scotland may have had to
idMRon : but the destroying angel, complain ofthe oppression and tyranny

like that in the Revelations, had ^one of England under the Edwards, it was
foot upon the waters as wcU 'eur On ungenerous and unworthy of a brave
the land ; for, alas 1 the very air th^ people to attempt to retaliate on a
breathed being tainted, they drew in nation laid prostrate by the hand of
death together witbelife itself. Tlie Heaven. At the same time, tliere is

horror of these things made others to no reason to doubt that the general

lock themselves up in their houses, cause, whatever it wjp, of the pesti-

mdens, and sweet retired places; lence, would at any rate have soon
,but the evil they intended to exclude extended to Scotland, as well as Wales
pursued them tnrqugh all tlieir dc- aud Ireland.

fonefes, and* th^ had this only differ- Early in the year 1349, the fdague
ence, to ’die without the company' of began to abate in England ; and by
any that might serve or' pity them, the month of August it had entirely

No physician could ^ell the cause, or .disappeared. Its consequences, how-
prescribe a cure ; and even what was ever, continued for some time to be
saving to one was no less than fatal to severely felt. During the prevalence
another. No astrqloger could divine of the disease, the cattle, for want of
how or when it would cease ; the men to tend them, were allowed 4o
only wa^ left 1ms to be prepared to wander about the flelds at randcQi^
recMve it, and the most comfortable and perished in such numbers* os. fto

resolution to expect it without fear.” occasion a great sttorcity. Though the
The pestilence extended into Wales, flelds, too, were coveted with a pleati-

where it raged violently ; and soon ful crop of com, much of it was lost

afterwards, pasMug into Ireland, it for want ofhands to reap it and gather
made gnat havoc ailjong the Engb^ it in. The scarcity ^ hands natuialiy

settled in that island. But it vMP' produced eaemiv^ bu|b wagei. A
remarked that the native Irish were reaper was nnde^
little affected, pankmlarly those that pence day» fldr a mower , under
dwelt in hilly districts. twelvepenee; ^ bendes ‘victuals ; and
As to the Scots, they are said to every othm^sort of labour was paid in

have brought the mai^y upon them- j^roportto.* IhiagaveoGcasionto the

In' the time of Edward lUi, tenpence eoi^taifi^'hid^ en onnee- ofritSver, and
was, eokiae^aently, equal to half-a-crown of oar pfOsentmoney^ wa^,
therefore, were ^ttivalent to two Shillinga and three Idifllinga effoor^mon^. At
that time , the quarter of wheat was at six shilling and mghtpenoe, oo;, twenty
jPptnge of moaem oumey.—IFeaftk ofNation$t Book 1. chap. 11.
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act of did^ 25tb of Edward lir.» known
I7 thename ofthe Statute ofLahonieia;
which, on account of ^ the insolence

ofaenrants, who endeavoured to raise

their wages upon their masters/'; or-

dained that th^ should be contented

with the same wages and * liveries

whidi they had been accustomed to

receive in the 20th year of the king.

In i^te of this statute, high wages
continued to be given by p^ple who^
preferred doing so to losing their

*

grain and other fruits of the earth,

till Edward enforced obedience to it

by sevgite measures both against mas-
ters and labourers. Tlie enforcement
of this statute is said by old writers to

have prevented a famine from staging

in England, similar to tlie one which,

afflicted tlie other countries that had
undergone the visitation of the pesti-

lence. How far it could have proauced
so salutary an effect, however, may well

be questioned.

Ine last dregs of this calamity were
drained by that unfortunate race, the

Jews. A belief spread over several

countries that they had produced the

pestilence by poisoning tlie wells and
rountains ; ana, in many places, they

were massacred in thousands by the

infuriated pppulace. In several parts

of Germany, where this persecution

chiefly rag^, t^e Jews were literally

exteimioated. Twelve thousand of

them were murdered in the single city

of Mentz ; and multitudes of them, in

the extremity of their despair, shut

themselves up in their houses, and
consumed themselves, and their fami-

lies and property, with fire. Tho
extent of such atrocities, in a barbarous

age, may well be imagined, when we
remember the^outiages which were pro-

duced by the cholera panic, only a few
miHiths ago, in fiome parts of the con-

tinent.

'Thou^. the pestilence ceased in

England in 194^, yet the destroying

angel' continued his progress through

ctfaei'. repons for several yeiue longer,

miika of hit pne^ence remaining on
Jecoid .dcrirn; tDv^e year 1362. The
wtirtdimaulfeied'410 wilar visitation

since; nor doei its older. histoiy tfflbrd

any instance of a calamity of the same
kind^ equally extensive and destructive.

Even the jiestilenee, so eloquently
described 1^ Gibbon, which ravaged
a great part of the Homan, empire^
seeips to have been inferior in magt

, nitude; and the famous plaj^ of
Athens was eonfined within a* still

narrotrer^ copna^* In almost every

''btfaermemondue instance ofthe plagim,

it .has 1^ limitefi tciVparticular dis-

trict, dr even pamular city.

Our present object has been merely
to oollecit some circumetanoes of the

history of this most remarkable event,

and not to enter into the question ofthe
theory of pestilence. We may, how-
ever, observe, that not only was ,the

^|reat plague, of which we have been

speaking, preceded and accompanied
^by diso^ers *of tj)p elements, tending

to produce a general corruption of the

atmosphere, but the very same pheno-
mena are recorded in tl^ other cases

where the^plague extended itself over

various regions. In those eastern

countries, too, where the plague is

found to prevail almost constant|y|. it

always occurs at times and flpes
where

^
the atmosphere is corrupted,

either by pliysical causes or by the

shockingly filthy habits of the inha-

bitants, or by both together. That a

corrupted state, pf the atmosphere,

therefore, is a cause of the plague,

cannot be doubted ; and it is a ques-
tion whether, to this certain cause, it

is necessary to join the additional cause
of contagion. As the atcertained cause
suffices to account for evq^ fact con-

nected with the disease, we confess

we do not See the necessity for having

recourse to two* separate causes fi»

the same effect. And it is a strong

circumstance, that in those countries

where the disease is most familiarly

known, little fear is entertained it
contagion. Ibe more intelligent

among the Turks,*' says a recent writer

on this Subject, seem to be aware
that the plague is not contagious;

and we are assured that they do not

destroy the bedding or clothes of
those who die af the distemper, but

immediately put 'tiiem on and
wear them, withoqi any ill eflbcis, or

the smallest apprehension from con-

tagion.*'*

ton Chokra lihd Festilenoe ;—an able pamphlet,which contains a great

j ofevidence, in a amall compiiaa, on. the qaestion ofthe contagioua ornoa-
c^kf^uanatfflpcffffleiediae^ *
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*THE REP0B.T9 07 THE COMMIflSIOKERS OK COMMON LAW REFORM.

The Common-law Commissioners on-
gtnally appoiotod have now made their

third «Qa last Report ; and although a
new set been recently named, the

genend understanding b, that the cmn- *

mission is virtually at an end. Much
expense has been incuired by reason,

of this commission, and tHe opinion of

tte public is, we fear, that it was from

the nrst a ministerial job ; but we are

tirmly persuaded, tlmt the men ap-
pointed upon it were not the persons

to be made tools for such a purpose,

and that, however great the expense^'*

incurred maybe, the, resulting benefit

would be immeasun^ly greater, ifeven
^

a small part of the propos^ im-

provements were adequately and ho-*

nestly carried^into efiect.

TIte public have of late years mani-
fested a considerable degre^ of dissa-

tisfaction at the manner in which the

lau^are administered, and this dis-

satj^^tion has, in many instances,

ext^^ to the laws themselves; and
though the expression of it has been
in some degree silenced by the clamour
for parliamentary reform, there can be
no doubt that it coptiniies still un-

abated. Much of tHis disapprobation

has arisen from erroneous views of the

principles ofjurisprudence ; much from

the dissemination of plausible but un-
founded theories, by men who, while

dealing in the roost ifaonstrous absurdi-

ties themselves, allow no epithet but

that ofabsurd to the aigumeiH ofothers

;

but still more, from attributing the im-

perfections of particular departments

to the whole system, and condemning
all our courts for the defects peculiar

to a few. Tlie admitted abuses of the

Court of Chancesy* the astonishing in-

stances of delay which so frequently

occur there, and the enormous^hxpense
which attends an appeal to its juris-

diction even in the simplest cases,

liave not merely tended to excite dia^

approbation of our cv.urts of equity,

but have^,al80 given a cluuractef la

public qsllmation to our courts of
common iaw, of wtiich they are by no
means deserving.

It is in vain to desire the simple
modes ofdecision peculiar to the ear-

lier ati^ of civilisation, in a system
of society so complicated aa 'iaurs.

Wheh the wants, the possemions, and
conseq^Wiily the rights of indivrahals

are few, the subjects oflitigation which
can arise amongst them must be re-

stricted. in their number, and simple

in . their character ; but when tliose

wants are multiplied, when possession

ceases to be the only symbol of pro-

perty, and men begin to acquire right

to things distinguished from actual

possession, or even ownership, and
these rights become involved with the

increasing involution of their social

relations^ much of the original sim-
pliciw of legal administration must be
sacrificed, for the purpose of securing
rational certainty, and a due satisfac-

tion to the parties litigant.

And yet such has been the improve-
ment in the science of jurisprudence,

and in the mode of administering the

laws, that though questions every day
arise, which in difficulty and com-
plexity almost infinitely surpass any
tlmt could occur in the earlier eras of
our history, we doubt much if a suit

in our courts of common law is not
now at least as expeditious a remedy
as at any other period. Much of the
unwielily machinery of our ancestors

has been dispensed with ; mere form is

scarcely permitted to interfere with the

process of substantial justice ; and the

ability of the advocate is directed ra-

ther to the investigation of truth than
to the . invention of subtle devices,

wherewith to entrap his opponents.
It would weary, without interesting,

our unprofessional readers, to marie
Qut the various points in which the

actual progress of a cause has been
focilitatra; and to our professional

readers such a course would un-
profitable, because the slightest ac-
quaintance with tlie machinery of.diB

law in ancient times must satisfy

them of the feet, that, at promt
day, if either of the parties be anxious
for despatch, a cause can be advanced
to the stage of hearing, bt .trial, to a
much shorter, period than it could
formerly have been, '

But, while
the pmgress to the trial or
hearing, much improvement has beeii

made; and while we condemn the

popular demands for Change, as ojn«

reasonable to^Abir extent, aid feunded
onerrohebtts views; we remlyconcede,
that the present systein.lmniits of and-
demands many imporfelit iiqprovo-
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mcnts. It was the general sense of
this which enabled Lord Brougham,
when in the House of Commons, to

obtain the appointment of the two law
commissions; and it is our own con-
viction of its vast importance, which
induces us now to direct the attention

of our readers to the reports furnished

by one of those commissions, and the

measures founded upon those reports.

It should never be lost sight of, in

such an inquiry as this, that litigation

is any thing rather than an evil ; that

it is the necessary consequence, and
the natural symptom, of advanced ci-

vilisation ; and that, while human pas-

sions continue to influence, and im-
perfect reason to guide, human actions,

mistakes, and errors, and misunder-
standings, and wrongs, will occur, to

disturb the smooth current of society

;

and unless these can be corrected or

redressed by the intervention of the

law, the heart-burnings and evil feel-

ings they engender will eventually

seek relief in the gratifleation of re-

venge by fraud or force. Every means,
therefore, should be taken to facilitate

and encourage appeals to the decision

of the law ; and for this purpose every

possible effort should be made to ren-

der such an appeal cheap, expeditiom,

and satUfactory to the parties.

In order, however, to secure the

latter ofthese three objects, which, after

all, is the most important, much of

cheapness, and much of expedition,

must be sacrificed. To be satisfied

with the conduct and result of a suit

in which he is engaged, it is necessary

that the client should have confidenoe

in the ability and integri^ of his ad-

vocate and adviser; and, therefore,

that the expected remuneration should

be sudi as to induce men of ability

and integrity to resort to the profession.

Of the men who pass through life with

hones^ and fiur reputations, many are,

no doubt, solely actuamd by the love

of justice itself; but many also, by a
ense^the value ofan untainted cha-

racter, and i regard for the opinion of

the world ; atid^i^ best chance, there-

fore, ofseeuyii^ in the advo-

eate, is byptieing^ bihi in ^faatsituation

in life in which foir dealmg^ and ho-

Dounble conduct lir‘most necessaiy to

bis own well-being iii society. The
profoiniwnf thebar is^.fartheMnost

bborioos ahdthemost^recarious ; and
foe nnIV’foAeeiaent it holds out to.

. men pfr ability, i$^ that when suems

does come, its rewards are high, and,
for the most part, independent of pa*-

tronage or favour
; but let these high

rewards be taken away, let the orai-
nary goal of a lawyer’s expectation be
mere independence and the means of
life, and the men of genius and talent,

whoM co-operation is most needful to

a due administration of the law, will

turn from an unhealthy, anxious, and
laborious pibfossion, to one in which
there is more enjoyment, and a better

prospect of reward. The profession

being thus lowered, the unsuccessful

suitor, ivanting confidence in the abi«

lity of his advocate, will look upon
''defeat as foe consequence, not of a
bad cause, but of bad management

;

^
and this view wil^ be strengthened by
foe knowledge, that the Averse de-
cision has been made by a judge
chosen from the ranks qf a. profession

from which respectability and talent are
excluded* Necessary, however, as it

is, that a considerable sacrifice of ex-
pense should be made for securia|; to

the bar a resort of able men fjpi a
respectable rank in society, it is no less

necessary that encouragement should
be given to persons of honest character

and industry to undertake foe business
of attorneys; egid this can only be
effected by allowing to these function-

aries a legalised and sufficient remu-
neration, not only for foe labour ac-

tually bestowed in the conduct of a
cause, but also for the expense and
labour they have been at in qualifying

themselves for the duties of their office.

The respdhsibility of an attorney is

very great, the indulgence accorded to

him very small; and though it must
be confessed, that, by one means or
another, the greatest number of them
.contrive to be compensated for both
these disadvantages, it is too often by
a recourse to practices unfavourable
to the general reputation of the pro-
fession; and this arises from the ab-
sence, in many cases, of a sufficient

authorised remuneration for the work
actually and properly done.

But while we advocate the justice

and policy ofaffoyiingampleTemqDe-
ration to those who are actually and
substantially engamd in the ooaduot
of a'eause, and wnose characters, abi-

lities, and industry, are esscadtkl fo its

proper conduct,we cannot too

expms our disapprobation ofanv ex-
"piense - thrown in the way of sultora,

for the heniftt of those, who tako .no
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part, or, if any, a mere formal and un-
necessary part, in the proceedings, and
whose agency is unfelt, save in the
drain it occasions on the pockets of
the parties. We desire—-and in this

desirei we. believe, we are backed by
all the;;respectable portion of the pro*
lession»7foB^ real labour should be
well para for, «but that all fees and
charged not substantially earned, and
for which no reai value is given, should

he abolished, whether those fees are
destined for what axe called the ofikers

of the court, or for barristers or at-

torneys.*

It is also neiees^ry to sai/sfaction

of the mUoTf in the conduct and result,

of his action, that he alibuld have due

system of pleading nsed in our courts,

that which lawyers consider to be its

chief excellence; namely, that;afier

the facts are collected, their bearu^^on
the suit and legal edect must be ascer-

tained and stated. Very little atten-

tion, however, is necessary, to shew
how ill-founded this objection is, and
how much a change of system would
tend to increase expense and delay*

Were the parties, as the enemies of
the present system desire, allowed to

state in their pleadings all the facts

and circumstances which occur to them
as connected with the cause, there
could be no bounds placed to the
length of the pleadings; and if any
limitation whatever be made to this

Botice of tlie varioiu steps taken by license, a resort to the pleader will
his adversary, and be allowed sufficient * as necessary as under the present sys
time to consult with his advisers, and^
prepare his own proceedings ; and this

16 so necessary, not merely for the sa-

tisfaction of the parties, biSit for the
ends of justice, that no desire for ex-
pedirion should be allowed to interfere

with^. 'Until a plaintiff has delivered

his declaration, which is, or ought to

be, a precise and certain statement of
the legid injury of which he complains,
and, in most actions, of tfie facts from
which that legal injury arises, it is

difficult, if not iinpo^ible, for a de-
fendant to prepare for the attack.

When .the declaration is delivered, it

is necessary, in all but tlie most simple
cases, that the facts involved in it

shoidd he inquired iilto and examined,
as well as aU other facts which may
tend to justify or excuse the conduct
complained m; and is then neces-
sary that those facts should be sub-
mitted to a pleader, that their bearing
on the suit and their legal effect may
be as^rtained and stam. This ne-
cessarily require^ some time ; and we
are sure that the practice of tlie court
admits of no improvement in tliis re-

spect beyond that which the commis-
sionersMve recommended, of obliging
the parties to continue tlieir pipings,
without reference to tha terms. »

There nuuiy who object tq ^e

tern, lest it should happen, that the
points most material to the legal ques-
tion should be omitted, by persons
ignorant of what that legal question is.

But great as the evil ofsuch lengtliened

pleadings would be, it would by no
means be the greatest of which we
should have to complain ; for it would
be necessaiy for the decision of the
dispute, that the court should collect

from the multiplicity of facts stated, of
which many would of course be imma-
terial, what the real question for. their

decision was ; and then to inquire into

the truth of die facts in support nf
either side of that question, lo effect

this, it would be necessary either that
a preliminary appeal should be made
to the court to settle the question in
dispute, before the evidence was
thought forward ; or that the question
to be tried should ,be ascertained, and'
the truth of thC'material facts inquired
into at the same time. Now, every-
one is aware, that the most expensive'
part of a cause is that which is tnins-

acted in open court, either by a trial,

of fact or an argument,in law; and'
yet the system,proposed would invedve
the necessity of two appeals the;
court—an aigumentand'a trial.; osiof.

bringing up and payiiy m '^mimber nf
witnesses, to be

* *?..l^1^ke$9rence fo the bill ofcosts set fortli in the
at once be semt fo what proportion

bnw. ,& a bill, counting liiltogether to 861. tniK^^
are foe fe^ paid at yarlotis'dteces, and Btiun&,

9*£i9i. .Most of foe sums inelrtded iA foe ae<

f^SWWW'SW with
j
and, Vjiddiiig a Htae’to foe exjmsS of

lea#i^«^uffo'V foht Sy fo« producrion Iff ^iitnraMe
. “^ 1̂ WigfcfWWKKi*

•fint'Bepottt.

a suit are dfttri-

and foe
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the ikcts stated, maDy of which nay
tom out to be wholly immaterial : thus

vastly increasing that expense, which is

ali^y the most oppressive in the

conduct of a cause, namely, the «•
penses of bringing up and maintaining

witnesses, and greatly protracting the

period of decision, by increasing the

occupation of the court, and dius ag-

gravating the cause of delay now most
complained of.

Our system i^uires, that each party

should ascertain and state tlie legal

effect of the facts in such a precise and
logioal form, that, on the Buse of the

pleadings^ the question for decision

may appear without the intervention

of the court; and, as we shall here-

after shew^ the commissioners propose
still farther to enforce this mode of
proceeding, by requiring greater strict-

ness in the pleadings, and doing away
with many loose and general foims of
defence, which simplified the allega-

tions, but greatly added to the expense

of proof. Though our system thus

throws upon the parties themselves

and their legal advisers a burden,

which the opponents of that system

would lay upon the courts, it is certain,

Chat the stages of the cause, which
depend on the parties themselves, can
be carried on with very great expedi-

tion, while it has hitherto been found
impossible to discover any means by
which the delays incident to an appeal
to die court can be materially dimi-
nished. After the facts are ascertained,

two or three days are sufficient, even
in cases of difficulty, to enable the

pleader to prepare the pleadings,

while, after all the preliminary stages

are gone through, and the cause is.at

lull maturity for trial, term after term
frequently goes by before the dispatch

of the causes previously set down
enables the court to try it. For these

reasons, then, we are fully persuaded
that the present f^item of pleading is

the: most condiicivf^;t6 isheajmett and
expedition; ^ vss only desire that

the reoommed%itions of the commis-
afenersr/^ .'nwbDir 4ie practice more
ooBfomiht^ to^he tbebiy^ may be fully

earried into effihit'*

^

Tim ii* another
forWhich mnst be con-

sfrw^, in every ihqqiiy like

wiich we arc jStpiged ; and it

is such vast m^portance, that

c^sippafs.jBnft ei^ilioit-,must nlfka
be sacriticiM, it necessary, to its attain*

ment. We do not just now remember
by whom it was said, that it is of more
importance that laws should be certain
than that they should be good, but we
are much inclined to agree to the
proposition. Nothing is more neces-
sary to the repose of society than tlie

security of private rights,>aim this can
only be accomplisbM,by certainty in

the law which regulates 'those' riehts.

Were it possible to prepare a code so

detailed and so accurate as to provide

for every possible case that might arise,

it would, no doubt, be veryus^l to the

practitioner, but it would not dispense

with tlie necessity of resorting to legal

jidvice, as the provisions would be so
numerous, as to render a knowledge of

^
them unattamabl^o the great majority

* of persons not aaually devoted to the

^tudy; and, unless such a code were
possible, there would al^ys be great

risk of uncertainty from the applica-

tion of gdheral principles to particular

facts. Different jiid^s might apply
the same principle in different jimys,

and contrary decisions upon the^'^me
state of facts would frequently arise.

Now, in this country we have no
actual code of laws, but we have that,

which tends much more to certainty

than any code could do. We have
the principles of *the common law to

be round in text books of approved
authority, and we have the parlia-

mentary enactments to be found in

the statutes. These, in fact, form our
code, tlie general principles of law,

on which the decisions in particular

cases are ta be founded ; and we have
in our books o&reports an incredible

number of particular cases, in which
those principles have been applied,

and which are almost as binding on
the judges as the principles themselves.

It will be readily conoraed, that great

evil must arise from discordant deci-

sions upon the same state of foots,

because property acquired, and acts

done on the foith of one decision,

may be rendered insecure and ilfegaiW another ; and we have seen that,

if decisions are to be niddi(' by an
appHeation of general prindples .to

eadi individual case Mm if drisesi^^
' without

,
reference to otfaeir' cases; id

whjch 'the same question hks bdUri

invblfed, such discoida^ Jl.jlievi^

aide. Under a codb,^
.

must derive its fi»ee from that cm,
*Biul the/judge may or -huiy nd refer

Mb former .decfaidna.l^ fiis guldaiiee r
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vnder mtr ^tem, be must refer to the dressed to the public, rather than to

cases, aud must be guided by their the profession, it would be tedious

application of the general principles, and useless to enter into a considera-

UDless that application is manif^tly tion of details with which none but a
contrtuy to^reason. Under both sys- legal reader can be acquainted. We
tems,»a reference to decided cases by shall therefore rather direct attention

the advocate or the judge will inevit- to the objects proposed by the. altera-

ably be ms^e, and an acquaintance tions suggested, than to the alterations

with them be i^uisite.*- But, in the themselves— merely dwelling upon
latter, they will for the roost part those points which seem to be of a
furnish safe rules of conduct, and a more popular and interesting nature,

certain knowledge ofour rights ; while, and wnich depend for their accom-
in the former, they will merely afford plishment rather on the co-operation

ground fer uncertain conjecture. of the public than on the efforts of
Numerous, therefore, as the cases

'

professional men. The great objects

at present are, in which the law is proposed bv the commissioners are, to

mistaken by the legal adviser to whom accelerate the hearing of cases, and the

a party refers, and the suits which are trial of causes after the former are set

instituted in consecmence'of erroneous down for argument^- and the latter for

opiniens, they woma be much more* trial; to accelerate the progress of a
numerous under any code that could* cause towards hearing or trial ; to

by possibility be devised ; and we abolish obsolete and useless forms of
therefore see^no ground for altering action, and the obsolete and useless

our present system, either oA the score appendages of other actions still to be
of cheapness and expedition in the retained; to simplify the practice; to

attaiwent of rights, or of certainty in cut off useless expense; to discourage
• ascMiaining those rights. unnecessary length of pleading; to

Not only the manner in which rights enlarge the powers of the common-law
are ascertained, and the general prin- courts, so as to enable them in some
ciples of our system of pleading, but cases to prevent, as well as redress,

the trial of questions involving civil wrong; and, particularly, to diminish

rights by jury, and even the system the expense resulting from a multi-

of vivd voce evidende', have been fre- plicity of witnesses—being convinced

quentlv attacked ; but neither of these ** that whatever may be the cost, delay,

latter nave fallen within the scope of or vexation, occasioned by unnecessaiy
the commissioners’ inquiry, and our forms, by interlocutory applications, or

present limits preclude tlie possibility even by prolixity of pleadings, in

of our entering on a defence of tliem. actions which proceed to the extent

While thus, however, endeavouring of trial, there is no burden imposed
to vindicate our present system in its upon the parties to be placed at all

general features,' we ^ would not be m comparison with the expense and
understood as at all denying the inconvenience occasioned by requiring

numerous imperfections by which its the personal attendance of witnesses,

efficacy is diminished. We have al- for the proof of facts which there is na
ready admitted those imperfections ; real grimnd to dispute.’'

and we shall nqw proceed to offer a The first of these objects they seek

general view ofthe alterations proposed to attain by such arrangements, as will

by the commissioners, who declare enable the judges of the Mversd courts

their great object to be to render' to dispatch thU business now before

proceSings shorter, cheaper, and more them with increased expedition, and
certain thus embracing all those by effecting suchm equd distribution,

objects which we haY^ insisted upon of legal business between the three

as necessai^, except that of satisfection courts as will enable all to vxpritribute

to thfS parties litigant. equally to its diBpatcbii''*''a&d" prevent
Tt wtfbld be infpossible to give, any one from ;beii^'"dppie88ed with n

withm^ limits to which we are larae aitt^r

neetssarily confined, any but a very Ihe second they to^

gjmnlTiew of the alterations reoom- effect by simpli^jg thejton> andf

.
UpMsded; and, indeed, in a paper ad- diminishing the .steps of; fte piOcesa

f nfeUbrsiTof a Fi«neh is more eztenfdve jfoai|,font Ofan BfegUsb lawyer,.

notpriUistan^ng^e boated ainkpllisi^ of the
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for compelling apjpeaiance, and, parti*

calmly in bailable actions, by sepa-
rating the twQ objects of process,
namely, the enforcement of an appear-
ance on the part of the defendant, and
the obtaining of security by the deten-
tion ofhis person or tlie taking of bail.

Where the cause of action is sworn to

exceed the sum of 20f., the plaintiff is

allowed to arrest the defendant as soon
as he gives him notice of action, by
serving him with the writ ; and bv an
absurd complication, the time of the
defendant's appearance, and of the

commencement of the pleadings, is

subjected to all the delays incident to

an inquiry into the sufficiency of the
bail and the forms for taking their

security. This absurdity the c^mLs-
sioners propose to abolish, and to

allow the plaintiff in all cases to enter
an appearance for the defendant, if he
himself fails to do so within the speci-

fied time, and to proceed in the action

without reference to die time bail may
be perfected. Another source of delay
is the arbitrary division of terms, and
the rule that no party sbatl be com-
pellable to take more than one step

in the pleadings in each term or the

following vacation. This rule they

also recommend to be cancelled, and
each party to be compelled to proceed
in bis pickings within a certain num-
ber or days adcr receiving the last

pleading of his opponent, without any
reference to the terms.

With respect to the abolition of
useless and obsolete forms, and the

simplification of the practice, it is ob-
vious that both were highly desirable

;

but it is also obvious, that it required'

great caution, great ability, and great

knowledge of the subject, to ascertain

with certainty what was really obsolete

and useless, and discover how far these

forms mightbe disconnected from others
whose utility, is acknowledged, with-

out gubstwinil injury to the working of
that complicated machinery with which
th^. had to deal. This difficult, dan-
gmus, and labpHous task they have

- a success truly sur-

prising ; and though, as human, their

ejfi>rte .are necessarily it was
not to have been' that they

copl^j^yn apprdad^W near to per-

fection reau^have., Tfao most
n^tenai sMificatipn is . in die pro-

cess by*whicn actions'jSte coinitiencedr

A^^jn^t, ^^.epui^ .has j^liar
forms .01'. ita own ; and aU thisse,

amounting in the whole to sixteen^
have but two objects in view~the en-*
forceraent of an appearance oil" tto
part of the defendant in all actions^ and
m bailable actions the obtaining '^-se-

curity, by detaining hi^erson .until
he gives sufficient bail. This uniformi-
ty of object naturally sumests a uni-
formity of means ; and,^coidingly,
the commissioners propose one form of
process for nou-bailaole and another
for bailable actions, to be used for

commencing suits in all the courts,
and to be capable of being executed
by the sheriff of any county in which
the defendant may be found.

This prevention of delay, abolishing
of obsolete and useless forms, and sim-
plification of*the practice, will cut off a
•great .'imount ofUseless expense, by
dispensing witli the payment ofvarious
fees— such as remanet fees, term foes,

and others incident to delay, foes of
office relating to those forms, and a va-
riety of motions and applications on
which fees were paid to counsel, gnd
other serious expenses incurred, and
in particular all fees paid for mere sig-
nature.

Actions are calculated merely for the
redress of injuries committed, and our
courts of common law have no power
to interfere for iHe purpose of prevent-
ing the commission of a wrong. They
have, or rather, till the report of the
commissioners, they had, no power
either to obtain the evidence ofa living
witness who couldp not be produced in
court. But as an appeal to a court of
common law is at ail times attended
with much less dylay and expense than
to a court of equity, the commissionere
propose to enable tlie former to issue a
writ ofprohibition, to prevent a threat-
ened infraction of an agreement, where
it appears tliat the recovery ofdamages
would be an inadequate remedy; and to
order the examination ofwitnesses upon
intem^tories. Though the latter pari
of their recommendation has been al-
ready carried into effect, we must be
allowed to express some doubt as to
the expediency of.^either.

.
There is

much danger in confounding the pro-
vinces of equity &d cdiMen uw;
and we are not without s^^ehensioti
that those measures may have the effect
of introducing the vagueness, expense
and delay of equity into cotamdn law,
instead of engrs^og qpbn the former
dte simidicily of the latter. T(te' most
yaluable .part of oar system is the ne#
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cMiity for «iv4 evidance^ So
lauolrof tha r^iaiiee to be pieced on a

(m the .maoDer in

trhieh^hii^a^dteoa ie gkett) ami the

efihtt of aLeevare' etosa axeioinatioB

upoB^Um; wattthff mlue of evidence
givei^ upon intern^totiaa out ofcourt
watH alwasrt be vary; tnferior^ to that

which the jhir bas' aa 0|iqportuoity of

hearing ftom the witiieseee dienuwlvea

and we sincerely Micvh that the new
law will give risd to niiich additional

SJse swearing. The issuing of prohi-

bitions, too, will in a great rnoasure de-

pend on the weightjof the affidavits

;

and the system offffidavits lias, as is

universally allowed^ been Already car-

ried to a mischievous extent.

With a view to dimintsh.the expense

ofwitnesseii^ variou|^lterdtions are pro-*

posed, the general'^rinciples of which

are, to require a more accurate state-

ment of the^^unds of action and of

defence than is now usual,-*-where it

is necessary, to state on the4ace of the

ple^inn a certain number of (acts, in

ord^ that the grounds of the right

claimed may appear, but the other

party has no ground for doubting the

truth of many of the facts so stated, to

prevent him from putting his adversary

to the expense or proving them,— to

provide mr the prohf of documents
previous to trial, and, by narrowing

the questions to a few precise issues,

to give the parties more definite in-

fevTOtion of the points on which they

must be prepared with proof. There

is nothing on which the commissioners

Imve dismayed a sounder* philosophy

than on this, and ye]^ it is almost the

only part in which they are at variance

with the popular opinion. It has of

late years been the fesbion to deciy

pleading as the most odious and ex-

pensive part of^ the system ; and this

foolish clamour has, we regret to say,

been encouraged by men filling high

judicial situations,' but owing their

advancement rather to patronage than

merit; gnd, in particular, by one who,
howevcl'distinguishe^ by eloquence at

the has been only known upon
the hebeh as a rash and ignorant and

petep^jwfn. Uhlearned in the law,

imaequaima with the connexion of its

various part8| and blind to the prin-

cipies on which 1h^ rest, he remem-
bmd on the bench Uie embairassment
viffiich his inioranoe occasioned at the

bar, and afleeted to de|qiise ,iii system
. whidk.be could not eompf^iad ; but

though hit foolish observatiops have
ocoaritmally elicited-^a eheer ftonk pen-

sons equally igne^nt with hiniielfi

public and professional dfeappytriialion

nas signalise his legal inefficNncy, and
a maniibst improvement in thebusintttf

of his qnondm court has marked his

mmoval from its bench.

; We wish our limits^would allow us
-^to enter more at lar^ into this part of

the subject, as we consider if td be of

the uthk^t importance, that the public

should be satisfied with every thing

connected with the administration of
the lad ; ^d we have no doubt that

we should be able to convince our
readers of the propriety of the princi-

ple recommenaed by the commission-
ers ; But we arc obliged to pSss on to

other matters. We may pphaps here-

after devote a paper te tiiis particular

subject, which, we dlSiyder not only

important but interelfit^; bat we can-

not avoid observing 'me, dial in the

bill of costs already referred to, the

whole expenseoccasioned by the plead-

ings was mween 5L and 6/., while tliat

incurred by producing three witnesses

was npwaids of 45f.

With reference as well to the neces-
sity for an increased number of judges
occasioned by the addilioiLOfthe Welsh
circuits (a subject on which we do not
intend to touch), as with a view to a
more satisfactory dispatch of the busi-

ness in the courts at Westminster, it

was recommended that a judge sliould

be added to each court, and that re-

commendation has been carried into

effect. Of late years by for the greatest

part of the legal business of the coun-
try lias been thrown upon the King's

Bench, and this has tended seriously

to impede its ^teneral dispatch; be-
cause, while this court has been la-

bouring, day after day, early and late,

in endeavouring to ^t through the

causes in its pmr, the Other courts,

particularly the Exchecpiec, Imve been
comparatively finoccuped, sitting fre-

quently not above h^f on hour anday
in term, and, .not' mom' than "a
few days after term. necessaiy

consequence was, tlmt Ale arreu pf
business in Kii^s Bench became
immense; and Ihe'^amonisbing

energy and tmh^mikg penm^mhee
of the present dhief juiltii» battled,

almost sue^fi^., with the.fimpm.
causes, it Was fi^d, iinp^$$le, with?
out some new regulatiod^ to pm^t a
coestan% t^uffiularijhg sttear
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To effect this qbj(Mt»lt court^

commonly called ** the Thiee^ndge
Coui^’lwaa established about ten yean

oOnsh^ng of three Judges of the

King^s Bench, wi& power to hear and
determine, almost all questions which
ooine wimin die description of term
business; but,-as 'thjs, court sat imme-
diately after term, and during the time
the chiefwas occupied at nisi prius, the

court consisted for the most piort of the
three puisne judges, who thus decided
some of the most important cases in

the absence of their chief, who, though
^e first judge of the land, was left in

ignorance of the points of law laid

down in his own court, and the want
of whoso sanction and concurrent^ de-
tracted much from the weight of the

decisious. This, however, was not die

only objection .tp-^that very unpopular
court: the- dif&ulty of withdrawing
eminent men fioim the nisi prius court

to attend its sittings, the absence of tlie

greater portion of the profession and
the public, vdio flocked to the other

courts, and other minor circumstances,

tended to diminish its efficacy ; and its

extinction has been a source of satis-

faction to every practising member of
the bar.

The experteucc of that court shewed
the value to be placed on the presence
of the chief, and tlie aiteiidaiice of a
full court; and principally with a view
to secure this object ({jiring the whole
ofcacli terb, the conmiissioners recom-
mended the increased number ofjudges,
so that one might be detached fur the

purpose of attending in chambers, to

transact die necessary business there,*

while a full court was sitting. The
greatest beneht, however, which has

arisen from the appointment of a fifth

judge to the Court of King’s Dench, is

the establishment of an ancillary court,

in which one of the puisne judges at-

tends through the whole of each term
in rotation. ' To this court are referred

all questions yrhick are not considered

of suffic{^nl impoiUmce to demand the

cdnslderatiop' of the whole court, but
wbi(3i, b^ng very numerous, necessa-

rdy (^cupy 'it great pdriipn of time.

The cqntequence is* that nonp but
importuit ems pome before the full

court, which ^ is ihhs enabled to dis-

patch ‘ks business with mater ease

than' at any former period ,
The an-

citlairy court sits in the bail c^ort ad-

jdiidngVfhe Court, of King’s Stench, so

that bounsel can easily pass foom one
VpL. V,. NO. xXVsiu

to the othcff ; and by a spirit ofacoom-
modadon in the presidlmg judgeVand-
the bar, no inconvenience arilee-wifo
respect to the attendance o^ounseb' "

But, while the aAangemieht we have
just adwted to haa tended much to

diminish the pressure of term business

on the Court^ofKing’s fieohh, die diffi-

culty still continues widt ref^t to die

nisi prius cases, which go bn accumu-
lating, tlotwithatanding that the sittings

for the trial of them during term have
been much^more numerous of late,

and it is necessary that some measure
should be adopted -So prevent this ac-

cumulation.

The additional sittings in term-time
have not, we think, been attended with
advantage, and havff most certainly not
increased the satisfaitioii of the suitors.

The commissioners allege, that in their

opinion nothing tends mure to the
satisfactorytransaction of business than
the undivided attendance of counsel on
the causes in which they are engaged
and we have already pointed out how
much of the satisfaction of a suitor in

the result of a cause depends on his

conhdcnce in the advocate by whom
that cause is conducted. We think,

therefore, that as much facility as pos-
sible slioiild be given to the suitor of
selecting his counsel, and as much
certainty of being able to secure that

counsers undivided attendance. Now,
though it may be necessary, 'for the
dispatch of business, that there should
be three courts, with, to a certain ex-
tent, a distinct bar for each— yet,

when the business of the same court
comes to be so distributed that dif-.

fereiit bfanehes of it arc sitting in
two different places, and at a distance
of between two and three miles fjmm
each other, it is impossible for a party
to count with any fail* probability on
the personal service of the barrister he
engages, without restricting his choice
to a very small number, and to a very
unsatisfactoiy and improper degree.
The very few barristers who arrive

at eminence shewP how rare th^ qua-
lities are which can give general satis-

faction to the suitow, and how«nece8-
sary, therefore, it is that the* mnge of
choice should be left as wide as pos-
sible. Under the present Arrangement;

however, counsel may be engaged in a
nisipHus case at the Guildhall, while a
special cate is called on in the full

court at: Westminster, in which the
entire relikneo of his client is 'plahed
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OB his exertion and ability, and which
cannot be postponed without danger to

the orderly proceeding of the court—
or may be engaged in the full court,

while mtftr client is submitting to a
nonshit, some point on whi& his

tpcorn tenens is at fault, but which he
himself would have been able to ex-

plain. The dissatisfaction of the suitor,

the failure ofjustice, and the most ha-
rassing anxiety to the counsel engaged,
is the result ofthis arrangement, which,

after all, adds but little to the general

dispatch of business.

We are of opinion, therefore, tliat

whatever delay it may occasion, no
important cause should be tried during

the term ,* and we think that the trial of

undefeiidefl and toimportant causes;

might be provided 'for in a much morp
efficient and satisfactory manner, by
extending the principle of the One-
Judge Court to trials at nis^ prim. It

would be contrary to the p^ciples we
have been endeavouring tO'' inculcate,

to propose any measure which would
have the effect of restricting a suitor,

either in the choice of his advocate or

his court, on any question actually

disputed; but a great number ofcauses

are undefended, in which it is only

necessary for the plaintiff' to make out

a primA forte case for the jury ; and
there is no possible reason why parties

should not be compelled to refer such

cases to the ancillary court. We are

aware that defendapts anxious for de-

lay would declare their causes to be
defended when not really so, for the

purpose of preventing suefi resort ; but

we can see no difficulty or impropriety

in requiring an affidavit in support of

such declaration. To this court, also,

might be referred such causes as the

parries themselves considered unim-
portant, and agreed to try before it

;

and even some slight difference, in the

way of costs, might be made, for the

purpose of encouraging such a course.

By this means, while the chief’s court

was sitting for the trial of all special

jury causes, and al! but undefended

common juiy causes, whkh the parties

chose tp set down^for hearing before it,,

the other court would be proceeding

with unimportant and undefended

causes, in which the attendance of

eminent counsel would be unnecessary,

without in the least interfering with the

dispatch of business io the superior

court.

We have already directed thC atten-

tion of our readers to the feet, that

almost the only delay, not absolutely

necessary for the ends of justice, which
now occurs in the course of an action,

is in the difficulty ofbringing it to* trial,

or, if a question of law arises at the

trial, bringing that question before the

court. We have alk) shewn that the

delay in term business has been much
dimini^ed; and it therefore follows

that, at present, the grievance of delay

almost entirely arises from the arrear

of nUi prius cases. To the reduction
of this arrear every effort consistent

with the principles we have pointed

out should be directed; and unless

some valid objection can be urged
againti the alteration we have suggest-

ed, it ought certainly to be tried.

But whatever means may be disco-

vered for enabling the Court of King's

Bench to dispatch the business brought
before it, it must still continue to bo
most desirable that' the public should
resort in a more equal degree to the

other two courts. The judges of tho^

King's Bench enjoy a somewhat higher

rank, and the chief a somewhat higher

salary than the others; but all are

chosen from the same bar, all the

puisne judges are equally well paid,

and each court should be equally fitted

to afford justice to the public by whom
their services are rewarded. Not-
withstanding all this, however, <^the-

world,”

** Tliat rarely blames unjustly/’

has decided in favour of the King’s
Bench, with a constancy and uni-

.formity that proves there must be
something more than caprice in the
selection. It therefore naturally occurs
to inquire what are the points in which
the King’s Bench essentially or acci-

dentally differs from the other two, io
onler to ascertain whether to these

points of difference we can ascribe its

superiority.

Until veiT lately, indeed, it differed

essentially m>m tlie Common Pleas,

in exercising an appeHate jorisdiction

over it, and being, with respect to the
bar, an open court, besides some miner
points relating to foe practice and foe

costs, in whkhr foe advautaige was de-
cidedly on its side. The appellate

juriadktien, which could not but mili-

tate again$t the equal distribufioii of
business, has been lately abolished,

and some steps have^^besn vskop to

'

assimilate foe pmetke in all foe ihteer
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courts; so that the principal essential

difference remaining is the exclusion

of all but seijeants from practising in

the Common Pleas.

The Exchequer,, until veiy lately,

differed most widely, and still, though
in a mitigated degree, differs in con-

struction and practice from the other

two. As the bar of the Common Pleas

was exclusive, so was the office of at-

torney in the Exchequer, none but
clerks in court being allowed to prac-

tise there. Of late, however, the court

has been thrown open, all attorneys are

admitted to practise, and «muny most
important improvements have been
made with respect to practice and
costs, which have already produced an
increased resort to that court.

But, great as the effect produced by
the permanent and essential points of
difference have been, that occasioned

by others of an accidental and tempo-
rary nature have been much greater.

For many years the King's Bench has

been presided over by a chief justice,

who, but for a rarely appearing infir-

mity of temper and an occasional rude-

ness of manner, might constitute the

beau ideal of a judge: learned, pro-

found, quick, firm, and energetic, the

sti'ength of his character, the extent of
his attainments, aud a dignity arising

from the consciousness of supeiiority,

command universal respect, and enable

him to rule, without effort, the most
unwieldy and the most irritable spirits

of bis court. A keen and early per-

ception of the real question at issue,

and a love for and habit of close and
concise reasoning, qualify him for cor- ,

reeling the rambling propensities of
loose and vagrant minds, whether dis-

played in an argument to the court, an
address- to the jury, or an exainina-

tidh of a witness ; and he does correct

them with an unshrinking hand.

Until very lately, indeed, the other

two courts were presided over by
judges not adequate to the situations

they lield, and the trials at nisi prius

were conducted in a manner calculated

laiher to det^r than to encourage the

resort of honest suitors. To the Court
of Common Pleas, indeed, many re-

sorted' rather through the hope of en-

listini^ die prejudices of the Judge, and
winning the. advocacy of bi» a^ent
tempiff on their side, than with a view,

to ootouii n calm aud patient trial. Nor
was tiMi.jnsufficilocy of the chiefe the

only ff>r. the puisne benches were,

Law Reform.

for the most port, filled by equally in-
sufficient occupants

; and indeed, when
a vacancy occurred in the Exchequer,
the appointmentwas always considered
the perquisite of the chancellor, and
made without the sUghtest^gafd to
the candidate’s fitness for the office.

This error has, in a great^egree, been
rectified. Ixird lyndhurst presides

over the Exchequer with a vigour and
a talent that has raised his reputation

as a judge to the level of Lord Tenter-

den, and Sir Nicholas Tindal is at least

an efficient chief justice of tlie Com-
mon Pleas; measures have been also

taken to improve the character of
the puisne bench; and although the

fitness of a recent appointment may
be questioned, an(>the superiority of
Ihe King’s Bench is still great, the

o\her courts are much improved in

every respect. ,

The exclusive nature of the Com-
mon Pleas* has been a subject of
much discmsioii ; and its evil effects

were never more sensibly felt than at

the present moment, when Serjeant

Wilde sways the proceedings with

such paramount infiuence, as almost
to insure success to the cause which
he espouses. The commissioners in-

cline to preserve, the “ ancient and
honourable order of serjeants,” but re-

commend that other barristers should
have the privilege of being heard on
all questions arising out of trials in

which they have been engaged; and in

the propriety of tlifs recommendation
we fully agree. It will open the court

upon almost important business ; it

will draw to it a ^reat quantity of the

circuit causes; and it will restrict the

choice of counsel only in cases in

which, for the most part, a more
extended choice is unnecessary, and
would, by diverting th^ attention of
the other barristers, obstruct the gene*

ral business of the King s Bench and
Exchequer. These alterations, with a
little more attention to the choice of
judges, and an assimilation of the

practice, would, have no doubt,

insure a fair distribution of the busi-

ness, without having recourse to any
arbitrary measures for restricting the

suitor either in the choice of his court

or his counsel. We should have a
separate set of men for each court in

all unimportant causes; and when the

importance ofthe case required a more
exlended choice, the selection might be.

made from the whole bar, without re-
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fercnce to the court in ^rhich the ques-

tion was to be determined.

We may here be permitted to ob-

serve, that few as the suterations already

pointed out may seem, they would, if

rairly cai|[^ into effect, amply suffice to

remedy the evils now complained ofby
the public, And to satisfy their demands
for reform. Cheapness and expedition

is what they call for—a degree ofcheap-

ness and expedition which shall not

interfere will) the proper and satisfac-

tory conduct ofa cause, but which shall

arise from the cutting offof unnecessary

expense and needless delay. We
have shewn that this desired expedition

must be sought for in the means of ac-

celerating the trial of a cause, and the

hearing of a question, after the one i.«

set down for argument, and the other

for trial ; that that cheapness must 6e
obtained abolishing the various

sinecure and unnecessary qffices so nu-
merously appended to om courts of

law ; and tnat while the pteventing of

arrears of business will diminish ex-

pense, so will the abolition of useless

offices mitigate delay. We have shewn
the means by which the former object

canjbe effected,— those necessary for

the ’attainment of the latter are too

simple to require olwervatiofi. It only

remains, therefore, to inquire into the

probable causes, why those changes, so

strongly urged l)y the commissioners,

So evidently consistent with reason,

and so calculated to allay the dissatis-

faction of the public, have not been

carried into full effert.

The first step in this inquiry is to as-

certain on whom the changes depend

;

and here it is necessary to obseiTe,

that the objects of our jurisprudence

are twofold,— first, rights, and, second-

ly, the manner of pursuing those rights.

Rights arc established by the common
law and by statutes ; they are altoge-

ther independent of the courts, and are

without the range of our present in-

quiry. But witli respect to the manner
ofpursuing those rights, the choice ofa

court is in the discijtion of the suitor;

the form of t]he action*, the right of ap-

peal, and, in genaral>the laws of plead-

ing and evidence, Alid the mode of

trial, depend upon the principles of

the common law, and are as much be-

yond the control of the judges as if

they were founded on positive enact-

ments. We say as muen, because, al-

though principles are sometimes over-

ruled by the judges, the question on

kich occasions is, not whether the prin-

ciples are proper, but whether they are

the principles of the common law.

But with respect to what is generally

called “ the practice of the court,” the
different steps to be taken between the

issuing of the writ and the execution,

and the time for taking them ; notice

to opposite parties, service of writs>

amending pleadings, and other mat-
ter, motions in court for various pur-

poses, and in general all matters in

which a fault committed amounts to

irregularity and is cognisable by the
court itself, and not error to be insisted

on before another court of appellate

jurisdiction ; with respect to all these, as
they <rest for tlie most part on general

rules published from time to time by
the respective courts, the power of the
judges is very great; and it is their

province and their duty to examine
and amend the state of the law re-

lating to them. They have already

done something towards the fulfilment

of this duty, by publishing two sets

of general rules; the first set having
for their object the abridgment
pleadings and the simplification of the
practice with respect to bail ; and the

second, the assimilation of the practice

in the three courts. But when wc
consider what power they derive under
the statute 1 William 1V. c. 70, for esta-

blishing a simple and uniform practice,

and recollect how much leisure the
uisne judges have in the intervals

etween terms, we are bound to say
that they have not displayed sufficient

industry. The little they have done has

. been done in a little way, and shews
a manifest reluctance to grapple with
real difficulties, or trench upon the spoil

which useless forms supply to the vast

swarm of our official sinecurists.

With respect to writs used for the

purpose of commencing actions, it is

very doubtful how far the authority of
the judges extends ; and, indeed,

these, and the greatest portion of the

proposed amendments, depend on the

co-operation of the government, as

well by an exercise of the power
vested in them, as by introducing bills

into parliament for the purposes for

which the interference of the legisla-

ture is necessary. Although, mere-
fore, the judges may not nave been
sufficiently alert in their peculiar pro-

vince, the chief blame of protracted

abuses rests with the goveniment.
Every one knows how difficult ii is to
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cany any measuie through cither house
of parliament unless supported by mi-
nisters; how sensitive our legislators

become to the interests of parties, how
feelingly alive to the danger of giving

offence, and how one objection to the

details occurs after another, until tlie

principle of the measure is at last de-

stroyed; and the mortified originator

prefers its withdrawal to the chance of

Its passing in a mutilated form. Why
ilicti have ministers not interfered ?

First, because it would be incon-

sistent with the only principle to which
the present Lord Chancellor has al-

ways uniformly adhered; namely, of

never carrying into effect any measures
ofthe utility ofwhich he has prevvously

expressed a strong conviction. The
Whigs have all sufliciently exhibited

the difference between ins and outs;

they have learned how much easier it

is to censure than amend, to promise
than to perform : hut Lonl Brougham
in paiticular, although ‘Raised to an
eminence from which he can survey

new fields of usefulness,’’ has merely

contented himselfwith surveying, with-

out taking the trouble of cultivation.

He instituted the London University,

and vehemently declaimed in its fa-

vour ; he has since acquired the power
of assisting it by something more sub-
stantial than a speech, and he has

accoidingly abandoned it. This we
mention in illustration of his princi-

ples, and not because we regret the

smothering of that unpvopitious hive,

lie preached against West Indian
slavery, to obtain the suffrages of the

people of York ; but now that he is •

armed with the power of a minister, he
feels scared by its responsibiliti/ from
any attempt at realising the unfounded
dreams with which he deluded his

constituents. He displayed his vigour,

his eloquence, and the vast powers of
his mind, in the cause of local courts

;

and local courts are now no longer

thought of. He fascinated his au-
dience with a beautiful picture of a
reformed Court of Chancery; he pro-

pounded doctrines from which no one
could dissent, and laid down principles

based on the soundest philosophy, and
likely to lead to the most beneficial

measures ; but the Court ofReview Bill

lias convinced us that, as usual, those

principles were laid down, and those

doctrines enforced, merely for the pur-
pose of shewinf how widely he could
depart fioom both.

Law Reform.

To this, which we believe to be a
very strong motive with his lordship,

we must add the laziness of all the
individual members ofthe government,
their consciousness of inability to deal
with any practical subjcct,.-|peir' pro-
verbial fears of giving offence, their in-

difference to the real interests of the

public unconnected wiln their own,
and, perhaps, their anticipations of a
result which, by overturning all sy&-

tems, will render nugatory the refonn

of any one in particular.

There is one other obstacle in tlie

way of reform : the various unneces-

sary forms to wliich we have alluded

give rise to a multipUeity of offices,

and at each of these offices fees are

paid. The abolition of the forms,

therefore, would occasion the abolition

df the fees ; it would deprive many, as

well judges as ministers,/)f extensive

patronage ; and it would trcncli upon
the system of providing for junior

branches of great families, almost as

dear to the lu^arts of chiefjustices as to

those of lioids Grey and IMuukett.

But though the ministers will not
interfere, tlioiigh they liave proved their

indifference to the cause of justice, by
the strong contrast of their legal ap-
pointments with /hose of their prede-

cessors, is there no one else who will ?

Is there no independent Tory in the

House of (Commons to bring forward

a bill upon the subject, and to tell the

gentlemen of the treasury bench, that

as the r.ord Chancellor himself has

declared that it is the first duty of a
government to provide for the due ad-

ministration of the law; and as the

same Chancellor has also declared

that the present administration of tlie

law is defective ; he considers himself

bound by those declarations to bring

forward his bill, even^at tlie risk of
delaying the measures of the govern-
ment?
By whomsoever introduced, the re-

form of the law will confer ample
credit on its author; and, when the
influence of other .pleasures has ceased
to be felt, and the remembrance of
them has passed awsw, the gratitude of
future ages will eml^lm the memory
of him who shall succeed in opening
wide the doors ofjustice, and render,

ing a resort to legal decision as simple^

as cheap^ and as expeditious^ as is con-
sistent with the satisfaction of the suit-

ors, and the complicated relations of
civilised society.
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THE SOCK AND THE BUSKIN.

No. III.

MISS FANNY KCMBLe's FRANCIS THE FIRST,*’ AND MR. SHERIDAN KNOWLES's
“ HirNClIBACK.*’

[In one our former Numbers of the Sock and the BuskiO}*’ we spoke

differently to what we now do on the merits of Miss Fanny Kemble.
T^e pre.^nt paper, as may be easily seen, is not by the same hand that in-

dited the other. We have had nothing to do, di^tally speaking, with eitlier.

The views of our two friends are in direct opposition
; but we have neverthe-

less determined that the present paper should find grace and favour in tlie

pages of Regina, since there is nothing that elucidates the truth so much as

free discussion. We have neitlier partiality nor enmity to gratify. Our wish
is that every subject should be iairly canvassed, and the merits of every

person duly weighed and rightly estimated. One word more may, perhaps,

De necessary : the writer of this article is not known, even by name, to any
member of the Kemble family.—(). Y.]

It is a noble siglftj- says the poet, to,

witness a good man struggling with

misfortune: equally so is it to be-

hold the undaunted bearing of a fra-

gile woman in the midsV of adver-

sity. The authoress of Francis the

First has known cither extreme of

fortune. She was educated in the

bosom of a family which was courted

for its talent by the noble, the rich,

and the aristocratic. I’ride was obliged

to vail its plume, its pomp, and its

circumstance, when it crossed the

threshold ofGenius. ,Fashion forgot its

frivolity, its contortions, and grimaces,

while li.slening to the murdy sentiments

which it heard pronounced by the ora-

cular lips of those who had attained to

the highest eminence of that profession

which most conspicuously requires the

happiest possible combination of phy-
sical and intellectual perfiSction. Such

was the distinction won by the Kemble
family.

The origin of dramatic poetry is

to be found in the religion of the

Greeks. Derived from so holy a

source, it has«also as holy an end in

view,—the improvement of mankind.

It is the most efficacious, as well

as the most difficult, method of in-

struction. Didactic poetry becomes
tiresome. Epic wants the power of

concentrating atten^n upon the per-

sonages introduced, by the necessi-

ty for Sequent 4^scriptions and epi-

sodes. Sculpture and painting shew
only one form and one unchanging

view; though from the power with

which that form and view are con-

ceived and wrought by the chisel and
the pencil of the artist, the widest lati-

tude is given to the imagination of
the beholder. A novel affords oppor-

tunities for minute accounts ofscenery,
and for the circumstantial mention of
the attitudes and proceedings of the

characters ; but this advantage is much
counteracted by the certainty, that the

employment of those opportunities by
the artist must distract the attention

and discompose the unity of action.

Ill the drama, the unity of action is

pervading and unbroken. The per-
.sonages describe every thing for them-
selves; and the artist, during the perusal

or the spectacle, is entirely forgotten.

Independently ofthis peculiarity, living

representatives of the chanicters deli-

neated are brought upon tlie scene,

who go through the display of the

passions and emotions with which the

originals are supposed to have been
actuated. Thus tiic drama has been,
is, and must be, when rightly conceived
and rightly executed, the very best

. mode of instruction for the multitude.

And as the powers requisite for the

writer are manifold and multiform,
so in their combination they point out

the possessor as one containing the

highest and best qualities of heart and
of head, of which human nature is

capable. Of this mankind are aware,
and have consequently accorded their

acclamations and applause to the dra-

matic authors of Europe. While the

fame and the name of great command-
ers, of ermined monarchs, and diplo-

matists who set the world agape at the

power of intrigue and tricke^ which
they exhibited, have been washed down
into the pit of oblivion, the names of
.£schylus, Sophocles, and Euripides,

of Shakespeare, and Gbthe, ana Cal-
deron, and Lope da Vera, and Molibre,

possess an undying, emmal, and ever-

youthful interest for mankind. Tinm,
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which injures all else, increases the

num^rs of those who look on siidi

migb% masters as the true teachers of
the world— teachers, in sooth, who,
without austerity of manner, or display

of rigorous autliority, or wielding in

firmly clenched hand the ferule of the

pedagogue, have laid open the vast

treasury of their wisdom and their

acquirements for tlie benefit of their

fellow-creatures. In tlieir pages the

hideous features of vice are portrayed

with the masterly execution ofMichael

Angelo, the beauties of natui-e are dis-

played with the discriminating touches

and the melting coloura ofClaude Ixir-

raine, or her bristling and dense soli-

tudes and antres dark with the vigor

of Salvator himself. Indeed, all things

considered, they transcend the painteix,

because the canvass of the latter can
only give one side of the thing repre-

sented, whereas tlie delineations of the

poet are rounded and full. Folly,

passion, emotion, madness—all things

incidental to infirm human nature—arc

noted down in unfading language, and
fullest and minutest description, in the

pages of the dramatists. Nor were
those achievements by them the effect

of intuition. It was by intenningling

with the world, by scrutinising into

the condition of his fellows, as they

actually appeared around him, that

Shakespeare was enabled to produce
his various characters. It was not

because he wrote plays while almost a
youth, tliat therefore he must have
drawn from his own imagination,

unassisted by intense study of man-
kind. A man, in comparison to any
other, may live doubly and trebly in*

the same given space of time. Shake-
speare at thirty, in all that is dignified

and excellent in man, was equal to the

world combined, which had witnessed

the revolution of many scores of cen-

turies.

If the poet's character stand so

high, as it most assuredly docs, he
who has to fulfil the poet's intentions,

and to embody his aelineations, and
enounce their minutest touches to the

multitude, is in merit second only to

the poet himself. Actors, we know,
have,

.

generally speaking, not been

tolerated in society: theirs has been

a degraded rank, and the actions of

many of die class have, we confess,

been the reverse of reputable. But
the good are not to be mixed up with

the bad, and to share in that scorn

Mr. Sheridan Knowles.

and that contempt which the Mack
members of the profession have de-
servedly drawn upon themselves.
While die lowest of the class get
drunk at the Pig and Whistle and the
Harp, the first of that chMCg art not
only men Of cultivated minfis in the
highest possible degree (as they needs
must be), but of unign^feachahle re-

spectability ; and they accordingly sit

at the tables of princes, and are

admitted into the innermost of the
saloons of fashion. WIm was not

proud of an acquaintance with Garricfk,

to say nothing of the actors of Greece
and of Home, or of Southampton and
his Shakespeare ? who was not proud
of the acquaintance of John Kemble
and his sister SitJ^oiis? who would
*not gladly throw open liis doors to

Charles Young and Charles Kemble,
and his accomplished and handsome
daughter, who nas prodifcod the tra-

gedy undcS* discussion?

In Miss Fanny Kemble, the poet
and the player are wonderfully com-
bined. We do not say that her scenic

representations me equal to those of
Siddons or of O’Neil ; but we see no
reason why she should not greatly

exceed, at a future period, that ])er-

feclion which she has already attained,

and so adrnirabfy exhibited. It is

observable that true genius is slow
in its growth, and springs from seed
perchance too minute for unassisted

vision. The largest rivers take their

rise in narrow fountains, and sportive

travellers have leaped across the in-

fant streams of the lihinc and the

Thames. Peifection is the silent work
of years. It is c&y to quote names to
prove the contrary; but those names
can be as easily shewn to be the
exceptions to the rule, and not the
rule itself. Tliis is Wne out in the
history of the Kemble family. Siddons
came before a London audience and
failed—the effort was premature (did
uot Demosthenes fail for the same rea-

son, long before the glorious Siddons ?)

;

Kemble, feeling his own imperfection,

travelled about tUb countiy from l^arn

to plavliouse in indigence, till his

strengtn was maturdd, and be became
assum-that he was a man; Charles,

his brother, we all remember, was for

many of his early years an unsuccessfiil

performer—a mere stick, as be was sig-

nificantly dulled ;—and if Miss Fanny
Kemble have not accomplished all that

injudicious friends preconised in her
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vour, and sycopbantic jottroadists pn*
mised on her part,arewe to abut ourera
to that ability a^comxnanding takdlt

which she really possesses, because

she has not come up to the high mark
of pubUi||lKpectation? She, however,

has you* before her— she has won-
derful capabilities—she has a quick

penetrating and expanded intellect,

a solid and stem judgment— she has

varied reading and much learning

—

she has an enviable memory, and,

more than all, a strong mind and
uiiwparicd patience. She has only to

make proper use of these appliances,

and, trusting to her uiiiissistea reason,

we expect to see her reach an altitude

in perfection which the envious will

no doubt grieve in tlicii, very hearts'

core to behold. *

Miss Fanny Kemble never

destined to the stage. The^'linisfor-

tunes of the*father madi‘ the daughter

an actress. The former wi.s reduced

to beggary by the failure of Ins manage-
ment and the lawsuits in whicii, as part

proprietor of the theatre, lie had been
involved—his family circle utis about

to be broken up— his furniture was
about to be seized by rapacious credit-

ors : he was an unfortunate man, and
the late of misfortune he was daily

undergoing in iiicr^dsiiig bitterness :

lie expected sympathy, and encoun-
tered disregard and desertion on the

part of those who in his heyday of

prosperity were proud (the contempt-
ible reptiles!) to call themselves his

friends. While the gloom was settling

in denser wreaths over hist once cheer-

ful hearth— while the bitterness of

disappointment, and* anxiety for the

salvation and welfare of those who
were to him dearer than life itself,

was torturing his heart, his young
daughter stept forward and averted the

impending arnf of fate, and dispelled

the darkness from his dwelling. The
hoydenish girl had suddenly assumed
the sedate aspect of the ' thoughtful

woman : all youthful visions and day-
dreams, and secret and silent aspira-

tions, were at once*banished from her

bosom, and, with the intrepidity of an
Amazon armed iit a holy cause, she

deliberately came before the gaze of

multitudes, to wage war against For-

tune on behalf of those who had given

her life, and for whom she determined
to dedicate that life, in spite of the

incessant anxiety that awaited ho*, and
the wear and tear of public drudgery.

and the covert slanders or open ruffian-

ly attacks of whosoever should be. base

enough or beastly enough to amault

and malign an artless, and inoffensive,

and innocent girl. The very act which
brought her on the stage proclaimed

^er worth and her virtue, and even

had she miserably failed, should have

given her a sacied character— pro-

claimed possession on her part of that

species of virtue which is the purest,

and the best, and the most acceptable

to the Father ofGoodness and Mercies
—Filial Piety. By this Miss Kemble
manifested her superlative virtue, her

wisdom, and her strength of mind.
Talk of Grecian daughters after this I

The piety of Virgil’s hero, tliough

aided* by the charms of poetry, is

surpassed by the piety of the young
girl obeying the hard and prosaic call

of necessity and love. To abandon in

a moment every cherished anticipation

and scheme of life— to bui’st without
scruple through the seclusion of her

family circle— to devote her existence

to^ the existence of her parents— to

face a tliciitncnl audience, unprepared
as she was, and trusting only to her
innate strength, was a manifestation of
moral courage and devotion which was
well calculated to evince her worth,

and take captive the hearts of English-

men. The experiment was attempted,
and was hailed ^ a tempest of ap-
plause. Well do we remember the
night, and well do we remember the
broken tones and tearful eye with
which t)ie father, in his abounding
pride of heart, came forward to ac-
knowledge the congratulations of the
'auditory. Happy uther, to have so
excellent a child ! For surely, if

Heaven has rewards in store for mor-
tals, its choicest blessing must descend
like the silent dew upon the head of
so worthy and good a daughter.

Miss Fanny Kemble was courted
and caressed—was the theme of gene-
ral praise and invidious compliment.
Foplings toasted her at the clubs, and
spawned forth their flippant flatteries

in her presence; ladies of fashion

invited her, as a newly arrived lioness,

to their mansions ;—she was the object

of universal applause, wonder, and
syramthy. An ordinary girl's head
would have been instantly turned : she
would have begun by fancying herself

some exalted person, and continued
to receive the homage cf the multitude

as a matter of rightfiil accordance.
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Her senses would soon have (led up*
wardinto the limbo of vanity, and the

possAsor would have quickly proved

nerself to be a consummate idiot.

Miss Kemble was made of sterner and
truer mettle.

We have already said that Miss

Fanny Kemble exhibited in her own
person the happiest combination ofpoet

and player. Specimens of both are be-

fore the world. Of the former, her play

of Francis the First is an admirable

specimen. This production was writ-

ten by her when only seventeen years

of age. We really do not pretend to

know Miss Kemble's age at present

—

perhaps it may be nineteen, perhaps

one-and-twenty. Whether either, or

any other, it matters little. vVe do
not mean to speak of her play as of

the production of any incompetent per-

son, but as the composition of one who
not only is fully equal to such a task,

but of something infinitely beyond it.

This play, after the fashion of the

old Greek trilogies, has its tliroe several

departments, almost wholly distinct in

inward elaboration, although in outward

?
lot dependent one upon the other.

'he first portion is dedicated to I.ove,

the second to Hatred, the third to

liepentance. Wc wish that wc had
room to enter into an analysis which
should demonstrate the correctness

of this observation.^ It is also an his-

torical play, although many glaring

liberties have been taken with the

dead letter of history. It is im-
possible ever to vivify the skeletons

of characters which history furnishes,

without taking an extravagant license.

We are acquainted witli the actions ot

the personages recorded, but in nine

cases out of ten we know nothing of

the movementsofthe heart—the exciting

emotions and the maddening passions

which drove them to tlic commission
of those deeds by which their names
have been emblazoned in the chronicles

of the world. The Greek writers, in

all their works, have employed an
arbitrary discretion in the portraiture

of their heroes. A representation ac-

cording to common-place facts and
well-known incidents, is by no means
capable of exciting curiosity and keep-

ing up public attention. The tales of

the house of Atreus were varied by
every artist according to his fancy.

Close adherence to facts recorded was
of seoondaryi importance, while the

whole force and power of the Greek

writers was applied to delineating, in

most spirit^ and moving,manner,
matever actions th^ were leased to

ascribe to their heroes.

, With these few observations, we pro-
ceed to a slight mention stoiy,

which we shall not be able to illustrate

by many appropriate passages of the

play. The first scene court of the
Louvre, and introduces Venddme and
Chabannes, old generals, who meet the

Duke of Alen^'on, a prince ofthe blood.

The first iiiforins the other two that

the King had returned from tennis, and
that he was holding converse with the

Queen’s confessor in an impassioned
manner, and that the two had just

entered the (Queen’s apartment. And,
as I think,” Contir^cs the warrior

—

^\nd, as I think, the Duke dc Bourbon’s
name

Full Tnaiiy a time escaped^heir anxious
lips.

^

lie then proceeds to describe the man
of mystery

—

Stmngo to say, ho is a Spaniard,
And, stranger yet, ho hath not been at

court

But a brief space, which renders his
estate

(Being so trusted by the Queen) a riddle.

Whereat w'o guedb in vain. She is not
wont

To doll* her wariness on slight acquaint-
nneo

;

Yet is this monk for ever with her;
holding

^
In fullpossessionhermost jccrct counsels.

From tlxjir discourse, we are told

that the Constabjp de Bourbon (another
prince oflfiie blood) is recalled from his

Milanese government,though all France
is curious to know the reason. It is

supposed that this is effected by the

mother of Francis, J^uisa of Savoy,
Duchess of Angoult^me, but it is not
known that her reason is a secret

passion she bears for the Constable.
This secret passion was the moving
cause of many remarkable events on
the continent. Let it here^ remarked,
that while the ^ueeii Mother loves
De Bourbon, he in his turn loves her
daughter, Margardt of Valois, known
in history as Rende. While the three

are conversing, the jester Triboulet

joins them (a character in imitation of
the clowns of Shakespeare, though
tamed down to the modem taste) ; and
Shortly after them comes De Bonnivet,
a courtier by profession, and die King’s
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&vourile by accident The down of«

fends his dignity, and a fracas ensues.

Mai^gaiet de Valois by her presence
appeases all anger ; and, after dieclcing

the excessive flattery of De Bonnivet,
who coDjilfues her to the bright

daszling^n,’^ asks Chabannes if he
intends to join the toiirnay held that

dayby the King in honour ofDe Bour-
bon’s return. Then ensues the follow-

ing exquisite piissage

:

CHABANNES.
Gracious madam.
We all intend, as 1 believe, to be there :

1 to look on, and criticise >is age
Ever will do, drawing comparisons
’Twixt thatwhich is, and that which hath

been once.
MARG<nET. ‘

Envious comparisons I say, are they not t
*

Surely the w-orld alters not every day, *

That those, who play’d their parts but
some scofe years '

Gone by, should cry out, ** Hovr the times

are alter'd !”

—

1 do appeal to thy philosophy

;

Bay, is it so, Chabannes 1

CHABANNES.
In sober truth, then, in philosophy.

Since thus your grace commands, T do
believe

That at our feet the tide of time flows on
In strong and rapid course ;

nor is one
current

'*

Or rippling eddy liker to tlie rest.

Than is one age unto its predecessor

:

Men still are men, the stream is still a
stream,

Througb.every change of changeful tide

and time

;

And ’tis, 1 fear, only our partial eye

That lends a brighter sunbbam to the

wave ,

On which we launch’d our own adven-

t’rous bark.

The confessor is the Queen Mother’s

agent in her intrigue for acquiring

De Bourbon’s Idve ; but he also has

subtle ends to accomplish, which con-
stitute the mainspring of the whole
drama. The feeling which actuates

the friar’s conduct is darkly hinted at

by Laval, theiover of Franyoise de Foix,

to Laatrec, her brothef

:

e

Once, Iremember mei the Queen had sent
By me some mission to this confessor ;

—

By chance, the Princess Margaret, by
whose side

He stood, let fall ajewel from her finger

;

Both stoop’d, and, as we did, our hands
encounter’d

—

He started back as though a serpent stung
him.

At the joust Franpoise attracts the

King’s admiration, aM he determines

to possess her. On the other hand,

we have an animated scene between

De Bourbon and Margaret. The alter-

nations of his vehemence and yielding

and confiding love are finely managed
throughout the interview. The same
managing power triumphs over the

difficulties of the Constable’s inter-

view with the Queen Mother, wherein
we see the scarcely curbed pride of

the man in admirable contrast with the

deep Italian cunning and dark treachery

of the subtlest ofwomen ; one, indeed,

who, for the gratification of lustful

passion, which bums at her heart with

the intensity of hellish fire, has resolved

to win Uie suitor of her own daughter
for her paramour and husband, and to

share with him the regal power. She is

thwarted, and apostrophises the spirit of

vengeance, and vows implacable natred

to, and the destmetion of,De Bourbon.
To Franyoise de Foix the image of

the knightly and handsome Francis has

been present since the hour of the

tournay. She, however, accepts the

hand of her brother’s friend, and deter-

mines to overcome her secret predilec-

tion for the King. She mournfully says,

1 must not dwell on this sad theme
;
and

though
I have read rightly; in those dangerous

eyes
Which gazed so passionately on me, I

Must o’en forget love's first and fondest
lesson,

And write another in my lone heart's

core.

* Clement Marot is immediately after

introduced to the King, who intrusts

him with a letter, containing a declara-

tion of his love to Franpoise, and a ring.

The touching tenderness of this short

passage could have only been imagined
oy true poetic feeling,

FBAKCIS.

How, now ! I thought tliee gone ; why
dost thou stop.

And turn thy letter o’er and o’er, and
look

So sad and doubting I

CLEMENT.
May it please your grace,

1 had a sister once^my thoughts were of
This lady's brother.

FBANCIS.
Well, sir ! what ofhim?

CLEMENT.
1 pray you, pardon me, mf noble lord.

But if
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1 will arrest the treason hanging
Upon thj lip

;
for, by my knightly word.

Yon scroll is such as any gentleman
Might bear to any lady.

CLEMENT.
For that word
I thank your majesty with all my heart

;

I’ll bear your message trustily.

fiiancis.

And quickly

;

And meet me in my chamber with thine

answer.
Good speed—farewell!—be swift! I

wait for thee.

Meanwhile the Queen Mother, quick

in expedients, and of unexhausted de-

vices, has laid her plan of vengeance.
We soon behold its operations in the

counciUchanibor, where the King is

seated in the midst of his council,

in order to appoint a successor to

De Bourbon. At first the Queen at-

tempts, by sarcasms and petty insinua-

tions, to vex the fiery Constable to

madness. Tliis failing, next comes
open insult. As Francis is about to

buckle the sword of authority around
the person of Lautrcc, the newly-a|>-

pointed governor of Milan, the Queen
interrupts him, and commands Bourbon
to deliver up the sword that graces his

side ; on which he bursts forth in a
strain ofjust indignation, and is arrest-'

ed and conducted to-prison.

The Queen seeks the confessor, and
despatches him to the cell of IJe Bour-
bon, with the intent of still winning
his hand by appalling him at the fatal

doom tliat awaits him in case of his

rejecting her proposals. Gonzales goes,

and meets the Brincess Maigaret at the

door of the prisoner’s cell. She had
bribed the warders, and had offered

De Bourbon the means of escape, and
urged him by entreaties the most elo-

quent to avail himself of the favourable

moment. Her lover informs her of her

mother’s guilt.

Aye, start I 1 tell thee that the Queen,
thy mother.

Hath loved—doth love me with the
fierce desires

Ofher unbridled nature ;
she hath thrown

Her crown, her kingdom, and herself

before me

;

And but 1 loved thee more than all the

world,

I might have wed liouisa of Savoy I

MAUOARET.
Oh, bo silent!

For you havetent in twain the sacred’et

veil

That ever hung upon the eyes of inno-
cence.

The scene between Gonzales and the

f
risoner is the master-piece of the play.
[e first speaks to Hourly of his

message from the Queen, t^he effect

that compliance with her desire will

effect his instant reles^. Bourbon
rejects this offer haughdw. By degrees

the priest works on his filings ; then
suddenly shifts his dress, and stands

avowed for Garcia, the Spanish leader,

and promises him whatever terms he
shall name if the Constable will serve

his master Charles of Spain.

Bourbon is released by his new-
made friend, who once more dons the

priest’s cassock. Before the two sepa-

I rate, however, the constable informs the

Spaniard that Lautrec and Laval have
l)otli proceeded to Italy, on which he
execrates the foul fiend for spoiling his

plot for vengeance, and darkly hints to

Bourbon of some fearful measure of
revenge which he has determined to

take on the son for the injuries sus-

tained by him at the father’s hands.

The following scene exhibits Francis

in a frenzy of passion at the news of
Lautrec’s defeat by Colonna, and his

flight. But he is arrested by the

Count St. Pol ai>he passed in disguise

towards the capital of France. The
King’s anger is aggravated by the

inteiligenre of De Bourbon’s escape.

His temper, however, becomes calm
on reverting to ^he lovely iUftagc of
Fran^'oise, whom he swears to win

* though the stars

Link hands, aiul make u fiery rampart
round her

;

Though she be ice, steel, rock, or adamant.

II is purpose is more easily accom-

?
lish^ than he at first suspected.

ran^oise, who, to fliy the King’s im-
portunities, has taken shelter at the
ChAteau de Foix, receives a letter from
her unfortunate brother, dated from -his

prison-house, and conjuring her not to

suffer him to lie and rot in his dungeon,
but to hie to theming, fall at his feet,

and implore his forgiveness. Although
well aware of her*own danger in en-
countering the King, she determines to

hazard every personal consideration to

rescue her brother. In the very next
scene she pays, by the loss of her inno-

cence, the pen^ty of her brotlier’a par-
don. She comes into thepresenceveued

.

The King questions her as to who she
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is, and Ffan^c^ reveals herself. In
the midst ofhis impassioned declaration

he is oyerbeaid by the Queen Motlier,

who, entering, finds him on his knees.

Franpoise is fiercely told to depart;
but the lUng’s anger is aroused, and
he tasks^s mother for her insolence.

The Que£n is awakened to her danger-

ous situation, determines that if she

fhll, all around her shall fall with her.

She speaks with the fervour and proud
bearing of a modern Cleopatra

—

No rising foot shall tread upon my neck.
And say J paved the way for its ascension.

The friar enters very opportunely.

The Queen insinuates that there is a
deed of blood to be accomplished, and
that his must be hie hand to do it. •

Her companion is nowise backward.
The intimation and the full avowal of

purpose are dexterously and eloquently

managed. Listen, whispers Queen,

Listen, (here is ono
Whose envious licauty doth pluck down

my power.
Day auor day W'ilh more audacious hand

;

That w*oman ! -
GONZALES.

Ha, a woman

!

QVFEN.
Well ! how now !

•

lllood is but blood, and life no more than
life,

Bo’t cradled in however fair a form !

Dost slirink, tliou vaunting caitiif, from
tl^&est

Thine own avowal drew upon tliee?

Murk me

!

If, ere two suns have risen aud have set,

Fraii^oise de Foix
GONZALES.

How?
QUEEN.

The young Lautree’s sister.

Count Laval’s bride.

nawzALES.
What, .Tohn do Iwaval’s bride ?

Hell ! what a flash of light bursts in on
mo

!

Revenge ! Revenge ! thou art mine own
at last

!

The fourth act difeovers Franyoise

sitting pale and motionless by a table,

with Florise, her Attendant, kneeling

near her. llcr earthly happiness h^
flown away to find a rcstiiig-place in

some less guilty bosom : she has fallen

a victim lor her brother. While her

heairt is harrowed by the recollections

of her state of innocence, the monk
presents himself, and receives her

[May,

confession. On learning the fact of
the crime, he exults in the anticipation

of his approaching vengeance. A letter

is now delivered to him from the Queen,
ordering him to despatch his victim

speedily, for Laval approaches the

ciiflteau to claim his oride. Laval
himself enters, breathless with haste, to

see his love. The scene changes to

anotlier apartment, where Francis, by
the assistance of Florise, is concealca
behind the tapestry. Franyoise on
seeing Laval shrieks ; and as the lover

rushes to embrace her, the monk arrests

his progress, taunts her with her guilt

;

and the poor victim to brotherly love,

on being adjured to assert her inno-

cence,^ stabs herself in despair. The
King and Queen approach ; and Gon-
zales, leaning over the dead body,
proclaims, like Zanga in T/ie lievengvy

the origin of his cherished and impla-
cable hatred.

PnANPIS.
Peace, mother, prithee peace ! look here

!

look )iero

!

Here is a sight that liath more sorrow in it

I'haiL loss of kingdoms, empires, or the
world

!

There lies the fairest lily of the land.

Untimelybroken from its stem, to witlier

!

(Going loimrds the hndi/,)

LAVAL (breaks from allendanis).

Stand back. King Francis ! lay not e'en
a finger

On this poor wreck, that death hath
sanctiflod

!

Tliis soulless frame of what was onco
my love !

Oh ! thou palo flower, that in death’s

icy grasp
Dost he, making the dissolution that we
' dread
Look fair ;—farewell ! for ever, and for

ever!

Thou should'st have been the glad crown
of niy youth,

Malurer life’s fruitful and fond com-
panion,

—

Dreary old age's shelter.

GONZALES.
Tears, my lord?

LAVAL.
Ay, tears, thou busy mischief

;
get thee

hence

!

Away! who sent for thee?—^who bade
thee pour

The venom ofthy tongue intomywounds ?

What seek’st thou here ?

GONZALES.
To see thee weep, Laval

!

And I am satisfied ! Look on me, boy

!

Dost know Garcia—^first scion ofa house
Whose kindred shoots b/ thino were all

cut down ?
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For dead I left tliee on Marignan plain I

Art thou from thence arisen ! orfrom hell

!

To wreak such ruin on me 1

GONZALES.
They die not

Who hnvo the work 1 had on hand
unfinisli’d

;

The spiritwould notfrom its fleshly house.

In which thy sword so many outlets made,
Fro it had seen its fell revenge fulflll'd.

LAVAL.
Revenge !— for what 1—wherefore dost

thou pursue me 1

GONZALES.
Look on thy bride ! look on that faded

thing,

That e'en the tears tliy manhood showers
so fast,

And bravely, cannot wake to lifo«gain

!

1 call all nature to hoar witness here ;

—

As fair a flower onco grew within my
home.

As young, as lovely, and as dearl)'' lov'd.

1 had a sister once, a gentle maid

—

The only daughter of mj’ father's house.
Round whom our ruder loves did all

entwine,
As round the dearest treasure that wo

own'd.
She was the centre ofour souls’ affections

;

She w'as tlie hud, tliat underneath our
strong

And sheltering anns, spread over her,

did blow'.

So grew this fair, fair girl, till envious
fate

Brought oil the hour when she was
withered.

Thy father, sir—now mark!— for 'tis

the point

And moral of my tale—thy fatlier, then.

Was by niy sire in ivar ta'en prisoner ;

—

Wounded almost to death, ho brought
him home,— •

Shelter'd him,—cherisird him,— and,

with a care ^

Mostlilce a brother's, watch'd his bed
of sickness.

Till ruddy health, once more through all

his veins.

Sent life’s warm stream in strong return-

ing tide.

How think ye he repaid my father's love ?

From her dear home he lured my sister

forth.

And, having robb’d her of her treasur'd

honour.
Cast her away, defil'd,—despoil'd,

—

forsaken !—
The daughter ofa high and ancient line !

The child ofso much love !—she died !

—

she died !

—

Upon the threshold of that home from

which [corse

My father Bpnm'd her !--^ver whose pale

I sworetohunt, dirough life, her ravisher

;

Noreverfrommybloodhound track desist.
Till due and deep atonement had been

made

—

Honour for honour given—blood for
blood. "

LAVAL.
These were my father's inj idles,—not

mine.

Remorseless fiend

!

gonzaleB.^
Thy father died in battle

;

And as his lands and titles, at his death.

Devolv'd on thee, on thee devolv’d the
treasure

Of my dear hate;— I have had such
revenge

!

Such horrible revenge !—thy life, tliy

honour.
Were all too little;—1 have had thy

tears ! •

t I’ve wrung a womatfs sorrow from tliiiie

^
«yes.

And drunk each bitter drop of agony.

As heav'uly nectar, worthy of the gods !

Kings, the earth’s mightiest potentates,

have been
My tools and instruments

:
you, haughty

madam.
And your ambition,—yonder headstrong

boy.
And his mad love,— all, idl beneath my

feet,

All slaves unto my will and deadly

puri>oso.

The (^uccn orders Gonzales to in-

stant death, lie produces her order

for the death of Frauyoisc, and pro-

claims her wickedness. She is degraded,

and confined in a convent. Thus ter-

minates the plaj^as acted a^^Covent
Garden Thc?atrc. The portion given to

the repenUyicc of Dc Bourbon, and the

high deeds of the battle of Pavia,

constitute the fiAh act. There is much
fault here in the execution : the only

extenuation in favour ofMiss Kcinble isj

that the play was composed by her at a
very youthful and inexperienced age,

and with no intention^ perhaps, ofpub-
lication. The battle of Pavia should
have been blended into the main
action, and worked up as the crowning
scene ofthe whole. As it is, the fifth act

has an interest separated from the rest

ofthe play, and drags, in spite ofmany
beautiful passages, its weary length

along, after the highly wrought catas-

trophe of the fourth. ’The fiery passions

of the Constable have been assuaged

by affliction and by time'. Formerly he
was all for action—now he is medi-
tative, and his woes have made him
•a philosopher. Look at this poetical

description

:
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BOURBON*
Ay, Bee tbe son, that goraeous conqueror.
Upon thewestern gate omeav'n doth halt.

PESCARA.
A conqu'ror call you him, Bourbon 1

BOURBON.
Ay, marry.

Hath he not ridden forth, as though to

battle.

Armed wiUi tdriitljousand darts of living

flame ?

llatli he not, in bis journey ’thwart the
sky,

Encounter’d and o'ercome each gloomy
cloud,

Each fog, or noisome vapour, tliat i* th*

air

Hover’d, like foul rebellion, to put out
His glorious light

;
and having conquer’d

them,
,

Hath he not forced tk-^m doh his livery,— ^

'^I'ho amher glow,—that all ho looks on
wears ?

*'

And now, behold, he stands on the last

verge
*'

Of his career, and looks back o’er his
path,

Mark’d with a ruddy hue,—how like a
conqueror

!

Now sinks ho in that glowing mass of
light,

Which he halli fired
;
and look, I’escara,

yonder
Comes on the night, who dmws her sable

veil

Over the whole; and' this bright pa-
goanlry,

This gorgeous sunset, and this glorious

sun.

Shall be .forgotten iii to-morrow’s dawn-
in^

So comes in death, and so oblivion fulls

Over the mighty of the ourlh^

!

Tbe recollection of ]Vlargaret, whom
he may now never possess, is upper-

most in his lieart ; and amid the clan-

gour of trumpets and the din of war
he reverts with the deepest emotion to

her image ;

—

Oh, Margaret

!

Thou star, that all alone, in this thick

darkness,
Still shin’st upon my troubled destinies

With an eternal constancy ; to thee

How often veers my soul ! Bui ’tis no
more

Withj Ibe fond looks of hope, but with
t Jtee

Ofone ^^lom despair is grown familiar.

18 sought bv Lautrec, who, to

ayrage his sister^ wrong, and his

lii^a Laval’s death (by a broken heart),

.j>roposes to join the Constable, and,

taking 'the King unawares, assassinate

[May,

him. This is the Constable’s dispas-

sionate answer

:

Fair sir. Care and her sister. Thought,
have been

Companions ofmy dreary days and nights
Of late, aud they have left their cautious

tracoB.

I should be loth to tell, since last we
parted,

How sorrow hath, in envy of my youth.
Sown age’s silver tokens on my head,
Aud furrow’d o’er my brow'. But 1 have

thought,
E'en in tiiis moment’s space, enough to

tell thee
I cannot grant thy suit. Men’s hearts

have cool'd,

Lautrec, since I was driven forth from
France

;

And now theirbusytonguesbegin to scan.
With a misprising censure, my revenge.
My fame—my last, best^guairded trea-

sure— is

Melting beneath the fiery touch of slan-

der :

And, w'hon men speak of Bourbon, it is

Hour,

Bourbon the traitor— the revolted Bour-
bon

—

But let that pass !—His undeserv’d
;
and,

therefore.

Again 1 say it, let it pass ! But yet
There is, among the scornful eyes, that

look

Upon my venturous career, one eye.

That, like the guarding gaze of i’rovi-

dence,
Ke<q>s me from all oftonce. Therefore,

if 1

Do make my anny a retreat and 'welcome
For rebels,— for so injured men are

deem’d,

—

To one, moreover, who hath sworn to

plunge
His sword, up to tlie hilt, in the King’s

heart,

—

I shall do sorrow to the one I lovo,

And therein merit all the rest do say.

The famous battle ensues. Francis

is led in wounded by lleniy of Navarre

and Triboulet the jester, when Lautrec
rushes to slay him ; but Triboulet re-

ceives and falls a victim to the blow,
and Pescara strikes down Lautrec’s

sword. The last scene is the inside of
a church. Francis is supported in;

and shortly after the Spanish troops

fall on and rout the priests, who arc

officiating and singling the Veprofundis,
and begin to strip the ahar, when
De Bourbon comes forth, followed by
Spanish officers, strikes down the im-
pious soldiery, and r|pognises the

King:
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Wounded—alone—a prisoner ! Oh, sir.

Had you but hearken'd timely to true

counsel.

This ne’er had come to pass—you had
not fallen

To this estate—nor Italy been drench’d

With the bestblood ofyour best chivaliy*
FBANCIS.

This is a strange encounter for us two,

My lord—full ofdeep thoughts that need

no comment.
That thou wert wrong’d, the world will

bear thee witness

;

That wrong endured hath made thee

commit wrong

;

The world and all its aftertinies will

judge thee

:

For myown part, though fate has play’d

me false,

I will not wronglo with the lot she

throws me,
Nor hold this day the darkest ofmy life.

Though thou hast w^on, and 1 lost all

save honour.

( To Pesc'a r a )—Sir, take my sword, I am
your prisoner.

BOURBON (to an officer).

Go, hid our trumpets sound to the recall.

All slaughter and despoiling of the dead
forbear.

And for our royal prisoners, their fate

Hangs at the mastery of Charles of Spain.

From us all courtesy their rank doth claim.

And ndiniriition for their noble valour.

Now sheath your bloody swords, and all

prepare
*

To march to Spain this very hour, that

there,

Jly well-improved victory, wo may
Crown the strange tale of this eventful

day.

We have little or no room for com-
ment. Miss Kemble's ear is generally

very musical, but crude and harsh lines^

occur occasionally. This is the fault*

of tyroism. We bear that she is work-
ing at a second play, in which we
shall be much disappointed if wc do
not see many and considerable improve-

ments. Tl)e old dramatists of England
have, no doubt, been the exemplars by
which she has composed her drama ;

—

reflection and practice, however, will

prove to her that too close an adherence

to their plan and manner will scarcely

do for the present day. In the Grecian

times, the poet was generally manager
of tbe troop of players, and often took

part in the performance. MissKemble’s
knowledge of the stage will soon tell

her what situations are best calculated

for effect, and how scenic display and
dramatic succeb may most completely

be attained. Aft the same time she will

learn to avoid that rock which has

proved the destruction of all modem
playwrights,—the considering the com-
position of the pl^ subordinate to the
stage situations. Of this glaring error,

Mr. Sheridan Knowles (save in this last

instance, the Hunchback) is \ lament-
able instance. Ilow the noble subject

which the story ofVirginia furnishes is

marred by a constant s^tention to Mr.
Macready’s movements ! Scarcely is

there a passage ofhalfa dozen unbroken
lines. When Shakespeare wrote his

CoriolamiSf his imagination worked out
a Roman of the true antique stamp

:

the character is generalised l)y the com-
bination of the various feelings and
passions by which a man liigh born,
nigh deserving—proud, imperious, and
revengeful—tbight pjrobably be actuated
Hinder certain given circumstances. Not
AO with Virginius, Mr. Knowles seems
never to have got Mr. Macreadyout of'

his head ; his whole thought appears to
be, “ hownvould Mr. MaCreauy, had
he been the veritable Virgiitiia, have
looked, moved, behaved, talked ?” The
peculiarities ohhe man Macreadyhave
lienee been closely observed and written

for, while the probable characteristics

of the man centurion, indignant and
furious before suborned witnesses and
perjured and prostituted power, have
been wholly forgotten. Hence the play
is bad as a drama,though good as a spec-
tacle dedicated to the proper display of
Mr. Macready’s powers. The conse-
quence is, it is impossible to r^d any
two pages of it wim ordinary plnience.

Some hypercrilics have objected to*

a few of the incidents of the plot of
Miss Kemble’s tragedy, as ill calculated

for the thoughts of a young girl hardly

risen into womanhood. We do not
envy the state of mind and heart of
those gentlemen who have given utter-

ance to such sapient sqptiments. Evil
be tohim that evil thinks. Mr. Bowdler,.

though a good man, was a silly man io
emasculating Shakespeare: it was a
work ofsupererogation. IfShakespeare
must be emasculated, why shoula not
almost every s^imen of ancient
sculpture be veileff, lest it should shock
the eyes of the female portion of the
community-—in thfl same manner as<

on high days they clothe the famoua
mannikin at Brussels ? If this spirit

of ft»tidiousness were to be albwed.
full sway, some men ofover-scrupiiioue

delicacy miglit next attempt a imtly

poirtance than wha/a thoum^hake-
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speares could ;>roduce. It is for guilt to

be ashamed— innocenoe walks abroad,

and with discursive eye looks forth on
the fiice of Datiiie,writhout experiencing
the mantling blush of shame upon the

cheek. Js one limit to be placed to

the female and another to the male

tirriterl This would indeed be to bind

genius in fette^ ofiron. Who, besides,

is to be appointed the arbiter of deli-

cacy ? to decide if the limits of suppo-

sititioils refinement have been pro-

perly observed, when hardly two per-

sons hold to the same standard of

meaning? All this, however, is well

for aTguroent*s sake. Miss Kemble,
in the course of her play, has had to

depict various characters, each impelled

to action by variouamotiv^s and various

passions ; and these she has described*

with the purest taste and good dis^

crimination. Love within her pages
has been painted in various hues. There
is the ardetit and ungovernfible desire

of Francis to he distinguished from the

intemperate passion of the Queen—
and the lofly, soul-cninoving attach-

ment ofDe Bourbon, from the delirious

fondness of Laval. All these she has

powerfully drawn and beautifully shad-

ed, and their happy opposition shews
Francis the First to be one of the best

dramatic productions of the age.

We have already spoken of Mr. She-

ridan Knowles; but in so doing we
made an exception, as to merit, in

fevour of his Ute comedy, the

Hfmchback. Between this and all his

formerdramatic attempts the separation

is very wide. The ,others were only

indications of moderate abilities in the

author : this last demonstrates him as

a man of good ^ conception and vigor-

ous execution. The secret of its excel-

lence is, that Me. Knowles did not write

this play for me peculiar powers of

Mr. Macready. Tlie author is also a

close imitator of our olden writers;

but his is the merit akin to that of the

author of Gt/ Blas^ for he imitates in

spirit and not iu substance. The story

or the comedy is simple. Julia, the

supposed ward of Mastmr Walter, falls

suddenly and desfferately in love with

Thomas Cliflora; who has the good

Hvtune to rescue the guardian in an

alftuy sd a tavern, and whom the latter

tarnhome (having conceived a sudden

affei^n for the young man), that he
mav vrbo his feir wiucd and inariy her.

Julia, at the outset, is lepieseated as a

country girl. She accepts SirThomas ;

but on coming ujp to town, her. bead
grows giddy with msbiongble frivolities,

and she assumes a coolness toher lover
which is really very foreign to her heart«

The knight leaves her in indignation i;

but, immediately after the painful part-

ing, he finds himself stript of honours

and wealth. A nearer relation than
hiiftself to his predecessor exists, who
steps in inopportunely to rob him of
his title and possessions. Ilis deter-

mination is that of a man pf honour

;

for thus he directs his servants—
cLirroAD.

Stephen

!

8TXPHEV.
Sir Thomas

!

' CLIFFORD.
From my door remove
The plate tliat bears my name.

STRPIIEN.

The plato. Sir Thomas

!

CLIFFORD.
The plate—collect my servants -and

instruct them
To make out each their claims, unto the

end
Of their respective terms, and give them

iu

To my steward. Him and them apprise,
good followr,

That I keep house no more. As you go
homo

Call atmy coachmaker's, and bidhim stop
ITie carnage I bespoke. The one 1 have
Send wi til my horses to tlie mart whereat
Such things are sold by auction. They're

for sale

—

Pock up my wardrobe.-*haye my trunks
convey'd

To the iim iu the next street—and when
that's done, **

*Go round my traderinen and collect tlieir

biUs,

And bring them to me at the inn.

STEPHEN.
The inn

!

CLIFFORD.
Yes ; I go home no more. Why, what’s

the matter 1

What has fallen out to make your eves
fill up

!

You’ll gbt another place. I’ll certify

You’re honest and industrious, and ail

That a servant ought to be*
STEPHEN.

I see. Sir Thomas,
Some great misfortune has befallen you ?

CLlFFOno.
No!
1 have health; I have strength; my

reason, Stephen, and.
A heart that’s clear in tnith, with trust

in God. •

No great disaster can befall the man .
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still possessed of these! Good
fellow, l^ye me

;

What you would leam, and haye a right

to know,
I would not tell you now. Good Stephen,

hence!
Mischance has ibllen on me—but what

of that?

Mischance has fiillen on many a better

^man.
1 prithee leave me. I jg[row sadder while
1 see the eye witli w'hich you view my

grief.

’Sdeath they will out ! I would have been
a man,

Had you been less a kind and gentle one.

Now, as 3rou love me, leave me.
STEPHEN.

Never master ,
So well deserv'd the love of him that

served him.

MasterWalter, the supposed guardian

of Julia, is the agent to the foppish

Lord Rochdale, and by him is com-
manded to propose to the young lady,

who, in her anger at being cast off like

an old glove by Clifford, readily em-
braces the nobleman’s proposal.

(Mastei* Walter discovered looking

through title-deeds and papers.)

So fnlla out every thing as 1 would have it.

Exact in place and time. This lord's ad>

vances
Receives she,— as, I nugur, in the spleen

Of wounded pride she vvill,—my course

is clear.

She comes—all's well—tlio tempest r«gcs

still.

(Julia enters, and paces the room
in a slate of high excitement.)

JULIA.

What have roy eyes^o do with uTiter? ,

Fire

Becomes them better

!

WALTER.
True.

JULIA.

Yet, must I weep
To be so monitor'd, and by a man

!

A man that was my slave ! whom T have
seen

Kneel at my feet from mom till noon,

content '

With leave to only gase upon my face.

And tell me what he read there,— till the

page
I knew by heart I *gan to doubt I knew,
Emblaaon'dbythecommentofhistongue

!

Andbetolessonmel Let him come here

On Monday week !
Qa ne'er leads me to

chuYth

!

I weald not profit by hie rank or wealth,

Thb* kiiigt mhiKi ealt' him cousin, for

their sake r

ni ehew him I'ha<^ pride I .

vot;. V. NO. xxvni.

WALTER.
You're very right

!

JULIA.
He would have bad to-day our wedding

day!
I fix'd a month from this. He pray'd aad

prw'd,
1 dropp'd a week. He pray'd and pray'd

the more
! 1^

I dropp'd a second one* , Still more he
pray'd

!

And 1 took off another week,—and now
I have his leave to wed, or not to wed

!

Ilfi'll see that I have pride

!

WALTER. .

Aud SO be ought.

JULIA.

O ! for some way to bring him tomy foot

!

Snt he should^he there! Why, 'twill go
abroad #

That he has cast me off. That there
• should live

1'he man could say so ! Or that I should
live

*

To be the loavings of a man !

WALTER.
Thy cjuse

1 own a hard one.

JULIA.
Hard ! ’Twill drive me mad !

His wealth and title ! I refused a lord—
I did ! that j»rivily implored my hand.
And never cared to tell him on't ! So

much
1 hate him now, tliat lord should not in

mill

Implore my hand again

!

WALTER.
You’d give it him ?

.lUIJA.

I would.
WALTER.

You’d wed tlfat lord ?

JW.T^.
That lord I'd wed ;

—

Or nuy other lord,—only to show him '

That 1 could wed above him I

WALTER.
Give me your hand ^
And word to that.

JULIA.

There ! Take my hand and word !

WALTER.
That lord hatli offered you his hand again*

juLta. -
‘

He has?

.
W^AtTER,

Your fatherknp^it : heapproves ofhim;
There are the tifle-deeaeoi the estat^^
Sent for myjealoos scrutiny. AU souiuIav'

No flaw, or speck, that e'en the lynz^yed.<
lew

Itself could find. A lord ofinanylimw|,\
In Berkshire hfilfa county ; wM the

In Wiltriiire, and in LanowMiire.| Atimsa f

The IrishM a principality I
" , ,/V

And not a rObd wffhli^'or^ unit!'
'

H H
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Will give that lord a wife Y Wilt make
thyself

A countess t Here's the proffer of hts

hand.

Write thou content, and wear a coronet

!

JULIA (jsagirly).

Give me the paper.

WALTER.
There 1 HerdsFpen and ink.

Sit down. Why do you pause? A
flourbh of

The pen, and you’re a countess.

JULIA.

My poor brain

Whirls round and round ! I would not

wed him now,
Were he more lowly at my feet to sue

Than e’er he did 1 ^
WALTER. , .

Wed whom? ^
,

JULIA.

Sir Thomas Clifford.
*

Shall say it fits me not :«-bttt, one and dl
Confess I wear it bravely, as 1 ought

!

And he shall hear it I ay ! and^he shall

see it 1
*

I will roll by him in an equipage
W'ould mortgage his estate—^but he shall

own
His slight of me was my advancement

!

Love me

!

He' never loved me ! If he had, he ne’er

Had given me up ! Love’s not a spider's

web
But fit to mesh a fly—that you can, break

1^ onlyblowingon’t ! Heneveilovedme

!

lie knows not what love is—or, ifhe does.

He has not been o’er chary of his peace

!

And thatho’ll findwhenFmanotherswife,
lAist!—^losttohimforeverl Tears again!

Whyishould 1 weep forhim ? Who mako
their woes

Deserve them ! what have 1 to do with
tears ?

WALTER.
You’re right.

JULIA. «

His rank and wealtli are roots to doubt

;

And while they lasted, still the w'eed

would grow.

Howe’er you pluck’d it. No! That's

o’er—that’s done

!

Was never lady wrong’d so foul as I

!

WALTER. (Weeps.)

Thou’rt to be pitied.

JULIA (afoused).

Pitied ! Not so bad •

As that.

WALTER.
Indeed thou art, to love the man
•'That spurns thee

!

jiraiA.

Love him I Love ! If hate could find

A word more harsh than j)ts own name,
I’d take it,

To speak the love 1 lX5ar him
!

( ireeps.)

WALTER.
Write thy own name.

And shew him bow near a kin thy hate’s

to hate.

ji^.iA (writes).

Tis done

!

WALTER.
’Tiswdl ! I’ll come to yon anon

!
[Exit.

JULIA (alone).

I’m glad ’tis done ! I'm very glad ’tis

ntmel
I’ve done the thing! 1 ought. From my

disgrace , :
.

: ' " -

Thia lord shall Uft me>,’i>ove the reach of

scorn—
That idly wags ite tongue, whero wealth

.4ind State ^

. Needonly beckoa.tohave crowds to laud

!

'n^*how the tableis change ! The hand

HislMmt^ei Letmeremember diat!

.L’ll ! l:«r^J « l^earry it

As i was to itl 1 wartant pone

Master Walter, notwithstanding his

assumption offavouring the Lord Roch-
dale, in reality upholds Clifford, in spite

of his fallen condition. The latter,

therefore, though become secretary to

Lord Rochdale, gets easy access to the

ward. When the secretary of her noble

suitor is announced, she little expects

to see her old lover.

£nter a Servant, conducting Clifford,

plainlif attired as the Earl ofRochdale's
Secretary,

SERVANT.
Ills lordship's secretary. [Exit Servant,

JULIA.
Spenks he not ?

Or does he wait for orders to uufold

His business 1 Stopp’d his business till 1
spoke,

I’d hold mj peacefor ever

!

(Cl^oA kneels, presenting a Utter.)

Doesnekzieen
A lady am 1 to my heart’s content

!

Could, he unmake me that which claims
his knee,

I’d kneel to him,—I would ! I would
Your will?

CLXFrORO.
This letter from my lord.

^ JULIA.

0 fate ! 'who speaks ?

CLIFFORD.
The secretary ofmy lord.

JULIA.

1 breathe

!

1 could have sworn ’twas he!
(fifoAm an effort to look at him,

but is unable*)

So like the voice—
1 dare not look, left tibm the foim flmuld

stand! •

How came be by, that v^dioe 1 'Tia.CUf-
ford’s voice,
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If erer<?liffbrd spoke ! My fears come
back—

Clifford the secretary ofmy lord

!

Fortune hath freaks, but none so mad as

that!

It cannot be—it should not be !—a look.

And all were set at rest.

(Trm to look at him again, but

cannot.)

So strong my fears.

Dread to confirm them takes away the

power
To try and end them ! Come the worst,

I'll look. (She tries again, and again

U unequal to the task.)

I'd sink before him, if 1 met liis eye

!

CtlFFORD.
Wilt please your ladyship to take the

letter! »

JULIA.
There Clifiibrd speaks again ! Not Clif-

ford’s heart

Could more make Clifford's voice ! Not
Clifford's tongue

And lips more frame it into Clifford's

speech

!

A question, and 'tis over ! Know I you t

CLIFFORD.
Reverse offortune, lady, changes friends

:

It turns them into strangers. What 1 am
I have not always been

!

JULIA.

Could I not name you 1

CLIFFORD.
If your disdain for one, perhaps too bold

When hollow fortune calPd him favourite.

Now by lier fickleness perforce reduced

To takeanhumbletone,would sufferyou—
JULIA.

I might

!

CLIFFORD.
You might

!

^ JULIA.

O Clifford ! is it you!
CLIFFORD.

«Youransvrer tomy lord. (Gives the letter.)

JULIA.

Your lord! (Mechanically taking it.)

CLIFFORD.
Wilt write it!

Or will it please you send a verbal one !

Ill h&sx it faithfully.

JULIA.

You'U bear it!

Clifford.
Madam,
Your pardon, but my baste is somewhat

urgent.

bfylord's impatient, and to use despatch

Were his repeated orders.

JULIA.

Orders! Well,

111 read the letter,sir. 'Tisrigbtyoumind

Rts loniid>ip*a O^ers. They ore para-

mount! *

Nothing shemkk supersede them !—4ifand
beside them

!

They merit all your care, and have it

;

Fit,

hlost fit they should ! Give me the letter,

sir.

CLIFFORD.
You have it, madam.

JULIA.
So I How poor a tiring

I look ! 80 lost, while helifi all himself!
Have I no pride !

(She rings ; the servant enters.)

Paper, and pen and ink

!

Ifhe can freeze, 'tis time thatl grow cold

!

1*11 read the letter.

(Opsnj it, and holds it as about to

read it.)

Mind his orders ! So

!

Quickly he fits his habits to his fortunes !

He serves my lord with all Iris will 1 His
• heart's

^

^ his vocation. So ! Ts tliis the letter !

'Tis upside down—and here I'm poring
on’t

! j

Most tit 1 lei him see me play the fool

!

Sliame ! Lbt me be myself

!

(A servant enters with materials

for writing.)

A table, sir.

And chair. (The servant brings a table and
chair, andgoes out. She sits

awhile, vacantly gazing ou
the letter— then looks at

Clifford.)

How plainly shows his bumble suit

!

It fits not bim that wears it f 1 have
wrong’d him

!

lie can’t be happy—does not look it

!

is not.

That eye which reads the ground ia'

argument •

Knougli ! He loves me. There I let

him stand.

And 1 am sitting

!

(Rises, takes a chair, and
approaches Clifford.)

Pray you, take a chair.

(He bows as acknowledging,

and declining the honour.

She loiAs at him awhile.)

Clifford, w'hy don't you speak to me!
(She weeps.)

CLIFFORD.

I trust

You’re happy.
JULIA.

Happy* Vety, v^jr happy

!

You see I wepp^ l am so happy ! Tears

Are signs, you;'kuciv, of nought but
bappinescit'

"

When first 1 saw you, little did 1 look-

To be so happy V Clifibrd

!

.> ,
CLIFFORD.

Madam! ' v
JULIA.^

Madam!. . V ' \

I cali thde CUnbri» -jaod fbou milt-st me
madam!'



CLIFPO&D.
Sach the oddresa my duty stinta me to.

Thon art the wife elect of a proud earl

—

Whose humble secretary sole am 1.

JULIA.
Most right t I had forgot! Itbanicyou,

sir,

For so reminding me ;
and give you joy.

That what, T sef ,
Lad been a burthen to

you.
Is fairly oflF your bands.

The iiflh act brings with it a happy
issue. When the nobleman, with liis

suite, comes to claim his hride of

Master Walter, she avows her passion

for the secretary.

TINSEL.

1 aslc your hand togive it fo his lordship.

JULIA.
^

*

Not to his lordship—save he will accepf

JVly hand without my heart 1 hut I'll

present*

My knee to him, and, by hia lofty rank.

Implore him now to do a lofty deed

Will lift its stately head above his rank,

—

Assert him nobler yet in vrorth than

name,

—

And, in the place of an unwilling hride.

Unto a willing debtor make him lord,

—

Whose thanks shall be his vassals, night

and dav
That still siiall wait upon him

!

TINSEL.

What means this 1

JUIIA.

What is*t behoves a wife to bring her

lord?

WALXEll.
A whole heart and a true one.

JULIA.

I have none !

*

Not halfa heart— tlieiraction ofa heart

!

Am I a woman it befits to wed ?

WAI.TEn.

Why, where's thy heart ?

JULIA.
Gone—out of my keeping !

Lost— past reco^very ! right and title to

it

—

And all givenup ! and he that's owneron't.

So fit to wear it, were it fifty hearts,

J'd give it to him all

!

WALTER.
Thou dost not mean

,

His lordship's socretaiy t

JULIA.

Yos. Away .

*

Disguises ! In that secrets^ know'
The master of the heart, of which, the

UfifiS^d, empty casket, at your feet,—
jewel gone,-;—!now despairing throw I

CKnssI#,)
Of his toiTit bride he*«M 1}M pera-

To whom her virgin homage first she
paid,

—

'Gainst whom rehell’d in frowardness

alone,—
Nor knew herselfhow loyal to him, till

Another claim'd her duty—then awoke
To sense of all she owed him— all his

worth

—

And all her undeservings

!

Master Walter relents, though the

nobleman is inexorable ; but he meets

the penalty of his hard-heartedness.

WAL1ER.
Is it your will,

My lord, these nuptials should go on?
ROCnOALE.

It is.

^ WALTER.
Then is it mine they stop

!

TINSEL.

I told your lordship

You should not keep a Hunchback for

your agent.

WALTER.
Thought like my father, my good lord,

who said

lie would not have a Hunchback for his

son,-.

So do 1 pardon you the savago slight

!

My lord, that 1 am not as straight as you.
Was blemish neither of my thought nor

w-ill,

My Load nor heart. It was no act of
mine,..—

Yet did it curdle nature's kindly milk
K'en where 'tis richest—in a parent's

breast

—

To cast mo out to heartless fosterage.

Not heartless always, as it proved—-and
give

My portion to another I the same blood—
But I'll be sworn, in vein, my lord, and

, soul—
Although his trunk did swerve no more

than yours

—

Not half so straight as I.
*

TINSEL,
Upon my life

You've got a modest agent, Rochdale

!

Now
Hell prove himself descended—mark

my words

—

From some small gentleman

!

WALTER.
And so you thought.

Where nature play'd the churl, it would
befit

That fortune play'd it too. You would
have had

My lord absolve me ofmy agency

!

Fair lord, tlieflaw did costme fifty times—
A hundred times my agency:—but all's

Recovered. Look, my lora, a testament
To make a pension ofhi^ lordship^s rent*

. .roll!

It is my father’s, and was left by him.
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In COM hia heir Bbould die without a son,

Then to be opened. Heaven did aend a sen
To bless the heir. Heaven took its gift

away.
He died—hia father died. And Master

Walter— .

The unsightly agent of hia lordship

there

—

The Hunchback whom your lordship

would have stripp'd

Of his agency*— is now the Earl of

Kochdale!
TINSEL.

WeVc mado a small mistake here.

Never mind,
’Tia nothing in a lord.

JLLIA.

The Earl of lloclidale !

WALTEIt.
And what of thatl Thou know'at not

halfmy greatness

!

A prouder title, Julio, have 1 yet

;

Sooner tlian part with w*hich I'd give
that up.

And bo again plain Master Walter.
What!

Dost thou not apprehend mel Yes,
thou dost!

Command thyself—don't gasp ! My
pupil— daughter

!

Come to thy father's heart

!

(Julia rushes into his arms,)

There is a sliort underplay, whereby
Master Modus is maiTied to Helen,

another ward of the Hunchback.
That this is a play of the true old

stamp is undeniable
;
and its eminent

success, togedier with that of Francis

the First, bids fair for a resuscitation

of the languishing drama of England.
If the two plays sliall accomplish this,

they will have achieved a double ho-

nour—they not only will have been ine-«

litorious in themselves, but the cause

of merit in others. Whoever shall^ut

to flight the numerous herd of tawdry
translators from the French that now
infest the British stage, will deserve the
thanks of every intellectual man ; and
we do not think so badly of a British

audience as that, afterhaving witnessed

such admirable specimens of original

biient as the two plays loxler considera-

tion, it will bray forth its bestial applause

at the crude and pert insipidities of the

Poole, Planchc, and Peake school of

dramatists and second-hand retailers

of flat and unprofitable wit.

Tliere is one glaring fault in Mr.
Knowles’s drama. The play miglit be

called any thing else with as much pro-

priety as the (lunchback. In it none of

jLhe peculiarities of H mishapen person

are observed. Sir Walter Scott, in one

Sf two of his novels, has depicted, by
a few masterly strokes, the behaviour

and the temperament of these person-

ages:—they are lively, affectionate,

conceited, beneficent, or malignant and

devilish. The former of this class are

wrought on by a shrinking delicacy,

from a consciousness of their imperfect

form, and the encounter of the sneers

and contumely of their fellow-creatures

— the latter, with diabolic hatred to

mankind, for tho^same ivoson, which

makes them eternally thirst for ven-

geance. In the true delineation of

his principal character, therefore, Mr.

Knowles has wofully failed; but the

many excellencies of his play are more
than an ample counterpoise to this defi-

ciency, and make us hope for some-

thing more/ and that very speedily,

from his pen. •
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ON Parties.

No. I.

The regular strife of part3r once more
rages, and an examination of the

stren^i, conduct, and prospects ofeach

belligerent, is made, by tlie aspect of

the times, a ipjitter of the first import-

ance. The strife exhibits new men,
creeds, objects, tactics, parties —> little

that is old and known save names;
and tlie latter by being given to what
Is difTemnt only serve to confound and
"mislead. As a preface to this exami-
nation, another is of still higher import-

ance, to wit, one of the nature and
deration of parties in the abstract.

These matters ar^ little^ noticed, and
most erroneously judged of by society*

at large, while, by the turn which party

warfare is taking in every direction, a
correct knowledge of them is rendered

essential fur the preservation of all

social good.

Whether parties be beneficial or the

contrary, it seems to be as much a
natural law that they shall exist, as

that the human race shall: in man,
their principle shews itself, and only

dies with reason. Nature evidently

abhors uniformity of thought and ac-

tion, as much as oPface and disposi-

tion ; and while she incessantly labours

to divide and reduce great parties, her
toil is equally unremitting to create

and enlarge small ones.

On looking into the single dwelling,

we find it, if it contain more than two
souls, the theatre of party <feeling, stra-

tagem, and contention. Tlie nursery

and kitchen, workshop and manufac-
tory, have their divisions and broils,

as well as the parlour ; and the forces

of party within are constantly aided by
kindred and frjends without. Rising
to the village, we perceive only party

feuds and animosity, instead of the

peace and harmony with which poetry
delights to endow it. Proceeding to

the lar^e town, it displays such feuds

and animosity in still greater variety

and more restless bitterness of spirit.

Placing Wore us socic^ in the aggre-

gate, it u divided into an infinity of

par^-;|mvale afid public, pmdiial
ai^; .imonal, political and . migious

;

add mb, almost to the most minute,
bas^^subdjvlsions. Lovely and ten-

is as active a member of
thdse mdltilhfious parties as man : in

the mbie.dft^'siic and private oiies,

she is frequently the eloquent founder

and leader; and in the others, she

labours zealously, though unseen,

—

achieves as much by influence as man
by power, and too often forms the

invisible spint which guides and go-
verns.

Ad arbitrary government can, to a
high point, restrain party from acting

and multiplying, but not from being.

A free one has no such power : in pro-
portion as political and religious liberty

may be enjoyed, political and religious

parties will be numerous and mighty,
the gCivemment itself will be peraitivefy

and negatively a source of parties, and
it will be under the controul of one or

another of them. A free government
must consist of a party.

Liberty can only exist in and through

parties ; they form the moving, direct-

ing, ruling power, while laws and in-

stitutions are only the inert machinery.

A constitution, whctlier monarchial or
republican, is a lifeless, defenceless in-

strument, made for the use of parties

;

by them its fruits must be regulated,

and they can easily convert it into a
grinding tyranny, or destroy it.

The spirit, objects, and conduct of
party must always, in the nature of
things, be more or less vicious and
despotic. It seeks both private gain
and dominion, it is kept in constant

exasperation by conflict, it is far less

under the controul of morality and

^

honour than an individual, and it fre-

'quently can only obtain or preserve
what it contends for by profligiicy and
tyranny. Its tyranny is infinitely more^
comprehensive, barbarous, guilty, and
destructive, than that of an absolute

monarch.
From all this it self-evidently fol-

lows, that in a free country the science

of government must take extensive

knowledge of the nature and operation

of parties for its groundwork, or it

will be in practice little lietter than
the science of misrule, and that such
knowledge is essential for giving tl^

best form of government beneficial use
and stability. But what do we.lHN
hold ? Not the misconduct but the

existence of parties, is deplored as a
mighty evil : rcpeat^ly it has been re-*

commended and attenfpl^ to extin-

guish tbein by union, nay, by cow-
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pounding their heads into a broad-

Dottomed ministry/' for the sake of

public benefit; and, at present, the

distinctions and laws touching their

leaders, on which they depend ror pro-

per vitality, are, by common consent,

regarded as injurious rather than the

contrary. While this country and the

rest ofEurope are distracted with efforts

to improve their forms of government,

they make it a leading object to destroy

and prohibit the party division and
balance which form the only life-blood

liberty can have. They seek to give

omnipotence to one party, and this the

least intelligent and most unprincipled

;

ofcourse, they really labour to establish

the worst kind of tyranny, and confine

its exercise to the most tyrafinical

hands.

Regarding what I have written in

the light of a text, I propose to illus-

trate it by looking, in the first place,

at the origin and nature of parties,

then at their iinfiortance, next at the

means for extracting from them the re-

quisite benefits, and finally at their

present state in this country.

I'ersonal interest constitutes the prin-

cipal source of party. It divides wife

and child against husband and parent.

This maiden aunt has no small sum in

the funds at her disposal
;

therefore

parties of nephews and nieces conti-

nually war for the first place in her

favour. Tliat aged couple will leave

considerable property behind it; in

consequence, its relatives form two fac-

tions, which, for the sake of legacy,

incessantly labour to destroy each other.

A certain mode of managing parisl^

afiairs benefits one part of a village or
' town, but injures another ; hence the
* inhabitants are involved in jiarty com-
motion and conflict. One workman
in a manufactoiy lias cause to believe

that another seeks his dismissal, and

the strife which this generates between

them divides all the rest into parties.

A tradesman, for the sake of business,

bursts forth into a parish reformer,

gathers ^ound him tne discontented,

and ke^s his neighbours in perpetual

. strife aim question.

Thevreat national parties flow in an

equiqS diegree from the same source.

Our constitution ddes not create the

democratic, aristocratic, and crown

ond—it finds them already created by
pertonal interest; and though it takea

thM'fer its ^nstniments, and places

ihm under regidation and limit, it

still,leaves them to be moved by their

parent. The upper classes and the
less wealthy ones, the village and the
town, the agricultural and the trading
parts of the population, have, from
nature, separate clashing interests

;

and this gives being to the aristocracy

and democracy. The ruler and the

ruled have separate, fpnflicting in-

terests, and from this spring the govern-

ment and the popular parties. The
Wliigs, Tories, &c. who grow out ofand
lead them, owe being to personal in-,

terest ; the latter is the father and end,'

while the democracy, &c. form the

mother and means. The first object

of the Whig and Tory heads is con-
fessedly the possession of office, or, in

otlier words,^place And stipend—pri-

vate and personal gain for themselves.

While the more exalted sigh for the

highest places, the humblej seek clerk-

ships, petty sinecures, patronage for

relatives, alid situations in the customs
or excise : the county and parish leaders

are thus influenced by personal profit,

as well as the parliamentary ones. To
secure followers, and promote a com-
mon private benefit, they link the inte-

rests of the democracy and dissenters,

—

aristocracy and church to their own

;

and therefore thyy contend partly for

their individual and party aggrandise-
ment as politicians, and partly for the

separate gain of the divisions of the

community they are connected with.

As the followers cannot, in the nature
of things, hope fdir individual prefer-

ment, they are content to give their

services for* general corporate profit:

the democracy, aristocracy, and other
divisions of the community, support
this political party, or that, on its pro-
mises to defend and promote their sepa-
rate interests, and frequently they do so
on its pledges to sacrifice to them the in-
terests of the rest of society. The Li-
beral, Radical, and Catholic beadsm
not the less actuated by private interest,

because they cannot expect to hold the
reins of government : they have seats
in parliament tq obtain or preserve,
reviews and iiewspapers to sell, or
favours to extort fpm the higher par-
ties ; and they commonly canv sordid
selfishness much farther than tne Whig
and Tory ones. Their followers, too,

go beyond all others in acting for pri-

vate benefit: the Whig and ToVy foV
lowers often pretend to seek the .pubHc

1^; but tnose of Lfoeral, laical,
and Catholic, always claaaour for their
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own aggrandisement at the cost oftheir
fellow-subjects.

No party perfectly disinterested, and
acting impartially for the general weal
of the' ^piie alone, can be kept in
being; if attempts be made to form
one, they liave no success, or they only
produce a feeble, ephemeral body,
which is speedjly seduced into the path
of private interest and decoyed. The
upright and patriotic, no doubt, act
tc^ether in emergencies, but it is for

Ibe moment, without' concert and con-
nexion; an organised, durable party,
boiAbating solely for the interests of
the empire, is unknown.

,While common and corporate in-

terest divides the^ population into a
small number of gc^ntic''parties, spe-
cial and individual interest subdiviues*
these into a great number of smallef
ones: the cnc forms the aristocracy,

democracy, Tories, Whigs, &c. ; and
then the other breaks each ihto divers
distinct, and often hostile parties. Kach
individual and party lias various in-

terests, and this operates as a farther

great cause of subdivision.
Tfiose demoemts find they must sup-

port the aristocracy to save or make
their fortunes; these aristocrats see it

will be veiy prolitable to act witli the
democracy. This trading body has an
advantage in being the ally of agricul-
ture; aud that agricultural one, from
the same reason, is combined with the

friends of trade. W'higgism will not
promise enough to cnbrtain parts of the

people, therefore they embrace lladi-

calism. These Whigs find they will

lose much if they do i\ot, on particular

questions, act with the Tories; in con-
sequence, tliey form a minor party.

That Tory leader thinks justice is not
done him by his colleagues, sets him-
self up as a head, and divides the
Tories. Here political interest arrays

one part of the democracy against foe
other,, although both have foe same
pecuniary interest,— there a host of
peers, to save their political party, and
gain office for then|}selves, lead the
democmey io.its war against their own
order. Oil qpe bapd,.a large part of
the community contends against its

peeuniary or political interests for foe
sake of rel^ious ones ; and. on the

otltar,^ime upper classes, to a large ex-

led, by religious interest, to

join l^lofvrer ones in party warfere.

ewfo individttai am
may be said to have

[tt^.

three separate interests—^pecumaiy,
political, and religious ; and atfoough

these are coonecM, and often produee
each ofoer, tliey come continually into

collision. By appealing^ to one'

another of tliem, the founders and
leaders of party, for their own personal

beneftt, render parties innumerable.

Amidst the secondary sources of
party, personal envy, jealousy, rivalm
animosity, &c. take the first place.

a large extent tliey follow from, and
are identified with, interest; but often

the case is difrerent, and they divide
those whom it would keep combined.
An accidental quarrel between two
leading members of a family, parish,

or bo^y, will frequently split it into

hostile parties. An indiviaual, influ-

ential from station or talent, is ill-used

by his party, and, to be revenged, he
sets up a new one against it. Hie
lower classes envy the wealth and raag-

niiiceucc of the upper ones
;
the rich

are jealous of those below them ; and
this operates powerfully, when interest

is not concerned,to keep the democracy
.and aristocracy in conflict. A pique
against foe clergyman fills the dissent-

ing chapel. The animosity generated
by difference of religious doctrine, has
a leading share in supporting religious

parties.

Difference of personal disposition

and intellect has much to do witii the
production of party. The bold, san-

.

guine, 'and turbulent, see things alike

and act together ; foe timid, cautious,
and peaceable, dissent from and oppose
them. Some are passionately fond of
change and novelty, therefore they are
always in readiness to give the new
political or religious teacher a party;
others are devotedly attached to old
things, and, in consequence, ensure a
party to the old teacher. Very many
men cannot think for themselves; no
instruction can give them a particle of
originality, or enable them to speak
without using the faculties of other
people

:
quick, voluble, and sometimea

eloquent, apparently sensible and kh
telligent, still eveiy opinion tb^ hold <

is a bor.owed one, and foey bdrtow is-

solely because it has been promulgated
by this individual or that body^'

course, they can be nothing but fb^
lowers. A few men have minds so
constituted that they take nothing ni».

trust; thby cannot, ad^. foe best:

^tablished .conclusions withouk invea*'.

ligation : always distrustful and inase^
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diilous touching the opinions ofothers,
tfajey can only utter and practise the

demonstrations of their own reason.

They, therefore, can be leaders alone.

There are also men who are incapa-

citated for following any one by the

love of contradiction, disputation,

and wrangling : they cannot examine,

and never attempt it, but they reject

this opinion, and espouse tliat, solely

because this is held and that is dis-

avowed by others. Although they

are as little able to lead as to follow,

they have infinite eflect in dividing

parties and giving success to new
leaders. Nature makes diversity of
mind as powerful an engine as diver-

sity of circumstance and condition, for

the multiplication of parties.

In such multiplication, ignorance

and imbecility have gigantic influence.

The former delights the most in the

iiieredible and impossible; the latter

swallows the most greedily error and
falsehood. Place before the ignorant

man naked fact, promise him only

what is practicable, and he will disre-

}^d you ; but address monstrous fic-

tion to his passions, flatter his hopes
with what miracle alone could bestow,

and he will be your slave. IJis be-

nighted and tori)id reason knows not

the bounds of possibility; it cannot

judge of the probable, it never inves-

tigates or calculates, but it eagerly

sanctions every thing that is palatable

to his wishes. The imbecile man takes

the wrong side in all matters; to his

intellect the nature of truth and rea-

son, falsehood and folly, is reversed.

In judging iind calculating, he rejects

all but improper data ; in arguing, he

ifmust either use erroneous premises, or

draw fallacious deductions from true

ones ! bewildered by minor points,

superficial deceptions and counterfeits,

he never can discover and comprehend
essentials, substance and reality. Such
a man cannot bear your teachers of
great ability ; they may be, for any
thing be knows, very clever men, but
^stiti be cannot' go along with them or

efij<^ nrhat they utter: be loves thos^

whose mifads resemble his own—^they

ste aiid reason as he does, therefore he
Umm unmng and irresistible,

consequence, the upright and
gifted teacher, who deals only in true

statement, solid argument, and just,

pmeiical ben^t, ia dishked' by the

manys he uttencommon^place instead

ofmainFels^ is tinintdligible, raises no

magnificent hopes, pampers not the
passions, and even calls for disagree^

able sacrifices. Nevertheless he gets

his few followers. After him comes
the violent superficial party man, who
misrepresents, distorts, declaims, and
flatters, but without going very far

into sheer fiction and impossibility.

He is more favourably «received, but
still he exhibits great deficiencies ; he
keeps too near the credible, and only

scatters around»him half the desired

folly, absurdity, and offers of gain^

However, he wins a potent host of dis^

ciples. Next comes the profligate^

brainless, rampant, demagogue. At
once he bounces over your laws bf
morality, honour, and decency, to rev^
in downright lies aud physical impos-
sibilities : these be dresses up in

astounding nonsense, carefub only to

avoid truth and reason, and to leave

nothing unsaid which can please, de-
lude, and inflame his hearers. He is

the man for the multitude. The case

is the same in religion as in politics.

One minister confines himselr to the

naked precepts of the Divine Founder
of Christianity, therefore he is deserted

as a cold moralist, who only preaches

what is common and cheap to all;

another passes over life as a minor
mutter, plunges into experimeiitals, di-

lates on impulses, feelings, and opi-

nions,— adds a mystical religion of
his own to the simple one taught in

the New Testament, and he draws a
large congregation; a third uses the

Scriptures as a peg to hang his own
inventions dh— pours forth a flood of

absurdities flerccily at variance with
them — utters incoherent rhapsodies

above human comprehension— and
sends all to perdition save himself and
his worshippers ; and he is the idol of
the many. In both politics and reli-

gion, the lower teacher draws his suc-

cess in a very ^at degree from his

ignorance and incapacity ; they qualify

him for captivating, and disable him
for offending, the taste and under-
standing of his fo^owers.

As to creed; which is boasted of as

the great parent party, it is rather

the child, instrument, and convenience.

Speaking of human things only, the

best creed is but the offipring of in-

terest. The man who *

looks at the

ublic weal alone, frames and applies

creed according to the dictatedm the

public interests: he makes this anr ar^

tide of it because it will give trade of
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riches, and that . anodier, because it

will secure property and life. But
parQr looks sdlely, or principally, at

Its own interests, and fosbions its creed

Bj^ordingly. Taking our stand where
difference ofprjinciple begins and ends,

the aristocracy or democracy holds

p^uliar principles because they will

nve it peculiar benefits,— it can gain

from them wealth, allieik power, and
ascendency; the case isnsimilar with

the parties of agricuyiLre, trade, &c.
In other words, the^enets of each
'ik>dy are an enumei^ion of the things

"'^kdcems necessar)^or defending and
promoting* its separate interests. It

nffty plead the public good, and the

tier may sanction what it claims,

t still its leading objedf is the good
of itself. Separate creed ends with*

separate interest, and becomes com«
mon.

Political (larty, ofnecessity, takes its

creed in the main from the interests of
tliose divisions of society which give

birth to and sustain it. Community
of interest connects the crown, aristo-

cracy, church, and agriculture; the

Tory party flows from them, and it

combats for their benefit as the means
of promoting its own. The same cause

connects against them the democracy,

dissenters, and tradefs ; these produce
the )Vbig party, which, for die sake of
existence and triumpli, makes their

defence and gain tenets of faith. The
Iladical party springs from the lower
orders, and fashions iheir separate profit

into its creed. Then the separate in-

terests of the party are naturally added
to the string of tenets. Often enough
the benefit of the body is sacrificed to

that of the heads, but this is done xiu-

der the pretext of promoting it. While
the political party takes creed in many
particulars from^e divisions of society

on which it stands, they, in others, take

creed from it; but the motive is on
both sides prompted by interest. Tlie

personal feelings and characteristics I

nave mentionea as contributing to the

creation of party, also share in forming

its creed. A ^litiSal pariy perfectly

impartial, and founding its faith on
stnct.thith and justice cannot prosper,

because it can gain none of the great

divisions of society; rival ones, by
IbUressiud themselves to interest, pre-

Ipmiee, pa»ion, and ignorance, turn

all' agatnsa it. In proof, we need only

glanca<^iML^i general elation : the in*

;.dep6iident>oimidate can scarcely find

a supporter, and only decided party

ones are chosen.

The creed ofeach body may be di-

vided into two parts: the one relates

to general, abstract, eternal principles

;

and the other to special,- practical,

occasional matters ofpolicy. The first

part is so vague and pliant, that it may
DC made to mean, oppose, or support

anything ; and its practice is governed

by interest. The Tory, aristocratic,

and church party, long took its stand

on die antagonist principles to those of
foreign revolutionists ; then, for several

years, it threw its weight into the scale

with the latter against them. From the

time when Mr. Canning became the

foreign secretary, to tlie fall of the Wel-
lingtob ministry, it professed to agree

generally with the Whigs, and to

ftivour liberal principles,’* against

those it had previously held : now it is

again fiercely oppos^ to Whig and
Liberal principles. Professing to sup-

port Uie Crown and Peers against the

Commons, it, touching the Catholic

question, forced both into suhjcctipn

to theCommons ;—professing to defend

the church, it destroyed her privileges

and securities, and placed the Catho-
lics, as well as Protestant dissenters,

on a level with her;—professing to he
the protector of agriculture, it lock the

side of manufiictures against it, and
inflicted on it grievous injury;—and
professing to be the champion of the

aristooracy, it, on the reform bill, fought

for Uie destructive privileges of the

multitude. 1n all tliese matters it acted

on the leading general principles of
^he Whigs, iu violation of its own;
and it obviously did so for the sake of
popularity, place, and ascendency, af- ^
tliough the fruit was its ruin.

Tlic Whig, democratic, and dissent-

ing party, pretends to base its creed on
hostility to regal tyranny, and affection

for popular liberties; yet it regularly

took the side of Napoleon Buonaparte,
the most savage and successful tyrant

known to modem history, and with-

stood all attempts to liberate the lukn^

Hons which gn^ed undeV hii[ yoke."^

Pretending to struggle for the Mress
of popular, grievances, it, for mauv^
yean before it ^ined office, supported
the executive in disregarding elmst
every complaint and petition of^the

people;—pretending to combat for the

independence of parlianient against Hto

crown> it is labouring td’give the

absolute dominion over one honwi^
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pretending to oppoM all encroachments
of the crown, it is endeavouring to

give it a monstrous portion ofarbitrary

power;— and pretending to fight the

Wtles of religious liberty, it at this

moment is striking at the root of such
liberty, by officimly granting, to an
ecclesiastical tyranny the right to sup-

press the Holy Scriptures and the ex-

ercise of private judgment in religious

inatteis. All this is flatly at variance

with the great principles of the party

;

in divers points it goes beyond those

of the Toiy one, and it demonstrably
has been dictated by interest.

The lladical or Liberal party affects

extreme hatred of the tyranny of rulers,

yet, when its members happen to rule,

it lauds in them the worst cruelty and
oppression. It has taken the lead in

urging ministers to make tlie crown
regularly despotic over one house of

parliament, and it continually calls for

the slavery of all who stand in its way.
Pretending that the will of the lower
orders ought to be irresistible, it is tlieir

most furious and despotic opponent
when they will not obey its mandates

;

I need only point in proof to its con-
duct when the Catholic Bill was passed;

— preaching up the sovereignty of the

people, it is anxious, in this country,

Portugal, and other parts, to put down
such sovereignly by the will of the

government and the bayonet, in favour

of its own tyrants;— pretending to

combat for the interests of the working
classes, it supports every thing calcu-

lated to cut down wages and employ-
ment, opposes the establishment of
poor-laws in Ireland, insists that no re-

lief §hall be granted to the distresseef

.^Ik-weavers, &c., assails religion, and
' defends the sources of immorality ;

—

in a word, it is the most determined
foe of these interests. Whenever the

latter are calculated to unite the lower
witli tlie upper classes against itself,

it fiercely attacks them. Thus it con-
stantly tramples on its leading prin-

jciples when they come into conflict

W1& its profit.

With r^fd to the portion of party

creed #hich relates to special and occa-

sional^ matters of policy, it is com-,

inpoly adopted from almost any thing

raiher than fright examinatipn and
conviction. The party in opposidon
arrays itself, with little reference to

their merits, against the measures of
the mling pie, because they ^et

to do itself injury. Then it moves for

vuious things solely to embarrass and
discredit its opponent. Farther, to gain
fevour and support, it takes up the sor*

did schemes of the divisions of society

which follow it, produm measures to

gratify them, ana joins'* in any guilty

clamour. In consequence, it enters on
office solemnly pledged to a course of
policy which ffemed through-

out on the "^nciple of making na«

tional subservii^ to party and private

benefit—soleimly pledg^ to regulate

foreign^affiiirs, colonial interests, traded

currency, and on grouaRlf^
which nave been"^^ aictated by vicious

private interest, personal profligacy,%

popular delusion— and probably sdf"

lemnly pledged a]^o, on the same
^unds, to change and innovate, sub-

vert institutions, and attack the pro-

perty and bread of vast portions of the

community. *

Each party, on becoming the go-

vernment, is more or dess pledged in

this manner ; and then in devising its

measures, it has to consult its own
separate interests and the wishes ofits

supporters, as well as those of the

community at large ; and it, of course,'

sacrifices the latter to the former in all

cases of collision. As the government,

it must stand in'* no small degree by
resisting, no matter what their cliargcter

may be, the propositions of the oppo-
sition party ; and occasionally it can
only stand by adopting these proposi-

tions, witli the some disregard for tlieir

character.

The history of parties abounds with

illustration alike curious and melan-
choly. It would be superfluous to

cite proof ofwhat is proverbial, that an
opposition is, from party reasons, as

ready to oppose the good as the bad
measures oi a ministiy ; or, of what is

notorious, that it must adhere, as a
ministry, to the opinions it promul-
gates as an opposition. When we look

behind us, we perceive that the opinions

of the Whigs on the Catholic disabi-

lities, colonial slavery, free trade, cur-

rency, reform, ffc., were taken up,

enlarged, modified, pressed, or sus-

pended, in exact tmconlance with the

variations of party profit. When the

present ministers obtained office, the

Lord Chancellor and Lord J. Bussell

were pledged in the strongest noomier

against some of the leading prQvisiens

*0? their reform bill; and Lard- PaW
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party, were pledg^ agaiDst all reform.

Nearly all the ministen were, in one
way or another, pledged against the

more important ot the changes which
the bill is to make ; and their party, on
Che whole, was Jlrostile to these changes.

Party benefit has demonstrably pro-

duce the apostasy. The Tories long

fought against, Catholic emancipation

as a vital matter, and thej^ granted it

—

long ridiculed the Whig dogmas on
free trade, currencyf^M^., and then

^jjjeduced them to practice
;
^d no

j^und can be discovered for believing

they ^re not|jgompted l^, party

rf^ns. ^e Canning party, after zea-

msly^ opposing all reform, and con-

l6tuttng itself the especial guardian of

the peev^ now si^iports the sweeping^

reform bill, and aids in practically de-
stroying the House of Peers ; many oV
the old To^es, while the Wellington
ministry existed, called for comprehen-
sive reform as loudly as tlie Whies,
and at this moment they follow the

most fierce anti-reformers. No one
can mistake the motives of either.

The opinions of both the Whigs and
Tories on free trade and currency were
evidently embraced principally on party

grounds. Ample experiment has piuved
them to be erroneops— has demon-
strated that the assumed principles on
which they stand are fiatly at variance

with fact, yet they are obstinately

adhered to. Tliat party gain, which
led to their adoption, prohibits in-

quiry and re-consTderation, iii total

disregard of the injury they have in-

flicted on the empire.
”

Looking at the members of a party

individually, here are two or three

leading men who follow politics as a
profession ; they employ themselves in-

cessantly in labouring to destroy the

ministry Uiat the^* may rule in its stead,

and their hope of success lies chiefly

in attempts to cover it with odium,
and ingratiate themselves with, not the

whole, but certain parts of the com-
knimity. If they be honourable, they

see' eveiy thing through the medium of

personal interest, envy, prejudice, and
animosity ; in consequence, they are

almost disabled for forming other than

fallacious opinions. Moreover, they are

constantly impelled to advocate the

unjust aggrandisement of a portion of

society by inroads on the rights and
weal of the other portion and the

country at lai^e. But in many cases

they are iba^ reverse of honourable

;

[May,

their profession is of a kind to destroy

the most stubborn integrity, and itTre-

quently leaves them without any re-

straints which can interfere with their

own benefit. It is scarcely possible

for them to circulate opinions on pub-
lic affairs which are not partial, vicious,

and injurious.

In like manner, here are two or three

ministers who follow politics as a pro-

fession, and a^e pledged as I nave

stated. However pernicious their po-
licy may be, they must adhere to it

:

all that public necessity may call for

must be neglected or resisted, if it will

injure themselves; they must consult

the wishes of a part of the nation in

hostil[ty to those of the rest; the pub-
lic weal must continually clash with
their own, and, in framing their mea-
sures, they must studiously make the

former subservient to the latter. In
regard to national matters, the opinions

they utter must be interesteil, and fre-

quently alike erroneous and destructive.

Well, these men attack this measure,

or propose that, promulgate one set of

opinions, or make war on another;
and, lo ! a large part ofparliament, the

press, and the community, instanta-

neously echo their sentiments. They
reverse their opinion on some vit^

question, and the gigantic host does
the same. What produces this mira-

culous unanimity?
In parliament, one man takes creed

from tTieiu because he expects they will

bestow on him preferment— another,

because the opposite party has hugely
offended him— a third, because his

fomily is connected with them— a
fourth, because they bear a qprtai^
party name—a fifth, because what th^^
advocate will benefit bis trade— and
a sixth, because be was elected to fol-

low them in every tiling.

Their press was established to reprat

their woras and act as their instrument.

In respect of proprietors and pub-i

lishen, it is their humble slave for tliQ

sake of sale, advertisements, and othej^

kinds of pecuniaiy.beneifit. In'iegafd

to writers, there are not only
of the employer that such and
parties and interests shall ' be fmig&t
tor witl^ut reference to object

be as hotly aupport^ in enor and
viUany, es in truth and virtue,

also introductions, notice, dinpera.

wdrihless. promises of yatepo^, and
empty hopes of prefennl^V ^
its slavery perfect. Iheir preb, even
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avowedly exists to take creed from them,

in utter scorn of its nature, for the sake

of sordid gain of one description or

another.

Amidst the general community, one

individual implicitly adopts the opi-

nions of these men on one subject,

because he owes his fortune to them,

or they have promised him a place,

or he dare not offend some great man,

or it will gain him frientfe and business,

—another does it in obedience to his

parish party, or favourite newspaper.

This man is a fierce Whig or Tory,

without knowing any thing of party

creeds, because he was reared one,

or 1)ecame one in early life through

accident,—that man devoutly f)«lieves

in every thing Whigs or Tories utter,

because he is a churchman and land-

owner, or a dissenter and manufac-

turer. Here a man outmgeously lauds

a measure, because his neighbour abuses

it ; and there one execrates a principle

because it strikes at his property. Tn

a county, these newspapers, for profit,

servilely follow certain public men, and
they are servilely followed by their

readers : those peers and gentlemen,

from connexion, patronage, &c. follow

such nublic men with equal servility

;

and tlieir tenants, tradesmen, and de-

pendents, generally are compelled to do
the same.

Thus, if we analyse society, we can

scarcely find one party man* who has

chosen his party from a careful exami-
nation of its creed, or who judges im-
partially of public measures as they

come before him; and we find com-
paratively few who are not prohibiteif

^ bShds of different kinds from judg-
^ing of such measures according to their

nature.

From all this it follows, that when
the two or three leaders, f^m vicious

motives, attack the best measure or

propose the worst, it is from no other

reason than because they do so, vehe-
^c^tly denounced or applauded by the

erjjiple party. Their press examines the

to give, not a fair description

df it, the most unjust and decep-

^us pne ^possible. ' It distorts, misre*

|me^ts„ 'suppresses, and -conceals—
e^iafes what is wise and necessary,

(nr lauds what is destructive^ in utter

sc(m oftruth, and to mislead its readlers

to'die utmost. We liaVe before us at

^s'nKMd^tweiy striking illustration.

Ine BiR could notbe surpass^
ifir%pbf$iice^ 7ft the press, on the one

side, carefully hides its defects, and
ufTs it as perfection ; and on the other
ides its merits with equal care, and
condemns it as ruinous: no effort is

made by either side to separate the bad
from the good, or supply the grounds

of correct judgment; and every nerve

is strained by both to prevent it from
being properly^, undersfltfiod. In like

manner acts'^ime general body of fol-

lowers throug^Ut the united king-

dom. Counti^gentlemen, manufac-
turers^and mer^ants—farmers atA^
shopkeepers'—mechanics and labeM^
ers, are horror-strifek by this measure,

or enraptured with that. Wtiy ?

they laboriously examined and wejghdw
and do they duly understand, what they

•so' furiously rail against or praise ?

^o: they have never essayed to judge
impartially—in all probability they

know nothing of the reaUcharacter of

the measure ; they read their press

only to find food for the opinion they

have adopted, and they would throw
it from them in disgust should it place

before them the truth. They and their

journals would have panegyrised what
they condemn, or withstiind what they
advocate, with equal fury, if their lead-

ers in parliament had set the example.
The ministers may scatter injustice and
oppression far and wide; they may
trample on laws, batter down the best

institutions, and plunge public affairs

into ruin ; nevertheless, all they say
and do will be as fiercely supported
by their press and party as though it

were distinguished by the extreme of
virtue and wisdom.
A party, throuj^h personal animosity,

must commonly difer in every thing

from its antagonist; if, therefore, one
put forth an opinion on a question not

connected with party interests, another
at once stoutly inculcates an opposite
opinion. The Toiy thinks cheap beer-

shops an evil, and tliis assures the
Whig that they are the contrary. The
W'hig pronounces the laws relating to

bankruptcy or forgery need amend-
ment, and the Tory is convinced, by it

that change would be injurious. By
the Tory the cholora is stated to be
contagious,

^

and this reveals to the
Whig that it is the reverse. A poem
or novel is hugely extolled by the Whig,
and in consequence it is profuse^
abused by the Tory. One party asse^
« trade, or the country at lai^. if in

great distress, this impels anduier
maintain it is highly prosperous. This
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newspaper intimates that the King is

seriously ill^ whereupon that swears his

Majesty is in the best health possible.

Bemuse those public prints take a side

touching a duel, a matrimonial aflkir,

or a ianuly squabble, these take the

opposite one. Ihus, what escapes the

leaders is dragged into the arena by
the followers, until '^ery thing which
attracts public notice irmade a party

question : the leaders i||^e tempted, and
^most compelliid, to misrepre^t and
^lude to the utmcyg^; and wMlh they

silent, the fo^wers still ^^dopt
o^ion 0% the saiK vicious grounds,

'«io^t inquiry, and in disregard of

iwth^
RengiiMS creed may*tob often be

traced similar source. It is gene-*

tally obvious that the founder of a new
sect is moved by loss, hope of benefit,

disappointufont, or affront, as well as

conscience ; and that the latter is little

better than the instrument ofthe former.

Frequently he can only commence and
prosper as a minister by inventing some
new faith of his own. Amidst the old

sects, the ministers are perhaps reared

for their profession, and embrace their

creed, as a matter of course, without

investigation. Placing before us the

followers, one man pfofesses a religion,

without being acquainted with its pecu-
liar tenets, because his parents belonged
to it, and taught him to dislike every

other ; a second is a profligate, desti-

tute of religious knowledge, yet he is

the furious champion of a sect, because

another opposes his part^in politics;

a tiiird follows a |;eligion, without

thinkinff it better than the rest, for the

sake of worldly gain; a fourth is a
fiery zealot, whose knowledge of his

&ith is drawn solely from teachers as

ignorant as hiijfsel^ and who never

attempted to discover its scriptural

truth, or make himself acquaintea with

the tenets of those he consigns to per-

dition; and a fifth embraces a creed

without inveatiration, through the in-

fitaence of friends or employers. Here
a professional map^or tradesmau, on
establishing himself in life, joins a sect

solely for £e purpdse of gaining busi-

ness ; there an' individual abandons his

sect for an opposite one, because it will

not allow him to dictate in its aflairs.

Few indeed amidst ministers, and still

fewer amidst followers, embrace foeir

creed from dispassionate eacamination

and oomparisoni
- While eredd is chosen in this manner,

attachment to it is continnally strenM*
ened by interest and animosity. The
regular clergyman deems the dissenting

minister a rival and enemy, therefore

he denounces the latter’s tenets, and
lauds his own, to preserve his flock.

The Catholic priest excludes all from
heaven who differ from him— the

Independent minister cries up election

and execrates free-will—the Methodist
one extols free4rill and assails election,

—^eacb confines truth to his own doc-
trines, and pronounces all other to be
dangerous heresies, as the great means
of retaining and increasing followers,

and with them both importance and
subsistence. Thus affection for his

own fiiith, and hostility to every other,

are made to the minister, on worldly

grounds even, matters of necessity.

The layman, on joining his sect, is

interested in its prosperity, and in-

flamed by attacks on it ; in consequence,
the doctrines on which it stands are, in

his eyes, putting their truth out of the

question, precious, personal, and party

possessions—and opposite ones, no
matter how true they may be, are

hateful.

As the political creed of those who
care little for religion frequently governs
their choice in following a religious scc^
so the more zealous of religious pro-

fessors commonly take their political

from their religious creed. Although
the dissenting bodies are rivals and
enemies, they still, for what they believe

to be common protection and gain, act

together against the established church

;

therefore they ally themselves with the

political party which is opposed t&he^
because a man is a warm disse^r
must be a Whig, and of course believe

on alljiolitical questions as the Whigs
do. The fruits are equally incongruous
and deplorable. We daily see me in-

fidel and the outra^us religious fenatic

fighting side by side in politics, and
frequently for thatwhich openly strikes

at both morals and religion. The ditf^

senter bolds drunkenness to bft k^hefki-

ous sin, but still he must deftM dh^ ^

beer-shops ; he sht^deis at the'uiam
of blasphemy, but he must not tolerofe

the proseicution ofblaspbelnods pQbt&

«

cationsi he laments tiie awful qnuad
of and crime, but he musl^hfn in

bringing the national church into coh-
terojQit, andteducing her foeans ofIni-

parting religious instrti^^ he 'tih

nounoes CaSholieism, as'ldbhttry aiid

religious tyranny, buthe foust'iUd it fh
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its strafi^les forp»wevuid tLaceodeney i

lie insists that the Scriptures ouglit to

be disseminated everywhere, but

must support government in makiiw it

the rights of the Catholic priesthood to

suppress them at pleasure. That party

^lich carries in its train the open

blasphemer, the enemy of all religion,

and the regular assailant of morals,

also comprehends the more fieiy and

fanatical dissenters ; %nd the latter

support it in almost any attack on re-

ligion which it thinks good to make.
The dissenting bodies in this manner
taJee opinion from the party on political

questions, in disregard of nature and
consequences, solely because it pro-

fesses to combat for them agairst the

Church. On the other hand, the

members of the national religion follow

in politics the party v^’hich professes to

defend their religious interests, even
when the latter are sacrificed by its

measures.

While party creeds are adopted

with so little reference to their truth,

they are commonly twisted and tor-

tured to such an extreme, that truth is

converted into error. If the leaders

keep within the bounds of moderation

ip what they openly utter, they disre-

jpard them in what they anonymously
write. At public meetings, unadorned
feet and souer argument can make no
impression ; therefore the orators, how-
ever exalted they may be, riot in in-

fiaramatory hyiierbole, misrepresenta-

tion, and fable. The press, seeking to

please its heads on the oqp band and
readers on the other, is impelled to

push every thing to the extreme ; and
Ktr^es only can be thought of by the

^interested, maddened followers. In
consequence, the best principle is ren-

dered felse by application, and mea-
sures founded on wisdom receive shape
and operation which make them de-
structive. The piinciple,^tbat the de-
niQOiacy ought to have its share in the
groveroment enters into the essence of
freedom, but in practice one party uses

it.to esli^ish democmtic tynmm, and
Ipoiher,feducee it to a shadow* A:ono-
tiy in the management of the public

.
purse is^necessaiy, but party strains it

into a 9ctuice of national loss and eyil.

Eeforto'in the House of Comtnoui^or
foe Churchy is wanted, but party can
only accept sucha plan as vrtli sacrifice

foe iipitiiutKimto itoelfand be ruinous.

doctrines of faith wbA
into bfaispheiiqr:

impulses and feelings are blown into

such importance, that morals are treated

as minor things, and even as worthless
ones; and the abstract, non-essential,
disputed points, on which sects esta-

blish themselves,' are so much attend-

ed to, that the leading precepts of

Christianity are tramplra on. 'So far

is perversion q|nied, that the Holy
Senptures armmade a source ofwicked
delusion, and jdigion one of hatred,

malice, contenuon, Blasphemy, and
perdkfon. ^ ^

Party creeds, i^heir practical

racier, generally 'ftnsist^ o|i questions

which are the least necessfiiy Jp
public weal, or militate a^ins^^it,^
the exclusion of suqh as it^mands.
For a long time the Whig med was
composed mainly of giving assistance

to foreign revolutionists. Catholic eman-
cipation, parliamentary ibform, gold
currency, free trade, repeal of taxes,

and the abolition of colonial slavery.

Not one of these matters was in any
material degree necessary for the na-
tional good, and nearly all were di-

rectly opposed to it. The firat scat-

tered the seeds of wars, and had no
small share in producing the present

revolutionary state of Europe. As to

Catholic emancipation and reform,
they were intrinsically of little conse-
quence to those who were the most
deeply interested in them : the body of
the Catholics and Radicals could not,

in the nature of thmgs, gain from them
any real benefit ; and they had vital

bearing om the best institutions of
the empire. The other questions

could not, on the shewing of their ad-
vocates yield material advantage ; and,
with one exception, they were ob-
viously calculate to produce gigantic

evil. But because tt^y were pressed,

measures which were on public
grounds imperiously necessary could
not be thought of. Such legislation

was urgently called for touching Ire-

land as would give the .people food, ci-

vilisation, law, and order; but foe

Catholic question^wes used to prohibit

tt: foe Catholic champions virtually

declared, ^ou . shkll do nothing for

Ireland until this question is carried.

rManufectures and trade were griev-

ously distressed, but foe free trade

and Qurrency questions prevehted the

menrion of reuef,—the labouringw
•pqlation was in extreme misery/ nui

fom questions and reform would nol

permit remedy to be named,— foe
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West India pokmies n^re sinking into

?ain» but Uie slavery question would
only allow Ibe rain to be hastened.

The Tories^ to a large extent, held

the same creed. l>efen^ing the church,

they made it a timet, that the defects

bringing her to the dust should be
preserved. ' ffostipibto reform, they

^ught for the vices corruptions

<^which were excluditi^hOmselves from

'the House of^dl|im|fts and virtually

eihstablishing unifgrsat stitfrage. PMged
tq^r. Hushisson^theory, they were
bound flj||||n i^cdy to

n|bUc stuHring^ or admitting its exiSt-

party could not

flSteinq|my really beneficial measure,

lest it snould prevent the success of ita

party ones, the other was equally dea^

lest it should disable it for defend-

ing its own.^
The Badicals or Liberals rigidly

restricted their creed to pernicious and
destructive matters. Their scheme of

reform was to throw the middle classes

as well as the upper ones into the

minority, and exalt the ignorant, demo-
ralised, maddened multitude into the

government. Their church amendment
was robbery and subversion— their re-

duction of taxes was «confiscation. In
clamouring for the abolition of the corn

law, it was obvious that, not the benefit

of the poor, but the ruin of the great,

was their object. They contended not
more bitterly for such things as were
calculated to produce distress and
convulsion, than agaio:^ such as

were likely to yield prosperity and
peace. Knowin^f' thsh

,
their hope of

triumph rested on national loss and
misery,, they were sagacious enough to

oppose all efforts to remove the latter

or impede their progress.

Hence, while lu late years changes
of law, system, and institution have
been made, which for number and mag-
nitude are without example, sccSrcely

one has yielded any sensible benefit

to the b^y of the community, few
have produced as mSich good as evil,

and ^nwly all havd had the mosibale-
ful opiv^tion . On txaminipg the fruits

ofj^thjS new legislation touching trade,

cuini&cy, the Catholics, combinations,

free' be^-shops^ &c. &c.^ we ^nd beg-

matioq, ..disaffection, and rebellion.

Never Waa .any civilised, country so

xcourged and Ravaged, by maUgoverni-
mnt as this' has been. During the

. T

.

period in question, changes ofreinedy
and relief have been eall^ fbr Ovim |i
the means ofpreventing revolutio^q^
they have been constantly refused.

At this moment, Ireland is distressed,

lawless, and on the brink of rebellion ;

ful condition ; a vast part UK the com-
munity is in grievous suffering; to ^
very large extent the lower classes are

without places ofworship and religious

instruction ; the church is sinking, in-

fidelity is spreading, vice and crime
abound, law is despised, the monarchy
totters, and the worst feelings pervade
the popuhition. Are parties employed
itl Revising remedies! No; thevaie
wasting -'^heir energies on Speculative

rcfoim, converting tithes into a . new
and more pernicious question, heaping

additional misery on difierent interests,

and making petty changes which can-
not possibly yield more than trifling

individual ,or local advantage. Qank-
ruptcy courts must be amended, but
colonial bankruptcy must be fed ; a
new police must be invented, but the

distress of the glove and silk trades

must be duuegarded or enlarged ; the

people muaf h^ve votes at elections,

out not churches or food ; Ireland vnu^
have new magistrates, a different momi
of paying tithes, and still more destruc-

tive power for her Catholics, but nqi
bread for the destitute and bonds for

the rebellious ; the church must . be
subjected to change and routilatipn,

but not strengthen^. Parties are not
only silent touching rational remedy
for^the ladling evils, but almost al^;

\hey are employed with is calculated, in
'

one way or another, to protect att iiigb

crease them. If such remedy
posed, it encounters party plrage here

and party profits there, consequently it

sinks under general hostility. By a
strange fatality^ Whig, Tory, and li-

beral have got entangled in a common
interest to oppose eflective measuresjf
reliefand correction.

The case is much the awtf wilth fob*;

creeds of religious p^ies iUtVt^pvlMi^V

of abstract belief, the dktepsipn
;

Christum practice U

cle^ ih^ one sect

pkiy ' Itself in excluding f

all reiigkHia people who dissent
'

its' p^liar doctrines ;
-

dispamgi morals, knd 'iiWbt only olBf

what is unmtelltgible ^ ihe ighotanl

'Aji-
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and a third must inveigh a^inst en-

thusiasm. Thus, to the infinite benefit

pi ineligion and infidelity, the war of

the pulpit is directed less against sin

and sinners than religious l^Iief and
pious people. The Bible Society and
Its diffusion of the Scriptures are struck

at, because it circulates the Apocrypha,
or has Unitarian members, or consists

partly of other dissenters. In the

Church, the feud between the evan-

gelicals and their adversaries must be
enlarged, though it do her grievous in-

jury : to promote the inteiests of the

richer part of the clergy, the latter must
have inefficient ministers, and be to

a great extent without places of wor-
ship. A measure for increasing reli-

gion here falls to the ground because it

will benefit the Church, and there be-

cause it will serve her rivals. An
enormous part of the population is

really destitute ofplaces ofworship and
religions instruction— infidelity, as well

as every kind of wickedness, prevails

ill the most deplorable manner, yet the

religious bodies rather endeavour to

keep remedy from this apalling slate of
things than to apply it : tiiey have con-

trived to place their tenets and iii-

' terests in opposition to effective en-

deavours for the spread of religion and
morals.

Parties make too often the practical

part 01 their creed, indcjiendeiitly of its

nature, a prolific source of public mis-
chief. For many years the Catholic

question was used to fill Ireland witli

the most deadly ills ; at the best, to

confer a little advantage on a handful

of individuals, the bonds of society

v^ere wvered, the laws were trampled

^on', cf|i$ue igas generated, properly and
food were destroyed, and tlie people
^were kept in a state bordering on civil

war, and displaying not a few of its

horrors. Parliamentary reform, which,
as the honest part of its friends own,
esmnot yield any mighty profit to the

. of the population, has been ren-

Vder^ an engine fur covering public

institutions with hatred, and placing

the ^nire on the verge of revolution.
' Tl^ abolition of tithes could only
benefit.landowneis, and yet the party

danidiir |bir it has raised a war amiust
the' and religion* Colonial

slaveiy indicts no ii\)uty on the home

'

popu^tioiu. nevertheless the outcry

^itist it iias been a great means of
invpiving theses! India, colonies in

insjignifiGant question, like
^

vc^. V. NO. xxviii.

that contained in the abrogation of the

game laws, was magnified into a grave
sourt^e ofdisaffection, contempt of law,
and crime. Looking at all the party
questions which have been agitated of
late years in the aggregate, they have
even in appearance o&red little promise
of important national benefit; they
have^ in the main, retard to minor
theorotic defe^jiTOivicfual grievances,

or ideal gain^et the mere use of thens

has distressed and trade,

'

produced idleness an£|hunger, wasted^
Hundreds of millions ofproperty, iiiider-’^

mined the coristitij^n, ^de^ed la#^a
dead letter, destrd^d jtnb Wrals and
loyalty of the subject, and ina4^ tSe
dismemberment of the empirn
certiiin. It iif deniorstrable fS&t Uiese

questions were taken up, and used as

Cicy were, principally fur the sake of
vicious party profit. The Whigs and
Lbeml Tones shunned ifie Catholic
question when it militated against their

party strength ; and lliey only made
that touching slavery a leading one
when it was taken up hy the religious

portion of the coiniiiimity. The Whigs,
as a party, were divided on reform,

until it was called for by the lower
orders. Party never thought of the
questions concerning tithes and game,
until they were pressed by the multi-
tilde and its newspapers ; the mass of
the Catholics clamoured fbr emancipa-
tion without caring for it, chiefly as a
means of indulging their hatred of the
I'rotcstaiits, and lovh of turbulence and
strife ; the body of the Radicals in-

sisted on reform, that they might pull

down their superiqrs, and enrich them-
selves with their spoils; the religious

people laid hold ofthe slavery question,

in a great measure for the sake of sec-

tarian warfare and gain ; those who
railed against tithes pyid game laws
were scarcely touched by either, and
were actuated by hostility to the church
and aristocracy. To a very large extent,

these questions originated with publi-

cations w'hicli sou^t .only their own
sordid benefit. In this manner the

community stimulated party, and party

in its turn seduced and inflamed die

community,^^lntil the ^’’^ts were so
afflicting and destructive. Throughout,
the public good was despised aud
assailed, rather than desired.

With:^ regard to religious parties,

Cjitholicism protects and enlarges itself

by trampling on the best intefests ‘of

Irehmd and the rest of the empire:
11
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t};at it iriav flouriahi landlord and.

tenant, nei^bour and n^hbour, tbe

iiigh and the low» must be mortal foes,

the people must be disafTected, laws

must be disr^^ed, and public insti-

mtions mustbeetema^ waned against.

Tne Dissenters in England support

themselves by throwing their weight

into the of^jtuft, convulsion,

insubordinaui^ arsP^iyoyalty : that

';«y may prosper, the CSnircfi must be

incessantly ait^eAi people must
bo incited ton% me^ clergy and
arUltocracy, theHame of religioug and
polilScal t^t be blown, the

welUdistwpd^^^ combatted, and
tltfe4%I?lcicial system must be sub-

j^^^Q^ange and subversion. The
*^religioidl|hirties rcnk amidst the most
furious enemies of internal peace, and^

thejr have had a leading share in pro*

ducing the calamities which have so

long sat on \he empire.

Independently of their ordinary per-

nicious modes of seeking success,

parties will commit almost any direct

iniquity to compass tlicir projects.

Insensible to honour and despising

law, nothing can eflectually restrain

them save physical impossibility.
,
The

Catholic i\ssociation was tolerated by
one, and protected by another, until it

virtually triumphed'^ through treason

and rebellion : tfieWhigs openly placed

it above both the law and government.
Trom it—that is, in reality, from the

guilt of the Tories who encouraged,

and the Whigs who defended it

—

sprung the numberless clubs which are

now usurping the sovereignty through-

out the tfniled Kingdom. The Tories

carried the Catholic question in viola-

tion of all that can bind upright men,
and in such scorn of national opposi-

tion as made the deed flagrant tyranny.

The Whigs dedare, if they can cari^

reform in no outer way, they will do it

by the practical suppression of the

House or Peers : many of them, in the

last few months, have called on the

executive to strip, by pure d^potism,
the aristocracy and clergy of their

rigbtSft and make itself dictator to the

Commons, as well as the Lords. Tbe
battle, touching inform has furnished

doily proof that party lacks nothing

but power at present for perpetrating

tbe ibul crimes which disgraced it in

the darker ages. Tbe baniumieiits and
burnings of former times will shew
what religious parties are capable of
committing;' aim we And evidencei in

both Ireland and Englanj^ that if. it

depended on will alone, they vrould

now be repeated.

Party power is necessarily influenced

by a variety of causes : frequently

trifling accident gives it, or takes it

away; and that which ought in reason

and justice to bestow, or destroy it,

does the contrary. The power of poli-

tical is largely governed by that of re-

ligious party. If a people be knit to-

gether by religion, and led by their

pastors, there can be no party balance

m politics ; religious interest, actual or

supposed, will operate against other

kinds of interest to prevent division.

The Tories have regularly lost power
with the decline of the Churcn, the
Whigs have gained it with the increase

of the Dissenters, and, alas ! to the

liberals it has grown with the growth
of infidelity. Mere preference or dis-

like to the Church, amidst the lower
and middle classes, must go far to-

wards deciding whether the Toiy or
the Whig shall predominate.

Thus a few enthusiasts, led by dis-

tempered imagination, diseased reason,

or something still worse, found new
sects, enlaige old ones, and assail

established systems of faith ; and a
cause like this, in due time, gives rum
and destiny to a great empire. A m-
ligioD, by ignorance, superstition, irw

tolerance, and tyranny, ^ns despot|C

political power over mighty nation^.

The negligence or inefficiency of a
clergy turns the scale between good
and bad government ; tlie error or
misconduct of the ruler in regmd to

^

religion plunges his country into min ;
' and a nation, by embracing erroneous

on ^elf all the evils*ofmi^li?^*^
The state of feeling between the

lower and upper classes has
effect on the power of political p^y.
Turning the scale between the aristo-

cracy and democra^, it must do
same between the Tories and Whi^
the aristocracy depends very laigdly^.
ascendency on its influent over thq^
below it, and in consequence me
lity ofthe latter places it in^tlm mindi^^
Hence the an^r and animbsity pf.me
less exalted orders towards,t^
riorg, which perhaps strive to iu4iu|^
beyond an election triumph, tr^sfiKr

the reins of government froifl one pa^y
to another; and a party becomes me
ministry wbkh enjoys Jta le« of public
confidence than its rival. Demoratis-
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aGon, convulsion, and disaffection,

give the sceptre to a party, and then

govern it.

I need not dilate on the prodigious

influence exercised by the press over

party power. Independently of cause

and creed, a party depends veiy great-

ly on the talent alone of its press:

powerful writers often make the worst

doctrines triumph, while feeble ones

gain only defeat for the best. A party,

tlierefore, frequently wins or loses

ascendency through the superiority or
inferiority of its scribes, when it ought,

from its character and measures, to do
the contrary. A single publication can
turn the balance. One nmy be esta-

blished for no other purpose th|in to

enrich its owners : it may seek to gratify

popular passion and delusion, in total

disregardf of principle; it may eat its

words, fight in turn on all sides, and
even make a boast of the darkest pro-

fligacy; yet, by industry and ability

alone, it may almost choose the ministry

and dictate its measures. The Liberal

or Hadical journals have affected iiide-

])ciulcnce between Whig and Tory,
and waged war against both

;
yet their

influence has in effect gone with the

,/Whigs. Labouring to create a party
' Ibr their own mercenary, guilty benefit,

or seeking sale alone, tliey liave had a
leading diarc in raising the Whigs to

olfidte. Thus a few poor, obscure
individuals, possessing little ability

and less honesty, seeking only private

gain, and thriving by offering food to

the evil feelings and desires of the

multitude, have, even against their own
intentions and interests, contributed*

^eiy^greatly towards changing the

i^vdllliQeal in person and policy.

THe Catholic and Raaical dema-
4jigogu^ assailed the Whigs as bitterly

as the Tories, and often rather favoured
the latter

; yet the Whigs reaped the

fiiiit of their labours. The success of
the,Catholic ones in Ireland was almost
s^Kcient for turning the scale against

^the Tories. A handful of men, by
impudence and depravity, falsehood,

alander, and ' Evasion of law, may
thlqiiifer' ascendency from one party to

HBwner.
'A sin^eineasure, of little real value

to, those who advocate it, will often

^vem the balance between parties,

^e Catholic question long served the

Tories as si counterpoise to the reform

one :' they, preserved a bare majority

at dtectibns by using it against the

other; they favoured it, and Sunk info

the minority— passed it, and wei^
ruined. The Whigs have prevailed in

a great measure through the reform
question ; and had their flrst bill passed,

it would, in my judgment, have been
as fotal to them as the Catholic one
was - to the Tories. From reasons which
I shall state on ei^eri^asion, I think

the latter hai||bfiSclly ^ght for Whw
benefit in much of their opposition ta

''

the English pli# olieillsm. To ape it

seems incomprehensible foat men
are constantly complainiqg of the evo-
lutionary feelings^jjtf tha^^^r oi^rs^
and who cannot be igfnorfi^'t^^tbe ^

separate press and clubs whicirmese
orders posses^^ will keep tlj|j^fdllingS

»

jn permanent existdhee, shd^m have
combatted for retaining the creation of

Rectors by birth and servitude; or,

in other words, for what issabout equal
to universal suffrage. The slavery

question das been for some time a
source of great election strength to the
Whigs. A party, from a mistaken hope
of profit, may strip itself of power by
conceding a single question to the

minority, or it may depose itself by
c«'UTy%ig one in ol)ediei)ce to the national

wish. A comparatively small part of
the community, JLo triumph on one
minor point, may pull down a ministry,

and foim another opposed to it in

essentials.

It would bo superfluous to enlarge
on the gigantic efect which the pos-
session or lack of talent in the parlia-

mentary leaders has on party power.
Even one individual, by his eloquence,
may render a feeble party triumphant,

and enable it to carry the most destruc-

tive measures.

The party balance is greatly under
the control of the independent part of
the House ofCommon^. A small num-
ber ofunconnected individuals, holding

their seats and principles through ac-

cident, and really representing their

own sentiments only, can, in spite ofthe
majority of the country, exercise tlie

prerogative ofchoovng the ruling party.
Mere good or ill fortune, to a Is^e

extent, governs this foalance. A party
preserves or loses the ascendency, be-

cause pure chance prospers its foolish

and vicious deeds, or thwarts its. wise
and riglrteous ones. A trifling circunn

stance, wbicH it has no share in pro-
ducing, casts it from supremacy,

^
or

makes it all-powerful. The Wh*igs

were almost annihilated, when Qheeii
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Caroline raised a storm which well
nigh gave them the cabinet. The
Tories were invincible, when the death
of the late Earl of Liverpool swept
them from office.

iA Party power varies with the state of
ine empire : the worst ministry carries

all before it in the latter’s prosperity,

and the best distress. Bad
^.^arvesls, exc«sive ^^ictipn and im-
^wortation of goods, the losi' of foreign

#tna|kcts, and 4^n||^ar pauses, are suffi-

' ^nt for turning the party scale
:
pro-

beoa^ they take place th6 wise
$d, apd one of ruinous

hducted to office. Va-
* in public morals oi^erate in the

t eam^jUM^er: thepeoplv^are prodigate,

therm(ISinij|e profiigate party triumphs^;

they are lawless, therefore they make
for themselves a party tyranny.

*

And the^ower in question is large-

ly regulated by the character of the

sovereign. The able and Virtuous, or
incapable and vicious, party rales,

because he is able and viiluous, or

incapable and vicious.

Of many minor things, such as in-

trigues, personal quarrels, ^Cco;, I will

say nothing.

1 have not mentioned faction, be-

cause 1 know not how to distinguish it

correctly from party. The worst In^dy

is sometimes a party, and the best is-

not seldom a faction, therefore 1 cem-

cede to all the more dignihed title.

In my eyes, a party degenerates into a
faction when it docs not fight its battle's

in strict obedience to the rules of mo-
rality and honour— the laws and con-

stitution, in letter and spirit, form,

meaning, and common usage
;
conse-

quently, 1 amconstrained to believe that

both Whigs and Tories sometimes, to

speak in the most gentle wav, fall into

the c^eneracy. I fear tl»e Tories were
little letter tlian an unprincijded Action

when they passed the Catholic Bill,

looking at tlie manner only, without

reference to the bill ; and I am con-

vinced that the Whigs, in declaring that

the crown has a right to create peers

at will, solely to carry a political and
party measure', are a faction infinitely

more unprincipled.

An Independent Pittite.

. VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.*

CAPIAIN HASH. HALL AND THE LANDERS. •]

The hearts of many tender mammas
were made glad by a reviewer some
few months back, who suramecl up his

t

iraises of a tale of fiction by suiting

lis belief that it would tcrul to diminish

the mischievous fondness for a sea-life

so early manifested'by English boys.

We forget the title of the book, but

recollect that it purported to contain

the history of a stripling, who, pleased

with an uncle’s yacht at Cowes, re-

solves to enter itie navy. His relative’s

interest soon procures the youngster a
birth as midshipman on board a sloop

of war, which is shortly lost in a white

squall ill the Mediterranean ; and after

sundry disastrous adventures, the poor

boy is brought home in a merchant-
vessel, whos^ brutal master half starves

and beats his unfbrtuiiate young pas-

senger to death, and thus cures him

of his marine propensities. Such rs

the moral of the tale, which we own
to be any thing but congenial with our
taste; for though we would not, like

a recruiting sergeant, entrap unwary
youths on board ship by figured nar-

ratives of enjoyment, yet, liaving long
flouted on blue water before we b^ame
critics, we cannot bring (Ml'seti^ lb

concur with the landsman reviewer's

approbation of fiction being made the^

vehicle of false alarm to deter from the

service in which we so long delighted,

and whose memory is still so proudly
dear to us. Nay, sorry should we Jte
did we apprehend the arrival of^n^
hour in which, from softening i:efine->

medts or other causes, the' s|»irit ofan
English boy would no longer thrlH at
the names of Rodney or of Nelson,^
and cease to be interested^ in t^es jjd'

* Fragments of Voyages and Travels. By Captain Basil Hall, R.N. Second
Series^ 3 vola. Robert Cadell, Edinburgh. 183S1.

doarnal ofan Expedition to Explore the Course and Termination ofthe Niger, fite.

By Richard and John Lander. $ vols. London. 1839. ^
'

'lafe of Bruce the African Traveller. By Major F. B. Hoad* l2mo*' London.
18i30.
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that mighty deep on ^hich lie Bri-

tannia's march and home. In arJdition

to these mere pleasurable feelings with

which our heart is warmed, we think

that, considering Britain’s best bulwarks

are her wooden walls, every thing that

promotes the improvement ofher naval

population is of political importance.

We accordingly hailed with no ordi-

nary delight the appearance of Captain

Basil liall’s first series of Voyages and
Travels, as presenting most instructive

and agreeable amusement to the merry
reefer's, the light-hearted companions
ofour boyhof^rl . In ihul bygoiio period,

(he tricks of that scapegrace Peregrine

Pickle, or worse, the amours of Moll
Flanders, too often fiiniished the only

materials for our literary relaxation,

after logarithms and Hamilton Moore.
The announcement of a second series

from the same gallant author awakened
our eager hopes, and we anticipated in

tile perusal tliat wholesome treat which
we have subseciuently enjoyed

-

Has a man, whose iirst years were
passed amidst the freshening breexes of

ocean, but whose maturer days have

witnessed his oontinement to a smoky
street and sedentary occupation, escaped

for awhile from the “ /iz/ww/?/, cl opes,

• s^repitiunque RonKf" to tlie cool sea-

beach, where the plash of the wave,

or the flapping of the curlew’s wing, has

succeeded to the human hum of l^n-
cloii ?— that man's emotions were ours,

when we turned from mawkish novels

and angry pamphlets to the feast ])re-

pared for us by Captain Hall, “ wiicre

no crude surfeit reigns.” Do any of

our good-natured readers smile at an,

enthusiasm beyond our wont, let them

^ of it moroscr temper (if such we have)

disdainfully sneer at our emotions, we
can assure them how heartily we laugh

at them as shore-going gentry, ignorant

^f life's best pleasures, and who cannot
tell

* ** llie exulting sense, the pulse’s mad-
dening play,

' That thrills the wanderer ofthat track-

less way.”

- But those who have never left the

lai^ may feel, when the earth is bound
up by frost, when nature’s energies

seem constrained, the song of birds is

Hushed, and Ae snow-drop dare not

when rivers are arrested in their

course, and the transit of commerce is

checked by thick-ribbed ice in the

canal—how cheering it is to wander by
the eternal freshness and purity of
ocean, and mark how it rolls in unfet-

tered freedom, the highway of nations,

the diffuser ofknowledge and of powei^
the civiliser of the world. On tlie

other hand, who that has long traversed

the waste of wat^, an^^pught, after a
distant voyagCj, the horn' of his youth,

but has been taught by sad experience,

how changeable;, is all OU earth 1

honeysuckle no longer clusters ri)mj4

the porcli, the old churcli towe^niis
assumed a greyer tint, (ihurcl^^d

turf heaves with many% inouldering^,

heap which we knew not at

|)urturc, the castle on the‘^[j^ll, now^
totters to its fall, inaA has tho^

*cartii with ruin, and has -himself de-
(^arted — all has changed 1 Let the

wanderer turn back to the ^atery plain

on whose bosom he Iras so long been
borne— h(? can trace no shadow of

niuii's ravages or nature's ehauges

there.

“ Boll on, thou deep and dark blue

ocoau— roll

!

Hmhangeahle save to thy wild waves*

l)hiy—
'I'ime writes no wrinkle on thine azure

hrow

:

Such as creution^s dawn beheld, thou
rollcst now !

”

** Although there can be no doubt,”
observes Captain Hall, *' tlr.it a super-
abundance of matter is a better source of
composftiou than if scantiness of mate-
rials, yet we mny even in these resjiects

have too muiri) of a good thing, and be
cast, at first, into a sort of despair, from
tho utter hopelesf^noss of being able to

do the subject any kind ofjustice.”

These remarks were elicited by a
contemplation of that strange spectacle,

the bazatir of Bombay, and its asto-

nishing crowd of new and curious

objects— atid, in a restricted sense,

we may apply them to our task of
reviewing the volumes before us.

Justice demands ample and frequent

quotations; our limits forbid* We
will endeavour to steer a middle
course; we will not pretermit' any
imrartaiit topic, ana we wdll not dwell

elaoorately on any. The chapters in

the first volume, entitled ** ABailor on
Shore,” and “ Tricks upon Travellers,”

contajn some joyous scenes of Irish

conviviality,which the caj^Kain describes

with evident satisfimtion. We can only

refer those of our readers to them who
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love to quaff a cool botile of olaret on
a summer's eveuing in an oriel window,
while the beams of the setting snn are

lighting up the gorgeous scenery of

lake and mountain, or who agree with

capt|in and us in pronouncing

good wl&ky punch, well made, tlie

most insinuati^ of all the tmples ev^
invented by mSilal i^n. But in his

jyjjprateful remembrance of thwe joyous

and boon companiol^iip, the

makers jfsmatk on which we
'^h||)i^nimadveit.

bi|if%hardly any ^men in the

fleet' ‘who are jiore sober and orderly,

"'of who^' whf? properly managed, are

t'^l^iwdoeile a&l amenable to really good

jl^ims6iuluMj^ than the Irish. Perhaps it

^mf^JSSKnally Ifappen that there is

dimculty in 'getting Paddy to see things

in 0ie particular light in which we wiult

him to view them, or, as wo say, to

make him Awt with his head on the

right tack ; hut there is na man who
performs more or better work w’hen once

that is accomplished.’*

It is true that this laudatory obser-

vation is considerably qualified, as in-

deed it ought to be ; for, admitting the

full excellence of the Irish as soldiers,

we do not fancy them aHout : but we
still think it too complimentary. One
of the many excellent plans of Lord
ColUngwood was to draft a certain

number of Iririi boys into the navy

every year,—a plan which he had tried

in his own ship grith decided success.

We have Lord Collidgwood's authority,

added to some experience ourselves,

in saying that, without thi^ preparatory

training, the Irish arq, not the men we
would make up a crew with ; for on a

lee-shore we might have difticulty in

making Pat ** cast with his head on the

right tack,"—a difficulty which makes
us nervous to tlynk of. The careless,

iiolicsome, sans-souci temper of the

Irish must be subjected to a long

course of rigid discipline before thw
can be made careful seamen. It will

not do to dash about a frigate, as a
jolly 4ni4[oon may ^lop ^ troop

;

yet thu vw plain truth is overlooked

often % Irish j>ilots. Are you
qutle'SUie,^8aid an anxiousman-of-war
skipper to one w|io was piloting bis

siiip oUleff a bay, are you ouite sure

that you know this coast?” '^*Oh,
faith am I5 yer^^honour I 1 knpw ^eiy
Tock-r^add, by Jaspsl thats olie ^
'etay exclaim^ the felUiw, wfth qare-

.
less glee, aa the keel thumped dieswiiy

enough upon a reef to nwaUen the

officer’s fears (brittle safety ofbis barky
under such guidance. •

A detailed account is given conti-

nuously tiirough several chapters of the

chief incidents to the Indian voy^.
The whole narrative is characteri^

W the manly spirit that pervades

Captain llall’s writings. The voyage
is not commenced with the usual puling

lamentations on dissevered ties, but

with gay anticipations of a boundless

world of untrira enjoyments a-head
and its progress does not damp this

hearty ciiecrfulness. TopiCS Oi pFO*

(essional interest, the best modes of
navigation, and the most approved
condij[ct for the moral government of
the crew,—the glittering flight of the

flying-fish, and the capture of the

sailor’s enemy, tlie shark, are alter-

nately descanted on, and described

with equal felicity.

His observations on the trade-winds

and great monsoons oftheIndian Ocean
and China Sea are, in our opinion, es-

pecially valuable ; to professional men,
ofcourse, primarily, but interesting and
intelligible to readers of every class.

** It must be evident to every onOt
that the exact knowledge required
getting quickly over the more
parts of an Indian voyage, may ofi(^
prove of the utmost consequence
national point of view. Suppose,' m
instance, a war breaks out unexpectedly
between F,rance and England, end two
frigates, equally good sailers, are des-
patched by the countries respectively, to
spread the news in the eastern hemi-
sphere. Conceive tliem to start simul-
'taneoiisly, one from Cherbooig, the other
from Plymout}]

; let them
the edge of the Variahlei^teglpiier,"

and also lose the north-east Tui4ia^
wind on the same day. So fir, two
equally good officers will probably run
abreast of one another. But if one of
the captains, without being pesrson-
ally acquainted with the numer^s va-
rieties that occur in those low latitudee,

has yet a sound knowldege ofthe gqneral.

law* by which the fluctuationa in the.
winds ore regulated, while the oth^ bjMi
merely read about them in log4iooki,t
and has no theoretical key to help him
to unlock the secrets ofme perpumiiig;.
anomalies he UEill inevimblyseacow^*
the chances, surely are, that the careerof
the two ships will become from that
hour essenttally differei^ II, to the>

theoretical knowledge wKijeb l^ltmre.eup-

posed one of the officeie to poiilliese> no
adda even a slifi^t personal aoqoiMiitaiibo*
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willi (ibe from bavitig studied them
on a former voyage, hia advantage over
his rival will be ^till greater. At all

events, that frinfe commanded by the

officer possessea of most philosophical
knowledge of tlie causes which put the
air ini motion, would, in all probability,

doable the Cape many days, TOrhaps

weeks, before the other, and thus ne
enabled to scatter the important intelli-

geiice over the whole Indian ocean in

time to prevent great disasters ;
or, by

striking the first blow, to accomplish

active warlike purposes of the highest

importance to his country.*’

Wc promised to. abstain from long
quotations, but the above must be so

striking as to exempt us from the cen-
sure of our readers in placing it before

them. On our fitting out once for a
voyage, a dear but economical old rela-

tion in the North expressed her wonder
at our extravagant equipment of linen

;

and many a shore-going person, we
doubt not, thinks it easy to be washed
at sea, and also to catch fresh fish for

every day’s dinner. We must allow

Captain llall, in his own words, to in-

struct these ignorant individuals, and
shall not apologise for so soon cpioting

again, as it may be any one’s lot to

n^e a long voyage; and sure are we
dlat few, except sailors, know the value

of the following hints :—
i

' ** We all know the misery of putting

on wet clothes, or sleeping in damp
sheets. Now, a shirt washed in salt

water is really a great deal worse than

either ; because, in tlie cases alluded to,

one may apply to the fire or the sun, and
reifiedy the evil at the cost of a little*

time and trouble
;
but in the wretched

predkanMmt of putting on salt-water-

WBsmd Imen, no such process avails

anything. Xou first dryyour unhappy
shirt, by exposing it to the sun or tlie

fire till it seems us free from moisture

an any bone
;
you then put it on, in hopes

.of etgoying the benefit of clean linen.

Alas, not a whit of enjoyment follows

;

Ibr if the air be in a humid state, or you
«e ezlKMed to exercise, the treacherous

ssff,WBieh,when crystallized, has hidden
kirifin the fibres of the cloth, speedily

dsUqttesoes or melts, and yon have all

the torfciire of being once nmre wrapped
fin ttoist drapery. In your agony, you
pan -it off, run to the gslley-ronge, and

toast it Ofer again
;
or you hang it up in

the fiery heat of the southern sun;- and
when not a particle of wet aeems to re*
main, you draw it on a second time,
fanc3dng yourjob at last complete. But,
miserable man, you are as ill off as ever :

for the insidious enemy has merely
tired out of sight, but still lurks so close,

that no art we yet know^.of will expel
him, save and except fjjgit of a good
sound rinsing in fresh waier.”

.

«

This informatioii my seem
but it is worth the pmed of our
zine to any inexperieDce4., voyai^.
Captain Cook, who was* dlfi ffitfieTpOf

our present domestic eco^my op board'
ship, first devoted attention to the

fort of his crew by allowing them fresh/

water and two^washit^lf-days iUfSr

And, following his example^n baseless
i^xiety to secure* the comforts of their

men, and unwearying contrivance how
to effect this object in the bfist possible

manner, iss now so prevalent among
our naval commanders, that we almost
wonder tliat any seamen should prefer

tlie merchant-service ; but on this topic

we must hereafter dwell more fully.

Aquatic Sports” furnish materials for

a capital chapter, more inspiriting to

us than the verses of Somerville or any
other describer of tlie raptures of the

chase.* Are oui' landsmen readers

aware that the dolphin of sailors is not
the fish so called by the poets; and
that Arion took his trip on the back of
a porpoise, and not Qn the fish whose
varying colours in death are likened by
Byron to tlie rainbow hues ofdeparting
day ? llavo^ any of them eaten a por-

poise? Captain Hall appears to relish

Its flesh, which texture and taste,

and in the heat of its blood, resembles

beef, though very coarse ;” and his ex-

ample induced his ship’s company fo

demolish a whole mopster of Arion’s

breed. When long at sea and short of
provisions, we can epneeive it possible

to relish a porpoise, but can assure our
unlearned readers, from personal expe-
riment, that it is very fishy flesh, though
we last partook of it in the German
Ocean, when the ilard-room table was
well supplied with other and more
dainty food, which knight have made
us fastidious. A Man Dverboaid”
supplies a text for excellent emiunwts

.
* At a parly, not long ago, in Suaaex, where a ]^ntleman was raving about fox^

h^atixig, We tidied him if he had ever chased a teu(fgling lugger across ffie;rape of

P<frdi»l,'or reinEd St. Aldhelm’a Head ina AiffoMsel Onf question excited a
Wfb^tiottS stare ;

but when we lefipunted arim or%e sort we had once ourselves,

M^young fftufod admitted it might be pretty ^rt*
,
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on the life-bu(^, and oii the best modes
of ptocedure in cases of this coronion

but distressing accident. Sunday on
Board a Man-of-^ar/* and tlie " Ship
jChurch/’ give the captainan admirable
^^portimity for graphic description,

and, is of higher moment, for the

expression pf sound opinions on the

moral^nd riUgious tpiining ofseamen.

. 11m responsibility of a commanding
officer on"' this head is ver^^eavy, and

'.dlierx, perplexing .is the elective dis-

. ob^ge of the onerous task,^for sailors

^re^uph strange set of beings, gene^

rally unidiicuted, and', although by
no mean's nalurally, irreligious, so lo-

‘ su^ Iqq^ habits aud oddly-construct-

minds, that i%is hard tti turn them
permanently to right tltinking on reli-

gious matters. They arc as docile tfs

children, ^ut quite as humoursome,
and to manage them we must previ-

ously know them well. VV^th Captain
Hall, we would earnestly call the atten-

tion of commanders to this most mo-
mentous subject; we would caution

tlu»m against the extremes of mere for-

mality and raving fanaticism ;
— with

him we will abstain from pointing out

errors in excess and errors in defect.

cure tlieirbest exerttons on'momentous
and trying occasioiis. Had this sys-

tem been observed birboard the Bounty,
the impetuous but certainly ill-usi^

Christian would not have been a muti-
neer. The house of commons have
often expended much talk, with little

practiciil wisdom, on the nature and
severity of naval punishments, and it

is not our purpose here to resume the
discussion at length. Gladly would
we assist any endeavours to lessen an
evil which, until the period of perfec-

tion arrives, cannot be altogether re-

moved ; and readily will we listen to

suggestions of any punitive system
which will produce the neceswy de-
gree of order at the smallest expense
of hu*man suftering ; but as to solitary

confinement, gagging, bmnding, expo-
sure, and other theoretical correctives,

we can only smile at the ignorance of
their propounders. Flogging may
awaken the sensibilities of Joe Hume,
or kindle the eloquence of iVlacuiilay,

or shake the nerves of Hunt, as his busy
memory recurs to the cell.s of 1 lch>‘Ster

;

but our ex[)erience etuibles us to con-
firm the accuracy of Captain iialFs

observations. “ 1 never once knew,
nor ever lieard of an instance in which

being too conscious of the facility of

doing either. The utility of the expo-
sure of faults is, in our estimation, more
than questionable ; it frequently is in-

jiiriotis— seldom, very seldom, is it

beneficial. Haihcr would we exhort

our officers, witliolit prescribing the

measure of church service afloat, or the

peculiar doctrines to be ibculcated, to

recollect that there is^not a single point

of duty in the whole range of the naval

profession which, when well under-
stood, may not be enforced with greater

efficiency by a strict adherence to the

sanctions of religion. While the mis-

sionary is going forth to. instruct the

Esquimaux and the' Hottentot, shall

the noble defenders of our island be
left uninstructed— left to drift about
the wide and shoreless ocean of infide-

lity, without the bn^ith of hope to ftU

their sail9, and without pole-star to

a corporal punishment, administered
calmly and wiili strict regard to justice
and established usage, was followed by
any permanent ill-will resting o|iiJ(jhe

mind of a sailor, either towards his
captain or towards the service.” Sailors
are on this point better judges than
sentimental legislators on sitorc, jyvho

have no more notion of the peculiari-

^ties, the moral idiosyncrasy of Jack,
than they have of the nature and attri-

butes of beings of another world. And
yet, when the question of corporal pu-
nishment is discussed, it is too fte-

quently the fashion to treat a naval
officer’s opinion with a slight ap-
proaching to contempt. The question
IS one peculiarly technical, and can
therefore only be grappled with in all

its bearings by men long and intimately
familiar with the service, and who,, of
all men, have the most direct inteiest

point their ^heavenjyard course ? For-
bid it, justice— forbid it, mercy I

The whole ofCaptain fl all’s remarks
on the moral management ofjailors are

deserving ofthe most devoted attention,

lliii obj^l^ seems invariably0 .b& by,

the maintenance of considerate ]^ci-
les of disolplmg; to render hilt people
appy and conietUCd, and thereby se-

in lessening the severity of a punish-
ment, and removing from it everything
th«at is revolting. Since the year 1811,
officers in command of ships ^re re-
quired to send quarterly returns of
punishments to the Adapialty, which
regulation has had a r^trainmg influ-

ence on the despotic auBioril^ of com-
manders, and tended maleiially .to
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diminish, punishment. Captain Hall
offers, some valuable , .suggestions to

amplify the details of these returns,

ana prescribes sensible directions for

the hearing and trial of offences, and
the execution of sentence. His re-

marks are deserving of the best atten-

tion of our naval friends, but we must
not dwell upon them longer, lest we
weary our general readers ; to whom,
however, we shall not tender an apo-

logy for the time we have already spent

on this subject, inasmuch as it is one
not exclusively interesting to the ser-

vice, but affecting all classes of the

coininuiiity on shuie; since strictness

of discipline, next to the spirit of

honour and patriotism, is one of the

sources of naval success, on* which
our national strength, after all, is de-

pendent.

Having been gmve for some time,

we will now p'.U4s to the right merry
and amusing subject of ‘‘ Sailors’ Pets;”

and wish wc could afford to quote the

whole chapter in wliich these comical

tilings am described ; but in our little

bark of a Alaguzine, we cannot stow
away liuge bales of extract, like a great

bulking seventy-four of a (Quarterly

;

and instead, therefore, of taking the

captain’s Jacko, Mona, and Jean, from

pages, we will, as a cuiutianiou-

sketcii, exhibit a soldier’s pet. At the

battle of Uole^:u, a dear and intimate

fnend of ours, then a subaltern in tliat

emek regiment the twenty-ninth, was,

together with other officers, taken jiri-

soner, while Colonel J. , their coin-
' tnander, was shut from his horse at the

very beginning of the engagement.

the night our friends were tiiarclied off

4= tb an old ^chateau, where CcHeral Lfi-

borde had fixed his quarters, with

whom, in tlie morning previously to

being sent off under guard to Lisbon,

the Biitish officers had ati interview.

Laborde was of the old cavalier school,

and therefore perhaps never raised by
Napoleon to the rank his military

merits deserved. However, he politely

accompanied his prisoners into the

court-yard of the chateau^ while cross-

ing which the officers of the twenty-

ninth uttei^ a sudden shout of ioy,

and rusliing off without one word to

the general, tlirew their arms round a
black horse, and fondly caressed him.

The Frenolimaffs surprise at this viva-

dfv in a people whom he had hitherto

rf^;avded as pnl^matic and imp<^uiA>«-

induced him to inquire iiito it»

cause, when he learned that ‘tbe-objiect

of our poor friends* regards was Uie
charger of Colonel L-—

, their com-
mander, who had fallen dead from his

back the day before. Laborde quie^
smiled, and, contenting hi^elf
observing that he had noticed the gal-

lant bearing of their colopel, dismissed

his prisoners, ^hortly^ffes, the treaty

ofCintra was signed, Lisbon ^vacqgted^^

by the Ftench, and our friends or the""'

twenty-ninth released from the s^ip^^ '

the Thgu^ on board which they had^
been confined. On rqjQinii:^,%in9y

'

found Black Jack, as the charger
called, already at quarters, “returned'
with Cienei'al £ubuf4e’s%oniplii]^ent^^

to the officers of the twenty-ninth regi-

^mentr ‘ ^
* These are the traits tliat soften -the

•ferocious aspect of war, and are alone
or chiefly discernible iii Jcnightly sol-

diei's ; for we could contrast with La-
horde’s ctmrlesy the conduct of other
officers at tlie same period, in colours

though faithful, not duttering to the

latter. But to resume our narrative.

Black Jack was afterwards ridden at

Albuera, and, if we mistake not, iu one
or two other hard-fought fields. He
always escaped ; hut his fresh master,
poor, dear, ecceptric Colonel VV—

,

died in liosiiitdl of a shot which need
not have killed him had his medical
iittend.mt known tlie oddities of his

guilant patient’s tiunper. On the loss

of a second master, the men of the
twenty -ninth eiilreated their offic*ers

tliat Black Jack might never be en-
dangered fri action again. Their re-

quest was gi'ciptcd, and Jack hence-
ibrtii beciiiiie a regimental pet of the

most favoured order. He was some-
times gently ridden by the colonel, but
was so overfed, that after many wan-
derings with his corps, at last died
of fat. But we consider it due to the
memory of the war-horse to state, that

he never attained the helpless, un-
wieldy obesity of that patent pet of
tlie Lyra, and envy of Quaritung, Cap-
tain llalfs grunqir Jean. As far as we
know, this account of Black Jack has
never appeared ip print before. We
write from our recollection of conver-
sations oi'teu repeated, but think we
are accurate. The fweuiy-ninthria now
in this Mauritius, and the dephUcom-
p^ei4P Ireland, one of wjbicq is com-

^iniSSded by an eye-witness ofthe scenes
' ure have, attempted to describe. *Ilad
leisure permitted, we would have com-
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c

municated with that individoidi'on the
subject; and if these pages meet bis

eye, he will recognise the writer, and
will, we hope, accept his endeavours,

b^e jacket, to do justice to a pet
o#iAe Oliver service, with whom they

are certainly not so common as with

us monsters ^of the main. The long

periods

'

4>f inaction % which sailors

jaflqgt are often doomed, render a lively

^fthighly acceptable, and indeed in-

:^lmmental in preventing th^^mischief

'/whicij^. idleness engenders. Whenever
is,^le, says Jack, the devil

Upon finds him a job to do'.

. Who has nq| jimd and rmd ofho has nq| dMNj^ and rmd of

phling the"%!ape’' a thousand
and in a thousand varieties?

yet, in justifi&ition of one of his
.

owf^'temarks, Captain Hall proves, in

his description of the voyage round the

cape of stomas, tliat when things are

possessed of much intrinsic interest,

the very multiplicity of previous de-
scriptions will rather help than stand

in the way of subsequent accounts.'*

Familiar as the chief incidents of this

celebrated passage are to our minds,
we are enclianted to recognise them
trimmed up for fresh inspection by a
sailor, a scholar, and a gentleman. We
are comfortably seated beside our sea-

coal fire, while the harsh north-easter,

in spite of his three weeks’ obstinate

blowing, is still rattling at our window

;

but we can, while perusing Hall’s

pages, almost fancy ourselves off Cape
Aguilhas, spinning along with a spank-
ing snufHer from the north-west; while
the ship seems to fly along, ^her masts
and yards bending forwa^s as if they
would drop over her bows, and the

studding-sail booms crack and twist as

if ready to break across, as Jack would
sny, like a carrot. The boatswain look-

ing at the fosteniffgs of the boats and
booms, the carpenter and the gunner
quietly making their preparations for a
gale, the loftier sails one after another
coming down, and the captain with his

anxious look to windwnra, and, after a
fortieth pemsal of hi% baromiter, ac-
knowled^ng, in spite of his wishes to

carry oh, that the mercury is falling

—

are presented in almost as vivid por-
traiture to our mindp the well-remem-

bered realities. Amidst these descrip-

tions, in which all must delight, the

captain does not omit any opportunitv

of conveying professional advice, ancf,

in the chapter ^fore 'Us, corrects the

error into which Falconer’s poetry* has

perhaps led many, as to the best mode
of taking in the mainsail, which, if

attended to, may save the country
many a good yard of Dundee canvass.

We can scarcely refrain from quoting

his directions; and so neatly and
clearly are they expressed, that we
think even a landsman may under-
stand them. But we must secure

space for one quotation of a very dif-

ferent character :

—

** Of all the Antarctic constellations

the celebrated Southern Cross is by far

the most remarkable, and must, in every
age, continue to arrest the attention of
all voyagers and travellers who are for-

tunate enough to see it. I think it would
strike the imagination even of n person
who had never heard of the Christian

religion
;

but of this it is difficuU to

judge, seeing how inextricably our own
ideas are mingled up with associations

linking this sacred symbol with almost
every thought, word, and deed of our
lives. The three great stars which form
the cross, one at the top, one at the left

arm, and one, which is the chief sta%^
culled Alpha, at the foot, are so placed

'

as to suggest the idea of a crucifix, even
without help of a small star, wldj^ji

completes the horizontal beam. Wheft
on the meridian, it stands nearly tipt;v

right ; and as it sets we observe it leaiir'^

over to the westward. I am not sure

whether, upon the whole, this is not ^

DV>re striking than its gradually becomi'

ing more and more erect as it nses from,

the east. In every position, howeyei^ ,

it is beautiful to look at, and #ell cafou-
,

lated, witli a little prompting from the
fnnry, to stir up our thoughts to solemn
purpose. 1 know not how others may
be affected by such things ; hut for my-
self, I can say with truth, that during
the many nights I have watched ^e
Southern Cross, I remember no tPiro do-
casions when the spectacle interested me
exactly in the same way, nor any one
upon which 1 did not discover the rasuto

to be somewhat difierent, and e|weys
more impressive than what I had Iqolced

for,’*

* Falconer’s couplet is,— ^

** And he who strives lifo tempest to disarm
Wfllnever fiwteisdunil theWe ya^iHirm.’’—

'

The poet is diankrtrlcally wrong 9$ a seaman, r ^
'
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Such is the description of . pleasing to listen to the strains of a
** the heavenly sign, Portuguese Tnariner at a less enlight-

The pledge of conquests by the aid ened period ; and we bring him for-

divine/* ward more r^ily, as it enables us to

drawn by a British sailor in the nine- lament the neglect into which Camoens
teenth century. It may not be un- has so generally fallen.

** While nightly Uius the lonely seas we brave,

Another pole-star rises o’er the wave ;

Full to the south a shining cross appears ^
Our heaving breast the blissful oii^n cheers.

,

Seven radiant stars compose the hallowed sigii

That rose still higher o’er the wavy;tbrine.”

Johanna, one of the Comoro Islands,

is touched at by the captain on his pas-

sage to Bombay, and described with a
felicity that reminds us of Loo Choo.
We cannot praise it more highly, and
have no room for more eulogium, much
less extract. Bombay, Salsctte, and the

caves of Klephanta, furnish materials

for the 11111x1 volume so attractive, that

they might draw a man to India to

feast his eyes with the sights so gra-

phically described. But Captain Hall

IS considerate, and, instead of alluring

quiet folks from home in search of

wonders, gives some excellent hints to

panorama-painters, by which they may
subject the wonders of Niagara and the

surf of Madras to the inspection of the

curious in Regent’s Park, without the

necessity of a Masullah boat to cross

the one, or any risk of being whisked

by.^e violent gusts prevalent at the

Other into its roaring, boiling pool, it

< is -with regret that wc thus hurry over

these delightful chapters; but we are

anxious, in conclusion, to say a few
words on the Royal Marines.** His
present majesty has honoured this

mirable corps with fresh decorations,

and treated it witli marked attention.

.^•This,from k sailor-king, must be pecu-
liarly pleasing to the ‘Mollies,” who,
though in serious points and substan-

tially, on good terms with the “ John-
nies,” have so often been made the butt

' of jnkes, originating in perfect good-
huqtour, that at last they became liable

to ridicule from quarters whence it was
not to be tolerated. Their conduct at

the Nore,'and their uniform, unwaver-

ing h>yaltyy no less than their valour in

aettons ut round the globe, secured

. them the gratitude of the nation ; but
in this strange country, which is indeed

ma^e up of anomalies, it required a
king's notke to make them fashionable.

Emo^botdqi were called, in our time
> at Okibrd, genilemeurcotnmtmersff and
.
pt

.
an irariier stage of our life we had

been taught to call them murines^:TIjp.
late Duke Of York, at a festive party,'

applied the latter designation to ad
empty decanter; whhh a^ gallant Jolly'

resent asked, with a serious air, 'what

is Royal Highnes# meant by such hu
* epithet. “ Mean ?’* replied the good-
*huinuured piincc, without an instant's

pause— “ why, I mean a^ood fellow,

who has done his duty and is ready to

do it agstiii I” If our readers are as
well satisfied with our repetition of a
well-known story as the marine-oflicer

was with the compliment he extorted,

wc need not crave their forgiveness for

garrulity.

Perhaps we must sue more earnestly

for pardon in the next quotation ; but
we think it duetto a corps less gene-
rally known than they deserve to be,

to record any anecdote illustrative of
their character ; aud especially glad are

wc to do so, when it enables us thereby

to lay before our readers such a picture

as the subjoined narrative must suggest
to the fancy:

—

“ At balf-pust^ne o’clock in the even-
ing, after a long and sultry day in Ma«
dras Hoads, the officers of the flag-ship

were sitting round the ward-room table,

enjoying a sober glass of well-cooled
wine and water, when their hilarity was
suddenly interrupted %y the report of a
musket, fired apparently close to the
door, which, ofcourse, in tliose climates,

is always left open. The officers rushed
out, and, directed by the smoke, sprung
to the quarter-deck, where they found
Evan Lewis, the^ corporal of marines,
prostrate at the foot of the poop-ladder,
and mortally wounded. This man, who
was as good a soidier as ever served
afloat, bad stepped on the poop to com-
mence his rounds, with his wonted pre-
cision^ just as the bell struck three. On
asking the question, ‘Is all wellV oiid

being iinswered by the usual echo * All's

^ell, be turned to descend the ladder,

when the sentinel brought dowjl his

musket^' fired. The ball passed'
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through the unfortunate maA^s body,
ploughed a deeo groove in tlie quarter-

dock, and lodged in the coil of the fore

brace, near we main^maat. The poor
corporal, who, of course, fell down head-
long, was removed under the poop awn-
ings and laid in as easy u posture ns pos-
sible, wit£ his head resting on the ma-
rine officer's lap, a kind-hejirted soul,

who froni^time4« lime wept bitterly over

jiis ^len compde/ashe called the dying
^tvetalan, and in vain tried to cheer up
his faat>*ebbing spirits. 'I'he surgeon in-

det^'d seemed to be the only person un.

ihoyed by the scene
;

he, however,
*'being ait' old band in such matters, knew
the value of coolnc^ss.

“Ifavinff firsf eitaiuined the wound
slowly stand cnrefutly, lie paused for a

j moment, looked tlie poor svITerer in tho

ijStcd^fcra second or two, and then draw- .

ing his breath while he resolutely kept
his feedings in check, said rnournfiilly,

' My fine fellpw, if 3'ou have any aftairs

to settle, you 111 list lose no lime
;
you

cannot possibly live long !'
'i'lfi} wound-

ed man looked wistfully up in his officer's

face, and said, witli an air of great dis-

appointment, * 1 did not think, sir, iiiy

time had been so near.' fter making
particular iriquirv whether any one else

hud been hurt by the hull, w'hich he
knew had passed through him, he ex-
pressed a w’ish to have the man brought
aft who had fired the irusket. It was a
strange moment when the murderer was
confronted w'itli his victim. * Wliy did
you do this V inquired the dying soldier,

in a voice of the greatest mildness. * 1

thought it had been the sergeant,' coolly

replied the villain; nur could lie over
afterwards be made to speak another word
on the subject. The puin of^be wound
gradually subsided as tho blood fiowod,

and the poor fellow mfiv begged that

]lrayers might bo read to him. This
was accordingly done by the first lieute-

nant, in the presence of tlio rest of the

officers, and the dying man's messmates.
He paid the cloaests%ttention to wliat was
said

;
and at the conclusion expressed

himselfliuppy and confident, ready to die
in peace with all tho w'orlfl, and, as he
hoped, also with his Maker. Some wine
was then given him by permission of the
surgeon, who saw that all mus^ soon be
over. When he dr.uik it, he exclaimed,
' Ab, that, too, revives me

; but still I
feel very weary and f drowsy.’ He tvas

recommended to go to sleep :
* Ay, it

will be a long, long sleep,' he said, with
a tone of deep sorrow. But immediately
afterwords,as ifashamed ofhis weakness,
he cart bis eyes round the group, and in

, a cheerful voice expres8e.d much Batis>A
at dying with ail his offioqra abou^
' I only have done jviy

to your satisfaction
,
gentleme^ f;wore the

last words ho spoke."

We cannot justly recollect where

we have seen the feelings of a reader,

on closing a volume wnicb has long

amused him, likened to those of a

traveller on parting from one in whose
company he had journeyed through a
pleasant land. The simile is never-^

theless a good one, without the stamp
of authority, aiid illustrates the state of

mind with which we now take leave of
Cajitaiii Hall, and thank him for the

entertainment he has afforded us. But
Captain Hall's merits do not rest on
his power to amuse, but on his effective

efforts to instruct. That he is imbued
with moral and religious principles, we
have sufficiently shewn, and can only
add, that the performance of his duty
is Gvef attended by that serene cheer-

fulness, without whose presence no
btisiness in life, whether little or great,

can be prosperously transacted. Let
our young friends in the cockpit, for

whom the captain's volumes are pri-

marily intended, cultivate the spirit

which he so eloquently inculcates,

—

not that laughter in the midst of which
there may be heaviness, but “ that

cheerfulness whicli,^' to use the pure,

modest style of Addison, “ keeps up a
kind of dayliuht in the mind, and fills

it with a stevly and perpetual serenity.”

Happy will tijc cultivation of such a
temper make the men who seek to

acquire if— safe will it render the

country which Christian protectors

serve.

^
The termination of the Niger has at

last been traced by two unpretending,,
but intrepid travellers, to whose vo-
liitnes we next invite attention. They

,

are very different from the production
of the accomplished author above ; but
the contents supply a body of valuable

facts, and over all there is spread such
an air of ingenuous diffidence, that our
affections arc enlisted in fiiyour of the
Landers, and our indignation propor-
tionably kindled against Major Head
for slighting them. After etnfiHeiatiag

the learned and brave men who had
fallen in the prosecution ofvrAft^i
discovery, and {Kiiiiting out in what
particulars he thought they eil^, and
to which their failure, and even death,

might be attributed, the gall^it soldier

fims himself into fury that/thh^su^ of
science should be committed ^ibepials
—to Gapperton’s valet! Niihiirm are
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daily abu^d for being aristocratic, and
therefore the Major must not suspect us

of any design to confuse ranks, i/vlicn

we tell him that his pride has boggled

at a shadow, and that his censure is

very injudiciously directed. In place

of deeming it necessary to grace the

memory of departed victims, by send-

ing men of correspondent rank and
attainments to die upon their graves,

vre should, oii perceiving the fruitless

elfoits made by the scientific, the

brave, and the refined, have paused

ere we added otliers to the devoted

bund, and asked ourselves whether the

tusk might not be performed by ruder

hands t Tiiis question was at last asked,

and the answer was the mission of the

Landers, who have earned tin* praise

of their country by their perseverance

and courage, and will be the bene-

factors of Africa, by liavirig opened
access to her hitherto luiupprouchuble

recesses. Their task was to act as

pioneers ; and so well have they

wrought a path, that science and
refinement will quickly follow on
their steps. Our readers must be
senerally so well aware that llichard

lender was the man who accompanied
poor Chip[)erton on his last expedition,

and tenderly nursed him in his linger-

ing illness, that we feel it needless to

introduce him to either their acquaint-

ance or esteem. John Lander is his

brother, a young man wlio has appa-
rently enjoyed superior adviiiiluges to

Hichard in the way of education, and
who, without salary from government,
or liope of reward, volunteered to

accompany him. A journal of thqir

expedition has just been published

from their notes, prefiiced by a neatly

written introduction from the pen of
Lieutenant Uecher, U.N. detailing the

mystery that hung over the centre of
Africa from the earliest times, and the

succession of failures, from a remote
age to almost the present day, of eveiy

attempt at discovery. That two un-
educated, humble young men should

succeed, where so many of tiie );reat

and wise had failed, may well excite a
traiisieDt emotion of wonder. We are,

we'Mieve, among the last who would
presumptuously throw a supernatural

aspect over transactions of ordinary oc-

currence, or arrogate to human schemes
the benefit ofAlmightyassistance,where
manV Sole mney is adequate to pr^
duco '^ result in question,-^but thfs

we vi4lt nay, nor fear the imputation

;^at scoffing infidelity may cast upon

us, the ble-ssing of God seems singu-
larly to have rested on an ent^rise
begun, continued, and ended in a
patient spirit of trust in Him.

That Africa, throughout her vast
extent, should continue in her present

deplorable condition until the end of
time, seems, from a consideration of
the rest of tlic eartirs^iipprovement,

improbable, and ipcpfisistent^with the

ameliorating progressioit" wjtich ''.the

Almighty Disposer has permitted to

advance over the globe we fnh^it/.
For how many ages was America
concealed from the primal settlements

of the human race ?^«VVheni however,
the increase of population, and' the

development of scientific power,*' had'
enabled mahkind contend with, her

* lakes, and mountains, and rivers, tile

• curtain which had so long concealed

the treasures of the western world was
slowly raised, and men of the old

world permitted to see her resources,

and enter on their fruition. It is

curious to rcllect,” says Major Head,
in his Life of Bruce, “ that the deserts,

the pesl’ileritial climate of Africa, and
the dreadful moral state of the country,

arc all cfiects of one and the same
cause,— namely, the unequal distribu-

tion of water.’^ This proposition may
startle some of our readers ; but a
moments veileclioii w ill convince them
how soundly it is based on facts and
experience. The fertility of Fgypt, by
the aid of irrigiilion, is well known

;

and none can dehy that the arid deserts

might* blossom as tlic rose * were streams
led over diem, and lluii the stagnant

waters w'hich Jie in the morasses of
central Africa would cease to pollute

the air were they properly drained.

The reward for the enterprise is mag-
nificent beyond conception ; for was
the dry country irri'iatcd, and the wet
parts drained, Arr.ca, with her prolific

sun, might become generally, as por-

tions of her"* once actually were, the

garden and the granary of Fjurope.

We know well that our statement may,
in the estimation of some, savour of
speculative reverse ; but we entreat such
to recollect the iqjghty instruments that

science has placed under our control,

and the stupendous efibets which they

have already wrought. That a nation

is to be bom in a day—that the work
of many years may be achieved with

^ celerity that shall instantly reward
'attempt^ would be foolish, would be
presumptaonsly to expect' a miracTe/

ill Abyssiniit and Nubia, Bruce eyeiy
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where traced marka of mighty Wbrka,
evidently constructed for the purposes
of artificial irrigation. There is water
in abundance, if properly diffused, and
there is a level to condiict its course.

This assertion is susceptible of easy

proof.. yVe are not about to issue a
prospecfos for the establishment of a
company to irnnite the desert ofZaara.

Wkn the piactical application of our

tbeo^ we can, after all, have little to

do— that must be left to natives; for,

under 'the best cultivation, the fiery

iegion of Africa could never be perma-
' nently tolerable to an European. All

we beg o\ir readers to admit is, tliat

there is notbingirrational in our plan,

though' it does require an imagination

ardent as the climate to anticipate its

comi^lhtion. For we must with deep
awe confess, that the dispensations of
Almighty God towards Uic land ofHam
have ever bSen dark and mysterious.

Tlie flowers and fruits of Eden may
still linger in her valleys, and the trees

of Paradise may still be traced waving
on her hills, but assuredly a blast from
Pandemonium has passed over her

living generations. We have longed
to discover a solitary virtue lingering

among the natives of this place, but as

yet our search has been ineffectual.*'

“ We have met with nothing but self-

ishness and rapacity, from the chief to

the meanest ot liis people.'* Such ivre

the conclusions which the Landers were
invariably constrained to draw in their

intercourse with the natives. And let

it not be forgotten that they are well-

conditioned, good-temper^ young
men, ready to accept the slightest

kindness with gratitude^ and for more
prone to record civilities than abuse
and cruelty. Their journal shews this

;

for, written day by day, it records events

as they occurred, apd'we find this or that

chief praised for hospitality and good
feeling, whom a longer acquaintance
reveals as a selfish, cunning, bcdtal

savage. We dwell upon this point,

because we are most anxious to ascer-

tain the real moral state of Afiica, and
believe that the Land^’rs may be relied

on. Major Head wished to send a
liigh-bom gentleman,^ unable to brook
a slight, much less insult ; or. fieiy

soldier, ready to draw his sword against

whole hordes of barbarians ; or a stiff

civilian, whp would deem the honour
of bis soraeign oomgrpmiaed by

^ compliance #i|h ;JK>aie11dle

pot recogttfowlW Su jriuDOiesVb oft dfo
;tetdl|SoftheQiiOO^

been sent and died;;,the (nassilming
Liindcrs have gone, and" succeeded
honourably to themsch^ and their

country. The value of discovery does
not consist in the exact mensuration
of ruined temples, or in the bringing
home some strange animal to feast the

eyes of the lounger in the Zoological

gardens, but in the opening new
channels through which the blessings

Of civilised life may flow to the helplSs
and naked savage— the influences of
Christianity be scattered over the wastes
of idolatry, and fresh combinations of
social and political relation created in

the family of man. We accordingly

hail this opening of Africa,— for so we
may call the discovery of a river navi-

gable ^ a considerable distance up
the interior ; and are glad to see pro-
posals made, by some enterprising mer«-

chants ofLiverpool, to send out a steam
vessel, with one of the Landers, to the
Niger. It may not be amiss to observe
the vague expectations formed by the

Africans of the arrival of Englishmen
among them. A king pointed out to

our travellers a large barn-like building,
which he said he had been preparing
for the reception of those wno might
come to trade with him.

Our readers must not conclude,
because we have dwelt at considerable
length on the prospective importance
to be attached to this discovery as pf
especial moment, and introduce ^
Landers With an apology for tlwBr

philosophical and antiquarian

ficiences, that these volumes are

titute of interesting matter ; for, on the

contrary, these young men have most
carefully noted down peculiarities over-
looked by their predecessors, and fur-

nished us witli facts from which very
valuable conclusions may be drawm
If all those wtio investigate foreign and*
untried lauds would adopt a similar

course, and, instead of constricting

theories, would recitp a plain imrtiative

of incidents, much would the of
science and the histQiy of
mind be benefited.

sesses considerable tgleiiUn
and a painter

some of his-liv^y acebunts. Those
who delight to wtd of thp* Delpfakr.

Pythia, or gaze on the ecnilj^tnmd^

revelries of jBacchantes on thefmnil^
will thank us .for the

» This day a
formed' by m W of the.

ancient religion
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througli th<| town, walking and dancing
alternately,with large spreraing branches
of trees in their hands. The priestess,

at the time we saw her, had just swal>

lowed fetish-water, and was carried on
the shoulders ofone ofthe dev>tees, who
was assisted by two female companions,
supporting the trembling hands and arms
of their mistress. Her body was con-

vulsed all over, and her features shock-

ingly distorted, whilst she stared wildly

and yacantly on tlie troop of entliusiasts

and other objects which surrounded her.

The priestess was then believed to be
possessed with a demon : indeed, to us
tliey all appeared to be so, for not one
of them seemed in their sober senses, so

indescribably fantastic were their actions,

and so unseemly did they dei>ort them-
selves. The whole of the women form-
ing this strange procession might Amount
to between ninety and a hundred : they
were clad in their holydaybest; their

motions were regulated at times by tlie

sound of drums and fifes, and to this

music tlioyjoined their wild shrill voices.

'I'liey were arranged in couples, and with
the branches of trees shaking in the air,

presented one of the most extraordinary

and grotestiue spectacles that the human
mind can conceive.*’

Tliere is a subsequent description of
the same devotees, equally well drawn

;

but we must omit it, to make room for

a short synopsis of their religious faith.

** The priestess and her followers be-

lieve in the existence of a God, and a
heaven wherein he resides

;
that this

glorious and Almighty Being super,

intends the destinies of man in this life,

and in a future one rewards or punishes
him according to his deserts. Yet of a
hell, or place of eternal torment, they
have no idea whatever. Tlie souls of
good men, say they, are translated into

a tranquil, happy, and beautiful region,

wherein but one monkey is permitted to

reside, and where they remain for ever

;

whereas the wicked, before they can be
allowed to participate in so much felicity

and enjo3r]ncnt, are forced to endure
sorrow, pain, and punishment : a variety

of tortures is in store for them, such ns
scourging and beating, till it is coiisi-

dered sufficient punishment has been in.

flicted for their misdeeds, when they are

exalted to a happier state of being.
Others, who waver between the Maho-
metan religion and tibe ancient faith,

believe, that at the end of the world a
voice will sound from heaven, to invite

all black men to the world of bliss ; but
that these will be too much unconcerned
and too lazy to embrace the offer.

second voice will then proclaim the same
invitation to white men, who will spring
up with alacrity tmd transport, and enter
tne celestial regions before them, with
nooKs in their hands. They profess to
believe, also, tliat two men were origin,
ally created, one black and the other
white, from whom the whole world is

descended. The professors of the an.
cient superstition sacrifice a bullock, a
sheep, or a black goat tdlfcbeir divinities

;

but thoy shudder at tl/e idea of u human
offering. Instead of aneeing with us,

tliat the world will be destroyed by^ fire,

they suppose its Uiviue Maker will roll

it up like a parchment scroll,* and put
it aside for a future occasion. It is some-
what remarkable, that inllaussa the peo-
ple have a tradition that the name of our
great forefather was Adam (pronounced
exactly as we proiAunce the word).

* Da Adam, in tlie same language, signi-

^es an object whim observed indistinctly

at a distance, bearing the least resem-
blance to a man. U'be i^tber of the
human race is culled Ameenatoo, in
Haussa.”

The above extract will supply our
reflective readers with curious matter

for comparison. White men are uni-

formly regarded as of superior race by
the Africans, though malignant and
not benevolent powers are frequently

attributed to them. Denham’s travels

exhibit iiumeroifs instances. It is

you Christians, with the blue eyes like

the hyaena, that eat the blacks when-
ever you can get them far enough from
their own country,” said a woman to

that unfortunate traveller. The same
belief in the cannibal propensities of
*• the fearful white men of the west”
ivas displayed on many occasions to

the Landers.
*

In Major Head's catalogue of the

poor Landers’ deficiencies for the pro-

secution of scientific discovery, he has

omitted one, and tljpt is their entire

ignorance of what is going on at Al-
mack's; for had they been properly

initiated in the steps of the galopade,

they would never have smiled with
surprise at the canterings ofan African

rince, i^ich, when exhibited in King’s

treet, set so mafly hearts a-throbbing.
<< When his first dance, which was
much the same A that performed by
his people, was couclucfed, the king

began a second by imitating the canter

of a native horse when going to war.

This, as may be suppose, was an in-

expressibly odd and whimsical expe-

* And the heaven departed as n scroll when it is rolled togetlier.”— Rev.
vi. t4.
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riment ; but it lasted a short time only,
for in a very few minutes be disap-
peared from the spectators by canter-

ing into one of bis huts', followed by
tlie eheors of admiration, and the ac-

clamations of every one present." Emi-
rubitur insolent^ sneers forth the dandy
of Brighton-and of floossa, . at the un-

tutored traveller’s want of taste. A
Idft'reir subjectYmV claims attention—
even an African King’s speech 1

In pursuance of an ancient and esta-

'blislied practice^ we are informed that

the King of Boossa annually harangues

his people on the celebration of a so-

,lemn festival. Tlie Landers were, for-

tunately for the increase of our parlia-

mentary knowledge, present, and thus

. report his Majestyi’sgraci6us.speech:

—

The King of Boossn began by assur-'

ing his people ofthe internal tiaiiriuillity

of the empir^, and of the friendly dispo-

sition of foreign powers towards him.

He then exhorted his hoarersi to attend

to the cultivation of the soih to work
diligently, and live temperately

;
and

concluded witli an injunction for them
all to be abstemious in the use of beer.

Ho declared that coo much indulgence

in it was the source of much evil and
wretchedness, and tlie cause of most of

tlie quaricls and disturbances that bad

taken place in the city.
* Go—retire to

rest soberly and cheerfully,* said tho

king, * and do as 1 have requested you,

when you will be an example to your
neighbours, and win the good opinion

and applause of mankind.’ Tbe king's

speech lasted for tbvuo-quarters of an

hour. Ho spoke vehemently, and with

much elotyuence, his language was for>

cible and impressive, and his action ap-

propriate and commanding, and he dis-

missed the assembly with a graceful and

noble air. Instead of a sceptre, the mo-
narch flourished tbe tuft ofa lion’s tail."

Had we not iit^plicit confidence in

LiMi<)6r*8 veracity, we should suspect a

vein of satire here \ but^ in addition to

OUT reliance on his honesty, we do not

think that he .was sufficiently con-

versant with Our boufle of peers to

have produced soch a coinoodence of

procewic from Afndb, exo^t By acci-

dent. It has cettoinly cheew our

spiotBf'Oipptess^ by thecontettip3afion

of unmitigated. Unoial glpoin ; for du'

Boossa, at kea^, our eye mfy repoiw

with salisfeetfon. . 'Dm must ms^Ma*
jesty ofji^sa be to tbbse fcountty

magistratm^,^ bofd beeMops in .

abomim^i dnd^ 't^ we think
the spOi^ kfwc^ral <quit6,«a.goedi^

nay, neUer thia,the unmeaning words

often placed by the Wliigs^n our own
gmcious sovereign’s mouth. The same
superstitious notions and prejudices re-

specting witches, wizards, the evil eye.

and the same belief in necromancy and
charms, prevail in Africa as in England
two centuries ago. Wizards are doomed
to be tied haml and foot, and thrown

into the Niger to perish. This reminds
us of our old water-ordeal ; and the

Africans have a similar belief with our
forefathers, that if the bound person
floats, he is innocent of the crime laid

to his charge. Witches, in considera-

tion of their sex, are doomed to perpe-
tual slavery instead of death. Ine old
and dfccrepid are, as heretofore in Bri-
tain, liable at any time to be accused of
dealing in witchcraft by any of their

ignorant neighbours under the pain of
l^ily suffering, or grief for loss ofpro-
perty ; and, curious too, the same la-

mentable instances of delusion in per-

sons believing themselves to be en-
dowed with malignant powers, in spite

of themselves, occur on the banks of
the Quorra, as not much more than a
century ago they did not far from the

Tweed.
Tlie African custom of carrying

charms written on slips of parchment,
and worn sometimes to the number
of ten or even twenty on the arm,
may probably have originated in tradi-

tions of the Jewish phylactery. They
mourn, too, as did the Jews of old, in

sackcloth and ashes. Classical readers

of these' volumes will not fail to notice
the pouring out of libations to their

gods. In short, the T^anders have col-

lected an assemblage of valuable mate-
nals for inquiry and meditation, for a
correct estimate of which we must refer

to the volumes they have published.

One word to tho ladies at parting.

They must all of them remember poor
Ledyard’s eloquent eulogium on wo-
man’s kindness wherever his varied

course had been ; and perhaps some of
their eyes have filled with sweet tears

on liearing the song of tbe African
black women to lull Mungo Park to

rest, can assure our feir readers

that the XandArs bear the same botmur-
able testimony to those who everywhere

M fleeting flower of life

Its lustre-and perftnne."

^0 many oftha important and inte-

resting topics contained in all these vo-
lumes, we aiiaO shortly i^r at greater

len([tb : vmnt ofspaise prevents our ei|«

larging thereon at p^sent.
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No. XXIV.

TIIK ANTIQUARIES.

Aya^firai

rsrr/ygtf’tf/v hiK6r$s, oirt, acaS’ uXijv

Asvdosui eps^6/M6m o^a \s/g/6e(r<fay hTsim

So Homer sung;, long ago, of llic specimens of antiquity«in the Scsean Gate ; and

ill like chattering occupation beiiold the Society of Antiquaries I—not as Grose,

that worthy fellow of the fraternity, has depicted them, eYami;Ang Boadicea’s

urn, or any similar piece of tniiripery, but Croquis, with purer taste, has

sketched them, engaged in the discussion of their cakes and coffee. The half-

hour’s reading is over, the business ]wt of the meeting concluded, and we
find the Hite of that learned body,” as they are modestly pleased to style

themselves, regaling in the pleasant and profitable” manner represented.

Behold, then, a selection of no unfair specimens of the component parts of
“ the Antiquaries,” from its noble president, ‘^Athenian Aberdeen,*’ to “ the Atlas

of tlie Society,” as the facetious Sir Harris Nicholas, the ex-fellow, justly styled

that energetic pourer-out of coffee, its broad-shouldered and square-built clerk,

Mr. Martin ! Vice-presidents, secretariee^ and members, are here also displayed,

not “ tricked out,” as the heralds say, witl\ their holyday faces, but as they actu-

ally look and talk and congregate into groups, at three-quarters past eight of the

clock upon the evenings of Tliurs<Viy in each week respectively, between the

months of November and May inclusive. Here star^ and sit the A.S.S.es,great

and small, long and siiort; in witness whereof behold the lengthy Jerdan, peer-

ing through his glass at every thing and person around him ; while the five-feet

notliingness of Orofty Croker has taken up a position under Jerdan’s elbow, sip-

ping his cotfoc in the blessed unconsciousness of the fairyliood of hi.s situation.

Behind this size-ace of our species we think we recognise Mr, John Buwyer
Nichols, to whom Mr. Secretary Ellis is explaining some passage which his

want of articulation, and breathless and sputtering haste to close the reading

punctually at the half hour, has rendered doubtful to Mr. Nichols— in order

that it may be .sati.sfaf forily reported by Sylvanus Urban.* Next to Ellis we
have no (lifftculiy in identifying his coadjutor, the ingenious Nicholas (.Carlisle,

who simpcTS with becoming complacency at the agreeable manner in which the

evening has gone off. the Society has two secretaries, is a question that

has been asked in these reforming times. The necessity is obvious—because
one can’t read, and the other can't write. *

In the elderly young gentleman seated at the coffee end of the table we
acknowledge the Deputy Keeper of His Majesty’s Stifte Papers, Mr. Lemon to

wit, full of wonder and delight at every tiling. Beyond him is tlie Byronic Mr.
William Henry Hosser, who has the courage to display his^pomu/n Aaami to the

keenness of the east wind and the unerring pencil of our Croquis. Ofwhom the

group may be composed which has assembled beneath the vacated chair of the

president we nause not to inquire ; but, shaping our course from thence down
the tabled we behold the ghost-like resemblance of the ex-Medic^-Botanico Star-

bearer of the ex-£mperor Don Pedro— the illustrious Johnny Frost! Mr.
Keinpe, we think we may conclude from the action of his hand, is turning a deaf
ear to ex-Director Frost, and giving all his attention to the remarks of Mr.
Rosser. Beneath the classic Kempe we behold the wood-cutter Brooke* poring
over some old *print or other— one of antiquated costume, perhaps, of which, in

a week or two lienee, we shRl) see a translation by Mmj with all the erobetlish-

ments ofa ricli and poetic stiictty preserving its antiquarian character.

A full-length oXold Caley it beib|9 as-—thete is no roista^m him : the build
of his head, and his hands in:j|A4j^''a^^ attitude,beh^ hb back^ leave
no doubt upon the sul^jectV a^libe^M talking to our friend D- Israeli, ofwhom
having spoken in our wsed say nothing more here th'anto cpnect
an error ofthe press by of literature was called Istesi instepof
Isaac. Tbe mild, miijad^headed gjmtleman^ whom lifr, ijfonih is

so actively engag^ in it strikes us must be intended fpt the

Ute President Gilbert. If our c<m|e^uced>e
correct, we think htei not bemt so happy in ‘ the pMrait as.

usujSl. But who the group exhibiting the president supported by
hi8;Viceslr^tandTi^'Wbi{^add tile liistorm of the middle a(ges, the

hornedHaliam^ iqUch TenoMedlbrOieek^ theehrewd-looking Hamilton ?

.!>v/kr V, lifA*
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SHIEL versus the tithes.

It U belter ta speak out at once. The collection of tithes is not the question, the

nmount of tithes i< not the question: John Ifampden was sent to gaol for twenty
shillings. Hut the question is, .bhull the tithes he otherwise appropriatedl J tell you,
that a deep conviction has seized ludd of the nation s faculties, and taken possession of
its entire heart,—that church property is the nation’s property. It is idle to tell the

people that it rests upon the same right as private properly, and that an inroad upon
the one will ajford a precedentfor an invasion of the idher. This is mere phrase,

gainless and empty apothegms, with which ice are not to be caught. Vll tell yon how
matters stand . The IrUi nation look hack to their history, and theyfind tithes origiiim

ally divided into four parts, of which ouefourth was given to the poor, and another

fourth was given to the print of the poor,** S^;c.

So spalse Richard Lalor Shiel, on the kcoine entitled^ to disturb the Protest-

8th of March, in the Ilritish House of ant religion or Protestant government

Commons. I)o our readers find any in the United Kingdom.^'

meaning in his \V0rd3? *^We supjiose Tliii is an instructive lesson to us.

that they do. Tiie orator promises lo‘ It at once confirms, in the fullest de-
** speak out,” and he fulfils his pro« gree, all those anticipations which the

mise. If Vingnage has any value, wc opponents of the Kmaiicipalion IJill

have here a direct and vehement attack eiflertaiiied, of the utter uselessness of

upon the endowments ofthe ^stnblishcfl oaths and “securities,” as safej^uards

church. The question is plainly stated to our existing institutions, wiiile the

to be, the appropriation of the tithes of natural enemies of those institutions

Ireland,—that is to say, the taking them were admitted, in reliance on those

away from the present possessors, and oaths and securities, to the possession

the bestowing them iqion others. They of tliut political ])Ower which they eo-

are declared to be “ the nation’s pro- voted only for the pmpose of aiterapt-

perty,” and of course subject to the ing tl)eir overthrow. The authorising

nation’s will. “Th^ Irbli nation,” arc a known and declared foe of I'rotest-

then said to look hack to a time when antism to legislate for the Protestant

these tithes were appropriated, partly church, merely on the strength of a

ta the poor, and partly to “ the priest paper undertaking “ not to do any
of the poor;” and the orator subse- thing to subvert or disturb it,” docs

quently declares the determination of surely seem an act of folly almost in-

the nation to restore those times. By credible.; and yet of this act of folly

“the priest of the poor,” we nceil was the Duke of Wellington capable,

hardly say that the lloinish priest- The result was nothing less than in-

hood must be meant, since it is en-
,
evitable ; and we accordingly see it in

tirely among tlie poor and the igiio- full exercise at the present moment,
rant portions of the Irish peasantry. About forty of these men have banded
that that priesthood finds its dupes themselves together, to take every on-

and its supporters. The purport of portuiiiiy of .assailing the Irish chiircn.

the whole passage, then, is to predict 1 hey hope and expect, if the Irish

and to advocate the spoliation of the Ueforin Bill psses,to have their num-
Protestaiit church, and the investment ber increased to nearly one hundred ;

of the Popish priests with at least a a body too powerful to fail of ulii-

portion of the spoil. mately effecting its end, which is now
And yet this same Richard I^lor declared to be the overthrow of the

Shiel had, within the last twelvemonth, existing church establishment of ire-

deliberately and voluntarily taken a so- land.

lemn oath, in the presence of that very This si)eech of SIriel, from which we
house in which he uttered the above- have copied the above abstract, is the

quoted speech, which oatlt was couched first clear and distinct avowal of this

in the following terms :— object, which has been made in the

Ido here^ disclaim^ disavowy and House of Commons. The passage we
solemnijp abjurcy any intention to subvert have taken as our text, contains three or

the present chuirch establishmenty as set- four admissions and assertions, which
tied by taw wiihin this realm ; and 1 do constitute the very’ kerSel of the qAcs-

sotemnly limr, ikat I never wU( exer- tion. We therefore propose to take

cite any prtvHegt to which I am or may these propositions seriatimy as they
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stand, andi to offer a few observations

upon each.

I. It U better to speak out at once.

The COLLECTION of tithes is not the

question,—the amount of tithes is siot

the question: John Hampden was sent

to gaolfor twenty shillings. But the

question is. Shall the tithes be otherwise

APPROPRIATED?’'
This is an important admission ; but

it was not voluntarily made. Shell only

confessed, of necessity, points which he
was aware had been already established

before the tithe committee.

A few weeks since, nothingwas heard

but complaints of tho cruel mode in

which tithes were collected in Ireland,

and of the burdensome charge^ which
they were felt to be upon the poor cotter, j

Our sensibilitieswere thus attiicked, and
Itie conclusion was ha^ttily arrived at,

that a system so irritating and so l^ur-

deiisome must be given up.

Hut a little examination of the facts,

before the tithe committee soon dissi-

pated these fictions. It was there found
that the refusal to pay tithes had uni-

versally begun with parties who were
well able to pay them,—who had quietly

paid them for years before,— and to

whom the amount was no burden. It

was also seen that the collection, under
the composition act, had been less mat-
ter of vexation > and litigation than for-

merly ; and that this, thei'efoTO, was not

the real grievance. It was also proved

that the opposition had been excited,

in most cases, cither by the priests or

by their emissaries ; and that it was
in every case a political movement,
and not the mere rcsisUmce of thoSe

suffering under oppression.

These things being proved, and not

befom, forth comes Shiel with the dis-

covery, that it is better to speak out at

once.^' The falsehoods upon which his

party had been trading for months hav-
ing been fully exposed, he now dis*

OOveis the propriety of speaking die

pruth. lie therefore confesses (what
it would have been useless any longer

deny), diet all the trash which had
bo^D .uttered about the burdensome

of the tithe systeiu, and the
.mode of collecting jt, was

mere invention; and that, in fact, it

wa|~^Q^ nor yet the mode
ivthfd was the real object

of 'jqAoilm the actual point

4hiid '^'

^

take the tithes from
those who at pr^eot receive them, end
to give them, or at leasta part of ihem*,
to the Romish priesthood.

the Tithes,

It is well to have got rid, then, of a
mass of false pretence and hypocritical
sentimentality. It is well, also, to know
distinctly what is the real question be-
fore us. But we must add one other
observation, which is, that when the
present question comes to be -.under-

stood, it presents^.a very; bad ground
for legislation, ^ ^

For what is now confessed? Just

that thei^ Is, practically, no grievance
to redress. It appears that the amount

'

of tithes in Ireland is not the question.

Shiel himself confesses it. ft appears,

also, that the mode of coUection^is^not

the thing complained of. Shiel him-
self confesses this also. Rut the quarrel
is merely tliw ;

— “ VV'e don’t like that

those Protestant parsons should have

^
the tithes,”— say some of the Roman
Catholic fanners, acting under the in-

fliienee of their priests.— We would
rather giye them to our own clergy.

Ill short, we won’t pay tithes to the

parsons any longer, so there’s an end
on’t.”

We repeat, that this state of things

is a very bad ground for legislating at

all. It is the executive, not the legis-

lative, power, whici) ought to be in-

stantly called into action. Certain men
combine to rcfusft to pay a legal assess-

ment,— not because it is burdensome
or oppressive to them, but because they
do not like the purposes to which it is

intended to be applied. If this objec-

tion, felt by them, is to be the basis of
an extensive alteration of the law ; if a
statute, e.stiablished for centuries by the

authority of parliament, is thus to be
wholly set asic!iU by a .sudden combina-
tion to violate it,—and if, instead of
vindicating the outraged majesty of the

law, the government succumbs and pro-

poses to concede to mere lawless vio-

lence, that which, while so demanded,

ought to be maintained with unyielding

firmness,— then, surely, a precedent is

established which leads, by inevitable

consequence, to the most fearful re-

sults,—IP f^t, to an entire disorgan-

isation of civilised society. If any por-

tion of the people, on taking a sudden
dislike to any eiRsting law, are to re-

fuse obedience to that law, and are to

meet not only with perfect impunity,

but even wiUi the reward of an instant

m^peal of the statute objected to ; then,

«d¥> does not see that hf the diRure of
jtbe executive to carry ^nto

decree of the legisteture, tlie nolBmUy
ofthe latter is at once prostfated in the
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dust ? Parliament may still continue to
bold its sittings, and to promulgate its

stiitutes; but if it be allowed to any
portion of the people to exercise the

of repealing these statutes,— if

theTarmers of two or three counties,
for instaiice,^ arc to set aside at oiioe

an enactnieol^o i^hiigli they have taken
an objection ; t^n surely it follows of
necessity, that the actual legislative an-
thority,has passed away fn^m the houses
of Lords and Commons, and is trans-

ferred, for all practical ])nrposes, to

those who are allowed to exercise a
veto upon the decision of parliament

;

and who, by a refusal to add their .as-

sent, can at once repeal any statute,

and prescribe the alteration of any
law.

^

It is, indeed, pretended, that an

,

attempt will be made to maintain the
authority of tSie law, in the case of the
tithes of Ireland, by compel^ng pay-
ment to the government of the arrears

illegally withheld. But this, though
it may in some small degree conceal
and vanii.sh over the di.sgrace which
the law has received, still leaves our
main objection untouched. The great

feature of the present proposition of
the government is this,— a repeal of
certain laws of extensive operation, on
the ground, chiefly, of a refusal on the

part of some of the people to yield

obedience to them.

Now, if the government were pre-
pared to come forward, and to say,

These laws, of which the people com-
plain, are, in fact, unjust, oppres-
sive, and tyrannical ;— then, indeed,
it might iairly be mrfcle a question,

whether the legislature ought not in-

stantly to be called upon to give the
fitting relief. But even then it would
be right to consider whetlier it were
wiser to concede even a just claim, at

the hazard of weakening that authority
of the law,without which neitiier peace
nor security can be maintained

; or to

enforce implicit obedience first, as the
great essential in all civilisedwsociety

;

and then to consider the supposed
grievance, at the first fitting opportu-
nity after the authorfty of the law had
bera restored.

But this is not the position of the
tithe question. The government itself

confer to the existence of no such
grievance m we have supposed. The

which obedience is refused, is

nol liffmtM to be unjust or tyrannical

;

and yet, although founded upon prin-

ihe Tithes, l.May’,

ciples which the government cannot
suppose to be erroneous, it is never-

theless to be surrendered, not to reason,

but to clamour. The very advocate

of the resisting party himself admits,

as \\G have above seen, in his own
words, that it is not the burdensome
amouni, nor yet the vexatious mode of

col/ertion, that is tlie object of com-
plaint. And the government settles

the thin! question, that of appropria-

tion,—by not even contemplating, for

a moment, any change in the parties to

whom the tithe is to be paid. If, then,

the amount is confessed to be no bur-

den ; if the mode of collection is plainly

stated to be not the grievance com-
plained} of ; and if the appropriation

I of tlie fund so raised be not proposed
to be changed,—what is to be gained

at last by a change in the law ; or why
is t|je law, as it exists, to he changed
at all ? The answer must be, we fear,

that the law is to he altered, simply in

compliance with the demand made for

its ulteration,—that the exacting enact-

ments are to be repealed, because the

people will not pay obedience to them.

A reason, of all others the very worst,

and the most disgraceful to its own
character, that any government could

possibly assign. A reason, too, which
if admitted in the present case, will

soon become ecpially urgent in twenty
other cases ; since it brings into the

field of legislation a new power, the

mob, which when it once feels its

newly acquired authority, will not be
sparing of its frequent exercise.

But we proceed to tlic next passage

:

11. “ J tell^oUf that a deep concictioa^.^

has seized hoUl ofthe mitioH*sfaculties, f.

and taken possession ofits entire heart,

—

that church property is the natMspro^
perty. It is idle to tell the people that it

rests upon the same right asprivatepro~
pertp, and that an inroad upon the one
will afford a precedentfor an invasion of
the other. 'This is merephrase,—gahUess
and empty apothegms, with which we are
not to be caught.^

The first notice we shall take of this

absurd burst, is to set in opposition to

it the sober and quiet reasoning ofLord
Milton, who writes to his Irish agent
in the following terms :

—
'* Grosvsnor Place, March 10.

" DeaH CUALLOMiR,
*' The information }^ou havo im-

parted to me, that a meean^ haa beei^
field ia one of the townlanda ofthe pariah
of Kilcommon, with a view to witlihbld
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the tithe t^d church cess, has caused me
great regret.

** 1 was in hopes that the inhabitants

of our part of the countiy had too deep a

sense of the importance of respecting the

riglits of property, and of obeying the

laws, to permit them to contemplate what

1 can call by no other name than a scheme

of spoliation and robbery. It seems that

the occupier .proposes to withhold pay-

ment of lithe. &e. ;
but let me ask, what

is it that entitles the occupier himself to

the laud which he occupies ? Is it not

the law, which sanctions the lease by
which he holds it? Ihe law gives him
a right to the cuttle W'liich he rears on
his land, to the plougli with which he
cultivates it, and to the our in w'hich lie

carries his jiroduce to market
;
the law

also gives him his right to niii«-t«nths

of the produce of his land
;
but tlic same «

law assigns thn other tenth to uiiother
^

person, lu this distrihulioii of the pro-

duce of the laud, there is no injustice,

hocuiise the teniiit was perfectly aware
of it when he entered upon the land;
but in any forcible cliaiige of this distri-

hntion, there would ho great injustice,

because it would be a transfer o/ pro-

perty from one person to another, with-
out an equivalent,—^in other words, it

would be a robbery. 'J'lie occupier must
also romeiiiber, that the rent he pH)'s to

the landlord is calculated upon tlie prin-

ciple of liis receiving 011I3' niiie.tenths

of the produce. If he were entitled to

the other tenth, the rent >ve should call

upon him to pay would be proporliunably

higher. All our laud is vi.lued to the

tcuniits upon this jiriuciple
; but if tithes,

&c. are swejit away without lui equiva-
lent, we shall adopt n different principle,

and the landlord, not the leuaiit, will be
the gainer. ^

“ Your’s most truly,

t “ Milton.”

This argument, convincing as it is,

will be, we conclude, perfectly lost

I upon such rcasoners us Kichard Lalor
Stiieland his “ Irish nation,”—ineaning
thereby, as he does, only that part of
the nation which consists of two-thirds

ofthe population, owning less than onc-
tenth of the property. The other sec-

tion, reckoning one-third ofthe people,

possessing nearly all the intelligence

and education of the country, and own-
ing iljearly the whole of the property, is

thrown wholly out of view, and the

lloinaii Catholic cotter is to he taken as

exclusively constituting << the nation.”

Bui this nation,” it seems, reasons

net ^ith hut with its heart.

Here is a question of law, a question of,

arithmetic, a qikestioii of rightful pro-'

perty, a question involving a great va-
riety of disputed points; and the orator
tells us that a deep conviction ** has
taken possession of the nation’s heart.'*

If this be the case, argument must in-

deed he thrown away ; for who Wduld
waste his breath upon a man who tells

you beforehand, that hiil 4^((rr,his inclir

nations,—not his reasoning faculties,

—

have already decided'fiie question- Yon
may anHcipate with certainty, that ifyou
address the most irrefragable aiguments
to such a state of mind, you will he
told, in the words of tlic orator before

us— All this is mere gainless and
empty apothegm, with which we lare

not to be caught.” To answer, in-

deed, an argument SBC simple, and yet

so irnmovable, as that of Lord Milton's,

would be no easy task; but it is easy

enough to shut the mind against it,

—to call it “ mere gaiiilcis and empty
apothegms,"—and to fall back upon the

aniiouucemeni ihat^* the nation's Acarf,”

its inclinalions, its will, has already de-
cided the c|uestion, and that reasoning

is therefore mere waste of time.

Had the orator, indeed, entered upon
the dangerous ground, to him, of fair

and sober argumentation,—had he ap-
pealed, not to the nation's heart, but to

the nation's mind*;—had he referred, not
to its inclinations, but to its common
sense ; we might have ventuivd to ask
him to furnish us with a little further

insight into his views of this great sub-
ject, when applied to the practical

working of the matter. The church
property, lie says, is the nation’s pro-

perly,—the nation's, to take or to give,

to resume or fo bestow ; and yet he
intimates, that thus to deal with it,

would involve no other property in any
danger; for that, to say that church pro-
perty rests upon the same right as pri-

vate property is mfre idle talk. He
would have us suppose that there is a
clear line drawn between what he con-
siders as “ the nation’s property,” and
private properly ; so that no seizure of
the one gouid at all threaten the quiet

possession of the wther.

Now, had the orator condescended a
little to commotPsense,—liad he ever

approached, even for a moment, the

region of argument and simple matter

of fact, we should gladly have embraced
so favourable an opportunity ot learn-

ing from him where this line is to be
drawn. For it does seem to

there is a considerable difficulty18%-
ing where the so-called national pro*
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Church property, lie says, is the na-
tion’s properly. Very well; here we
begiOr It may be taken for granted,

we Miclude^that the landi ofthe churchy
as well as the tithes, are seized at once

in this “

Next come \\ia college lands. Will

not tli|j ^'conviction take possession of
the nation’s heart/’ that these aUo are

“ the nation^s property

Thirdly, we meet with corpoiation

lands. We know litllc of Irish corpo-

rations, and can say nothing of their

estates. But wc know that divers cor-

)K>rations in London, the Skinners, the

Mercers, the Salters, the l^ronmongers,

ha^ large possessions in Ulster, granted

to £em by Charles tlie lid. Mr. More
O’Ferrall, member for the county ofKil-

dare, expressiid himself in the House of

Commons very lately, as feelyig impa-
tient of the continuance of tithes in Ire-

land ,
“because they were* abadge ofcon-

quest.” What dors Mr. More O’Fer-

ral think of the fact, that a small body
of l.ondon tradesmen, called Suiters^

'Should possess the freehold of more
tlian a score of towns and villages in

Ireland ; or that another such company
should be the ownew and masters of

Coleraine? Does not idl this smack
strongly of " conquest?” and would he

not like to throw oif this budge”
also?

But, fouithly, there,are other badges

of conquest than these. Is not a large

propoition of the land of Ireland in the

possession of strangers and foreigners,

who draw from the country its very

heart’s blood, and dissipate it on other

shores? And do not the very title-

deeds by which these absentee nobles

hold their estates, declare that tliey

were given on th^ one. hand, and re-

ceived on tlie other, ^\for the mainte-

mnee of the Protestant interest?**

How can the member for Kildare sto-

mach this ? Is not " the badge of con-

quest visible enough here alsoj”

And if he longs ko tear this badge

away, he may find pleas as good as

any that can be advmiccd for the con-

fiseatioo of the lands of the chuich.

A condition is annexed, in the original

grants of these estates, to be com^ied
with by the possessor of them. Has
thatgbDdition been fulfilled ? In many
capg^e rather suppose that it lias not.

(ISskTeaders will call to mind in a mo-
ment the icfusal ofthe Marquess ofLails-

downe, a year or two back^to contri-

bute to the erection ofa greatly-needed

church on his estates; although those

estates, we believe, are held on the

especial tenure just described.

But, supposing that this condition

has been implicitly complied with, will

not this very fact be in itself a crime

in the eyes of the member for Kildare,

and his inspiring genius, Dr. Doyle ?

What ! to maintain, by especial means,
an anti-national interest! for ** the na-

tion,** as Mr. Shiel tells us, i.s Catholic,

and of course hates every thing Pro-
testant;— to preserve alive, in the midst
of a Catholic nation, what is notliing

less tlian an abomination in its sight.

Can any title be maintained for an in-

stant, which binds its possessor to a
course of crime ?

But it is time to stop. In truth,

wh^n the question has advanced this

length, and the fancies that may " take

entire possession of the nation’s heart”

are thus far gnitificd, it will matter

little where we may talk of drawing the

line, or whether any line at all is drawn.
We therefore pass on to the next

passage.

Ilf. “ / *ll tellyou him mailers stand.

The Irish nntum took back to their his-

tory, and they find tithes originally di-

vided into Jour parts, of which one-

fourth was given to the poor, and ano-
ther to the priest if the poor**

Here again we an* met by a handful

of fictions ofthe boldest kind. W^e have
once more’ “ the Irish nation,** mean-
ing tliereby the Homan Catliolics of

Ireland, and flinging into ut^er obliviorf

the X^’otestaut portion of the commu-^.
nity, reckoning, as they do^ a thii^ dF,
the population, and possessing nini-

*

tenths of the education and of the pt^
perly of the kingdom.

llowever, this poetical fiction, " the
'

Irish nation,** is said to look back to

their history.” Who has looked back
to their history ? The poor Irish serf,

tenanting halfan acre ofpotato-garden,
and subsisting upon an average income
of two-pence halfpenny a-day ? Hf»
he been groping over the black-letmr

lore ofages past ? Or, even the farmer

of a few acres, who gained his wife by
breaking open his neighbour’s house at

midnight, and hazarding his neck iti a
plot more brutal than a savage would
engage in ? XIas he been spendbjg his

'

winter evenings over thfl voluminous
pages of canon law and ancient eccle-

siastical lore ?
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No 1 the ,whole is the mAe invention

of a dealer In fiction, “ a maker of bad

tragedies,” as Peel once denominated

him in the House of Commons. .
The

real matter of fact, as it stands upon

record in the evidence taken before the

committee, is this, that the priests, hav-

ing now gained their first step, ])oliti-

cal power,— and having seated a body of

devoted advocates in the House ofCom-
mons, now begin to think it time to

advance a second. They have therefore

raised, by their tutored emissaries, the

present movement in Ireland, in the

hope that they may at least succ<!ed in

depriving the Protestant clergy of their

means of subsistence, if not in obtaining

at once the transfer of those funds to

tlieir own pockets. To lake a\viy tlie

endowments of the established church i

would be mueb; since its extinction

and total disappearance must in many
districts necessarily follow. And e^^en

lliough their agents in Parliaminit should

fail in obtaining a legal transfer of these

cndowmcnls to themselves, the priests

know well that their own power over

their besotted followers greatly excet'ds

that of an act of Parliament, and that

they can with case draw to their ow'ii

])urscs tliose payinenls winch are no

longer claimed by the I’rotestunl cler-

gyman.
Hut the last fiction is, that the nafiottf

looking over its past history, finds that,

in tlie olden time, tithes were divided

into four portions, of which the clergy

received only one, and tlie poor an-

other.

Now, although this last statement be,

like those wdiich liave preceded it, a

r,.^*fnere baseless invention, having not ifie

.•t'spadbw ol^support from that “ history''

^icli the orator, as a kind of figure of

®^peech, drags into the question ; still,

,
i>it .appeared to us, at first sight, that we
might come to an agreement with the

speaker on this concluding point. His

« notion” seems to be, that a tenth

should be levied as tithes, and that this

tenth should be divided into four parts;

—one being given to the clergy, one to

the poor, one to repair the churches, and

to On. Now, as the fact happens to

be, that the clergy for years past have

not levied, as tithes, so much as a for-

tieth, or a fourth of the tenth part, it is

evident that even the oiator has nothing

to object to on this head. All that re-

mains to be done is, to provide for the

misiilg the Sihex three 'mrtieths, which

appear to have fidlen into disuse ; an4

the Tithes.'

we shall be happy to see Mr. Shicl

propose that one-fortieth be forthwith

raised, for the relief of the floor ; an-

other for the repaiis ofthe churches ; and
another for the purposes of education.

In doing this, he will only be filing

up his own outline ; and, in so fifhirg

it up, he shall have our best wishes and
support. ^ * '4**

We have said that the dergy do not,

and Iwive not for A'car#past, reqeijed so

much as «ne-foftielh, ius^d of one-
tcnlholthc produce in Ir^and. lliis

fact is undeniably proved by some re-

turns lately laid before Parliament.

The rental of Ireland has gene^ly
been computed by those, best (fualificd

to judge, at about 14,000,000/. Tlte

produce, caleiihiling by Kngland should

, be equal to about tliree rents, ^r
^42,000,000/. But if we even su])^pse

the Iris!) farmer to be able to subsist

while making only two rests, the gross

produce will then be 2H,U00,000/.

Now, from the return made to Par-

Uaineiit under the signature of \V.

dated Jun. 31, 1332, it appears

that, of the 2421 parishes into which

Ireland is divided, as many as 1407

had conipounderl for their tithes, under

JMr. don i burn’s act, leaving only 924
uneompoiiiidi'cl for. 'I’hose which had
availed themselfcs of the act might

fairly be eoncbided, from that very cir-

cumstance, to lie of the large.st class.

And yet these 1497, being more tiiaii

ibrec-fiflbs of the wliole, had eoin-

poiimled their iilhe.s for the sum of

4.33,904/. 6s. Therefore, if figures are

of any vakie, we may conclude tliat

the whole lithe of Ireland amounts to

about 700,00t7<. Hut as a large fiart

of this, a sixtli at the least, is in the

hands of lay impropriators, it \voiild

seem that the titlic actually received by

the clergy iriiisl be about 5 or 600,000/.,

or considerably Ics*^ as we have staled,

than one-J'ortklh of tlie- wliolc produce,

instead of one-tenth, as people are too

apt to calculate.

So far, then, the orator might be

pleased^o find that things were already

so near to his mvn idea of what was

right. One little point of diflurence,

however, still refllains,—a point which

requires a fe,w words in conclusion.

Mr. Shiel wishes the clerical fourth

part of the tithe to be jxiid to “ the

priest of the poor;” lliatis, we suppose,

to the Romish priest. A word^r two

on this point.

Who pays the tithe ? Is it |A8Phy
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the tenant, who is, perhm, in a voajo-

rity of cases, a Homan Catholicf Or
is it paid by the landlord, who is, in

nine cases out of ten, a Protestant ?

This matter is entirely set at rest by
Lord Milton's letter. In fact, three

wofdh suffice to establish this point. A
cotter takes a piece of ground at the

rent of 36s.^ slcre. Both the land-

lord and hiiSnsplf know well that he
roust calculate ubon paying 45. per

acre ^r jlkhe. nut Abolish tithe at

once, wilV' iiot the landlord, in

Ireland universally aims to get the full

value for his land,-<ifrwill not the land-

lord instantly remind fiis tenant of the

circumstance,^d tell him, You can
now afford nie 405. an acre for that

land, and 1 must-have that rent next

ye^^'* ? Assuredly he will. Then, who

would be bhnefttted by tlto change?

The landlord, clearly. AnU who is it

that now suffers the deduction of 45.

an acre for the tithe ;—^wbo, in short,

is the actual payer of the tithe ? Be-

yond all question, the landlord.

Are, then, the gentry of Ireland, be-

ing the landlords, to be called upon to

support the priesthood of a church

which they bold to be false, idolatrous,

and most injurious to the people ? Is

this the common sense, or the justice,

advocated by the oratorical member for

Louth ? If it be, we may well rejoice,

that, with all his bold and venturous fic~

tion, and with all his tragic imagery, he
fiiils of finding, in a British House of

Commons, above a dozen members to

support his views.

THE ALTRIVE TALES.*

As for reviewing the Allrive ^alcs just

now, tliat is fairly out of the question.

If we wisli to do so, we shall have

many opportunities hereafter. Wc
shall only say now, that the volume
.first published is handsomely got up

;

that the story of Captain ].ochy, which

it contains, is one ofHogg’s best, being,

indeed, a very happ) imitation of l)e

Toe; that the Pongos is, we believe,

pleasant—but as we have not read it,

we are not quite sure ; and that the

picture in front is most abominably like.

Having thus got i^d of the stories

and the frontispiece, we turn to metal

more attractive ; viz. the autobiography,

which commences the volume, it

would be quite unnecesuiry for us now-
a-days to repeat all the paiticulars of

Hogg’s life, which are familiar to us

as household words. He coinmences
this memoir by say^ing :

** 1 like to write about myself; in

fact, there are few things which I like

better ; it is so delightful to call up
old reminiscences. Often have 1 been
laughed at for what an Edinburgh editor

styles my good-natured egotisi^, which
is sometimes any tliiim but that

;
and I

am aware that 1 sbaTl be laughed at

again. But 1 care nob; for this import-

ant memoir, now to be brought forward
for the fourth time, at different periods
of my life, 1 shall narrate with the same
frankness as formerly

;
and in all, re-

lating either to others or myself, speak
fearlessly and imreanrvcdly out. JVlany

ofthose Ibrinerly mentioned are no more

;

others have bet'ii unfortunate
; but of all

i shall toll the plain truth, ami nothing
but the trutli. So, without premising
further, I sholl proceed witli ati autobio.
graphy, containing much more of a ro-

iimnce than mere fancy could have sug-
gested

;
and shall bring it forward to

tlie very hour at which 1 am writing.**

Owing to this penchant, there is no
man who has so often written himself
down before us, having, as his friend

the Professor phrased it, made a
complete sty ot our periodical lite-

rature.

We quarrel somewhat with the ex-
tract we have made. In it are ^iro^

mised frankness, fearlessneik', unrese^'

'

vedness, plain trutli. People are

be spoken ofwho are now no more
others will be introduced who are un-^
fortunate. Now we are soriy to say,

tliat we see no symptoms of fearless-

ness; that many things are reserved,

many things most partially related, and
that we cannot find any anecdotes of
the unfortunate or the dead, which are
so liberally announced. We wish
Hogg had written more plainly^—he
had no reason to make him afraid

—

and then the romance of which lie

speaks might imve been supplied in
reality.

^ ^

By the* 4^trive Tales : collected among tlie Peasantry of Scotland, dte.
Shepherd. London, 1832. Cochrane and .Co*
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The inemoir is a sad galUmaufiy of

former aut(A)iographies, and Hogfi does

not seeiA to care now he puts his ma-

terials together. In the very begin-

ning we have a letter to Sir Walter

Scott, dated Mitchell-Slaek, Nov. 1806
—»ix. How, then, are we to account

for the appearance of the following

paragraph ?

“I remember in the yenr 1812^ the

year before the publication of the Qiieeit’s

Wahe, lliat 1 told my friend, the Kev.
James Nicol, that I liad an inward con-

sciousness that 1 should yet live to be
compared with Burns

;
and tlioiigh 1

might never equal him in some thiugs, I

thought 1 might excel him in others,

lie reprobated the idea, and thought the

assumption so audacious, that he^told it

as a bitter jest against me in a party

that same evening. But the rest seeing

me mortified, there was not one joined
in the laugh against me

;
and Air. John

Grive replied in tliese words, which 1

will never forget ;
‘ After what he has

done, there is no man can say ir/iut ho
may do.*

**

Now, whatever Hogg may do, it is

pretty considerably impossible that a
totter written in 1806 should so mi-
nutely refer to aflUirs that took place

ill 1812.

This is, after all, matter of arrange-

ment, and wo confess wc think such
matters of secondary importance ; but
we wish that llogg had made much
shorter work of his shepherd tlays, and
been more communicative of the events
of the last twenty years of his life. We
sliould not liave regretted it, if the first

thirty pages of this memoir had been
squeezed into two, and the last sixty

.amplified to a hundred and fifty, V\ e
hftve^'heard^quito enough of the shep-
^neid anecdotes of our })oel, unless,
' indeed, he would condescend to en-
liven us with .some of those amatory
adventures which in conversation are
so amusing, and which we hope are to
appear in the greater biography, which
is to be published when its author

—

distant be the dayl— is laid beneath
the turf (if tliere be any tliere), by the
side of St. Mary’s Loch. Every thing
else we liave heard before, even up to
his editing the Spy, and establisning

his Forum. We have, however, a word
or two to say about this Forum. \Ve
shall' first extract Hogg’s own account
of tliat<^»tablishq||ient.

-** The next thing in which I became
deeply interested, in a literary way, was •

Forum, a debating society, esta-

blishqd by a few young men, of whom
I, though far from being a young man,
was one of the first. We opened our
house to the public, making each indi-
vidual pay a sixpence

; and the crowds
that attended, for three years tunuing,
were beyond all bounds. I was appdint-
ed secretary, with a salary of twenty
pounds a-year, which ^nevett was paid,

though I gave awayhundred in charity.

We were exceedingly ijAprovident; but
1 never was so mitch advantaMd Iqf; any
thing as bjf^ tliat" society ; for^it let me
feel, adt:it were, the pulse of the public,

and precisely what they would swallow,
and what they W'ould not. All my friends

were averse to my^coming foiward in the
Forum us a public speokoji;^ and tried to

reason mo out of it, by representing my
incapacity to Jnirangue a thousipid peo«
plf» iu u Apetich of hull an hour. 1 hi^,

* however, given my word to my qsbo-

•ciates
;
and my confidence iu myself

being iiiiboiinded, I began, and came
oif with flying colours. \fo met once
a-week. •! spoke every night, and
sometimes twice the some night; and,
though I sometimes incurred pointeil

disap}>rohution, was in general a prodi-

gious favourite. Tho characters of all

my brother members are given in tho
larger work, but hero they import not.

I liuvo scarcely known any society of
young men wlio have all got so weft on.

Their progress has been singular ; and 1
am certain (people may say what tliey

will) that they were greatly improved
by their weekly appeunuiccs in the Fo-
rum. Private societies sigiiily nothing;
but a discerning public is a severe test,

especially in a multitude, where the
smallest departure from good taste, or
from the cpie,stic}ii, was sure to draw
down dioajiproval, and wdicio no good
saying ever missed observation and ap-

plause. If this do not assist in improv-
ing the taste, L know not what will. Of
this 1 am certain, tliat 1 was greatly the

better for it, and I may suiely say I
never was in a schoqj before. 1 might
and would have written tlie Qneen*s
Waht had the Forum never existed, but
without tlie w'eekly lessons tliat 1 got
there I could not liave succeeded as 1

did. Still, our meetings were somewhat
ludicrou^ especially the formality of
some or tho presidents. To me they
were so irresistible, that 1 wrote a
musical farce, in 4hree acts, called TAa
Forum, a Tragtdy for Cold IFeathsr—
wherein all the members are broadly
taken off (myself not excepted), and
some of our evening scenes depicted. I
believe it is a good tiling of the l^d—

.

at least 1 remember thinking so% ifae

time ; but it was so severe on sffls^pf

my firiends, y^ho had a few peculiaiHiea

about them, that 1 never shewed it to
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vay one. I have it by me-; bul^ be-
Here never man aaw it save myseff.*’

We do not recollect ever to have
heard of any of the members of the

Forum cutting any figure in society,

except llogg himself, and that plea-

sant and clever fellow who edits the

Mechanic^ Magazincy J, C. Robert-

son, who was, we believe, one of the

secretaries of ths^w body. What a life

of could trritel Rut we
must thiim of other matter. An account

somewhat difiering from this hidlory of

the Forum and its members, was writ-

ten by Professor Wilspn, some years

ago, in Blackwood's Magazine: and
we think it dimity to deprive our read-

ers of the Professor’s view of the case.
*' i j

*•

J*
Hut, lest 1 should he suspected of

exoneration, who composed Uie select'

sonSy of the Niddry-Street Forum
Young grocers, redolent of cheese, com-
fits, and tallow candles— who detdt out

their small, greasy, foitid ser tences, as

if they were serving a penny customer
across the counter witli sometliing odious
in browm ]iuper—precocious np])rentices,

cno of whom, in all probability, had
made or mended the president's unpaid
breeches— occasional young men, ob-
viously of little or no proiession, who
rose, looked wildly round (hem, mut-
tered, sunk, and w*ere seen no niore^
now and then a blunt, bluff, butcher-like

blockhead, routing like a bull on a mar-
ket-day in the (Srass Market~.Btniy stu-

dents of medicine from the sister island,

booming like bitterns in the bug of
Allen^ long-faced IikIs from Professor
Paxton, dissenters from evt'r}' thing
intelligible among men— lavineii from
Leeds and Birminghum, Hull and Hali-

fax, inspired with them, red port wines,

and all stinking like foxes of tlio strong

Uenglish accent— pert, prim, prating

personages, who are seen going in and
coming out of the parliament house, no-

body kiiow|^wliy 0̂ wrherefore— mealy-
mouthed, middle-aged men, of miscella-

neous information, mastm of their mat-
ter, all cut and dry, distinguished as

private pedagogues, great as grinders,

and powerful in extemporaneous prayer
—now and then a shrivelled ^mummy,
apparently of the i>>ign of George 11.,

with dry, dusty, leathern jialato, seen
joining in the debate<u.8tickit ministers
who have settled down into bookbinders,
compositors, or amanuenses to some gen-
tleinan literarily disposed^Spothecaries,
deep in dog-Latin, and tenderly attached
to of six or eight syllables, such
as^antudinariaDism— a sprinkling of

biemben from mason-lodges drop-
ping in when tlie disonssion is about
iiiilt-se&s over—.and finally, fov there is

[May,

no end to this, a few playe^ and scene-
shifters (for on Friday lugbl the theatre

is shut), assiduous in their noble endea-
vours to revive the study of Shake-
speare, and making tlie Forum resound
with screeds of blank verse, out of
mouths as unmerciful as leaden spouts
on a rainy day.
“ Such is a most imperfect enumera-

tion of a few of the com])oiient parts of
the Forum, w^here Hogg learned to feci

the pulse and gauge the swallow of tlie

Kdinbutgh public. * Here it was,* quoth
the swineherd, * that the »mallest departure

from good taste was sure to draw down dis^

approval ’ / / / / ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! tl ! ! ! !

!

" JVo doubt, even in the Forum, it

was possible to go too far, and Hogg
was, 1 know, often hissed. It is said,

that even among apes and monkeys there

are rules of good-breeding, and that the
better-bred ones are often excessively

irritated at the mews and chattering of
their less decorous brethren ofape kind.

(' But the truth is, that Hogg never

could speak at all in the Forum. He
used to read ribald rhymes about mar-
riage and other absurdities, off whity-
brown paper, stuck up on a niche, with a
farthing candle on each side of him,
which he used to snuff, in great trepida-

tion, with bis finger and tliumb instantly

applied to his cooling month, in the
midst of the most pathetic passages,

cheered by shouts of derisive applause
that startled Diigald M'Glashaii luid his

cadics beneath tbo shadow of the Tron
Kirk. Ho has no more command of lan-

guage than a Highlander had ofbreeches
before the 45; and his chief figure of
speech consisted iu a twist of his mouth,
w hich might certainly at limes be called

elo(]uent. Ho had recourse to this view
of the subject whenever he found him-
self faiily pluiitod

;
so that a deaf spec-

tator of the debate would have supposed'
him stuck up in a hole in'^he wall^a^
make ugly faces, and would have caHed.,,

for a horse-collar. Was that a situation

in w'hich * the smallest deviation froriF

good taste would have drawn down dis-

approval V **

Tliis is very pleasant and graphiC|

though certainly not very flattering to

Hogg. W e have extracted it from the

tenth volume of Blackwoody in which it

originally appeared, principally for the

purpose of pointing out what we think

to be the most inexcusable piece of
wrant of fl)at frankness of which Hogg
boasts. He tells us, in direct terns,

that he was the ori^nal prqjiptoir of

BlackwootTs Magazm; and yet he has
not given us a single hint^ to the his-

tory of the people connected with it.

We have sket&es and anecdotes of
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such folks fi Wiltifim Dunlop the

whisky n^rcnant (not the tiger), Goldie,

Laidlaw, and other names of low de-

gree ; but, somehow or another, Ilogg,

though he bestows upon BlackwoocCs

Magazine the title of celebrated, does

not drop a single word concerning his

share in contributing towards its co-

lumns, the fame it has earned him, the

abuse with which it has heaped him,

or tiie scrapes in which he has been

involved by its means. Now this, we
submit, would have been rather inte-

resting, though it is quite evident he
overrates the importance of the Maga-
zine in the literary world. Was he
afraid of Wilson ? of an old friend with

a newface ? Perhaps so. tt is certain

that he is sparing of anecdotes,*when
he had it in his power to be most
amusing; and he is any thing but

frank. Take the Cluldee MS.- for

instance :

—

“ Certain ofmy literary associates call

me The Chaldee Shepherd, and protend to

sneer at my assumptioxi of being the

author of that celebrated article. Cortes
they have long ago persuaded the coun-
try that I was not. Luckily, however, I
have preserved the original proof-slips,

and three of Wr. Blackwood’s letters re-

lating to the article. These proofs shew
exactly what part was niino, which, if 1

reineniher aright (for I write this in l^oii-

(loii), consists oi‘ the first two cliaptiirs,

pait of the third, and ])art of the last.

The rest was said to have been made up
conjointly in full divan. 1 do not know,
but I always suspected Lockhart of a
lioavy responsibility there.”

The Chaldee MS. wsis one of those

things w'hich make a noise in a small,

blueHBtocking town like Edin-
,burgh, and which would hardly have
attracted notice in London: indeed,

fhu' pnly notice which it did attract

here was in consequence of its being
quoted by Hone, who was, about that

time, on his celebrated trial, as a justi-

fication of his parodies of the Creed
and Commandments. But does Hogg
pretend not to know who it was put
* deevilries,’ as he calls them, into it. In
Ope of Wilson’s articles, it is alleged

diat the whole was written by the man
who murdered Begbie. Blackwood
very often, in his cups, claims the au-
thorship for himself. Hogg could de-
cide this weiglity; question ; but we see

that he only Joubts, believes, &c.
Again, describing Mr., Syni|

that noble and generous old Tory, the

. renowned TimothyTickler,” he adds

*• Flam that time forward, daring my
stay in Edinburgh, Mr. Sjrm'a hospitabm
mansion was the great evening resort of
his three nephews and me: sometimea
there were a few friends beside, ofwhom
Lockhart and Samuel Anderson were
mostly two

;
but we four for certain

;

and there are no jovial evenings of my
by-past life which 1 reflect on with

greater delight than t^(^e. Tickler is

completely an original, any man may
see who has attended to his reBiirk^'; for

there is no sophist^ there, %iey are

every ofie his own. Nay, I don’t believe

that North has, would, or durst put a
single sentence iniv fiis mouth that bad
not proceeded out of it. No, no; al-

though 1 was made a scapSs^'goat, no one,

and far less a nephew, might do so with
Timothy Tickler.” *

• Who is North, Mr. Hogg ? Can jgdu

4eU? At all events, you well know
that many and many a pug^ofTimothy
Tickler was written, and many and
many a 9[)eech put into his mouth,
without the least reference to Mr.Sym.

Once more

:

** Mr. Wilson once drove mo also into

an ungovernable rage, }>y turning a long
and elaborate poem of miiio on The Field

of Waterloo into ridicule : on learning
which 1 sent liim a letter, which 1 thought
was a tickler. I'Jiere was scarcely an
abusive epithet in our language that 1
did not call him by. My letter, however,
hud not the designed ellect : the oppro-
brious names proved only a source of
amusement to Wilson, and lie sent me a
letter of explunatickn and apology, which
knit my heart closer to him thuu ever.

My friends in general have been of opi-
nion that he has amused himself and the
public too oftca at my expense ; but,

except in one instance, which terminated
very ill for me, and in w’hich I had no
more concern than the man in the moon,
1 never discerned any evil design on hia
part, and thought it^ll oxcylleiit sport.

At the same time, I must acknowledge
that it was using too mucli freedom with
any author to print his name in full to
poems, letters, and essays, which he him-
self never saw. I do not say that ho has
done thm

;
but either he or some one

else Las done it mgny a time.”

As if Hogg cy^nld have any doubt
on the subject! This is notfrank.
How is this tolerance of the free use

of his name to bo reconciled with what
he says elsewhere when speaking of
Blackwood ?

'* 1 have bad many dealings

gentleman, and have been often digged
to him, and vet 1 think be has been aa

much obliged to me, perhaps a good deal

with%iat
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more, nnd I really believe heart

that he is as much disposed to be meiully
to me as to any man

; but there is another

principle that circumscribes tliat feeling

in ull men, and into very narrow limits

in some. It is always painful to part

with one who has boon a benefactor oven
on a small scale; but there are some
things that no independent heart can

hear. The gro^t fault of Blackwood is,

that he regards no mau*s temper or dis-

position $ ;hut the more he can provoke
an author by insolence and coiitouipt, he
likes the better. Besides, he will never
once confess that he is in the wrong, else

any thing might be forgiven ;
no, no, tlie

thing is inmossiblu tliut he can ever he
wrong ! Tlio poor author is not only

always in the wrong, hut * Oh, he is the

most insiilferHlilc beast!’
\** What has been the consequence?.

He has driven all his original corre.

spondents from him that first gave Maga'
her zest, save one, who, though still his

friend, can hut seldom write for him,

being now otherwise occupied, and an-

other, who is indeed worth his weight in

gold to him ; hut who, though invalu-

able, and 1 am sure much attached, yet

has been a thousand times at the point

of bolting off like a flash of lightning. I

1 knoiv it well, and Kbony, fur his own
sake, laid better take earn of this lust re-

maining stem of a goodly bush ; for he
may depend on it that he has only an eel

by the tail.

“ For my part, after twenty years of

feelings hardly suppressed, he has driven

me beyond the bounds of luiniaii patience.

'J'hat magsiziiie ofhis,ivhich owes its rise

principally to myself, Ims often put words
and sentiments into my mouth, of which
I have been greatly asliaiued, and which
have given miicli pain to my family uiid

relations, and many of those after a so-

lemn written promise that such freedoms
should never be repeated. 1 have been

often urged to restrain and humble him
by legal measures, as an incorrigible of-

fender deserves. ^ know 1 have it in

my ])Ower; and if he dares me to the

task, 1 want but a hair to make a tether

of.”

We may ask Hogg, if he was not

himself the very person who introduced

his name into the JVhe/es Amhrotianay
of which he here complains? and did

he not continue cuntnbuting songs and
scraps to that series long after the words
and sentiments which now so much
shock his sensibilities had made their

appwance ?

IS^t^be rest, his description ofBlack-

wood^ is correct enough. Blackwood
certainly has behaved very shabbily to

him in many instances, llr.gr.

[May,

“ I confess that there^wl^ ^ood deal
of wrangling between hir. Hlackwood
and me with regard to a hundUbd pound
bill of Messrs. Longman and Co.'s, ad-
vanced on the credit of these works.
When Mr. Blackwood came to be a
sharer in them, and to find that he was
likely to he a loser of tliat sum, or a
great part of it, he caused me to make
over a bill to him of the same amount,
wdiich he afterwards charged me with,
and deducted from our subsequent trans-

actions : so that, as far as ever 1 could be
made to^inderstniid the mutter, after many
letters and arguments, 1 never received
into my own hand one penny for tlieae

two works [ Queen Ilyiide uiid The Confetm
none of a Sinner.] 1 do not accuse Mr.
Blackwood of dishonesty

;
on the con-

trary, ^with all his faults, I never saw
any thing but honour and integrity about
him. But this was the fact. Messrs,
fxmgninii and Co. advanced me one hiin-

clreti pounds on the credit of one or both
of the works. 1 drew the money for tho
note, or rather I beliove Mr. Blackwood
drew it out of the bank for me. But he
compelled me, wbr^ther T w'oiild or not,

to gnuit him my promissory note for the
same sum, and I was to have a moiety
of the proceeds from both liouses. Tho
accfuint was carried on against me till

finally obliterated
;
hut the proceeds 1

never heurd of : and yet, on coming to

London, I find that Messrs. Longman
and O. have not a copy of either of the
works, nor have had any for a number of
y<?ars. It is probable that tlieymay have
sold them off at a trade sale, and at a
very cheap rate too

;
but half of the edi-

tion w'as mine, and they ought to have
consulted me, or, at least, informed me
of the transaction, it was because I bad
an implicit confidence in Blackwood’s
Ifonoiir Unit 1 signed the bill, though 1

told him 1 could not comprehend it. 'I]be

wdiolo of that trifling huginess has to tliitf^

day continued a complete mystery to me.
1 Jiavo told the plain tmth, and if any
of the parties can explain it away I

be obliged to them. If the money should
ever by any chance drop in, * better late

Uian never* will be iny salutation.”

A salutation which Hogg will never
have to make. That hundred pounds
is lost to him and his heirs for ever.

1 omitted to mention that 1 wrote
and published a masque or drama, com-
prehending many songs, that summer
the king was in Scomnd. It was a
theme that suited me to a tittle, as I
there suffered fancy to revel free. Mr.
Blackwood never gave me wy thing for'

it ; hut I got what 1 held in higher esti-'

mation, his majesty’s thadks, . for -that

and my other loyal and national songs*-

"'’He note is written by Sir Robert P^r
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in his name, and I have pre

served it £9 a relic.”

Mr. Blackwood never gave him any

thing for it 1 Of course.

•* In the spring of 1829 I first men-

tioned the ])lun of the Altrive Tales to

Mr. Blackwood in u letter. He said,

in answer, that the publication of them

would be playing a sure card, if IMr.

Lockhart would edit them. He and I

waited on JMr. Lockhart subsequently,

at Chiefswood, and proposed the plan

to him. lie said that he would oheer-

fulW assist me both in the selection

and correction, but that it was alto-

gether without a precedent for one au-

thor to publish an edition of the works

of another while the latter was still

alive, and better (piulified tliun any other

person to arrange the work. Blackwood
then requested me to begin writing and

arranging forthwith, that wo might begin

publishing uhoiit the end of the ye^r.

But when tlie end of the year came, he
put off and put oft" until the next spring,

and then desired me to continiio my
labours till iNoveinber next, as 1 should

still be making the w'ork the better, and
would ultimately ])rofit by so doing.

Then, when last November came, be
answered a letter of mine in very bad
humour, shitiiig that ho would neither

advance me inon<iy on tho w’ork that

had lain a year unpublished, nor com-
mence a neV work in a time of such
agitation,—and that I must not think of

it for another y<*!ir at least.
** I then hegan to suspt^ct that the

whole pretence had all along been only
a blind to keep me from I^undon, whither
I had pro|i08ed going, and keep me en-

tirely in his own puw'or. So, ratlier than
ofter the series to any other Scottish^

bookseller, 1 carded it at once to lion-

doa, where it was cordially accepted on
\Ay own tenns, without the intorvontion

or assistance of any body. It w'as not
wij^ut the greatest reluctance that I

family in the wildemcss
;
but

I baa alternative. It behoved me
either to reutaln tliere and starve, or try

m^^ success in the metropolis of the em-
pire, where 1 could have the assistance

of more than one friend on whose good
taste and critical discernment 1 could
implicitly rely.”

Splendid liberality of a friend I

Hoffg, indeed, migh have starved on
such friendship. There would have
been no objection to have kept him as

a Tomfool in Edinburgh—a butt for

the literary world there ; but as to con-

tribating to hii subsistence or comfort,

that was newt thought of, even after

the appeal of the Qiuirterfy Review^
inhpban English, of Lockhart—which

shewed^how Ilogg*s pecuniary interests

were injured by the course Mr. Black-
wood was pursuing towards him. On
the contrary, no scruple was felt in ac-
cepting his literary labours without re-

muneration; and llugg did wisely in

shaking oft' his Edinburgh trammels.

His reception here was, on the whole,

most flattering, and w% trust that his

series will be successfiil. At.fibme, he
would have been treated to tf|e end, by
his bookselling patrons, as Burns was
treated by Thomson, or other paltry pil-

ferers of tlie profits of genius.

liis farming affairs have not been
fortunate, lie speaks thus of the last

Duke of Bucclciigh :

—

• 9

^ “ From 1809 unfil 181-1.1 resided in
Edinburgh, having no home or place* of
fetirement inmy native district of Ettrick

Forest, a want which J fel^ grievously
in summer. But in the course of tho

last-mentiifkied year 1 received a letter

from tho late Duko (!harles of Bnccleugli,
by the hands of his chamberlain, present,

ing me with the small farm of Altrive
Lake, in tho wdlds of Varrow. Tho boon
was quitti unsolicited and unexpected,
and never was a more welcome one con-
ferred on an unfortunate wight, as it gave
mo once more a habitation among my
native moors and Mtroams, where each
face was that of a friend, and taicli house
was a home, as well us a residence for

life to my aged father.
“ The letter was couched in tho

kindest terms, and informed me that I
had long had a sei^-et and sincero friend

whom 1 knew not of, in Ins late diioliKss,

who had in lft*r lifetime solicited such a
residence for me. In the letter he said,
* The rent shall Ife nominal hut it has
not even been nominal, for such a thing
as rent has never once been mentioned.
Subsequently to that period 1 wos a fre-

quent guest at his grace’s table
;
and, as

he placed me alwaysenext him, on his
right hand, I enjoyed a good share of
his conversation

; and I must say ofmy
benefactor, that 1 have never met with
any man whom 1 deemed his equal.
There is no doubt that be was beloved
and esteegied not only by bis family and
friends, but by all who could appreciate
merit

;
yet, strange to say, Duke Charles

was not popular ihaiong his tenantry.

This was solely owing to the change of
times, over which no nobleman can have
any control, and which it is equally im-
possible for him to redress ; for a more,
considerate, benevolent, and judi||iw*
gentleman, I never saw. It is natml
to suppose that I loved him, and*felt

* grateful towards him ; but exclusive of
ul feelings of that nature, if I am any
judge of mankind, Duke Charles had
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vtfitj qualifioation botb of and
mind, which ought to endear a nobleman
to high and low, rich and poor. From
the time of his beloved partner's death
his spirits began to droop ; and, though
for the sake of his family he made many
etforts to keep them uu, the energy that

formerly had suppnrtea them was broken,
and the gnawings of a disconsolate heart

hroughthim toim untimely grave. Blessed

be tlie fl^wory ofmy two noble and onl^
benefacraF^! they w'ere lovely in tlieir

lives, and in their deaths they were but

^ordy divided."

[May,

Such was the conduct of the la$t

Puke.
Now for tlie present Duke.

« Having manned, in Alias AInr.

garet Phillips, youngest daughter of Air.

Phillips, l.ite of Longhridge-moor, ii*

Annandale, and finding that T had then

in the hands of Air. Murray, Air. Black,
wood, Alessrs. Oliver and *Boyd, and
Messrs. Lougnitu) and Co., debts due, or
that would soon ho due, to llin amount of

He elsewhere estitnht^ loss at

2000/. Tliis was a very exc^lent bar-

gain indeed ofTqired by Lord Mon-
tague, and confirmed by the Duke of
Buccleiigh. " The farmers on the

Bucclcugh estate are never suffered to

be great losers." Phoo 1 what a worthy

Alecaenas is the Duke I Do these

people wonder that they have lost their

nold upon the literature of the country ?

If they do, never was wonder more
gratuitously tlirown away.
On the whole, Hogg’s memoir has

disappointed us. We looked for

something far more piquant than old

world stories of his boyhood which
have been in print for nearly thirty

years. The sketch of Sir Walter Scott

is godd— Lockhart's is better— those

of Wordsworth and Southey nothing

remarkable. We shall give a remi-

niscence of Galt, because the idea of

Galt's having ever been a dandy par-

ticularly amuses us.

a thousand pouiul.s, 1 detoriiiiiiod once
more to farm on a larger scale . and ex-
pressed IIIV wish to tlie Uight TTonourablo
Lord Aloiitngao, head trustee on his

nephew's domains. His lordship readily

offered me the farm uf Mount- llengcr,

which adjoined iiiy own. At first 1 do-

temiiied not to accept of it, as it had
mined two well-([ua1ified furaiors in the
preceding six years ; but was persuaded
at last by some iieighhoiirs, in opposition
to my own judgment, to accept of it, on
the plea that the fariiigrs on thn Buccleugh
estate were never suffered to he great

losers, and that, at all evepts, if 1 could

not make the rent, I could write for it.

So accordingly I took q lease of the farm
for nine years.

** I called in my debts, which wqtc all

readily paid, and amounted to within a
few pounds of one thousand ; hut at that

period the sum was (juito inade(|uate,

the prices of ewes bordering on thirty

(ihillings per head. The farm re(|uired

stocking to the amount of one tligiisand

sheep, tw’enty cows, five horses, fanning
utensils of all sorts, crop, manure, and,
moreover, draining, fencing, and build-
ing, so that I soon found I lidd not half

enough ofmoney ;
and tliough 1 realised

by writing, in the CQiirse of the next two
years, seven huudr^ and fifty pounds,
besifle smaller sums paid in cash, yet 1

got into difficulties at the very first, out
of which 1 could never redeem myself
till the end of the lease, at w'hich time
li^ fftock of all kinde having declined
me half iu value, the epeculatiou left me
pnc4 move without a sixpence in the
world

1 and at theAgo of sixty it is fully
iste enough to bej^ it anew.

" I first met with this most original

and most c.irelpss writer at tirwMiock, in

the Slimmer of KKld, ns J and two frinmls

were setting out on a tour through tl:

Ilehrides ; so tlmt Galt and 1 have heei

acquainted these twenty-eight years.
“ That was a meinonihle evening f

me, for it was the first time 1 ever kne-

that my name had been known beyond
the precincts of my native W'ilds, and
was not a little surprised at finding it

well known in a place culled Greenock,
at the distance of one hundred miles.
1 hurl by some chance licard the name of
the town, and had formed an idea of its

being a mouldy-looking village, on an
«ugly coast, llowr agreeably was I de-
ceived, not only iu tlie appearance of the
town, but the metal which it contained !

,

** My two friends and 1, purposing to

remain there only n night, had no sooner
arrived, than word had flown it ayms
through the tow^ii that a strange jMKcal
chop had arrived there, and a deputation
was sent to us inviting us to a supper at

the Tontine Hotel. Of course we^jfec-

cepted; and, on going there, found no
fewer tlian thirty gentlemen assembled
to welcome us, and among the reqt wag
Air. Galt, then a tall, tbin young man,
with something a little flandyitd^ lin his

appearance. He was dressed ^ a frock-
coat and new top-boots; and it being
then the fashion to wear the shirt collars

as high 08 the eyes, Galt wore Lis the
whole of that night with the one ride
considerably above ^ia eat,

' and the
other flapped over th#^eollar' of hia
frock-coat d;Owa to bis sbOflUier. 4ie
had another pponllaritF* whieb'ii^aawd
to mo a Bingrihr itmtonco ojfiienFB^ty.
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He welkfl i^th his spectacles on, and

oonyersed with Uiem on ;
but when he

read he took thorn off. In short, from

his first appearance, one would scarcely

have g^nessed him to be a man ofgenius.
** The first thing that drew my atten-

tion to him was an argument about the

moral tendency of some of Shakspeare’s

plays, in which, though he had two op-

ponents, and one of them both obstinate

and loquacious, he managed his part

with such good-Duture and such strong

emphatic reasoning, tliut my heart whis-

pered me again and again, * This is no
common youth.’ Then his stories of

old-fashioned and odd j>oople were so

infinitely amusing, that his oonvorsation

proved ono of the principal charms of

that enchanting night. The conversa-

tion of that literary community ofdricnds

at Groenock, as well as tlioir songs and
stories, was much above what I had ever

been accustomed to hear. 1 formed one

Other intimate and highly valued ^ac-

quain^ance tliat night, wliicli continued

with increasing affection till his la-

mented death : J allude to James Park,

Esq., junior, of that place, Mr. Galt’s

firm uud umleviating friend, i like

Galt’s writings cxc<‘edingly, and have
always regretted that he has depicted

BO much that is selfish and cunning in

tlie Scottish character, and so little that

is truly amiable, when he could havo

done It so well. Of my literary ac-

quaintances in London f dure not say a

a w’ord until I get hack to my native

DORF J1

In jLlittlc village, situated somewhere
abo^ Uio southern extremity of the

range of t)ie Krzeberg mountains, lived

Dorf Juystein, the goat-herd. At mt
early hour of the morning on which

our talc commences, he lifted the latch

of his little cabin, and yawned sleepily

and listlessly as be stretched himself

bplil^e the door in the grey light of the

tnorfling; his lumber of tJie preceding

night had evidently not been very

.Refreshing, liis dress betokened pre-
paration for a journey, lie was lightly

and loosely arrayed ; in his hand he
cartied a long thick staff, which he
sttuck into the ground whilst he
strapped more secui^y a leathern wal-

let, containing a little coarse bread

and goat-milk cheese, which hung at

his &ck. At the left side of his

girdle'^was die large dagger-knife of

. the mountaineers, and in the other was
s^ck what aeem^ to be a whip made
noi a fuigle' 'ihoog of goat-skin fitted to

aliaiidle. A curse,” mntteied Dorf,

as he walked slowly dbray in the direc-

mouiinfis!l again,,when I expect that asgr

reminiscences of them will form a theme
of great delight.*'

We hope that Ilogg will keep his
word, lie was certainly in company
of all kinds in London, where his feats

and freaks are as freshly remembered
as any thing can possibly be here at

the end of a month. But he must do
it fearlessly and frankly, notj|Hnewhat
sne.ikingly as he has done ' his task

here. Wliere is Wilson ? Apropos,
Hogg is absurd when he says that

there is a secret ^connected with his

Poetic Mirror which he is not at

liberty to unfold ; it is merely tliat

Wilson wrote the parody of himself,

as Ooker very woB guessed in his

review of that book in the Quarterly.

Where is Moir — llarnilton, the

O’Doherty— ]M‘(hilloclj — lajslie —
Jamieson—the 1lowisun.*#— ( i illics

—

otliers fifjy whom Tlogg knew t This
must be all mended in another edi-

tion. If he does not make haste to

publish his ancount ofLondon, bo will

be too late, because we have already a
fixed ilcsign of writing “ London, by
James Hogg, in throe volumes,’* of
which, it is more than probable, we
shall give a review in oiir next Ma-
gazine. •

In the meanwhile wc must'iBirivc

other hogs to market.

YSTEIN.

tion of the mountains ; a curse on
that irifernAl snVifjfclag— to make roe
so foolishly leave my goats out all

night ; t waiTont 1 shall not find one
of tliem between this and the Wald-
berg. I mii.'t have been drinking

confoundedly deep too, for iny head
aches this morning as if the Grey Men
had been playing fbotball with it, as
they did with neighbour Jarl’s.** As
he pronounced the name of the Grey
Men, a sudden pang of fear took
possession for a moment of his mus-
cular frame ; for now he remembered
that, in the drugikcnness of the pre-

ceding evening, he had spoken slight-

ingly and with^iffected contempt of

these mysterious beings and their

strange deeds, and boasted that if ever

he succeeded in meeting with one of
^them, he would let him know the

strength of a goat-herd's arm. P Bool,
fool that 1 was!** again soliloquised

Dorf ; but they know that f was
drunk, and will excuse me.** And
with this consolatory refiection and
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. 14hgthene4 steps he strode on his way.
Tlie sun had been blazingfor a con-
siderable time above the horizon,

when DorC^Jnystein found himself

apinroaching a huge brow-n rock, which
lay some ten miles from the Waldberg,
the mountain about the base of which
he expected to find his strayed goats,

lie wa&j%tting»fatigued with his walk,

and likewise hungry ; so he sat himself

down upon a sward of grass, which
grew most invitingly at the foot and
in the shadow of the rock, and un-
strapping his leathern wallet, prepared

to make a hearty repast on his ihigal

cheer, lie had not sat long, when he
observed an old man turning a corner

of the rock, wbiclw<had before concealed

him. lie was apparently carrying a
pitcher of water, and as he came near,

Dorf had an opportunity ofviewing his

appearance.' lie was a man perhaps

atx>ut seventy, thin, and tall nf stature,

which, with long grey hair and a beard

as white as snow, gave him a most
venerable appearance. When he ap-
proached near enough, Dorf requested

permission to drink from his pitcher,

stating that he had w'alked from the

village, and having forgotten his bottle

at setting out, he had not been able to

enjoy his meal comfortably without it.

The’^ermit— for such he appeared to

be—without speaking, signified his

assent by raising the pitcher that he
might drink, which Dorf thankfully

did, and to excess. Tut, alas ! he had
speedy reason to repent ofhis rashness.

Instead of quenching his thirst, as he
had grounds for supposing it would, he
had no sooner drank thiui he felt in his

inside a burning heat, accompanied
with a sensation of sickness, and a
mist before his eyes which made every

thing invisible. This lasted but for a
moment; and when it cleared away,
he saw that the hermit was (to him,
at least) gradually changing his appear-

ance. The long white beard and' grey

hair curled up ; and after having ar-

ranged itself into a single tuft^ like a
thin cloud on a mountain top, gra-

dually melted away. All this time

the body, not wisViing to remain
inactive, and yet not being willing to

follow the example set by the hair,

began swelling and puffing out its

sides—at the same time drawing
its Ungth, till it assumed very nearly

the dipensions and shape of an ordt-

naiy bei^-barrel ; finally, a little comi-
cally-shaped bat popped itself down
upon the heretofore uncovered head

:

and he who was but a foi'jr imime^ts
ago, a tall, .lank hermit; now stood
before the astonidied eyes of norFin
shape and outward paraphernalia a
Dutch merchant of 'the sixteenth

century.

After the change was completed,
he did not allow Dorf long tifbe to

observe him, but fixing his eyes steadily

on him for a moment, he then began
to whirl and spin himself round on the

grass; and, after performing sundry
curious evolutions, he at last whirled

himselfwith a Jerk quite over the rock,
turning round his head every moment
as he was ascending, and grinning
horridly on Dorf, and nodding and
beckoning him to follow. ]!>orf, poor
fellow, would very willingly have re-

mained where be was; but, alas! he
found that the spinning mania was
seirifig him—the evil eye was on him— so go he must; and away he did
go in grand style, whirling round and
round, then heels over head, and
imitating, with no little expertness and
celerity, the wonderful harlequinades
of the little fat merchant.

Over hill and dale, over mountain,
rock, and stream, over crag and pre-
cipice—on, on, whirled the little fat

man, and on, on, whirled Dorf, whom
an unaccountable feeling compelled to
follow at his heels, although be folt

much in the same predicament as the
novice on the ice, who cannot stop
himself without running more hazard
than if he were to keep glidings on,
and yet feels certain that fall he must
at last. Tlie perpetual spinning round,
round, round, was beginning to affect

him in much the same way as the
pitching of a vessel in a stiff bieeze
affects tlie landsman ; and, to make the
simile still more applicable, he
just pupating to render himself fleer
for his flight, by unburdening ' lip{,

stomach of the bread and cheese' lie

had so shortly before stowed away lijj^

it, when, aftejf a journey which in
duration, to his frenzied imaginatlpn,
seemed akin to the existence of tlm
WanderingJew, the little man stopp^;
and Dorf, with feelings nearly allied

to those of a criminal reprievea at the

f

ilace of execution, found himself at
iberty to follow his example.
When Dorf had so for recovered

from the sickening stupor into whichi
his aerial vagaries had tbAm him,
to be able to look aroui^, he petv'

ceived that the ground upon wbiclT
stood formed part of a small hui d^p
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Tdley^ which lay stretched out for

ahoiit a quarter of a mile before him,

was then al^Qptly terminated by

a range of almost perpendicular moun-
tainsi whose tall, daric heads, stretch-

ing away into tlie clouds, effectually

excluded the rays of the hitherto

oppressive sun, and imparted a degree

of still and somewhat strange solemnity

to the scene. Immediately behind him,

and forming the opposite barrieiN)f the

valley, ^wned an immense rocky

precipice, over the summit of which
he had so lately before been perform-

ing his magical gyrations.

These features in the appearance of
the place were, however, impriqted on
Dorf’s remembrance more by the mere
mechanical action of his visuiil organs,*

than by any attention which he paid to
^

tlie study of them ;
for tliere was some-

thing in die valley, the observation of
which was to him too absorbing to

allow him to pay much attention to

eitlier rock or mountain, lie liad, in

fact, scarcely raised his eyes, before he
perceived that the little Dutchman and
nimself were not the only persons in

the valley. Near tlie centre of it a

group offive individuals were collected,

and engaged apparently in some kind
of game; they were all uniformly

dressed in gi'oy, their persons were tall

and commanding, and their dark hair

clustered round the high, ])ale forehead,

which characterised tlie natives of an-
cient Germany. lie was immediately
observed, and welcomed to the circle

by I fiendish 11a! ha! ha! which, as

It swelled through the vale, echoed
from the clids, and finally died awdy
on the summits of the mountains,
sounded like a death-knell in the ear

of the unhappy wight, who instinctively

knew he was in the presence of the

C||||y Men.
"^Sner the first burst of contemptuous
Mghter with which Dorf was received

passed away, they, as if by a
comibon movement, turned round to

pursue the game, without deigning to

take any faAier notice ofthe individual
who had excited their risible faculties

to such a degree. The game at which
they were engaged bore much resem-
blance to the Scottish one of quoits,

excepting that^ instead offlat iron rings,

they iiwe use of lar» round stones,

with straight wooden tiandles project-

ing from them. These they bad thrown
for a .considerable time in perfect

sflimce, when the little fat merchant,
wHof^ without putting himself to the
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trouble of again changing, his ap^^ar-
an^, had taken his share in the game,
seized one ofthe stones, and approach-
ing Dorf, while a sort ofhalf-malicious,
half-humorous smile played about tlie

comers of his mouth, and lurked in the

twinkle of his grey eye, desired him,
by signs, to tiyhow far be could throw
it. From the firstf mon^t of his

entering the circle, Dorf remained
in a state of the most agonising sus-

pense, fearing the more intensely that

he knew iiot^what he had to fear.

When, however, he saw, by the move- .

ments of the little man, tliat something'
definite was to be enacted, and from
his signs perceived the nature, of it,

a gleam ofbope lightened tlie darkness

of his despair, as he considered that,

by an exhibition of unusual strength,

he might perhaps win the pardon of
those being.s into whose {lower he had
so unfcy-lunalcly fallen ; and it was
with something like a smile oftriumph
on his features, as lie tliought of his

own extraonl inary muscular powers,
that ho took the ponderous stone which
the little man tendered him, and pre-

pared himself for the throw. Again
the eyes of tlie w'liole were fixed upon
Dorf, and fur an instant he quailed
beneath their gale ;

but instantly rally-

ing, he swung the stone to the slretcli

of his arm behind him, an<l as it re-

coiled, exerting his utmost strength,

he threw it— three yards! The heart

of Dorf died vrithin him as the un-
earthly lla! ha! lin! again rose wildly
upon the *air, and broke harshly on
the reigning stillness of the scene; and
he observed, ^ith renewed apprehen-
sion, that tile little man was preparing
for him another trial. On the ground,
and at the distance ofperhaps eighteen

or twenty yards from each other, were
two stones, which*during the game
served as marks to throw at. To one
of these die little man brought two of
the dirowing stones, and placing one
on each side, he then removed the

middle ^oiie, and directed Dorf to

occupy its places and endeavour with
extended arms to raise the other two.

llefusal or resistaSce his little remain-
ing senses enabled him to perceive

would be ofno avail against tlie power
of his demonical oppressors. So, with

almost despairing energy, he seized

the handles of the heavy stones, And
with a mighty effort gradually rgisfed

himself till he stood perfectly straight,

holding out the two stones at full

extent of his arms. Tliese be was now
L L
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willing to drop, and tried to open liis

hands for that purpose ; but by some
hellish power piey were glued to the

handles, inseparably united, and all

bis efforts to loosen liis hold were

unavailing. lie then tried to drop his

arms— it was in vain ;
something held

them ext^ded, olihougli at tlic same
time he felt every moment us if tlic

terrible weight of the stones would
snap them through, lie endeavoured

to bend his body to the ground—he
might as well have attGmpt(.'d to beud
a bar of iron ; every inuselo ofhis frame

was stiffened into perfect rigidity, and
he fell that he had no more power of

motion than a st/itue of stone. 11c

tried to scream, but the power of arti-

culation was denied; he would have
groaned under the anguish of the enor-

mous wcighitwhich he bore up, but he
could not—he was capable of nothing

but feeling, and that sense >^as only

exercised by the most agonising pain.

^Vllile he cuntiniied standing with out-

stretched arms, motionless and statue-

like, a victim to the influence of the

dreadful and mystic power which these

unearthly beings were thus exercising

over him, one of them struck the

ground with his foot, and immediately
be ftU it receding from under him,
and he sunk gmdually down, down,
until his arms reached the level of the

earth, and the stones rested upon the

surface, when he stopped, and the

round closing in around him. held

im with an iron grasp in its yawning
jaws. Again the same temtic sound
boomed through the vidley, and burst

with an astounding fearfulness uiioii

the nearly extinct faculties of Dorf.

For a moment he stood the sliock

;

but it was too overwhelming to enable

him to continue hi bear up against it,

and with an inward groan he sunk into

a state of insensibility. Ilow long he
remained in this state, he was not able

to judge—probably not more than a
few minutes. When he first languidly

opened his eyes, he imagined tlmt he
was alone; but raising them, and
looking about, he iperccived tliat his

tormentors were still there. Tliey were
grouped around the other stone in the

position in which he had first seen

them, and the little man was as usital

bearing a conspicuous part in their

proceedings, lie stood somewhat in

advoftice of the others. He was firmly

planted upon his left leg, while his

rijprht was tlirown out behind him

;

fais body was slightly bent forward.

his head eagerly stretched ott in the

direction of Dorf, and his arm was
raised in the act of throwing the stone.

God in heaven ! at what was he going

to throw ? Dorf shut his eyes again ;

—

the Slone flew wliirriug from the hand

that sent it, and with so tnie an aim,

that it struck with a horrid crash

against the head of the devoted victim.

With the shock the spell was broken.

Dorf found himself in an instant in

utter darkness ;
the earth that held

him so firmly before was gone; he
thought he was falling, and he grasped
with his hands to save himself. He
uttered a piercing cry, and as lie did

so, he again heard the laughing chorus

of the Grey JVlen. Tliis time, however,
it was not so fiendish ; and, as it con-

» tinned, gradually changed, until it

seemed to Dorf to assume the sound
of the* pleasant, hilarious laughter of a
voice to which in happier hoiir» he had
ofU'ii responded. “ You have had a
long sleep, neighhour Dorf,*' shouted a
voice close to his ear, which bore a
marvellous resemldance to that of his

friend Jarl. “ Whe—what—what—
where am I V* cried Dorf, as he opened
his eyes, and raising himself up, ob-
served his own little hut standing right

bcifore him, and bright with the rays of
the setting sun—“ what brought me
here ?*' “ Wliy, as to where you are,'*

said Jarl—for it was indeed 'he who
Wtis standing beside the little cart in

which Dorf lay— “ 1 think I need
scarcely tell you tliat ; and as to what
brought you here, that is easily ex-
pjainecl. You may remember, unless

you was so drunk as to forget, that

i told you 1 was going to the hills

early this morning, with Kaiser and the

schtvife (cart), and that I would bring
home your goats. Very well ; when
we were coming home, goats and-jftl,
we saw you lying asleep at the foot of
the reck ; and guessing what brought
you there, we lifted you gently into

the schleife and came off, intend-,

ing to lay you in your own bed, and
give you a surprise when you awa-
kened. But vdien we had got the
length of your door, the horse stopped
so suddenly, that your head knocked
against the top of the schleife, and
awakened you before the time; and
that’s all I” And the stout wobdsman
laughed again till the hills rang.

It was observed that fft>m that day
Dorf Juystein never spoke but with
reverence of the Gkey Men.

Glasgow, Aug, XBSU
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A SPEECH) BY WAY OF IIIDER TO A LATE DEBATE.

The predominant feeling in the breast

of every Englishman \vln-*n he first

gazes on the House of Lords is, I

believe, a painful one : it is a feeling

of bitter disappointment. An illusion

which he had cherislieil fmm child-

hood, and which was associated in the

mind with every bright passage of his

country’s history is rudely broken, and
his heart is chilled. Nor can this be
marvelled at. It requires no small
eflbrt forthwith to iiiiagiiie that the

ill-favoured elderly gcntlenuai be-
fore you constitute the most august
assembly in the world; and ^liat the»
tiiwdry chamber,bedecked with a paltry

show of gewgaw s]ilcndour, in which
*

you now breathe a lieavy air, is tko hal-

lowed hall wherein the <lescendants of
tlie wise and bravo, the ropresemtatives

of the Plantagenets, the Perrys, the

Nevilles, and the llovvanls, meet to

deliberate upon the fate of (unpires.

To the Chamber I have never yet

been reconciled. It always appears in

my eyes a sort of pastelioard apart-

ment—a mere temporary construction,

which wa.s yesterday erected to serve a
purpose, and which will be removed
to-morrow. Hut, on the contrary, of
our hereditary legislators, 1 conceived,

upon better acquaintance, a high opi-

nion. After having heard some two or
three of their debates, and observed
how infinitely superior they were in

eloquence, in knowledge, and in wis-

dom, to the members of the otheft’

house— to the chosen representatives

of so many millions, I felt they were
not unworthy of their exulted situa-

tion. Specially, too, was 1 delighted

with the display of talent, of dignity,

and^ 1 will add, of patriotism, which
their lordships made ujmn that me-
morable occasion when they stood be-
tween the people and the accomplish-
ment of their fatal wishes, saying to
them in the voice of a saviour, they
knew not what they asked ; and shew-
ing them they knew not* what they did.

It was with a beating heart, tlierefore,

that I placed myself in their lordships’

gallery on the ninth of the bygone
month. .Alas I my soul was sad within
me; for it was now past doubt that

oertain short-sighted men had at length,

like the arcb-waverer, Pilate, deter-

mined upon surrendering to the fury
of a blasphemous and besotted mob

—

that in which they believed there was

no crime, in which there was nothing
that dosorvod death

;
but t still fondly

trusted that there might yet remain a
sufficient number of the true and brave

to overthrow the cneftiies oj^thc consti-

tution ; and thus it was that,

** Half in hope and half in fright/*

I looked forth upon that assembly of
my fellow-men, in whose hands was
the fiitc of countless millions, and on
whose heads rested a responsibility, the

most awful that was ever yet in curred.

As 1 gazed, the fiAt thing that caught

my attention was the care-worn, the

haggard, nay, the wiM look of every

minister w'hosc countenance w'us ca-

pable of any expressioiP whatsoever.

Of eachJ then fancied it might be truly

said as of a great and noble reformer

of antiquity, lAiciusCatilina, Animus
* nc(/iic vii^iliis ncifuc quietihns

sediiri polcrnt ; ita conscUnlia mvnlcm
exi'ilam vexubtif: iff ifnr cotos t'i c.v-

sangitiSfjiviii oenfi ^ prorsits infacie

vnLiinjuc vccordia incrut'* I perused

the face of my lA)id drey most ear-

nestly. 1 1 is agitiTtion during the period

in which the preliminary business of

the house was going forward, notwilh-

stniiding a violent effort to suppress it,

was visible to a degree tliat rendered

him well nigh aip object of pity even to

an enemy. At length, he rose to move
the second*^reading of that bill which
virtually declares that the constitution

of England shaTl be no more. Let me
endeavour to sketch forth his likeness:

hitherto I know not that it has ever been
attempted except by a flatterer’s hands
—from me he shall have stern justice.

It would be diflicult to conceive a
countenance whose expression is more
unmitigatedly repulsive than that ofmy
Lord Grey. “ Envy, hatred,and malice,

and all uncharitableness,’* together wiUi

the exceeding bitterness of pride, and
the mulish obstinady of a narrow mind,
may be read in it at a single glance.

The moulding orthe head, however,

is fine ; and the chiseling of the fore-

head makes it possible for you to un-
derstand how it is that the possessor of

such other features as I have described

may be yet master of an intellect suf-

ficient, under circumstances of peculiar

advantage, to enable him to acquire a
lofty, though a specious reputation.

The form, too, is fine ; and, albeit some-
thing touched by time, still imposing.
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His manner and bearing, nevertheless,

are peculiarly ungracefiil ; nay, decided*

ly unpleasant, and almost offensive:

they are at once haughty and awkward.
And if the illustrious Greek did not

much overvalue the use of action, T^rd

Grey must, by that which he adopts,

be, even in the eyes of his friends, ut-

terly disqualified from claiming that

which he so much affects, the name
of orator, lie generally has his hands

under the skirts of his coat, which
he ever and anon flings into the air

as he steps to and fro in the space

between the treasury bench and the

table of the house ;
and if ever he re-

move one of his 'hands from this fa-

vourite position, it is only to immerse
it in his brceches-pockct,—seeking

there, perhaps, a solace for all griefs,

and a reward for all dangers, in the

company of those golden ministers of

joy, for which his palm is understood

to entertain an inordiiiaic aifcction. Ills

voice may have been once good : it is

so no longer. From the loss of his

teeth, and other physical defects, lie

has ceased to enunciate distinctly, so

that many of his words are lost; and
from the sinking of his voice, the latter

part of many of his sentences is quite

inaudible except to those in his imme-
diate neighbourhood. The style he
affects is Ciceronian; and, as he is

much more diffuse, so is he hy con-
sequence infinitely more feeble than
tliat egregiously over-praised speaker.

For the rest, he is a mere declaiiner—

a

man perfectly incajiable of taking an
enlarged view of any subject, or of ex-

plaining it, and reasoning in its defence,

if lie haply could. I] is arguments are

all supplied by others, and are put
forward just as he received them, save

that they are involved in a multiplicity

of words. In short, hi.s mind is essen-

tially illogical, and desperately con-
tracted. In his best day he was merely
a framer of jingling periods: oven that

mean praise he can claim no longer.

In his best day he ciever could take an
enlar^ view of a subject : at present,

his fuling vision edn only take one the

most misty and the most circumscribed.
I have not spoken of him as a states-

man : the results of his administration

are obvious to all mankind.
But touching his speech on this oc-

casjon. As a composition, itwas feebler

than any thing even be ever put forth

:

from the first moment to the fast of the
long peri^ during which it crawled on
its tortuous and slimy way, there was

not one new argument in flivcRir of the

bill—one novel view of the subject—
one original idea— one happy illustra-

tion—one shadow of aught saving the

most threadbare common-places. The
mode, too, in which it was delivered

made it appear still more desperately

feeble than peradventure it might have

been from other lips. Afoul traitor,

borne down by the consciousness of his

own heinous guilt, could not, it did seem
to me, have pleaded before bis fellows in

a style ofmore abject depression. Ilis

own words in former days were ringing

in his ears, and stunning him with their

force. Conscious ofthe threatby which
he had extracted pledges from certain

^
of the tiinid, the lirne-serving, and the

deceived, he sunk under the conviction

of the despicable light in which he must
l>e regarded by those who had heard

liis 'big-mouthed declarations .against

the system proposed by Mr. j^anning.

He wlio now threatened to “ swamp”
(we thank the tliick-skulled Althorp
for the word) the lioiise of peers by an
extensive creation of those people who
would alone accept ofthe dignity under
such circumstances, felt that upon the

amendment of the Duke of Wellington

to Mr. Canning's com bill he had
uttered such sentiments as these

:

** Jf there should come a content betu'een

this house and a great portion of the people,

mji part is taken ; and with that order to

which I belong 1 will stand or fall. I

will' MAINTAIN, 10 TIIK LAST HOUR OF
MY EXlSTKNrU, JlIV PRIVILEOKS AND, IN-
iif.phni>kni:kof j nisHovse.”

—

Hamard*s
Parliamentai'y Debates,

Well! he proceeded ncveilheless,

and cautiously and earnestly disclaim-

ed all idea ofwishing to rekindle dying
animosities, or to arouse angry feelings.

Still it was impossible, even in his hu-
miliation, to rid his manner of its in-

herent offensiveness. His friends de-
clared that tlic object of his speech was
to conciliate—to confirm the waverers
in their dispositions to be false to their

own honour, and the safety of their

country. From them perhaps he got
full cr^it for bis good intentions; but
that the execution did not attend the

wish, is abundantly evident from the

observations of others. Lord Ellen-

boTough followed him, to move as an
amendment that the bill be reSd a
second time that day sii& months. Lord
Ellenborough’s speech was an ezlnfme-
ly able one: so it was atiknowledj^d

to be by friend and foe. 'He dbm-
pletely overthrew the crulie argumSnfs
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of those who, to fulfil an idle theory,

would vitally attack the constitution

by the destruction of all nomination

boroughs. He shewed ^hat the best,

the most intelligent, the most talented,

and the most independent members of

the house of commons were returned

for such boroughs ;
and by the force of

lucid argument, he triumphantly chased

away the miserable mist which his

ancient predecessor in the debate had
laboriously contrived to raise from the

foul exhalations of a thousand marshes

of sedition. The speech, I repeat,

was excellent; and it is not the first

excellent speech Lord Ellcnborough
has delivered. Yet, strange to say, none
.sufficiently appreciate his talent, ex-

cepting the vile Whigs, who writhe

under tlie iutliction of its lash. And*
why ? Simply for that he is personally •

disliked by all who do not know him

;

and tliat no man is disposed to retnder

justice' to one he dislikes. And why
is he disliked ? Because he wears his

hair after the Lacedemonian fashion,

and because his wife was pleased to

play him false. I'or the first, in a
country where every body is endea-
vouring to turn the laugh against his

neighbour, in order to escape being
laugfied at himself, it is, of course, be-

yond all romedy ;
but for the second,

leally seeing that it is a iiiisfortune he
sliares, not only with several members
of the prcinil cabinet, l)iii with the

most renowned heroes, from Cvesar to

Nu|>o!eoii, I think he has been most
hardly dealt with. It is too bad to

deride, and revile, and deny all credit

to one ]iarlicular peer on one .side of Uie

house because Ins lady is incontinent,

when there are so many noble lords on
.the other side of the house in perl]ap.s

precisely the same predicament, but
who are nevcrtheles.s allowed the full

.enjoyment of their senatorial laurels.

LiOrd LUciiborougli was replied to (so

in courtesy we must turn the phrase)
by the husband of the late T.ady Caro-
line Lamb, in a speech which was re-

markable for nolliing, except the speak-
er’s declaring that he had changed his

.Qpinions upon the question of reform,
without giving any semblance ofa rea-

son why he had been pleased to do so.

That most exemplary prelate, tlie

Bishop ofDurham, next addressed their

lordships. He exposed the fallacy so

often advanced, that the bill would be-

nefit tlie lowV orders ; and, alluding to

the arguments of certain very learned

persons on the Treasury benches, ob-

served—“ It has been urged that the
people are placed in a different situa-
tion by the progress of knowledge, by
what is called the march of intellect.

Unquestionably, knowledge is power ;

but unless it be under the control of
some higher principle, it is the power
of evil rather than of good. It is there-

fore the duty ofstate^nen to guide and
to restrain public opinion, not impli-

citly to follow it, or to yield to popu-
lar clamour.*' This opinion, by the

way, of the right reverend prelate’s,

respecting knowledge undirected by
principle and due discretion, is admi-
rably illuslrtited by the Hindu fable of
the four brahmins, who, returning from
a foreign city whcrj^;iri they had made
thcmselvc.s masters of all sciences even

the most occult, resolved to lake an
early opportunity of putting their

powers to some praclicaj proof. Tlie

occasion was not long wanting. They
met a Anintryman who was carrying

the disjointerl members f)f a tiger in the

skin. They seized his burden, and by
the mighty power of their art, reunited

the various fragments ofthe animal, and
once more breathed into his body the
breath of life. Their cxpoiimi^nt, in a
word, had been perfectly successful;

but, alits ! the fipa use the tiger made
of his restored vitality was to tear in

pieces the brahmins who employed
their knowledge after so indiscreet a
fashion. Here ends the fable, as it

well may, with the death of its heroes

;

and the moral is obvious : but 1 think

it may be carried yet farilier than was
contemplaled by the eiistern .'Esop, for

the mischief apsing from the mad use
of the powers w'hieli knowledge confers

does notecase with tlie death oflhe brah-
mins. The tiger once more lives ; and
a thousand other men, guiltless of the

fault of recalling hiin to existence, will

probably prove his victims.

The next speech to which I would
ailvert is that of the Earl of Shrews-
buiy. Pitiful it was in composition,

albeit manufactured by a Jesuit; and
in delifcry, although sjioken by a Tal-

bot. None, however, can dispute its

-value in proving to us the precise

worth of the oaths of Popish members
of Parliament, and ofthe other secu-

jrities” wherewith the Duke of Welling-

ton fondly imagined he had fenced the

.established church.

But to proceed: the Earl ofHarrowby
signalised himself by the liardiheod of
delivering a long speech in fiivour of

the second reading of the Reform bill,
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every passage of ^hich might be an-

swered by a corresponding passage in

that able speech which won him so

much liime last year. l/)rd Wharn-
cliffe repeated, after a worse style, all

that his noble brother in apostiicy had

already urged. Several noble lords de-

clared that they had been frightened

into a change ofopinion, and the Bishop

of London, the most fortunate and the

most worthless ofpedagogues, unblush-

iiigly stated, that if he had been present

at the division last year, he would have

voted for the second reading of the first

bill, notwithstanding the notorious fact

of his having preached an anti-reform

speech at his Majesty's coronation.

This paltry time-server wjjis followed

by the Bishop of Kxeter, a. now mem-
ber of their lordships’ house, and one,

be it remembered, who had never l)c-

fore addressed them uj)on any great

question regularly brought into discus-

sion. In this, therefore, his ‘first ap-

peal to their lordshi])s’ attention, he

wjis entitled to all courtesy. But how
was he received by the ministerial si<le

of the house ? I'ositively after a fashion

wliich would have disgraced the fre-

quenters of Mr. Hunt’s old spouting-

club, the llotuuda. The tailors and

linkers who meet ihej’e to shout blas-

phemy and sedition, could not possibly

treat any unfortunate geiiileuiari who
happened to rise amongst them to ex-

press dissent from their opinions in a
more unfair or more unjustifiable man-
ner than the ministers and their mutes

did the right reverend prelate. Six f>r

seven limes at least was he obliged

to claim the protection of the house

from unmannerly and brutal interrup-

tions by the noble tenants of the Tn a-

sury benclies. Diisubdueti, however,

and undaunted, he held his way, and,

ill spite ofall the disadvantages against

which he had to struggle, delivered one

of the most splendid orations ever heard

within the walls of their lordships'

house. From first to last there was
not one weak argument, one inappro-

priate expression. It was ont» mighty

and unfailing gush or eloquence, pros-

trating and hurling /brward in its im-

petuous sweep every thing that ven-

tured to resist its progress, and ever

gaining increased velocity and force

from the encounter with each obstacle

tha^ for a moment chafed its current.

But why was it, it may be asked, that

all the ordinary courtesies of the as-

[May,

seinhly were violated by certain noble

lords, and that towards a nev^member,
and one whose profession prevented

him from defending or avenging him-
self after that fasliion which would be
most likely to have weight with his

noble persecutors ! Simply because
they entertained the vain hope of being

thus able to extinguish a man of genius

whom they knew to he a I'outrance

opposed to them : and they knew they

might make the experiment safely in

the house— because be was a new
member— because he was a ehureh-
man, and could not defend himself

cind because, from his limited means,
and the humble situation he oc'cnpied

previous to iiis elevation to the right

reverend bench, it was most impro-
bable he could have any personal

friends in that dignified assembly ; and
they felt, moreover, that the excess of

indignat on which, under other circum-
stances, the jniblic would be sure to

entertain at their proceedings, was by
no means likely to be dis])luyod in be-
half of one who was labouring unrler a
load of obloquy— obloquy, loo, 1 be-
lieve, most lln(le^ervo(l. At the period
when the Duke of Wellington carried

the measure of Cutholie emancipation,
Dr. IMiilpotts was held u;> to the uni-
versal execration, by a largo portion of
the daily press,* as a vile apostate^ for

lucre’s sake, to the principles he had
so long professed, and so ably defend-
ed. lie did not condescend to answer
the charges which were preferred against

him ; but now let us inquire upon what
foundation they were fixed, lie ceased
to wnie against the measure. Why?
Most probably because, after his inter-

view with his (Jrace of Wellington, he
saw that the measure must be carried,

and, therefore, that his anti-catholic

efiijsions coiiltl no longer have any
effect, saving one wliich he w^ould most
anxiously avoid— the fomenting the
agiiHlion which prevailed throughout
FLngland. Next, he voted for Sir Ho-
bert Peel at Oxford. Now this is the
only positive charge that can be brought
against him. lie should, perhaps, have
abstained from ('oting on the occasion

;

it would have been better if he had.
At the same time, ifhe believed, as well
he might, that Sir Robert Peel’s reluc-

tant consent to the measure was given
under circumstances that left no stain

on his honour or pati'iot|sm, whatever
they might have done on liis judgment

* Among others, by ourselves.—O, Yi
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and firmness, I cannot recognise in it

more tHan a simple indiscretion, for

which no man should be visited with

the severe punishment which was

meted out to Dr. Philpolts. Next,

too, it was bruited abroad tliat Dr.

rhilpotts had, in private society, ex-

pressed himself not iin favourable to

emancipation, with suitable securities

for our establishments in church and

state. Now, a must ungenerous use

has been made of this; no ordiigeinan

even, who is undccpiaiiited witli the

circumstances which led to t!ie ])assing

of the bill, should presume to pro-

nounce a positive censure up«>ii Sir

llobcrt Peel, and much less upon Dr.

I’hilpotts. It is ungenerous— it is un-

fair. They are labouring uiid<ir the dis-

advantage of not being able to justify

themselves by a disclosure of the mo-*
lives wliich acted upon the one in a

greater, and upon the other in 4i less

degree. It is conjectured, and not

without reason, that the Duke of Wel-
lington had to choose lietweeii the Ca-
tholic bill and a rebellion in Ireland.

If he could have depended upon the

army, I do not think he would ha\e

hesitated in his choice ;
but 1 do be-

lieve he could not, at that time, <lepend

upon the army in Ireland. Tlie troops

had been tampered with most exten-

sively, and their fidelity to their colours

was at least very doubtful.* The agita-

tors of Ireland were then in close league

with the opposition parly in I’mnce

;

anil by Perier, Lafitte, and the leaders

of lliai party, it was at least declared,

alter the ])assitig of the bill, that they

well knew the fact tJ the army in Ice-

land having been in great part seduced

;

that if tiiere had not been emancipation,
there would have been a rebellion, and
that then at least one-half of our troops

would have deserted their standards.

If this be true, we shall surely find

some excuse for the duke in proposing
the bill, and for Sir Hubert Peel in ac-
ceding to it, although we may doubt
his judgment in deferring the inevitable

contest to an hour when it must be
entered upon, under, perhaps, still

greater dis^vantageSf and against still

more fearful odds. We may believe,

that, witli half his army, and the Pro-
testants ofIreland at his back, he might
have rode the rebels down in eight-aiid-

forty hours; but let nobody dare to

blame the ^uke for not engaging the

country in a civil war, while a hope,
however faint, of averting it yet re-

mained. lie, the most illustrious of
living men, may blame himself: but
it is not for us to presume to judge
him— it is not for us to say that even
he should nut be assailed by the appa-
rition of a civil war, and the iioeps

awful denunciation of him who calmly

could contemplate if

:

ia‘r/v ixtivef,

*'Os iraksfiot/ i^oLTui ox^viivTos’

Por myself, tlierefore, as a stanch Pro-

testant and Tory, I consider that Sir

Hubert Peel is to be pitied rather than
to be blairied ; aiul, eotibideriiig tliis,

can I, with any shew of justice, attach

tiie slightest reproaj,‘h to the name of Dr.

Pliilpotls. lie dissented from the mea-
sure to the last. W hen the riuke ap-
pealed to him, and probably laid before

iiiin the des[>erate goad by which he
was iiiged forward with the measure,
Dr. PlAlpotts may have acknowledged
the irresistible power of that goad, but
he never ceased to protest against the

insullieiency ofthe securities, and never
once tor a moment lent his sanction to

the particular measure which was car-

ried. This is ahundantly evident, from
the explanation of his conduct upon that

occasion, whielj the Hisliop of Exeter
gave in his place in the house of lords

some lime back, in tiie ])resenee, and
with the assent and siiyiport of the illus-

trious duke. With a patience under
unineiited taunts that is beyond praise,

' and a determimition not to avail him-
self of the insecure and unbecoming
medium of a newspaper to clear his

character, he.wailerl the opportunity
of doing so in an assembly where he
could do it with dignity and efiect,

and afier such a fashion as to leave no
lingering doubt upon the mind of any
honest man resyx^'ting the ymrity of
his motives. Nothing, therefore, could
luive been more unfair and ungontle-
matilikc than the subsequent attacks on
him in the house by peers, on most of
whom the very stain of political apos-
tacy, vftiich they attributed to him, was
deeply branded,*— nothing more ruf-

fianly than the rsmeorous malignity dis-

played against him in the whole Whig
ress, from the filthy Satirist to the

rutal Times, But such are always
the tactics of the Whigs and Radicals.

To weaken political opposition, they
vilify private character. Witness their

* We do not coincide witli our friend in these remarks
;
it was the minister's busi-

ness to have put down rebellion by military force.—O. V

.
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atrocious libels on tbe t)uke ot Cum-
berland ; their foul and most false

charges on the judicial purity of Lord
Lyiidhurst; their elanoers upon the

lionour of ladies, which every right-

Ihinking person must feel to be be-
low the dignity of man. In pursu-

ance of this system it is that they have
never ceased to attack the Bishop of
Kxeter in the only way that lies open
to them. Ihe unaffected simplicity

and piety of Ins private life afford no
scoj)e for scandal ; the discharge of
his pastoral duties is such as to wring
])raise even from his enemies. Tlie

only thing, therefore, which remains for

them, is vague, personal abuse, and the

positive charge of<9rhat they denomi-
nate his nittingon the Catiiolic question.

Tlie debate on which i have been speak-
ing, and to which I now return, aflbrds

an admirable illustratiori of this.

in the course ofan argument in which
he had been several times interrupted by
the petulance of the ministerial bench,
and which tended to prove that violence

was not essetitiid to a revolution, he
proceeded to remark, that many .sup-

porters of tl\e bill praised it for its re-

volutionary tendency ; and added, that

in the Tims he had, not long since,

read the following wonls, ns character-

ising the constitution ofthe land; “That
horrid old mockery of a free govem-
menl which we have been Intherto en-
during.'' This is the description ofthe
CNisting constitution given in a public
journal which has rendered the niost^

powerful support to this measure, and
ir/t/c/t is bciicvcii by many to breathe the

inspirations, if not of the Treasury it-

seif at least(fsome high officer or qffiiccrs

ofthe governmenty I no ^ ot say th at
THIS is well foukued. I no
KOT SAY THAT 1 BEf.IEVE IT: 1 only

say that such a ehaige has been made,
AMI) THAT IT IS BKLf EVEU BY MANY TO
BE TnuE." Here (quoth the Mirror of
Parliament) a noble viscount used 'a

strong expression, denying the truth of
the charge.

The Bishop ofKeener—“ I hkve only
said that it is believed by many, not
that I believe it.” ^

Now surely in this there was nothing
unparliamentnry«^nothing discourteous
—no^l^ personal. The prelate merely
stati^mt whichwas notorious,namely,
thatr many believed (and good reason
bad they for thus believing), that tlie

Timen^ was the organ of tlie radical
party in the cabinet. After chill ebul-
lition of party rancour, he was suffered

to proceed with less interruption tO

Ihe close of his admirable speech. The
Bishop of LlandafTthen atinoiinced his

change of opinion ; and the frothy ver-

biage of l^anSBowne next vexed the

drowsy ears of their lordships, who
found themselves so fatigued by his

‘damnable iteration* ofcommon plac^,

that it was found necessary to adjourn

the debate immediately after the exhi-

bition of his soporiftc.

The debate was adjourned for two
days. Lord Wynford was in posses-

sion of the house. When he had con-
cluded, my Lord DiMiam rose ! Gentle
reader, if you wish to bring Lord Dur-
ham before your ‘ mind’s eye,' figure to

yourself a genllemiin with a mahogany-
coloured ' face, lank black hair, a most
‘sinister aspect,—that peculiar expres-

*sion ofcountenance which distinguishes

a person in the jaundice, and that nar-

row, finintellcclual monldiiigofheadand
brow, and that especial style of features,

which we observe in the worst class of

half-castes. Imagine to yourself, at the

same time, a dingy dandy, with clothes

cut in the first fashion, and the hair

smootheddo\vri,and oiled most carefully,

and you cannot fail to be successful in

your wish ;—his lordship is before you

:

you have now only to fancy him suddenly

inspired by ‘ the sweltering venom ' of
TWO days, and you will be enabled to

enjoy the flowers of his oratory. 1 take

the speech which he himself wrote for

the Mirror of Parliament, and which
is in many respects different from that

whioh he spoke in the house ; but of
that I am willin*jr to give him all the

bcQcflt. I shall simply remark, that

he has, with very creditable taste,

omitted all the dramatic portion of it,

—the stage directions, and so forth.

Such as—[Iiere the noble lord was sO
aflccled that he could not proceed for

some moments] ; and [here the strong

emotions of the noble lord rendered
him inaudible for some moments],-^
and the like, lie has also very pro*,

perly omitted the allusion to his fti-

mily misfortunes. To feel deeply on
such occasions is natural ; and to

utterance to that deep feeling is becom-
ing;

Sed nunc non erat his locus.

God forbid that I should not believe

his grief sincere; and that I should
not sympathise with such grief, who-
ever may be the moumer< But I do
think, that any allusions whatsoever to
‘ the lost and lovely,* are 111 mixed up
with die coarsest and foulest abuse of
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fi Christian prelate. 1 tliink, too, that

under any. circfmstances, in a debate

on a public question, and still more in

a discussion wherein he conceived his

own honour was affected, noble

lord might have spared himself and
the house the pain of such allusions.

The deepest and deadliest loss in this

fleeting world of ours is the loss of

honour,—that loss which no time can

mitigate, no blessing can requite.

But let us proceed. The noble lord,

after giving his predecessor in the de-

bate credit for due courtesy, proceeds

to say, in his own report, wherein the

gross offensiveness of the expressions is

something diluted, and in fact the pur-

port altered ; for he never made any
allusion whatsoever to historical fa^ts

:

** Very different was the tone and temper
of his speech from the exhibition made
from the right reverend bencli the other

night,—an exhibition, my lords, on thb,

J3.»rt ofa right reverend prolate, ofwhich
1 shall only say, that in coarse and viru-

lent invective, malignant and false in-

sinuation, and the grossest perversion

of historical facts, decked out in all

the ciioicest flowers of his well-known
jiamphloteering slang—”
The Earl ofWinchclsea rose to order,

and said, I think it would ill l^ecome

this assembly, or me, who am a member
of it, to allow such personalities to be
offered in it, more especially to an in-

dividual sitting in a quarter of the house
in wliich the right reverend prelate al-

luded to is. My Lords, on iiis part
1 WILL SAY THAT 1 SCORN THE IN-
SI N IMTfON MADE BY THE NOBLE LORD.”
To this very intelligible compliment the

noble lord, with his characteristic pru-
dence, made no reply ; and Lord Win-
chelsea, upon the interference of Lords
Holland,Grey, and Buckingham,moved
that the words *

false and pamphleteer-
ing slang,’ be taken down, and Lord
Durham resumed. He said, ** the

noble duke (Buckingham) will admit
that there was an insinuation made by
that right reverend prelate last night,

against bis Majesty^s ministers, with
regard to a connexion on their part with
the press. It would be gross affectation

in me, my lords, to deny that 1 did
know that the expressions of the right

rev. prelate did apply to me, having
been told by those who had read them,
that the same charge has been directly

made against me, by name, in some of
those weekly pablications which are

distinguished for b^g the receptacles

of every sort of scurrility and in-
decency. When, therefore, I found*
that charge repeated in your lordships’

bouse, and conveyed in such teitns

that 1 could not doubt H was meant
to apply to me, 1 was determined to

take the first opportunity of stating to

your lordships that it was false and
scandalous. I now rest, for any noble
lord to take down my words.”

Here is admirable logic 1 He knew
the right reverend prelate alluded to

him, because, forsooth, the Ag^ and
the John Bull had, he teas toid^ accused
him ofcommunicating with the Times;
and because (which is evidently ftiise)

this charge was repeated in such terms

that he could not doubt it was meant
to apply to himr. Now,*pitc]nng the

neivspapers aside, for tliey have no-
tliipg to do with the matter, we may
observe, the terms in whicli the bishop
spoke were general,and, mostdScidedly,
to none coidd they convey the insinua-

tion ofa special charge, excepting to one
most curious, from an ill-conditioned

nature, in detecting matter of offence

to himself in every gtMieral charge of
baseness that was made, or else to one
nervously alive, from a cousciousnes.s

of his own delinquency, to evciy even
random shaft that seemed to approach
him,—to one •

('onscius, et cui forvens

iEstuat occultis animus, st3mperque

tacendis.

I have now done with his lordship’s

speech ; for that piirt of it which re-

ferred to the que.stion is stale and
paltry beyond 'measure. The Bishop

,
of Exeter rose to explain, amidst some-
thing very like the*nootings of the mi-
nisterial benches. Offensive expres-

sions were addressed to him by several
* barons bold.’ He was obliged to call

upon the Marquess of ^lanricarde, for

example, ** to speak out, so that hemight
answer him,” and having stated that (as

was obvious to ail) he had only spoken
generally, he proceeded to allude to a
particular occasion, in which tlie appa-
rent connexion between the government
and the newspapers*was wonderfully

strong. He then retried to the notice

which was given in the TVmes, of the

23d of January, of the letters written

by the Duke of Buckingham and his

son to his majesty and his majesty’s

secretary; and observed, that *'tfie

nature of the correspondence was so
distinctly stated, that the infonnatim

must have come from some oiie wnd
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had access to that correspondence,

and that it appeared to him more pro-
bable it came from one of the members
of government than from the duke/*

Uis grace then stated that he had \vrit-

ten to his majesty— that he gave no
copy of that letter, and that he had read

it only to two of his own family and
the Duke of Wellington. This much
of his gracefs observations was clearly

heard ; but some doubt is entertained

as to the precise impression intended

to be conveyed by the remainder. The
Times report makes him say that part

of his letter was inserted verbatim in

that journal, and this fact the Times
has since denied. Others, with greater

fairness, represent the noble duke as

having simply said, that the substtance

of liis letter was given with perfect ac-

curacy in the Times

;

and this is the

fact : and passages from the duke's let-

ter, 1 bfllieve, were therein published,

under the impression tlyit they were
taken from a letter written by another

noble personage. The modern .lunius,

as Jones styles himself, falsely and
basely insinuates that he received the

iiifonnatioii from Lord Nugent. Now,
all men wdl admit that the other par-

ties accused are much more capable of
an action so dishonourable.

Earl Grey then* denied all connexion

with the TimeSf which was scarcely ne-

cessary, and accused the bishop ofwant
of Christian charity, which called for a
second explanation, and that was given

in these terms :— •

** My lords, 1 distinctly decluro that

1 never meant to charge the noble baron
with communicating any particulars to

the Times

;

but X said that there was an *

apparent general connexion between that

paper and certain members of the govern,

ment. Ifa declaration ofwhat was passhig
in the inner mind be extorted from it, it is

a little too muel^to say that 1 meant it far
an insinuation, I declared from the lirst

that 1 did not mean to charge the noble

baroii vidtli any particulars, although 1

seem to have been mistaken by the noble
marquess near me. Some of my right

reverend friends did not ^link that 1

alluded at all to tl|B noble boron.'*

1 have now done with tliis unseemly
squabble, which ^covers the ministers

and their friends with such infinite dis-

grace ; and of the debate itself I shall

say little more. It presented few new
features; the principal were, that un-
answerable proposition enunciated by
the Bishop of Exeter, that the publi-
cly of the debates had already sub-

jected parliament to a democratic in-

fluence so great, tbat^ny increase of
it must entirely destroy the balance of
the constitution ; and the exposure, by
the Duke of Wellington, of the fraud

which government had practised on
the people, in representing his majesty

us most internperately eager for reform,

when, in truth, he was perfectly in-

diflereiit upon the subject. Upon the

whole, the debate languished from the

first:— even Lord Brougham, who is

generally so amusing, was dull and
maudlin; neither iiis felicity in anec-
dote or sarcasm, nor his powers of
happily applying something quaint and
striking, from an immense mass of
vague and superficial knowledge, was
brought into action. Lord Lyndhurst
spolce admirably, but not with his usual

spirit. The subject was utterly ex-

hausted. The revolutionists had been
hundred times defeated in argu-

ment already : it wa.s therefore beyond
measure depressing to be obliged once
more to trample on a foe wlio can op-
pose little more than a mere inert re-

sistance. Lord Grey replied after a
fashion ; and the house divided. The
result is known to the country.

And now, what have we left to hope?
Perhaps the IMates who suffered the

time-hallowed constitution of our once
great and happy country to be drugged,
as it were, to the foot of the scaffold,

may yet relent; and when their idle

expectations of ** extracting the venom*’
from a mass of poison, by subjecting
it to the alembic of a committee, are
dashed to the eaith, peradventure they
may, at the eleventh hour, rescue that

constitution, by some uiiwortliy stra-

t^em, from the gripe of the e.xecu-

tionel*. Should this, in the fulness of
time, come to pass, we shall rejoice

exceedingly. To them be the shame

—

the benefit to us ! The country, how-
ever it may despise the instrument, will

have good right to return its humble
tlianks to Heaven for a deliverance
from the dire evils wherewith it has
been tlireatened. And who would
have a just cause to complain I Some,
perchance, whose expectations of a
share in th£! elective franchise liave

been highly raised. Their murmurs,
however, would be groundless; for all

just claims would hereafter be assuredly

conceded. But decidedly Lord Grey
and his followers would have no ri^ht

to complain. He whd moved the in-

serlioii of the divorce clause, and they
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\ivho supported it, after having strenu-

ously opposeni the second reading of

the bill of pains and penalties against

Queen Caroline, can never dare to

murmur at any parliamentary man-
oeuvre, however foul. They who vi-

gorously maintained, during all the

preceding stages of the bill, that the

Queen was “ pure innocence,” and
then, in the committee, carried a clause

pronouncing a punishment for her in-

nocence greater than the bill proposed

for her guilt, and this for the base pur-

pose of preventing the right reverend

bench from voting on the third reading

of the measure— they most certainly

can raise no cry against any attack,

however insidious, iiowevcr treacherous

it may be. But, for me, 1 entertaiy no
such ho))e. I believe that die liOrd

hath hardened their hearts; and that,

like that same accursed wavercr IMate,

they will permit the execution to

coed, contenting themselves with pro-

testing that they have no share in it,

and that they w'ash their hands of the

guilt. Perhaps, however, the ** waiters

on Providence”— those who absented

themselves from the division, to see in

which way the tide of fortune set, may
grow ashamed of their apostasy, and
arrive, at the close of the engagement,

a precious reinforcement to secure our

triumph. This I cannot imagine. I

cannot suppose that men wlio, craven-

like, tiling back in an encounter wherein

there was question of honour or in-

famy, of life or death, will now press

nobly forward, when the dangers are

I infinitely increased and the prospect

of success proportionably diminished.

I believe the bill will be read a third

time, and this without a new crea-

tion. Lord Grey dares not *make

peers; but I believe the bill will be

read a third time— and, merciful

Heaven! what is our prospect? The
two houses of parliament will have

virtually abdicate their high functions

in favour of the rabble. Will the mo-
narch then interpose with his preroga-

tive to stay the demon of destruction ?

Will he have read the hand-writing on

the wall, and see that the glory is on
the eve of departure from fiis house and

from his people? Alas, alas 1 we have

a Richard the Second when we need

All ^ward the First. There is no

hope—^no hone save in the merciful
goodness of Providence, so often dis-K in the fortunes of this kingdom.

t us not utterly despair. ITiis is

not the first, albeit the worst and bit-

terest agony of our country’s fate. In
a passage of the preface to Clarendon's

works 1 find the germ of hope, and I

embrace the omen that it offers. The
words of encouragement which it

breathes seem prophetically enunci-

ated to give us consolation in those

latter days when the ends of the world
seem come upon us.

Tlie writer says, “ Our constitution

is the main point ever to be regarded,

which, God be praised! hath been
preserved through so many ages and
after alluding tb the viffious attempts

overthrow it, formerly by violence,

aiyl more recently by an appeal to tlie

people, parliament yet sitting, he de-
clares that tlie latter is noPlikely to

be more etipctiial than some others

that have been tried before
;
since we

have the experience that no violence,

or almost ruin, hath hitherto hindered
it from settling on its old founda-
tions.”

Let all, then, embrace with me this

omen! Let us hope, tliat, even at

the worst, our trials will be only for a
time, and that our*glorious constitu-

tion, however tempest-tost, will once
more settle on its old foundations!

Let us believe, though power may be
for a season permitted to wicked men,
that in the end they will be scattered

and confounded. Let us believe

—

and the very belief must bring to pass
the consummation we devoutly wish

* —let us believe, ihht although tlie Lord,
fur his own wise but inscrutable pur-

poses, may sufier the banner of our
constitution to be laid prostrate and
dishonoured—though, like the head
of Hector in his owti native laud,
Ip U Tar^iSl yaifi, it be dragged in the

dust—although it be steeped in the

blood of martyrs, and polluted with

the blood of traitors, it shall yet be
raised to i^s ancient height of gloiy

:

it shall yet float free and triumphant

from the towers of our Zion, on the

breezes of a great anA happy land—the

delight, the pride, the wonder of sue*

ceeding generations.

VV.I.H.
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BViBTLISS TO THE LITERATI. EO. IV.

; LETTER 0]p VX8COVMT DUKCANNON, M.P.,TO ARCHIBALD JOBBRY, ESQ., EX-M.r.

Deae Sir,
Although you and 1 ha?e had the fortune of sittinp; on different sides of

the House during your stay in Parliament, I need not say that I highly esteemed

the principles on which you generally acted, and which must be the principles

of practical men, who know the world, on all sides of every legislative assembly

on the face dfthe earth. Jobbing is indeed a word peculiarly ofWhig invention,

and its most flourishing and palmy period was under the dynasty of Sir Robert
Walpole, the Whig minister par excellence. If truth must be spoken—and as

this IS a confidential letter 1 do not see why it should not—the destruction of
jobbing commenced with the accession of the Tories to power. The Whigs, in

'fatal moment, about the beginning of the reign of George III., allied themselves
with the rabble leaders, whom, in the days of their own domination, they had
scourged very efficiently ; and, under the delusion that they might oust Lord Bute,
commenced ^|le clamour against place, pay, pension, sinecure, &c., &c., which,

to the infinite chagrin of all true WUgs, thej' have found themselves compelled
to keep up ever since. Tt was verf well for the rabble to do this, because the

great body of the shirtless had no chance of ever getting any of the things

against ^hich they bawled ; and Wilkes, besides, saw that he could raise some
money off the corporation, and stuff himself into one of their best places, as he
did, -by the noise ; but such blinded policy on the part of the Whig leaders of
that day is to me inconceivable. The mob have always been dangerous allies

for us Whigs ; even if we carry a victory by their meiins, it is a barren triumph,
and destitute of the legitimate quantity of plunder.

We of course talk loudly of the disinterested virtues of our great families;

and at this present moment Lord Brougham threw in the Duke ofWellington’s face

the great estates of the Whig leaders, as a proof that his Grace was mistaken as

to die quantity of property embarked in the cause of reform ; on which several

blockish lords raided what the people in my own country call a hullabulloo, just

ns if Brougham had done something quite clenching; and 1 see the newspapers on
our side are triumphing over it as a floorer. Tlicse newspapers of ours are, after

all, the dullest of Viuman creatures. If they knew any thing about the business,
they would not have said a word on such a subject. To me, I own, the assertion

tif Brougham was most melancholy ; for it put me, in mind of the days gone by,

—

parted, like Ajut,'as my friend Sam Rogers—mind, the real Sam, the poet, not
the sham Sam, the punsjter,—says in one of his books,

—

" Parted, like Ajut, never to return,”

How came these pibperties ? There are the Bedfords. Ask John Russell, who
is a historian, a poet, a pamphleteer, and all that ; and he can tell you how their

•property was derived. Or go look at Burke’s 'letter to Lord Fitzwilliam, and he
will explain it to you at full length. I forget Burke, because tlie man’s writings

(to say nothing of their being so completely refuted by Sir James Macintosh)
Jiept the Whigs out of place for thirty years ; and they are therefore not pleasant

reading for liberal miuds ; but 1 think be says of his own pension, that it was
granted by a gracious sovereign (meaning, of course, the sovereign then on the

throne— for all kings are gracious while Uiey are alive), while the estates of the
Russells were derived from gross jobbing, sanctioned by an atrocious tyrant

(Uiereby meaning a king who was dead ; for, indeed, if tlie prince alluded to had
not been as dea^ as Harry the Eighth, Burke never would have bestowed upon
him such an appdlation). Junius also will throw some light upon the doings
ofthe Bedfords a'generatioa or two back ; and, on the whole, they well deserve

the name of the Leviathans of jobbing, their fiit, blubber, train-oil, all and
every thing being job, job, job.

. By the way, 1 do not think it was quite fair in my worthy and venerable unde,
Fitzwilliam, to allow Burke to write to him in such a style, llis own family
has had no light finger in picking up the public proceeds. In the fooi-books
called peerages you will see a lot of nonsense aoout Sir William Fitzgodric,
cOusin to Edward the Confessor, and Sir William Fitzwilliam, i^bassador at|h«
court of Wiltiam, Duke of Nonnaikly [where do they find these Sirs among-^
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SaiEons ?] ; but ihe troth that the ancestor ofthe FitzwiUiains was an okl pawn<a>

broking tailor in the days of Queen Elizabeth, who jibbed a good deal under
Wolsey ; and the Irish estates, about which Milton now writes CTety now and
then to

** Dear Challoner,” wei-e lifted off the barbarian Irish in the usual way.
To be sure; his lordship voted for the emancipation of the descendants of thow
persons whose estates ne holds, which was very kind and considerate ; and, in

the true Whig sense of the word, Liberal. But still, it was shabby in my uncle
to permit a brother jobber to be abused by Burke. I do not like these things,

my dear Jobbry, believe me, I do not. *

Wolsey founded also the illustrious” house of Cavendish, and that in the
good old style ; and their Irish fortune came through the Boyles, from the great
Earl of Cork. Puckler Muskau is impertinent enough to say, that the Duke of
Devonshire, the great sultan of the fosnionable world, as he calls him, has the

face ofa Merino sheep. This, I say, is shockingly impertinent, and the more so^

as it is most provokingly true. But, be that as it may, it requires a face of brass
to say that the Duke’s property was acquired by means that give him a title to

be a practical authority in the cause of autijob reform.

As to the Chancellor of the puchy of Lancaster, ftiy nobl^ friend Lord
Holland, how did he get his money? Qh, Mr. Jdhbryl Mr. Jobbry I these
were glorious days, when paymasters of the forces could put their hands upon
** unaccounted millions.” Indeed, Sir Stepnen Fox, a distinguished senator,”

as the peerages call him, was no biiljudge of the best means of featlforing his

nest^ but the 6rst Lord Holland! Oh! he was the«model of a Whig patriot,

and his manifold virtues have descended among his successors. Charles Fox,
himself, our own great leader, well valued the great merits of his fother. When
Alderman Sawbridge was thundering away in one of those indefensible speeches
which are now and then inflicted upon Parliament against ** the corrupt plun-

derer of unaccounted millions,” Cnarley quietly replied, sotto voce of course.

Unaccounted indeed ! What a bounce! Why there never were more than

throe millions in all ; my brother Stephen can account for one, and 1 have pretty

well settled another.”

Then there is my l^rd Privy Seal, my dear Jobbiy. A iftore regular hand
than the founder of the family in Ireland, Sir William Petty, the Surveyor-General

and Commissioner for die Distribution of the Forfeited FiStates in Ireland, never
was known at the bar of the Old Bailey. He went to Ireland an apothecary,

on tliree shillings a-day ; but, by judiciously distributing the lands of the O's and
Macs into his own pocket, he died worth what was 15,000/. a^ear in those days;
60,000/. at least in ours. He was the prince ofjobbers ; and, to do his descendant

justice, he holds with close fist what his honoured ancestor took with open palm..

Indeed, an ancestor of my own, Sir J^bn Ponsonby, fingerod the debentures

prettily enough, and thereby reared the fortune of our ftimily f but he was nothing

•to the l^nsdownes.
, ^

But I need not detain you to tell of the Graftons and Bichmonds, though
that’s pretty well gone by ; or the Fitzgeralds of Ireland, or the Hamiltons of
Scotland; or any of the other great men of the bill. They are all sons ofjob-
Ung; so that when Brougham, in answer to the Duke, descrited these noble

personages as representing the property of the country, he spoke very truly, in a
certain sense ; for it is indeed the property of the country, which they have con^
•trived to get into their hands, that gives them any title to the seats th^ occupy;

You know all this, mydear sir, and could, no doubt, handsomely dilateupon
the theme; but what I chiefly write about, is to assure yon that you wrongous

excessively in thinking that our coming across, chatterinf^ -i&e pyets, as yon
'express yonrself, (a phr^ that has much chagrined isy nmd Macaulay, who
takes it to be intended for him,) was to make any inaleral4inange in the doing
of business. It was, I am bbU^ to say it, a conclusion for too hastily adopted

by a man ofyour liberal ideas. It was very well for us, when we were otit,

to make a noise ; but of course it was only consistent in us, when we .got in,

business as business ought to be done. For example, we roared against

Tkird Eldon Ibi^is delayX inOhaiicefy, and Michael Angelo Thylor used to conte

down* every now and foen, figged up wltb a tong speech for so little a'vum; filler

ne all at dinner, and blow up ^tfie old Chancellor. Aecoidtiigly,‘vmii

came in, Speed was tlie'oider ofihe day ; but, ihy dear JAbp^,'iiieB

who know the world were not deceived. Tlie arrear is just as great ihis minute
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as h ym in the old time, though it may take anodier shap^j fn like manner;

eyery successive secretary at war was beautifully badgered for yrhippiug soldiers;

and the woes of sensitive grenadiers, detected in liquor, and tickled with the cat,

formed, the theme of many a dolorous speech, llus was when we were out.

When we are in, you see, Hobhouse himself, the very man who was most pathetic

over the tender backs of tipsy lifeguardsmen, and the injured feelings of petty

larceny lightbobs,«now filling the office, and declaring it as his sincere conviction

that whipping is a moilt wholesome exercise, and a sound moral discipline. Sq
in the civil list, we put tlie Duke of Wellin^on out of office because his list was
too large. When we succeeded td his place, we voted every item which be bad
propoM. The pension-list remains shilling for shilling as it was ; and Uie old

dowagers, over whom you lament, Mr. Jobbry, have not lost a farthing of their

snuff-money. We talked of retrenchment,—and our army and navy estimates

are greater than yours. We were very sharp on Goulbiim for blundering in

matters of finance,—we .set up Lord Althorp purely for the purpose of defending

Goulbum’s character. The laws were to nave been amended; -we have done

nothing in that, except the making a famous job, suqli as would give delight to

your own p&iiiotic heart, in the Bankruptcy Court. Not one of your own
schemes was better covei(ii over with the pretences of patriotism and disinterest-

edness than the appointment of **
tl^e four honours to win us the odd trick.''

But, without going further, need I point out to your admiration the conduct of

the worthy and venerable premier himself} * Since the good days ofthe Walpoles,

was there ever a prime minister who quartered his family— his kith and kin, as

we say in Ireland—so beautifully and so liberally on the public. Are there not

fifteen Greys now in office,~a pretty team, drawing at least 100,000/. a-year f

which, when reduced to francs, is 3,500,000. Ilow Casimir Perier’s eyes would
glisten if he saw that sum sinking into his own purse 1 And need 1 point out

to you the illustrious house of Plunkett? Peg Plunkett, in my father's time,

was the most famous person of the family. She, as the stoi^ goes, very parti-

cularly patronised tlie Irish bishops of her day ; but I doubt if she ever din any
thing like the business in the way of patronage which is new exhibited by the

noble lord who at present has the Church of Ireland in his keeping. He and
his pick up at least 80,000/. a-year, which is no bad thing, when we consider

what was bis stock in trade when he began business.

As for myself, dear Jobbry, I have only the woods and forests, and mirch is

not to be done there. I confess it is something amusing to the son of the Bari of
Besborough to be u sort of upper servant to Mr. Spring Rice ; but men of sense,

you know, swallow those things. I have only one small matter to observe con-

nected with my department. That highly respectable and honourably-minded
individual, Lora Goderich/who sits now^as colleague with Grey, after having been
a colleague of LivcArpool— who uowccalls Brougham his political friend, after

having &en the friend of Canning ;
— this worthy man, this true disciple of the

Jobbry school (of which, indeed, he might serve as the model and exemplar),

obtained, through his Tory connexion, a grant in Carlton Gardens, which, now
he is a VVhig minister, he has contrived to sell for a good round sum— the uews-
pajpers say 25,dU0/. Is not this a capital job? I am sure your heart warms to it.

With respect to my office in the House—that ofwhipper-in—I can only say,

that the longer I fill it, the more is my veneration for the great man whom 1 have
succeeded. I imitate him in every particular as closely as 1 can, adoring the

tr^es of his footsteps from afar. 1 cannot flatter mj^f fbat I succeed in every

thing, for genius is inimitable. Industry may, howevdr, do much ; and perhaps
the rature nistorian of the House of Commons, when his task leads him to speak
ofour important ^nction,^ may say that among the wh^pers-in of that assembly,

inferior only to the illustrious name of Billy Holmes, is that of,

Dear Sir, your obedient servant,

WHtehall Fhce. Dukcannok.

P.S. Do come into the House, and join us, You see the sagacious, the old

veterans, such as Harrowby and others, have ratted to ns already. I am sure a
^an of your sense, on reflection, most see that the Reform BiiV'^hich has so

n^h gnnoyed you, is a job in all its parts. One of its principu objects is to
jmb Bmam from Lord D. ; and I am sure vau will say mat that is a laudable

wd inteliigilde obiect.
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THE PRESENT CONDITION OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS.

No one can look at the conduct whjph
has been for some time displayed by
Whig and Tory, ministry and oppo-
sition, ruler and subject, without se-

riously inquiring whether theie be any
conceivable shame or calamity which
is not cn the eve of falling on this

unhappy empire.

Still the pitiful copyists ofFr.ince>

it seems to continue our grand rule,

that governments exist for no other

object than to enable contending par-

ties and lactions to tyrannise and de-

stroy each other; that in the manage-
ment of public ail&irs this ob|ect only

is to be regarded ; and that laws have
no validity when distasteful to will and
physical power.

TheWhig ministry has been in office

great part oftwo years, and dining this

long period it has occupied itself prin-

cipally with the Reform questioi^ To
the utmost point every other matter

connected with national interests has
been neglected, postponed, or made
subservient to this : the cry has been,

agitate not this, it will injure reform— «

that must be done in such a way, be-

cause it will promote reform 1 And
thus, what necessity hilt' preserved

from total disregard, has only been
done in the most improper manner.
And what is this Rmjjm question?

One, on the avowal of its more candid
> sRppotlefB, for crushing one party and
making another despotic— for.jmabUnff

*

oneportion ofthecommuni^mrob and
mvfaf tbeodie^;—onewKb Uk pro-'

dneed inansQ^the eeifil of civil war,
end thieatttpio produce all thereat
VA Uw^y||p4 vyjlfiA bsiiustry, if

•

even this question had beendbreed on
it, would have remembered that its

duty was t(frespect the just rights and
feelings of all, and to set it at rest in

the most speedy manner, with refer-

ence only to the general interests of the
empire. It would have acted tJic part

of moderator, poured wine and oil into

the wounds of domestic peace, and
taught the revolutionary lower orders
that the better ones were their brethren.

The Whig ministry has done exactly

the reverse. Forcing on the question
as Its own beloved offspring, it has
used it directly and coUateially as an
engine for aggrandising the Whigs and
destroying the Tories, feeding convul-
sion, and imyting the tuo great divi-

sions of society to war for each other's

extermination.'* JVcver, in modern
times, did the institutions and good
feelings of this country receive such a
tremendous shock as they have re-

ceived from this ministry.

A question like tbit^ which, on the

part of its patents and supporters, is

one of fierce and sweeping agg^ion,
is used to array national animosity
against, first, the Hottte of Commons,
then the House ofPeers, and next, the

Established Churc^ The courtesies

and humanities pf cmJUsed warfore are

savagel]^ refoaedr defence is unpardon-
able guilt, and success is to be attained

even throu^ llm demolition of' these

venerable institutions.* And who are

at the bead of the crusade? Why, the

king'b ministers*

u naturally enough bmppena, tha| *

the snored precepts offee eOhstitoikni

an^ fee laws- sfeiid in ,
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that they are discovered to be fit ob-
jects of destruction. Laivless ends
require lawless means, ilow could
your Whig minister overthrow the

constitution, should he spare the laws

which protect it ? The example of the

ruler is too good to be lost on the sub-

ject. To carry reform, I will put

the laws under my feetl’’ cries the

former; ^‘anci 1 will do die

responds the latter : 1 will set aside

the sovereign and the peers 1*' declares

the one; **and I will pay no taxes,

and obey no constituted authorities 1”

ejaculates the other. An unlimited,

irresponsible executive, and an ungo-
vernable people, are, on tlie ruins of

law, placed ngfore us. And who lead

in this great work ? Why^the king’s

ministers.
* *

And, in the name of satiety, is net

this enough? No, foolish inquirer; it

‘would leave something still untouched,

which ought to be the object of na-

tional reverence ! Tlie sovereign first is

held forth as a fiery partisan in the

question ; In the most unconstitutional

and unseemly manner he is dragged

from the throne, and used as the leader

of one part of his subjects in an offen-

sive war against the other; the world

is assured that hq is the assailant of

law and institution—of all he is so-

lemnly sworn to defend. When he
has been so far treated in this foul and
barbarous manner, that he is rendered

an object of distrust and animosity to

his peers and the better classes, he is

seized, and so dealt wUh,^at the bru-

tal insults and execrations of the rest

of his subjects are showerdd on him.

And who are the actors here ? Why,
the king^s ministers.

What, more yet? Yes; the sove-

reign is incapacitated for discharging

his duties. Hq is' bound to such ser-

vants and advisers alone as are desti-

tute of bis confidence—^UXJuch as have
given him the most criminal advice—
to such as have brought him into this

fearful conflict with his people, for re-

fusing to do what they themselves

acknowledge would be evil. And who
here are the leaden*? Why, the king’s

ministers.

Thus, then, in the most revolutionary

of times, the House of Commons, the

House of Peers, the Church, the Laws,
and the Sovereign, are severally and
collectively made the objects of na-

tional animosity, and even vengeance ;

they are hdd up to not only public
hatred, but destruction, by the pro-
ceedings of the king’s ministers. And
let nr\ heart ennobled by a drop of that

pure and chivalrous blood which won
the rights and liberties of England,
ever forget that this is done, not to

give bread to the hungry and clothing

to the naked, not to remedy real pub-
lic grievancesand necessities ; but solely

to change the balance ofpower between
profligate parties and factions, and
enable one to prevail against another.

And also let it never be forgotten,

that the defence put forth by the pa-
rents of these proceedings only renders
their guilty character the more evident.

After proclaiming in every direction,

by sound of trumpet, that the king
was as fanatical reckless in the
cause of reform as themselves, and bad
empowered them fully to create any
number of peers they might decide on,
these men resign office because he will

not accept their advice for the oreation

f
of peers. On the evidence contained
in this of falsehood, and of effort to

deceive the country and intimidate the
upper nouse ofparliament by falsehood,

no enlargement is necessary.

Earl Grey* admits, that the practical

* Those who wish to see the pretended right to create peers satisfactorily

disposed of, have only to consult Earl Grey's defence of it, in reply to the Huko
it Wellington’s masterly exposure of its character. The right, forsooth ! exists,

because Tinthout it the Peers might combine against the Crown and Commons, and
they would not be limited, aa every thing in our system is. Js it possible in the
nature of tilings fbi. them so to combine 1 No ; and if they should, what could they
acoowlieh against the Grown and Commons? Nothing. They are effectually

limiw .'by tiieii orhx intereats ond powers. And what limit would nis lordship put
<m .theiii? One wbidh would limit them from deliberation and jiidgmeht, destre^

tiidm In regard to the more important (ff their judimal functions, and make the
e^b^tive untiniited and irresponsible. And this is from a prime minister ! 0,
lAi^e on the ignorance ahd imbecility ! stiU dilate on hia ofwn irare cbarai^r
and motivesf let him no longer deceive himaelfjPiler m one gives, him orfdit>^
possessing either. When future oabmets shtdl tyrannise and oppr^ tinon^h'the

^obtEupt peers, indignant ai|d enffering England will not Eeil
^02ey;^|he tndte toW and hie order, who esteMwd tbefiee^^fi
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suppression of the House of Peers by
creation wo^ld be an evil act; and
Lord Palmerston owns, that it ought

only to be done in an extreme case.

If, then, the extreme case be not fairly

established by proof, ministers stand

convicted of mul guilt by themselves.

Where are we to find such proof? It

is notorious, that if their bill had, on
its introduction, been of fiur more li-

mited operation, and liad contained

many more securities, it would have
been about as acceptable to the body
of the reformers as it has been. Tlie

first item of proof, viz. that they were
compelled to place it so far in hostility

with the feelings of the Peers, is want-
ing; and wc have demonstration of
tlie contrary. •

Instead of having, before they intro-

duced it, reasonable assurance that

such a bill would be passed by the

Peers, they had a moral certainty that

it would be rejected ; they knew that

many of the Whig peers—saying no-
thing of the Tory ones—withheld their

sanction. The second item of proof,

viz. that they did not voluntarily pro-

pose such a bill, without discliargiiig

their duty in obtaining satisfactory

grounds of belief that it would be
passed by the Peers, is also wanting

;

and we have proof of an opposite

description.

It is abundantly manifest, that if

they had from the first declared they
would obey the laws and established

usage, and would not pretend to reform
the one division of the legislature by
demolishing the other, the bill might
have been greatly modified, without •

any call for new peers, or convulsion.

Every one knows the revolu^onary

clamour for the passing of the bill

without alteration, by means of new
p^rs, originated mainly in the inform-

ation they circulated, that they would
seek, or had obtained, the king’s con-

sent to manufacture peers in any
number: it is an historical fact, that

after the bill was first rejected, this

clamour had scarcely any existence

until they sent abroad such information.

The thud item of proof, yiz. that they

did not advise tlie king to create

peers, until they were driven to it by
the state of public feeling, is likewise^

wanting; and, instead of, it, we have

pr^.,#at they voluntari^ gate the

advice in the |^nce of all pressing

public necessity, and produced die

clamour ^eyuplead in thek defence.

Without saying any thing in favour
of Lord Lyndnurst's ill-advised motion,
it decided nothing against the bill ; and
these ministers were assured, in the
moment of its success, that dieir oppo^
nents would pass the bill in its essen-
tials. They |herefore renewed their

advice to me king, and resigned on
its rmection, when th^ knew, that

without new peers the success of the
bill in its material parts was certain.

The fourth and main item of proof,

viz. that they did not resign on the re-

jection of their advice, until they had
the clearest demonstration of their in-

ability to carry the bill without new
peers, is also wanting; and, in lieu of
It, we have evidence, .^lat when they
resigned on the rejection of their ad-
vice, these peers were wholly needless.

• Their extreme case, then, was really

this : without any public ne<^ssity they
voluntarily and knowingly prepared
such a bill as the House of Peers would
not pass ; then they extorted the king’s

consent to make, and by means of it

laiscd the clamour for, new peers;
and, finally, they laboured to compel
the king to create the latter, when the
triumph of the bill was certain with-
out. At the moment when they re-

signed, because tli^ king refused the

creation, they knew the latter was no
more necessary for enabling the lead-
ing provisions of the bill to pass, than
it was for enabling Earl Grey to eat
his dinner.

This, without dka^eration, is the

extreme case on which the laws and
usages of England were to be trampled
in the duft, that^the executive might
be rendered despotic— on which the

upper house of parliament was to be
not only stripped of its independence,
but made the servile instrument of the
executive for ever. Lgt these ministers

be their own judges ; if it be not, in

the honest meaning of the king’s

English, truly an extreme case, they
practically admit they ought to be
impeached.

It was Huposstble for them to bd ig>~

Dorant that tneir 'ad^ce to the king, if

accepted, would hitplve him in per-
sonal conflict with his Peers and a vast

part of his people, and, if rejected,

would drew on him the fuiy of the
maddened mass of the population

;

and it was impossible for them to be
ignorant that Uieir resignation wonld
be accepted, and that it would t>rodf^
ft^zy and commotion, from.wli^
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most terrible consequences might be
expect!^; and it was impossible for

them to be ignorant that the advice

they offered the king related not to the

exercise of his ordinary^ well-defined

powers^ but required him, without be-

ing clothed with any sudicieut right or

authority, to destroy the* sacred riglits

of the upper part of his subjects— to

usurp the functions of a separat^state
of die realm— to violate his solemn
oaths in both letter and spirit. If

words can have any meaning, he is

bound by the most sacred obligations,

to his God as well as his country, not
only from invading, but to protect, the

independence of both houses of par-

liament. therefore, it was
wholly unnecessary for the success of
.the bill, these ministers, knowitigljr

forced the sovereign into this dreadfal

situation,^nd compelled him cither to

be guilty of perjury, usurpation, and
tyranny, or to m^c the thmne itself an
object of popular vengeance, and place

the public peace in the most imminent
peril.

And is U to be believed that the inde-

pendence of parliament still exists ?

—

that the estate of the realm which the

I’eers arc intended to form, siill has

effective being?

-

7
- that the estate of

the realm which the constitution means
the sovereign to be, still has real

vitality ? Immaculate Cockney Gauls,
I spurn from me the mockery! I say

the independence of parliament, as a
whole, is destroyed^, the House ofPeers
is suppressed, and the" sovereign is de-
posed. I am an Englishman, and if 1

cannot have substance as v^ell as slia-
,

dow, let me have nothing. What mat-
ters it whether the vote of the House of
Peers is decided by the creation of a
host of new peers, or the expulsion of

an equal numl^r of existing ones to

prevent it? whether ministers expel

the independent peers with the bay-
onet, or with the threat of practically

putting down the house by marching
into it an army of their corrupt merce-
naries ? whether die sovereign be an
exile, or a passive instrument in the

haiids ofhis servqpts ?

From the interest whicb Earl Grey
has in the bill^ as its parent, his opinion
on it IS not entitled to the small^t at-

tention; and few, people would care to

take the life of a dog on the judgment
of such a piersonage^s Lord Durham,

by them, Lord Brougham,
Bussell, Sir J. Graham, and

the rest of the ministers, are, touching

the essential parts of the b^l, trampling

on their own deliberately-recorded

convictions. What grounds do they

urge? Neither impartial opinion of

their own, nor legitimate public bene-

fit, nor the will of the legislature— but

only popular clamour, without refer-

ence to its character. Tlieir plea is

substantially this : no other than such

a bill will satisfy the people ; therefore,

whether they be right or wrong, we
must sacrifice our own opinions, and
carry it, in despite of either sovereign

or peers. I appeal to any man who
can distinguish his right hand from his

left, whether this be not virtually the

abolition of constituted authorities and
law of legitimate, responsible, and
limited government?
When the popular voice is thus dis-

tinctly recognised as the despot, J ask,

by whom is the despotism exercised ?

Do the people of England meet for

deliberation, as they were wont to do,
voluntarily, and in freedom from im-
proper bond and stimulus? The most
profligate member of the cabinet will

not dare to reply in the affirmative.

The revolutionary clamour for the bill

proceeds chiefly from the Rirmingham
and other clubs, of which tlic members
in the body are hound to obey their

depraved chiefs, and are worked on by
evciy thing that can delude and in-

flame. These clubs, or rather the

knaves and traitors who move them,

now, on the confession of ministers,

really' constitute the king, legislature,

and cabinet of England; and their

will supersedes and abrogates the laws

of England. Ought this to be? No,
say t|pese ministers; they are highly

pernicious 1

Nevertheless, these very ministers

boast of their character; they actually

represent themselves to be the mono-
polists of all the virtues 1 Reeking hot
from the foul guilt of labouring to

force the conscience of his sovereign,

and destroy the independence of die

upi^er house of parliament—to sweep
away the sacred rights of the Peers,

and usurp those of the croypi—^Earl
Grey presents himself before his in-

jured country, and proclaims, 1
* the man of unsullied character! mine
are the motives which no one tfen

question!’*^' With the hideoul'brmid
interested apostacy^^ tbuching ' this

reform matter, ineffaceably imprinied

on his forehead, Lord 3 . Ruifeglt, witlr*
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out a bludi (one of these ministers

blush !), Tociferates in the public ear.

We are me models of chivalrous

honour!’* After setting aside the so-

vereign and peers, the constitution and

laws, and investing a stupendous com-
bination of lawless demagogues and
rebels with an irresistible sceptre of

iron, the whole cabinet, without ablu-

tion or change of raiment, and with all

the sweat, filth, stench, and infamy still

fresh upon them, shout in our asto-

nished ears, **We are the exclusive

possessors of public morality! in us
alone the sordid love of office can find

no place ! the gate of honour gives

entrance only to our holy body 1” Pub-
lic morality, honour, character, pure
motives!— what will these abused
names be next bestowed on?

*

These ministers even go beyond this

—they furiously assail the motives and
honour of other people. What a*tj^e-

inendous outcryhave they raised against

the motives of the Duke of Wellington!
Men like these have had the incredible

assurance to say the Duke could not
carry the Reform bill for the sake of
office without the loss of honour!
Anotlier mirthful matter touching this

must be told of them :— If the Duke
had, on gaining office, carried this bill,

he would have done only what Sir R.
Peel did in regard to the Catholic

question ; if he tiad adopted the bill

for the sake of office, Sir Robert evi-

dently sanctioned the Catholic one to

preserve it. It will be remembered
that the Russells, Palmerstons, and
whole Whig tribe, lavished the most
fulsome adulation on Sir Robert for

his change of sides; in their eyes ii

was so far from casting any suspicion

on his disinterestedness and integrity,

that it proved him to be the most dis-

interested and honourable of men.
How does it happen that the selfsame

conduct was the purest disinterested-

ness and honour in one man, and the

most corrupt love of place and infamy
in another? Courteous and wondering
inquirer, it happens thus : the conduct
was calculated, iniSir Robert, to give

office to, and in the Duke to take it

ftom, the Whigs ! Then these merce-
nary profligates stigmatise all who. de-
fend the institutioas and laws of the

leato, as forming a corrupt and un-
principjed fiiction. Lord J. Russell

turns his coat on the more important

points of leicfm at the precise moment
miiacalous though it be, at the

precise moment—when he receives
oflUce, and then he shouts, Faction !*'

in reply to those who retain his re-

nounced opinions. A personage who
led such a public life as Lord Brougham
did before he tumbled into the peerage
rails against his opponents as fac-

tious." Nay, Sir F. Burdett, the

clumsy, patched, tawdry harlequin,

who,«a few short years* ago, was wont
to astound the very vegetables in Co-
vent Garden Market with bis vagaries

before the Westminster rabble, even
oracularly rails in the same manner
against the "Faction." And oh, ve
powers, to tolerate such things on earth

!

the moral, temperate, and knowing
Mr. T. Duncombe is wroth beyond
description i^ith the^Mestitution of

^•public morality, honour, and other

virtues displayed by those who Oppose
Ihe Whigs!

Amidst all this, 1 turn tofthe Tories,

on whom,ps the opposition, the defence
of public institutions and punishment
of the ministry constitutionally devolve,

to seek protection for myself and my
country ; and, alas, alas I what do they
offer me?

The Wellington ministry fell because
it could not resist reform : I care not
for the Duke's assertion to the contrary
•—other members bf it admit this, and
it is notorious that it would have had
a majority against it on the question.

Some leaders of the Wellington Tories

owned that no other than a reform

ministry could haire being, many of the

old Tories were in favour of compre-
hensive reform, and only a few inaivi-

duals held that no change was neces-

sary. When, therefore, the body of
the Tories either admitted that a reform
ministry alone could exist, or called

fiir reform, what were they Imund to

do? At the best, the question before

them, on tlieir own^ shewing, was—
reform, or no ministry of any kind

;

for tliey had scampered from the cabi-
net, and human possibility would not
allow a reform ministry to oppose re-

form ; o^ course, no matter what they
might think ofthe latter in the abstract,

they were bodnd to support it, and en-
deavour to get the Best plan practicable.

It was something far more,unpardon-
able than folly to oppose reform, almost
wholly, at the very moment vrwsa they
confeaa^ that neither themselvea nor
any odier men opposed to it could
form the execAtive; yet they wm
guilty of this. As sooa as they^a^
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toMiirify abandoned office ina-

Ulity to'iefliat lefoibi theirpinioi^
however iiicTedibf(& it may appeer, ac«

UteMy lauded the Duke m Wellington
for pronouncing it to be unnecessary

—

vituperated % R. Peel for being wil-

ling to give lOtabers to large towns^
Imped unmeasured abtfise on mode-
rate reformers—spoke of hostility, to it

iiaall but the lower classes—deplaimed

on reaction—and .furiously ' withstood

all reform, excgpling perhaps some
petty matters.- The body, including

the old Tory reformers, misled by them,

opposed it wholly, or were only willing

to concede unmenti(med trifles—in part

they would sanction some .safe plan,

but this safe ^an they^^carefully con-

cealed : they ^ibbled on unavoidable

inconsistencies and anomalies in the<^

ministi^’s bill, which were of littl^,

public moment, but never attempted

to separatl the go^ parts from the

evil—they represented tiie bill to be so

bad that they were compelled to reject

it altogether, but they had no other to

propose in lieu of it—and, in the up-
sliot, they found themselves willing to

adopt some unknown scheme in the

gross, and inextricably pledged to re-

sist any and all in detail. In much of

their opposition to the bill th^ con-

tended against provisions highly fevour-

able to thcmselvea a^d the reverse to

the Whigs; and oife mighty matter

they accomplished ; they .saved the

creation of freemen by birth and servi-

tude. If in future ^Ihey be disabled

for acquiring, and retaining office, it

will be mainly through this, their great

and much-bepraised achievement.

Well, in the heat of the turmoil, the

Whigs fled from their posts, and lol

office was tendered to the Tories. Here
was a glorious opportunity for proving

their assertions touching re-action and
the absence of al^necessiW for reform

;

and how did th^ use itf They were
unable to form a ministry. Why?
Because the House ofCommons would
only support a reform-roinistiy, and
th^ found it impossible to «pbtain a
different one. If tkis did not consti-

tute an iipperious necessity for reform,

whatcow!.
In judgment, no public men

ever adfeck in a more fetal manner to

anycpUAtiy-fean they did to England
inthfematter. ThjSDuke ofWellington,

whiQie conduct was abojm praise,maybe
e^|lpted.Theywm,felRboth I toomuch

by pledges to propose the Whig

bill, and one less comprehensive could
not be got through the Ht^se of Com-
iqons. Iftbey could have carried no bill

differing in essentials feom the Whig
one, they acted most properly ; in such
case it would have been the same to

the country whether the bill had been
carried by them or the Whigs.
Was it, then, morally certain that

they, could carry no other than this

identical bill ? No. They might have
retained every syllable of it, and still

by alone have rendered it in-

finitely less dangerous. This is stated

on theirown opinions. They denounced
the bill because it excluded talent from
parliament, and they could have made

P
rovision for the admission of talent.

'hey Renounced it for refusing repre-

sentatives to the colonial interests, and
they could have bestowed such repre-

sentatives. They condemned it for

mgking ministers dependent for seats

on popular election, and they might
have given them seats in virtue of
office, and by this have secured an
equal number of independent ones for

the opposition. In this manner they
might have rendered the bill infinitely

less pernicious on^ their own doctrines,

and in my conviction free from eveiy
thing dangerous, without altering one
of its essential provisions : and there is

the strongest probability that tliey could
have got it through the House of Com-
mons thus amended.
But reform was not confined to the

bill before the Peers. There was an
Irish bill, which nearly equalled in

importance the English one. This
Irfeh bill had vital bearing, not oi.ly

bn the church, but on the balance of
parties in the House ofCommons ; and
a modification of it would have ope-
rated as a laige one of the English biU.

^To it the House of Commons was not
particularly pledged, and the revolu-

tionary clamour of England disregard-

ed it. It cannot be doubted that they

could have made great changes in it

after passing the English bill.

There is almost a moral certainty

that if the Tories Khd accepted office,

they might have rendered the two bills

comparatively perfect, and still have
carried them in the House'ofCommons

:

if this be denied, was there a moral
certainty to the contrary ? No ; and in

the abs^ce of it they were bound to

make the attempt, even amnst hope;
and to die 4n the breach* like honour*
able men. What was their In
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reality ? This : by refosing office they

gave the W|ige ample meaim to cany
ivhat they declared was a most ruinous

measure, and this was in effect giviiw

the latter their warm support ; they did

so when it was in their power to divest

the measure, in a large degree, of its

ruinous character. Compelled^ on their

own avowal, to choose between what
they stated to be a revolutionary, de-
structive bill, and a comparatively

innoxious one, they decided for the

former, because they could not have

the utter impossibility of no bill of any
kind. If I concede them in the matter

cold, feeble, trembling, indolent, pur-
blind good intentions—much tender

regard for self; where, in the name of
my country, am I to find coura^ and
patriotism, discernment and wisdom ?

last no one confound this with the

Catholic question, which, it is to be
feared,was thefatal ruck in tlie case. The
Tories could not have accepted office to

carry the identicalWhig bill,without sa-

crificing every vestige of honour ; but

they were imperiously commanded by
honour to accept it, in order to render

a destructive bill, already in progress,

and sure of success if left in Whig
hands, comparatively harmless. It

must be remembered, that it depended
on their acceptance or rejection whether

the House OfPeers should retain its in-

dependent existence,or be virtually sup-

pressed—whether the sovereign should

resume the sceptre, or remain a captive.

And what are the Tories doing at

present? In the House of Peers, the

Duke of Wellington and others have
uttered some ineffectual condemnatibn
of ministers ; but, in the other house,

they do little better than acquiesce in

all the criminality. There mullt be no
exciting speeches, no angry words,

no sacrifice of the amicable and fra-"'

ternal feelings which exist between
the Tory and Whig heads; therefore

ministers must be tamely suffered to

do any thing. Was it in this manner
that men like the great £arl ofChatham
fought their battles, gathered fame, and
saved dieir countiy? Oh, that this

departed statesman could once more
impear in that degenAate House of

Commons, which he so often illumi-

nated and purified widi his
.
lightnings,

to Smite the puny Whigs with his

giant invectives, and annihilate them
with his deep knowledge of the consti-

tutioni I sa^ that ministert, on tlieir

'

owit'̂ missionsj have made themselves

liable to impeachment, aad^ivill.lVniy

brea<A of sacred duty suifoi' tliiem to
escape ? When they nave tmed pul^
lie Animosity- against the foundatibno
of the em^re, placed all leading insti*

tutions in je^rdy, openly trampled
on establislied law and ufjage, htbouted
by foul means'to intimidate and seduce
a lam portion of the peers into cri-

minal violation of . solemn obligation,

surrounded the public peace with peril,

and attempted iq usurp the functions

of both the king and the upper house
of parliament, is there nothing in all

this—even no error ofjudgment—to

provoke the thunders ofan oppmilion ?

Are these ministers justified in their

guilt because ,fhey are .called Whigs,
or because they are supported by com-
binations of demagogues and traitors,

arrayed in open rebellion against the
authority of both the king and the

legislature ? Whal I if the* success of
an impeachment be doubtful, does it

follow that a fruitless attempt vrould

be of no value in restraining future

traitors and tyrants who might creep
into the cabinet ? Never will I concur
in the doctrine, that guilt ought not
to be molested because it cannot be
reached by condign punishment— that

the crimes of the ruler are venial,

because they are encouraged and sup^
ported by the cr^es of the subject.

Turning in d^pair from the Tories,

where is hope to be found ? I will

appeal to all upright, reflecting, pa-
triotic men, in utter scorn of party
distinctions. To them I say : In the
terrible war "which rages between the

population aud institutions, tyranny
and law-r-the ibinistry and House of
Commons on the one hand, and the
sovereign and House of Peers on the

other—your persons and fortunes will

not be protected from the most fatal

visitations by neutrality or lukewarm
interference. Delude not ourselves
with the hope that his mob majesty
of the thousand and one unions will

resign his sceptre when the Reform
bill is paased, or that his slaves of the

cabinet will find nOi*more extreme cases

on which to place^the king in chains,

and put down the House of Peers.

No, no I reform is. but a meam with
both the despot and his slaves~*it is

worthless if the end$ be not attained ;

and tb^ involve the destruction of
evfiry tiling vahiable to you and your
country. Cnisn the tyranny and id-

bellioti, anti then, if it please,
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indulge as usual in coutentidn for the

power to manage public afTaiis accoid-
ug to the laws and constitution !

Is my appeal fruitless ? then I will

even betake myself to the ministry and
its confoderates; I will thus speak to

the Cbckney Gallic members of the

cabiii^ or, if it be useless to address

the slave without gaining his master,

to the Robespierres and Marats of the

Cockney Gallic press. Most potent

Cockney Gauls I m the name of my-
self and millions of my countrymen,
1 demand, if we can have nothing
better, a rightful share ofall this wrong
—a fair equality of all this lawlessness

and despotism. We are not too simple
to comprehend your logic, and if you
have a right to oe exempted from obey-
ing the laws and paying taxes becauset

the House of Commons is not con-
structed according to your dictation,

we demaiih, on th^e score of right, the

same exemption, if its construction

be altered without the sanction, and
through the practical annihilation, of
both the sovereign and the House of
Peers. If your will be to suspend,
annul, and operate as the laws of the

realm, we demand that ours may also.

If you have power to act as King,
Loras, and Commons, we insist on
enjoying the same power.

Most puissant and honourable Cock-
ney Gauls I we are subject to grievous

pains and penalties if we obey any
other sovereignty than that of the law.

We are commanded to yield only

limited, conditional allegiance and
obedience to, not only the king, but
also his servants and the House of

Commons. We are* bound to obey
them merely as the law’s functionaries

and not alone to disobey, but to

shed our blood against them whenever
they attack the law. I f you be released

from the pains dnd penalties, we de-
mand our equality of release.

And thou, most brilliant of all the

constellations of the Cockney Gallic

hemisphere. Lord Brougham and Vaux,
deign, after refreshing thyjaded facul-

ties with an ample meal orreference to

thy voluminous labours in the JSdm-
hurgh lievieWf to point out to us the

chapter of the constitution which in-

vests the servants of the crown and
the House of Commons with authority

to depo^ the king and suppress the

House of Peers. Blandly shew us the

law, great constitutional lawyer ! which

empowers one estate of the realm and
an irresponsible cabinet to change the

laws and institutions of England with-

out the consent, and through the ex-

tinction, of the other two estates
; and

shew us, farther, the law which autho-

rises the king’s servants to usurp the

functions oftheir master and the upper
house of parliament, and to cause the

Peers, by threat and stipulation, to

violate their oaths and duty.

^.And tenderly reveal to us, pure
keeper of the king’s conscience

!

by what miraculous magic thou con-

trivest to keep his majesty’s conscience,

when he is not suffered to have one.

And most upright keeper of the

king’s conscience, and learned Lord
Chancellor of England, disclose to us
the manner in which thy solemn duties

were discharged when thy ofHcial in-

struction was given to the King of
England, that it was compatible with

his oaths and powers to destroy, in

effect, the upper house of parliament,

annihilate the rights and liberties of his

Peers, and change the laws and insti-

tutions of England, in despite, and
through the demolition, of one of the

estates of the realm.

1 began with demand, but I end as

a suppliant. Alas! alas! the chival-

rous alid mighty are no more who
ever had a sword to draw and blood

to pour in defence of the constitution

and laws, the rights and liberties, of
their country

!

A Country Gentleman.
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THE AMERICAN CHESTERFIELD.'

The idea of America and Chesterfield

do not ill general enter our mind at

the same time, and the coinbination at

the head of this our article is therefore

rather a startling one. We thought at

first it was intended for a quiz ; but,

on examination, we find tliat it is a

perfectly sober and well-regulated book,

consisting chiefly of extracts from Lord
Chesterfield’s letters, flanked by Dr.
Watts's advice to a young man on his

entering into the world, the admirable

lines inscribed on the five-sided golden
crown which was found in the tomb
of Noosherwaii, Lord Burlekli's ten

precepts, the Art of carving, and other

excellent treatises of the *sanie kind.

There is very little in the book pecu-
liarly American. •

For our own parts, we confess it has

long been our fixed opinion that neither

good-breeding nor good housekeeping,

no, nor even carving, can be taught by
books—and we care not who is per-

fectly aware of the fact, that we utterly

despise the spirit and feeling of i.ord

Chesterfield’s famous letters, as being

in themselves infinitely mean, grovel-

ling, and worthless. Ilut we have no
intention of here going into the general

question ; many mure fitting opportu-

nities for so doing will certainly arise

in die course of our existence. \Ne
only purpose at present saying a few
words about the Americanisms.

Our transatlantic brethren arc in

general very angry when any of their

little peculiarities are exposed by tra-

vellers. Basil Hall is abnorred, and a
desperate outcry is at this niomCnt raised

against Mrs. Trollope, whom a Fareigti

Quarterly reviewer is pleased, in the last

number, to call Mrs. Frances TroUoper.
l.et us hear, then, what the member of
the Philadelphia bar, who writes not
to reprove, but instruct—not to expose'

the malpractices of his countrymen,
but to amend their manners, selects

as the objects on which he thinks them
most to be reprehended. And first of
all, he attacks the tobatsco-chewers as

follows

:

" As there is no nation that does not
exhibit something peculiar in its manners
worthy ofcommendation, so fiiere is none
in which sos^etliing peculiar cannot bo
observed that demands reproof. Should
an American gentleman, during a visit to

England,,be seen chewing tobacco, it

matters not what may be his (Hess, or his

letters ofintroduction, he will immediate-
ly be set down ns a low-bred mechtuiic,

or, at best, as the master of a merchant
vessel. No gentleman in England even
smoke», oxcept it be occasionally, by way
of frolic ; but no person, except one of
tlie very lowe^ of the working classes, is

ever seen to efiew?.'*

We are not quite sure that no gentle-

man ever smokes in England. We
ratlier think that it is a practice most
actively spreading into all civilised

coteries iftnong us ; or, as Lord Byron
phrases it, thrit sublime tobacco may
lie more magnificent in Stamboul, but
that it is,

** Though less grand,
Not less admired in Wapping or tho

Strnml.”

And, since his lordship’s day, it has
continued on its travels westward,
and the cigar may be seen decorating

the bushy-liaircd visages of the dan-
dies who perambulate Kegent Street.

Whether it has got so far as St. James’s
Sti-eet yet, is a different question, but
the Guards certainly smoke. As for

chewinj^ we take it for granted that

the member of* the Philadelphia bar is

right. It is an accomplishment which
we calculate is confined to the gentle-

men of the American school. He soon
proceeds to a congenial observation:

•
** The practice ofchewing leads to that

most ungentlemanly and abominable
habit of spitting upon the floor and into

the fire. No floor in the United States

however clean, no carttet however beau-
tiful and costly, no fire-grate however
bright, nor even our places ofdivine wor-
ship, are free from this odious pollution.

A person who is guilty of so impardon-
able a violation of decorum, and outrage

* The American Chesterfield, or the Way to Wealth, Honour, and Distinction
;

being Selections from the Letters of Lord Chesterfield to his Son, and Extracts from
o^er J^ineut Authors, on the subject of Politeness ;

with Alterations and Additions,,

suited to the Youth of the United States. By a Member of the Philadelphui Bar.
PhiUdelplua, John Grigg. • -
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uoixai the decencies of polished life,

shoold be excluded fronS the parlour, end
allowed to approach no nearer Aan the
hall'door stej^. When in a house, and a

person has occasion to spit, he should

use his pocket-handkerchief ; but never
upon the' floor, or into t)ie fire. The
meanest and the rudest olo^ in Europe
is rarely known to be guiny of such an
indecovum ; and such a tiling as a spitting-

box is never S^en there, except in a
common tpvem.”

*

' IDecidcdly die barrister is right in

tliis. We do not recollect ever having

seen a spitting-box at Almack’s or

Devonshire House. Mrs. Trollope,

our readers may recollect, was espe-

cially angry with the sVilivary system

of the Yankee^' and hei^ observations

were taken in very ill temper on the ^

other side of the ocean ; but they are
^

here confirmed by a native—one to*

the niannef born. He also confirms,

what we find so pleasantly depicted in

some of her pictures, viz. the practice

of cocking np their legs upon tables,

pulpits, benches of justice— every-

where, in short, where the temptation

is afforded.

** Tliere is another habit peculiar to

the United States, and from which even
some females, who class themselves as

ladies, are not entirely free,—^that of lol-

ling back, balonced upon die two hind
legs of a chair. Such a breach of good-
breeding is mrely committed in Europe.
Lolling is carried even so far in America,
that it is not uncommqn to see attorneys

lay their feet upon the council-table, and
-4he clerks aud judges theirs also ii\ton

their desks, in open court. Dut^low-bred

and disgusting as is t^iis pnicticc in a

court of justice, how much more repre-

hensible is it in places of a still greater

solemnity of character! how must die

fesUngs of a truly religious and devout

miya& wounded, when he sees the legs

extended, in the sdme indecent posture,

in the house of God

^ He continues his reprehensions

:

Muchinjury is done also to the |>aper-

Kangings of a parlour by the pi;)icdce of
balanchig <m the hind-legs of a chmr.

By due reprdiensible indulgence, as well

as sitting too near the^wall, the paper be-

com^j m s ehort time, marked all round

wijth gretse, exhibiting a most unsightly

egntr^!to the fresfaneeB and splendour of

the rest,of the pajier, and compelling the

owner of the house to renWthe hanrings

in 1ms than halfthe dHaie that would have
been Tequisite jiad bis visitors been more

GhetterJieU.

The admission with l^espect to the

state of the heads of thp American
gentlemen here is rather naive. We
admit that it must be rather a nuisance
to have such impressions of the heads
ofone's friends depicted, in full greaseo-
graphy, on the walls of our dmwing-
roonis. The indulgence, as our friend

the barrister terms it, is indeed high-
ly reprehensible. Every class of men
has its particular amusements. The
country boy who wished to be a king,

was induced to desire that at present
somewhat unenviable dignity because
he could dien eat fat bacon and swing
on a gate all day. In the nation where
every man, as one of their orators in

congress told them, is as good as a
king, i}: seems the favourite indulgence
is swinging upon a chair, and rubbing
the paper on the wall with heads as
greasy as the bacon which called forth

th^ ibyal aspirations of the countiy boy
in England.
We proceed to

—

** Another violation of decorum, con-
fined chiefly to taverns and boarding-
houses of an ordinary class, is that of
reaching across a table, or across three or
four persons sitting next to the person
who wishes for some particu]v dish.

I'his is not only vulgar, but inconvenient.

It is a sure sign of having been accus-
tomed to low company, and should be
avoided by every ono who is ambitious of
being thought a gentleman, 'i'he offensive

practice ox carving with one's own knife

and forix, and of using one’s own knife
or s]MM)u, when wanting salt or sugar,

does not call less loudly for amendment

;

but .cannot always be dispensed with, un-
less the mistress of the house will be
careful in performing her duty, by seeing
that tlie f;ible is fully provided with such
things as a decent table requires.*’

Certainly, if there are not forks atad

spoons enough, we must only make
sniff to do with what we can get.

There is an old Joe Miller stoiy told

of Foote, or some other wit, who apo*
logised for the enormous grunting over
their meal of what Colerid^ calls a
huge company of swine, oh the ground
that they had only one silver sptmn-
among tnem,.4hfl servant-maid having
thrown out no more than that numbejr
into the trough. So if even we our>«

selves, who are universally admithtf ta,

be arsons of the most disting^i^ed
gtmd-breeding, were to bf set at table

with nothing but our own good kiiife

and fork wherewith to wage v battle
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against all and sundry that was on the

Mid> wc ^ar that the impulses of

hunger, the sacred rage of famine,

would in a short time so much
the better of our finer feelings, that

our hand would be against every man’s

di^, and every man’s dish against our

hand.

Let not, however, the Philadelphian

flatter himself that the custom which

he reprehends, of reaching across the

table, and seizing on whatever viand

» finds fiivour in the ravenous eye of the

invader, is confined to the taverns and
the boarding-houses of low degree on
the other side of the Atlantic. It is a
custom which flourishes extensively

(consult Jerdan) at all public dinners

in this our own renowned fity of
Cockaigne. At the late Mansion-house
dinner, given by the eminent and illus-

trious Lord Mayor to the Brummagem
reformers, we nave been credibly in-
formed that a fowl was tom in twain

by Mr.Charles Pearson and Mr. Joseph
Parkes, each of these great men as-

suming his own right to deposit it in

the immense schedule A of his capa-
cious stomach. When our institutions

are refined according to the genui^ie

model ofYankeelanrl,wc shall ofcourse

decidedly improve. In the mean time

our descendants, as Sir Callaghan O

-

Brallaghan would call the Americans,
must not think themselves sole paten-

tees of all the privileges ofill-behaviour,

while the corporation of Loudon is an
existing body.
The want of the munitions of table

warfare is, we should think, veiy ap-
parent in America, as we find it again

uisisted upon in another chapter, whicli

we extract ad Umgum,
^

** It is the remark of every travelled

gentleman, that nature has most prodi-

gally, lavished upon our country the

gteattot variety ofher choiceat and most
grateful productions; hut that, although

onr tables may * groan with the weight of
feast,* there is frequently a want of

attention to the minutia,—to those small

nattera whieh, taken together, make a
Isrge.item inw sum ofhuman tomSoat.

Let the lady who anperintends the tayins

opt pf,a tame fiir an ehtet^nment attend

to ft'ihw remarks on this head. Whether
a plam domestic or a rich damask t^ls-

olot^br, perhd^ two, are to cover the
board,---whether that board is to

.

V^CaatoA are fireqnah^y ^lacge4 t

lUpiding wee, aaohovy rnnoe, soy, aBc,”

bp of pine of purest white, or of the ihore
precious woods,—these and all other
matters relating to the splendour ormean-
ness of the furniture of a table, must and
should depend upon oonaiderations fo-
reign to our tnupdae; but that the furni-
ture of a table, of whatever its materials
may consist, qjiould be perfectly cleanly,

convenient, and sufficient in quantity;

that the condiments UBuaUy attached
thereto should be of ^(bod quality and
properly pifepared, are matters^ absolute

necessity for comfort, and are happily
within the reach of every one.

Every penon at table should be pro-
vided with knife and fork, plate, br^,
&c. ; and before every meat-dish a carv-
ing-knife, fork, smd spoon ; and a spoon
before every di^ of vegetablesr- At the
comers of the table, spoiflrs, a salt-cellar,

^and small spoon for the sidt; and, if

pickles are there placed, a small knife
•and fork. If the table is large, the fur-

niture of the comers should«be likewise
placed at sliort and convenient intervals.

It has luttly become common, in our At-
lantic towns, and particularly at taMes
where liglit wines ate used with water, as
a lonR drink, to place, at convenient dis-

tances round the table, bottles ofSautenie,
claret, or other light wine (the corks
previously drawn, and inserted slight^ in
the bottle), and goblets of water. This
is found, by experience, to be an admira-
ble arrangement fi>r convenience, and
gives the waiters more time to attend,

among other duties, to flie frequent
changes of plates, which modem refine-

ment has introduced.

** I need nol^ention a napkin to each
plate ; it is as essAitial as a portion or rbll

of bread.

Before, however, we leave the table,

let us look at the salt. Fine white salt

is much more palatable than coarse;

coarse salt is inexcusable. m
** On the side-board shouldbearranged,

in order, all those articles of furniture

which are necessary for the table. These
are, the great supjplieB of knives and
forks, plates of diflerent sizes, qumns,
bread, &o. &c.

; but, in a particular

manner, the egstors.* These should al-

ways consist of five bottles, at least;

vis. Cayenne pepper, black pepper, mus-
tazd, vinegar, and sweet ou. Much of
the relish of a dinner depends up<m the
purity and goodnfpsi,, of these condi-
ments ; and they are to be procured
go6d, at moderate prices, and with mo-
derate pains. . Let no lady who wishes
to earn a large share of credit negleot^

before dumeJr/to examine into the state

> contam various fish and meat eaacyy as

K'.
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of thot most neoesssiy appendage to a
dinner-table. Let the castors hefilled—
not half filled—^with condiments of good
quality ; that is, the eweet oil not rancid,

nor the vinegar sireet, nor the pepper in

grains like hail-stones, nor the mustard
stale. And one word more, madam, be-

fore we dismiss the cas^rs.—a little

spoon for the mustard, though it were of

wood,—and—and—remember the salt-

spoons.” % ^

llerej wc perceive^ the absence of

napkins, forks, kiifves, spoons, &c.

is deplored as an existing and a
flagrant vice. Hie illustrious authors

of fashionable novels inculcate on their

readers the villany ofsto-M forks. It fol-

lows, logically, tha^ these said au-

thors must haveliaa many opportunities

of sitting at boards where the absence •

of silver forks was a prominent feature.

*• What can we write of but of what we
knowl”

And instead of being called the silver

fork school of novelists, which is,

we submit, titling them on the prin-

cqile oflucus d non lucendoy they should

be called the steelprong autliorhood.

So it is plain, by the ceaseless lamenta-

tion of this Philadelphia barrister over

the want of sufficient appliances for

the due conduct of an orderly dinner,

that though the Americans may be very

excellent as grinders and masticators,

they do not shine in the knife and
fork.

'*

• But pressed, as happen to be,

both for room and time, we cannot

avoid noticing a most enohnously elo-

quent expression which occurs in the

above extract. No reader of taste can

have passed it over. Such wines as arc

to be used ** as a long drink.” A lokg
naiNK I What a thirsty word ! It ex-

cites an absolute fever in the fauces,

and we call instinctively for fluid.

There is nothing in our literature supe-

rior in picturesque beauty and effect to

fois admirable phrase. Nothing ex-

cept those magnificent lines of John
Keats’s, which of themselves are

enough to immortalise him:

**An endless founiaif^ ofperpetual drink.

Pouting down towards us from the
heavens* brink.**

Here, waiter—another jug! and keep

M popetually served with hot water
for the remainder of the evening.

. A. buff drink! There is genius in

theword1 Think of Sotheby, or Mont**

gomery, or Ned Bulwer . inventing or
dreaming of any thing of the kind!
They could just as soon write the

llifid* Here, we say, is the great point

of America, and it has never been
sufficiently noticed. This Philadel-

phia barrister shies it; foreign travel-*

lers tsike no notice of it; Washington
Irving keeps it under his thumb. Why
does not somebody write us a philoso-

phical, philological, and peripatetical

treatise on the art ofdrinking, as prac-

tised in America?—of the various de-
grees and kinds of drams, anti-fog-

matics, gall-breakers, gum-ticklers

;

— of the divers modes and species

of rum— of the several varieties of
whisky— of the wonderful and ap-'

pnrently anomalous combinations in

which these respected liquors are re-

spectively mixed—of the various hours

at which they are taken, and in what
qupintitics, by the free and enlightened

republicans of the New World—of the

peculiar properties of grog and gin-

cocktail— of the absence of porter and
ale, with the cause? Fearon, of the

house of Hiompson and Fearon, tra-

velled professionally in America ; and
yet we do not find, even in him, any
thing sufficient or satisfactory on these

most important topics. Mrs.^rollope
is a lady—Basil llall a water-drinker.

In them, therefore, we read nothing,

or, if any thing, it is jejune, unprac-
tical, and condemnatory, if we ever

go to the States, the evil shall be re-

medied. A book on the real state of
grog, slavery, and tobacco in America,
is a desideratum in our literature,

and it would throw more light on
tile true condition of the country

than folios of disquisition on repul^
licanisnf'and other rubbish of the same
insignificant nature. Even the Ameri-
can toasts are remarkable. The Phila-

delphia barrister reprehends them.

Toasts and sentiments are now
generally exploded, except when a com-
pany is assembled on some public occa-
sion, as the celebration ofJkvictory, the
departure or return of a mstinguiahed
public officer, &c. We sometimes, how-
ever, meet with; a citixen of the ' olden

'

time,’ who cHhuB the right of one liba-

tion to the *memory ofGeneral Wariiing*.

ton.* ^Thia ia an homagjl^ of the bpart,,

which will ho always responded tollf'aa
American gentleman^in any society ct
this country. Wheh'*toa8}s are given, it

is proper to 'Observe that the president

'

ana vice-president, alternately, c|)l upon".
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each M68t for his sentiment, each officer

attending to one side only of the table.

Generally, at^ublic dinners or suppers,

a committee of arrangement prepare^e
toasts beforehand ;

and, in this ease,

they are announced from the chair. One
word upon obnoxious toasts. No well-

bred person, under any circumstances,

would designedly offer a toast which
could be reasonably exceptionable to any
member of the company. When, how-
ever, an obnoxious toast is given, it is

polite Id suffer it to pass without re-

mark. The unfortunate toaster will soon
perceive, by the constrained civility of

the company, that he lias forfeited a
part, at least, of tlieir favour, and must -

sit reproved under their tacit repre-

hension.”

Be it so. Those who wish fos elo-

quence over a glass have only to read

the sentiments ofaJuly-the-fourth din-

ner in Kentucky. They are the suppr-

iincst things in the world. «

We have now, we believe, exhausted
all the Americanisms in the book, ex-

cept the following :

—

“ Let us add a few words respecting a

violation of etiquette in our theatres,

which appears peculiar to the United
States ! we allude to the inattention, on
the part o£ gentlemen, both in the pit and
the boxes, to uncover, and also to tlie

custom of ladies, in the boxes, wearing
their bonnets during the peiibrmaiice,

and, in some theatres, of tying them to

the piUars that support the upper tiers.

If any gentleman, at a theatre m Kurope,
should BO far forget the rules of decorum
as to keep on his hat after the rising of
the curtain, some person behind him,
having first politely requested him to un-

^
cover, would either knock it off, or ask ”

himfor his address ; or else call in one of
the box-keepers (if sitting in the boxes),

to compel a confonnity with the requisi-

tions of places of public resort ; and if a
lady, wearing a bonnet, were observed
sitting in the under tier, which is em-

/

phaticaUy termed the dress-eireh, it is

most likely that the box-keeper would
reejuest her to take her seat aloft. A lady
in Europe scarcely ever enters the lower
tier,' unlMS attired with the same degree
of elegance as for a hall : this gives a de-
lightful brilliancy to the cotip d*a:il ; but
if time will not^ermit, or she wish to re-

main incog,, she then goes with her head
covered, and takes her seat in the second
tier, y

** The uppermost tier should never be

entered by a lady, nor even by a gentle-

man, wlio has a nice legord to his charac-

ter; though, if the other parts of the

house be ^ready crowded, the latter may,
in this case, without reprehension, view
the performance .from any part of tiio

house where he fSsi find —

All this is as Mrs. Trollope said.

And yet, if the Yankce.s had tlieir will,

tiliey would erect a pair of gibbets, in

some immense plain, and kang Cap-
tain Basil Hall and that worthy loiiy

of the exfiecUint police magistrate

upon them, in the manner that Ilaman
intended to have complimented Mor-
decai. A more minute critic than the

Philadelphia barrister would, in many
other points, have communicated facts

to prove the injustice of the sentence.

In the art of carving, we recognise

nothing that we do«not And in Mother
Rundell. This is wrong. America
produces materiel sufficient for great

ainplifications ofthe stock ofthat econo-
mical lady. But of this we say no-
thing here, as a’far more fitting oppor-
tunity is immediately at hand. We
have the hoqour to announce, ladies

and gentlemen, for our next Number,
or the Nhmber«after it, a didactic

poem, in several cantos, on carving,

written and indited by the renowned
Sir Morgan OTIoherty, in person. It

is a magnum opus.

Meanwhile, we bi^ the American
Chesterfield good-by.
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BITS OF CLASSICALITY.— KO. III.

JruA Song— Q. Epigram— J. K.

VII.

Cttiriem Cftf.

(A eelebiatod Irish poem, parodied by Tom Moore, in a sone beginninc: with
die words

'S
** Come o*er the sea.

Maiden, tq me/* &c. &c.)

. CushltV>ma-chrcc

!

Did you not see

llow the yillain he treatejl me ^

He broke my pitchei,

He spilt ii\v water^

He kissed my wife.

He ran off with iny daughter.

Cushla-ma-cbiee

!

Thus )ou id&y see

How this villain he treated me !

Idem Latmt reddilum,

1 sum.
c

O corculum 1 vidistin’ ut me camifer

Tractavit ^ Urceum fregit fundens aquam,
Basiavit uxorem, rapuit et filiam

!

Sic, corculum I tcactavit hic me camifex I

Q.

VIII.

A SENSIBLE nAT^

A needy beggar swept the streets for bread

;

All weathers beat on his defenoeless head.

^Sam saw die wretch, and, pitying his state,

Gave him a hat to shield his neked pate.

Pleased with the gift, the beggar made a bow,
And cried, ** This hat has got some sense m now !*’

Didbsr/oit.

Idem Latini redditwn,
«

Asse carens vili enabat per compita j^uper

;

Ifudum pulsabant nix plnjimque esqmt.

Aspexit timdam, et casus mnmtos imqnos
Obtidit hoic ^leam, quft caput imbre teget.

Aocipit oblatam pauper, sabimt, aitqne,

Kune quidquam cerebH pileils iiftns babet !Y

J.K
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ZTIE schoolmaster's EXPERTEKCB in NEWGATE.

The object of the penal law is tlie pre-

vention of crime. The guilty are to

be punished, that society may be de-

terred from delinquency. Have our

laws hud this result ? This is a subject

which has for a long time engaged tlie

attention of both the legislator and
philanthropist. Many chimerical the-

ories have been advanced, which, when
examined, have been found in no way
applicable to the purpose for which
they were intended. No plan hitherto ^

adopted has made crimt: even staiiou-

ary; it luiving progressed one-fouith

in the last seven years.

To treat on any subject succesafully,

and to grai)plo with it fairly, it is neces-

sary that those who write on the sub-
ject should be practically acquainted
with all its bearings. They shotRd
Ijave mixed with the parties, that they

may become possessed of all the latent

springs whicli influence their conduct.
Ill laws relating to trade, when any
alterations are contemplated, a com-
mittee ofthe legislative body is formed,

and evidence procured from among
those most likely to be affected by the

measure, and who are generally best

acquaintoil with the subject. This is

esteemed the surest source of correct

information, as doubtless it is. Allow-
ances, liowever, must be made for uatu-

ral prejudices and bias to particular in-

terests. So, in inquiries respecting the

increase of crime, the best information
'

is to be had from the ofl'cmders them-
selves. Obstacles certainly occur pe-*

culiar to such an investigation, in the

charactersofthe parties to be extanined,

and the interest the examinants would
think they had in misleading the exa-

miners. To this are to be added their

faithlessness and general depravity;

and as few long accustomed to crime
ever seriously reform, so as to take a
sincere interest in the better regulation

of society, little can1)6 expect^ from
them by casual compunctions of
conscience. Mbreover, few traffickers

in crime posaMs either^education ot'

ability to benefit the world by commu-
nicating dieir m^erience. In any
such bangs, loi% accustomed to uKm-
ple Oft all principles, would be incom-^
petent to assist us much in tracing the

mfiuences whkh draw so many into

fbe trade of plunder, and by what sp^l

^iadmcontinue their vicious counms

in the very teeth of the law, and at the

foot of the gallows. Nearly three years*

residence in Newgate, and frequenting

the court wl^re they are tried, have
enabled me to tirriye at certain conclu-

sions. llie circurasta^GS under which
1 was so placed it is «ot necessary for

me to state: suffice it to say, I was
brought immediatoW into contact with

the inmates of'thê prison, and that I

had opportunities of seeing the prison-

' ers in their unguarded moments—freed

from all cautiui, and without their

having had aiw motiveig|^jP«actising

deception. Imring tlT(f“peru)d of my
^coiifinemcnl I was employed in giving

them advice, aud was confideutially

Entrusted with their secrets for the pur-
pose ofdefending them wheh in danger
of piinishmenl. [ was, moreover, eii-

g|iged as trieir amanuensis, both before

and aflor their convictions, by which
means I have become possessed of
tlicir true feelings, together with their

standing and grade as professed thieves.^
During the first eight months of

my slay in Newgate, my surprise was
much excited by the regular manner
in which the prison became occu-
pied, over and over again, after each
sessional clearance, by 'the self-same

persons. It perplexed me much to

account for the apparent uniformity of
crime in the metropolis, the commit-
tals being on an average about fifty

per week, accompanied by an unvary-
ing incrc^e of oiie-eighteenth in each
session of six weeks. On a more inti-

mate knowledge of the character of
tliese men, I thought I soon discovered
the cause. If all the crimes committed
were ofsuch a nature as might be sup-
posed to arise incidmally out of the
very character of roan aud the con-
struction of society, in which some
were exposed to great temptatioD, ..

possessing but a small share of virtue,

whilst othprs, blessed widi a stronger

portion or power to qyeFcome the temp-
tation, were but little subjected to it,

no hope, in a ix>ptfiation like that of
London, could be entertained of ever

remedying the evjl : but it is other-

wise, there being comparatively but
very few eases of casual dereliction

ftom honesty when the temptations and
popid^ton are considered. All there

iS*to do, therefore, is to get rid of a
certain party, or set of men. Hheir

, M N
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is a distinct body of tliieres, whose my game; I know I am a good woik-
life and business it is to follow up man, and ought to hare been better

a determined waMkre against the con- employed.’* The character of one is

stituted authorities, by living in idle- the character of the whole class ; their

ness and on plunder. The problem manners and ‘notions are all of one
of their increase was solvea when pattern and mould, which is accounted

1 saw so many of their^^known party for by their general acouaintance witli

let off every session with some slight each other, and their habits of assneia-

punishment, bv which means diey tion. They have a peculiar look ofthe
were soon again at tlieir trade ; taking eye, which may be known by any one
care, however, to send into Newgate much accustomed to see Uiem; and
thirty or forty young hands each be- the development of their features is

fore they would themselves be again strongly marked with the animal pro-

caught. It is the practice of all the pensities. So very similar are their

old and knowing thieves, who have ideas and converse, that in a few mi-
the reputation of beinf clever at bust- nutes* conversation with any one of
ness, to-wT^win young imes, and make the (arty, 1 could always distinguish

them do that part' of the work them, however artfully they might dis-

incurring risk. I knew one man guise themselves, and attempt to mis-
whom It was said upwards of a hnn- lead me. They may be known almost
died had been put away by him*’— by their very gait in the streets from
a term they have, when one is sup- odicr persons. Some ofthe boys have an
posed to have been the ca^se of ano- approximation to the face ofa monkey,
ther*s apprehension by leading him into so strikingly are they distinguished by
crime. The term desperate,” as uau- this pccuiianty. They form a distinct

ally applied to these men, must not be class of men by themselves, very care-

taken in its common acceptation— fully admitting noviciates into their

bold, daring, absence of fear, and care- secrets ; he, however, who has gradu-

less of personal danger. They are all, ated under one of their own approved
without exception, pusillanimous and body is unhesitatingly admitted into

rank cowards. The desperation they full confidence. He must, notwitli-

poBsess is that of a determined and standing,prove himselfacquainted with

inveteratd gambler; they are everem- all the cramp terms peculiar to tlieir

ploved in calculating the chances for craft, or he will still be considered

and against them, in every unlawful green,” and not tit to be trusted,

adventure they think of embarking in ; There is not one of the select who is

if they can but make the chances in not .able to relate the whole history of
their fevour (that is, of escaping), they any other individual in their body—
will unhesitatingly engage in any how he first began, who first taught

sclieme or attempt at robbery. If, him, what he has done and sufiei^,

however, the commifeion of it be at- *&c.&c. They form one club, to whom
tended with the least possible risk of all the /ences ate known (receivers Of
personal danger on the spot, they will stolen ^oods), who will never purchase
always forego the adventure ; and they of a new hand without a proper intro-

have their ei^tct odds in fevour ofevery duction, for fear of ** a punt ” (being

species of crime.^ Hie higher the gs^ betrayed). An initiate is, in conse*
(they say), the less the ri£. The high quence, constrained to trust his spoils

and safe game, however, requires a ca- to some > old offender, until he can
pital, as in the more honourable walks himself became better acquainted, and
of life, to make

,
an appeaiance— to gain confidence wjth the Imyer.

move about fecility, ogd in what In a recent work on Newgate,*
they denombM s^yle. It is astonish- there is mention m^e of a man
ing with some of them who was in the habit of gmng to a
will speal^moWrospeots they have house in M^ingfield Street,WhiteSiapei>
of soon leavnw offthe dangerous walk and shevring the boys large sums of
of business Ihi^ have followed, and money, and asking mem to bring him
embarkitm in that which brinj^s more goems to buy ; flrom wHich it is under-
profit and less risk*— each sayiiw,<af shxHi he enticed them to comnuteti^
t get off easy this t&me, 1 mil alter This man was in Newgate, under a sem*

- - »- - < I - . li t-

, * FMtltd»ringtotIk61^miihttmt<tfD«ldliAtheMetI«p(dis* SMxmd
By Mw»t» 6iblK» Wa]wfi«UI, Ek|. t rei. tro. Wihon.
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fence of Iburteen yeon^ transportation t

and being Icaovrn toaome boys then in

confinement^ they mentioned to me
that they had seen him with money,
and that they thought him rich, sajring

bow anxious he always was to purchase

goods of tliem. But then the boys

were known to him. It is a mistake

to suppose he or any of his craft would
go out to entice unknown persons to

crime. The risk here is too great, and
the parties too wary. Mr. Wakefield

to whom 1 told this anecdote has mis-
understood the matter. 1 mention this,

conceiving diere is a false notion re-

garding the temptations the receivers

of stolen goods are supposed to hold

out to crime. It is said, if there were
no receivers, there would be no thieves

;

and the authorities have -been advised

to aim more nt the buyer than the

thief. That the receiver is as biu! as

the thief, must be admitted; but if^t

be resolved to a question of policy, I

say, remove the thieves ifyou can, who
will for ever) while they remain at

liberty, make others, and annoy so-

ciety. if, by any possibility, all tlie

buyers of stolen goods could be anni«-

hilated, in twenty-four hours their

places would be filled up by others

embarking in the trade. The profits

are too large, and the chances of de-
tection too remote, until the thieves

are removed, ever to blot them, as a
class, out of society. Every regular

thief let out upon the town draws into

crime, in the course of one year, a
dozen more, which continues the spe-
cies; and this will ever be the case

until the system at the Old Bailey be*
altered, where there really appears to

be much more anxiety to take*out oi
society casual ofiTenders than the bom
and bred ihief, whose wlufie life has
been devoted to plunder^ I have said

they reckon all their chances : Ist, of
their not being detected in the offence;

2dly, of their b«tig acquitted; and,
3dly, of coming off* with what they
call a 8ma1l;/ine (short imprisonmeht).
The only punishment they dread is

ftansporttdioA ; they' hold all others in

contempt; and I believe even that df
death would lose its terrors; did h not
lead to the greatest ofall their dfwb^
Tie; ttadsponatidn for life. ' Deat^ in-

deed, has BO terrors for any one^ until

met with at close quarten. Tdl -die

diief of dCadi! and he will answer,

1 can die but'ancfel*!:.,

Naiqe tiansp^tion, and. lie tMsns

pale. This caimot be too strongly
enforced on the presiding judges at

the Old Bail^. Full three-fourths of
the prisoners, every session, arc deters

mined offenders, all of whom are re-

gar^ess of imprisonment for a short

period. Their spirits enable tliem to

sunhount su^ triffes, when the pro-

spect of again returning to liberty and
eujoymenu is not vesf remote. Go
along, time!*' they cry; ‘^only three

months and a teazimg. Never mindl
that*s over in ten minutes (meaning die

flogging); 1 would take one for each
mouth, if the old fellow (the judge)
would let me the imprisonment.'*

It is impossil^ fur thojjg^^Miho are

strangers to these men tif^orm any idea

what contempt the prisoners generally

nave ofcorporal punishment, both men
fold Imys. [ have frequently heard the
aldermen and sheriffs, wlieh in their

visits to the prison, and making in-

quiry into the nature of the several

cases, threaten the boys with a severe
flogging, and paint the punishment in
the most horrible colours their imagi-
nation could invent. But tliis, so fer«
from alarming them, had just the oppo-
site effect, as it relieved their minds
from the terrors oftransportation. They
forthwith resumed their wont^ spirits,

becoming impertinentand troublesome,
saying tliey bad been told their sen-
tence— only a teazing and turned up *'

(discharged); never ceasing to boast
of their supposed igood fortune, and of
taunting their fellow-prisoners with the
want of it. This is the truth regarding
the whole, not an occasional instance

ofsome bardened>and daring offender

;

even in their sleep they will talk of
tlieir good fortune in escaping with onfy
aJilting, There is no mistake in it

;

the punishment is worse than use-
less. 1 am certaiift if they could
have shortened their durance, for a
week, they would offer to take two
whippings instead ofone, any morning,
and come back to their br^fasts in

good 8pii|t8. 1 really never khew ii

boy go unwillingly Up he flogged (and
limve seen not a m), as it was always,

in Newgate, the piefude to his enlatge-

iiient* The nights preceding tho*days

of punishment were always spent in

the most cheerfiil manner, for the same
rsasoQw Men; immediately after ^^eir
punishment; wo^d pass^ uieir fellbw-

prisoners, saying; %Don*t youv wirii

yw wm as Incky?'^ A\ooinmtidW
magistratewill sooietimcsir'ob s^intf
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a boy to Newgate, intimate to the pro-
secutor (who may be rather an unwil-
ling one) that the prisoner will proba-
bly have only a whipping. This never
£iils to make the party saucy and trou-

blesome all the time of his imprison-

ment, thinking he is singp of no further

unishinent. 1 have ever observed the

oys have become bold, daring, and
hardened in fMiportion as, they have
undergone the most corporal punish-

ment, and probably It is so with men.
1 knetv one boy who endured seven
whippings, five private and two public,

lie was only fourteen years of age. If

a boy has once fallen <mto the hands of
a prae*?^4 .^hief, nothing but taking

him out ot Society for a^long period can
afford auy hope of his amendment^:
and this will fail, unless measures
be used to reuse the better feeling
of bis nature; what is called disci-

.
pUne and severity will never accom-
plish the object ; not even^rewards for

good conduct, under a system ofheavy
punishment for the reverse, cafi avail

.any thing: they will still remain the

,

same insensible beings, hard and
frozen up. The more you coerce, the

further is the retrocession from the

point aimed at. I wish those who
have the management of boys of the

descriptibn here spoken of. would re-

flect that, in the majority ofcases, there

has either been no parent, or those of
such habits aud temper as w'ould have
rendered orphanshi|) a blessing; and
that, in all probability, most of them
under their care never had a kind or

affectionate sentiment imputed to or

drawn out ofthem, by any human being

they could look to as a friend ; and
tliat they have in a manner been driven

to take up arms against society, meet-

ing, from their earliest recollections,

with nothing b\it an enemy in man.
Thoughts of this nature ever induced

. me to adopt a kind mode oftreatment

;

and 1 have found it to succeed in a
wonderful manner, even wheri others

have said that no sense ofReeling was
left. I am not |vithout a hope but
that {.have done some good in this

way. The effect^on one boy was ro-

iBorkAble. He had been abandoned
by his parents from his infancy,

and-.' had always lived in crime.

When 1 heard his histow I became
intesested for him, and talked to him
'Very 'mudi of^he course be was

; I reached his foelih^, and
yn»,'^ta^ment to ^ine was wondetfbl.

He, however, came into Newgate-three

times afterwards, always vetting his

inability to follow my advice. Not-
withstanding all his crimes, I could

not but believe he was sincere in bis

wishes to become honest. 1 at length

discovered he had an uncle at Bir-

mingham, to whom I wrote he was a
poor man, but was willing to aid my
views. I got the officers of the parish

to which he belonged to pay for the

travelling expenses to bis relation,

where he now is, quite reformed, and
doing well in .the service of a farmer.

Ills uncle has sent me a letter of

thanks, saying, the boy’s only wish was
to see me once more, to acknowledge
his gratitude for liaving saved him. As
it maiy appear extraordinary the boy
should be so often in Newgate, I feel it

necessary to state, the first time he was
floaged, once acquitted, and twice no
bill found against him.

1 have said, the prisoners generally

disregard minor punishments : with

the younger ones it sometimes appears
to act as a positive inducement to

continue in tlieir career. The boy who
for his age has undergone the most
punishment is the greatest man ; such
IS their notion of consequence, which
an endurance of many whippings gives

them, that it is the main topic of con-
versation with each other. .On this

subject they will enlarge in the most
extravagant manner, making Out their

offences and adventures as wonderful
as their ingenuity can invent ; often

concluding with, “ Well, when I have
another teazingy T shall be as good a

‘ man as Harry This fedine is

got from the men in whose hands ui6y
nave been made instruments of crime,
and who relate to them tales ofheroism,

telling them they, will be great only
as they endure punishment after the

Spartan fashion. Hiey at the same time
afford tliese deluded creatures every

facility of gratifying their passions,

having first promoted an early and pre-

mature sense ofthem. Human nature

is bad enough when the passions me
attended by reason, and both are de-.

eloped in deie course of growth to-

wards manhood. Ought we then to

be surprised at the lamentable results,

whlSn the passions are set at liberty

• without the guide of reason, as in the

case ofthese poor boys 1 Theseduem
of youth find an abletauxiliaty ia the

minor theatres, where they are genentUy
Sought. The men kuow, if
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passion for these low exhibitions,

that he is a |ure prize. This the boys

acknowledge ; and full one-half have

confessed to me, that the low theatres

have been the cause of their entering

into crime, and in very many instances

tile offences for which they stood com-
mitted were occasioned by their want

ofmoney to gratify tins passion. When
tiiey know they are about to be dis-

charged, the first pleasure they antici-

pate is going to the tiieatre the same
evening. Although turned out without

hat or shoes, and in rags, they make
sure of getting the money for this

puipose; and. I have no douht many
go from the prison-door to stealing for

no other object,— such is their infatua-

tion for these places. Tiie truthiofthis

1 have ascertained fiom several who
have been detected and re-commit-
ted. 1 remember an instance of.one
who was flogged on a Friday momAig
and brought in again on Saturday (the

next day), lie acknowledged to me
having stolen a packet of halfpence,

containing five shillings, within an
hour after he loft tlie prison, for no
other purpose but to sec some iHJtty

exhibition, of wliicli a companion had
told him. This boy's father was a
hackney coachman, and did all be-

coming a parent to reclaim his son ;

he waajiot yet fourteen years of age,

and had been twice before in Newgate

;

once for manslaughter, on which he
was acquitted : he admitted, however,

being the cause of the death of the

party, an aged woman. Tlie second
time, he was tried for robbing a man of
seventeen sovereigns ; for this he w'Uff

whipped and discharged. For tiie

last (the packet of halfpence)^he was
transports for fourteen years.

Althoudi an advocate for the fullest

litoty of the press, 1 regret to add,
that if means could be taken to sup-

press the low publications, of which
]there are now so many sold, many
boys would be saved from destruction

who are now lost entirely by the in-

fluence
,
these works have on their

vitiated tastes, viz., tiie fictitious lives

,of robbers, pirates, ^d< loose wo-
^ men. There is scarcely one in print

, these boys have not by rote; tffoir

infatuation for them is unboubded,
. •laid the consequent perversion of their

minds very fatal, m eveiy instance

-when this passion seizes them. A1-
. ’thoMgh notundly restless in tbeirbabils,

inti aiVfocsix .oreigjht hours to-

gether, relating and hearing tales of
criminal heroes. A boy expert at tell-

ing these stories will exact and obtain
half the allowance of food from the
others, to gratify them in this passion.

How far this taste is brought on by
their mode o^tuition is not unworthy
a consideration : full five-sixths of them
are from the national ^chools, where
they are tanght to reaiyentirely from the

Scriptures, and never see any other

works of interest. It is highly proba-
ble, if books of general history were
put into tlieir hands, and their tastes

directed to substantial food for the

mind, by wUich«they might acquire a
de.«(ire for tl^ knowledfr&p^ fiicts

instead of fiction, fiiey ifil^^ifbe excited

^to a better kind of reading, and mucli

of the mischief avoided. I would not
die understood, that the Scriptures are

not of the first importance, but I object

to their being almost the only book put,,

into their Hands when learning the first

elements of reading. Little works of
morality, witli natural and general

histo(:y, are decidedly the most proper
for tiieir years, and best calculated

excite a taste for knowledge in general

;

reserving two days in the week for the
New Testament with the junior classes,

and an extra day for the Old with the

more advanced in reading. 'With the

assistance of the Rev. Mr. Cotton and
Mrs. Fry, I succeeded in obtaining a
stock of these books ; and 1 am satis-

fied, from my experience with nearly

five hundred boys, that no other is so

well calculated to engage their atten-

tion.
^

On the subjett of boys engaged in

crime, many volumes might be written,

illustrative of their habits and charac-

ter, shewing by what means th^ are

brought into crime. As itwould occu-

py too much space iif these remarks on
crime generally, to follow up this par-
ticular branch of the subject, I snail <•

only make one other observation on
the [fonishment of transportation a.s

passed cm juvenile ofienders. It has
always oistressed gie to hear of any
sentence exceeding seven years being
passed on a youth under fourteen years
of age^ as Ke can scarcely be considered

morally responsible for his own ac-

tions at this period of his existence

;

but as they are made instruments' in
the handa 6f others to commit depreda-
tions, and thus rendned not only.^dan-

.gerous to -society but to theii^lW|8,

when considered^as soon tnibe ikeOfh
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i» of the fiffsi hjoporUi:^ they skotild

lie aewied, until theifminority be ex-
pired, taking care in the interim to

give such instruction as the nature of
uie case will admit of. But to sulnect

tketn when men to the severest of all

^
panlkhinents, viz. slavey for life, for

^ ah action committed w/Sk boyt^ Igan-
not but think botli cruel and unjust in

the extreme. S^e Old Byley court)

however, in proportion to the numbers,
as often sentence boys as men to trans-

portation for fourteen years and life.

For one prisoner 1 felt very much,who
was sent for the latter term ; he was
under thirteen years

qf
age, and not a

knowiwfjgfender; his enme was steal-

ing his C^uipAnion’s Hat, while they

were looking at a puppet-show. Tlie

unfortunate boy says, lie knocked if

off in fun,” and that some other person
must havcifound it. He was not taken

up until the following day,4ind the hat

was never produced. tW policeman
who took him into custody resided

next door to the prisoner's mother, and
was heard to say, ** the boy had t^wn
sjon'es at him, and that he woula give

Oiim a lift,** I know not what he said,

but such was his heavy sentence. The
mother yras a widow, and lie was her
only son. I shall never fomet her
distress ahd agony of feeling when she

heard his fate. Nothing can be more
absurd than the practice of passing

tMtUtcnce of death on boys under four-

teen years ofage for^tty offences. I

have had five in one session in this

awful satiation; one fur stealing a
comb almost valueless, two for a child's

sixpenny stoiy-bookf anotfter for a
man's stock, and the fifth for pawning
his mother's shawl. In four of these

cases the boys put their hands through

a broken pane of glass in a shop-

window, and stole the articles tor

which they were sentenced to death,

if
und subsequently transported for life.

Tliis act, in 1^1 technicality, is house-
breakinff. The law presume!' th^
br^k the glass, and it is probable in

most instances thqy do so. Tn two of

the cases here named, however, the

prosecutrix's dauj^iter told pie there

was only a piece of broWh paper to

supply the place of that 'which once

had been glass. In the letter case, the

^unfortunate mother caused her son to

be appi^ended, {tt the hopes of per-
suaqiQg' the ma^isttate to recommend
hifii ^ the Reft^^for the Destitute, or

^meiotherchajj^bl^^^^ She,

however, in foecoime ofher eikaiaina-

tioD^ said she yna feom home, and that

the house w«w locked upm the time of
the shawl being taken;whichWas after-

word’s found at a pawnbroker's. This
made it housebreaking ; and, in spite

of all the mother's efforts, he was con-
demned to death. He is now in
the Penitentiary. The judges who
award the punishments at the Old
Bailey appear to me as if th^ were
under foe influence ofsudden impulses
of severity, there being at no time any
regular system to be recognised in

their proceedings. This the prisoners

know, and speculate on. If for crime
well^dejined transportation were sure to

follow, there would soCn be less busi-

ness 10 do at the Old Bailey. A
unifoim plan of transportation for all

known thieves would soon remove the

whple fraternity of them out of society,

la.j of no use to pass this sentence on
all brought to the bar for a whole day
together, right or wrong, and then relax

for a day or two, and pass minor sen-

tences : it is the known thief who
should be selected, and transported,

being the only punishment he dreads.

That theydo foar this punishment 1 am
convinced, notwithstanding what has
been said by a gentleman who has re-

cently written on this subject, and who
had opportunities of seeing somewhat
of these characters. I say »mewhat^
because, although he could dai^ for

three years, converse with foem, yet he
did not in any way employ himself
in assisting them, so as to become
thoroughly acquainted with their minds,
*£xcept in cases wherein >his feelings as

a philanthropist were called into action

by a peculiar case of hardship or op-
pression ; and there were cases of this

nature daily occurring strong enough
to move one of cooler temperament
than his. In his -character of mere
looker-on, he never could obtain their

confidence ; it is this which has myted
him, and induced him to diaW'^lrom

real facts so many erroneous inforences.

He thinks transpoitation hasno teirora^.-

I think no punishment so taofk.^

dreaded. It js the' manner in wiiw
this' iiistrument ofthe law is' used ; it

ie the uncertainty of it,’ which robs

of fte sting; and renders it powerless
as itq exan^k. When it is one day
passed on an offender for stealing'

e

jknHy terff or « sinalb loaf of bread

'({.need' not msert foe irttittiak prison^

erawho have bMOtieaspoMedmty|e
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offnims; ^ywe to l)e,found in the ca*

lendac), and ihe next a hundred old and

pcactised prokpocketB allowed to get

off mth one or two moUfts’ imprison-

tpent, it is not to be expect^ they

will, hold this or any other punishment
in dread until diey are overtaken by it.

Natundly enterprising and sanguinei

they think but little of punishment

when it is uncertain and remote, but

much of their present pleasures, and
those practices which bring^ them
wherewitlial to support their dissolute

life. They calculate that but one in

four of the number found guilty is

transported, making a balance in their

ihvour of tliree to one over and above
the chances they reckon their skill

gives them of committing crime^with-

out detection. As they cannot in

any other way account for the number
of old odenders being permitted to

escape with lines, a notion is comilipn

with them, that tiie recorder is afraid to

transport more than a certain number,
lest he should encumber the govern-
ment, and increase the charges fur their

maintenance at home, or conveyance
abroad, beyond what it would be pru-

dent to incur. Imprisonment, as I

before said, thieves regard not, if it be
only for a short period. So ductile

and flexible is nature to circumstances,

that, tliese meu think themselves for-

tunate, If out of twelve they can have
four^months’ run, as they term it ; and
1 have no hesitation in affirming, they

would continue to go the same round
of imprisonment and crime for.an un-

limited period, if the duration of life

and their sentences afforded them the*

opportunity. . By a reference to the Old
Bailey session calendar, it will Jie seen

that about 3000 prisoners are annually

committed to I4ewgate, making little

short of 400 each session, of which
there are eight in a year. Out of the

gross number,about 350 are discharged

byproclamation. Of these nothing can
be -said, as they must be considered

innocent of .the crimes with which
were charged, there not being prmA
fqdn evidence send diem on their

There, jEemain. 2550 who are

tded^.with the piogresiive increase .of

4-7ffis, annually* l^me persons have
suppo^ ^is aopumulatiou.of odend-

ecs a regular proportion to the

progress ofpopulate. As well may
they assert that the <^mandtor thieves

i$k sQOiety regulate^, we supply, os in

mirkets. of merchanqisa* The

cause is in themaladmiqistralioili ofthe
laws—the sending out so many .old

offenders every session to teach and
draw in the more juvenile and less

experienced hands—with the unceD-
tainly of punishment, by the inequality

of sentencjBs for crimes of a like nature

-^to which may be added the many
inst&ces of mistaken, or rather mu-
(Urected leniency, comnired with others

ofenonnoul severity fortriflingoflences

;

all which tend to induce the London
thieves to entertain a contempt for that

tribunal. An opinion prevails through-

out the whole CK>dy, that justice is not
done there. I do not mean to say they

complain of thef sentences being too

severe generall}!; that wQjd^.ioc%!itural

enough on tlieir parts, and not worth
notice. They believe every thing done
|t that court a matter of cliance; that

tn the same and for a (^e crime,

one man will be sentenced to trans-

ortation fiar life^ while another may
e let off for a month's imptHsonmentp

and yet both equally bad characters.

It only needs that punishment should
be sure to follow the conviction for

crime, and that the judgments shoul(^
be uniform and settled, to strike terror

into the whole body of London crimi-

nals. Out of the ^550 annually tried,

nearly one-fourth are acquitted, leaving

little short of 2000 for sentence in each
year. Of these the average transported

are 800 : deduct 200 for cases of an
incidental nature, t. e. crimes not com-
mitted by regula^offeuders, and there

remain 1000 professed thieves who are

again turnedT loose in a short period

on the town, all of whom appear in«.

due course again at ^ the court of the

Old Bailey, or at some other, many
times in the revolution of one year.

Here lies the mischief. An old thief

will be sure to enlipt others to per-

petuate the race. Tnere is no disguis-

ing the fact: the. whole blame is with
tlie court whose duty it is to tak^
cognisance of these characters. Whilst

the present system is pursued, ofallow-
ing so many old offenaers to escape with

trifling piinishment#, die evils will be
increased, aod (he business ofthe court

go on auKmenling, by its own errors,

^e thief is now encouraged to spe-

polate on jus chances—in his own
pbi^seology,.^ bis good lock.*' Eveiy

escape makes him more mkless. 1

knew one man who. was allied a
mrse of.seve.ntoen imprisomiwm^Und
odmr punisbmenl5 beC^hibm^rws^^
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t1ipw«verV ap^^ ’oir-later

^^ata^tMD^Bddwb^wimU^^^
ter J^feto^lbemsdUtts and -the country
weve^MNKd tbft.6ret time thev were
iia the naiids of the court as known
tbihees^' Observing only a certain, and'

Itesaiy an equal, number transported

eadh session, they have imbioed a
notiott, that tbf^rac^er cannot exceed
it^ and that he Elects dio^ to whom

takes a dislike at the bar, , not for

the magnitude of their otfences^ hut
from caprice or chance. It is nndilr

tills ini^ssion th^y are afraid of
speaking when . in' court, Imt they
should fl^e offence, and e^ite rnttH

lan^ m^jEsjudge, which would, in

their opinion, inevitably include them
in tlie devoted batch of ttansports, of
wliich their horror is inconceivable i

1st, becaiyte many have already under-
gone the punishment; and 2dly, all

vyho have not are fully aware of the

privations to which it subjects them,
^leir anxious inquiry regarding every
particular relating to the treatment, ts a
strong manifestation of their uneasiness

this subject. Vet Mr. Wontner and
Mr. Wakefidd (says the QuarUrli/ re-

viewer) think, neither transportation nor
the hulks have any terrors for them.
Ilow they come to this opinion, I can-
not imagine. If they clniw their in-

ference from the noise and apparent
mirth of the prisoners w hen they leave

Newgate for the iuilks, 1 think their

premises false.
*

The transports arc taken from New-
gate in parties of twenty-nve, which is

called a draft. 'Wly^n the^4unikeys

lock up the wards of the prison at the

close of the day, they call over the

names of the convicts under onlers for

removal, at the same time informing
them at what lt£>ur of the night or

morning they will be called for, and to

what place and ship they are destined.

*^This notice, which frequently is not
more Umn three or four hours, is all

that is given them
;
^^|egmlation ren-

dered necessary to ob^jfte'^fhe bustle

and eoiifiision hefetofOm experienced,
by their friends and^ i!k]^i\'es thronging

the gates of tiie prison, accompanied
by valedictory ^tarnations at the de-
pc^ure of the van* in which they are

eohveyed. Bidi>re this order arrives,

<>f have endured many
mon^S*;^&hfinemcnt, and having ex-

hausteij|;j^e liberality, or funds--* per-
haps Mb-*- ofi^ieir'^iends, have been

eonstfained to aubsisioii.llie ^gotl.al-i

lowance. Th^ togjBtbqr with' the

sameness ofa ^risoo Itffi, oringt im a
weariness of Jfiaid,wfaioh renders

change agreeable to their now^btoktm

spirits; the prospect of a removal oc-

casions atempof^ excitement, which,

to those una^ustomed to reason- on
the matter, may appear like gaiety^

and carelessness of the future. The
noise and apparent recklessness, how-
eveif’on these occasions, are produced

more by those prisoners who are to

remain behind, availing themselves of

the oppottunil^ to beguile a few hours

of tedious existence by a noisy and
forced merriment, which they know
the officers on duty will impute to tlie

men orders for the ship. This

is confirmed by the inmates of the

place being, on another nights of the

year, peaceable after they are locked

up in their respective wards. Those
who suppose there is any real mirth or

indifference among them at any time,

have taken but a superficial view of

these wietclied men. Heaviness atul

sickness of heart are always with

them; they will at times make an
effort to feel at ease, but all their hila-

rity is fictitious and assumed—they

have the common feelings ofour nature,

and of which they can never divest

themselves. Those who possess an
unusual buoyancy of spirits, and gloss

over their feelings wirh their cctippa-

nions, 1 have ever observed, oh the

whole,’ to feel the most internal agony.

I have seen upwards of two thousand

under this sentence, and never con-

wersed with one who did not appear

to consider the punishment, if it ex-

ceedede* seven years, egml to death.

May, the accomplice of Bishop and
Williams, told me, tlie day after his

respite, if they meant to transport hiip,

he did not tliauk tliem for his life. The
following is -another striking instance

of the view they have of this punish-

ment. A man named Shaw, who suf-

fered for housebreaking about two years

since, awoke during the night previous

to bis execution, and said,

(speaking to t{ie man in the cell wtdi

him) “ 1 have ofiten said, 1 would be
rather hanged than transported; but

now it comes so close as this, 1 begin

to think otherwise.” Shortly afterwards

be turned round to the same man and
said, 1 was wrong in what I said just

now ; I am atill olmy Ibrmer opinion:

hanging is the- best of tlie^ two*;!' laid
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he'remaiiMd m* the fame' snind all the

b^t/ Th^first question an untried

priMner asks oftmwe' to wh<m he is

about to intrust his defence is^ ** Do
you think 1 shall be transported ? Save

me from that, and I don't mind any

tiling else/' One thing^ however, is

clear : no punishment hitherto has lea*

setied the number of offenders; nor

win any ever be efficient, until the

penaltietT awarded by the law un-

erringly follow conviction, eapecraliy

wiUi the common robbers.

Turn over die' pages of the Old

Bailey Mssion papers for years past,

and you' cannot but be struck with the

anomalies which axe there apparent,

with respect to crimes and the sentences

which have followed. The impsession

a perusal of these papers made on my
mind, was as if aU the business had
been done by lotteiy ; and my ol^ser-

vation during twenty-two sessions -ton

the occurring cases has tended to

convince me, that a distribution of

justice from that wheel ofchance could

not present a more incongruous and
confused record of convictions and
punishments. In no case (always ex-

cepting the capitals) can any person,

however acute and experienced, form

the .slightest opinion of what the judg-

ment of the court will be. Of this the

London thieves are fully aware. I

never could succeed in persuading one
before his trial, that he was deprived

of all chance of escape. They will

answer, ** Look what a court it is 1

how many worse than me do scramble

through; and who knows but 1 may
be lucky." What men know they

must endure, they fear; what they

think they can escape, tliey 4lespise

:

their calculation of three-fourths es-

caping is very near the truth. Hope,
tjie spring of action, induces each to

say to himself, ** Wiiymay I not be the

lucky one?" Tiiecuakce thus oiven
OF ACQUITTAL IS THE MAIN CAUSE OF
CRIME. I do not mean to say tliree-

ftiurths come offfree ; they are subjected

to some kind of punishment (except-

ing a few oases ofjudgment respited)

:

^tfae others feel, no djubt, what th^
undergo, but it is only as a soldier in

the fight considers a scratch—otherwise

coming off with a whole skin, being
ready for action again. Another evil

arises out of this irregularity of judg-
ments. AUfmnishments are renders
severe and useful in proportion as the

offender- feels he deserves it, end^is

conscious of having paly bis Milta
msrtliir.' -This the convict
n^er feel, seeing his> comp^ofr^ hi
crime let off for -a few montw 'inifpri-

sonment, he (his companion) having
been guilty of an offence equal to Ids.

own, and for which he (the Convict)' i8

transported fdb life* T)W connected
with the court, in the conversatiotii I
have had ^with the^'^say, ‘^circum-
stances of character wcarion tlie appa-
rent anomalies being unable, 6r
rarhaps unwilling, to give- a toter.
That a good character does not avail,

the prisoner, or direct the court in its

judgments, ma^ be seen by a mere
inspection of the printed trials^^and is

better known to all who-lvave watched
the proceedings of this court for any
*time. Hundreds of cases might be
•cited to illustrate this fact. I remem-
ber the case' of two butchers, whose
briefs I wibte, which occurred last year.

One was asi old, the other a young man,
both liaving been in the employ of the
prosecutor. They were ebarg^ with
stealing a breast of mutton from their

master : both were found guilty. The
old man had persons to speak as ffi

his character for honesty for forty years
last past (his former masters); the
young one had ngt a solitary witness
to say a word for him. The former
was sentenced to fourteen years’ trans-

portation ; the latter to six months in

the house of correction. When the
Tosecutor heard^ of the circumstance,

e got up a petition to the secretary of
state for a j^mission of the sentence,

in which he stated that on the trial he
himselfjfed givtyi the old man a good
character, and not the other. Instances

of this kind occur out of number to

confirm the rogues in theirpreconceived
notions of the uncertainty of punish-
ment, and that “the greatest crimes
come offthe best." This is an aphorism
among the thieves. I have seen somj^
of them, after being sentenced by the
court, dance for hours, calling out con-
tinuously, “ Did I not tell you all, the

biggest rogues get offthe best ?" The
scene in the several^ards ofNewgate on
the sentence-daysfafter the judgments
have been passed, defies anydescription
on paper. Some will be seenjumping
anff skipping about for hours, frenzM
with joy at the very unexpect^ly mild
sentence passed on them;' '0.th^ are
cursing and swearing, callii^ down
imprecations on the head of the' le*

coraer, for having, a^bey |»y> so an-
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meaforedcutlattk*; all agreawg
tere ia bq pcopoAon in the tmnish-
meats to the onoies. It mar be said^

it is of little import wb«l mese men
think, so they an punished. But is it

.of no itaiportaiiGe under what impres-

sfdn the others are discharged ? If the

diidiaTg^ feel (as asstitedly they do)

that punisluneut is a matter of chance,

th^ return tdr their habits as the

basm-player gm again t6 the dice,

in hopes of coming off a winner, and
reimbursing himself for former losses.

There is another evil comes out of these

unequal sentences. The discontent it

produces on the minds of those who
fell under, the more n^yy judgments,
wliich fimuvtss againstf' their reforma-

tion: instead of reflecting on their

situation as hrougght on by themselyes/

they take refoge in coroplaiat and in-i

vective, dqplaring they are sacriticed
”

-^in their own language, murdered

meni” 1 have often said, Why com-
jdain ? You knew the consequence of
detection. " Yes,” would be the reply

;

but look at the case ofTom— and
Bill Not that 1 am sorry they

*flkye got off; but is it not a shame to

give me a and they only a month
each Such answers are always given

when any attempt is made to reconcile

them to their mte. They carry this

feeling with them to the hulks, where
they amuse 'each oUier with all the

tales of hardship within their know-
ledge ; meditating revenge, by which
they mean becoming more desperate

in crime, and making reprisals on the

E
ubltc, when they shall be again at

irge. They become^ imbued with a
notion the judge has more to answer
for than themselves. Opinions of this

nature are veiy common among them,
and prevent the discipline to which
they are submitted having its proper
efi^t. Minds in the state of theirs

seize on any suppo^ injury to brood
over and s&fle their own reproaches.

Of this dernier restart they would be
deprived,ifequal sentences were passed
on all for like ofihncee. They are now
all ill-used men, tty comparison with

others who have been more fortunate.

The present system htdds out eo many
chances for the offender to escape, dui
it acts as an indneement to continue

bis practices, and to all loose cliaiac-

ters, not yet aCcompliBhed in the art cf
plunder, to beonme so. Again, by the
discharge, of eo many 'known thieves

every sesrions^ «o many nastiMe are

sent into the town to draw iu and
teach others, by whidtn nmlar supply
is brought up to fill the naiks of those
who fall in tne conflict.

There is no known crimes operating

to the injury of society, for die pu-
nishment ofwhich a statute has not
been provided, and the penalties in

which generally have not been consi-

dered too severe. If, then, it he not
for lack of Draconian enactments that

crime increases, the error must lie in

the administration of them. An exa-
mination into- the constitution of the
court of the Old Bailev, and the man-
ner the business is there performed,
will, 1 think, prove this to be the case.

The monstrous acts of carolcssness,

and qpnsequent injustice, emanating
fiom the Old Bailey court, are incre-

dible to persons who have been accus-
tomed to consider it, like others, pure
aivf unvitiated by patronage and in-

fluence. No one unacquainted with
the business of the place can possibly

have a conception of the number of
persons who influence the judges in a
multiplicity of cases every session,—
always excepting die capitals, because
the law relatmg to them, be it good or
bad, is clear and detined. A sentence
of death always follows the conviction,

after which the prisoner’s fete is in the

hands of the king and council. The
Old Bailey court is under the juris-

diction of the lord mayor an^the
court of aldermen, oue ofwhomlmist
be onr the bench to complete a court.

This body elects the judges, consisting

of the recorder^and common seigeant,

who liave an"^ assistant judge, now
Sergeant Arabin, all of whom are in

daily ii^tercourse with the other city

authorities. Throughout the year, meet-
ings out of number take pj^e on city

business, besides dinner and convivial

parties, at which the aldermen and
other gentlemen of city influence are

constantly in the habit of meeting these

judges, on all the femiliar tenns of
intimates ; consequently, through these

channels, any representation may be
made to a juoge before trial, either for

or against the prisoner. Tales may be
ponred into hii ears, day after day, in

various ways, so that the judge himself

riiall not see the motive, until a pre-

judice be eflbcted, which renders nim
unfit for his office. It may be asked.

What motive any of these gentleman
can have in prejudiciDg the case ofa
prisoner? 1 aiiBwar» none personally;
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*(l iieeii an mtd iidvn nmeipw
ooniiMiGiii^fiitber eomtneidal or otfaeiw

wise, in all the greiks immediately

below their own, and -looking «t oU
the ramificatioiis by which soeiety is

Ittiked . together, especisdly in this

metropolis,^ it is easy to- tonceive that

through such channels claims will be
made on them not always to be resisted,

and from them to the judge. That they

do interfere I know, as do all othem
uny way connected wiik the court. dr

S
rison. It is not a postulate, but a
emonstrable fact i not an cteourrence

now and then, but an eve^^lay afl^r.

All who have spent any time in New-
gate, with their eyes open, know the

truth of this statement ; and thaj^ there

ate other undue influences exercised of
a more pernicioiis nature, of which 1

shall speak presently. One case jout

of many known to me 1 will here
relate. A linendraper's shopman was
committed for robbing his master's till,

marked mon^ having been found upon
him. A few days after his committal
he was recognised by one of the

turnkeys, who had formerly been ser-

vant to his father, an ofncer in the

marines. The man took an interest

in the young linendraper’s fate, and
four days previous to his trial told him,
in my prc^nce, that he had roans^d
his business, but could not get him off

for tos than three mouths’ imprison-
ineti%! He was subsequentlv sentenced
for precisely that terra. In this instance

we begin with the lowest instrument,

a turnkey I yet it wetd up, step by
step, until it reached me judge, wher
acquiesced in a sentence previously

ajrranged by another having veiy

diflbrent doty to perform. In the same
ward with this young man were others

whose oflhoces did not exceed, his, yet

they were sentenced lo seven and
torteen years’ transportation. That it

is highly proper the judge should be
allowed'^ discretion in every case
must be admitted ; but is this discre-

tion to allow others oui ofcourt to da
their business? T. should have said,

the prisoner in the last case eked Imd
no person to give him afeharaoter.

furok^’s.conduct 1. applauded, as it

proceeded from gratitude tothefhmily.

He is not to blame; and l ehould not
have mentioned the circumstance/dmt

to shew hew eertaan it ia thatihe court

8u4ihnitscdl^to.be4id-l>ypthe^^

clM of tewQiseie tref^ eg^oaSte^iMl
the lego&r- thief;, nomisting ofelerlu^
and ptbers in a ntnilar walk ofdtfe,

many ofwhom have probably ibr the
first time offended agamst die law, by
embeudement, or otherwise robWng,
their/employers. In these cases die
s^tencen run-in extremes; thefulto
penalty of the law bemg exacted in

some, while others are Abed a shilling

and disobalged, or, Jfeving their judg-
ments respited,^ are allowed to go at

large, hi tne hope they will sin no more.
Here, if any rule of action could be
recognised,and characterhad its weight
in court, all woqjid be £iir ; but unfer-

tunateW it is not so,-^some, ha^ng the

best or characters up to t!.«, moment of
the commission of tne offence, are sen-
tenced to the severest punishments at

|lie bar,— others, without any such ad-
vantage (at least in open couft), escape
entirely free. In all suen cases it is

INFLUCKCC WITH THE JUDGES WgICll
PRODUCES THIS DISPARITY. It haS
often happened, when I have applied

to make a prisoner’s brief, that a letter

would be put in my hand ; on reading
which, I learnt some friend, or iathetll

friend, or friend’s friend in the second
or third degree, had s^n a certain

alderman, who haij made a promise to

interfere. Probably 1 should be asked
if he (the prisoner; might rely on the
success of the interest in which case
1 invariably told them they might be
sure of his (the alderman) having the
ability, if be could be brought to

exercise it.
,
I was never mistaken

:

when the promise was made, the party
always %0t off, aqd the instances within

my own knowledge are not a few.

Hiis influence is often used in a more
unjust manner. When a confidential

or warehouseman is charged with
embezzlement, it riot^infrequently

ns the prosecutor has a nOOtive for

ing anxious to securo the entire rid-^

dance of the prisoner, by liaving him'
sent out ofthe country,he (theprisoner)

being in possesrion of secrets which it

might nd be so wdl to have divulged.

To Bccomplidi this,byperbolicalrepojrts

ofthe man’s extravagance are oiieulMd
-^his having kept one or moie mis^
tiesses, fee. fec.>^that he has beds
doing this for a loiui; period, by fob-

bing bis ^master; AlMhi8,fiouiira into

the pr(^r city channel^ ngvee fiufe

to 'leacn the judge who ;trieelfetm^>

and produces^ thb•object eoagfiit,^is.

ttaiispdtalioit..fb9dbu;i$^ ^Fe#''
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will be dispo9e4 to oomplaiD of the

instances of mercy ; but it is the mode
of doing it with which I fipd &ult,'and
which makes it an abuse of justice.

The pure atieam is polluted

—

a door
is.open^ which the worst ofmischiefs

eB|er. Ijiis can only be reformed by
the appointment of judges out of city

influence. There is no prejudication

with the regulth* judges of the country.

In their hands me course* of justice

goes on iu one pur^t uninterrupted

stream . The lives and liberties of nearly

3000 human beings come under the

cognizance of the Old Bailey coxirt

every year. Does it pot appear extra-

ordinarythat the management of a
busineA lUt<«uch national importance
should be in the hands ofjudges who
are not one remove from the middld
classes of the community, and who^
it is welljcnown, mix every day with

their fellow-citizens, so as to hear every

current tale connected with the very

cases in which they are a few liours

afterwards called on to adjudicate

—

often coming into immediate contact

with the prosecutors, who, for reasons

'4>efore stated, have occasionally an
interest in prejudicing the judge?
Calumny is often added to oppression,

if but for the sake qjTjustifying it. The
dinners during sessions are very bad
t6mgs, and assist much in working
mischief. There the city judges, lord

mayor, aldermen, sheritTs, and many
otliers, sit down together every day
during session, talking over all the

afiairs and occurrepoes of the day, as

they m^ chance to be brought on the

tapis. Tliere any wislj may l^express-

ed to a judge regai-ding a prisoner, and
story told without the accused having

the opportunity to rebut it—any enor-

mity softened down to a venial olience,

or any peccadillp swelled to a most
atrocious crime. All who know any
thing of the city corporate body are

aware tliat they are not only divided

into political parties, but also those of

^ sectarianism, and that there is a puri-

tanical party, who are so extremely

tenacious, of any thember of their sect

coming to harm^ that under their pro-

tection getting into .Newgate is or no
coiis^uirace. Hence the fine of one

Shilling and. discharge of the cheese-

monger’s clerk,who bad thirty-two cases

efuh^lemeitt. against htm^ and to

^whi^ hi pleaded guilty, being so ad-
y,vised, which is usual when a prisoner

. ^.4^s a friend to.protec't.hMn, as jk avoids

a trial, and he passes through the ordeal

unobserved. This mangold me his

sentence BEroxE he went up to the
COURT, and borrowed a shilling of a
person to prepare himself for it. Let-

ters were inserted in the Weekly Die-

patch from the firm this man hadrobbed,
inquiring who advised the late common-
sei^ant to pass ao just a sentence,

which enabled the man to join an
opposition house to the prosecutors'

within a few days, to their great pre^

judice. A promise was given that an
inquiry should be made ; it has, how-
ever, passed away, like all promises of

this nature. Another extraordinary

feature in this case is, that some oflier

person had promised to protect the

prisoqer from transportation, and the

prosecutors had been led to expect a
sentence oftwo years' imprisonment in

Ne>vgate, (so they expresi^ themselves
in* their letter to the editor of the

Weekly Dispatchy) with which they
were satisfied. The prisoner, however,
subsequently foutid another friend to

interfere for him, who was less cere-

monious in matters ofjustice, and the

payment of a shilling was deemed a
sufficient expiation for tiie crime of cm-
l^zzling thirty-two sei^aratc and dis-

tinct sums of money.
The judges say tiiey never suffer any

thing extrajudicial to influence them,
liow do they know that? No one
knows himself, and there is no sepnrity

but by removing the possibility of his

coming within the spliere of such pol-
lution to his office. Jjci him be placed
on a pinnacle .ofmom importance, out
•of the reach of these gossips. If it

were possible, a judge ought to descend
from the upper world to the seat of
justice, untainted and unprejudiced by
any knowledge of the matter at issue.

In all our other courts of law this

desideratum is obtained, as nearly as
human anungement can approximate
to such an object. If it ue thought
proper, in a question' involving a
consideration of a few pounds, that a
superior law officer pfthe crown should
preside, of how much more impoftanee
IS tliat of life i^d death, of liberty

character; a question comprehending
the interests of so many^ the fixing 4
stamps of infiuny on the father of a
family,.and in which a wife, children,

and .nations, are all concarned ? It^is

true that^ fluring the firjft days of each
session, one or more of'the fiftitenjudges
attend to tiry the capital cases; hut they
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do not alw^3 go through the whole of

ihese^ leaviiy^ some for the recorder.

It is remarkable how the auditors and
prisoners are penetrated with the man-
ner, and. patience of these judges, as

contradistingiushed from the hurried

iVay in* which the trials are usually

conducted in these courts. The effect

it has on the prisoners is astonishing,

notwitlistanding the awful sentences

which invariably follow in these cases,

viz. death,. They are generally satisded

they have had a fair trial ; and it iS a
remarkable fact, that none who are tried

by the city judges ever think justice has

been done thein.^ However guilty they

fnay be, they expect a chance on their

trial, and decent treatment while they
are undergoing it. The most brutal
are sensible- of the difference so appa-
rent when they appear belbre what tney
call “a real judge.'* I have seen them
come from the court, after such tieat-»

ment,positivelypleased, although found
guilty, saying,^* i am guilty fair enough

:

the judge would have let me said any
thing, he such a mce old man." 1
have observed the dmneanour of these

men subsequently to be always better

than those who could never gel rid of
the notion they had not had a fair

chance on their ' trials.

[7*0 An continued.

J

TOUR OF A GERMAN PRINCE.
•

These two are the concluding voluiAes

of the travels of a titled German, who
now stands revealed as Prince I*iickler

Muskau. The two first volumes were
much lauded on the continent, and
the old and excellent Gothe (now, alas

!

no more) was pleased to write a pre-

face in their praise. Gothe had never

been in this country, therefore could

only estimate the manners and usages

of English society through the medium
of books, or the not over-precise in-

formation of Britisli travellers on the

Continent. The consequence was, that

the plausible style and narrative of his

countryman the prince, were calcu-

lated to deceive even the loftiest in-

tellect and deepest mind of Europe.

Reasoning may be close and correef^

while the premises are a postulate im-
pudently assumed or erroneous in prin-

ciple ; accordingly, the conclusion ar-

rived at will be a falsification of the

truth, although tfie deducing chain is

fhiiltless. Of such deception the prince

is firequently guilty whenever he treats

- of our national peculiarities. His con-

ceit is incdnceivable— he fancies that

his strength of intellect is so great, as

tb be more than a match for the most
abstriise inquiries;— morals, legisla-

tion, belles lettres, pl^ysics, metaphy-
sics, theology, every thing, in short,

human and divine, comes under - his

review ; and there is a perpetual plum-
. iug, and strutting, and crowing, firom

• the consdoasness dial every tmng he

VOLS. m, AND IV.*
i9

touches ho elucidates—nihil mm Utigit
quod mm ornavit, I'his imposing assu-
rance is easily detected by those w1k>
are fully aware of the matters in the
discussion of which it is assumed

;

but no power of intuition will m-
able the ignorant to see through it.

We have an infinity of books treating

on the manners and mode of life of
the ancient Gi-ceks and Romans, of
the Mexicans and Peruvians

;
yet what

flimsy conceptions of the reality are
we capable of forming? To under-
stand a people’s character, we must
have full ocular demonstration—we
must leside among them and narrowly
observe them. * Gothe, with all h^
transcendant powers, had not an op-
portunhff of this kind with re^rd to

England; he could not, thererore, be
competent to form a correct estimate
of the despatches from the Prince
Piickler Muskau to his Julia. Gbthe*s
praise consequent!}* goes for nothing
in this instance.

The swallow season in England is

also prolffic of foreigners, flocks of
whom readily leave their own countries

to bask in the more genial sunshine of
English prosperity Scarcely does a
steam-boat cross the channel, or stagi^

coach wend its w8ary way from Dovd'
to town, without bringing its due com-
plement of whiskered aliens •— the

prince, the baron, and tlie count, not
•to say any thing ofuntitled Und ignoble

personages, who are prepaiMd to tell

Effiitgham Wilsoii. Londeu, t80S«
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their >th^r feudal

cdstles, and dieirVem^rohiH-to impose
•ton all the '^Ha -they meet with in

societv-*to:(wnt and swindle at cards

leatn die low tricks ofj^keyship

at Newmarket, Epsom, ^d Doncaster,

so that they may be an orermatch for

their simple fellow -countrymen at

home to get ac good an insight into

English society m they can, and then,

having ample materials^ibr their spleen

to work upon, to traduce that nation

of shopkeepers with.trhom their own
poverty will neve^^mnable them- to

compete—to kidnap dome artless girFs

affections, and then persuade her to

make a runaway matctf— to score up
bills with confiding tradesmen, an4
then to levant, leaving them unpaid.

Too many foreigners answer to thil

descriptidSi ; the consequence is, that it

is Impossible for them towork theirway
into the highest and best** society in

London, with all his pi^iisions, the

illustrious prince failed to accomplish

this most desirable point; and, accord-^

jpgly^the worst word in the vocabulary

of abuse is not bad enough for the

feshionable circles of London. We
will not deny that there is much truth

in his strictures -'-nay we will go
feifeer, and confess that many of the

ol^Elervations which he makes on the

sfite of society bear strict accordance

with the existing state of things. But
when we see nothing but abuse^and that

of the most venemous quality^ directed

indiscriminately against aU classes and
conditions of me community— when
be sneers at high atri low,\nd rich

and poor^ and brings all admitted ex-

cellencies in the English character

down to the moral level of himself,

and laughs, mocks, derides, or is sar-

castic at all that Calls below the level

of his own precious moral self; then

we may be sure diat there is some
latent cause whence sptii^'aU this

bitter vituperation against the domestic

character of Englisbmeh*' JVhatever

may have been thf% motive, notorious

iiicts exist, which tell us that Prince

Piid]to 'Muskau vKis a disapj^inted

man.:* Lte r^ed up every piece of

seaadaf mgaidfng ever;^ family .orper-

son tilth whom he caitie an obiriaet 'oti

his tmv^ arid be details with
exceai^BiHt and tetiifiictfen; ^Theie
is b bad woijd for mosL and a good
word for fe^ Or none. But idie

,|l%HlOaling pi^ce, tilth of

Rhadttkmnlhiari |aetiife,' ending
smsndbl ' on ' the vriifef it 'was

only to retaliate fbrhis exclusion ftom,or

cold reception in, die better circles; and
for tlie tales which the moudi'bfscandal
(perchance) was, in those ^8elf <^ 881110

circles, uttering against,him./ We care

not atoui belreving the we
care as little whether foreigner believe

the abominable stories and' irinUendps

in which the veracious -prince hak m-'

^^d at the expense of En^hmen.
He never can set foot

,
in England

i^n without the risk ofa horsewhip-
ping; for his volumes aflbrd too many
instances ofbetr^edt^iifidence,ofma-‘
licious slanders, of abused hosmality.'

Mr. O'Connell and Lord Dmorben
must ^.hink of him with contempt. Wc'
judge of the prince by what he has

said of himsdf. By his own testi-

mony he is one of the most conceit^
aflected, and vain of human beings'-!^

boasting of philosophy, yet having

none— boasting of learning, of which
he gives but slight indications—boast-

ing of high family, which is question-

able-boasting of his title, which he
derives by having espoused the Coun^
less von Pappenheim. The truth is,

that he does not understand English

character or English institutions. He
may be a judge of the frivolities of
fashion— he may have a quick eye for

catching the ludicrous and the nimsy
in the character of Englishmen ; bht to

penetrate the deep, serious, and per-

vading tone of their national clm-
racter, or the character of their insti-

tutions, is altogether out of his power.
"Hence can the tables be easily turned
on Prince Piickler Mttskau. All whh
him if flippant self- satisfaction or
braying conceit, ambitious of admiroi-

tion.; anff then disappointment at the

lack of its daily, supply'of praise sMd
pudding' by thb asUmIshea 'tworld^'df

England. NeMutorttitfxiefl^i(iBait,'i8U
rule applicable to t^ prince : bad be'

had the wisdom to^haye observed' 'it,,

all had been well. Tbe-'cokeofnb't^
intellectual' cbarlsitan, notwithsfettdK
all assumed pompority^ 'cariiMri breaf
through the prescribed * ciider tf ltMlr

nature. They can tiell understand
Newfearimtraces,cl«^Tooiiat,Aliii^
balk nuaquerades, Brij^ion tifep and
rms'# their ednquestf oyer but-

maidii \riliid and Hhktr'

intrigimaifelth dfeir.inlsfismes— eapch

daHy lT if be in (*onfkfeniial Intern,'

(intm^fbr'puhliCAUc^"^^ thbirOtih'
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mm. And oertoioly the. phil<Mopl]^

^ lioSb a wife—whose pranent tastois

ever e^r ior de^pboas of tlie ia^

trigues of her salacious husband, who,'

with the neveMiring spirit ofa modern
Don Juan, is,^ by his o^, account,

playing havoc with the fair and frail

l^uties ofEngland—is not sufficiently

to be admired. Such a woman is,

as Coleridge would say, a psychological

curiositv, peculiar only to the phleg*

matie climate of Germany. For de*

scriptions, however, of this kind, fte

prince has siipplc fingers, and an easy

and enviable flow of language, which

covers obscenity#ith^ subtle veil of
plausible modesty. But when he dives

into the depths ofhistory, his ignorance

is laughable— his statistics halt wpfully

— bis attempts to belabour die hard

hide of metaphysics are ludicrous.

What he hits somewhere said of lion-

self, with reference to some physical

objects, is also applicable in the in-

stances under consideration. I waded

Never was more vapid.egotiemr^ inMf
four volumes printings was* in*
vei^ td foeilitate the ctetailt of the
follies and absurdities of manlrindt
His title is the charmed abacadabrot
that is to open every door to liiso

intrusive fooU and every heart to
his amorous «)d insolent suit. At
every second page almost we have an
accouBl» of,his carriage, bis travelling

equipments^ and hisr pimple; and to

prove to us that even they were indi«

viduals worthy of consideration for the
perfection witli which they enacted
High Life bel^ Stairs ” under his

especial management, he tells us that

his Saxon servant left him because
nobody ate senp in England, the

domestic declaring that he could not
dxist any longer in a state of bar-
barism—without soup." As we are
on the subject of soup, we m^y as well
uote the thorou^ly illustrious’s

’*

escription*of an Englishman’s break-
fast.

with a great feeling of satisfaction

through the streams, throwing myself
into the pleasurable state of mind of a
duck." Veiy like the waddling of a
pompous duck are his lucubrations on
conscience (vol. iii. p. 295) : such grave

matters were never intended for tlie

Itry understanding of Prince Piickler

oskau. The illustrious individual,

however, is not satisfied with likening

himself to the duck—he must needs

liken himself to birds of a higher

calibre than that harmless creature.
** Worldly wisdom," he says, “ is as

decidedly denied to my nature, as to

the swan the power of running races*

with the sledges ou the frozen lake.

However, his time too comes, v^en he

cleaves his free and beautiful element.

Then he is himself again." Tlie priiice

shines most in a ball-room, or a flirta-

tion, or at a wMst-tal>le, playing the

knowing one, and pocketing that paltry

d^^ (Sled English money ; but the

only assimilating point between his

highnen and the swan in questioa is

egregious aelf-concek. Look at a
wfiiy of mv inches,

, ye vermin, and
sudie way!" .seems always the upper*^

limit ihmmt in foe deli&te and highly-

bred: minia . of the illustrious. priDce»

His letters aie foil of4lu^s to his^

nnh, to ilia antiquity of

to his rights of pfocetoce, to his-^
frojied ca8tle,eta

**^To this meal he soems to bring
more animation than to any other, and
indeed, I think, more appetite

\
for tho

number of cups of tea, the masses of
bread and batter, eggs and cold meat,
which he devours, awaken silent envy
in the breast, or ratlier in the stomach,
of the less capable foreigner. HaLt:;|s

now not only pennitted, but emoin^
(by euslonut his gospel) to read. At
every cup of tea he unfolds a newspaper
of the size of a table-cloth. Not a single
speech, %rim. con*., murder, or other
catastrophe, invent^ by the ' accident-

maker ’ in Ldhdon, escapes him.
'* Lik^ne who would rather die ofa

surfeit man lenVe any thing anehton
which he had paid for, the systematio

Englishman thinks foat, having called

for a newspaper, be ought not to leave
a letter of it unread. By this means his
breakfast lasts sever^ hours, and the
sixth or seventh cup is drank cold. |
have seen this glorious meal protracted
BO long, {tetjt blended with dinner i

and yon will hardly hdieve me when I
assure you, that a light snppar’ibllbwed
at midni^t withottc the compaiH^ quit-'

ting the table.’* ,
'

In all this there is a pli^lA
Munchausen vein of tuimour, ah^
therefore not to be q^aajrrelled with,

even by the inost fo$ti|dyio.us. Every

oomp^in&g of a morbidW
4T0 Im Byioftfo

posM is



i|{Mb'|KfUrl>MUlkkni»» bcMMit «f bis

ttawtiBests, comoi bpNliL^nd te^ Ms
H^tfomil»*Jvl4i,ill«t ho w weary of

gnea to a race-course,

liaaCe he thinks of

W of this sublunaiy

ea0UBit)fte>;^he dives ioto*aU kinds of

fuihdselomir, ^end theit*is seised with

despair fl^om the ronsckrasness of his

fuperiortty to^bat mode of life which

he has a|epted^(<< because he ii an
independent man/’) ai^ ohooses to

follow ; —he plays the men^-andrew
at parties, by exhibiting himself in

hair a dpsen costumes' for ihe amuse-
inent' of the company*^ ascends in a

balloon—engages ui afox-cliase—and
.then wishes to depart 4for that bourne

whence, no traveller returns, because

be canpot fathom the moral* mystericAi

ofhuznan nature. All this springs fronr

vanity—^ir^m the wish to be thought

interesting— to make sensitive hearts

p&dpitate at his approaoli— to be
considered a monstrouS|]|hie fellow by
the men, and a monstrousvliandsome

and interesting creature by the women
*<r-to be Manfred witli the one, and an
tbnalgamation of Childe Harold and
Bon Juan with the other.

.In 'the first two volumes of his

tmvels, bis highr^ss is perpetually

al^d of thieves and robbers. One of

his axioms is, that there is no honesty

in ^England. Both these points are

admirably hit off in his third volume,

-at the expense of custom-house officers

and tavern-keepers. *The first^he says,

are easily bribed ; and the second, he

insinuates, only want opportunity for

dishonesty. V
•" In the middle of the second night

we anchored just belqw lioiidon Bridge,

the moat unfortunate Circumstance that

can''happen to a man. In conaoqnonce

of die severity ofidie Custom House, lie

is not permitted to take his things on
shore before they are inspected ; and
the office is not openefeptl^^ Ih the

morning. As 1 did not choose to leave

Ay.jQennan servants alone with my car-

riage and effects,;'! was compelled to

pCSB the night, almost dressed as 1 was,

m i^sershle sailo^' tavern close .to the

riveri
' In the moriiing, however, wh^n

1 present at Uie exai^htion, I

Cow.thai the golden k^/wniob. nufoly-

feffe, had not lost its eiffiMy here, add
ssi!*^me^ foam long and tedioiis dclkys.

£vett'e:feW'doseit''Freiieh gfoedki: whirii

h^'lneli innooenOe open upoh mgrlfnen,
esmed.to.bd rendered xnyiriMe'i^no-

took any.notice ofthe^^

•* I hasti^ as <dnickljr ns Mssible
ant' pf the oirty oitg^, fwamaing^kse an
ant-hill ; but had h^f s ftegm to frevel

with poRt-horsos before I readied the
* west-end of the t^wn/ wiii^ns J,put up
at my old quarters' die Clarwdon Hotel.

My former host, a Swiss, had exchanged
England for a yet unknown country.

His aon,'!iowever, ocenpied his place,

and received me with all that cespeotfol

attention which distinguishes

innkeepers, and indeed jitt ,harit^,who

Uye by. the. money of others. ,'.He very
Mfo rendered me a real service

; for 1
had hardly resfod an hour before I dis-

Covemd tost, .in the confusion of the
night, 1 had 1^ a^urse with eighty
sovereigns hi a orawV in my h^-room.
Monsieur Jaquier, * qui connoittait h ter-

rain,* shrugged his . shoulders, but in-

stantly sent off a confidential person to

the spot, to recover the lost purse if

possible. Tho disorder which reigned
in ,the miseriiblo ini>, stood me in good
B|3ad. Our messenger found the room
uncleared

;
and to the perhaps disagree-

able surprise of the people, the purse
whore 1 left it.’*

** Macadamizing/’ he says, changes
the town into a sort ofquagmire. Were
it not for the admirable * trottoirs/

people must go on stilts, as they 4o in

the Landes, near Bourdeaux. English-

women of the lower classes do indeed
wear an iron machine of the kind on
their large feet.” No doubt all

,
our

readers know what machines these.are,

for since Englishwomen wear them,
on the veracity of his highness, they
must have seen them. ** A roan should
be more aware of gambling clubs in

England than elsewhere,” is another of
»bis wise aphorisms. Has the prince
never shewn bis sublime countenance
and Qpwii^ mustaches at Aix-la-

Chapelle, Ems, Wisbadeq, and the

other watering-places of Germany,
where native sharpers, with .titlm

longer than one's arm*'W. aft rife as
partridges in Sepfomlxtf.?, ' .

*

While attending the jatees at New-
market, he is invited by a gentleiniiA

in the neighbourhood, has a pd^k
and manidon^ and is a ci^ mei^nt;
Now the prince has an inveterate, and
natural dislike for such
ztterebants, vfeich, - ipdded, 'is .vaiy

natural in one qfso' t^xdfed a eWai^r
and.of kuch.|ii^|iirem iaak.-^but he

iMit>dfe)i|ce thejnemhaot> an^
taifimei^^ fee latferpiftasaft

wifepat. awefe dairaadvfiftte;. bat the

oft • hbi‘
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with hospitality), afford the letter-writer

and his friend food for much merriment
on their waif back to Newmarket, llis

reception at the house supplies occa-

sion for the following observations

:

** According to this system of man-
ners, as it appeared, a visit from two
* noblemen* (even foreign ones, though
these are full fifty per cent under na-
tivesV was an honour to^ house of the
* voice* of our host*H. We were there-

fore amazingly * fetC'S ;* even the daody
was— as far as the rules of his * mracr’
permitted— civil and obliging to us. It
is an almost universal weakness of
the unnoble in kJnglatid, to ]iarado an
acquaintance with the noble : the noble
do the same with regard to the ‘ fashion-
able * or * exclusive a peculiar caste,

ail imperiuin in imperiOf which esdircises

a still more dosiiotical power in society,

and is not intluenced by rank, still less

by riches, hut finds the possibility of its

inaintoiiance only in this national foihlb.
** It is therefore a great delight to the

Knglish of the middle classes to travel

on the continent, where they easily

make acquaintance with people of rank,
of whom they can talk as of intimate
friends when they come home. A mer-
ohnnt*s wile onco gave me a specimen
of this. ' Do you know the Queen of—- ?’ said she. I replied that ‘ 1 had
had the honour of being presented to

her.* * She is a great friend of mine,*
added she

;
exactly as if she had been

talking of her husband’s partner’s wife.

She imnmdiately exhiliitcd, among tho
numerous trinkets which hung about
her, a portrait of the queen, which, as
she said, her majesty had given her.

** It was very likely true, for her
daughter produced a letter from Priifcess*

, a married daughter of the (jiieen,

containing the most confidential commu-
nications conoertiing her marriage and
domestic affairs,which has probablybeen
made* to serve for some time ns * choval
de parade* to gratify the vanity of (he

possessor.' Is it not most extraordinary,
that our Germim great people, many of
whom are by no means wanting in pride
and * morgue* towards theirown country-
men, should treat every little English
squire or miss, however utterly deficient

in intellectual pretensions, almost as an
witliout in the least inquiring

whether this person occupies a station at

home which iVarrants sucli a reception 1

‘''Nothing lets us down more in the
eyes ofthe English themselves than this

oDsequious worship of foreigners ; the
•nuMmneSo of which consists in this; that

itk. tme fomxdslioii generally lies in the

prc^bvhd vetteet which high and low
W0fto£sigfiahlnDney«r*^ .. ^

VOL* V. KO. XXIX.

Nothing but wounded' pride find

bitterness of spirit, resulting filonl his
rejection from certain circle lA Bbg%
land, into which he imagined bis titula#
princedom shduld have gained liini’tid-

mission, suggested this passage. The
merchant^ wife in question might have
bedn^Mrs. Udthschild, whose husband
be frequently holds ug to derision m
the conrse^ofhis Jic/ian correspondence;
and in return for wciich the Austrian
baron and friend of Mettemich will

no doubt again ask his princeship to

dinner on liLs next visit to this " island

of fog, gloom, and despondency.'' But
supposing that 4t were Mrs. Anybody
else, " the merchant’s wife,*' y^io had
been honoureebby the friendship of the

Queen of , wiiere, we ask, would
liHve been the disgrace or dishonour in

^his intimacy t Arc not many of our
merchants of as old fainiliea as many
of tlie high and noble families on the

continent > Are they not possessed of
wealth sufficient to buy up a score of
the miserable, petty principalities of
Germany ? Have they not seen as much
of the world as this or any other German
prince? Have they not equal blanff-

iiess of manners, courtesy of bearing,

reliuement of mind, knowledge, learn-

ing, and every esscotial for constituting

a lofly and an honourable character?

Where, then, is the harm of the Queen
of forming an intimacy with a
British merchant's wife? The queen
in question was qo doubt a person of
discernment, and, amid the ignorance

characteristic^ofthe females ofGermany,
she w'as gratified at meeting with an

* intelliget^i Eiiglisti female, and her she
singled out for her confidence. No wo-
man of sense would have paraded the

ornaments and Icttei-s in the way the

German prince has been pleased to de-
scribe the matter : wejiiave no doubt he
ctmningly led the lady in question and
her daughter into the conversation, and
requested or insinuated a desire to see

the letter, which was unsuspiciously

produced. As to foreign noblemen
being priifhd in any respectable family

merely for the sake %f their titles, the

self-complacent titular prince is miser^

ably mistaken; for foreigners of the

kind under consideration are as fre^

quent in England > and us cheaply e8«

timated, as a plentiful crop ofmuslM
rooms after a snower of rain... <

. ;^nal truth is there ,in his ,dev

wription of the economy bf coutitBy«>

houses. ,
•. i - K

'

o o
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f* It raquim a coiiai4«rable fortone

bm tOL.kdep. yp a ^c^pun^-Jioase for

,cuftoi|i demands man^ luzunes, and^

jfi^ording tp tlie aspirmg and imitative

m^nnm of tbe eountiT, as much (in

Ae main things)- at^the ahopiccoper’s

Bonae an at the dulce’a ;—a handsomely
fitted-up houee, with elegant funitnre,

{date, aeryants in new and handsome
tireries, a profusion ofdishes and foreif^n

iFUies, tare and ei^ensiye dea^rt, and in

all things an appeannce ofaujterfluity,

—

* plenty/ as the English call it. As long
as there are visitors in the house, ,tbis

way of life goes on ;
but many a family

atones for it by meagre fare when alone

:

for which reason nobody here ventures to
pay a visit in the country without being
invited^ and these invitnUons usually fix

the day and hour. The acquaintances

are generally numerous; and us botl^

room and tbe time allotted to the recep-

tion of guests aie small, one must give
place to anatlier. True hospitality this

can hardly be called
;

it is rather the

display of one's own possessisns, for the

purpose of dazzling as many as possible.

After a family has thus kept open house
for a monUi or two, they go, for the re-

mainder of die time they have to spend
iBr the country, to make visits at the
houses ofothers ; but the one hospitable

month costs as much as a wealthy landed
proprietor spends in a whole year with
us."'

' It is notorious that shopkeepers do
notUve in the same style as noblemen

—

for. the best of all reasons, that tliere is

DO necessity or call /or their so doing.

Tte late Mr. Blades the lamp-manu*
iacturer, and Mr. liundell, were, not-

witlistanding all their wealth, excluded

£n»n high society, except frokn that of'

extravagant and spendthrift lordlings,

who are desirous of mending their

worn-out elbows with the sartorial

gold of the citizens. Nothing can be
more ftdse tbanciwhat tbe Illustrious

says about the meagre fiire of families

in the absence of visitors. In. the first

place, bow could he, a ^stranger, know
what was passing in .his absence?

•Next, is not tbe hospitality of £^lish
gauntry gentlemen proverbial ? . Inose
whoiiwiide coosta&tly on their property

live ttie eame eoui^e legulariy through

foe year; but the more wealfoy of our

lanoed j^prietors haye more estates

and mansions than ohe,' and, like good
and prudent landlords, they visit foese

in roiatfon^ and generally leside among
foeir tmnti^.for a short apace ofttme.
Tbbir fomftiee .leguUudy come. up to

Jbondon for.dm gay seai^ whero a

totally different system of 11^, to tl^t

in the country is adppt^. JPjcmee
PUckler Muskau baa thuk.made this

attack against the landed proprietors

of England in sheer envy and bkteis

ness of spirit.

One of the true signs of good brebd-

ing is to conform as closely aS sfridt

observation will allow tis ‘to the mkri-

ners of those foreigners among yriiom

we may be dwelling. The pdhcc^
however, supposes that, becau^'heis
a flHnce, he may take whatever liber-

ties. he pleases in English society.

Our rearJers are fully aware of the

nature of the rules prevailing in club-

houses. His highness was for a sessem

allowed the privilege of using the

Travellers' Club,—one of tbe best

arran^d and most select of club
societies. His supercilious behaviodr
to the very men at whose hands he
had accepted the favour of admission,

and dommeering, swaggering, bullying

manner to the waiters, and tbe ];>ersiat-

ing doggedly in some little usages

which, however common on the con-
tinent, are an abomination in respect-

able circles in this country, became,
with other matters on his part, Highly

offensive to the Travellers' Club# To
give him a hint, by way of siletit

admonition, affronts foe gentleman,

and off he writes the following frag-

ment to his darling Julia..

** The English take it very til of
foreigners if they reprove a waiter who
makes them wait, or brings one- thing
instead of another, or if they give their

iconfinands in a loud or lordly tone of
voice; though tbe English thenis^veg
often do this in their own.eountijr, and
much 'more in Ours, and thooifo 'foe

dining-room of the club is in fimt tody a
more elegant sort of ' zestauratibn,'where
every man must pay his seekomng after

he has dined. ' It is regarded not'enly as
impToper^but as unpleasantandoffewnye,
if anyone reads during dfansr.' '<lt is*^t
the fashion in'Englaiul'; a4d, tul''I'iiifve

this bad habit in a B«q|irmits > de^:^,
1 have sometiinss rmpmzked .naforical

smns ofdispleasure on foe cbuiiLtsiD^9e8

of a few islandsrS of ttm old'^heol,
who shook their- heads. as foeypfoM
me. One must be on das*'! giford, gMep
raUy, tO'do tfaiM as iitfle as posstbla

unlike foe £iigiifo> and yetnot to tiy to

inutatofoam servUely in everyfoiij^,.^
no race ofmen cam be mims- intsi^^
Moet of them- sea wildly Salniiita^
hittodnejtien, of MUf fommn iidot Jk)l^r

jiioza.piiTajto societiesjE sna^pll ^
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in 4 ^stinguislied favour and obligation

Oonferred uDon us.
*• But orall offbnees agfdntt English

iMamn which a man can commit^ the

three' CoUowing are' the greateet:—to

put hia knife to bis mouth instead of his

Ibrk
$
to take up sugar or asparagus with

his fingers ; or, above all,* to spit any
where in a room. These are certainly

laudable prohibitions, and well-bred peo-

ple of all countries avoid such practices,

T'tbough even on these points mannero
alter greatly '; for Marshal Richelioix de-

tected an adventurer who passed hiiiself

off for a man of rank, by the single

etrcumstance ofhis taking up olives with
bis fork and not with his fingers. I'he

ridiculous thing is the amazing import-

ance which is here attached to them.

The last-named crime is so pedantically

proscribed in England, that yoif miglit «

seek through all Loudon in vain to find

such a piece of furniture as a spitting- *

box. A Dutchman, who was very un-
comfortable for the want ofone, declArod

with great indignation that an English-

man's onl^spitting.box was his stomach.
These things are, 1 repeat, more than

trivial, but the most important rules of
behaviour in foreign countries almost

always regard trivialities, lied I, for

example, to give a few universal rules

to a young traveller, 1 should seriously

counsel him thus Jn Naples, treat the

people brutally
;
in Borne, be natural

;

inAuatria, don't talk polidcs ;
in France,

give yourself no airs ;
in Germany, a

greatmany
;
and in England, don't spit.”

His accuracy in noticing our man-
ners will appear in the following obser-

vations.

The practice of half lying instead of*

sitting ; sometimes oflying at full lengtn

on the carpet at the feet of ladies ; of
crossing one leg over the otfaif in such
smanner as to h<fid the foot in the hand

;

of putting the hands in the ann-holes of

the wMstcpat, and ap on,—-are all things

which have obtained in the best com-
paOT.and. the most exclusive circles:

It IS therefore very possible that the
keeping on the hat may arrive at the

flunahoDoan"

Tt were welt, observes the illastrions

entleu«n| if clubs could formed
1 Gerttjsiiy after the organization of
M^bfEngland. . ...

^ la this esie to repay the

Eiigl^Hkd for like, and not pMlrate
ouraelvds peerile 'risrildi 'edtalration

Bil^'tlieli^'kdkiey knd tiie« name ; hut
trBae’wh weAed'them with dl .dvftlty,

sad evenwkh moip ocmrtesy^4am dray

•hlrirWtie; j^et let them etjo ftiiiiGer-

mans are masters of tlieir own house,
particnlarly as many of them only come
among us either to economise, or to fbna
connexions with people of rank, from
which theirown station at home excluded
them, or to have the satisfaction of shev^
ing us that in alkamingenients for pbysu
cal comfort we are still barhariana com-
pared with them.

** It is indeed incogceivahle, and a
proof that it is onlv necessary to treat

us contemptuously in order to obtain our
reverence, that, as I have remarked, the
mere name of Englishman is, with os,

equivalent to the highest title. Many a
person, who would scarcely get admismon
into very iufeiior circles in England,
where the whole of society, down to the
very lowest cVsses, is so stifiiy aristo-

eratical, in the various states ofGermany
is received at court *and * fet4 ' by the
first nobility

; every act of coarseness
and ill-breeding is set down as a trait of
charming English originality, till per-
haps, by some accident, a really reapect-
able Englhhman comes to the place, and
people learn with astonishment that they
have been doing oil this honour to an
ensign * on half-pay,* or a rich tailor or
shoemaker. An individual of this rank is,

however, generally, at least civil, but^e
impertinence ofsome ofthe higher classes
surpasses all belief."

Well may the» translator add in a
note, tliat the author's feelings towards
Englishmen are evidently bitter, and
that his testimony is to he received
with great allowance. Our extracts

hitherto have proved, that they are to

be taken with the greatest allowance,

since his hatred to the English forces

him to deal either in scan£dous fiilse-

hoods,4ftr else lo repay sincere hospi-
tality by the betrayal of confidence,

—

by the publication of fiimzly peculiari-

ties and individual fitilings,—ofhow ho
made love, and won the hearts of the
innocent and artless daughters of his

hosts,—by divulging the foolish firc^

dom of their wives, and the boorish
ignorance of their sons. We agree with
the translator,** that itwillbeconfiras^,
by all who are not blinded by intense

self^nfplacency |Dd insular conceit,

that it is extremely rare to meet a fo-

reigner of any c&ntry, who has en-
countered English people eith^ abiCad
orat home, without having his most ho-
nest and allowable self-love wounded in

a hundred ways." But the oonverso of
this proposition isequally true. TheAct
ia^ thatume exists a partieular.taatlppal

pnde and vani^, common ' to 4iR na-
tions; and unless individuals,when
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veiling among a foreign people, have
the good sense to lay these aside, and
by exercising their eyes, endeavour to

conform as closely as possible to those

wund them, they must make tliem-

^Ives ridiculous.

We happen to know tl^at it is by no
means so very easy as the Gennan
prince insinuates to get into good so-

ciety on the continent, and c well, in-

deed, is it that it is so. An ensign

on half-pay” is generally a gentleman

at least of a respectable family, and
has associated with gentlemen ; but to

say that a rich tailor or shoemaker*'

cun get into court society, is what the

i>rince*ap>-countrymen will scarcely thank

him for, and is, moreover', absurd. An
Englishman in France, even with the,

best credentials, can scarcely get, after

a residence of many years, the entree *

into the firSt society (we speak of times

previous to the glorious revolution” of

1830); at Dresden it is eqiially iin-

S
ossible; at Weimar it might have been
one by being known to sonic of the

resident young Englishmen ; at llerlin,

Vi£«nna, Munich, Stuttgardt, a man
must be known to the ambassador, and
be first entertained by him (as a voucher
of his respectability), before he can be
entertained by others. Even with the

most observant persons, it takes some
little time to wipe away the rust of na-

tional peculiarity, and if, in this inter-

val, any stranger should offend the self-

love of those he is abiding with, their

good sense ought to pardon him. All

we argue for is, that it is not the p^u-
liar characteristic of (well-bred) Eng-
lishmen to offend fomigners Vibroad,

for the illustrious lettei^writcr himself

was grossly offensive to the English

during his stay among us ; and the only

charitable construction to put upon his

conduct, was, that* he was blinded by
intense self-complacency and princely

conceit. The story told of the invita-

tion from a prince of the house of K

—

to a travelling English viscount, who
replied, that he covid not accent the in-

vitatioUfUB the prince wnsperjectfy im-

knowmto Aim, w'e dp not believe. If

any English nobleman could by any

possibility have been guilty of such

boorishnesS,he must have been labour-

ing under an unfortunate temporary

der&ngement, or been of the unnappy
temperraent of that gambou^faced
nobfeiniui known by ichriquet of

Lm Mustard.
prmee’s'descriptlOn of onif tliea-

trical audiences is eqnalljr divertti^

and true with all our preceding extraet»-

from his veridical pages.

** The most striking thinp^ to s fo-

reigner in English theatres m the un-
heard-of coarseness and brutalitv of the
audiences. The consequence of this

that the higher and more civilised classes

go only to the Italian Opera, and veij
rarely visit their national theatre. Whe-
ther this he unfavourable or otherwise to
the I leave others to determine*

** English freedom here degenerated
into the rudest license, and it is not
uncommon in the midst of the most
affecting part of a tragedy, or the most
channing * cadenza ’ of a singer, to hear
some coarse expression shouted from the
galleries in stentor voice. This is fol-

lowed, Wconling to the taste of the by-
standers, either by loud laughter and*

approbation, or by tlie castigation and
expuhiion of the offender.

*^\Vhichover turn the thing takes,

you can hear no more of what is passing
on the stage, where actors and singers,

according to ancient usage, do not suffer

themselves to he interrupted by such'

occurrences, but declaim or warble away,
* commo si rien uY'tait.' And such things
happen not once, but sometimes twenty
times, in the course of a performance,
and amuse many of the audience mom
than that does. It is also no rarily for

some one to throw the fragpnents of his
* goute,' which do not always consist of
orange-peels alone, w'ithout the smallest
ceremony on the heads of the people in
the pit,/ or to shall them with sinj^lar

dexterity into the boxes ; while others
hang their coats and w’aistcoats over the
r.uling of the gallery, and sit in shirt-

sleeves
; in short, all that could be

devised for the better excitement of a
phlegmatic Ilarmonie Society of the
workmen in Berlin, under the renowned
Wisotsky, is to be found in the national

theatre of Britain.”

** That foreigners individually and
personally do not find Euglish society/’

says the prince, ** agreeable, is evident

by their rarity in England, dnd by the

still greater rarity of their uesire to stay

long. Every one ofthem, at the bottom
of his heart, thanks God when he is dot

.

of English society” (111) Flaahy^nC
tlemen, like the prince in question/,

who, on imitating the jack;4ftw in the

'

fable, sooni get their fine feathers plucks

ed from diem, may indeed be lA a
hurry to decamp speedily frotn ** Eng-*

lish society but all oult readers will

know ofmany foreigners, whD,,notpos«
sessing the morgfie of Prince 'Puckler
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iKtuskaUy and not beings- moreover,

gambler, blackleg, or anything equally

bad or worse, have been satisfied to

live for years in this country, in spite

of its mmbus of a firmly-anchored

•aristocrat^, and vast wealth.’' A little

further on, he affirms many " baroque*'

customs prevail in domestic and most
intimate relations ; and, as an instance,

states, that sons in the highest ranks,

as soon as they are Hedged, leave the

paternal roof and live alone; nay, ac-

tually do not present themselves at
their fiither’s dinner-table without a
formal invitation” (! 1 !) As a piece of

information pleasing to the I^dy Janos
and Lady Carolines who allowed this

impudent foreigner to flirt witii them,
permitted him to encircle theif waists

with his arm in the waltz, and afforded

him opportunities for making them the

butts for laughter to his “ belfijed

Jiilia,”wchave the following observation
on a portrait by Holbein :—“ Ann Bo-
leyn is a good-natured, unmeaning, al-

most stupid-looking, genuine English
beauty, like manu one sees uoto, only

in another dress. Again we have, at

])age 313, vol. iii. the following piece

of information:— “Even iu elegant

houses in the country, coachiiien and
grooms wait at dinner, and arc not al-

ways free from the odour of the stable

and at page 326, comes a slash at the

stupid English for their ignorance of
foreign titles.

** How admirably well infonned llio

English are coucerning foreigners is

Seen in a passage in this novel, in which
the wife of a foreign ambassador, hori» •

however in England, is extremely face-

tious on the ignorant Londoners^who as-

signed a higher rank to a German prince

than to her husband the baron, whose
title was far nobler. * But the word
prince,’ adds she, ' whose nullity is well

known to every body on the continent,

dassled my stupid countrymen, * C'est
bien vrai,^ says a Frenchman, * un doc
cindt mea bottes a Naples, et a Ec-
tersbourg un prince Ilusao me rasnit

tous lea matins.^ ’ As the Englisli gene-
rally mis-spell and misquote foreign

wo^a arid phrases, I strongly suspect
that a slight mistake has crept in here,

and that it ought to be printed, *un
princeRusseme rossait tous les matins/ "

The igndrance of tlie stupid English

is further elucidated by an anecdote in

the,very next page.
.

.

I was invited, witli aeveral othet

foteigliisrs, to . dine With a very' .rich

• • ' • • Among them waa
a Oennan prince, who had visited at the
house before, and, luckily for the farce,

a German baron also. When dinner
w*as announced, the prince advanced, as
usual, to the lady of Uie bouse to hand
her out, and was not a little amazed
when she turhod her back upon him with

a slight curtesy, and took the arin of
the most agreeably-surprised barou. A
laugh, wldcli 1 rLMilly found it impossible

to suppress, almost offended the good
prince, who could not explain to himself

the extraordinary behaviour of our host*
ess

^
but, as 1 instantly guessed the

cause, I soon helped him out of his

wonderment.
** Uegiirdlcss of rank, he now.^ok tho

prettiest woniAn of the party
;
while 1 ,

for my part, made haste to secure ,

*that I might be sure of an amusing con-

0 versalion during dinner. The soup ivas

hardly removed, when 1 exprqjjfsed to her,

as politely as I could, hoar much her
nice tact ^iid exact knowledge of the

usages of even ibreign society had sur-

prised me. ‘Ah/ replied she, ‘when
one has been so long, one becomes
thoroughly nc([uainted with the world/
* Certainly,* replied 1, ‘ especially^iii

, where you have all that sort of
thing in black and white.’ ‘ You see/
saifl she, simaking rather low, ‘ we know
well enough that a foreign prince’ iS

iiotliing very gresit, but to a baron wo
give the honour duo.’ ‘ Admirably dU-
tingiiished !' exclaimed 1 ;

‘ but in Italy

you must bo on your guard, for there

‘harone’ means a rascal.’
* Is it pos-

sible!’ said she what a strange title !'

' Yes, madam, titles on the continent
aro mysterious things; and were you
the Sphynx herself, you would never
fathom ihe enigma.’ ‘ May 1 help you
to some fish ?’ said she. * With great
pleasure,’ ansnrered I, and found the
turbot, even w'ithout a titio, excellent.”

Our illustrious prince, although not
a “ baroiie,” still, •from some other
cause or causes unknown, could never
ride the “ cock-horse” over English so-

ciety as he desired. Society first grew
cool upon him, then neglected him, and
now, if hg were to return, would most
assuredly kick him out of its circle.

« I was told,” he says, “ that the
chief of a Highland clan, with a name
as long as a Spaniard's, a descendant of
some island king, and proud as liolo-

femes of a thousand years of noble an-
cestry, wished to make my acquaint-

ance.’* The thoroughly illustrious*'

^tlemao refaps to the unfortum^
.Glengarry, who^ aiftid many peculiar-
ties, possessed an excellent heart,

,
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good landlord^k^t tlie mcfit hospitable

mansion in the liiKhlandsy was a true

Scottish patrioty and not only held, but
endeavoured to preserve and maintain

a,ll the old mountain customs in their

native vigour. If any one could ever

boast of a high pedigree, Glengarry was
the man, and pride ofancestry was par-

donable in him.* The upstart prince of

Germany, howeveiv writes ddwn all his

peculiarities, and turns them to ridi-

cule. Well were it if he could boast

of one half the personal q^uaiities of the
other, to say nothing of pedigree, in

which Glenf^rry could have vied with

the proudest of the barons ofGermany,
andbyHlie side of whom Prince Piick-

ler is a dunghill plant. However, not

to be outdone by the descendant of the*

Gael, he trumps up a story from the,

Nibelungqnlied, and swears that it re-

fers to his own ancestry.

Of blasphemy there is sufficient in

the volumes. He is an advocate for an
imaginative worship, though it be ad-

dressed more to the senses.*' He informs

ns, that in most companies, play is the

order of the day, ancl the ladies are the

most eager players. The crowding to

the ^^dcartc*’ table, which is almost out

of feshion at Paris, he continues, **
is

incessant, and the white arms of the

tage on the table-^ers of black velvet

embroidered with gold." He tells us,

that once when riding into the city, he
got so entangled in* the crowd, that

he was forced to turn his horse on the
** trottoir," which was Uy the people

taken as an invasion of their rights, *

who began to abuse !iim unrSercifully

and struck his horse, and a huge gigan-

tic carter held up his fist and challenged

his princedom to box! He is particu-

larly fond of boig^wing articles from
his friends, particularly horses. Several

instances or this occur in the first two
volumes; in the fourth he is at his

old tricks again :

—

acquaintance had lest me his

hunter, aa 1 had ktft mine in London

;

and 1 determined t^ ride, in a direction

as yet unknown to me, towards what is

called the Devil's Dyke. I had already

ridden some miles over the amooth turf,

when suddenly the air was obscured,

and in a few minutes 1 could not see ten

steps before me. Thus it remained ; nor

did there appear the least hope of its

clearing. I passed an -hoar in riding to

and fro in search of a,tracked road
‘'tSy light clothing was Soaked through.

the air ioe-eold, and had night overiidcin

me,, the prospectWas not thetmost agnusp
able. In this extremity, wholly uiia&>

quainted with (he country,, it happily
occurred to mo to give my-old homo,
who had often hunted over,uom downs,
complet^y his own way. In a few paceg
after lie felt himself perfectly free,, he
turned short about, ana set oflfat apretty
brisk gallop directly down the hill

which 1 was. I took good care not to

disturb him, spite ofthe obscurity around
me, even when he broke through a field

of high prickly broom and fune, ov<ir

which he leapt like a hare« A few iu^

considerable hedges and ditches ofcourse
retarded him still less ; and after half an
hour's pretty hard running, the good
beast brought me safely to the entrance
of Brighton."

He takes particular care to noth

down for the public, More than forty

inflations are now lying on my table

—

five or six for each day and in return

for those to lioldemesee House, gives

us a description of the lady's ** air

ehiffonnty* and of her bazaar contain-

ing jewels of the value of three hun-
dred thousand reichsthalers—ofthe way
ill which she reclined on a chaiae foftgne,

attired in a dress of yellow .'gauze,

plongh dam une dxmt umguew—and
how diamonds and pearls, pens and
ink, books, letters, toys and seals, and
an unfinished purse, lay before her.

We agree with bis highness, that, alto-

ether, it was a pretty picture of re-

nement." But these disclosures do
not satisfy the tlioroughly illustrious."

lie tells us, that “ nothing ^s sp
^common in this house as portmits of
the Emperor Alexander, who had paid
great attention to the marchioness. at

Vienna, and whose imaae had been thus

multiplied by gratitude:^ Thus, haviqg
allowed at least the merit ofgratitude to

her ladyship, whose complexion forms
the most a^eable contrast with hOr
* black diamonds,' " liis princes^ip

adds a malicious shew-up ofher loving

lord, while atVienna;

—

** Her hushand was amhaasador th^,
and used his English prerogative to its

full extent. Once he boxedwith a ' fiacre

'

driver: anothet* time he presented, the

archduchess, and. if 1 mistake not^ .the

empress herself, to bis wife, instead cif

the reverse ;
then he ran into the kitten

to stab his cook for hevinjg offend<>^the

marchioness: *eufin, il feisaitlapluie et

le beau terns a ; fin plutfit Torage
etlagrfile."’ . s?

By the prince’s account, washing
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mmt be the miMt thriving avocation in

England) eince the canaille ii^ash for

Ucfone^ and tlie tUgans severally re-

qaire, per week, twenty shirts, twenty-

four pocket handkerchiefs, nine or ten

ir of* summer trousers,’ thirty neck-

ndkerchiefs, unless he wears black

ones, (which, no doubt, the economical
prince took care to do himself,) a dozen
waistcoats, and stockings a discre-

iionJ*

** I see,** he continues, ** yourhouse-
wifely soul aghast.” Does he mean
by this, that the princess (thougii a
princess) would be frightened at the

quantity of washing her fair fingers

would have to accomplish on her

spouse’s return, after his adoption of
the dandified fashions of England ; or

that she could ill aflbi'd the expense of
other hands being employed for the

work? lie, however, continues* his

exposition:— •

** As a dandy cannot get on without
dressing three or four times a day, the

nfiair is ^tout simple,* for he must ap«
pea^,—

** Ist. In breakfast toilette,—a chints

dressing-gown and Turkish slippors.
** 2d. Morning riding dress,—frock

coat, boots and spurs.
** 3d. Dinner dress,-~dross <x>at and

shoes.
'*^'4th. Ball dress, with 'pumps,* a

word signifying shoes as thin as paper/*

After deploring the loss of five-aiid-

tweiity pounds from his carriage-pocket,

he tells his Julia a neat story, on the

authority of Sir Gore Ouseley, of the

sons and daughters of the Shah pf,

Persia :

—

" At Sir Gore’s audience #)f leave,

be begged the Shah graciously to tell

hini what was the number ofhis children,

that he might give his own monarch
correct information on so interesting a
Subject, provided, as was probable, he
riiould make any inquiry. ' A hundred
and fifty-four sons,* replied the shah.
* May 1 venture to ask your majesty bow
many childrenV .The word daughters,

according to the rules of Orientu eti-

quette, he dared not to pronounce
;
and

indeed the 'general question was, accord-

ing to Persian notions,klmost an offence.

The king, however, who liked Sir Gore
very much, did not take it ill. <Ha! ha!
1 understand you,’ said he laughing;
and called to the chief of his eionucbs,

' Musa, how many daughters have 1 V
' King of kings,’ answered Musa, pros-

trating himself on his face, * five hundred
andsuty/ When Sir Gore Ouseley re-

peated this conversation to the empress-
mother inPetersburg, she onlyexclaimed,
' Ah, le monstre !* ”

He tantalises his fair Julia by inform-
ing her that he had met Majqr Keppel|
the Persian traveller, who related somh
rather scabreus^” but amazingly
** piquantes” anecdotes, which he would
not commit to print,*and which, his

highness adds, ** I ^serye till we meet.”
This is a little insight, not over-fiatter-

ing, into tlie mordl calibre of the fidr

princess.

Somewhat farther on, we are fold
that the brutsd love of mischief is

quite peculiar to Englishmen,” (he lias

l^n describing the mischievous tricks

of little boys*and girls on the wheel-

• barrows, &c. of the workmen in St.

James's Park,) and forms the sole apo«
* logy for the grudging inhumanity with
which the opulent classes slftit up their

charminu pleasure-grounds. Here is

a delightful " morceau” for the tender
and absent Julia :

—

" I don’t know whether I told you
that 1 lodge at the house of a dress,
maker in Albemarle-street, who has^pl-
lected around her a perfect garland of
English, French, and Italian girls. All
is decorum itself ; but there are many
talents among them which can he tamed
to account—among others, that of a
French girl, who has a genius for cook-
ing, and has thus enabled me to enter?

tain my kind friend in my own
little home. Djnner, concert (droll
enough it wlj. For the performers were
all * couturieres’), a litUe dance for the
young ladi&s, a great many artificial

nowers, a great many lights, a very few
intimafis friendtf;—m short, a sort^of
rural ftte in this busy town. I'he poor
girls were delighted, and it was almost
morning before they went to bed, though
the duenna kept faithful watch and word
to the last moment. J was greatly praised
and thanked hy all

;
though in iheh hearts

they no doubt liked my youngfriend r.—
much belter,**

The facetious Mr. Lister (or Lut-
trell) does not escape the princefs gall

and veifom. ** There is a certain L.”
he says, ** a patent witling, whose
every word the* extremely good-na-

tured company holds itself bound to

admire
:
people aflect great liking for

him, from fear of his evil tongue.

Such intellectual bullies are my mor-
tal abhorrence, especially when, like

tjiis, to a repulsive exterior, thev unite

all the gall and acrimony of•satire

without any .of its grace.”
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A butdier’j shop in London is de-
scirib^ as^^decomted with the most
beautiful garlands^^ipyratnids, and other
ianciful forms constructed ofraw meat

;

in a tailor's shop, “ a pile of hundreds of
bales of cloth, and ’ as many worlcmen,
A secretary appears,^nd ^fter making a
sign for two- folios to be brought, in

which he pores, for a short lime, and
then says, ‘ Sir, to*tnorrow at twenty
minutes past eleveii, the *

frac’ will be
so far advanced tliat you can try it on
in' the dressing-room Of these rooms
there are several, decorated with large
looking-glasses and ‘ Psyches,* ** Who
is the tailor in question ? Is it Stultz^

Nugee,^])urglardt, Davidson, Wilson,
or Lewis ?

lie again assures us, in p. 371 ,*

vol. iv., that selfishness is strangely '

prevalent ki the domestic habits of the
English. “Grown-up children, and
parents soon become almast Strangers

;

and what wo call domestic life (/!«««-
lichkeit) is applicalilc only to husband,
wife, and little children living in im-
mediate dependence on their father.

As^soon as they grow np, a republican
coldness and estiangeincnt take place
between them and their n;irents. An
English poet maintains that the love
of a grandfather to his grandchildren
arises from this : that in his grown-up
sons he sees only greedy aiul hostile

beirs^in his gnindchildreu the future

enemies of his enpnv'cs. The very
thought could not have arisen but iu

an English brain r
The clerical fox-hunters have their

share of abuse. He revives the old
piece of scandal which, time out of
mind, has been said of ^'iinrod par-
sons, but which no one ever saw ex-
emplified.

“ ITio most striking thing, however,
in the whole husiiiess, to German eyes,
is' the sight of tlio black-coated parsons
flying over hedge and ditch. I urn told
th^ often go to the church ready booted
and spurred, witli the hanting|^hip iu

their hands, tlirow on the futidioe, many;
christen, or boiy, with aU^co,nceivabia

velocity, jump on their horses at the

church-door, and off—tally-ho !
’ They

told mn of n famous clerical fox-hunter,

who always carried a tame fox in his

pocket, tliat if tliey did not happen to

find one, they might bo sure of a run.

The animal was so well trained, that he'

amuscil the liounds for a time
;

and
tvfien he mis tired of nnmingf took rrfugo
in his inviolable retreat—which teas no
olhei' than the altar of the parish church.

There was a hole broken for him in the

church-wall, and a comfortable bed made
under the steps. This is right Eng/M/n
religion.** ijt..

We have done with this precious

specimen of the princes of Germany

—

with h^ absurdities, his vanities; his

fooleries, and his falsehoods. Die
translation is the work of Mrs. Austin.

It i& a pity that so much exquisite

taldnt as this very clever lady pos-

sesses should have been thrown away
on such a work. She, however,

touchingly alludes to the small portion

of public patronage given to works of a

higher standard.

*' By any material change, I should

have made myself, in some sort, respon-

sible for its contents, wdiicdi, as a mere
translator, I can in no way be held to be.

Whenever I find that tho English public

are likely to receive, with any degree of

favour, such a German work as it would
be my greatest pride and pleasure to

render .into my native tongue to tho best

of iny ability, I sball bo too happy to

share with the illustrious and hniuanising

poets and pliilosoplicrs of Germany any
'(insure, as I should feel it the luglieat

honour to partake in tlie minutest portion

of their ftlory.”

Mrs. Austin indulges in unfounded

fears. Her talents are great, and they

arc appreciated. l.et her devote her-

self to whatever work she pleases, it

must succeed; it cannot fail to be
hailed with gladness by every educated

or thinking person, and by none more
so, tlian by ourselves.

Since the above ‘was written, we have been extremely liappy to hear that

Mrs. Austin is about to publish a translation of tlie Correspondence of
Gbthe and Scliiiler.
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THE AV^HBISHOP Of CANTERBURY S BILL ON Fi;URALlTlE8.

The demand for church reform haa for

several years^ but especially since the

passing of die healing measure in

1829, been both loud and urgent by
.various and opposite parties, and the

extent of reform required by these

persons has been in the ratio of their

connexion with, or their hostility to,

our ecclesiastical establishments. 1st.

Many sincere friends of the church of

England, seeing the spread of sec-

tarianism, arising principally from apa-

thy and neglect on the one side, and
zeal, if not fanaticism, on the other

—

seeing parish churches deserted, and
conventicles overflowing— the incum-
bents of the former alictis*aTid non-re-

sidents, and the ministers of the latter

diligent, conciliating, and living in the

hearts of their flocks— seeing all tfiis,

many true and devoted members of the

church have anxiously wished to sec

such a measure of reform introduced

as should place it on a better vantage

ground, remove the causes of dis-

sension and the elements of disaffec-

tion, and restore that harmony in pa-

rishes, and such an active, eflicient,

and zealous discharge of the clerical

duties, which every friend of charily

and religion must desire. 2dly. Ano-
ther party demanding reform consists

of those who, imbued with iicreditary

principles of sectarianism, and whoso
enmity to the established church, and
its union with the state, is deep rooted,

would wish to see it, if not utterly de-

spoiled, at least so far shorn of \tif

dignities and its revenues, as to be
placed on the same level vjptli the

communions to which they belong—

a

precarious corporation of priests living

upon speculative opinions, or each
making head against the torrent of
alluring or repulsive schisms for him-
self, upon the principle of fair com-
petition, and according to the rules of
free trade. 3dly. In the last class we
did not include the Roman Catholic

party, the adherents of the church of

Rome, who, strong as the^^ now are in

their 1ml intcenchmeflts, in their col-

leges of Jesuits, in their exclusive in-

stitutions, have openly joined the De-
ists, Jacobins, Socinians, and the nu-
merous host of political levellers, ready

to rise en mme against the Protestant

church of England, and, if possible,

not only despoil her, but sweep her

into pblivion* The popish faction hate
the church because it is Protestant

—

their allies hate her because they hate
j

religion; but, as they pursue a com-
mon object, tHe unnatural union sub-
sists, and never was' in such vigour as
it has been since .4he passing of the
Catholic bill, and since political as-
sociations, and the fraternity of dema-
gogues, have assumed the functions of
legislators, and have been allowed to

dictate even to the government itself.

When men seekdhe attainment of die
same end, thev seldom stand in awe
of any inward monitions relative to
the means. We do not say that the
Catholic clergy arc hostile to religion,

Jn the sense of their own definition of
this term, but they are iqycteratcly

opposed to the Protestant religion—
hating it witli deadly and incurable
hatred

; and in tliis heartless, unholy,
and unchristian cause, ready to coalesce
with their own avowed enemies, in

order to facilitate their designs. The
anti-religion fhetion cherish no affec-

tion for popery or the church ofRome;
on the contrary, they would, if that

church were in the ascendency, be the
first to assail her; but in a caii.se which
is congenial to the principles of the
one and the deep-rooted antipathies of
the other, they wage war together,

reckless of the consequences.
The panics opposed to the church of

England, althoughwe have classed them
under three, or rather under two heads,
are iiGvertheless divisible into number-
less facuons. 1 fere, however, are three

parties— first, the friendly reformers;

secondly, the Protestant dissenters ; and
thirdly, the popish and revolutionary

factions. With thei^ parties, arrayed
against the church, or, at least, each
and all of them demanding reform on
the one side, while the first minister of
tlie crown is conjuring the prelates to

set their house in order*' on the
other, it is not surprising that the right

reverend bench and the dignitaries of
tlie church should feel some alarm,
and betray a state of ratlicr conciliatory

uneasiness. The word has gone forth

—

pronounced, we say not by whom—

.

that public opinion is virtually in arms
against all the existing institutions of
the country. Revolution is in every
hibuth, and the fear and the drqgd of
it in the liemts of all good men.
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artttocncy» the pride of England, have
their, fate, ia tJie balance-?- their. infla«

eoee in the state is i^piesented to be
perbicious^and a lawless, selfish, and
domineering democracy are, we tear,

ifbr a ^ng future^ to be the depositaries

of Britisb honour, and alone sway the

destinies and direct th( policy of this

mighty empire. The Protestant church

in Ireland already totters to its base.

It may, in a sense, be said to be tn

/remis— in the agonies of dissolution.

It is a country without a govemment>-^
where loyalty to the British crown is a
reproach— where the law is every day
set at defiance with hnpunity— where
the pppish priesthood dictate to the

demagogue— where the demagogue
beards the king’s lieutenant, trample^

upon acts of parliament, preaches re-

bellion, advocates treason and the disf

membenrment of the United Kingdom^
and for these insults and open vio-

lations of all law and ordir, is deco-

rated in official silks, and elevated to a

high and honourable station in his

profession. It is a country, in short,

where the Protestant clergy are robbed

of tiieir just rights without redress

—

where, in many places, it is a fearful

drawback upon private interests for an
individual to avow himself an adherent

of that religion, and, in other places^

where, it is not safe for a Protestant,

whether priest or layman, whether ma-
gistrate or constable, to walk abroad
by day or night, unless well anned and
well attended.

Hie responsible guardians of the

Protestant church of England cannot
^

be otherwise than sensitively ^live to
*

these alarming signs of the times.

They must be conscious that the fall

of the church of Ireland will be but
the harbinger ofa much more extensive

ecclesiastical revelution in England.
The struggle has already begun in the

former country on the part of their

E
ersecuted and slandered brethren;

ut they must see tliat a much more
severe struggle awaits themselves at

^me.' They must be blind*, indeed,

if they do not sc& that the struggle

will not be limited to the*maintenance

ofthe rights and property ofthe church,

but will extend itself to property in

general, to corporation pro^r^, to

property in mortmain, to funded pro-

perty, to property in trust, whether for

the support of charitable institutions,

or ofroads,-caiials,or railways—of pro-
pewy in savings' banks and iDanrance

companies— of property in harbours,

markets, and briages—o^property held

by charters under the crown, or gug-

ranteed by acts of parliament. These
they must perceive are likelyi tue air

most certain to he the consequences of
that reform in Ireland which, in an evil

hour, on the ground of fhlse, concilia-

tion, and despite, conviction, gave
power to the Homan Catholics, and
armed a^inst the institutions of Eng-
land their worst enemies—yielding to

treachery the means of enforcing its

malignant purposes— accoutring tlie

Howards, Petres, and Shrewsburys, in

the panoply of legislators; men too

slippery in their professions, too de-
void to their creed, and too much
held jn subjection by their imperious
masters, their confessors, not to con-

vert that which was conckled to them
as A boon, into a means of further ex-

action, intimidation, and aggrwdise-
ment.

Such are now the visible effects of
the first measure of reform. What
shall be the consequences ofthe second
false step—the bill now in progress—
are self-evident. We have in fact al-

ready adverted to them. The prelates

of tlie church of England contribqted

their assistance in canying the first

bill ; and many ofthem are now active

in lending their aid towards tlie suc-
cess of the second. Grod forgive them'

!

It is but charity to say that they know
not what they do. Public principle

seems scarcely to have a resting-place.

The wall ofthe temple is rent in twain.

Opinions cradled,in youth, fortified by
Experience, and maintained resolutely

and consistently for more than half a
century, are dissipated in a night, and
change like the blossom of a frast-

bitten shrub ; all that is fair becomes
black ; all that is noble becomes vile;

the mitre and the red-cap dangle on the

same pole; and the guardian of bur
sacred relifpon, as if made drunk amid
the incendiary fires of Bristol, rifekek

hands with the ruthless enemies .of
liberty and civilisation.

It IS an invidious duty to animadvest
upon the condjict of individiuals, and
mark out to the scorn of future g^e^
rations the feebleness of mind, the

capricious disposition,, or the apostide

acts of those, who, looking no further

tlian their own life-interest in the rnaihr

mon of the church, hesitHte not to ex-

pose the church herselfto* future and
inevitable danger. For this, reason we
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kav« ibemfor tbepresent^o the solace

of dieir own qonaciences, and- sincerely

pray they may not live, like the Earl

of limeriok, to repent, with bitterness

of soul, not only their first measure of

concession, but their last act of revor

lution.

Having these fears, however, before

their eyes seeing,

policy— the prelates of the church of

England have recently yielded to the

menaces of their enemies, and have

passed a cruel censure upon their own
i^ast conduct. The church reformers

have had their triumph over them,

which we know little of them if they

do not follow up much farther tlian the

right reverend bench liave yet dreamt
of. We allude to a bill introduced by
the Archbishop of Canterbury, and
which has already passed the upiper

house, intituled an act to restimn

and regulate the holding of pluralities.’’

As to pluralities and their effects, we
shall speak by and by; but, at the

outset, we cannot help remarking, that

the time chosen for the introduction of

this bill is any thing but indicative of

aound discernment. If, at a time when
A man is held up to public odium as

an exorbitant and oppressive landlord,

he should begin to lower his rents, is

not such concession a primdfacie proof

that the charge was well founded ; If

the manufacturing interest raise an
outcry against the corn-laws, and the

government bring in a bill for their

abolition, would not this, to a certain

extent, substantiate the charge that

,

.these laws were inexpedient, if not unS-

iustl Just so with the church. Pub«
lie clamour denounces as intolerable

the enormous revenues of the high

d^itaries of the church, the abuse of
patronage, and the holding of plural

incumbencies ; and what do the bishops

do ? They bring in a bill to change a
aystem which has been acted upon for

several hundreds of years, and to " re-

j^rom and regulate the holding of plu-

ralities r* Is not this tantamount to

admitting, diat the system they have

so long upheld is an^ unjust and per-

nicipoS'System, which they upheld un-
sigbteously as long as they possibly

eould and which they are disposed to

naddtfy, now, and now only, at the last

hour, when told to; put their houses in

order, and tihen menaced by a minis-

ter ofdm crown with popular fury and
confiaeafioH* There is no blinking Uiis

didiearteaing but strictly logipat
feienoek Have not lists, appoientl^
derived from official documents, been
published, holding up tlie dignitaries

of the church to puolic mproach as
the vampires of tne state, receiving i

emoluments blazoned forth as.amount
iog to God knows how many millious

(nine, at the least, we believe), by^dl
the inventive arts of radical exaggera*
tion ? The revolutiOUaiy press has fed

upon these falsehoods tor years; imd
although every well-informed peswii
knew them to he falsehoods, yet nine*
tendis of the multitude, believing them
to be as true as the Gospels, have
swallowed them with avidity. 4)1 this

while, have the bishops taken one single

step to undeceive the public ? They
nave, it is true, denied their accuracy

;

private explanations have been made
in parliament for private purposes

;

but no parliamentary inquiry, emanate
ing, as it cAight to have done, from Uie

bench of bishops, has ever been in-

stituted to disabuse public credulity,

and shew tlie actual or average incomes
of the higher and lower clergy of the

church. If an innocent man be lio-

cused ofany offence against morality or
the state, would he hesitate a moment
to confront his accusers—nlefy them to

the proof, or, if this be declined, bring
foitli the most ready and most con-
vincing evidence of the fiilsehood and
injustice ofthe charge ? But the bishops
have had the gharge rung in their

ears— they have allowed the public

mind to be»taintcd with these exagge-
rations, highly prejudicial to themselves

and the church*of which they are the

guardians, and yet they have institut'd

no inquiry to set the question at reat.

On the contraiy, they have permitted
the enemies of the establishment .jp

drink deep of the delusion, till it hge
become, as. it were, engrav^ on t^ir
hearts, and till the revenue of eaeb
dignitmy is embroidered on the hqms
of their garments, and then, with the

spring-tide of popular opinion running
strong Igainst them, and the Refonh
bill menacing the'ir destruction, they
come forward with a bill, the preambitp

of which is declaratory of abuses, the
removal or restraint of which is now "a

matter either ofnecessity or expediency^

At the present moment, we .bel^y^
a committee is. sitting inquiring .^intp

the, revenues, th^.disdpline, and
tfiey are pleued to cul the o6i#es, of
tbednircn. Surely it would have been
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,
politic, before adventuring upon any
measure of reform,,however specious,

or efficient, or delusive, to have awaited
the publication of the report of this

committee. It would then have heon

^ seen to yAaaX extent the allegations

against them were true or unfounded,

ue whole question would have been
brought before^the public at once, and if

any modifications ofthe sys^im were re-*

commended, they^would have been in

a situation either to adopt tliem to the

full satisfiiction of all classes in one
bill, or resist them, if their necessity

could not be" made apf>arent. In this

way the prelates wonld have avoided

the taunts now heaped upon them;
and by their alacrity ia repairing any

errors or abuses which might havp
crept into the system, they would have

evinced an honest zeal, and obtained

credit foa correcting them as si)on as

tliey were pointed out by judicial in-

vestigation. ^

But they have acted differently, and
if the amount of their present conces-

sions fails in placing them in better

odour with the public, or in conciliating

thfiir enemies, they will have them-
selves alone to blame. This, however,

brings us to the consideration of the

measure already pi'vsscd the house of

lords. The Archbishop of Canter-

bury, in introducing the bill to the

committee, makes the following obser-

vations on the objects and principle*’

of the measure
; ,

" I will begin by stating,” says the

right reverend prelate, ** that so far back
as the reign of llenry^Vlll., previous

to which period the regulation of the

church, as regards pliinilities, was under
the canon law, and which law was op-
posed to the principle of pluralities of

all kinds, the first act was passed on
this subject. But file power of granting

disjiensatioQS became so abused as to

render the law wholly ineffective and
nugatoiy. At that time the number of

benefices that were held by the same
individual exceeded any thing w^iich

exists ot the present period.* These
abuses which so eS..isted at that time

called for legislative, interference, and
the matter was regulated by the act Ist

Henry VI 11. By that act, all persons

holding benefices valued at 8f. a year

in the king's books, were prevented

from bolding any other, benefice except
by. dispensation, A great number of
persons, however, w^ were in pos-
session of certain qualiilcatioDS, were al-

laiaod
,
to holi^ two benefices ; members

of the council also were allowed to hold
three, and king’s chaplaips could hold
any number to which it was the plea-

sure of the eroWn to appoint them, with-

out regard to their value. With these
exceptions, no person could hold more
than one benefice with cure of souls of
8/. a year. There wore other livings

under the valuo of Bl. a year, W'hich

were left in tlie same state as before

under the canon law, which, though it

prohibited pluralities altogether, was so
inefilcient that persons could hold any
number of livings under 8/. a year, at any
distance, under such qualifications as

would enable them to hold an ordinary
living. Another clause of that bill per-

mitted deans of catliedrals and collegiate

bodies to exercise tlieir own regulations

in respect of their own estates, or left

them *to the operation of the canon law.
With those exceptions, and the excep-
tion of members of tlie council, and
king's cha]>lairis, who might hold any
niimher of livings, all persons were pro-

hibited from holding two benefices with
cure of souls of the value of 8{. a year.

The bill which now lies upon the
4ablo of yoiir lordships' liouse provides
that a space if not more than thirty mites

shall intervene betwe.^n tivo livings held
in plurality, which will have the effect

ofreducing tlie present pluralities nearly

two^-thirds. There is also another im-
portant alteration made, and oiio which
1 think will bo considered an improve-
ment, niunely, that the ofiice of king’s

chaplain will not give a title to hold in
connexion with it any church prefer-

ment:, that office will in fntnro give no
advantages beyond those enjoyed with-
out it. I am aw'ure that there are ano-
malies and imperfections in the existing

« system, and I am far from saying that

this bill will remedy them, or that any
bill could advantageously remove all

;

but hfirf we have one most important
step taken, namely, that no more than two
livings, having cure of souls, can be held

jointly, and not even then, unless they be

within thirty miles of each other.
*

The best friends of the church will

concede, that although pluralities are
not evils in themselves, yet that the

abuse of pluralities if a grievous evil. .

It is the object of the bill to correct

this evil. The ^incomes of the great
majority of church livings in England
are so miserably small, so totally in-

adequate to the supjjort ofany man of
education, or who has such exalted

and responsible duties to perforin as a
wish priest, that but fot^these ptuia-

lilies the inferior cloigy would be sunk
ill penury to suqh. a dqgrc^ that they
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would neither be useful nor respectable.

The abuse, however, on the other

hand, by whiCh a rich rector, a brother

of a peer for instance, having an inde-

pendent fortune derived from other

sources, bolds, in addition to his rec-

tory, a vicarage some hundred miles

distant, a prebend in Durham, a can-

nonry in l^ndon, a chapelry elsewhere,

and something probably besides— this

is intolerable— it is an abuse of pa-

tronage highly detrimental to the church

and the cause of religion. It is true,

that where the rector or the vicar is non-
resident, there his cuiate is, ever ready,

able perhaps, and willing to perform

the duty. Ihit, after all, the curate is

at best but a stipendiary— perhaps an
itinerant in the bye-ways of the church
— a poor gleaner in the com-ffelds,

picking up a morsel here .and there,

—

a wanderer witlioiit a home, almost

without a resting-place— his hopes *^1

blighted, and his heart seared— a
grey-hoired old man, yet a depeiulent
— the temporary keeper of another’s

flock, whose talents are mildewed by
time, and his aftections soured and
alienated by misfortune. This, wc say

again, is an evil ;
for, under any cir-

cumstances, a curate can never be ex-

pected to obtain an influence in the

f

jarish equal to that which the rector

nniselfy if resident and competent to

the discharge of his various duties, is

always able to coininaii<l. Jlut let

us see how these grievances are pro-

posed to be corrected by the new

The first clause repeals so inucli of

the act of Henry Vlll. as relates to*

the privileges of kings’ and peers’

chaplains, and the relations of peers

and others, and the privilege of dis-

pensation in favour of doctors and
bachelors of law and divinity.

llie second clause enacts, that after

the passing of this bill no person shall

hold two deaneries, prebends, canon-
ries, or other dignities.

The third and fourth enact, that if

any person, after the passing of the

bill, holding one benefice, shall take

another, thefirst holding shall be void;

and. that the patron may thereupon

nomiiiate to su^ void benefice.

The fifth enacts, that the power of
granting personal unions shall cease.

The j^ixdi Enacts, that certain spiri-

tual peraons f§ay hold two benefices if

the distance betw^n them do not ex-

ce^ thirty miles.

The seventh clause, explanatoiy of
the last, is of considerable import-
ance, and we, therefore, give it entire.

It enacts

:

“ That where the joint annual value
of two such heueficas shall tiot exceed

tlio sum of four hundred pounds, it shall

and may be lawful for the Archbishop
of Canterbury, if he shall think fit, to

grant a license, under tlie seal of his

office of faculties, to any spiritual per-
son, being in possesstbn of one benefice,

to accept and take one other benefice,

and to hold the said two benefices to<*

gether; and that where the joint an-
nual value of two such bene&.es shall

exceed the sum ofibur hundred pounds,
it sliull and may bo lawful for the
Archbishop of Canterbury, if shall

think fit, to grant a dispensation under
tlic said seal to any spiritual person
being in possession of one benefice, and
Iteing 011(3 of bis majesty’s chaplains, or
who shall have been adinitteffi to the
degree of doctor or bachelor of divinity

or civil law* or of masters of arts,

either of the universities of Oxford or
C!ambri(lge, or by 'frinity College, Dab-
lin, or who not being $nch chapluinf or not

having been admilled to anp or either of
the mid degrees^ shall he specially recom-
mended, on account of his attainments
and exemplary conduct, to the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, by the bishop tf
the diocese in which %uvh benefice is situ-

ated, or who for tln^ like cause shall be
ap]>rnv(Hl of by the Archbishop of Can-
terbury, if such bcnclico is situate in the
diocese of Caiilerhury, or is subject to

the peculiar jurisdiction of the said

archbishop, to accept and take one other

benefice, and to hold such two last-men-

tioneil benefices together.**

Tlie fiinth clduse enacts that no
bond be given unless required by the

archbishop.

Die tenth enacts, that in case the

archbishop refuses to grant dispeiisar-

tion, an appeal shall lie to the king in

council.

The eleventh enacts that every such
dispensation so granted shall contain a
condition, compelling residence for six

months ofithe year on the most popu-
lous beqelice. s

The twelfth enjoins registration of
license.

Die thirteenth relates to the mode
in which the value of benefices is to be
estimated.

Die fourteenth relates to tlie form
and contents of the application for

license or du^slKfon.
, ^

;

The fifteenth antbonses the arcnbjT
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shop to Older distanoes bstween bene-

fices to be measured. (Pretty much
this in the style of the old Ilackney

Coach Act.)

'

The sixteendi confines the enact-

mentt of this aiet to cases of presenta-

tion after it shall have passed into a

^W. r

’ Another clause defines the term ^ be-

n^ce/' which means ‘‘ all rectories

witli cure of soul^ vicarages, donatives,

perpetual curacicS, whether augmented

V governors of Qiieen Anne’s

bounty or not, and parochial chapel-

ries, and vi^hether such curacies and
clmpelries have cure of souls or not.”

Ana the last clause' restricts the act to

£iigltuid and Wales.

Thus, we think, we have ^ven a
tolerably clear outline of the bill ; and
the first point to which we beg leave

to call attention has reference to the

seventh* clause, by which certain pri-

vileges are taken from peepi and others

and conferred upon tne bishops. It

Vvill at once suggest itself to every

mder that the efiect of this rather

specious, not to say invidious measure

of reform, will be first to increase, to a
very considerable extent, the patronage

of the prelates, and secondly to make
the rich and infiuential clergyman a

pluralist, and ke^p the poorer class

^ngularists probably for life. Rishops

"aVe at the best but men ; and they

generally have near relations in the

churchy young gentlemen climbing the

ladder of patronage, and aspiring to

the rank and dignities of their fathers,

brothers, or uncles. Thb rewards are

reserved for these persons, while they

are placed far beybnd the 'reach of

tneumbents less favoured by circum-

stances. In addition to this, so for as

university degrees conferred the pri-

vilege of dispensation under the act of

Henry VIII., th^e are extended under

the present bill. For instance, under

the act of Henry VIII. doctors and
bachelors of divinity and law only

possessed the privilege; but, by the

present act, masters of aifs are in-

cluded. The greater, therefore^ the pa-

dronage conferred pn the right reverend

bmich.

It is stated, but we know not on
wbat authority, that there are upwards

of two thousand pwhes in England
wifiiottt' resident incumbents. The
Archbishop ofCantterbury assumes, this

t<^ a foot, but m calculates that the

fflract of his bill, when earned' into full

Sion, will reduce tlie fiutober of
ities two^thirdif or,^ in other

words, that ere long, iifirti£cl of there

being two thousand, there will only be
about seven hundred parisfaes without'

resident incumbents. Upon what data
he founds his calculation we are totally

at a loss to conjecture. Surely the
difference between 30 and 45 miles,

within which former distance the hold-
ing of pluralities is to be confined,

cannot effect this extraordinary re-

duction. What is to prevent patrons
from eluding this nice rule of distance
by exchanging odvowsons, or accom-
modating each other by a transference

Of nomination? The bishop of the

diocese, it will be found, will have
very few scruples in giving bis sftecuU

recoSmendatim. On the whole, we
cannot be induced to believe that the
bill will produce any such effects as

contemplated by its framers. As
to salutary effects, we expect none from
it. Even that clause which compels
incumbents to reside six months ofthe
year in his most populous benefice, is

neither framed in charity nor in good
policy. The incumbent may be at-
tached to One place, where he has in-

gratiated himself with his parishioners,

where he is a useful magistrate; and a
generous landlord, from which the law
forces him away to reside in another
lace, where perhaps it is impossible
e can render himself by many degrees

so useful, and where perhaps his re-

sidence is for less indispensable. It is

true, it may be the more populous be-
nefice, but that is not always the cri-

terion ofusefulness. At any rate, if he
give the benefit of his residence to one
parisl^, he must take it away from an-
other ; and it is quite possible that, by
endeavouring to conciliate each, oc-

cording to law, he may lose the con-
fidence and the esteem of both. In
our opinion, so long as pluralities ate
tolerated at all, and they must be tole-

rated until the revenues of the smaller

benefices are increased, or till some
convulsion sweeps the whole fobric of
the church away, it is the wiser policy
to allow the incumbent to choose his

own residenca Ifa good man, zealous

in the cause of religion, he will place
his watch-tower where it is likely to be
most serviceable, and where he can
best perftnrm the duties he has so-

lemnly sworn to fulfill If he be a
man ofj^ opposite character,-^ and
such mib are found in all churches
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and communions^— it is in vain to

bind him down, or extort reluctant,

and thereforeiin^cient duties by acts

ofmliament.
lbis> hovraver, is the church reform

introduced by the right reverend bench*

We are afimd, however, they have

commenced at the wrong end. In

this bill there is not a word said about

themselves, except in those clauses

where they resume new powers, or at

least powers which have long laid

dormant, and where they increase their

own patronage. The bill bears hard

upon the inferior clergy, who, of all

men are the most useful members of

the church,and whose revenues, limited

as these are, are still further to be

limited by the operation of the bill.

It would have evinced more gercrous

feelings, and a truer and nobler sense

of Christian zeal in behalf of the

church, had the right reverend bench
tunicd first tlie mirror upon themselvA,

before they held it up, in the cause of
reform, and as a sop to revolution, to

their humbler brethren. They have,

in their order, many bishops inade-

quately provid^ for from the revenues

of tlieir respective dioceses, and who,
were they not permitted by royal fa-

vour to hold benefices in commendam,
would be unable to maintain their

rank. Would it not have been better

bad these right reverend lords devised

some meth(^ of removing this re-

proach from the bench, by some fairer

adjustment of its aggregate emolu-
ments? Had they done this, they

would, better than by the precept of a
bill, liave set a salutary example to

the inferior clergy. But no adjust-

ment is to be made— the conunendams
are not to be touched— these are to

replenish the bench as heretofore, to
the exclusion of others who well merit t

a share of tbpse benign influences

which, now only fell upon the mitre;

while, under the pretence of restraining

Don-residence, thirty miles is the max-
imum of distance between livings, as

if thirty miles did not as much prevent

a clergyman from being in two places

at once, as fifty, or two hundred. The
bill, we confess, is supported by high

names, but this in the present crank

state of affairs might have been ex-

pected. We cbnfess, however, that it

does not satisfy us. When the pre-

sent committee of inquiry shall report

flieir views, and favour us with the

results of their investigatifln, then

perhaps it will be expedient to con-

sider the question of church reform.

We conclude in the words of Lord
Wynford : I put it to your lordships

whether such an alteration of the law

ought to be made, without at the same
time making compensation to the

parties whom it so injuriously aflects.

This bill is calculated to work so much
injustice without aiding the cause of
religion (and God forbid that any thing

tliat does injustice should advance re-

ligion), that it will drive from the

church the best elm of persons that

now belongs to lihai respectable com-

munity
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DISCOVERIES OF TDE MODERN GEOLOGISTS.

No.

The Geological Sbciety of Londooi
since its first formation, has exhibited

a degree of ei^rgy and spirit perfectly

uorivalled by any otiiei scientific asso-

ciation, Tne rcsearcbes which })ave

been made, have turned the earth in-

side out, and exp^osed to Our view its

structure and contents in a manner
more satisfactory tlian all former in-

vestigations. It has been shewn that

geology cannot be learnt by reference

to hand specimens and the contents of

museums, but that the practical geolo-

gist itiust travel far and near, hammer
in hand, to obtain views of extensive

mountain ranges, and to dive deep into

the bowels of the earth, before he can
acquire true and useful information*.

Tlie results of such a principle have

been highly important aiu}. cieditable

to our age. Valse ihoorics and ground-

less speculations have been dispelled,

and facts established which have

thrown much light upon the iiatuml

history of our planet, ft has been
recently demonstrated, that the evi-

dences to be derived from the organic

exuviae, in connexion with the rocky

strata and diluvial deposits, furnish the

best clue to the immvelliiig of terres-

trial structures, settling the succes-

sive epochs of their creation, and cre-

ating a just notion of Mature's plan in

the arrangement of lit ing forms.

f^iie of the chief disputes of modem
geologists was bas^d upoif the question

of whether the formation of the solid

parts ofthe eaith and Its carliei'chaiiges

were brought about by the agency of
water or fire. At the head of the first

school was W’erner, and of the* scHioiid

Hutton ; and their followers were there-

fore denominated either Neptuiiists or

Plutonists.

The globe, as it is customaiy to call

the earth, is held to be, in shape, an
oblate spheroid body, flattened at the

poles ; and it is presumed to^ave con-
stantly revolved upon its axi^.-. The

S
rimitive state of t|[ie earth wa^'proba-

ly fluid, and its surface became gra-

dually solidified by the slow evapora-

tion of its lieat, or other natural causes.

.Wti may conceive this fluid mass re-

vobimg ipund the sun with other pla-

nets in the immensity of space, and
carrying with it an^ atmosphere sup-

ped to extend between forty and fifty

I.

miles above its surface, '^e process

of cooling would condense a portion of
this atmosphere into water, which there-

fore occupied some of the earth’s sur«

face in consequence. In this state of
things it is quite clear that the present

races of living beings could not exist,

and that the earth was then unfitted

for organisation. Therefore the earliest

cryvstallisations would contain no or-

ganic remains ; and such is the fact

—

no vestiges of life are found in the
primitive rocks. But as the earth

continued to cool, the waters, which
mom or less covered it, settled into a
smaller space, and thus left islands in

the midst of the ocean, and found their

way into crevices and abysses. The
subsiding water must have left deposits

behind it ; and thus we have earth, air,

and water, created from a uniform fluid

mass by the openition of gmvity and
attraction

; and a state fitted for living

beings was engendered, which accord-
iiigly produced examples of the sim-
plest oi'gauisution. The earliest living

forms, therefore, whose exuviae appear
in the second order of strata, are shell-

fish,and the coral animals or zoophytes,

])rohably picceded by aquatic vegeta-

bles growing among tiie submarine
rocks. This early period of life must
Jiave been attended with the work of
myriUcls of zoophytes, whose indus-
trious labours produced such extensive

reels of calcareous rucks along the
.shores of the ocean, whilst tiie prolific

shell-fish embedded the eartli with
shells to that immense amount which
we iiolv see in the secondary rocks.

The fecundity and activity of this inci-

pient animate world were the sources
of much structure and fertilisation;'

and, the temperature ofthe earth being
still high, such plants as were fittra

for heat appear to have been created in

abundance. The impressions of these

exactly resemble plants now flourishing

in the tropics. Ine busy zoophytes, in
the mean time, were actively employed
in throwing u[t from the depths of the
sea new formations ; and various mol-
luscsi' and ordinary fishes perhaps^

found nourishment from the soomanne
vegetables.

The first order of se^ndaiy rocks
originated evidently in copious deposits
from the^ling Hqnid-noldiiig.iQany
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material!m solutioa^and anialgamated

with mud, immense masses of coral

rocks, the ejPnvis of shell and other

fish alon^ tibe shores of the primitive

lands, ^en, the temperature of the

earth still cooling, whibt such deposits

and unions were going on, some of the

species of oviparous reptiles were cre-

ated; and in the bays and creeks of

the primitive land-formations sported

the turtle and the crocodile, and the

gigantte sauri, whose reimiins adorn

our geological museums. Still, the

order of things must have widely dif-

fered from that now prevailing; the

earth’s crnst must have been veiy slen-

der, and the sources of its fire very near

the surface. Contractions in different

parts of the cooling mass caused cre-

vices to form, and the waters rdsiicd

into them, whereby sudden condensa-

tions ensued, which created volcanic

eruptions, iiplifling one portion of {l)e

surface and depressing another. Thus
mountains first arose, and new and ex-

tensive depositions were made from the

primitive ocean— changes evidently

very frequent in the early epochs of

nature.

The only monuments of the living

creation ofthese periods are the coarser

kinds of plants, tislies, birds, and ovi-

parous reptiles,beings capable ofresist-

ing the war of the elements then in

operation . But as these subsided , and

the cooling of the earth advanced, the

mountain-chain preserving the neces-

sary inequalities of the earth’s tem-

perature, more perfect beings were

brouglit into existence ; and then came
forth the original antediluvian elephant, •

tlie mammoth, the megalonis, the

inegathurium, and a gigantic hysena,

all now known to us only by the fos-

silated remains of their skeletons.

At this period, probably, the tempe-

rature ofthe ocean was not much higher

than at present; for the changes pro-

duced by occasional eraptions of it

have left no consolidated rocks, such

as’ were formed at earlier epochs, not-

witbatandinff one of these eruptions

appears to Mve been very extensive,

not only from the tradition handed

down to. us. in the Mosaic history, but

ftom examinations of the earth, and

other cifcumstaaces. This seeine^ to

b6-^e;OQly great catastrophe of which

we have any written account. Tiiia

revolirtion wet not only very general,

bot.endenriy of long duration, as ap-

peeaiimime collections of

wateNWom lepnsfo gntvel, and sand,

vox.. V. vo. xxnt.

usually called diluvial remains. It is

also probable that this effect gave rise

to the origin of a new world in the
southern hemisphere, by the agency of
volcanic fire.

Hie state of the ^lobe becoming;
more and more consoUdi^d, and per-

manently fitted for living beings of

superior organisation, and those tre-

mendous convulsions d^ending upon
the destruction of tho equilibrium be-

tween the heating and coolingagendes

in action, subsiding, the quietude ofthe

earth presented a favourable opportu-

nity for the creation of a higher species

of the mammifene than hitherto pio-

duced, and accordingly man wa^ cre-

ated. Since this remarkable epoch no
great and sudden revolution nas oc-

cVirred, although the surface of the

^arth is ronstantly undergoing slow

and often imperceptible changes, from
the perpetual operation of causes which
have never altogether ceased since the

first formation of the globe. Our des-

tinies suffer no alteration from the

changes now going on ; our species is

greatly extended, and it maintains its

position undisturbed as lord of the

creation in every latitude. V^olcanic

fires occasionally give rise to new
islands raised frotn the bed of the

ocean, and portions of the old con-^

tinents are constantly being washed
away by rivers and mountain-torrents.

But such changes are too powerless in

the grand system of the earth to pro-
ie moral or

creation.

List of the

I, and the

surface df our globe surrounds a fluid

nucleus of ignited matter, from which
circumstances we appear to be by no
means secure from a gencml catas-

trophe by fire. The temperature of
the interior of the "globe is higher

than fit the surface, as we find by
experiments in mines ; for the deeper

we penetrate, the greater is the heat.

The great number of hot springs found

in almost tevery country, arising from
excessive depths, tends to favour diis

idea. This want oQequilibrium in the

temperature ofthe earth is probably the

cause of volcanoes ; so that the open
craters ofburning mountains act as the

safety-valves of the earth, by which> the /

terrific eflecu of suppressed gaseous

expansion are modifiM and restrained.

Volcanoes have been accounted foe

upon the principle of partial cheteicflt

changes, such as arise from the action

p p

duce any great eftccts in li

physical departments of the

The presefit existing cr

•earth is comparatively thii
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of the air and water u^n the combus*
tible bases of the earths and alkalies,

which is not so well borne but by ana-

logy; alibougb it is perfectly probable

that these substances may exist beneath

V the surfece of the eartli, and give rise

to some volcanic results of a minor

(oharacter. Many of thb existing phe-<

nomena are explicable upon tlie hypo-

theses of the Iluttonians or Plutonists,

but they do not apply to tlie formation

of the secondary rocks. The Plutonists

tell us the earth is being constantly dis-

integrated, destroyed, degi-aded, and
r^hed into the ocean by water, and
as constantly consolidaU^, elevated,

and regenerated by Are; so that the

wrecks of the old form.thc foundations

of the new world. They suppose that

the same types both of inert and livinf;

matter are always in existence, and
feet that the remains of rocks, vegeta-

bles, and animals, of one age, are found

embedded in rocks raised from the

bottom of the ocean in another. Were
this true, we might ex|)ect to find the

remains of the living beings now inha-

biting tihe globe embedded in the oldest

secondary strata, and monuments of

human art also, since man is the most
populous and powerful of the inhabit-

ants of the carth.^ Whereas we well

Jmow that no such evidences exist.

oldest secondary strata contain

the remains of peculiar and mostly

unknown plants and animals, and no
traces of human forms whatever, nor

any of those durable specimens of

human skill which will hereafter be

contained in strata not yet firmly con-

solidated. In the deepest deposits, the

earliest forms of ve^table lAe are ex-

tremely rare; the next order contains

tlie remains of shells and vegetables

;

the succeeding class those ofoviparous

reptiles and fishes. Then are found
birds, with otlibr tribes before men-
tioned ; extinct species of quadrupeds
appear in the next range, of still more
recent formation; and, lastly, the re-

mains of man are found only in the

loose and slightly consolidfitM strata

of gravel and sand, or diluvial forma-

tions. Neither dpes man, nor do bis

works, attest anymore ancient existence
of the human species.

The lias, limestone, and other strata

of the earlier formations, contain re-

mains of beings which evidently be-

lom^ to. an order of events entirely

disSrentfeopi the present order. Therem to baseen the embedded forms of
resembling more the

palm-trees of equinoctial cliroatesidian

any other plants, and such as can exist

only in high temperaturA< We have*

also Immense reptiles, such as die

megalosauri, furnished with stupen-

dous paddles instead of legs, and clad

in coats of mail, some larger than the

whale. We Imve, also, or^nic re-

mains of some great amphibse, such
as the plesiosauri, with the body of
a turtle, and necks longer than tlieir

bodies, apparently so constructed to

enable them to feed on vegetables

growing upon the shores and in the

shallows or the primitive ocean. The
order of the land, in those days, seems
to have consisted of flats or extensive

low shores, rising above an immense
calm sea, when no mountain-chains
exists, and no storms or tempests
arose to disturb the general equalisation

of temperature.

c/Ifwe suppose the present surface of
the earth to be carried down to the

depths of the ocean, or some great

catastrophe to overflow the land, which
maybe again elevated by fire, and then
covered over with consolidated depo-
sitions of sand or mud, the embedaed
remains hereafter would put on a very
difierent appearance from that of the

old seconda^ strata. We should then
undoubtedly recognise the organic
remains of man, and we should find

monuments ofhis habits and evidences
of his social character : stones hewed
into statues, granite bridges and arches,

tools of iron, and other durable works,
coins, &c. would appear to attest hu-
man existence associated with certain

t- geological eras. Such remains as these
might be conceived to be fer more
abundant than the remains ofdie lower
animals, and they will hereafter, doubt-
less, be curiously contrasted with, die
bones of the sauri and the crocodile of
the older rocks, or of the mammoth,
the primeval elephant of the old world
before the last gmat catastrophe.

That the whole surface ot the globe
has undergone a great change since its

earlyformationscommencedysometimes
by violent convulsions, and gradually

by slowly operating causes and more
insignificant catastrophes, is proved
by all geological investigatioos. The
destruction of a former older of thim,
and the existence of a new order, die

compamtively recent existence of man
as master of the whole globe, and'tha
extinction ofmidtitudes bflfeiiig forms;
are wondeifiil evidenees/awi^inoiiti^

ments of the revolutidnrto whidi the
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e$irth has been snbjeoted^ and afibrd

grounds for the anticipation of future

€hange8» toVhich in the progress of
time our planet will be expoisedy to

such an extent as to lead to the

destruction of the existing order, and
give rise to new creations in some dis-

tant ages, possibly to the improvement
even of me human species. But^

whether any higher than man may be
created, or the earth return to a more
simple and less perfect system of or-

ganisation, it is impossible to conjec-

ture ; nor can we conceive, upon any
reasonable ground, to what probable

extent the future physical changes of
the globe may influence either tlie des-

tinies ofman, the destruction ofexisting

species of living beings, or the creation

of new forms of animals and ]^lauts.

Of the past history of the partb, we have
abundant evidence from monuments of
remote ages ; the future we cannot
contemplate witliout being lost in a
chaos of conjecture and speculation.

To this short and general sketch of
the history of the earth, derived from
geological data solely, some account of
the living creation in connexion with
die strata of the globe may be consi-

dered, as affording a view of the natu-

ral history of our planet, based upon
the best possible foundations. In the

prosecution of this inquiry it will be
seen, *hat the causes now in operation

are sufficient to account for the psLst

changes to which the earth has been
subjected from tlie earliest geological

eras, however much these changes may
have been occasionally accelerated by
sudden and violent revolutions. «

Mr. Lyell, Professor of Geology at

the King’s College, has receiitj^ pub-
lished a valuable work upon this sub-

ject the foots ofwhich are of the high-

est importance, as they tend to dissipate

idle speculations that have been put
forth upon the order and regularity of

the great scheme of nature. One of

the roam points which this author has

successfully established is,the existence

of^ctes in the animal and vegetable

creation, not as a mere artificial mode
of arrangement, but as existing abso-

lutely in the natural giouping of ani-

mals and plants. Some naturalists

have pretended that there is no such
tbingas spedes in natura, and that the

whole ayrtem of organisation may be
aeltoed- to a ^dital development of
livii^ fbnna passing foom one to ano-

ther,^ intone' oontiouous and uninter-

rupted chain, firom the lowest being of

Modern Geologitis^

the simplest construction to the high-
est, each grade being an evolution from
the preceding. Such a transmutation
of secies was the foundation of La-
mark’s sptem, one which has been
followed oy some French philosophers,;

who adhered to the Lamarkian tneory
notwithstandiifg tlie geological foots

which must have been known to them,
and which;were in direct contradiction

of the theory which^they chose to sup-
port. Their bias was to rob the Cre-
ator of one of his greatest attributes,

by shewing that instead of a special

intervention in the creation of animals
and plants, fitted to the preparatoiy
state of the earth, the entire scn^c of
nature was a mere evolution of organs
and iunctions in succession, as existing

{>hysical circumstances called them
/oitli, by a law of necessity growing
out of matter, without the interference

of the Deity. This was the doctrine
of the matorialisls ofthe French school,

and to which they subjected all their

reasonings. Geological facts are, how>
ever, against them, and distinctly shew
that at difierent epochs ofthe history of
the earth different species were created
fitted for the habitations provided for

them, which species retain, throughout
all the revolutions of the earth, their

distinct and special characteristics, un-
changed to the latest pnerations in all

essential points, acquiring no new or-

gans, and losing none of those origin-

ally given them, however modified their

habits may be by the various transporta-

tions to which they are subject from the

influence of man, of animals, and va-
* rious physical causes in daily opera-
tion.

•

By the term speem is meant every

collection of similar individuals pro-

duced by others like themselves, since

every living individyal bears a close

resemblance to those from which it

springs; and this is true boUi as to

plants and animals. All individuals,

in foct, propagated from one stock

possess certain characters in common
which never vary, and distinguish tliem

from all others tovthe most remote
generations, and which is destroj^ed

only by the extinction of the species.

But the Lamarkians profess to see no
such distinctions; they affirm that all

individuals pass firom one to another

progressively, confounding sfiecies and
genera, and that mere varieties are

ol51i|^ to be laid hold of in order to

mark a gap in the chain, whioh ttiey

maintain is always filled up, and that
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genera are still less distinguishable than
species. If, they sa^, you pass over a
few links of the chain, you will not be
able to recognise any being next brought

into view, especially amongst domesti-

'^cated animals, so completely arc they
changed. They pretend that the dog
sprung from the wolf, in the scale of

improvement, ^d is merely a wolf in

a modified state from domestic circum-

stances; but that if»these circumstances

be suspended, he returns to the wolfish

•character. Now it is well known that

the dog, under no circumstances, be-
comes a 'wolf, or any thing resembling

it, but in the wildest state preserves his

caninfi character, as a distinct species,

maintaining in his conformation pre-

cisely the peculiarities of the original

type.

It is perfectly true that domcstica^

tion, climate, and other causes, change
the external characters of animals,

vrhich depends upon the or^ns chiefly

called into use. But in no instance do
we see any organ lost, or any new one
added, in tracing an individual species.

Animals have evidently been created

siilfcessivcly with an or^nisation fitted

to the circumstances of their position.

Every analogy proves this fact. The
feet of the dromedqiy and camel are so

constructed as to bear the huge weight
of the animal in walking over sandy
deserts without distress, by an clastic

ball adapted to the surface it is des-

tined to move on ; and this species is

furnished with stoinuchs capable of
holding a laige quantity of water and
herbaceous food, both of which are

scarce in the sandy plains in which it*

dwells. But the l^markians explain

such provisions by referring them to

the local circumstances in which ani-

mals are placed, as the necessary

causes of such peculiar developments
of their organs. And thus it is that

materialists reason, and with sophistry,

and^ heedlessness of facts actually be-
fore them, deprive the Creator of the

most beautiful instances of providential

care and contrivance. •

The principal«>argument in favour

of distinct species: existing naturally,

is derived fiiom an aversion between
the sexes of separate species to form

alliances— a fact denied by Lamark,
who supposes that such alliances do
occur, and that offspring frequently

proceed from them, both as to animals
attd plants, and that innumeiable vari-

eties arise in consequence. If, how-
ever, this view be correct, we must still

have some point of departure ; and in

no instance where we can^trace a pedi-
gree do we find the original stem ofthe
branches wanting.

The geological moiraments of the
earth exhibit a graduated scale of or-

ganisation, from a simple plan to one
of varied complexity. As each group
appears from age to age, the organs
added successively increase in dignity

and importance, whilst no individual

race is more completely developed than
the one preceding it, although con-
structed upon an improved plan.
Ooology teaches us that plants and
animals of the most simple known
construction existed prior to more
complicated forms, and that the globe
was farmed long before it was suscep-
tible of life and fitted to maintain living

beings. The chain of progressive im-
provement is beautifully demonstrated

% geology, and appears to be so com-
plete that there is scarcely a link

missing.

With many geological facts before
him to the contrary, t.amark supposed
the earth to be covered by the ocean
after the commencement of organisa-

tion; and hence he assumes the pri-

ority of marine animals, the testace

appearing first, and being gradually
evolved into terrestrial animals. The
ancient idea was in opposition to this,

for animals were consirlered as becom-
ing deteriorated by being left to them-
selves, and that when it was otherwise
the amelioration was a special inter-

vention of the Deity.

Admitting that the modification of
plants and animals from common pa-
rents has been indefinite, the most
simple^and imperfect forms must have
constituted the original types. Upon
this principle we must conceive inert

matter first to have been endowed with
simple vitality, until, in the course of
ages, sensation was added, the senses

subsequently acquired with their spe-
cial organs, and the mental facttlties

developed, whereby the irrational being
glided into the rational. And yet we
now see beings of the simplest organ-
isation, the infusorise and polypi, aivl
the confervas and other oryptogamous
plants, associated with the nigfaesi or-

ders of mammiferse and vegetables.

This is attempted to be accounted for

by Mr. Lyell thus :— ** Nature is not
intelligence, nor the Deity, but a dele-
gated power under laws of neceMily.
She is obliged to go on gradually;; '^e
cannot produce animals and plants of
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all classes at once, but must begin with

tl)e«inost simple, and out of them ela-

borate the more compound, adding to

diem successively different system! of

organs, and multiplying more and more
dieir numbers and energy. She is

always engaged in the formation of

elementary rudiments of animal and
vegetable existence, which is like the

^iMtaneom generation of the ancients.

Day by day she begins anew the work
of the creation, the monads, &c., or

rough drafts, being the only living

tilings she gives birth to directly.’’

The Lamarkians, not allowing dis-

tinct indefinite species, illustrate their

favourite theory of transformation, by
shades scarcely perceptible, by referring

to a minute gelatinous body as the point

from which all the subsequent* steps

of organisation have spriing, and thus

it is traced regularly to the finest tree,

and the highest animal. Animals*^n
this view pass on to the most jierfect;

the ourang-outang is reached, and be-

comes evolved into the human being,

from the tendency to progressive ad-

vancement, and the force of external

circumstances, according to the varia-

tions of the physical condition of the

globe. Many anomalies are, however,

supposed to interfere with the regu-

larity of this plan, and hence chasms
occur into which whole families fall,

separating the nearest ])ortions of the

series, local revolutions totally altering

habits and organisation. The most
specious arguments and gratuitous rea-

sons are employed to support this un-
philosophical hypothesis, by which a
minute infusory being or polypus i»

placed at one end of a chain and our-
*

selves at the other, or, deriv^ig man
continuously from a monad, our im-
mediate preceding link being the

monkey, or ourang-outang, which is

force^ by circumstances to assume tlie

human form and habits

!

Now the cousin-german to which
we are thus said to be allied so nearly,

beam uo resemblance to man but in

certain outward particulars, and in the

power of imitation. I3eyond a certain

point it is not susceptible of improve-

ment ; it has never learned the use of
speech, nor extended its empire, nor

imj[>coved its moral condition in any
way. l^is tribe remains just the same
as uwas originally ; whilst man, in the

most degrad^ intellectual state, is ca-

palde of some improvement, and as-

serts bis superiority over all the other.

Modem Geologists.

species ofmammlfers indefinitely. Tlie
upright position ofthe monkey tribes is

not natural to them, and evidently an
uneasy one ; and even the ourang-ou-
tang runs off on all fours when pur-
sued. Without the constant eflbrt of.

the will, and the action of numerous*
strong muscles, tlie upright position is

uneasy to ourselves. Leave the body
unguarded by watchin^^, and it falls

forwards directly. ^
The permanency ofspecific species is

demonstrable from ^olofpcal data,

although it be liable to the influence of
periodical changes and extraordinary

circumstances, in opposition to which
it goes on from age to age uninterrumt-

edly in all essential characters.* Die
hand of man is a powerful agent in

%nodifying species both of animals and
^plants, by domestication, horticulture,

conquest, traffic, and colonisation
;
yet

the original type is never lost, and the

parent sUck transmits its peculiar

character indefinitely from generation

to generation. For if the interference

of man be suspended, the varieties

which his influence has established lose

their acquired modifications, ancUre-
turn to the same character which they

assumed when first created : such is

the fact with domestic fowls, dogs,
&.C., when they retrcat into the woods.
No one can deny the mutability of

every part of the creation. Endless
vicissitudes have occurred in the form
and structure oforganic beings through
paitages. The*uppFoach to the pre-

sent Older of tilings, both animate and
inanimate, Hks been very gradual, and
marked, as to the former, by a suc-

cessive 'series ofchaiiges on the earth’s

surface, the destruction of one portion

and Uie formation of another, by phe-
nomena sometimes effecting sudden
and violent convulsions, and otherwise

acting in a slow abd almost imper-
ceptible manner; and after a long
series of remarkable events, the last

plienomenon of the oiganic creation is

the appearance of man. And in this

long course of changes we see clearly

the wisdom and fo^sight of the Crea-
tor, in previously Jitting the earth for

his creatures before each successive

species is called into life, whilst in the

animal kingdom we see a progressive

perfectibility going on regularly, from
the period of. the earliest geological

era of the globe’s formation, and from
Which it is not unreasonable to antici-

pate future improvements.
*
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*(116 ioflaence which climate and
other loq&l circumstances exert upon
Sj^ies ofanimals and plants, by modi-
fying their external cnaracter, has in

numerous instances produced their en-

„tire extinction, as we see from the fossil

remains of animals, and the impressions

of plants in the older Arata, of which
we know of no existing resemblances.

Ancient drawing ofEgypt, ^till in pre-

servation, also indicate me former ex-

istence of groups now extinct. But as

this destructive process has been going

on new species nave been created, the

outward form and internal structure,

the instinctive faculties and reason, have

been gradually developed as organisa-

tion advanced from the•simplest to the

highest degree of development. Ad-
mitting, therefore, this theory, derived

from incontrovertible evidence, the onccb

pretended ancient genealogy of man
must be renounced as untenable. Tlie

tradition which refers our creation to a
period prior to that assumed from geo-

logical data is not supported by the

facts to which we appeal for positive

information ; on the contrary, these

afford a decided contradiction upon
the point of the antiquity ofour species

;

and in thus disproving the written

narration, we mustjbear in mind that

the sacredness of the hook which con-

tains it rests upon the authority of
higher objects than our genealogy,

which it is not the purpose, nor is it in

the power, of natural history to weaken
or controvert.

The principal circumstances which
appear to influence the natural order of

living forms take effect more amongst *

some varieties than certain 'species.

These circumstances are considered by
Mr. Lyell to be as follows:— 1. The
organisation of individuals is capable

of being modified^ to a limited extent

by tlie force of external causes ; 2.

liiese modifications are, to a certain

extent, transmi^ihle to their offspring

;

3. There are fixed Kmits beyond which
Ae descendants from common parents

can never deviate from a certain type

;

4. Each species springs from one oii-

ginal stock, and can never be perma-
nently confounded by intermixing with

the progeny of any other stock; 5.

Each species endures for a considera-

ble period of time.

In proof of these positions we have
innumerable examples. Animals and
plaqjts are accommodated to variations

o( temperatute and food, and whilst

they suffer some modifications, they

never lose one organ or gain another,

with the trifling exception to the last

roll, ofsome additions fingers growing
upon children’s hands, spurs on cocks*

feet, &c. Amongst varieties, no douht^

a greater degree of variation occurs
dian amongst species. Weapons of

offence and defence must he added to

certain insects, for example, which
other genera do not require. So in the
dog, no perceptible change ever occurs

in the setting of the teeth, excepting an
additional false grinder sometimes on
one side and sometimes on the other

;

but in all essential points the relations

of the bones to each other remain con-
stantly unaltered by external circum-
stances. The wolf and the dog differ

not only in outward form, but in some
degree in the structure ofthe intestinal

canal ; and we have proofs of the idea

barng untrue that the wolf was the pa-
rent stock of the dog. The domesti-
cated horse, ox, hoar, kc. lose all the

modifications derived from association

with man when they return to the wild
state, and then assume the appearances
peculiar to their wild ancestors. In
the Carribean Islands the dog is wild,
and resembles the sheep-dog, hut not
the wolf, and its whelps are more easily

tamed than those of the latter.

The embalming ofanimals in ancient

Egypt has shewn us many examples of
distinct species, which are the proto-^

types of what is still in existence after

the lapse ofthree thousand years, with-
out any material alteration of form.
They resemble animals now living as

^
tdosely as the human mummy does the

present groups ofhuman beings; which
shews permanence as to distinct spe-
cies utterly at variance with the trans-

formations living beings are supposed
to be constantly undergoing by the

Lamarkian system ; especially when it

is considered that since the period
alluded to the species have undergone
transportation to eveiy climate by the

hands of men. Our domestic cat
closel)r resembles the sacred cat of the

Egyptians, and the bull apis is as like

our common bulls in all essential

points. The same rule is applicable
also to the vegetable world. Seeds
and fruits, anciently indigenous in

Egypt resemble the same species tratis-

poited to and growing in distant coun-
tries. Horticulture, indeed, so alters

species and varieties, that Mr. Sabine
himself wotdd not perhaps, in fiituie,
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were he to rise up in another ^neta-^

tion, recognise the objects of his care

and cultivaiSon in toe Horticultural

Gardens, supposing these beautiful

grounds to have run to waste. Greatly

as alterations may be effected in plants,

there is a limit beyond which no cir-

cumstances can produce farther muta-
tions, and, left to themselves, they in

time return to their primitive forms
and appearance. Gardeners are so
well aware of this, that they are often

obliged to return to original seeds, thus

upholding the hypothesis of distinct

species in nature.

We know we can oblige animals to
change their habits. Furred animals
of the noTthcni regions shed a portion

of their coats in milder climates, her-

bivorous animals may be broughtto eat

flesh, and carnivora; herbaceous food.

Wild animals arc, however, often diffi-

cult to tame, and wild plants frequeifljy

resist the efforts of cultivation ; and in

all cases the degree of divergency of
varieties from the parent stock deter-

mines the facility witli which cultiva-

tion can be made to alter habits and
appearances. Amongst dogs and other

animals, however much the breeds may
be crossed, hereditary qualities will

sometimes re-appear after several gene-
rations. The tricks which some ani-

mals are taught are lost with the indi-

viduals possessing them, because such

accomplishments are not hereditaiy, as

not naturally belonging to the species.

All hereditary properties must bear re-

lation to the natural exigencies of the

animal, and not to its acquirements in

domestic education. A pig is taught,

to hunt or spell, but its descendants *

shew no instinctive propensities ofthese

kinds, nor will the foals of Astley’s

horses go through the various evolu-

tions taught their parents by Ducrow.
Even in a state of domesticity, some
animals do not lose instinctive dispo-

sitions : thus deer and sheep continue

to be gregarious, and, from the habit

of following a leader, follow man, to

whom they look up as their guide, from
a^ociation. Animals never entirely

lose their natural instincts any more
Mum ,^eir organs, although they acquire

new habits ; and it is astonishing how
short a course ofeducation is sufficient

to effect .the obedience of animals to

man's purposes. And when ibis is

effieotad, the wimal gc^ no ffirther in

acquirement^ The wildest animals in

time become so reconciled to domes**

Ucation as to continue their species as
before they were tamed : thus the ele-

hant, contrary to general opinion, is

nown to have bred in a state of
domesticity. The capacity of accom-
modation to external circumstances va-
ries very greatly, but goes fturtlier, per- *

haps, than is generally believed.

The theory of distinct species has
been at different times attempted to be
supported, *on the one hand, by re-

ference to hybrids, ^and on the other,

to be invalidated. No alliance ever

takes place between animals remote
from each other in form and organi-

sation; thus, the difierent classes of
animals do not form any sexual unions
with e<ichother^ but amongst spedes of
the same class, nearly allied, sexual

intercourse docs occur, and is fruitful.

Thus the bird and the mammifer never
Cohabit, but the dog and the fox do.
The results, however, of such lilliances

are hybrid .progeny, which are usually

barren. The mule race does not go
beyond one generation. In Spain,
Portugal, and Italy, mules rarely rc-pro-

duce ; in temperate climates still more
seldom, and in cold latitudes iieger.

Nature has limited and controlled the

fecundity of hybrids; were it other-

wise, the animal creation would not
admit of that ortftr in classification

which is known to exist. The offspring

more frequently resembles the male
than the female ; a hybrid will resemble
his mother in figure and size, and the

father in limbs, hsad,and tail. Buffon
considered that the male transmits his

sex to the majority of progenies. Ilun-
. ter thought that the distinctness of any
two species depiftided upon their inca-

pability of fruitful sexual intercourse,

lie supposed the wolf, the dog, and
the jackal to be one species, but in

each case of progeny one parent of
pure breed was alwftys to be traced;

and in one of his experiments the hy-
brid pups resembled tim wolf: and tms
accords with the fact, tHai the offipring

always resembles the male more thad

the fema^, but never assumes or trans-

mits the characters^of both. Neither

the animal nor the^vegetable kingdom
affords indications of anv new and per*

manent species from hybrid stocks,

however greatly we may be able to

produce and perpetuate hybrids by
crossinff breeds and diversifying varie-

ties. There is a decided aversion to

marriage among distinct species with
regard to each other, although cirdura-
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stances' may sometimes induce them to

foim alliances; and that it is only in

ioaei of near resemblance that these

are fruitful, is well known. Conse-
quently, moles are rare in a state of
nature, and.never breed. But hybrids

'are not always sterile, and procreate

when the parents liave vesembled each

other: *the permanency of the mixed
race, however,* depends upon crossing

the hybrids with pure stobk, and the

true hybrid is never perpetuated ; which
contradicts Lamarck’s theory of increas-

ing perfection, and strongly indicates

the truth of that which establishes dis-

tinct species as a law of nature.

Recent formations of the earth shew,

that the highest orders of terrestrial

mammalia were fully represented dur-

ing several successive epochs, indi«

eating the slow and continuous progress

of organisation, instead of a constant

traiisforination. Only one mammi-
ferous quadrupl'd belongc|J to more
remote eras. The recent origin of

man, also, and the want ofany rational

being having an analogous relation to

former states of the organic deposits,

whijst it indicates the assumed scheme
of progression, contradicts the imagined
evolution of one species from that

which immediately preceded it. The
supposed gradatioif of intellectual pro-

perties, measured by tlie development
of the skull and the facial angle, seems
also futile and gratuitous. Upon this

assumption, tlie ape has been elevated

to tlie prejudice of the dog, because
the snout of the latter is more pro-

jected, and the skull rtiore thrown
back. The ape and monkey are merely •

imitators of habits, but the dog shews
more reflection, sagacity, and fidelity.

The varieties of our species as to

colour, formation, and general deve-
lopment, indicate the parent stock to

be reducible to ohe original pair; for

the deviations from a common standard

are so slight, that they are mere in-

stances of varieties of one species, all

the essential characters of which are

transmitted unaltered by ext^al cir-

cumstances. MaQ has extended his

conquests to every quarter of the globe,

and exists unaltered in all essential

points, equally under the influence of
a tropical sun and in the polar regions,

'Where, as they say, perpetual uight is

found,
< In silence brooding o’er th* unhappy

ground.’*

AndTio this lie is indebted to the flexi-

bility of his corporeal frame, an evi-

dence of superior organisation ; exam-
ples to the contrary of v^iiich are few,

and arise from individual improvidence

and too great confidence in the human
constitution.

we ^nd, that the foetu^f the highest

class of vertebrated animals has gra-

dually developed the rudiments of the

brain peculiar to the inferior classes,

until it arrives at the perfect state in

which it exists in full-formed roam-
mifers. Thus there may be seen, as

the embryo grows, in succession, the

brain as it is in the fish, then as in

reptiles, and, lastly, as in birds, form-

ing a nipresentation of the types pro-

duced at different periods ofUie earth’s

histo^, from the earliest data. A se-

ries of successive transmutations there-

fore goes on, until the embryo is per-

fe^Ved in the festal state, by first indi-

cating the cerebral lobes of fishes, then

ofreptiles, and next ofbirds, the fourth

transformation being into the lobes of
the maminifcrous brain. Thus, unity

and harmony pervade nature’s plan
throughout ; and the reality of species

is demonstrated from each retaining

its exact form in the course of every
cliange in the physical condition of the

earth, from one era to another in its

geidogical history, with an accom-
panying progressive improvement in

the general plan of the animal creation.

J^rorn all the lights of geology, and
every circumstance that can tend to

throw light upon the subject, it is con-
cluded:— 1. That all species have a
limited power of accommodation to

meet external changes, the power vary-

ing according to the constitution of the
species; 2. That under circumstances

of great changes we usually find corre-

sponding modifications as to form,

colour, size, structure, &c., whilst such
mutations obey fixed laws, and the

capacity of endurance becomes a por-

tion of die specific character ; 3. Some
acquired peculiarities of form, struc-

ture, and instinct, are transmitted to

the ofispring, but they possess such
qualities ana attributes as exclusively

relate to the natural exigencies of the

species ; 4. The whole deviation from
the original type that any change pro-

duces u effiseted in a short time, and
then no ferther deviation occurs; whilst,

if these limits be attemptq^ to be.feisoed,

die species becomes desmyed; 5. The
alliance of distinct species is obviated^
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by natural aversion, and by the sterility

of such a union : hybrid races cannot

perpetuate diemselves by any control

of man ; and those cases which have

been noticed are derived from the

crossing of mules with individuals of

pure breed ; 6. These ascertained facts

indicate that there , is such a thing as

real sp^ies in nature ; and each species

was originally endowed at its creation

widi such attributes and peculiarities

of organisation as we now nnd existing

in species of the present day all over the

globe.

These deductions result from the

solid bases of geological facts, and
form a striking contrast to the whim-
sical and extravagant notions of trans-

formation which certain French philo-

sophers have indulged in, by•which
they trace, in an uninterrupted chain,

our intellectual species from a monad,
or minute bag of gelatinous maif^pr;

all the iuterniediate evolutions being

brought about solely by the agency of
the physical mutations of the globe 1

If we turn our attention to the dif-

ferent quarters of the globe in succes-

sion, we further discover evidences

enough of die distinctness of species,

in comparing the geographical habi-

tations of each with others at remote

distances. Between the old and the

new world there is no specific identity

amongst the land quadrupeds. In

New Holland, the species of animals

and plants arc nearly all perfectly dis-

tinct. Humboldt found that every

hemisphere has its different species of

plants, not explained by reference to

temperature and climate. These in-*

duences will not explain why there arc

no laurinias in equinoctial Africa, that

heaths grow not in the old world, and
so on ; that the birds of continental

India are of inferior plumage to the

brilliant varieties of South America;
that the tiger is an inhabitant of Asia,

and die omithoryuchus of New Hol-
lamd. The ancients knew but little

of botanical ger^raphy, and have not

produced descriptions of plants be-

yond about fourteen thousand species

amongst the Greeks, Romans, and
Arabians. Yet in ^gland alone we
have figured and described full three

thousand species, and the whole cata-

kwue ofmodern days includes upwards
of seventy thousand. The waters, as

well as the land, have dieir peculiar

groups ; bufthere are certain exceptions

to this rule, from a variety of dissemi-

nating causes, since it has been seen
that all species of living forms can^
more or less, accommodate themselves
to physical changes. Ofthe dispersi^
causes, man is the author of nsost

transportations, from his roaming dis-

position, and desire of traffic and colo^

nisation. Wind and water also^are great

sources of the dispersion and "dissemi-

nation of animals, plants, and espe-
cially of fhe seeds and ferina of the

latter. There are likewise many local

circumstances of stations affecting spe-

cies, such as climate, soil, humidity,
light, elevation, &c., all more or less

influencing the destinies of animals
and plants.

Ju describing the localities bf ani-

mals and plants, the word ^'habitation’’

•is meant to apply to their wild or na-
tural residence in countries where they

*are indigenous. And it is remarkable
how few of the indigenous species are

common foreign countries, some of
which, indeed, have been transported.

Mr. Brown found, that out of four

thousand one hundred species in Aus-
tralia, one hundred and sixty-six only
were common to Europe, and some of
these were tmeed to transporting causes.

Wherelands are separated by the ocean,
the variation is greatest ; and in cases

of greater approxfination of territories

geographically distinct, many species

are common to each. Sometimes, also,

plants found at two remote points are

to be met with in some iiitennediate

spot. It is perfectly new to travellers

of modem day.s, in search of botanical

species, thataspeciescanhave two birth-

places ; and when they found exceptions

to the«rule of ilon-ideutity of species,

at points remote from each other, they

speculated upon the mode in which
the seeds were transplanted, and in-

quired into the habitations of such
exceptions. *

Such is the influence ofman’s agency
upon the species ofplants and animals,

that it is doubtful whether they are

most dispersed or encouraged by his

interference; but, probably, the two
are nearly balangi^. Animals, and
birds especially,^are great sources of
the transportation of seeds in various

ways ; and whiSn it is recollected that

the seed contains no fluid matter, and
resists aqueous solution for a long time,

their transport across the seas might
easily be conceived to be attended with

theijr being landed in various countries,

islands, and continents, without itnder-
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goiQg aiiy alteration. They ata,capable

ofbeing preserved firesl^ for years, with*

out prejudice to their reproductive qua*
lities. These considerations altogether

evince the constant , changes which the

animated creation undergoes from one
age. to another.

When America was discovered, the

elephant*^ the camel, the dromedary,
the rhinoceros, 4he hippopotamus, tlie

giraffe, the buffalo^^ the horfo, the ass,

Uie lion, the ape and baboon tribes,

and others of the mammalia, wero not

to be seen; but the discoverers met
with the tapir, the lama, the peccari,

the jaguar, the conguar, the agouti, the

paca, the coati, and the sloth, all of
the satne class as tlie above-mentioned
animals ofthe old world. This shews a
limitation of groups of distinct species

to regions separated by natuial bar-

riers i^m the rest of the world.

From Vhe variations of species in

different parts of the globe, may in

imagination psucel out the earth into

different zoological provinces, and stock

them with animals suited to local cir-

cumstances. The aictic regions con-
taiiuanimals common to the continents

which there approximate; but the tem-
perate regions of America, separated

by awide extent of ocean, have distinct

indigenous groups. * A plan in theory,

upon this principle, would be found
substantially correct.

Where an identity of animals is

found in parts of the globe remote
from each other, tliey have either

ciossed rivers, swam down them, or

have been forced by streams or tides

from their habitations, and colonised

other countries. Mcbt animals are

disposed to roam where there are no
natural barriers to stop them; and
hence we have a great source of their

dispersion, and die introduction of
animals not indigenous into territories

where they effect a residence. The
polar bears have been drifted on ice-

bergs to Greenland ; and the Norway
rat has been introduced into Englancf,

&c. by swimming, and the transport of

merchant vessels, of our ani-

mals are not indigenous originally, but
have been brought here, ^e modes
of transportation are vel^ various; but
whilst man drives some animals away
by colonising, he increases others by
encouraging Uieir procreation, indirectly

as well as directly.

The migrations of birds aze veiy
forUld sources of diffusion; yet, noi-

Modern GeologUtti. [June,

withstandingtheir locomotive&ess, they

retain a distinctness of grouping per?*

fectly conspicuous. We have a distinct

province in the Brazils, central Africa,

India, and New Holland. The grouse

is peculiar to the British isles, and
many species are quite local in their

geograimical habitations. The night-

ingale extends ftnin Western Europe
to beyond Persia, and some of this

species are common to Home and
Philadelphia. The swallow that feeds

upon insects, instinctively migrates to

a wanner climate as autumn imvances.

Their average rate of flight is estimated
at fifty miles an hour, in fair wmds.
The swift flies at the rate of two hun-
dred and sixty miles an hour, the eider

duck at ninety, hawks, &c., at one
hundi^id and fifty. But the migrations

of birds are sometimes impeded by
storms and tempests, and tliey then
cli^g to the masts of vessels, or stop

on some island, and thus become new
tenants of a place where they were not
destined to breed.

Heptiles afford the same obedience
to the law ofvariation in different parts

of the globe as other animals, llie

great saurians differ in different habi-
tations. Thus, the crocodiles of the

Nile are not exactly like the gairals of
the Ganges ; they differ in New Hol-
land and Africa ; and the genera of tlie

new world vary from those of both
these countries. The python of India
and the boa of America are allied, but
differ. -The three British species of
snake, and the toad, are not seen in

Ireland; although the frog, the waier-

. vewt, and the green liza^, are found
in the last-mentioned country. The
range of the great reptiles is limited

;

they are^low in moving, but sometimes
cross tracts of land to reach otlier riven.

Some small reptiles deposit their ova
upon aquatic plants, which thus get

transported. Thus reptiles obey the
general law of dispersion.

Fish migrate to an immense extent,

and thus become dispersed ; and they
are found to differ m distant habita-

tioDB. They migrate periodically like

birds. Some go high up rivers to

spawn, and others come clown fresh-

water streams to spawn in the sea.

The flving fish occupy the tropics;

the fish of the north and south m the

equator differ; the gymnotus electricus

belongs to America, the ailurui elec-

tricus to the African rivWs, and die

torpedo inhabits both the tropical and
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temperate seas. Herrings, haddocks,

and madrerel, are great migrators.

Insects transport the ova of fish.

The testace are dispersed by similar

causes to those which actuate fish;

their remains are found in the strata

of every geological era, and in the

most complete preservation. They
are much influenced by temperature

and climate ; but as the ocean is uni-

form in its temperature, the molluscae

are more generally dispersed. The
imutilus, Yoluta, and cypraea, are most
perfectly developed in the tropics,

where many unique species are found

;

and the Pacific Ocean has a peculiar

group. Belts of land and streams of
fresh water limit the extension of this

class, and confine its species to dis-

tricts. Their general extension iS veiy

rare, for they are much influenced by
temperature and climate. Their ova
sometimes adhere to shells, and Sve

sometimes wafted by currents of air;

they are also dispersed by means of
drift-wood, &c.
The zoophytes are but little known,

but each maritime region has its pecu-
liar species. The madrepores are only

fully developed in some tropical seas.

Tlie groups of our own seas are infe-

rior. The polypi are generally dis-

persed by adhering to sea-weed and
shells; the ova of zoophytes are light

and buoyant, and easily transported.

Ofall living beings, insects exert the

greatest influence upon the animated

creation, especially upon plants, from
their numbers and activity. Naturalists

observe a great correspondence between

the botanical and entomological pro^
vinces, for insects live mostly upon
vegetables. Their species assum^ varied

characters in different pans ofthe globe.

The Indian groups differ from the

European ; and there are distinct

groups in the United States, South
America, New Granada, Peru, and
Guiana. Some are local, and some
dispersed and common to several

countries. The Creole frigate, six

miles from shore off Buenos Ayres,

once- became covered with insects and
sand; and fifty miles from land, the

Adventure was the receptacle ofnume-
rous large dragon flies. Insects are

also dispersed by animals. They are

so light and buoyant, that they pass

over seas drifted by the wind, and

estepe drowning.
The geograffliical dispersion of man

is a subject of great interest. His

origin from a single pair placed be«
tween the tropics, in a climate of per-
petual summer suited to his nakedness,
is in accordance with our general prin-
ciple of the creation. Fruits, herbs,
roots, and animals, abound in this

fertile region, so well adapted to man’s*
nature and exigfbncies. The soiU)rought
forth without tillage, and animals were
not scared j>y the intrusion of colonists

at the period of h|^ first appearance.
His advancement, from a state ofperfect

barbarism to his subsequent socid con-
dition, must have been gradual. As his

race multiplied, the wants of the species
must have required exertion to supply
them; and thus hunting becam^ pro-
bably a new ccvidition of society, the

first rude attempt at extension of terri-

ft}iy. Increasing population may be
^up{)osed to have compelled groups to

migrate, and to pursue ii^ distant

countries the means of social inter-

course. And as man’s exigencies in-

creased, the arts of life must have
advanced, calling forth human industry

and invention, and the spirit of adven-
ture must have arisen as difficulties

accumulated. •

It is calculated that eight hundred
acres of hunting ground produce only
as iniioli food as half an acre of arable

land. The necessity, therefore, of hunt-
ers spreading far and wide is obvious

;

and thus population increasing, the

globe became more generally inhabited,

and the worst portions of territories

peopled. Islands, as well as conti-

nental land^ appear to have been
peopled very early in the history of

* man, excepting St. Helena, and a few
others, ^rhaps,* of small size. Few
islands in the. Pacific are uninhabited.

Canoes have been drifted several

hundred miles, and thus tended to

disperse the race, and to people the

earth with savage liunters. in this

general dispersion, man’s influence is

exerted both voluntarily and involun-

tarily : he increases useml quadrupeds,
and disperses the noxious. The rat,

however^ is an exception, for this

noxious animal ha» been introduced

into the new world by man. Many
small animals are brought from distant

laces by ships, as the cockroach Irom
ndia, which seeks the warmth of our

houses. Beetles also, and some other

insects, have been imported in a similar

manner. The aphis, which destroys our
apple-trees, likewise came from lu^ia.

'

llie dissemination ofvarious spec^
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has occupied much of the attention of
naturalists, and some erroneous conclu-
sions have been drawn. Linnsus su|>
posed the inhabited part of the globe
was confined to one spot originally,

laid bare by the partial subsidence of
^the primeval ocean, and that all the

original^species were there assembled,

the' ancestors of all animals, and man
included. All* temperatures, he ima-
gined, were to be found there united,

among a range of fiills and mountains,

enclosing a warm region fitted for the

first creation. But geological facts

contradict this purely gratuitous notion,
and shew diat since the earth first

became susceptible of life no primeval

oceafi circumvented it^ entire surface,

fi>r all the older formations bear the

impressions of terrestrial plants ; and
since the first small portion of tli^

globe w^ laid bare, there have been
many complete changes in the species

of plants and animals. c

The geographical diffusion of species

has induced a belief in the simultaneous

creation, of separate species in several

spots of the earth, wide apart from each
oth^r. This idea is, however, less pro-

bable tlian that each species sprung
from one individual, or a pair, as jthe

common stock ofthe race which ensued,
and was continued \hFough subsequent
ages, each species being created at

successive epochs, in such places as

were best suited to enable them to

increase and multiply the species, and
endure through many generations. If

it were possible to establish an insulated

colony, cut off from all tRe rest of the

world, by the introduction of a pair of

each species as an ori|;inal stotk, from
the inhabited parts of the globe, a few
ages would give rise to the same plan

of ^uping now universally seen,

provided thiait temperature and other

circumstances wefe favourable to each
species, and that care was taken to

introduce animals in due succesiuon,

so as to prevent hostile collisions before

one bad acquired sufficient footing to

obviate the Ganger of expulsiqn from a
more powerful racf« Each spedes also

must nave its apprepriate locality as to

soil and other circumstances. For it is

evident that animals,and plants are not

grouped by the influence ofmere casual

circumstances, but that each requires a
peculiar situation for its maintenance
and the continuance of its race. We
must, therefore, in such a ease, do what
nature has ever effected, which is to

secure the proper succession ofanimals.
The herbivore must precede the carni-

vore, or the former woulrfbe destroyed

by the latter ; and food enough must
be accumulated to support an increas-

ing species before it is introduced, and
the rood of each class roust be duly
considered. Thus, for example, birds

that feed upon insects, as the swallow,

must be preceded bv insects. In this

manner there would ultimately arise

distinct botanical and geological pro-

vinces. The insects would have plants

to feed upon, the birds would be
supplied with insects, the herbivorous

quadrupeds would have grass, the

camivors animal food, and so on.

The ocean would afford similar results,

the climate would influence marine
species, and the terrestrial barriers stop

their diffusion. Some terrestrial species

would afford the same exceptions which
now see in nature, and become

common to temperate and frigid regions

alike, hut the exceptions would he too

partial to invalidate the general law.

It is not necessary to refer to some
such terrible convulsion as the shock
of a comet, &c. to account for the

entire loss of species. This may be
effected as easily as that of individual

varieties, and by causes far less im-
portant and gradual. Many of the

species of testacea have become extinct

in the Mediterranean, although many
of their contemporaries have survived.

The loss of species may be referred to

some such law as that which influences

the extinction of life in individuals, by
which the species becomes weaker in

•successive ages, and loses the energy
necessary to its fecundity. Many
causes pay influence the result ; such
as hostile species rising up and thin-

ning the families of less powerful

groups, and expelling them from those

places fitted to maintain them, and
obliging them to retreat to less hos-

itable spots. Many species are pro-
ably now on the decline, froh the

influence ofnatural laws. Some species

stoutly maintain their localities against

all intruders. Some live on rocks,

others on the summits of mountains,

where the lightrond buoyant ova have
been borne by the wind.
From the variety offliod upon which

animals live, the losses and the increase

are perhaps nearly poised in general,

as b the case with herhivoious and
carnivorous insects in the great scale

of life. While insects prey oii vegetable
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matter, th^ also indirectly influence

the numerical proportions 6? animals

in many inmnces. It is calculated

that one musca carnaria produces

20.000. The larvae of many flesh-flies

will devour so much, and grow so

rapidly, as to increase their families

two hundred fold, five days being

sufficient to hatch and mature them.

Linnaeus states, tliat three individuals

of the musca vomitoria will cause a
dead horse to disappear as quickly as

a lion; and such are the powers of
propagation, that a single species of
insect will commit more havoc than an

elephant. The trees in St. .Tames’s

park, some years ago, were destroyed

so fast, that persons were employed to

watch by night, and strict orders were
given to the sentries to secui% the

supposed authors of the devastation

—

in vain; till at length a little boring

insect was found to have cstablisfi«<l

colonies in all the injured trees, and
thus produced the destruction attri-

buted to man’s agency. A single

individual of the aphis species is said

to become the progenitor of descend-

ants to the enormous amount of

5.904.900.000, and that in one year
it gives rise to twenty generations.

The ravages of the caterpillar arc

immense, as gardeners well know. A
female moth l;iys not fewer than 400

producing a most destnictive fa-

mily in its eflbrts to maintain itself.

In the kingdom of Massimissa, in

Afnca, eight hundred thousand per-

sons were destroyed ;
thirty thousand

perished in the Venetian territory

;

and in Russia, Poland, and Lithuania*

the dead bodies of the victims lay four

feet deep; and all this accumulation

of plague, pestilence, and famine,”

was caused by flights of locusts.

Whilst, however, there are destruc-

tive causes in constant operation, the

generative are not less active. If a
garden be abandoned where many
plantt have been brought from distant

countries, and many varieties forced by
the band of man, then numerous indi-

genous plants spring up. If sheep are

associated with deer in a park, the

latter will dwindle awny, and be ulti-

mately exterminated, llie lion and
the tiger in time reduce the stock of

leopards. In 874 Greenland was colo-

nisM by the NorwegUms, and the polar

bears then nyde a settlement. In 1816
and 17» the icy barrier, which bad
endured four centuries, broke up, and

during the interval, the bears, effecting

an easy landing over the ice, had so
increase as to destroy the former
tenants of Greenland, and the wolves,
foxes, seals, and birds, became reduced.
But whilst the invaders exterminated^

some, they also encoumged other flimi-

lies. Plants increased as the deer were
destroyed that fed upon them ; and as

insects whifh preyed on* plants became
thus multiplied, bigls which feed upon
insects also increased. The destruction

of the seals by the hears likewise gave
a respite to numerous fishes. Tliese
nrn only a few examples of that reci-

procity of extermination and increase

to which Mr. I.yell has referi;^ in

proofof the constant changes going on
in the animated world—changes which
dre favourable to the propagation of
?ome species, and destructive to others,

in a manner which probably., counter-
poises the influence of man and ani-

mals upon the inhabitants of the globe,
which mutually depend upon each
other, and are subject to the operation

ofone common law ofnature preserving

the harmony of the universal scheme
of organisation upon the surface oPour
planet. And whilst we direct our
attention to past effects from such
changes, we cannoj; but gain some idea
of the influence of their continuance
during a long series of future epochs,
independently of any sudden and vio-

lent catastrophe, either by the agency
of fire or water.

The most recent estimate of the po-
pulation of the earth is 800,000,000 of
human bein^. Comparatively new as
is the creation ofman, this affords some
clue tcT the due estimation of what
changes must have been effected

through the influence of our species,

up to the present day. How much must
many species of animls, have suffered

diminution, in so snort a period even,
from such an extension of the most
populous and powerful species of the
mammiferous class! The stag, the
fallow-deer, and the roe, were formerly
abundant; but if from five hundred to

a thousand have bees frequently slatigh-

tered in a single* hunt, we need not
wonder at tlieir present scarcity. But
for private pastures, they must now
have been extinct.

Human wants in all civilised states

increase, and animals decrease in the
same ratio. Thus, the demand for fon
has-thiniied the otters, the

and the polecats. The wiki cav fie
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tot, and the badger, are almost entire*

ly exterminated from their fastholds.

The ancient breed ofindigenous horses

is wholly extinct; so is that of the

wild bom, the wild ox, &c., some of
which, however, ate still encouraged

*‘in preserves. In the twelfth centuiy

the beajrer was limitecf to Wales and
Scotland ; the wolf was exterminated

in the early jhirt of the seventeenth

century from the pritish isles ; eagles

and hawks have been so persecuted as

to be now rare ; the haunts of the

mallard, the snipe, the redshank, the

bittern, the lapwing, and the curlew,

have b^n drained; the egret and the

cran^ are only occasional visitants of
Scotland ; the bustard of Wiltshire and
Dorsetshire is no longer visible ; even
in Australia the kangaroo and the cmh
are retiring from the advances of civi^

lisation.^

When the passage to India by the

Cape ofGooa Hope was«iirst disco-

vered, a remarkable bird, called the

dodo, was found in the uninhabited

Isle of France. This immense birti

has long been lost, and its existence

waff doubted by many, until some of
its bones were discovered in a bed of
lava in the island where it was said to

have lived. The remains were in the

possession of the late Baron Cuvier,

who considered the bird to be of the

large gallinaceous tribe.

Of all quadrupeils encouraged by
man, the herbivoras are most so. The
Spaniards imported h single pair of

wild cattle and horses into America,
which have since iucrcas^ to such a
degree as to constitute an immense •

portion of the wild stock of Spanish

America. Amongst the pampas of

Buenos Ayres, they reckon twelve mil-

lion cows and three million horses,

besides flocks unowned. In the valley

of the MississippiVild horses are very

numerous. Since Columbus’s second

voyage to St. Domingo, the black cattle

have spread over America, and rapidly

multiplied. Hogs, sheep, goats, cats,

and rats have equally increased in

numbers since the year 1493, when
Columbus was the aieans of first intro-

ducing them into the new world. The
dogs introduced became wild. In
Lapland the rein-deer is nearly de-

stined by roan, but they find refuge

in - tceland : the domestic fowl has

been propagated immensely in the

West inaia islands, both trild and
tame.

Modem Oeologists, [June,

Thus we trace the eflects of man’s
influence ; and although it is now only
in its infancy, we tract it amongst
islands into which he has but recently

entered, in comparison with the period

of his peopling the great continental

territories. The present amount of
human population constitutes but a
small portion of that which the entire

globe is susceptible of maintaining,

and, from the progress of civilisation,

no doubt destined to support, ere many
ages have passed by, if we may judge
from the increasing perfectibility as

well as the population of our species,

and especially from the rapid progress

of society in America and Australia.

Tliere are now in America upwards of
four million square miles, each mile

capable of supporting two hundred
persona, and nearly six millions of

square miles of which each is esti-

mated as providing for four hundred
and ninety persons, according to an
article in the Enci/chpadia Britannica,

But extensive as have been our con
quests and colonisings, the human
species in reality does not efiect more
changes by its exterminations than the

other species which have become ex-

tended over the globe; and no ereater

degree of mischief is entailea than

what the insect class alone contributes

to work. And yet many zealous mo-
ralists affect to consider man as pos-

sessing, in bis own species, exclusively

the attributes of extermination and
destruction.

It is quite obvious that organic causes

alone are perfectly sufficient to effect

«in entire change in the whole condition

of the living creation, by exterminating

species^hrough myriads of future ages,

both in continents and islands, where
man’s influence is principally exerted,

as well as in the ocean, where it is less

exerted, or indeed nearly unknown.
The geological monuments offormer

eras tend to afford us some insight into

the future destinies of the inhaSitants

of the earth ; and in the contemplation
of these we find, that an apparent con-

fusion and endless variety are, in reality,

the eflects of a system of things per-

fectly uniform, land obedient to fixed

and permanent laws, of which nature

is the agent, and the Deity the omni-
potent director and first great cause,

operating upon our planet—-a SmaU
individual globe amongst myriads of
others which -constitute tne mechaninn
of the univetse.
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&ENCOKTR£S OV THE ROAD.

No. IV.

SATURDAY.

'* Eyefy daj has a cLaracter of its own. Saturday is not like Monday, thougl^
the difference is not easily defined.**— Rich and Poor,

The reader— if bechance to number
among bU acquaintance a feeling but
not melancholy recluse, weaned by
misfortune from a world whose deni-

zens he can yet yearn over witli a
brother’s sympathies and invest with

poet’s halo of romance—maybe
aware (if^ amid the din of life, an old

man’s very existence be not long since

forgotten) that it is at this precise sea-

son he becomes, like iiis sylvan neigh-

bours, the cuckoos and swalloi;s, at

once restless and garrulous ; loathing,

like a patient under hallucination,

even tlie cotta^ he would not ex-

change for a city of palaces, and ttie

book which has lain in his bosom and
been unto him as a daughter ; bab-

bling,” like a seaman in a calenture of
“green fields,” and sallying forth,

Uuixote-like (though on no lean lio-

zinante), in quest of spring associations

and spring adventures.

Spring, did 1 say? Methinks that

bright and balmy season lias this year

been a blank in the calendar; so ofren

has her primroso-crowned head been
thrust back into winter’s icy lap— the

carol so often frozen in the throats of

the little wondering and well-nigh dis-

heartened choristers.

But, be this as it may, I am too

wise to dwell long on possible alloyr.

to an old man’s scanty share of earthly

enjoyment. Sunshine with me makes
summer, as unequivocally as iite swal-

lows that come from afar to proclaim

the joyous season ; a sunshine holyday

is still one to the old bachelor, because,

with the memories that gild the sum-
mer Saturdays of a long life, these

rarel^&il to mingle actual rencontres

with happy human bemg^ to whom
memory is as yet little, but hope every

thing 1

l^t Saturday was indubitably a
spring day. There were tears, bright

and bamuess as ever April wept in

sport— and smiles, which in dazzling

instabili^ might have vied with that

noted octette’s most bewitching ca-

prices. The tint ofgreen diffused over

earth’s surilrille, than^ to the eternal

dripping of the tears in question—

would they had always been of as
genial a character I -2- was soft and
tender, as^ though bom yesterday;
while ihe tardily Enfolding buds of
the reluctant oaiks and a^es spoke
alone of “ winter lingering in the lap

of May.” Tliere was in all nature,

to the eye of Fancy, a mingling of
that youthful revelry of enjoyment
which defies change— with that'*timid

uncertainty of virgin demeanour, ready
JO shrink appalled from the first rude
breath of tempest or misfortune.

This was particularly manifest in

the deportment of my neigh'bours of
the bee-hiye. “To swarm, or not to

swann,” was evidently the solilor|uy

of every bee of the commonwealth, as

well as the grand matter of debate in

the apiarian wittenagemot. With
every bright blink of sunshine came
thoughts of enterprise and emigration,

while under every quick succeeding
cloud they subsided into drowsy do-
mestication.

1 am,—like all those who have no one
to consult orbe thwarted by,—notorious

for indecision ; but as a coward is sure

to gather courage from a display of
irresolution in othem, I was stimulated

by the pusillanimous perplexity of the

bees to more’ decisive proceedings, and
set out, for the first time this season, on
a long aimless 'lamble for rambling’s

sake.

I might have been aware it was Sa-
turday, even before quitting my peace-
ful bachelor dwelling. The duenna
who guides (credat^daus) with noise-

less regulaiity its humble economy, has
in her composition too little of the

Alecto orTisiphone, to excruciate with
vulgar Saturday otmoyances her sensi-

tive and, harmless lord. How and
when the cleanliness conspicuous from
g^t to kitchen achieved, she hap-r

pily leaves me to conjecture— nor
should I, but for certain sounds of
nocturnal activity too decided for in-

corporeal besom, and footsteps not

exactly sylph-like, occasionally “ mur-
dering sleep” before dawn, be aware
of any agency in the household more
obteusWe and tangible than that of
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Robin GoodfeUow, or our own indi-

genous Brownie. It was therefore

with the blissful feeling of escape from
some unimaginable form of ^^most

admired disorder,’’ that I heard ray

careful housekeeper say, as she stood

&];isding her old eyes from the unwont-
ed sunshine in my litde porch, and

looking after her master and Dumple
as proudly as ifthe one had Jl)een Alex-
ander and the other Bucephalus— Ye
needna be in ony particular hurry the

day, sir; a lang daunder will be for

your health after sae muckle confine-

ment.”

As I turned the comer into the vil-

lage, ^Saturday stared me in the face.

Dozens of housewive^i less merciful

than mine were twirling the mop of

empire with undisputed sway. Dum-i
ple*s ideas of the ntness of things were,

grievous^v staggered,and indeed at one
time nearly upset, hy a display ofstools

and tables, where stools and tables

“ shouldna be”

—

videlicet^ lining the

usually p^ceful and gniss>grown street,

and lending to it the temporary appear-

ance of preparation for tlie gingerbread

fsL\r* (Scottice, grosset-market), at the

invasion of whose booths the sagacious

animal is in the habit of taking annual

umbrage. On piles of bedding, evoked
by the spirit of nascent cleanliness

from the vasty deeps in which winter

had kept them immured, lay groups of
sprawling urchins, to whom the inver-

sion of the tranquil order of things was
evidently matter of fofantine delight.

Nearly equal, though more subdued
satisfaction, beamed on tile visages of
the female enchantresses of the broom-
stick and scrubbing-brush; vind so

universal was, on this privileged day,

their emancipation from shoes and
stockings, that 1 began to think Mon-
sieur Nodier’s ludicrous idea of their

being distasteful \o all classes of my
foir countrywomen, must have been
founded on analogies furnished by a
Saturday’s promenade through the

streets of B—

.

The very spirit of Hunt oi«Cobbett

seemed to animate young and old in

the task of radical reform. (Jld men,
cunning in the well-ni^h obsolete art,

sat astride on the rigging of their

moss-grown tenements, mocking the

russet hue of their weather-stained

roofs with motley patches of golden
thatch.

Masons’ apprentices, foith

of the ihotrow’s Sabbath fl^GlQations;

[June,

rose perched in professional pride pn
many a smokeless chimney, brandii^-

ing theirbesom of ofRce, sdid besprink*-

ling with a sable shower every un-
lucky boy whom his evil stars sent

within their murky influence; while,

with mora laudable intentions, slender
barefoot lassies od tiptoe, or perchance

more ambitiously elevated on slippeiv-

new-washed creepks, polished with

youthful pride such dingy window-
panes as old stockings and defunct

Kilmarnocks had not long since sup-
planted, pouring a flood of unwonted
and welcome radiance on the Bible,

which, regaidless of the perturbed
world witliout, a bed-rid grandmother
lay reading ayont the hallan.

Could these and other indications,

so redolent of spring” and Saturday,

have been mistaken, incredulity must
have vanished at sight of the early,

uqiVontcd, and indeed altogether gra-

tuitous (though perhaps not wholly

disinterested), emancipation of the vil-

lage school. The '^skailing o’ the

scimle,” with its yells and shrieks of
discordant joy, is at all times rather

too much for the sober gravity of
Dumple; but to-day it was attended

with such outrageous and unrestrained

demonstrations of anticipated' '^joy-
ment, that 1 thought for a moment the

unhorsing of an elderly gentleman was
to form tlie first act of the expected

entertainment. Allowance must, how-
ever, be made for Dumple, whose
c(|uanimity I have twice already, I

find, unwittingly disparaged. Die
transition from the retired and shel-

lered paddock, where— with the occa-

sional variety of a snug stable, and the

compai^ of a cow, like himself, of a
certain age— no object for the last six

months had invaded his tranquillity or

disturbed his ruminations, to the tur-

moil of a half-yearly redding-up in the

village, and the Babel ofa half-nolyday

at the school, must have been to the

last degree trying and unendurable;
and cooler reflection has convibced me
that his snort of disdain and sidelong

efforts to eschew the annoyance (uudt-

tended as they wese, thanks to my
self-possession Ipwith anv catastrophe;

were not only pardonable, but praise-

worthy.

My drawing him up, however, as I

prudently did, to let the brawling tor-

rent of triumphant mischief e»aust
itself, brought me into ^contact with
one whose enjoyment was not a ^hif
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inferior in its own c^uiet way, and of

course far myre in mine, than the cla-

morous exhilaration of youth. I was
just hesitating which of the roads that

diverged from the green to pursue,

when there issued from the school-

porch the tall pensive figure of the

young schoolmaster, who, locking the

wicket wiU) the air of one breathing

at length, after a week's care and con-

finement, held up his pale cheek to the

reviving breere, and courteously ex-

pressed his satisfaction at seeing me
once more mounted for the season.

“We are both prisoners, sir, 1 be-
lieve, though from diflerent causes,*'

said the meek and usually uncom-
plaining student : rheumatism and
necessity are alike inexorable.” “And
we enjoy their occasional rclentings all

the more vividly, perhaps, Mr. Lori-
iner, for their previous tyranny. As
for myself, I doubt if one of your rag-

ged regiment yonder is more ilioroiiglily

alive to the pleasures of lliis fine Satur-

day; and you, I am sure, look as if

mind and body di-ew life from every

breath of this kindly sjiring wind, after

the noise and heat of the school. No-
thing, indeed, but professional enthu-
siasm,. which I trust you feel, could

reconcile one of your tastes and habits

to the vocation you have chosen,”

to the vocation, Mr. Francis,'*

replied the Dominie, with a subdued
smile, “necessity is, I fear, as often

the parent of that as of invention. Far
be it from me to complain of tlie allot-

ment of a wise Providence ; but 1 did
not study seven long years at the uni-,

versity of with no higher ambition
tlian that of teaching the grammar-
school of B—.” •

“ More congenial employment is, I

trust, awaiting you, my young friend

;

but, in the mean time, I hope you teach

die young idea to shoot (as one comes
to do most things) co?i aworc*' “ I do,

Mr. Francis, at times feel much lioth

of deceit satisfaction, and, 1 fear,

human pride, in the progress of my

nils. I love inv Doys, even the

ones, wlicn the wish to learn

makes up for want of power ; and the

little curly-headed rogub who has been
dux these six montlis (barring Saturday

forenoons,when he has not slept a wink
all night for thinking of the fly-fishing)

is as near my heart as though he were
my own younger brother. It is not

the drudgery, but the nature ofthe em-
ployment I am sometimes tempted to

VOC.. V. NO. XXIX,

quarrel with. To spend in teaching
words the faculties which would fiiin

be devoted to inculcating truths— to

be cramming memories, instead of
feeding souls,— this U a trial to more
ambitious, and, 1 trust, not criminal
aspirings. But I strive to discharge

my duty, sir, and leave the rdst to a
gracious Providence.’* #

I had a tetter in my pocket from my
nephew Arthur, gompluining of the

difficulty of replacing his lately de-
ceased pastor with a successor at once
pious and modest, and of cultivated

mind
; and, after asking Mr. lx>rimer

to partake my Suiulay’s dinner on the

morrow, I felt inclined, by cheeking
the pace of m)f pony, to prolong our
qoiiference to-day; but, with a hasty

glance at his watch, and a slight blush

fm his really handsome countenance,
he apologised for quitting me *10 keep
an appointment elsewhere.

1 know not why 1, who account it

one of the few privileges of iny seclu-

sion to escape all knowledge, direct

or indirect, of the affairs of others,

should have felt a sudden curiosity to

dive into those of tlie village school-

master. Perhaps, however (and self-

complaecncy immediately assured me
it was so), my greaving interest arose
from a laudable desire that the possible

future incumbent of Arthur’s parish,

with a fiarsonage absolutely within the

park, should have placed his affections

on no ignoble or«uusuitable helpmate.
Now all this train of provident and
prospective feelings had their rise sim-

^
ply from a slight heightening of colour
on a check which the “ eloquent
blood ** rarely visited ; and that rarity

inducing me to atUich imiiortanco to

the circumstance, 1 stood (tell it not
in Oath, far less in B— 1) actually

raising myself in my stirrups to spy,
with a curiosity 1 should in any other

cause have utterly abhorred, the site

of the “appointment,” which honest
Will Lorimer could not mention with-

out blushing.

I very soon did sq myself, and with
a double glow ! the uiigenial flush of
conscious meanness blending with an
indignant rush from the heart in repro-

bation of my suspicions of aught inte-

rested or unworthy in the devotion of
poor Lorimer. I watched him down
the green lane leading from the main
street of ^le village, to one of the
humblesik ^ugh neatest of its cottej^,

saw him knock with reverential d^ef-
Q Q
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eiice, and place, with the respect due
to misfortune and suffering, within his

own the arm of the fragile unearthly-

looking being, on whose lovely coun-

tenance deeper ravages than those of

mere ill health were still sadly legible.

*
1, might have guessQ^ this," said 1

to mysiAf, as they disappeared amid

the wood's most sequestered paths.

Sympathy will draw congOiiial minds
togetlicr ; and hcre^alas 1 there is con-

geniality of fortune, or rather misfor-

tune, to cement the bond. Both these

young creatures were educated for sta-

tions far different from those fate has

assigned them in an evil world ; but

that diey should have fallen thus iogc-

ther, may perchance cohvert both ulti-

mately into blessings. If the poor
stranger’s partial reco\ery mm/ indeed

be depended upon 1

*’
*

But £ ^tm forgetting that the reader

does not know who the poor stranger

is. Her tale, alas! thougli no very

common one, is soon told.

It is some years since, by the well-

meant, though in some respects inju-

dictously directed, inunilicenco of a

rich townsman of X—,
(a village ad-

joining our own,) the character of his

native place was totally altered—
whether for the better or worse remains

to be proved— by the endowment of
a wealthy gratuitous seminary. That

schools are c.\cellent things, and in-

tellectual improvement eminently de-

sirable, are positions ..which none but

antediluvians of the most bigoted

class now presume to question. But
as the blessing of education was one «

whose light had long,<in comm<>n with

every village in Scotland, shed its

serene and useful radiance over the

humble dw'ellings of X—

^

it may be
doubted whether their inmates were
made either happier or essentially

wiser by having placed within their

reach, and of course their ambition,

the superfluous acquirements of danc-

ing and geography and French. Be
this as it may, a teacher of ^he latter

language was foynd for the infant

establishment, in tl|p person of one of

those young Swiss who leave their

native country fitted out with a ven-

ture of grammars and dictionaries, as

regularly, and quite as full of hope, as

our own more substantially endowed
traders seek the marts ofcommerce.

Antoine Peyron had no one to leave

hehihd but a sister a year or two
ydungcr than himself. Their parents

were dead; and Justine's education,
which had been a careful one, as for

finished as altered circumstances would
now ever permit. There were many
humble Iromes in their native canton
which would have sheltered Justine,

left slenderly, though, for Switzerland,

not inadequately portioned. But the

grief of parting with her only brother,

and those bright visions of English

splendour and English munificence
which haunt every Swiss girl’s fancy,

determined her to accompany Antoine
on his far pilgrimage. He was deli-

cate— in fact, as msiny of bis counlry-
nien are, constitutionally consumptive— and Justine felt that w'ere he ill, no
one in England could \vatch over or

nursc^^him like herself; and even if

well, he would have nunu to share his

brief recreations, or tidk to him amid
strangers of the valley of St. Puy.

*'Ai)toiiie felt it his duty to remon-
strate; hut his inclination to yield, at

length, to that energy of iletenninatioii

which ignorance of obstacles induces
in many a young and sanguine mind.
The orplrans, in fact, were all the

world to each other, and why should
seas and mountains divide them ?

Had Antoine lived and [>rospered, as

he did at first beyond even youth’s

anticipations, in his humble but laud-
able vocation, all would have been
well. Often did he, for mouths after

his arrival in Britain, exclaim, on re-

turning home to snatch his frugal

meal, Thank God I have a sister to

share it with mel” and smile at her
pimple efforts to surprise him with
some of their country's primitive dain-

ties. Often did Justine re-echo his

expressions of fraternal thankfulness ;

and even amid much of ennui and
monotony and privation, to look twice

a-day on Antoine, and see him adding
slowly but gradually to their little

mutual hoard for brighter days at St.

Puy, was happiness— for it included

hope I Justine, meanwhile, 44>y em-
broidering with her fairy fingers, as
even persons of peasant rank in her
country contrive to do with hands in-

ured to the labours of the field, kept
her own pittance undiminished, if not
increased. It sufficed for her simple
wants, even in England— that land of
splendid privation, as it is felt to be
by many an exile to whom it denies
the cheap luxuries of sduthern exist-

ence I

It had hitherto denied to poor An-
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toine the more indispensable blessinp

of air and exercise. The city in which,

as more favourable to his views as a
teacher, he had at first fixed his abode,

could not afford the one— the very

extent ofhis success forbade the otlier

;

— and the mountaineer drooped, he

knew not why, amid encouragement

and fame (for renown is not confined

to heroes). Still, even the hope of

revisiting, a wealthy man, his paternal

valley, could not arrest the languor of
disease.

The eye of Justine marked the

change with the quickness of affection

;

and, with a decision the poor aspirant

after competence might himself have
hesitated to exert, hurried him at once,

and without a sigh, from the afaial

emoluments of G . A few weeks
of happy idleness in a cheap Highland
glen, which they loved as men tre;isui|jp

even a dim, unflattering picture of an
absent friend, seemed to have repaired

llie havoc of toil and confinement ; and
Antoine longed, with the energy of an
upright mind, to resume his useful

vocation.

Where to do so was now the

difficulty. Of towns Justine would
not even hear ;

while in most country

villages a French teacher would have
found liimself a most suporfiuous per-

.'«onagc. The new academy of X
came as if by miracle to supply the

desideratum ; to combine rural sim-

plicity, as yet unimpaired by an over-

grown establishment, with all the pe-
cuniary advantages which redundant
wealth enabled it to hold out. At •

X ^ the Swiss orphans were for

some time but too nappy. There
were pastoral lulls, if not mountains,
to refresh them with Alpine associa-

tions ; a primitive people to wish
them well, and shew them kindness

;

indulgence on the part of superiors,

unused to despotism; deference and
docility from pupils, enchanted with
the novelty ofinstruction . For Antoine
occupation just sufficient to keep the

mind from stagnating, and abundant
leisure to give the body healthful

exercise. In short, huii\pnly speaking,

all those advantages which the Power
that first lends sometimes sees fit so

mysteriously to render abortive.

An apparently slight cold, a decay
of strength so gradual as hardly to

alarm Justine, *paved the way for the

return of that insidious enemy, who,

haunting alike the desert and the city,

retires but to gather venom for another
blow. More than a year did Justine
watch over health too fluctuating not
to keep alive hope, yet too precarious
for one moment to permit anxiety to

slumber. A year’s anxiety I brightened,

«

perhaps, alonc*by some short hoivs of
sickly hopcl who need be fold its

undermining cfFcc't on a mind so loving,

and a frame so far from robust as the

Swiss maiden’s ?

Both were sustained, as frequently

will happen, by the strong stimulus of
daily duty— till exertion was, aliis !

no longer required. Both then ])aid

their tribute to frail humanity, in tlie

shape of a fever of frightful violence,

whose subsiding excitement left the

hereaved orphan with a shattered body, •

and a mind, it was feared, a nearly

(fqual wreck. As the former gradually
recovered, the aberrations of tfie clear,

(hough simple intellect, seemed only
to become more confirnied. In the

family where, from Christian compas-
sion, she had been received on her
oor brother’s death, she met with the

indest attention and most genuine
sympathy. But tlic task of controlling

her wild and often alarming rambles,
and of tracing her wandering footsteps

to their usual goal, Ker brother’s lonely

grave, was one which circumstances
<iid not long permit them to fulfil;

while the vicinity of that grave, and
of the hills which fostered her soul’s

malady, was considered by her physi-
cian as a serious obstacle to her ultimate

recovery. To^e, however, within reach

of the benevolent few, whom her youth
and misfortunes hfid deeply interested,

she had only been removed to B ,

and placed under the humble roof of a
imor widow and her daugliter, who to

great piety, simplicilv, and industry,

united the invaluable requisites of
mingled tenderness and firmness ot
character.

But with these homely beings—
gratefully, nay, even dutifully, as with
returning treason she acknowledged
their cares— the geiW.ly nurtured, ro-

mantic, cultivated ^^nind of Justine

could have few ideas in common.
Necessity and a quick ear had made
her, even before she stood alone in the

world, a tolerable proficient in English;

but still she longed for some one to

whom she might pour out, in the un-
restrained accents of her own land,

the sorrows of an exile. To tnis^

wish she recurred so often during her
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occasional paroxysms, that her kind
hostesses became persuaded such in-

tercourse could atone complete her

core ; but how it was to be brought

about, it baffled their simple skill to

devise. The successor of poor Antoine

at X-,—^ had, with well-meant kind-

ness, visited her while there ; but the

inevitable revulsion of feeling occa-

sioned by the office he Ailed, had
rendered the inter^ew too agonising

to be even again ventured oii. My
own well-known avoidance ofstrangers

and precarious health prevented my
presumed gift oftonguesoeing invoked
in the cause of humanity. But though.

Heaven knows I it would have gl^-
dened the solihiry recluse, by exerting

talents long in abeyance, to wakcr.

salutaiy echoes in a feint and desolate

heart, it was perhaps well that the

office tdiould devolve on a younger
and more efficient agentr-one who
could make the tones of human syin-

l^thy blend with those of heavenly

consolation, and lure back the stricken

deer to the fold by the united charm of

elor;uenco and religion

!

A wish, rather hopelessly thrown
out than seriously expressed, for a

supply of French books to beguile the

tedium of winter tb the convalescent,

drew forth the discovery that young
Lorimer, the new schoolmaster, pos-

sessed, as a relic of liis university

studies, no contemptible collection of

the select authors of4*'raiice. That he

read the language was naturally to be
inferred from so rare a feature in the

library of a divinity student— that bei

spoke it was sorae\4hat more rashly

concluded. The absence of this latter

accomplishment had never before bcien

matter of regret to one, familiar as

household words with the glorious

dialects of anti({hity—but that very

acquaintance promised facilities for his

new pursuit; and, moved to the very

heart, at their first brief interview, with

the gentle melancholy and innocent

pining for her native accents of the

forlorn orphan, he bethought himself

of converting the task of enabling him
to converse in them into the most
effectual stimulus that could probably

have been devised to rouse poor Jus-

tine's slumbering energies ofmind and
memory.

There were circumstances in the

age, history, and views, of the young
aspbant in the thorny path of tuition,

which reminded her, tliough without

bitterness, of her poor brother ; and
when once impressed (as < those about
her sedulously inculcated) with the

eminent advantage the sympathising
young schoolmaster would derive in

his future career from permission to

study French under the auspices of a
native, Justine set about die task of
his instruction with womanly kindness,

and almost infenline delight.

The intended profession of the in-

cipient divine was conspicuous in the

choice of the precious volumes forming
his scanty stock; and it was while

reading—with one who blended the
intelligent pupil with the raeck, un-
obtrusive instructor— die sublime elo-

quence of Massillon and Bourdaloue,

and the yet more soul-subduing sim-
plicity of the French sacred volume—
that peace, heartfelt, pennanent, not of
tl^iS world, wiis shed abroad once more
on the bruised and long-benighted

spirit of the Swiss maiden.
All the long winter, the evenings of

the benevolent Lorimer were devoted
to this pious Uisk. It had its first and
purest reward, when the roving eye
and unsettled mind of his fair fellow-

student became fixed, in still solem-
nity, on the hallowed page of inspira-

tion. It was next delightful to less

exalted human sympathies to mark
that eye’s sparkle of joy, and that

mind’s responsive thrill of ecstasy,

when her apt scholar became able to

re-echo, in its own darling accents, her
rapturous praise of Switzerland. Of
further reward, or deeper and less dis-

interested feelings, William Lorimer
hitherto dreamed not. Had he been
at this period questioned on the nature

of his^ sentiments, he would have
spoken unhesitatingly of the object of
all this Jevot'on in terms of pity and
admiration, but hardly of love; and
though existing only in the perhaps
enhanced sunshine of smiles now once
more placid as a new-born babe’s^ it

might have been long ere he confessed

to others—nay, even to himself—an
attachment to one whom he had seen

the'^victim of grief, in its direst and
most appalling form, had not a critical

occurrence taught him how indisso-

lubly, in his case, pity had proved
“^kin to love."

An unexpected opportunity pre-

sented itself of restoring Justine, under
the most eligible pro^tion, to her

native mountains. Her heart throbbed

wildly at tlie half-forgotten thought;
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her first movement was to grasp

eagerly at the long-despaired-of return

to “dwell tfmong her own people.”

Yet, strange to say, there was some-

thing within her that dung to col^

ungenial Scotland 1 Was it a brother’s

loved remains, or the breathing form

ofone still dearer, that made her pause

ere she consented? Whatever might

be her doubts and uncertainties on the

subject, Jyorimer had felt none from

the hour her departure was first spoken

of as probable. A thought, wild and

transient as some of her own fitful

fancies, flashed across his mind, of

following her to her fair land of d.ay-

dreams and romance. But William

had a country and a calling too sacred

to be bartered for even the most

gorgeous features of earth’s •outer

sanctuary. With another he had

nothing to share but his hopes, distant

and visionary enough, of church preT<^r-

ment. If on these and her own scanty

pittance Justine could live and love in

Scotland, Arcadia itself w^ould Ije a
ilesert to B . If otherwise, would

JiOrimer's high-schooled, disciplined

heart break at the w^paration ? No

;

he hoped to he enabled to bid the

gentle sister of his love and pmyers

“God speed” in her far pilgrimage,

and clierish her imago, undcsocrated

by one selfish regret, to Iwllow the

remainder of his own

!

How tilt proposal was made or re-

ceived is known to themselves alone.

Suffice it, that Justine did not go to

Switzerland with Lady G ; and

saw her depart, if not without a “few
natural tears,” at least she “wiped
them soon.” Somewhat of all this

(the particulars 1 have learne^ since)

had reached me through the medium
of old Deborah, who, in pure fear of

breaking her lieart were it btherwise,

is allowed, during very severe and

protracted attacks of rheumatism, U>

entertain her master, as she calls it,

by telling him the news of the village.

How little I am in the habit of pro-

filing, may be imagined from ray

having well-nigh forgotten, or ratiter

never listened sufficiently to compre-

hend, the bit of real-liis romance 1 have

just narrated. All my dormant interest

in it siiddeidy awakened by the sight

of^ young pair issuing forth to enioy^

on this bright balmy holyday, their

guileless communings. I could not

resist stopping, as 1 passed along the

lane, «t the door of the cottage which

had so long sheltered the Swiss maiden,
ostensibly to inquire, with the privilege

even a stranger ofmy age might assume,
after the mental and bodily health of its

inmate.

1 fiistened Dumple to the gate of the
little scrupulously neat paiterrc, and*

knocked with «ll the awkwardness oY

tardy courtesy at the door of the cottage.

A feeble voice said, “ Gome in and
an old wor&an, beautiful as cleanliness

and serenity of as^ct can make age,

sat reading her Bible in a large, high-

backed arm-chair.

My baini/' (for so, 1 found, she

still called a daughter no longer young,)
“ has stappit out this bonny forenoon.

Ye’ll excuse rising, sir ; IV^been
a cripple wi’ the pains a’ winter.”

1 can not only excuse, but sympathise

with you,” said I, glad of the opening

*thiis afforded ;
“ the same cause has

kept me a prisoner for months p^t,
else I shoijjirf not now for the first time

have been inquiring for your interest-

ing lodger. 1 hope your kind cares

liave l)cen rewarded by seeing her

restored to health.”
“ They have been blessed, ^ir,”

said old Margaret, solemnly, “ by Him
whose it is to bind up the broken in heart,

and set the prisoners of darkness free.

It was, in truth, a* benighted, broken-

hearted creature, that was sent us to

deal wi’. But, thanks to Him, and
good hlr. Lorimer. the bonny bit

dowed flower can lift up its head
again after the *5101™, and the wild

eldritch fancies that tlie Enemy had
power to sdnd through her wandering

brain, are a’ clean skaured awa' by the

blessech Light o’Mte Sun of llighteous-

nessl It garr’d me grew when she

came first (though 1 kent she wasiia

hersel), to hear her aye praying to die,

and her so unfit fur a change ; but now,

if it were His will, ^ could lay her in

the kirkyard as pleasantly as ever 1 did

ony of my ain four bonny lasses

—

though I had ratlier, nae doubt, she

were spared to requite gude Willie

Lorimei; for a’ his care baith for soul

and body. We nqyer did muckle wi’

her till the souii|(^ o* her ain mither

tongue brought the tears back to her

dry eeii, and the softness to her full

heart; and when they read tbegither

in a wee bookie— no like ane o’ our

stately, purpose-like Bibles— yet I

kent it was the Word o’ God, bv the

li^t that cam glancin’ ower her brow,

and the quiet draps that lay Mlin*
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their time to fa’ on her lang, black

eye-lashes. She’s been an altered

woman sins^e, (though, ’deed, at

her warst sne was aye a winning

creature,) and 1 dinna think an inno-

center, Wtter-doing lassie is in a’

*Scotland, let alane her ain far-awa

nighkxvds, that she likes sae wcel.

She’s gude enough for a wife to

William Loriflier—and w^at could I

say mair, gin 1 should speak till the

morn I £ wish I kould only hope to

live to ree ^heir hands joined ; but a

weary wait I doubt they’ll hae till he

gets a kirk, that has naething but

modest worth to speak for him !”

« Who knows, Margaret?” said I,

not daring to excite hupes I 'had no
certainty of realising. “ When merit

does make friends, they’re the surest

of any.” “ It makes a friend of Him
that’s alninc a’,” answered the old

woman, with her habitual reference to

a higher Power ;
“ and ifjle sees fit,

the hearts of men are in llis hand.”

I rose, and promising a supply of

French literature and another visit to

the interesting orphan, bade her aged

guae'dian a respectful and cordial fare-

well.

In deep and not unprofitable mu-
sings on iie lights aud shadows ”

of the little scene of Scottish humble
life, which Saturday had so vividly

brought before me, I had pennitted

Diimple to choose his own path. The
love of shade and seclusion which his

sequestered paddock* inculcates, and
the instinctive preference^ of hoofs no
longer young for byways over high-

ways, bade him follow tlie course of*

tlie little river, or rather brook*, which

surrounds, as with a fairy elf-knot,

our picturesquely situated village.

We were holding, like the here

placid stream, our noiseless course

along a haugh, aA gemmed, thick as

a summer midnight sky, with stany

primroses, when I was aware of as

sweet a bit of unsophisticated naturalCing as ever Morland or Gains-

gh embodied or imagined. Be-
fore me, in the mrrowiiig path over

which the alders and willows b^an
well-nigh to meet, walked a pair of

happy schoolboys, who, loaded as they

were with rod and basket, and ail the
^

appurtenancesofsylvan recreation,had,

in their unconsciously lingering pace,

and gesture of unstudied endearment,
a something which bespoke unre-
strained communion, rather than sport,

to be the chief delight of this first

summer holyday. The arm ofthe taller

and slighter of the two glad creatures

was thrown carelessly over the others
shoulder ; his fair cheek rested in al-

most startling contact on one brown
as though gipsy tents had lent it

nurture ; and so close, so earnest was
the conference which, on some mo-
mentous bird-nesting, or trout-catch-

ing, or care-killing topic of school-

boy lore, these loving playmates were
engaged in, that even 1 and Dumple
(with the added consequence of six

mouths’ seclusion from the public

gaze) could scarce obtain a glance
of hasty recognition.

Piqued, as well an elderly gentle-

man might, by this manifestation of
youthful indifiference, vanity prompted
me to try and astonish them out of it,

by a display of those congenial talents

v^Kich, in all classes of society, form
the most infallible claim on sympathy.
“ So you’re for the fishing, my lads !”

I cried, with all the hilarity which the

word could inspire in one whose rod
had lain idle more summers than their

youthfu 1 heads yet numbered. “A fine

aflernoon for the sport, if your gear is

the rigid thing, and your Hies fit for

the spot and season. Will you let an
old fisher see your tackle, my bonny
men—one that knows the trade well,

though he may be a thought rusted
now-a-days?”

The-rosy creatures looked astonished,

but not displeased, at the .strange gen-
tleman’s intrusion. T turned Dumple
to graze among the primroses; and
laying myself down, rheumatism and
all, on a tiiil of dry fern, began to turn
over miscellaneous wealth of the

holyday sportsmen, till it became ob-
vious, to any eye less sanguine than a
schoolbojr’s, that the murder of even a
minnow by such “ means and appli-

ances ” was manifestly impossible.

“This will never do, bairns I” cried I,

in a tone of compassionate superiority.
“ You may thresh the water till dooms-

with tills gear, and get nothing for

your pains but a pain in tbe shoulder.

Come to me between this and next
Saturday, and J’ll rig you out with
such a kit of flies and lines as your
young eyes never opened on. But
you must unlock your lips in return

now, and tell me what you wm talk-

ing of so earnestly whei^ ye walked
iogetber face to face, as 1 rode up.”

At this the two boys blushed, as if
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t)y one impulse—the celestial rosy

of the fair cheek shamed by the

mantling of%he eloquent blood through

all the hardy bronzing of the other.

We vrerc speaking, sir,” began the

flaxen-haired blusher, whose gentle

breeding was evidently akin to his

delicate complexion — but his eye

caught the laughing one of his swarthy

playfellow, and the words died away,
while a fresh glow of vermilion rushed

over cheek and brow. “ VVe were just

saying,” began his brisker comrade,

when^ lol the sudden spirit of un-
wonted bashfulness sealed his merry
lips also 1

** Tut 1” cried both together,

in a simultaneous flt ofdesperate frank-

ness, it’s no worth the makin’ a phrase
about! We were just cracking about
wlmt trade we wad like to be.”»

‘‘ And wluit would you like to he ?”

said I to the tall, fair boy ; " you’re
the oldest, 1 think, and should tell flf^t.”

But he hung back disconcerted ; and
file dark sniilcr, emboldened by his

friend’s Imsiiatiou, exclaimed, “ I’m
mildest, though Charlie’s gotten the

heels o’ me tor length ; and I ’in to be
a doctor or a dominie, or some douce
kind o’ a trade like that. I’m no for

wild, uncanny notions o* sailoring, like

some folk that I ken ““
Another

blush marked the application of this

innuendo
;
and its object, with a tirish

in his clear blue eye, the more remark-
able from its previous softness, cried,

I’m no gawn to think sliaine o’ wish-
ing to be a sailor ; my father was aue
before me !”

“ The veiy reason yo should be nae
sic thing, (.’harlie,” replied the younge^,

who, with somewhat of a waggish turn,

united, I could perceive, string sense

and genuine feeling. ** VVhat will your
puir mother «ay t

” “ My mother loves

sailors, Hob,” cried the now tlioroughly

animated Charlie ;
“ she says her very

heart warms to them.” " It *11 be
caiild enough if ye 're drowned like

your fkther, and leave her wi’naebody
to care for her in her auld days, like

lanely Lizzie Murdie.” But I’ll no
be drowned, Rob,” exclaimed the liltle

sanguine slip of a future Nelson (not

the first instance of a heroic soul in a
feminine fragile-looking casket), **

I’ll

be an admiral, and take French ships

fa' o’ siller, and my mother '11 never

need to greet again.”
** And wbo is your mother, my fine

fellow?'* asked I, not aware of any
sailor’s widow settled in B—. ‘*My

mother?” echoed he, in evident sur-

prise ; they ca’ her Widow Bennet,
and she’s sister to liob’s fatihei^theie,

and stays down byct at the Mains since

my father never cam bame.”
Sir,” said the little hero’s more

communicative cousin— son, I now
discovered, t<§ one of the mqpt indus-

trious farmers in tlie parish, <*my
auntie would fain hae Charlie there to

gie up thoughts o’ the sea, and be a
minister, like herein iatlier, and gude
Mr. Monteith down by at St. Forgan’s.

And O giv he wad only think sae!—
it maun be grand to stand up in a
braw pulpit a* covered wi’ red clotli,

and speak awa out o’ the Bible for an
hour upon end* wi’ a' the folk hearken-

ing, and naebody dawring to answer
•him again! I wad like it weel my-

^
sel*, but 1 could nevt?r won up till ’t

—

I’m ower blate. Now Chj^rlie here,

for as douce as ho looks, never feared

the face q« man, and wad mak a spe-

cial minister. If ye only heard his

Latin speeches at tiie examination!

Mr. Lorimer says he’s a born orator!”

“I’m a born sailor, Hob,” cried the

boy impatiently, “ and its no iu the

power o’ man to mak me ony thing
else!”
“ Weel a weel,” cried the good-

natured little phiIoso])her—“ him that

Will to Cupar maun to Cupar! I’m
wac for my auntie, and that gar’d me
speak. But” suddenly starting up,

and gsithcring the now despised tackle,
“ since there’s l6 be nae fun here, we’ll

away down to the burn-mouth and
houk for sand eels—the lave’s there

langsyne.”
“ I’ll go witR you,” said I, loath to

part with this interesting ]iair ofwidely

diflering boys ; “I’m always glad to

turn my pony’s head towards the sea.”

About a quarter ofa mile lower than
tile spot where our conference had taken

place, the brook, or burn as it is called,

emerged from its leafy concealment
between the wooded banks of the little

Den, to run for perhaps another half

mile acioss open sandy downs or links

to its parent element. A long line of
shining beach extinded in one direction

from the wide shallow outlet of the here

considerable streamlet ; and along this

we could see, on gaining the first sand*
hill, a crowd of persons of all ages

running along in a hiimed, desultoiy

manner.
What play's yon they're aflgr the

day, Rob, think ye?” asked the*k^n,
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dariqg, little sailor-elect, all impatience
at the tliought of any pastime—a nau-
tical one especially—in which he had
no share. ‘‘ It's no like fun yon,"
answered his cousin, after a pause and
earnest ga^ on the advancing group

;

i* it’s the laddies, sure aneuch—but
there’ll men and women and a' yonder,

and a horse coming after, and a man
on't—guide *s, Charlie ! it’s the doctor’s

powny— there’s been mischief yonder,
and nae fun.”

It was impossible to look on the

ominous aspect of the motley but

silent crowd which thronged along
the glittering sands, without sharing in

the child’s gloomy foreboding of some
catasftophe. 1 pushedjon, well aware
my light-footed comrades would easily

keep up, and in ten minutes more we^
were in the heart of the melancholy
group.

’rhe prominent object in it, the one
on which all eyes were sadly but irre-

sistibly rivetted, was the corpse of a
boy, apparently little ifat all older than

my youthful acquaintance Charlie

—

like him, of slight interesting ligure

—

giftetl, like him, with a profusion of

golden hair, which, dripping wet, and
yet dabbled with sand and sea-weed,

fell over the edge of the shutter on
which they were cartying this only son
of a widowed mother to her desolate

home, his lately animated features

frozen in marble stillness, his free,

unshackled limbs stiffened into eternal

repose 1 “ Gude safe’s, Willie Arm-
strong!” burst from the lips of poor
Hob Arnot, one of his fiw'ouritc play-

fellows, as be sprung forward from my
side to seize the cold, lifeless* hand,

and then shrunk back with the instinc-

tive horror of childhood for mortality.

‘‘Good God ! how did this happen
asked I ofthe old weather-beaten sailors

who had rescued from the deep, and
were calmly though mournfully bear-

ing, the body of the drowned child.
‘ it cam o’ wilfulness, sir,” said one
of them ;

“ clean wilfulness and con-
tempt o’ counsel ! The schule/valiants

liad gotien the pls|iy this weary Satur-

day, and naething w^'jid serve them but
a boat. Boats were never made for

bairns, and we set a watch on the

yawls, lest the mischancy creatures sud
lay hands on ane ; but, Gude forme us,

we forgot the auld rotten skiff that’s

lain gaizening sin the last winter’s
wrack, lygb and dry on the Mussel
Biae; The wild callants brought her

down, and launched her round the

S
>int where tliere was nane to see them.

y a special mercy, she tlfifted aff ere

ever they could a’ loup in thegither,

wi’ only puirWillie Armstrong his lane 1

I saw the laddie, God help him ! baling

out the water wi’ his hat ae minute, and
waving’ it in the air for help anither;

but ere 1 could won down, the skipper’s

scailzie, and cast aff my jacket to swim
out till him, the boat was keel upmost,
and the doomed laddie nae mair to be
seen. 1 got a glisk at last o’ his bonny
gowden hair, and gripped it, and
brought him ashore; but, wae’s met
there was nae life in the creature ; and
weel I wot, though Doctor Armour has

been fechting this hour to bring breath

into the cauld clay, his Maker had
the soul o’ the puir witless callant or

ever I laid hand on his body in the

water.”

piercing shriek turned all eyes
towards an advancing female, who,
all bent and coiled up like some wild
animal on the spring, bounded rather

than ran towards tlie spot. “ llis

mother! his mother! God pity her!
Puir Helen Ariiislroiig I” burst from
lips awe-stricken and sealed till now.
Instinctively the women closed round
the body, to shield it from a mother’s

frantic gaze ; while one more thought-

ftil than the rest tore off her apron and
threw it over the face.

But what living rampart, however
cliarihibly formeil, can stand against a
mother’s yearning for a son’s inanimate
relics? In an instant, Helen, a tall,

powerful wornafi, stuod, defying oppo-
« sition, erect before her darling’s bier

—

the next, slie lay as lifeless as himself
upon the beach beside him. From
her awakening grief all seemed to

shrink appalled; but Monteith, the

deep-tried ])astor of an often sorrowing
flock, was descried hastening, like a
ministering angel, to the scene of
anguish; and I felt, like all around
me, as if the peace he seldom invoked
in vain must reach ere long even the

desolate parent before us.

I looked round, ere I quitted the

spot, for the blithe, fearlera counte-
nance of little Charlie Bennet: it was
pale and subdued ; the flush of con-

^
scious daring was fled

;
yet somewhat

of high resolve and thoughtfulness still

stamped the delicate features with an
expression not belonging tp childhood.

will you be a sailor now, Charlie

asked T, with a glance at the fearful
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spectacle we had left.
**

I’ll be like

Mr. MonteiUi/’ answered the child

—

his whole dbuntenance brightening

with unearthlyjoy—‘*and speak to my
mother when she greets, as he’s doing
the now to Helen Armstrong, and*’

—

suddenly starting away—“ I’ll run
hame to her this moment, for fear she

should think, when she hears o’ a
drowned laddie, it maun be her ain

wild Charlie.”
“ Even so, dear child !” exclaimed

I, as I saw him bound off like a roe

across the sand hills. And did notmy
own saddened heart whisper, How like

tlie tenour of human life is this brief

summer Saturday I Toil and trouble,

labour and confusion among the many

;

here and there a heart gathering out of
the furnace of affliction pure unalloyed
grains of affection’s imperishable ore

;

pleasures, empty as the laughter and
fleeting as the sports of childhood, and*
ending (as thele have done to^lay^in
gloom, and tears, and a gravel Yet
over even these—to complete the ana-

logy—the mild form of Religion rising

beacondike from tlf^ dark and troubled

waters, to wipe away the tears of time,

and draw aside the veil that shrouds

eternity

!

ON THE DOCTRINE OF FREE TRADE.

WE pray our gentle readers not to take
fright at the title of this article. V
submitting to them a few considera-

tions on the subject of I’ree Trade, we
shall not weary them with statements

of exports and imports, nor confuse

their heads with those arrays of figures,

by means of which, writers on political

economy, and their disciples, our phi-

losophers of the House of Commons,
find it easy to prove any proposition

they may please to adopt.* Our pre-

sent object is to inquire into the pro-

priety of that rigid and inflexible ap-

lieation of the principle of free trade

y our modern statesmen, whicii has,

in our humble opinion, been produc-
tive of such great and widely-spread

calamity.

The doctrine of free trade was first'

formally maintained and developed by
Adam Smith ; and the recent qplitical

economists have done nothing more
than ring changes on his arguments.

They have, however, done wlAt secta-

ries generally do ;
— they have departed

from the cautiofi and moderation with
which the doctrine was originally pro-

pounded;—they have insisted, much
more vehemently than its author did,

on its unbending application to prac-

tical purpoM ;—and have disregarded

the exceptions with which he guarded
it. Had tlie doctriuesf of Smith, as

guulifed hy himself^ been adopted in

practice, those violent changes in our
commercial laws would not have taken

place, which have reduced $o many
thousand families of our most indus-

trious population to beggary.

This, we believe, is not generally

understood. It is a very common im-
passion, even among those who arc

fully aware of the evils produced by
the present liberal system, that, after

all, it is the only true system;— that

its truth has been demonstrated by the

great founder of the science himself ;
—

that, being true, it must necessarily

be productive of the greatest good
on the whole;— and that, therafore,

it ought to be persisted in, notwith-

standing the temporary evils it may
occasion. We Vish to correct this

misapprehension.

We shall ’not at present enter into

an examination of the arguments by
which ]9r. Smith* supports the general

doctrine of free trade. Two passing re-

marks, however, we shall make. Smith
sets up free trade in opposition to what
was called the mercantile system;—

a

system of commerce which proceeded

on the notion, that the only real wealth

of a country consisted in gold and
silver,— the accumulation of which,

therefore, was the only true object of
commercial legislation;—that, conse-

quently, if we inoported from any
country a greater value of goods than

we exported to it, and paid the balance

with money, we were carrying on a
^losing trade, which ought to be dis-

’^couraged. It is on a confutation of

* For a vBcent specimen of this convenient method of demonstration, see

Mr. Powlett Thompson’s speech on the motion for an inquiry into the distress of the

glove trade, fllst of Janusi^ last. *
^
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this doctrine tliat Smith’s arguments
for free trade are founded. But, though
he successfully exposed the errors of

tlie mercantile system, and though it is

now deservedly exploded, it by no
means follows, that its fallacy involves

'the truth of the doctrine winch Smiili

faa.T^'npposed to it. TAe one may be

fidse, without the other being true.

Our other remark is, th^t Smith, in

supporting his doctrine, has fallen into

a curious iiiconsiihency. lie arrives

at his principle offree trade, according

to his usual method of reasoning, by
applying to nations the experience of
individuals in their private transactions,

lie pays,* “ It is the maxim of every

prudent master of a •family never to

attempt to make at home what it will

cost him more to make than to bu;^.

The tailor does not attempt to make
his own shoes, but buys them of the

shoemaker. The shoemaker does not

attempt to make his own •olothes, but

employs a tailor. The fanner attempts

to make neitlier the one nor the other,

but employs those different artificers.”

The next step of his argument is,

“ What is prudence in the conduct of

every private family, can scarce be

folly in that ofa great kingdom.” And
his conclusion is, If a foreign coun>
try can supply us with a commodity
cheaper than we ourselves can make it,

better buy it of them, with some part

of the produce of our o>^n industry

employed in a way in which wc have

some advantage.” Tliis sim[>le syllo-

gism is the foundation pf tlie whole
system of free trade ; and fs every day
repeated, by Dr. Smjtirs echoes, in a*

thousand different ways. It (lepends

entirely on the soundness of the second

proposition, that what is prudence in

the conduct of an individual is pru-

dence also on tt>e part of a nation.

But in another place Smith says, that

wliat is prudence on the part of an
individual nunj not he prudence in a
nation. In speaking of the treaty with

Portugal, he says,f “ The Portuguese,

it is said, indeed, are better ^stomers
for our manufactures than the French,

and should therefore be encouraged in

preference to them. As they give us

their custom, it is pretended we should

give tliem ours. The sneaking arts of
underling tradesmen ate thus^ erected

into political maximsfor^he conduct of
a great empireJ^ Here, then, is a case,

(and it is well known to be a very

common one), of prudence on the part

of ail individual, wliich Smith refuses

to admit as prudence in a nation, ilere

be talks with contempt of erecting

the sneaking arts of underling trades-

men into political maxims for the con-
duct of a great empire." What does

he himself do, when he erects the con-

duct of the tailor and the shoemaker
into political maxims for a great nation ?

It is very well known that tradesmen,

in purchasing goods, are in the habit

of giving a preference to their own
customers; and, if what is prudence
in ah individual is prudence in a
nation, then a nation, like an indivi-

dual, ought, in^ purchasing goods, to

gi^e the preference to the nation which
purchases its goods. This, however,

Smith denies; and, in so doing, he
denies the soundness of the very pro-

position on which his doctrine of free

trade is founded.

Allowing, however, Smith’s general

doctrine to pass for the present witliout

further question, it is of importance to

observe the qualifications under which,

as he admits, it must he applied to

practice. Its unlimited application,

in the manner contended for by the

philosophers of tiic present day, he
considers a perfect chimera. “ To
expect, indeed,” he says, “ that the

freedom of trade should ever he en-

tirely restored | to Great Britain, is as

"absurd as to expect that Oceana or

Utopia should ever be established in

it.” Arid he admits, notwithstanding

his general doctrine, that there are se-

veral cai|cs “ in which it will generally

be ad\'antageous to lay some burden
on foreign, for the encouragement of
domestic industry."

One of these cases is, when some
particular sort of industry is necessary

for the defence of the country. “ The
dpfcnce of Great Britain," he says,
" depends very much on the number of
its sailors and shipping. The act of
navigation, therefore, very properly en-

deavours to give the sailors and ship-

* Wealth of Nations, hook iv. chap e,

t Book iv. chap. 3.

X Restored, by the way, is not a very accurate expression. Wheit did freedom
of tmde ever exist in Britain ? I'liis is something like thp restoration of the British
constitution by the Beform-bill. *
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ping of Great Britain the monopoly of

the trade of their own country, in some
cases by absolute prohibitions, and in

others by lieavy burdens on the ship-

ping of other countries.” And, in

another place, he says, that though some
of the rcguldtiODS of that famous act

may possibly have proceeded from na-

tional animosity, yet “ they are as wise

as if they had all been dictated by the

most deliberate wisdom.” Here, then,

we have a monopoly of great magni-
tude, warmly approved of by Adam
Smith, upon a solid and practical

ground, though it was inconsistent with
Iiis abstract principle. The despotism
of ahstiact principles had not then

commenced. Smith saw that the mo-
nopoly in favour of British shipping

enlarged the number of our shifik and
seamen, and supported those floating

ramparts which have so long secured

us from the aggressions of every fte.

Smith, however, was, it seems, a poor
and faint-hearted thinker, and shrunk
even from the application of his own
principles. His successors are men of
greater souls. According to their en-
larged views, the navigation laws have
come under the general proscription of
monopolies ; and as, unhappily, instead

of pursuing their former, and com-
paratively harmless vocation, of indi-

ting books and pamphlets, political

economists have obtained the opportu-

nity of mystifying the houses ol l^ar-

liament with speeches, in the character

of legislators, our British shipping was
soon, through their influence, left to

shift for itself, i'hcy succeeded in

persuading Parliament tliat it was non-

sense to suppose that British shipping

required any protection, or tiliat the

withdrawing of that protection woiihl

throw a single ship or seamtpi out of

employment. And, what is more won-
deiful still, when the working of their

new system shewed that its consequen-

ces were ruinous,—when our ports

were fllled with vessels ixitting for want
of freight, and our streets with seamen
perishing for want of bread,— ev^n

then they had the eflronteiy to pretend

to prove, by their usual method, that

is, incomplete, garbled^ and erroneous

quotations from shipping returns, &c.
(of which they brought forward just as

much as they founa convenient), that

the shipping interest never was in «
more flourishing condition I

Another case, in which Dr. Smith
inquires how far it will be adVanta-

gcous to lay some burden upon (brei^,
for the encouragement of domestic in-

dustry,” is, “ when some tax is im-
posed at home upon the produce of
the latter.” When a tax is laid upon
some particular article of domestic
produce, his opinion is decided, that

an equal tax should be iinposod (mthe
same articlewhen imported fromabroad

.

But he is,not disposed to allow that

the principle, on which this limitation

of the freedom c< trade is founded,
should be extended furdier. When
the necessaries of life are taxed in this

country, so as to increase the cost of
domestic production in geiierdl, though
he admits that this has the sam^ un-
favourable efleot on the produce of any
particular commodity, in respect to

foreign competition, as if a tax were
Jaid on that particular commodity, yet

he discovers some distinctioD.*^ between
the cases, which lead him to withhold
die protection in the one case, which
he grants in the other.

Dr. Smitli expressly admits, that

taxes on the necessaiies of life must
raise the price of labour; and, conse-
quently, of all other commodities. •The
inqmsition of such taxes, therefore, he
admits, must disable the producer of
any commodity fl;om bringing it to

market at the same price he did before,

ill the same way as if a tax were laid

on it specially. But his distinctions

between ibe cases arc these.

First,” he says, “ it might always
be known, willi great exactness, how
for the priqe of such a commodity
could be enhanced by such a tax ; but

* bow far the geperal enhanrement of
the pricTe of labour might affect that of
every different commodity about which
labour was employed, could never be
known with any tolerable exactness,

it would be impossible, therefore, to

proportion, with any tolerable exact-

ness, the tax upon any foreign, to this

enhan(>ement of the price of every

home commodity.”
This argument obviously calls for

very littli! remark. Admitting the ex-

pediency of affording protection to the

home producer in Ulie case in (question,

the objection is, merely, that it is im-
possible to discover the exact amount'

of the relief which ought to be given.

But if the principle, that the home
producer ought to receive protection,

is admitted, it surely does not follow,

tba! because the exact amount of4110-
tectioa cannot be exactly ascertained}
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he ought not to receive any protection.

That is bad logic, surely.
** jSecoodly,'* says Dr. Smithy ** taxes

upon the necessaries of life have nearly

the same effect upon the circumstances
of the people as a poor soil and a bad
dimate. Provisions are thereby ren-

ffeibii d^Fer, in the saint; manner as if

it refjuircd extraordinary labour and
expense to raise them. As, in the

natural scarcity arising from soil and
climate, it would Iv absurd to direct

the people in what manner they ought
to employ their capitals and industry,

so it is likewise in the artificial scarcity

arising from such taxes.*’

Now, this argument from analogy is

clearly unsound. Taxes on the neces-

saries of life i*ender provisions dearer

;

and so do a poor soil and a bad cli^

mate: but, in relation to the present^

question, Dr. Smith overlooks a great

flaw in the analogy. The poor soil

and the bad climate have ex-

isted, and always operated in the same
way ; but the taxes on the necessaries

of life, in the circumstances of the case

under consideration, have been recently

laid,, on. No home manufacture can
be placed in a worse situation than

that in which it was before, by the

operation of a poor soil and bad cli-

mate; but a home' manufacture, once
flourishing, and able to stand its ground
against foreign coinpctition, may be
ruined in consequence of the rise in

the cost of its production, caused by a
gradual or recent taTtation of the ne-

cessaries of life. The cases, supposed
to be analogous, are thus widely differ-

ent. The impediments which Nature *

presents to the manufacture ofSvine in

England, are constant and eternal;

and wine never has, nor will, become
ail article of English produce. But
the manufacture of corn, which is con-

genial to the soil ^nd climate of Eng-
land, has been impeded, and the cost

ofits production enhanced, by taxation,

and acts of the legislature. And though
the legislature is not bound to protect

a manufacture against the operation of

the laws of nature^ yet it is bound to

do so against the«effects of its own
measures. This oversight on the part

of Smith is too evident to require fur-

ther illustration ; and it is to tlie

argument which contains it.

Putting this last argument, therefore,

aside, it is to be held as consistent with

Dr. ^Smith’s own views of political

e^nomy, that the principle of the free-

dom of trade ought to undergo a limi-

tation in the great and important case

where the cost of home ^odnetion is

enhanced by the influence of taxation.

But the great economist carries his

limitations much farther. He says,

that ** it may be a matter of delibeni-

tioii how far it is proper to continue

the free importation of foreign goods,

when some foreign nation restrains, by
high duties or prohibitions, the im^iorta-

tion of some of our manufactures into

their country.”—“ There may be good
policy,” he says, in retaliations of this

kind, when there is a probability that

they will procure the repeal of die

high duties or prohibitions complained
of. The recovery of a great foreign

market will genenilly more than com-
pensarle the transitory inconveniency of
paying dearer during a short time for

some sorts of goods. Tu judge whether

suf'ii retaliatioiis*are likely to produce
such an effect docs not, perhaps, be-

long so much to the science of a legis-

lator, whose deliberations ought to be
governed by general principles, whicli

are always the same, as to the skill of

that insidious and crafty animal, vul-

garly called a statesman or politician,

whose councils are directed by the

momentary fluctuations of affairs.”

This passage makes a most import-

ant inroad on the totalite (as a French-
man would call it) of the principle of
free trade. It establishes a limitation,

which. is quite disregarded by our mo-
dern scientific legislators, who have ex-

tended the benclits of the utmost free-

dom of trade with '<f.; precisely to those

^lations who have most rigorously with-

held tliem from ourselves. In the

whimsi^l attack on ‘‘ that crafty and
insidious animal^ vulgarly called a
statesman or politicians^ and the com-
p^ison between him and the legislator^

£>r. Smith seems to labour under a
considerable confusion of ideas. He
speaks with a truly philosopher-like

contempt of the man whose councils

are directed by the momentary fluc-

tuations of affairs; while he admits
tliht, in the very case under discussion,

it is necessary to be guided by the fluc-

tuation of affairs. But, worse than
this, he distinguishes between the con-
temptible animal who is so guided, and
the legislator who is governed by gene-

ral principles;— forgetting, that in the

matter in question, and in every o^er.

case in which the general principle of
free tiVide is, by himself, subjected to
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limitations, these limitations depend on
the iluciiiatiops of affairs ; and that it

is our legislators who must judge how
iar the changes in the state of affairs

give cause for tlicse limitations. We
do not see how, in such cases, our
legislators, in their philosophical dig-

nity, are to leave the matter to these

inferior animals, called statesmen ; nor,

indeed, do we know, in the natural

histoiy of politics, any inferior class of
animals different from legislators, and
known by the name of statesmen. In
cases such as the present, our legislators

themselves are the only statesmen tliat

can have any thing to dowith the matter.

Dr. Smith’s last case of the limita-

tion of the freedom of trade has, from
tlie fluctuation of affairs, become the

most important of all. lie himselfhad
not the means of seeing half its consc-

cjuences. The case which he considers

is, how far, or in what manner, it*is

proper to restore the free importation

of foreign goods, after it has been for

some time interrupted ; when particular

manufactures, by means of high duties

or prohibitions upon all foreign goods
which can come into competition with

them, have been so far extended, <as to

employ a great multitude of hands.’’

In this case, he says, “ humanity
may require that the free<lom of nude
should be restored only by slow gra-

dations, and w'ith a good deal of reserve

and circumspection. Were those high

duties and prohibitions tiken away all

at once, cheaper foreign goods of the

same kind might^e poured so fiust

into the home market, as to deprive,

all at once, many thousands of our
people of their ordinary employment
and means ofsubsistence.”—“ i^haiiges

of this kind,” he afterwaids says,

should never be introduced suddenly,

but slowl)r, gradually, and after a very

long warning.”

Strong as this language is, we have

reason to conclude, from the strain of

Dr. Smith’s argument on this subject,

tliat he would have spoken much more
strongly still, had he contemplated the

changes of circumstances wTiidi have
taken place iti this country since his

day; which it is ver^ evident he did

not. After speaking of the amount of

mischief and disoraer which would
arise in this case, from the free im-

portation offoreign goods, he gives two
reasons for Ihpposing that the disorder

would probably be less than i^ght be

imaginra*

Tlie first is, that “ all those manu-
factures, of which any part is com-
monly exported to other European
countries without a bounty, would be
very little affected by the freest im-
portation of foreign goods.” There
can be no doi^bt that those man^c/
tures which can be jiroduccd at home
so cheap, as to admit, of being ex-
ported without a bounty, would not be
materially affected by free importation
of similar mamifacnires. In the present
state of things, certainly, our manufac-
turers of hard-ware, or cotton goods,
would suffer notliing from such a course.

But Dr. Smith’s argument embraces
only a part of the subject. What be-
comes of inanAfactures de.stined for

home consumption? If the foreigner

can make these goods much cheaper
4lian we can, lie drives our manufiic-

liirers out of our own market? What,
again, becomes of those manufactures
for foreign* consumption, which have
risen to a great heiglu, and have been
supported by bounties on exportation ?

By the withdrawal of those bounties,
we can no longer aflbrd to ex[H)rt the

goods; and all those who were*ein-
ployed in their manufacture, in so far

as they were destined for the foreign

market, are throwr>out ofemployment.
This has been strikingly cxcmiplificd in

the case of the withdraw al of the bounty
on the exportation oflinen. Dr. Smith
is so much aware of these considera-
tions, that he adds,—“ the silk, per-
haps, is the iiKinufacture which would
sutler the most by this freedom of
trade, and after it the linen, though
the latb^r much less than the former.”

Though thus aware, however, of this

effect of the freedom of trade on some
ofour manufactures, Dr. Smith’s second
reason shews that he had no concep-
tion of what might) be the magnitude
of this effect. “ Though a great num-
ber of people,” he says, “ should, by
thus restoring the fre^om of trade, be
thrown all at once out of their ordi-

nary employment and common method
of subsistence, it would by no means
follow tliat they i^ould be deprived
either of employnlbnt or subsistence.”

He illustrates this argument by the

case of the reduction of the army at

the end of the American war, when, he
savs, more than a hundred thousand

soldiers and seamen were all at once
thsDwn out of employment, witliout

any sensible disorder or increase of
vagrancy, lie adds that, from the
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analogous nature of different manufac-
tures, people iivho are driven out of
employment in one may find it in

another.

Now, though all this may have done
very well, as matter of speculation, in

ffe^ays of Dr. Smith, it will not do at

all m the j^sent circumstances of this

countiy. Dr. ^mith said that the silk

manufacture would perhaps suffer

:

what would he have said if he had
seen how much it suffered f if he
had seen thS frightful destitution and
misery to which the immense popula-
tion engaged in it (a population exem-
plary for their industrious and orderly

habits) are reduced ? What would he
have said, too, if he had seen the ex-
tent of calamity inflicted oh the peoplq
engaged in the linen manufacture by
the late repeal of the bounty on its ex-^

portatiom? The linen manufacture has
for generations been the staple of
various parts of Great Btitain and
Ireland. Jn Ireland it has supported
the prosperity of the province of Ulster,

and afforded subsistence to a great

body of the most respectable and wcll-

conducted of his Majesty’s subjects in

that country. In these distracted times,

to drive to misery and despair such a
portion of the Irish people, is madness.
Ill the Scottish county ofAngus, where
the long-established and flourisliing

manufacture of linen has now received

its death-blow, the distress is extensive

and extreme. This r^nufacture has
not only caused the wealth and im-
portance of Dundee, and been the

sourae of prosperity to many smaller

towns, but has affordeci employip^nt to

gmt numbers of the inhabitants of the

villages, and even hamlets; who, in

their own houses, did piece-work for

the laige manufacturers, pd formed a

link between the town and rural po-

pulation. Every person who visited

that extensive district was delighted

witli the appearance of industiy and
comfort which every where presented

itself. It is all gone I and in its place

there is nothing but desolation and
famine.

It is idle noiv to talk of the people

who are thrown out of any particular

employment being admitted into others,

and absorbed into the general mass of

the population. The population is

alrcaoy saivratedy suj^rsaturaiedf—
every employment is full—more than

full, and will receive no more ; the ex-

cess i^ precipitated, as noxious dregs,

to tlie bottom ; and those who arc re-

jected from any class of the industrious

population have no resource but men-
dicancy or rapine.

From ali that we have said, wc con-

ceive it to follow, (even without ques-

tioning llio soundness of the doctrine

of free trade, considered as an abstract

point in economical science), that the

philosophical statesmen of the present

day have disregarded tlie limitations of

this doctrine, whicli its author himself

considered to be necessary in practice.

We have shewn, loo, that Dr. Smith’s

limitations would liave been more ex-

tensive, but for some evident errors in

his reasoning, and his being unable,

besides, to anticipate the change of

circumstances which has taken place

since his time. Th^se ai-e the objects

,
tp whicli we have limited our present

remarks. We may take another op-
portunity of troubling our readers with

our vie\^ of the general doctrine itself.
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A CLASSIC CHANT BETWEEN LORD FRANCIS LEVESON GOWER AND
ALARIC AITILA WATTS.

Lord F. L. G. The pride of the Peerage— Poet of power
Is the graphic Lord Francis Lcivesoii Gower.

A, A. IV. There never was |x>et, from John o'Groat’s

To ScU/t/, like Alaric Attila Walts.

Lot'd F. L. G. The glory ofGoethe is forced to cower ^
To the Mue of Lord Francis I^voson Gower.

A. A, W, I verily believe that Sir Walter Scott’s

Nearly equal to Alaric Attila Watts.

Lt)rd F. L. G, The fustian of Faust none to gold could scour

But the magic Lord Francis Leveson Gower.
A. A. W. The moml and modest Tom Moore, n<A a jot’s

To compare w^th great ^laric Attila Watts.

Lord F. L. (i. Into WailtnsUins Camp not e’en Scnrij.rii could pour
Such soul as Lord FraAcis J.ovcson (jower.

A. A. IF. Not Southey hinvself ever scribbled such lots

Of verses as AtariJ Attila Watts.

Lord F. L. G. Knowles, Kenney, and Kotzebue, dll must lower
Their heads to Lord I'rancis Leveson (Jower.

A. A. Whilst forgotten old Wordsworth, the wordy, rots.

Immortal is Alaric Attila Watts.

Lord F. L. G. (Treek, German, and gibberish, alike to devour,

Who rivals Lord Francis J.eveson Gower /

A. A. W. Tom Campbell’s old Pegiisus, plagued with the botls,

Limps after spruce Alaric Attila Watts.

Lord i*’. L. G, X'ictor Hugo's fltrnani had scarce lived iVA hour
I'liillunied by I.ord Francis Leveson Gower.

A. A. W. Though I shouldn’t say it, ’t:s clear that forgot’s

E’en Byron for Alaric Attila Watts.

iMt'd F. L. G. AnneofClevcs ne’er had taught Fanny Kemble to tower.

Were it not for Lord Francis Leveson Gower.
A. A. IF. ].eigh Hunt and B. Barton, the bards of the grots,

.^’ield the palm to brave Alaric Attila Watts.

Ijord F. Z. G. At th’ Adelphi, the Gp^man Prmre brought down a shower
Of shouts for Lord Fmneis L@yeson Gcjwer.

A. A. W. A nosegay of nettles for cynics and sots

Are the .satins of Alaric Attda Watts.

Lord F. L, G. Though the cream of my temper vile cynics would sour.

Mild as milk is Ix)rd Francis Leveson Gower.
A. A. IF. What though mine escutcheon Noi. Yorke sadly blots,

Still splendid is Alaric Attila Watts.

Lord F, L, G. My genius in glow, and my fency in flower,

Still triumphs Lord Francis Leveson Gower.
A. A. IF. Though they darken my disc, on the sun there are spots.

As well as on Alaric Attila Watts.

Lord F. L. G. The poet of palaces, ball-room, and bower,

Is the far-famed Lord Francis leveson Gower.
A. A. IF. The first niche in his temple Apollo allots^

To {he all-inspired Alaric Attila Watts.

iMrd F. L. G. Ho, ho! my bold bard ! since thus sun-ward you tower,

In your flight take Lord Francis Leveson Gower.

A. A. IF. Agreed,— and our glories, like true lovers' knots,

Blend Gower with great Alaric Attila Watts.
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LOUIS EUSTACHE UDE.
^

When we originally projected this our Gallery of Illustrious Literary Characters,

we had an idea of confining it to our own countrymen ; but Fate, as is usual,

controls the designs of men. There is scarcely an Englishman on our list,

pf Scotchmen, we have had Jerdan, Campbell, Lockhart, Scott, llogg, Galt,

Wjhjpn, Brougham ; ofl^nshmen, Moore, Maginn, Crofton Croker,Wilson Croker

;

of^m^icans, Washington Irving ; of Sandwich Islanders, Tydus-pooh-pooh,

whose identity much puzzles the learned inquirer ; of ladies, Mrs. Norton and
Miss Mitford. Of the mate English authors of renown, we have as yet depic-

tured none save DTsraeli, lord Munster, lord John Russell, Montgomery, and
Sam Roger^

; and even of these the first is a descendant of Abraham Ben-Terdh|

and the last has long since ceased to be classed among living authors.

But we have had, nevertheless, no absolute foreigner now alive—Gothc, alas 1

is dead—for the Yankees, Irish, Scotch, and the Sandwich islanders, are offshoots

of our own—with the single exception of the Muy Exccleiite Senor Don Telesforo

de IVueba y Cozio. As our cosmopolitan propensities are becoming more and
more extensive in the^ of spreading liberality, we have determined to give

the Anglicised Iberian a fitting companion ; aiyl whom can we better select than

that admirable specimen of an Anglicised Frenchman, Louis Eustache Ude?
Ude and Trueba are worthy of one aifi>ther ; and we are sure the Don will feel

all the vSlue of the compliment. «>

.
Not that we wish to make Trueba too v.iin, by insinuating that he is in any

respect an equal to Ude. ^Far from it. Ude is a great man, a most original

author, a gentleman of exquisite taste, of infinite gofit, of gusto (a favourite word
of Mr. llazlitt’s) beyond all compare. We talk of the richness, the raciness, the

fine flavour of the style of authors. Will Sir Walter Scott himself contend, that

in these particulars even his works can compete with Ude's ? Certainly not.

Sir Walter is a man of too much genius to make any such pretence. The wit may
boast of his attic salt, the satirist of his peppery powers, the pastoral poet sing

of sheep and lambs, the bard of the middle ages deck his poetry with descants

on barons bold and^knights offame, L. E. li. warble sweetly of doves and pigeons,

and so forth ; but who knows how to manage salt or pepper, to dress the lamb,
to serve up die baron, to cook the knighUy loin, to make pates of the pigeon, like

Ude. Ude is the greatest author of the day— unrivalled, now that Dr. Kitchiiior

has gone to another feast, and that Mother Rundell is Scouted out of civilised

kitchens by a just indignation.

It is our fixed intention to review this eminent man’s immortal work in a short

time—or, rather, to extract from it some of the primest and T^'^st Sfivoury pieces.

Here, cramped down like a turbot in an undersized fish>kett1e, we have not room
to dilate on his great merits. We take the opportunity, hasty as it is, of assuring

our readers, that Ude, like all the eminent men of the day who do not expect
places from the Whigs, is a true Tory. Codking for Lord Sefion has not

debauched him from his original principles; and he has indulged in a satirical

touch at his lordship, by designating some of thcr most abominable dishes ever

devised d la We have never tasted the dishes so designated without
thinking of his lordship, which must be allowed to be a sufficient abomination.

No; the chosen cook of Ixiuis XVI. and the Duke of York cannot be a Whis.
How tender! how touching his apostrophe to the Duke, after bis Royal Highness’s
demise : Ah, mon paiivre Due 1 how much will you miss me where you are gone 1”

Ude felt all the inconvenience which must be experienced by one used to the

benefits of superei^cellent cookery, no matter to what region he might be trans-

planted.
^

Qur artist has taken him in a moment of inspiration^ when, resting his chin

upon a ladle, he is meditating the divine tilings to be product by the hour of

repast. Visions of cookery sublime—courses, entiNtes, hors-d'esuvres, chase one
another through his prolific brain. The thought now kindling in his culinary eye
will ripen into a dinner, and the curl of his nose is prognosticatory of perfumes
file surpassing any which come upon the perfumed breezes of Arab}^ the nlest.

Tarewoll! of fish, flesh, fowl—*baked, roast, boil’d, stew’d,

Thou first of artists, Louis Eustache l)ue

!
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wonderful. The letter, however, from Paislcv claims attention ; and we susMid
our critical notations to alibrd the reader the means of further iudgllig of the

Colonel's irSelligence, and the information which gleams from nis ’pagea and
enlightens every reader.-—O. Y.

LETTER n.

pMley,
My okaa Ukclk Sam,

I wrote you from Greenock, a place

which I now find merits more distinc-

tions than I thought it did at the time

;

but compared witii this calm city for

sederunt trades, it is no place at all.

As r approached Paisley, which was
in a po’chaise, or, as we would .say,

an extra, 1 was greatly surprised—not
that there was any thing notable in the

appearance of the town, save a church
on a mountain ; but it had about it

^something so particular, that I hrwe no
proper ’jeclive to describe its unlikely-

hood to other noted places.

J\ly first remark, as we drove towat-^s

the tavern, was that of a town .abound-

ing in operatives, with pale faces, long
coats out at the elbows, breeches un-
buttoned at the knees, and shoes down
in the heels, looking out at the doors

and window.s ofhouses not particularly

elegant.

The ladyes of Paisley are neither

clever nor spry, 'Jrtiey go about in the

week-days muffled up in dark brown
duffle cloaks, with the hood over their

heads, and drawn so close over tlieir

fiices, that you only can see the tip of
their nebs. They do not wear stock-

ings, but on their feet what arc called

bauchles,—a species of mokasiii, some-
what between a sa;. .^.al and a shoe. Bui
on Sunday, or, as tlic |)eop]e here call it,*

the Sabbaiha-day ,whatgrandeur ! Then
they are rustling in silks, and fluttering

in ribands, going all in a row, hand in

hand, to the steeple-house on the hill,

which, by the way, is here 'ndlninated

a he -kirk,— the great bell tolling most
solemnly the knell of the departed
week.
The hm where we are now staying

is certainly not so good as that at

Greenock. I v^s tola that it is like-

wise a Tontine ywhich I suppose is tlfo

name in the l^otch lastgusige for the
principal hotel in ihej^tace-—as the
niemsion-house signifies with us. the

chief tavern in any as you
very well know. ,

'

. ,

.1 was grieved to obsem:,the..iiin^<

and visible symptoius
tional difrtr^iieiey which had^so^c^
ly aflbeted my feelings

Indeed, the citizens with
V, WO. xsew.;

•
‘

are undoubtedly more numerous t^i
in Greenock. ^Paisley, however, Pnave
heard before I came ^cjpss the 'tlantic,

is a town yvbere distress is not rare

;

but the inhabitants are to a man first

class, or A 1 Reformed) and possess

many excellent moral qualities. Their

language differs considerable from that

of Greenock. What the English call a
master is there called a skipper; and
here he is known as a cork, esp^ially
among the manufacturers. This dif-

feience admits of no such plausible

Explanation as that of the skii)pers at

jGreenock. A cork is a mystery. It

may have originated from the buoyancy
of the material cork, which always
floats uppcfinost ; or perhaps from the
masters always drinking bottle^ liquor,

and their workmen using only cart-

water. £ shall not, however, puzzle
myself ill tiying to explain this farther.

The iniiabitants ot this town have
been in all ages celebrated for their

love of liberty. The operatives hold
tlicir cuckhouses, og committees, at a
place of ominous signification, called

Gallows-green ;*' but their corks meet
in a street called Causeys'.de, at the

head of Plunkct Street, whicli gave rise

to their well-known appellation, “ tlie

plunking corks and there they do
plunk politic;;, I guess ! Insomuch that

the devil is said to have 'rangue them
•from tlie head of a herring barrel at

Alexander Frazers door, where they
usually congregate

:

'^The de'il

Stood on a harrel-head and hosted,
And thus the plunking^corks accosted.*’

Aut whatever the devil said on that oc-

casion, it is not so ’torious a& the

witches' prophecy, that has beea tbe

cause of the operattye making GaU
lows-gree«”, umt^ phoe resort.

When one ofthesn name
Maggy Lang;, that Exilie Fyeb&tetold
me kept taveni in the Abbey Close, was
brought to tbia stakey^ gave a great

.

ehrieli, imd
,

del^^ed jhe-jMophecy*., ** Not a Ay
eye;^^s4$fl

** was preseni

diap^itkm^. Of
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Tannabill, tho poetical weaver, you
lia\c heai^, and likewise of Professor

Wilson, who keeps the morality school

in Edinburgh, and is, moreover, a great

writer in the Review, lie is what the

Jlailie Pyepastc calls a lick-the-doup

^fioswell to that colossus of learning,

tnS^Ettrick Shepherd. fSome of Do-
minic \Vilsoii*s friends here arc not

pleased that hc^has taken upon himself

this oflice ; but it is well known ho is

a smart man, amV records all the

Shepherd's *£ayiiigs from the best of

motives.

The professor, I am sorry to mention,

is supposed to have received very ill

usag^ from Sir Walter Scott, for he has

of late spoken ofhim itt-an ignominious

manner. Put 1 keep back what 1 have

to say concerning the« literati till I gc^..

to Edinburgh, where they abound, aud^

are in tlyeir element. “ That’s the east

wind,*’ replied Uailie Pyepaste, when
1 made the remark to liiiii.c

This Bailie Pyepaste is a man that

ought to have been born in the States;

,gnd I regret that 1 am not yet so com-

i

)lcte at the Scotch language as to

mo^v all he says ; but what of it is

understandable is smack to tho point,

lie went with me to see tlie remark-

ables of the town, and was quite

’noyed wlioii I told him that we had
never heard of the Abbey kirk, for he
said it was built by the Peghs, and had
been one of the wonders of the world.

But although small things seem big at

hand, this ’foresaid *'kirk is no such
almighty thing, and 1 told him so,

which made him look comical and
disappointed. <

1 have been exceedingly disordered

by the English which they speak here

;

it is not at all of such a .satisfactory

kind in its meaning as ours in America.

I ’spose this is owing to its being older,

and has not yet received those better-

ments which have Meviatciltoiirs. Many
of the words ’clijise the sense, and dark

sentences abound in the speech of the

citizens. One thing 1 must notice, for

hitherto 1 had always understood, and
’spi cially from Squire Armstrong, who
kept store and tavern at Manlius four

Comers, long ago, Tore the war, that

wee ” in Scotland did not signify

as inAmerica, but very small

I

find

,

however, that his remark was not judi-

cious, for “ wee ” is here a 's^ierlative,

and goes for a great deal ; many ladyes

Uhiiig it give it thi.s consequence, and
say a very beaulirul bonnet is the wee
bonniness, and of a man that he’s the

woe handsomeness, and so forth. Really

this b' very obscure, and ccrtaiiilye not

to the i)#inl. They call, likewise, what
is a lamp a croozic— which 1 think is

tuA gospel ;
for the woman who had

the oil in Scripture had siirelye it in a

jar, or a small kogg : croozie, however,

maybe derived fiom kegg, for ail that,

ailliuiigh I do not see how. They are

not particular in many other things

:

for ’sample, they speak of a dish as an
ashet, which no one c.in iinderslaiid

why it should be .so ; and they call a
cup of tea a dish of tea, as if it were

sass, like cucumbers or ’tatoes. But
no doubt I shall become prolicicnl in

all these alternatives as [ tr.ivel.

I guess, however, that this prevarica-

tion in the meaning of terms is a greater

obstacle than yon think, and is cause

of much misiinderstiinding. But it is

time for me this iiw^'niiig to conclude,
‘ for my paper you sec is dune, and can

serve me no more.

^Your loving no])hew,

iliCiiAiin H, lliCKOiiv.

c
We had desired tlie jirintcr’s devil, who brought the proof of tlie foregoing,

to wait till we had corrected it; which he did, taking u .seat on a chair in the far

corner next the door. Wc happened to remark aloud, in solilocpiy, as we pro-

ceeded with OUT .stets and deles, that the compositors seemed to be improving in

deciphering the colonel’s wampum belts, meaning bis manuscript, which was
indeed very hieroglyphical. e then held out the proof to the urchin—a little

smutty-faced imp^ with droU*’sigriificant eyfs, like those in Sir Joshua’s painting

of Puck the fairy. On giving it to him, we observed that he turned his tongue

in his check, amlTooked at us with a knowing leer ;
at the same time he said,

With a particularly expressive accent, “ I know ” v« What do you know ?”

said we. “ I know who wrote that.” “ indeed T’ replied we; “ who was it ?”

“ I know the style.” ** You do ? And who’s is it “ It is that there But
I must not say whose.” My boy, you never were more mistaken ; like’s a
bad mark. It shews, however, that you possess discernment to have made such

.r discovery ; but we advise you 'not to tell the printers in the office that we had
the manuscript from llie author himself.”—O. Jf.
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ON POLITICAIL parties.

No,

I WILL now look at the importance of

parties, and the means of placing^ them

under proper regulation : in doing this,

it will be needful for me to touch oc-

casionally the question of reform. Stale

and repulsive as this question is, much
may yet be said on it, which its cham-
pions on both sides have thought good

to overlook ; and imperious is the ne-

cessity which calls on the community
at large to throw aside the party foolery

which has so long engrossed its atten-

tion, and to laboriously examine reform

once more, in disregard of every thing

save its own benefit.

To establish freedom, it is ucceSssary

to inqiose certain limitations^on the

executive. Some of lliese can be ac-

curately defined by law, but iniv»y

cannot: in respect of law alone, the

executive is, from necessity, invested

to a very high point with discretionary

or despotic power, and this power ex-

tends over the law in both effect and
being. ' The lintitatious must really

consist of individuals— living men,
charged with the duty of protecting

and enforcing the law against the exe-

cutive, and of watching the latter, step

by step, in order to afi])ly at discretion

a limit to its exercise of power.

Thus a free government really con-

sists of two bodies of functionaries

;

the one acts as the executive, and the

other watches and limits its use of

power. Tree is scl^-governmerit, biit^

a population cannot in the mass act as

its own executive, or duly restrain the

functionaries it appoints ; therej)re, in

both matters it is compelled to employ
delegated authority. Law is the in-

strument, and it is at the inorcf of both

the bodies.

It is self-evident that freedom, and
every thing which enters into good go*

ernment, must vary, as these bodies

vary in the discharge of their duties.

Mere neglect, or inability to do what
it ought, in the executive, will often

cause one^jpart of the people to perpe-

trate grievous tyranny^nd wrong on
another, independently of the evils its

acts may produce. Intentionally, and
firom necessity, this body lakes cha-

racter and conduct, in a great degree,

from the other.

On this point, the science of ao*

Fernment has always, in my eyes? dis-

II.

played any thing rather than the light,

precision, and fulness of science: i^
has seemed to be little better thatt^^a

barbarous aii4 very defective•atfempt
to approach the truth.

^
The rude ex-

periments pf former nations are copied
as perfection, in contempt of the ter-

rible evidence against them, that the

nations by which they wete made are

no more
;
and their errors are magnified

and multiplied in every conceivable
manner. Who, in these days, in pro-
posing a republic seeks to avoid the
deficiencies and vices which made the
ancient lepublics a source of national

fuin and extinction ; or, in fabricating

^ constitution, docs not throw out the
good and retain the evil of tried ones ?

When Europe is convulsed with a rage
for new forms of government, none but
the worst models of antiquity are se-

lecterl ; and such monstrous errors are

engrafted on them, as the common rca«
son of their parents of old, unenlight-

ened as it was by experience, rejected

with deserved scorn. It is natui-al

enough for those whose rule it is to

treat the lessons gf experience with
derision, to be the servile worshippers
of all it has proved to be falsehood and
folly: the conservatives of the latter,

however, have small right to vilify those

of truth and wisdom. Tire blind
champion of a diefunct and rotten re-

public exhilyts, I opine, somewhat
more antiquated prejudice and bigotry

*than a defender^ of the British mo-
narchyT
The limiting functionaries are in-

tended, positively or negatively, to

select, in a great measure, the execu-
tive ones, as well ai^to regulate their

conduct; and to an immense extent
they must be without law or rule to

direct them, and must act from dis-

cretion; to a very high point they
must form a despotism, which may
produce the roost fatal evils by error

of judgment, as well* as by abuse of
power. It might 4>e expected from
this, tliat writers on, and nations ma-
king changes, of government, would
bestow their first care on the choice

and governance of these limiting fiinc-

tionarieSj Itmight be taken for granted,

jthai^ Uie reason of any man, howevte
nntaegfat, could only arrive at this

conclusion—^there can be no free and
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good government if those ivho are to

appoint and direct, in a great degree,

the executive, be not in every way
fitted for the discharge of their duties

;

consequently, to give them the rejpu-

site character and powers is a matter,

'b^pared with which every thing else

isbrmipor importance. ^

Nevertheless, by constitution-mouu-

£icturers, ancient and mpdern, this

momentous matter is in most respects

tieated as iinwortli^r of notice. No
one can look at the perilous responsi-

bility the limited functionaries must
be invested with, and the temptations

to corruption they must move amidst,

^vithput seeing that it is imperiously

^necessary for them to be iu the highest

degree able and virtuous. What is

done to render them so ? Nothing*,

the necessity is not even admitted. Jq
changing our own system of selecting

tliese functionaries, that part which
sent into the legislature lU'arly all its

talent and wisdom is abolished, with-

out any attempt to retain, by other

jncaiis, the good it produced ; and the

deplorable public loss w'hich this must
cause is regarded with contempt.

Avowedly, the character of the func-

tionaries is, in a great measure, put

out of the question; they are to be

chosen according to certain assumed
rights of the people, no matter who
and what they may be : the point is,

not that they may be fitted for the dis-

chai'ge of their duties, but that parti-

cular parts ofthe conTmuiiity may elect

them, ileform has been called for

and granted ; not that the inembei's of

the House of Commons might be ren-»

dered more able and*Virtuous,^ut that

the people, on the ground of right,

might choose them, however perni-

ciously the change might operate on
their character.

While it is thus made a fundamental

principle, tliat these legislative func-

tionaries ought to be chosen without

reference to their fitness, and merely

that an assumed popular right may be
enjoyed ; such practice oftlm priuciple

is insisted on n% is calculated to give

them the very woi^t character. Those
who, in this country and foreign ones,

are the most clamorous for imprwjing

forms of government, maintain that

the selection ought to be made princi-

pally by the lower classes ; they would
ivakc these classes independqpt of, and
'ftivc them a vast majority over, -the

middle mid upper ones, which is al-

most tantamount to constituting them
the sole electors. Now it is notorious

Uiat the lower classes, and a very con-

siderable part of the middle ones, are

utterly incapacitated, by want ofknow-
ledge, for judging of a candidate's fit-

ness, and that they never follow the

dictates of their own judgment; they

vote either for bribe, without regard to

character, or in obedience to some such

leader as a profligate newspaper: if

their vote be not bought, or given

through the influence of others, it is

reserved for him who will promise to

gratify their guilty passions. Here is

the most admirable system imaginable

for composing these functionaries ex-

clusively of fools and demagogues,

knaves .and traitors; and exempting
them after election from all obedience

to the opinion of the enlightened and
virtuous part of the community.

«*rhi$ is not more palpably erioneous

than the pretended right on which it is

founded. Ifl concede that there ought

to be equality of rights, this evidently

must mean equality in end, but not in

means. There is equality, if the poor

man have tlic samc^hare as the rich

one in electing a member of parlia-

ment, but there is the reverse if he
have a greater share. No matter what
individual means may be, there must
be criminal inequality if they enable

the poor to elect all the membei’s, and
be only a nominal possession to the

wealthy. Kven equality of individual

means includes number, as well as

franchise; and it might as truly be
said, that an artny-of 5UOO men is on

* an equality with a hostile one of

100,000, because each soldier is armed
alike, rs that the rich arc so with the

poor, because each individual has the

same power of voting. This pretended

right is*intended by its champions to

exclude the wealthier classes from all

effective share in selecting the function-

aries, and of course to establish the

most unjust and destructive inequality

of rights.

Confessedly, these functionaries are

tb act for the people collectively, aa

well as individually ; they s^e to sp^ak
the sentiment^ of every part of the

people, and attend with equal care to

the benefit of every class and interest

— to be strictly impartial between the

rich and the poor, the majority and the

minority, property and population.

Yet this right must ccSnpel them to

sacrifice the general good to partial,
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teprosent a part of the people only,

ruin some classes and interests for the

aggnindisenilnt of others, and act for

the poor, the majority, and population,

against the rich, the minority, and pro-

perly. Thus it must obviously make
them the reverse of what, on general

acknowledgment, they ought to be.

The self-evident truth is not denied,

that the weal of the workman is bound
up in that of the master, population

depends on property, and all have a

common interest; nevertheless, this

pretended right is to be given that

workmen, population, and the poor,

may continually oppo.se and assail

masters, property, and the rich: of

course it is really to be gi^ell, that its

possessors may make the fuiiolionarics

as much enemies to themsclves*as to

the rest of the commuiiily.

But expediency as well as righj is

pleaded ; the functionaries are to

chosen in this manner, that ihoy may
not only limit but dictate to llie exe-

cutive. Now the latter must from ne-

cessity consist of the heads of a party,

ami of that which is the most powerful

in the legislature. Jii proportion as

the legislature may be cboscii by the

lower classes, it will consist of one
party— it and the executive will be
really one, and the executive will be
without limit. The hitter must he

limited from making unjust laws .and

assailing beneficial institutions— from
oppressing tlie peer, muster, and mi-
nority, as well as the pea.sanl, servant,

and majority— from invading property

as well as personal^ rights ; it must
bound to respect equally the rights and
possessions of high and low, rich and
poor, the few and the many, «r it can-

not be other than a lyraimy. Well,
the functionaries are to be ^liosen in

such manner, that tliey will only limit

it in respect of the lower classes ; they

will leave the more respectable classes

at its mercy ; they will form no limit

in most of the points where temptation

to tyranny really exists. But this is

not the worst : while they will ii\ a
large degree only act as a limit, whose
limitation is needless, they are, in vir-

tue of their dictating power, to compel
the executive to be a savage tyranny to

the defenceless part of tiie population,

and in the matters where limitation is

chiefly indispensable.

Tins dicigting power in the legis-

lature must, in the nature of things,

convert it and the executive into an

irresponsible tyranny. Supposing that

the first act of dictation in the func-
tionaries should not be, that their

leaders, and, of course, the body,
should form the actual ministry, and
that they should not connect them-#
selves with thp latter, they would rea.Hy

exercise the functions of the aiecutive

free from responsibility and control,

secure of their tyranny for a term of
years, and empowered to make during

the term any ciiaifges they might deem
de.sirable. The men who are to enjoy

a tyrannical power like this, are to be,

by the mode of choosing them, such

only as will make the very worst use

of it. •

A great reas'bn urged for confining

Jhe right of selecting the fiuiciionaries

to the lower classes is, that the execu-
•tive may be prevented from entering

into unnecessai-y war, levyiiif* opprt\s-

sive taxes, making corru])t use of the

public imhiey, and enacting unjust

law.s. Jt is confe.s.sed that people of
property pay tlie taxes; it i.s obvious

that they must suffer the mo.st frorr/ '»

war ami abuse of the national treasiue,

and that iiuju.st law.s are the ^nost
likely to fall on tliom, and do them
tluj greatest injury. If we look at

history, we find tliat repxiblics were
always distinguished far above absolute

inoiiaichies for incessantly waging
needless and destructive war, imposing
the consequent oppressive taxation,

corruptly usingjtlie public money, and
framing iniquitous laws. Even Mr.
Fox was compelled to own, “Accord-
ing to the experience of history, the

anciei^t democrnfcies of the world were
vicious and objectionable, on many
accounts; their instability, their in-

justice, and many other vices, cannot
be overlooked. * * * We are

compelled to acki?i)wledge their op-

f

)re.ssions to their dependencies, their

lorrible acts of injustice and of ingra-

titude to their own citizens.** At this

moment wc see the French republican

party labouring to plunge its country
into geiferal war, and give being to

ruinous laws ; and* tlie ]*higlish one
taking it for a mo8el. What does all

this demonstrate? That the right is

to be withheld from those who have an
interest in preventing the executive

from doing what it is alleged it ought

not to do, and given to those only wlio

•will coftt^ it to do the whole. V
* In forming a government, these ought

clearly to be the first steps : in the first
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place, the stake of eadi individual in it

should be calculated ; and in the se-

cond, the use interest and feeling may
lead him to makQ of any share in it

which may be given him, should be
^ascertained. By interest, I mean not

resd and common, but ^that sc|)ara!c

and Supposed interest i\hich governs

every one in ^
his political conduct.

The man of property feels that his pri-

vileges and wealth wouhl be endan-
gered by convulsion' and change ; the

poor one ySry often believes that his

privileges and fortune would be bet-

tered by revolution of the worst cha-

meter: the one has much knowledge
of public interests; the other is in

general without the lAiowlcdge, and
thinks the most injurious things would
be beneficial. The landowner and
manufacturer, in promoting their pri-<

vate interests, promote, however unin-

tentionally, those of their dependents

;

and they cannot prosper without giv.ng

prosperity to merchants and tiades-

men. The labouring onlers and smaller

tradesmen strive to promote their pri-

vate interests by injuring the rest of
the t'ommunity, although it is certain

that an abundant portion of the injury

must fall on themselves. The wealthy
classes are tempted* to serve rather than

attack the poor ones ; but the latter are

continually tempted to seek the ruin of
the former.

Even where wealth is equal, the

stake and ruling inlejrest vary greatly.

Merchants and tradesmen, however
rich, have little to fear from the rest of
the community ; they have no separate

interests which can v'3ll be assailed

;

while this is tlie case they are impelled

to war against the weal of agricultund

and manufacturing producers, and of
course the workmen, ^c. of the latter.

The producers l«havc named are in-

cessantly attacked, and they have little

inducement to seek the injury of other

capitalists.

While property is eternally fought

against by population, some divisions

of it are m far greater dafiger than
others. The property of merchants
and shopkeepers iK almost free from
enemy ; but agricultural, funded, colo-

nial, and many kinds of manufacturing
property, are always exposed to assault

of the most formidable character.

On common reason it irresistibly

ftfiows, that tlie share of eaoh indivi-
dual in the government ought to be
proportioned to his stake, and the ’ de-

gree in which his‘ interest and feetings

are identified with the weal of his feU
low-subjccts— that a greift preponder-

ance should be given to those parts of
the community which have no tempta^
tion to injure the rest, and promote the

general ^nefit in their endeavours to

promote their own— and that the

classes and divisions of property

which are beset by potent foes should

have for more means of defence than
those which arc nearly above danger.

The fashionable doctrines, however,

insist on the reverse ; they give a vir-

tual monopoly of the government to

those whose stake is the smallest,

who have no assailants, and who are

strongly tempted to seek the pubiio

ruin; they give all the power to the

classes and divisions of properly which
scarcely need defence, aful refuse it to

those which are in peril.

Mhat winch is so abundantly obvious

in rcasoJi is amply confirmed by all

experience. Wherever wo look, in

ancient times or modem, we lind that

a legislature chosen improperly, and
in the main by tlie lower part of the

population, foi med the most senseless,

wicked, savage, and destructive of all

tyrannies; and that whenever free na-

tions have been ruined, the errors and
crimes of a legislature so chosen have

been the great cause. 'VVhile states

under an absolute despot, or with a
Uigislature servilely obedient to an in-

dependeut executive have endured, ad-

vanced, and even fiourishcKl, never did

a legislature chosen and propelled by
/he multitude obtaTn the power of dic-

tating to the executive, without pro-

ducing every imaginable national ill.

The mC3t perilous and evident of all

evils is, however, precisely the thing

which e^ery actual and would-be go-

vernment-manufacturer seeks to create;

in this country and the rest of Europe
his great object is to establish a de^

spotic legislature, selected and intlu-

enced by the multitude.

Turning in sorrow and disgust from

the prevalent baleful doctrines, let us
examiuc some of the leading elements

of free and good government.

As I have staged, the executive must
really be limited by a separate body
of functionaries ; but it does not follow

that it ought to be under their dicta-

tion, or that they ought to be without

limit. It is as essentiaV for it to be
able {,0 do what the public weal re-

quires, as to be limitea from- doing the
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ooDtraxy ; and for tliefn to be limited

fiom' usurping, as to be able to prevent

from misusefits powers. Of course

it is as essential for them as for it, to

be duly limited
;
and to a large extent

it must form their limits.

lu the teeth of daily fact it is erro-

neously assumed that the legislature is

independent of the executive, because
it is so iu law and name; iu reality,

the independence has little existence,

and fi'efpicntly it has noiu?. The exe-

cutive (I know not that the chief ma-
gistrate can be excepted— at Iwist, lie

cannot in republics) must, in the na-
ture of things, consist of the heads of a

S ; these heads form a part of the

atiire, and their servile followers

form its most powerful division, and
often its great majority ; consecpiintly,

a largo portion of it always, and what
is c(|ual to the whole frequently, yields

them as servile obedience as the itsw

could prescribe.

Casting aside the forms and names,
the legislature is an assembly which is

divided into various parties ; two of
the most powerful continually war with

each other for the reins of govern-

ment, and that which is the strongest

forms the executive. This, from tfie

nature of man, must be Uie case, no
matter how it may be chosen. So far arc

its members from even being intended

to he independent of, and to merely
judge and limit, tlie executive, that a

large portion of them are expressly

olcctni to be, and support in all things,

the latter; another large ^lortion are

expressly elected tO oppose the exe-^

cutive, whether right or w^rong, and to

do every thing possible to rule in its

stead ; and scarcely any are cltcted to

support or oppose it according to its

conduct alone. This forms a hidicrous

contrast to the pompous assemons that

the legislature exists in perfect inde-

pendence, solely to judge and control

the executive, and especially to the

dismal complaints of electors that it

will not so exist and act.

Thus tlie legislature is even intqi-

tionally, in essentials, the executive

also. The most powerful division of
it is the executive; the next is the

limiting or legislative part; and the

minor ones hold the casting vote be-

tween tlie two majors. To render the

latter independent of, and yet cause
them to conlial, each other— to make
each triumphant against the other for

good, and yet powerless for evil— to

keep them opposed to each other on'

public affairs, without opposing either
to the public weal;— to do all this,

when up to a high pcAut they cannot
be placed under law or rule, but must
act from discretion, is therefore the

great and most difficult problem. AJ-
'

though every Gobbler, in the^e days,

thinks himself master of it, I fear it

has never y:t received satisfactory so-

lution from the wit of man.
ill reality, tlie oxecuiive consists of

a party which comprehends a large

part of the general population, as well
as of the legislature ; the limitations on*

it consist of a similar party. These
two parties or divisions of the coii^mu-
iiity are in the main actuated by sepa-
rate, conflicting, and private interests

;

&ich seeks partly the benefit of the

divisions of the community contained
in it, and principally to preserve or
obtain the executive offices. There
must be s\»ch parties— they must be
moved by sucli vicious and dangerous
motives, or free and good government
can liave no being. Formed as niat^r

is, lie can only be depended on for

doing bis duty when he is incited by
pei*sotiul gain.

The diversity of interest and feeling

wJiicli society must /xmtain continually

impels some parts to seek to tyrannise

over and injure others ; while sepsuute

interest and feeling split society into

countless divisions. In proportion as

the power ofelecting what is called the

legislature may He divided amidst the

divisions, legislature itself will be
divided info parties, and vice versa.

• If the pow’er be ^onHned to one divi-

sion, or one combination of divisions

having common interests and feelings,

the legislature will consist ofone party^

which will resolve itself into an abso-

lute executive, and sj|cnficc one part of
the community to the other. Furious

parties may divide it for the possession

of office ; but they will be unanimous,
and one only in general principle and
tyranny.

When* we look at die matters on
which it is the mortMtiecessavy to limit

the executive, we find that only a few
of them aflect all equally. This law
exists for the especial benefit of one
class or interest, and that for the espe-

cial benefit of another. The case is

similar with institutions: in general

pol^lf different branches ai^e intended

to serve different orders and divi^diM

of property. We see tliat laws, ins^i-
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iutions, and general policy, are, like

population and property, divided into

two great parts, and tliat each great

combination of population and pro-
perty eternally wars against that part
of tacm intended for the benefit of the

^^o^er. Tlie executive will zealously

pmtect jhe part of thens designed for

tlie advantage of the combination to

which it belongs, but it will continually
assail the other part. A Whig ministry

needs no limitation^o restrain it from
attacking th;i laws which give elective

power to the people, or the institutions

of the dissenters, or free-trade points of
policy; but potent limitation can alone

prevent it from assailing the laws which
yield political power ta the aristocracy,

the church, or the commercial restric-

tions enjoyed by the colonies, &ct.

With a Tory ministry the case would,
he revei;sed, but limitation would be
equally necessary. If there were at

present no Tories in parliament, there

would doubtlessly be a furious opposi-

tion, headed by siicli men as Sir 11.

Parnell and Mr. Ilumc ; but, standing
the same combination witli the

Whig executive, it would only war
against ministers for not going far

enough where limitation would be
really necessary, and goad them for-

ward in injustice and tyranny.

As the executive must, in the nature

of things, have a deep private interest

in acting for the exclusive advantage of
one great combination of population
and property against fiie others, it can-
not be duly limited if tlic Ij^iting parly

have not a similar interest in so acting

for the other. Ifthe latter can reap no '

personal profit from opposing the exe-
cutive, it is pretty sure to let it do what
it pleases. As tliis limiting party ought
to have a deep private interest in act-

ing for the exclusive benefit of one of
the great combinations against the

other, it is essential for the executive

to have a similar interest in so acting

for the other. To incite both to proper
exertion, it is essential for them to liavc

the dignities and emolumenU of office

to contend for. i.

It is fiiolishly asrerted, that popular
opinion and the press will commonly
operiite as an effective limitation on the

executive paxty. The latter has the

most influential part of the press as an
instrument, and on many of the mat-

which, call the most for Umhation
popular opinion for one also. If

the present esfijcutive had framed such

a reform bill sS would have wholly

destroyed the political power of the

better classes, and, to darry it, bad

added one hundred new members of

its own selecting to the House of

Commons, and suppressed entirely the

House of liOrds, it would have been

fiercely supported by the more power-

flil part of the press and popular opi-

nion. If it should seek to abolish the

corn-law, or destroy the protections of

the colonies, or transfer all taxes to the

owners and occupiers of land, or seize

the property of the church, or jierpe-

trate various other acts of oppression

and tyranny, both would assist it to tiie

utmost. In some matters the press and
popular opinion will operate as limita-

tions ; but ill many others of the first

mombnt they will be exactly the re-

verse—they will mightily aid the exe-

cutive in trampling on its limitations.

Tiiey are governed very laigely by the

state of parlies in the legislature. In
projiortion as the legislative or limiting

party is poiverful, able, eloquent, and
active in keeping its side of the press

in due efficiency, they are divided be-

tween it and the executive one ; and in

proportion as it is the contrary, they

unanimously support the executive one
in almost any iniquity. But a moment
ago the press, in its more influential

part and popular opinion, were doing
every thing possible to incite and assist

government in tlie most foul injustice

and tyranny.

It is abundantly manifest that the

pro[>cr limiting of the executive and-

enjoyment of general and equal liberty,

^i^epend mainly on the limiting party,

or wliat we call the opposition. The
House ^f Commons, according to its

understood duties and uses, consists

chiefly of this party, and not of its

whole bddy ; it must be only a sweep-
ing des}iotism, if the party be without

power to perform the labours imposed
on it. The minor and umpire parties

can do nothing without this. The ex-

ecutive one must be the strongest;

therefore it will always have rather too

much than too little power for dis-

charging its official duties and protect-

ing its own combination of population

and property. To give, then, the re-

quisite strength and character to the

limiting party, forms the master difli-

culty of the problem. It is here where
republics have failed ; iuc labouring to

enable tlieir legislature to dictate, mey
made*it an executive nearly free from.
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All, save needless limitation. Theirs

is the error of our own government-

manufacturers, whose efforts all tend

to make the limiting and minor parties

as powerless as possible, and of course

to establish an unlimited executive.

Their object is to give the body of the

people absolute control over the better

classes and the executive ; but the ab-

solute control must necessarily be, not

only a tyranny, but a tyranny exercised

by an executive—a government ; and,

like a kingly one, it must be exercised

to rob, injure, oppress, and destroy.

To give tlie limiting party the re<iui-

site strength and- character, these mat-
ters are clearly indispensable : — 1 . It

must have reasonable hope of gaining

office, or it will make no proper exer-

tion. 2. It must be bound by fhtercst

to defend wliat the executive is likely

to assail, or its exertions will be rather

injurious than beneficial in respeef of

limitation. 3. It must be so consti-

tuted, that in opposing the government
it may not be a source of disaffection

and convulsion. 4. Jt must be always

qualified by talent and knowledge to

form the executive. And, .5. It must
be sufficiently numerous to outnumber
the executive one, when aided by the

minor or umpire parties. The two
great parties must allernalcly form the

limiting one, and provision must be

made for insuring these matters to and
in both equally.

That which is the great essential for

giving real equality of individual repre-

sentation, is also the same for making
this provision. A'flcr receiving a psft

of the legislature for the minor or um-'

S
ire parties, the rest ought to be equally

iviacd between the two great con-

flicting combinations ofpopulation and
property. As the member^ of the le-

gislature act according to the interests

and sentiments of the separate parts of
tlie community which elect tliem, it

follows, that in proportion as the power
of election may be equally divided be-

tween these combinations, the numeri-
cal stcen^h of the two parties will be
equalisea.

In bestowing, with the reservation I
have named, half the legislature on
each combination, care must be taken

to give every component part of the

combination its proper share. Every
division of population or property

which has interests liable to attack, at

least, oimht to participate. There are,

in ImsdUty, first, die aristocracjF;and

se9

democracy, then the church and di8«
senters, then agriculture and manuffic-
mres, then the colonial and sbippii^
interests on one side, and foreign mer-
chants on the other, &c. &c. These
naturally form themselves into the twg
great combinations, of which the aris-

tocracy, chifrch, agriculture^ colonial

and snipping interest^, &c. constitute

one, and t)ie other bodies and interests

the other. In proportion as its half of
the legislature may be duly divided

amidst the various parts bf the combi-
nation, the limiting party, whichever it

may be, will labour to apply limitation

where it is really needful; and vice

versa. Divide the legislature^ even
equally between the aristocracy and
the less exalted classes ; and while they
will furiously contend for their own
separate interests, they will neglect or
invade tliose of the rest of the commu-
nity. Let one party be elected by
the demcs'racy and dissenters, and the
other by a few trading interests, to the

exclusion of the aristocracy and church-
men, and the former must be omni[^ ,

tt>nt against the latter. Compose the

legislature of men cb.osen by tlie dis-

senters, and (he church, with her mem-
bers, must bo defenceless against a
hostile executive j exclude from all

share in electing it the landed and co-
lonial interests, and they must be the
same : the party opposed to each exe-
cutive will act against them, or be
neutral— de|)ending for being, as it

must do, on their enemies.

This is .so abundantly verified by
daily experience, that it might be
thought no one;would dream of doubt-
ing It; and yet it has been broadly
denied by two such able and expe-
rienced men as the prime minister and
I.fOrd Ilarrowby. These peers very
lately asserted that^he landowners and
more respectable manufiicturers bad a
common interest, and therefore no ne-
cessity existed for forming a balance of
elective power between them. I rea-
dily admit the common and real inte-

rest; fc^t the question is, Will it, or
a separate and siifiposed interest, be
obeyed ? For aS answer, let us look
at very recent history. In 18^5, the
master manufficturers met in public,

and petitioned for a great change in
the corn-laws, and the landowners dif-

fered from them altogether. Since that

timd, the woollen manufacturer^d
fandowners were hotly at issue touch-
ing the import offoreign wool. These
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divisums of society diflfet veiy widely^

at this Bioment^ on the commercial po-
licy which has been adopted, and seve-

nd leading points of taxation. In re-

aliiy, Lords Grey and llarrowby say

the landed interest would be as equita-

bly taxed and tViUy protected as it now
is, if ](ShrUaroent were whoWy chosen by
the roaster man^iacturers ; and such a
proposition is unworthy disproof. On
some matters which do not particularly

affect tlieir separate^ interests, these

parts of the cbrnniunity think alike; but

on all others they differ.

Although the Whig Reform-bill does
not go so far as those who iliink them-
selvesrthe most knowing in the science

of government desire, irt evidently is

founded on a false principle ; there is^

about as much error in giving the vote
‘

to the tale of houses, as to that of in- i

dividualsr Let us suppose this case.

A borough contains five hundred
houses, of such rent as the

occupiers to vote ; and they are occu-

pied by fifty shipownei's, fifiy colonial

nPi^rchaiits, fifLy toreign mercliants, fifty

people of independent fortune, two
fiuudred shopkeepers, and one hun-
dred of the more respectable labourers.

NW, putting influence out of sight,

which cannot be relied on, the shop-
keepers and labourers have complete
command of the election ; the colonial

and foreign merchants, also the hitter

and the shipowners, are from interest

bitterly opposed to each other; the

shopkeepers, labourers, foreign mer-
diants, and at least half rthe peo]jie

of fortune, are likely to vote against the

rest, and carry tlie qlection bj^ 375
against 125.

In this case, the shipowners and
colonial merchants can have no repre-

sentation, actual or virtual ; the r^re-
sentative must be l^fjstilc to them from
creed, and to please his real constitu-

ents ; whatever party divisions there

may be in the legislature, there can be
no party to defend them

;
and in re-

spect of their peculiar interests, they

roust be at the mercy of the executive.

Who monopolise tile power of election

here? People whos^ special interests

need iro protection, and incite them to

attack"* the just ones of dieir fellow-

subjecu.

Looking at this with reference to in-

dividual representation, wu find it de-
sire'sthe latter; tiic individual, indeed,
has a^wortldfcfw vote, but he is denied
all«efrective 8'>at^in electing the legis-

lature, solely because he has special

interests to protect which are in peril

k

Looking at it with regard So property,

wliich the late ministers said was the

basis of tlieir bill, we see it excludes

the kinds of property from representor

lion which are assailed. It is notorious

that the divisions of property are as

much at variance as those of popula-
tion ; and yet we are gravely assured

that all arc equally represented, be-

cause every housekeeper who pays a
certain rent has a vote^ when it is ma-
nifest that the divisions which scarcely

need protection have a monopoly of
representation against those they seek

to ruin. The representation of pro-
perty is thus destroyed like that ot the

individual.

Speaking from this, touching the

community at large, all may see that

colonial proprietors and mercliant^i,

shipowners, bankers, and many other

parts of tlic population, must be, in re-

spect of their particular interests, with-

out representatives, and that many vast

divisions of property must be so like-

wise ; of course, in regard to them, the

executive will really be without limita-

tions. llie different divisions of po-
pulation and property which have si-

milar interests combine, and the party

they send to the legislature defends the

we:ikest as zealously as the strongest

of them. Thus a comparatively few
members possessed by one of them is

snfiicient’ for gaining it the support of
the whole Tory or Whig party. As the

shopkeepers and labourers have, in all

pjuces, similar interests and sentiments,

'they must with the ascendency every
where elect rejiresentatives of the same
I)arty ; consequently, in denying to the

divisions of population and proj)erty in

question tjie representatives they have
a right to, so much is done to prevent

the establishment of the necessary

party-balance in parliament, and dis-

abling the limiting party for doing its

duty.

Turning to religious bQdies,theWhig
Re(/[>rm-bill, by giving the vote to the

tale of occupancy, deprives the Irish

Protestants almost altogether of repre-

sentatives, in regard to not only their

religious, but all their interests. The
effect must be to give, on more im-
portant matters, nearly all the Irish

members to one party in i^rliament,

instead of dividing them. iThis single

point is^almost suAcient for preventing

the fSKistcnce of lbe,|requisite party ba»
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lance, and keeping the Protestants con-.
*

stantiy at the mercy of an executive

hostile to thta.

It is from all this demonstrable, that

to regulate the vote by individual right,

or the tale of occupancy, must deprive

vast divisions of population and pro-

perty of representation in respect of

Uieir special interests, free the execu-

tive to a great extent from limitition,

and, by preventing a balance ofparties,

temd to make the executive generally

despotic ; and also, that to give equal
representation to the individual and*

property, the community must be
looked at as two great bodies, each
consisting of the divisions of popula-
tion and property which are likely,

from similarity of intemst and feeling,

to act together at elections ; the legisla-

ture, with the reservation 1 have men-
tioned, must be equally divided between
them ; and then the members givctf to

each must be divided in due proportion

amidst the divisions ofwhich it is com-
posed. By this the few and weak will

be placed on a level with the many
and powerful, and the legislature will

be truly an epitome of the community.
Without it there can be no equal re-

presentation, no duly restricted execu-

tive, no real free government.

The bestowal of two members on
each place is highly necessary. The
rninoiity, without the second, must
commonly have in its pretcwled repre-

sentative a deadly enemy; therefore

the means of neutralising his vote is of
great value. Tiie benefit of the second
member is in a gre^t measure conhiie^

to the minority and limiting pany;
therefore it is of the first use in placing

the executive under limitationt.

That its exertions in respect of
limitation may be duly successful, and
tiiat it may be properly qualified for

replacing the execiuive one whenever
the latter may he unfit to hold oifice,

it is evident the limiting party ought
always to fully equal the executive in

general ability. Numbers, without

this, will be of small value. This vipil

matter, as 1 have already observed, is

disregarded; and in schemes for se-

lecting rulers and /unctionaries to

judge and restrain rulers, no provision

is made for insuring that at least a por-

tion of them shall }K>ssess the requisite

qualifications* Our own reformers find

a system wj^ich, whatever its defects

may be, is admirably perfect for^giving

an aliundant portion of talent and^ex-

perience to both die great parties,̂ and
for giving as much to the limiting- one'

as to the executive; they sweep it

away, and deny that any substitnte

touching this part of its fruits is need-
ed. Tiieirs is not the error of omit--

ting to provide : it is the guilt of de^‘

stroying. • •
• ^

If the leaders on bo^ sides be de-
pendent on popular election, the case

must stand thus : the executive will be
compelled to hav£ its own elected ; it

will have the king’s namd, mighty pa-
tronage, and the public money, to g^in
their election with, and, if it be the

democratic party, it will have popular"

enthusiasm also. The limiting tparty

will be free from the compulsion; it

will have only its personal resources,

*and, if it be the aristocratic party, it

• will have popular enthusiasm against

it. The executive, especially if it be
the democratic party, will commonly
be able t(> exclude the Icailers of the

limiting party, or at least the main
part of them, from parliament; and
this will be almost tantamount Uy

making itself despotic.

Thus the executive i.s to be eneblcd
to keep out of the legislature all who
may be capable ofjudging its measures
and exposing its misconduct— all who
may be capable of effectually resisting

it, and acting in its place : every man
may see that a measure for taking from
the party which opposes the ministry

its men of talent, eloquence, indu.stry,

and knowledge of public affairs, must
be one to enable the ministry to do
almost any thing. The loss must fall

• wholly on the ^miting party and free-

dom ; and, of course, it must be so
much gain to the executive and tyranny;

it must virtually be the establishment of
tyranny.

As each party is,,and ought to he,

in turn the limiting one, both should

possess easy and certain means of
keeping constantly in the legislature

the necessary portion of ability.

The great parties in the body must
grow oiA of separate interest, and they

ought to protect it, but they should be
restricted from sScriticing to it the

public weal. Care must therefore be
taken to prevent their creeds and con-

duct from being injurious to the empire.

The creed of each should evidently

comprehend the protection and benefit

. of, every division of population agd
properly which is exposed to thewhos*

tility of the other, wiljiout containing
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any thing revolutionary ; and the con-
duct of each ought to be free from all

tendency to produce disaffection and
convulsion. Here, also, it ia of the

first necessity to bestow a proper share

if the legislature on every division of

population and property. In propor-

tion a{> this may be done,<iiot only will

the creed of eac{i party be complete in

respect of protection and limitation,

but it will be preserved from injurious

doctrines and projects, and the conduct

of each will* be bound from wdiat is

pernicious. If the one party consist

solely of the lower classes, and such

of the middles ones as are identified

with them in feeling, and the other of

the aristocracy, the war* between them
must be one of extermination and
public ruin. To prevent them from'

producing almost every imaginable .

national iU, every effort must be made
to keep them from being, in the first

place, purely an aristocratic^party and
a democratic one ; and ii\ the second,

mainly two hostile religious bodies.

^ e.The first great instrument of preven-

tion must be formed by the members
of the. smaller divisions of population

and property. From the respectability

and special interests of their electors,

they will be powerful, means ofrestraint,

and of giving a mixed political and
religious cbaracler to their respective

parties; they will temper the demo-
cratic party with an infusion of aristo-

cracy, and the aristocratic one with an
infusion of democracy'. If the Whigs
be composed of the lower classes.

Catholics, Protestant dissenters, manu-
iacturers, and merch{|nts; the lower

classes will be checked by the other

members ; Protestant will restrain Ca-
tholic ; the party will be deterred from

attempting any thing very injurious to

public interests, by the certainty that

the attempt would lose it half its

strength ; thus the parts will curb each

other. But let it consist of the lower

orders, or Catholics, only, and it will

contain no internal means of restric-

tion. The great cause why oik' parties

have hitherto worked so well is to be

found here. •

As a second means of prevention,

the leaders of both parties ought to

be rendered independent, in a great

measure, of the followers in respect

of election. It is manifestly essential

fon them to be as impartial as possible

belv^eim the different classes and in-

teiests, and ih^y must be the contrary

in proportion as they mav depend for ^
election on the mass of the followers.

On this point turn the' questions,

whether the Whigs shall be led by
such men as Sir J. Graham and Mr.
Stanley, or Mr. Hume and Mr. O’Con-
nell—whether the followers shall re-

ceive temperate and wise opinion from,

or give violent and pernicious opinion

to, the leaders. The latter will still be
abundantly dependent on the body,
and they will be sure to attend suffi-

ciently to its interests ; therefore they

ought, even for the sake of these in>

terests, to be free to judge of what will

really benefit it, and to restrain it in

its errors. It is manifest that Uiis must
determine whether both parties shall be
led by fiery zealots and profligate de-

magogies, or sober, upright ineii ; and,
of course, that it is essential towards

placing both under proper self-govern-

ment. Here is another leading cause

why our parties have displayed sucli

good comluct.

Something must here be said exclu-

sively of the democratic and dissenting

parly, which in the nature of things

must always be one of the great ones.

It is essential that this party should bo
as well qualified in every way to hoM
office as the other, and for it to hold it

equally in rotation. It is a mutter of

the utmost difficulty to preserve it from
being destructively despotic, or im-
potent— to combine its democratic
and anti-church spirit with necessary

re-spect for the aristocracy and the

national religion. Saying nothing of

i^s other uses, the j>roper being of this

party in our monarchy is of the very

first importance for keeping down a
pure dooiocratic one, hostile to all

public institutions; if it do not so

exist, the^ other must.

The institution which the Peers con-
stitute is to judge, and when needful

to place a negative on, the measures
of tne other branch of the legislature.

Assuming that it is composed, or ought
to be, of men who will discharge the

di\ty impartially and wisely, it follows

that the ruling part of the Commons
ought generally to adopt only such
measures as it iwill sanction. This
general liannony, of course, is to be
maintained with perfect independence
on both sides, and only through the

measures nf the Commons being such
as an impartial and wise Ikiuse ofPeers
can concur in. The irresistible deduc-
tion is, that the party in question miitf
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be 80 constructed that it may, as the

executive, and consequently the ruUn|^

part of the Qommons, adopt such mea-
sures alone. Without this, it will either

be for ever excluded from office, or it

will only gain it to destroy both the

Peers and the constitution.

It cannot be so constructed if it do
not possess a fair proportion of aristo>

crutic members—these being not crazy

enthusiasts, unprincipled traitors to

their own order ; but able, honourable

men. It cannot gain such members,
if its creed and conduct be such as
they cannot sauctioiii or it be without

means of obtaining office. And to

possess tlie things for gaining them.
It must comprehend an ample propor>

tion of the representatives of the smaller

divisions of population and property,

and its leaders must be duly inde>

pendent in their election. In propor-

tion as its leaders may be fu^us
democrats, and its creed and objects

may strike at property and institutions,

not only the aristocracy, but also the

wealthy classes, will unanimously op-
pose it, and it will be di.sabled for

gaining office save through revolution.

NotHfng could well be more erroneous

than the idea that the legitimate success

of this party will be promoted by giving

the less exalted classes nii undue sham
in electing the House ofCommons, and
especially its leaders ; it must combine
all the other classes with the aristocracy

against it, and render it powerless for

every thing but crime and evil.

Connected as the other party is with
the aristocracy, it I’s necessary for it to

be tempered with a strong infusion bf <

democratic feeling ; and that it may be
so, it must comprehend a full portion

of the representatives I have just men-
tioned, its leaders must be duly inde-

pendent, and the democratic fiarty must
be rightly constructed. If the demo-
cracy be combined, so must be tlie

aristocracy.

Although these parties must he
formed, and to a large extent regulated,

by the parties out of the legislature,

they have mighty effect in influending

and guiding the latter. On their con-
struction, creed, and conduct, depend
those of the press. *ln proportion as

they may be duly compounded of all

divisions of population and property,

the press will advocate tlie interests of
all; and vice ver»d: to the extent in

which eithllr may assail institutions

and the public weal^ the press wrill do

the same. Public opinion, and the
conduct of not only the b<xly of the
community, but also the independent
part of it, must therefore be very lajK^y
under their dictation.

Nature forms the aristocracy and
democracy, property and population',

the church a^d dissenting bodie»; they

are tlie raw materials, and uio art of
free government consiids in such manu-
facture ofIhem as will leave them what
they arc for purpijses of self-defence and
just benefit, but yet give diem in other

respects common characteristics. No
matter who the great parties may com-
prehend as members, the one will

always be preferred by the aristocracy,

property, and, the church; and tne

other by the democracy, population,
• and the dissenters; each will adopt
the spirit, and combat for the separate

interests, of its supporters, ''{his is not
more unavoidable than necessary. And
the art is,tP use the pecuniary, religious,

and political interests ofpvery division,

and to dispose of power and restraints,

in such manner that, while each pajty
^

may defend and promote its just sepa-
*

rate interests, it may make as wj;^e and
upright a government as tlie other

—

that the democratic party, as well as

the other, may duly attend to the sepa-
rate benefit of its Component parts, and
still as the executive be bound from

. injuring that of the adverse part of the

community, and from being a worse
manager of public afliiirs than its great

rival. •

Our reforming statesmen act on th^

reverse. They endeavour, in the first

place, to prevent compound in parties,

and to keep thefli pure from diversity pf
interest and sentiment ; in the second,

to make the leaders slavishly dependent
on the followers, even for opinion ; and,
in the third, to sever the aristocracy and
democracy wholly from, and pit them
against, each other. Theirs is to be not
only an unmixed democratic executive,

but one that will oppose and crush
the aristocracy in every way, exercise

boundlgss tyranny s^inst all who
may oppose it, an^ be on policy the

reverse in all matters of an aristocratic

one. 1 will only ask, How such an
executive and a House of Peers can
exist together ? The reformers admit
that it could not exist with the present

house; and evidently no bouse could
be formed which would be so dqpio-

dtatic as to assist regularly in ptoduiAog

its own bondage ibd destruction.^
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When it is notorious that the minor
parties decide between the great ones,

and frequently determine which of the
latt^ shall be the executive, and what
questions shall be carried or rejected ;

moreover, when it is obvious to every

bne that it must depend very largely

0B them, whether the government and
its policy shall be tyrannical and ruin-

ous, or the contrary, it is astonishing

that state projectors never make an
effi>rt to give them thq proper character.

Our own reformers do their best to

suppress them utterly, which is doing
much towards freeing the executive

from limitation ; because these parties

are ii^lispensable for giving effect to the

limiting one. It is a matter of vital

importance, that a certain' and not
very small part of the legislature be'

reserved as 1 have mentioned, to .be

,

elected by such selected parts of the

community as can be relied on for

•knowledge, virtue, and impartiality, in

order that a ^ umpire may be created.

Forsome time the liadical and Catholic

g
irties have formed the umpire in our
ouse of Commons.
But a legislature maybe constructed

in the best manner possible, and still

it will be extremely defective if con-
fined to one assembly. The two groat

parties are actuated by separate and
private interests; the umpire can do
nothing against them if they combine,
i^it cannot prevent them from com-
bining, it can carry nothing of its own,
it can only judge of What they may
think good to place befor^ it, and no
such regular equality of numbers can
•be established as will enable it always
to give victory to tlie right side.* Re-
publics have found it necessary to di-

vide the legislature into two distinct

parts, and to give each, up to a certain

point, distinct powers : even in them
tlie division has ocen made from the

same reasons which have dictated it

in this country.

Our government-improvers represent

that the general interests of the aris-

tocracy are opposed to thoso of the

rest of the community, and that the

'House of4*eers, as n part of the legis-

lature, exists for its sole benefit. If tliis

were true, 1 would loudly echo it ; but
1 can only hud evidence that it is the

reverse of truth. In respect of agri-

culture, tlie peer has only a common
interest with all middling and small

laUdqwfiers^ fiumets, husbandry - la-

bourers, and oAast body of dependent

manufacturers and traders. Touching
die church, he has only a common
interest with the body ofChe commu-
nity. With regard to laws and institu-

tions generally, he has only a common
interest with all people of property and
respectability. Even popular privi-

leges are of great value to him. fie

benefits more from free government
than the poor, or any other mau;
therefore he has the deepest interest in

its preservation. No other individual

can be found whose separate and pri-

vate interests on the one hand are so

closely identified with those of the

mass of the population, or of it col-

lectively, and on the other are so little

opposed to those of any of its divisions.

As to his peculiar privileges, they are

given 4him for public good ; and as

they are evidently of the first value to

the latter, he defends it in defending

diufii. His powers are so far from be-

ing calculated to enable him to look

solely or principally at the interests of

the aristocracy, that they expressly re-

strain him from it. Contributing more
than any other man to the revenue, he
is in a great measure prohibited from
intermeddling with the imposiftn of

taxes and the management of the pub-
lic purse ; that he may not give undue
preference to these interests, he is in

several ways bound from rendering

them even adequate protection.

I am an Englishman, and I will

not disgrace the land of my birth, love,

and pride, by joining in falsehood and
slander, to please my deluded country-

men. Member »f the democracy
tliough I be, arc not these defamed
peers ray brothers ?

And ^lose improvers represent that,

because the other division of the legis-

lature consists of the Commons, it

ought to be elected mainly by the mid-
dle and lower classes, and to attend

exclusively to their particular interests.

1 dissent from them here also, because

their representations are self-evidently

false. W'ho are the Commons? The
whole population^ rich and poor, high

anA low, saving the peers. The word
^commoner is to distinguish all men in-

discriminately from peers. How has

the House of Commons hitherto,

cording to definite law and not opinion,

been elected ? The brother and son of
the peer have even been climble to sit

in it, and a vast portion of the lower'

classes have been prohibitftl from Glar-

ing incite election, expressly that a fiaU
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•hare might be enjoyed by the more
wealthy ones. The peer, but not his

feroily, has |^en restricted from shai?

ing, onlyon account of his possessing

a seat in the other house ; and the Irish

E
eer, because he has had no such s^t,

as been free from the restriction. The
House of Commons has intentionally,

hitl)erto, belonged equally to all parts

of the community—to the aristocracy

as well as the democracy,—with the

exception of certain public functiona-

ries, who have been only excepted on
the score of their being such. Putting

the latter out of sight, it, in duties and
powers, knows no distinctions between
class and class— between the aristo-

cracy and democracy.
The truth is, the House of Peers and

the House of Commons equalljt exist

tor the full benefit of all parts "of the

population ; the first exists as much
for the benefit of the lower classes as

the last, and the last as much for that

of the upper ones as the first. I'liis is

not the less true because their duties

and mode of construction are differ-

ent. The House of Peers exists

to preserve tl)o necessary balance of
power in the other house,— virtually

to aid and correct the limiting and
umpire parties in the latter, by render-

ing inoperative its acts of error, lyr.in-

iiy, and injustice, and performing what
it may neglect or overlook. It is to

do this in favour of all classes, without

distinction
; to it the beggar us well as

the noble is to appeal against the other

house, and from it both are to receive

equal attention.

But though the two houses foriA

parts of one whole, the difference in

their duties renders it necessary for

their construction to be totally differ-

ent. To a large extent, the House of

Peers acts as judge and umptre to the

other ; and it would be only a mockery
if both Mrere formed alike. While it is

essential for the Commons to be divided
into parties, and actuated by separate,

private interest, as 1 have described, it

is equally so for the <p(-'Grs to be free

from party divisions and all interested

motives. If they cannot, from human ^

imperfection, be kept free from these in

the whole, every thing; possible ought
to be done to keep them so in the

^ority.
The restraining power j^ossessed by

each house over the other is one of tlie

most invaluable parts of our system,

yet at this moment it is iu. sundry

ways menaced with destruction. Ac-
coming to the constitution, tlie House
of Peers can carry nothing alone, and
it cannot compel or move the other
house to carry any thing. It is power-
less for change and aggression, but om-
nipotent for preservation and defence

;

in consequerite, while it is effectually

restrained fmin producing, it is armed
with abundant means Tor preventing,

serious evif. Without its laws and in-

stitutions, property and equality offree-
dom and right could have^o stability;

witli it, nothing, if it duly use its

powers, can harm them.

When Earl Orey and other reform-
ers are out of office, they insist that the

House of Com)nons ought to control

the executive ; when they are in it,

ihey can only tolerate a house which
will be their slavish instrument. The
*tmth is, tliis house must, in the na-
ture of things, commonly be, to a large

extent, ui^er the control of the eire-

cutive ; the latter roust, in general

matters, lead the majority, to exist.

When this is the case, the leading acts

of the house must virtually be ihose'TSf

the executive; and the Peers, in

ing from the former, must commonly
differ from the latter ; when they agree
with the house, that will only be
done which woulcf be if they had no
being.

When the Peers take the part of the
executive against the other house, they
can only enable the ibrmer to resist,

preserve, and defend ; they cannot give

it the power to carry any measure.
The authuilty which the Commons

•
possess over the supplies renders it

impossible for %he i’eers to keep a
ministry in office against their will, or

to prevent them from resolving their

own majority into the ministry. Thus
the Commons and executive are, to a
very great extent, icfeiitified by powers
and functions ; I care not >vhat names
and doctrines may be, I speak of reality
and practice ; the House of Peers
cannot separate them, or enable tho

latter ofjtliein to dictate to tlie former.

This demonstrate^ that the Peers

operate mainly as,a limit on the ex-%

ecutivc,— tliat the benefits they yield

are chiefly confined to the limiting part

of the legislature. History shews that

they have generally opposed the exe-

cutive when tliey liave opposed the

Commons.
^

*How any intelligent man, and es-

pecially any minister of^England,* can
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entertam the mo^stioas doctrine, that

,|lie House of.,Peers ought never to

difllhr in imporUifft matters from the

other house, p^icularly if the latter

attd the eXecntive s^tpree, I cannot con-

jeciure;^ It exlifts to ?ict as a judge,—
as' a court 'of tevisioh and appeal, to

the Csoijpons ; yet theJudge is to liave

no power of deliberation and judg*

ment ; the coult ofrevision and appeal

is only to be s^ered'^jm; ^Tfiirm. As
the executive (^'neially commands a
majority of the Comifions, to give it the

power of compelling the Peers, by
creation ht will, to* obey the latter,

must of necesssty be to enable it to ftee

itself from both limitation and respon-

sibilify. It will nevgr exercise the

power for any other purpose.

Ifthe Peers differ from the Commons
only on particular questions, it can

produce^po material injury
;
public in-*

terest did not suffer because fur many
years they differed on thf Catholic

question. If the difference extend to

public affairs generally, it must be
niahly mischievous; but it does not

follow that the establishment of vir-

tually despotic government is to be the

remedy. For the sake of freedom and
right, an institution like the House of

Peers must exist in either a monarchy
or a republic ; it mbst exist in constant

independence ; for its independence, if

once invaded, must be for ever de-

stroyed : therefore, in case of genend
dtflference, a remedy must be found p
a new construction of the House of

Commojus; no other is reconcilable

with a limited government*.

If the House of Peers possess a <

..positive control over *ihe other •house,

it must, from the connexion of the

latter with the executive, be a tyranny

over both ; and it is as essential for it

to be restrained from being this, as for

it to be protected from being their

slave.

From what I have said, it is evident,

1. That if the House of Commons
coutreil the House of Peers, or it be
made a rule for the latter to o|iey it in

^1 things, both njust virtually be ren-

dered die instrumgnts of a despotic

executive. ^
2. That if the Executive be clothed

with the power lo create peers at plea-

sure, in order to keep the two houses

in harmony, it must be a practical

tymnny, omnipotent against both.

Tl^t it u the sacred duty of the

PeeAi to pigdllttheiDselves in collision

with the Commons, ^hen^r thejr^may

think it called for liy the'^)diG<#B6d;
and that on their foithful^iMbm^lof
this duty d^ends the real indepeti^'

ence of the Commons, and the protec-

tion of property, institutions, tne ihi^

nority, and even the body of the corn-

muni^, firbra a lawless despotism.

4. That while it is ess^ial' for the

Peers to liave no direct control or

cendency over the Commons, it is

equally so for the latter to be so equit-

ably elected by population and prop^-
ty—alt classes and divisions, the aris-

tocracy as well as the democracy—that

its measures may be of such character

as the institution which the peers arO

intended to form may generally sanc-
tion.

5. That the perfect indepehid-

ence of the Peers is exercised mainly
to resist the combined Commons and
ex^utive, and to preserve the inde-

pendence of the general legislature;

and if they fall, limited government and
freedom must foil with it.

Of course, the reformers, in the new
power they are bestowing on preroga-

tive, are in effect labouring to establish

a servile legislating and an unlimited

executive. It is no longer a slumber-
ing, unimportant question, shunned by
all, but a leading tetiet of the apostate

and traitorous Whigs, that the crown
lias a right to create peers at will, to

carry any political and party measure

;

therefore, final decision must now be
made. If the Tories wish to redeem
their character, and protect themsbives
in futiii'e from thejieaviest visitations,

they will at once introduce a law for

placing prerogative on this point, like

every thing else in our system, under
proper ]^guhition and limit. Such law
could not be injurious, because it is

scarcely i ossible for a large creation of
political peers to be ever necessary, on
tlie score of public interest ; and with-

out it, the institutions and liberties of
the empire have no security.

Perhaps I ought to notice the mon-
strous plea, that |foe Whigs had a right

to*crcate ^rs in order to balance tlie

Tory creattdhs offormer periods. Every'

one must perceive, that, from both its

peculiar legislative functions and its

judicial ones, the House ofPeers ought
to be preserved to the farthest poiisft

from party feeling. If it be in anjf^

degree pervaded by such feeling, this'

is a great evil, ^vhich ou^ht, as for lui

human infirmity will permit, fd be cor^
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reeled ; but the Whig doctrine is, that

because the ^vil exists, it ought to be
enlarged to tl>e utmost. If every mi-
nistiy, on its accession to office, is to

have the power of creating peers to

give itself the majority, it will only

select fierce partisans, and, of course,

the house must, in its majority, consist

only of unprincipled party fanatics.

I may repeat, what has been so often

shewn, that this involves the utter

destruction ofministerial responsibility.

Tlie party spirit which exists in the

house only proves that the power to

create peers ought to be exercised in

the most sparing manner, and never to

create political ones. 1 may observe,

that the new power of making political

ones, taking into account the general
politics of tlie sovereign, would operate

far more fatally against the Whigs
than the Tories : armed with it, a Ttjry

ministry might triumpliantly maintain

itself in office against every enemy

:

in the hands of a W'hig king and mi-
nistry, however, it might inflict deadly

injury on the Tories. I call on the

latter to suppress it now and for ever

:

let even the sovereign, to protect him-
self and his successors from what he
has so recently suffered, think the call

worthy of being attended to.

By our constitution, the crown is,

to a certain extent, invested with a

legislative and limiting character ; the

restraining power I have named is also

bestowed on it ; and the two parts of

the legislature cannot jointly or seve-

rally carry any thing without its sanc-

tion. Modern statesmen, however,bavd
practically stripped it ofthis power ; for

the fashionable aoctrine among them is,

that no minister ought to adfise the

crown to reject what both houses of

parliament may can^. 1 wltplly dis-

sent from them. First, the Peers are

to lose the restraining power, and to

obey the dictates of the Commons;
then the crown is to lose it, and to

sanction whatever the Commons and
their noble menials of the other house
may command; and what mext? the

Commons, ofcourse, resolve themselves

into a despotic ministry and the slaves

of one—into an absolate executive, of
which the sovereign in effect forms no
part, and which tramples on every limit.

The doctrine really strikes mainly at

the personal rights of the sovereign

;

for no measare could well pass both

houses of parliament without the«sanc-

tion of his ministers.

VOL. V. NO. XXIX.

While the power possessed by the
soverei^ of selecting his ministers, or
determining which parly shall rule, has
tremendous efiect on the party balance,

it is in the highest degree liable to abuse.
On transferring office from one party to
another, he ^ansfers with it a mighty
party of his own—a considerable num-
ber of voles in the legislature, and
gigantic idfiuence of other kinds over
the latter in his friends* name, public
functionaries, patA>nage, awd the power
to dissolve parliament. A mere threat

of such dissolution often turns the ma-
jority. Unfortunately, a king of this

couiitiy is always in a situation ^o be
bought by a pjrty at the cost of the
public : he has personal needs and
ivhiins to gratify, and a party may
preserve or gain office by promising
•them gratification. Farther, ^hile he
ought to be impartial touching parties
and measures, it is not in human
nature for liim to he so; and he can
scarcely avoid being a furious partisan
in regard to both. Moreover, the

sponsihility of ministers makes liim

think it almost a duty to obey,^ and
servo in all public matters the minis-
ters he prefers.

Thus little dependence can be placed
on the sovereign Tor exercising liis

mighty power over the party balance
impartially and wisely. I doubt whe-
ther any thing but compulsion could
have caused George III., with all his

virtues, to endure a Whig ministry.

No one could have dreamed that

George IV. Vould cast from him the

• honourable part of both Tories and
WhigSf and giv^ power to a party

compounded of traitorous Tories, ultra

Whigs, and Radicals, It would not
have been thought possible, before the

present reign, for the sovereign to

listen for a moment To a proposal for

virtually suppressing theHouse of Peers
by wholesale political creation. In
truth, the sovereign must commonly be
an adherent of party ; he is alliedwith
one and Ahe executive, and he cannot
well avoid being an ii^^trument of both.

The limiting power^he nominally pos-

sesses over the legislature, however
specious it may appear, is really any
thing rather than a limiting one. There
is small danger that both houses will

pass such measures as he cannot assent

to, if his ministers do not concur in

thdtn ; or that they will combine m
any way against him. <|^is powe? to

dissolve the Commons, if they will ndt
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si^port his ministers, is either without

effect, or it places tliem under the dic-

tation of his ministers. In*^reality it is

exercised by, and to serve, a party;

it is exercised by the executive to

obtain control over the House ofCom-
ZDOns : and so iar is it from allowing

the comifmnity to choose 11 new house

impartially, that it enables the execu-

tive, by means of its gigantiorinfluence,

almost to control the election. It is

frequently exercised to destroy an in-

dependent house, and force a servile

one on the country ; not to limit die

legislature, but to free die executive

from limit.

To' enable the sovereign, speaking of

him individually, to ifse it properly,

it is essential for die two great partly,

of the legislature to be eaualiscu in

strength and talent, and also for ihe«

electors fo be divided, as I have stated.

It is idle to empower him to change

his ministers, if he can only find one
kind, or to change the House of Com-
mons, if there be only one party of

elcvtoTS. If the parliamentary leaders

and electors of one party greatly pre-

dominate, the power will be useless to

him, and it will only be exercised to

make this party omnipotent against

both him and the countiy.

The same things arc essential for

compelling him to use it preperly.,

Tlie legislature is also to limit him;
and it cannot discharge its duties if it

do not limit him fropi appointing an
unfit ministry. If the electors consist

mainly of the prly which he prefers,

the power will enable him and his

ministers to drive dvi limiting; party

almost out of parliament. Ir the

leaders of the latter party have to

depend on expensive popular election,

they will have to contend a^inst his

name, patronage, the public purse, ai^
often popular frenzy ; therefore lie will

be able to expel them from parltament,

and this alone will suffice for making
him master of it. In addition, let him
create peers at will, and it must be at

bis mercy. Five able, eloqdbnt, and
experienced leaders in die House of

Commons, would albne be more effect^

ive, as a Uroitation, than two hundred
IbUowersofthe ordinary character ; and
he would speedily suboue a majority of
the. house, should it be. without proper
heads.

;The only two things which can pre-
vaiL^inst % executive at a general
election are, popular emhusiasm, and

the influence of rank and property ?

the first is likely to support or oppose
it when it ought to do tne contrary,

and the last alone can* be relied on for

opposing an unfit and dangerous one.
Enable the executive to create peers at

will, and thereby to gain or neutralise,

by division, rank and property, and no
security will exist agmust its making
the most tyrannical and destructive use
of its power to dissolve parliament.

Some of the Tories argue that the

crown ought always to possess suffl-

cient power in parliament to carry its

measures: they evidently mean that

the sovereign ought to be able to keep
any ministers in office he may prefer,

and that these ministers ought to be
able to carry any thing they may diink

fit. Tfie doctrine is so unconstitutional,

that it is utterly subversive of free go-

vernment. Hie power of the sovereign

to'select ministers, and of the latter toi

act, is, in the nature ofthings, a limited

one : he must select such only as par-

liament will support, and they must
do only what it will sanction, or evi-

dently he must be practically despotic.

“We have merely to look at the choice

made by George the Fourth, after the
death of Lord Liverpool, and at what
has been done in the present reign, to

lie assured that die sovereign will

sometimes choose tlie worst party, and
that it will adopt pernicious policy;
yet tlie doctrine really is, that in such
case the crown or executive ought to
be irresistible in parliament— n^y, it

maintains, in effect, that in the last

year the crown ought to have been
able to carry the r^orm bill or any
other measure its Whig servants mighl
have inlToduced. The truth is, the

crown, with one ministry or another,

must al^ys have too mudi power,
rather than too little; and it is just aa
essential for it to be restrained from
making a wrong use of this power, as
for it to be enabled to make a
one.

The Tories have represented that the
\\hig reform bill will exclude them
from office for ever: I differ from
them so far, that my foar in it will

impose tlie eternal exclusmu on the
Whigs. Its vital errocA aie these; il

practically strips mtecmediaite classes

and interests of election pomr, and
confines it mainly fo the airistcerasy

and demcjcmcy m their lemm peUtisil
and hostile ehatader; tgr mhing the

leaders of the great potties dspendeiit
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on popular election, it compels them
to be fierce aristocrats and aemocrats,

and it enablts the executive to exclude

those of the limiting one in a great

measure from parliament ; in conjunc-

tion with the new power of creating

peers, it makes it almost impossible

for any leaders of the limiting party to

gain seats, save furious and profligate

democrats ; and it restrains party

creeds to the differences between a
low democracy and an aristocracy. All

this, ill my (iyes, involves the annihi-

lation of genuine Whigs and Whiggism

;

it leaves room only for the existence of
the Tories and Kadicals, or liberals.

The bill divides power between the

.aristocracy and deinoGmcy ; and any
inequality whicli it makes in favour of

the latter, is counterpoised by th^com-
pulsion which it imposes on the better

and more exalted part of the ^Vhig^ to

join the Tories. It leaves the crottm

abundant power to turn the scale at

pleasure. In such case we must take

into account the course likely to be
pursued by the sovereign. It was said

by one that the king must be, cjt officio,

a Tory ; and it may be taken for gmiit-

ed that lie will be generally, 6’.r officio,

an aristocrat rstUier than a dernoemt.

The bill will confine the sovereign to

the Tories ; and, with the Tory execu-

tive armed with the power of creating

peers at pleasure, in addition to its

other mighty means of influencing elec-

tions on one side, the Liberal favoured

by popular enthusiasm on the other,

the Whig aristocracy and wealth com-
pelled to support* the Tories or bs
neutral, the unhap])y Whig leader,

destitute of bis close borough, must
renounce his creed, or suffer expulsion

from parliament. I readily allow, that

if the sovereign should prefe^ the de-

mocratic party, the bill will ruin the

Tories; but as it is certain that he
will generally prefer them, it seems to

me certain that it will ruin tlie Whigs.
At any rate, it will destroy a proper

limiting party in the legislature, and
therefore operate most balefully. *

It is from all this demonstrable, that

if the limiting or opposition party (no

matter which it may oonsist of) do not

exist in the necessary strength, talent,

and creed, it must be impossible for

the sovereign, speaking of nim indivi-

dually, to exercise his restraining

power overfthe legislature, or to be

prevented from abusing it in th^ most

destructive manner; and also, that it

cannot so exist if the House ofPeers be
not independent of the executive. That
beautiful balance of parties and insti-

tutions— that invaluable power of re-

striction, through which each of the
three estates of the realm is omnipotent
against the others for preservation and
protection, bllt yet powerless fdr cTiange

Jind aggression— through which the
king or ^executive is triumphantly
bound from doing the smallest injury
to institution and law, person and
property, must perish when the House
of Commons is the slave of one party,

and the House of Peers is the slave of
the executive. It is equally demon-
strable, that the security of national

rights and libehies rests far more on
Jhe aristocracy, belter classes, and
properly, than on the democracy, and

•that the schemes of the reformers can
only establish the reverse of free and
good government.

And wlfiit are these schemes based
on? A certain power ought not to be
]jossessed by the aristocracy— ergo, it

ought to be given to the lower ordm.
1 include, in the latter, small trades-

men as well as the labouring classes.

This miserable logic forms their foun-
dation. The real middle classes, with
regard to W'ealth and respectability, are

thrown aside as worthless, or as a part

of the aristocracy ; to give power to

them is, forsooth, to take it from tlie

people Now, manufacturers, mer-
chants, middling landowners, shipown-
ers, &c., are as jealous of the peers as

of the multitude, and their leaning is

^
commonly in favour of the latter. Iney
are, tl^erefore, jpst as well fitted by
feeling as by situation and circum-
stance for holding the scale between
and connecting them; and they cer-

tainly are as much a part of the peo-
ple” as any labourers and shopkeepers

whatever.

I have spoken of some of the means
to be used in constructing free govern-

ment, for placing parties under proper
regulation. After all that can be done,

much wfll still depend on the conduct
which parties may voluntarily pursue

;

and on this I shalf speak in my next

article.

Let it not be supposed that I am
defending the old system of election.

If I were a Whig, regardless of every

thing but the interests of my party, J

should be the determined enemy*of
feform ; if 1 were a Tory, with similar

motives, I should be Us zealous advp-
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cate ; and because 1 am neither, but a
man anxious to see both parties flou-

rish, I contend for it against the Tories

for Tory gain, and against the Whig
scheme to benefit the Whigs.

If the old system had kept things

from change, this would in some mea-

sure hhve justified the siTnple Tories

who rail against, reform as a parent of

change; but so far was it fj^m doing

this, that it constituted the most prolific

source of change and innovation—nay,

the most potent engine of revolution—
in the realm. This is not matter of

opinion; the proofs can be mistaken

by no one who will be upright enough
to exavnine them.

Those who speak against enfran-

chisement would do well to remark^

that the old system was a most profuse
‘

dispenser of it. Multitudes of new
electors were daily and hourly created

—and who were they? Town free-

holders, and the lower claves of bo-

rough freemen principally. While this

system created new electors in so pro-

di^rd a manner, it divided tlicm in

alMut this proportion:— TEN to the

Whi^, dernociacy, dissenters, and
enemies of public institutions ; and
ONE to the Tories, aristocracy, church,

and friends of the fconstitution. In-

directly, it was inciting the Tory close

boroughs on all hands to break their

chains, and join the Whigs, and virtu-

ally, converting most open places into

Whig close boroughs. ^
Hoav has this operated to the Whig?

The system has secured ito him his

halfof the close boroughs, and thereby

in effect destroyed the^Tory half; and

it has been rapidly throwing irdo his

hands all open places in regard to both

county ana borough. Already it has

given him ascendency over the House
of Commons, which it would, if suf-

fered to remain, continually enlai^e.

It is tlie great cause why the Tories

are a beaten minority, and with it they

can never be any thing better.

I speak not from reviews, magazines,

and newspapers: thank Heaven I I have

better sources of information. I am
an English freeholder, and my own
faculties have made me acquainted

with the mechanism of an Knglisli

election. The deplorable working

which the House of Commons has

displayed in late years has been as

obvious to me as to other people.

If I be no Tory, I cannot be so far

the erfemy of the Tories as to defend

such a system. No, no ! 1 wish to see

them flourish ; and as I trust they are

capable ofbeing reformed and instruct-

ed, I even wish to see them once more
in the ascendent; therefore, despising

their folly, anger, and something worse,

1 must cail for reform.

If I be no Whig, I cannot be so far

the enemy of the Whigs as to wish to

see them for ever stripped of power
and hope—ground to powder between

the Tories and Radicals—a miserable

sliadow ofdeparted greatness and glory,

compelled rather to support than op-

pose Toiy omnipotence. No, no ! 1

wish to see them mighty, and, in the

absence'ofTory qualifleation, the rulers

of the empire ; therefore, disdaining

their crazy, suicidal, and gudty cla-

ivour, 1 must opp6.se their bill of re-
* form.

An Independent Pittite.
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A COOL DIALOGUE ON PASSING EVENTS BETWEEN OLTVEK. AND
Ills CHUM.

FRIEND.
Well, the Bill is at last in committee in the Lords. What is now to become

wf us?

OLIVER.
Truly, I know not.

FRIEND. ^
Is there any hope of escape from impending calamities ? May not the mea-

sure be inuditicd so as to be safe— at least, so as not to^be so imminently and
extensively dangerous as we have apprehended ? •

OLIVER.
I confess I should not be without some hope, if I could perceive any symptom

of a cordial re-union of the conservative party ; but, unfortunately, our ultra- *

Tories do not even yet seem tired of playing the game of the Whigs. ,

FRIEND. «

Well, I do not see how you can fairly lay that to their charge. I think they

have at! yet fought the battle uncommonly well. The Duke should not be sur-

prised at being a little distrusted. , «

OLIVER. •

I do not say that the Duke sl^uld have expected the cordial co-operation of
the men whom he deceived. It was his error to hiwo undervalued that co-opera-

tion. But, 1 must say, as little could he have foreseen that, when the choice lay

between him and ilie Wliigs, they would have deliberately made tlieir election of
the latter, lie did those whom he had oflended, the justice of believing tba^bey
were men of principle, and that their resentment against him would not lead

them into any act that could prove injurious to their country.

FRIEND.
But Ills was a great error— a greater error than the annals of statesmanship

have recorded against any other man. The question was ^one of vital import-

ance ; upon it, in point of fact, depended the connexion between church and
state. The Duke permitted himself to be hailed as the accredited champion of
the party who had always strenuously opposed themselves to the interests of tlie

Papists y and, while he kept the word of promise to tlic ear, cruelly deceived

their, perliaps too confident, expectations.

OLIVER.
You arc right in saying too conhdent. Prom Jlhe very moment the Duke

formed his cabinet, I perceived liii^ inteiftions, and foresaw the result. When
he deliberately declined availing himSclf of the service of the venerable Eldon,
1 fell convinced that he would have done only from an apprehension of
being thwarted in his views^y that sturdy champion of Protestant ascendency.

You will not mistiikc me as defending his niispolicy in all that relates to the

fatal measure of Twenty-nine, because I deplore the equally and almost more
unprincipled niispolicy of tllose who have sacrificed the constitution of England to

their blind resentment. But if they were, even at the present moment, sensible

of how grievously they have erred, all might yet be well.

FRIEND.
Rather say, if he were sensible of how grievously he has erred. I think he

fairly owes the amende honorable to the ultra-Tories, llis measure for the

satisfaction of the Roman Catholics has only produced discontent—his measure
for the pacification of Ireland has only produced discord. Let the Duke ackiiow-

lerlge this, and his old friends will be only too ready to obliterate every unplea^

sunt recollection, and to remember nothing but the service that he has performed

for his country.

OLIVER.
That, perhaps, would be to expect from him a little too much. Remember

that the present disastrous position of affairs has been produced immediately by
the urepobjerous conduct of tlie ultra-Tories. How then is it to be expecteck that

he snould plead guilty to the chaise of bringing upon us those calamities wAich,
had he remained in power, either would never have threatened us, or would ^ve
been speedily averted ?
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TRIEND.
You surely do not mean to say that the ultra-Tories are to be blamed for not

supporting the minister ivho deceived them ?
^

OLIVER.
If by not supporting him, greater evils were likely to ensue than could be

apprehended from giving him a qualitied support, I do—and that such was the
case is but too plain. Ilad they not joined me Whigs, he would not have been
turned but of office ; and hftd that not been the case, the revolutionary measure
of the present ministers would never have been heard of.

t FRIEND.
But how could they trust him ?

t OLIVER.
The question was not, whether they should or should not have preferred him

before others who had been more faithful, and who were quite as capable of

^
defending their interests ; but, whether they should have endured him in prefer-
ence to tnosc who were pledged to a course of policy which consistent Tories
have ever strenuously resisted. That was the question ; and they decided it,

I think, in the wrong way. It is not, therefore, for them to charge him with
results which have been precipitated at least, if not produced, by their own mis-
conduct. * ^

VRIE'^D.

Believes me, I am not one of those who regard the precise course which they
adopted with entire complacency; but wheiP*’! speak to my friends upon the
subject, they say, How cah we be sure that the Duke would not have done
precisely what has been done by Lord Grey? He was not more deeply pledged
against reform than he was against emancipation

; and we had no securities that

oua. .confidence would not be as grossly abused in the one case as in the other.

OLIVER.
Veiy true : but for their justification it would be necessary to shew, not only

that it was reasonable to entertain towards him this distrust, but also tliat it was
prudent to put confidence in the Whigs. Let results speak for the wisdom or
the folly with which they made their election.

FRIEND.
Undoubtedly there were many amongst them who deemed treacherous friends

more fatal than open enemies. The latter they knew, and therefore they ima-
^ned they could guard against them ; the former might only unmask thoir inten-
tions when it would be, too late to counteract them. The measure ofTwenty-
nine is a case in point. The Whigs never could have carried emancipation

;

and had not the Tories kept their own counsels up to the veiy moment that it

was necessary to avow them, they never could have succeeded in their nefarious
project.

OLIVER.
What you say is most true ; and it would have*justified great caution. But

what I blame the ultra-Tories for, is this— that they were actuated, not by a
salutary foresight, but by a blind resentment. For the consequences of that
resentment they no^ wish to make the Duke answerable ; and I willingly admit
that there is a sense in which he is answerable for these consequences— not,
indeed, to tliem, but to his country. They, however, must themselves bear the
blame of having helped the Whigs to the possession of power, and for whatever
other evils the domination of tliat profligate faction threatens to entail upon the
eountiy.

• FRIEND. ,

But, after whatSve have lived to see, how can any man say, that the Duke
would not have been^ls thorough-going a reformer as Lord Grey ?

OLIVER. ,

Upon that supposition (which, however, I only consent to entertain because
you have suggested it), the Duke would stand chargeable with great guilt or
great error ; but not greater, surely, than what must now be imputed to those
who, by leaguing against him, have contributed to the present appalling crisis,

li
excuse for them to say, that the Duke would have dong the same.

Doabtless, when they so express themselves, they do not mean to pay him any
^i^plinmnt. The only question is, Would the Duke have been rignt, or would
lie iiave been wrong, in acting as Lord Grey has acted ? If right, tlicir conduct
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needs no defe : if wrong, his example can never protect tliem from condem-
nation.

FRIEND.
Still, I cannot but think that the Duke owes a laige measure of reparation to

the Tory party.

OLIVER.
While I grant tliat he does, I must insist that they have incapacitated them-*

selves for exacting it, by becoming tticmselves still more deeply chargG|ible with

a criminal neglect of thie interests of the country. They are, in fact, responsible

for all the evils of the Grey administration.
^

FRIEND. ’

Under the government of the Duke, the state of Ireland was nearly as bad us

it is at present. Tliere was the same systematic resistance to tho payment of
tithes, although not, perhaps, to the same extent

;
and the same set ofindividuals

were countenanced at the Irish court : O’Connel was the only bad one to whont
no courtesy was shewn ; and, it may be added, that he was tlie only one to whom
common policy required that some courtesy should have been extended.

^

OLIVER. «

I am veiy willing to grant, that the system of agitation, ofwhich he now com-
plains so much, was, at one timo^ most uftwisedly connived at by the Duke, when
he was bent upon carrying the Catholjp cpiestion. I never met with any one
who could put two ideas together, and who seriously believed thi)t be was
frightened by the papists. No oiM laughs more heartily at such a notion than
little Shicl, who affirms that there was not, amongsUtbe Catholic leaders, a single

particle of enthusiasm ; and that all their efforts, and those of the priests, were
scarcely sufficient to excite in the peasantry a feeling beyond that of a most list-

less indifference respecting the objects for the attainment of which they affected
80 much zeal. He affirmed, again and again, in my hearing, that had TTifliam

Saurinbeen in office instead of William Pluuliet, the Association which seemed so

formidable, and of which he was so distinguished a member, could have been
put down without exciting even a regret amongst the great body of the people.

Well : this was the original sin of the Duke, as far as the affairs of Ireland were
concerned. He winked at the proceedings and magnified the power of the

demagogues, for the better accomplishment of what he conceived to be a great

national object. He was deceived. Tliat object was not attained. The price

was paid, but he received no equivalent. He was long unwilling to admit that

he had been a false prophet ; and the taunts of those friends by whom he had
been abandoned, or rather, indeed, whom he had himseff betrayed^ by no means
disposed him to listen to those representations of, the state of Ireland which
would have oonvidted him of having, grossly miscalculated tlie eflects of emanci-
pation. At length, however, his eyes Were opened. He began to see matters in

their true light; and would, I believe, have tlone whatever man could do to

remedy the evils of which lig was the cause, when that unfortunate coalition of

tlie ultra-Tories with the Whigs, upon Sir H. Pamels motion, deprived him of

power, and delivered the country, bound neck and heels, to the tender mercies of

Xord Grey's administrationf
^

FRIEND.

As the Quarter^ says, there were faults on both sides ; but the Duke's
was the greater error.

OLIVER.
Ilis may have been the greater error, but theirs was the greater crinie. You

know how decidedly 1 differed from his policyit I conceived, however, that he

sincerely meant the good of his country. For them 1 cafinot find any such

excuse. When they banded together tof the purpose 4>f ejecting him from

power, with no othqr view than to let in the Whigs, their conduct was contradic-

tory to the dictates of good .sense and sound principle, to a degree that more than

criminates their understandings. The fact is, that they cherished a degree of

resentment against him that blinded them to every consideration but that of

revenge.

^ FRIEND. • *

I am afraid that was the case. But if he admitted even so much as yob are

willing to admit, that the emafreipation bill was a mistake^ it would be deepned
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sufficient by those wliom he has offended. The first cordial move towards an

aocoimnodatioQ should,come from him, as he was the first to cause the separation.

We alh^w acknowledge-that the division of the Tories threatens tba subversion

of the and that upon their re-union depends its salvation. How is that

to be brought about ? I am persuaded, that if the Duke had the honesty and
the manliness to acknowledge that he was in error when be consented to bring

papists into parliament, his old friends would frankly acknowledge that they were

oarrie(l too far in Uieir resfntment.
' OUVER>

You are not, perhaps, a^are, that it requires more courage to do that than he
has ever found it necessarjf to exert when contending with the enemy. The
Duke, I believe, at one time, prided lumself more upon emancipation than upon
his most glorious vidtories. He resided it as the very chef^d*awre of states-

manship. He looked upon it as the measure which was to secure to him a
double immortality. liumiliating, then, must be the necessity which could
dmw from him the acknowledgment which you desire. He ought, however, to

make it;—and if be truly understood what concerns his own fome, he would
makeSt. But, great as^he is, he is not great enough for such an act of magna-
nimous self-condemnation. This I say, because 1 think the proper time for it has

passed by. It might have been most |,Tacefully and most efiectually done when
Lord Winchelsea so handsomely coqfes|ed his regret for the part which he took

against the Duke's administration.

FRlEND.r*-

Ay,— Winchelsea is a qoble fellow. Something, however, must be done,

pr we are undone.
OLIVER.

Then it must amount to a compromise between the parties ; for certain I am,
tlilif huitlier will do any thing which amounts to a retractation of previously

expressed convictions. 1 believe the Duke's emancipation measure to have
been a most unfortunate one ; but he may fairly allege that it has not had a fair

trial. On the other hand, his quondam friends may allege, that nothing which
has occurred since it took place is in the least degree calculated to allay their

apprehension, or to 'reconcile them -to what they always asserted was dangerous
to the church, atid alien to the spirit of the constitution. Upon this subject,

therefore, the must that can be expected is, that the Duke's friends and the ultra-

Tories, should agree to do nothing by which any good effects which may arise

from that measure should be let or hindered, wfiile care is taken to repress or
counteract, by every pritcticable means, its dangerous tendencies. The measure
was accorded upon the express understanding, that it should not be abused to

the injury of the church ; and those by whom it was passed arc not more pledged
to the maintenance of it as long as it is •safe, than they are to the repeal or tlie

modification of it if it should prove dangerous.

FRIEND.
,

It will not be easy to reconcile the consi.stent opponents of emancipation to a
measure which they have always maintained woula be so fatal ; especially when
all the experience which they have had of it only seizes to verify their predictions.

OLIVER.

1 do not say that they should be reconciled to that measure, in any sense
that implies an approbation either of the principles on which, or the means by
which it was accomplished ; but I do not think their conduct should be such as
must aggravate its evils. As yet the measure has been calamitous, chiefly because
of tlwir obstinate determinatiotp that it should be so. Tt was not, surely, the
number of popish n^embers that obtained admission within the legislative councils*,

which could thrcaten.ua with the ruin that at present impends, ifthe conservation
party presented a firm and united front against tliem. Wha^l wish to see, there-

fore, is, that those who were the roost opposed to concession to the Homan
Catholics, .should not adopt a line of public conduct which can only have the
effect of weakening the hands of their friends, and strengthening those of their
eiicmic s

FRILXD.
^

^'hen you would not have them make the repeal of the measure of Twenty-
bine qua tton in any airangeinent with the Duke.
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OLIVER.
Assuredly not. The only effect of such a condition would be to render any

such arrangement impossible. The man who could advise any such equine of
proceeding must be either a knave or a fool -he must be either mosf'^etupidly

Dlind to tlie necessary consequences of such advice, or wickedly bent upon the

destruction of his country. ^

FRIEND.
And yet I am one of those who think that we sball never be rig|)t ^ntil

papists are again deprived of political power.
OLIVER*

•

You may £iirly entertain that opinion, and yet mi consider it.necessaiy to

stipulate tlieir exclusion, as the only condition upon which you would consent to

act with those, by whom they have been, in evil hours, admitted into ^larliament.

If, after all constitutional means have been taken to prevent it, tiie political

power that has been conferred upon the lioman Catholics should threaten danger
to the church or state, those by whom that measure lias been advocated are
bound to join with you in such a modification, or even repeal of it, as circum-
stances may render necessary. Bu^ on that very account,jou are only so much
the more called upon to make it quite clear that the evils which you may deplore,
</<i, in reafifyy flow from the measure itself,mnd not from the i^tion or the folly

of those by whom it has been inconsiderately jesented.

FRICND.
^

I am acquainted with many whonwere strenuous advocates of emancipation,
and wiio are now firmly convinced that tliey have opted upon mistaken views,
if this be the case with its friends, it furnishes, surely, some excuse for the
feelings, as well as justilication for the opinions, of those by whom it has been
conscientiously resisted.

OLIVER.
At present I dispute not either the justness of their opinions or the rectitude

of their intentions;—all that 1 contend against is, the soundness of the judgment
which led them to adopt such a line of adverse politics towards the Duke, as
ended in the overthrow of his administration. If this be persevered in, 1 say
again, the country is lost; and sorry am 1 to perceive, that the spirit in which it

has been conceived has not yet been abandoned.
FRIEND.

Now from what do you collect that; for I am not conscious of any conduct
on the part of the ultra-Tories, which justities such an impression f I believe,

with a distinct knowledge of all its consequences before Miem, they would not
again play the game of llio Whigs?

oyvER.
And yet whoite game are they playing in the various skirmishes which they

are constantly provoking on the subject of free-trade ;
— ond of the very tenderest

points that could be touched u)^ii ? indeed, my friend, they are injudicious, to

a degree that is not only painful, but alarming.

FRIEND.
But, surely, you do not iJean to defend upon that subject the measures of

the late administration.
*

OLIVER.
My ow n private opinion is, that both parties were somewhat in the right and

somewhat in the wrong. The one were theoretically wrong, but practically

right. The other were theoretically right, but practically wrong. Uut, how-
ever that may be, the subject is not one which should be suffered to keep the

conservative party disunite. It is fine upon which they shoubl ftgree to differ

;

and upon which, 1 have no doubt, they would agree to diflhr, if it were not for

the measure of Twenw-nine. What 1 wish, and what the country wants, is a
cordial co-operation with the Duke in his efforts to save us from impending
calamities, as though that unfortunate measure had never passed ; and diis I

almost ^espair of.

FRIEND.
Great sacrifices should certainly be made for the purpose of effecting a cort^ial

rc-union ; but not, 1 think, a sacrifice of principle. *

• OLIVER. * ^
1 guarded against the notion of a sacrifice of principle, when 1 said that they
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should agree to differ. Such questions may, surely, be left in abeyance until

occasions arise whi^ force them upon public attention^ Then let every man
speak for himself. But it is not wise to make such occasions on^y for the pui>-

pose of proving that differences exist in theory, which, in all probability, if (x>th

wties were sincerely disp^ed to act for the best, would vanish in practice.

But, 1 must say, the ultra-Tories seem to me to be overanxious to prove that

there were good and sufficient reasoos for their abandonment of the Duke } and
they^ajtt therefore led) l^ a foeling of the necessity for self-justification^ to insist

upon and to magnify die points upon which they have differed from him, to a
de^e that alinost'precludes the hope of cordial agreement upon those for more
weighty and important on& respecting which it is so essential that they should

be united. How strikingly does this di&r from the conduct of our wajy
enemies I , You saV how they acted upon the affair of the Russitfii-Belgic

loan.

FRIEND.
I thought that scandalous transaction would have unseated ministers.

OLIVER.
Xnd so it would i(the question were to be decided upon its abstract merits'.

But the revolutionists felt that, if they went out, the merry go round” might
come to a stand-still. They therefoKs suppoited them. O'Connel and Hume
voted against them ; having takeq good care to atone for this act of political

honesty^ by making all whom they could influence vote the other way.
FRIENJ^'

I am told, that if either,the Duke or Peel wished to turn them out upon that

question, they could have done so. PeeKs speech was certainly one which did

not do them any harm.
OLIVER.

'T-do not know how that may be. But neither Peel nor the Duke can have
any object in turning them out, unless there is afforded a reasonable prospect of
organising a party by wlioin they may be kept out. Let but that be done, and
they will cease to be formidable. If that be not done, our weakness will prove

their strength ; and any temporary defeat which they may suffer will only exas-

perate them into measures still more desperate than those which they may, for a
season, have been compelled to abandon :— it will only cause them, upon their

return to power, to take with them seven other spirits more wicked, if possible,

than tliemselves ; so that our last end will be worse than our first.

FRIEND.
1 am willing to grant, that, under present circumstances, indeed under any

circumstances, every feeling of irritation should be subdued, for the sake of that

hearty unanimity which can alone save us^ For that purpo^a, therefore, 1 would
sink the question of free-trade; unless, <as you say, so far as actual emergencies

rendered a referenced to it iieoessaiy. 1 am willing, still further, to drop all

offensive allusions to the measure of Twenty-ninq; leaving it to time and further

experience to determine whether it be likely to work its own cure, or whether it

ought not to be modified or retracted. You are right, 1 think, in saying that, if

evil should arise from it, we ought to make it perfkctly clear that that evil is not
of our creating. *But what say you to the education question? Is that a subject

upon which the ultra and the liberal Tories are likely to differ ? It is, at present,

very important. 1 know nothing that has united all classes of Protestants against

the present government more than the shocking compromise of Christian prin-

ciple ofwhich they are guilty, in their efforts, upon that subject, to conciliate the

papists. But what say you^ Is the Duke pledged to any view tliat would
render it necessai^ for him to decline co-operating with the mends of scriptural

education ?

OLIVER.
The education question is not one which should cause any divisions amongst

Tories. We at least have reason to be obliged to Mr. Stanley for what he has done,

i believe he begins to feel, by this time, that his scheme is impracticable, and
is heartily sorry for having introduced it. Twenty of the Irish bishops have pro-
teMed against it. It has been denounced by the dissenting interest : so that) if it

should survive this general proscription, it will survive solely for the'nenefit of the

prists. It cannot, however, stand. Ifthe Whigs continue in power, it must be
modified ; if they go out, it will be abandoned.
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FftlBlil .

Upon tho fini supposition, what modification do you expect? Will it be a
change for the better f

otivxa.
The Archbishop ofDublin has told his clergy, that .ifthe present project should

fail, he is aj)prehensive separate grants will be made to the different denomina-
tions of Christians, in proportion to their respective numbers, for the purpose of
carrying on that ^ucation separately, wbicii it is the prfsent wish and object of

the government to carry on in common, lie is, he says, friendly to the present

scheme, as the lesser of two evils. lie would give the people sdme, however
imperfect an education, rather than leave them widiout'hny education at all. He
acknowledges, that in the united public instruction, religion must be left out;

but trust/' to the exertions of the clergy, out of school-hours/ to supply that de-
ficiency.

FRIEND.
T have heard that he has written a most plausible letter to the Dean of St.

Patrick’s upon that subject, in reply to a remonstrance of his clergy, who are

very averse to the new project. Have you seen it ? ,

*

OLIVER.
It is from that document chiefly 4hat 1 hate derived my information respecting

his views. The letter is written in an adm^ble spirit, and with no small ability.

1 am perfectly willing to believe that he* is convinced himself that the view which
he has taken is the true one ; but notlib^g that he has said has satisfied me tliat the

efficient superintendence of a system of national education ought to be taken out
of the hands of the clergy of the establislit'd church ; or that errors which are

merely tolerated should be put upon the same footing with that truth which can
alone make men wise unto salvation

FRIEND.
And does the archbishop do that ?

OLIVER.
That is pointedly done by the commission to which he belongs. The clergy

are to possess no authority over the intended national schools. The children are,

during school-hours, to receive no religious instruction ; and tlte clergy of all de-
nominations (including, ofcourse, lloman Catholics) are called upon to be diligent in

instructing the children of their persuasion in the tenets of their respective creeds.

The archbishop says, truly enough, that that exhortation does not confer upon
the Romish clergy any authority which they do not at present possess ; but it

gives, or 1 am much inisUiken, a sanction to that authority*which it never before

possessed. I can easily understand the policy of tolerating a false belief^ as an
evil wliich ought to be endured. Here it is recommended as a good which should

be cherished. The exhortation is in effect anti-religious. It implies that all

religions are equally good, wiiich amounts to inculcating*tbat all are equally

indifferent.

FRIEND.
There is another point upon which 1 am inclined to differ from the archbishop.

He considers education, withoift accompanying religious instruction, as, pro tantoy

a good. I look upon it ^Syj)ro tanto, an evil.
*

OLIVER.
That may be his opinion, but I know not that it is fairly deducible from any

thing that he has said or written. He has always asserted that the clergy are

calM upon to supply the complement of religious instruction which is left unpro-
vided for by the government; idthough there ncvqr was a time when the cleigy,

from their private funds, were less abfe to meet any additional cy^penses ; and the

same act which has set up the unreligious system, has disiuantied the religious

schools. 1 differ very decidedly upon this subject from his grace of Dublin ; but
I am very anxious to cTo him justice. He is, I believe, a thoroughly honest man.
His evidence before the committee on the Irish tithes was admirable, and is sup-

posed tQ have been the principal means of causing the premier to make tb^
declaration which was so near costing him the loss of the support of the Irish

members, lie was, when he made it, sincerely disposed to defend the temporali-

ties of the IrSi church. O'Connell soon made him feel liow little he was aUe
to do so.
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FRIEND.
Tlie education question, I know, has its difficulties. How would you have the

government to act ? <

OLIVER.
They should begin by distinguishing between those for whose religious bringing

up they are properly responsible, and those for whose religious bringing up they are

not properly responsible. Tlie first are the poor children who belong to the esta-

blislie^ church, or who^ being altogether destitute, are thrown entirely upon the

bounty ofthe government. For these, a system of instruction should be provided,

of which the^national religion should constitute a part. Whatever a father is

bound to do for his own Imusehold, the state is bound to do for those who may be
said to constitute its household. Now, it is the abandonment of this didg by the

government, in tlieSr new-fangled education scheme, that 1 chiefly ^complain

of. They have totally compromised sacred principle. From a fear of being
thought to interfere with the interests of error, they have neglected the interests of

truth. They act as though they had no conscience and no religion themselves, lest

it should be imagined that they had not a great respect for the conscience and tlie

religion ofothers. ,

FRIEND.
But how would you provide foi*the education of dissenters ? That is what

seems to constitute the great difficulty^

^
OLrVER.

The state cannot be considered respomikle for the religious education of tliose

whose privilege it is to dissent from the national religion. And if, on the one
hand, the government should abstain from forcing upon them a religion which they

are unwilling to receive, it may at least be excused from not giving iliem one which
it believes to be erroneous. Ifthe state considers that dissenters have consciences

*^ic{i ought to be treated with tenderness, they, on the other hand, should coush
der^tliat the state has a religion which ought to be treated with lespcct; and the

one should not admit, nor the other require, any indulgence for their peculiar

opinions which was not compatible with the fullest acknowledgment of the con-

stitutional claims, and the freest exercise of tlie undoubted privileges, of the

established church.

FRIEND.

1 think 1 understand you. You would not force dissenters to learn any thing

ofwhich they conscientiously disapproved, while you think itriglit that instruction

in the principles of the national cr^ should be publicly afforded to all who pro-

fess the national religibn.

,
OLIVER.

Exactly so. I would suffer dissenters to do what they pleased for the religious

bringing up of their children. 1 woidd have the state to do what in it lies for

the religious bringing- up of itsnswii. But our precious government has reversed

all this. In its tender concern for those for whqse religious bringing up it is not

responsible, it has forgotten its duty to those for whose religious bringing up it is

responsible. ' Its zeal in vindicating the privileges of dissent has been in the

inverse ratio of its anxiety for the promotion of trfle religion.

FRIEND.

I was the more anxious to hear you express yourself fully upon that subject,

because, although very generally discussed at present, it is very little understood,

and it constitutes no small part of the difficulties which at present embarrass the

-government of Ireland. What say you to the charge which has been brought

against the Archbishop of Dublin, of being an enemy to the Bible ?

j OLIVER.

That it is utterly' unsustairicd by any thing which appears either in his writings

or conduct. The most strenuous advocate for a free circulation of the Holy Scrip-

tures may yet, most consistenily, object to its fitness as a school-book. He may be
right or he may be wrong in maintaiuing tliis opinion ; but it furnishes, surely,

no ground for supposing that he is an enemy to the Bible. It is well known that

he is an active member of societies the chief object of which is to circulate the

wprd of God.
^

FRIEND.
. To advert to what we were first talking abouf: 1 do not Ibresee any insuperable
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difficulty in effecting a cordial re-union of the Tory party. T am sure such men
as Sir U. Inglis or Sir R. Vyvyan will sec the expediency of abstaining for the

{present from tile agitation of such topics ^ could only serve to widen the separa-

tion which has taken place between them and their old friends. Upon this prin-

ciple, the free-trade question, and even the currency question, may bo left in

abeyance, and no irritative allusion should be made to the concession of the

Catholic claims. But, on the other hand, I am of opinion that some pledge

should be given them respecting the |)olicy to be pirrsued towards Ireland,

That country, surely, cannot be left in the state in which it is at present, or even
in the state in which it was before the close of the Duk|’s administration.

OLIVEll.

I should not wish to see the Tories again in the possessipn of power, unless

upon an understanding that their policy respecting Ireland was to De*materially

changed. And materially changed I have no doubt it would be. The Duke now
complains of the encouragement given to agitators; he himself having been, in

times past, their greatest patron. How far he may be willing to acknowledge his

former error in that respect, 1 know not; but he has learned wUdom enough, by
experience not to fall into it again. «

FRIEND.

If I were sure of that, no one w5uld iqprS heartily hail his return to power than

I should. He still possesses a name which might enable him to do great things,

although nothing, I fear, can ever repair the ravages which his mispoUcy has

made upon the constitution.

OtIVER. •

The great danger of our present position consists in this, that the government

has put itself at the head of the physical force of the country. Let a change take

place which separates the government from tlie mob, and we are safe. Even j|s

matters stand at present, the utmost power of those parties who are in suclTpor-

tentous and unnatural combination is scarcely sufficient to overbear the powerful

constitutional resistance which they experience. Let that resistance be reinforced

by the aid of the executive, and they must vanish before it. This is all that is at

present wanting. The heart of the public is sound at the core, A vast majority

of the rank, the wealth, the intellect, the education, and the independence of the

country, were from the first opposed to the ruinous project of reform, llie recent

elections prove decidedly, that even of those who were at first betrayed into error,

a vast number have returned to a right mind. The experience which every day

affords of the selfishness, the rashness, and the incapacity of ministers, has done,

and is doing, much to make even their own followers asliamed of them. I see

nothing, therefore, in our present condition which should make me despair of the

fortunes of my counfiy. Let us, at aU events, do our parts. Let us be united

and firm. Let us, above all things, bury*in oblivion past feuds, and eschew the

evil advice of those who, for their own sinister purposes, would fain keep alive

amongst us little jealousies an4 resentment. Let us thus prove that we are at

unity with ourselves, and it may be that that God whom we have offended by our

insane division, will give us a sudden and a signal triumph over our enemies.
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A GROWL AT TUB LORDS.

BY SIR MORGAN o’nOlIKRTV.

I TAKE it for granted that the House of

Lords is done. In the name of Pluto,

ofwhat nse is it at present ? The Duke
of Eeaufort, I think itf was, who re-

marked, when Smith the banker was
turned into Lord Carring^n, and ap-

peared for the first time in the robing-

room of the Hous^ of lA)rds, that he;

the said Duke, expected to have seen

none but gentlemen there, at all events.

It is now the very last place I should

go to look for such a commodity.
Grioved am I to say it, but such a

congregation of siioks as the Lords

does not exist on the surface of the

life-generating earth. * ^
They may vote it high treason, ir

they like to say so, but it is a fact that

all Tories who are not the most abso-

lute of idiots think with me. Why did

we—^we, the true, thorough, and abori-

ginal Tories—wish the existence of tlie

•Itef^ of Lords ? Let them not dream
that we had any particular veneration

for tthe mysterious gradations from

Dukes to Barons, or any superstitious

respect for the varieties of coronets so

prized by heralds; still less let them
not imagine that we had any implicit

reverence for the tndivtduals compos-
ing the body. Ko: we valued them
b^nse we thought that we saw in

tliem a stop and stay against the ty-

rannous usurpations of the crown in

times when kings were inclined to be

rampant, and against the outbursts of

democracy when the^rascal rabblement*

(our old and never-to-be-fbigiven ibes)

were kicking up their heels in the as-

cendant. For that, and that only, did

we respect or value them ;
and if they

now practically prove to us that they

have in reality no power against a
packed majority of the House of Com-
mons, why the sooner they go packing

the better. They deserted us once be-

fore ;—a second time, their desertion is

fatal to themselves. -* .

Here comes ac/ital question, which,

whether for good had— 1 shall not

argue that matter this instant— is a
most momentous change in the consti-

tution—which, if the majority of the

Lords themselves is to be believed,

will tear down every thing valuable in

church and state—and what are they

dhiqg? What? Why, truckling, sneak-
ing, stayingaway—letting this dreaded,

this hated, this mischievous bill pass.

Any thing, it seems, is, in the eyes of
the l.oi'ds, better than a swamping of
the peerage. Fiat jmtitia, mat caltm,

usea to be an old motto ;W our Peers
read it— Let us do any thing sooner
than give Lord Grey the opportunity

of asking the King to make new Peers.*'

Well; let them go. They will soon
find tliat they have swamped themselves
with a vengeance.
Why, Tom, what is it to you or to

me, Tories as we are, whether fifty new
Peers be inade or not. There is not a
erson on the face ofthe earth for whom
ba^e, both personally and politically,

so profound a contempt as for old
Buidett. 1 consider him to be one
dfthc meanest of the mean; but why
should 1 fret at his being made a Peer?
It might, perhaps, hurt the- pride or
the privileges of the existing body of
Ix>rds to have a hundred sharers of
their honours thrust upon them ; but
the consequence of letting the bill be
carried in this base and servile fashion

will be, that the whole order will be
swamped. Their existing lordships have
made a most erroneous calculation of
their importance.

Why did they cany the second
reading? There was the grand, the

carding mistake. Tlie bill was then
carried. I agree witli you, Tom,—by
the way, the jug is out,—that thte

•beaten party,likeme absent,out toufours

tort, and that it would not be easy to

counsel any conduct d priori which
would ^ave pleased us in case of fitiluie.

I’ll die in the foitb that Lords Har-
rowby and WhamcUffe, and the rast of
the waterers, have played a part

most sneaking and rascally in itself,

and its consequences ruinous to their

class. Harrowby was never any thing

but a mere red tape twister; one of
those miserable things that are bred in

offices, and of no more intellect than

the porterswhom they employ. Stuart

Wortley always ratted in any critical

time, and he hstf* not now abandoned
his tactics. After Peroeval's death, he
gave a kick to what he thought was the

Silling Tory party ; lie did the same
in the Queen’s business ; he has done
die same now. Deeply ^1o I despise

that said Stuart Wortley. And is it

for a* house composed of people like
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biiDjtluit 1, a trua and thorough Tory,

— I,—Tom, hand me the jug, you are

spoiling it, by ibo much acid,— I, who
have done more to advance and make
popular the cause ofToryism than any
nfty of folks ofthe Stuart Wortley class

and order, unthanked, unnoticed, nay,

on all possible occasions, injured and
insulted, when 1 would not wade
through dirty work for those whom I

had assisted in clean,—is it for those, I
say, that 1 am to deplore the down&l
of the peerage ? Not I.

Lyndiiurst*s motion was clever, you
say. Well. Now I agree witli you,
it was clever. But if you wish my
praise to extend farther, you wilt find

yourself mistaken. 1 nevei’^knew a
clever thing or a clever person, in all

my life, wortli a farthing in practice.

Do not be afraid that 1 am going to

inetaphysicise, or to explain the grounds
of this iny irrevocable decision. Clever-

ness is about the most vulgar and
universally diffused of gifts; and what
a clever fellow does on one side,

another clever fellow can undo on the

other. There was no defeating the bill

by what the amiable Scarlett would call
** the light of a sidewind.’* If nothing

was mesint beyond mere arrangement,

nothing was gained by postponing C
and D to A and B. If something el^
was meant, that something else should

have been .said. Sir Boyle Roche made
what fools call a bull, but which, in

reality, is a most admirable aphorism.
“ The best way,” said my glorious

countryman, of avoiding a danger,

is to meet it full )/iump.” A trath«

severe, in fiiiiy fiction dressed. In
short, Tom—the jug is out; make
another—Copley could not t^e any
thing by bis motion. It was at best

a ruse; and ruses are of themselves

rascally in idea, and pettifo|^ing in

practice* JXxif JD&itipka, This jug is

not bad.

Would 1 have rejoiced if the Duke
had come ia? loo not know. lie

had made a shad)by selection. 1 uu*
derstand that Frankland Lewis was fo
have been a calnnet minister, which
would of itself have thrown an un-
savoury odour over t^e wKote office.

And Saurktt was to have beenattorn^
general again. What a deplorable ig-

norance oC all Tory feeling does this

not indicate I We all should have felt

ihe restoratign of Scarlett to office as a
personal insult, and a pledge ofa vepe-

tifion of the outrages on theTor/pi^s

perpetrated in former times. As for
Peel, he acted as he ought to have
acted. It would have spoiled the
beautiful consistency of his character, if

Jie bad done any thing honest or
straightforward.

We are in a fine mess,— not a doubt
of it, Tom. Dut so far as I am con-
cerned, what is it to nie? I cannot
lose any thing by the convulsion, for

the best of alt possible reasons— that

i have not any thipg to lose, and do
not expect to have any thiog to gain:

The funds of course, but I have not
got a farthing in them. The church
must yield, but nobody ever thought of
making me a bishop. Tlie Toiy party
is knocked up. i We stuck to it all

nw life, but it never did any thing for

.life, and it never would. So vogue laB!. We will have the dust laid in

; and then, Tom, you and# I may
pick up something in the scramble.
The sole hope of the Tories is now

in outbidding the Whigs. Ofall classes

ofmankind, that which I most cordially

and ex^animo hate, detest, and
hor, is the len-pounders. Tlie three-
and-tenpenny varlets are, out of all

question, that class whicli is most shab-
bily envious of their superiors, and
most spitefully oppr<>ssive of all below
them. Owe one ofthem twenty pounds,
and see how he will treat you, raga-
muffin base as he is. Now as the
Whigs, who have always had a conge-
nial love of rascality, have taken the

len-pounders in' hand, and delivered

over the state to them, why do not the

Tories appeal to that body of men,
*who, as 1 liave always contended, are

Tory IA heart, tnoiigh repulsed and
driven away from us, like many other

people, by the cursed morgue and im-
pudence of the very Lords who are

now betraying us;-^why not appeal
to the people ibemsdves— the clmww
bacons, the draymen, the honest beer*

drinkers of the land ? Do not deoeiTe
yourself by thkiking that these people
are Whigs. Come with me inlo^ pot-

houses, mansions whenwith mtimately

am 1 acquainted, aad#ril prove to yois

that their inmates are W a great majo-
rity Tory. No>Tom I it is the greasy-

raaealthat readsTAelbnes noosed

peeper— the pdtry villain that svfo-

scrioes his shilling to a political union—^the dirty dog who harguments on
the rights of man as he hands some-
thing abominable for a penny ovw liis

bea^ counts:— these, thm, Tom,
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are tlie worst of men. The man who must know in his soul that it is a tax

reads books may be reasoned with ;
—. on ignorance. In a word, 2hm, I can

so may the man who cannot read at see nothingfor the Tories hut the in-

all;— but the man who reads nothing stant and vnTltnching advocacy
but newspapers, and believes in them, of universal suffrage— ay, uni-

thatplebe^ is a slave, to be dealt witli versal suffrage t—suffrage for every

only by the knout. By the way, what body, without any exception on any
doeS' Konblanque of the who score whatever— except not even a

is one of the pleverest fellows that ever tliief I— thief any day before Whig,
handled a pen (that 1*11 ^y, though I Tliis is my serious and solemn
differ from his politics, and never set advice. Let the Mar<;|uess of Chandos
eyes upon his coimtenance)— 1 sa^T turn it over in his mind. As for the

what does 4ie mean by pretending that House of Lords, as a house, 1 give

the threepence -halfpenny stamp on them up.

newspapers is a tax on knowledge? He

Why, hang them ! I’m sure scarce a sprinkle remains
Of their^ancestors* blood in dieir spiritless veins.

What! truckle and cringe—like weak infants obey
The frown andr the scowl of the sq^oolmaster Grey

!

Depend not on them ! No ! when out fly the swords,
1 may join in the shoift of—** Down, down with the Lords !”

u

Chorus, Tom, and hand me the jug—

' CBORUt.
Depend not on them! No ! when out fly the hworos,
We mey join in the diont of—** Down, down with the Lords !**

Ay, down to the dust with them, slaves as they are

!

Of no value in peace, no support in the war.
We cast them away with a spurn and a curse;—
Let who will take.thefeplaceB«iM||^*ll never find worse.
Palecowards, avaunt \ We must l^st to our swords

;

But wo care not who cry out—*' DoWn, down with the Lords !”

chorus.
Pale cowards, avaunt ! We must trust to our swords

;

Ana we care not who cry out—** Down, down with the Lords t”

That a fight must be had ere we yield to the dust
What we honour and love, I believe and I trust.

Cofne, clown, from the ploughshare—come, smfih, feom the fire

—

Cctne, oobUer, from lapstcftte—come, serf, from the mire 1

With ySu will I cifjrge—1 will trust to your swords.
You may shout, if you please it—** pown, down with the Lords

!”

CHORUS.
With you will we charge—we will trust to your swords.
You may shout, ifyou please it

— ** Dt>wn,. down with the Lords 1”

Sobere’a a heal& to all godd lasses, the Whigs have detennined on issuing

inehiding the Queen. As for the King the one-pound notes again, they have
*-a]as, poor gentleman I Bolingbroke mven the Tories a desperate kick.

amd^Richaid aie but types of Grey and PeeTs bill was a dreadful mischief to

Wj^fiasn. M. O^D. us. ''That ministry must be popular

P.S. If it be true what I heiiron this whieK repeals it.

aimiversaiy of tbs^ restoration, via., that Wdod^s Hoteli May 29. .

«/ . , . •

We beg to say, that we do not partid^te in a great number of die

dogmas of the worthy baepnat who writes. the above. They must rest,

thmfore, on his own individual responsibiliW.' T ,

o.y.

^
J.Moy«,Caitto,atrMC,14MlwSqusra,.?^
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DY TIGER-=-OALT— PICREM.

A PLEASANTER little book never came
out of the prass— full of information

of all kinds, full of reading, full of

sagacity, full of humour. It is a

voice speaking to us from the forests

of Canada—from the centre of woods
that have seen generati^ after genera-

tion ofmen pass away into the ocean

of eternity, as Niagara dashes into the

gulf below ^ and pleasant does that

voice burst upon our ears, even as the

voice of a friend whom we thought we
bad lost for ever. We may say, with

Solomon, “ As cold waters to a tliirsty

soul, so is good news from a for

country.”

In short, our Backwoodsman is he *

whom men and long-robed women call

the Tiger,—a title by which he w^
most beloved. His own naftie is

William Dunlop, or, as he chose to

call it, Woll. Of Dunlops tijp best,

extensively rivalling even the cheeses

of that honoured wpellation, he can

tMce bis family to E^^ans Roll; and

his fother is ^the Laird of Keppocb, and

therefore Keppoch is he called in the

western wilds of Scotland. But leav-

ing questions of pj^igree to heialdsf

we find Dnnlop a suigeon in the

Connaught ^Rangers in early life, and,

as he mentions in this little book,

actively engaged in the campaigns of

1813, J814, and 1815, against the

Yankees, in what was then generally

known by the name of Mr. MadiSonR
war. Forgotten, out of America, as

the battles of that war are now-a-days,

tliere w'as some hard* partisan fighting,

in which the doctor, laying down the

lancet for the bayonet, and inflicting

wounds instead ofcuring them, played

no unconspicuous part. Peace being

proclaimed, and .the treaty of Ghent
(which, as he observed, came upon
them suddedy,” and, we may add,

jauch to their grief,) having put an
end to, American campaigning, he-

went with his raiment to Calcutta,

exchanging the blanket coat for the

muslin jacket, and using brandy and
water to keep out the intense heat

of India with as much activity as he
had formerly empl<^ed it to keep off

the intense cold of Canada. Manifold

were bis occupations in the land ofthe

Moguls. In addition to his medical

and military duties—his convivial and
charioteerihg occupations, he edited

a newspaper, and c^iflracted to clear

* StatistitolSketdiMf of Upper Canada, for the use of Emigrants. By aBack-

woodsman. .
London, John Murray.

,

The Canadas, as they at preaent commend themselves to the Enterprise of Emi-

grants, C<flonist8, and CapEtCliati. Comprehending a variety ofTcpograjmieal Reports

eonoeming the Quality of the Land, foe. in dUTerentDiattiets; ana the fnllest General

Infonnatioiu Q^pfled and cendensed foom Original Documents furnished by JohA
OjlAt, Esq. lateofthe Cai^ Company, and now of foe British American Lana Aseo-

tefidn,. and othiir* anfoeifilc sourcee, by Andrew Pieken. With a Map. Londoo,

,

lfiS>.;1Eflhirii)H» Wllaon. ^
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the island of Saugur, fulling with e<]ual

fury upon Silk Buckingham and the

tigers. After having killed some in>

credible quantity of the latter nui-
sances, (whence, and not from any
resemblance to that king of cats, he
has theliiame ofTiger,) tile jungle fever

subdued him,' and he was obliged to

come home on half pay, one of the

cankers of a calm world,” as Pierre

expresses it. He fired first in Edin-
bi^h, where he gave a course of
lectures on medical juris]jrudence, tlie

mixture in which of fun and learning,

of law and science, blended with rough
jokes, and anecdotes not always of
the most Drudish iiiiture, tvill make
tliem long live in the memories of hjs

hearers, lie also wrote sketches of
Indian life, and other papers, for Bhch
wood, linder the signature of Colin
Ballaiityne, ll.N., a imm dc guerre
under which, we believe, he figured iu

India during his controversies with
Buckingham, whom he ever and anon
delighted in calling the cobbiern Tired,

however, as we suppose everybody must
be at last, of Edinburgh, he came to

I^ndon, having for bis compagnon de
voyage the future editor of the Qz/c/r-

terly Review, He here lived a most
misoellaneous life, turning his hand
to every thing. He edited, for a short
while, the British Press, a journal
now gone to sleep ; but could not like

the business of a iiKV'ning paper, as it

interfered too much with other occupa-
tions ofa more agreeable kind. He never
suffered the composition of << leaders”

to interfere with the composition o*f

works of a more fluent kind, and,
accordingly, the British Pj^ss aoine-

times appeared sadly shorn of its

« leads.’^ The accession of M, de X’^il-

lele to power oa^urred during the time
of the Tiger’s editorship, and we need
hardly say it was one of the most
important events that had happened
since the restoration of the Bourbons.
Tlie news arrived iu l/)udon at night,

and all the other newspapers were
next morning lull of remarks on tlie

event, written whh the sharpest acu-

men, the deepest knowledge, the pro-

fbundest political sagacity— in short,

with ail the magnificence of talent that

usually adorns &e best public instruct-

ors,' and at wondrous length. The
Xntic^lican Doctor, beu^, in all pro-
biibmiy, more htterested in the ai^rs

• of Jamaica than in those^ of France,
dismissed the wh|^ie concern in a whiff

:

“ We perceive,*’ said he, ** that there

is a change of ministry tn France;—
we have heard of no earthquakes in

consequence.” Not another word!
Beyond question, it was treating the

matter most philosophically, and, in-

deed, as all political affairs ought to be
treated by men of sense ; but it suited

not the views of the proprietors of the

paper. Some impertinence was at-

tempted, which, or course^, was out of
the question with Dunlop, and he left

the concern.

He then published an edition of
Beck’s Medical Jurisprudence, an
American work, to which he wrote
a preface, and appended many curious
notes ; and started a Sunday newspaper
for •the India interest, entitled the
Telescope, the history of which would
be a comedy of the drollest kind. It

did not succeed badly, but at the end
of a year he was tired of it ; and hav-
ing become connected with the joint
stocks of those days—our history has
now reached the famous year 1825

—

he figured in Brick, Iron, Salt, and
other companies, as secretary or direc-
tor. He persdnally superintended the
salt works of this last-named company
somewhere in Cheshire ; but as Tiger
is an honest fellow— a strictly honest
fellow, in every sense of the word— it

is perfectly unnecessary for us to add
that he made nothing of the bubbles,
exqeptwhat salaryhe may have received

.

The future biographer of Dunlop will

have to recount, that at this time he
* ibunded a club* of a most peculiar
description, which he called by the
picturesque title of “ The Pig and
Whistle but the time is not yet ripe

for the history of that celebrated asso-
ciation. We shall only record an
anecdote for the benefit of persons
attached to the fine arts. IMwin
Landseer one evening offered the land-
lord of the house to paint him a sign
of a pig playing'on a whistle, of which
he imm^iately made a pencil sketch
in his own inimitable manner ; but the

landlord, a man of about the same
quantum of taste as is generally pos-
sessed by oi\r connoisseurs in this

country, declined the offer, sdleging,

as a reason, that he had no wish to

change, either his sign or Us, sign-

painter.” ^ .

Galt had, about this Vme, suoce^ed
in .organising the Canada compaw,
which has since treated him with
signal ingratitude ; imd Dunlop ac-
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cepted office under it in the year 18*26,

Withthe sounding title ofWarden of the

Black Forestf and immediately started

for Canadd, Where- h9 has ever since

remained, teaching to hew the beech

the hand that held the glaive, and per-

forming all the duties of his laborious

office with vast benefit to the country

and company. He is, at this present

writing, one of the most popular men
in Upper Canada, and of course uni-

versally consulted by ernigraiits of all

classes on their affairs. This brings us

to the consideration of the little book
before us :

—

** SSome authors,” ho says, “ writ© for

fame, some for money, some to propnguto

particular doctrines and opinions, some
from spite, some at the instigation of
their friends, and not a fow at the «nsti.

gation of the dovil. I have no one of
these excuses to ]ilea<l in apology for in-

truding myself on tho public ; tor

motive, which has at least tho merit of
novelty to recommend it, is »h<*er lazi-

ness. To explain this, it is necessary

to state, dial, for some yeai-s iiast, T have
been receiving letters from intending

emigrants, oontaining iiinninorahle <|ue-

ries respecting Upper (Canada ;
also from

the friends of such children of tlie forest

in posse, who seasoned the unpalatable

task of writing on other ptiople’s hiisiness

with the assurance so consolatory to my
vanity, that J was, of all men in the pro-

vince, the one thi^^ considere<l host (piali-

fied to give such information, Ucc. These
letters, always couched in the most polite

terms, comnumcing with the writer’s

* sincere, sorrow' for talcing up so much
of my valuable time,* and ending w'ith

‘ the ‘^most perfect it*lihnce on my know'*

ledge and candour,’ rerpurcil to be an-

swered ; and so long as they came * like

angel visits, few and far betweer)|* it was
no ^eat grievance to do so. But, after

havmg written some reams in anssver to

them, and when every othfir packet

brought one— and no later ago tlian last

week I had two to answer—^things began

*to look serious, and so did I ; for I found

that, if they went on at this rate, 1 should

have no 'valuable time’ to devote to my
own proper affairs. And tlierefore, it

being now mid-winter, and seeing jio

prospect of my being able to follow my
out-of-door avocations for some weeks, 1

set myself down, in something like a pet,

to throw together andf put m form the

mope prominent parts of the information

1 had Men collecting, to the end that I

might be enabled in future to answer my
volnminous correspondents after the man-
ner of the lato worthy Mr. Abemethy, hj
refenring them to certain pages pf My

This My Book ” we have read
from bf^iiming to the end with infi-

nite delight, with the exception ofone
passage, which we subjoin. He had
been panegyrising forest life.

** It is only since writing the above
that I fell in with the first volume of
Moore’s Life ^ Lord Edward Fi»gtrald

;

and 1 cannot describe the pleasure I re-

ceived from reading his vivid, spirited,

and accurate description of the feelings

he experienced on first taking on him (he

life of a hunter. At an earlier period of
life than Lord Kdward had then attained,

I made my dtbut in tho forest, and first

assumed the blanket-coat and the rifle,

the moccasin and tho snow-shoe ; imd die
ecstatic feeling ofArab-like independence,
and the utter coii&>iajit for tho advantage
and ro.*«triction3 of civilisation which he
rtescribes, I tlien felt in its fullest power,
And even now, when my way of life, like

Macbeth's, is fulling * inh) tlie sere, the
yellow leaf,’ ami wlien a tro]>ical climate,

privation, disease, smd thankless toil, are

conihiniiig with advancing years to un-
string ti frame, the strength of which
once sot Jiunger, cold, and fatiguo at de-
fiance,* and to undermine a coiiiditution

that once a[ipeared iron-bound, still I

cannot lie down by a fire in the ^oods,
without the elevating feeling which I ex-
perienced formerly returning, tliough in

a diminished degrees And this must be
human nature; for it is an undoubted
fact, that no man who associates with and
follows the pursuits ofthe Indian, for any
length of time, ever voluntarily returns
to civilised society.”

Let us, before we make any further

remarks on 4his, subjoin the political

remarks of the doctor, which shew that,

distant far as ho from his native land,

and uncheered by the voices of those

with whom he once joined heart and
hand in political contest, he is still

Tory in soul.

" What a compaiAon in the woods
Lord Edward must have been ! and how
shocking to think that, with talents which
would have made him at once the idol

and the ornament of his profession, and
affections which must have rendered him
an object* of adoration in all the relations

of private life,—with dionour, with cou-
rage, with generosity, with eveiv trait

that con at once ennonle and endeBr,-.»he

should never have been taught, that there

is a higher principle of action than the
mere impnlse of the passions,-^ that he
abouid never have leaned, befere plung-
ing hia country into blood and dilunder,

to have weighM the meatia he poaaeaVid
with the end he proposed^ or the preble-

matical good with the certain evil !—that
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he Bhould have had Tom Paihe for a
tutor in religion ted poUtioa, and Tom
Moore for a biogtteher, to hold up as or

pattern, instead or traming, the errors

and misfortonee ofa being so noble,—^to

Bubaerve the Revolutionary purposes of a
fiiction, who, like Sampson, ore pulling

down^ fabric which will brny both them’

abd their enemies under it.”

Bravo! Shame indeed it is^ and
pity, that such men as L6rd Edward
Fitzgerald should die what may be
callra the death ofa felon, after having

been driven to do the deed of a felon,

when the real instigators of his crime—^they who sounded the trumpet, but
8hull(.ed away from the field—arc laid

in Westminster Abbey, or are sitting

in high places this moment, decked
by coronets and gorged with pensions*.

But this is taking us away feom^
Dunlop*

Sorry, then, are we to find, by the

extract we have made, that a gloom
has come over spirits that we thought
nothing could subdue, and that a
frame which appeared to us indo-

mitable, is shaken by time, disease,

and thankless toil. Tliat the toil which
promotes the interests of any public
body is in general tliapkless, has be-

come almost an asyiom; and the com-,

pany wliich Dunlop serves has shewn,
in a most peculiar way, that it forms
no exception to the rule. But we
hope and trust that the pages were
written in a momentary fit of spleen

occasioned by a indrning headacb,
the natuml legacy of the qyening, and
that after all. Time has not bent the

Tiger in his iron hand, that the

D^tor has defied disease, add that

the toil, if now unthaiiked, will here-

after reap a threefold and a fourfold

recompense, when better days come
round.

'Let us get up,** therefore, and clear

our looks, accompanying Dunlop into

tlie forest,

** Hunting the wild deer, ond chasii^
the IOC

observing beforehand with hhn upon
the perversity of feankind, in neglect-

ing what they have^before sought with
ipuch avidity.

•• If any one,*' ho sm, ** doubted the
ddetrine of origihBl sm and the innate

perv.bnfenew ofaumkind, the conduct of
the Efigliiih emigranls srriviiig in this

c^tiy would’ go a good wiy to coDVert
bteeo a more orthod^ wayofthinking*
Ihoro have s^rxived in the province whhm

tliese three lost years, peihepa 15^000
English agricultum laboureraf Sad it -la

no very great atretoh of the iqiagittBtittii

to Bup]H)8e, that every tw^ntipth- man .of

them, when at home, was. a pogclier, ok
at least had some practical knowledge of
the use of a fowhng-piece, and had in hia

days infringed on me laws pfthe land, in

definnce ofthe wrath and ‘disptcf^suio of.

the squire, the denunciations of ttiO' par-

son, the terrors ofthe gaol, the tibad-mill,'

the hulks and Botany Bf^, and the diS-^

grace which attaches to one whose life is

80 habitual war with the laws. Yet,'

when these fellows have been a' few
months in Canada, they no more tliink of.

shooting than if they were Cockneys.
And whyl Because hero it would be

not only a harmless amusement, but an
honest, respectable, and useful mode of
makiifg the two ends ofthe year meet,
while there it was fraught with danger to.

both life and character. Accordingly, we.
find, that York, on tlie banks of a lake,

nidi surrounded by a forest, is not to say.

indifferently supplied, but positively w'ith-

out any thing like a regular supply of fish

or game ; and w'heu you do by acci(Umt

stumble on a brace of partridges, or a
couple of wild ducks, you pay more fer.

them than yrou would in almost any part
of Great Britain, Loudon excepted. Jn
fact, unless a man is himselfa sportsman,

or has friends who ore so, and who send
him game, he may live seven years in

York, and, with the exception of an oc-

casional haunch or saddle of venison,

may never see game on his table, i
w'onder, would a total repeal of the game-
laws produce any thing of a similar ofiect

at home!”

A total repeal pf the Ganie-laws in*

{his country would produce a generat
mas^icre of all the g^me in the course
of the first year, just as it has happened
in Fradbe, from the time

“ When
Poured o{3r Chantilly the Parisian tmin;

'

When musket, pistol, blundeibuss cornu

bined, -
' *

And Bcoroe the field-pieces were left be-^'

hind; '

A squadron’s charge each leveret’s heari
dismay’d,

Og every covey fired a bold farigide*”

Of these French Cockneys, it is true

enough, as Sir Walter says^.

** La dmiee *approve the 'sporti

For grOM the s|ana ihdikfd, bdt Smell
the hurt."

But game, except ip the Joy«4.pa^
and preserves, wte teyertebuncbuijirUi

the cquntry about Paris,

neys there aie juri aflt^ai4»lb^teHas
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the Cockneys here: in the country

parts ofFrance^ however, the game was
plentiful, Imt^ow it is all gone, clean

wede awat and such would be the

case here. Odd enout^h, however,

it is, that crossing the Adaiitic should

put an end to all zeal for sporting,

where" such fine materials are for it

** i*the foi'est,” abounding with game,
and lakes and rivers teeming with fish.

Following tiie deer, as the old song has

it, must be absolutely delic ous. VV^iat

can be finer tlian the following:

—

*' At the head of our quadruped game
is tlie deer. He is larger than the fallow*

doer ofEngland, and his horns, we would
say, are twined the wrong way, and are

diflerently shaped from those of the deer
of Europe. They are found in great

abiuidance in every part of the pro*«iice.

Dcer-stalking is much practised ; hut to

practise it wdth success, you must 1)e

acciuaintcd with the topo^aphy of ^e
neighbourhood, and know the salt-li^
aiici other haunts. Another way is, to

let a canoe or rail float down a‘ stream
during the Midsummer night, with a
bright light upon it. I'his seems to daz-
zle or fascinate the animal, who is fond
of standing in the water when the mos^

*

quitocs are troublesome in the woods;
and if the manoruvro he skilfully ma-
naged witliout noise, he will allow you to

c^me within a few yards of liim. So
near, indeed, will he allow you thus to

approach, that there have been instances

known of his having been killed with a
flsh-spear. The most certain and deadly
mode of proceeding, however, is to send
your dogs into tlio woods, some miles
from tlje hanks of a lake, or great river.

Slid *hark down* on the scent
;
when h<f

will he sure to run for the water, where
you can knock him on tlio bead from a
boat or canoe. But even in this defence-
less position yon must not approach him
rashly, for he gives an ugly wound with
hit horns ; and with the sharpshoofs of
hia fore-£eet he has been known to deal

such a blow as ling separated the muscle
*froiQ‘the bone of a man’s leg. Yon
must, therefore, either shoot him, knock
him OB the head, drown him by holding
down his head with an oar, or seise bold
of him by the seat, ' and make him tpw
the boat nntil he is exhausted, and can
be maistered..

In deer-stalking, and; indeed, all kinds

of sporting in this couiftry, it in often ne-

cessary.to camp out^that ia, bivouM in

the w^a. Thia would appMr to a man
who is curious in well-aired sheets, as

the Bent'Way to the btlier world; but in

realil^tfaerefdaiiiMliing ehber daagevoua
oVnanleaBanidn the proceeding; jEvery

iBatt*^^BkiiM'- wi|^. mm in . the - woods,

punk, that is, German tinder (a fungous

.

exorescence of the maple), and n flint.

With^ this and the back of hia knife a
light is ayrnck, and t)ie ignited piece cut/
off from Ae maas. This as put inhi dry
moss, end blown or swung round the
head until it biases, and Unis a largo Are

of logs is kindled. Spruce and heniluck

are stripped, and moss gathered ^to^uike
a bod : and ifit be dry overhead, nothing
further is ne^jcessary,* the party all slee;)-

ing with tli^r feet tamed towards tlie

fire. If, however, it threatena rain, a
tent, or wigwam flf bark, imn soon be
erected, perfectly weather-tight ; and in

winter this may be rendered more com-
fortable, by shovelling tlie snow up on
the walls, so as to exclude the wiiid.^’

Tlie very words of this extract (all

of theinsclvcs into song. See how
slight an alteration turns them into

verse

—

“ At the head of our quadruped ^amo is

the deer,

No buck !n Old England his size can
como near

;

His horns, we would say,

^
Are twined the wrong wny,

And differ in shape from tlie hofhs you
have there.” ^

Bear-hunting is just as graphically

described, and so is hunting the racoon.

Dunlop says that he never ate racoon
baked with potatoes, in which he is

decidedly wrong, for it is most capital

food ; und it is the more inconsistent

in the Doctor not to eat it, when, as he
confesses, he l\ps no objection to a
black squirrel, which we certainly can-

not recommend, and has made (and
that most judiciously) a comfortable

breaks on the l;ind-quarter ofa bcarr

cub. Tlicse little prejudices are un-
worthy of a man of genius, and we
hope that this article will find him
totally cured of such narrow fkdeies,

and ravenously occupied in devouring

a rasher of racoon. His obser\'ations

on fishing are capital, but it is not fair

to copy all his work.

From game and fish the transition

to cookery is natural. Hear, therefore,

the Doefor, who honestly confesses the

deplorable state of scflence in Canada.

** Our inns are bad—tliat is to say,

many of them clean and' comfortable

indeed enougb, and the landlords almost

uniformly civil and obliging; bat the

proverb of 'God sending maanipnd the

devil cooks,’ never was so fullyi illus-

tqtted as in this country; for, with a
supecaXrandanee of the raw materia^, tbe

munq/actuned artUU of a gbod dinper is
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littrdly to be found in a public-bouae in
the province. The radical cause of this
defect seems to me to be, that the cook*
ery of America is derived from that of
Holland

; so they are inferior pupils of
-an indifferent sciiool ; for, though both
oouxitries have produced painters ofgreat
ntninence, I never have,, yet beard of
either producing a cook ’of even mode-
rate genius. Soup is unknoaui in these
parts. The gridiron, if to, be found at
all, is only nn ornamental, not a useful
iniplement of an Amoricnn kitchen ; its

place is usu^ed by the frying-pan, and
every thing is deluged Vr'ith grease and
butter. I saw, some days ago, in the
JNew York Spectator, a clever announce-
ment of a work about to be ]iublishod,

by S fair spinster from ^somewhere Moa-u
oast’ (as she herself^ being a New Kng-
landcr, would say), on American cookerr.
The lady is henemp*t Miss Pnidence
Smith

;
and it appears that, in Amtft-icrf,

the m}*bjterios of cookery hitherto, like

.tJiose of the Druids of old, have been
preserved bjr oral traditiont which this

young lady is now about to collect, ar-

iungo, and classify, in a code of Transat-
lanlic culinary economics, and thus will

beconr. the .tustininn and Napdieon of
her ^national gastronomy — the Meg
Dodds and Hannah Glosso of the New*
World. 1 have no acquaintance with
Prudence

;
yet 1 sinperely wish her all

manner of siiccessf in her patriotic and
philanthropic undertaking; and in the
mean lime 1 shall, to give the retider a
kind of notion of what he may expect,
present him with a few receipts, as I saw
them practised in the kitchen of a, not
the London Tavern.

*

** To dress a BeefiVeuk,

“ Cut the steak about a quarter of an,,

inch thick ; wash it in a tul^ of wa-
ter, wringing it from time to time after

the manner of a dishclout
;
put a pound

of fresh butter in a frying-pan (hog's-

lard w'ill do, butbutter is more esteemed ),

and when it boils put in the steak, turn-

ing and peppering it for about a quarter
of an hour ; then put it into u deep dish,

and pour tJie oil over it, till it floats, and
so serve it.

“ To boil iireeti Peas.

*• Put them in a large pot fulhof w'ater

;

boil them till th^ burst
;
pour off one-

half of the water, leiiving about as much
as will cover them ; then add about die
sise of your two fists of butter, and stir

the whole round with a handful of black
pepper. .Serve in a wash-hand basin.

^
^ “ To pickle Cucumbers,

i* Select for this purpose cucumbers
the ^se of a man's foot-» if beginning to
grow yellow, so much the better; split

thtoi in four, and pot them into an
earthen vessel

;
then cover them with

whisky. The juices ofedie cucumber,
mixing with the alcohol, will run into

die acetous fermentation— so you make
vinegar and pickles both at once ; and
the pickles will have that bilious. Cal-
cutta-looking complexion, and slobbery,

slimy consistence, so much admired by
-die £)utch gourmands of this country.

** Ti) make Butter Toast.

** Soak the toasted bread in warm milk-

flnd-water
;
get ready a quantity of melt-

ed butter, and dip the bread in it
;
then

place the slices stratum super stratum in
a deep dish, and pour the remainder of
the melted butter over them.

How poultry is dressed, so as to de-
prive it of all taste and flavour, and give
it much the ajipcumnce of an Egyptian
mtiiAnv, I am not sufficiently skiflod in
Transatlantic cookeiy to determine

;
un-

less it be by first boiling it to r.igs, and
tk .m baking it to a chip in an oven.

^
Jlut

I shall say no mure on die subject, as it

would be iinguUaiit to imticiputo Miss
Prue.”

This is truly Inmcntable. Why does

^

not Ude gut up a missionary society
to enlighten the worst* than Pagan
darkness of the unhappy land f

Follows then all manner of advice
to settlers about laud, location, soil,

’

and a thousand et-ceturas of the same
kind, no doubt most valuable to all

concerned, interspersed with various
episodes on politics, with some of
which we agree, and with some differ.

.Tustice, however, compels ns to confirm,
ffi pammty the compliment paid to
'Bishop Macdone*!, a divine who look
Ogdensburg by charge, under a heavy
fire from the enemy’s batteries, at the
head of his own unbreeched barbarians
from Glengary, in the most episcopal
style—whose polemics are, we doubt
not, moll irreproachable in the manner
of his church—and of whose potency
in demolishing tumblers of punch we
most willingly offer testimony.

Hemp, flax, tobacco, &c. we dismiss,
and come to a point on which infomia-
tipn will be naturally sought.

It is a question with many inteading
emigrants, whether to go to Canada or
the United Stated^. 1 thuik Canada pre-^
ferable, and for the following reasons :

—

^

** It is to many who happen to have
consciences, no light matter to forswear
their allegiauce to their king, and declare
tiiat they are willing to tjdce np arms
against their native country, at the osllof
the country of their adoptmn ;'«id wiIms
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they do so, they must remain alims for

ever : nay, even if they do manage to

swallow such an oath, it is seven years

before their apostacy is I'ewarded by the

right of citizenship. In landing in his

]\lajesty’s dominions, they carry with

them dieir rights of subjects, and imme-
diately on becoming 40s. freeholders,

have the right of voting for a represent-

ative.
** The markets ofCanada for farm pro-

duce are, and must be, better than Imjse

of the United States
]
for Canadian corn

is admitted into both llritish and West
Indian ports on much more advantageous
terni.s tlian foreign grain

;
and the tajces

on articles requinri for the consumpt of
the inhabitants are not onc-twolfth so
great in Canada as in tlie United States.

Thus, all British goods pay at Quebec
only gj ])er cent ad valorem, wjiilst at

,

any American port they pay from to

(iO per cent. •

“ Very erroneous notions arc current in

Rngliiiul, with regard to the taxnti^fti of
the United States. Tho truth is, that

though America is lightly taxed in com-
parison with JCngluiKl, it is by no means
to bo considt*red so, when compared to

most of tlie coiitirieiital nations. The
account usually rendered of Americsui

taxation is fallacious. It is stated, that

something under six millions sterling, or

about lOu. jior liead on an average, pays
the whole army, navy, civil list, and in-

terest of delit of the United States, while

we require fifty millions, or nearly g/, 10s.

ea<h, for the same purpose. But the

fact is, that that sum is only about half

what the Ainencaiis jiay in reality
; for

each individual state lias its own civil

list, and all the machinery of a govern-

ment to support : aaid insigiiificiuit as Jtlie

expenses of that government appear
detail, yet the aggi-egate is of very se-

rious importance. For instance, there

are live times as many jm'^jes in the

state of New' York alone, as in Great
Britain and irehmd ;

and tliougli each
individual of tliese were t9 leceive no
more than we would pay a macer of the

court, yat, when them comes to lie tw'o

or three himdred of tliem,] -^t becomes a
seriouB matter; nor does it make any
difference, in fad , whetlier they are pid'd

out of the exchequer of tho state, or by

tlie fees of the suitors in their «.%urts.

They arc equally paid by a tax on the

people in either case.

Although the accessaries of life are

cheap in America, and eipially cheap in

Canada, the luxuries of life are higher

by several hundred per cent in the one

country than the other. Thus, W’ine in

the United States is so highly taxed,

that in a taveiig at. New York you pay

more for a bottle of Madeira tlfan in one

at London, viz. live dollars, and fifteen
sliillings for port.

** In Canada we have stumbled by ac-
cideut, or had thrust upon us by some
means or other, what may ho considered
the great desideratum in financial science,
viz. the means of creating a large revenue
with a light taxation. This arises from
three causes^: first, that we deiivSi a very
large sum annually frogi lands the pro-
perty of the crown, which are sold to the
Canada CbmpBnv, -nnd from timber <^iit

on crown huids', &c.; second^ that we
derive a ravenAio from ipuhlic works,
which have been constructed at the ex-
peiiso of tho province, and w'hich are in
a fair way of yielding a much greater
reluni tlian the interest of the money ex-
pended on them, and from shares*in the
bank of Upper'Canada, of which the go-
venimeiit took a fourth of the stock ; and,
tliirdly, because we make our iieigliboura

-^llie good ]>eople of the United States.,
pay a little of our taxes ; andrtshall, with
the blessing of God, if tJiey keep on their
tiuriff, m'iftke thoiii pay a pretty ^leniiv

more.’*

Here is plain common sense, blend-
ed 'I’ith trup-hearted loyalty.^ As Iong«

as we have m€*n who happ^ to have
sttc/t consciences," our colonies^i'c safe,

even in spite of reform.

We Iiave just come to the end
of the book, and cannot do better
than finish with Dunlop’s euncluding
sentence.

Now, geiillo n>nder, tliat you have
got tliis length, peiTiiit me to compliment
you on your ^mtience ; a virtue which J

shall no longer call u])on you to exercise,
tlian by rpt^uostiiig you, in the diplomatic
phrase, to accept the assurances of my
highest consideration until w'e meet, as 1

hope we shall do next summer, on the
banks of Luke Jluron.”

Meet him wherever we may, we
shall meet a good fellow, whose vari-

ous wanderings dver the world have
filled liim with shrewd good sen.se,

and stored him with wealth of tale

and anecdote beyond that of any other
man now living. It is recorded of him
that, on his return from India, he enter-

tained the company after dinner every
day with stori<^,*and that he never
repeated one a second time during the

voyage. What an immense and multi-

farious stock he must have laid in

since I

Farewell, tlien, dear Sjffer I and
. whether we meet you on Ihe banks
of the Huron, over the hina-tjbarter

of a bear, clad in the skin of fite same
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animal, and talking much in his tone

and accent, or on the banks of your
native Clyde, predominating over a
bowl of that cold punch manufactured

by youth a manheir surpassing that of

all othe?' sons of men, or in your

favourite region of the Strand, chasing

away midnight hoursr with fluid

suitable to th^ time— wheresoever,

whensoever, and howsoever the meet-

ing may be, warm sbfdl be tlib greeting,

and cordial the welcome.
% ^

And well go nae mair a-roving

—

A roving in tlie night

;

And wen go nae mair n<roving

Let the moon shine ne'er sue bright.**

«

It would be unpardofiiable were we
to publish an article on Canada, with-

out taking notice of a most useful and
amusing volume iust publi 2>hed by
Picken, cur friend the Dominie. In

Pioken’s preface he may justly say,
«

** This book is pmsentcd to the public

with great confidence by the compiler.

He claims no merit for liiniself, hut it

twill be difficult to find a recent wof-k in

which so many official and autliontio

documoAts «re tiroiight together respect-

ing any country. The size of the work
may seem to offer aometfaing like a con-

tradiction to this assertion, but a very

cursory inspection will convince the

reader that the materials from, wliich it

has been compiled are of no ordinary

stamp. Indeed, had it not been owing
to the circumstances of two great ftublic

bodies, as well us the government, being

interested in collecting the information,

which the compiler has been so fortunate

as to obtain access to, it could not have
been within the means of an individual

to accumulate such a variety of important

and, to emigmnta, necessoiy knowledge.**

Galt has supplied sooiie most valu-

able papers, and wljp is there* so well

quahfled 1 Picken's own observations

are shrewd and sagacious, as usual;

and we have all manner ofdocuments,
official and demi-official ; reports from

Commissioners Elliot, PatriclEMhge;
Duncan Macdowell^ and a host of

others; besides compilations from Mac-
Taggart, Talbot, Bouchette— in short,

from every source that could be deemed
at all worthy of consultation—and all

admirably orranged. A more complete

statistical survey of any colony does

not exist. The advice given to emi-
grants, the tables of expense for rich

and poor, the suggestions as to the

employment ofcapital, the management
of ffirras, &c &c. are ample and saiis-

tory. The book must be the manual,
not only of tlie emigrant, but of the

traveller.

It is very unnecessary for us to eu-
logise Galt or Picken at this time of

day*,: we therefore leave them to their

fate
;
but they have caught a new hand;

who is, we think, as fine a raw material

for a tounst as at present exists. It is

]Mr. Nathaniel Gould, the Vice-Go-
vernor of the North American Land
Company. He has an eye for scenery,

a clear knowledge of the business of a
country, and an acute perception of
manners. Nothing can be better than

his description of the Shakers, but it is

too long for our pages, and wo caunot

find a short extmet to give a sufficient

idea of his graphic manner. Uut we
trust we shall see Mr. Gould, ere long,

in a substantive form— he can go alone.

Jn the mean time, all ye who wish to

gop* to Canada, or *lo hear any thing

about it, read the book compiled by
Andrew Picken, Dominie. It has

quite Caaada-bitten us; and we long

to be, like the careless Jaques in the

forest, hewing down tlie oak, and
swallowing a bear for breakfast l



The Book of JASHUR.
(fbom the iEtmoric.)

[Archbishop Lawrence, some time ago, was fortunate enough to lay hand upon,
- and learned enough to translate, the lohg-lost book of £noch. It Hrs been

our fortune to discover the book of JasHur, so long a desideratum among the

learned. See ^orto/occ. JiiOlioth. liabbin. vol. ii. j). 403, in voce Dn. Wol-

fius in. Rabbi ra-om, Lightfoot, Sbelomo Jarchi, Hyman Hurwi£,^oses
I^rehi, Sir italph Franco, Rev. Dr. Le| of Cambridge, De Rbssi in Scrittori

£brei, and a .whole rabble of literati. Wc are sure the l||med will thank us

for our translation of the work, the original roll ofwhich, in high preservation,

and manifestly of the ninth century,wc nave transmitted 4o the ofSussex,

through the hands of Mr. Pettigrew, F.U.S. &c.]

CHAP. 1.

1 A new king tn Tarthhh^ 8 The wicked

co^nulofhis coumllon, 14 The no-

ble$ murmur,

1 And it came to pass, in the^latter

days of my people, when iniquity wiis

come to the full, that a king of a mild

countenance and well stricken in years

stood up.

2 And he walked in the ways of his

father, and loved his people, and de-

sired their good.

3 But th^e sons of the crafly, the

selfish, and the vile, gathered around
liim, and said thus unto him

:

4 My lord the king, if thou wouldst

do good to the remnant of thine inhe-

ritance, put away from thee lliy great

men, iby nobles, and thy mighty men
of valour, who have gained thy fathers

renown.

5 For thou tliyself, my lord, O king!

wast bred upon the mighty waters,and
these men will be too hard for thee.

6 Therefore takd unto thee of the

dregs of the people to be tby counsel-

lors, and the multitude will cleave un-
to thee and extol thy wisdom j

7 And every one that is in debt,

and every one tliat is in distress, and
every one that is discont^ted, shall

gatlier themselves unto thee, and thou

sbalt rule over them.

If 8 And the king hearkened to their

voice, and he put away from him his

nobles of the land, his mighty men of
valour, and all those who had esta-

blished the throne of his fathers and
gained them renown, from the river

even to the ends of the earth.

9

And he took unto him of the

dregs of the people to be his counsel-

lors; and behold all the base and the

vile, Rtid all that were in distress and
in debt, agd discontented in the land,

drew unto them and put their trust in

them.
,

'

10 And they said unto them, Go to

;

for now it slmll be well with us, and
Wc will ti-ampie the king and his no-
bles under onf feet, even as the ox
,treadeth out the com.

1 1 And we will change times and
laWs; and countries and kings and
provinces shall be given untefus for a
prey, and the land shall be free. -n-

12 Foi^ we will take every man’s
bond-servant away from him, and we
will put weapons into their hands, and
say mto them, Smite 1 and t^cy shall

smite.

13 And the people rejoiced greatly,

because they should trample on prin-

cipalities and powers ; ana the unrigh-

teous counsellors rejoiced also, because
of their success and their great power
with the lowest of the people.

H 14 Nevertheless, the nobles of the

land and the captains of thousands, of
fifties, and of lens, withstood them to

their face.^, and said unto them. No,
thou shall *not deal so with our lord

the king, to cause him to remove the

ancicyit landmarks, and change statutes

and laws, and make him a reproach

and a byword among the cliildren of
his pemde.

15 Therefore increase your anfiy

and come forth, for ( tod do so to ns
and mom also, if we do not drive you
fiom the footstool of that throne which
you have usurped and abused.

16 And they increased their armies
and came forth, and the land was
troubled by reason of their commotion.

17 And 1, JashiW, the son of Zeba-
diah, of the country of the Philistines,

went clown to see the battle; and 1

was greatly astonished, for the king’s

forces were arrayed in this wise.

CHAP. II. \
J An old man is at the head of iSb mked

eoumellins. 2 His ktnsman the sbn of
JietiaL



The wicked counsellor. The trespass of the queen.111 .

1

In the front and at tlie head of

the whole there appeared an old man
whose name was as if he had been the

son of the twilight that leadeth unto

darkness.

% 2 iiyud behold he had a kinsman to

guide and direct him, and he was a
son of Belial. For he put a hook into

the old man’s nose, and led him there-

with, turning <'him whithersoever he

listed. *

3 And the nailR of that kinsman

was as if he had been, a light that had

gone out, and iny spint witliin me was
grieved for the old man.

4 And I said unto one that stood

by, Wherefore is this man so feeble and
worirout in his bodily frame?

5 And he answered and said. Verily

it is because he hath all his life been a«

slave unto the daughters of women.
6 For he sought for them as a Ifon

'

panteili lifter his prey, and where the
*« '‘iuen were there was he.

7 Moreover, the temper tind frame

of Uiis man’s mind hath been evil,

and that continually ; even for the

space 0(£ fifty years hath he boen a

stuuibliiig-bloek unto this people.

8 A mover of strife and of divi-

sions, and a sower of sedition to over-

turn the laws and customs of this

realm, to the end dtat it may be ac-

cordiug to that of the heathen nation

that Ueth beyond .Iordan.

9 But as he hatli taken from this

people to give unto his kin, so shall

he quickly fall and come to his end,

and there shall be none to pity or to

help him,

CHAP. III.

1 The wicked counsellorfrom the land of
the PhiUstifies. 5 He delighled in

strong drink, and in harlots. 14 lie

spake, wicked thmgs for the Queen
Jezebel.

1 And the second of tho.se proud

and evil counsellors came onward, and
when 1 beheld him I wondered greatly,

for I knew him to be of the country of

the l*hilistines.

2 For he was bom in that land, at

the head of the path by which the kine

passeth, and broujjht up a servant of

servants in that land bf graven images,

with an old man whose name was as

if he had been the son of this king.

3 And he carried the writings ofthe

Scri^ the Elders, and the proofs

of t^in .vritings in his right hand, and
denominated him as one of the

of the pit.

4

And the man was prone to do
evil, while how to do good was that

about which he had no kijiowledge.

1[ 5 For he delighted to look upon
the wine when it was red, and when it

gave its colour in the cup, until his

eyes beheld strange women, and his

soul longed iffler them, and he follow

ed them to their respective places of
abode.

6 And he gave them wine to diink,

and also strong drink in abundance,
until thoy were drunk.

7 And certain of them slept with

their fathers, and were buried.

8 But one of them came unto him,
and said unto him, Lol now thou slialt

be my husband, and I will be unto
thee a wife, for thou art betrothed to

me. ^
9 And the man was sore afraid, and

said. What shall 1 do witfi this Ca-
na^nitish woman? ^

10 And one spoke on this wise, and
aiiolher spoke on that; but the rest of
his acts with lier, behold they were
written in the l>Of>k of the Chronicles

of the kings of the Philistines, and in

the hook of Jtibesh the scrilie.

1 1 Nevertheless, he was a hold man,
and his assurance above the assuranei',

of other men ; for he forgot the land

of his naiiviiy and the path of the kine,

and also the carrying of the writings of
the scribes.

12 And he put upon him the robe
of the law, and went into the courts of
the Philistines; but no one said unto
him, T)o this, or Do that, or Wherefore
cpmest thou hither/

L 13 And the man had not bread to

eat, until he wrote words of folly, of
disgrace^and rebellion, in the proplie-

cies of uie son of Jaifier, whom he
hath twice cast off and disgraced.

ii' 14 4;ud he departed thence, and
went unto the great city which is by the

river of the south, but it availed him not.

1 5 Until the queen of that land hav-
ing committed a trespass with one who
was not of the children of her people

;

the wrath of the king and his nobles
was kindled, and they sought to put
her to death.

16 Hut this man whom you see

here, even this mai., whose name is as

it were the besom of destniction, said

unto her, Go to now, let me come in

unto thee, and 1 will save thee from
all those that mk thy life.

17 And she said unto him, What
cansl thou do for me?
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18 And he said, T.o! I will place

lliy one foot in Daii aiid the other in

Heersheba, and I will exalt iny horn

on high, and put down the crooked

serpent into the pit of destruction

;

19 And all those who seek thy life

shall be ashamed, and hide their faces.

20 And she said unto him, Do as

tliou hast said.

21 And he went in unto her, and
she gave unto him silver and gold, and
handmaidens in be ready at his bidding,

22 And of the precious things put

forth by the sun, and of the precious

things put forth by the moon, and asses

and ostriches, and mrie-and-twenty

she-iisses.

23 And his heart was lifled up, and
when he came forth from the pr|\sence

of the queen, the tabernacle that was
upon his face moved to and fro like a
tree that is shaken by the east wind.

24 And it coiitinuelh so even finto

this day; for it hath no rest day nor

night, but moveth from the one side

to the other, as if in contempt of all

those who live un<ler the sun.

25 And now, behold, this man who
was born in the way of the kine, who
carried the writings of the scrilies, who
prophesied with the son of Jaffier, and

whose name is as it were the besom of

destruction,

2G Kven tins man hath come into

the counsels of our lord the king, to

make void ihe nature ofthe things ofthis

realm ; to sweep away, to pull down,
and demolish all that is ancient and
great and good

;
tp turn the sole of the

shoe uppermost, so that what was high
before may be trampled on and abased.

May the L^rd reward him according to

his deed. ^

CHAP. IV.

1 Tha wicked counsellor of s.'^all stature,

whose song no man regardeth, 7 The
nobles take counsel together, 8 The
wicked counsellor of the sack stceepeth

out the nobles with a besom of destruction,

18 The ttobles humble the wicked,

1 And behold, I saw one also that

was small ofstature; but as bis stature

was, so was his influence in the assem-
blies of the people.

2 For his heaK was lifted up, and
he imt^ined vain things, saying unto

himself, Lo, 1 shall not only be the

chief lawgiver, but the chief singer in

this land of mighty timers.

.
^3 But the tenour of his laws >vas

laughed to scorn, and hfe-eongs no
man regarded.

4 lie wrote also Uie dialogues of
men and women

; and his name was
as the sound of a silken robe which is

worn by a woman, when he himself
took shelter under it to keep J|j^ from
the view of those of whom he w% sorely

afraid.

.5. And bdliold the man*s *!ic;ie was
of iron and his brow brass, and lie bad
a nioutli speaking great things.

6 And fie exallid himself even to

the prince of the host, and he essayed

to cast down soine of the’host and the

stars to the ground, and he practised

but prospered not.

H 7 For all the nobles and elders of

the land who loved their country, her

laws, and her king, were sore afraid ;

,for they had been counsellors to his

fathers, and had established their

tlitoiic.

8 Anil they said one to ansther, Oo
to now, what shall we do? J/>, h^vKIi.

not theseMegraded people set a spar-

row upon a house-top, to give laws to

this miglity empire?

9 .And to destroy and root up, and
overturn, overturn, overturn i% until it

shall be no more, until dc^triictioii

overtake us; and then where can we
go, or whither shall we turn ?

10 For if he that hath ten taleuts be
advanced to an equality with him that

hath fifty or a thousand, where shall

be tlie dignity of the assemblies of our
people ?

1 1 And even the people themselves

became afraid, and one-lialf withstood

the laws of tlie little man whose name
was as the sound made by the silken

robf» of a woman when lifted up.

II 12 But he whose name was as if it

had beeti the besom of destruction was
very wroth, and he moved the king to

displeasure, and got his mandate, and
swept the servant^ of the people from

the hall of their assembly, railing at

them and cursing them in the name of
liis gods.

13 And forthwith be sent unto all

those in whom he trusted, the discon-

tentefl, tlie low, and the vile ; and ho

said unto them, SNmd us servants that

will do as we old them, who will say

as we say, speak as we speak, and
judge as we judge.

14 Else how shall we ever tread

upon the necks of kings nobles, if

you send us stiff-necked ancricebeltious

servants, such as these? there<ijre tet

no servant be sent here whO'jeveveth

rank or condition, or the ancient Jaws.
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hnH thus the nobles shall be
abased,' the sanctuary shall be pulled

down and given unto you for a prey;

and as for the king, we despise him,
and hijgii^pll be our servant.

Id.SR-uuto the queen we shall do
that which is right in our own eyes.

17* the people did as he had
said, aiid sent him servants who sanc-

tioned eveiy law that he required.

« f 18 But the nobles or the land

withstood them in their ascent to the

throne, and* turned *tliem ont, and
humbled them.

19 But they returned again, as the

dog retumeth to his vomi^ or the sOw
that is. washed to her wallowing in the

mire, until the land waa sickened with

them, and their names stunk in the,

nostrils of the people.

CIIAP.V.

.L ^he king tendethfor his great captain

;

7 who cometk, 15 The gr^et eaptaiu

ffeth io Joseph; 19 whofeareih. 25
The heui't the great captain is sad,

and he returueth to the king ; 81 who
groaneik.

*

t And their withstanding, and (heir

o\it-tuming, and their humbling, and
their returning again, was on this wise.

2 For behold, when they saw the

array of the nobles, their hearts failed

within them for terror, and smote
against their ribs for fear, and the\

shrunk away from the presence of the

kinff, and iiom the presence of the

nobles.

3 Then spake the king,* even the

king of a mild countenance and well

stricken iu years, to ope of the wise

men ofbiS kingdom, and well skilled

in the laws of me land

;

f Yea, the king spake unto him, and
said.What shall we do?

6 And the wis^, man, and well

skilled in the laws of the land, an-
swered and said,

6 Send for the great captain, whose
noee is like unto a cedar of Lebanon,
even tlie mighty man of valour, who
withstood Apollyon and his hosts, and
put them to flight«'On the plains of
open land where thefe*is no wood, and
msere tillers of the ground do dwdl.

^ "7 Audi Hg tliG csiptsiiiii

eveii> the mighty man of valour, who
had scattend Apollyon and his hosts

;

and besi^ that had he fought many
batt1eB^,ftld had won them all.

8 Aqd the king said unto him, Wilt
thou stand by us?

9 And he laid unto the king. Yea,
Okingl ^

to And he stood by fiie king tind

his nobles, to save the kinjg aii^ the

nobles from the unrighteousness which
the evil counselloih would have c6m-
mitted; '

,

11 For they had sought to bring

down the king's hand in Wrnth' on the

great men and the nobles, and' the

mighty men of valour who had gained

his fothers renown.

12 But he was powerful to save,

even he, the great captain, from de-

struction and death, the nobles of
the land, and the mighty men ofvalour,

and all those who had established the

throne of his fathers and gained them
renown, from the river even to the ends
of the

13 And the king said unto biro. Ve-
rily, thou hast done a great thing, and
hast delivered my soul from the evil

and the iniquity which the sons of the

crafly had appointed that I should do.

14 Gather, then, to thyself counsel-

lors, that so the ungodly may perish.

If 15 Now the great captain, whose
nose is like unto a cedar of Lebanon,
went unto them in whom he put his

trust, and whom he had of old time
ruled as it were with a rod of iron.

16 And the first of these was of a
name as of the outer covering ofa leek,

but men called him Joseph, and he
was a man ci'afty in council.

17 ^ said the great captain unto
him. Stand thou by me, Joseph, the
son of the weaver, tliou saidst thou
wcAildst do, and we shall do battle

against the uncircumcised Philistine^,

18 That have seated themselves in

our higli iflacel, and tear our food from
our mouths.

f 19 Byt the heart of Joseph, was
hardened, and he said unto tito' cap-
tain, Nay

:

20 Long have I served' theC in the
times of old, and 1 have worked obf
the days of the years ofmy servitude,

and I shall serve no moire

;

21* Beside, I fear the people, ‘lest

they stone us with sUmci? ana vtbe ery

of him whose nose is shaken as it were
by the east wind : i ^

22 Tlierefore is it that I will'not up

.

with thee, to fight in Bamoth GUegd.
23 So when the great captain heard

these things, he put dustupon his head,

and.rent his garments, and saii,Verily ,

then art q weaver, and the dung is in

thee.
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, 34 And he smote him with a kick ers walking aHer their own lusts; and
ill the hinder part, and went on his their mouth spake great swelling words.

\vay. • ji
,
f 4 And the king feaied exceedingly^

. is And he looked for whom he lor he was of a mild countenance ami
could see; and behold tlieir hearts well stricken in years

;

Wfire a^righted by reason of the things 5 Nor gave he command iWii gl iat

that Joseph the son of the weaver had captain, whose nose is UkaiuHowcedar
Mid they would not go up. of Lebanont even te arightyynan of

. 26, Save one who was the son of a valour, to execulg jttdjpnent upon the

greatjudge in the land, a comely man, mockers of the fatter days, and to

whose hair is scented with myrrh and convince die ungodly of their ungodly

aloes, and to whom his wife hath given deeds

;

the bom of abundance. And he said, 6 But soughlfagain to hisevReoMl^
Make me tho chief of the council, and sellers, and they returned unterhSae;

give me gold, and so 1 shall scatter 7 And he gave them bwsMdgdi^ to

tliine enemies before thee. do what they should thiol: in their

27 But the heart of tlie great captain own eyes. •

was sad, and he said, Is there none 8 Nevertheleni,fdl die evil which the

better than he ;
sons of tlie crafty had before appointed

28 Who scattereth words Without "that he should cio, he did it not.

knowledge, and is a byword in the • i>9 But the nobles of the land, and
land? Nnyii thent' the hand of the the mtghty men of valour,* and the

lord is against us by reason of^ur great men, stood by, and waited

sires, and we must pmy to the lord the evil should pass away.
for a better sea.son. 10 And the wise men and the seers

29 And he went unto the king, and groaned because of the iniquity of the

said. What thou saidst I should do I peopje

;

sought to do, but there is no trust in 1 1 But they trusted in tife know-
man ;

ledge ofWisdom which had been afore-

30 Y'ea, say 1 with David the king, time made manifest, and they under-

AU men are liars, and we are deliveit^ stood her great experience

;

into the hands of the Philistines. 13 And tliey Iww her power and
^31 So the king groaned aloud, her majesty, and her glory, and her

and wist not what to do. abiding for ever

;

CHAP. VI. Id l or she hath built an everlasting

1 The wicked connselhrs relurn. 4. The foundation with men, and she shall

king yieldeth to the wicked eounselhrs, continue with their seed.

who prevail in the assemhly. 14 The IF 14 And they sung, A patient man
song rf the wise men of the land. 16 will bear A)r a time, and afterwards
The meditation of Bashar, » joy jhall spring up unto him.

1 Then the sons of the crafty, the* 15 But in ^|>e mean while the un-
selfish, and the vile, stirred uji tlio godly triumph, and their deed is done,
dregs of the people, and tlie multitudes We are become as a rope of sand on
of those who were in debt, and in dis- the sea-shore. Selah.

tress, and in discontent; ^ 16 And I, Jashur, the son of Ze-
' 2 And they were loud in 4heir slan- badiah, of the counyy of the Philistines,

deni and in their blasphemies, and the. admired because of the wisdom of the
heai^ pf godly men trembled because wise men, and marvelled exceedingly.

oi the hard speeches which ungodly 17 And I meditated upon their

sinners spake against tlie king and the words, and thought in my heart,Verily,

queen, and the nobles of the land. Wisdom shall praise herself, and gloiy

9 These were murmurers, compljain- in the midst of the people.

j
Here follow, in some MSS.^ two chapters; but as diey are not in the

original !d£thiopici' they are genendly considered to be apocryphal. They are
written ii|^e northdhi dialect, which it is so difficult to understand ; but as th^
ar^curidus, from relating to the proceedings ofa celebrated Shepherd ofthose duya^
we think it our duty to subjoin them.

Chap. VU. hunger and houtlmg The

1 Shepherd eomath from the North. Shepherd,

$ The meh of the South a feast

unto him ; 9 at which there is mueh^^ I And, lo ! in those dky^tfldlrircime

'
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into tlie city by the river of die

aouth one that was a shepherd.

2 And he had smooth stones in his

sorip, gathered from the brook that

funnet^Jiy the border near the dwell-

ing-^kw^f the Magiciani tliat is, won-
dermU and he liad a sling in his hand,

and his beast was ns the heart ofa lton.

2 And the n^me of this man, among
the Philistines, was as the name of a

lamb, that is weaned and h&th not yet

become a he-sheep ; moreover, he was
called by those of the^ south, sis one of

the swine which eateth the husks in

the troughs of the Oirgeshites

;

4 And he was ruddy and of a beau-

tiful gountenaiice, goodly to look on,

and prudent in matters' of war.

% 5 Now' it cairie ltp pass tliat when
the nobles of tlie laml saw this man,'

their hearts waxed within them, and .

they gavf a great shout, crying,

6 Behold the conqueror 1 now shall

ddr adversaries iierislil Asitlie grape

is trodden in the wine-press, they shall

be trodden, and their blood gush out.

7 And they made a feast for liim

that was* a shepherd, yea, they made a

banqu<^t, and caused the red wine to

how, and the flagons of that which is

white to beget rejoicing.

8 And the guest? exceed-

ing multitude; their number no stew-

ard could number, and they were as

the clean and the unclean that went
into the ark of the deluge together.

H 9 But because of the multitude

there was no remnant ofthe feast
;
yea,

the bones were as the bones in (jlolgo-

llia, diy and without flesh, and there

was great murmuring; and many a

man went away a hungeVed, and howled
from emptiness of food.

10 And the man that was a shep-

b^d stood up, and liis voice was as the

voice of Moses when the waves of the

lied Sea fled away in fear; the

people were not appeased by his voice.

11 Whereupon he took from his

scrip a smooth stone ; as nn egg was
the dimensions theibof; and he like-

wise seized his sling, and cast the stone

into the midst of tbie multitude.

12 And there aroso dissonance and
malignant words, and the malice that

was in the breasts of the adversaries

could not be contained within them

;

iqsQ|auc^''.hat the rage of the battle

was kindled*

19^<£nd the men that were there

stro^ with one another; and he that

.was tW. ^pherd stood aloft, and bis

arm was .lifted up, even bis right arm,
and his sluig was as a whirlwind that

sendeth forth the thunder- lolts.

14 And all men spoke of the man
that ivas the sliepherd, and of his valour

and his sling, and his might as a man
of war : even unto this day his name is

as a sweet odour among the nobles,

and as tlie smell of the pomegranate
tree when she putteth forth her blos-

soms.

CHAP. VIIT.

1 The king rejoicelh in the Shepherd. 4
So doth the grent captain, 9 The end*

t And it came to pass, when the

king heard how the adversaries were
trodden down at the feast that was
given to the man tliat was a shep-
herd, <ie was grievously troubled, and
wist not what to do.

2 And he bethought him of the

greiy. captain, whose name is as the

name of a fountain in a market-place

;

and he sent unto him, saying,

li Como ; 1 know that thou art one
who careth for no man, yea, 6ven
those that are the adversaries; go,
gird your loins, and say to the wi.se

and the pod and the courageous, The
king is in straits; come, and we shall

set him free.

II 4 Then the great captain, whose
name is as the name of a fountain in

a market-place, girded his loins and
went forth, and when the adversaries

heard this thing, they were sore afraid.

.5 But they ptheied themselves to-

gether, and said, Let us not be cast

d«wii; yet it is meet that we should
' seem to be so, and raise a cry through-

out tlie land that we are utterly undone.
6 Ani^ there was at that time foolish^

men and astrologers in the land, and
they discerned by the stars that the

time was not yet come when reason

should rule the whole earth.

7 Nevertheless, the adversaries called

to them the young and the rash, and
all those who are void of under-
standing.

8, And their beseechings and en-
treaties stirred up a vast multitude of
those that yearned for sweet morsels

without labour, in^much that a panic
spread throughout the lanoTand the

king was fain to look with a rueful and
strange visage upon those with whom
his hopes were fixed.

If' 9 And thus it came tp pass tliat

the adversaries for a season were again

rulers over this people.
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Thomson's life of sir Walter ualeigh.*

This is a good book, and worthy of re-

commeiidutiop. The notices with which
it has met at the hands, of critics have
not by any means been equivalent to

its deserts ; and this is one of the rea-

sons of onr giving its subject a place

in our pages. VVe agreewith Mr. Lodge,

that tne history of llaleight has al-

ways been an object of anxious and
busy inquiry; but cannot agree with
him when he asserts, that the pains

which liave been taken to render it

complete have been rewarded with the

utmost success. There is obscurity, for

instance, about Ualeigh s share in the
“ Main and the “ 13ye,*' in the scheme
for the proclaiming the rights 6f the

I.ady Arabella Stuart, and his voy-
ages to America. That Lord Cob-
ham was a black villain, is pretty ’^Rjll

ascertained
; and that be sacrificed

ItaleigU to a sudden gust of passion,

we have little doubt of : but still it is

not quite clear that Sir Walter was not

implicated in the transactions touching

tlic Lady Araliella, and that his adven-
ture to Guiana did not originate from
a determination to acquire wealth by
piratical enterprise. VVe are sorry that

proofs do not exist to shew that the

El Dorado voyage was other ihaii a
measure to cover over his latent inten-

tion of becoming a bold outlaw on the

Spanish seas. Necessity is a hard task-

master : Ualeigirs profusionand reckless

extravagance drove him to employ the

most likely sliifl to ^supply his purser
and the tyranny of James had deprived

the knight of his fair lauds of Sher-

borne, and thus left him inripened
age, and with exorbitant personal wants
and a grown-up iimiily to provide for,

in a state of abject beggary. This may
extenuate, but caunot palliate, the law-

lessness pf the capture of St. Tiionias,

and the slaughter he committed bn the
persons of the subjects of Spai^. Had
llaleigh^s age been one of ^mpletc
darkness, still .his own scholarship
ought to haws told him What ^n^me he
deserves, according to t^e nomenclature
laid down in international law, who
commits depredations on the proj^rty,
and the last violence on the subjects,

of a power at f[)eace with our own
sovereign.

Mr. Lodge, however, has well ob-
served, that the life of Ualeigh was
public property, in which every«taste

and profession 'had an interest: the

soldier will cherish the reputation of
lieroes; the critic, of writers; the po-
•litlsian, of statesmen. Kaleigh, in his

individual self, was a conibiaation of
all these— iJoet, orator, philosopl^.,.
historian, •scholar ; now haranguing
upon the mutter of statistics in the
House of Commons—now addressing
the sovereign on the subject of com-
mercial I'egulations—now di^ng into

the very flepths of the Uabbinigil wri-
ters—now a bold adventurer on the
occan,clutching his sword to win wealth
and repute for hin^self and his daunt-
lcs.s crew— now incurring his royal

mistress’s wrath, by sighing his amorous
lay among her maids of honour : this,

and much more than this, was evi-

denced in the single person of Sir

Walter Ralei^. The consideration

of such a character must interest man-
kind. Mrs. Thomson set a high task

* for herself, and^she has accomplished
it witli zeal .'iiid* ability. There is an
occasional tendency to indulge in con-
jecture when anthoritic.s are defective,

and a fondness for lingering over tri-'

fling incidents, an^ giving them the

importeUice of main incidents : but the

book is a valuable prodiiction.

* Memoirs of the Life of Sir \Valter Ralegh, witli some Account of the Period in

which he lived. By Mrs. A. T. Thomson, Autlior of the " Memoirs of the Court of

King Henry VI 11." London, Longman. 1830. •

f “ The name,*’ says Mrs. lliomson, “varies in its ortliogn^hy from Rale, or

Ralega, to Ralegh, Rawieigh, or Raleigh.” We have chosen tli^last, because it is the

common spelling, and it is not well to meddle llioiightlessly, or without good and suf-

ficient reaami, with thvorthography of names wliich arc of every-day recurrence to a
nation’s thoughts. " Rawieigh,^’ says Mr, D’Ismoli, “as was prartised to a much'
later period, wrote his name various ways. In the furmhr series of tliis w^k I haVW
discovered, at least, bow it was pronounced in his time: thus, Hild

distich, in the form of a rebus, gives the pronunciation in the same manner
: \

% The enemy to the stomaibh, and the word of disgrace.

Is the name of the gptideman with a bold face.”

Modem historians, however, have some time since settled the ortliography. .

VOIv. V. MO. XXX. * X X
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Raleigh was of an old but an im-

poverished iamily. He was born in

1552, at a iarm called Hayes (rented

by his father), situated at Budely, in

that part of the eastern coast of Devon-
shire white the Otter discharges itself

into the British Channel, llis father

was thrice nu^ied, and «}iis mother,

being tW third wife, was the daughter

of Sir Philip Champernon, of Mod-
bury, and widow of Otho Gilbert, of

Compton, in t]»e same county. After

sound preliminary tuition, he was at

sixteen entered as a commoner both at

Oriel and Christ Church, Oxford, in

compliance with a prevalent custom,

^hich secured tlie privilege of his aspir-

ing to a fellowship at. either of these

colleges. In 15G0 he was induced, by
his uncle Chainpernon, to be one of a*'*

hundred volunteers, fitted out un^er
^

his comipand, by the queen*s orders,

for the succour of the Hugonots. AAer
“Iffi return in 1576, he is reputed to

have studied at the Middle Temple,
from the known fact, that Elizabeth

desired her young courtiers to have a

dash of Kgal learning. In the fo'ilow-

ing year he made a campaign in the

Ix)w Countries, under Sir John Norris

;

and in 1578 joined his uterine brother,

Sir llumphrey Cilj^ert, a celebrated

navigator of the day, in an expedition

to colonise North America. Spain,

and Portugal, and England, had been

severally desirous of colonial posses-

sions, and the latter was at that time

turning its attention to*the north-east

coast of America. Sebastian Cabot,

having the command of an English

squadron, had discovered Newfound-
land. For undertakings of this^ kind

much capital was required. Elizubetli

at the coromencenieiit had only a fleet

of seventeen sail
;
the rest of the royal

navy, that performed such prodigies,

was made up of 'ships from Bristol,

Barnstaple, and other commercial

towns, or vessels expressly hired by
the queen, or lent by the company of

meimiant adventurers, or private citi-

zens. The voyage, however, wjis com-
menced under ufifavourable circum-

stances. Many mes and ships failed

in their engagements, and the adven-

; tuxfin were obliged to set out with two
'

ithips only ; of which one, on encoun-

a Sj^anish fleet of superior force,

w^' uud Sir Walter, narrowly es-

the other, returned in time

to o^ome serviceable in Ireland. A
plot ioA ^een commenced in 1570, at

the instigation ofPhilip II., for placing

the natural son of Pope Gregory Xlll.
on the throne of that isla^^d ; and the

scheme had been recently revived.

Spanish troops, intermingled with

some Italians, were landed at Smer-
wich, in Kerry, whem they erected a
fort, towhich they gave the name ofJ>el

Oro. Raleigh obtained a commission
under Lord Grey of Wilton, then lord-

deputy of Ireland, a man of undoubted
abilities, but with a name sullied for

deeds of cruelty, lie, however, acted

with the Earl of Ormond, governor of
Munstor, where, although he gained

repute for courage, he became conspi-

cuous for some acts of ferocity on the

persons of Irish prisoners. He was then
appointed governor of Cork. The in-

surgents having been for the time re-

duced, he arrived in England in 1581.
Raleigh now, at thirty years of age,

camo to court for preferment. The in-

cidents ofthe “cloak” and the “verses”
are well known, lie attracted and
won the vain and tickle Elizabeth’s

attention. She had the same regard

for beauty of exterior in her courtiers,

which was the besetting weakness of
her successor, James. Sir Robert
Naunton has described Raleigh's per-

fections. “ He had in the outward
man a good presence and well-com-
pacted person, a strong natural wit
and a better judgment, with a bold and
plausible tongue, whereby he could
set out his parts to the best advantage;
and to these he had the adjuncts of
some general learning, which, by dili-

gence, he enforced to a great aiigmen-
' tation and perfection : for he was an
indefatigable reader, whether by sea or
land, aiy} none of the least observers

both of men and the times.” Iliese

qualities were the making of liis for-

tune. Ilfr had, previously to his de-
parture from Ireland, been involved in

a dispute with the deputy, Lord Grey
of VVilton, which had been referred

by a council of war there to the
privy council of England. “ Whiat
adv^tage he had,'’ says Nauoton, “ in

the’ case in controversy, 1 know not,

but he had much the better in the
telling of his tale ; insomuch, as the
queen and the ti»rds took no slight

mark of the man and his parts: for

from thence he came to be known and
to have access to the lords, and then

'

we are not to doubt bow ^ch a main
would comply,. and learnW way^i^f
progression. Aiid whether or no. my
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-Lord of Leicester had then cast in a
word for him to the queen, which
would ham done no harm, I do not

determine ; but true it is, he has gotten

the queen’s ear at a trice, and she be-

gan to be taken with his elocution, and
tried to hear his reasons to her demands

;

and die truth is, she took him for a

kind oforacle, which nettled them all.*’

Mrs. Thomson’s remarks on the in-

famous J^eicester, and her (slight)

glance at the court intrigues, are worthy
of notice. Her description is simple,

perspicuous, and agreeable. We give

this one extract as a specimen of her

style

:

** The empire of Leicester nt court was,
at this time, generally considered ns in*

disputable, 'fhe olnect rather of Eliza-

betirs pnssioiiute adniiration thaif of her
affection,* Leicester had long held an i

ini)>erious sway over the private regards
of that princess. Her attmdimeiit U*jLitn

has been a subject of wonder to conteni-

por.iries and to posterity. Ills merits as

a statesm;m luid commander were doubt-

ful, his crimes were more than suspec'ted.

Unliappily for his <‘Ountry, liis brilHtiiit

careerhad obliterated tlie impression which
his dork deeds had made upon the public

mind, and liad silenced the imputations of
cowardice somf^iinos castujion him. Yet,
in the langiuige of one who personally

knew him, Leicestfir w»is esteemed lo be
'more of Mercury than of Mars;’ and
while the partiality of Klizabeth induced
her to intnist him' with commissions of

the gi'eatest iinportaiicc, he never had the

confidence of the peoiile. It is <]oubtfhl

whether he also possessed the respect of
Elizabeth in so great«a degree as her con-

duct towards him seemed to imply, ller •

infatuation for him was devoid of that

delicate and conSding attachment which
alone can give stability to such 4ies. This
was apparent after his death, when, with
an avidity natural to her coarse mind, she

seised upon a portion of his gi^s, which
were offered to public sale, in order to

repay herself for some debt due to her
from tlie deceased nobleman. While to
tho^ world she appeared wholly devoted to
Leicester, it is probable tliat the earl, who
knew the female character well, may have
been conscious of the insecuiitv of his
station in her regard, and of tlie‘hollow-
ness of that affection wj^iph followed him
not to the tdinb. ITiis ^cret^rceptioii
rendered him peculiarly sensible to tlio

dread ofrivalship. ^Vhen Ealegh first

appeared Itt court, the gleams of royal
favour were sometimes supi>osed to tall

abundantly ujmis the avowed enomy of
Leicester, llmisdon, earl of Sussex, a
stout English peer, wliose influence over
Elizabeth shewed how often the same
character may he acted upon by qualities
totally opposite ; for Sussex w'jis honest,
mid therefore fearless, proud of his rela-

^

tionsLip to tin* cpinen, and of his descent
from a long line ofillustrious Fitzw'olters

;

aPid on that account more acceptable to

the people than Leicester, whose lineage
recalled the recollection of the Diijlm’-

the detesq*d agent of Henry the Seveiitli,

Too unguarded for a coiurtier, and too ijn-

iHMiding for a favourite, Sussex felt all liis

life the ascendency of Leicester, »md on
Ids death-hod bade his friendssbeware of
‘ tlie gipsy

a

name which he liud given
to tlio earl, and then esteemed td be one
of peculiar 0{)prubriiim : so cipiully poiscnl,

iucleed, was the apparent influence which
I^eicesti*r and Sussex were supposed to

1

>ossoss at court, tliat the intmauctiou of
talegli U) tlie especial notice oftlie queen
has been attributed to both tliese nobh*-
mcn. It was not, however, long, before
Leicester began to dread Ids advances,
and determined to oppose bis career by
the inti'oduction of a new rival. 'I'his was
liohert Dovereux, tairl of Essex, a man
far inferior to Ralegh in natural abilities,

and 411 cultivsitiou of mind; but gifted
with dispositions fur too generous and
noble for the partwhich be had to ]>orform
in life. Various circumstances conspired
to establish Essex as the idol of the ]M)o-

ple and of bis sovgreigii ; and Ralegh
found it, perhaps, difficult to forgive tlie

* Tliis position is easily controverted. " Quadra, bishop of Aquila, the Spanish
ambassador in the beginning of 1561, informs tlie king, that, according to common
belief, the queen * lived with Dudley that, in one of his audiences, Elizabeth spoke
to himrespiting this report, and, in jp-oof ofits imprabability, sliewed him the situation

of her room and bed-chamber-— /a disposicioa de m camera y alcqlnt. But in a short

time she deprived herself of this plea. Under the pretext that i^udley’s apartment, in

a lower sto^ of the palace, was unwholesome, she removed him to another, contiguous

to her own cWnber-^i?a habitaeion aUajunto a «tt camera, protestando que la que tenia

era mat Sana, The original despatch^ are at Simaocos, witli several letters from<i)n

^glish lady, formerly known to Philip (probably the Marchioness of Winchester
describing in strong colours the dissolute manners Doth of Elizabeth and her court. 1

may tere add, that although some writers have refused to give any credit to cele-

lettqr from Mary, in Murdin, 558,yret almost every statement in it rat^ieen

edtofrrmed bv other doeument8.*'-jLii»OARD, vol. vHi. p..501. •
'

'We could say ihuch more on this aal:gect,'if the occasion fitted.
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success which frustrated his own rise to

greatness.^ Vet, whilst the prosperity of
Kulegh was less dazzling, it was more
secure than that ofthe unfortunate Essex.
Sincere ond well>intentioncd, yt^t vain,

presumptuous, and self-\%'illed, tlie faults

of Essex operated chiefly to his own in>

jury; and even his virtues appeared to

add to t^ie^dtuigS^ hy whicWie was sur-

rounded. His popiilurity was greater

than that of any British nobleman of his

time, imd was the source of inacli ill-w'ill

towards him on the part of many of his

equals ; Halogh, on the <>ther hand, either

avoided public iqiplause as dangerous, or
disr<‘giirdi'd it as unimportant. * Seek
not to be Essex, shun to bo Ralegb,* was
the w'iso counsel of the elder Lord Bur-
leigh to liis son ; thus designating tho.se

persons as rejiresentiiig the two extremes

of popularity and of public aversion. Vet
Essex and 'llulegh both died upon u scaf-

'

fold : so difficiilt is it to steer clear of tlie <

([uieksands on whicli despotism hurries

its victims.”

A courtier’s life was a cage, though
one of golden wires, to the enterprising

and resolute mind of Raleigh. I le was
glad to «fJscane, and, an opportflnily

being offered by the expt'ditioii to New-
foundland, he sailed with Sir Hum-
phrey (Gilbert, as vice-admiral of a fleet

of four ships ; one of which, named after

himself, Raleigh manned and victualled

at his own charge. Tiie expedition was
again unfortunate. Sir M'alter, on ac-

count of a malignant fever in his .ship,

was obliged to put back, while his

kinsman reached Newfoundland, of

which, by the usual process of digging

a turf and receiving it with a hazel

wand, ho look po.sscssiou in right

of Cabot's discovery. ' He moreover

planted a colony there, discovered a
silver mine, divided some of the land

among his followers, and commenced
his return home in joyfulness of heart.

But, ere he reached* the Azores, he was
overtaken by a tempest ; the specimen
of the silver ore was lost, with the ship

in which it was deposited ; his sailors

were frightened from the helm by, as

they alleged, strange voices ; ai^ after

being appalled meteor, common
ill storms, but whLd\ is considered by
seamen of iatal import, called Castor

' and Pollux, the frigate of the gallant

^mmander foundered and was lost,

wilib.j^r%..oul on board.

W year following, B^leigh laid

the p^f of another voyage before the

quecfi^nd council, and by a special
grant allowed ‘‘ free liberty to dis-

cover such remote heatlien and barba-

rous lands as were not actually pos-

sessed by any Christian, pr inhabited

by Christian people." The risk in this

adventure was entirely his- own, and,

fitting out two ships, lie despatched

them, under the charge of able com-
manders, by the Canaries and West
Indies, to North America. .The sliips

reached the Gulfof Florida, landed, and
made the discovery of Virginia, which
Raleigh was commanded to name after

the virgin queen. The portion then dis-

covered is Carolina. F rora the favour-

able reports, Elizabeth consented to

the phiutiiig of a colony in those parts,

which was despatched in a fleet of

seven sail, under the command of his

kinsman Sir Richard Granville, who,
on hisdreturn, captured a Spanisli gal-

leon worth fifty thousand pounds. Even
during this adventure he was busy in

another with his half-brother. SirAdrian
Gill^rl, in discovering the north-west

passage to China, by those straits which
were subsequently named after tlie un-
fortunate Davis. In 1586, he fitted

out another expedition to V'irginia,

which was of little avail as to profit

;

but two ships which ho sent to cruise

against the Spaniards returned with

considerable wealth, and afterwards

wore ordered to join George Clifford,

F>rl of Cumberland, in an un.success-

ful adventure in the Southern Seas.

In the following year, he again con-
cerned himself deeply about his colo-

ny; but having already expended forty

thousand pounds on its maintenance,

and sent out four fiiT^ts to its assistance

* at his individual expense, it is not sur-

prising tiiat he was fain to make it

over, with certain reservations, to seve-

ral merenauts of London. It was,
however, almost wholly abandoned
during ihi remainder of Elizabeth's

life.

In 1588, Raleigh distinguished him-
self in the overthrow, of the Armada

;

and, in the following year, assisted

Norris and Drake in the expedition to

Portugal for the restoration of Don
Antonio to its throne.

In the mean time, favours and dis-

tinctions had been lavished upon him.
He had received \he high honour of
knighthood, had been elected to serve

in parliament for his native county and
for Cornwall, had received a patent for

licensing the sale of wines throughout
the country, and a mnt oflS,000 acres

in the counties of Codt and Waterford.
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Besides tliese, be was made Scnesclial

of the Duchies of Cornwall and Exe-

ter, Lord Warden of the Stannaries,

Commander of the Queen’s Guard,
and had received at the hands of his

sovereign large estates in the western

counties, more particularly the manor
of Sherborne in Dorsetshire, where he
built a splendid mansion, and laid

out immense sums in beautifying the

grounds.

In the House of Commons he was
the organ of the court against the coun-
try party; and in 1591, he was one of
the queen’s advisers, when she issued
her proelumatioii for the suppression

of the Jesuitical seminaries, of which
various branches, from the institution at

\'alladolid, had been established in

I'ligland. Tlie Spaniards never forgave
Ualeigh his implication in this mea- •

sure. In the year afler, we lind him
again mixed up in an adventure against

the Spanish settlements in the West
Indies. It proved disastrous ; and he
relumed, but his tleet captured a Por-
tugese carack, whicli was considered
the richest prize ever brought to

England. His amour with Elizabeth

Throgmorton, one • of the maids of
honour, look place at this period;
and although Raleigh married the

young lady, the oftended dignity of
Elizabeth was only to be satisfied by
his imprisonment in the Tower for

many months.
CJn his liberation, he resolved on

further adventures in Spanish America
— a measure he was driven to for the

support of his enormous expenses.

*^No man,” says Mr. Lodge, “sur-*
passed him in magnificence. He tilt-

ed in silver armour, wearingi a sword
and belt set with diamonds, rubies,

and pearls—appeared at court on so-

lemn occasions covered wfth jewels,

nearly to the value of 70,000/.—and
his retinue and table were maintmned
with appropriate splendour.” And
Mrs. Thomson lingers over a minute
description of the attractions of his
** itoble figure, which were studiously

combined with those of a graceful and
splendid attire.”

Having despatched a trusty person

to Guiianu, he, on the return of his

messenger, gave the queen a glowing
description ofthe inexhaustible sources

of die litres of the soil, and prayed her
to send a^^olony thither under his ma-
nagement. She refused, and h^ under-

took the sebeme at his own expense.

He stormed and sacked San Joseph,
took De Berrio, the governor^ prisoner

;

went in a fruitless quest of El Dorado

;

received submission from several petty
princes, to whom he shewed Lli7.abeth^

icture, which “ they so admired and
onoiired, as it had been easy to have
made them* idolatrous^eretsfl”— and
published the account of his voyage,
wherein he describes the hills of the

country ** sparkling with stones of
the colour of gold and silver;” and,
among other iiAluccmenfs to the cupi-
dity of the queen and spcculatists, he
affirmed that ‘^the common soldier

might there liglit for gold, and pay
himself, instead of poiu'e, with aplates

of halfa foot bfoad ; whereas he hreak-
etli his bones in other wars for provent

*

and penury.” Among many wonders
ii>th.')t marvellous land, he tells of a
tribe of natives “ having their eyes in

their shoulders, and their moutIi|^,i;'

the midd4e of dieir breasts, and a long
train of hair growing backward be-
tween tlicir shoulders and again, that

"thf^ counliy was so healthful, tliat,

notwithstanding every possible iiiipru-

detico on the part of his companions,
they found no calentura (inlennittent

fever), nor other of those pestilent dis-

eases which dwelUin all hot regions.”

To this assertion. Dr. Bancroft, who
visited the country in 1790, gives a
flat contradiction ; for he affirms that

the natives were liable to a frightful

and contagious species of leprosy, and
that intermittfng fevers were endcmicnl
near the sea. That Raleigh detailed

such extravagant accounts with the

design of deceiv ing the nation and the

queen, is certain; because, whenever fa-

vourable tidings of the soil and climate

couldTc stated with truth, his relation

agrees minutely with those of subse-

quent writers. l*1)jlip de Hutten, in

1.541, mentions the houses of a certain

town in CRiiaiia which be visited,

sliining as if they had been overlaid

with gold but it is supposed that tho

German knight mistook talc for the

precious metal. Raleigh’s descrip-

tions, however, sa»k deeply into the

hearts ofthe En^isli people—so much
so, that to nearly tlic close of the

seventeenth century faith was given to

* the existence of the J^ke ^nama, thte

sands of which were of goid, ' of

Manoa or El Dorado, near the river

Oronooko. On Raleigh’s retitm^, he

was much assailed for his atteiupts to

deceive the people; and though he
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b'R>t]g1it hbme a quantity of ore

which wae proved by the comptroller

of the Mint and the goldsmiths’ com^
pany, persons insinuated that it had
been purchased in Barbary, carried to

Guiana, and brought back to tliis

country to seiye his insidious pur-

poses.
, c

' "

Sir Walter wgs named admiral in

the expedition which ended with the

siege of Cadiz, and also in file island

voyage; but in both Essex was ap-

point^ his superior. They, as is well

known, failed; a quarrel ensued be-

tween the two commanders, disastrous

to the fates of both. The success of

the plan had been sacrificed to their

mutual jealousy, and 'the faults of

either had been canvassed at home
with freedom and bitterness. Above

*

all things, i^'lizabeth could never for-

give Essex the outlay of money which
«hp. expedition had cost her. Her
favourite, driven to exasperatien, madly
cominitt^ a series of faults against the

dignity of the queen, which ultimately

led him to the scaffold ; while Ralpigh,

to insurd his own safety, became a
partisan of the Cecils, and assisted in

fomenting the sudden indifference of

the queen to her favourite into hatred,

to which the chivalrous but intempe-

rate earl fell a sacrifice in the full vi-

gour of manhood. Proof is extant of

Kaleigh having thirsted for the blood

of Essex.

Raleigh subsequently obtained the

right of pre-emption of Cornish tin (a

privilege of great gain), war sent with

Lord Cobham aml^sador to Flanders,

succeeded Sir Anthony^Paulet as^Go-
vemor of Jersey, and allowed himself

to be buoyed with the expectation of

being nominated the Deputy Ire-

land, and a baron.

As soon as the younger Cecil, who
was the great antagonist of Essex, had
triumphed in the prostration of that

favourite, he turned his attention to

Raleigh, to whom his mistress was too

much attached to i)lease his jealous

mind. During Elizabeth’s life^ how-
ever, Sir Walter war safe; but with his

successor, Cecil, appropriately styled*,

Robert the Devil, the very soul ofhypo-
crisy and double dealing, was all in all

;

and be quickly infused suspicion into

the idmid afid cowardly idind ofJames,
against the gallant, gay, and bold ad-
veiiti^. Raleigh was received with
c^dti^s at court, dismissed from
his numerous employments, lie im-

mediately singled out the wily secre-

tary for his arch-foe, and presented a
memorial to the king, in uriich he de-

nounced Cecil as the main instiument

in Mary of Scotland’s' death. But he
missed his mark; for James’s mind
naturally clung to Cecil, with whom he
had carried on a secret (and on the

secretary’s part a treasonous) corre-

.spondence during the last days of
Elizabeth, and who had gained for the

monarch’s claims a speedy and peace-

ful recognition by the nobles of Eng-
land. Independently of this, James’s
jealousy of the knight had been excited

not only by Raleigh’s denial to allow

the king to dispose of his ward, sub-

sequently Countess of Newcastle, and
heiress of the Bassetts, betrothed to

young* Walter Raleigh (whom he,

I notwithstanding, forced into a first

marriage witli Ileniy llowarti), but

Rah^igh’s offer ‘‘ to carry two thousand

men to invade tlio Spanish without the

king’s charge,” harrowed up the glow-
ing suspicions of the Rex pactfictu^

who wore quilted doublets as a safe-

guaid from assassination, and in dub-
bing a knight always averted his eyes,

which feared to encounter the glance

of the bright steel. Raleigh, in despair,

now joined the party whose desire was
to place the Lady Arabella Stuart on
the throne. This extravagant plot is

sufficiently known. That Raleigh was
implicated in the proceeding is certain

;

but the degree ofguilt attachable to his

erson will appear from the report of
is trial atWinchester. In spite of an

utrer deficiency of^'evidence, he was
’condemned by a corrupt jury, in the

proceedings before which Sir Edward
Coke so comported himself as to have
cast eternal infamy on his conduct.
Even thatworthypanderto the base .ma-
lignity ofJ&mes was startled on hearing
from a messenger the verdict, into the
exclamation of, “ Surely thou art mis-
taken, for 1 myself accused him but of
misprision of treason 1” It is useless

to dwell over the infamy of Cobham

;

the ,feline cruelty displayed by the

modern Solomon with regard to the

fate of the conspirators, and his tyran-

nical and brutal tj^tment of the un-
fortunate Lady Arabella. Suffice to

say, that Raleigh received sentence,

and after remaining a month at Win-
chester in daily expectation of death,

was removed to the Tow^r, where
he continued

,

a prisoner for twelve

years, lluriug this p^iod, his estate
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of Sherborne was wrested from him by
the infamous Somerset; while, in 1602^

his straitened circumstances had com-

pelled the sale of his Irish principality

to Boyle, Earl of*Cork, who outwitted

him in the purchase. In the Tower,

his ferae for learnini? and science

equalled his fame for high prowess in

arms and his love of enterprise ; and

here he wrote and published tlie first

volume of his celebrated History ofthe
World, In disgust at the cold recep-

tion this volume met with, he cast the

second into the frames, llespecting

the authorship of this work, Mr. D*ls-
raeli, who only gives Raleigh partial

credit, has the following observations

in the second volume of the second

series ofhis Curiosities oflAterature :

—

“ But however liternr^' the atmosphere
ofthe Tower proved to llawloigh.uo par-

ticle of Hebrews and perhaps little of
Grecism lore, floated from a chemistAnd
n i)(Mit. The truth is, that the collection

of the materials of this history was the

labour of severid ]>ersons, wdio Ijave not
all been discovered. It has been ascer-

taiiUMl, tlint Ben Jonsou was a consider-

able contributor ; and tinwe was an En-
glish philosoiiher from wliom Descartes,

it is said, even by liis owm countrymen,
horrow'ed largely—^'L'homns Hariot, whom
Antliony Wood charges wdth infusing Into

Rawleigh’s voliiine philosophiciil notions,

while Rawleighw'oscomjiosiiighis llislorjf

of’tite World. But if Kawleigh’spur«iiu«
surpassed even those of the most recluse and
sedentary Hoes, as Hume observed, we
must attribute this to a * Dr. Robert Bar-
rel , rector of Northwuld, in tlie coimW of
Norfolk, w’ho w«us n ^eat favourite of Siir

Walter Rawleigh, and luid been his chap-

1

loin. All, or the greatest pfurt of tlm

drudgery of Sir Walter’s history, for cri-

ticisms, chronology, and readAg Greek
and Hebrew authors, was performed by
him for Sir Walter.’ Thus, a simple fact,

wheq discovered, clems up^lic whole
mystery; and we leani how' that know'-

Icd^ was acquired, w'hich, as Hume sa-

gaciously detected, required *a recluse

and sedentary life,’ such as tlie studies

imd the habits wrould be of a country-

gentleman in a learned age.”

. Raleigh obtained his release by
paving Sir William St. Johu and Sir

Edwaird Villicrs, uncles of the rising

fevourite Buckingriam, the sum of
1500f. lie immediately projected

another voyage to Guiana, and em-
barked the remnant of his fortune in

the advenjure, being joined by a few
friends and foreigners. Througli the

mediation of Sir Ralph Win^ood, a

commission was procured, dated 1616,
* constituting Raleigh Admiral of the
Fleet; but he was obliged to give the
most decided assurances to the go-
vernment that he had tio hostile in-

tentions or piratical designs u^xm the
Spanish settlements. The commission
was granted, as James decljired, be-

cause it “ stood witl| his majesty*s

politic and magnanimous courses, in

these his flourishing times of peace, to

nourish and encourage noble and gene-

rous enterprises^br plantations, disco-

veries, and opening of new trades.”

Previously to his departure, Raleigh
consulted the Ixird Keeper Bacon as to

the necessity of his obtaining a specific

and full pardcsi; but his friend gave
him the fetal opinion, that his commis-
*sion under the great seal implied a full

• np|l free pardon, which might at any
time be successfully pleaded • ‘‘Sir,”

said the keeper, the knee-timber of
your vojKige is money; spare j^ur
purse ill this particular, for upon my
life you have a siifhcicnt ])ardon for all

that
^
is passed already— the king,

under his hroad seal, hath iftade you
admiral of his freet, and gu^n you
power of the martial law over your
officers and soldici*s.” In March 1 C 1 T,
he sailed down the Thames, was ob-
liged to put into Cork by tempestuous
weatlicr, and reached South America
in November ; having suffered from a
severe fever himself, and lost a large

portion of his crew. Many of his best

men were yet ffisablcd by sickness, .and

while they# rcrruited their health, he
sent his confidant, Captain Keymis,
who was well acquainted with the
couiilry, up tlic Groiiooko in search

of the mine, with five ships manned
by tlif' ablest of his craw : among
otliers, were Loids North and Mount-
eagle. The forces ^w-ere disposed by
Kcyniis into five bands, one of which
was commanded by Walter Raleigh,
the eldest son, and another by George
Raleigh, nephew of the admiral. They
were vigorously opposed by the Spa-
niards^who had been fully informed of
the expedition through the vigilance and.

^tifice of GondAnar, the ambassador
from Madrid, who had acquired com-
plete ascendency over the |)uerile and
cowardiv. mind of the Ei^lish king.

Keymis*^ fordls assembled^ and took
St. Thomas, but young Walter was
killed. The garrison retreated^ the

woods and mountaidft, carefully guard-
ing the interior of the country from the
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atfa«k« of the asBailants, which led to

the supposition apiong them of the
existence of many'silver mines. Tliis

report prevailed long after the ad-
miral^s death. Of the assault and
taking of St. Thomas, contradictory

reports were circulated : among others,

that young Raleigh, on pleading his

soldiers ^forward to the town, ex-

claimed, Confe on, my hearts ! here
is tlie mine that we expect^ they that
look for any others are fools.” From
tins James inferred Jhat > the adven-
ture to Guiana in search of the mine
\Vas a bubble, intended to delude the
nation, and evidently concealing some
sinister and unavOwed motive for the
undeflaktng. Keymis ^tv neither coin
nor bullion in St. Thomas, although
the principal houses, as he affirms, 4

belonged to refiners. A. mulatto ser-

vant of the governor described to him
ihe preciS^ situation of various mines

;

Keymis, attended by three officers,

attempted a landing 011 an ulriexplored

part of the banks of the Oronooko

:

but his party were driven back
by an utybuscadc of Spaniards. * llie

leader lost all ])rcsence of mind, set
sail fof Punto de Gallo, a port near
Trinidad, where Raleigh had taken his

position, to ward off any attack on the
capturing party by*’ the Spanish fleet,

which was said to be in quest of the
adventurers. The admiral was already
suflbring from the treachciy' of some of
his party, who, imder the supposition
that they were loaded with gold, ran
off with most of his ships. Keymis
now, after two months* absence, came
to All up poor Raleigh’s cup of afflic-

tion ; and the intelligence whioli he
conveyed was doubly afflictive, since
he had rejected, on his retuis:, the
oflers of several of the Guiana chiefs,

who, from what had passed formerly
between them and«Ralcigli, had been
holding the country as fcudatorie.s of
Elizabeth. Keymis* only excuse was,
that he apprehended their collusion
with the Spaniards. Raleigh received
him with invectives and angry re-
proaches; and ^the junliappy Keymis
npt inefiTemus^ dis^haiged a pistol at
his own bijM then ended nis dayi
hy plangjl^^xnife into bis heart.

When 'thtf news reached London, the
pusillaninv usJames in||gntly issued a
proclamation, declaring that in bis ori-

iwalorders he had expressly forbid-
<ny aggressij^ on the Spaniards,

and threatening a 'severe punishments

Raleigh arrived at Plymouth, and was
betrayed by Sir Lewis Stucley, vice-
admiral of Devon, a kinsman, and a
profes<:ed friend, who wa^ assisted by
a French empiric ^called Manoury.
We quote the description of his jour-

ney lo London, and his attempts to

escape, from Mr. D’lsracli.

** Rnwleigh al first suspected tliat Ma-
nuiiry wns one of those iiMstriimeiits of
state who tire soinotimos employed when
open measures are not to be pursued, or
when the cabinet have not yet determined
on the fate of a person implicated in a
state crime

; in a word, Rawleigh thought
that Manoury was a spy over him, and
probably over Stucley too. The first im-
prcssioti in these mutters is usually the
right one ; but when Rawleigh found'him-
self caught in the toils, he imagined that
such efirrupt agents were to be corrupted.
The French empiric was sounded, and
found very compliant ; Rawleigh was de-
sinijs by his aid to counterfeit sickness,

and for this purpose invented a series of
the most Immiliuting stratugems. lie
imagined that a constant apjieariuice of
sickness might produce delay, am! pro-
crastination, ill the chapter of accidents,
might eud in pardon. He procured vomits
from the Frenchmim, and, whemover he
chose, produced oveiy appearance ofsick-
ness ; witli dimness of sight, dizziness in
Ills head, he reeled about, and once struck
himselfwitli sw^h violence against u pillar

in the gallery, that there was no doubt of
his nmlady . 11awleigh*s servant one morn-
ing entering Stucley’s chamber, declared
that his muster was out of bis senses, for
that he had jUst left him in his shirt upon
all fours, gnawiug tlu» rushes upon the
fl(^. On 8tucley’i% entrance, Rawleigh

«.was inviug, and reeling in strong con-
vulsions. Stucley ordered him to be
chafed and fomented, and Rawleigh after-

wards laftghed at tliis scene with Ma-
noury, observing that he had made Stuc-
ley a perfect physician.

*' But ^iwleigh found it required some
more visible and rdarming disease* than
such ridiculous scenes had exhibited.
The vomits worked so slowly fliat Ma-
noury was fearful to repeat tlie doses.
Tlawleigh inquired, whether the empiric
knew ofany preparation which could make
faim«look ghasfly, without injuring his
health. The Frenchman offered a harm**
less ointment to act on the surface ofthe
skin, which would ^ve him the appear-
ance of a lermr. 'That will do!' said
Rawleigh ;

* for the lords will be afraid
to approach me, and, besides, it wiR
move their pity.* Applying the ointn^ent
to his brows, his aruui, and his hraaat,

the blisters rose, the akin inCamed, and
was covered t^ih puxple iqfots* Stucley
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concluded that Rawleigh had the plague.

Physicians wcra now to be celled in;

Ruwlcigh took the black silk riband frcnn

his poniard, Jhd Manoury tightened it

strongly about his arm, to disorder his

pulse : but his pulse beat too strong
aud roguhtr. lie appeared to take no
food, while Manoury secretly provided
liim. To perplex tlie learned (loctora still

more, Kawleigh liad the urinal coloured

by a drug of a strong scent. Ihe ])hy-

sicians pronounced 3ie disease mortal,
aud that the patient could not be removed,

into tlie air without immediate danger.
* Awhile after, being in his hed-chamber
undressed, end no one present but Ma-
iidury, Sir Walter held a looking-glass in

his hand, to admire his spotted face, and
observed in merriment to his new confi-

dant, how they should one day laugh, for

liaviug thus cozened the king, council,

physicians, Spaniards, and ull.'« The
excuse Kawleigh offered for tJiis course
of poor stnitageiiis, so unworthy of his

genius, was to obtain time and seclu^oti

for writing his apology, or vindication of
his voyage, which has come down to us
in his* * Uemains.' * The propliet David
(lid make himself a fool, and suffered

spittle to fall upon his beard, to escape

from the luinds of his enemies,' said

lltiwleigb in his last spesech. Brutus,

too, was another example. But his dis-

ceniiiientoften prevailed overtinsmockery
of Ills spirit. 'I'ho king licensed Irim to

reside at his own house, on his arrival in

London; on wliich Manoury observed,

that the king shewed by tliis indulgence

that liis majesty W’as favourably incliited

towards him ; but KnwdeigH replied,
* I'hey used all tlicse kinds of flatteries

to the Duke of Biroii, to draw him fairly,

into prison, and then they cut off his

head. I know tliey Irave concluded
among tliem, that it is expedient that a

*

mail should die, to reassure the trainc

'which 1 have broke wdth Spaj|i/ And
Manoury adds, from whose narrative we
have all these particulars, that Sir Walter

broke out into this rant : * If hj| could but

save himself for this time, he would plot

such plots as should make the king tliink

* liimself happy 'to send for him again, and
restore him to his estate, and would force

the King of Spain to write into England
in his favour.’"

Haleigh now proposed a ftiglvt to

Franco with Manoury, by whose sug-

gestion he presented Stucley with “ a
jewel made in the ftisj^ion ofhail powder-
ed with diamonds, with a ruby in the

inidst/’ and an assurance, that in com-
pensation for his oflice of vice-adrairad

ofDevon, for which he had given 600i.

be shoulddiave 1000^ on his reaching

Holland or .France. v. ,

This perfect villain bad bbtab^ .«

warrant of indemnily, to authorise, bis
compliance with any offer to assist Raw*
]e%h in his escape ; this wretch waa .the

confidant and the executioner of Baw-
leigh ; he carried about him a license to
betray him, aud was making his profit of
the victim before he delivered him to the
sacrifice. Rgwleigh wa$ still plotting

his escape: at Salisbu^ he *nlid de-

spatched his cenfidentialTrieiid, Captain
King, to London, to secure a at Til-
1)ury

;
he hixd nlso a secret interview with

the French agent. Rawleigh’s servant
mentioned to Captdin King, %at his boat-

swain had a ketch of his own, and was
ready at bis sorvico for * thirty |Heces of
silver;’ t)io boatswain and Rawleigh’s
servant acted Judas, and betrayed the
plot to Mr. William Herbert, cousin to

Stucley, and' thus the treacheiy was kept
Among themselves as a faniify ccmcem.
TJie night for flight was now fixed, but
jio could not part witfjout his friend

Stucloy, who had promised neySr to quit

him : aud wlio indeed, informed byAis
cousin Heftiert, had suddenly sur]>rised

Kawleigh putting on a false beard. The
party met at the aiqtointod place ; Sir

Lewiif,Stucley with his son, utkI Kawleigh
disguised. *Stucli>y, in salutiffg King,
asked whether he had not shewnJliimself
an honest man ? King hoped he would
continue so. They had not sowed twenty
strokes, before the ^watermen observed
that Mr. Herbert bad lately taken boat,

and made towards the bridge, but had
returned down tho river after them.
Kaw'loigh inslnntly ex)»ressed his nppre-
hensioiis, and wished to return home

; he
consulted King-y.tlie watermen took fright

—Stucley acted his part well; damning
his ill-fortune to have a friend whom he
would save so full of doubts and fears,

and threatening to pistol the watermen if

they did not proceed. Even King was
overcome by tlie earnest conduct of Stuc-
ley, unfPa new spirit ivas infused into the
rowers. As tiiey drew near Greenwich,
a wherry crossed them. Kawleigh de-
clared it came to discover them. King
tried to allay his fears, and assured him
that if once they reached Gravesend he
would hazard his life to get to Tilbury*

But in these de^ys and ^cussions the
tide was failing ; tlie watermen declared

tliey could not reach Gravesend before

morning; Kawleigh jvoiild have landed
at Purfieet, and tbosboatswain encenraged
hiin ; for there it was thought ho could

procure horses for Tilbury. Sir Lewis
Stucley, too, was zealous, and declared he
was content to earry the cloah-hag on his

own shoulders for Wf a mile ; but King
declared that it was useless, they could

not at that hour ^t horses to go bvdnnd.
•** They rowed a nule beyond %Wool-
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vncb, nppmehin^ tw> or three ketches,
when the boatswein doohted whether any
of these*Were the <one he had provided to

fniniah them. * We are betrayed !* cried

Bawhngh, and ordered the watermen to

row b^k. He strictly examined the
boatswain ; alaa ! bis ingenuity was baf-

fled hj a i^nffling villain, whose real an-

swer appeared when a wheny hailed the

boat. ^ itawleigh observed mat it con-

tained Herbert^ crew. He saw that all

was now discovered. He Stucl^
aside, his ingenious mind still suggesting

proje^ for ^himself fo return home in

safety, or how Stucley might plead that

he had only pretended with Raw-
leigh, to seise on his private papers.

They whispered tog^er, and Rawleigh
took(.some things from his pocket, and
handed them to Stucley *, probably more
* rubies powdered with diamonds.* Some
effect was instantaueouslv produced ; for

the tender heart of hia friend Study re-,

lented, wd he not only repeatedly em-
braced h|m with extraordinuiy warmth of

*affrotion, out was vdlubh) in eftusious of
friendship and fidelity. Stucley per-

suaded Rawleigh to land at Gravesend,
the strange wherrywhich had dogged them
landing at the same time : these.* were
people bSlongiiig to Mr. Herbert and Sir

William St. .Tohn, who, it seems, had
formerly shared in the spoils of tliis un-
happy hero. On Greenwich bridge,

Stucley advised Captain King that it

would be advantageous to Sir Walter
that King should confess tliat • he had
joiued W’itli Stucley to betrav his master ;

and Rawleigh lent himself to the sug-
gestion of Stucley, ofwhose treachery he
might still lie uncertaiivj but King, a

rough and honest seaman, declared that

he would not share in the \Mlium« At
the moment he refused, Stucley airesteil

tlie captain in die king’s ^ame, comuutting
him to the charge ofMerl^it's men. They
then proceeded to a tavern, but Rawleigh,

who now viewed the monster in'h'rs true

shape, observed, ' Sir Lewis, these actions

will not turn out to your credit and on
the following -day,* when they passed
through the Tower gate, Rawleigh, turn-

ing to King, observed, * Stucley and my
servant 'Cottcrell have betrayed mo. You
need Im in no fear of danger i but as for

me, it is I who am the mark that is shot

at.* Thus concludes the narrifdve of
Oaptain King.” «

A solemn mockery of a conference
was held by all the judges ; he was
doomed to death in sptHe of his de-
fence, wliich was full of giace, vigour,

and eloquence, and beheaded in Old
Palace Yard, Westminster. His last

hours were remarkable fer serenity of
mind and resignation. So light ofheart
did he indeed appear on the morning
of his execution, that he smoked to-

bacco as usual; sind when some ex-
cellent sack was brought him, and he
was asked how he liked it, he replied,
** As the fellow that, drinking of St.

Giles’s bowl as he went to Tybuhi,
said that was good drink, if a roan
might tarry by it.” His dress was, as
usual, magnificent. lie ascended the
scaffold with cheerfulness, and after

addressing the people, praying, and
taking leave of his friends, requested
the headsman to shew him the axe.

Thp fellow hesitated. “ I prithee,”

said Raleigh, *Met me see it: dost
thou think I am afraid of it?” He
took it, and passing his finger slightly

over the edge, observed to the sherif!',

Tliis is a sharp medicine, but a sound
cure for all diseases.” When he fitted

his neck to the block, the executioner
desired him to lay his head towards
the East. was no matter,” an-
swered Raleigh, “ which way a man’s
head stood, so the heart lay right.”

Then having prayed for a few minutes,
he gave the signal to the headsman to
strike. The man hesitated, and Ra-
leigh, after once or twice repeating Ae
signal, spoke once more, and said,

‘^•Why dost thou ftot strike ? Strike,
' man 1” In two blows he was beheaded.
On the evening previous to his death,
he composed the following simple but
forcible lines for his epitaph

:

** Even sqch is time, that takes on trust

Our youth, our joys, our allwe have.

And pays us but with age and dust

;

Who in the dark and silfint grave,

When we liavo wander’d all oiir ways.
Shuts up the story of our days I

But from this earth, ttiia grave, this

dust.

The Lord shall raise me up, 1 trust.”
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We are about to propound a startling

proposition. It is this : What we call

genius, and value so highly, partakes

more of defect than excellence. Yet
an excellence it is, but in one direc-

tion—and therein is it a defect. It is

an aptitude to perforin a particular

thing; and without such aptitude is

none born bearing the sh'd|)e of man,
even though an idiot. Without such

aptitude is there no living creature

—

even the most minute of animated
atoms, to which the intelligent ant

tribes and the busy bees are as an
Anuk race, have skill for some appro-

priate act, tend toward some end,

conduce to some effect. But we^ive
the name of genius only to such exhi-

bitions of this aptitude (we are speak-

ing now of “ human mortals,” not

the inferior kinds) as manifest it m
the highest degree of development.

We call him not a man of genius

(that is, wc of the world, who are

surrounded with examples, meet for

admiration, of all the productions of

laborious skill,) who, untaught, juu-

duces some rough specimen of handy-

work or headycraft— yet such an one

is so called in secluded districts and
pastoral villages. We recollect a Tural

dame exclaiming to her gossips of her

idiot boy ”—he would have been

thought little better by a town-bred

artificial observer— that her son was
quite a genws^ because he contrived to

mend a fiddle-stick. •We should hard-*

ly call the man such who, in these days,

contrived to invent fiddle-stick, fiddle,

and all; tlie thing having bec|p done

before, and most probably in greater

perfection. It is not the kind that we
now look to, but the degree the

exertcr of the highest degree of cxcel-

Jkiucc in some particular department

wc honour with the style and title of a
man of genius.

But, after all, is it an honour ? It is

but excellence in one department. In

others we see our equals, nay, dur
superiors. Frequently, too, men of

genius* in one thing have proved stark

fools in all others. The tribe of Gold-^

smiths is numerous—many are the
** inspired idiots;” and this fact, did

we note it well, and were prepared to

• The Maid of Kf^ar; a Poem, in

London: Edward Moxon. 183?.*

understand it, would let us somewhat
into the mystery of those weak
things,’* which in old time were found
strong” to propagate the sublime

truths of religipn. That would become
clear to us which was dark to Gibbon,
and on that of which he Wrote with an
ironical sneejr, we should reflect with
reverence— to wit, The want of dis-

cipline and humap learning was sup-
plied by the occasional assistance of
the prophets, who were called to that

function without distinction of age, of
sex, or of natural abilities

;

and who,
as often as they fait the divine irapdlse,

poured forth the effusions of tlie spirit

ie the assembly of tlie ^ithful.” JVumy
^rc ijicy without natural abilities, and
yet prophets. Prophets for one, and
in one thing—in all others, sajarirom
l)eing fore-seers, they are not seers at stH.

Tliey are i»eoi*le with One Idea ; and
by that one idea they are possessed,

and haunted, and overruled—and thus

are thdjr inspired. One guiding light they
have, which has flashed down with a sort

of Uembrandt effect into the Di|;ht of
their else altogether idiocy, but the

darkness comprcheqdeth it not. We
have known such—and know that the

partial illumination has sufficed only
to make the surrounding gloom deeper
and darker. The owl has been heard
to strive in tuneful concert, and the

moon beheld in«the clear March night,

but to the p^reposscsserl imagination it

seemed as if, meanwhile,
•

"The ^ocks did cipw—to-whoo, to-whoo,
And the sun did shine so cold.”

Even SWfli is genius, a ^Might from
heaven,” and yet that “ leads astray.”

And why ? Because it is partially

effused. •

Now, tell us, is not an intellect so
endowed defective? Is a man with
such un intellect a perfect man? You
know he is not;—you know, on the

contrary, he is the mo.st imperfect of
the creatures of Godj He is Uie cliild

of error and of sii. Alas I for Byron
and for Bums! the wail for them is

yet loud over land and sea—it reacheth

heaven— it reacheth hell—and at both
it inquireth in doubt whetheMhe wept-

for is within ? Alas I alas I tliat doubt

Tweivo Parts. By Allau CunniugWun.
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should hover between two such regions

on such an errand I Silence 1 silence 1

Well, then, let the dumb heart break,

aji(d to sorrow be given no words, and
so it may die,-^but with the sorrower

•^J^o matter!^what roust be, roust be I

"Now coroes out a curious

that chiefly in these partial manifesta-

tions the might and majesty of the

mind of man set forth. Seldom do
we see a perfectly cuUiir^ted intellect

claiming or receiving homage. The
better educated, th^ better informed,

hold their *laculties in a state of ertui-

librium—one balances another, and
neither springs up towards heaven or

plunges down towards hell. Equal
weights are put in bo|h scales, and no
wonder is excited. Yet herein is the

greatest motive for wonder, could wo
rigjitly apprehend the matter. But
perhaps we conclude that both scales

are empty, attention not having been
aorakened, and give ourselves no trou-

ble to look closely where all is so quiet,

and apparently nothing doing. But the

heavy bodies are not at rest, though
shewing no motion. We, hdwever,

would rather see one of the scales fly

alo(l, forgetting that it would be the

lightest. Wliat, then ? who prefers not
levity to gravity now-a-days? and in

works of art, who Chooses not the light

to the heavy?—the shining tinsel of

Moore, for instance, to the solid gold

of Wordsworth ? The Paradise Lost
is heavy—Xcrir, Hamlet, Othello, are

heavy ; for they are bars of precious

metal, and must be weighed in order

to be valued. But where are the

modern readers for such works ? Ask
— not Robert Montgomery,
but

Shakespeare and Milton were
abnost perfect men—so were Dante
and Homer. Spenser, also, and Virgil,

and Tasso, were « only not perfect

—

and are honoured for having produced
works whicli men entomb, splendidly

bound in their libraries, and never

read I But it is of those works we
speak, in the article of perfec^n, not
now of the personal conduct of the

writers. In thefn ,we see the most
perfect humanity developed with whidi
we are acquainted. Tne form of its

development is the poetical— granted.

But the foetical form is capable of
including the whole compass ofhuman
science and art. Are not Shakespeare,

Miltflh, and Dante, orators as well as

pocts^ theologians also? metaphy-

sicians? statists? musicians? flithers?

actors on the great stage of the world ?

men of business ? ,
All !^,al) ! And are

not these men of genius undoubtedly ?

Then why are not all poets such ? nay,

more, why are not all men such poets?
Hereby, were we not fools, wo

should interpret w*ell the mystery of
man's fall, for we may^lfce it here well

exemplified. Behold wdiat man may
be— he may be a Shakespeare 1 yet
seemeth it as if the die were broken
when Nature moulded him. All, never-
tlieless, whose intellectual manifesta-

tions are inferior to his, have fallen

below, far below the dignity to which
a man may lie born or attain. Yet
were they not perfect. Who may not
justly find fault with their conduct in

life '4. who may not trace defect in

knowledge in their writings ? and,
notwithstanding the general character

of their information, discover that it

\^9 only in the poetical art they were
superior to other men— only in this

faculty they were (excellent— that in

others, if few exceeded, many equalled
them? Even in them, therefore, is a
declension, remarked from our proper
humanity, which would require that

in all the other faculties they should
be as potential as in the poetical.

Reader, we have given thee matter
for dbep musing ; and now call upon
tliee to understand that, if an indi-

vidual were thus equally endowed in

all the faculties, he would neither be
poet, orator, musician, statist, nor man
ofbusiness—and would not be so called,
because he could not be said to be
either of par excellence—but he
would be simply a man I And know,
further, that a man is a higher character

than eitner

!

Now it follows, that it is just in

proportion as an individual is less

Uian man that he is poet, orator,

musician, tftid such like
;
just in pro*,

portion as he is less than man that he
IS a man ofgenius—Q. E. D. Let us,

however, not boast of being exempt
ourselves from such denomination ; for,

iftVe cannot prove tliat we are humanly

E
erfect in all our faculties, all that can
e said of us is tliat we are noli! even

such. That men\;hould be such is of
the essence of the divine Monomy

—

that though each of its creatures be
imperfect in many powers, yet many
being perfect in each faculty of the
mind, the whole humonAy may be
expressed in the persons of all men

—
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vrhat one wants being supplied by
another, and, indeed, what many want
being frequentW supplied in the super-

abundance of one.

A man, therefore, takes credit for

that faculty which he manifests in a
superior degree over the other powers
of his mind, and is called after its

name, as poeM||Or onitor, mechanic or

artist. Blithe matter is altogether

relative. A man will appear more of

a poet in proportion as he is less of

any thing else. Thus it has been with

uneducated poets—(a class of people

upon whom we shall ere long have

some tine and deep things to say)

—

thev have been esteemed all the more
highly, for their deficiencies in every

other respect. No one ever thought

of equalling Bloomfield to Milfon,
yet he is thought of mure abstractedly

as a poet, having no other claims on
our admiration. But he is less of^
oct, nevertheless, than he would have

een if better educated. The mind of

JVlilton being so well furnished in

divers forms, obliged him, if he would
maintain the relative superiority of his

poetic faculty, to cultivate it all the

more highly. In proportion as the

poet, whether uneducated or otherwise,

increases his knowledge, he finds it

necessary to improve in his art as a

poet, if he can. Some fail : we think

Bloomfield did ; Burns endeavoured

to succeed ; Clare learned to polish his

diction ; and Allan Cunningham
Our well-beloved Allan 1 this article

was to have been written on thee, and
on thy MaulvfKlmr •-but hell is paved,

with good intentions, and let us hope
heaven too. Ours, however, is more
than an intention—“ by Chaucer and
Apollo!*' it shall be a perfo?mance.

We hate promisers who never perform.

We have had the life eaten o«it of our
own hearts befoie now by such small

cattle. Bosom snakes ! bosHm snakes

!

*'rhe curse ofGod is on them— it is on
them ; and on their bellies let them go,

and dust let them eat all the days of

their lives 1 They are the children of

tlie wicked one, and the doom of fhe

devil, their father, be theirs 1 We have

pronounced our malediction—and now
proceed. ^

Allan Cunninghr'im’s poetry cannot

be pronounced to have been originally

successful. It was, however, under-
stood to be the product of a mind,
poetical, adCl poetical only. No other

claim was put forward^ or justifted by

such product: defects of education
and knowledge, and consequently of
taste, were apparent enough-^more
than enough. But relative to die
other faculties which he manifested,
it was clear that Allan had cultivated

most the poetical, and that this was
the most highly developed. He was a
poet, or he was nothing. And*be was
a poet. But to sustain U long poem,
something ottier though not greater than
poctiy is needed ; and accordingly his

Sir MnrmaduhR MaxyseU ^vfBS con-
demned as so mucli Midsummer mad-
ness. But his songs (poetry by itself

is sufiicient for a song, and there can
scarcely be too much of it) were likened

to the songs of Burns and Hogg ; *yet

they were neither the songs of Burns
nor of Hogg, but of Allan Cunning-
ham—and this was as it should l^.
tVliAher these songs were so popular
as to run through several caitions,

we cannot positively aver, but tli«y

were sufficiently so to introduce the

writer into magazines and annuals, and
to keep his name before the public.

Son% attempts in the novels line of
composition snowed farther that the

writer*s mind was poetical, and^xieti-

cal only. This effect defective, ofcourse,
was less tolerable in a novel than in a
poem — but it was worthy of respect,

and procured udmiration, while the

works in the aggregate were condemned.
The poet now perceived the necessity

of taking in ballast, if his ship were to

sail safely, and endeavoured to become
something more. His Lives of the

Painters are* characterised by an en-
*deavour to keep down the poetical,

and to^bring forvmrd the matter of fact.

Perhaps of the former there might have

been in the MS. tlian in the

printed copies, but a judicious editor

well kndws how to prune the luxuriant

off-shoots of iroaginaflve license. The
discipline which ho has thus under-
gone seems to liave stood the poet in

good stead. The Maid oj' Elvar has

none, or little, ofthe Midsummer mad-
ness of Marmaduke Maxwell,

There, now, well-beloved Allan!

have we not spo](en like a friend?

. Love you not Noll Yorke, therefore i

We see it in your eye— though we see

not your eye. But this is all our eye

and The Maid of Elva^!

Alas for Allan 1 The visions of his

boyhood have vanished—it was well

thqy should—but it bas been fitter

work. Listl oh list!
^
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’*^.Fsne» fame !—fhim warrior’a widi, thou poet*a tfaoug^ht,

Thou bright doiunoa I Liko the rainbowthou
Glitterest, yet none may touch thee ; thing of nought,
Star-high, with heaven’s own brightness on thy brovr,

Blozon^ and glorious, J. beheld thee grow
;
—

Vision, begone ! for 1 am none of thine.

Of all that fills my heart and fancy now.
From dull oblivion not one word or line

Wilt thou tou^h with riiy light, and render it divine.

"dCven be it so !— 1 sing not for thy smiles—
1 sing to keep down aiglis and ease the smart
Of care and daduess, and tlie daily toils

Wliioh crush my soul and trample on my heart.

<* Far mightier sjnrits of the inspired art

>\re muto and nainclesSi and the JMuse in grief

Calls from the eastern to the 'western airt

On tale, tradition, ballad, song, and chief,

O^ thee, to give their names one passage bright and bnuf.

**She calls in vain>!— like to a shooting-star,

Their storied rhymes shoi^e hrightly in their birth.

And shot a dazing luscre near and far—
Then darken’d, died, au all: things else of earth.”

To the truth contained in the latter blaring, but the old favourites of iho

sections of this extract, the poets of the public have been heard in vain. Scott

present day (if such bc^ can bear ample and Southey might as well have hung
testimony. During the whole period their harps on tlie willows as sent forth

of political agitation, from the pcpposiil the Doom of Vt vorgoU and the tra-

ofthe Catholic Emancipation bill to the gedy oi Anchindranc, or the Tale of
preseqjt time, the Muses have pleaded Paraguay, witli tlu* ballads of Allfor
in vain—their voices have been scat- Love and the Pilgrim of Compostella.

tered by the blast and the storm. Not It has been in vain, ’fliey even iiave

only new candidates for favourable felt that

—

auaience have failed in obtaining a

** For finer souls am other ills, 'which men
Mock witli much mockery: he who tliirsts for fame
Hath an eternal sorrow on him. When
Dili this <fc‘ead passion either 'suage or tame
This burning fever of tJie souU— this flame

Which seeks by song or deed of daring-do.

To 'win from the cold world a lasting name

;

And tliatdiriglit fire u'hich bums as holy too •>—

Love high and nobly placed.”

So sings, and truly, our trusty Allan, perity, nevertheless, wait on your steps,

lie, however, has ventured at this un- ye Sons^of the Muses 1 and may the

propitious season -nrnor he alone. We world yet be converted to your gentle

perceive that many also have advertised ways, and#jive again in peace and,

their willingness to go upon the forlorn plenty I When political ferment shall'

hope—among them some of bold em- in a few short months have subsided,

prue—ofhigh imaginative soaring—of we have much to*say on your behalf,

earnest and burning endeavour; but ** I fear,” says Allan

—

all, alas ! in vain. Success aiid pros-

** I fear Ciiis song hath fall’n on evil times—
Small honour now awaits a humble lyre

—

Each ear is fill’d with proud and lofy chimes
Oflords and learning, bright with classic fire

;

** The natuiri step and matronly attire

Of Scothmd’s peasant Muse is much too stoid^

She loves from courts and casUes to retire

;

. And with her wild pipe, seated on her plaid,

To clumt such songs as please the simpla shepherd maid.
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** I trow 'tia not ordain'd the ruatic Muse,
A barefoot maiden 'mongst the blossom'd Inroom,

'I'o braid with classic wreaths her snooded brow's

;

And plain that Scotland is too scant of room
To give free flight to her high>tioaring plume.

And breadth to the wide glory of her mind.
An humbler duty is the Muse’s doom

—

One maiden’s love, the deeds of a young hind,

To sit and ardess pour o'erAlbyn’s bills of wind*"

Never fear, Allan, never fear. The than the one to which *he was bom.
days of lordlt/ poetry have past once Tims it camjG to pass he was bred for

more. Catch a lord, if you can, writing a poet instead of a lord. Such an
such poetry as Byron’s again. The occurrence will not happen again;

best of tliem arc too well educated, and we may tune our slenuer pipes to

according to our aforesaid theory, to a pastoral ditty under the spreading

shine in any particular branch of study, beech in spite of lords and learning.’’

and the worst too stupid to be the Apr()/>os of proud andJofty rhymes."
better for any education they can re- Much wish we that ouif well-belOved

ceive. Byron's preponderance was Allan had not been so wantonly care-

owing to his defects of morale and Isss in his rhymes. Wo were startled

intellectual culture—from his having at the very first verse ; c. g.
been brought up in a less exalted sphere

* *

“ I sing a song of otJier lisfes. Between
Tw'O thrones was shared the rule of this brpad isle,

And nobles round the cradle of our queen
Dealt Scotland 'mongst them like a concpieror's spoil

:

Com soon in dread wns reap'd with bloody toil

;

Fair maidens sat not by the Tweetl, a/td flung

Their ringlet.s o'er their w'hite necks witli a smile ;

Nor with bright glances and a witching toYigue,

Songs steep'd in pastoral love, or chivalrous amour sung.”

We applaud the poet for his choice uncorresponding. Can any thing be
of the Spenserian stanza, which he has worse than glasses ’’ ** masses,"
wielded witli the liand of a master, mosses " h'lsses unless it be
and produced much variety and em- listens," “ glistens," " blessings."

phasis of effect by his mode of running But Allan is no friend to critics— in

occasionally one stanza into the other, fact, he is quite savage with them ;

But for his bad and imperfect rhymes therefore liavc we not a rigid to be
we must condemn him ; they are of all savage with dhe poet? Hear in what
sorts—the identical^ and the totally*

^
company he places the poor critic

:

“ The tortureq^’s rack, the tyrant's cniel*cord, •

Hot pincers, boiling oil, and, worse than all.

Revenge’s kindoesf ond Faith's fieryw'wd,
Detraction’s venom. Mockery's bitter gall.

The pity of tlie vile, tlie critic's venom*d scrawl-^**

all of the same family. It is well we would not, with kindness

;

jthat we have the poet’s word for it that for, of the poet and his art we esteem
these things are also **

all endurable," as highly as tuneful Allan aud his
else we should fear to kill him—which Miles Grsme :

—

*

** * Our God is good," Miles said, * once and alway

;

The gift of song is his l^t gift, and thdu
Shouidat honour it : the poet with his Ifw

Eternal sunshine sheds round Honour's brow."

These defects, alsofare less blamable Allan knows tliat we desire not to
in a poem of this kind tlian in almost gainsay this view of Ae subject. As
any other. The present is a rustic little wish we to object to'the rough
poem; and these rhymes are merely vigour of many of the lines; for, in
specimens sjf the genuine Runic, and .flict, we like some of the negUgent
may be justified as proper to the de- graces by which these are chaiacte(ised.

sign of the poet. Let it be so. Friend We would that the pdem should be
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rude, tlioug^i not over-rude. It is a
mountain stream, and not a garden
lake, that we desiderate, as the analo-

compaiison by udiich we would
describe its course and action.

Irregular and impetuous in motion
and progress, dashing over craig and
precipice, through chas^ and cleft,

caverif dnd ravine, brawling and thun-

dering, until A arrive at the bed of its

destination in the valley, where, all its

tumult spent, it lies quietly murmuring
in repose, lijce a gentle infant dreaming
in its sleep. Neither from such a
work need the marvellous be excluded,

—faery and gobhn sprite arc denizens

of the ground ^hich it occupies. But
they' should have a meaning ; for die

supernatural is the mysterious, and a
mystery is that which is full of mean-^>

itig. Faeries and sprites are indeetl „
** Such sights as youthful poets dream,
On simimor eve by haunted stream.”

But we have Milton’s authority for

saying, dial in all which
** Great bards

In sagp and solemn tunes have
Of tumeys and of trophies hung.
Of forests and enchantments drear

and we have Shakespeare’s example in

corroboration of the saying, that, in

all such supernafural solicitiugs,”

** More is meant than meets the car.”

A meaning, a moral, an applica-

tion, is essential, therefon?, to all that

partakes of a supernatural or miracu-

lous nature. This rule is eminently

observed in the New Testament, where-

in, we venture to say, nothing ofa mi-

raculous kind is recorded to which a
spiritual explanation is'’not aitachbd, or

which is not capable of being so illus-

trated. In consonance wTih these

principles of composition, never have

supernatural persons or occurrences

been successfully introduced into works
of fiction in prose or numerous verse,

where they have not been made to

exert a marked influence on individual

conduct and character. They must
operate as causes to some effect,—if

they do not, they arc at best imper-

tinent,—nay, thOT are apocryphal and
mischievous.

^
We turn away with in-

credulity from such useless encum-
brances as Ralph Latoun’s interview

with Sir Goblin, and Eustace Gnsme’s
adventure with the faery queen. Let
them be weeded out of the second
edition of The Maid of ^vat\ The
poem will bear abriJ^ent in this

respect, and in others.

Allan’s poem is all jn honour of the

poet and of poetry. It is of Eustace
Graeme, a young warrior and poet,

who having surprised and defeated
Sir Ralph Latoun, who had obtained
a grant from Henry Vlll. of as much
land as he could conquer in Scotland,
is of course worthy of the Maid of
Elvar (Sybil Lesley), or any other maid.
So wV.at does she but offer a garland of
gold for the best song in honour of the

victory, and who should gain the gar-

lax^ but Eustace Graeme? But Sir

Ralph Ijatoun, as befits him, burns her

castle ; and she, as befits her, escapes
inland, anrl, disguised as a peasant
maiden, finds refuge with the family
of Eustace Gncme. What should fol-

low, now, but love anrl pastoral

description i What next but that

Sir Ralph Latoun should discover the

place of her retreat, and carry her
away to his castle on the other side

of the Solway ? that the ravisher should
be slain by the lover? that the young
lieiress should meet with a pilgrim,

who had-been saved on sea by Eustace,
who should declare himself to be lorcl

of Elvar, long lost, and forbid the banns
until, discoveri’iig in her lover the

only son of one of his comrades in

council and imbattle, marriage follows

ofcoursp ? All this might be expected,

but not twelve cantos on such a theme.
Had the poem been more brief, it had
been betlsjr. As it is, it contains many
sweet sentiments, many charming pas-
sages, many strong-winged thoughts,,

many bold and glowing descriptions.

We began our paper with some
reflections of our own oii genius—we
wil) conclude it with some of Allan’s

on the same subject ;

—

** Miles Graeme now spoke— ond he spoke wise and kind—
‘ Enough, my children, we have g^ven to i^rth— *.

I'erchance to folly ; now hour ye in mina
, My counsels, and make them your rule on eartli.

M an ’s but a child
;
God ^ves him at liis birth

His genius and bis passions : as he g^rows.

These grow, and wax in stature and in girth.

My children alt, ,1’ve watch’d ye ffs ye rose.

And mark’d yonr doings down !’ Serehe his open brows
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** Shew, while ho bids ea«h his own spirit follow.

The waytlvit Nature loads : to one the wiTi<]^s

•lie fipvos of commerce ;
o'er the billows hollow

lie bids him p;o,ono ofour merchant-kings.

One from rare herbs the healing virtues WTings

;

One ruminates upon the barren plain.

And golden crops and verdur*' o’er it flings ;
—

lie bids none go and join the J\1uses* train,
^

Vqt much he dreads a toil so ]>rofitloss and vain.

“ Upon a youth he hiii! his hand, and cried,
* (lO, go, my child— go forth, ex]>onud and \»roaoh

(jod's holy word ! S«*e ve turn not aside

From Ibis grand duty : let your stem voice rood*
Pride ill his fdsce, and stint not to impeach
Crown’d ht*:ids for <Tiiu«*s and follit>s ; eei* ye sinitt^

1’he sensual Mammon ; let your right hand stretch

OVr red^mbition in )jis reckless might :—
(Jveot is the high prie.st*s poAver to whom Cod's lajv' is light!’

Upon a secr»nd youth he laid lijs hand—
‘ Pe thine the goiHh‘*.md persuasive way
To nile by life of riglileoiisne.-s tho land

lly mildness, w isdom, and l)\ worth ! Thy sway
VVill grow more glorioii^# in thy latter day.

iMah'oiis their cliildreirs children will hoh| ii]>

'I'here goes the Lord’s true seivant — look, 1 say

Thus will the wine of gladness fdl llivcuj).

Ilut of iiuollier drink lliis \oiith is duoiu'd to sup,'

** He said, and touch’d a third one :
‘ Thou wilt be

Long while a tassel at iM isfortune’s cloak;

Like labouring emmet c»r the moiling bee,

Or farmer airing autumn's moisten'd slax'k.

So wilt thou Avovk, but work in vain ; tlui rock.

The gaping ipiicksand, and, wliat none eschew,

Sickness (if mind, and soirows in a fliick.

Nay, w(M*p not, \oiitli !— ere thnieseoie years ensin*,

Thou ’It shine, like (lidi'on’s fleece, in fmluiu‘’s golden dew,

** * And thou, mv child,'— a fourth he thus address'd - -

* Sure some sad d(*ed have thy forefathers done* -

^ow by the deinoii of the jMuse ]»osses&ed,«

Tlmv K**e their conduct ]>miisird in tli(*ir son.

Of all the miseries ’iieatli Clod's blessed sun.

The bard's is that for which there’s l^a.st reiiuHlt*;

The light may ceaso to shine and rivers run—
Hilt for lh(! follow^i^s of the Muse's cw iVk

Sorrow' w'ill never cease, till he be dull and dead.

“ ‘ Go ]dough—’tii^cold to turn a wintry furrow

;

Go sow—’tis toilsome in ilie seed-tinie sowing

;

Go reap.— and waken ere the clear sun skuiTow ;

Go iiioAv— a sw'eaty task and hard is nunving

:

Go lierd—when winds are high and clouds are snowing ;

Go sleep—.sad visions watch o’er us Avheii .sleeping

;

Go sail—. when teiii}iests Avake and sesis are flow'ing

;

Go weep—though som^ find comfort in their weeping;
Ilut, as ye w'isli to live, keep from the jMusses’ keeping

** Sw'oet Sybil said, * Nay, to tlie bard is given

A daring spirit and a soul to soar

As near as tiling of earth can go to heaven

;

lie goes in life, and nigh the angel’s door

Sends his glad voice in herald song before

;

Then slotv, like lark, earthward he sings again,

» And from his kindled spirit and burning core

Pours forth, to glad4en man, his happy strain !—
Ne’er call the poet’s song light, profitless, and vain

”
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Tliy song, sweet and melodious

Allan ! hath never, can never be in

vain. The cares of the world have

not bitten out thy heart, and left there

the corrosion of selfishness ; the false-

ness of the great and glozing city hath

not polluted the simplicity of thy early

youth ;,^\]iou slandest forth an honest

man, alnid tho sweating, toiling, lying

multitude of the mighty metropolis;

and thy song, ardent anfl lofty, or

simple and tender, teachclh low sub-

mission to tlfawill of(3od,—awakeiieih

the chastening thoughts of early in-

nocence and boyish friendship— of

outhful home, and love/und pastoral

appincss ;
— so that we turn with

loathing from the fastidious manners

and llie subtilised hypocrisy of the

world, to seek for repose amid the en-

dearments of family and the com-

munion of our own hearts, and to

learn and practise peace, good-will,

affection, and cliarity to all mankind.

Our blessing, therefore, ever hover

al>ove tliy song

!

.LETTER ON THE DOCTRINE OF ST. SIMON.
<

To the Editor of Fraser*s Magazine.

— The doctrine of the sect of

Saint Simon, which has been so lalio-

rioiisly explained atid refuted by tlie

Qiturterly and Westmimter lievkws, is

of considerable importance ^in France,

where it is avowed by a great number

of the more respectable classes of so-

ciety, arvl now counts among its^’espe-

cial organs two newspapers and a re-

view, conducted, it must be confessed,

by writers ofgreat ability and eloquence.

It is not likely that the opinions thus

recognised could h;\\ e been adopted by

so many intlueiilial adherents, without

having had a portion of good united to

Iheir e\il ; and, in reality, the doctrine

of Saint Simon, divested ofsome uecu-

liarities, contains undccuihle truths, to

which their misapplication is no solid

objection. We therefore ci’cem it rea-

sonable to oppose their j)rinciples in .

the tone, not of ridicule or abusj, but

of that good-breeding we should main-

tain towards men of such altjiirmenls,

were wo to have the pleasure of a con-

ference face to face.

Claude Henry t’ount de Saint Simon

was burn at Paris in October ITOO.

He was of the family of that Saint

Simon who is known by his memoirs

on the latter days of Louis XIV. and

the period of the regency, not less than

for his enthusiasm about the preroga-

tives of the “ atkien noblesse. This

family pretended to* have sprung from

Charlemagne, was connected with the

house of Lorraine, and were, besides,

grandees ff Spain. From such a fa-

mily was 1o proceed the man who, of

«
[ others in modem times, has shewn

e tiiost indifference to the pride of

birth, and who laboured with insuper-

able perseverance to establish theories

the most opposite to the ideas upon
wlj^ieh his power rested. The Count
de Saint Simon made the campaign of

America along with his cousin the

T)iike de Saint Simon, and distin-

guished himself under the command of

Washington. He was taken prisoner

with the Count de Grasse in 1782, and
received from tlie Americans the repub-

lican order ofCincinnatus. From this

inemorahle period dates the philoso-

phical tendency of hisvmind towards a
system of ideas of which the substance

is as follows :

—

Saint Simon has conceived that the

^destiny of man in tins world is to pro-

duce by lahonr, which has led him to

proclaim industry as tin? definitive end
(^f human society

,

jukI the industrious

as the sujHirior class of that society.

Industry does in reality provide for all

the physical wants of man, but does it

provided for all his moral wants? It

may be doubted. Saint Simon and
his scho^rs affirm it, nevertheless, and
they labour to prove it by observing

that science is the most precious pro-

duct of human industry, and pbiloso-

pliers the producers of the most ele-

vated category or order of knowledge.

They are in the right, ifwe circumscribe

out nature to the narrow and material

circle of utility. On the contrary, they

rest below the truth, if, elevating our-

selves by contemplation to more sub-

lime relations, wc discover the celestial

region whence our intellectual being
has emanated, and towards which it

incessantly aspires. It is there alone

that we discover the morality of duty
--•^thaf is to say, the love of good for
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itself, and on account of its beauty and
intrinsic excellence. It must, however,

be acknowlealged, that Saint Simon
was one of the most original thinkers

of his time—that his system of philo-

sophy, incomplete and* inexact, in our
opinion, in its basis and result, is, not-

withstanding, fertile in useful applica-

tions—aiid-diat he himselfhad received

from nature the gift of expressing bis

ideas with force and cleariici>s. lie

squandered considerable sums in sci-

erititic works, and speculations ill-ad-

vised completed the destruction of his

fortune. At last, whether in despair or

disgust, he endeavoured to put an end
to his life with a pistol, in which at-

tempt he escaped with the loss of an
eye.

Jflhe philosophy of Saint Sim*/li was
totally ignorant of the pripioitlial laws

of the moral world— if, by that defect,

it lost the power of governing iiitfatli-

gciices, if appears to us tiuit it more
nearly approaches the truth wlien it

directs the organisation and einploy-

inent of the material forces of man. It

is here that the theory of the useful

ought to find its application. Under
this head (he induNtrial soiiool is found
to be in perfect harmony witli our eni,

or, ratlier, it is the natural product of

it. it is the philosuphicul theory of

the social movement, which the force

of things—that is, the consequence of
a^tec(•delllS"-re^no^cs every <lay more
and more from the brilliant and vapo-'
rolls region of imagination into the po-

sitive domain of reason and fact. The
writings of Saint Simon abound, bi*-

sides, in lively and original thoughts;

their style is varied, energetic, and full

of life ; at times incoherent o> incom-
plete, they bear every where the marks
of the excessive mobility of the author’s

ini.iginatioii. The mystical •part we
reject as spurious ; for, in the words of

, Voltaire, whatever is not clear is not

French— “5**7 nest pas dairy vest ne
pas Fran^ms.**

Upon his return to Trance, in 1782,
he abandoned entirely his militaryca-
reer, and gave himself up to some
financial speculations, whicti throve as

well as they usually did with him.
Although he took iio^part in the Revo-
lution, an arrest was sent after him,
and he voluntarily surrendered himself,,

in place of the landlord with whom he
lodged, wh(^had been made responsible

for his appearance. After remaining

eleven months in prison, he escaped.

In 1797, he left otfhis banking opera-
tions, luid pursued his scientific stu-

dies during his differcnl travels, of
which an account is given in his

memoirs, and largely quoted from in
the Quarlerlp, lie died in 1825, aged
sixty-five years, ilis remains wem
interred in 4he cemetery of. Pore la

Chaise, and the grandsoli of Saint

Simon had scarcely wherewitlial to

furnish his necessities. Misfortune did

not turn him aside from his vocation

;

on the contrary, 4ie pursued it with a
courage and perseverance which forced

people to esteem him . They had seen
in him only a kind of eccentric mad-
man, not knowing how to tormcat his

life or waste life money. They wei*e

forced to admit the sincerity of liis

Conviction, at least. In poverty he
•m.'idc himself heard, as well iis in

prosperity ; and he ended by founding
a school, whose future prospects mjght
be more onconraging if it did not en-
deavour to organise a social state, of

which time .alone can bring to light tho

secret^? and the elements. Undoubt-
edly, labour, the free developnribnt of all

our iiieullies, is the true, the oply end
of life; assurc<lly, if we can make the

religion of our age out of this grand
thought, society waidd organise itself

according to its belief— idleness and
inutility would no longer be tides (o

power and supremacy in the national

councils—tlie people would call to the

management of llieir aflairs the able

and laborious,” who have made their

happiness in making their own— .and

from this would proceed a social sys-

tem qs new as the principle which en-

gendered it. Ilut what this .social

state wqvld be— what its administra-
tion -i.are what none at present can
pronounce without exposing to ridicule,

the greatest and i|^ost useful of all

truths. And this is what Saint Simon
has endeavoured to do ! It is for hav-

ing wished to unveil the secrets of futu-

rity, that he has changed himsclfinto a
ridiculous formalist, and prevented the

spread «f his fundamental idea— la-

bour, taken as the lade of value, and as»

tlie source of humsn dignity. Perhaps,

also, in his predilection for the uscud,

he has too much forgotten that the well-

being of man is composed of other en-

joyments than the physicaf— that he

has need of meditation as w'ell as of

bread—and that to hinder him^from
seeking the solution of the great pro-

blem of a future state, is to ctt'ctau him
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of his proportions, to go against tlie

laws of nature and the necessities of

his situation in this world and in crea-

tion. Christianity, for which Saint

Simon and his disciples profess so just

an esteem, has comprehended humanity

batter; the essence of Christian mo-
rality i^ ^ntained in the precept. Love
thy neighbour as thyself ; and he who
fulfils this has fulfilled the law. Ac-
cording to this principle inlm ought to

organise their society after the most
advantageous manner for the* majority.

Then the philosophers, the sages, and
workers in general, who render to the

mass ofmankind the moiit important ser-

vices. and who do all the good for them
which is possible on this earth, ought to

be constituted the general directors ofthe

human species, as well as ofthe special

interests of each people composing it.*

Such is* the fundamental argument of

the^“JVcw Christianity.” One secs

that it is only wantin^r in the faith, the

adoration in spirit and in truth, ofwhich
the Gospel speaks— that is to say, all

the spiritual part of Christianity^ that

which rif^ide its Divine J^egislator to
** Jyiy kingdom is not of this world.*'

Ibe author attacks, as equally corrupt,

all Christian churches. Tn other re-

spects, we find throughout this doctrine

which he declared upon his death-bed,

the same candour, the same conviction,

the same vigorous logic, which distin-

guish his preceding works. No man
could establish more plausibly a funda-

mental error ; so that tliere is certainly

in this book mucli to meditate on and to

be instructed by, for him who can rely

upon the strength of l)is faith an^;! the

sobriety of his understanding.

The last moments of tliis^ngular

man were calm and inti'epid. IC'o the

end he conversed in a state of exulta-

tion with his disciples ; and, to use the

expression of one of them, “ fell asleep

in the dream of public happiness.”

But is man then fated to be for ever
making these abortive attempts—to be
for eviar in vain endeavouring to arrive

at truth, and to extirpate the moral evil

of this world? ^

There is no douls, that although he
may never arrive at a solution of tlie

problem of his destiny, yet that society

in its civilisation is making successive

approximations to it. In a word, that

although man is individually frail, yet
that in the aggregate he is susceptible

of perfectibility! To explain
our moaOiDg, let us retrace the chain of

reasoning which lias led to this con-

viction.

When we endeavour tc analyse the

immense and obscure problem of the

destiny of human nature, the first par-

ticular problem we encounter is the

moral one, viz. the destiny of man on

this earth in the midst of the contradic-

tions which surround him. The next

is the religious one, which presupposes

the fii-st.

To inquire if the present life has not

been preceded and will not be followed

by another—to examine if every thing

commences with birth and ends witli

death—if we have had a past and must

have a future, what must be the nature

of that past and this future :— such is

the object of this mysterious problem,

the iTfimeiisity of whicli overwhelms us

because it places us by two sides in

contact with infinity. To solve this

wd'<must take it up in all its generality

—wc must ascend to the conception of

all tkit touches the end of man, and
endeavour to find the secret of it.

All being has an end, and is made
for some purpose. Tliis is the neces-

sary conviction which the spectacle of

the world inspires our reason with.

Nothing exists in vain : creatures and
creation itself have an end. What is

the particular end of each, the general

end of all, and what is the harmony
which makes them agree with each
other?

SornO beings there are which accom-
plish their end without being conscious

of it— such arc the mysterious forces

\Chich develop themselves in the bosom
of organic beings; others there arc

which not only fulfil their end, but have
the pera;ption of it, and, what is more,
inquire into the secret. Such is man,
who enjoys this privilege, not because
he is endbwed with the conscience and
the power of feeling pleasure and grief

(for both are common to him with the i

brutes), but because he is endowed with

reason—that is to say, is capable of
seeking the causes of effects and the

effects of causes—of penetrating into

the principle and end of the beings
which surround him.
Comprehending then, that there is

ail end, and at the same time that he
is charged with following it out himself
and by his voluntary efforts, man in-

jquires what it is, that he may act with
the view of attaining it an^, of know-
ing what ought to be his rule of con-

'' duct. * If he is not enlightened on this
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capital point, ignorant how he shall act,

he can never be tranquil, llis curiosity

is not circun^scribed within the limits

ofactual life, for his reason makes him
feel that this life is only the term of a
series, perhaps without beginning or

end. Neither does he see his indivi-

dual life isolated and without con-

nexion. lie sees it in the midst of a
number of beings who resemble him-
self, and among whom he is counted
as unity. 11c is united to Immanity.

Whence comes humanity?— how has

it been summoned into the space and
time, in the midst of which we behold
it lost?— wlmt part ought it to fulfil

there, and what will be the term of its

acting? If it has commenced, must it

not liavc an end ?

Time is an ocean, in the bo'^m of
wliich human intelligence is lo'st; nor

can it embrace mure than an insignili-

cant point, illumined with a ferric

my.
*

Space is another ocean, which it

would equally explorv'. iu all its extent.

What place docs tliis world occupy
which we inhabit, in the midst of so

many worlds wliich our eyes jicreoive

with (lifliculty, and of so many others

whose existence our reason alone re-

veals to us? W'hal sigiiily all those

motions so regular, and whither do
th^ tend ?

There never was a time or place in

which man did not make all these

questions. There never was a stale of

civilisation in which he did not prove

the necessity of learning liow all things

were going on ar»und him; bccau^sc

he is always conscious of being chained*

with his destiny, and forced to know the

conditions of it, ifhe w^ould live in peace

and quiet.

Tlie conduct of mankind depends

greatly upon their shallow o^ profound

solutions of these problems ; for it is

their ideas which govern their will

:

whence it follows, that to comprehend
the actions of the world, wc must
ascend to their ideas ; whence it also

follows, that the history of the world is

only the translation of another hisfto^,

not yet made— that of its ideas. In
its origin, history has for its object

merely the recounting of particular

events and the material fiicts ofthe lives

of nations—their treaties, their battles,

their revolutions.

A little later, men perceive that all

these facts proceed from more general

ones which afford an explanation of
them. Then it is the lives and insti-

tutions of people that arc studsod ; and
ill the principles of thbsc institutions

they endeayour to find the reasons of

the prosperity of one and the fall of

another. ^Nevertheless, particular facts

and instiUilions *arc, at bottom, only

effects and consequences of the ideas

existing in humiiii iiitclligc.>nc'C upon

the moral questions wliich disturb

them. The explanation of histoty and
humanity is nothing else than that of

4he progress of its intelligence.

The necessity of settling all these

questions being inevitable, human in-

telligence is incessantly workfiig upon
them. Hut no solution has bccTMin-

mortal ; all are overturned, because it

is perceived, after a certain time, that

they have only been imperfect solutions,

whit.?i more satisfactory onej were to

follow. The human mind, pursuing its

search after truth, destroys anP insuffi-

cient doctrine to construct another

which is less so, but which it will, not-

withsiaiiding, destroy in its season;

and at the same time it overturns all

institutions derived from them, march-
ing onwards towards other inodes of

existence, improving more and more.
Such is the labour and object of civili-

sation. Civilisation is only the suc-

cessive development of solutions which
arise in the heart of iiuraanity upon the

question of itsi destiny, and which it

enliglUens and completes little by little,

caustfig’felhe errors which surrounded

its first essays gradually to disappear.

Society in its progress passes alter-

nately through t\v(r different stages—
one of faith and dogmatism, the other

of incredulity and revolution.

** Labitur et labetur in omiie volubilia

sevum."

1 am, Sir,

Yotir dbedient Servant,

TAril-PLA
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IlISTOlllCAL DRAMA.^

The Rev.W.Ii. Bowles, in the pre-

face to his new and pleasing half-nar-

rative, half-dramatic poem of St. Jo/m
at Patmos, observes, that “ it is no won-
der there has been so long a silence

among /Ire elder living bai^ls of Britain,

when almost evfery popular British bard *

of the period comprised in the latter

part of the last and the beginning of

the present century has lived to hear

the mimic echoes of Ins early lyre from

nursing-maids and mirscry-children

!

— when the laureat Apollo of the liv-

ing golden lyre, doubtless more from
beneiolcncG than tastf, takes courte-

ously by tlie hand, and, with a bow,
brings forward and presents to thc^

sisters of the sacred well a bcislifiit

livcry-nian, of great poetical geriius*

but no education —<-• when, in loading

liteiriry journals (the great dispensers

of fame and profit), poctitul semp-
stresses, with a primrose and curtsy,

introduced by smiling lady-patronesscs,

are sure o^f a welcome reception ; v/hilst

such poets ns Croly, and 1 could men-
tion females of song almost unrivalled

in beauty and pathos, are passed over
in utter silence and neglect. All the

lords of criticism wduld rise to receive,

with welcome gratulations, Tanny
Kfmkle

;
and all the bai'ds of Britain

hail her among them, as she is hailed

by the Quartcr/j/, and that most excel-

lent and powerful miscellany, Black-

All old gray-headed sbholar and
poet may not hope for such distinction

ni his day ; but I msy marvel fthat,

wtien uneducated and humble claim-

ants for fame are soinewhat^stenta-
tiously brought out of the shade, no
notice whatever, or comparatively none,
has l^een taken of a poet whose genius

is. of a far higher order—^who, living in

an obscure village in Doi-setshire, un-
friended, unpatronised, without any
advantage of education but what he
has picked up casually, in the midst
of deprivation, poverty, sorroV, and
long disappointrafent— has often in

tears
'

* Strictly meditated tluf thanldess

muse/

I allude to Mr. Bennie, who has
just produced a volume called Britain's

Histoiucal Drama. In animated de«

scription, in knowledge of English his-

tory, in poetical imagery, in languago

chaste yet forcible, joined with the

strictest morality, such a work might

not only place him high among the

living poets of Gieat Britain, but
among those w'ho have cultivated with

most success the same pursuits, reap-

ing the same worldly reward 1 And
yet of such a poet, alas

!
poverty and

neglect,and almost utter critical silence,

are tig* portion.”

There is much in the remarks of
Mr. Bowles deserving of the strictest

attfiition. The greater periodicals are

for ^hc most part conducted, vve ven-
ture to say, upon very objectionaldc

principles. They are any thing but
the patronisers of uiifricndeil genius;

nevertheless, this is the very quality

which they most a fleet. 1 1 would not do
to seem to be wanting in charity ; nei-

ther would it do so to exercise it as to

nourish rivals in the persons of its ob-
jects. A safe middle course must there-

fore he adopted ; and this is found in

the encouraging of those only who must
always remain in a state ofdependence
on that bounty which is implied in

such encouragement. Such are the

uneducated, “ bashful livery-men, and
tl)^ poetical semprtresses” so indig-

I iiaritly alluded to in the above extract.

These people may f>e patronised, l>e-

cause without patronage they could do
nothing,Sind (all merely selfish motives
apart) they leave to their {Xitrons the

pleasure pf exercising liberty of choice
and manifesting free-will, which is

always exceedingly flattering to the

bestower of benefits. To do good is

to exercise benei'o/ence, and in the

exertion of the will lies the great charm
of well-doing. Will, moreover, desires

not ^liberty only, but license. Now,
this license is much restrained— nay,
this liberty of choice seems to be, in a

* Britain’s Historical I3mmn
; a series of National Tragedies, intended to illus-

trate the Milliners, Customs, and Religious Institutions of different early Eras in
Britain. By J. F. Bonnie. Maunder,

The llistory of English Dramatic Poetry to the time of Shakspearc
j
and Annals

4>f the* Stage to the Restoration. By J, Bayne Collier, Esn., F.S.A. 3 vols,
Murray, 1831. i
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gi’oat measure, iibrogaled, if the merit

of your prolcffe is so conspicuous that

it claims ‘‘ fame and profit’ us a right.

Ten to one flut that, under sucli cir-

cumstances, you do all in your power
to resist the claim. Nut so with a
lower degree of merit, whicli, while it

is suflicieiit to justify you in praising

and fostering it, does not aftect an atti-

tude of command, and appeal to your
.sense of duty. Thus it would appear,

that an object of charity must not be

too deserving, else it would hold an

eriuality winch is odious to the pride

of most of ilic sons and daughK-rs of
Atlain, however lovingly disposed lo-

wards their brothor.^ and si.stcrs in vir-

tue of that common origin. The sense

of .superiority must he tiatterc<l— and
it is fl.itlered in the patronage ^of the

dohn Joneses and the Alary ('ollingscs.

ho would dream of sn]>porling any
but one’s inferiors t The jiroseiicc of
w'caknos is necessary to inten'st^tho

feelings
; w'e suHer the slniHg anti ihe

sturdy to make their way in tin; world

as they can, but the ailing and the fee-

ble we nurse with care and assi.st to the

utmost ofonr power. TluM’ois good in

(his—but there is also evil.

The evil which results from this con-

dition of onr sympatliies is connected

witli motives— though, ])orhaps, un-
coiLsciously - - not very creditable to

humaii nature. There is in thorn much
of fear and envy. The strong, whether

in body or mind, if assisted, may soon
outrun us,lbougb, alas 1 the race is not

alway.s to the swift, nor the battle to

the strong. At any rate, we do all

that w^e can th.at it .shall not be, and,
thus make that which would most jus-

tify our encounigemcnt, an argument
against it. l.est we should Tlurture a
competitor, to our own jirejudice, we
keep the man of greatest mc^it all that

w'€' can at a distance. We permit him
no vantage ground ; he has to win his

way inch by inch— to struggle— to

wrestle— to light with odds, even with

multitudes—with society at large. Then
when he has overcome, the laurel may
await him— praise will pour upoif him
from all quarters; for, in such case, it

is not only right and good to praise,

but berieticial to Ibe giver of commeu-
dalion himself. The triumph of the

poet is partaken by the critic.

Mr. Bowles, as well as our readers,

may now, perhaps, make out how it is

that our ijuarterly criticism lays itself

open to such objections as Uiose od-

vanced by him. Humble merit, which
must always remain humble, it will

sometimes draw out from obscurity;
but traiiscondenl excellence must wait
until the voice of fame, otherwise loud-
ly expressed, renders it impossible to
pass it by in silence any longer. There
IS no instance in which a great poem
has ever befeii brought befote^ public

notice by the quarterly critics—no in-

.stanco in which they liavc anticipated

public opitiion. Nay, it is a well-

known fcict—untnivcrsed, iindenied by

the pailies theni.'9cl\ cs coiMucting such
publications— that they always follow

the popular voice in sucli matters.

They leave it to the daily, weekly, and
iiiuiithly press to putf a work «f art

into notice; anil if then its merits be
^undoubtedly established, thc'y lake it

up, to condemn or applaud according

•to political or jievsonal partialities, and
ill cither case secure for lhcii*elves an
interest in the attention which it^has

succeeded in t-xciting. Thus they make
it tributary to their ovMi prosperity; it

never enters their ninuls to coiitrihnlc

augh*. louanls that of any body else.

Nay, and does it not seetn of the

essence of criticism that it sluwild live

on good authorship t Truly, the ground
of complaint may be in the nature of
tilings. •

And so it is; hut it cloes not ne-
cessarily follow that criticism should
be content with feasting on good
authorship, after tliat which is not
critical has hanqueted thereon. Why
should it live on olfal? Why should
it hu’quef unlearned opinion, and,
like a self- abdicated hou.se of peers,

.submit to bcc^imc the mere registry

of popular judgment t \Vc are per-

suai^dr^that it would find its ac-

count, in the long-run, in a nobler

course of conduct : it would assume a
higher tone, in consequence— it w'ould

become more philosophical in its pro-

ce.sscs, more righteous in its decisions,

more wiirthy of honour— ay, more
worthy of the name which it bears;

for, if the truth must be spoken, we
kiiow^iot wliere, except in the pages
of ilEGiNA, criticism is to be found
worthy of the n^me; and this \vorth-

lessncss is mainly owing to the errone-

ous, if not dishonourable, system on
which it is at present pro^g!Cuted.

The work to which Mr. Bowles has
attracted our attention is conceived in

,a truly laudable spirit. Whatever'we
may think of the author’s pow«rs (and
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Mr. Bowles has rated them much too
highly), we cannot but applaud his

design. . We love the Historical Dra^
ma, because it is essentially English,

and would promote it by all means in

our power; we shall tlierefore endea-
vour tomake some few, not entirely use-

^ss, remarks on the Histm'ical Drama,
We are enabled to do this the more
satisfaciorily, awing to the recent pub-
lication of Mr. J . Payne Collier’s His-
ior^ of English Dramatic Poehy^
whicli, however defective in arrange-

ment, contains facts 'not elsewhere to

be found. In this work, vvc confess,

we have not been disappointed : we
expected, from our experience of the

write’s Poetical Decameron, much
original research—and' this, and raoi*e

than this, we found. We expected tio^

intense feeling of his subject—no sym-

S
athy for poetry in its heiglits and 'its ‘

epths. • A poetical critic, howe\cr,
should fly at his celestial quarry with

an lye as brilliant as an t^iglc’s, uiidaz-

zled with the meridian sun. Poetry is

divine, and the critic should speak of
her as of a divinity, and comportiiim-
self in her presence as in the presence

of a superior nature. He should par-

take ofthe inspiration which accompa-
nies every waving of her magic mantle,

every tone of her musical voice, every

motion of her eloquent hand. True it

is, that to overload with an elaborate

illustration tlie fine passages of the

Muse is, for the mo.st part,

“ To gild refined gold, tQ()>aitit the lily.

To throw a perfume on the violet.”

Yet the critic .should make manifest

that he has had a perception the

incomparable gold, the unimprovable
lily. His garment should rctghi some
fragrance of the perfumed vlolef"with

which it hasjust been in delightful con-
tact. Now, in JM r. Collier’sbook, though

we descry much undaunted enthusiasm

of researcli, wc lack, we think, much
apparent sympathy with the essential

attributes of that roost sacred of all

arts— we lack ** the thoughts that

breathe and words that burn,’<^ which
should belong to tltp poetical critic as

to the poet himself. Ue should have a
heart, as well as n head.

Mr. Pennie has expressed, in the

motto to his Britain*s HistoricalDrama,
the feeling with which wc would have
the critic write on poetry and the dra-

ma. ‘^The drama,” says ArcKbishop
Tillot^n, is an epitome of the minds

[July,

and manners of mankind; and wise
MEN, in all ages, have agreed to make
it, what in truth it ought to be, a sup-
plement to the pulpit.’* The priest

and the poet were of old united, and
Mr. Collier should have expatiated in

eloquent terms on the rationale of tliat

union in the persons of those church-

men whose occupation it was to com-
pose mysteries, and moralities, and
miracle-plays, for the delectation and
instruction of the people. But no : he

wanted confidence in his subject; he

was afraid of exhibiting these rude

specimens of the dramatic art a.s com-
positions to be admired, lest he should

appear ridiculous ; and thought it ne-

cessary, therefore, to write with some
scorn of authors with whom, notwith-

standing, he took no little trouble to

become accpiainted. He was enthu-

siastic to a certain point— tlie antiqua-

rian, but not to the critical, lie was
asHikmed to confess rapture for poetry

so obsolete ; herein he erred after the

manner of Dunlop, in his History of
Fiction,who, in treating ofthe romances
of chivalry, thought it incumbent on
him to sneer at the society he had
chosen ; being afraid, as he expresses

it, of falling into the frenzy of him
who discovered a bea.utiful infanta in

the coarse skin of Maritorues, and
mistook her hair, which w'as rough as

a horse’s mane, for soft flowing threads

of curling gold.”

Many see in the flnest productions

of Italian art only the idolatrous images
of the Church of Home. Few are they

who understand wli^^t connexion there

,
is* between religion and all the arts of

life, wlielher uselul or ornamental. Yet

is not tlie very art of clothing symboli-

cal ofth(i-great atonement made for hu-
man infirmity? And is not that divine

series of frescoes with which, under
the ponthicates of Julius 11. and
I’aul 111., Michael Angelo adorned
the lofty compartments of the Cupelta

Sislina, a sublime commentary, or ra-

ther development to sense, of the mys-
teries of Holy Writ, in all their con-
nexion and dependencies? Such a
series of paintings is a Bible in picture,

and the simple dramas of those early

churchmen were iq. like manner a re-

presented Bible. So commenced the

art of poetry and the art of painting in

u Christian age. Even in Scotland,

during the stormy days of the covenant,

they in a similar manner Nourished.

llic fierce discipline of Knox,” says
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our well-beloved Allan Cunningham,
** was soon softened ; and in matters of

taste and elegance the Presbyterians of

the north wem by no means so furious

and uncompromising as the Puritans

and Independents of the south. Even
during the lialf-century that followed

the first dawn of the Scottish Reforma-
tion, plays were allowed to be enacted,

and none of the dock were forbidden

to attend such exhibitions, save elders

and deacons. The Church of Rome,
tlie motlier of that which is useful and
elegant, had frotn early ages captivated

the people by lier carved processions

of saints and her painted miracles and
legends. The kings, too, had not only
patronised works of genius, but some
of them excelled personally in poetry,

music, and architecture ; tapestry, re-

presenting passages from Scripture or

from tiic poets, abounded ; sculptured

tombs, in freestone or in marble, \^cre

to be found in every church ; and dven
the wildest of the western isles shew,
in the present day, such relics of old

magnificence as excite the adminitiuii

of travellers.”^'

Such is the light in which the dra-

matic aTiticipatioiis of our churchmen
should be viewed— not depreciated,

but considered with reference to the

time of their production. All excel-

lence is relative, and we must consider

what the miracles and mysteries were
for the ag(* which ])roduced tlnun, and
not what they arc for ours. Nor has

Mr. (^)llier, to do him justice, been al-

together unmindful of this rule of right

reason, and, indecci, wc accuse him i^ot

of omitting to say as much, but of noti

saying it warmly enough.

In these humble beginnings was the

basis laid ofthe historical dralha. The

mysteries represented Scripture histoxy,

and some of the moralities were histo-

rical. It may be remarked, eilpmant,
that there is only one political moral in

our language, and that is a fragment, it

having been probably suppressed.

To the Reformation we are indebted
for our deliverance from this allegorical

kind of dra^a, which, however, has

been sought to be revised in our time.

Witness Lord Byron’s Cain^ a mi/i-

tenf, and fts various imitations.f So
rapid was the improvement which our
reformed ancestors made* in the dra-

matic art, that the English drama was
perfect even before Siiakespearc. The
romantic drama had its origin with
that of tragedy jand comedy, aUhough
it reached its highest polish only in the

•hands of Shakespeare. From the ear-

liest pcTiod to the time of Shakespeare,

*tlu^e is not a play in our language in

which the unities are strictly Observed ;

and it is the disregard of these vihich

constitute:^ our romantic dmina— not
whether the story be real or fictitious.

The “llistory/'or “ Chronicle History,"

con>fsted of certain passage^ or events

detailed by annalists, put into a drama-
tic form, often without regard to the

course in which they happened ; the

author sacrificing chronology, situation,

and circumstance, *to the superior ob-
ject of producing an attractive play.

Such plays as Fenrx ami Porrex^ Ju-
emtu, and The Misfortunes of Arthur,
indeed, in some unimportant particu-

lars of their external shape, are made
to imitate the productions of the Greek
and lutin’ stage ; but in all of them,
time, place, and action, are more or

lessadisregarded.

The first historical subject regularly

broi\gh^,upon the stage of this country

• The Lives of the mos^ Eminent British Pointers, Sculptors, and Architects.

By Alhiii (.'iinniiigliam. Vol. V. j)p. 3, 4. •

f Lord Byron’s merit as a dramatist has not been acknowledged as it ought. We
have some peculiar notions on his excellence in this particular, which we shall perhaps

some day broach. By the by, Don Juan is to be included in tho magnilicent edi-

tion of his lordship’s works which Murray is now publishing by subscription. A
standard edition of a jioet’s collected works, whatever the merit or demerit of

particular pieces, should include all. It is fitting, also, tliat the whole man should

be presented to die reader, to put him on his guard respecting an autlior’s full and
complete character. In the best of Byron’s works there are passages of a seductive

tendency which would incline tho unsuspecting to the adoption of error in opinion

and conduct, wero^the reader not made aware, by the obvious (qualities of Don
Juan, of the very equivocal character of the poet.

^

This knowledge^ must be as a
charm to preserve him from the temptation, and to induce to further inquiry. Thia

were good reason, if tliere were not the flagrant one, that the collection would be
incomplete without that poem, which, with all its fiiults, contains some passages of

such liigl^ and vigorous painting, ns no true lov^ of tho muses would wWingly
let die." •
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yi^ Ferrex and Porrex^ in 1561-2;
anti it 4vas followed almost immediate-
.ly by Julius CasaVy as Mr. Collier ap-
prehends, the earliest instance on re-

cqrd in which events from the Uoman
history were dramatised in English.

Preston’s Cambyses, a moral play, is

supposed to have been written about
the smva date ; but it is dbiibtful whe-
ther they were •not preceded by a tra-

gedy upon Luigi da Porto’s famous no-

vel of Romeo and Juliet. Prom about
this date until shortly after the year

1570, the fieVl, as fai* as we have the

means ofjudging, seems to have been
pretty ecpially divided between the

later momls and the earlier attempts in

tragedy, comedy, and history. Put
the tairie ofthe people had been weaned,
in a great degree, from the dull abstract

tioiis of moral plays ; a better syiocics

ofdramatic entertainment had obtaiiied.*

Stephen* Gosson, that renegade to the

stac$(<^, was, as he himself admits, the

author, besides a corned^ an^l a moral,

of ail iiistorical play called Catiline's

ConspiracieSy C/esar and Pompepy and
the habii. Of the manner in which his-

torical siilijccts were handled by the

poets of his day, Gossoii thus writes

:

“ If a true history,” says he, “ be taken

in hand, it is made like our shadows,
longest at the Tisiu§[ and falling of the

sun, shortest of all at high noon ; for

the poets drive it most commonly unto
sucli points as may best shew the ma-
jesty of their pen in tnigical pieces, or

set the hearers agog with discourses of

love, or ])aint a few auticks to fit their

owne liumors with scoffs anil taunts, or

bring in a shewe to furnish the stage

when it is bare; when the matter itself

come.s short of this, they follow the

practice of the cobbler, and iKt^tlicir

teeth to the leather to pull it out.” Sir

J’hilip Sydney is equally severe, but
tlicii be was a strenuous advocate of
the unities; nevertheless, the time is

chargeable with a total neglect of
dramatic propriety. In Vlorio s First

Fruits (1591), Sir IMiilip Sydney’s
censure is thus adopted :

—

** G. After dinner we will go see a
play. '•

** //. The plays tliat they play in

England are not right comedies.
*• T. Yet they do nothing else but

play every dhy.
H. \'ea, but they are neither right

comedies nor right tragedies,
“ G\ IIow would you name them

then i
^

** Ji. Representations of history with-
out any decorum.”

Until about 1586, theatrical produc-
tions were written chiefly’^in rhyme, but
sometimes in iirose. About the year

1586 or 1587, Shakespeare is suppo.sed

to have left Stratford-upon-Avon, and
to have come to Ixindon. Such of his

productions as, with the greatest ap-

pearance of probability, can be named
amongst his first performances, contain

evidence of the partiality of his ear, or

of that of the public, for the jingles of
rhyme. It is highly probable that

Shakespeare did not become an ori-

ginal dramatic author until 1593. All

dramatic poets, therefore, who wrote

plays previously to that period must be
considered as his predecessors. These
begaq to fiuurish about 1583, in which
year the queen hist allowed a public

company to act under her name and
au|iioi‘ity. Lodge, i^eclc, and (ireene,

hacr, perhaps, just then commenced
their ciu*eer ; and, within a very short

interval, Marlowe, by his example and
]K>pul:irity, pruduct'd a very important
change in dramatic poetry. Ferrex and
Porre.v was the first play, in the Eng-
lish language, written in blank verse.

The example was followed, in 1566, in

C^ascoigne’s .locastuy played at Gniy’s
Inn

; and, at as till greater interval, by
Thomas liughes, in his Misfortunes of
Arthur

y

represented before the queen
at Greenwich, in 1587. But the earliest

popular blank-verse drama was Mar-
lowe’s TumhurUdne the G ratty in two
parts. Being about to abandon the

use of rhyme, and low conceits fit only

, for clowns— and in order to substitute

blank verse, and heroic deeds told in

language to which the audience was
not acefi^tomed, Marlowe seems to

have thought it necessary to give some-
thing in ^^xchangc for what he took

away ; hence the swelling bombast of
his style in the Tamburlainey wliich,

however, we find not in his FMward II.

He improved by practice; he found
that blank verse could be written with
more ease of st^le, and involved no in-

evititble ofienccs against taste. Ever,
in the first instance, vaulting ambition
overleaps itself, llie first effort is al-

ways a violent oiie.v Something similar

may be remarked as to the prose style

of I)r. Johnson : iiis design to give to

English prose composition the majesty
in which it bad been previously defi-

cient, was worthy ofhim—bt*t he over-

did it. r Had he not, however, given
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Oie too mueli, we sever have
had the enough. We should leave

style to take its depth of tone and

colour, its mcS&es of motion— whether

tlic majestic march or less stately

amble—from the quality of the subject

which it would illustrate. It is the

observance of this principle which
makes Soujlhey’s style so admirable

and almost perfect
; ofwhich the public

has laid a recent instance of high value

given to them in his Mssrn/s Jitoral and
PolUicaL Such a style of writing,

however, whether in prose or poetry, is

110 art of rhetoric, no skill in the coin
struction of sentences acquired and
cunningly superinduced as a prejudged
medium of sentiment ; it is the natii-

nil expression of lively thought, and
the growth of a feeling heart. VIence
its vivacity—hence its tenderness.

We would wish Mr. Peiinie particu-

larly to consider what we have jpst

written. Tlic style of his Natihnal
Traf>cdws is all of the stilted kind:
all his ciiaracters talk alike; they arc

all ludicrously grandiloquent. This
results from his anxiety rather about
huw they shall speak than vdiai they

shall speak, lias a poet thoughts and
feelings and images, they will dictate

their own apjiropriate expressions, and
the diction will rise and fall in accord-

ance with the subject, and produce a
huriijony between sound and .sense per-
fectly delightful. The fault at which
\\c have hinted— we hope gently— it

is that will be the ruin of BrUains
Historical Drama, and of every other

work in which Abi’. Pennie shall ^;c

engaged. This, if we recollect rightly,

was the censurable point in his previ-

ous productions— in his Roaal Min-
strcl and his Rogvald. Eveir in epic

com])osition, however proper a .sus-

tiiined dignity of style inay^be, there

are certain other qualities which ought
not to be sacriticed to tlrat one con-
sideration. Milton himself was Ctire-

fiii to introduce passages of a lighter

cast, as witness his Limbo of Vanity
and Paradise of Fools, with the jocular

puns to which he sometimes cc^de-
scended. Inhere is much that is objec-

tionable in these; still the principle

holds good, for sui;^ly there are lighter

passages of a different kind which
might be introduced without any im-
propriety. Let Mr. Pennie not be de-
ceived by any praises concerning the

richness dS his versification, of^en rising

into sublimity.'* Take our w'erd for U— they are worth nothing.

Mr. Pennies work professes lo ^re-
cord, in a dramatic form, the mainien,
customs, and religious institdtions of
our early ancestors; and the author's
intention, should the work succeed, is

to take such portions of British history

as are best suited to develop his plan,

and al. such disturit periods from each
other as he*miglit think preper; so

connected, however, aS to lixhibit a
diorama of those great changes which
have taken* place and followed each
other with reganl to dynaslie.s, man-
ners, and religions institutions. Thus
would ages long buried in oblivion

pass in review before us, and we should
behold the world as it was a thousand
years ago.** .

•

The tragedies in the present volume
^ro four in number, and are respectively

entitled .Iriiinoy The Imperial Pirate,

*Tht Dragon King, and FAlwin and
FJgiva. In tlie first we have sdtnetliing

of Julius Ciesar and his doings in Jiri-

tain; and*thft*dramatist is desirous of
shewing (hat Ca-sar’s enterprise was not

an nbsolijfc conquest of Britain. Taci-
tii.s .»^ys, Cit.sar did not coiy^pier Bri-

tain, but only showed it to llio Romans.
Horace, in the time of Augustus, calls

them “ invictos Romano Alurte ;’* and
Lucan scrupled not to atlirm, that he
turned his back, itf a hght, to the Bri-

tons, in quest of whom he went with
such mighty preparations

:

“ IVrrita qua‘sitis ustendit terga Bri-

taiinis.'*

#

Dion Cassius says, that in a battle the

Britons ro*iited the Roman infantry.

Horace ami Tibullus intimate, in seve-

ral i^Iaccs of thmr wiitings, that in their

days the Britons were not considered

a coQqusred nation. “ Many eminent
authors relate,*' sa^s Sammes, “that
Caesar, in his British proceedings,

speaks too advantoi^eously of himself.*'

lacitus writes of Caractacus, that, en-

couraging the Britons, he often invoked
the manes of his ancestors, who drove

Coesar the Dictator out of the isle, by
whose valour they were freed from the

axes a^d tributes of the Romans, and
preserved the budidS of their wives and
children undefilcil. And Dion affirms,

that once in the second expedition all

his foot were rputed ; Orosius, tliat ano-

ther time all his horse ; and it is mani-
fest that, for many years afler, Britain

was governed by its own kings and its

own laws. •

But now for the tragedy— for

vl/iii/ift Thi» lady is high-priestes.«>*
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of Melconoy or the sun; and in a vestal vows, with Cytnbaline, a nepliew
conversation with Dalthula, a vii^n of Cassfelyn, and rightful heir to the

of the stin (Scene I. Act 2), is kind British throne, whom, however, she

enough to inform us that she has has not for years seen, anid consequent*

been so unfortunate as to violate her ly esteems mitbless.

“ Fatal hour

!

When first I met him with his hounds and hawks
Amid the summer forest. By the stone

Of Cuthla^s tomb the noble hunter stood

:

^ O, he appeared liko our bright god of flame,

Lighted from his sun.blaziu^ car to sport
'I'he hours aVay in chase amid our wootls !

1 loved, although I knew 'twas death to love

!

* 1 kiieVi' my doom, if once discovered
;
yet

Passion, like a wild tempest, o'er me rush'd.

And I should on the burning pile have died
In ecstasies, blest witli the false one's love !”

Tiro imagery of thi^ passage is not alarmed, at the coming of the Romans,
very original, Mr. IVnnie.* Let it pass, for the safety of her child,

however. The priestess is terribly
,

O, they,will rush
Amid the sacred howc'r where I have hid
The lovely one, since from the hollow' oak.

His cradle in the forest depth, 1 took him.
No place, howeV<!r hallow'd, and untrod
J3y feet profane, hut those war-fiends of blood
Will enter ! They will tear him from my arms !

IJis precious blood will smoke upon thoir swords.
And I, O wretched mother ! cannot, dure not save him !"

We are next presented with a forest- the ancient Stonehenge. During the

council of assembled kings, in a grand debate, Cassfelyn speaks iu these in-

dniidical temple or double circle, like dignant terms of Cymbaliiie :
—

** May he, the unmanly traitor ! sport his hours
In soft voluptuous ease, and all the follies

Of love and women, wine and Roman pomp.
To emulate the luxuries of that race,

W itb all their curst refinements, which ennerve
The lofty mind, and sink the warrior down
Into a tame submissive shackled slave.

Was bis delight,—.therefore 1 rose in arms, „
And with the people cast him out a beggar,
A dunghill bound, crouch and supplicate

Those lordly thieves, whom he so much admires.
For leave to basely live upon the crumbs
Rome's senate Hinge him from their king-served board ;

And now 1 hear he comes in Cfcsar's train.

Hoping to win these realms by Cffisnii's sword,
And hold them in base vassalage to Rome."

By and by enters Vortimer, thus saying :•

** Great king of kings,

Cwsar hath left his camp by Tyvi’s flood,

And hitherward with twdee six thousand foot.

And half his heaVy-armed cavalary.

Cones forth to seek thee."
•

Hereupon, a sacrifice to Hesus, god declamation on her part, the child calls

of war,"and a “grand chorus ofbards," ' her mother! and she is compelled to

follow. As high-priestess, Arixina is confess the fact, but will not reveal the

present, an t^Willing witness of bloody father, whom, however, she has previ<-

rites. Roman captives are slain ; and ously alluded to as a prince. Tin's

then enters a druid with a young boy trying scene is interrupted by the' ini-

in his^Asms, whom, as no one knew or mediate necessity of marchftg against
oWneef, the archdruul condemns to be the Romans,
sacrificed. IfHs Arixina's ! After much
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With those Romans was Cytnbaline. her : it is a time when she had been
Amid the golden palaces of Rome” meditating a deed of blood. Tiberius

he had met 5gith Claudia. This lady, Rufus having been brought back
however, became the wife of Tiberius wounded, a sudden thought suggests

Rufus, who, she says, “ stamped a base itself to her mind, that she may steal to

rape with holy marriage riles.” How- his couch and stab liim, and then with

ever this may be, it seems her husl^and’s Cymbaline may " ascend the throne of

jealousy had prompted him to bring Britain.” It^is in this mood the herofe

her to the camp ; but in this the lady Briton finds the Roman lady,•and to

exults that the marksman had outshot him she makes a similar proposition

;

himself with his own bow— for Cym- but he disdains the assassin’s trade,

baline is here !” Upon his exit, this is the style in whicli

Such is the perilous aspect ofevents. Lady Claudia sqliloquise|, greatly iii-

iii their end sufficiently tragical. Rat- ferior to that in which Liidy Macbeth
ties are fought— the Britons flee; but expresses a like intention, notvvith-

Cymbaline’s triumph is embittered by standing the storm introduced to aid

the knowledge that Claudia is married the eflect :
—

to Tiberius. He has an interview with

“ ril not livK

A wife dislioiioiir'tl in that Koiuun’s ayo
By his too just suspicious. 4 nor trust

For iiiy ileliverauce vnd tha British crown
To the fearful 1iazar(i*of a w'arrior’s sword. (Storm nt a distance.)

What must 1 do 1 CHaudia, ’tis tliiiie owT^liand
Must use tho bloody dagger,— set then free

From those strung chains of tyranny and marriage
'J'iberius fasten'd on tlnse !

JTark ! • I hear
The coming of the tenqievSt ! Ay, ’lis he,

'I'he fiend of murder, with blood-sfreaming locks

!

He walks abroad upon the midnight stonn,
Wrapt in the fire-cloud ! Passion and revenge
Are in his train. Howl on, yo dcafning wiiid^*^,

I'o thunders, drown tho death-groan of my victim !" [£rit.

What very declamation, set off with majestic utterance of deep-sealed pas-
mere rag-fair finery of poetical com- sion in the clearly imitated speech of
mon-place, is this ! compared with the J-ady Macbeth :

—
The raven himself is hoarse

I'liat croaks tlie fatal entrance of Duncan
Under my buttlementi?. C'ome, come, you spirits

'J'liut tend on mortal thoughts, unsex mo hen*

;

And fill me, from the crown to the toe, topAull
Of <lirest crue)^'- ! Mako thick my blood

!

Stop up the access and passage to remorse.
That no compunctious visitings of nature
Sliake iny felLpurpose, nor keep peace between
The effect and it ! Come to my woinairs breiisSs,

And take my milk for gall, you murdering ministers,

Whenwer in your sightless siihstniires

You wait on nature’s mischief! ('oine, tliick night.

And pall thee in the duiiuest smoke of hell

!

That my keen knife see not the wound it makes

;

Nor heaven peep tlyough tho blanket of the dark,

Tocry. JfoW/ fioldT
,

It is not with any intent ofinstituting and ho must theraforc abide this trial,

an unfair compari^n, in order to de- Now we contend that these passages
preciate Mr. Pennie’s talents, that we differ as much in kind as in degiee of
parallel these two passages. God for- merit. But stay I Befov we enter
bid ! But Mr. Pennie is especially into tins (ifwe shall indeed have space
recommended to our notice by a poet to do so), we find that Mr. Pennie
as a.man cfgenius—one therefore hold- iiontinues this strain of conception in
ing the same rank in kind witU Shake- tlie next scene, and it must M con-
speare, whatever may be his degree ; fessed that he rises as he proceeds.
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Tiberius Ilufiis in bis tent, lying wounded on his couch, is borne off by the

slaves
:

);he storm increases.
“ Cr.ACOlA.

O that these fleeply-soiindiiig winds and storms

Would rock him into sleep last as die slumbers
Of the eternal grave ! O, Cymbaliue !

It is ibr thee and love I di]) inv hands
I>oop ] I n liusbnud's blood Tliia passion*tlnmu

Hath inad4 mu madder than the sens and storms
• 'J'hnt rave around mo ! But he shall be mine !

One hour ofbliss with him, though bought with blood,
Would a dirll age outweigh without his love

!

I’ll do it, tlioiigli I perisit for the crime

!

•^ » » » « «

(Sii)t'm iiirrea.vs.)

Now is come
The hour of my rovonge ! ’’J’is terrible

!

JMy courage falters. Ifark ! what shrieks are those

That come betwixt the pauses of the blast 1

They are the drowning cries of Roman sailors !—
Come, fiends of dnrkne^s, to my ^osoin come,
Till me, ye furies, with your direst rage !

Death is around 1110,‘aiulr on every side

Wailings, and shrieks, and terrors ! 'Tis a night
Well fitted for so horrible a dt^^d ;

—

Nay,—no reijiorse ! What if my arm should fail ?

W'liy tluMi to iny own heart 1*11 strike the blow

;

Anil if I cannot live for love and empire,
1*11 die, like a brave Homan, to be free

! fEj it.

(T/ie storm bl^comes violent, minified irilh the roaring of the sea,

and warlike cries and shouts at a distance.)'*

W'c confess these passages <lo not

satisfy us : there is too much of the

storm without, aim*, too little of the

storm within. Tor Shakespewe, under
similar circumstances, the latter had
horrors enough. It was “ a sore night”

when the good Duncan was murdered,
but Shakespeare notices it not until the

deed w.as done ; then llo'ss and the old

man close tlie dreadful act with an
account of the convulsions ofsurround-

ing natiim. Tlie horrors of sucli a deed
would surely so jib.sorb the mind as to

render it insensible to external circum-

stance. Rut Air. I*ennie seems to*nave

been ambitious of combining Macbeth

and Lear in a modern play, (lod

help him

!

Then follows the scene after the

murder, in which Claudia’s remorse
proceeds somewhat after the manner of

Alacbetli's. She hides the bloody dag-

ger in her veil, which she subsequently

flings uway with the dagger in it.

“ Ciay Cyinbaline*' is now to lead to

the altar the lionian widow. Arixina
11/ the mean time has escaped from her

dungooii-cave, and intrudes upon
'

marriage ceremony, and implores him
to save iber child. One siiccch has

dramatic force ;
—

“ Ah V 1 behold liim now Aly child, my chilil

!

1 sue the prie.st conduct him from his cave,

A victim to the sun,— a victim for

His guilty mother's crimes ! Aly sin liath brought
Destruction on his head. O, it is 1

That am In’s murderer ! It maddens mo !

—

Ah ! now I SCO l\im on the altnr^laid !

1 see him blackening in the horrid flames,

WrlFth^ng ill agonies ! ilis last death-screams
Ring in my ears 1 Distraction ! furies ! fiends

!

I’ll snatch him from those belUsh fires, ye priestjf,

—

Ha \^(shrieks.)

There’s notliing but a heap of burning bones !

They crumble into dust
!

' Oh, mercy ! mercy !

{Falls on the ground.)'*

Tliisy however, is more after tlie ap-
proved* fashion of the rhetorical school
tlian the truly poetic. «

Tlie interest now tliickeiA. Kwyl-
Icn, Cymbalinc's friend

^
passing by-

Tiberius* fetit, found- ('laudia*s veil
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witli the (lagc;er, and, out of good-
nature to his friend, places them where
he sliall be siyc to find them. Clau-

dia, thereupon, is accused ofher former

husband's murder by her present, in

no measured terms of abhorrence.

She takes poison, and dies. For Cym-
balinp, also, is reserved his doom:
ca])turcd by the Britons, he is tried for

treason, and sentenced to crucifixion.

l*oacc is offered by the Komaris, on
condition jof his release, but is rejected.

Arixina is also doomed to perish, with
her child. The sacrifice, nowever, is

interrupted by an attack ofthe Ttomans

;

of which taking advantage, Cymbal ine

effects both bis own escape and Arix-'

ina’s, with her child. As an atone-

ment, he fights again.«it his country's

enemies, and^wins the applause of lirf-

tish heroes. Tlie Ilomary$ are dtfTeah'd,

but Cymbal inc has received his death-

wound in the fight, and dies at the feet

ofArixina.

** AniXTNA (shriekinjr). *

lla ! the last chord of life is rent uAiinder

!

AJy child, CassfMyii,—O protect my cliihl

!

The gods bless IIm'o, my luvod oiio ! Take tliis last

Ssul kiss from thy departing mother's lips,

—

Fai’ewtdl. mv child, for ever!

A long dirge, sung by the chorus of

b.nrd.s, concludes the tragedy.

We have no space to enter into ana-

lyses of llie three rcniaining plays, ’tior

can it be necessary to enable the reader

to juilgc of the author's powers. No
plays can contain passages of a more
ambitious order than the niurdor-.scenes

to which we have directed especial at-

tention. By these we should suj»j>o.se

tlie poet would desiio to be judgeil;

and if in tbe^e bo lias fudg'd, it is some
praise even to fail in a great attempt.

The fact is, ISIr. Pennio is a belter ver-

sifier than a poet; yet is his versifi-

cation exceedingly mechanical. II is

images are of the most ordinary kiiitl,

and we may look in vain for any
touches of natural description ami
gleams of spiritual, power. We will

V enturc to say, that

** At noon, when by the forest's edge.

He lay' beneath the hranches high.

The soft blue sky did lusvef melt

Into his heart,— he never felt

The witchery of the soft blue sky."

Still, if tlierc is not the subsitance of

worth, there is the semblance, in Mr.
Penuie's productions; and this pro-

bably has deluded both liie author and
his admirers into an over-estimate of

bis merits— wc say over-estimate, be-

cause we wish not to deny the nlcrit

which he really possesses. The same
reason, also, would probably give them
a brief period of si^cccss on the stage,

if skdfully curtailed and adapted to

representation ; for, hs Charles Lambe
observes, the practice of stage-repre-

sentation reduces every thing to a
controversy of elocution ; and in this

controversy the BritairCs Historical

Drama is not deficient. On the stage,

(Fulls, ami dies on the hotly of Cymbalinc.y^

the great critic just mentioned re-

•nnarks, that every character, froin the

boisterous blasplicinings of H&jazct to

the shrinking timidity of womanhood,
must play tAe orator. The love-

dialogues of lloiiico and Juliet- —
tho>c silver-sweet sound.s of lovers'

tongi*?s by night, the more intimate

and sacred sweetness of nuptial col-

loquy between an Oiliello or a Posthii-
mus with their married wives—all those

delicacies which are so delightful in

peru.sal, as when Sve r(\ul of tliose

youthful dalbanccs in Paradise—
“As bcsiM'mod

Fnircoiiplelink’d inlmppy iiiijitiul league.
Alone—

"

by the inherent fault of stage-roprcseii-

lalion, how are these things sullied and
turned from their very nature by being
exposed to a large as.^eml)ly! Never-
theless, plays ii? which these delicaci«*s

abound are the greate.stfavouriie.s; they

admit of the exaggerations of public <le-

livcry more easily than those which are

already exaggerated in the form ofcom-
position. A poet sboiild recollect that

the form of composition is, after all, an
inferior concern; whether in soliloquy

or dialogue, it is only a medium, and
should not be too highly artificial,

llatlier^let him aim at nnfoiding to the

reader or spectator the inner structure

and workings of ipin'd in his characters
— a knowledge this which the poet
himself can only attain by the high and
mysterious gift of intuition.

Had Mr. Pennie had thM due reve-

rence for the poetical character which
a true poet would feel, he would qever
have invented the character of ftodo-
mund,. chief of the royal scalds,^ in his

play of E(lwm md’ Efgiva. Rodomond
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has written a coronation ode, which he
is anxious to chant in the hall at the

houMof'banquetin^f, and about which
he is made to exhibit a ridiculous

vanity, doomed to no unhttiiig disap-
pointment. But why sliould the poeti-

cal character be thus held up to ridi-

cule '{ Or if it be that only of a
poetaster, why should siv'.h an one be
chief of the royal scalds? What Mr.
Pennie*s opinion of his occupation is,

is thus expressed :—
O, I*d rather be

A moping owl, and hoot the listloss moon
c From some lone liaunted tower, than sweat to win,
By slender wit, the praise of drunken chiefs
Carousing ot*er the wine-cup.**

Flat treason this, both against the

wine-cup anh dear idinstrc'Isy. From
the days of Anacreon to the present,

and long before, song and wine have

been united, and will be after. Was
not tfhe tragic art itsejf, in which Mr.
Pennic is an ambitious apprentice, ori-

ginally an accompaniment ofbacchanal

riles? And is not the very picture of

the olden time,which even Mr. PenriieV'

scornful* words conjure up, especially

poetical— a thing to which the imagi-

nation always delights t<f recfir ? Who
recollects not with pleasure the Ossianic

feasts of shells, and the songs of bards

with which they were illustrated?* War
and Festival are attended each with

Music «and Klocpience; appropriate

awakeners of the soul in its most ele-

vated moods, fit companions of noble,

daring, and sublimh emotion

!

But we stay our hand ; for wlialcver

may be this writer’s deficiencies, Mr.

]h)wles has accounted for them by re-

ferring to his condition in life. A
certain happy conjunction of circum-
stances must concur in order to the

production ofimmortal poems. (Icniiis

must be educated before it can arrive

at the highest state of development ; it

must have been taught, by contact, to

sympjithise with pleasure— ay, even
with the w'arrior’s carouse oxer the

wine-cup— so that it may feel and
coihmiinicate the like. The poet who
hasr'becn deprived of these advantages
is an object, not of censure, but of
commiseration.
The iuct ought not to be con-

cealed, that a generous lot in life is

not a little conducive to the free

exercise of fancy. Jin^onal has a fine

passage to this effect, whicli Jias been
finely imitated by Spenser— so mncli
did th(> Homan satirist and the bard
of the Ff/ay Queen feel tlie truth of the

sentiment experimentally.

Sed vatem egregium, cut non sit publica vona,
Qui nihil oXpo.situm soleut deducero, iioc (lui

Communi feriat curiiien triviale inoneta
;

Hunc, qualom nequao moiistrany, et seiitio tantiint,

Anxietate careiis animus facK, oinnis arorbi

Impatient, cupidus sylvarum, aptusque bibendis

Foiitibus Aoiiidiini ; n<H]uo nnim cantaro sub untro

Pierio, tbyrsumve pV-test roiitiiigere sSna

Puiijicrtas, atque a?ris inops, quo nocte, dioqiie

Corpus eget. Satur est, cum dicit lloratius, Kubori.

Quis ]ocu8 ingonio, nisi rum se carmind solo

Vexant, et domiiiis Cirrbac Nisa*quo foruntur,

Poctora nostm duns non admittciitia curas T

Magnse mentis opus, noc do lodice paranda

Attonitae, currus, et equos, faciosque drorum
Aspicore, et qualis Rutuliun confnndnt Eryiinis.

Nam si V irgilio pqer et tolerabili desit

Ilospitium, caderent omnos a erinlbus bydri

:

Surdii nj.hil gement grave buccina. Posciinus, ut sit

Non minor antiquo llubienus Lappa cotburno,

CajuB et ulveolos et lamam pignerat Atrous.”
,

To leave for a while the minstrels

of our own land, we may be per-

mitted to remark, that no one better

realif^ this description of a poet than

the Qei^an Biiiger, and no one

seems to have required the stimulus

of generous cheer mofe than he; yet

were his muses “wont to dwell with

crabbed care.” ifow did he reconcile

the two extremes of his disposition and
destiny ? By fi&irly despisiijg, at once
and altogether, the prudential virtues,

so thalf his “vaunted verse” might
have a “ vacant head.*'
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(Jnwiselj weaves, that takes two

wobbes iu bund.*’

To sucli as h(^ the requisite condition

of things is only to be brought about

by “ enjoying the present, and letting

the future take care of itself.*' Ifevery

hour of pleasure has afterwards its day
of misery, yet that hour has been had :

the past is irrevocable, and it has
accomplished its task. But for this

imprudent daring, this contemptuous
dismissal of the evil to the day for

which it would be sufficient, yte feel
satisfied that wc should not Ijave had
an opportunity of writing on Burger's
genius, and those songs of his, redo-
lent of love and wine, so celebrated in
his native land. Come what come
miglit, until it came, to him “ Herr
Bacchus war* ein braver Mann ;** and
he acted in the spirit ofJuvenal's idea,

above given, and of the following noble
lilies of Spenser

:

' Whoever casts to compassn weightie prise, •

And thiiikcs to throwe out tliuiulring words of threut.

Let. powro in laviali cups, and thriftie mento,
For Bacchu.s’ fruit© is friend to Phirbiis wise

;

And when with wine the hraiiip hogins tf> sweat.

The numbers flown us fast as spring doth ris^.

Thou kenst not, Percie, how tlin rinui should rage .*

() if my temples \’yiro dislavi’d with wine.

And girt in girlaiids of wildn yvie twine.

Bow 1 could ream the mus^ oii*stately stage,

And teach her tread aloft in buskin line,

W'illi quoint BellonaM^i her eijuippage.”

—

Kgt. A*.

The very uncertainty and fugitive qua-
lity of Biirger’s pleasures increased

their intensity while they continued

;

and to this the deep feeling of such

delights in hi.s songs is to bo ascribed.

Shakespeare al.'so was fond of generous

cheer, and indulged in no such scorn

as Air. I'eiinie thiiik.s befitting, either

of song or of wassail-bowl. Pope, it

is probable, might consistently have

profes-ied such contempt; though it

would have been of an artificial cast,

and only tit for an urtitici.'d age. But
that day has past, and much of what
is reflected in the lines of the man of

art has already lost »its interest ; wliik;

what remains of the bard of Avon is
*

as histing as the stars, and as iiiiriui-

table as tJie first principles of flings.

Tlic world bad its childhood once,

as well as man; and genius must carry

on the feeling of this childlv>od into

the powers of these latter times. Here-
in it is that the creative force ofimagin-

* ation is c.xerled, in nii.sing up what is

eternal in the poet its man, and, thcre-

foi-e, though original, and perhaps new
ill its cxpre.ssion and application, is as^
ancient as the universe. This principle

might be well illustrated by a compa-
rison of Shakespeare’s comedy with

that of a later age. #Its grand charac-

teristic is its good-nature, the prime
clement of genius and humour. We
laugh, and are intended to laugh, at

his comic exhibitions, but not mali-

ciously. His characters are not held

up for ridicule, though absurd— not

for antipathy, but for sympathy— not
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to mortify and cxjiose, but to make iii-

norenfly merry— not to render iiieaii

and contemptible, but to familiarise
and ainn.se. Nor could ho liflvc acted
otherwise, though Ik* had wished so to
do, which he did not. For with .such

characters and incidents as he loved to
illustmic, to have iixidc us hale them,
and delight in their iiiortiiication,

their meanness, their coiitcmptibility,

woulfl have been to make us hate,
and to mortify, and to esteem mean
and contemptible human nature— di-
vine huinaii nature— itself! It would
not have biu^^n an individual here and
there that was thus degraded ; bill

all men, of all times and of all places.

Man— man in •the abstract—all that
is biurian— would have made head
against him

;
and, instead of being

tlic delight of all generations, he woidd
have been the abhorred of all lime, un-
less Oblivion liad Taken the monster
under the kind shelter of her heavy
wing. The characteristic of most later

comedy is (not to speak it profanely)
its ill-iiature. Jt is out oftcm|)er: it

is right* jxjrliaps, that it should be .so— but so it is; aiid^tbis is the cause
and occasion ofathe talent and wit
which it expresses. All that it iloes, is

done in malice— the laugh it excites

is sardonic—it but ill conceals pain

—

it is mischievous, spiteful,^lnd comes
of spite ; it is bred of hate, it aims to

mortify and to degrade, it expresses
oontempt. And all this is i'ei]l|lored

necessary by the duty which it is ani-

inutod to perforfli. It is engaged in a
7. /
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hard service, which is shunned by^^the
angel, Pity.’* For it deals not with
human nature as human nature ; but it

deals with human art and an artihoial

condition of things, and endeavours, by
shewing the wortlilessness of social pre-

tensions and temporary manners, to

strip humanity naked, and expose it

.shivering' to the cold air m its native

bareness. Thclfiumaiiity which is thus

uncovered has forfeited its primitive

innocence, and therefore it trembles

and is ashamed in the pr(;$ciice of the

elements. The veil is stripped from
the mystery, but the sanctuary is enii>-

ty; for the glory is departed from it,

and what is left but to worship the

cloudti and .sky, as tjio Homans re-

])orted of the Jews ? Well may it be
ashamed of such nakedness, that the

sanctuary of the soul should be thus

urifumished; and well may our .sphrcri,

when, With the consciousness of this

vacfHicy, we see such inanity gorgeous-

ly hidden from discovery, Uc excited

to strip it of its splendid trappings, aud
expose it to prufuie contempt and vul-

gar ribaldry. In all this, the ft^Ung,

though an obscure one, of the glory

which has departed, is the groundwork
ofthe spleen and its effects; and modern
comedy triumphs in shewing the worth-

lessness of pretension, and stripping off

disguise; but, alas! what does it sub-

stitute in its place? To a reflecting

mind, llierefore, a modem comedy is,

of all mournful things, the mournfullcst,

except, indeed, the laug\iter it succeeds

ill exciting, which is more mournful

still. That laughter is as a deatli-bell

t<dl, a funereal peal, which announces
the approaching burip.l of all that is

great and good in man. But the burial

IS but a mock-burial, a vain nagecintiy;

for its rites concern individuals, and
not the race; they pass away— but the

race remains, and^ like the tree, grows

all the more vigorously when its ex-

crescences are lop[)ed off, and increases

in strength with its years, which shall

know no second childhood, even as the

individual knows no second spring—
no, not even the second child^iood of

feeble old age.

Here, again, is that meek spirit

of loving-kindness illustrated, which

we esteem as characteristic of true

genius and genuine humour, llie

lowly and the poor in spirit are here

not exhibited as butts for the shafts of

merciless ridicule ; but, with a divine

comiiussion, the poet condescends to

the humblest attitude!^ of things— not

that he may hold up these attitudes to
the scorn of the worldling, but that, in
no worldly spirit, be m^y reach the

things which they express— meanly,.
]3erhaps, and inadequately, yet natu-
rally,and therefore truly in their degree.

Things and objects which Folly scorns,

and Fashion despises, poetic Wisdom
reads with minute attention, and dives

into the very soul of, devoutly recog-

nising a common nature and a com-
mon Creator. What the Author of
nature—^that universal poem—scorned
not to create, the poet should not scorn
to contemplate, llicy are not acci-

dents, such as the fashions and customs
of society and individuals; but sub-
stances permanent as the great globe
itself, and, however mean in their

appearances, the same in kind as the

glorious sun and moon— yea, and as

the very angels of heaven. Such are

the* sympathies which, “ aloft ascend-
ing^ and descending deep,*' connt*ct in

one scale of benevolence, and with one
touch of nature make kin the inferior

kinds with superior natums— an atom
and a god 1—
“ Communictttion, like the ray
Of a new morning, to the nature
And prospects uftheinfeiior creature/*

This great end ofpoetry, Wordsworth
has eflected by a train of piiilosopliical

ratiocination—Biirger by dint of uner-
ring instinct. Burger followed the im-
pulses of his genius, not well or clearly

anticipating tlie end at which they drive

—Wordsworth proceeds upon a calcu-

lation of tlic consequences. The one
possesses his genius—the other was pos-

sessed by it. There was more apparent
inspiration in Biirger's mu.se, but there

is more', )f the real essence whence all

poetry emanates in Wordsworth. In
diis want of self-control is to be sought
the key cn Burger's defects of character

and the excellence of his productions

:

that same madness is in the one a
grace, which in the other is very grace-

lessncss. l^et it pass 1 Is not our life

of a mingled yam ?— and what more
wa.® Burger’s?

Such arc the reasons which induce
us to lind excuse for the excesses of
which men of genius, to whom fortune

has denied her fiivours, are sometimes
guilty ; and, in the case of such as

Mr. Pennie, to view with unfeigned

compassion unavoidable deficicnces

in their poetical character,^pn account
of the comparative excellence of their

moral conduct.
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THE PROGRESS OF REVOLUTION.

** Kingdoms may shrink to provinces, and chains

Clank over sceptered cities : nations melt
From lower’s high pinnacle, where th^y have felt

The sunshine for awhile, and downward go
Like lauwine loosenM from the mountain’s belt.”

*

Byhon’s Chiliie Harold,

Shade of Democritus ! if e’er thy smile

lias deign’d to glance on this degenerate isle ;*

Tlioii whose quick wit in ancient Athens play’d.

And lash’d alike the senate and arcade

;

Jjaid hare th’ impostures of the sacred shrine,

Tlie statesman's eloquence, the poet’s line

i

Oh ! if the ])roudcst city on the earth

Could thus provoke,thy philfvtophic mirth,

—

What scope for ridicule, what playful taunts,

Would England lend thee in our modern haunt.s;

To see our archons apt^your civic state.

In sherifTs trappings, hr a lord mayor’s lute;

Our saints, our laws, our senates, and dur sx’hools,

Our mock philoso])hei*s, and solemn fouls !

Well might’s! thou shake, tlion laughter-loving sage.

And vent philanthropy in cheerful?’mge,
To find your rulers by our own surpass’d,

Who starve a country, then propose a fast

;

Or hear from portly Sussex or a Jones,

The patriotic offer of their bones

;

The motley group would rouse thy honest roar,
*

And challenge laughter where you smiled of yore.

Ilut stop 1 the clime where folly stalks supreme
First saw me launch’d on life’s then placid stream ;

Thy gibes broke forth when Greece was young and gay,

—

Thou had’st not jeer’d thine Athens in decay ;

And England, once the proudest and the best,

Now asks for pity rather than the jest ;

*

When llevolution and her jGorgon band
Poise but to stoop, and hover o’enthe land ;•

When kings themselves respond to treason’s call.

And folly’s price*nust be a natioi^’s fall

!

Four seixirate ages in the world are shewn,

—

An age of duliiess surely is our own

!

Cast round our eyes,—whatever shore.s we view,*

’Tis plain the million gain upon tlic few,

—

Each day some monarchy whose star has set,

Supplies the moral of the new gazette

;

’Tis now no cry of parties that we hear,

Tory or Roundheaa, Whig or Cavalier

;

No shifting madness erf the people’s ^ell,

No shout for Wilkes, or for Sacheverel

;

But one deep plot to rend our dearest ties.

And cjush tnc laws, that levellers may rise

;

A horrid strife, now scarcely nursed in stealth,

Twixt man and man, ’twixt poverty and wealth.

And yet ’tis strange, that, blinded to their fate,

Such truths at home are lost upon the great;

Where beggar’d wretches but. the occasion stay,

To seize what fool} would make such easy prey.
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Think then what evils fancy may divine,

When kings accelerate whal knaves design

;

W'hen demagogues and nobles hand in hand,

Strive which can most undo their native land,

Citing the watchword of rebellion's school,-

—

- “ The people will it, and the people rule !'*

Once England saw (the dread of neighbouring stales)

Tier laws promoted by three great estates

;

Saw each ordain’d the other’s flights to curb,

Lest one the general system should disturb

;

Each jealous Ic^st the stronger should invade.

And thus subservient to each other made -

S

lave c(]U{i1 powers to all ; and thus beheld

ler name respected, and her arms unqnoird

;

With other hue machinery at hand,
W'eak in detail, hut practically grand

;

A splendid code by wiser men devised.

Which realms once envied,—and our fathers prized.

Well work’d the scheme beneath that sage control

;

But turn the balance, we djstroy the whole !

Alas ! e’en now confusion’s web is spun.
And half the work of sacrilege is done.

Compare the strength of each, and then confess

Had e’er the monarch or the nobfes less ?

—

Was more e Idttcd to the vulgar swarm '?—

«

The (Question’s answered;—‘‘ They ha\(* gain’d Iteforni.’'

The cliangc, you say, fs wanted by the mass,

And grumbling thousands choose the bill sbould pass 1

What!— is my counlry then indeed so low.

To fear an empty, though so loud a foe

!

Weigh the loose multitude, and learn from thcncc

A scor^ of such won’t make a man of sense

:

First prove its value ere you vent your wit,

—

A host of Cobhetts will not form a Pitt.

Think what to Charles too much concession gave,

—

A ravish’d sceptre and a headless grave !

And who can tell how soon tliat soU may bleed.

When peers .begin, and kings approve* the deed :

The soldier knows not of the sapper’s mine,
Till the wild burst unfolds the clurk dt^sign

;

And now, perchance, in prim, reforming guise.

Some wretched Cromwell here in embryo lies

;

Ready like him to burst upon the times,

With half bis talents, «and with twice lAs crimes.

'Tis sad to think how easy ’tis to guide
The people’s passions on rebellion’s side

!

Of this^the senoming demagogue aware,'

Smiles as he views them rushing to his snare

;

Prompts them, the more they gain, the more to ask

,

Yet skulks himself beneath the patriot’s mask

;

First humbly courts, and then securely rules,

Makes half republicans, and all bis tools

;

Till waken’d millioflls find their cotintry sold,

While' love of freedom veil’d the love of gold.

Recafi each despot since the world began,

—

The worst are those who broach’d the rights of man.
However fair the democrat may start,

friie wretch is still a tyrant at liis heart

:

Caesar and Cromwell (each the people's friends),

Each rais’d by pleading freedom as their ends.

Sail'd with .the current which they lately stemm’d,
And grew at la§)L the despots they cowleran’d.
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Nobles of England ! Magnates of the land,
i)r yc at least who court the rabble band

!

^A'ill ye not wake to consciousness at last.

And glean reflection ns ye trace the past ?

Trust not in mean concessions; for ye lose

All if ye grant, but nought if ye refuse

:

Nor think 'twill soothe tlie vultures, who liehold

Voiir wealth with jealousy, and pant for grdd

;

All have your riches and your pomp in view,
The blinded immy, and the intriguing few.

1.0 ! in your hand.s is placed a iiatioiVs fate,

—

And can a British senate thus debate ?

Have 1 no atom of I’roniethean fire, •

To kindle thoughts that reason might inspire?

Are ye indet'd so cold, so senseless grown.
So blind to England’s ruin, and your own ?

JTavc ye forgot that proud, that glorious day,

That gilds your fathers with a deathless ray,—*

Those mighty barons, who in freedom’s spring

Wrested our chartcrif from tinf craven king?
Tis now for )ou to gain eten^al praise,

And make a Kiinyinedo iti modern days ;

To hid our hearts with j^esher feelings throb,

And eheck—no senseless monarch— hut a »nol>

!

I'roiid were my thoughts when first lliey learn’d to glance,
Warm with a yoiiihfiil patriot’s pure romance.
Through the long vista of the mighty dead,
Who wisely counst'Il’d, or who hravtdy bled;
Her laurell’d chiefs, from Cressy to the Nile,

Or Wolfe’s last cheer, and Nelson’s dying smile:
But prouder still in later years I felt,

When vainly Ilrougham to that liigh senate knrdt;*

When all his pmyers, his arguments, and sneers,

Omld >vork no change on tho.se surrounding peers
;

Who fear’d not, cringed not, at the base appeal,

But dared to utter what they dari^j to feel

!

Such are our threaten’d ills!—now turn and see

If two sueh struggles render France more free!

Do hajipier faces in her valleys smile ,

Than tKose which greet I'^s in our native isle i

Have e’en her thousand vicAiiis lull’d her snarls.

Her murder’d Louis, or her exiled T'harles ?
*

I ler favourite plae^d upon the Bourbon’s throne,

And revolution preach’d from zone*to zone ?

No!— still dissatisfaction loves to cark—
Let Lyons .-apeakf—and, from his bier, Lamarque:
Still all for change if king or system rules, •

A reign of terror, or a reign of fools.

And wliat the fruits of those eventful days
Which bards have sung and monarchs deign’d to praise ?

What did the widow or the orphan gain?

Or was each loved one sacrifleed in ^ain ?

Go—ask th’ advantaged few by whom 'tis known,—
Go—ask th’ unblushing Orleans on his thronej

*

Yet, not of him,— he’ll tell thee for his plea.

That h<»’s the saviour, and that France is free

—

Not of the heroes of that bloody cheat,

Not of Lafayette, Perrier, or Lafittcl

—

But ask of France 1— behold her famish’d soil.

The midnight plotting, and the daily broil

;

' Behold her sons their fathers' crimes rehearse,

And learn rebellion’s folly—and its curse 1
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Unhappy land ! where every heart was gay.

And l^leasuTC laugh’d the unconscious hours away

;

Where once the peasant danced beneath thy vines,

Free as thy gales, and sparkling as thy wines—
How art thou changed ! Lol Ruin stalks along

Tlie sprightly scenes of chivalry and song

;

Thy youth demoralised, thy wealth decay’d,

Thy better spirits quell’d by hope delayM

;

Tliy citizens arranged in warlike bands.

Thy manufactures fled to other lands

;

Thy priests despised, thy nobles in distress,

A mock religion, and a shackled press;

• With nought of sensual pleasures but their dross,

Sin without gilding, vice devoid of gloss

;

Depraved inventions seizing nature’s part,

And her chiefweakness tortured into art

;

Cold, sickly vices borrow’d from the night,

WJiicli pdrting grandeur leaves thee in her flight;

These at each turn in naked truth display

That hideous sight— a n&tion in decay!
Now list a moment toAhe blustering crowd.

Still pertly vain, and insolently proud :

What, though the blood their cLjnrades shed in viiin

Is scarcely idrie^l upon the bank of S(iinc

;

The foes of peace, on newer mischiefs bent,

Still raise the varied cry^of discontent.

Hark to the hoarse shouts ofthe living flood,

Some for the Boiirbon, others for his blood

;

A new republic fonns the prayer of one,

This asks Napoleon’s bones, and this his son

;

A black’ning herd, beneath their minion’s halls,

They roll for him who shudders at their calls

;

He—the patrician Gracchus of his day

—

Who, all for freedom, still intrigued for sway

;

His wealth exhausted to obtain a crown,
Fawning for smiles, and trembling at a frown

;

And daily waking with instinctive dread,

To And some newer idol in his stead.

O, how uneasy rests the slave of fools,

Fearing the very men he made his tools

!

See, where at yonder balcony ho stands.

Spurning*—yet bowhig to the rabble bands;
His dozen long-hair’d boobies at his ^ide.

Smirking and smiling in their new»bo>n pride

;

And Madame with her bunch of laurel nigh.

To please the unvarnish’d heroes of Ju'y

:

For, Shch the men from whom our terror springs.

Such is the herd who make or murder kings

;

A little talk of liberty and chance,

Some empty words on Frenchmen and on France

;

A gracious look, a condescending smile.

Soothes the half-doubting grumblers for awhile.

Who, rolling on, scarce know foi^what they jmnt.

Boast t^jeir new liberty— and die ofwant.
Yes ! mark the truth with philosophic eyes,

Aie they more happy, or is he more wise ?

No—each impatient at the mutual thrall,

^ The mob below, the monarch in his hall

;

The million set how little they have done.
And And, too late, they labour’d for the one

:

He too that fatal error must condemn.
That hugg’d a shadow for a diadem ^

[July,
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Will bless the days when, usher of a school.

He reign'd the tyrant of domestic rule

;

('anting to leave his greatness in the lurch,

And change his dear-bought sceptre for the birch.

Such is the state of France !—but worse remains,

Too well foreseen by those who tread her plains

;

For who will bound the pillage and the fniy,

Where all would legislate, and none obey
i

• Where knaves ignite their country's funeral pyre.
And each improves the vices of his sire ?

France too, to rage— though not to rcastpi— broughl.
Must find h(nv little time and change have wrought

;

And springing to resume her fancied rights,

Eclipse the madness of her former flights

;

Till rising nations, sick'ning at her crimes,
Shall crash the wild Gomorrah of her times

;

Her sons be scattered, and her name be given
A mockery to all the winds of heaven ! •

Enough ofFrance! with anarchy at home,
In search of ills, ah I wherefenre should vre n>am ?

Mark where St. Stephen's frjwns, and long hath fmwuM,
Tlie nucleus which rebellion winds arourul

;

Scene of the patriot’s tW, the statesman’s t»>il,

—

Draw near,—but pause !—we tread on holv soil

!

Faiise,— for here Pitt a wondering seiAte bred.

Here Burke blazed forth, and Perceval expired ;

Here wit or goodness storm’d '5r won the heart,

A Cato’s virtue, or a Tully’s art;
'

Here Erin’s wrongs from Grattan’s breast were wrung,
And Englaial’s glory burst from Canning’s tongue.

Now shift the scene 1 suppose the mob possess

The power our fathers labour’d to repress
; ^

Suppose the peens have bow'd beneath the storm,

Whate’er its name, rebellion or reform ;

And what remains?— should still that house exist.

Think of what wretches it must then consist:

Men who most rail at good and holy things,

Men who despise the va.ssalage of kings ; •

Fools, zealots, deists, levelh’rs, and slaves,

Iritrigi4ing lawyers, and provincial knaves

;

\'illains,wcll pleased a falling land to rob,

The scum of crimes, the echoes o^the mob ! •

Oh, Last indi^ity! Oh, foul disgrace !

Hide, O Britannia, hide thy bluslyiig face

!

Is’t not enough that now a Hunt may fume.

Bark’d by some^low oconombt like lluine?

That nauseous rilxildry and vulgar wit

Insult the walls that trembled at a Pitt?

And must we tamely, miserably wait,

Till blacker scoundrels form the mock debate ?—
Till traitors sign our glorious rights away,
Titles their jest, and royalty their prey!
When bleeding Englmid to her senifte sends

The hustings' patriot, the people’s friends—
Her lands distributed, her laws asleep.

Her dybt to thousands cancell’d at a sweep—
Her heroes mark'd with jealousy and scorn.

Their widows left in penury to mourn

—

Her nobles exiles on a foreign strand, p
The law of birthright scouted from the land ;

—

1 Yes ! who can vidw the gathering storm, nor trace

A lurking regicide in every face ?
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Nor see in stem reality advance
The woes of Poland, or the crimes of Fmnce?
When England to her self-abasement bends,
Cursing the very men she thought her friends,

And sees some tyrant make her sons his slaves,

^ Worse than her own democracy of knaves
(For such it is since first the world begun

—

The thousand despots still must end in one),

leaving her rfamc, her greatness, and her crimes,

A Mark perversity to other tinms

!

wretched parricides 1 ye villain band

!

Ye mad destroyers of your native land

!

Ye who would cnish our comforts and our bliss,

And hurr'destruclioii on im isle like this

!

O, that ray throbbing heart coidd ever hope
To iiate like Junius, or to lash like Pope i

Could pour my feelings in a single word.
And thiit ^110 word could crush— it should he heard!
Know, though yo draw your watchword from the throne,

Ye sign no less its sentence than yc^ir own!
And glean this truth from ages that have gone,
The mob s first prey ar<5 thSse who urged tlicra on

;

When Grey may find the wrelcljts he has led
rullil the vision of the sever’d head.

’Tis hard to iay who most is Fortune’s sport.
Who courts the crowd, or helps to crowd the court

;

Rut think what ills the liliTulcr wretch await,
W'ho a])cs alike dcimscracy and state :

Yet such a stmnge anomaly is Grey,
Less knave than fool— the Proteus of his day;
Who now, his monarch’s guest, upholds his riglits,

And now assists some rebel in his flights

;

At one'time freedom and the rabble’s martyr,
And now bedizen’d with the Cieorge and (iartcr

;

Now chatting politics with tailoring Place,
And now— the haughty champion of his race!

1 n parts superior, and in rank Ids peer,

See: Ilrougham approach— Rebellion’s pioneer !

Lo ! whert* he comes, the monarch of the mob,
One hand uncaps him, and one— guards his fbb«'

While from the stow, from aVey, and from don,
Pour forth Jthe knaves»hc flatters they .arc men;
The brothel champion, and the petty thief,

Lured less by him ih^n by his liandketchief

;

See from his coach the horses they undo,
The four-legg’d beasts unharness’d for the two

!

He spqaks--they shout— and, warming with applause.
He sfudees with ecstasy their greasy paws;
In thought already grasps a Cromwell’s lot,

A Lord Protector--or a T.ord knows what!
Such are the chiefs of that insatiate ring,

Who form th* advisers of their patriot king;
The remnant of a faction halfgom by,
Till Fdunce held out a watchword in July;
Acknowlldgcd villains and proverbial fools,

Alike the nibble’s leaders and their tools.

And tliere are others, men of little note.
The ready hawkers of the hireling vote;
Men who in les^ng-strings their lesson conn.
And blindly help, or passively look on

;

With noise supplying what in sense they lack,
Harmless when single, dangerous in

q,
pack

:
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Yet such as these can rob a glorious realm.

And raise a mob of Dracos to the helm

;

Witli liorrid triumph from her throne have hurl’d

The first, the noblest country in the world !

Lo ! the proud shiji, whose glorious race is o’er,

I )rawii from the waves to rot upon the shore

!

What gave the stroke— tlie cannon or the rock?

The clash of battle, or the tempest’s shock ?

No ! the vile worm hath eat into her side.

And check’d the wild course of the ocean’s pride

;

Its slow and secret workings had prevail’d,

Where niiui stood awed, and eletiieiiis hatl tail’d

!

Yes! all is o’er,—on happier climes to light,

See England’s Genius ready for her flight ;

*

See, lier thick laurels drooping on her head,

Slie points with vain persuasion lo the dead ;

Or fondly watches with approving smile,

The warrior champion of her still-loved isle; •

I ly Wellesley’s side she takes her pious stand,

And sheds a last sar^ halo on ^he land !

^ly country, oh, ray country ! on thy sliorc

The patriot’s feeling warms tde ht^art no more!
What now remains of sill love to I nice.'

Of merry Knglsmd, and her happy race {

Her manly spoils, the pride of bolder irtiys

—

The evening tale, the hospitable blaze

—

The joyous laugh thsit spoke tl!e mind as free;—

The villagij INJay-pole, and the grc^Ti-wood tree

;

All, all are gone 1 by vice induced lo roam,

No cheerful hearth invites the labourer home;
lint, where the ale-house prompts the low excess,

I le gathers treason from the hireling press ;

—

An envious wretch, a blot upon his time,

WIktc march of knowledge is the march to crime.

1 stand upon the spot that gave me birth,

W hose scenes onei* echoed to domestic mirtli

!

I stand ttUmc where ming a heart beguil’d,

And mourn in manhood where in youth 1 spiiled !

Yet dear each path, and sweet each tale they tell

Of ra]'iurous meetings, or the wild farew^ill

;

When thought dreams back atiections that have Hod,

And paints tlie lost, the faithless, and the dead ;

Some in the tomb, and others far away
’Mid Zembla’s stibws, or India’s l^uming ray

;

Yet fancy, roused by memory’s ardent gaze.

Half grasps the joys and hopes of other days

;

Redeeming frona the wreck of happier years •

The long-forgotten luxury of tears

!

And they have gone ! the lovely and the gay

i lave pass'd with life’s first novelty away :

For me no eyes with fond expectance shine,

No bosom beats responsively to mine

;

1 have no home, no children, brothdl*, friend.

None with whom kindred tenderness can blend ;•

Each wish thrown back on life’s tempestuous 3ba,

All, all, my country I sadly turn to tnec

!

OA, when such thoughts with deeper warmth impart

Tlie patriot’s first best feeling to the heart

;

When, glancing thence, to England’s s|lf I roam,

The glorious land which holds that early home

;

) May not th’ indignant blush suffuse my face,

To sec what tooli^can work a realm’s disgrace ?
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That land where nature vies with Paphia’s bowers,

And both the Indies pour their golden showers

—

That isle which once her mighty swarms unroU’d,

To colonise new worlds, or conquer old

—

Now doom’d to fall by faction’s petty rage,

, A gilded toy for Talleyrand’s old age

;

Knaves in her senates, ruin on the plain,

Crime lights the torch where Folly sprees the train

!

Oh, foou,'whose charms have roused the poet’s sigh,

IVlaid of the downy cheek and azure eye

;

Thou who didft bid each nobler thought awake,
And praised the verses for the poet’s sake

;

p, when the dames tby sire has help’d to raise,

‘Burst o’er our country in rebellion’s bhize;

IJow wilt thou bear those scenes of blood and strife,

The clash, the scream, the rapine, and the knife ?

So softly frail, so delicately weak.
No breath save love’s should breathe upon thy cheek ;

O I when no human aid those ills can stay.

Where, my beloved ! whither shall /ve stray ?

To some wild region seldom trod before,

(Jr Italy’s calm vales aiid classic shore ?

Yes ! ’mid the mockeries of almighty Home,
We’ll think at eve upon our distdbt home

;

See at our feet the relics of the free.

And leani from them what England soon must be.

When strangers weep o’e^ London’s marble gloom,

And search through (Uins for a Wellesley’s tomb

!

TIIK DOMESTIC MANNERS OF THE BRITISH,

nv COLONEL RICHARD H. HICKORY, OF CEDAR SWAMP.

Part IT.

The universal attention, which our last Number has excited, especially by that

gem of literature, Colonel Hickory’s flattering account of the Domestic Manners
of the British, is an inducefnent to resume, the consideration of his manuscript
witliout loss of time; and we do this witlvthe greater alacrity, as we have received

several most impertinent letters on tlie subject.

What does Angus Carrochan, of Greenock, mean by insinuating that our
account of his neighbours is calumnious? We, however, forgive him, for the

Greenock people arc almost as thin-skinued as tlie Americans ; and tliereforc we
arc none surprised that they should not be satisfied with Colonel Hickory’s
description of their/}legant peculiarities. As to bis remark on Cartsdyke being

the motherof Greenock, we confess ourselves not adequately acquainted with the

local history of that ancient borough of Baronry to give a decisive opinion ; but
we can assure Mr. Garrochan tliat both the venerable parent and her daughter
liavc our best wishes for their prosperity.

We must say to Bailey Snedden, of Paisley, that he has been a little too hasty

and testy in his animadversion^ on the Colonel’s letter. Had he waited till he
had seen that whiob we are about to communicate, he would have confessed that

his opinion of the Colonel was the unjust progeny of prejudice. It may be quite

true that the females which the Colonel descrilies witii brown duffle cloaks and
bare feet, are not ladies. The Colonel did not say they were ; he only called

them ladyqs,” which may be, in the American vocabulary, helps of the feminine
gender. But we have no time for controversy : our object is to shew what an
intelligent foreigner observed peculiar in our manners and customs, and lias

spoken as truly of us as our own travellers are in the practice ofdoing o mcerning
natiool which they happen to visit.
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Letteh hi.

• PaisUif,

DEiiE Uncle Sam,
Though 1 wrote you, the day

before yesterday, by a ship that I left

on the eve of sailing from Greenock, I

’vail myself of the convenience of Mr.
Pickering,- who is in this town, and
’xpects tiiis evening to overtake the

Mohawk, wliich is the name of the

vessel ; the wind having been from the

south-west preventing her sailing.

Mr. Pickering has given me light

:

this place is not the proper emporium
for that spec of shawls and muslins
which I was to operate for Squire
Cooper; but Glasgow is, which shands

about six or eight miles off. Tlie fact

is, that this ’ere Paisley, he says, is

but a workshop of Glasgow, and not a
place of commerce. Ju Glasgow they

Ju-e in the wholesale line, but liere They
arc{ all in the employ of Glasgow^ so
that L have been wrong in the calcula-

tions which 1 made on shipping myself
at New York ; for 1 then thought that

it would be a cleaner shave to go to

the first-hand manufacturers, believing,

as 1 did, that I’aisley was such. But
in this I\Tr. Pickering has set me right,

and 1 am now on the starboard tack.

[ cannot, however, leave Paisley with-

out giving you a few further particulars,

for your editicatioii ; and the first thing

1 have gotten for to say, is, that you
will tell Michael Moore that i did

Vestigate the matter here concerning

Patrick Shaw, but found him dead
tw'o years agone, ^iid his family hqve

cleared out. •

Well ! Paisley is an unregular town,

but the citizens of the better order arc

prime to a competency ; they vtre in their

’spitality more temperate, I think, than

the marine habitants of Greenock, and
it is natural they should be so; for

men addicted to salt water do take

more Jamaica rum than spirits, which
is a bilious liquor.

The people here are great philoso-

phers, which comes of their sedentary

occupations; indeed, how can tlsey hie

otherwise, sitting all day long at the

loom, which I guess is but pr^uctive
of a tedious similarity in pacing time.

Mr. Piepaste, tliat 1 spoke of in

my former, is a crack man among his

friends for sagacity and knowing what.

He told me— Cornel Hickory,*' said

he, this town ofours, as you may ob-

serve by the abbey-kirk, has long been

a very noted place, and it wsfe till the
French rippit be^n a dooce and reli-

gious congregation. Well do 1 i«-

member, that afore the late^is^r a drum
was not allowed to disturb the ]x>rd’s

day without^ a legal authority of tlte

magistrates. As for a playiwuse, it

was an abomination, and play-actors

things not^to be spoken of, fiir les.s

to, in decent company ; but, Cornel
Hickory, we live in liacksliding times,

and 1 have a notion tlmt even you
Americans are no just the creditable

folk you were.”

I did not understand what thejudge
meant ; for, as k have given you i^asoii

already to know, neither (jreek nor
«Ja^tin are spoken here, far less any
classical tongue ; but 1 contrived to

*
'sl^ct a meaning out of him, Ihougli

his way is to oi>akc the minds of iiis

neighbours in a touch-and-go manner.
This ver/ morning 1 inquired of him,
when 1 met him at a meeting of streets
(:alled tlie Cross, if he knew of any
dealer in or importer of sulphur in the
town, tliat would give a supply to be
shipped at Greenock. •

“ O yes, Gomel I” answered he

;

<< ye couldna have speired more in the
nick of time : do you see that lang and
steeple-1 ike man in black, with pow-
dered hair, stepping very daintily by the

causeway-side, with his fingers spread
as if he had been creeshing woo

, and
had a drop of oil at every tingcr-cud?

That man is tlie greatest dealer in brim-
stone in afl this country-side. Go to

him. Cornel, and mak’ your bargain.”

Which I accor^lingly did. But in this

there was a sample of Mr. Piej^asle’s

con^icality; for trie man was only a
gospeller, and made in his discourses

rather more familiarity with the devil’s

coals (which you jenow is solid brim-
stone) than common : in short, 1 was
gamed ; but the minister saw who I
had come from, and gave a pathetic

laugh, and shook his stick at tlie ma-
gistrate, who went away neighing at

his o^n joke.

This to me, as « stranger, was not
what Mr. John Cirigg, a member of tiie

Philadelphia«bar, would approve of as
polite in liis^mericdTi Chesterfield; but
strange places mitigate ihe nature of
man, and 1 too laughed, tliough my
heart was not in mirthful trim.

. Paisley, being a succedaimum to

Glasgow, cannot be called |>aTticu-
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lar ;
but I have great hopes, from what

1 hear,' that in the latter place 1 shall

meet with a more elegant order of

things; not that the kind people of

Paisley (for they are kind in their way)
are destite'te of ’spitality, but, like all

the noted people that I have met with

iti this here old country, they are given

much <d toddy-bowls, ^specially at

night
;
for ihen the head of the house

is always very jocose, antj sculls the

glasses about with glee and jokery,

well knowing that ho Jias not to go for

to his own bed—a consideration which
makes hini too little respect the neces-

sity of his guests.

There are some things in this town
of vel y ’straordiiiary curiosity, ofwhich
I .shall tell you when we meet; but

one thing 1 must say now, and it is'*

most wonderful, not to be ’teqweted^
by the common human understaruring

—and (hat is this : the lower order.'*

are t.ot, a.s with us, very^ religious, but
a frcethitiking race, as I bave'beeu well

told ; and any good which i.s in the

town is all among what Ilaily Piepast6

calls the /* gau.ssey saut - wateroA"

—

meaning those <1ecent families that go
to (.>our(>cke, lJellensburgh,&c., at the

sea-side, as ho says, for ten days or a
fortnight, and dock ^rtve times a-<lay, or

as much in that time as folks of other

towns would do in the course of a
whole summer, which most ’cono-
niical. Rut you must he indulgent to

the worthy gentleman's jibes ; for, as you
may see, by what J have told you, he
is in his way a Scotch Yankcy—mean-
ing one thing, and saying another, with
a leer in his eye that converts the
iintrutli of his words into scriptural

Sterling.

Air.Whorl has been dead and buried
some time, but by all accounts he
was a most funny and .shrewd citizen

Greatly I regret that by his death the

world was made defective of a very
smart man ; however, there is no fa-

mine of’riginal squires in this place,

for they do abound, and are not lack-

ing iitothe council-chamber wlien there

is a meeting for 'ssize or business.

It is time, however, for me to con-

clirlc, as 1 go to Glasgow this evening;

and Mr. l*ippasle, the judge, he goes
with me, being well acquainted with
what be c*alls the cxtns of the place,

which, by his explanation, I find arc

neither stages, mail-coaches, nor, as
they call them in this country, po-
chaiso.s. No more at present from

Your 'fectionate Nephew,
li. 11. lllCKORV.

It was our inteiitiou to have followed this letter at oneo witli the Cj)lstle from
Glasgow ; but just as we were making up the parcel for ilie printing-office, a note
was handed to us, the object of which was, to deter us from animadverting on
that accomplished and reforming city. To this note we pause to rci)ly ; and we
ask emphatically, if the writer is really .so absurdly credulous as to suppose that

lu; can intimidate us ? lie is very niucb mistaken, and, moreover, he ought to

have been a little more carirful of himself. The correspondence of Glasgow' ex-
tends far and wide, and he should have been nfniid that his handwriting might
perhaps be recognised by some of,our friends ; for this has been really the case.

A veiy respectable contributor, who happened to be at our side with an essay,

recognised the writer by his manuscript at once, said it was but a weak in-

vention of the enemy. “ Air, (we refrain from mentioning his name), lie

remarked, is supjioscd to have lo.st any little ballast he ever had, .since he
carried one of the rebellious (lags at the great procesl.ion tliat was so orderly on a
late philanthropic occasion, on the Green.’' “ O, b;is he ? very well !*' said we

;

** we shall only notice his brag with a contempt that his Majesty's ministers would
do well to imitate concerning the display of such paraphernalia either there or at
Birmingham.”

Having said so much, we now return to Colonel Hickory's correspondence,
which certainly does increase in interest and in^portance as we unfold the copies
of his letters :— ^

Letter 1V^

Glasgow.

Dear Uncle Sam,
1 canrj right away from Paisley

when my last therefrom was finished

;

and did well, for it is no more a cityc

to be ctmpared with this here Glasgow,
than a Miaddock is a pine apple, lliis

is indeed something of a superior, 1

guess ; almost as capital and first class

as New York— only it is not .so 'Icgaiit,

being of a morose aspect, 'cause of the
smoke that is ever paying itself out of
their steam-engines. ®

Tlie fc/remost thing which you sec
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on coming into Glasgow is the Troii-

gate— a long and large street, hut not

so perfect as 1^'oadway
; for the houses

are of a grim architecture, built with

dingy stone, that is nut so gallant and
gay as the brick odilices which look so

clean there ; only the stores, it must be
allowed, are above par ;

which is not

wonderful, for thii town being a 'fac-

turing cin]3orium, they Iiave sundry

goods to sell in quantites, and it is the

custom to entice the eyesofstrangersby

making a great show iit the windows.
This city has steejdes, and sevei*al

are not without merit ; but none that

T have seen is equal to St. .lolin’s, in

tliat sipiarc. Their “ laigh kirk,” as

they call it, has a spire standing in the

street, in shape no lietter than a marlin-

spike; and they liavc an oriigyofJ\ing

William on a bell-metal liovse. Queen
Adelaide, being a Tory, is not there

;

only the King, because ho is a reform#^.

In this may be seen the supciiur wisdom
of our citizens ; for this sort of man-
worship is not wijrthy of a free people

—and so 1 said in speaking to a gentle-

man on the subject ; but he gave me a

deg, inquiring what had been done with

the marble image we had got from Italia

ofGeneralWasliington—as llabylonish,

in his idea, as the god of their idolatiy.

King William.

Many curiosities here are, and my
intentiru is first to sjicak of them,

they being outside thing.s, and visible

to the sight. The most remarkable of

these is the Golloge, a ilismal ancient

])ilc, where it is said that in ages of old

the horrible practici* of Burking living

people for dissection, which has of late

given such echil and celebrity to Kdin-

burghand London, was very ryfe. 1 ha\ e

really been informed by an elderly gen-

tleman, that he well remembers, wlien a
boy, that it was a universal belyef at his

sehool, that tlie eolleginers went about

^
at the heel of the evening with sticking-

plasters in their hands, and when they
' met with an unguarded citizen in a
state of oscillation, and not as he

ought to have been, they clapt it

on the mouth of the poor man, And
bore him away to Jeopardy, just, said

lie, under their re<l gowns, as many
a well-behaved student of divinity

iiow-a-days carries home to his lodg-

ings a sliecp's hcvfid and pluck. But
this is no longer tolerated by the magis-

trates, who arc generally men chosen

from the rttidue of the riddlings of the

wealthier orders, and who have set their

faces sternly against immorality of all

kinds, being men well stricken in years,

or should be so. And in this you will

go the whole hog with me in thinking,

that the custom does honour to the

{

inidencc of the Scottish pc#(ite
; for

low could magistrates or judges know
good from evij, had they not tasted the

pye with their own fingqi’s ?
* •

Far older, and higher up a street

than the e<^llege, stands a ho-kirk,

being an evangelical house, veiy old

and full of curipus cavvpigs, which
would not be 'terlaining to you, were
1 to set forth— for, aftisr all, you will

be more ’terested about the nam(‘ than

the thing itself, as the pictures of such

Milices are not uKcomnion in old coun-
try books. Ahe-kirk, ever since I saw
t4jat one in Paisley, has been a puzzle

to nm, and none there could ’xpouiid it

;

so T iiilroducrd it. for argiimeijl here.

“ T guess,” said I, “that he-kirk means
the mali‘, as hevgoat is a male goat, And
that churcli signifies the female ; and
my only scruple in not adopting nl

once thi.s 'terpretalion, i.s Vause 1 hnvo
never ’been able to satisfy my own
understanding wherefore there should
be any difference of sex in jil^ees of
their intent.” One of the professors of
the college, a most Ie;j.rnod man, re])lied

to me, dial the he-kirks being always
built on liills, were probably so called

from being only frequented by lies, or

males, who arc more able to struggle

witli the wind on the iqiland, than the

women, who olieonrse all went in those

days to the pliurch.

“ In my opinion,” said a young
• gentleman, who had listinicd to our

diseoilrse, “ if All hc-kirks stand on
hills, it would be an easier solution

of till matter in ilispute to suppose
that their names were appro^iriato to

tlieir high situations, and that //c is a
derivative from height— meaning, in

this ease, a high, he, or heigh kirk.”

And upon niy word, Lbiclc Sam, 1 am
rather inclined to go over to those who
are for this side of the question.

Tlierj is, not far from the he-kirk. a

'spital most deserving of commenda-
tion. It has pillars* set up on it for

ornaments, and no other purpose ; it

being found thflTthe cost of the build-

ing fell short of llie estimate, so the

surplus of the suhscriplioh was eon-

verteil into pillars; an*l there they stand

on the front, saying to one another,

iif a sense, for past-time, “JVlnii

are you doing ?—on shares with you.”-
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In former times Glasgow was a noted
religions place^ and held theatreiii as

sinfol thin^ that ouglit to be 'bolished

;

and the pious mob accordingly burnt
their playhouse. But this was an in-

stigation«f>f Satan, for it only softened

the hearts ofmany towards the players

;

hnd from subscriptions ^to give them
relief, <the merchants went to subscribe

for a new anil grand playhouse. In

S
rocess of time the devil'^ ’noculation

id so take effect, that they even went
the length pf raising another theatre,

that had not its match in T.ondon.

Heaven, however, compassionating

their folly, withheld from them the

taste for such ’tertainrnents ; and, ac-

cordingly, their grand theatre became
a wastage, and in the end was so

neglected, that it took fire in the night,

and being consumed, the place where
it stood is now covered with dwelling^

houses) inhabited by Christians.

But if 1 confine myself to a catalogue,

as it were, of the remarLabl^s, it would
not give you satisfaction, and therefore

1 will rclapse into my own mannt^r,

and speqk of things as they slide* under
observation. For surely it is much
more to the point, in trtiating of the

domestic manners ofa people, to relate

what one hears, and draw conclusions

from it, than to describe permanent
objects that are of a steady similarity

for ages, such as buildings, churches,

and colleges, in their mere Mificial

ca|)acity. In short, uncle, 1 am grow-
ing less strong in my belief of the

superior moral quality of^the Scottish

nation, by what I have *heard here,

than I was before, even in moments
when sceptical. •• «

An old gentleman, who was of the

party which I have in my Qye in

writing this, told us a facetious stoiy

of one Mr. Wamie, that kept shop at

the cross, and wlv) was an officer they

call an elder of the kirk. He was a
pious man, and no incontinence was
ever alleged against him ; he was,

moreover, as regular as a wooden
clock. This man had a wife, who
was not of the sweetest of tempers,

and who kept S sharp look-out on
him, tliough he was known to be as in-

nocent as an egg creefa^;. or a picannini.

At this time there was also in the town
a young ladye of the first grade, giving

to strange toying ; and she, knowing
that Mr. Wamie was in the practice of
putting his key in the key-bole a short

time'l^fore he shut up store at night,

went in one evening, on seeing liim put
in the key, on a sham fetcli, to buy a
cut of nothings, and in Ijj^aigoUing with

him she shut the door, as it were
thoughtlessly ; the key was on the out-

side, and somehow the bolt went into

the mortise, and stuck fast. Tliereupon

she l)egan to scream and skirl, as one
in despair, and beat with her hands on
the counter, crying, “ Mrs. Wamie I

Mrs. Wamie 1 help, help, or l*m un-
done !**

What’s the matter ?” cried Mrs.
Wamie, hastening down from up stairs.

“ 0 help me cried Miss Meg
again, ** for the door*s lockit, and your
gudeman’s meddling with me.”

“ Oh, ye cutty !” exclaimed Mrs.
Wamie, and ran to tear her out.

Bvt, lest you may suspect me of
going my aggravating lengths, 1 will

say no more. You may guess, how'-

eyer, from it, the state of morality and
manners in this town, when I tell you
that the whole party I was then with
not only laughed at the story, but said

it was just like the young ludyc. What
delicacy can there be located here, when
a miss of the best grade is countenanced
in them tricks! But I refrain from
speaking of the corrupt style of man-
ners in general, till I roach the metro-
polis ; for Glasgow, 1 understand, is a
garden of Eden in purity compared
with London. You may, nevertheless,

read this picture of Glasgow manners
in Sheddan’s bar-room ; for it is quite

true, and calculated to make us so

proud of our republican simplicity,

pat 1 would not( exchange it for all

tlie manufactures and muslins in Glas-

gow. Not that the people are bad,
for that 1 will not say, having had
alrirad/ a hearty experience of their

kindness ; butyou know how much the

old world is corrupted, and how it con-
fessedly k’tands in need of reformation.

One thing, however, 1 ought not to

omit, having space of paper enough
'

left to hold it, and that is the satis-

faction I have had in meeting to-day

with clokings of captains, and majors,

and other soldier officers, among the

tradesmen and store-keepers,—brave

men who were out in the volunteering

of the last war, the pride and glory of

their country,— as numerous, too, as

our own militia officers are, who fol-

low the same lines of business. This
pleasing instance ofan imitation of the

practice in the United States is a cordial

to evecy American mind. We had a
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whole regiment in Ghugow (said the N.I).—They never taste bitters here
gentleman ipdio told me) of dealers in the morning, hut many take Ahisky^^
in sweeties ^nd cofTee-bcans ! But which does as well. Hum go,
no more at present from your true ne- for it smells the breath all day.
phevr, R. II. IIk kohy.

ITiis letter smacks a little too rankly ofthe partiality of the author^ national
spirit. We do not, however, consider this peculiarity as a very great oileneei;

but when we think of the tone and suavity of Captaiit Basil Hall, qualities for

which he is so justly esteemed in America, we eamiot but regret that Colonel
Hickory should not have endeavoured to imitate the liberal and conciliatory
manner of his excellent work. Captain Hall, to be Sure, is a British sailor, in
whose character is generosity, and all that is eminently predominant ; and the
Colonel is but a militia otficer, who keeps store and mills at Cedifr Swamp, in
the Genessic country.— Somctliing we are willing to allow on the score of this

difference ; but to talk of the Trongate of Ghisgow and of Broadw.iy in New
York in the same breath, is more tlicui we can swallow ; at the same time we
coidess, that never having been in New York, we eanno^ flatly contnulict him;
blit w'c reason upon the improbability of the alleg(.‘d faci, and have only to
demonslrjae its ahsunlity by Soeraticullv inquiring, Is it consistent with the
nature of things, that there should be a nobler street in New York than in
Gla.sgow? • »

This point being so satisfactoixly selllcd, wc vvonhl correct another error
into which the Colonel has been IwS. The statue of which he speaks is not/hat
of our King William, but of William III., the Brince oCOrange; and therefore
Ins insinuation to the prejudice of Adelaide is very much out of place.

Upon the whole, however, the (Joloncl is both original and profound in hi.s

remarks on Glasgow, although he causes us io observe, that it is very extra-
ordinary how all the Americans, a young i)eoi)le, should be so national: they
ought to be iiifonued, that they cannot do better than imitate their elder Kinsmen,
who have rendered themselves sty illustrious by their total occultation of this

defect. Indeed, we (luitc agrc(? with Mr. (broker, that it may be expected from
the reformed Board of Admmilty, that the rudeness of taking an American
vessel in another war will, in a judicious s])iril of conciliation, be avoided; but
we cannot go the lenglh of that gentleinaH, in siip])osing that the AdminiUy will,
by any order, sanction the use of white kid gloves in oflicers when boarding, nor
order the sailors to wear while cotton ones with their cutlasses, like the poliee-
meii. The thing is too monstrous to receive a moment's serious consideration.
I fever this thought was entertained,—which, by the by, we do not believe, for we
have no such opiniqii ofWhig sagacity,— it must havb been on the suggestion of
Mr. Poulett Thompson, Vice-president 9fthe Board of Tnide, for tlie encourage-
ment of the cotton inaiiufactures.

, ,

As to the remark about the antiquity of the horrible practice of Burking, by
clapping plasters on the mout!*s of the nalivcs,^espccially of those who happened
to be overtaken with punch, or any other potation common in Glasgow, we have
our own opinion. If the practice really ever did exist, it must have been a
]K)lice regulation, sanctioned At least by the magistrates, and ii^jLeiidcd to be of the
same etfect as the Temperdnee Societi(*s, of which we have lately received the
most encouraging accounts. But wc refer the matter in question to the College
of Physicians, or to the College of Surgeons ; simply observing, that it would
indeed very much surprise us to learn that any member of cither of these justly

celebrated institutions had, even while a student, been guilty of sticking

plasters on the mouths of iiarmlessycitizcns. •

[To be e<mtmued.']



REVEREND DOCTOR lARDNEll.

Lardneb, called at his baptism by the name of Dennis, amplified by his own
classical taste to lh.at of Dionysius, but by bis compatriots generally pronounced

as Dinnisj), stands before you, gentle reader, cloaked and hatted in Ins usual

guise. His chin is perked up a CivrdinairCy and his spectacled eyes beam forth

wisdom. In order, we suppose, to illustrate some of the principles of Ins own
treatisevOii mechanics, as publishcrl in the Cab., he generally takes the. position of

standing toes in, heels out, according to the cavalry regulations ; and therefore

so is he depicted in the opposite engraving. What bulk it is he carries under

his cloak we know not, nor have wc any grounds whereon to offer a conjecture.

Bred in the Irish University, which is now so much abused and b(’!aboiircd

by the Wings and Badicals, as the sihnt sister,— most unjustly, indeed, in one

point of view, for a more spoutirifr university never existed, as Mr. Shiel can
testify,—Lardner early obtained there great fame and oriiincnce as a grinder;

and published a work on diflercntial calculus, which he wrote avowedly for the

purpfbsc of learning the science,— a pleasant proce.s.s, which wc opine is oftencr

practised than confessed.' Not satisfied with this modicum of renown, he mi-
grated, as his countrymen are fond laf doing, one fine morning, to London.
Perhaps he was aTiiioyed at the superior airs assiinuid by the fellows of the

college— a dignity which, we know* not why, he never obtained— over all

inferior 'grades. It is a saying of Tom Bnpwiip, that there is no greater man
thart^a fellow in his college, and none smallei ont of it; and even Thomas him-
self never sported a more ievitahlc dictum. Certainly, the fellows of Tvinily,

Dublin, do not lose an inch of their height while parading in courts, presiding in

commons, or dealing forth premium.^ or cautions at examinations
; and we are

the more jconfirmed in our opinioh, that it was some slight on tlie part of some of
these fiinctionaries that has laid London under the obligation of Dionysius’s

presence, by the fact, that he has more than once declared, ho knew not the most
famous among them, yea Charles Boylon himself (whom we mention honoris

causa), even by name. “As if,*' exclaimed an indignant A.B.T.C.D.,to whom tliis

fact was communicated, “ a ri.sidint Masthur of 1’hrinily Collidge did not know
iviry wan of the lillows acpial to his own toes and lingers.*^ It certainly was a

stretch of fancy on the part of our friend opposite, to which the ignorance of

Uusscll Square is but a trifie.

Wc; find him, on arrival, at once a Profcs.sor in the University of London,
called by its ill-willers Cocknc) College, or some other name .still more unsavoury.
Here he, with the true spirit of an Hibernian, threw himself, without delay, into

the thick ofthe thousand-and-one fights witl\ which that ino^t ])\iguacicms,or, to use

the old term, hoploinachic of universitie.-i immediately on its creation abounded,
armed shillela in hand. We take it for granted that his ancierit Toiy par-

tialities, never wholly eradicated we hope, exacerbated his bile against the

W'higs ; but whatever was the ooension, tlie consequence was that Dennis, after

giving and taking as much punishment as would have been expected from .lein

Wardor Jo.sh Hudson, was fairly fltwred at last, syid obliged to quit tlie ring.

Hereupon he comsienced a literary Cab-driver, and has started his C’ycloped.
with various fortune, good or bad,— the former, we trust, prciloniinatirig.

^

Ofthis great work we have had several occasions to speak already, and it is iiighly

probable that many more will occur. W'c are sorry to learn that the impar-
tiality of our strictures has sometimes ruffled the mind of our philosophical

friend ; but we assure him that we wish him, and indeed all lileraiy men, well

;

and if we censure, it is only with a view to hi4 and their improvement in mind or

morals. Around *hi|n he has gathered a various host, as diversified as those
with whom Nonnus, in his thirteenth book, surrounds his licro.

But as our busineSfrls not now with the

as the epigraph has it, but with the Iciulcr himself,— we thus conclude our first

Dionysiac.
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LADY MArIt SIirriIERl>*S MET.VPIIYSICS.*^

1 WAS lately nuicli surprised in fiiuliiig

that a few eritical remarks wliidi I

had hastily made upon some passages

in Mr. ream’s book, namely, IjImch of
the JIuiHun Mimij liad made tlieir ap-
pearance (alon<^ Vith ti reply from Mr.
Fearn in answer to them) in a work
by j\lr. Tlarker, of Thetford, called

Parrluna. IVly surprise* was accom-
panied by some little anxiety, from the

recollection of the haste and incorrect-

ness with wliich I had written a paper,

really not intended for the pul)hc e\c;
altliou^h I neither crit(*rtained any
doubt of the trnll» of tlie setitimeiils

coiitain(*d in it, nor harboured any ftsir

of its publicity not meoliuLj uMh ap-
probation from the jjencralitj of those

persons, wfio iiiidoi stood eiioni*\i of

iiietaphvsical science to enable dteni

to interest themselves in the eontio-

% ersy.

Ihil 1 should not here notice either

Ihi.s critical sk^-teh of my own, nor ani-

madvert upon Mr. reaiir.s reply to it,

w’cre it not that the ephemeral produc-

tion in which both make theii aippenr-

iuice, toj^ellicr v\jili a correspfuidi'nco

between Mr. Dte^ahl Siewart and AJr.

I’carn on the .‘'ame .suhjeet, mi):ht at-

tract. tlic notice of some indivnluals,

and Mr I‘*eani’.s doctrines, perh.aps,

obtain iheieby .soim- few prosehtes.

Mr. l'(*arn asserts, “That iIki hinnnri

mind is exleudi'il, that the mind of the

])eily i.s also extended, and that the

external nniver&e, Vith which wc luive

to do, is nothiii '4 more; than a mani-
festation of his cii<n'e,ics.” These doc-

trines appear too much likc.*i rcncw'al

of the llerkcleiaii theory- -]iartakc U»o

much of tliat eonriision of nleas con-

cerning the difl'erenco hrtw«*^ the do-

liiiitions of mind and matter, against

which 1 liave e lsewhere vc'iitured to

j reason, not to imliicc me to endeavour

to give a check, however .slight, to the

piiblicatiuu of iiolior.s llie belief ami

adoption ofwhieh, woidd involve fcpial

folly and impiety.

f

The critical remarks, as well as Mr.

Fearn *.s reply to them, may be seen in

Parriauftf 1H2R.

With respect to Mr. Fwim’s reply,

I feel tliat I speak with catidour, al-

though the j*xpression of the sentiment

be in my own tiivouf, that •iiolwith-

standing such remarks could only pro-

cee<l froriuthe pen of an erudite critic,

yet that they are unplnlosopliical with
mspect to the yolions which they in-

volve, not only on account of the doe-
trine coucermng the extension of imud
in general being at variance with a

strictly metaphysical analysi.s ^)f its

powers, as cotnpared with tbo.sc of

inalfer and space, hut also heeaiisc;

his opinions appear in many iV'jpects

tL\ be inconsistent with each other.

Tiiey also seem to he wanting in a
logical jnecision of slaloment, for in

no way cjo il4L*y fijrm an arguinc^il by
which to disjoin the snl»i<*cJs and pre-

^lieate.s of my propositions. Now, the

docljnie which 1 advance simply states.

That till* iihsis of any (pialflies cainicl

be like I heir external causes ; ijiat hence
the dolhiilions of ihcan ought to be
ditfereiit; and tliat the confusion be-

tween the deliiiiii**]!'. of tlinsi* similar

names, wliieh usuallv me applied cipial-

lytoihc causes ofah-as and sens, it ions,

as to the ctiecls, ili.it is, the ideas and
sensations tlieiiiselxi's, m* to lioth of
tlie.se in a iiii\e<l state, is the reason of
a f.d.^e philosophy concerning the na-

ture and •*)])e,ralioii of the iiiiiid, in its

])eree[)tion of an extended inaioriat

universe, external to, and indepeiideni

of itself.

1 deliiic, iheroftn’C, the idea of ex-

teihslon to be a simple .sensation of
the mind relative to that external

extension which ^s not an idea, and
which is its cau.se. 1 defiue external

extension to he an unpercelved cause,

fitted to create or produce the idea of
extcn.slon on the minil, and also to be
a capacity for the admi.ssion of uiipor-

ceivc'i motion. 1 didine matter to be,

unperceiveJ extemied impenetrability.

Now', as the idifi of oxlension will not
' "" ----- - — - -- » •

.

• Substance of.*IVo better.'* uddresseil to Mr. Fearn, originally written in Sop-

tember 1B2U ;
conlaiiimg, first, a Uefutatiou of Air. Feuni’A l><ictriiie relutivi* to the

Extension of Mind; Siilly, a A'indicajioii of AJr. D. Stewart again.st uie inijuilalion

of literary iiijubtice towards Air. Fearn; and, ;klly, the Keclilic'ation of an erro-

neouH allu.sion of Mr, Fearu’.s to Sir 1. Newton's doctiino of Ciiusutioii. Jiy llio

Right Hmoiirublo Lady Alary Sliepbenl. * «

t Sec Observations by Lutky AI. Shepherd on the First Lines of the*Human
A1 ind. 1 '

vor. V. NO. XXX.
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produce in any other mind the idea of

e\lensioii,V nor will it admit ofun]»er-

ceived inotioii, so 1 will nut allow that

it is capable of possess! tpialitics not

contained in its definition.

As a corts-squence 1 deduce, that

Mr, Vearn’s opposed notion, viz. that

the idea of, extension is extruded, vir-

tually containing* the doctrine that the

ideas of things resemble the (puilities

of their causes, is fraught witk tlie most

ridiculous corollaries iinaginablt:. For

the same argument appbes to identify

the compound ideas, as nnieli as the

simple ones, with the qualities of iheir

elementary causes. In wliatever way,

therefu‘e> the compound aggregate of

the ideas of “ a tall manV’ for nibtai.ee,

be gamed, still the notion is but a

compound idea, and must bear in its
•

result the fact, that the whole coie-
,

pound its<*lf is “ a t.dl man.*’

If the simple idea of extension be

an extended idea, the co>.ipojind idea

of height (whether acqi»iied hy sug-

gestion or association, or hy any other,

supposed moans,) must be a fall ii^ea:

the same ol wind, it must be a windy

idea; or,of uliolesoiiie, it iiinst be a

wholesome idea : the eompomul idea

of the rough ear of a lap dog, would

itself he tlie rough *ear of a hqi-dog.

The same reasoning would apply to

the idea of sound being noisy; of the

idea of smell being sweet or odious

;

of the ideas of colours being theinseUes

coloured, and of being iHautifu! or

ugly accordingly.

The legitimate consequeifce of .such

a doctrine would be, tiint each niiiul

one met with, might op^nose onc^s ^pro-

gress with Its extension, disgust one

with its smell, deafen one with its

noise, and allVighl one with its ugli-

ness; or the contrary of all these, ac-

cording to whichever set of ideas pre-

vailed in it at the time! Yi:t expe-

rience tells me, that whatever [iloasnre

or pain another being may he the

means of yielding to me, it does not

arise from those idea.s within bis mind,

and which I know nothing ef, but

from those which# he has the art to

throw out of his minb, and which are

enabled to enter mine^\«' means of the

several organs of sense, and to asso-

ciate themselves there, either with the

ideas of the imagination, or with those

of the understanding.

I ci^nnot palliate the absurdity with
whichk Mr. Foam’s notions are encum-
bered ; and I must saj^ plainly, that I

consider his doctrine to be capable

of rxcitin(; so imieh ridicule, that,

should It meet with any attention, it

might hid fair to render the science of

piieumatology wholly unworthy of se-

I ions application. 1 now n^peat, what
1 have already ad\aneed in the }Ki]nT

of eritkisiiis alluded to, viz. that the

errors of Mr. 1 ’tarn’s doctrine arise,

first, from incorrect definitions, or, ra-

ther, from the want of that strict ana-

lysis of thought which is icquisite to

form correct deliriitions
;
aiul, secondly,

from a want of the knowledge of the

manner of the action of cause, when it

becomes a producing jirinciple. Nor
do J think that he clearly pcrecivos

the nature of this relation, or whni I

would ineau hy iis imnmr of action ;

nor hc/»v it hears out that inoditiod

Berkelei.'lii theory, which (if I may use

a incta])lior of his own) 1 would fain

so <^^shio^ into a mantle of one piece,

that, hiMiig found without rent, it might

St.and in need of no repair.

Mr. Fearn calls upon me lo recon-

cile what he considers to be a contra-

diction 111 my statenienl, concerning

the inexlension of mind, With what 1

admit of Its relation to place, or else

to give lip the existence of that in-

oxteiision as a lenahle ]>o.silioii, in

compliment to iny own reasoning and
to his. Now 1 aeknovviedge that my
tlioiighis on this subject ]>osscss .some

subtlety of eoneeptioii, and wliicli can
only be comprehended by an attention

to the definitions w'hieh I have already

given ; but, so lonj^ as 1 do not alter

^thbse delinitions, 1 cannot alter the

relations of their corresponding qiia-

litie.s.

As, therefore, I do not allow that

ideas, or mind, i)Osses.s any ca])acity

by which to admit of unperccived mo-
tion royiAl them, through them, or

across them, or to ofter the resistance

of impenetrability to each other, so I

will not concede that they are capable

of the application of the definitions

belonging to extension and to niate-

nality; yet, although the perceptions

of pain aiul pleasure require no more
room for their habitation than does the

unconsciousness of sleep, yet are they
the aflccliotis of a tmiverse which of-

fers too many solid helps to the former
St* lie of mind, and loo much of impe-
netrable resistance to the latter.

In short, qualities or affections of
extension arc not necessarily them-
selves extended, inastniich as they may
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not necesssirily liold any oMiacity by the mind of (lod, manifested in his
which to admit of uiipcrceivcft motion, enci^jies, is the iinniediate cafise of all
Were the wind, or any idea of the our various sensations and ideas, and
mind, truly extended (in niy sense of of any object or objects, by corise-
extensioii) when any idea of broad or quence, upon which they mav rvacU
round, &c. arose, it would be e()ujl to How ludicrous, how diyftdfully im-
addinj^ as much more of a capacity for pious, to talk of whipping iqi the eu^T-
unpcrcci\cd motion, in order to admit gies of the Deity, for instance;^ when I

of that succcssive\:linngo of ])lace in re- gave the animal on wliiah J w'as mounted
hit ion to it, which, when deterinineil to awhile ago the chastisement he merited

!

the perception of the mind, would It is shocking and odious to conceive
yield to it the sensation of motion. such an idea, and still more to I'xpress
Wow 1 believe, that if any definite it. Hut in orilw to render iriy mean-

extension be taken— say, a mile of ing plain, 1 hope it will appear ex-
road— that not one particle more will cusable thus to throw it into the shajK*
be added to it, or diminisbed from it, of an argumentmu mi aOsnn/um ; and
wlietlicr twenty minds eiijoy a morn- I trust few will be found iueliued to
ing’s ride thoreoii, or the conlrary. elude its cogency.
Thus, ideas, sensations, or mind, may The whoh* occasion of Mr. Fearn’s
inhere in defmite portions of,•or the * iiuliun.itiou at what he terms Mr.
whole of matter, or ofnitimte space; • SAevviiri's injustice towards him is,

yet, whilst neither they, nor it, am ca-*^ from Iiis not taking notice tlmt he and
pahle of impenetrability, or orihe,*id- Mr. Stewart deiiiie “ percejilioii” dif-

iiiission of unpcrccivcd motion, neither fenmtly. » Mf. Fi^arn nse‘« the term in

they, nor it, can bear out the dctiiiitioiis one .sense, w'hiUt Mr. Stewart detines
of, nor deserve the names of, extension jt in another; and this is the only rca-

or of materiality; whilst these infe- son«v|i\ Mr. Stewart appears to lie iii-

rior qualities, w’hicli aic expressive of ilifrereiit in awarding to AIi^ Fcain the

impenetrability and of the ailmission merit of the discovery of that uinvn^

of unpcrccivcd motion, must possess //////’* {i. c. of visililc oiiilme, arising

the defniilioiis, and merit the names, fiom contrasting colours; which he
either ofmntorial extension or of the consideis as connfecling the perceiving

extension of space. *• J mean, there- mind w'lth the external world. For
fore, still to insist, that a man— that whilst Mr. Stewart acknowledges that

is, his mind — ma> be in the NN est In- there is such a visible outline, and
dies, instead of in Fngland ; in whicii lliat it is this feeling which does so

latter place 1 could coniei-'se with it unite the mind and the universe to-

bclter than in the fornici
,
although in gether, still ^le conceive-* it to be an

neither of them would it offer me any “ iiip\]»licable mystery’' why it does
resistance: as, also, that the inliiAtq so; for Mr. Stewart always con-
iiitcliigencG is near for immediate coin- cciyjs percepjion to be a different

iiiunioii in every place, altlumgli 1 dare inciilal power from that of sensation,

not consider him in the ir«;verciitjal The notice of contrasting colours he
view of “ a set of energies,” which may teriTis the svusntiim of the contrasting

permit me to use him as 1 please, for colours; whilst the notice as of co-

the ground on W'hich 1 ma)*V^ad, the loured objects at^ distance, to which
ball which I may toss in the air, the he eaii move, he conceives to be the

bill over which I may endeavour to ptnrplton of external nature, and as

i climb, or the humble ass wliicli I may only suggested by the sensations of the

beat as 1 mount it, in order to su])ply colours : and this connexion of setisa^

my dericieneies in tliat particular. If tion with perception he deems a “ mys-
Mr. Fearti hud perceived for a mivncnt tcry.'i But Mr. Fearn, conceiving

this important truth in the doctrine of the sensation of thc^conti'astiiig colours

cause, namely, that sejiarate qualities, to be the sam^thing with the percep-

which unite ill order loan end, need not tion of visiliW figure, speaks of per-

re&emble that end^he neverwould have ception as unrelated to external nature,

conceived that monstrous doctrine, until, by a mode of reasoning of his

fraught with folly and impiety, tiiat own, he dues allerwards so connect

Fot the reiison why I make a difFereftro between perceived and un|)fBrceived

motion, see my thirteenth Kssi^y on the Association of Ideas, and the Interdiction of

Mind and Matter.
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them. I think it is evident that it was of external nature and of God. He
Mr. Fearh’s mode of reasoning, and therefore tonceived that the connexion

his conclusions, to which Mr. Stewart still remained a mystery, r- Perception

objected, appeared to Mr. Stewart still to be an

Although, therefore, Mr. Stewart, in inexplicable instinct, as much as sen-

ilis Dissert^onf had perhaps obsei*vcd sation itself ; for the knowledge of an

with more care than he had done ill his external universe never appeared, ci-

Elemenls.the nature of coloured sen- tlicr to him or to l.)r. Ueid, to be the

s itions, and what* “ specific conditions*’ result of perceiving any relations amidst

they must possess by which to sng- our sensations— of a curious and com-
gest the ])erceptioii of a torrespon- plicated kind indeed — yet always

dency in external nature, >et the latently worked up with our sensa-

“mystery” In* speaks wof in Ids K/t- tions, and, from having been generated

7nents is not thereby contradicted, a-; in early infancy, of diHiculty in tlie

though by such clearer observation it detection.

were in any degree better sedved. He Now', according to the notions wliicfi

inight«still say, speakin^r of pnrcpiuw, I have already ventured to lay before

that is, - of the external ligures to which the public, 1 consider that the kiiow-

he could move, “that all the stcjis of ledge of tlie external, independent,

this process are equally inconi prehen- * eonlim*i\)us universe, and of the Deity

sible; and that, for any thing lie can
,
who formed and who presides in it, is

prove to 'the contrary, the connexion * gained by irflecting on, or observing

betwijen the sensation and the porcep- the’ ndations of our sensations. Hut

tion, as well as that helweerib. the iin- then the ratiocination I employ is very

S
ressioii and the sensation, may be different from that of Mr. Fearn, as

oth arbitrary.**^ All that Mr. Sti'W’-^ well as some of the eonelusioiis at

art ndght be disposed to alt(*r, w-^udd wdiicli I arrive. Nor do 1 conceive

be the wofd “ sensation,” by placing that the observation of the visible out-

tbe expletive, “ whether simple or line of figure from contrasting colours,

cotupoimd,” immediately after it. He would be sidlicieiit without the assist-

would then still consider the eompouiid aiice of many other sensations and
sensation of contrasling colours to be, ideas, and their relations, by which to

for auglit w’o know to the contniry,” find the existence of Deity, and thosl^

but arbitrarily comieeled witli the per- energies which Mr. Fearn conceives

ctqition of corresponding exteriority. not only to be the sources of the form-

Nor has Mr. Fearn discovered any ation, the life, and the motion of the

vinculnm for their connexion by means univcrsi", but to form the immediate

of the perception ofa visible line, from causes of all our impressions,

the influence of contrasting colours, The sum of rny doctrine on this

but because such a ])cicciptiou affords liead is, shortly, That sensation in-

him a mode of reasoniip/ from w^ich eludes perception; that external j-'er-

he conceives that he deduces the know- ception is a contmdictory term— all

ledge of tlie existence of an external percept ic*', wdiether of ideas, of bodies,

universe—of a Deity and bis energ'ies ! or facts, the passions of othei-s, ike., all

ft may be presumed, that Mr. Stewart are in a mind, which is in a state of

did not consider tl^at this Tcasoniiig feeling at ‘tlie moment of perception,

could possibly be .sound, when be re- Yet this hinders not, but that some of

marked, that one of the first coiise- the pcrceiitions of our are those

quencps drawn from tin* obsenation of by which we know that our perceptions •

contrasting colours, was the idea that of seme relate unto, and are derived

“the mind itself is an extended flexible from, external things which themselves

spherule.” With this proposition lie pro- arc not perceptions; and when we
bablyshut tlie book,t*ntu which lieowned know of the.se, we habitually associate

that “ he had dipped,'* not clioo.sing to them under the appearances which are

admit so absurd a notiop, as the first determined to the senses, and name
link of a connecting medium between them iudiffereiitly as external or in-

intemal seiisiV^ion, and the perception tcrnal things— as possessing the qua-

'* Dr. lieid's doctrine and Mr. Stewart's was this : that the sensations, bymeans
thfltr.oigans of sense, suggested to their minds clear immediate percct^itions of

sxtermil ohjeots, totally dissimilar to themselves ; tjint mode of suggestion being
inexplicable, and by the srhjtrary appointment of God.



•lilies of thought only, or aau those out-

ward causes of it which are fiso related

to each otlier : and this, perhaps, in a

confused manner, may answer well

enough for ordinary life, although it

be one so ill-suited to philosopliy, that

1 despair of ever seeing a correct ana-

lysis of the laws of perception ; inas-

much asr an innovation which should

introduce a philosophical language in

order to it, would be considered as

absurd. Hut 1 cannot here enter into

a statement of the mode of reasoning

which I employ on this subject. Did
I do so, it wore almost to repeat the

essay which I have already published

against Bisho]) Berkeley, where I have

put down niy ideas in as condensed a
form as it was possible for me to do.*

All I shall at ])rcscnt say, thcrtjforc, is,»

that! conceive ideas of colour, to bo

from habit immcdiatoly assi^-iator
*

with those of touch ami motion.

! rusting colours \iold.ng us, tlicrcforo,

by moans of llioir associations, the ideas

of dislaiicc and of tangible ilgiiro, we
set ourselves in motion accordingly ;

not towards yierccived visible colours

in our minds, but towanls their corro-

s])ondiiig unperceived causes ; that

motion liaving an oipial correspoudiiig

relation lliereimto, and wliicb motion,

althougli It fields to our miiid.s its own
peculiar sensation, yet would ec|ually,

were it considered as in an iiiiperceiveil

state, be a suecossive change ofrelation

in respect to the unperceived caiuscs of

visual colours.

( )ur sensations, therefore, ofcoloured

surfaces of difiereiit magnitudes* arc

to be apprehended as such in relation

to touch and motion ; otherwise they

would be more varieties of l^jcling, hav-

ing no more to do with the occupancy

ofplace, than the contrasting jiassions of

joy and sorrow, tranquillilj'gaiid anger,

under the modification of their difier-

eiit intensities ;t in other words, their

diflercnt degrees or magnitudes.

But I conceive that Mr. Stewart’s

idea is just, when he supposes there is

“ a great mystery” in the coiine:i
5
ion ex-

isting between the internal sensation of

visible outline, and its correspondency

with respect to external figure, inso-

much that th^ actions of life are

guided amidst objects which them-

selves possess no visible outline by its

means. I do not agree with Mr.

Stewart in conceiving the connexion

to be arbitrary, nor do I cojusider the

problem lyuite so difficult to solve as

he does
;
yet it docs conUun a deep

mystery. There is a contrivance of

macliiiiery (as it were) ii^the manage-
ment of the connexion between sen-

tient and ipsenlient nature, bespealtiiig^

ill its maker the kupwledgif of both,*

bcyontl most other objects. The pro-

blem is ilitliciilt to enunciate, from the

very eircmnstanco of its apparent sim-

plicity : w'henpt is fully appreheiuled,

the (iiHieulfy of its solution is per-

ceived in all its force, and is found to

he still greater than that of its rmin-

ciatioii. As, for instance, when w'c see

from our wintlows a beauliful*gardeii,

ornamented with flowers of various

colours, and di'lermiiic to walk therein,

juid to approach the flowers, we set

out a])p-arcnlly in llie direijtion of the

flowc'is, uiul we attain much nearer to

thcMii b^y m4‘ans of motion. Ifcvv can

this ap*pcaruncc be rccoiiciUd to the

evidence of reason, winch shews that

w^ cannot go fortli to the colours in

our minds, nor attain ii^ any degree

nearer to them by means of the motion

we appear to employ ! No*v it is this

seeming contradiction between the per-

ceptions of reaseti, and the yierceyitions

of mmiso, which has presented a myslG-

rious apjiearanee to the iniiuls of the

wisest men in every age. The diflieully

relates aii.ilogically to caeli of the other

sc'iiscs, as much as to that of vision

when nniu*d to the sense of motion.

It is Give which Mr. I cam’s observa-

tions concerning visible figure in no
luanner solve ; for indeed it may be

observed, tlftit he neither perceives it,

nor states it, nor answers it as stated

others. It may perhaps appear

somewhat vain in me to conceive that

1 may liavc done so, yet i can hardly

avoid believing^uch to have been the

case when I first published the follow-

ing observations in my essay against

Bishop Berkeley : “ All our ideas are

as algebraic signs, which give evidence

boUi of their own existence, and the

quantities also signified, whose pro-

poilions amoitg tlienisclves are known
thereby, as w^ll as their positive values.”

llie idea tliat the motion which we feel,

is the real motion, or pode of change

w'hich gains upon tlie flowers, is the

source ofthe difficulty in question. Mo-

Sflo Essay on tlie Perception of an External Universe, &c.
Essavs.” 1827.

t Seo Essay on the UnloA of Colour and Extension, against v
Hatcliard

Mr. Dugald Stewart. J
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lion should be defined as successive ceived and unknown ; and whilst their

change of place.” Our perception that positive nature is unknown^ yet their

this change is going on^ is mt the relative value among themselves is

change itself. We perceive it because known to be equal to the relative

it exists : it does not exist because we variety of the ideas and sensations

;

perceive it. .This being the case, the t. e. to the effects they determine on
colours yield"the notion of figure and the mind.

beauty ; die sense of which beauty is It will thus appear, that when from

immediately associated with* the desire my window I see a pavterre of flowers,

of change of place. Tins association and determine to walk therein, and set

is further unitM to the ideas^ of (angi- out apparently in the direction of the

ble figure, to the power of ]iroducifig colours, and by means of motion seem

motions by the influence of the will, to gain upon them, that the whole of

and to the notion of sonte resistance to this scene goes on inwardly. What is

the will by the reaction ofthe body, &c.
;

perceived, are changes ofsensations and
whilst the whole of this union of ideas ideas—are effects ; the correspondent

is so rapid, that it may be considered causes which determine them are all

as foriAing (what truly it, is in fact) external, except one, and that is, the

but one compound idea. The impulse, beginning of the change from the state

the mysterious impulse of the mind of rest .m which are those external

upon the body, succeeds ibis union of things, b^ the impulse with which the

ideas, and its unperceived niotioii, or *'‘^ill ^fleets the first change of tlieir

successive" change of place, results in rclat’ve places, and keeps up a sue-

Gonseqrience ;
whilst a corresponding cession of similar changes, by the con-

series of successive clianges"^ is observed tinuance of a similar will t The mind
by the pen^civing ininil. Thus the in this scene is as the reflecting mirror

changes which are produced arc not ' in a camera ohneura, were it imagined
all on the r,un<l. Of the influence^ of to be consciomly ohsevvln^ its shifting

the will, indeed, we have immediate images, knowing them to be changed
consciousness. \N'e feel that it is the by the influence of corresponding,

cause for the beginning of the change though unlike, objects from without

;

called motion. But ,the body is only and directing the succession of its

a compound idea when perceived by changes, by its power of varying the

tlie mind ; the cause or object of it is position of the intervening instruments

external. But it is upon the object, which connect the exterior changing
not upon the idea of it, that a change objects with their responding chang-
of place is first made, and the per- ing representatives,

ception of this change is the after effect Trom wliat has been said, it follows,

on the mind. The colours, therefore, generally, that all reaction in conse-

being at the same time in our minds, qucuce of any idea in the mind does
during the perceived motion of cjir not move any others of one’s ideas

;

bodies, they will ever be compared the external objects are the things

together, under the perception of a whicli are noved—which truly change
change of relative distance. Vet J1 their relative places; the ideas which
this time the flowers external to the are the result ofthis change, are nothing

mind are only those continually exist- more than ihe signs, or what may be
ing causes of the colburs, not them- termed the symptoms of it, on account
selves the colours, to which the per- of their forming one set of its effects

—

son perceiving is moving, or, rather, one set of its partial qualities. But I
would be changing his place in regard have said enough on diis part of the

to them, whether he were perceiving subject, and shall quit it by observing,

that change witli respect to them or^uot. that t^e above ailments elicit the

Thus 1 have said,* ** Coloured exten- reason why [ have defined extension to

sion is a compound t^nsation ; the be the capacity for receiving unper-
sense of motion is anoth^ ; tangibility ceived motion, i . e. for admitting any
and extension are othem J but their object to change its place with respect

unperceived continually existing causes to it ; along it, or across it, orthrougn it.

are independent of sensation, unper- That change of ideas which takes place

• See my Essays :— Essay IV ., on the Union of Colour and Extension, cp. ^59

;

Essay on the Interaction of Mind and Body, p.^403.
t See Eeeay on tho Association of Ideas.
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we dance/’ &c. is not its« motion ;

it is only i^s effect, its pamal quality

and sign. Of all notions, this latter

is the most difficult to inspire another
with ; and is, 1 repeat, an almost insur-

mountable barrier against any explana-

tion of the mysterious connexion be-

tween the mind!^ and the external uni-

verse proving satisfactory. Mr. Dngald
Stewart did not conceive that Mr. Foam
had remove*] that harrier by placing

in its stead, as a vinculum

^

the mere
knowledge of the proposition, “that
visible figure is a line of demarcation
between contrasting colours.’* f fear

that many may conceive that £ have
not succeeded in the attempt better

than Mr. Fearn has done, when I pro-
ose the consideration of thc*anaiogy«

etween the method of algVibraie (-x-

pression, and tliat succession of idci>^'

which we by consciousness know takes

place in our iiiiiids. lint lest the allu-

sion which 1 have made to algebraic

signs should itself upfiear to contain

some obscurity, 1 would here briefly

offer something in explanation of it.^

I observe, then, that the signs must
not be defined as though they were*

themselves the same objects as the

things signified by them ; for the things

signified must be defined uol only by
their powers of determining iheir re-

spective signs, but also by their jwwej’s

of ahecting each other ; and which
farther powers can afterwards be made
knoivn by the farther signs which they

are capable of deleriniiiiiig.

But the signs must only be deHned
by analysing their compounds, (wlfen

they are signs of compounds), and
when they arc simple, by appealing to

consciousness concerning tlieir a[)pear-

ances.

Now, the causes of o«l ideas may
be considered as simple algebraic quan-
tities, marked thus :—

c

for colour,

for smell, for sound, I for taste,

£ for extension, m for motion, Sec.

When these causes determine their

effects on the mind, the effcqts may,
to all intents and purposes, be consi-

dered as their squares: for each is

again involved into another power equal

toitself, viz. thatofeach respective oi^n
of sense which exists in relation to it.

c is thus, as it were, the root whigh de-

termines c* ; as when, for instance, by
mean| of the eye, die sentient mind.

is affected by the corresponding va-
riety that organ has the power of
producing,— after its action has become
affected by the exterior object in nature
which is relative to it, and which mo-
difies every part of it. same no-
tion will equally serve to explain tho

influence of the rest of the senses ever

their respective roots^or causes. Now*
e will bear out a different definition

from thaj which will apply to c*, just

as much as the number 2 must be

subject to a different definition from
that of the tiufnbcr 4 ; because, when
it is placed in various relations unto,

and variously combined with those

other iiumhers, 3, 4, ,5, 10, 100, &c.,

it will be the means of ddlcrmin-
iiig very dillcrcul results from thos6

w'hich would arise from the combina-
tions with tho number 4. The cause.s,

therefore, of the ideas of sense, which
determine their ofieets, viz. the ideas

of s€:nsc uppii the mind, must never be
coiisideVed as holding similar defini-

tious w ith itiose ideas of sense ; nor

yjt must those causes he considered as

fiitly (Ictinod, when their ^lower of de-
termining ideas of sense is the only
quality predicated oftliom": for those

cutises can externally intermix, and in

diflerent ways #iiutually affect each
other, whilst the results of such mix-
tures can again rarther determine them-
selves upon the mind, in consequence
of new applications of the organs of

sense in lelutioii to them. The capa-
cities, tlier<*tbre, which they*possess of
superinducing such mixtures, must
enter into their detiiiitions.

I
As a short illustration of what I •

nave here iiftagined, let the observation

of a ship upon the ocean— bound, for

iftstaiice, from I’^ilinouth to Antigua

—

whose sails are but beginning to be
spread before the wind, be supposed
as expressed the following simple
formula : + o®)— (lo w») the

first powers, or causes of these squares,

previously to their determining any
notice of their existences, or of their

rcll^tive positions on the mind, might
be considered as bearing out the equa-
tion (* + o) (?<; w*) =f. Now these

roots, or powers, viz. s, o, to, m,
must be considered as possessing such
relative values as rentfjer them capable,

by means of tlieir mutual affections

and involutions, of determining further

equations ; for (s + o) + (ti; /a), i. e. the

* See Essay on the Knowledge of the £x|prnfd Universe.
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co&tinited iaftaence of the motion of to piedics^ ofthe futafehyexfNrrience'

the wind during each successive mo- of thepasi "ViTbentheobjwUrto wliich

meat, in rotation to the ship and to the this operation relates are^usnal and
oceaoi would eventually detennine the simple, childron and peasants make
equation -f o) 4* (iv m) ^ a. In con- use of it equally with others ; but in

sequence i^which, when the notion proportion as the quantities determined

corresponding to that result should be on the mind become unusual and com-
detsrmined to the mind, by various plicated, it demands each variety of

organs Sense,, the compound idea intellect to evolve tlie 4foots, and after-

would necessarily arise, viz. (s* + e^) wards analyse their component parts,

+ (wm^ « n*; and thus the observa- in order to know what further results

lion of the determination of this new are capable of existence. Should it be
equation woul^ indicate what changes said that children and peasants cannot

had been taking place amidst the sim- thus reason,-^let any ordinary affair of
pie powers, previously to tlicir posses- life be selected as an example, and it

sing the capacity of superinducing may be perceived, that with respect to

this altered idea. Should this illus- the circumstances belonging to it, their

tration^Pot appear suffieiently plain,* minds will undergo a mode of consi-

let the ideas be applied to simple arlth- deration analagous to that which 1 have
metical numbers. It may be observed, « been dejcribing, and one where there

iliat 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c. are possessed of .is no difference between them and the

a relative value towards each otlier, 'y)ulosopher, until he philosophises too

and whicfi inducnccs the results of dcep/ly. Whon,foriiismncc,theyper-
their cenibinatioii.v, accordvigly as they ceive* a lire in their chamber, they

may be involved together in* a vast know that the cause of this pcrcejition

variety of different proportions ; whilst possesses also the capacity of setting

these relative values, and the results, of lire to the house, but none of setting

their combivatioiis, will be veiy ditle- fire to the idea of a house ; they coii-

reiit fioin those of their respective scquently place a guard against the

squares. heu, therefore, any new action of that cause, but none over
involution of these simple pow’crs takes their thoughts of it. In like manner,
place, then the square of that result when they perceive the idea of their

iiuiy be detciinined to the mind; whilst house, they know that the object or
by the quantity dctcrmineil in that cause which yields them this agreeable

square, it may be known what was view, also possesses the capacity of
the quantity of its root, as also what being burned to tlie ground by the lire,

combination of other simple quantities but none of its undergoing that alter-

liad concillTed to produce Mt. if, for ation from any notion of fii-e witiiin

instance, the number 100 bcrgiven as themselves; accordingly, they insuro

a square number, it would be known theif houses, without thinking it neces-

that its root was 10; and that (2 + p) sdry to obtain any security for their

X 2 would form a corabiPation equal ideas.

to that root. Now, frofu this simple exposition it

[ consider, therefore, that the sue- may be deduced, that the capacity to

cessions of ideas which arise in the produce combustion must enter into

mind, are as such successions ofsquare the deliniti/>As of fire and wood, as ob-
iiumbcrs whose roots We extract, ond jects capable of mutually interacting

the combinations of which we analyse, with each other, independently of the
by an habitually rapid mode of rea- observation of tlie mind ; but this ca-.

soning : the process of it, however, is pacity must not enter into the defini-

simple, and is that which enables us tions of the partial qualities, i. e. into

— 1 1

* It is not my intefitiqi!! to state the notion with nil the strictness and propriety
w'hicli reiilly exist in an nlgebraio formula, but merely to shew, generally, mat there
exist .two sets of objocts a& forming the media of connexion betwqpn sentient and
iiiMntient nature ; viz. external causes and internal effects : which latter qualities
lieing tlie result cf the former, cannot bear out the same definitions with them, whose
iiHmes, therefore, should possess some variety adbordingly

;
and which clearer lan-

guage would rnuhlo us better to understand the relations of the Objects which it
would isdicute, in a maimer somewhat similar to that by which algebraist signs
exuress^id' relations of the quantities which they repreuMnt with perfect exactness,
and fitted for easy apprehempon.
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tlie defimtioiis of the succelpive ap* qualities;** for at most the vulmr eon*
peaiances of fire and woodi s|td which ceive that these qualities coeiust with
sttccessive i^eas cannot^ by Viy pos* their causes, and, therefore,•that they
sible combination, be made to- produce continue their existence along with
combustioiK them, when not perceived.* Berkeley,

It IB beiuse manifest, that the philo* therefore, and his adhembh do not-

sophical difficulty concerning the con- abstract the notion of a definite extCN
nexion between the mind and the ex- nal cause, jutting differently upon ta-
temal universe, Vrises from not const- rious senses and variqps objbets in the
deritig that the interaction of objects, universe ; and hence they place some
ns physical causes, necessarily takes partial effects of things, viz. tlie ideas

place exterior to the mind; whilst the ofsome sensible qualities, as true causes
combination of ideas in a mind can of other sensible qualities, and other

never give birth to any other effects effects in nature: but it is impossible
tlian the ideas of memory, imagination, that ideas should have it in their power
and reasoning. so to act; for they could not, afler

llie difficulty is generated by the having been once in the mind as ideas,

operation of the association of ideas stand out thenCe again, to he eaten or
from early infiincy, by which any name drunken, or to set fire to a house, &c.
which stands as the name of vui cx- » The vulgar, on the otiier hand, do not
ternal object, l>ecomes, not only the abstract the ideas of the partial effects

name of the external causes of our.sen-^«^of things, fmm the notion o{ their ex-
satioris, but includes tiie notion diat terior and permanent causes ; the con-
these causes arc archetypes— simili- sequence is,«that tliey generallycon-
tudes of Ihose sensations. Thus a child, ceii'c the*external causes and the sen-

by the word fire at first means an ^sible effects to be existing externally

object which warms him; afterwards, and permanently together,

when lie says the fire will burn tlic house. Which of those notiom, then, is

he unites with tlie notion of tlie external most absurd, that all is in the mind, or
and permanent object which exists as that all is out of it ? I conceive the

fire, the notion of its warmth, and con- former to be so. Whenever, therefore,

ceives that that whole is concerned in as in tlielanguagciof Mr. Foam, e^and
the burning of the house. e’ arc spoken of, as though they were

ideologists, in separating the notions c and c, the most ridiculous confusion

of external causes from their internal must necessarily take place in every
effects (their partial qualities), and attempt at a philosophical analysis of
considering that the names of objects the powers of the human mind, or of
merely belong to ideas, and tliiit these the objects clf human knowle%e.
ideas are the only physical causes with A like* obseiTulion may bo applied

which they are acquainted, betray a to the notions ofsome other mc^cm
still greater want of philosophy thafi id^logists, to whom 1 have alrea^
do the vulgar ; for, in a mixed state at alluded, who ^profess to be ignorant of
least, objects contain' the properties by the fact that such powers as c and e

which they are causes ; but in a sepa- mifst necessarily exist. They boast of
rated state, when the partial effects of their superior knowledge, in having

some sensible qualities CHpjdeas are discovered that the only fact with
only considered as such, no properties which they are Acquainted, is that of
which can act as causes arc retained, a succession of ideas ; insomuch, that

Each of these errors equally arises when the succession becomes altered

from a deficiency in the use of the to their observation, they need not be
fiicuUy of abstraction, although the under any anxiety to assign the reason

absurdities which the philosopher runs of tliis change. Two different sets of

into are of the greater magnitude. It sequences of ide^ have been deter-

appears to me, for instance, to be Ian- mined to their eiotice ; this is all which
guage equally ignorant, and more ab- they are cim^lc of discovering, and
sura than that which a peasant uses, this is all which can be known. The
when Berkeley says, distinctly, ** that confusion of intellect j:esulting from
we eat, and* drink, and are clothed such notions as these is so great, that

ideas/* witli the ideas of sensible it is impossible to understand where

* See Essay 'VI., 300» where thia passage of Bishop Berkeley & exactly

quoted and noticed.
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to begin to set it in order, or whether circumstjmce with which I bsive only
it be possible to introduce into it any become sbquaintedwithin a few months,
arrangement whatever. viz. ; thaPa luminous and logical writer^

It is to be imped that but few per- Mr. Crisp, with a view to the establish-

pons may be.found who will choose to ment of a doctrine of erect and single

subject t||q^r minds to so irregular, so vision, stated, in 1796, the theoiy,

unwholesome, so insane a state. Mr. ** tlmt visible figure was only known
Team’s logical error, technically speak- by the mental perception of contrasting

ing, is, athat bq distributes the predi- colours.” This he demonstrated four

cates of two affirmative propositions years befom Mr. Team brought ffir-

a circumstance entirely variance ward the same doctrine, lie also es-

ivith conclusive syllogising. tablishes, in the same book, and that in

Take his, argument {AtUi-Tooke, the most elegaut manner possible, the

p. 417):— As eneigy in us is the doctrine of erect vision,” from pre-

energy ofthe mind, so therefore energy, cisely the same premises as 1 have
in all substance, is the energy of the done ; and illustrates it by many sinii-

mind. But we are not only energising lar examples.

substances; for wc are proved to be With respect to single vision, he

also extended substances. By so much approximates, yet leaves short, the de-
Ihe more, then, all the extended sub- monstmtion of its cause. )*

stance in the universe is mind.”
^ ^

I must now advert to a circumstance

Now,, plthough it were granted that“v^ot materially connected with the ob-

human minds were extended, it would jeef of this paper, yet one of sufficient

not fellow that all ext^mded things cons*equonce to call upon our attention

were mind, any more than it would be for a moment; for it relates to that

a consequence of energy residing in metaphysical notion of cause which I

the mind, that it should reside iq no^ entertain, and which forms the ground
thing else, t* It could not be concluded, of all that I have hem said. Mr.
because all negroes were uncivilised Feani, in his critique on the spirit of

beings, that all barbarians were ncces- my essays, enters into an ap))arent eu-

sarily negroes. It follows, therefore, logy of its independency, in contro-

that even were JVIr. Team’s notion verting the doctrines of some authors

true, viz. that tlie mind is a flexible of established note ; more especially

globule,” his doctrine concerning the praising me for what he is pleased to

Deity and his energies could not thence term my ** intrepidity,” in declaring

be deduced.* that I conceived Sir 1. Newton’s notion

Here I must once more allude to to be “ puerile,” which supposed that

Mr. Ste^rt. It was the*notion of the the Deity possessed the power of form-

mind being ** a flexible spherule,” ing worlds other than this. Now it is

which was his chief reason for treating cl^ar that Mr. FearA does not under-

Mr. Feam widi coolness. lie pras htand my meaning in what 1 say,

impatient at ever meddling with the pp. 228-9. Whilst, therefore, he

essence of mind or matter ; and I appears fp approve of my intre-

must do him the justice to say, tiiat pidity,” in objecting to Sir Isaac New-
1 do not believe he knew of Mr. ton’s Uicory, he is only impcaching my
Fern’s doctrine in 1815, at the time good seipse, if, truly, 1 were capable

he wrote his dissertation. At least, I of objecting to a theory which seems
think it as remarkable a fact, and one to support my own doctrine of cause

which is closely connected with my against that of Mr. Stewart’s, which I

defence of Mr. Stewart, that the learned am controverting. In the essay from
world is still seemingly ignorant of a which tlie passage in question* is

* See Whateley’s Logic.

t Now, because Mr4^Feam and myself did not know of this writer, it does not

follow that we borrowed our notions of visible figure from him, whilst, at,the same
time, we were diaingenubuS enough not to acknowledge the det^ ; but the circum-

stance of the similarity of Mr. Crisp’s ideas witli those of Mr. Fearn, proves the

absurdity of Feanrs overheated challenge to Mr. Stewart, when ho would defy

his power of producing '* any author who hw ^one before him, where his doctrine

of * visible figure’ was adverted to.” 1 verily believe Mr. Feam thought himself as

much of^an original, as he was conscious of being an independent think«?; but a
man should be an almost universal reader before bo tpo proudly claims the merit of
making a ** discovery.*’ ^
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quoted,^' I say^ “ if Sir Isaac Wewton*8 resulting from the laws of gravitation
thcoiy is to be understood inllie sense as of those conclusions resulting from
which Mr, §tewart gives Urit, it is the binomial formula. I reply, that
puerile and unphilosophical.*’ Now Mr. Stewart did not understand Sir
this passage is plainly open to the in- Isaac Newton aright,^ nor the notions
fcrence which I intended every one to of cause which he entertq^ed, or he
draw from it : viz. that it is not to be would not have so reasoned from Sir

understood in the sense which Mr.
Stewart gives to^it. Mr. Stewart is

arguing that physical causes are ** con-
tingent,” but that mathematical causes

arc “necessary;” I am controverting

this position, inasmuch as I contend,

that the only difficulty witli reject to

physical causes is the want or ability

to detect their similarity with any pre-

viously given data ; but that, could
any given cause be ascertained, its

connexion with its effects would be
necessary : whilst the necessity of
the connexion between inailTematical

results and their data only arises from^-

our being able oui selves to limit *1116

data, by which means we know that

nothing can occur to make a difrerence

in the formation of future mathematical
diagrams

; and which formations are

the true causes for all the relative pro-

portions contained in them. In ma-
thematics, therefore, as in physics, the

proposilion, viz. “ like causes are ne-

cessarily connected with like effects,”

is that which is understood to be the

first and governing proposition ; by
which means they ought to be consi-

dered as forming, what in trutli they

are, but one science— one drawn from
the bosom of that nature, whose lead-

ing principle is to exert a cause for

eveiy effect. Therefore it is that I ifay,

in the very next paragraph (p. 289;,
“ God, no doubt, may vary the laws of
nature, &c.; that is, creat#b arrange,

alter the capacities of objects, by means
adapted to those ends : but he cannot
occasion the same objects, without any
alteration supposed, to produce dis-

similar effects.'^ Now Sir Isaac New-
ton, in like manner, says, “ God may
vary the laws of nature, and make
worlds of several sorts, in different

parts of the universe; at least,.I see

nothing of contradiction in all this.”

Mr. Stewart, in quoting this passage

from Sir Isaac Newton’s tliirty-firat

a
ueiy, is arguing^hat Newton was not,

mrefore, so sure of the conclusions

Isaac Newtek’s premises ; for Sir Is&c
Newton never meant, that ifg;Avitatl^
(and, by parity of reasoning, eveiy
other caus^) were in the given data

whence Deity formed this world—or
the planetary ^stem, q£ which this

world is a part— that it could have
been a different world to what it is.

lie was as certain that like laws deter-

mined like results in physics as much
as they do in *mathematics, or al-

gebra ; but he conceived that God
• could withhold from, or give gravita-

tipn (as it pleased Him) to, the original

hard particles” of which Jie consi-
dered all tilings to be formed.-j* “ It

seems to mij,” says he, “ that* these
solid particles are moved by certain

Relive principles, such as is that of
grawty and fermentation,” Stc. “ Now,
by the help of these princi(»]es, all ma-
terial things seem to have been com-
posed of the hard and soliif particles

above mentioned. It may also be al-

lowed that God 19 able to create par-
ticles of matter, of different densities

and forces, and thereby to vary the
laws of nature, and make worlds of
several sorts, in several parts of the
universe; at least, 1 see nothing of
contrad ictioif in all this.’' Now the

notions hsre expressed tend, as I con-
ceive, to support what I have said on
caijse, in my essay on Mathematical
ami Physical 7nduction.X How, then,

should I suppose it “puerile” and
unphilosophical ? It is only Mr.
Stewart’s comment to which 1 object,

and which I consider as arising from
some mistaken* notions concerning
causation.

But, to conclude, 1 trust that I have
succeeded in shewing, in these pages,

that there is no inconsistency in exten-

sion folding inextended qualities of a
higher nature thai| itself. Mysterious
this subject mast ever be, for two rea-

sons ; the is, that from the very
stretch of tlie fancy towards infinite

qualities of a like kind^to those which

P

* Sc# Essay on the Similarity between Mathematical and Physical Induction,

*71. .
*

t See Sir Isaac Newton’s Optics, p. 376. t SetyEssays, p. 871.
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are finite, the mind is overpowered by
its own exertion, although there be no
inconsistency in its endeavour; and
the other is, that the mind strives, if

pcffisibic, to find, the very essences of
thin^ fron^ the bare comparison of the

relations of its ideas : for, although we
b^philosophers enough t^ know it is

impossible to do 80, WG are for ever

endeavouring to catch at, and yet for

ever disappointed at not meeting with,

those essences.

Mr. Feam’s doctrjne pretends to

find the essence of muid in its exten-

sion ; mine pretends no more than to

find the one essence, viz. conscious-

ness~to observe the mutual relations

included in its varieties—to define and

name thPm accbidingly—to be content

that, b£ careful observation, I can

know so much more thar what at first

sight I might seem capable of—and,

finally, to be resigned to whatever

degree of iterance my very nature

renders inevitable. Of one thing I am
certain, that if by an attempt to be
consistent and clear'/ I felt* that I was

running the risk of lessening the sub-

limity of that beautiful and mysterious

truth, that there is an ever-present

existing Deity, 1 would not venture

upon the discussion of the subject,

even if 1 conceived that a full expla-

nation of it were within the scope of

my iutcllcclual powers.

Mary Shepurrd.

V MISS PirSON.

The prettiest mouth that man could wish to lay his longing lips on
Is that belonging to the sweet and 'innocent Miss l*ipson,

O ! when she goes along the street, the wink she often tips one,
Which makes me feel confounded queer,— the cunning \Nag Miss Pipsoii.

And when the snow-white French kid glove her pretty hand she slips on,
She seems the very queen of love,—tlie beautiful Miss Pipson.
She is the lawfu] daughter of her father's father's rib's son,
And thus you have the pedigree of elegant Miss Pipson.
She is so fiill behind, you'd swear that she had got fiilse hips on

;

And yet no bmtle doth she wear,— magnificent Miss Pipson.
She sings and dtinces vastly well; and when the lloor she skips on,
You see at once she doth excel,— the niinble-limb'd Miss Pipson.
Tis dangerous to apjvoach too near her fingers, for she grips one,
And puts the soul in bodili/ firar,—the cruel minx, Miss Pipson.
But yet you can't object,' although in terror she so dips one

;

You rather glory in each blow received from fair Miss Pipson,
Pain from her hundsino more iZ pain ; and even when she nips one.
You cannot, for your soul, complain,—the cruejj sweet Miss Pipson.
'Tis said she carries things so high, that sometimes e’en she whips one;
But that, I guess, is “ all my eye,*'— adorable Miss Pipson.
At all events, she tips, and grips, and dips, and nips, and trips one

;

And therefore I’ll have nought to do with beautiml Miss Pipson 1
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Neahly tfi? same kind of testimony pretenders, whether so-called geniuses

as that borne by George Ilardynge to

the poetical talents of the late Sir

Pepper Arden, might be applied to

the annual exhibitions of paintings in

London. .« 1 h\ve perused this ode,"

says tlie critic, “ and find it containetli

eight hundred and forty-seven words,

two thousand one hundred and four

syllables, four thousand three hundred

and forty-four letters; it is therefore

my opinion, that said ode is a good

and complete title to all those fees,

lionours, perquisites, emoluments, and

gratuities, usually annexed, adjunct to,

and dependent on, the office of poet-

laureate, late in the occupatiop of W.
Whitehead, Esq., defunct."* In like . , .

manner may we observe, there are so Vfosterous and extravagant. Encou-

many portraits, so many other ilvnt^ 'ragement towards^ the spiRious, the

or not, who take up with it as they
would with any other genteel profes-

sion—making it the miAns of their

existence, not the object of their Ui^s

;

and chiefiyffstudying that jnawi-"*

lacture be marketable, and how they

may find customers for it. Of a cer-

tainty, hov^ever such persons may stand

up for the respectability of the profes-

sion and for it/ interests, in the more
popular sense of the term, they have

either little conception of, or little re-

gard for, the interests of art itself. On
every occasion are they ready to adapt

themselves to the taste of the public,

be it ever so vitiated, and to comply

with its humours, be they ever so pre-

ings, ininiature.s, drawings, and Works

of architecture and sculpture, this sea-

son at Somerset House.

That painting, and other branches

of art, afford respcctulde occupation to

hundreds, we can readily believe, ha-

ving indubitable proof of it in the

number of works we observe, display-

ing neither the talent which may dis-

pense with studious application, nor

the degree of study which may supply

the deficiencies of natural talent; nor,

again, any of thiit earnest devotion for

art which spontaneously overflows, and

compels a man to give vent to his feel-

ings upon canvass, with hearty good-

will. Hence arc? we morally assured,

that their authors -have had no other

call to enrol themselves among the

votaries—^not uiifreqwently the victims

—of art, than from that mufitnier arlium

of whom'Peisius has made mention.

Of the “pains-taking," then, we dis-

cover but very little ; of th^ painfully

produced, on the contrary,
^

more than

we desire to behold— tliat is, of works

achieved by mere dint of labour, wiih-

oqt any thing deserving to be called

study. Neither is the case materially

improved, ifwe discern a self-siffficient

carelessness and coxcombical conceit

OR the part of the painter, which are

hardly less offensive than if he were to

tell us, in plain terms, “ I could pro-

duce something for better an’ I would

;

but this will do quite well enough for

abortive, the merely specious, ^hewy
and arli^iaf^ is rather to be deprecated

as injurious in its results, both as add-

ing an incentive to mediocrity, and as

beslowing elsewhere what should be

the reward of well-direrte*d energy

—

of faithfully-applied talent. •Much as

the public may err in the mode in

which it bestows,its patronage, we do
not think, that, upon the whole, nig-

gardliness can be laid to its clun-gc, or

that it can be accused of being un-

duly fastidious, when we find that so

many productions, of very (piestion-

able merit, meet with purchasers.

Every one, indeed, is not of our way
of thinking ;

there being many who
affect to sneer at the preference shewn

f(rf the old wiasters, which they decry

as illiberal and unpatriotic. So far as

sqpli preference is founded merely

upon lashion, and a blind reverence

to names, independent of the intrinsic

worth of the subject itself, it is un-

doubtedly absurd enough; but there

are ample grounds for it, as a general

principle, to be traced in the average

quality of the two classes of produc-

tions. Unless a man can purchase

the Choicest works of modern pencils,

he may very weU stand excused for

not filling his rooms with what has

neither real nor nominal value to ik*

commend it.

Let us not here be t&xed with enter-

taining low and sordid ideas of art, for

hinting that, the latter ca« .^eably

art w.^ humbly conceive, a very dif- * l>*Ye any weight , because, tojk aa lo^W kfiair ftom eucoutaging Jl the as we will, there ever will be a magic
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influence in a well-established repu- entirely jandesnfable, result of that

tation, that, where, other merits are greater tmiliarity witli works of art

nicely poj^ed, will turn the balance, now pre'hiiling. If peo^e begin to

To say that the world ought not to be somewhat more fastidious, it is no

suffer itself to be so influenced, is very more than what might be expected

much like saying; that opinion ought from the supply with which they are

to stand fcH* nothing, and that, too, constantly furnished ; and the more
in ^patters where it must necessarily their taste is refined, the less 'lenient

e very great deal! Even in will they become towards mediocrity,

poetry, opinion koines in as a consi- For our part, we see no very great

derable creditor upon us, for the share harm likely to ensue from this—cer-

it contributes towards our Siitisfaction. tainly, no great cause to dread ovcr-

Deprive a man of the consciousness refinement, for some time to come

;

that he is pemsing A work handed since, if taste does not seem to pro-

down with the accumulated fame of gross in proportion to the opportu-

ages, and even the ‘Male of Troy di- nities aflbrdea for viewing the produc-

vine” itself will, by being divested of tions of the pencil, this may be ac-

its hab glory, lose something df its counted for by the very means resorted

charm ; whereas, now a host of pre- to for furnishing those opportunities,

judgments come to the aid of inaivi- Annual exhibitions are quite as much
dual feeling and taste. Ilow much more calculated to create a hankering after

is this kind of extrinsic value likely td r*l^ere^ novelty, and to give rise to a
operate with respect to the purchase of habit of hasty and superficial exaini-

works, the mere possession of which nation, as to induce attentive study

would afford comparatively little grati- of what is most deserving. More par-

fication, taken abstractedly from the ticularly will such be the case when no
opinion in which they are held by* line is drawn—no standard ofeligibility

othem ? Whether it be right or wrdhg, established, but it is considered indis-

such is ever, more or less, the case
;

pensable to cover the walls from top

and therefore it is useless to say, tliat to bottom-^array them en cap-^-fic—if

an equal degree of merit ought to possible with good paintings, if not,

insure to a living aftist precisdy the with such as are to be had. Nothing
same reverential respect as to one who like margin is allowed ; for, it should

lived two or three hundred years ago. soem, an exhibition is expected to be a
If a painter has but vogue and cele- dense crowd of frames and canvasses,

brity now, with a quantum suff, of pa- wedged together as their forms and
tronage—which, being interpreted into dimensions will best permit, without

our vernacular tungue, means employ- any regard to arrangement, except that

ment and good prices—he ought to be certain places are provided for the

tolerably well coutented, and must privileged and for sdme of the stars;

draw upon his imagination for afler- \ihilst the rest arc looked upon as so

fame. If he be not dead and aliveW many ciphers, valueless in themselves,

the same time, surely the world is not yet addiiig^mportance to the significant

to blame for that ; as little, too, does figures—a very fallacious kind of arith-

it deserve to be abused for not con- raetic, because, in such cases, the ci-

ceding to what is quite new the very phers are npt only useless, but actually

same kind of respectfol homage which depreciatilig. Rather does the majority

must be earned by length of time alone, of inferior works tend to “ swamp ” the

Of late, it is true, matters have put on entire assemblage, and to leave an
rather a different aspect ; and now that impression of disappointment on the

people are seized with a mania for spectator, in spite of the satisfaction

bran-new " Brummagem’’ coni^itu- be has derived from such as are really

tions, we do not see why bran-new meritorious. To be contemplated as
reputation, and spfok-^nd-span new it deserves, a picture requires -its own
pictures, should not be preferred as atmosphere— to be viewed apart from
such, and as “ keeping ^albe with in- other subjects. Thia is quite out of
creased intelligence.^’ the question in a place where it is

TKsiq^is ond circumstance which is almost impossible to look at an^ one
not sul&iently taken into consideration piec*e from a proper distance, withoat
bjjr who rail at want of enthu- taking in a glimpse of soipe half-dozen

part of the public, al- others. Hence, too, it frequently hap^
Wlfa natural, and not pens, that tnatiy a painting, vdiich pro-
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mised well ^otigh in' the artftt*8 own ancient Greece, and, comparatively
studio, is quite overpowered And .lost speaking, we may almost add aneteni
when btough|^into contact wim otliers, Italy, where art was at once .popular
whose very &ults and ambitious vices and dignified. There, patriotic and re-

cause it to be altogether overlooked, or ligious feeling—not the patriotism of.

else to appear deficient in spirit, cold, modern reformers, of whose religions

and tame. Unless it be very conspi- feeling it would be mere irftiy to speak
cuous, from its size or situation, in —conspired to elevate the minds even
order to obtain no\ice in the exhibition- of the least-lducated classes^an(^rtSP••

room, a picture must have something dered them open to the impressions of
that will catch the eye at once, no loftier natures. Then there was rever-

matter whether that quality be attained eoce for the elevated, the noble. Our
by the sacrifice of more valuable ones or modern reformers. On th^ contrary, of
not. Even those spectators who do pos- all classes, rcver^ce nothing—not even
sess discrimination do not always exer- themselves. No sympathy have they
cise it, their attention being distracted with aught that is generous in feeling-

by such a multiplicity of objects ; while or dignified in sentiment
; and what-

tliose, likewise, who are really attached ever is not decidedly in unisotf with
to art for its own sake, are apt to feel their sympathies, that do they sullenly

palled and sated by over-abuvsdancc, ihate. Of our present i//M/»iiiafi,news-

iinless they check their curiosity, and papers and caricatures constitute almost
examine only a few pieces at pch ^Inclusively their whole of literature and
visit.

* ^ of art
; and these, again, are popular

If we seem to take a somewhaf un- in proportion as they are brutal and
favourable view of tlie case, it is be- ferocious? Unless something occur to

cause we would see these things better interpose a timely check to our present

managed, as they eiisily might be, and \innatural position, the million will, ere

are also desirous of pointing out those lon^, be the principal if upt the sole

drawbacks, which, whether inevitable arbitei’s in all matters of taste—with

or not, certainly do countenipt much of what result wc may partly jiftlge, from
the advantage that might otherwise re- the present contemptible state of the

suit both to artists and the public from drama, especially at those theatres

similar institutions. In art, as well as where the mobility hold the sway, and
in literaturc, the hand multa^ partly from the corrupt tone and viiiat-

is a safe and praiseworthy maxim, al- er] feeling which have already intro-

though one least of all in accordance duced themselves into a considerable

with ibe spirit and temper of the pre- portion of the literature of the day.

sent age, which may not im|)roperly Neither has <irt escaped the baleful in-

be termed the age of hurry, when fluence. .As regaids the latter, indeed,

every man is expected to be conversant we do not pretend to say that any se-

with every thing, and must cons<?- rims mischief has been occasioned by
quently travel post-haste through the thi frivolous %nd degenerate character

entire and continually-exter^ing cycle it so fi^upntly exhibits, as it operates

of the omne scibile. People give tliem- less directly iqmn society, and the ill

selves no time to investigate or examine consequences are chiefly of a negative

—to dwell upon any thing. Another kind ; but they are not therefore less

very injurious circumstance, regards injurious as coiftems the advance of

the character both of literature and art, art itself, robbing it of that esteem

is, tliat now-a-days every thing must be which is no less indispensable (or its

for tlie people”—the million. Con- prosperity than for its dignity. While
sidered in itself, this might seem rather the sterling in art is not to be achieved

a matter for congratulation than tlie witl^put sincere feeling, united to un«

contrary; but, unfortunately, instead of wearied application, mushroom popu-

educating themselves up to the level of larity is of easy Attainment; no won-
literature and art, tlie people demand der, theiofore, that so many appear

that both sink ^own to the level of quite satisfied to aim only at the latter;

their taste and comprehension ; and of That incessant craving after (tosh

the complaisance which is rea^y to excitement which is so maniiestly one
accede to, or even prevent such a de- of the symptoms of the public mind,

mend, we might> point out numerous and thq feverish restlessness it betrays,

instanfts of most fearful import. Let are by no foeans propitious te intelleo

us not be reminded of the cAuimples of tual exceltej^, and, should diey con-
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tinue to prevail, can be litUe less than
filial ia tbeir consequences. Seasons

of political change and agitation have,

indeed, gc^rally been marked by
something like a corresponding mental
activity in t^e ^bosepunuits are ofa
more peaceable nature, and who seem
toMiave then received an additional

^Rirpuleetfsom without, dii^ing their

Uioughts and powers into newer chan-
nels. Yet, whether it be that^there exist

no longer, as formerly, any paths for

genius which have dot already been ex-

plored,or that the actuif. state ofsociety,
in many respects quite unprecedented,
contains within itself powerful coun-
teracting causes, there is certainly little

promise at present of erthe/ art or lite-

rature acquiring renewed impetus from
the course of passing events. Rather
might we say, there is a frivolous

energy afloat, whose very activity prog-?^

nosticates nc.ther moral nor intellec-*

tual strength. We almost seem to live

from hand to mouth ; ana subli is the
unhealthy atmosphere of our literature

just at present, that the mental food^

which is cpnsidered palatable in^'the

morning is rejected as carrion ere night

r—the wofk that, a “ little month” ago,
was extolled as a paragon ofexcellence,
^Uhe admired of all admirers,” is flung

aside as obsolete ; nor can it, after that,

obtain a parsing notice from the most
goed-natured critic. Should there hap-
pen to be the slightest pause or relaxa-

tion on the part of authors and artists,

it is bewailed as a subject 4br deep re-

gret; whereas the real fact js, books
are produced so fast, that even were
they all deserving of being read, nine-

tenths of them could riefer find read-

ers—no, not if people did nothing else

than read all day long ; except, indeed,

we should agree to consign to the tomb
eveiy previous generation of literature— to fling ShakespefifC after the last

new farce, and Fielding afler the last

new novel. With works of the pencil

the ca.*ie stands somewhat differently,

because, being autograph productions,

th^ cannot possibly multiply in^any
thing like the same ratio as the off-

spring of the press.* Rut, halt ! We
lave reached tne second landing-place

ofthe staircase at Somerset*! louse, and
must therefore put a full stop, to those

idM^xv cogitations in which we have
bp^lig^ during our ascent. Let not
Ipfleader be surprised at their length;

'mo^if it was possible fb| Mahomet
bold *a long conversatipa adth the

angel Ghl^l b^fine alt the water had
run out tfan overthrown^ pitcher, it is

surely not impossible foj^ us to have
revolved these thoughts in our mind
while ascending fipm the foot of die
staircase to the door of the library.

Before we mount higher, let us take
a peep into this apartment not to

kx>k at the paintings^Ifor they ate hung
up here m^ly to be out of the way^
but to examine some of the architec-
tural drawings, dr, mther, to report the
result of our examination ; and had we
begun at the beginning, and attempted
to go throi^h them all, catalogue ih

hand, we think we should have retreat-

ed again almost before we had fairly

crossed the threshold— recoiling from
the scarecrow Design for a Churchy
No. 971, which comes upon us like

some dismal reminiscence from that

^magpzine of horrors yclepgd the Build--

cr'i *Magazine. Nay, we are not quite
sure* whether Gandy's Idea (f the
Staircase leading to the Gates of' Hea-
ven would have tempted us onward.
Undoubtedly, it is quite unlike any
earthly staircase, and may therefore be
a heavenly one; but if intended to

illustrate Milton’s poetical description,

and to represent to the eye what ho has
adumbrated forth to the imagination,
we think it an egregious failure. We
should be the very last to quarrel with
any artist for attempting to render ar-

chitecture poetical— which, Heaven
knows ! most architectscontrive to keep
as close to plain prose as possible—still,

wc would have him first well consider
in what the true poetTy of that art con-
jJists. Picturesque cflect is certainly
one indispensable requisite, although
it may be the only one. But of
the picturesque we can here discover
very little, and of creative imagination
still less. People are apt to fancy such
things extraordinary, and that they
require exlraoidinary talent, because
they are uncommon

; whereas they may
be produced at the cost of a very little

fancy, and with far less study than de-
signs where the architect is tied down
to realities. Notwithstanding that Mr.
Gandy has obtained some reputation
for his performances in this way, we
do not think that hisjfbr^e lies in it—
at least, we have generally found him
mo^ poetical in those kind ofsubjects
wliere we can compare him more witb
other persons. In such comnositions
as the present and No. 1025, td which
we may add his drawing of Pandemo-
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nhim, m last-'year's eithibitionl we very seems to have called ibfth aif the
much >^ue8(iofi Aether he-isj^fectly mediocrity and the collective bad taste

intelligible himself— to iJ he cer- the profession could siipplyv Hardly
tainly is not^ for there is much that is is there a single new idea to be met
sadly puzzling in with in any one of them ; nor are old

Sir John Soane still lingers upon the ideas put into a better sliape than what
field, no one, we presume, caring to we are accustomed to behold:. We
hint to him wbat^Gil Bias ventured to admit, however, that it was rathef a

^

do to the^Archbvhop of Grenada, or new idea, dnd a pretty

to remind him of the Horatian tempus for any one at this time of day to copy;
abire tibi. Like many other teachers, verbatim ei literatim, the Tonic stoiy of
the Professor of Architecture contra- the front of Whitehall Chapel, and to

diets by his example what be rccom- make what he thus borrowed by whole-
mends by his precepts. It is hardly sale the most Conspicuous part of his

possible for any one to be more un- design. As it is merely a shadowed
equal than he is ; for while in some of drawing, we took it at first for a print

his works he exhibits inventive fancy out of some antiquated architectural

tempered by sobriety of taste, in others publication, ndt imagining that any
he evinces a singular disposition for one would attempt to revive a stylo

tlie vulgar and paltry. One •of his now justly exploded, or recur to that

performances this year (No. 1006) is vicious system which of late years we
so abominable, that we might alpios}, been so strenuously lalgiuring to

imagine it was intended to illustAite overthrow, and which it was to be
and confirm that essay on Bteotiaa hoped had by this time receii^l its

Architecture, which the knight took so amp de ^ace- Were the preceding

much in dudgeon some time ago, and jnstance a solitary one, we might laugh

for which he brought his .action against at i^as an insane and ridiculous freak

;

anotlier Knight— namely, the pub- but when we observe ‘various other

lisher. It is, in architecture, the same indications of a similarly retrograde

kind of monstrous thing that Turner's taste, the matter assumes a more seriou^#

Jessica, Vilnte, and Medea, arc in aspect. Strange misgivings come across

]minting; and although such men can us; we almost fancy that architecture

aflPoi'd to let us laugh at their absurdi- is about to be ** reformed"— that is,

ties, it is to be regretted that they revolutionised, and that we are on a
should so abuse their talents, and aflbrd sudden going to undo all that our

an opportunity for blundering ignorance various researches in Greece have
to exult over their fiituity, or to shelter hitherto effected. Well may we so

itself under their example and audio- think, when* we look at the Design

rity. Should our remarks appear some- J'or a National Gal/erp, by J. E. Hunt;
what harsh towards Sir John Soatie, No. 083. Besides having the air of

we mustjustify ourselves by observing, beUg any thing rather than what it

that the treatment he receives from us professes to De intended for, since it

is positive kindness compare^ with that looks far more like a hospital or

he has this year experienced at the barrack than a gallery for the recep-'

hands of the Professor ofArchitecture : lion of works of art, the style is,

— it is little short of a |ii^fessioual throughout, that which prevailed in

murder. France towards Die middle of the last

Of the good there is this season less century,— a multiplicity of large win*,

than ordinary, and even of that there is dows, diminutive columns, one insig-

Uttle particularly striking; while of the nificant order placed over the other,

«

bad tnere is more than the usual pro- coupled columns beneath trifling yet

portion. We had hoped thaf^ the heavy pediments, the same arrange
competition for the building of Fish- incnt en pavilions diat is characteristic

mongers’ Hall would have put our of that style ofi^ French," and a centre-

architects upon their mettle, and have of most m^gre, insignificant aspect

drawn forth sottie designs of superior compared with the entire elevation*

itttraction. Judging from those which Mr. Cockerell is a trai||elled architect,

have been sent to the Academy, which, one who has certainly contributed a
it may reasonably be presumed; are not good deal towards our acquaintanae

the veiv worst that were submitted to .with segerd important monumeiits ol

the Fislmongers’ Company, we should antiquity ; Ve should ' have chpeehred^

say that' the opportunity thus offered ther^om, ih^ be would have been oiie
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of the last to fitll into vulgar extras

vagancies» cnt to be infected with the

generid epidemic that, in consequence,

we presome, of some unusual malaria

in the atmosphere of art, as well as

polkics, seems toliave seized so many
atchitec.ts wi2hin the last twelvemonths.

Instead of Ais, he stands here a very
' Unfi^d^fous offender. He has actually

endeavoured to stitch the tawdry frip-

pery, the &ntastie, flimsy flnery, of a

Parisian cafd, upon the propot.ions and

s^le of Agrigqntine aichitectuie. His

tire Office in the StranV exhibits more

inconsistency ofcharacter than Hercules

with his distaff, since it looks far moie

like a Hercules tricked out by a mil-

liner, ^ith his brawny limbs bedizened

with gauzes and ribands. Ifwe strongly

suspected it before, ure are now certain

that something more than measuring

the antique, and a professional or lite-v

razy study of it, is requisite for im-
‘

bibingeits true relish, and enabling the

architect to be ever faithful to As spirit,

although he may not adhere to the

express letter of its laws. It spite,*

therefore, of his lucubrations, we leel

convinced that Mr. Cockerell has very

little real Section for, or true under-

standing of, Grecian architecture, else

would he never have produced any

thing so outrageously preposterous as

he has here done.

After this, it is with unfeigned de-

light that we turn either to Mr. Barry's

charminff Uetign Jor the Birmingfiam

Town Sallj or Mr. Scandrett’s Pom-
peian Fragments. The former, of these.

No. 982, is treated with more than

ordinary classical feeling, at the same

time that there is no affectation of ultfa-

Giecism about it—'nothing for which

we can go to any individual model,

either as regards the general scheme

or the details. The purut$ will perhaps

object to it, that the older itself, which

is almost their exclusive test .of classi-

cal taste, resembles no precise example

of antiquity— is perhaps more Bomaii

than Grecian. It may be so ; yet, if

Italy has furbished the materials^ the

mnt and taste we here discover are

teived from Greech, and transfused

into them the power of a congeal
mind. It has been remaBced ttfHis,

that • the basement upon which the

pca^CO is elevated is no improvement

lO'lSeijQOiiiiMsition. So for from being

raraion—which, at ^y rale,

^awireiypeicritiGal-—wf thuik Uiat

m^tlds very fSsature is to a^ribied a

consideral lie dej^ree of its onginality

and digi^y. Iiis. hgsem^t—^or we
might m|ra properly style it terrsu^,.

on which die porticp rest^as the.ofher

term is apt to convey an idea of some-'

thing veiy different'from what we see

here—is nobly conceived, broad, mas-;-

sive, simple, powerful in picture^ue
effect, and most ingqiflousiy^contrlved-

to increase the variety of the whole,
without violating its symmetry or uniu,
by being extended laterally beyond the

portico itself. In our opinion, too, so
far from losing any of its dignity, a
portico rising from a sub.structure of
nearly solid masonry, as is here the

case, acquires something of that im-
posing aspect which is derived from,

similar elevation produced by actual

site; apd it has been universally re-

marked bow careful the Greeks weie
to select for their temples an elevated

tuition— the brow of some hill or

promontory—and
.

how much of the

general beauty of such structures is to

be attributed to that single circum-

stance. The other subject we have
mentioned. No. 996, is, although a
mere collection of various pieces of
architectural embellishments, Quite a
picture in 'itself, full of truth and.

feeling. It affords, moreover, a most
satisfactory and delightful proofof what
may be achieved in the way of archi-

tectural decoration, by colour as well

as form. The Fragments here selected

are in a far better taste than most of the

remains of Pompeian architecture and
embellishment; and a discreet appli-

cation of them would contribute very

much to impart that variety and fes-

tive character to modern architecture,

of which the severer style of Greek
temples, dnd other public structures,

does not sufficiently supply us with

extant examples. Wh^, we ask, was
this beaiftiVul subject' hung so low,

when it is far more worth an attentive

examination than most of those which
ate placed more conveniently for in-

spection ? We may nearly repeat, this

S
uestion in regard to Mr. Beutv’s

esign*, which certainly deserve^ to ou,
** upon the line.” llad Nq. 9.79,

Mr. NichoU’s Design for a
been hung more upon a level with the

eye, we should have been better

to do it justice ; for, unless the distance'

at, which it, is now yiewed rat^r<.

foyourahile ifo' t|^. ofbennse, ijt .iil

one of the ve^ few ‘ attempts ja
tlie Gredavi. style 'we.hera meel ^ith. .
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To say thfe thiili, that iityld seems to
be goiiit^ quite down ; at l^st, if our
exhibitions afford any criterion for

estimating me favour with which any
particular branch ^of art is regarded.

Nearly all the designs for private

mansions, and for many other build-

ings, are according to different varieties

of the Gothic styl«. Even Messrs. In-
wood have abandoned their favourite

and usual walk of art, and given us
a specimen ofold English architecture,

in their Oemn for the Westminster
Hospital, ana certainly a for more
satisfactory one than their Somers
Town Chapel. We cannot now stop

to particularise cithelr this or any other

drawings, further than to point out
those by the elder and junior Buckler,

especially that portion ofCostessy Hall
which is this year exhibited by the

latter; lUilton's Designforthe Ma^sioff^

at RandnU Park, No. 973 ; Deeridg’s

New lA)dge at Burleigh, No. ^81 ;

KendalKs Chapel for the General Ct-
metery Company; and two drawings

(1100 and 1107) by Loat. We must
stop, however, to remark that it is

strange there should invariably be so

exceedingly few designs of that class

which allow more scope to invention

and variety than almost any other

species of architectural composition,

—

we mean interim's. A\'e feel this defi-

ciency the more, because such subjects

are necessarily less accessible in them-
selves ; and even where access can be
obtained, it is'not always under circum-

stances that will permit us to bestow on
them a leisurely exsimination ; neither

are there many publications, or rather

there are hardly any at all, which fur-

nish us with examples of interior archi-

tecture. The only two specimens in

the eidiibition this year are, Phe Hall

of the Law Institution, and^Ac £n-
trance Hall at Jnce; the former by
Vulliamy, the latter by Gandy.

Ifwe have been compelled to pass

over some productions that might be
fo;vourably noticed, we have also passed

over a ' larger number of others which
could not have been spoken of without
leaving a stronger impression of the

inferiority of the present architectural

exhibition than ' even what we have

alr^y said.

We are now in the ante-room, vrith

the fvtt-length portrait of Duke of
Wellington dii^tly facing us. ' There

'

he sfom, undaunted and dauntless,

ieefhingly wrapped up in tlie stoicism

of that conscious inte^ity of purpose
which renders him unmoved by the

eivium oi-dor pravajubentiu/tt, and in-:

sensible either to raggamuffin^ebuse,
or to the threats apd predictions
assassination. We could^ish, indeed,l»

that the resemblance bad not been
carried quite so far;—not that *w

g^
wish it les& like his Grace,*buMttnl?
it might have been an advantage had
it been rather more unlike' some of the
previous portraits of him. It would
not, peibaps, have been amiss had
Mr. Ilobinson^made him ‘‘stand at

ease” a* little more, and put him in a
less formal attitude. As the painting;

however, is intended for the yniled
Service Club,*it was doubless consi-

dered advisable to preserve its military

• air as much as possible.—For what club
mr for what “ service ” the full-length

^/portrait over liie opposite iU>or is in-

tended, is beyond uur powers of divi-

nation to guws. We can only s9y that

it almos! scared us out of our pro-

prieties. We request the reader to

figure to himself a tall green gonn,
and a long, very long ^rite apron,

both being part and parcel of a gawky
female may-pole, standing bolt uprightfl

with her arms hanging down by her

side with most cxbmfdaiy attention id
symmetry—in short, quite a “ sampler”
pattern of primness and formality—he
will then be able to form some fitliit

idea ofthe overgrown piece ofabsurdity,
No. 431, A Girl of Chrisfs Hospital

School, late head mhnitress. \Vhat ren-<

ders this piece still more extraordinary

is, that it is painted by one of the

assi^ciates of tlie Academy. Of the

artist himself we know nothing, either

by report or otherwise— certainly not

by %ny celebrity attached to his name,
and yet, somehow or other, it has made
an impression uDon ns ; for, of latd

years, we have sumost invariably ob^
served a frame containing a plate of
“oranges”—there is actually one iif

this very exhibition— and on turning
to the catalogue, have uniformly found
theorange-merchant's nametobe Oliver.'

Now, although we^have no particular

objection to subjects of “ still-life,” ivd

do n||< thinly that orange^ and ^^ntits/*

in ^wch the associate is also a deal^i^

are by any means the most attractive

articles that could be chosen for such
mere'inlitative painting, where
pect tlia%eitoer the intrinsic 'of

what is thus Kpreaetited ,
dr thiLamil^

and deoapriva skill with '.which it
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rgprewQted, shall in some degree sup-

ply that interest to the eye which the

mind musfr forego. Nevertheless, little

liking as we have for his portraits of
olives, we prefer ttiem to Mr. Granger’s
other poctraila,especially those ofladies.

Besides Ms ‘^head monitress/' he has

cteBr “ ladies,” not one ofwhom, how-
iev®^^®lsiE«ded our attention*except her

of No. 422. This young lady, in fact,

cannot very well escape attention ; for

no sooner do you catch a glimpse of
her, than you &ncy you hear the loud,

hearty horse-laugh that issues,from a
mourn furnished with a most formidable
set of teeth—a mouth able to swallow
the largest orange entire, and teeth able

to cnck not only " walnilts,” butcocoa-
nuts. The two lines in the catalogue

inform us that this Kuphrosyne is about *

to go to a masquerade ; otherwise thp
^

mask in hor hand would induce us to^
suppose that she either now was at, or

had Ifoen at one, and tbit her rude,

boisterous mirth was to be attributed

not to want of native modesty, but the^

potency of Charley Wright’s clvtm-
pagne, and* her incautious indulgence
in the intoxicating juice. We own that

pictuie is mirth-exciting enough

;

but, then, who pays for the fun,— the

young lady,” thd painter, or tlie

Academy ?—they must settle the reck-

ouing between them as well as they
can. Wc should certainly be better

pleased if the Academy would give

us better pictures ; but if they do not

care to do so, we must e’eu make
the best of a bad bargain | and we
have this consolation on our side, that

bad pictures, like bad puns, sljn^e

nearly as well as ver^ good ones;
at least, they answer our purpose better

than those frigid pieces of propriety,

which it is impossible to recommend
for any particular beauty, and not very

. easy to censure for any decided foult.
There are veiy few things in ; this

. room that would place us iu the

awkward predicament we ^jgve just

alluded to— still fewer in' regard to

which commendation would extricate

us from it.- We fopl no demand upon
usi for it in behalf of Mr. Brockedon’s
JBurfo/ ofSk*J6hn MooreJ^4lO)f^ich
is to us an offensively disagreeal^sub-
ject| renderedifnore repulsive than there

vvai^jny necessity for doing. Neither

Jjl^ditbe artist seem to have felt himself

in it: the compMiti^ is poor
:of^expression, uie •flouring

Hgipal au^^loomy enough^; yet it

contribumi-notbingfow^s the poetical

sentiment^e look for in such a scen^.

This perfohnance will nothing to

Mr. B.’8 reputation, who is capable of

doing better thin^^ Amon^the few
attempts at histoncm and poetical com-
position in this room, are Nos. 427, 435.

The former of them, Qthdh and De»*

demma, by Leahy, certainly does not

shew us the two personages who in-

terest us so much in Shakespeare. All

we can say is, that there is a black man
and white woman—both of them, in

fact, perfectly free from any emotion
likely to betray either the purpose of

the one, or the sud^nly-excited appre-

hension of the other. We wonder any
man should attempt a subject requiring

deep feeling, and a thorough acquaint-

ance with the effects of die passions

,

on the Ifaman countenance and frame,

^ithput having previously applied his

attdation to that most difficult and
so seldom mastered province of the

painter's art—more especially a scene

where all depends upon this single

quality, unless he can in some degree

conceM his inability here by a display of

power in other respects, and tolerably

well describe by attitude alone what
he cannot portmy by the workings of

the mind upon the features. Hide the

figure of Othello, and we merely see a
lady sittingup in bed very composedly

;

and our only concern for her is lest she

should catch cold. No. 435 is called

the HeveU of Bacchus arid Ariadne.

The revelry, however, Eeppejurs to be
all on the part of Ariadne and some
otfier figures, for Bacchus is not parti-

cularly jolly ” on this occasion, either

in person or in air. There is nodiing

joyous iiv his physiognomy—no indi-

cations of a lively sanguine tempera-

ment in this sedate and not particularly

graceful ^gure. It is, indeed, termed
in the catalogue only a ** sketch still,

as a finished ” one, fully developes,

we presume, the painter’s intentions.

Looking at it altogether, we rather con-^

jecture that it is chiefly desired to be
a forvible piece ofcolouringm the style

of the Venetian school. The colour-

ing, in fact, is brilliant enough; but
Mr. Leijgh does not seem to have
looked for it in nature, but iu old

pictures. Hence his work has a forced,

artificial air, and displays rather the

power of a slulfiil adapter than un-
affected strength. ^

*

Lest it should be thought that we
are pre&termined to be satisfied with
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nothing in this room, wefwill no\(r louring. Neither must we pass by
turn to 455, Aajfhg FingaV^ Cave, by M'Clise’s Puck disenchanting Bottom
Turner, wb^h transports us at once to (464), a work of great merit and pro-
a scene where solitude is enthroned in mise. Bottom himself is remarkably
grandei^ and wh^ the very elements clever and spirited r~ solid flesh and
seem to^ieathe a poetry that may be blood ; which may also^although not
felt, if not heard. Light is faintly con* quite in so favourable a sense, be ob*
tending with dajfknessy as the sun, now served of^the fairies, for thevw^lA.^
nearly btuied in the agitated waters, have been more in charact^MroThey
difiuses a palpable obscurity over them, seemed less substantial.—We beg his

and indistinctly gives to view the giant pardon for not before attending to that

forms of Staffli through the shrouding demure-looking gentleman opposite,

atmosphere. All is in unison in this whose rather plebeian and cunning
fine picture, and impresses us with physiognomy might have pointed him
the sublimity of vastness and solitude, out as a reformer, even did not the

When it pleases him to do so, there is scroll in his hand shew that he is no
no one who can exhibit a greater mas- less than one of the main pillgrs and
tery in these simple, but most power- projectors of reform. Were it not that

fill elfcets, swaying the phenomena of his faqa is washed and his coat well

nature to his will, and cliciting*from its ' brushed, his lordship might be taken

uncombiiied elements alone that variety «^for some political weaver meditatingon
and depth of expression which othqjcs^'the rights of man, or some philosophi-

appear to be cither regardless or upbon- cal cobbler cogitating on the march of

scious of. On beholding, therefore, mind, iqsteftd of the march of tRe toes,

such works as this from his pencil, which brings him patients in the shape
we hardly know whether wc ought to

.
of old shoes. Surely no one would

forgive Mr. Turner his freaks, or to be sufipect these lineaments to be those of
still more angry with him for wasting a statesman and poet, exifopt they sur-

his time upon such unintelligible mise, from the inscription op the scroll

pieces of insanity as Nebuehadnexzar’s the painter has put into his hand, thft

Fieri/ Furnace (No. 355). We may as the portrait can be no other than that

well speak now of his /fa/y (No. 70), of the author of\he Heform-bill—^the

in the great room. There he has poetical contributor, par excellence, to

depicted nature in a different mood the Keepsake, Off with his head 1

— gay, yet serene. Earth seems to be so much for Lord John!’’ At least,

conscious of its loveliness, and heaven let us be ofl" from it, turn our faces due
to have arrayed it in all the glow and
glorious r^s of an atmo^here instinct

with the life of^ight. There maybe
some exaggeration and poetic licence

in the splendour of this fairy-land

creation, it is not, however, an actual

view, but is to be regarded rather as

an epitome or abstract of Italian land-

scape, where its individual charms are

concentrated and embellijfofd by die

poetry of art. The mountains and
hills gleam with varying hues, like

those of mother-of-pearl

—

** Sapphire and purple, streaked with

every blush

Of fire-Dom red.”
•

We must not, however, forget that

we are still in the ante^room ; nor roust

-we quit it withooit looking at this Por-

•trait ofR. LMurchison, £sq. President

of the Geological Society, by Philips

(Noi 457), which vouches itself to be

a fhidtful likeness, and which is as

Conspicuous for the taste Jit delays
4as' for the trudi and beauty of its co-

north, enter the presence-chamber, and
walk up— not to Sir Martin, but to

plain D;md Wilkie.

Of his Knox Preaching (No. 134),
th^re can be but one opinion as to ita

general excellence, although opinions

may vary as to particular merits. If

ndt exactly history in full dress, this

piece is assuredly a fine graphic chro-
nicle, where Ihg painter has brought
before our eyes numerous historic per-

sonages, and, as far as a single scene
would permit, stamped his canvass
with the very form and pressure of
the age’’ he records. The figure of
Kntfx is energetically characteristic of
the man. lie is«ratheT the apostle of
denunciation Riid terrors, than of bene-
vo||gice and charity. On his lips.dre

thunders that fill his auditory wim awe
—in his gestures that i^hemence which
often imposes upon hearers— some-
times upon the orator himself.

« the ofcourse, confined to the
principal igore, the others e^ly
sivelyl^^lflaying^ by their couhip-
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nalxees find .manner,- the various im- as an insifid collection of figvres^ with
pressicms and amotions his eloquence ** little dignity of pharacter/' and pul
produces; *atid some of these are finely into '' affected and made-trn postures/’

touched, especially in4he females. The So far from being at all in the tea-board

painter has had tq contend with some style, the execution js quite the reverse

aiflGulties,b£the localities and circum- of it, all the effect of highllnishing

stances of the scene ; and although we being produced with great freedom

ve|7 well see what better ar- hand and pencilling, gnd with*' appa-

ranJffllOiA^fthe-subject he could have reritly very little labour. Certain we
fixed upon, and notwithstanding that are, too, that if mere optical illusion be
he has broken the congregstion into a positive merit in art, few paintings

groups as far as it was possible, there that we have ever seen can compete
is something formal in the picture when with it in this respect, it beipg in an
we consider it abstractedly as com- extraordinary degree deceptive. As
position. This, however, is quickly little are we disposed to concur with
forgotten in the wonderful beauty of those who impute the other deficiencies

the exi;pution, and the roaster-hand and to it, since there isTconsiderable variety

feeling every part displays. Knox and of character ; nor can we discover

his pulpit w'ould of themselvci alone any of that constraint or affectation in

tell their history, and constitute an ad- the attimdes ofthe figures which keener

mirable picture. Whether this worl(
,
eyes thafi ours have detected. The

will add to Wilkie’s popularity in tiieT^' cliffepsnces arising from age, sex, indi-

same degree that it elevates him higher vidtfal character, and habit, are all

inart,1fnay, after all, be questipned. accurately discriminated, and afford

Last year Leslie did the honours of quite as much variety as is to be met
the exhibition, occupying the same, with among the members of any single

place and holding the same emin6#ice family. What more would people

that Wilkie *does now. His scene of have ? Do they expect that the diflter-

the Dinner at Page's House was, in ent individuals of a family of rank

wuth, a performance of rare merit, and should exhibit that contrast in appear-

sufficient to place him almost at the ance and manners, that clownish free-

yehey head of all who have ever attempt- dom in posture and gesture, which are

ed to illustrate Shakespeare by the to be met with in the groups of male
pencil, lie has again gone to Shake- and female gossips at a village aler

speare for a subject ; but, with the house or a country fair ? We own that

former vividly impressed on our me- the latter are more easily made into a
mory—with all its rich yet not boiste- picture, and that the subject on which
rous^ or obtrusive humour, and its Mr. Leslie has here employed his pen-

splendid colouring, we do* not feel cil is one upon which few artists would
altogether so satisfied with his Scene hai^e cared to venture ;—certainly very

Jirom the Taming the Sfyew tew have succeeded by many degrees

as we otherwise should be; for iris so well. If his sitters looked like welU
certainly clever— remarkably clever,

and spirited withal. Petruchio vdhts

his anger upon the gown so well as to

make us believe he lyis really taken a
spite against it and the unfortunate

artiste whose bandywork it is; while

Catherine certainly does not look at

all more wroth than the occasion de-

mands, and is so pretty, even in her

ill-luimonr, that ve^ few men v^uld
object to the task of taming so fiiir a

shcew. This^fsera, hSwever, is not

Mr. L.’» trump-caid in tha^exhibition:

he hasamuch larger, and, to our fancy,

a moveattiectXre performance, namely,

Grotvetwr Family* Strange

Uk^sSKthis pictare is any thira but a
some ofouvhifmer cri-

censuml ft aS' gaudily

iMStod lii'lhef*tea-bo|Ci€ ^t^,”aiid

bred pet^le of fashion, surely the

painter did not quarrel with them on
that account; if, on the contrary, he
has mades,,tkem look more like people
of fashion than they actually are, they
will hardly be very much displeased

with him. -In the accessories of the

composition, moreover— the architec-

ture and pictures forming the back-
ground, among which we distinguish

some Rubenses and Velasquezes, the

artist has been particularly happy. The
Marquis of Westminster has no reason
to repent of tlie commission he gave

‘ Mr. L. for this painting, nor has Eng-
land any cause to be dissatisfied with
America for sending us her Leslies and
Newtons^m exebange for oqr S||U»pheui-

sons^fos^ fh». niqawey^ swindim.-aiid

bankrnptsy who flee km4efiendciV€ at
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the Old BaiSleyjto the independence of
Ttokee land, and vrho are ijospitably

adopted by yankee momlilr*w our catalogue I Pshaw ! hang
thecat&l<ttuel ^l^tmatfem it whether

we steef Dy that or not amidst such a
chaos. Come, here is a bit worth look-

ing, at—history« and portraiture, still

life, and human dife, and animal life

combined. The catalogue could not
certify to us more surely than the

painter has done, that this is Sir Walter,

viz. the Walter, who requires no ad-
dition to that cognomen to distinguish

him from all the other Sir Walters that

ever have been or wilhbe. Tlic worthy

baronet does not lobk either so young
or so hale as in some portraits of him
painted not many years before this, nor
are his looks improved by tHe light

being powerfully reflected oif his face

from the paper he is reading, the affect

thus proauced being more flattering to

the artist's skill than to the sitter's £ce.

Reflections of this kind are sad tell-

truths, as, we dare-say, most ladies and
gentlemen of a “ certain age ” are very

well aware. Of antiquity here is full

a day's study for those who are curious

of it, in the shape of pistoli*, firelocks,

swo^s, keys, and such odd matters

;

and, lo I on the mantel-piece is a bit

of a living antiquarian— a bit of

Johnny Britton himself, in the sha[>e

of his bust of Shakespeare. In this

charming little picture (No. 165), which

places the study at Abbotsford and its

master actually before us, Allan's {)en-

cil is as forcible^and graphic as the

pen of Sir Walter himself^ and, Ak^
that, has conferred a certain indefin-

able charm upon the matter-of-fact

things it touches. We thinli^ too, that

in this subject he treads very closely

indeed upon Wilkie’s heels ; nay, we
even question whether the l&t|er would
have made more of it, or executed it

Ik^er. No. 28, by the same. The Fair

Maid rf Perthy is a very agreeable

picture, but byno means so interesting

as tlm preceding.

We need not turn to our catalogue

for the name of the painter who has

given us that wanton bevy of nvmphs
and boys, in that gaily aydonied bark,

Mahted V^dtlt af cargo of b<mehroba$y

beside the tvao-whose luxurious charms

die in some degree concealed by^the

ctevicats witter; ' What fteohcnter of

SoMiaie^ 'House » tUeie woo.cannot

lOcegolek at dfOvilnt glancet^oTommy
Um Of painting, Whose voluptuous

pencil might worthily adorn either the
boudon of a modem Sybarite, or the
aphrodmum of a Scaurus ? * Like his

{Metical prototype, Etty has tlie art of
insinuating the loosest ideas without
actually alarming modes^,—of being
impure without being g^ss,— nay,
without laying himself open to jthe^
chai^ of indelicacy,-rdextdAHilftM?^
naging so as to keep in reserve a retort of
prudery/’ squeamishness,” against

his censors. The impurity and pru-
rience lies entirelV'in thsir ideas. He,
good n)pn 1 woald not be immoral for

the world,— witness that critical ap-
plication of drapery, and the otiier ex-
pedients of attitude, and so fo{^h, by
means ofwhicii he always avoids com-
ing to extremities. This year, indeed,

* he has read his recantation, at least

. meached a sermon to his admirers,
^rand those ofour Moores and«Littles, in

No. 215, where he inflicts poetical

justice his own gay damfls and
their gallants, their revels being broken
,in upon, and they themselves carried

oATf^most unceremoniously, like that

lUtle gentleman, Don Juaif, by sundry
gritn-looking brawny devils, .^idinage
apart, however, this sketch is really a'

very vigorous one, and the foreshorten-

ings of some of the figures, and the
effects of the lurid light tliat falls upon
them, well in keeping with the horror
of the scene. Ilis Phadria and Cy-
moclety from Spenser, No. 360, in the
school of painting, is, on the contrary,

as laughing* gay, and brilliant, as. the
one we first spoke of. In the colour-
ing of tlie nuae Mr. £tty has few rivals

ar%ng his contemporaries ; and yet it

is 'not exactly that of nature, there

being a certain fkctitious Inie about it,

as*if all his ladies were great lady^.

patronesses” of pearl-powder.

Mulready is pot very conspicuous
ill the present exhibition—by no means
equal to what we have seen him on
many former occasions. Nos< 133 and
139, by him, are both very respectable
productions, but not particularly strik-

ing.* We should probably be more
disposed to admiigp them in a private
room tlian her#. Of the two, the fiiet

is decidedly the best.. NIewton has but
one, a small portrait ofLady Mary Fox
(No. 128), which is marked by a certain
unpretending elegance and. simplioity
in the figure,, and > an artist*lite

bfeadthWmyk. Edwin Landsees has
a portmiV ol about the sasoe sue, ofihe
Duke h(Jg*oiwhtte (No.*132), wbo^is
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sitting in his private box at tlie theatre,

as is indicate by Uie gilt lattice-work
which isjust shewn on the left-hand

side of the picture ; but were it not for

this, he might be supposed to be sitting

before a window, the light that falls

upon him Mving very litUe of candle-
light eifocfln it. The painter is for more

when he roaaAs abroad,
''

and semhes for*his game among heaths
and forests, in such subjects as his

Hawkin0 (flo. 346), or his Pets (No.
106). This last is one of our pets,

too ; for few things" of\jhe kind can be
more natural and engaging than this

little girl and the tame fown, to which
she is holding a plate of pudding.
And then' that kitten, which is playing
with the end of the long riband bang-
ing from the fawn’s neck 1— that alone
is worth some half dozen of the thii

not the very worat either, that we
encountel*.

Callcott has the full complement of
subjects allowed by the rates of the

Academy, and they are nearly all such
that we may compliment him upon thi

talent they^display, although y^e tiave

no room to particularise any of them.
Nay, we ftnd that we have been such
spendthrifts withour allowance ofpaper,
that, like other spendthrifts, we are now
reduced to extremity, and have left our-
selves no space even to bestow a word,
enpassant, on several subjects—we dare
not say how many—we had intended
to notice; some for commendations,
still more for reproof. Among those
of the latter class, which have thus

escaped our critical lash, is Drum-

mond’s yudlgOTeaf of Paris ; althouj^,

if we may believe a para^ph that

lately a]$pirared in a monung paper,

this extremely beautiiul painting”

(finished some years ago) obtained

the entire apprbDation of SirThomas
Lawrence, on account of its spirited

and accurate drawing, and thedelicacy

of the female figures!” We Almost
wonder the late president did not, start

from his grave to contradict the piece

of puff attributed to him. We should

also have given a little ^dvice to

Mr. Shee; we hope, hoover, that

Sir Martin will spare us the trouble,

and read him c^nolesome lecture out

of certain RhprneitfOn Art, which seem,

by the by, to be almost as much for-

gotten in his own family as by the

public^

And aow we are perforce compelled

to i^y catera desunt, and to sum up
*ou«*^opinion on the exhibition by ol^

serving, that it might have been deci-

mated greatly to its own advantage,

to that of art, and to that of the public.

Reform, as well as the schoolmaster,

is now abroad ; the latter, indeed, does
not seem to have rambled to Somerset

House, a^d the other has perhaps too

much business on his hands to call

there. Yet, should he ever happen to

knock at the right-hand door in the

vestibule, for the purpose of paying
the academicians a domiciliary visit,

let him be admitted by all means,
llis’ experiments could not do much
harm ; they might possibly effect some
little good.
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YTIIAT IS AV IRISH ORATOR?
#

BY S. T. COLEBIOGE, ESQ.

What is an Irisli brator ? Down with Theoiy—Facts, facts,"facts must decide.
And some myriads of these, with deliberate blarney, if not fume A fury, perpe-
tmtedjiidjge, ha^e established that a man born in Hibernia, with a ftuch oft the

brc^ue, ift an Ir[sh Orator. Wiiat have our Tefnpeltance Societies,

enlightened Pretnier, to do with the Literature of the Nation* ? WiflTsuch a
consummate jollifler as O'Donekty, who contra^stinguished the ^nts, the

Tea-drinkers, from the Sikners, as the Varmint, the Ascarides, and Lumbrici,
from th^Hskin and bowels of the Man—though numerous in proportion to the

abstinence and inanition of the hanimal so tenanted and who regarded the
Saints themselves, though contradistinguishecf from the Sinners (Sanctos ^
Pcccatoribus), but a|^the still and punch-bowl for the production ofthe Tippler

—

a JoELiFiCATioN.'wAnd as to Hogg— otherwise called the Shepherd— the

Morning Post would soon dish up his business with dilbony, and iinish*him in

the Blackwood style.— Ergo— it is demonstrated that a man born in Hibernia,

witli a touch of the brogue, neither mcee nor less, gives the Coleridgean Defini-

tion of an Irish Orator— noifSense being the ordinary, but not necessary accom-
paniment. From all which it i^ deni^frable, that the following onslaught, or

nyperbolical Stanza, of a certain poem, called Farce and Flummery," having,

by a suicidal Ligature of the Verse-maker's own tying^ detached itself, and bolted

away from the rhymes aforesaid, assumes the name and rank of an intolerable

Hanimal, and standing the test of reading the rhymes twice seven times exactly,

is a descriptive Irish oratorical Sonnet,—^according to the convivial Rules
established since the happy and glorious reduction of the Beer^t^ ^four-fifths

English) from the favourite beverage of England—and the virtual extinction of

sobriety in the noon-day blaze of drunkenness. *

S. T. Coleridge.
•

TUE IRISH orator's BOOZE. A SONNET.

Whisky is the drink of Erin,

Blit of England foaming Ale

:

Where good Drink is. Life is cheering

Tliat only serves to make us brave

In our old age, ,

Whose glad voice chanteth witRdeligl^ full many a glorious stave

—

Tliat only serves to make us gay
With oft and pleasant tol-lol-lay.

Like a poor nigh-drutlken guest.

That may not rudely be dismiss'd

;

Yet hath not paid a single rap,

And tells his silly jcs! Rnayhap. ___O I might Life cease ! and folk be blind,

Whose total Tipple is Tea, their thirsty souls to bind 1

S. T. Coleridge.
18t7t May, 1832— Grove, Highgate,
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‘ ON TIIK OPfiRil.

No. IV.

INTIiODUCTlOXl-^TllE 1CANAG£MEMT«^TUE DAMCBKS.

^ «< Yor my delight is dniice, and the blithe noise
^ Of song and overflowing poesy,**

,

**Tlldministihteur actuel eat en butte d des critiques extr^idement sanglantes.

.Telle est, au reste, la recompense de tons ceuz que Dieu dans son oourrouz a con-
damues a dirimr un tlieatre ; peu de geus savent, et beaucoup feignent d’ignorert

,re qu’il faut d^activite, de coniiaissances, et surtout de patience, poor (»t emploi.
Toua ceuz qui t-ous entcmrent n*ont eii voe queleur intdr^t personnel ; cPque.voua
leur faitcs de bien est a ^ine reiqarqu4, et les torts les plus legers sont enveuimes

—

les plus'petites faiites sontrelev^es etblflm6es avec one rigueur excessive.*’

—

JCotzeius,

With the exception of tbe citizen kin^, approaching equaSterms, with that class

>vrho hhs no subject, arAl -our own ci- of persons, so Proteus-like in their eva-
devant patriot king, who is allowed no sions, whom he seeks to bind by those

iKeiid, there breathes not a chief of < moral ssand- ropes called compacts,
nien'whb holds a less enviable posi- Tbereforg^ is it, that, independent of
tion than^e present monarch of tlieV piultiplicity of discordant details

opera. He is embarrassed not by one whith pe^etually claim attention, the

factionv one charter, one iatrime ; but office is a difficult one
;
and hence it

by as many factions as can md lead- is that we uniformly And the most
eiv,^ and by as many charters and in-^ successful managers to.be low, mean,
tiimes as the numbers ofhis p^lq. and igiiorant persons. Indeed ! some

lie, too, in common with his royal utilitarian, with a sceptical and scoffing

brethren, has been exposed, through toss of bis wooden head, will perchance
the arts oftreacherous servants, to the exclaim. Ay, I reply, even so; and
extreme of caluinny and misrepresent- take, for instance (and there can be
ation ; his motives hflve been felsified, none better), Barbaiia, who sprang
his words misconstrued, his conduct from the stables to the lofty seat of
mis-stated, and he himself assailed arbiter elegantiarmn for musical Italy,

with every variety of ungenerous and and is now the greatest entreprenneur

unfair attapk, by a malignant and in Europe ; and who, having studied

atrocious press. the nature of animals practically as a
Moreover, in his relaticms with fo- groom, abd not theoretically in the

reim powers there is no less anxiety lifeless ^ge of the philosopher, now
and peril than in the affairs of his manages the virtuasi with the same
home department ; so that, upon the nW and masterly hand that he did, in

whole, the crown he wedrs is not, m former days, the solid-hoofed horses,

any i^tise of the word, as light as that It is not pronderful, however, that a
adofb^g the brows of bis patron deify, . man who bad sat so long at the feet

the ever-glorious King Apollo. even of a degenerate race of honyhn-
Deseending from this strain, how- hnms, and deamed wisdom from their

^.er, let me simply lay, the present lips, should be well able to deal wi^
director ofthe Opera has been from the the femaleyahoos. So be itl but let

first, and yet is, in an extremely em- me proceed.

burassing position'. The office is. In the next place, thejoffice is .dis-.

under any the most favourable circum- tressing, because no man— not even
stances, a difficult and distressing f»nc. the physician—sees humafiity s6 ut-

To enable a man to jdminister it with terly stripped of die illusions whieft

any degree of pleasure and profit, make it beautiiblf as does the manager
would requirtf^ qualities which few of a theatre.

possess, and kill fewer would desire He is precisely in lihe condition of
to possess—gr^t powers, both of si- him in me magic cave, fironi whose
mobti^' and dissimulation — great eyestthe faery ointment had 'been Irab-

temper perflscUy impassiM — bed); to whom evety thing nppeanMl'

^

of arf'sti^ fhemifl|f---and diflrobed ^Of'lfir br^t
'

phantalqgs-^itf ^

jm^OTnng lore, KoSt pme- its otterti^pediieM-^Heintrihsic

deBl,mai^ lemnem^Hs jprb^ hidhoosm The'
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spechsa mirmida cnfhets,

charm not him ; the beings that in the

eyes of others are children i^f lights

and grace, aiM beauty, in his disclose

themselves in the full foulness of their

earthly garb. And dius it is, that the

very springs of his heart's puresLand
warmestfeelings are poisoned with the

bitterness qf disg&st

In few, no persdn—not even, as 1

have said, the physician—has the con-

viction of the unspiritual nature of the

human aqjjjnal so painfully and so fre-

quently forced upon him as the direc-

tor. No spot of earth— not even the

confessional— is so deeply conscious

as are the coulisses atfi green-room of

those unworthy feelings, which, origin-

ating in the intense selfishness and
overweening vanity of a factitiouj^ state

of existence, form the dross o£our mi-
serable nature. If, too, by any strange

chance, a man should enter upoif4ii^

direction, not as a sordid speculafion,

but from pure love of the most beau-
tiful of sciences, the annoyances proper

to the situation arc infinitely increased.

But, in addition to all this, Mr.
Monck Mason, in assuming the ma-
nagement of the King's Theatre, had to

contend' with many peculiar disadvan-

tages—some positive, others ne^tive.

Of these it will be perhaps sufficient to

recite two : he is a gentleman ; he is

nof a foreigner. Both are heavy dis-

advantages, but the first is much the

greater; the other chiefly affected him
at the commencement of his career, and
must diminish with each succeeding

day. It forthwith insured him die

hostility of the whole filthy tribe ofi

foreigners, who cling to the establish-

ment like weeds and cockle-shells to

the bottom of a vessel—musiVmasters,

fiddlers, hom-blowers, dancing-mas-

ters, quack-doctors, the qyraphs of

Cmmerand La Feite, roilliueft, tailors,

old-clothesmen, scene-shifters, and so

forth; and while abroad, it impeded
him in all hi^aogagemeiits, and ren-

dered them, dmen concluded, infinitely

more expensive than they wQuld have

been were he admitted into the frater-

nity, of directox$, as his predecessor

had been by virtue of his connexion

whh Laiirent. J)ut the hostility of

tfaiese people must soon cease„tg be*m-
juraoiis,.and never could have had the

sU^jitest weight, were it not thgt a large
.

portion of. .the p^ss, with its usual

sympatlfjf fur qrery tbing.tbgt, is, base,

.was .vile eapqgli |P pander 'itself Ujue

0/^ra. 7p
organ of their malignity; and Mr.
Mason, having now established a direct

communication with the artistes them-
selves, will for the future be enabled
to make engagements with them upon
more advantageous terms,finding them,
as he will, unfettered by contracts with
other theatres. * ,
The evils^ however, which

as a manager, from beifig a getitfeman,

are not so likely to pass away. He
never can ^oop to the arts and prac-
tices commonly pursued by operatic

directors; he never can "humble him-
self inter cringing and bowing in the
boudoirs of superannuated dowagers
to win the favour of their countenance
and their graciuus influence with the

coteries

;

be never can condescend to

.court the favour of battered beaux and
moonstruck dilletanti, by taking them

ynr council in his management, and
nringing forward llieir fair Avourites,

on whose forms they love to gloat;
never, to**, can he debase himself by
soliciting or seeking the support, or by
deprecating or shunning the hostility,

of tlfose gossiping tradesman, venders
of tickets, and so forth, yclept feshion-

able booksellers, nor that of ffiose ele-

gant and enlightened critics who con-
fer fame eternal ifi the columns of a
newspa^^er; neither can he enjoy the

advantage of filling his treasury by dis-

honest means— by robbing hia artistes

of half the produce of their benefits,

and other devices of the like nature,

which, it is said, were not uncoromoo In

the days gone by. These are tremen-

dous disadvantages, and from these

nothing can deliver him except success

in ^lie project^ which it may be pre-

sumed he has ever had in view^
namely, the complete reform, or

regeneration, of tne establishment and
of tlie system whereon it was conducted-
In this I have, however, no doubt hsba
will ultimately succeed, albeit that at

present he is something in the condi-

tion of an illustrious ^tem reformer

—the Sultan Mahmoud—thwarted and
embyrassed on all sides within his

dominiotis, and uncheered and unas-

sisted from witbouf.

J have now separately mentioned
edftain of ^he disadvantages under
which Mr. Mason laboum, fiion^ the cir-

cumstance of his bein^ a gratlemw>
and not being a foreigner.^ It remains
fer me^Jiefore I dismiss the subject,

to a^yeA jk one other duadvantage
ggain^^f^cAbe had to cdnlebcT, and



that arose from a variety of causes^

amongst vrbich the above-mentioned

properties were laigely mixed up. The
metropolitan press^ with scarcely an
exception^ has been rancorously op-
pose to Mr. Mason from the first.

Every thingfcwhich ought to have in-

(lilpDced it in his favour seems to have

idM^^jire^ly the contrary effect. Bitter

wereifae regrets, loud the lamenta*

tions, that the management had passed

from tlie hands of a foreign buffoon

into those ofa native gentleman—from
the hands ofh. person vutterly ignorant

and careless of music,^nto th<^e of an
accomplished scholar and enthusiastic

lover of the sweet science. The difK-

friend” taken from him, and Fuddle
indignant that the name of his pot<-

coinpanim the compos^ (who never
composed any thing buva tumbler of

punch) had bm swept away from the

free-list, indite (he venomous para*

graphs ; and these are copied into all

me other papers, and read by every

body ; but the cumbrous rascalities of

Noodle and Doodle, the critics, bear

tile mark of the beast upon tliem ; and
they are accordingly either shunned or

laughed at by all excepting the mere
vulgar herd^ with whose patronage the

director can well dispense. Now it is

strange, when we consider how many
ardent lovers of music there are

eulties and embarrassments which it

was well known beset all Mr. Mason’s
arrangements, furnished an admirable,

reason why he should be treated with

a severity never displayed towards aAV
of his pibdecessors. He was accused

of ha)^ing broken faith wjth the public,

because he had not engaged Sontag

and other singers whom they knew it

was impossible for him to engam-^
because his company, at the opening

of the theatre, was not as good as the

best thatfliad ever been collected on
any given day during the whole course

of preceding managements—and be-

cause certain new operas which had
pleased Italy did not satisfy the critics

of the newspapers, and were not quite

so beautiful as the masterpieces of

Mozart and Rossini. And yet the

complaint for years back had the

lack of novelty— the coptemptible

smallness of our lyric repertory. And
then, lest the malienity ofthe critic, in

the shape ofa pond(Brous.articlc, sbduld

not be sufficient, there was each day a

re^ar discharge of small-arms of

parB]|raph3 I should say— lamenting

the winness of the house at the last

opera— stating thaS apprehension of

rile cholera had render^ the house

quite deserted—that Signora somebody
had determined not to come to Eng-
land—^that.a tmarrel had taken place

between Mr^ M. and Signor N. that

my Lord A. had thrown up bis box in

disgust at the rude&es%of tne manager
—*and a thousand other things of Uie

like nature, 3II false, and dU calculafhd

to inflict injmy •— ay, and infinitely

more injury than the elaborate efforts

4P^.the wooaen-headed critic. Muddle
of this ps^idr, and Fuddle of ffie other

-*-the enmged at hefim bis own
penonsll ^ admission fof yjf^lf

amongst litemiy men, that criticism on
the lyric drama throughout Europe
should be in a state so absolutely de-
graded.^ Nowhere can you obtain a
calm, impartial opinion upon the merits

'Of<iny artiste or any work. In foreign

parts criticism (as it is styled) is venal;

at home it is utterly worthless. Let it

be observed I speak here simply of
the critiques on the lyric drama ;

those

upon our national drama are generally

written in the leading papers with dis-

tinguished talent and a ]^rfect know-
ledge of tlie subject. But to resume;

'

In France (where all such matters are

managed with signal regularity) the

artistes and composers of all ranks are

obliged to give an annual salary to the

principal critics, to be spared abuse;
and if they long for praise (and what
player does not pine anri g^p for it,

as Dives for the cooling waters ?) they
must buy it accordihg to a scale gra-
Hluated with reference to its intensity

fmd extent. This is notorious : Jjeon-

tine Fay j|)ecame die first actress at the

Gymnase as soon as the Due de Char-
tres’ purse was open to her. But at

Paris the« critics, though corrupt, are
clever ; they are well acquainted with
the subjects on which they write, and
they give themselves due time for re-
flection and compositigA. Hence is it

that their critiques, hoover unjust br
partbl, are always beautiful to r^,
sparkling with wit, and rich in infor-

mation. Here all is different; there is

no venality (for many good reasons
beside the obscurit]a,and stupidity bf
the mechanic, too numerous to men-
tiqp), neither is there one particle of
ability or knowledge. The musibal
critiques in our princinat ngmfia|brs
are not, J,t .is said, wnitdft by any of
those empMyod in IhO^bther de^-



roents of the paper— and tms I can
well believe. Little attention is paid

by the editor to the proceedii%s or the

Opera; they^are not very interesting

either to people in the country or to

the class of person^ amongst whom a
morning paper,for the most part, circu-

lates in town
; therefore he hands over

the duty to the first wooden-headed
journeyman that fsills in his way. The
parliamentary reporters, who are of ne-

cessity men of ability and information,

are required to write the criticisms on
the national drama; but the critiques

on the opera are evidently written by
vulgar and ignorant men, wlio, until

they adopted the ungentle craft,**

were familiar with no music save the

braying of a bagpipe or the chum-like
breatiiings of a barrel-organ— men, in

short, who have no taste or feeling for

music— no power of sympathising
with the nobler and more delicate emo-
tions of the mind—^with the gentle en-

thusiasm of the heart, and thus making
the thoughts, the inspirations, the im-
pressions, which were another’s, one’s

own in all their original fervour, and
freshness, and beauty.

But enough of these fellows 1 Their

dull malignity has done Mason no
harm, and themselves no good; they

have begun to rat already ; they have

ceased to strive against the opinions

of all those who are entitled to an opi-

nion on the subject; and it will be

most assuredly seen, before the end of

the season, that they will be as ful-

some and disgusting in their panegy-
rics on the manager and his company
as they lately were gross and virulent

in their abuse.

But let me now, for myself, throw

forth a few hasty remarks upon the

season, up to tne present time. I

Uiink Mr. Mason has redeemed his

promises. The season at tile King’s

llieatre is, as it were, bisected by
Easter Day; on the first portion the

sun of public ^vour shines very feebly,

from a variety of reasons well known
to all. It is impossible for the ^direc-

tor, in consequence of the nature of

singers* engamments upon the conti-

nent, to hold forth the ^traction of

the most distingi;ished artisies witliout

a pecuniary sacrifice, for* which he
could never hope to be remunerated.

Because, let the attraction be never so

great, it could, not, during the winby
portionTof the season, act in a space

sufficiently e;ttensive to, in* the least.

indemnify him for his outlay; so that,

at the b^t, the profits of the sunny
months would be absorbed by the un-
necessary losses of their predecessors.
Therefore, nothing can be more un-
just than to compare’the condition of
the theatre before Eastef under one
management, with the condition of She
theatre afidir Easter jiindei^apsihtirr^

But taking the comparison rairly, I

do not hesijate to say, that, within my
memory, we never yet have had a bet-

ter company, or so gopd a corps de
balkty in the e|rlier period of the sea-

son, under any preceding management.
We had Madame De Meric, Winter,

and Mariani, from the first ; and who
will venture to* deny that they ate su-
perior in their several positions to

« Madlle. Blasis, Curioni, and De An-
geli, who were wont for months to

V|enact the principal characters under
the auspices of the much-lauded M.
Laporte. Agd as to the corps dedmllct^

it is allo\ted on all hands to have been
superior to any ever produced at the

iarne period, and yet, on the manage-
ment during this portion oi the season
it is, when all indulgence ought to be
extended, that the vials of dewspaper
wrath have been poured forth with so
lavish a hand. Arxl now^at present

—

after Easter, what is the case ? We have
three companies : we have the French
company; we have a German com-*-

pany ; and we have probably the best

Italian company at this moment assem-
bled within the walls of any European
theatre, it is true, the last-mentioned

does not number in its ranks Malibran
or jSontag—the most exquisite of all

siilgers breatlffing; but surely, as the

lyric philosopher observes, it werQ. but
silly conduct to make light of the

flowers in the garden, because the rose,

the most beautiful of flowers, the fond-
ling of the ^rin^ docs not happen tIF
be there. Surely, even in the absence
of the garden-queen, we may find an
abundance of individual lovehness to

admire and delight in; and the har-

mon^us arrangement of the parterres,

and the mingling and blending of all

things into oneafbrta of beauty, cannot,

unless tlie heart be pmersely closed

to pleasure, fail to communicate a

genial satisfaction, a^calm delight,

wherein the spirit may well renoieb as

it sinks upon it, tenderly and balmily
.begiiilifte U the while, and for a time,

of the \e1wit and weariness of its

fleshlyi^thd&i.



Thus, aUk>ugh VI oVr oMn we have
neither a Sontag nor a Malibran, yet

have we, many donne to whom the

roost critical might listen with delight

;

and the performances are given witli a

greater degree and a more

perfect regard to the accessories, than

wa ever before witnessed at the King's

"ViMlil^The subordinatit characters

are n^onger filled by persons whose
ludicrous attempts at the utterance of

harmonious sounds at once destroyed

the spectator'{| gravity, and the illusion

of the scene. llte or^estra is no lon-

ger all but destitute ofstringed instru-

ments; the chorus-singers no longer

revel in the full joy of English liberty,

holding themselves altogether inde-

pendent ofeach other and the accom-
paniments. We have no longer those •

strange deficiencies in the several vocal

departments, in consequence wherebf/
the baritone was compelled to mutilate

the music ofthe tenor, anej. a gentleman
with no voice at all to mutief the bass.

Non I nous avons ebang^ tout cela par

exemple 1 "and the consequence is. thi

operas produced are better represented,

upon the wliole, than any we have

heretofore attended at ilie King's

Theatre.

I cannot, howevor, confer unmixed

S
raise upon Mr. Mason's management.
lany things, of which he himself has

expressed his disapprobation, such as

the production of tragments of operas,

the performance of operas' so hack-

neyed, that nothing but she most ex-

quisite emeffibte, and the presence of
Malibran or Sontag, could now render

them objects of attraction ; and d^er
the like tasteless and Hl-judged p'o-

ceedings have, 1 can well believe, been

forced upon him, by circumstances

which he could not control. But I

world, and no despicable ' supply of

subordinates for a theatre, however

high itsppretensions, we liave never-

theless had no new balfet produOed,

nor no old one revived, in which the^

might display thtfr powers. I'his is

really astounding negligence upon the

part of the director; he, in commoti
with the rest of the world, must knovv

that a good ballet (s one of the most
delightful, and even the best divertisse-

ment one of the dullest, amongst the

things that be. A dance, unconnected
with any story, no matter how exqui-

sitely it be performed, is shorn of its

highest and noblest effects ; it is like a

piece of instrumental music composed
without object or design, without a
clear and definite train of ideas in the

mind ^f the master, and therefore a
mere congregation of sounds, that ad-

dress themselves neither to the heart nor
feelings of the spectator. Sonate, que
me Sreux-tu ?" exclaimed Foutenelle,

to a composition of this sort ; and the

same might be well said to any iso-

lated pas tie deuxy even although danced
by Albert and lleberl^.

I have concluded my observations on
the management of the King’s Theatre,

and things therewith connected, and <

shall now proceed to remark, in

their successive order, upon the Ita-

lian, the German, and the French
opera, as they have been presented to

us. But first, 1 am anxious to say a
tew' words respecting the dancers, to

whom 1 have alluded; for of them
only in the department of the ballet is

it possible to treat, stud it is as well to

touch on them in these preliminary

notices. The men are Albert and
Samengoj the women, lleberlc and
Brugnoli.

Every body knows Albert, his pow-
can see nothing which could have ope-
^aited to prevent him*from turning his

Italian company and his corps de baUet
to bbtter purpose. We have never yet
lN|d an opera, as strongly cast as the

resources of the company would ad-
mit : and for weeks after the arri^l of

TdA .and Donaelli, the prindnal cha-

rttcten were left in*' the hanos of Be
Meric end Winter. And wherefore

thftif, ' Does it not savSur of the

Btifm^' fancy the humourist who
kajKflie most costly and precious gar-

nfefite ’ifei the gloom of ms wardrobe,
aftd* 'pa ^ever weftt abroad mfoept in
a qbam^and tveirn jackejp^yfieaidesj
with four bf the best dahepyin the

era and hia fame ; the other man is a
finer specimen of the human animal

;

he is much younger, and quite as good
a dancer. This is all that neei be
said for them; all 'male dancers of
any eminence are of the same orders

the qpeotion of comparison betwjsen

them IS simply of more or less.,

gour, activity, and the |x)wer^ ftdMnjg

from violent eftbrt into a state dfs^tue-
like repose (r(pfom6, dn tbe JFiench)^

are all that are iequM from a rogle

daq/cer ndw-a-days. In remote; aiiti-
.

quity, ifany credit can be given taUm,
poet, if W9$ otherwise;^m tl»e djlys pf
the royal dilletahtb .AlciA<for,' wh^

.

^he Phe^ian youth won the adcnira-i



1832.] On iktf
*

tpon ofth« wisest ofUviiw flN^as they

mpved (n concert wUb Ae divine song

of bard Devaodbcus. §
Now, how#eer, the males decidedly

hold the-viferior station in the dance

;

Dark;—the dim brain whirls disxy
with delight,

' *

Pictaring her form.”

and, Afs must pnoceed from some
raSm defect in the system, when
we consider that nature formed man
the perfect^ the nobler, and the more
graceful animal.

But now for the ladies. Brugnoli
is a very extraordinary little person,

wonderful in her feats of agility— iu

whirling her legs about so as to pre-

sent a regular circle to your dazzled

vision ; and in executing, with the

most faery-like delicacy and precision,

the most complicated steps upon the

very tips of ner toes. And this is

much—but this is all; she only asto-

nishes; you gaze, as it were,«upoii a
mechanical exhibition; yon foci it is

pervaded by no mind, and you sa^t as*

the philosopher did to the somua,
‘‘Que me veux-tu?” But with Ile-

berle it is very different ; she is one of

those that form the salt of the earth”

—a thing ofgrace and beauty. Her very

courtesy is a poem ; and, like one of

Shelley’s little poems, all redolent of
grace, and love, and gentleness. Ay,
by the immortal cloud-gatherer; and
in the words of that same glorious

bard, she is

** A lovely lady, garmented in light

From her own beauty; deep her eyes,

•as are

But, alas 1 alas 1 for our young
thusiasm— our intanos dmorer -^the
wild influence of our senwl llpw
they do lead us to set up idoJg,^^pdaBn

** Distance lends endiantment to tho

, view.”

Faugh 1— speak merely as a gazer
from before the curtaui, and to me
lleberl^* appeafii beautiful exceed-
ingly”— faultlessly beautiful—were it

not that the outline of the lips when
in repose is not exactly that of
Cupida bow, but too straight and

^inexpressive. As to the form, how--

ever, there can be “ no mistake,”,

d tliat is perfect symmetry. The
inter that created his Vehus from

ttie collected beauties of a hqpdred:
damsels, •sni^it, in taking her for a
model, have been spared his wander-
ihgs ; for neither nature, however ex-
tended, or imagination, however wild,,

could have furnished him with aught
so faultless. For the rest, as to dancer
she is admirable, possessing all those

qualities ofexecution and aplomb which
alone gain fame for others, and breath-

ing into them, moreover, the fervency

of feeling and the soul of grace. Her
pantomime, 1 am well convinced,
would be excellent. O, that Mason

Two openings ofunfathomable night, would let us gee her in La Batfada'c /

ITATJAM OPERA.

** Outre la foule de compositeurs m6di!bcreB qti abonde toujours dans un pays ou'

la musique eat fort cultivee, comme elle Fest ei^talie, le lM>ii gdut, il fnut Tavouer,

y d^g^nere aensiblement. Fereolese, trop tot enleve pour le progres de Tart, a
le Raphael de la musique Italicmne ; il lui avoit un style vrai, noble, et simple,

dont les artistes de sa nation s’^cartent un peu trop aujourd’hai. Le beau siecle de
cet art semble etre en Italie sur son d^clin, et le siecle de Seneque^ et de Lucain
commence d lui suoedder. Q^aiqu’oii reinarque encore dunsJa musique ltalienn|y

modeme des beaut^s vraies et superieures. Fart et le d^sir de surprondre sV laisse

voir trop souvent au prejudice de la nature et la vfrit^ ;' ce li’est pas aujourdliui qua
les Italiens ddair^s s’en apet^oivent eiix-memes, et gemissent de cet abus. Blais' il d
sa' souKO duiB un ddfiuit pemt-dtre inctirable, Famour excessif des Italiehs pour la

nouveiutd en fidt de musique.”—IFAfombsrt.

this .was true when the admir- fallen Trom the Italian brow, and nqw
abl^ .ei^^clQpsedisl wrote— it is all adorns the heml^of Ihe barbarian.

tnie'

;

were living, be Italian works^ ancien| and qiod^^,^

€Onl& 'qoili 'ewreM b'im8eir,in better sink far bensath the mi^ty edmp^- .

tei^d of the Italidh music ofour da^. tioos, of the German masters.

In
. flip Saturnian lahd^ all thingg ih do the Italians retain hupabliei

,

the ^orld' bfmind ||Te of hasty ^wth praise of being the hesif and
'

aod Wght. Such was their literatui^ lest| andij^most enchaiiting in^r|g^^^
Asir paintinf;, Aeir* so^iure ; such (tfthecoiu^er^ Tlieir own

Aeir niusib.' . Tne laurel has primdiomm i!| a Frenchwoman.* Ma]^



bran is aBiwaiord^ Sontag^is aGerman*
Yet Roesim, while he precipitated the

decline ofJtalian music, shed a Hood
of glory on its decay; ‘but few of his

opesat wHl survive the passing hour

—

many are already forgotten ; and he
is now the disciple of another school,

in which he finds equals even among
lElfe'diupg^ All the modem compo-
sers oTltaly are his imitators. The
model is a bad one; and when the

dazzling light of genius is withdrawn
from it, the deformities and the tinsel

decoration are' visible ty all. Amongst
the Mcrvum peous ^and"a vast 'herd it

is) there are, however, many very clever

men; and this they have, proved, albeit

that there necessarily desperate si-

milarity in their compositions. Bellini,

the author of II Pirata^ Jja Straniera^

.

and other operas of moderate merit,

has written some of the most exquisite^

melodies 'that ever glorified the imagi-

natbi^ of created being. There are

many others, too, who have 'produced
worKs that had their success for the

hour, but of these it would take ml;

too long tqi speak. They all poissess

merit of the same order in different

degrees, and labour under the same
delects. In their operas you arc sure

to find some snaitches of beautiful

melody which are their own, a great

deal which is not their own, and
wliicii is sadly disfigured in the at-

tempt to disguise the theft, and a
quantity of villanous instrumentation.

Some of these Openis have been pro-

duced for us : they were not pfthe best,

and perhaps it was not very wise to

Iving them forward. Our audiences are

very differently constituted from t)3k0se

of Italy. The excessive love of novelty

whereof D’Alembert speaks, still pre-

vails beyond the Alps. Operas are

infinitely more numerous than librettos.

•Wibie libretto, in obeckience to the p^u-
lar voice, has been known to aimrd
work for several composers ; and this

not that the first setting was not good
and appropriate, but simply from
anxiety to render the old worjjs the

y^iicle fbr something new in music.

Operas are produbedf in juA as great

abundance ir Italy as novels in Eng-
land,' or vaudevtlfes in i^rance; and
they are reg^ed much in the same
li^t. If they be enough to

rag away a few idle hours, the Italian

is aatiilifiaj but never cares lessee them
aga(iii; « Nothing but ^eK^ce will

indaedbim to prefer a/dm))|d repre-

Ofera. {July,

sentation of a piece he has witnessed

to a doubtful novelty, which, whether

good or bad, is sure to bring with it

some excitement; and kscellence is

rare amongst operas, as well as amongst
novels and vaudevilles; so that he is*

seldqm induced to pause in his wan-
derings from one new composition to

another. /

With us, howevet, it is widely dif-

ferent. No opera should be produced
on our boards which cannot stand the

test of time. In matters musical, we
are a vulgar audience—our critics,

above all, are vulgar men ; and the

characteristic of the vui^r is to be
slow in relishing any thing that is new,
or in bestowing praise upon any thing

to which they are unaccustomed. We
are loqg, accordiugly, in being coaxed
into aiiH admiration of a new opera,

or strange singer; and the m^^re so,

befAuse we never regard any thing save

in nrft:tence to some standard of excel-

lence which we have set up for oiir>

selves, and this is not always well

chosen ; but the admiration, once ex-

pressed, becomes a superstition,

Ttie operas of an evening or two,

X should, accordingly conclude, will

never give perfect satisfaction lier9,

however well they may be proiliicccl

and represented. It would behoove
the director, therefore, to bring forward

no opera that possessed not some ex-

traordinary ana enduring merit, since

novelty has less charms for us tiian

perhaps any other European audience.

The operas hitherto introduced pos-
SGttsed little merit of any kind , I shall,

^consequently, say notliing more about
them. But touching the artUtes--

first, however, let me make another

quotatiofi from the encyclopaedist,

which is singularly applicable :— En
g^n^ral, )a musique italienne moderne
est encore plus defectueuse par le

mauvais gofit de ceux qui rexcebtent

que par les hearts de ceux qui la

composent. Ce ,n’est pas que Vart et

I’habilet^ des chanteurs laissent rien il

d^simr, e’est, au contraire, qu’ils n’cii

font"' paraitre que trop; t^u’ils

ajoutent'presque h ebaque note des*

oraemens nouveaux & ceux. que Ic

compositeur avoit ^ddjk trop accu-
mulJ.”

,
There is my critique upon - our

si^rs in general : let me now sp^
of them severally*

First, then, we have little liElinti Da-
.
moreau/ or, mor^ properly, Cynib^t^
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Dttiii6re«u, ftv she Italianised her ^Hhal. A phienolo^t^ however, by
Christian name Cynth^e, and dropped the by, could never umi^e hercipn^
her somame (Mootholon) aRogetber, ble ofany great mental adijpvemeiit;
when she diwed at the Selle-Favart, for her head is so formed, that one
lest the homely sounds might prejudice might be led to suppose the brntn was
her countrymen, add, above all, the omitted ; and, for the rest, without
critics, against her ; for they, liketour- possessing features disil|prmble in

selves, are very yeptical in native ex- themselves, or a bad shape, the general

cellence, and proTOrtionably supersti- expression is displeasing, froiM^astaiV
tious in their reverence for a name looseness in her look and carnage

:

written in the language ofmusic. neither is ^er style of dress attractive,

Cinti is the prima donna of the Aca- though I well believe she might say,

d^mie at Paris, and is famous for pos- with Madelon,
—**

J’ai ipie d^licatesse

sessiog extreme fecikty of execution} furieuse pour tout ce que je porte, et

and one ofthe sweetest and purest voices jasqu’h^mes ciuiussettes, Je ne puis

in the world for its extent and power; rien souffeir qui ne soit de la hoane
but those (alas the while 1) are for foiseuse/’

too limited to enable her to claim rank Then there h Madame Tosi,*from

amongst the first-rate European singers. Madrid, a good actress, and still a fine

Neither is she an actress of ai^ vety • singer, though no longer in possession
decided merit; she plays alike in tia- of that voice which won her so high a
gedy and comedy, after a very correct V^putajtum. ,

,

and satisfactory manner, but she never Next we' have Signora Grisf, a young
moves you by the touch of those lady from thg Conservatorio of Milun,
pathetic feelings which are as it were with a vbice of great compass and
the reflections ofjoy and sorrow. She power, but harsh in the upper part,

is herself too cold— too conscious of me notes there appearing to have a
the mimicry of human passion wherein outline. Signora Gri^i, however,
she is engaged; she never abandons is a young singer, and great things

herself to the illusion of the stvac— maybe expected from her. * Practice,

;ihe has no inspiiations. and instruction, and time, will nro-

llitheito she has performed only in bably enable her to correct the detects '

the itaiiaa drama, and her choice of in her voice to which I have alluded,

characters has been singularly infelioi- and to give aplomb to tones where it

fous: Roima— La Centrentoia— Ca- is now wanted. She sang Semira-

rolina— parts wherein she has been

imitating the inimitable Who that

has ever heard Sontag can forbear to

remember her when any of those vari-

ated airs sound iiPhis ears—^those airs

which she rendered at once a wondeP
and a dolight—divesting wonder of its

painftilness, and raising deljght to ec-

stasy ? And if we now applaud ano-

ther for her efforts in the finale of the

Cenerentola, in the delicate^warblinn

of Carolina, or the variations of Rode
as Rosina*s singing-lesson, it is as

much lor recalling to our minds the

exquisite breathings of Sontag as for

the crediteble apptbximatkm to them

—because the cluster of not^ as

they now fell upon tbe ear, resemble

Aev i^merselvek merely af the fint

and last images in mttion do after a

Nries bf rellectipna, in which some
traUs are exaggerated into a shadowy
jhdMnetnessi, afid odiers quite obll^

We hope for better things fem
OLher own language, in a jpart

riMtldh ipr hai, and one whMin there

ilkr r^lle^fons to ovcrvAietm her.
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roide in a creditable manner, and is by
DO means an indifferent actress. These
are our prime donne for the Italian

opera. ,

The two latter boast the possession

of ]|he soprano-sfogato voice, which,
by#the way, is of little advantage to

them with the million here, who are

Donfemiliar with H; for it is a voice

tlMit can only be properly appreciated

by those who are used to it. It is a
refined, and cotitequently attenuatedpi

treble, which approaches the voice

of tbe nniiico, and partakes of its po-
cuUar beauties and defects exactly in

the ratio of its approximation, 'ftiis

relat^n in Italy procures it all fevonr.

The principal remale parts in. the

serious operas mre* invariably written

for a soprano-sfogato; and it muat be
admittea, tbfit it is tbe voice pecullaily

adapted to the prevailing dutnetor m
the JDiMic; for its extreme pttriqrand

delicacy enables it at one timeto wsead
ite vray tefoy and uneiringly thmulhf

*tbe mosfefttterini iMMage,»aaA gt

aireth;^iilm^^ simidrilgiOM
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miitch iiok. upqo.jAiB hmri witli the

gtd^ totei «f tlMU vQlaptocmt,

^rltna^ iMgour, wWiii Hfm.an inh

mmoet^ed ftom «bo7e uponiU tlie

9«iifm,oltb»iSMnmil»od. Besides,
iMu tlHi.nisi»(ctiiiednili ?iid eiionnoMS

idiitsed tbeoi most yosfMuriogly yrliily

theywm aydeslrial) dsckiing^ iooti

as they disinJssed^ that they wm
injmd gentlewomen. ^

r
•

Bot oneodier led/e^^lHiid dieit iewho
heh heentwiih'iis'ffooi tlie

ihaatne ofBely> all the dotbots of this

voiee*^ are lost to obseryatioii ; the

so fo speak, cease toa&ct
tihtt eB^and Use listener’s pleasure is

uaaUoyed, But in England, all is

difibfcnt! all our prejudicea are against

it^veoaU it quailing) ; all our asso-

ciations are camlated to bring it into

contempt. In a w<6d, a itbprano*

sfiigato is to us, at present, what a
draught of claret would have boen to

aooh fellow as Joe «Huine in the

d^ra of-his appreiiticeship,<^l do not

use the word aAer the mysuo feshion of

.

the Germans, and had therefere pei^

liaps better say, in the days when lie^*

was wont to pound vile dru» of a*

momirg, in the bleak, North, with

a red nose, blue fingen, atxl broken
breeks. But the ladies are waiting.

There is our etmir^alto, Rosa Mariam*
a lady sdmQst as lU-favoured as JPisa-

rofii^^well nigh as gifted in ^oice and
power, wfib a tasted pure and a stjrle

ofeaecution as chaste and exquisite.

It were tedious, however, to run thus

through a catalogue rauomU of the

ladye-singers. £ipt me only observe

feat we had several who came like

shadows from afer, and so departed,

—Mason havuig said, with Macbeth,
** Unreal moebery, hence !’*

and the rabblement of the press (who

bapprnts to be but whont we
must DOW laud among the Italians,and
anon amongst the Germans) and fMsr-.

adventure hereafter dmongst the Fmncfe
—Madame de Meric, a bfemeless
singer in almost all that she attempts

(I say almost all, because in singing
the ornate music hi the modem Itidtan

sdiool she is sometimes betrayed into

attempts at rtHtladeiwdfitrUunt which
she cannot accomplish, or can aocom-
pUsh only wife pain to heneU, and
therefore to the audience), and an ac-
tress w|K>,if fee never move you deeply,
Yet never offends^who, if she never
have any inspirations, yet never mis-
conceives or mismterprets her character

—and who, although by no means en-
titled to rank as a jfrima dorma^ is one
of the most useftil aeeimde donne in the
world.

As fcv the men, 1 shall only speak
ofone ofthem,Tamburini—a s{dendid
fellow, aq exquisite ringer, an ad-
mirable actor—equally go^ in tragedy
and in comedy — m ^laer and in

F/fono— with a voice at once deep
and sweet, firm and fiexible, inexpress-
ibly sweet for its depth, and ftwiUe
as a tenor—a voice made, as it werO)
to sing the music of Moiart, >and a
grasp of mind aud intensity of feeling

to breathe the living soul into it withal.

G^MAN fipERA.
• ^

Tbx peculiar cbaractenstic of German
musie is earnestness: this pervades fee

works of all the masters; this prevails

in every passage, whether of'murfe* or

«imlaiicWy, of happiness or raiseQr.

It>poBseMes, moreover, a male vigour

whieh we in vaio seek elsewliere, and
*whife ooanmunicatm an impression of
cofeneneas and force that all must re-

gard with that respect and reverence

duq to the world's perfect mearioits.

leoanalsw claim, iftnobaolely, at least

m-tthomy highesi degree^ fee noltet
atarifeete of poetry and oC^pafetiotft-*^

fee iMor iof suggastUig. irains of

feoogkit, and oM^ng up imagoji of
lMM«l^,«jbiyood tho immediate sphere

offeintemtat*^ Tho tene poet, isuch

ailtoefyw-iha draw panfeiMpcb ao
feafeMil^-deyghfs

but each succeeding moment that you
gaze and ponder on his works serves

only to disclose new beauties, to pu-
rify your mental vision, and diaw vou
closer tcf'ms divine epirit. And feus
also is it with the true musician; lie

enchants vou at the instant ; but let

your soul linger amidst fee

sounds, and they will bear it on and
onwards feiough fee feery regions of
the tend'^ dream.’' The Oennaa

maslen hsve this power.
But, passing rins^ be fee expresrion

of fee murie what ipay^of loow
Of joyousness, hope, eAuitum, or. do»>

feece.is.a baaitiiisss about H
which niakvsrit csadeni fee contpoafe
bee himself.eiferienced in wt
vour the feelfegs he>|teitmys, feffefeah
he has Varkfen from the fttliiess ol^



mpimtioii. Tliit i)» the ehief ehann
irniwo—-a chanttwhich can

sMeely fiiil to affect the mostffiold and
unknaginativt, onleas he be already
thiaariottmofa&isettatek tAnd whence
ha#4t derived thtedharml Fvete thia

fad of lU luLving been the cMtiia» of
a few geeat mep, who wrote in the

mightiness^of their genius, and wrote
ibr all times. I s|leak not of the com-
posers before Mozart, although there

were great men amongst them ; but I

throw them asides as I would the phan-
tom poets who preceded Homer, and
I say that Mozart has done for music
what the blind old man has done for

poetry. They have both, at a burst,

produced works that are monuments
of genius to tower for ever and ever—
a marvel and a delight to all genera-
tions ; works, than which the heart of
man is incapable of conceiving any
thing more nearly approaching to nn<
fection. Beethoven and others Irave

followed worthily in the steps of the

mighty roaster, and a school has been
formed, upon ahich it will be difBcolt

for the profane to enter—for those who
have not the sustaining inspiration of
genius, with the deep cnthiisiasm and
profound study of many years.

We shall probably have a German
opera established here ; the effect pro-

duced by the two performances which
have been given at the King's Theatre,

under many disadvantages, is unequal-
led in our musical history. Tlie whole
town has been delighted ; and yet there

ym nothing to attract except the music.

As for the language, about which >o

much trash has been written here of*

late years, it is horribly unmusical.

The oontrast between it and^ music
to Which it is allied isquiteasamlling
as that between Titania and Bottom,
the while the rough beast IgjM^ped
in her delicate embrace* MosTtlussian
weirds coneist of two sneesee and tt

cough; but all German words see

either whines or grunts, or a conqriioa-

tion 6f both. Charles V., therefore,

did fool wrong to the ndble henw
when he expressed a wisla to» hcAd
converse with him in tlfet tongue ;* it ig
only fit for swina. 8o> mdtv'fer'thw
language 1 Tsuchiti^the cempA»y^ iiS

any town in Germany, would he
designated positively bad ; the only
person ofh%h pretenses, swdLreally
of great talent, is Madame Snroeder

Devnent—(he only remaining person
who has any claim to consideration

is Haitringer the tenor., Shrmde^ is

an extraordinaix person,—a living lie

to the (ftoverh,*" stupid as a dancer
for she was formerly a dancer, and
used to enact the male in ptu de detut

with Heberld (who is also a OerrAan);
and most decidedly she is a woman of
•genius. Her face, however, is a bad
maoque ; but in moments of excite-

Vnent, the soul shines tnumphant
through the dull and heavy clay. The
two pieces pljiyed by the Germans are

Ikr Fr^fchutz and Fidelio : both
l(ave been received with the utmost
enthusiasm. It was good policy in

Mason to begin with Der /

the musiaswas familiar, and when well
rendered (which uo^usic evdr was at

our theatres) it became delightful. We
had before no idesf of the effect ofthe
choruses, having never heard them
sung in tune or time ; or of the opera,
not more tlian half of which, as it

was truly written, was represented.

Fidefio, too, gave us a new sense of
delight ; it was so earnest, so simple,

and so sublime—and it was really so
well performed upon the whole; for

herqjliaitziiiger is positively good, and
ShaoBder exquisite. A moie true and
more impassioned performance I have
never witnessed than hen in this opera <

—she is decidedly one of the best lyric

actresses in the world.

Meaning, howffver, to say much efo

the German opera and of Madamd
Shrosder Devrieftt ’hereafter, !• ahafl

abandon the subject for the pvesent.

FRUKGH OFEBA.

IVAsAMaat, in his tieatise.iSSr in

Idbnti de (o pleofently ob^
scMSr ^11 y a efeesmules leanotions

devuT'aluwea qu’qp doit vespecter, la

reUgioa eaie^goufremenieut; en Fnssce
0|i^4O«gj«ttte UM troisih^.]a mu*-

sii|A>rdli'poys.’' Hc^ hommr, h-
spodddriiona offooiiH and aousidiugly

duMdMht*mi|^M^^ of liis go-

riiiisja|iiiiist eXk thiiee< Weals, too^ os

were at that tune the religion and go-
vernment of the <.bantqr»’ the musie
was^w6aker still; hotie«nB dsfeaded
with a<ff^llty preportionuly dei|MN

ia^ll the gloriei of its^^i^^^SSSlMq
t ill the tsme storm that prasttated dia
cbvwch and nwoorel^ swept 'it ffniyiii

never toumunsj; even

forelgiiMp^'
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/Die Tfeiic]i dUkianUi thki

nkOi&c t«fy miid, but lA «trang»n

9j;r^ in/xmMmnliig it. << C’est un
tmtimme qul Mr mnpt la tdte, ou
tin plain 'mnt qui lea eitikrt par aa

langnetiT', qnaiMr il ne lea rmfte pas
par ta pr4tdl^n/’ quoth our D’Alem-
TOit ; buty n^itbeless, the man who
jtaisedMfVoicepgainst it was forthwith

plac^ ny the court party in the cate^

gmy of atheists and republicans : for,

said tfa^, ** toutes les libeit^s se tien-

nent et sont^^galement dangeieuses;

la liberty de la lOHsiciw suppose celle

de aentir, la liberte de sentir bntrlline
* celle de penser, la liberty de penser

celle d’agir. et la liberty d’agir eat la

xuine*des dtats.” And) consequently,

they «were *a8 virulently opposed to

dam who claimed the liberty of song,

as to those who sought the liberty of
thought, speech, or action. /
Lkt the people, too, should be se-

duced from their allegiapce to the na^

donal opera, the Italians,whcrtiadmade
a second attempt to establish a thea-

tre some eight years before D’AlembeA
wrote, wer# expelled from Paris,* and
all manner of angry reprcuirhes were
hurled a|[ainst thw supporters. The
heresy, however, was not destroyed by
the removal of the idols; on the con-
tniy, its leaders, in their despair, as-

sailM the French music more violently

than ever, <*Noua n'avons point de
musique!” exclaimed Rousseau, and
all the Boufibnistes shouted assent;

and at length boldly proposed, that the

Italian music should be substituted for

that noue which now disgraced their

opera ; the form of the opera, tha pe-

culiarities, the language, being pre-

served, and the only alteration being
«the substitution of the Italian jpartUion

—nedfaritM) obbligato, and style ofairs,
for the monotonous recitative cmarant

Mflltiid dull psalmody ef Lulli. The ad-
vanti^es of the change are so obvious,

that it would be a matter of wonder
that there riiould be any hesitation to

adopt it, if we did not consider, firstly,

howodious to the court,which govertM
the pnnd opM, were die phiJosbphers
and thdr $ends,*wl|a, fw the most
part, constittiied the Bouffoniste party

;

and, secondly, how littlcf fervent sup-
portM pramition must have re-

cefved fiom the mere million, who
mpMMrially vain to a deg;m of

that is theink, omd dfiio

twrion qi futisical

The levoitttioii, bowsueiv oemef tbes

Bouffonntes triumphed, and the mpn
dem Flinch opem was* eitabKtihed.

It is an opera stri generiht find, conse-

quently, those who.cotapare it'^wjUK

the Giman or Italian, simply one
imisipal composition, compare things

between which no comparison can
fairly be instituted. *

j

Ihe modem Freifch oMra is found-
ed upon the ideas of Rousseau and
D'Alembert; it differs, hoyrever, as

may be at once concluded, fit»m the

ancient French opera only in the

music. Rousseau would deseribe the

opera as a dramatic, lyrical, and scenic

representation, in which agreeable sen-

sations are conveyed by means of all

the fine arts—the poetry and action

being^dressed to the mind, the mu-
sic to the ear, and the scenic decora-

tions to the eye of the sp^tator; and
Dcdlembert, while obse^ing that in

France comedy is the spectacle of the
mind, and tragedy ofthe soul, declares

that opera is tlie spectacle of the senses— that it is nothiDff more, and never

can be more ; and certainly French
opera never is, and never pretends to

be, any thing more. Therefore is it

that it differs materndly from the finest .

Italian and German lyric dramas, wlitch

really are what the Frenchman declares

it is impossible they can be, and do
affect the heart after the same way as

spoken tragedy, namely, by the pahit-

iDg and developement of the pessiOBS.

But D'Alemhert— strangely enough
fi>r one of his exquisite taste and ge-

nius—contends, thk although the mu-
*8ic of a touching scene be potent to

draw down tears, yet that it is always
by aflhcting the heart, through the me-
dium ofthe senses, aiid, con^uently,
never from its poarer of coujunng'np
images before tne mind, or poMi^ng
the forfie of the passions. And as-

iuming this, he pmeeds very logmlly
to prove tliat the Fiancb opera is «u-
perior to the Italian. For, aiguasvhe,

it the pleasures of the satisas, as^vre

daily find, grow dull when too long
oonwiued— to be anJoyed*wkiMMit
ftttigue tbty require vaiiaiy and' inters

Topnon, it folMs, that in thie kM'of
tpectacle pleasure cannot eirtev.tour

eoul by too many aensee at'tiaoetfbtihat

one oaimo^ to to tiia^ir

dhors open^inAiaa tonmiMdi«m^
and that an «rpeiai» vriikh,>tilp»fc9»e

Frendi, tmilas eosiiie davtMl^ho*
,

ruiei, song, find danoe, is ftieforable
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to the XmliaiH which confines iteelf to

•pOQtMle en^ seogv

We cannot agree in the eendusiori,
hafing 4eoild the aaeumption from
tAldi it ie dedueed, but freely ac-
knowledge that the French opera is

now a very delightful entertainment;
It continues to be /e‘ paradii dei ^eux,
and has ce.ased th be Vtnfer de$ oreUles.

The music hasbeen infinitely improved

:

it is excellent of its kind ; but it can-
not compete with the music of Italy or
of Germany. To compare a French
opera with an Italian or German (I,

or ooQT8e» speak of the best in each
sobool)^ is as it were to compare a
fimiy tale with an epic poem. The
music of the French opera is only the

music of the senses, and of the senses
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miiTor. their mind
may be dimmed for a ipomw Igr the
breath of misfortiuiG, or tM'^ch 9f
apprehension, yet, in the ^niei^t, the
bust is sure to shrink itf

bright surface, and leave it ca^ a]|d

unsullied as ^fore. The very soul of
chivalry, too, is breathed into ,tbe

music fioic^first to last ; Roljprt is the

perfect image of " the \|ood kiligh]t and
true.’* He is brave as his sword,' and
ignorant db his horse, superstitious ^at

all times, sacrilegious won occasion,

courteous to the gentle of blood,
haughty and o>erbeannff to die vulgar
multitude, a lover of play, and wine,
and ladies* eyes, and a contemner of
all laws and moral obligations, saving
those prescribed to him byliisJy^ighUy

of Frenchmen ; it is still rathgr bois-
,

devoir and vow. Thus he commences
terous, and, like their demeanour, his courtship of the Princess of Sicily

fraught with liveliness and excitement, l bv an attempt at abduction—a ^mod
The airs are few, and, for the *giOBt ^ old knightly fashion, still observe by
part, undistinguished for depth of Dan O’Conneirs chivalry in Irish

thought or intensity of expression

The concerted pieces and choruses are

numerous, and generally somewhat
noisy ; and the instrumentation, though
elaborate as the German, is rarely so

original or so appropriate.

This is the ^neral cliaracter of the
music; a character which is likely Co-

lloid good, notwitlistaoding that seve-

ral of their best operas have been

written by foreigners—-Rossini, Pacini,

Jdayerbeer, and others. For the desire

of tnese masters to bear away (in the

French phrase) all the suffrages, and
therefore to propitiate the prejudices

of their audience, combined witKthe
&et of their having a good orchestra

and indifferent singers to write for,

has induced them to pursue the same
Style of composition with^the native

writers. Thus the Comte Ory and

ChiiUamne Tell of Rossini are quite

different from all his precAb;g works

;

and few would iftco^ise the hand of

4hS same master in II Croeutto in

Ilgit$o eod. Robert le -few

would frnagiiie that the latter could

be production ofsny body except

o boip FiepcbmsA. eBm soo^ is of

^tladye love and chivaliyV—the joys,

the scitows^ the perils, natuad and
anpenratondi thefaunto allied. It is

,^1̂ 'IMjpirably diAaeteristic : throup^ut
-;H$bfedastiiietvwiib that oative wng

"ttfed coBstitwstioaal lidtt«>beazterines8
' wMdb dfetinguishw -a jbeople on

haweree darkened hj4i pass*

dgg efend, im shadow can se|||e; fer

mountaias.* With a feeling worthy pf
the Black Prince at Limoges, as he

*lay in his litter contemplating the

slaughter of men, women, and chil-

dren, h^^rders the pudcfle which cir-

culated*in the pegsant’s (Raimbaut’s)
veins to be poured forth upon the

earth, which couVl only receive it with
disgust ; and is siiout to fling the pea-
sant girl to " the general camp,*’ until

he ascertains she is his foster-sister.

Then, as to mere mortal combats, they
are as necessary to his existence at the

breath of ^is nostrils ; and he braves
the encounter of supernatural perils

with scarcely the hesitation of a mo-
ment, remembering that a Herman
kilight should know no fear.
* So much for bis character. It would

idle to pursue him through hi^

ventures, ror bis story is, I take for

granted, by this time well khown to

all. Let me simply say, that Rcfo

the Nonnaii is not only in

in reality, the hero of the pi^.
feble is touching his tempb^^on 'ipid

deliverance ; every character aii4 every

passage^ from first to laH» bem upon
thii, ^ interest of the dsn^ is

Gonoentrated^mt Robert—>110 is grer

present to our tbpndits-
**

tberefenifAto MayeraBer \
induqwtable sign 'of gmg
rare triomplu one (raf Is

mindtrherdofore been m
' ^

^poetjwt Ilomer-—po.
Mpiar|. e/Let me npUliQ
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fts wishing to ^ponviey the. idea that tne

wfiole work is one 1 .do .netj wo^ 'ifs one
consider it a'work, ofi^tausd original

geojjUPv hut it is moat decidedly a work
talent, ftoe taste, soupd judg^

ihhni, itnd grofohad kriowled^. 3ihe

ahs gehe^y speaking,not /tvoitby

of^ disUp^isbed a master ofmelody t

thky aip^ Ikht, too supe^cial—tm
is to saJ^tSo Frcibch; but the concerted

pieces are excellent, the instrumentap-

tipn admirable, and the partkion above

all praise. In this opera Mayeibeer
has brought fecitative to perrection^

By (he happy minure (d the rozitative

couranl ana recitativit ohbiigatoy he is

enabled to body forth every the minut-

est mode of tiiougbt or feeling, and
thus to yiva. a practical and glorious

oomndu^on. to the reasoning of those

who contended that music, being es-

darker and
. deeper feelings, .as veelkas

the representation of-^ion^W^thisrof
an. ordinary descriptipii or.m^er ^tlm

influence ofhig^ exoitenlenVm
rendered by. (he .jrecitativei abmiga^
which, although im the .same measiiirei-

with^e common recitetive^coariu^, is

broken and divided according to the

necessities of the subject; while the
parts are linked togelb^ and, the

whole sustained by the orchestra,which
comes in as a sort of interlocutor, like

the chorus in a Greek plav. . .

Meyerbeer has fully feu and. pndeiv
stood all this ; he has entirely relieved

the recitative of Uiat monotony which
rendered it occasionally wearisome',

even** in the hands of the
.

greatest

masters; and he has shewn that an
opera ipay be written without a single

passage »which the most impatient

sentially an uncommon, unnatural, i could fairly designate as dull

and exaggCra^. language, is fit only
'

to express vivid impressions, deep
thoughts, powerful passioils, and those

objects, from whence they arise, and
consequently inclined to the opinion*

that rechative* should be dispensed

whh altogether, or regardedpimply as

a necessary evil—the coarse ai%' worth-

less thread on which the '*gems of
price’’ were strung. « But the fact is,

recitative in a lyric drama is analogous
to narrative in an epic poem. Music
has been happily described as a lan-

guage without vowels—the action must
supply them— the dance, the gesture

of tne performer, or word| which are

the signs of action ; but the wotds in

an opera are simply the signs ofthings,

ofevents, and feelings-^seen as it w^rc
through an'achromatic glgss. It is Vpr

the mnsic to give them colour, grace,

gnd' beauty; and thas, in recitative |s
in narration, the due degree of force

and Meeting may be infused into each
Damge according to l}ie necessities of

"*tlSe case; if it be the simple recital of
a mere it vriU be rendered by the

roantmvrip .^ose unimpassioned, mea-
sured jbnCt*on which tbe ear is glad to

repOslI aftdr,.excitemenC, as if would be
by a true poet in the plainest wofdi

;

if it be tne ekplBha/^ioiL.of any thing

wlfer^ith enerffletic feelings and vio-

lent iMrisiotlsw intermin^ed, it

expressed by the reciW*
r,^tich approaches nearer

r'bf natui^ than ary other

isic. It is only thqisubli

ofthe heart wktare fully

lied, forth die

'IQfis is an immortal triumph; but,

nevertheless, as I have .said, tbe wmrk
is not one of original genius. He has
brought no new materials to tbe struc-

ture—he has embodied few ideas which
of tliemselves would win. him glory*

Mozart, Weber, Beethoven, R^sini,
have opened new tracks of thought;
Meyerbeer has followed in eadi and
all of them with the conhdent ^itepof
talent, knowledge, and power, 'hiis

is much ; but tiiis is all. Abroad, the

is esteemed roost highly; smd here-

after 1 have no doubt that we shall

accord him gpreater praise than lum
been yet vouchsafed ,to him- Hehas
great reason to complain of the way in
whiph he has been treated on this stage.

Several of his works have been repre«-

sented, but only the last from^a perfect

copy. Id J/ Crociata in JSgilt^s the
Innoda Mbrle,one ofthe finest morsels,
and one oc more of the best.scenes,

were omitted for lack, of the- soore^;

La Rota ihua e la Rota bianca .was
represented, with ac^mpaoimenti sup^
plied by some mechanic at the Jiing’s
Theatre, the opera being unpulriish^
and, lastly, at our natioiial theatres, the
managers were dishonest .enough, la
him, t6M0Dck.|dasQD,.andfoe.publfe,
to, bring ftrth.a version of Robert k
LHabUf which bore about the;saitte

resemblance to thettue thata skeleton
dw to the living mkn.. It. 4a true \

tbhse persons gai^d nothii^ byili^.
base^ proc^iog, except the* satisfoor

;

tory .establishment of me fimt, aimost
saperfiuqus as for as thehr cljnracier

Was eoticened, that th^*bed in this
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ittsttiDCe acted very shamefally. Bot
theijr‘ attempt v^s calculated,' and
undoubtedly had the efiect raising

a prejudice Igainst the true work ofK Meyerbeer. Justice, however,

was done to die oj^era at the Kin^s
Theatre. No expense was 8par0d ^
scenery,* decora^ons, or accessones

;

atid the puncipal characters were sua-

tkined as at Paris.' Nourrit sang and
performed Robert upon thewhole well

;

out his voice is not pleasing to my ear

—It is too like a hautboy. Cinti*sang

as usual, in the princess. De Meric
was sufficiently good in Alice not to

spoil the ensemble

;

but she pronounces

French very badly, and, in short, ap-

peared to less advantage than in any^

character I had before seen her. La-
vasseur was highly to be pTaised«in the

demon, who had shared in the weak-
nesses, and was afflicted with die feel-

ings and sufferings, proper to humanity

;

a strange creation, well depicted by the

master— or, rather, a strange imagina-
tion of the monkish ages, admirably

bodied forth by the master;—a £iUen
angel, who had passionately loved a
woman, and now adored her mortal

offspring; and yet, thus adoring, is

labouring to destroy his son, that they

may nbl be separated hereafter, albeit

their union must be continued in the

midst of torments and hell-fire. Is

this natural? is it reconcilable even

with that degree of probability de-

manded on the stage ? I should have
answered in the negative, were it not

that our law, which is the perfection of
reason, has more'^han once declared,

in- oracular voice, through its chief

minister, that some such feelings and
designs might be suspected in a human
father. Who can' deny the wisdom
or dispute the judgment of the -law.

*

ment and unbridled excitement in it.

The*choruses are extremely fine ; and
the air, Vor est une chimetiyia written
with infinite taste and spirit. The
second and fourth act, in which ,tlie

rincess appears, ard the worst of the
ve, but still contain fine^usic.

whole of die third act is replete iifi£

talent: theanixture ofjLhe tesq^leand'
the grote^ue in the diablerie is con-
ceived wit^ the mind of a scholar, and
executed with die hand of a master.
With the magnificent • recitative of
Bertiam, and i^is soul-breathing air.

Pour toi qui m*os si oher,"

is intermingled the wild chant of the

demons in theit sad revelry. Thc^effect

is powerful. Great praise, 4oo;riwist be

^
given to the scene in which Robert is

tempted to visit the rained abbey;
^The air,

** Des chevaliers de ma patne,
L*h<mnem ffit toujours Ic Bou|;ien/’

is one of the most spirit-stirj^ng ever
written. Thewhole scene in the abbey,
likewise, is admirably' qpneeived—the
re-animation of the nuns, the seduction
of RobeaHfy the beauteous al^bess, and
their return to torment and the grave
when their ministiy was done. But
of this much has' been written; and
the folly of converting the nuns into
dancing girls, and so destroying the
illusion of the scene, has been suffir

ciently inveighed against. I would
simply remark how exquisitely lleberlc

portrays the departure of animation
from the fsnn and limbs that a moment
before were instinct with grace and
beaifty—how she seems sinking tp
earth through llie knighfs eager grasp,
and melting away, even as he clasps

hep to his heart, like a snow-wreath.
Enough of this : let me content my-
ir riU ? ^

Tbel'e is another matter for which we
must give Mcyeirb&r applause. Tlie

chqmeters are one and ail admirably

preserved throughout, although the

subject varies with each act. The
fiiVt act gives us a sort of glance gt'the

vie prio%e pT the gentle knights of yoie.

We find them gambling, drinking, and
quarfelliiE«i as became their "tank and

glpiy. Ibis ac^ ^riiaps, possesses

,mbre of originality than any other. It

u'‘1lii|(hly animated and picturesqiiiel

li^'is a fine relish of reckl^s enjoy-^

act is grand ; an<f that, with the exedp
lion ofsome little destruction ofFieoch
words by the German and Engluh
chorus-singers, the opera was iao

presented as scarcely to leave, a wish
ung^iified.

This is the only French opera we
have had, and^the only one we ahal)

have during^the remainder of the sea-

son. It is not improbable,

we may never i^ain base oocai^.to
speak upon the French opera.

,

J.

^^Since theshove !»!«* written, Clnti, and beryA|if|^\I\e'tt9^tniok ibkhigidsr
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Tub rapid and indecent manner in

Hbich the tri^lb ac^ usually couducted
at (|he Old l^ley session-house is a
constant ^tbeme of censur| by those

who haKaWerehtered that court. For
several sessions I ttiade a calculation of
the average time which eachnrial occu-
pied. I never found it exceed ei^t
and a half idinu^es, notwithstanding

many cases engage the^urt occasion-

ally a whole day; and in the old court,

where most of die capitals are tried,

they usually, on the fiiyt, second, and
tbira^Jgys .of the sessions, severally

take many hours. Ihe average ofeight
minutes and a halfis made on both tne

courts, and takes m all the prisoners

tried for oSght successive sessions. The
rapidity with which the trials are des-
{p^hed throws the prisdbeig into the

utmost oonhision. Fifty or sixty of

them are kept in readiness in the dock
under the court, to be hroi^ht up as

they may tib called for. *{^6 men,
seeing their fellow-prisoned return

tried and found guilty in a minute or

two after having b|*en taken up, be-

come so alarmed and nervous, in con-

sequence of losing all prospect of hav-

ing a patient trial, that in their efforts

at the moment to re-arrange their ideas,

plan of defence, and put the strongest

feature of their cases before the couit

as speedily as possible, they lose all

command over themselves; and are

then, to use their own language, tgken

up to he knocked dowr^like bullocks,

unheard. Full two-thirds of the pri-

soners, on their return from their trials,

cannot tell of any tiling which has
passed in the court, not even, very

^^uently, whether ^they have been
men ; and it is not indera uncommon
for a man to come back, after receiving

his sentence on the day appointed for

that purpose, saying, It can’t be me
they mean ; 1 have not been tried yet;’*

conomving,fioir^e celenw with which
the business was peiformed, that he had
onfy been v]Lto plead, or see a fresh

iuiyempanndled, forwhich purpose he
had beM probably several tunes called

up In the coiftse of one or two days
WailSng in the dock. "With countiy-

alen, whose habits are 8low,|there is

’IpmtMto no posribility of nersuadiog
tbemtoihf.poiitfary. Theil are, it is

^nie, some most Wretchedly

stupid ; this, however, gives them' a
greater claim to our consideration ; and
whatever may be their crimes or con-
dition, it is proper theyehould be made
sensible of theif h^ng justice donb
thetn on their trials. Under the present
system, they never can feel satismction

on this he^. It was k boast at the

Old Bailey, that a recent city judge
could dispatch 60 or 70 trials a^ay

;

and a lament was made that his suc-
cessor did not so successfully drive on
the business. With the knowledge of
fhese facts, can we wonder that many
serious mistakes should occur? The
evident pnxiety of all the city judges
to proceed with indecent and uiijudi-

Qial haste with the business ofthe court,
nuA^s them frequently petulant at any
interruption or imp^iment to their

usual despatch, which manifests itself

in much acrimony between themselves
and counsel ; all ofwhich tends to throw
the prisoner offhis guard, and prevents
him asking questions which might give
the whole proceeding a new turn, and
which he recollects after he comes out
of court. Hence arises all that subse-
quent explanation and complaint which
gentlemen connected with the prison

are constrained to endure from die pri-

soners and their friends, after the trials

are over, eveiy session . The judges have
an idea that the business of the court

copld not be got through in any rea-

j^nable time, if the trials were not ex-
pedited in die way they now are ; for-

getting that any thing done in a huny
is never done well. The general call

for a court of appeal is occasioned by
the many errors which emanate from
the presoK- system. That such a court
has oeen long needed, is the opinion of
many competent to form a sound judg-
ment in these matters; indeed, it is'sur-

prising, in these days of legal reform,

that such a court has not bgen long
8ipce« established. In a case where a
few pounxls is the question at issu^ if

the party against whom judgment has
been awmed feels himself aggrieved,

and thinks he can bring new matter
forward to re-establish his case, he mey
apply to die Court of the King’s Bench
ffor a new trial, stating his reasons for

(making the ajmlication. Thjg is bht
foir, as it^ves him the opportunity of
^repairing any error or lapse which may
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have occurred by an oversight of his

own, ' or of his attoniey. Not so in

cases where a man’s lifcj lihirtify and
consequently^all his propertgy are at

stake. Here the d^isioii is final, al-

though tried before an inferior court,

and although he should be indispumbly
able to shew liis innocence. Let no one
say the occurrence of siiclv cases is rare

—that there are too many is certain,

the truth of which will be but too ap-

parent, when a court for a second hear-

ing is open to the many unfortunates

who are now sacrificed to a system
which would have disgraced the Scy-
thians in their most barbarous age. It

is true a statement may be laid before

the secretary of state; but the consi-^
deration of it is optional and gratuitous

on his part ; and them is but# little

chance of any petition, or othdi* docu-
ments, having attention, unless ,the

same l3e forwarded through some infhi-*

ential individual, who must in person
urge the prayer, and take infinite

trouble to press the merits of the case

on the attention of the secretary himscif]

Were it, however, otherwise, and every

facility afforded to petitioners, and im-
mediate attention given to those who
might be thought deserving of it, after

all, it is but an extra-judicial proceed-
ing, which at most only restores the

party to liberty, without giving him his

lost character, or reimbursing any of his

losses. That cases of such n nature do

duced on the trial. A few months
alter his conviction, the prosecutrix

caused a msuter carpenter rosiding^ in

the neighbourhood to be apprehended,
who was doing some work for her at

.

the time the robbery was said to have
been committed. Tliis unf8rtunate man
was put on his trial at the Old Bailey

;

he had some property, anck*^ most

unexceptionable character. He was of
a mild and, timid nature, and, more-
over, very nervous. Such were his

feelings when at the bar, thathe scarcely

liea^ a word of^e evidence which was
given against him. When the judge,
however, summed up, be observed that

much stress appeared to be laid on tin*

circumstance of his having brought a
key to the prosecutrix’s hoflise^m the
•morning the plate was supposed to

have been lost. As this related to a *

Vact he could in an instant e^hiin, he
was roused, and made an effort to call

the attention the judge ; but ^cing
rather roughly and peremptorily com-
immded to be silent, it had such an
(meet on him that he nejther saw nor
hearef any thing afierward^ He was
found and sentenced to seven
years’ transportation. He vhxs, how-
ever, retained in Newgate, in conse-
quence of the interference of some
friends, and the clergyman, in conjunc-
tion with some gentlemen of influence
in the parish, subsequently taking up
his case : his innocence was made

frequently occur, is proved by a refer-

ence to the secretary of state’s office,

where it will be seen that very often

pardons are granted a few weeks hr

months after sentence has been passed
*

on prisoners for very heavy offences. I

have a long list now before of these

cases, but will only, on this occasion,

insert two which came under my own
observation, and one ofwhicL I got up
for the purpose of laying belbre the

secretary of state. In the latter part

of the year 1830, a man named Price,

who lodged with a lady residing at

Fulham, was convicted of robbing her

of plate, &c. under rather extraordmary

circumstances. He had persuaded the

prosecutrix to conceal her property in

the garden, under a notion that the

house was goin^^ to be attacked by
burglars ; this property was ultimately

lost, and it would appear that Pripe

was the thief. The court sentenced^

him to seven years’ transportation.

None pl*tKe property yw ever after-

i

wards found, nor was any article pru-

VOL. V. KO. XXX.

manifest, and in a few months after his

conviction, aipardon obtaifled for him.
This person has a young family, and
other strong inducements to remain
whe)^ he has acquired some little pro-
pei;ly, and has kjl house of his own to

dwell in. Still, the circumstance of his

conviction remains a stain on himself,

and may be a reproach on his chil-

dren. These considerations make him
contemplate emigration to Americiwi
The other was the case ofa young man
of a good character, the son of ‘a re-

spectable tradesman (a bookbinder)
with a large grown-up family, whose
distils at the circumstance I am about
to relate was of the most poignant
nature. He wasstridd and convict of
stealing a trunk containing linen, an(l

sentenced tef seven years* tran8]^rta-».

tion. In this case the jq^ge and coun-
sel (Mr. Clarkson) some high
words, which appeared to irritate the
former, ftnd it is thought be laboured
bard for a conviction. All who have
been iniicii at the Qld Bailey* Court

3 D ’
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must have observed^ when any dispute both these cases it is evident, if no
arises between a counsel for the pri-> person unconnected with the prisoners

soQcfr and«a presiding how fatal had inteAered, they never would have
it generally is to the prisoner, whatever been noticed by the seermry, or those

may',
,
in the progress of the trial, come who act under him ; and when it is

oUt ill his favour. Is this the result of considered how much this office is

long practice^n that court, which harcK- crowded with a^folications of alike
end all within, and makes them self- nature, the majority oCwhich are made
willed^ impatient ofrefttiaint? It up of false sUMknents, it cannot be ex-

appeared that the^‘ prisoner went into a pected that a horn fide case ofinnocence
place of convenience, situated in a should very readily be distinguished

public court, whither he was driven by from the others. Indeed, there is no
a call of nature. In this place the chance for the innocent, unless somo
empty trunk was fougd; and a girl, influential person steps forward to drag:

the daughter ofthe prosecutrix, fieposed it out from the mass, and represent the
to having seen somebody like the pri- Ciase to the proper authorities; and
soner^go down the court with a trunk

,
even tlien the chances are very much

on- his shoulders, lie apprehended ^gainst the petitioning party obtaining

two dSy? affer this circumstance ; and justice. Does not tliis state of things
the additional evidence of two police^t call loudly for the institution ofa court

* men being procured, occasioned his of appedl, to which the prisoner might
convictiog,. Subsequently it was dls-/ hav^ a right of applying for a rehearing

covered that the policemen themselves ofthis case founded on affidavits, shew-
stolc foe linen, and buritd it in a gar- ing**some just and reasonable cause for

den, where it was aflerwardif found by the same? Such a court, beside the

another officer, who heard them giv^ satisfaction it would afford the public

orders regarding it. The two oi{icers that no innocent man could well suffer

who gave their testimony against the the penalties and opprobrium of guilt,

young man were shortl/'^j^ervvards would operate as a check to the courts

both convicted of compounding a fe- below, and deprive the guilty of an
• lony, and sentenced to two years’ im- excuse of declaring their innocence, to

prisonment each iif the house of cor- the no small annoyance of the sheriffs,

rection, where they now are undergoing and other authorities, in their visits to

their merited punishment. the prison, and to the great detriment

These facts were laid before the secre- and hindrance of justice to those who
tary of state, of which not the slightest really not guilty, most of whmn
notice was taken for six months. At are 'now lost, being inclined with
length, a gentleman confined in New- the impostors and pretenders to in-

gale for a libel, feeling very much for nocence, the number of which is very
the young/ man*s wrongs, wrote to the gfeat every sessioft; and this makes
secretary, and received a rcplyV^^^ni *the really innocent man’s case so

Mr. Phillipps, the tlnder-secretery, much more difficult, as the gentleroeti

saying, it shouM be taken into coiisi- who visit the prison and interest tliem-

deration ; on the receipt of which,*this selves for individuals so frequently

gentleman, who was very indignant at find themselves imposed upon. In
the treatment the young man received, their d^re to do all the good they car,

^rote another spirited letter, saying the they ar^ccasioned so much unneojea-

case needed not a moment’s ** consider sary trouble by parties who, after all

ration,** as it only required a glance at their labours, they find to be worthless

:

the documentsHo see the accused was they at length give it up, and to justify

an innocent roan. Two days after- themselves to their own feelings^ per-
wards his pardon was sent to t^e pri- suaije each other that no innocence . is

son, and he obtained his liberty. In ever placed in the situation of guilts*

__ _
* ,So many cases of red or apparent error do occur, that foe visiting aldermen,

shqdHi, and {gmtlemen engaged more immediately in the management' of the prison,

aid^med in u most painful aituatioD, and it is sometimes very amusing to obs^re
bbOdr they aft endeavour to persuade each otlmr to take up cases of hardship, and to

,
rdmpve nont their owA«houldeps the troubfo aud difficulty they kuow will be brought

's l^a themielvea .in any one t^ase. It is nob long since, I heard one aldeig^n say to
;;&|^oth(il, and A party of genthfoien who we|e with hi^, aloud, so as fd be heahf by all

piiaonera yard wbefo they atw time were standing*, There stands a
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If they had heard os many confessions

as 1 Imve, of the part many the pri-

soners have ^ken in affixing guilt on
innocent persons' before they were
themselves found gguilty, they would
take a different view of the matter.

The motives which have actuated%nen
in these Instances, and^e means they
have taken’ to accopiplfeh their ol^cct,

are often of a very ingenious and ex-
traordinary nature^ which form rare ex-

amples of the combination of talent

Ono depravity. It is not, perhaps,
generally known, that there are among
rogues a set of designers in the art of
committing crime, i.e. men who plan
and contrive the various modes of rob-

bery. Amongst these, he who can
attach to his' scheme a method of put-
ting the robbed on a wrong st^ent i.s

esteemed the best general ; an<l T have
known many cases wherein for ^hi:^

purpose they have sacrificed their^dld

companions, after having disagreed and
broken partnership. So sensible of

this danger are they after parting ac-

quaintance, that nothing gives them
greater pleasure than to hear of tlieir

ci-devant friends being hanged or trans-

ported. Independently of‘»all other

chances by which an innocent person

may posdbly be placed in a situation

of guilt, it not unfrequcnily happens
that lo'.v attornies, and sham ones, un-
dertake the defence of a prisoner, and
after obtaining all the money they can
from them, abandon their cases alto-

gether. L have known many instances

of this kind, and of several individuals

who have been uiTder prosecution tor^

the offence, and who have been con-
victed and punished. But I never

knew of any case in which ^ prisoner

so treated could obtain redress for him-
self, although, under these circum-
stances, he ought still to be o^sidered
innocent, as the rule audi alteram par^

tern has not been adhered to. Who
can say what effect a prisoner's defence

might have had with the jury, and of

which he was deprived by the com-
mission of a greater felony, peibaps,

than that for which he was called on to

make his own ?
*

Another practice those attorneys

have. After takipg all the money they

ean obtain from the prisoner by per-

suading him his case is a good oae.

they then do nothing but attend virhen

he is. at the bar, or just before he goes
up, when U|ssy*make a comidunication
to the prisoner, that “ they have just

left counsel, with whqm they have had
a long consultation, who^advises, un-
der all the circumstances, that nothing

shall be said in court.’’ Them after re-

commending patience and qfniscence,

they leave the man to his fete.

As every*raan, by tlie humane spirit

of our laws, is considered innocent

until found guilty by a juiy of liis

country, after having had a fair chance
of defending himself, it is natural that

each prisoner should be desirous of
availing himself of this privilege ; and
it is the duty of the court, to s^Uiat
such regulations are establisheoos will

*secure to the prisoner this advanta§^.
However the feelings of the public in

^general may be prejudiced i^gainst alt

who appear at the bar of the Old
Bailey, e^rjpone who advocatcll true

and sound principles of justice and
humanity, must feel anxious that this

last fevour should be secured to them.
The attention of the aldenflen on this

point inrt^iieir visits to the prison, shew
they have a just estimate of its im-
portance. When |my case of interest

occurs, they, or the sheriffs, will order
a supply of cash from some available

fund to the accused, if the party have
no means of procuring legal advice for

his defence. These cases, however, are

but rare, and no attention or assistance

of theirs caA bring any good to the

liody of prisoners, unless the system
be ajtered. If the prisoners be con-
sidered, and 1 hold they ought, in any
arrangement lAaile for conducting the

trials, not only that the innocent may
ha^ the fairest opportunity of making
the same manifest, but that there should
be no possible exguse left for the guilty

to assert their innocence after convitt
tion— a very material change must
take place. Counsel must be restrained
from taking briefs unless they can at-

tend to them. Let a stranger go into

Newgate a few days after the close of
a session, and ask ^ny of the prisoners

what arc their *cases? I wfil under-
take one hal{ will tell hifli they are in*

nocent, and say they should have been
acquitted if the compel who ^had
their briefs had not been in the other

j^ung men (pointing to a prisoner) who
I know to be as innocent of the*crime for

.cannot succeed in obtaining his pardon,

10 . as

for nr]

las been tbreqyears in Newgate, and whom
hrhich he i§ suftering asJ am myaelF, yet 1
.eep up your spirits, yoi^juan !”
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court* at the time of tlicir trials, and tenliam, who, most market-days; came
that they were in consequence left to Smithfield with his master’s bay,

without If defence. Nqnr^is is true bought nimself a new ^ip at a shop
with a very large portion mtbem every near Long liane, which ne, a lew days
session ; others agre Kiad of this, or any afterwards lost, hping an older one
other opportunity, on wliich to frame a left at the stables in l^ndon in lieu of

dedaiation ot innocence. Nothing can it. %Vs he had marked his whip, and
be^more unftiir than that counsel should had had a n^^iece of brass pht round

be allowed to take briefs vfith fees and it to streng^M it,^e was**constantty

neglect them. 1 have often sent to looking out ihiongst his fellow-carters

remonstrate on the subject ;*the answer for it, and at length discovered it in

always was, ^ I cannot help it, I can’t the hands of an acquaintance, who
divide myselft^ I was on a trial in the drove a team on the same road. He
other court; if I'had been giflpd with instantly demanded it, but his right to

ubiquity I shbuld have b^n there.’’ it was denied, and from time to time
I have written twenty briefs on the first many altercations took place between
day pf s^ion for prisoners, and sent them as they met at market or on tlie

fm o^ne,jtwo, or thiee guineas with road. At length he saw it lying under
each^wBienwere taken, and Imve had the man’s cart in Smithfield; thinking

twelve of the twenty neglected, because * it a fair opportunity to recover his loss,

the counsel who had them was engaged . be took Ht, and left his own in its place,

the ^holc day on a trial in the otner^ jhew oilier man judging who had it,

^rt, in whitm he probably had a fee Ibe evening to a public-house

dften%uiaeasor more, i^nly consider in Tottenham, and claimed it; for se-

the ignorknee of the prisoners in ge- veial evenings this squabble regarding

rieml, and the difficulty they often have the whip was continued, to terminate

to obtain the money for their defences, which the man in possession of it pro-

the bed betng often sold from under posed going to a magistrate in the

their wivps and children fo^^^at pur- neighbourhood the following evening,

pose, and the reliance they are obliged and submitting the matter to him for

to place on the counsel in asking any decision. They both did so voliinta-

material question to prove their inno- rily, being much heated with the many
cence, from an inability to speak for disputes regarding the ownership of

themselves. After such a consideration, the whip. The magistrate beii^ un-
vrill any one say they are not entitled able to make anything of the dispute,

to protection arainst this practice of pked the recent possessor of the whip,
the counsel ? In a court of civil law, if he’would swear it was his property ?

the absence ofcounsel and brief would He said he would, and was iramedi-

occasion the trial to be put*oif, or en- ately sworn. Theji,” said the magis-

title the party, on motion, to a^new Jtrate, “ the other* has committed a

trial. Many of the prisoners, too^ are felony, and it is my duty to send him
so stupid that they tak^ the judge^r to Newgate for trial although the

the counsel, and vice vend, and would man offejied the next day to produce
be put on dieir trials without eVen the maker of the whip, from near Long
apprismg the court, after having em- Lane, to prove it his. His mittimus

ployed a counsel, that they were so was forwith made out, and the man
‘^IK^pared, did not IVfr. Wontner make being placed in a cart was sent ten

It generally a rule to ask the ques- miles to prison, leaving a young wife

tiofi as they are brought up, whether and two infants distracted at home,
tlkey have employed counsel ? And whose appearance at Newgate the fol-

be it understood, that these ignorant lowing morning, being that ofa maniac,

are the aery persons who, being excited the sympathy of all about her.

itmocent, tie moa| frequently placed A more honest and affectionate pair of
in a sitinitkMl of guilt.* T have a long rustics I never saw. I was consulted

list of pet^ %u»s of cqpmittals to regarding his defence, but so agitated

NesmSe,with which the court has been and affected were bqfih husband and
trof^^fM fordid last three years, many wife, that in three days, during inter-

of mna truly ridiculous, and dis- vals^ I could not make any thing of the
gUMiefUl to the magistrates w|iio have ^tory, for, whenever the man began to

been tjie^cause of their going to the Irelate the particulars, his mind wan-.

Bgiify fbr trial. Take Ihe first on fdered so pouch that I began to fear for

’'^PvUstasa 1^;--A cartet*at Tot- this intellects, and as the .Msion was



be lost. At last, I thought of the other

mao^ of whom tlie magisAate liad

so speedily '^ade a prosecutor, and
sent a messenger to him. Whether the

conductof the magi^rate had disgusted

this man, or his feelings of irritation

being now subsided had rendered his

powers of* vision mor^iQlear, I know
not; but when thd roessehger reached

him, he was beginning to doubt if the

whip was his, or whether it was the

projf^rty of the prisoner, whom die

next day he visited in prison, obtaining

admittance as bis brother, lie put me
in possession of all the particulars of
the case, and I made out a brief. In
my first conversation with the prisoner

and his wife,when asked what 1 thought
of their case, I had said, that, V from
die nature of die court, no ncan once
committed was safe,although innocent,

widiout great exertion to prove did

same.’' In saying this I was justified,

from what 1 have seen ofthe proceedings

of this court, as well as from a desire

of stimulating them to take such steps

as might ensure the prisoner an ac>

<pittal. After 1 had seen the prose-

cutor, 1 was satisfied no bilk could be
found ; 1 dien gave them the brief, at

their request, to amuse themselves with.

Subsequently 1 learnt, afier the bill

was ignored, diat this aflectioiiate wo-
man, as soon as she got.die brief, went
home and sold every article of furni-

ture they [lossessed in the cotta^,

amouiiliijg to 3/. 5s,, which she carried

to a counsel, with the brief, in a strong

feeling of resolutifin that her partder

should not be lost for want of any*

sacrifice on her part. No one can

defend the magistrate who committed
this man ; I have avoided the insertion

of his name—die mention ofthe place,

should he see this, will {ierh^.s call it

to his recollection. 1 coii^de this

rase by saying, 1 never wished him
any other pun^ment for his thought-

lessness dian for a time to have wit-

nessed the scene as 1 did. If he has

neighbourhood from whence be came,
or die mamtrate would lAit, for such
a trifling onhhee, have committed him.
^us, as the ofience is minimised the
judge maximises the punishment, think-
mg he is doing the coufltry a service

in disposing ofso desperate a character,

without any evidence, that^e man
was ever accused of crime b^ore. 1

will add qnother recent case, which,
although not in the list, now occurs to

me. A man ofheretofore good charac-
ter,who kept a beer-shop atTeddington,
was coihmitted on a charge of stealing

some potatoes last year. This case
aiose out of a dispute of ownership,
and ouglit not Be liave been sent to die
Old Bailey at all. For wafot (f^iTbper

• management at his trial, he was found
guilty and sentenced to seven years’

\transportation. When this ^avy sen-
tence fell on him, his astonished neigh-

bours began^^to make inquiry into the
merits of\he case, and soon satisfied

^emselves of die man's innocence.
I wrote to a gentleman ofconsequence,
and possessed of some influence in the
iieighb^!i6od, who, afier convincing
himselfof the true merits ofthe case,

obtained a pardon for him. He is carry-
ingon his busiiiesifas before. That the
judges act under a false impression in

petty country cases, 1 have ascertained
froman unerring source manytimes d ur-

ing my stay in that place. Often when 1

have been relating a case to the aider-

men, one would say, ** Is it not a
shame to jcumroit under such circum-
stances?” And another would reply,

doubt the magistrate had his ^ri«
va|e reasons for so doing.” With ^ry
few exceptions, the sentences in all

these cases were transportation, which
can only be accounted torby the before-

named notion imbibed, a priori, by the

judges. Who ^hat contrasts theie

cases with others wherein old offenders

are let off with a few months impri-
sonment, wilPnot say ** something is

rotten in the state of Denmark:’' to

common feelings of humanity it would
have been chastisement enough. Every

session our calendar of crimes*is swelled

with many cases similar to the one

here related. Thjs incousiderateness of

magistrates out^of London produces

much injustice, as the judges at the

jOld Bailey, when th^ obtain a con*%

viction under cases of this nature, ge4
nerally ^ass a sentence of transporta4

tioii, having a notion that tlifi prisoner!

placq this beyond dispute, I will add
two cases of an opp<»ite nature. In
July session Ifigl, William Baxter, an
old and known transporS^ was tried for

not a light^offence, and sentenced to

three months’ imprisonment in New-
gate, where he was employed at his

trade (a carpenter), at ope shilling a
day, anS tl^ usual allowance of fi£>d.

Another young man, who bad 'been
four tines in and the last'
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time for picking a pocket of a hand-
kerchief, was, in September session

1829, senteidLced to thTMjftKinlhs’ im*
prisonment in the Ho«|b^ of Correc-
tion. Cases of this nature on both
sides of the question, as before said,

might be ci^ ad infinitum. I will

add one more, that of a child com-
mitted NeM^gatc, as illustrative of

magisterial carelessness. A baker, re-

siding at Ealing, missed .his watch,
and was unable in any way to ac-

count for theJoss of it. Two or three

days subsequently a little boy, only
live and a half yeaif old, vfas seen
in the road with it in his hand, shew-
ing it to every one he met, saying,
“ Ixibk what I have got ; I shall

give«iil»{o *my mother'.*’ An officer

nearing of the circumstance took the<

child and watch before the magistrate,

who questioned him regarding liis pos-/
session oV it. The little fellow told

him l^ had just before given anqther
boy, whom he met on the common
while at play, three marbles and two
apples for it. The officer was sent

with the clgld*to the common to*scek

the other boy, but he wae^qpt to be
found, aiid the child did not Imow his

name, for which he was committed to

New^te, to be placed at the bar of the

Old Bailey. Nothing could be more
ludicrous than the appearance of this

child in court. Tliere was the clerk

reading over the indictment to tliis

little urchin, whose chin did not reach

the bar, concluding witl^, ** Arc you
guilty, or not guilty ?” thejudge, es-

saying an air of extraordinary gravity

upon the occasion, shaking his ^ead
mdist portentously at th§ little boy, be-
cause he would call out, Not guilty,

my lord.”

There was the minister of the parish,

who had come up to town on the oc-

oesion, besides hhs mother, and other

friends, together with the governor, all

engaged in persuading this little fellow

to plead guilty. In Vain did they
promise his mother would take him
Dome, and that he should have a tart,

if he would pronounce the *word
guilty,” without tb^ addition of

not.” But "(^ot guilty, my lord,” was
all they could get from hifn. The feet

is, they were ^amed of the farce of
trying su^'kn infent, and had arranged

for him to^pronounce the word guilty,

then to finite the judgment, ^nd im-
mediaHI)' send him homq, with his

mother, flut thj^boys with indiom he

had been during his stay in prison,

had 80 drilled him m what he wan to

say wheft he came before the*judges
tellinghim, ifhe said guilty,”he would
be hanged, that no power could induce
him to say othen^fise. The acting of
this^rce concluded by a jury pro-

nouncing 'liiiUh^liot guilty, ailei all the

gravest hea^l^^ the court' had con-
certed a recdl^bf ghilty. Magistrates

generally are too hasty in committing

prisoners on charges they must know
cannot be substantiated on trial, and
thus unnecessarily increase the busi-

ness of the -court, and enlarge our
list of criminals. It is worthy of
remark, that a fewer number of these

cases come from the Mansion-House
than from any other office, where a
compe^tent law-officer is always in at-

teudanc:! to assist the psesiding magis-
trate. Of this the judges at the Old
Bailey seem not to be aware, as tliey

alwkys manifest a prejudice, not ob-

servable in other judges, against the

prisoner, which, however they may feel,

it is not politico!' judicious to e.vhibit;

and it lias often been remarked to me,
that, in every cose wherein the greatest

efforts hswe been made to defend a
prisoner, by which they have been
occasioned additional trouble, the

sentences have been more severe. (It

may be in a case of guilt, that when a
strong defence is made, the full inves-

tigation of it may shew the prisoner’s

turpitude in stronger colours, and thus

produce, this effect.) 1 say it has often

been remarked to me, and is a com-
mon notion with many observing men,
Vhich lessens the respect in which the

court ought to be held. It is easy to

imagine tliat many years sitting on that

bench miTst liave a tendency to make a
judge believe all the world are rogues

;

but thcj^liould never forget the re-

sponsibility attached to their situations,

and if the heart should become seared

by habit, assume a virtue if they have
it not.” Tliat the court has lost its dig-

nity, and public respect has been less-

ened^for It within these few yean, 1
have the opinion of some of the first

city authorities for saying. Nothing
but a court of appeal can operate as a
check upon the carelessness of all now
connected in the administration of our
criminal laws. A court of this kind
^diild have a sensible effect on all,

ffrom the judge on the bench to the

Icommon thief-taker. In Londbn many
{wicked sthemes are got up. for sinister
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purposes against parties, by others

more vricked dian themselves, for the

purpose of procuring convibtions of
felony. All Imow, in ninety-nine cases
out of a hundred, if a man is once con-
victed, that the parlies are secure ft-om

prosecution however it may havc^iieen

accomplished. .Another ar^ment in

favour of 'the iiistitutioj^pf a court of
appeal is, that frdm m^now hurried
manucr in which tlie trials are con-

ducted, witnesses unused to appear in

public, and of obtuse intellects, often

make mistakes, which they afterwards

are anxious, if the opportunity were
afforded, to correct, and which correc-

tion would put die prisoner's case in a
new light. As cases perhaps illustrate

these opinions better than many words,
I will give one which occurred Recent-
ly, though Lbcg it to be understood
that none of these opinions rest on fewer
than a dozen cases, to support *sgcti

head, and which have all occurred in

my own experience. In September
session last, a middle-aged man was
indicted by his master for embezzling

2s. 3(/., the value of some hay sold on
hismaster’s account. Afew days before

he was charged with this pftcuce, he
had left his master's service, lie was
discharged on a Saturday evening, after

settling accounts for the week’s takings,

in accordance with their usual practice.

There was no complaint against the

man; his master wanted employ for

him, and told him he would give him
a good character. It happened that

the master had the same day a cask of

contraband spirit^brought to his ho&sc,

which was seized by the excise ofticeiS

in the evening. Tliis the master attri-

buted to information given by the pri-

soner, and in temper causerf him to be
apprehended for the said embezzlement
of 2s. The man's only defence

was, that he had told him ct it at tlie

time of settlement, and desired him to

deduct it with the other sums received

from his wages; to prove which he
csdled a man who was present at the

lime. The counsel for the prosecution

so confused this man that he contia-

dieted himself in a most extraordinary

manner, until the judge committed
him for nrevarication. Tlie prisoner

.was found guiify, and sentenced to six

months in the House of Correction.

Two days after his trial, a respecftible

person, who heard of the matter, caira

to th^prison voluntarily, and ofterep

to make oatli that he was standing

tne shop at the time, and heard the

man say, Master, did you take Ute

2s. 3d. fbi;|i|^6vhay sold to

The other when he recovered his

self-possession, still said he would
affirm the same on oath. . This man
had a large family, whv all went to

the workhouse. If there had been«aa
appeal coivt open toJiim,
be but little doubt his sentendS would
have been reversed. In tliis case ng
one can be blamed

;
perhaps the prose-

cutor was minus the 3d., but the

man did not intend to rob him of it.

Nuinerdus simitar cases spring out of
the movements in society, which can-
not be imagined, and are only to be
known by experience among the parties

where they occur. It may£e«Sri^ that

all convicts would avail themselves of
this privilege, and that the court, of
appeal would have as much to do as

the Old Bailey court ilseff. Rules,

however, m^ht, without muc^ diffi-

cufty, be* laid down, to preclude all

cases except those of probable error,

Imd insure at the same time to the

iiijiiVed a fair chance bf j'edress. A
pardon .fr«m his most gracious Ma-
jesty ^ts the prisoner free, 4t is true,

but it does not restore to him his good
name, or compensate him for losses

occasioned by a false conviction. ^ A
court of appeal would do both, if the

party deserved it. Those connected
with the management of Newgate, if

examined, will tell you all are guilty,

and that tlicy never meet with any who
are convicted guiltless. This is with them
the language of habit; they consider it

their duty never to entertain die possi-

b^ily of suchtf:ases occurring. “ We,”
they say, are bound to look ou you

guilty now a jury of your country

hath so declared you.” This is said

to put tiie best face on the many cases

they cannot helf>, in spite of all

prejudice, to look on as innocent ones.

Besides, they are bound by their office

to support th% authorities under whom
they hold their situations. Yet, not-

withstanding, the gentlemen here al-

luded to are daily under the necessity

of attending tg cases which, from their

very nature, demand 4}ieir considera.-

tion and 'rfssistance. If they are sin-

cere in their declaratiogi, how is it that

not a session passes witliout their in

terferiug in several cases to obtain
panlofts ? Is this done to make a dis-

lay of (iftisequeiice, or powe.r, and to

ecoime imporuiQt^ilh these unfoitu-
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nates f There is a secret pleasure, no tlie street, which was picked -up by
doubt, ia the exercise of power, grate-, two of the shopmen who were close

ful to the feeHngs of all iii||^ce, but 1 at their heels, attended by a polices

am inclined, fiom the*^o>vledge I officer, to whom they wire all three

have of Uiese gentlemen, to give them known ; conscious of this, they did
credit for a higher and more noble not go out for soifte time, Ibr of
motive in allveases wherein tliey inter- liein^g recognised. At length another

pose after conviction, viz. a laudable companion of, tlieirs, got^ into the

desire tc^save |he innocegt from an watoh-house, 4heiDg char^ with

unmeritia punishment. Oftheneces- ing a bundle of ^Silk handkerchief
siiy for an appeal court) there needs from a female in Shoreditch, when two
no better testimony than to have a of them ventured to go to him, for the

return made ^f all tlie ciises in which purpose of giving him money for his

these gentlemen have used their good defence ; when they were there, the

offices ; no oral evidence could^ half policeman recognisea them as the par-
se applicable to the purpose—actions ties who had run off with the silk in

speak louder Uian words. Independ- Bishopsgate-street^* and locked them
ently«of cases in whieli individuals up in the same place with the one wlio

quiteapwie and untainted with crime had stolen the handkerchiefs. These
do occasionally come under a sentence « men in the greatest extremity, ca-

of the court, there are a much l^er pable o^ astonishing i^ts of heroic

])roportton of regular thieves convicted / generosity towards ea^ other. On
of crimes tney did not commit. This thi%, Occasion, the two men who stole

1 neveglookcd upon as so great an e^l, the s61k, conceiving themselves certain

considering theircharacterawAeknown of transportation, l^caine only anxious
to the court ; and which beiug thrown to save their friend, who was charged
into the scale, it is not to be wondered^ with a crime unconnected with their

that in an^ dbubtful case the Jury case. As one. of them was about the

should finu them guilty. *IV those same age and figure, it was proposed
unacquaufted with these mauers it that they ^ould ex<^iange diesses, so
may appear surprising that any should as to deceive the prosecutrix, who was
be found guiltv, beiag innocent of tlie expected every hour to prefer her

crimes with which they were charged, charge before the magistrate, and in-

It has, however, happened in many duce her to mistake the one for the

cases. For instance, 1 liave often other. This nue succeeded; for no
been employed to defend a man under sooner were they placed at the bar,

one, two, or more indictments, in one than ’she swore to the one who had die

of which he was guilty and in another other's clothes on, as being the thief

innocent. As might he expected, he whb stole her handkerchiefs. He was
would naturally direct my attention to in Consequence committed on two in-

die guilty case, saying he did notl^ar dictraents; one for the silk and the

the other, feeling a security in his oi^ii other for the handkerchiefs, whilst the

innocence under that particular charge, real culprit who had stolen the band-
Yet it not unfrequendy occurred, dn kerchiefs ifas discharged. I could not
my experience, that the prisoner would persuade the father to take die proper
be acquitted on the real case of guilt, means to Drove his son’s innocence on
aqd be found guilt)i* on the other, the lattei^harge, he saying, It was
Hence arises a common saying among impossible for a jury to find him
them when, in their conversations in guilty ; he (his son) being at the time
prison, one declares his innocence: the robbery was committed at home
** Then you are a sure condemned with the family, and other witnesses, at

man; now, I am guilty, and make sure break^st.'* Both were, however, ac-

of being aoquitt^.” I had one re- quitted for the silk; but my client was
markable instance <fC this. The father again put bn his trial for the handker-
of a young man emoloyed me to chiefs, and found guilty receiving a
defend bis son, chargeu witli attempts sentence of transportation for seven
ing to steal frqm a shop in Bishops- years for an offence^ lie certainly did
gate-streetapiece of silk, in whicli 'two not commit. 1 subsequently prepared

were implicated, The^ all three ftve** affidavits, tending to prove an
^irdwly escaped apprehensioif at the ilibi, which would liave been laid

.tirAe the‘ romry was attempted, and kfore the sucreta^ of state, But the
..My got 'oV'hy d|jprpping the eilk in ford mayefr, and several other raagis«>
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tratesy refused to allovt them to be
sworn, as being extra-judicial* By the

way, 1 have known many fery dis-

tressing ease#of injury to parties arise,

and many flagiant instances of peitjury

go unknown and unpunished, out of

this difficulty thus thrown in thegway
of ignorant and poor persons, to wliom
every facility oi^t to he afforded of

liTOving their statement
;

particularly

as any petition laid before the secre-

tary of state is disregarded tn toto^

unless well supported % affidavits. I

would not be understood to throw any
blame on the court, in the instance

wherein the habitual rogue comes
under the judgment of the court,

when not guilty of the particular

cltaige for which he receives sentence;

as it rests generally with the police-

officers, who w^l go very greatflengths,

in giving their evidence, to accomplish
a conviction, when they have a kiionvd

character before the court; thou^ it

cannot be excused for the very cen-
surable manner in which the trials are

conducted, and the gpreat want of dis-

crimination shewn throughout their

proceedings. Ist. The shameful man-
ner in which the trials am hurried

over, which oflen favours the escape of

the most desperate characters. I ru-

uieinber making a brief for a young
man guilty of a heavy odeuce, which
lie acknowledged. By the irregu-

larity so frequently observable in

bringing prisoners up to their trials,

diis culprit was, three days after being

called up to the court, waiting to he
put on his defenctv, during which tilne

he was called into court six times, fof

the purpose of being present when
fresh juries were empaniiellcd ; and
each time he told me, on fiis return

into the prison, tliat he saw his

prosecutor in the gallery of court;

a propf them was no wish im his part

to neglect Ills duty in appearing against

the prisoner; yet, when at length he

was called to the bar, no prosecutor

appeared, his patience having, in all

probability, been exhausted by the

length of time he had been so unwar-
rantably detained from his* business.

This occasioned tlie discharge of the

offender, who went again into the

world to commit crime, and, by re-^

hearsing this tale tb bis associates, add
another feathes to the wiil^ of their

hopes of pliinaering the public with
impunity. 2dly. The many obstacles
the friends of the prisoners have to en-
counter in making a defeflee for them,

'

which is occasioned by the unceitaiftty

when they will be pul on tbljur trials,

piaking them unwilling to trouble their

witnesses, who must attend for eight

or nine successive ^ays, for fear of
losing the benefit of their evidence
altogether;* to which may be added
the diflfTcuUy or getting witnesses into

court when the trials are called on. I
know one case of this kind, which can,

if necessary, bd attested on <yth* as I

have seen the parties withih fffSSff few
• weeks, who are willing to make affi-

davits of the facts, and submit them-
Vsclves to any examination^ although
the affair occurred three years since.

Th^ atten^d with the filths of a
young mfln who was at the time on
l^is trial for a robbery, to prove an
olibL but were refused admittance by
the door-keeper, although die was told

their b^indss, and that the young man
on whose behalf they came was then

on his trial. Tlie particulars of this

fact are known to leveral of the aider-

men, who have, fh my hearing, con-
demned the conduct of the man at-

tending the door in no measured
terms; still no steps are taken to

remedy this evil. In consequence of
the absence of these witmtsses the pri-

soner was found guilty, and sentenced

to death. The story was told to two
of /ffie aldermen, who subsequently

made a veryWiinute inquiry into the

case, and took the affidavits necessary

to •prove the prisoner's innocence.

'Fhey ultimately expressed their un-
ualihed opinion tliat he was con-
emned unjustl;^; but were unable^o

procure a pardon fbr him, although

they made reoeated applications to Sir

Robert Peel Tor that purpose. 1 will

state the reason of his refusing to com-
ply ^ith the request of these gentle-

men, so urgently made, as expressed

to one of the %ld^men, who told me
of it. No circumstance can better

shew how ignorance places the inno-

* Since writing the above, measures have been adopted for the better regulatkm
of presentments before the grand JinA by.whicls much time and trouble will be
sp&red^oth to tlie prosecutors una wiiiicsscs in tlieii*attendance to procuie bills ;

but th^usinesB at Uie Old Ifjuloy, it swms, is for thb present^ roiuain in the same
statoof ooufusion.

" • ^
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cent ii) a situation of tbe guilty.

you say, gentlemen (said Sir Robert
Peel), yojinnay believe but 1 have a
petition from the prisoner, wherein he
acknowledges his guilt. 1 must there-

fore decline interfering in the case ; he,

however, shall not suffer the severest

penalty of the law." If Sir Robert

reel ha<^ knov^n there a«e a set of

men in*New^te, who, because they
can write, think themselves qualified

to draw up petitions: and that they

do this all of one pattern, in which
they never fail to insert that it is the

petitioner's Jirst offente, he wduld not
have been so obdurate. One of these,

containing this sentence, was presented

at th^ secretary’s office, by the young
maiifo ifejther, signed indeed by his

^on, but which was never read to him ;

«

he being at the time in a state of bodily

and mental debility which rendered/
him quiti’' unconscious of any effect

the wgrding of the petiti^ was calcu-

lated to pi^uce, even it it*had been
read to him.

Through the influence of the alde^
men, the yoifbg man was, afte? his

respite, detained in Newgate, in the

hope of Something at a futi^ time
being done for his liberation. Within
these three mondis^ihe prosecutor has
signed a declaration, to which 1 am a
suDscribing witness, that the prisoner

is not the man who robbed his house

;

and that he has subs^uently dis-

covered the man who did break into

the premises. This, with 4the aflidavits

of the three persons who v^re shut

out of court, are now before the secre-

tary, and there is every prospect a
pardon soon restoring Vim to liber|y.

The opinion of one of the aldermen,

who was on the bench at the time, «re-

garding this tnal, ought generally to

be known; it was expressed to roe

oelL many weeks since. 1 must, how-
ever, for the present suppress the par-

ticulars for certain reasons; suffice it

to say, that although a Capital case, it

was not tried by one of the judges of
the superior courts. This case^ has

been wannly taken up and laid before

die secretary of sl&te, ^y the present

sheiiffs.

,
Much of the present dbnfusion in

respect to the uncertainty the prisonersm kept in when they may expect to

be, called for trial, would be obviated
by the clerk of the arraigns^puding the
names dow*n on the list in /he order

^ ^nd b^e grand jai|r, orby

[•July,

bis adopting any fixed plan most con-
venient to himself. Up to the preifent

time, all^his part of the business has
been done without sysfem or order.

The intense anxiety the prisoners feel

to prepare themselves, and friends for

the fKpected hour, throws them into a
great state o( perturbation throughout
the session;^neing fully sensible their

witnesses cannot afibrdtp be in attend-

ance for eight or nine days together;

yet in no case can they form any opi-

nion when they will be called for trial.

On the day preceding the commence-
ment of the session, the governor of the

prison, or some person for him, goes
round to die different yards, and ap-
prises them that the session will com-
mence on the morrow, and warns them
againitl being unprepared. This rather

adds totheir anxiety. ;^11 are in ex-

pectation of being called, and oft' they

sencf letters to summon their friends,

wIkT, after waiting for several days, go
away in despair of being able to serve

them. A man from Enfield, ten miles

from town,whom Idefended,was found
guilty, and heavily sentenced, for an
offence which, ii is my firm belief, he
did not commit ; it being a vindictive

and malicious prosecution,whichwould
have been satisfactorily laid before the

court had he been tried on any one ofthe
first five days of the session, or -could 1

have ascertained at any time within a
few days when he would be called up.

He had four witnesses waiting for the

five days to rebut the evidence of the

prosecutor, on whose unsupported tes*

tiifiony he was convicted; but their

poverty, not their wills, drove them
Home, leaving the prisoner exposed to

the statement ofa vindictive, interested,

and ignorant prosecutor, who was paid
every day for his attendance. A man
named who was tried for steal-

ing 40 IbsTofbutter last September ses-

sion, 1 defended, lie was called up
six successive days, and was the last

prisoner but one or two who was tried.

When he was sentenced to six months
in Ujp house of correction. Sergeant

Arabin told him, but for the testimony

ofone geiftleman, who gave hima good
character, he had intended to transport

him. This gentleman^had ridden from
the country a distance*' of fifteen miles

tb:^ morning, for the purpose of giving

Vis testimony, after having been, with

three others, in attendance every day
rbroughout die week, lie calhe info

court jnst^it the crisis the prisoner was



about to be removed from the bar. We
have -here the judge's own declaration^

that this witness produced a iiffeKDce
in the prisodbr's sentence of six years
and six months, supposing,he was only
to have been tradsported for seven
years. What, then, might have^been
the effeet if all jjie witnq^s in his &-
vonr had been heard^ of which he

morning, be placed at the barfo tM*
^is duty is^ lioWeveTy-so ill done,' that
it would be toter disconfiitued, as it

rather perplexes all parties than other**

wise. The practice is to send a man
round to the several yards about eleven
o’clock at night, when aAl are in bed,^

and most of the prisoners asleep^ to

call out tha names ofthose gFantra for

was deprived by the want of system in

this court ? Even this witness would
have been absent but for having a horse

to convey him, as all the other wit-

nesses were prevented reaching the
court, by the coaches from the place
where they resided being previously

engaged ; on so slender a thread do they
allow, by their want of management,
the fate of men to hang. It is need-
less to illustrate this defect by other

cases: these will serve to shew that.

trial the next day. The reason this is

not done a; an earlier hour is, that the

clerk of the arraigns waits until the

business of the day at thfi court is con-
cluded before he makes out a list for

the follbwing dHy. This calling out of
the names, on the face of it, appears to

be a very proper regulation, and fair

towards the prisoner; but it is* a de-

lusion. The inutility of^ il>-m!ty be
easily conceived, when it is stated, that

tlie man, oftentimes as late as twelve
when the name is on the list placed at

the door of the court, and the pris^dr
is called, there is no certainty df his

triiil coming on in due course. I have
known witnesses kept in waiting for

days, ill a ciise which stood next in

order for trial on the list at the close of

o’clock at night, hastily cdls over a
string of names, such as Simth, Jones,

Tljomson, dgc. Every session tl^re are

proDably*twenty of the same name, as

|hosc who adopt one for the prison ge*

nerally select a common one, for obvi-

ous*reasons. One session \ made briefs

u clay’s business, whilst other names, for six Joifn Jones’s, and in the prison

both below and above, wercucalled and there were at that time iiftben whose
disposed of. And 1 have known pri- Christian and sirnames were the same,
soners come in during the session at What makes the'*niatter still worse is.

eleven o’clock one evening, and be
called for trial at nine the next morn-
ing, there being at the time more than

half the prisoners in tlie place untried,

many of whom had been committed
.weeks before, and consequently ought
to be better prepared to enter on their

defence. ,
» *

A case of this nature happened ift

1829, when a very gentlemanly man
was accused of attending at the courts

of law, and other public pfoces of rc-

that this duty is performed by a pri-

soner who is employed as a wardsman.
Tills person will often suppress a name,
that the man may be taken by surprise,

and called unprepared for his trial. He
will do ihis^o revenge himselffor some
pique hcv has against a prisoner ; such
as not submitting to certain impositions

thi;^ person, in his capacity as wards-
i^ai), exacts* Or the prisoner may
have thought it prudent to employ an-

other to write his brief for him; an
sort, for the purpose of exclianging old

hats and umbrellas for new ones, lie

was, however, acquitted, nis appre-
hension, magisterial examination, com-
mittal, trial, and discharge did not oc-

cupy a space of time more than sixteen

hours, although a night intervened, and
this occurred not on the last day^of the

session, but in the middle of it, when
there could be no excuse for^iroceeding

so irregularly.

According to a regulation in the pri-

son, it is expend every night during
session that the names down on the list

for trial next day should be called^ out
in the several yards. This is not no-

tice efiough, as the prisoner may, by
4he time the prison doors artfopened for

him to send to his friends the next

offence tliis important personage never

can forgive, and which he never

fails to visit with every species o£«n-
noyance, among which, though the last

he can exercise, not the least in its

cftect on the*devoted prisoner, is that

of making him stand his trial at a
short notice. From this cause, and a

total want of system in arranging the

prisoners during the session, tm prison

IS in a complete state a»f ,confusion the

whole timb, occasioned by calling up
prisoners whose namfs were not pre-

viously called, or down on the List;

sending others back who have been
caUednay^mistake ; that " He is

wrong Jpnes,” fiqp. All this is unfoir

towaros the pridhoer, as ^tlye ,coittt,

knowing nothing ofthp causes which
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^ t
may leave them without a friend to

assist them in llieir defences, cannot
make an)t Allowances, or givef them
credit, for characters which are not be-
fore the court. Nothing can be more
easy than to rem6ve these just causes

comphtint.* It only requires the se-

rious attention of those who have the

power toecemedy these things. There
should oe an intelligent and active,

officer appointed to be in foe interior

of die pnson, whose duty it should be
to make himself acquainted with every

prisoner’s name and person, as also the

offence with which he iS charged. This
person,during session, should be wholly
eroplcwed in arranging the prisoners for

trial, In conformity to*g regular sys-

tem, %hfrii ifhould be laid down by the

court, and which in no instance should •

be departed from. He should be held re-

up in ord^, and had due notice of §ie

same. #It is now left to foe tunikgys,

under the direction ofthe befote-named
prisoner, who are in nowise competent
to the dut}*, ^d who, indeed, have
quite enough to do in attending at ttieir

respective stations, and sAsurfog the

passes of*communication throughout

the prison. ' A responsible man so em-
ployed would really ^e a great boon to

the prisoners as well as to the turnkeys,

who now think of nothing bqf getting

the prisoner up, and placing him at tlic

bar, whether he has had notice or other-

wise. All their anxiety is to exculpate

themselves from neglect. » In several

instances, when the witnesses have been
sent away, and the prisoner been sud-
denly called up, 1 nave written a ifote,

praying for time,addressed to thejudge,
for the prisoner to hand up in court

;

but the turnkeys who accompanied
them always contrived to get posses-

sion of it, and prevent its being deli-

vewd. Under the prefcnt system com-
plaint is useless, as these men manege
to throw the blame from their own
shoulders, supporting each othn
through all lapses of duly. This is na-
tural enoiqfo ; the fault is notwith foero,

who, asitenkeys are generally very fit

men, l^t in the sySteng or rather the

want of it. I remember an instance of
a man who was detained twb days after

his acquittal at die bar, and which was
after the grand jury liad broken up.
TItis man was twice placed at Jlie bar
ill Ufo course of two days, gnd an iu-

dictitietit'Teiid over- to him each time,

cbatguigddin wW stealing atlOOO/.
note or bill of excliauge. At length

they discovered it was another man in

the prison of the same name. Errors

ofthis ncAure are very comiiion, which
could not well occur if an officer such
as I have named were appointed. That
it should not be better ordered is sur-*

prisifu, as there is no want of disposi-

tion shewn in other matters to*accom-
modate every cme in any way*'consistent

with the painftil duty they have to per-

form. But the general want of ar^

rangement mars every good intention.

Promises are daily m^e which can
never be performed ; cases arc com-
miserated, which gives injured indivi-

duals a hope they may yet havejustice,
but which are defend until the heart

is made sick with disappointment.

The reverend ordinary is conspicuously

active,#uid ever shews a disposition to

do his ddty to the uttermost. He may
be sqen every day going over the pri-

sbn^ anxious to advise, assist, and hear

the (fomplaints of the prisoners ; admo-
nishing some, soothing the distress of

others, and in every way furthering the

ends ofjustice and the well-regulation

of the prison. But the precarious ser-

vices of individuals, witnout an altera-

tion of system, can effect but little,

Iiowever we may be disposed to laud

their exertions.

The want ofan officer to take cogni-

zance of the prisoners, as before named,
during session, is much felt. If such
an one were appointed, he might vety

usefully be employed, in the intervals

between the sessions, in receiving the

prisoners as they are brought to the

prilon, and assigning them wards, and
aassifying them in the best way the

construction of the place will admit of.

A receiving ward is also much needed,

where the* prisoners should be exa-

mined previously to tlieir being placed

in other wgrds, and, if necessary, put
into a pn/per state of cleanliness before

they are allowed to join the other pri-

soners. They now unde^ no scru-

tiny, and much inconvenience results

from it. llie prisoners are constrained

to nMfoe a complaint to the turnkeys

when they have a man in a dirty state:

after the l^e of days perhaps he may
be removed into the mftrroary to b«
rendered clean, an operation which
would be more advantageously and
usefully performed when be ftrst came
icto their hands. Anotlier^serious in-

donvenience is -feU in the internal

Urraiigement of the prison, for wSiit of a
proper plAce for prisonem who are

afflicted with clironic or acute insanity.
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Sometimes there are halfa dozen per- it! On this point lie would never bear
sons confined who are confirmed luna- contradiction, raying, the Duke of
tics, and who have been acquitted of Wellington was present a? (lie opera^
crime on tli^ grounds. These the tion, and could prove it. It is evident
governor has no means of disposing of if this man had been in proper Imiids
but by placing th^m in the several much agony of feeling might have been
wards among the other prisoners^who spared him. Last year another of these

are awaiting th^ir trials. The conse- unhappy objects destroyed himselS hi
quence is,'•these wretched men's failings the prison Jfuring the,night^who had
are made the spOrt of all the other been confined there for several years,
prisoners; their minds are kept in a In laying tjie result ofmy observations
constant state of irritation ; eveiy sort before the public, £ have no private

of trick to tantalise them is played off, feelings to gratify, no iiyury I wish to

for the amusement of the most brutal revenge on any one connected with the
and ignorant of beings. Tliis occasions place ; *on the Contrary, I have many
their being removed from ward to obligations to acknowledge, and shall

ward, which keeps up a constant con- ever be ready at all times and in all

fusion in tlie prison, until their exacer- places, to offef my testimony fif the

bation forces the necessity of their good intentions possessed by^l parties

being removed to Bedlam. Tl)p only engag^ in the management of that

place the governor of the prissin could establishment. It is the system which
put them in, away from the other pri- \ is defective ; and as few accustomed to

soners, is the infirmary; and this, dsaafi close observation have had^e oppor-
asylum, is die least fitted of for tunity of seejpg so much ofthe Miprking
them, there being no separate ward of tnc msft^hmery of the court as myself
from the sick in which they can be m conjunction with the efiects pro-

secured and provided for : consequent- du<^ on die prisoners themselves, 1

ly, they must live and sleep in the same coufd not refrain from usiqg my efforts

wards where there are patients in the to poiiU out the errors of it. No sub-
first and last stages of fever„aud whera ject can be of more importance or

there can be no control over them, interest to the public. If 1 liad not

One of these men, who was removefl felt a firm persuasion in my mind, that

about nine months since to a proper an amended plan would not only lessen

house of reception, after having been the instwees of injustice, now of so

in Newgate twelve months, occasioned common^ occurrence, but in the end
much trouble. When he first came in, produce a veryconsiderable diminution

die men in his ward were obliged to of crime in London and Middlesex, I

festen him widi cords to the wall, should not have obtruded any remarks

where be raved for several successive on a subjpet the least of all gratifying

days and nights^iatil he was exhausted; for a man to write on. And I wish it

after this nothing appea.sed his restless' to 1^ understood, in any further obser-

ness but being allowed to sharpen v^tions I ma^ have to make, that I am
razors,—an amusement not very agree- actuated solely by a wish to be of ser-

able to those who were conltrained to viee to the public. My impression is,

sleep beside him, as be would get up that the legislature may go on enacting

in the night and pursue liia labours, and amending our criminal code for

When he came within my reikdi, I took ever, without ai^ good resulting fii^m

mueh trouble to divert bis mind, and them, until they ensure the steady and
at length persuaded him he had a talent unerring administration of them. The
for painting. I supplied him witli eourt as at Y>reseut constructed evi-

colour, brushes, and paper, with which dently will not allow itself time for a

he was much delighted ; and eve^ after, patient investigation of cases brought

all annoyance ceased, unless irritated oefoire it. Even the common turnkeys

byone subject, of which the prisoners are sensible ofithil fact. After an unu-

did not (ail too often to avail them- sually long trial, they may all be heard

selves, for what tliey called amusement, to say, We shall have them knocked

'‘He was an old^oldier, and had served off for this prett]^ shaqply to-morrow.*’

in the Peninsular war, where he bad And, moreover, it is most lamentably

received many wounds. He had a*n<i- deficient of means for obtaining the

tion that his heart had been taken out, best idformation regarding known pub^
and another dying soldier's on the field lie deprq^tors,-va subject which will

ofbattle placed in his thorat in Ueu of form part of the libgt Number'll pap^.
[To he ronfimisd.]
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I

MEETING, AT OXFORD, OF THE BRiTISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE
' ‘ ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. i

Cue readers must be aware that this

Association was instituted on the model
of a similar l5ne upon the continent,

and* held last year, for the iirst time, at

York, wjim the muster was not suffi-

ciently strong to enable the manager^
to oiganise the meeting upon a scale

at once so complete and extensive as

the recent assemblage at Oxford re-

quired.
^

Dr. Daubeny, chemical professor of
the University, and one of the secre-

taries, indued the authorities of this

anciedt seat of classic ^earning to re-

ceivd^th^iAhdern scientific b<^y, and
to nourish and cherish it within its *

Gothic portals, under the presidency of

Dr. Bucktond, with strict pledges that ^

neither political nor heretical doctrines

shouldi-be- permitted—plages which
were &ithfully redeemed.

^

During the whole week numberf
arrived and departed, and the li^t of
members who enrolled their names
amounted * to nearly fiv^ hundred,
amongwhom the following were chosen

to act as officers of the association, to

conduct the busines# of the sections.

PROVISTOVAt SUU-COMM]1T£CS.
I. Mathematics and General^hysics,
—Professor Airy, Professor Babbage,

Sir D. Brewster, Sir T. Brisbane, Rev.
H. Coddington, Mr. J. D. Forbes, Mr.
Davies Gilbert, Mr. Creswell, Pro-

fessor Hamilton, Professor Jarrett, Mr.
Murphy, Dr. Pearson, Professor Pow-
ell, Mr. Potter, Professor Rigaud,^lr.

Rothman, Captain Sm^th, Rev. R.
WiUis, Rev. W. Walker, Rev. W.
Whewell. •

II. Chemistryf Mineralogy 4 c*—Mr.
Dalton, Dr. Daubeny, Mr. Children,

Pw^essor Gumming, ftir. Faraday, Mr.
Johnston, Dr. Prout, Dr. lurtier.

Rev. W. V. Harcourt, Mr. Harris,

Professor Ritchie, Mr. Scoresby, Dr.
Gregore, Mr. Kbnig, Mr. Brook, Pro-

fessor' MiUer, Marquess of Northspnp-

toA, Mri GiiiileinArd.

' HI. Oeology andX}€t%raphy,—Rev

.

W. Bucklandr*'^)*^., Rev. W. Cony-
beare, Rep.^ A. Sedgwick,- II. J. Mur-
chison, Esq., Gi B. Greenough, Esq.,

W. H. Fitton, M.D., Rev. W. V. liar-

cooctf die Marquess of Northapipton,

Majqr General Sttaton, Visqpunt Cole,
Sii^ilip Egerton^Jfert., W«. Smith,

' 1Pil^»iD5rv;-®nwafd' wrndT, H. Wltham,

Esq., Thomas ET\gland, Esq., Sir C.
Lemon, Bart., W. Hutton, Esq., W.
Clifif* Esq., John Tswlor, Esq^ Rev. J.

Yates, G. Mantell, Esq., Sir T. D. Ac-
land, Bart., Earl of Kerry, J. Carne,
Esq.

IV. Natural Hisfofy.-Mr.H. Brown,
Dr. Daubeny, Professor Henslow, Dr.
Williams, Mr. R. Taylor, Mr. Jenyns,
Mr. (Jarnons, Mr. P. Duncan, Mr.
Yarrell, Mr. Vigors, Mr. Sabine, Dr.
Prichard, Mr. Clift, Dr. Kidd, Dr.
Knox, Mr.Burcbell, Mr. Broughton.
Fach section hadaroom appropriated

to it, for the reading ofpapers and oral

commvnications and aiscussions, the

universit]^ theatre being open from one
to tfiree for the delivery of popular
lecAurcs, to which ladies had access by
means of a liberal dissemination of
bine tickets. The city music-room was
similarly engaged, in which chemical
and geological lectures were delivered

to crowded mixed audiences. The
members were distributed, many in the

colleges w'ith their friends, and others

at inns and lodging-houses, obtained"
admission into at rates previously
agreed upon by the owners, whose
names were on the secretary's list. A
daily ordinary was also provided at the

Angel, at five shillings a-head, to which
the* Duke of Buckingham contributed

venison.

The sectional business was conducted
at Aie Clarendon rooWs, where a read-

rng-room was open, stored with news-
papers and periodicals, and tea and
coffee served at eight every evening.

On the doors and walls of the building

were daily posted the different com-
municatit^s to be made in each sec-

tion, over which a chairman and secre-

tary jiresided. The museum was like-

wise devoted to discourses and demon-
stfetions in natural history. Such is

the outline of the plan adopted by the

managers ofthe Association, but which,
from the great increase ofmembers and
communidhtions, was somewhat dis-

turbed towards the end of the week,
from various mcontrqllable circum-,

stances, and which, at the next meet-
ing, will most probably be rendered
tkore efficient iq some of its details.

Monday was a day of arriral, ar-

rangement, and preparation, wmle the

aecustomm hospitalities ofthe Univer-
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sity were amply displayed, proving,

that of its ancient origin nothing re-

mained as to monkish aspftrity, but

the external symbols of the academic
habit and the cloistepKl dwellings. Un-
less, indeed, we admit the consistent

adherence of alma mater to that«plan

of education which the founders origi-

nated as best calculated, in their esti-

mation, fur collegiate study, without

regard to those modem heresies which
are pouring upon us in the rich stream

of science that bids fair to overwhelm
the classic stores of Oxford, and to

turn men’s minds to more useful ob-
jects of inquiry.

Tuesday was devoted to scientific

reports iii the sectional rooms, accord-

ing to the programme.
In the evening, about three hundred

dined in the new college hall f but, in-

day, accordingly, of stiff limbs and
lumbagos, bmised knees, and sore
fingers from well-pulled Indies and
uneasy seats, among some who had
never perhaps strode^ like Warterton,
even a living cayman, but bad fimited
their rides to the primar^ specimens of
plesiosauri and tnastodons of the antMi-
luvian worM. ^
• The evening concluded with sec-

tional meetings as before, after dining
at the ordinary and various private

parties, where the sociality of science

was anqply preserved.

Friday was cfevoted to general and
sectional meetings as usual.

Saturday gave birth to a great and
obvious thinning of the scientific host,

although some sectionalism g&eral
proceedings did not lack interest and
entertainment. In the theati-e, Mr.

stead of rising for business at qigh^ ^ Brunei gave a long and somewhat dry
they sat speechifying, &c. till eleven*;

‘ »

and, accordingly, no business was fione

in the sectional rooms at night, whore
an audience waited in vain.

Wednesday was devoted to sectional

and general meetings ; and Dr. Turner
delivered a popular lecture in chemis-

tiy, at the music-room, witl> his accus-

tomed ability.

Thursday, at ten, the Association met
at the theatre, where they were grati-

fied with the pleasing exhibition of

four strangers to die University, but

not to science, being admitted to the

lionorary degree of Doctor—Sir David
Brewster, Mr. Faraday, Mr. Dalton,

and Mr. Browne, none of whom be-

long to our cliuibh establishment, as

recognised at Dxford and Cambridge*;

which speaks well for the liberality of •,

feeling at Oxford so far, and gives

hopes of future improvement. At the

termination of the convocation, the

uuder-graduates present exqroised their

usual privilege of hissing ana applaud-

ing individuals named for the putoose.

A portion of the company then went
to the botanical gardens ; and the day
being fine. Dr. Buckland headed a
party of nearly one hundred atyi fifty

OQ a geological excursion into the

country upon horseback; the ap])ear-

ance of this scientific cortege realising

Dr. Paris's title to his book of Philo-

sophy in Sport^ade Science in Earnest.

Happily the casualties on this occc'ysion

were fewer than might have been rea-

sonably anticipated, since many of the

equesffians were not much accustomed
'

to such exercise ; and we "^eard next

account of the Thames tunnel, and the

ce^brated iipundation of it, wit)* excel-

lent drainings; and Mr. Whowell de-

^vered a very animated sketch of the

progress of mineralogy^
At the termination of 4he difterent

communications in the theatre, farewell

addresses were delivered, and thanks
carried by acclamation, and resolutions

proposed, appropriate to the occasion.

The vice-chancellor, who had acciden-

tally come in towards the close, pre-

ceded by his mace, returned thanks
for the com])liments paid him by the

president. Dr. Buckland, in excellent

taste, indicating a quiet and dignified

acquiesetnee in the visitation and its

objects ; which, perhaps, in trutli, he
wc^ld have been full as well pleased
t« see removed elsewhere, than ad-
mitted into the orthodox and mono-
tiAious institution of the Oxford Uni-
versity.

Before the meeting broke up for tire

morning, the Rew president for^he
next assemblage at Cambridge, Pro-
fessor Sedgvyck was duly announced
and l)epniisea by his geological brother,

to which he replied in his usual ani-

maVsd, rapid manner, accompanied by
allusions to the surrouuding phalanx of
ladies tliat,w^relume, are rarelyheard
within these sanctified^alls, and which
excited, together with a sketch of his

geological brodier-profossor’s character,

continued bursts of laughter and ap-
probation, especially when he alluded
to his being unwedded himseli^^ and
the Oxford prol^mr a married man.
This sfilusion led Sedgwick to invifo
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not onljr his predecessor’s wife^ but all

the ladi^ present, and as many more
as Dvoulii condescend to shed their

approving smiles upon the assemblage
or sovaiiff, anddeign to enter the sacred
cloist^ ie Cah^lbridgO; which} in the

absence ofthunder-graduates, he pro-

milled should be converted into a phi-

losophic barrack on the<*bcoasioD of
the next meeting, ibr the dccommoday
tion of the membm and their ladies.

Thus terminated the meeting in the

theatre. In Ae evening, at nine, sec-

tionalcommuhications/rerean^punced;
and in the place of a popular lecture

upon some geological subject, by Mr.
SMgwick, who stated that he was not
prepared with diagrams, &c.. Dr.
BucHlanlTfdlunteered to be home**

calculates not much fewer than twenty
rounds of beef, perhaps, (as to quan-
tity), mifht have been cut, considering

the enormous mass of muscle which
must necessarily have surrounded the
posterior parts of She body, and of the

actioFi of which the immense plates of
bony lamells, forming^what are termed-

tbe ossa wnominata ^ the pelvis, bear
strongly-marked testimony.' The deep
furrows and thickened masses of osse-
ous substance indicate the 'animal’s age
to have been very great, and probably
equal at least to the supposed number
ofyears attained by Methuselah. From
the analogy ofthe armadillo, and other

circumstances, it is thought that this

creature must have been armed with a
coat of mail to defend itself from tho

in the music-room, and was therefore *

the object of universal attraction, to

the exclu^on of all other business in'
the Clarendon.

Beibre tbe hour of nip^ the mugic-
room was crammed with a promiscuous
audience, such as Mathews, or a popt%-

lar concert, might be supposed t^ at-

tract; and toon afterwards. Dr. Buck-
land, the,lion of the nigh^ preceded
to describe the monstrous antediluvian

variety of the sloth lately brought from

the neighbourhood of Buenos Ayres,

moft of the bones of which arc now in

tbe museum of the Geological Society,

and drawings of which were exhibit^
on a large scale, together with corre-

sponding specimens, of the armadillo

and the common sloth, which so nearly

resemble their great cousm-german,
the megatherium. This huge anima],

a mast^on or elephant in size, mea-
sures nearly eight feet hi height, avd
twelve in length, widr a short neck, a
long snout and tail, and long clawsf to

scrape up the roots of the earth, and
cling with to boughs of trees, the latter

ibfination having gaified him the fa-

miliar title of ** Old Scratch ” by bis

talented and jocose desfriber. ^me
idea may be gained of the dimensions
of' this sk^eton when it is known that

’tbe pelvis measures nearly six feetfrom
the crista cC one ileum to the other,

and that it stands nSarl^hree feet high

upon the tabled The limb| to support
this weight are in proportion, the

thighs being sliort and as tliick as a

moderate man’s body. Contrary to

4pastodon, elephant, &c., tl^ great

]9B|toderance of the bod^^ which in

xim is pUced an^orly, js tlirown

jmiad^aifid'from Wnich Dr. Bdbkland

dust and earthy matter, to the annoy-
ance of* which his constant digging

mu^. have subjected him ; but when a
qimstion was potato Dr. Buckland, as

to whether the megatherium was an
animal likely to have made holes to

burrow in, like the mole, &c., he re-

plied, that he was convinced hisfriend
was no boroughtnonger, but rather,

from the appearance of his claws,

a radical r^irmerf— a joke which
brought forth much laughter and ap-
plause. When the Professor had
fintshed his details of the animal’s

skeleton and probable habits, in tlie

masterly manner of a skilful compara-
tive anatomist and physiologist,—but
which scientific account was interlarded

with so much nonsense for tlie ladies,

thsu the exhibitionwas received, likeone
of Mathews’s succe&ful “ At homes,”
with shouts of laughter and clapping,

—

the Marquess of Northampton made
some exc^lent allusions to the moral
influence of the society. The Associa-

tion was then formally adjourned to

Camkridip^, in the latter end of June
next, as soon as Professor Babbage,
Mr^jVlurcbison, President of the Geo-
logical Society, and Dr. Daubeny, had
severally spoke ; and the company re-

treated from an over-heated room at

abou^the hour of midnight, when the

functions of the late officers of the

Associatidn ceased.

Ibus terminated 'the most remark-
able and memorable association ever

assembled in this coumry; one which
wiy probably produce a degree ofmoral

ififluence in society of the most bene-
ficial kind, by amalgamating men of

all nations, and British of eachtounty,

and of ah professions and callings,
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under the common banner of science

and the protecting shield of fi^mdship.

The recepfton of the Association by
Oxford was most creditable ; and no-
thing could exceed {he hospitality and

fecUities aflbrded both public en^pri-
vate. • •

The arrangements of the meetings

latterly got somewhat into confusion ;

papers became protracted^ and were^ in

some instances,notpfoperlyannounced

.

We must also observe, with regret, that

there was rather too much ofthe
cal department; and the Association will

do well in future to choose its president

from some other, and not to permit any
one branch of science to usurp the

greater portion of the time devoted to

reading papers. If either of the Ox-
ford and Cambridge professor^ectured,

every one flocked to hear him, tp the
*

exclusion of all other business. And
yet, from the rapidity of Professor

Sedgwick’s speaking, and the subject

he chose on Friday night, the forma-
tions of North Wales, we will venture

to say not atwentieth partofthe crowded
auditory understood him, or felt any
other interest than in the display of a
geological rhapsody—the language of

which might as'well have been Hebrew
as English, for all thatcould be gleaned,

perhaps, from it in most instances.

The Geological Society has created

a new style of speaking on scientific

subjects peculiar to itself ; and the easy,

joking, and familiar manner of some of
its orators, especially Dr. Bucklgnd,
has an admiraUte effect in amusing igi

auditory, when the subject would other-

wise be but a dull and dry detail. We
think, however, that this gnay be and
is carried too far, and is, unquestion-

ably, blamahle, if not disgusting, in

such a place, and at such^n institu-

tion as Oxford. Mr. Connybear, who
seems always to be laughing at hK own
jokes when he speaks, is one ^^his
school ; and, from want of forethought

and reflection, probably, did not, after

Professor Sedg^ck had concluded, re-

fer to the opinions of his friend and co-

partner in geology, Mr. Pnilips, with
that degree of resp^ which might be

supposed due to one who was no longeir

living, and belonged to tike society of
Quakers. And when rebuked in a gen-
tlemanly,manner by the professor, his

devotion to joking overcame his*other*

wise accustomed good feeling, and led

him to insult the cloth of the veqnr-

able Dalton, who had, the before

honoured the college by allowmg them
to clothe higa in scarlet robes, and place

him among the doctors. We cannot

dismiss this subject witl\put also refer-

ring to the inveterate punning and jok-
ing of {he Oxfcfrd professor, in tlie de-

livery ofhis otherwise eloquent account

of the megatherium, during which he
paid a warm knd affectionate fribute

to the memory of his friend

Cuvier, that ill accorded with an im-

mediate transition to the levity of a
mountebank ; and to such course jokes,

by the by, as also were more fitting

le^ctalfreladies as»cnible^ to hear a
^ientific lecture on one of the wonders
ofthe old world amongjthc animal crea-

tion. •

Ile^rtil^is we laughed with the pro-

fessor, whose countenance hits that stm-

ihine in it which his brother-professor

alluded to in thd moniing, that good
humour is communicated in every beam
which emanates from it; yet we ap-
prove not of such tricks to catch atten-

tion and applause, and would caution

the worthy professor not to endanger
the expression ofhis countenance being
associated with that of a Liston or a
Mathews; for, however excellent in

thmr respective ways such talented

actors are, it^s tn/fa dignitatem to copy
them, and to lie too wkty upon scien-

tific subjects, or within the walls of

learning and science. With such few
trifling exceptions, nothing could go off

better than thiS meeting ; and are

quite sure that it gave very general

satisfaction to the numerous members
who enrolled their names; and that,

with good and careful management,
it will improve hereafter, and become
the successful rival of its coutinental

prototype.
*
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Ik unovrer to Eiol Grey’s communication, we bep leave distinetly to imform bis

lordship that ve shall not sacrifice our principles tor a peerage. This Magaziiie is.

and we trust uways will be, opposed to his polity
;
and not even the ofifer ;rhich ho

mates us of a seat in the Upper House will induce us to rat, and Connect ourselves

with th^^ase Whig party.* Honesty and consistency are n<)^w-a*d8ys rare, and
consequently valuable. On this accouni we prize them.

A conespondent has senfus the following lackadaisical lines, which we print for

bis own comfort and the edification of the reader :—
* Where’s the maiden that can vie a

Sliiigle moment with Sophia?
She has left me, and I’U sigh a
Mighty deal for kind Sophia.

Knew I where she was, I’d fly a
iSlillion miles to find Sophia.

Where’s the man that would deny a

Flood of tears for hist Sophjfi ?

I, in fact, could weep and cry*a

Whole long year f/r young Sophia.

All the earth could n&t^^ply a

Husband worthy of Sophia.

I vrSkdar mu^ if in the sky a

-N angel lives to match Sophia.

I'heren not, l*m%ure, in low or high, a

Girl so sweeS as dear Sophia.”

£(|ually rulicnlouB, though pitched upn a difierent key, arc the following hobbling

stanzas froih a poem sent us from Cork, by a person why rejoices in tlie appellation of

Dennis O’Murphy Mahon
** 9ne morning ould Doctor M*Fun
Went out to shoot witli his gun.

And at tlie first shot,

( Believe it or not,)

By jingo, he blew out the sun

!

VVith his gun

!

By jingo, he blew out the sun

!

Then tlie Man in the Moon gave n shout.

When he law that tlie sunewos blown out.
,

(For he hatec^tbe gregt staring sun ;)

And, ' Arrah, my honey ! come up
To thi moon, and i’ll give you a cup
Of the finest poteen ^
That ever was seA,
Bekaise you have blown out the sun,

With your gun.

Lofig life to youy Doctor M*Fun

Then the doctor went up to t|e'moon

—

And so on.

’'i'wBs^ beautiful moming^ifr June'-

To Oliveu Yorkb, Esq.

Sir,—Remembering the very cleat-sighted vaticination with which you augurtal

of the probable fate of^he Metropolitan Magazine at the fime of its starting, 1 venture

to direct your at^tion to its present pretensions under the “ Twa Tams.” By the

advertisements, or puffs, or wlyitever else the public please to call them, you will have

perceived that there is nothing under heaven so perfect as the ** Twa-I^m Magazine.”

Butby the last Number of the publication itself, 1 discover the fact, so consoling to our

self-lore, that the ** Twa-Tam Magazine ” is liab||e to error, in common with ^e rest

of hnai^tyt At page 165 is an ayiicle headed ** Italy in 183S,” and called through

itth Msoqnsnt pngM the ** Piosent State of Italy,” which is, I rejoice to say, con-

tQ tb» Tw^ams’ ’’Ability to error.
*'

.^^'Iratremarkablv^fiction put^rth as a fact is, tbfit the regular army of Tttdy

1^,000 men. Where are thty? The writer has some misgivings about

Hj^MMliBordon, following it fip thus—” We give these figures as an approximate
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rstimnlc, for statiatical studies are so neglected in Italy, and so fettered in their deve-
lopment by different govemn^ts, tliat it is utterly impossible to nri'^ff at accurate

results.” Ill spite oi this neglect, Gum and others have within tlie last four years
flourished and lucubrated in Italy. The writer says, that the Archduchess of Farma
** does not do all Hhe hairo she mjfrht do: sho perancutos no wie,” &c.* Now,
wh'at is the fact I Whyi this archduchess has been guilty of acts oiktrch-despotism,

inferior, only to the tyrannous freaft of the Duke of Modena. •
W e nj^ toldnhat the Austrian censorship. “ inflexible against evgiy lihml opinion,

with singular incoysistency, allows to be published at Milan, in the FrencVlanguage,
a paper, the subject of which is the base 6f all political science, Les Annales de
Staiistique. The Cockney Magaxine is ignorant, theif, that tliis very work is pub-
lislied in Italian, Annali di Statistica,—a fact sufficient to moderate tlie writer’s

wonder at Austria’s permitting the French to be published. Wfiere tlie WTiter
loaint that the army of the Pope is ''composed o^ foreign^mcrcenaries,” we cannot
conjecture. Such is not the fact. On tlie state of Rome we have sundiy common-
place sentences, concluding thus : We wish Rome to remain such as foiW centuries

have made her ; Rome witli her arts, her pontifical purple, her cluios of ruins and
desolulion.” This is fine writing—very fine writing : but* the wish to presftrve the
pontifical puT])le in its present state, and at the same time to revSbsSionis^ Italy,

makes nn Italian laugh rather scornfully. Turo principles,” says the ivriter, *' are in

operation in Italy,— a French ^iffl an Austrian.” There is neither the one nor the
other, hilt a thorough detestation of all foi^ign influence. But the best thing in tlic

whole article we liave kept to the kist.i. In a paper coUecl " Italy in and the
** Present State of Italy,” the appoii^Aicnt of General Paoliicci is tliiis noticed : “ Tlio

nomination hits given the greatest umbrage toJihe ani^,%nd may afford the Prince de
t'arignnn tlie opportimity of regaining the popularity he once enjoyed.” Tho prince

has Ix'en King of Pietlinonl for eighteen montifs past!

'I bus, then, the Twa-'J'um Magazine is fallible. •
^ Josi jMi Sno»>ks, F.R.S.

Atlientrum Club House.
^ ^

An ingenious "chum oPthe Fancy,” and "a devoted fancier of Regina,” has
obliged us with tJie following slang sonnet, which we wijl thank Pierce Kgiin,

Frosty-faced Fogo, or the laureate of Belt's Life in London, to surpass, if they are able.

TO TIffc LAlb JACK It ANHALT,.

A better boxer never stripped than thou,

I nconquer d Randall ! Therefore let us fix

A crown of laurel on thy manly brow*.

In stattm> thou w’ert only five feet six.

Ill weight but ten stone four—yet tholi did'st beat,

By dint of bottom good and matchldhs pluck,
* ar bigger men, and Ipy thei^at thy feet.

’J'liou didst not ow'o thy victories to good luck,

Hilt to thy hunch of fices, vihose famed Ate, two.

Atade Parish, Wood, Belasco, cry ** enough "

—

With Mai'ftn, Walton, llolt^u valiant crew

—

West-country Dick and Turner—both good Btiitf-

And iiiiMiy othei's, wdioin thy hits sublime
Floor'd in iflhe style, and render’d deaf to fime.

Th(‘ communicntiuiis

r loor u in iRie style, and renuei

icntiuiis of " H. ll.^nd " J. H.”

hndy in a Swiss costmne,” notwi

lie at our publisher's, to be called

"
'I he young hndy in a Swiss costmne,” notwithstanding " the poetry of her deep

eyi's,” must really excuse us. We are married, or—whut is the same thing— never
iiitoml to wed. ^

'I'he " Devil’s Ramble,” by J. L., will not suit our pages. Some of the stanzas
are subliuiidy absurd. Witness the following :— ^ *

" On yonder snow-wkita peak cerulean,^

Satan sat down to a slice of ham

:

Before him stood the apostate Juliaii,

And offered him bre^ and cheese, and a dram.”

The " Sylphs who banquet on Deliirs blush ” are very respectfully informed that
ihere never is such a thing as an "unimportant corner in” our " highly-talented

'

perioflidkl.” Neither have we any "Vacant pages;” and " A^t’s Feld Marschale”
must therefore seek clsewherelfor such attendance. * ^

The inquiries of " J. D. H.” are of too busiaess'like a character for us to answer.

'

Ilia MS. is left as requested.
*
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A Farting Stave, in honour of the Conclusion ofour Fifth Volume^ entitled

TUB FMIST OF JULY.

WE ^ose our fifth Come—thirty Numbers are done,

Full, we hope, of epme talent, some knowledge, some filn

;

^hd we think—48 we’re sure, dear good reader, tliinV yos^
Full of principle steady,"tougft, Tory, and true

;

In our sense and ohr nonsense, our prose and our rhymes.
We hare stuck to the cause in the darkest of times

;

And though some of our friends o’er our prospects may sigh,

We still keep a good heart on this first of july.

CHORUS.

And though sopie of our friends o*er our prospects may sigli,

We^still keep a good heart on this first of july.

If. ‘

.

We were beaten in Commons-^we skulk’d in the Lords—
W ^ are hector’d and bullied with •Bjjhngsgate words

;

The Duke, through the town as he hmc on his way,
Was hiss'd and bhpelted on Waterloo-day ;

••

Mr. Collins, from Ireland, last week had a fling.

In his own Whiggish way, a^the head of the King

;

In ITyde Park the Queen^as been hopted—O fie

!

These are sad talestto tell on the first of july.

CHORUS.

In Hyde P^rk the Queen has been hooted—O fie!

These are sad tales to tell on the first of july.

III.

And around, and around, there is more matter yet

Of fuiy and treason, of insult and threat

;

The cry of sedition has howling gone forth.

Like all other mischiefs, sent first from the North;

And the mean and the base think tice moment is near

When their hoofe may pwss dovwi both the prince and the peer

;

Of the husk'pamper'd porkers the grunting is high,

But we fear not tne swine the first of july.

EHORUS.

Of the husk-pamper'd porkers the grunting is high.

But we fear ifot tne swine on the first o^ july.

IV. h
Take a cheer frem the day when, b^^Boyne’s glassy wave.

Our fathers down trampled the tyirant and slave

!

Our Ghuveh to the Pope, and our priests to the flames,

And our rights to the dogs, if the victor were James

!

Then, then wa^.the crisis—^but God bless'd the right.

And standard of Orange waved proud o'er the fight. .

As a pledge, then; of triumph, let’s bumper it high

To his^memory who won on the first of july !

CHORUS.
^

As a pledge, then, of triumph, lefs bumper it high

„ To his memory wle> v^n on the first of july !

M. O’D.
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Hits oi Ciussicality, No. 111., .520

Xilack's Lord Plunk

e

14,
ami Galt’s Archi^

bald .lobhry, 24l!*

Book of Jashur, from the ^Elhiopic, 643
Bouchette’s Jiritish Dominions in North

America, review of, 77 f
British Association at Oxford, meeting of,

for the advancement of science, 7.50

North American riroviiices, 77

—

opinions on tlie value of colol

nations, ibid—emigration, 78
on the Domestic Manners ofth1

/j98«-69()

Burking, the Philosoidiy of, 52
Bulwer, Mr. Edward Lytton, good tale

badly told by him, 107

Canada, by Tiger—Galt—Picken, 635
Canterbury, the Archbisliop of, his bill

on pluralities, 5^— loud and urgent
demand for chureh reform, ibid—con-
duct of the prelates, 546— the arch-^
bishop's statement, 548—abuse of plu-
ralities, ibid—proposed corrections in,

the new4ill, 549—its speciom nature,
550—its injustice, 551 •

VOL. V, VO. XXX.

Discoveries ofModern Geologists> No. L,

552 •

D'Israeli, Isaac, esij., literary sketch of,

' 321 #
Doctrine of free tmde, on the, .577

Doefriue, the, of »t. Simon, 666
Domestic Mimners of the British, hy

Cofoiicl Hickory, 598—Letter 1. from
Greenock, ibid—Letter II. from Pais-

ley, 601— Letter 111, from Paisley.

691—Letter IV. from Glasgow, 692
Dorf Juystein, a tale, 489
Duncannoii, lettei;pf,toArchibald Jobbry,
502

Dutchman's Firetitle, review of, 336

Elder, tRe, in love, 234
Epistles to the Literaft, No. TI. : Place

to Wilson, Wilson to l^ace, 247—
No. 111.: Latter of William Holmes,

Viscount Uuncannon, M.P., to Archi-

bald Johbiy, esq., ex-M.P. 502
Ettrick Sh^pWrd, W the : the Twa

Burdiest 20— Onlj^housand Eight
Hundred and Thir^one, 84— the

3 F
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Elder in Love, Altrivt Tal^,
review of, 482

Eiigerte AraXi, review of, tOT'^ geimiiM

account of Arum's trial, ibid

Fabt, "National Odd in commemoration of,

166
Fif^t of July, a patting stave for our fifth

volume, 756
Free Trifle, oif the doctriHe of, 577—

Byatems of our modem statesmen, ibid

—Adam Smitli and his argument, ihia

French opera, on the, 7:31

.
®

Gallery ot Literary Characters: James
Hogg, 97—llaron VOn Goethe, 206

—

Isaac DTsraeli, 321—the Antiquaries,
475—Louis Eustacbe Udo, 584

—

Doctor Ijarduer, 696

»

GnV and on tlie Canadas, 635
's Archibald Jobhry, and Jllock’s

Lord Plunkett, 2^14

Geologists, their discoveries, 552
German oncra, on the, 7:30 «»•

Poetry, No. 111. p. 280— God-
fretSi Augustus Burger ^81— a^ dull

Bchoolboy, ibid—Jacob PhUip Bauer,
Gokingk, ibid—Klot^, ihid^The

Hainhund, 282

—

Hen' Bacchus
bracer MautT, translated, ibid—hftmour
frequently accompanies ;^cnios, ibid—
Shakespeare and The Percy '^eliqueSf

283—** Wild Hunter’* and l-^nore,**

ibid—Wordawortj[i*s Hart Leap Well,

ibid—BiirgePs ode on his grandfatlier,

translated, 284— ** Molly’s Wlorth,*’

translated, ibid—illiissn Almanach, 285— “Song of Gratitude,*' translated,

286— Johann Heinrich Voss, 288—
The Beggar, translated, 289— The
Luise, 290— L. IL C. Holty, 292—
Country Idfe, translated, ^bid— Fiie-

derich Wilhelm Gutter, 293— The
Maiden, translated, 294

Glove Trade, 322
GoSthe, Baron Von, ifZerary sketcll of,

206iJLhis dialogue withO li vs iiYohke,

22 *

———, Soliiller, and Madame de Stal'I,

177
'Good Tale badly toltf, 107
Gower, Lord Francis Leveson, and Ala-

ric Attila Watts, a classic chant be-
tween, 583

Great and celebrated Hogg {Jinuer, 113
—inaccuracy of the reporter’s state-

ments, ibid—interruption of uloyes’s

vassal, 114— (bscr^tion of the com-

,
imny, ibid. 11.5— depfiirable situation

of the landlord of the Fr’e^^^sons* ta-

vern, and his interview with the secre-

tory of th#board of healQl^ ibid—ex-
tractfroip the MormngAdvertiHr,ibid^
Hook’s impromptu, 11 6.^.1 Sir John ^

• Malcolm,llT^Psgunii^’s catastrophe,

ihid—.fowls, tb>>C-Hogg’s speech, 119
— Pieken’s sp^k, 120—ctlm l^p-

Vol. V.

herd's song, ibid—Brougham’s speecli,

12.3—Cimningham’s song, 1 2-1—Liston
Bulwc^’s speech and song, 125—Ro-
bertson’a speech, ibid—^uproar, 126

—

finale, ibid

Growl at the Lqrds, by Sir Morgan
O’Doherty, 630

Hall’s Fragments of Voyages apd Travels,

review of, 402
*

Head’s TMe of Bruce, review of, 462
Herand, John A., a national ode, by him,

166
Hickory, Colonel, on the domestic man-

ners of the British, 598, 090
Historical Drama, 670—extract from the

Kov. W. L. Bow'les* St, John at Pat-

rpos, ibid— Collier’s History oj' Kn^lish
' Dramatic Poetry, 672— Pennie’s Bri-

tain’s Historical Di^ma, ibid—Burger,
the German poet, 680

Romance, No. I. : Sir Walter
Scott and his imitators, 6—oii'the self-

tMifficiency of genius and the force of

•nature, ibid— Tales of my Lu^lord,
fourth series; Count Robert .f Pteris.

7—criticism on it, 1 6— Castle Dun <

gewus, ibid— the argument resumed,
17— Cunniiigbam’s Paul Jones, 18

» — Porter’s Scotti^ Chiefs, ibid —
Schiller’s Wallenstein, ibid ; No. II.,

207—genius of Shakespeare, ibid—re-

capitulation of tb(3 real events of the
life of Paul Jones, 208—bis character,

209 — real historical fticts ; Lord
Dalveen and Paul .Tones, 210— Miss
Porter’s Wallace and his Virgin Bride,
214— Spencer’s Faery Queen, 215—
advice to future novelists, ibid— Ho-
mer's Odyssey, ihid-^Wolfe (f Bade»
nnch, 216—Shakespeare’s character of
Hotspur, ibid

Hogg, James, liter ry sketch of, 98—the
great and celebrated dinner given to

him, 113
Holmes, William, esq., epistle to him,

from '^.rchibahl Jobbry, esq., 376

Indian, the, and the hunter, 275
invasidti of Portugal, 218—Don Pedro’s

. risit to Europe, ibid—liis claims, ibid

j —his naval and military forces, 221—
r conduct of Lord Grey and his col-

leagues, i/nd— the Don’s manifesto,

223—on the accusations against Don
Miguel, 226

Irving, the Rev. Edward, his facts on
the feceut manifestations of spiritual

g^fts (continued^, 198—inwara expe-
rience from meditatiou on this subject,

ibid— perfect idenity of these g;ifts

with what is written in the Scriptures,

ibid—results of meditatians on it, 204
— conclusion, reflections in general,

and oUigetiouB of the church, 316
Italian Opera, 727
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JaBliuf, the book of, from the ^thiopic/ .O’Doherty, Sir Morgan, t^rowlAt th^

643 * Lords, by him, 630
Johnson , Croker’s edition of Boswell ’i Lift

1^’, iulroductioQ to a revie# of, S53—
biogmphyiiii general, ibid— works of

art, S54—of history, ibid fictitious

narratives, 255 extract on reality.

From Gottfried Snuertcig's jEsthetische

Springwurzel, ibid^Lord ClarAidon’s

nniTiitlve of Gharles, 258—glim])ses of

Reality in lioswell*8 Life of Johnson

^

ibid—want of good biographies in •

Kngland, 260 criticism on Crokcrs
edition, 370— James Boswell, 382

—

Samuel Joluison, 390
Jobhry, Archibald, esq., review of his

Autobiograj)hy, 369— his episUe to

* William Holmes, esip, 376—letter to

him from Viscount Duncannon, 502

Kemble, Miss Fanny, her Francis the

FirStj
review of, 432 ^

Knowli^s, Mr. Sheridan, his lllhiehback,

review of, 432 ^
Lander’s Eajiedition to the Niger, fewiew

• of. 462 *

Lardiier, Rev. Dr., literary sketch of,

696 ^
Law', (’ominon, Reform, Reports of itetm

(’uininissioners on, 120

Lays of the Twaddle School, .No. ill.

;

Gow'er and Watts, .503

Letters to the Learned Professions, No. 1.:

to the .Students of Medicine, 230

Life and 'l imes of Wiclif, 177

of Mazurin, 40
London : a National Song, 1.54
4

Maid of lUvar, review of, 659
Marriage Impromptu, 35
Martyrs, the, 413
Marryr-Studeiit, 95

Mary Fenwick, a tale, 228
Maznrin, life oiTw •
Meeting, at Oxford, of the British Asso-*

ciatiou for the Advancement of Science,
750

Member, the ; an Autobiography, review

of, 369
Metaphysics, Lady Mary Shepherd on,

697 — Fearn’s Lines of^he Human
Mind, ibid Barker's Farriam, ibid

Stewart’s Dissertation, 700 ^
Miss Pipsoii, 708 ^
Modem PidJiagorean, by the, Philosophy

of Burking, .52—address to ('upid, 227
Moodie, Mrs., London : a natioiMil song,

by her, 154
^

National Ode, in commemoration of the

proposed general Fast, 166
Nature’s 51

Newcastle, Duke of, his Address to all

Classes and Conditions of KnglUhnOsn,

351
Newgate, tlie Schoolmaster’s Experience

in, 521,736

Onivxtt Youkk’s Epistle to the Reading
Public, 1—his At UonAj^No. 1X1. ; a
dialogue with Johaun W'olfgang Von
Goethe, 22— state of Europe^ the

poet and philosopher, ibid-J^vem-
ments, 2.3—society, ^id—Muller, 24
—^Goethe’s Toi^uato Tasso, 25-.-ariato-

cracy of England, ibid-^Kcepsnke, ibid

—Lord^olin Riisseli’s LatMon in Sep-

tember (not in 1831), 26—Watts’ Lite-

rary Souvenir, ibid—.iSchiller’s Thirty
Years* Bar, 27—literature of the pre-

sent day, ibid— Goethe's Tjeiden des

jiingen IVerthur, ibid— Village Palri-

urrn, author of Corn-Law Rhymes, ibid

—criticism, ibid—Giiiz nm lierlichin-

gen mit tier eisernen Hand, 28— Mar-
tin Jjiithcr In the garden of lA. Bede,
ibid—Schiller’s Robber4«Aid—Collins’s

Ode on the Poetical Character, ibid

^

Soutlioy, (’oleridge, Wordsworth,
Godwin, B^roii, Shelley, Scott, 29—
Goethe’s Wilhelm Meiste^ Apprentice-

ship, and Iiis Faust, 30—^Tliomas Car-

• lyle, ibid—his Life of Schil^, ibid—
B^to^b Cain, ibid— Godwin's pbilo-

0 supliy, ibid—Hope’s Origin and Pro-

spects of Man, ibid--yY kaafii’s Maoa-
ziNi'., ibid—the MenicnikCozcacoantitli,

ibid—d^cription of, 31—the prospects
anfi designs of, .32—St. ^mon, ibid

—

present crisis in England, 33—extract

from Witkeiield^s Householders i« Van-
uer from the Populace, 34—^ cool dia-
^gue between Oliver and his Chum,
621

One 'riiousand F.ight Hundred and Tliir-

ly-oue, by the Kttrick Shepherd, 84
Opera, on the, No. 1 V'.— management,
'722—dmicers, ibid—Italian opera, 727
—Genniin, 730 —French, 731

Our Royul-Acadeniical Lounge, 709
Oxford, scieiitilic meeting at, 750

Vacket FiStuhlishments,Home Station, 261
Rurties, No. 1., 448—^preface to the sub-

ject, ibid—origin and nature of par-

ties, 149— No. II., their importance,
603 4» ^

Parting Stave in honour of the Conclu-
sion of our Fifth Volume, 756

Paulding nn'timet'ica, review of, 336
Peerage, the, abolition of, 66
Peers br not, are we to have? 218
Pofinie's Britain*8 fiistorical Drama, re-

view of, 670 ^

*

People, the.^f Etigland—^wbo are tiiey 1

98—Sir John Fortdibue’s contrast be-
tween fhe commons of France and"
Eifgkind, ibid—altogether ideal, ibid^
his description of what the English
ought to be, ibid-—tlieir comparison
wnh the French, 99—^their right use

- of ^aoiAciencia ibid—their nocialiliip^

their d^rence of origin frPm
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tbei^«eighii^r8« 101—necessity of a ^
due sympathy between *the better and
inferior natures, ibid—Burbe’s defini>

tion, 102—^fazlitt, tdtd-^Baoon, 103—
necoMary division df society, ibid^
6arl}(history of Britain, 104l-jreform
at pr^ent proposbd, 105—want of a
bistofy of die r^uglisli pcoplOi lOG

Perilfeof a Political Unionist, 360
PhilosophyJhe, of Burkingf, 52
Picken ana Ualt on the Canadas, review

of, 635
Place and Wilson, correspondence be-

tween, 247
l^lagiie in the fourteenth rentui^, 415
Pluralities, the Arcbbisho]! of Ci^nter-

bury’s bill on, 545
Portugal, invasion of, 21R
Poetry: Twii Burdies, 20 Nature’s

Gins,^ 51— Solitude, 65—.vision of

Schelk 76— One ‘thousand

eight hundred and thirty-one, 84

—

Mnrtvr-Sludont, 95—London : a na-
tional song, 154—a National Ode on
the propoi>lxl General Fast, 166—
Warrior’s Steed, 197—Address to

.

Copid,^227—Elder in Loke^ 234-^-.

Martyrs, 413— Miss Pipson,' 708—
Notices to Correspondents, 754, 755 '

— First of J uly« 75(i V
Political Unionist, perils of, 360
Present Balance of Parties in’ihe State,

and the results of the lleform-bill, 294
—principles which should actuate all

political parties, ibid—flume, ifrirf—

Burke, i6id—conduct of parties,

the evil of public interference, ibut^
conspicuous influence of Toriee and
Whigs, 296—Radical party conse-

quent upon the French revolution, ibid,

297—difliGult situation of the Whigs,
ibid—reign of George TV. 'and defeftt

oftheW ellington administratioti weak-
ened theWhig party , 298—their desire

of place, ibid— critical situation of
affairs, 299— union of, Whigs and.^

democrats, ibid—mischievous conse-'

quences, ibid—^policy of die Liberalr

towards Ireland, 3(W—^their doctrine

of non-intervention, ibid—conduct in

an^put of office in fore*3n affairs, 301
—m'finnnciul expedients, ibid—their

policy since the Ist of March, .‘302

—

their present situation, 4305—demo-
cratic war against the aristocracy

began at the revolution, ands con-

tinued evc^«ince^ 306—extract from
The Prognu of the Revolutions of
1640 and 1830 (notey^ihid — Mr.
Thomas MacauUy : Sir John Walsh’s
definition of his arguiaenls, 307

—

siimmaiy of bi^ last oration,.VJ08

—

fliUaoies of his system, 309—teeling

in favour of democracy, 311—Sir John
Welsh’a closing observations, ifnd—

American Betnem^n ouif*'lieform-

.iliill, 312—inj^stic^of the m^ure

V
under the plea of ** Preacription," 313

'

—fearful situation ofthe Lords, 315

—

an appeal to them, 316
Present Condition of Publi(f Affairs, 508—Whig ministry, i6id— Wellington

ministry, 511—appeM to all upright,
reflecting, patriotic mou, 513— to
the .ministry and *

its confederates,

514 ^ ^
Promss of Revolution a Satire, 683
Public Affairs, the presdkit condition of,

( 50B

Raleigh, Sir Walter, life of, 649
Reform-bill, the results of, 294
Rencontres on the Road, No. IT., Mar-

riage Impromptn, .35—No. III., Mary
F'enwick, 228—No. IV., Saturday, 567

’

Reports of the Commissioners on C3om-
mon Law Reform, 420—present system
admits ofreform, though it is infinitely'

, superior to our earlier eras, iViirf—

litiguln)P> not an evil, 421—to secure

j men of genius and talent at the bar,

the Sf^miineration must he ample, ibid—vindication of our present system,
and no good ground for altering it to
a code oflaws, ibid, 424—general view

I ^ of the alterations recommended,
^o-openition of govemnieut iiocessan',

ence between the Whigs in
and out'of office, '131—Lord Rroughum
in parficuHr, ibid

Results of the Reform-hill, 294
Resurrectioiial Recreations

; introduc-
tory epistle, 85

Revolution, progress of, a satire, 683
Royal-Academical Lounge, 709

Saturday, a.tHle, .567

Schiller, Goethe, and Mad. de Stacl, 177
Schoolmaster’s Experience in Newgate,

.52^—circumstances in w'hich he w'as

placed for arriving a? ‘^Direct infomia-
«' tioii, ibid—uniformity of crime in the

metropolis, ibid— Wakefield’s Facts
quoted, 522—minor punishments not
regarded % culprits, 52.3—calculated
to encourage young offenders, 524

—

evils of low publications, 52.5—punish-
ment of lL>ys by transportation, 526

—

chta -^s of escaping punishment, 527—^ar' niinistration of penalties, 530

—

O’ 1 Bailey court, ibid— No. 11. Ilur-
ned Trials, 736—^manner of conduct-
ing them at the Old Bailey, ibid—and
for a* court of apx>enl, ibid—case of
Price, 737—rff a bookbinder, ib^—
practice of attorneys, 738—of counsel,
739—petty cases of committaUi to

Newgate, 740
Scott, Sir Walter, and Ir^s imitators,

6, 207
ShepKerd, Lady Mary, her metaphysics,

697 (See Metaphysics)
Shid ifersns the Tithes, 476— his Speech

tlie 8th ofJ^larch, ibid



Shipping iiiter««t| silk monufacturei and
glove trade, 39S—grievances of tlie

ship-owneijp, ibid—^tarnisl^of our na-

tional ho^urj 323—necesnty* of Eng-
land having command ofthe ocean, 324
—old navigation laws, and their object,

ibid—effects of the new laws, 325

—

ignoraiioe and follj of their ndi^catee,

526->-t^eir s^tements and reasonings,

327—hnswer to them, 328—dissatis-

faction of Frdssia, Sweden, Denmark,
&c. ibid, 329—forcigpt treaties, ibid

—

treasury prints, and their use of the
king’s name, .*130—attention of young
members of parliament drawn to seve-

ral leading points, ibid—situation of

.
the silk and glove manufacturer nearly
similar toihatof the ship-owner, 321

—

causes and reasons pleaded by^the
oracles of parliament, 332—trade witli

^^B^ice, 333—clamour for free trade

in corn, .33‘1>—inevitable distress of tins

countr;^ , 335 •

Siege of Mieford, 275
Silk manufacture, 322 • ^

•

pSuck, the, and Buskin, No. III., ^2—
No. IV., on the Opera, 722

Solitude, G5
Spcecli. by way of rider to a late del

49."l—^house of peers, ibid—Earl ^ .

i6id—Lord Ellenborough ,494-^-Iimhoii

ofDurham, 195- -EurlSlirewsbury,itid

—Earl Ilarrowby, i/iw/—d-ord Wham-
cliffo, 49C~Bisliop of London, ibid—
Bisliop of Exeter, ibid—Bishop of

1 dandaff, 498—^51nrquess ofLansdown,
ibid—Lord Wynford, ibid—Lord Dur-

^ham, ibid—^Earl of Winchelsea, 499
Spirit and Practice of the Whig Execu-

tive, 127— the writer’s opinions, ibid

his disclaimer against party fetters,

ibid—the existence of Whigs and To-
ries constitutional and uecessurji, 128

—the geneitl* history of Whiggi^ii,

ibid the favourable opportunity aC-

forded to the Whigs, ibid—disappoint-

ment felt at their conduct^ ibid—essen-

tials of Whiggism renodheed bytliem,

ibid—freedom and right at the mercy
of the executive, 129—a proper spirit

and mode essential to tlie^'uleiv ibid—
striking characteristics of trutfWhig-

gism, 130—very different the

despotism evinced by ^ho p^eiit
ministry, ibid—happy coniolbation of

circumstances for disposing of the

Reform question, i6td— tlia plan it

Stave birth to, 131—ground on wliicli

the leading Wliigs befeke this time

railed for Reform, ibid— Earl Grey’s
declarutioii in 1797, radicalism

shewn iv^ their Reform, i6id—.the
purity of tlie House of Commons
l^fore whom it was first bi8u|ht,

ibid— tlie suppression of the legis-

laiure, 132—the new House of Com-
mons practically electeddiy the cr^wn.
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iiiil->the ineauH uswl,^d—ol^rra-
tioiis on them, i6icL-.-tbe crown in-

tentionally the real eWtor, and not
the multitude, 133*-the oonstitutional

uses and dutie^of the Ilonse of Com-
mons suppressed, ibid—'the ^lling-
uoBB of the pcei^T to sanctiem a less
sweeping and specidative scheme of
Refom, t^u'd— the new bill mosa ob-
jectioiiiyile than thp first^l34— guilt

of the resolution to create^eers, ibid— the despotism of the crown, ibid-^
how thfse proceedings are defended,
135—-the alleged restoration of the
people’s rights, 136-3right of peers to

int^fere onjthe Reform question, 137
•--prerogative of the crown, ifrid—the
creation of peers, extract from Burke,
138—.Earl Grey of 1793 quoted, ibid—^limitation placed on the (ffown by
the nomination boroa^hs, 139— the
f»rcfogHtive to be exercised by a pa-
triotic king and ministry, ibtd— the
delusion of this French Whig scheme
of government, 140—itasiirbitraiy cha-
racter throughout, 142— the public

’ pres% {9id its mandates, il^td—new
mode of enriching iho people, I'lsS—

.

an efficient and comprehensive Reform
•advocated, if bestcived by the three
estates of the realm, ibid

Spiritual \jifts, mauifestations of, 198,
3f6 .

Stacl, Mud. de, Schiller, and Goethe, 177
Statistical Sketclibs af Upper Canatla, re»

^iew of, 635
Smek Exchange, No. ITI., 155
St. Simon, the doctrine of, 666

Tales and Narratives: Twa Burdies, 20— Marriage Impromptu, 35—Mary
• Fenwick, 227—Elder in Love, 234—

Inditfti and the Hunter, or the Siege
of Mieford, 275—DorfJuystein, 489

—

^Saturday, 567
Tides of Mjf TtandLn'd, Fourth Series,

review of, 6
Theological J.ihrary, No. I. LifeofWicUf,

review of, 177—defence ottho church,
ibid—dread of the ascendency of the
Romanist ibid—dissentii^ sects
in the United States, ibid—Colwdge’s
ConslHxition ofChurch and State, Wid—
Le Bas’s4J<e of Wiclif, 11^8—Luther
and Wiclif comped, 196

*

Thondon's Life of Sir W» Baleigk, review
•of, 649—Mr. LdSlge,^^— llaleigh’s

Life, exacts fronrthe Curiosities

ofLiteranre^ oo5
Tithes, Shiel versus tile, 476
Tour of aG^fman Prince, Vols. III. and.
IlL^review of, 53^

Trollope’s Domestic Manners of the Amt^
ruans, review of, 336

Twa Biiidies, 20
Twedtyftecond^eport on the 1..

pVcKet estabflshment, home
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